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ADVERTISEMENT.
The publications

of

the Natiomil

Museum

consist of

two

series:

Proceedings and Bulletins.

The

Proceeding-s, the first

volume of which was issued

in 18TS. are

intended primarily as a medium of pu))lication for newly acquired
facts in biology, anthropology, and geology, descriptions of new forms
of animals and plants acquired ))y the National Museum, discussions of
nomenclature, etc. A volume is issued ammally or oftener for distribution to libraries, while in view of the importance to science of the

prompt publication of descriptions of new species, a limited edition of
each paper is printed in pamphlet form in advance.
The present volume is the twenty-seventh of the series.
The Bulletin. pul)lication of which was begun in 1875, is a series
more elaborate papers, issued separately and based for the most
They are monopart upon collections in the National Museum.

of

graphic in scope, and are devoted principally to the discussion of
large zoological groups. l)ibliographiesof eminent naturalists, reports
of expeditions, etc.

A

quarto form of the Bulletin,

been adopted in a fcAV instances

known as the
in

which

'"

Special Bulletin." has

a larger psige

was deemed

indispensable.

The Annual li(^port of the National ^Museum (l)eing the second volume of the Smithsonian Report) contains papers chiefly of an ethnological character, describing collections in the National Museum.
Papers intended for publication l)y the National Museum are usually
referred to an advisory conuuittee, composed as follows: Frederick
AV. True (chairman), William H. Hohnes, George P. Merrill. James
E.

Benedict, Otis T. ]\Iason, Leonhard Stejneger,

and Marcus Benjamin

Lester F. Ward,

(editor).
S. P.

Langley,

Secretary oftJie SiiiffJts{»)ian Lh-<t!tut!on.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE
ISOPODA.

By Harrikt Richardson,
Collabondor, Division of Marine Invertebrates.

PREFACE.
The difficulties which meet the systematist are but little understood
or appreciated by those engaged in other fields of biological work.
The morphologist, the embryologist, the ph^-siologist give him but litProf. Charles C. Nutting very
tle encouragement and sympathy.
adequately described the situation in his recent address before the
American Association for the Advancement of Science and made an
urgent appeal for cooperation with and leniency toward the man who
toils over the "hard and often thankless task" of classification.
Those who have studied special groups of animals or plants realize
the difficulties that have to be overcome and the problems that must be
faced.
The path is not always eas}" nor the way clear.
In the following pages the object has not been to give an exhaustive
treatment of the Isopod group. The attempt is made to bring together
))y wa}' of introduction facts of general interest, describing briefly the
S3'stematic

position,

structure,

habitat,

distribution,

mode

of

life,

development, and other points of interest in connection with the
group, and to present, in detail, descriptions and figures of a number
of new species and genera, which are the result of independent work
on material collected by several difl'erent parties. These collections
were made (1) bj^ theU. S. Fish Commission steamer AIbatros,s und l)y
the U. S. S. Palos in Japan; (2) by Messrs. Jordan and Snyder in
Japan; and (3) b}' Dr. C. H. Gill^ert at Panama and Mazatlan. Lastly-,
a large nvmiber of Bopyridge in the U. S. National Museum collection
have been worked up and also included.
No bibliography is given with the general introduction. A bibliography accompanies each section of the work. The publications which
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have been of great service in preparing the general account of the
group and freely used are those of T. R. R. Stebbing, G. O. Sars,
F. Beddard, O. Harger, C. E. A. Gerstsecker, J. P. McMurrich, J. C.
Schicedte and F. Meinert, James D. Dana, A. Giard and J. Bonnier,
and H. G. Hansen. A large number of other papers have also been
consulted.
Finally, I wish to express

my

gratitude to Dr. Theodore Gill, the

distinguished naturalist, for his kindness in looking

and

for his

many

suggestions in connection with

over the work

it.

INTRODUCTION.
1.

CLASSIFICATION

The Isopoda are

AND SYSTEMATIC

POSITION.

a group of Crustacea belonging to the large subclass

Malacostraca, which, in contradistinction to the Entomostraca, includes
all those forms having a gastric mill in the stomach; green glands,

functioning as excretory organs, situated in the basal joint of the
antennules; and not having a free nauplius larva, the nauplius stage

being passed in the egg.
The order Arthrostraca includes both the Isopoda and the Amphipoda,
which have in common the following characters: The first thoracic segment is permanentl}^ fused with the head, and bears maxillipeds; the
seven remaining segments are usually free and bear legs, although the

segment and sometimes even the second free segment may
be united with the head to form a carapace; the eyes are usually sessile.
The Isopoda difi'er from the Amphipoda (1) in the general form of
the body which is compressed dorso-ventrally, while in the Amphipoda,
it is flattened or compressed laterally; (2) in the fact that respiration
is carried on by the abdominal appendages or pleopoda, which are
modified gills, while in the Amphipoda the gills are borne on the
first

free

thoracic appendages;

(3) in

the difference in structure correlated with

The abdominal appendages
Isopoda are usually broad plates or lamellae, all five pairs more
or less similar in shape and size.
In the Amphipoda, the first three
pairs are similar in shape and size, are long narrow appendages suitable
for swimming, while the last three pairs are adapted for jumping.
Seven superfamilies" or tribes are usually recognized in the suborder Isopoda. The classification given by G. O. Sars is the one now
generally adopted.
He divides the Isopods into tribes according to
a difference in function in the pleopoda.
in the

the following characters:^

aThe term tribe was originally used by Latreille for subdivision of family, and
such was for a time the general usage. The history of the group has been indicated
by Dr. Gill in his address on Some Questions of Nomenclature (Science, n. s. IV,
p. 598, etc.).
6 The table has been modified to include the tribe Phreatoicoidea.
Other slight
changes have been made also. See Sars, Crustacea of Norway, II, 1899, p. 3.
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a Legs

of

the

pair

first

Uropoda terminal.

clie-liforiii.

exchisively natatory

Legs of the

a^

[Jropoda

b

first

I.

I'lcopoda,

when

3
present,

Chelifera or Tanaioiuea.

pair not eheliforni.

lateral.

Uropoda forming together with the terminal segment of the abdomen a candal
Pleopodaforthemostpartnatatory.il. FLABELLiFEUAor Cymothoidea.
fan.
c^ Uropoda valve-like, inflexed, arching over the pleopoda which to a great
III. Valvifera or Idoteoidea.
extent are branchial
b^ Uropoda terminal or infero-lateral.
Outer branch of the second and following pairs of
c Uropoda infero-lateral.
(•

c'

IV. Phreatoicoidea.
pleopoda two-jointed
Outer branch of the pleopoda never two-jointed.
d Free forms.
c Pleopoda exclusively branchial, generally covered by a thin ojiercular
V. Asellota or Aselloidea
plate (the modified first pair)
YI. Oniscoidea.
e^ Pleopoda fitted for air-breathing
Pleopoda and uropoda sometimes absent. When present
d^ Parasitic forms.
exclusively branchial, and not covered by any operculum.
VII. Epicaridea or Bopyroidea.

Uropoda terminal.

The
pvi.sod
I.

II.

following' list incliide.s the

Chelifera or Tanaioidea.«
1.

Apseudidse.

2.

Tanaidje.

Flabellipera or Cymothoidea.*
1.

Anthuridse.

2.

Gnathiidpe.

3.

Cirolanidae.

4.

Corallanidse.

5.

Alcironidse.

6.

Barybrotidse.

7.

^gidfe.

8.

Bathynomidse.
Cymothoidae.

9.

III.

numerous families which are com-

under these seven tribes:

10.

Serolidic.

11.

Sphieromida'.

12.

Limnoriidee.

Valvifera or Idoteoidea.«
1.

Arcturidte.

2.

Idoteida;.

3.

Cha^tiliidse.

IV. Phreatoicoidea.
1.

Phreatoicidtc.

V. Asellota or Aselloidea. «
1.

Asellidie.

2.

Janiridfe.

3.

]Munnida>.

4.

DesmosomidjB.

5.

Munnopsid.'e.

"The second name given above
Dr. Theodore

(iill

in order that the

for the tribe or superfamily was suggested by
nomenclature might be more miiform.
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VI. Oniscoidea.
1.

()niscid;e.

2.

Arinadillidiiche.

3.

Ligiitl;e.

4.

Trichoniscidse.

5.

Tylida;.

6.

Helleriidie.

VII. Epicakidea or Boi'ykoidea.^
1. Bopyridie.
2.

Entoniscidfc.

3.

Dajidfc.

4.

Cryptoniscidse.

Further .subdivision into g-enera and species is not desirable, although
the genera and species will be constantly referred to in the following
pages.
2.

EXTERNAL ANATOMY.
A.

The body

is

GENERAL FORM.

generally" flattened or

fering in this respect from the

compressed dorso-ventrally,

Amphipoda,

dif-

their nearest relatives,

which have the body flattened or compressed laterally. The outline
of the bodj' varies considerably.
Manj'^ forms are narrow and elongate, the extreme of this tj^pe being found among the Anthurida^.;*
others are broadly oval, almost circular in outline (the Serolid?e).

symmetry prevails in the group as a whole. The adult
females in the parasitic Isopoda deviate from the S3'mmetr3" of the
Bilateral

owing to the parasitic mode of life, the parasitism
being also accompanied in some of the Epicaridea by a degradation in
structure of such an extent that the characters of the group are
larval condition,

known only through a study of
the early larval stages and through the males which retain the characters of the group.
Some of the Cymothoidse, also parasites, are as
entirely lost, their relationship being

symmetrical in the adult condition.
Sexual dimorphism occurs only in the parasitic tribe Epicaridea.
The males in this superfamily are four or live times smaller than the
females and are always found permanently attached to the body of
the female.

In both sexes the body is segmented, the number of segments into
which the thorax and abdomen is divided differing in the various subdivisions of the group.
Fusion of the first and second segments with
the head occurs sometimes, and often some or all of the abdominal
segments are coalesced. The Dajidge have the body very imperfectly
« The second name given above for the tribe or superfamily was suggested
Dr. Theodore Gill in order that the nomenclature might be more uniform.

by

& In Hyssura vermiformis Haswell, a member of this family, all the
segments of
the body are extremely narrow and elongated, giving the body an exceedingly long
appearance.
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In the Entoniscida^ alone there

segmented.
tion

IS< il>< )I)A—

whatever

in the adult fenialc,

and

in tlu>

is

RICHARDSON.

5

no trace of segmenta-

C'ryptoniscidEe but slight

traces of segmentation.

Man}' of the terrestrial Isopoda, the

pill

hugs, and some of the

Spharoma

Spha>romidie, especiall}" the genus

Latreille, are able to

roll the ])od3' completel}' into a ball.

The head may be considered as composed of seven coalesced segindicated b}- the number of paired appendages, the last
coalesced segment, represented by the maxillipeds, being derived from
The eyes may be regarded as the appendages of a first
the thorax.
ments,

or ocular segment; the antennaj and antennuhe, the appendages of a
second and third segment; the mandibles and the two pairs of maxillse
representing the fourth, fifth, and sixth segments; the maxillipeds, as
already' stated, represent a first thoracic segment, which is permanently united with the head in

all

cating their origin and function.

A
is

Isopods, the

second thoracic segment, which

also consolidated with the head to

and the

vSerolida?; in the latter

The Australian

ent.

species

name

foot-jaws indi-

(Harger.)
is

usuall}" the first free

form a carapace

family sutures

may

or

segment,

in the Tanaidai

may

not be pres-

Crahyzos longicaudatus Spence Bate,

and Stenasellus Dollf us have the
head and first free segment of the thorax united so as not to articulate,
although they are separated by a suture in the first two mentioned.
The males of the family Dajid* also have the head fused with the first
free segment of the thorax.
as well as Arcturides cornuUn^ Studer,

Still

a third thoracic segment,

segment,
rajyus

is

oi-

what

is

usuallv the second free

united with the head in onh' one genus, the genus Sphy-

Norman and

—The

Steb])ing.

when present, are always paired. The}' may
be small and simple and situated some distance apart, or the}^ may be
largo, composite e3'es, formed of numerous ocelli and so close as to
be contiguous. Except in the Tanaidie, where the eyes are placed on
1.

Eyes.

stalks,

which

are,

eyes,

however, never movable, they are invariably

ses-

The ocular lobes in the Apseiidida} are spine-like projections of
the carapace upon which the eyes are situated.
Eyes are wanting in the following Isopod genera: Typhlotanais Sars,
sile.

L('2>fn(/)}atJila

Sars, Tanaclhi

Norman and

Ste])l)ing, Sti^ongylura Sars,

CryptocopeSnYa, ILipJocope Sars, Aniiiihrura Sars, Ci^cidotea Packard,
Oh'olanides Benedict, Syscenus Harger, Phttyarfhrus Brandt, TitaTiinaopxis Sars, Odathura Norman and Stebbing
developed or wanting), Lcptunthura Sars, Alaotanaia
Norman and Stebbing (there are minute ocular lobes bat no eyes)
Pseudotanais Sars (e3'es ari^ imperfect or absent), Amiropus Beddard,

nefhrst

Schid'dte,

(e^'es imperfectl}'
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Pleurogonium, Sars, Leptaspidia Bate and West wood, Nannoniscns
Sars, bendrotion Sars, Ischnosoma Sars, Sj)hxro)iudts Dollfus, Stenasellus Dollfus, Csecosphseroma Dollfus, Hypslmetopus Sayce, Mesotanais Dollfus, Heterias (new name for Janirella Sayce, preoccupied «),

and Phreatoicoide,^ Sayce.
In a

number of
The

also lacking.

species belong-in^ to well-known genera eyes are
list

includes: Trichoniscus cavernicola

Budde-Lund,

Astacilla cseca Benedict, Rocinela typJdojjs Bonnier, Munella danteci
Bonnier, Brachenridgia camrnarum, Ulrich, Trichoniscus dygius

Nemec, Cirolana cuhensis Hay, MonoUstris

caeca Gersteecker, Asellus

cavaticus Schioedte, Pseiidarmadillo carinidatus Saussure, Conilera
stygia Packard, Phreatoicus typicm Chilton, Ilarpxmyx pranizoides

None of the Munnopsid* or
Sars, and Serolis anartica Beddard.
Desmosomidte have eyes. Eyes are likewise usually absent among the
Epicaridea.

Stebbing says that the explanation for the fact that many of the
genera of Tanaidaj are blind is to be found in their habit of living
ensconced in the sand.
Many of the blind forms are deep-sea species, others are cavedwellers, and some have been found in wells at great depths.
Structural degeneration of the eyes is found in some of the deep-sea
Serolida?,

no retinula being present, although the vitreous body

is

represented (Beddard).

—

There are two pairs of antennss. The first pair are
^. Antennse.
sometimes called antennules, superior or upper antennse. These are
rudimentary in the Oniscoidea, are inconspicuous, never more than
Usually
three-jointed, and sometimes wholly wanting (Helleriidte).
the antennules are composed of three peduncular joints and a manyjointed flagellum.
The Valvifera, however, are without this nuiltiarticulate flagellum, all the joints being consolidated to form a single
clavate joint.

The flagellum

of the

flrst

pair of antennae in the Tanaidre

rudimentary or sometimes wanting in the female. This is also true
of Cyathura Stebbing, females, Lep^tanthura Sars, females, Janthopsis
Beddard, Jseropus Koehler, Macrostylis Sars, and Hannoniscus Sars,
all having a rudimentary flagellum to the antennules.
In the genera
Anuropus Beddard and Wannoniscus Sars, the first antenna have but
two joints. In Plakartliriwn^ Chilton, the antennules have but three
joints, the first two of which are flattened and form plates surrounding
the anterior margin of the head.
The Apseudida^ are characterized by
having two multi-articulate flagelli to the superior antennae, the second
flagellum being sometimes called the secondary filament.
The second pair of antennae, inferior or lower antenna, are usuall}'
composed of five peduncular joints and a multi-articulate flagellum.

is

a Janirella Bonnier,

a new genus of

^l.W//<f,T is

described,

Ann. Univ. Lyon,

1896.
&

Chelonidiurii Pfeffer is

a

synonym

of I'ldkarUir'nnn Chilton.
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Mimnoj)s/s M. Sars, Paniuiunna Sars, Pleurogoniuni Sars, NannonisCKS Sar.s, and Juo't/copc 'Suvs are exceptions, having' a six-jointed peduncle, and Euryd'icc Leach has onl}' four joints to the peduncle of the
second antenna'. In Plakarthritmi Chilton the third and fourth joints
of the peduncle of the second antenna? are flattened to form plates.
Variations are found in the structure of the flagcdluni. The joints of

the multi-articulate flagollum are

united in one tapering joint in

all

the following genera: Si/jhduus Richardson,

ErichMmeUa Benedict,

Dana, and Eusynmierus Ri(;liardson. The flagellum of the
lower antennae is rudimentary in both sexes in the Tanaidfe, in the
genus »7«7'^^s«'.s Koehler, Edotea Guerin-Meneville, Epelyn Dana, Leptanthura Sars and Cyatlmra Norman and Stebbing; also in the males
of Paranthura Bate and Westwood.
A few genera, Apseudes Leach, Stenetriuini Haswell, Janthe Bovallius, Janira Leach, Trlchopleon Beddard, Janiropsis Sars, and Cruregens Chilton are characterized by having an exopod or antennal scale,
movable and ciliated, attached to the peduncle of the second pair of
antenna.
The inferior antennae in the Epicaridea are greatly reduced. Both
pairs in the females of the Entoniscidfe are transformed into lips.
In
the Crj'ptoniscidaj they are entirely wanting.
Cleant'is

many Isopods. In the genera
Eurycope G. O. Sars, and Atxiurus Latreille they
attain a great development, being many times longer than the bod3^
The greatly elongated second antennse of the Arcturidse are supposed
to serve as a nursery for the 3'oung, which for some time after they
have left the incubator}^ pouch are found clinging to the antennae of
the parent.
In this way thej^ are protected and are able to receive the
nourishment which the parent secures for them and for herself.
3. Mouth pa I'U.
"The upper lip usualh" forms a plate projecting
from the top of the oral aperture over the cutting edges of the mandil)les, and may have an inner plate lying parallel to the outer.
The
lower lip is bilobed, or forms two pairs of lobes, of which the inner
The antennae

Munnopms M.

are of great length in

Sars,

—

pair

is

much

the smaller. "f'

The maxillipeds are a pair of appendages, consisting of a basal part,
the protopodite, usually composed of one segment; a palp or endopodite, with varying number of joints; an epignath or epipodite, which
usually consists of one article, and

is

aflixcd to the protopodite at its

external margin.

In the Chelifera the epignath extends within the
branchial cavity; in the ^Egidic it is fused with the protopodite; in

PlakartJirhun Chilton

it is

wanting.

There are two pairs of maxilhc. The second, posterior or outer pair
is three-lobed at the tip, the two outer lobes being articulated to the
basal segment or protopodite. In the Oniscoidea the posterior maxillse
"Stebbing, History of Crustacea, 1893.
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are laminar, with only a slight indication of a division into lobes.
The inner, anterior or first maxillae are typicall}^ composed of two

unequal lobes, the inner lobe being comparatively small, the outer lobe
more robust. The iEgid» have the anterior maxillae composed of only
a single lobe, the posterior maxilla? terminating in two lobes. The TanaidtB also have but a single masticatory lobe to the anterior maxilUe;
the posterior maxillas are quite rudimentary, being simple rounded
The posterior maxilla? are wanting in Calatlvura Norman and
lobes.
In
Stebbing; both pairs are wanting in both sexes of the Gnathiida?.
the Chelif era there is a backward-directed palp attached to the anterior

Exosphxroma Stebbing has a small exopod attached to the
The first maxillffi in Nalicora Moore have the outer
first maxillae.
joint in the form of a strong, curved spine, the inner joint covered by
maxillte.

a cap at

its tip;

Chilton has both

the second maxillte are four-jointed.
first

Plakarthrluin

and second maxilla?, consisting each of a single

lobe.«

The mandibles are

a pair of

strongly calcified structures, often

toothed along the inner margin or consisting of a single large tooth.

A

three-jointed
Just below the cutting part is the molar expansion.
palp is usually present. The palp is wanting in the Tanaida?, the
Oniscoidea, the Idoteidne, the Arcturidje, and in the following genera:
Mancasellus Harger, Criiregens Chilton, Pleurogonium Sars, MacrosSars, Ischnosoma Sars, Ecliinopleura Sars, Ecliinozone Sars,
Plakartlirhmi Chilton, and in the following species: Mkinnopsis (?)
australis Beddard.
tylis

The C3miothoid», the Limnoriid^, the

Armadillidiidae, the Onis-

^li]gida?, and the Barymolar expansion to the mandibles, as is also true of
the following genera: vEga Leach, Tanaopsis Sars, AnartTiura Sars,
and Munnopsis Sars.
In the females of the Gnathiidae the mandibles are entirely wanting
and the maxillipeds reduced. In the males the mandibles are powerful structures, extending some distance in front of the head.
The mouth parts of the Anthuridae are suctorial. In some genera
of this f amil}^ the molar process of the mandibles is developed into a

cida?,

the Corallanid*, the Alcironida?, the

brotidae have no

sort of semicircular saw.

With the exception

of the maxillipeds all the

mouth parts are

lost

males of the following genera: Paratanais Dana, Typhlotanais
Sars, Leptognathia Sars, and Alaotanais Norman and Stebbing.
The oral parts in the Epicaridea are much reduced, only the mandibles and maxillipeds being distinctly developed.

in the

C.

THORAX.

The thorax, pereion or mesosome,

is

normally composed of seven

free segments, articulating each with the other.
"

According to

Pfeffer.

Variation as to the

No.im
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number

of segments

is

found;

first, in

9

the Tanaidse, in the males of

the Dajida> and in the species CrahyzoK Jonglcd^idatus and Arcturides
cornutus^
in the

where the

first

free segment

Serolida% where the

head, the

five

is

fused with the head; secondly,

free thoracic segment

is

united with the

following segments being free, the seventh segment,

however, difiering
ventral side

first

by

represented onl}^ on the

in this respect that it is

a short sternum, there ])eing )io indication of

the dorsal surface; thirdly, in the genus Sj>Jiyra2)w^
bing, one of the Apseudida',

where the

first

Norman and

it

on

Steb-

two free segments are

fused with the head; fourthly, in the genus hcJmosom-a Sars, where the
fourth and fifth segments are united to form a columnar center; and
finally in the

the fourth,

females of the Gnathiida? where consolidation occurs in
and sixth segments.

fifth,

In many Isopods the lateral parts of the segments are produced as
broad plates on either side of the body, these plates being often distinctly separated dorsally, with the exception of the first, from the
They are the epimeral plates or coxopodites. These
segments.
epimera in many genera are firmly coalesced with the segments with
no sutures evident as an indication of their union. The epimera
of several segments may be fused with the segments, while those of
In many species of
the following segments may be quite distinct.
JVerocila Leach the epimera are very long and greatlj' produced, as is
also true of all the deep-sea species of the Serolidge, especially in the

males, with the exception of S. antarctica Beddard.

The segments

of the thorax are

more or

less

equal in length, the

greatest deviation in this respect occurring in the genus Astacilla Cor-

dinor and in the genus Ardurufi Latreille, where the fourth thoracic

segment attains great development, being elongated to such a degree
in Astacilla that it becomes equal to all the other six segments in
length.
JVxsa Leach has the sixth segment of the thorax larger than
the others and produced backward in a bidentate process.
IlasweUia
Miers, also a genus of the Spliffiromidte, has the last thoracic segment
produced in a broad plate or shield over and bej'ond the pleon.
In (7(>/r/;^^A«<?'rt Richardson the last segment of the thorax is abruptlj^
so small and short that it might easily be mistaken for the first abdominal segment.
Not only the last segment, but also the first, in the
Gnathiidte is very small, the last segment being hardly distinguishable
from the segments of the abdomen.
1. Legs.
The legs are usually fourteen in number, arranged in
seven pairs, one pair for each of the seven thoracic segments. The
Gnathiida^ have but six pairs of these appendages, those of the last
segment being wanting. This is also true of the following genera of
Anthurida; Jfyssura Norman and Stebbing, Crurcgens Chilton, and
CoJanthura Richardson. The genus Uropodlas Richardson is unique
among the Armadilliida, and ITarpony,!' Sars among the Cymothoida%
in also lacking the appendages of the last thoracic segment.
In all

—
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permanently retained

in the adult condition.

Many

of the parasitic Isopods, such as the Epicaridea, differ markfrom the free forms of other Isopods. For

edly in their structure

example, the females of the famil}^ Dajidte have but five pairs of thoracic feet, crowded together around the oral area, and BrancJiJopJiri/xus
Cauller}^, a recently described genus of the family, has but four pairs
of legs present in the adult female.

Phryxus abdominall.s Kr0yer, an

Epicarid species, has all the thoracic legs present on one side of the
body in the female, while on the other side they have all disappeared

with the exception of the first.
There is no trace of thoracic feet in the females of the Cryptoniscidse,
parasitic on the Amphipoda and other Isopoda, the Ostracoda and the
Cirripedia, especially a parasitic family of

Cirripedes, the Rhizo-

cephala.

The males of the Entoniscidse have the seventh thoracic segment
without appendages, the other six segments sometimes with rudimentary

The

feet; the

legs are

female also has rudimentary

composed of seven

joints.

feet.

Beginning at the proximal

end, or their point of attachment with the thorax, these joints are:

The coxa or coxopodite, the basis or basipodite, the ischium or ischiopodite, the merus or meropodite, the carpus or carpopodite, the
propodus or propodite, and the dactylus or dactylopodite. The
sometimes furnished with an ungulus, which may be uni-,
The females in the genus Kepon Duvernoy have the
feet ending in inflated joints without unguli.
Variation in the number of joints is found among the Gnathiidse
where the first gnathopods are only two- jointed with the males, are
"opercular, the first joint being a large pyriform plate, fringed with
setffi on the convex inner margin and containing three semitransparent
calcareous plates, supposed to indicate the same number of original
joints. "«
In EucognatJiia gigas (Beddard) the first gnathopods in the
male are only six-jointed.
Chsetella Dana has the sixth and seventh
pairs of legs terminating in an extremity composed of numerous

dactylus
bi-,

or

is

tri-fid.

joints.

many Isopods (Oniscoidea) the legs or periopods are all similar
shape and size and are ambulatory in character. Difference of

In
in

structure

is to be found, however, in other groups.
The Tanaidae,
for example, have the first pair of legs or gnathopods transformed
into chelipeds.
The chelae of the males are much stronger and more

robust than those of the females, and in some genera, as Lejytochelia
Dana, they are greatly elongated in many of the species.
In the
Apseudidffi the first and second gnathopods are modified, the first pair
aStebbing, History of Crustacea, 1893, p. 336.
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second pair, with the exception of Pagurapseudes
Whitolegge, terminating in a l)roa(l flat joint surrounded with numerous llattened spines. The Arcturidie have the four anterior pairs of
legs differentiated from the other three pairs; they are slender, feeble,
directed forward, and strongly ciliated on their inner margins with
being- chelate, the

long slender hairs; the last three pairs are entirel}' different in structure,

being ambulatory in character.

The Munnopsida^ have

the first pair of legs shorter than the three

following pairs and prehensile in structure; the three following pairs
are ambulatory and greatly elongated; finally, the last three pairs are

swinnning, l)eing natatory in character, and have the two
distal joints flattened and provided with numerous hairs and spines.
Among the Janiridse there is more or less modification in the structure

fitted for

Stenetrlum Haswell and
Jamna Bovallius have the first pair of legs chelate, these being the only
genera of this group which are so characterized. The genus Carpias
Richardson, belonging to the same family, is remarkable for the
greatl}^ elongated first pair of legs and the peculiar development and
enlargement of the joints.
In many genera and some families of
Isopods the first pair, the first two pairs, the first three pairs, or all
the legs are prehensile, the propodus being enlarged or dilated and the
of the first pair of legs in several genera.

dactylus retiexed.

The

and feeble in proportion
with the rudimentary condition of the sevIn Tanais stanfordi Richardson the second

Serolid.e have the last pair of legs small

to the others, correlated

enth thoracic segment.

pair of legs are small and feeble, although similar in structure to those

following.

Mfunna neozelandica Chilton from New Zealand is a species in which
first gnathopods of the adult male have a remarkable form, with
the second joint small, the third "-very thick and strong, hollowed

the

anteriorly to receive the distal end of the limb

expanded

distall}",

when bent

back; carpus

mallet shaped; propodus small and rounded.''

In certain genera of the Apseudidie, Ajxseudes Leach, Pi( rajpseudes
Sars,

and Sphyrajms Norman and Stebbing, there

inconspicuous two-jointed exopod at the base of the

is

a minute and

first

and s(H'ond

The exopod is absent on the first pair of legs in l\iguraWhitelegge. The genus Leiopus Beddard, belonging- to this

gnathopods.
pseiides

exopod at the base of both pairs of gnathoThe supposed function of these exopods is to keep a constant
current of water in the branchial chamber, and thej' are in rapid
family, has a three-jointed

pods.

niov(Mnent in the living animal (St(d)bing).
Papillose adhesive processes, which are supposed to represent exoall the legs of Kepon Duverand Leidya Cornal ia and Panceri. although they are in a rudimentary

pods, are developed on the coxal joint of
noj-
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In Grapsicejpon
condition on the last three pairs of legs in Kepon.
Giard and Bonnier, the adhesive processes are oval, not wart}'. In
Cancricex>un ^^Sky:^ and Bonnier, these processes are riidimentar}-; in
Ergyne Risso and Portimicepon Giard and Bonnier, they are strong
and muscular.
The niarsupiuni or brood cavity of the female con^. Marsupiuvi.

—

on its outer surface of lamelhe or plates affixed to the sides of the
segments at the origin of the legs and overlapping on the ventral side
Sometimes the plates do not completely cover the
in the median line.
eggs which are contained in the brood cavity, as in some of the parasitic Isopoda, the Bopyridw, a large area being left which discloses
The lamellae or oostegites, which are probabl}" modified
the eggs.
epipodites, are usually in pairs of four, one pair for each segment from
the first to the fourth, inclusive, or from the second to the fifth, inclusists

sive.

The Cj^mothoidte

differ in having five pairs of plates attached to the
segments and small supplementary plates on the last two
segments. The Cirolanida^ also have five pairs of lamellas and supplementary ones issuing from the epignath of the maxillipeds.
In Anthura Leach the incubatory pouch extends over only three
segments of the thorax the third, fourth, and fifth. In AstaciUa
Cordiner, Arcturella Sars, Tanais Audouin and Milne Edwards, Psen<1otaiia!s G. O. Sars, Cryptocope Sars, and Munnopsis auMiYdis Beddard, it is confined to a single segment, being formed of only two
plates attached to the fourth segment in AstaciUa and Arcturdla and
to the fourth free segment, otherwise the fifth segment in the three
genera of Tanaidaj mentioned. The Gnathiidfe have no true incubatory pouch.
first five

—

The

lamellae in the Epicaridea are usually in pairs of five as in the

Cymothoida\ With some genera, as, for example, Phryxus Rathke,
those of the two sides are very unequally developed, the plates on one
side being much larger than those on the other side.
In the Dajidse
the brood cavity extends as sacs along the sides of the body.
The young are retained in the marsupium for some time after they
are hatched from the ^^^.
It has

been pointed out that the structure of the incubatory lamellae
have a respiratory function, and are, to a certain

indicates that they

extent, branchial in character, assisting in the oxygenation of the
blood.
D.

AliDOMEN.

The abdomen, pleon or metasome, is typically composed of six segments, five short ones and a large terminal or caudal segment, which
comprises the telson. The following modifications occur: The five
anterior segments are coalesced with the caudal segment in the super-

NO. 1350.
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family Atscllota with the exception of the j^enus Stenasellus Dollfu.s,
which ha.s the first three seomeiits free and well developed; in the

following genera of Idoteid{\3, Stenosoma Leach, Syiiidotca Ilarger,
Crabyzos Spence Bate, Glyptldotea Stebbing, En^HymmemiM Richardson,
Erlclmmelhi Benedict, Epdys Dana: in the Sphwroniid genus CivcospliBeroma Dollfus; in the genus Anarthrura Sars, one of the Chelifera;
and in the Cymothoid genus Ourozeuktes Milne Edwards. The pleon
is also unsegmented in the males of the genera Dajus Kr0yer and
I^oto2>hry.vus Sars, in the females of Asjjtdophry.riis Sars, in the males
and females of Zonopliryxus Richardson, all belonging to the family
DajidiB.
Pkryxus Rathke has the pleon fused in the male, as is also
the case with Argeia Dana, Stegophryxus Thompson, Diphphryxus
Richardson, Miinnidion Hansen, /*«/•«?'(/<?/« Hansen, Bathygyge Hansen,
Pleurocrypta Hesse, Parapcneeon Richardson, and Evgyne Ris.so, all
Epicarid genera. Segmentation is indicated at the sides of the pleon
but not on the dorsal surface in the adult female of Bopyrus Latreille
and Bopyrma Kossman. In the Arcturid{\3 the segments of the pleon

more or
The first

are

less coalesced.

segments are united into one in the Spheeromidae,
which, together with the terminal segment, forms a biarticulate abdofive

segment of which usually bears suture lines at the sides
There are two exceptions: Sphaeromides raymondl Dollfus, supposed by Dollfus to be an archaic form, has all
five segments anterior to the caudal segment free; C&ieosphxroma
Dollfus also dift'ers from the other Sphseromidse in having all the
pleonal segments fused to form a single segment. The fusion of the
five anterior segments into one is characteristic of the Helleriidtv?, two
pairs of short lateral sutures marking ofi the third from the fourth,
and the fourth from the fifth segments. The first five .segments
are also united in the females of Anthura Leach, and Cyanthura
Norman and Stebbing, though in the male they are partially distinct.
men, the

first

indicating coalescence.

Paridotea Stebbing also has a biarticulate pleon.
The pleon in Idotea Fabricius, CoUdotea Richardson, and Sy)mii)us
Richardson is made up of two short segments and a large terminal
segment.

ThefamilySerolidse,the genera Edotea Guerin-Meneville, Z?w^o5eawa
Stebbing, Chiridotea Harger, and ChsetiUa Dana have the pleon composed of three short segments and a terminal segment.
Stenasellus
Dollfus also has three segments anterior to the caudal segment.
The following genera, Cleantis Dana and Glyptonotus Eights of the

have a five-jointed abdomen, four short segments preceding
This is also true of Tanalx Audouin and Milne
Edwards, with the exception of T. rdbustus Moore.
In the Anthuridii> the sixth segment of the abdomen is usually distinct from the telson, as, for example, in Antluira- Leach, Atithelura
Idoteidfe,

the caudal segment.
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Norman and Stebbing, at least in the t^^pe specie.s, Paranthura Bate
and Westwood, Calathura Norman and Stebbing, and Cruregens
Chilton.

The members of the family Phrffitoicidiv have the fifth segment of
abdomen longer than an}^ of the four preceding segments, and the
telson distinc-t from the sixth segment at the sides, but fused dorsally.
The former character distinguishes the Cumacea, but is not found in
the

any other of the Ispoda.

The

lateral parts of the

abdominal segments in the Bopyrid genus
branched appendages, which are

lone Latreille are produced into
jointed in

some

species.

—

Uropoda. The uropoda are appendages of the last al^dominal
segment. In the Chelifera they occupy a terminal position and are
In this group there is usually a peduncular joint and
multiarticulate.
The Oniscoidea and Asellota
either one or two jointed branches.
have terminal uropoda, but the branches in these tribes are usually
1.

not jointed but styliform. Of the last-named superfamily the uropoda are simple, consisting only of a single branch in the genera
Munna Kr0yer, Leptaspidia Bate and Westwood, Munella Bonnier,

and Janirella Bonnier; they are single branched but two-jointed in
Desmosoma Sars, Mimnopsis Sars, EcMnopleura Sars, Macrostylis
Sars, Ischnosoma Sars, and Ilyarachna Sars; single-branched but from
three to five-jointed in Acanthocope Beddard. The last-named genera of
Asellota resemljle the Chelifera in the jointed character of the uropoda.
Still more remarkable is the genus Dendrotion Sars, in Avhich the
uropoda issue from the dorsal surface of the caudal segment.
The Flabellifera or Cymothoidea have uropoda which occup}^ a lateral position, and consist of a basal joint and two more or less oval
One family in this tribe,
branches, an exopodite and an endopodite.
the Anthuridie, have one branch, the outer branch, occup3nng a supeIn the SphseromidiB the
rior position and arching over the telson.
inner branch or ramus is fixed and immovable, only the outer branch

Cxcospjhse.roma Dollf us difl'ers from the other Sphairomidee
having the uropoda united with or consolidated to the sides of the
pleon on the under side, the union of both branches being sometimes
complete or perhaps the exopodite may be visible but altogether rudimentar3^
Scutidoidea Chilton has the outer branch of the uropoda
wanting; in Cassidina Milne Edwards the outer branch is rudimentary.
Codonophllus Haswell, a Cymothoid genus, has but a single
ramus to the uropoda. The genera Anuropus Beddard and Brancharopxis Moore have submembranaceous branches which are concealed
beneath the telson.
The uropoda in the Valvifera or Idoteoidea are transformed into
l)eing free.
in

opercular valves, which close like doors over the pleopoda, meeting in
the median ventral line. These valves are affixed to the terminal seg-
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iiK'nt

1

only along- the latenil niuroin, and when folded meet in the

center.

The uropoda

of the Tylidte and Helleriidw, l)oth families of the

which
below the pleopods, however, while

tribe Oniscoidea, are also transformed into opercular valves

fold over the terminal segment,
in

the Valvifera they inclose the pleopods.

Many

of the Epicarid genera are without appendages to the termisegment of the body, as, for example, Dajm Kroyer, males;
xUpldopJiryxus Sars, females only; NotophryxuH Sars, males and
females; Zwi(9/>Ary,z'?<« Richardson, males and females; the Crvptoniscid», females only; the Entoniscid^v, males and females; and the following Bopyrid genera, Athelges Hesse, males and females; Pleuroerypta Hesse, males; Pseudione Kossman, males; Ergyne Risso, males;
Argela Dana, males; Bopyriis Latreille, males and females; Prohopyras
Giard and Bonnier, males and females; Bopyrlna Kossmann, males
and females; Stegopkryxus Thompson, males; Parargela Hansen,
males; Munnidion Hansen, males; Branchiophryxus Caullery, males
and females; Bathygyge Hansen, males; Bopyroides Stimpson, males
and females; Portunicepon Giard and Bonnier, males; Cancrlcepon
Giard and Bonnier, males; ^''^r/e Co rnalia and Panceri, males; Pkryxus
Rathke, males and females; Parapenseon Richardson, males.
In a number of the Epicarid genera the uropoda are single branched
appendages.
This is true of Dajus Kr0yer, females; Plevrocrypta
Hesse, females; Pseudione Kossmann, females; Leidya Cornalia and
Panceri, males and females; Kepon Duvernoy, females; Grapsicepon
Giard and Bonnier, females; Cancricepon Giard and Bonnier, females;
Portunicepon Giard and Bonnier, females; Ergyne Risso, females;
Glgcmtione Kossmann, males and females; lone Latreille, males and
females; x1/y/6'/« Dana, females; /*arar^t/r/ Hansen, females; Cryptione
Hansen, males; Enfophilas Richardson, males; Gyge Cornalia and
With this tribe of Isopoda it is the exception for
Panceri, females.
the uropoda to be biramous, although the}^ are double-branched in
some genera.
^. PJeoj)oda.
Respiration is effected ))y means of pleopoda, api)cndagcs of the abdominal segments, usually in pairs of live, one pair for
each of the first live segments. The pleopoda in general consist on
each side of a basal segment carr3ang two lamelhv or rami. In the
male the inner lamellre of the second pair bears a slender stylet.
The first three pairs of pleopoda in the SerolidiB are natatory, the
two following pairs branchial; in the Arcturidjv, the two anterior pairs
nal

—

arc natatory, the three posterior pairs exclusivel}' branchial.

The

])leopoda are natatory or branchial in the Gnathiida'; they are adapted
for both swinuning and respiration in the tribe Flabellifera, with the

exception mentioned.

most part

In the Asellota and the Epicaridea and for the

in the Idoteidie the

pleopoda are exclusively branchial.
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Quite a different mode of respiration is effected in the tribe Chelif era
from what is found in the other Isopoda. The pleopoda are used for
swimming- and are never branchial in character, the respiratory function being carried on by means of branchial chambers situated under
the sides of the posterior part of the carapace (Stebbing).
The Oniscida^, a terrestrial family, have air sacs developed in the
pleopoda, sometimes the opercular branch of two or three pairs being
provided with trachea, and sometimes the opercular branch of all the
This adaptation is probably due to their
pairs containing trache^B.

mode of life.
Certain genera of Chelifera are remarkable for having no pleopoda,
as, for example, TanaeUa Norman and Stebbing, StnmgyJura G. O.

aerial

and Anarthrura G. O. Sars. This character is usually correlated
with a fusion of the abdominal segments. The genera Cryptocope G. O.
Sars, and Ilaplocope G. O. Sars have rudimentary pleopoda in the
female. There are but three pairs of pleopoda in Tanals Audouinand
Milne Edwards and in the genus Parajyse^ides Sars there are but four
The genera PseudotanaisG. O. Sars and LeptognatJiia G. O.
pairs.
Sars have pleopoda which are all developed and ciliated or altogether
absent in the female, but always fully developed and ciliated in the
male.
Pagurapseudes Whitelegge has never more than three pairs of
pleopoda, often only one pair, especially in the female.
The first pleopoda are wanting in both the Tylidte and the Helleriidai
and in the females of the Asellidte. Leiop)us Beddard, a genus of the
Apseudidse, has one of the branches of all the pleopoda two-jointed,
and the genera Phreatoicus Chilton, Phreatoicopsis Spencer and Hall,
and Ilypsimetopus Saj^ce have the outer branch of the second and
following pairs of pleopoda also two-jointed, this jointed character of
the pleopoda not being found elsewhere among the Isopoda, though a
feature of the Amphipoda.
In Bathynoonus Milne Edwards there are supplementary ramified
Sars,

branchiae at the bases of the pleopoda.

As

previously stated, the inner branch of the second pair of pleopoda

carries a stylet in the males.
choniscida^,

In the Ligiidte, the Oniscidfe, the Tri-

and the Armadillididie

poda are sexual

in the males, the

l^oth first

and second pairs of

ple-

inner branches of which are modified

into sexual organs, those of the first pair often being coalesced in the
Oniscidfe; in the females these branches are rudimentary.

In the Asellidte the pleon in both sexes has the first pair of pleopods quite small, while the outer lamellte of the second pair are very
large, forming a sort of operculum, the lamellae of which are not fused
together in either sex. The female has four pairs of pleopoda; the
male has five pairs, with an additional pair of very small biramous

appendages immediately behind the first pleopoda.
In the Janiridte, the Desmosomidse, and the Munnopsid* the first
pair of pleopoda in the female forms a subcircular operculum, while
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male the first pair together with the second forms a compound
opereidum, consisting of a small oval plate on either side of a median
elongated plate, divided by a central suture and terminating in two
pointed lobes.
In the genus Conilera Leach the first pleopoda are opercular, with
l)()th branches hard,
Pleopoda are wanting in the following Epicarid genera: Argeia
Dana, males onl}^; Bopi/rus Latreille, males; Bopyro'ides Stimpson,
males; Gy<je Cornalia and Panceri, males; Bojjyrina Kossmann, males;
in the

Kossmann, males; Dajus Kr03^er, males; Asi?idophryxus
Notophry.vus Sars, males and females;
Bathygyge Hansen, males; Athelges Hesse, males; Branchiophryxus
Caullery, males and females; Zonojjliryxus Richardson, males; Stego/>/;/'a/,i"?/.s* Thompson, males;
Z^//;/oj9A/'y,i'M6- Richardson, males; Portunlcejxm Giard and Bonnier, males; Parapenseon Richardson, males;
Phryi'us Rathke, males; Plefurocrypta Hesse, males; Ergyne Risso,
males; males of the Entoniscida?. The pleopoda are represented by
J*seudk>ne

8ars,

females and males;

fleshy ridges in the females of

The pleopoda

Bopyroides Stimpson.

Dajus
Leidya Cornalia and Panceri,
males; Bopyrm Latreille, females; Prohopynm Giard and Bonnier,
males; 6'a«(?r/(?(^;c»w Giard and Bonnier, males; 6^/<//rt//^/o;?Y^ Kossmann,
are rudimentary in the following genera:

Kr0yer, females (except the

first pair);

males.

In some Bopyrid genera the appendages of the pleon are threebranched, asforexample: Phyllodur us Stimpson, females; StegojjhryxuH
Thompson, females; Craiicricepon Giard and Bonnier, females;

Giard and Bonnier, females, has the appendages of the
four segments three-branched, those of the fifth segment biramous; Stegias Richardson, females, has the pleopoda of the first three
segments three-branched, those of the last two segments twoG7\i2>s!cepon

first

branched.

DlpIophryxKS Richardson, females, has the pleopoda four-branched,
eight for each of the four abdominal segments.

The appendages of the pleon are coarseh" pinnate or fringed in
Grapsicepon " Giard and Bonnier, Z^ic///^? Cornalia and Panceri, Portunicepon^ Giard and Bonnier, and Ergyne Risso. In Crancrictpon"'
Giard and Bonnier, the dorsal branch of the pleopoda is tubercular.
In a number of Epicarid genera the pleopoda are single-branched
in the adult female.
3.

INTERNAL ANATOMY.

In the typical form the alimentarj^ canal
convolutions.

«The

It consists (1) of a short,

dorsal branch in these genera

is

not homologous with the epinieral lanielhe

of the abdoniiral segnient.s of lone Latreille

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvii— 08

is a straight tube, without
muscular oesophagus lined

and Kepon Duvernoy.
2
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with ectoderm; (2) a stomach also lined with ectoderm and provided
with a "g-astric mill," which is a chitinous apparatus consisting of nine
plates, seven of which lie in the anterior part, two in the floor of the
stomach; (3) an elongate intestine, more or less dilated at its anterior
extremity, and lined for the most part with ectoderm, the endodermal
portion extending but a short distance from its anterior connection
with the liver lobes. There is no c^cal enlargement at its posterior
extremity. The liver lobes or hepatic cseca consist of four elongate,
more or less coiled, backwardly directed tubes, opening into the ali-

mentary canal

at the union of the

stomach and the

intestine.

an elongate tube, varying in length in the different
groups, and situated in the pleon for the greater part, except with the
Chelifera, where it occupies a position in the anterior part of the thorax.

The heart

is

is confined to the thorax, extending from
Surrounding the heart is a pericardium of connective tissue, a cavity or chamber intervening, in which the blood
One, two, or three pairs of ostia place the heart
freely circulates.
From the anterior
into communication with the pericardial cavity.
extremity the dorsal aorta arises, sometimes being constricted off' from
the heart, and then again being simply an extension of the heart forward, with no differentiation of the two parts, the one vessel gradually
becoming narrower from the posterior to the anterior extremity.
Considerable variation exists in the manner in which the aorta subdiIn some cases it extends forward to the lower lip without
vides.
branching, arteries arising from the heart itself supplying the various
parts of the bod3^
It may divide verj^ near the heart, each branch

In the Asellidse the heart
the pleon forward.

giving

off arteries,

or some

little

distance

from the

heart, or

it

may

continue as a straight tube, giving off branches in each segment. Two
valves open into the aorta from the heart.
In position the main part
of the circulatory system lies dorsal to the alimentary canal.

The nervous system consists of a brain or supra-oesophageal ganglion,
composed of a number of more or less fused ganglia, connected by
oesophageal commissures with an inf ra-cesophageal ganglion from the
;

infra- oesophageal ganglion there

extends a double ventral nerve cord,
connected by double ganglia more or less fused and inclosed in a
single nerve sheath, one ganglionic mass being present in each segment of the thorax, the abdominal ganglia being more or less fused,
so that from the fused mass it would be impossible to tell the number of corresponding abdominal segments. Commissural nerves are
given oft' in each segment from the ventral nerve cord.

Lying in between and parallel to the commissures connecting the
thoracic ganglia in the region of the thorax is a nerve which has been
referred to the sympathetic system.
It does not pass over the ganglia in each segment,

but is fused with each anteriorly and starts again
on the other side. At its union with the ganglia fibers extend to the
commissures on either side.
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From the anterior portion of the supra-cesophageal ganglionic mass
two pairs of nerves are given off to the antennas and antennules.
They arise independently from the brain. Some little distance back
of these is the place of origin of the optic nerves, which supply the
eyes.

From

the central ganglionic masses of the ventral nerve cord

go to two lateral ganglionic plexuses, lying under the hypodermis, which are the elements of the peripheral nervous system.
The visceral nervous system consists of an anterior and a posterior
The anterior system starts from the circum-oesophageal
division.
commissure and innervates the oesophagus, stomach, and liver. There
is a ganglion near the upper lip and one in front of the stomach.
The
posterior system has its origin in the fused abdominal ganglia and has
l)ranches

no ganglionic differentiation.
The reproductive organs are paired organs lying on either side of
the body in the region of the thorax and open by means of ducts at
the base of the fifth pair of legs in the female, the male duct opening
at the posterior margin of the seventh thoracic segment.
Respiration is effected by means of some or all of the branches of
the pleopoda, these branches being thin and vascular in structure and
acting as gills in aerating the blood.

4.

DEVELOPMENT.

Within the last few ears, Dr. J. P. McMurrich has made a
thorough and exact investigation of the development of some of the
Isopods, having studied Jasra, Aselhts, Ligia, Cyinothoa^ Porcellio^
and Ar)iiadillidluui.
He proved conclusivelj'' that the segmentation of the ii^^ is centrolethical, the cells formed by the centrally situated segmentation cell
gradual!}' migrating to the surface and inclosing the 3'olk.
The original centrally situated single cell is stellate in shape, with protoplasmic
fibrils extending from it to the peripheral la3'er of protoplasm.
The
^^^^ is inclosed in two membranes, the chorion, which surrounds it
before the polar bodies are given off, and the vitelline membrane,
which is formed by the activity of the protoplasm of the ^g^^ during
the period occupied by the maturation of the ovum.
The first plane of segmentation lies at right angles to the long axis
''

3-

of the

Q^y^^,

daughter

the division effecting only the centrally situated

cell.

The

thus formed remain connected by protoplasmic strands.
The second division results in the formation of four stellate cells, the
two pairs rotating through an angle of fortj^-five dcgreesuthe cleavage
in this

cells

stage bears most resemblance to the spiral form.

division results- in the formation of eight stellate cells.
is

the sixteen-celled stage.
a Journal of ^Morphology,

The third
The next stage

In the thirty-two-celled stage the

XI, 1895,

i)p.

G3-155 from which this account

is

cells

taken.
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when segmentation first begins to appear
becomes a syncytial blastula, the cavity
now
egg
The
on the .surface.
At this stage the histological difleryolk.
with
filled
being completely
finally reach the

cntiation of cells

periphery,

is

very complete, although

it is

indicated in the pre-

ceding stage. In J»^ra, four cells, termed the vitellophags, occupy
Surrounding them is a circle of twelve cells, the
the posterior pole.

The sixteen ectoderm cells are scattered over the
cells.
remainder of the surface of the egg. In the next stage, the sixty-fourcelled stage, the vitellophags have increased to eight in number, the
mesoderm cells forming a double ring around them, each ring consisting
In the
of twelve cells, and the number of ectoderm cells is doubled.
succeeding stage the vitellophag cells do not take part in the division.
mes-endoderm

One

cell of

the posterior circle of mes-endoderm cells divides in a diffrom the others, and one of the daughter cells probably

ferent plane

gives rise to the endoderm which forms the liver lobes.
the differentiation of vitellophags from the mes-endoderm

In Asellus
is

distinct at

but becomes inconspicuous later, and the differentiation of the
In ArmadilUdlum. and Porcellio no
liver endoderm is questionable.
first

differentiation of the three parts of the

mes-endoderm

is

recognizable,

although the mes-endoderm in these forms is equivalent to the mesoderm, the liver endoderm, and the vitellophags as found in Jcvra.
In the next stage the cells of the mesoderm, endoderm, and ectoderm increase in number and migrate to the ventral surface where
the embryo is to be formed. The concentration of the mesoderm cells
results in the formation of a mesoderm plug, which becomes gradually
covered by ectoderm cells, the teloblasts, arising from the posterior
row of ectoderm cells, and arranged in regular longitudinal and transverse rows.
When the mesoderm plug is about half covered with
ectodermal teloblasts, the vitellophags in Jxra begin to migrate into
the interior of the yolk.
The ectoderm cells of the anterior portion
of the body, together with the mesoderm cells, contained in the mesodermal plug, which has gradually migrated and become distributed in
that region, represent the naupliar part of the embryo.
The liver
endoderm migrates also to this region with the mesoderm. The posterior or metanaupliar region lies behind it and has resulted by the

growth of the

teloV)lasts.

The mesoderm cells in the naupliar region, lying beneath the ectoderm cells, become arranged in two divergent bands. In r/rt^/'« a transverse band joins the anterior ends of the two lateral bands, but this is
not distinct in the other forms. As the appendages bud out the mesoderm cells migrate into their interior, forming a solid support for
them. The liver lobes, formed from the liver endoderm, l)egin to
appear about this time as hollow spheres, open toward the
on either side at the level of the first maxillte.

3"olk,

one

The metanaupliar mesoderm is produced by teloblastic growth. The
mesoblast cells become arranged in a very definite manner in transverse
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Each row of cells is equivalent to a sejjjment. The mesoderm
more rapidly in th(^ anterior seo-ments, resulting- in the
formation of masses of cells on either side of the uiedian line cori'esponding- to the limb buds, which appear on all the segments anterior
rows.

cells divide

The last seven repivsent the six abdominal segments
and the telson, the sixth abdominal segment in the adult being fused
with the telson in all Isopods.
The liml^ mesoderm and the mesoderm of the lateral masses, which
lies on either side of the limb mesoderm, become converted into muscle
to the last seven.

and a certain amount of connective

The

tissue.

end of the stomoand the anterior end of the proctodeal

liver lobes unite eventually with the posterior

deal invagination, or stomach,

The stomodeal invagination appears early

invagination or intestine.

between the antennules and the antennae. As the
invagination deepens into the 3"olk, the posterior extremity enlarges
to form the stomach, the posterior extremity of the stomach uniting

and comes to

lie

The proctodeal invagination occurs

with the liver lobes.

the stomodeal invagination.

It

appears

first as

later than

a patch of cells lying

behind the teloblasts.

The vitellophags take part

in tlie formation of connective tissue,
blood corpuscles, and perhaps even the heart. The
vitellophags are therefore mesoderm cells.
The cerebral ganglia, the antennaiy ganglia, and the antennular
ganglia of the nauplius fuse to form the S3"ucerebrum of the adult.
The young leave the brood pouch with the last pair of legs undeveloped.
In most Isopoda there is no metamorphosis, the young
being similar to the adult. A transformation occurs in the famil}"
Gnathiida?; the 3^oung when the}^ leave the incubator}" pouch are
very unlike the adult males, but bear some resemblance to the female,
though more slender. Larval forms exist also in some of the parasitic
Isopods.
The C3'mothoid£e have several different larval stages; the
body of the young is more symmetrical than that of the adult, the
animal apparentl}- losing its S3'mmetry on assuming a parasitic mode

muscle

of

tissue,

life.

The early development and larval forms of the Epicaridea, a parasitic trilje Lave been most earnestl3" investigated b}' Giard and BonThese authors write that the mode of segmentation in the forms
have studied belonging to this tril)e is holoblastic, the segmentation of the c<f<y Ix'ing complete and unequal, and resulting in the formation of an epibolic gastrula." The first free larva, which the}" call

nier.
th(\v

"Prof. L. Roule also
cellio,

])ut

AUhough

makes

this statement

Dr. IVIcMurrich has pointed out
(iiard

and Bonnier have figured an

about the egg of Asellus and Por-

tliat

his observations are erroneous.

eiglit-oell stage of tlie

egg of Portunion,

which the segmentation ai)pears to be complete and une(]ual, there may have
been some error of observation, and until more thorough work is done on this group
it is not wise to a<'<-ej(t the results so far obtained, which are so very different from
what has been found to be true of the of her Isopods.

in
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resembling the
the larva of the first stage, is a free-swimming- form,
with
all the larvte
occurred
Death
naupliiis stage of other Crustacea.
transformation
into
the
when
of the first stage at the critical moment
expected
to
stage
was
second
the Cryptoniscian larva, or larva of the

Giard and Bonnier infer from this that it is highh^ probable that under this form (the Cryptoniscian larva) the parasite
penetrates into the branchial cavity of its host, where it becomes

take place.

transformed into the adult.
Sars has pointed out that there is an intermediate larval stage
between these two stages, and that this stage is the Microniscus stage.
He has shown that a true Microniscus develops from the first stage
of a normal Bopyrid larva, and that another form of Micronisciis after
having attained its normal development is transformed into the wellknown second larval stage or Cryptoniscian stage; that these two
forms of Microniscus, though similar in appearance, belong to two
Therefore he maintains that Microdifl'erent families of Epicaridea.
niscus, which has been thought heretofore to represent a distinct genus,
the type of the family Microniscid», must in the future be regarded

development common to all Epicaridea. He
is inclined to think that this stage is always parasitic on Copepoda.
The Cryptoniscian larvffi develop into adult males and females, the
females passing through a transitory stage of hermaphroditism. Tlie
larvsB of the first stage and of the Cryptoniscian stage have but six
pairs of legs, except in the Epicaridea, where the Cryptoniscian larvte
have seven pairs. The adult male in the Entoniscidre has but six pairs
of legs, due to retrogressive development.

as a transitory stage of

5.

SIZE.

The largest known Isopod is Batlnjnormus giganteus A. Milne
Edwards from the Gulf of Mexico. This form is 11 inches in length
and belongs to the family Bath3momidm. Other very large Isopods
are Chiridotea sahini (Kr0yer) and Chiridotea entomon (Linnseus).

Perhaps the smallest Isopods are found among the Tanaid^e, the
Apseudidte, the Janirida3, and the Gnathiida\
Some of these forms
are only 2

mm.

in length.

Between these two extremes, 2 mm. and 11 inches, Isopods of
various intermediate sizes are known.
6.

According

to their habitat the

HABITAT.
Isopods are classified as marine, fresh-

water, and terrestrial.

The Oniscoidea are

mostl}^ land forms, having air sacs developed in

their pleopoda, fitted for the respiration of air.

As members

of this

Hay, from an old well at Bloomington,
Indiana, Trichoniscus cavernicola Budde-Lund, from grottos in the
tribe IlajylophtJialmns puteus
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Nemec, from a Gabroviza grotto

near Trieste, arc exceptions.

The family

A.sellicltv

includes only

fresh-water forms.

Janirella

Bonnier, a recently described genus, containing a single species from
the Gulf of Gascony,
tri))e

is

the only marine

member

of this family.

The

Phreatoicoidea, represented only in Australia and Tasmania, has

had assigned to

it only fresh-water forms, Phr^eatoicus
being obtained from a pimip at Eryeton, New Zealand,
Phreatoieu>< atidinilk Chilton from wells at Winchester, South Canterbury, New Zealand, P. australis Chilton coming from Mount Kosci-

until recently

ti/p/eus Chilton

known as Pipers Creek, Phreatolcns
and Phreatolcoides <j7'acilis Sayce, all being found
Two terrestrial forms have recently been described,
in fresh water.
belonging to two different genera of this family having affinities to
the previously' known genera, Phreatoieopsis terricola Spencer and
Hall, and Uypsimetopus intrusoT Sayce, the last-named species being
found in the burrows of the land crayfish Engseus cunicularus^ the
former species leaving casts in the burrows and chambers in which it
usko, in Australia, at a place

sJie2)hardl Sayce,

lives.

Other fresh-water species

are: Ileterias'^ pusilla (Saj^ce)

and Jsera

guernei Dollf us, the only two fresh-water forms of the family Janiridaj;
Cirolanides texensis Benedict from an artesian well at San Marcos,
Texas; Criiregensfontanw< Chilton, the only known species of Antharida', that is not marine, being found in an old well at Eryeton, New
Zealand; Idotea lacustris Thompson from New Zealand; Cleantls

Dana from the Rio Negro River, Patagonia; Alitropus (?)
typus (Von Martens) from the Kapaus River at Sintang, in Borneo;

lineark

Telotha AenseZw (Martens) from the Rio Cadea, in Brazil; Ichthyoxenos

from a fish in the river Tjikerang, in eTava;
Livoneca daurica Miers from a river in Dauria (region), Siberia;
Olencira prdegustator (Latrobe) from rivers in the eastern part of
North America, especially the Potomac; Cymothoa amurensis Ger-

jellingJiausi Herklots

from a tributary of the Amur River, Asia; N^ei'oclla fluvlalis
from the Rio Plata River, near the cit}' of
Montevideo, Uruguay; Lathrxna insidiosa Schioedte and Meinert
from a river near Santos, Brazil, at its exit into the sea; Amtana formosa Schioedte and Meinert from the river lea, in Peru; Ceratothoa
laticauda Milne Edwards from the Continguiba River; Tchthyoxenus
tiiontan'K'S Schioedte and Meinert from streams in the Himala\'an
Mountains; Artystone tr^ysibia Schioedte from the La Plata River, in
South America; Clixtilia ovata Dana from the Rio Plata, Patagonia;
Pseudione [Paliegyge] horrei (Giard and Bonnier), a parasitic Bopyrid
stfficker

Schioedte and Meinert

found on a fresh- water species Palsemoii dispar
dlone [Palcegyge] flwvlati.lU Max Weber, and
«For the

Von Martens;

Pseu-

some forms belong-

preooc'n]iitHl .Trmirelhi Sayce.
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The list of
ing to the genus Prohopyrus Giard and Bonnier.
and includes
marine
family,
for
a
large
fresh-water Sphan-omida? is
Latreille,
Sphxroma
genera
the
to
the following forms belonging
Sjphsermia
dugesi
Dollfus:
Sphasromddes
Ose-cosphseroma Dollfus, and

warm spring in New Mexico; 8. thermophilum Richardson from a warm spring in New Mexico; S. destructor Richardson
from St. Johns River, Palatka, Florida; S. fossarum Von Martens
Dollfus from a

from a swamp; S. rugicauda Leach from brackish waters in Europe;
SphmromideH ray mond I DoWf us from subterranean waters; Cxcosjj/iasroma virei Dollfus and C. hurgundwn Dollfus from waters in grottos
of the Jura; C. faucheri DoWtws from subterranean waters near the
village of Sauve; and MonoUstris cseca Gerstsecker.
With these exceptions all the forms belonging to the Chelifera, the
Flabellifera, the Valvifera, the Asellota, and the Epicaridea are
marine.
a family of terrestrial Isopoda, are littoral forms, and
are found around wharf piles and under rocks and stones along the
Prof. A. E. Verrill sa3^s of Lkjia haudiniana Milne Edwards:
shore.

The

Ligiidsfi,

At the Bermudas the Ligia occurs in great abundance on the ledges and cUffs along
the shores. It runs with surprising activity and quickly seeks refuge in the
cracks and crevices of the ledges, so that it is not easy to capture without injury.

all

7.

FOOD.

Mollusks, Annelids, Crustacea, and fish seem to be the chief food of
The species Cirolana concharum (Stimpson) is

the marine Isopods.

known to feed on the blue crab. From a single crab as many as 108
specimens of this form have been taken. It is recorded that the dogfish Sgualus acanthias has been reduced to a skeleton by Conilera
cylindracea (Montagu).
The Isopods feed not only on the dead
animal, but the living animal is also their prey.
It is supposed that the food of the fresh-water Isopods consists
mainly of Infusoria.
The stomachs of certain of the land Isopods have, on examination,
been found to contain moss cells, algse, etc., so that a vegetable diet is
in some cases substituted for an animal diet.
The Serolidfe are
strongly suspected of cannibalism (Stebbing).
8.

Very

little is

known about

are destructive.

It is a

HABITS.

the habits of the Isopoda, except as they

well-known fact that the Isopod, Limnoria

lignorum (Rathkc) commonly called the "gribble," attacks wood by
boring small holes, causing much damage to bridges, piers, etc. It
has also been seen attacking the gutta-percha of submarine telegraph
cables.

There are two species of the genus Sphseroma which have

this

same

NO. 1350.
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Sjjhieroma vasfafor S. Bate conies from the Indian

lial)it.

was procured "from a piece of wood wliicli had
formed part of a railway bridge over one of the backwaters of the
west coast." The wood is described as being " lione3''combed with
cylindrical holes, in many of which the animal Avas rolled up like a
l)all."
Sj}/i;er()t/i(( (lextructor Richardson was found boi'ing the ])i(M's
on St. Johns River, at Palatka, Florida. Sections of the wood siiowcd
that the diameter had been reduced during a period of eight years
from 16 inches to 7^ inches. The whole surface of the wood was
bored with holes averaging in size about 5 nun. in diameter, and in an
end section the holes were arranged in concentric rings between the
rings of animal growth, showing flie little animals' preference for the
Very strong mandibles, projecting be3^ond the labrum
soft pine.
most conspicuously, provide a perfect eqidpment for this destructive
work.
In decided contrast to the above-mentioned habits, Hallez has
recenth^ pointed out some of the beneficial work of these little creatures.
He has found that Enrydtce jxdeJtra Leach is the principal
Peninsula, where

it

agent in maintaining the healthfulness of the coast at Portal, France.
Shark fishing is an important industry of the people of Portal, who
consume a great many of these fish and export a large number of them
The heads of the fish are thrown on the beach, but they are
to Paris.
instantly surrounded l)v the little Crustacea which leave only the cartilaginous skeleton.

Hallez believes that each locality has a species especialh' adapted to
the conditions of the place for carrying on this sanitary

work along

the coast.
9.

Many of

MOPE OF

LIFE.

the Isopods are ectoparasites.

The Cymothoidre and

^Fgidre

are found attached to the fins and gills and in the mouths of fishes.

Some

of the Cirolanida? are also parasitic on

fish.

Dr. Goode said

of OJenclva prdRgustator that these forms are not parasites in the true

sense of the word, drawing nourishment from the fish to which they

commensal rather, stealing shelter and
When the fish to which they are
attached die, they change their quarters and seek a new ho.st.
OJcncira prH'yiistdtor (Latrobe) is a very abundant parasite, infesting a
large per cent of the menhaden from tiie Potomac.
^(/(itJina l<>li(jinea Harger was olitained from the mouth of a s<[uid.
Other specimens, however, have been found parasitic on 3'oung mullet, showing that the species is not parasitic solelv on the squid.
Parasitism is the mode of life chiefly with th(> Epicaridea. The
attach themselves; they are

transportation, but not subsistence.

famil}' liopyridie inf(\st the

attached to the

abdomen

beneath the carapace.

shrimps and crabs,

of the host or witiiin

A

aiul \w\^
th(>

found either

branchial cavit}",

crab or shrimp thus infested

is

rcvidily
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detected by the large swelling or protuberance at one side of the
new genus of Bopyridie is descril)ed in the following pages,
body.
which occupies a position in the visceral chamber of a species of

A

with reference to the host never having been
The Entoniscidse,
a parasite of this family.
of
recorded
heretofore
cavity of the
visceral
the
occupy
always
Brachyura,
parasitic on the

Munida,

this position

body of the

host, entering

through the branchial cavity.

The DajidfB are found attached to Schizopoda, and usually occupy
a position on the back of the host, but they may also attach themselves
on the ventral side to the branchiffi of the gill chamber or to the
abdomen on the dorsal side. The Cryptoniscidse. are parasitic on
Amphipods, other Isopods, Ostracoda, Cirripedia (usually the para-

known as the Rhizocephalia), and are sometimes found
pouch of deep-water Mysidoe.
incubatory
in the
Dr. Fraisse found
as many as four parasites.
carry
may
host
One
Fseudioiie on one
and
a
Athelges,
an
Cryptoniscus.,
a
a Peltogaster^
parasite,
or two branchial
abdominal
one
and
branchial
One
Pagurid.
sitic

Cirripedia

on either side of the body, is not uncommon.
Other abiding places for shelter and protection are found l)y other
The Anthurid Etstothistos vermiformis Haswell occupies
Isopods.
of
a Venn Ilia and in the elongated shape of the body and
tube
the

parasites, one

^

limbs resembles the original occupant. The
posterior part of the body, with its expanded appendages, serves well
to imitate the branchireof the head region of the Serpida, which issues
the smallness of the

from the free end of the tube, the Anthurid entering the tube in the
reverse direction from its former occupant, with head foremost.
y^ga spong'wphUa Semper lives in a silicious sponge. Species
belonging to the genus THanethes Schioedte are found in caverns;
species of Platyarthrus Brandt are myrmicophile forms, dwelling in
ants' nests, and Leptaspidm hrevipes Bate and Westwood was first found
in the iibrous nest of a mollusk.

The species belonging to the genus Cleantis Dana are supposed to
be tube dwellers.
Ichthyoxenus jellinghausii Herklots bores a hole in the body of the
fish, Puntiu.s maculatus Bleeker, just behind the fins, where it lives
with its mate (Stebbing).
Many Isopods are confined to caves, and lead a subterranean life.
Ccecidotea stygius Packard was first found in Mammoth Cave; it has
been recorded from Wj^andotte Cave also (it is not confined to caves);
Ccecidotea richardsonoe Hay comes from Nickajack Cave, as well as
Ccecidotea nickajaclcensis Packai'd; JBrachenridgia cavernum Ulrich
comes from Ezell's cave and Beaver Cave near San Marcos, Texas;
species of the genus Ccecospho'roma Dollfus seem to be confined to
grottos, l)eing found in subterranean waters; Sp/i»romides raymondi^
Dollfus comes from subterranean waters in a Cevennes grotto; Triclio-
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Budde-Lund from grottos in the Pyrenees; Asellus
from suhtorriineau waters in Central Enrope; Trlcliostygius
Ncmec
from a Gabroviza j^rotto near Trieste (pro})ably
niscus
identical with Typhloniscus stygkis Joseph, according to Nemec, who,
niscus cavernicola

caimticKH Schia'dte

howf^'er, considers the species a true Trlchoufxcus)^ and StotdKellns

Dollfus from subterranean waters (wells) near Cevcnnes, at a
depth of 150 meters.

vJrc!

10.

BATHYMETRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

Man}^ of the marine forms are found floating on
freely near the surface of the water.

algaB or

swimming

Below the surface they have

been taken from depths ranging from 1 to 2,040 fathoms. Among
the deep-sea forms, the species Apseudes gracilis Norman and Stebbing may be mentioned; it comes from a depth of 1,450 to 1,785 fathoms, and is confined to the deep waters of the North Atlantic. The
families which are known to descend below 1,000 fathoms in the North
Atlantic are

—

ApseudidfB

Genera Apseudea, Sphyrapus.

Tanaidfe

Many
Many

Anthuridae
Gnathiidffi

Cirolanidfe
Idoteitlio

Asellid;e

Arcturid;e

'.

Munnidfe
Munnopsidpe

genera.
genera.

Genus Gnathia {Anceus).
Genus Cirolana.
Genus Chiridotea.
Genus Nannonii^cus.
Genus Astacilla.
Genera Ischnosoma, Macrosti/lis.
Genera Munnopsis, Ilyaraelina, and Eurycnpe.

In the Southern Sea the Serolidse have been found distributed over
a wide area in very deep waters, descending to 2,040 fathoms.

yEga maxima Hansen, from

(yocos Island,

1,175 fathoms; Astacilla cxca Benedict,

from

comes from a depth of
Maryland, was taken

oft'

depth of 1,825 fathoms, and Pseudione Udjerculata Richardson,
from Port Ortway, Patagonia, comes from a depth of 1,050 fathoms.

at a

One

of the characteristic features of the deep-sea forms, or '"Bas-

salian animals," is their distribution
11.

over wide areas.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.

The influence of temperature has been considered of paramount
importance in the distribution of life in the seas.
According to Prof. James D. Dana, the preponderance of species is
in the Temperate Zone, or Pararctalian and Notalian Realms.^ Species
outside of the Tropical Zone or Tropicalian Realm'' are of the highest
rank: and usually the largest of the order, the giant forms, such as
For above list refer to Stebbing, Trans. Zool. Soc. London, XII, Pt. 4, 1886, p. 1.
above nomenclature was suggested l)y Dr. Theodore Gill for the primary
iiuirine regions or realms in place of the zones used by Dana.
IVoc. liiol. Soc.
Washington, II, 1885, jtp. \-m.
«

''Tlu'
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saUna (Kr0yer),

ing into the Arctalian Realm.

entomon (Linnaeus), and
in the Frigid Zone or
found
being

Chiridotea

Gli/ptoiwtus antaHlcus Eights

Arctalian Realm/
The Sphffiromidte are nearly
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cold-water species, though not reachSphseroma thermophiluiih Richardson,

all

New

Mexico, and S. dugesi Dollfus, also from
a warm spring in New Mexico, are exceptions.
The Idoteida^ are the most decidedly cold-water forms, the Cymothoi-

from a warm spring

in

and the Corallanid* the least so.
The following genera extend into the Arctalian Realm: Idotea^
Glyptonotus^ Jmra, Janira^ Munna^ vEga^ Serolis, Gnathia, Arcturus,
Timais, Ziriopsis^ Phryxus, Dajus, GMridotea^ Gryptocope, Leptognathia, Sphyrapus, Synidotea^Astacilla, Munnopsis^Eurycope, GalatJmra^
and Bojyyroides.
In the Pararctalian and Notalian realms there is a commingling of
forms from the Arctalian, Antarctalian, and Tropicalian realms.
Some of the terrestrial Isopods are very widely distributed, such
well-known species a,8 ArmadilUdrunividgare (IjntreiWe) Porcelllo Isevis
(Latreille), Porcellio scaber (Latreille), Oniscus asellus Latreille, and
Metopxmorthu^ pnmiosiis (Brandt) being cosmopolitan and found all
daj

,

over the world.

Many

from the coast of Norway, England, and
from the Mediterranean are carried
b}^ the Gulf Stream along the Atlantic coast of North America and are
found on the coast as far south as the West Indies and the Bermudas.
Among the number on record from European waters found on the
Atlantic coast of North America may be mentioned: Idotea metallica
Bosc, Rocinela maculata Schicedte and Meinert, JEga ventrosa M.
Sars, ^ga urcth-a Liitken, Sphyrajpus malleolus Norman and Stebbing,
^gawebhil (Guerin), Synldotea hicuspida (Owen), Galathura hranchiata
(Stimpson), Gyathura carinata (Kr0yer), vEga psora (Linngeus), Girolana concharum (Stimpson), Idotea marina (Linnaeus), Jsera marina
of the marine forms

the Atlantic coast of Europe, and

(Fabricius), Arcturus

haffini (Sabine),

Girolana horealis Lilljeborg,

Gnathia elongata (Kr0yer), Astacilla gramdata (Sars), JEga crenulata
Liitken, Gryptocope arctica Hansen, Leptognathia longireiiiis (Lilljeborg), Gonilera eylindricea (Montagu), Leptochelia savignyi (Kr0yer),
Eurxjcope cornuta (Sars), Munnopsis typica M. Sars, Jaiiira maculosa

Leach, Mxmna falricii Kr0yer, Mimna l-rmjeri Goodsir, Limnoria
lignorum (Rathke), Tanais cavoUnii MiluQ Edwards, Leptochelia duhia
(Kr0yer), Jxra alhifrons Leach, ^ga incisa Schicedte and Meinert,
« Bathynomus giganieus Milne Edwards
coming from the Caribbean Sea is not an
exception, because it is found at great depths, where the temperature of the water is
very low.

^The above nomenclature was suggested by Dr. Theodore Gill for the primary
marine regions or realms in i^lace of the zones used by Dana. Proc. Biol. Soc.
"Washington,

II, 1855, ijp. 1-66.
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and iJajus

Kr0yer.

Clilrldotca sablni (Kr0yer)

i,s

a circumpolar species, ha\ino- ])ccn

recorded from the Pacific coast of North America, Greenland, the
Siberian Pohir Sea, the Kara Sea, and Franz-Josef Land (Sars).

Synldotea nodnlom (Kr03'er) is also circumpolar and occurs along the
west and east coasts of North America.
Some of the Bopj'rida^ have a wide distribution. Phryxus ahdouilnalln (Kr0yer) has been recorded from the coast of Norway, from
Greenland, and from the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of North America,
the various species of host which it infests being circumpolar.
Bvpyroides hippolytes (Kr0yer) is found also on both coasts of North America, the form from the west coast having been described b}^ Stimpson
under the name acutlmarginata.
It is interesting to note the similarit}' between several of the species
found on the Atlantic coast of North America and those of the Pacific
coast, the difi^erences separating them being very slight.
Hansen has
pointed out the close resemblance of his two species ^Ega iiiax'ima^
from Cocos Island, and u.Ega acuminata., from the Galapagos Islands, to

uEga psora (Linnteus) from the Atlantic coast; of his species ^Ega
from Cocos Island and the Galapagos Islands, to ^Ega ventrosa
Sars from the coast of Greenland; of his species Rocinela niodesta.,
from the Gulf of Panama to Roclnda maculata Schioedte and Meinert,
from Greenland, and of his species Rocinela laticauda from the coast
of Mexico to Rocinela australin Schioedte and Meinert from the Straits
of Magellan.
Rocinela affinis Kichardson from Japan also presents
striking resemblances to Rocinela oculata Harger from the Atlantic
coast of North America.
Cilicsea caudata gilliana Richardson and
Dyn((mene iuherculosa Richardson from the Pacific coast are quite
similar to forms from the Atlantic coast, Cilicsea caudata (Sa}") and
Dynaniene hermadensis (Ives) from the Gulf of Mexico, Yucatan, and
the Bermudas.
A rather remarkal>le instance of a shallow-water organii^m coming
from two very remote localities is that of Lejdochelia niinuta Dana.
The type .species of this form was obtained from the Fijis, at the
island of Ovalau, from among seaweed and small corals.
A, few 3'ears
ago this species was again recorded by Stebbing, but this time from
the West Indies, at Long Island, where it was found in shallow water

plebela

covered with

alga'.

In the present paper record

(Milne Edwards)

known

to

is

West

made

of a species

^Ega deshaysiana

Indian waters, being obtained by the

S. Fish Commission steamer Allxdro-ss at the Hawaiian Islands.
In explanation of these facts Dr. Gill has said:

U.

The infereiu'e is irrcsistil)le that sui-li types liavi' luijirated from common ground,
and may have originally developed either in the deep 8ea and thence dispersed in
opposite directions, or at one of the extremes, anil wandered thence over the bottom

to their final resting places.
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SECONDARY SEXUAL CHARACTERS.

many cases the males and females are alike in general characters,
may lie slight differences in size and proportions. In

although there

some

instances, however, differences occur of the following nature:

the antennie in the males may be longer than in the females; this is
The males of Llgia haudiniana
true of the Ligiidai for example.

Edwards also have a fringe of bristles or stiff* hairs along the carpus
and the merus of the first pair of legs, which character is entirely
wanting in the females. Ligia exotica Roux is provided with a process extending from the propodus of the first pair of legs in the males,
The males of Corallana
this process being absent in the females.
tricornis Hansen, Corallana quadricornis Hansen, and Corallana sexicornis Richardson have in the first species named three spines on
the dorsal surface of the head, in the second species four spines
on the head, and in the third species four spines on the head and
two on the basal joints of the antennulte, the head of the female in
all these species being entirely unarmed.
Among the Tanaidse and the Apseudidse the first pair of legs of
the males are much more robust and ver}^ much larger than those of the
The males of
females, although they are usually similar in structure.
several species of the genus Leptochelia Dana have greatly elongated
first gnathopods and antennge while the same appendages in the females
are greatly reduced.

The genera

of the Janiridse, in which the first pair of legs of the

from the other pairs, show a similarity
with the females.
Carpias hermudeims
Richardson, which presents this tendency in the extreme, being
remarkable for the great size and peculiar structure of the first pair
The legs
of legs, exhibits no peculiarities of this kind in the female.
of the first pair in the species, Stenetrimn stehbingi Richardson, differ
in form from those of the female, both, however, being chelate in

males

is

different in structure

in structure in all seven pairs

character.

In the Sph^romidse the genus Cilica&a Leach has the first abdominal
in the male produced in a long spine or process, which, according to Haswell, is sometimes wanting in the female. The males of the
genus Isodadus Miers have the seventh thoracic segment produced in
a long spine, which is not developed in the female.
Cycloklura Stebbing, an Australian genus of the Spliffiromidge, has the seventh seg-

segment

ment

of the thorax produced into a large dorsal spine, at least in the

Ceratocejjhalus Woodward, also a Sphan'omid genus, has the
head of the male drawn out into three large processes, of which
the middle one is much the longest; in the female faintly marked
projections take the place of these processes.
The sixth segment of
the thorax in Campecopea Leach is produced in a long tooth in the
male, but not in the female.

male.
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thi.s order, with the exception of the Epicarideti, p(>rhup,s there
no greater distinction between the males and the females than in
Owinj^ to these differences, at one time the
the famih^ Gnathiidte".
3'ouno- and the females were inclnded in a separate famil}" from that
The relationship between the two
to Avhich the males were assigned.
forms was definitely established b}^ Mr. Eugene Hesse, although suggestions were made by Leach as early as 1814 pointing to this conThe adult males have powerful mandibles projecting in front
clusion.
In the female the mandiof the large quadrangularly shaped head.
bles are absent and the head is small and triangular.
The first gnatliopods in the male are two-jointed opercular appendages. In the
female the first pair of legs lie in a membranous plate supposed to
be marsupial in character (Stebbing).
With the Epicaridea not onl}^ is sexual dimorphism most marked,
but the males also differ from the females in the shape of the bod}',
which is elongate and always bilaterally sjmmietrical, while the body
of the female is usually more or less asymmetrical, and has a tendenc}' to be circular in outline, and in the fact that the segments of
the abdomen may be distinct or fused irrespective of this condition in

In

its

the female.
13.

ALTERATION OF SEX AND HERMAPHRODITISM.

The peculiar phenomenon of the alteration of sex occurs among
some of the Cymothoidte. The 3'oung male at one period is protandrous, being provided with rudimentary female reproductive organs

within the male reproductive organs.

When

the integument

is

shed

the female reproductive organs develop at the expense of the male

organs, the incubatory lamellee arise at the base of the thoracic legs,

and the copula tory organs are thrown off.
This alteration of sex and temporary hermaphroditism of the protandrous tj^pe has been observed in Cymothoa, Nerocila^ Anilocra,
and Icthyoxenos.
The Cryptoniscian larvfe (males) of the Epicaridea develop into
adult males and females, the larva? which are to become females having
at one period both male and female reproductive organs.
In the family Cryptoniscida' the males not transformed into females do not pass
bevond the form of the Cryptoniscian larvse. With the family Entoniscida? certain males undergo, while retaining their sex, a metamorphosis less complete than that of the female, but sufliciently great to
give a very different appearance to this second form. Thus the Entoniscidjc have larval males (complementar}^ males) as well as degraded'
adult males, both fertile. It may ))e possible as Girard and Bonnier
suggest, that, if the adult degraded male should disappear, one of these
complementary males may take its ])la('c and continue its transformation into the adult form.
The Cryi)toniscida> have only larval males.
The Bopyridae have onl}^ degraded adult males.
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I.

ISOPODA COLLECTED IN JAPAN IN THE YEAR 1900 BY
THE U. 8. FLSH COMMISSION STEAMER ALBATROSS,
AND IN THE YEAR 1881 BY THE U. S. S. PALOS.
The collections made

in

Japan by the U.

S.

Fish Commission steamer

Alhatros.s and the U. S. S. Polos contained material that was interesting and, for the most part, new to science. In the present paper two

new genera and

several

new

species are added to the

of those

list

already known.
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FLABELLIFERA
Family

or

CYMOTHOIDEA.

MinTfM.

ROCINELA ANGUSTATA, new
Rocincla Inticauda Rich.\rdson (not Hansen), I'roc.

No. 157, pp. 14-15,

1898,

figs.
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species.

Am.

IMiilos.

5-6; Proc. U. S. Nat.

Soc,

XXXYII,

Museum, XXI,

1899,

p. 828.

—

Local if y. Manazura, Japan. (Collected b}- the U, S. Fish Commission steamer A/hafro-ss.)
This species formerly identified by the author with Ji. laticatida
Hansen from Acapulco, Mexico, is now given a new specific name.
It can l)e differentiated from H. Idti.cauda Hansen by the difference in
the width of the abdomen compared with the thorax, the abdomen
being much broader in JR. laticamla Hansen than in 7?. (nujiistata
Richardson; in having but four spines on the propodus of the prehensile legs, while in H. hdlcauda Hansen there are six; in having six
spines (five are wrongly given in the earlier description) on the merus
'''

of the prehensile legs, while in R. latlcauda Hansen there are four,

and

in the

shorter antennaj.

Four specimens

of this species

were

obtained by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer A/hatro.ss, one from
ofl' San Luis Obispo Bay, California, another off Esteros Bay, (yalifornia, a third at

Alaska.

Puget Sound, and a fourth from Unimak Island,

All four specimens are alike in character; two are males,

and two females. The specimen from Ja})an, a male, agrees with the
specimens referred to R. tnif/xsfata Richardson with this exception:
There are four spines instead of six on the merus of the prehensile
legs.
It has the narrow abdomen, the shorter antennse, and the four
spines on the propodus of the prehensile legs, as stated in the description of i?. {laticauda) axgustata Richardson.

ROCINELA AFFINIS, new

species.

Bod}^ ovate; color uniformly yellow.

Head

and produced over the basal joints of the
Eyes large, occupying the greater
portion of the head and contiguous along the median line. The ocular
lobes do not project posteriorly.
The ocelli are arranged in ten rows
large, triangidar,

antennae in a truncate process.

along the long axis of the eye. The first pair of antenna^ extend to
the end of the peduncle of the second pair of anteniue: the first joint
of the peduncle is very short and is almost concealed by the frontal
The second pair of
process; the flagellum consists of five joints.
antennte extend but a short distance beyond the first thoracic segment;
"Bull.
tigs. 2,

:\Iu8.

Comp.

Zool.,

Ilarvanl

Colloirt',

•?,.

Broc. N. M. vol. xxvii— 03

3

1897,

XXXI,

No.

5,

p. lOS, pi. in,
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the

of

first joint

the peduncle

is

entirely concealed
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by the

frontal

process; the flagolluin consists of fourteen joints.
The first and second segments of the thorax are equal in length.

The

third

i^hort

is

longer and the fourth the longest. The fifth segment is
The sixth
in length to the first or second segment.
segment is very short in the median dorsal

and equal

line, being about one-third the length of the
preceding segment. The seventh segment is
extremely short, being half as long in the
median line as the sixth segment. The epimera of the second and third segments are not
so acutely produced as in the following seg-

Those of the fourth, fifth, and sixth
segments are narrow and have acute posterior
extremities. The epimera of the seventh segment are broad, but also acutely produced.
The first abdominal segment is not evident
in a dorsal view", being entirely concealed
by the last thoracic segment. The second,
third, and fourth segments are produced
ments.

laterally in acute processes.

ment

The

fifth seg-

narrow, not as wide as the terminal
segment, but is longer than the preceding
-ROCINELA AFFINIS, NEW
segments in the median line. The terminal
SPECIES.
X 4.
segment is roundly triangulate, with margins
fringed with a few hairs. The outer branch of the uropoda is broadl}^
expanded, rounded posteriorly, and is about twice as wide as the inner
branch.
The outer margin is crenulate, and beset with ten spines.
The inner branch is narrow, and rounded posteriorly, and is equal in
is

length to the outer branch.

The

first

three pairs of legs have long curved dactyli.

podus of the

fi]'st

pair

is

armed with four

The pro-

spines,

the carpus with one, and the nierus with two.

The second and third pairs have the propodus
armed with only three spines. The other legs are
long, slender, and somewhat spinulose.
Only one specimen was taken by the U. S. Fish
Commission steamer
of Port Heda, Japan,

AlJjotro.s.s^

at the entrance

Fig. 2.— Leg of first pair
of rocinela affinis. x 10.

at a depth of 167 fathoms.
Tijj^e.—Cut No. 29083, U.S.N.M.
This species is very closelv related to i?. oculata Harger," to which
it bears a very striking resemblance.
It dift'ers from that species in
the following points:
«Bull. Mus.
figs.

Comp.

2-2a; pi. iv,

Zool.,

fig. 1.

Harvard

College, XI, No. 4, 1883, pp. 97-98; pi. in,
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In the entire concealment of the

first

35

abdominal segment on the

dorsal side ])v the last thoracic soo-ment; (2) in the

much

iarf^er epiniera

prominent as those
and are somewhat broader, the posterior extremities not being on a level with those of the sixth segment, as is true of
i?. ociflttta, but extending some little distance behind; (3) in having
the propodus of the legs of the first pair armed with only four stout
spines, while in i?. ocvJuta there are eight, and in having two stout
spines, also, on the merus. while in R. ocuhita there are none; the legs
of the second and third pairs have three spines on the propodus, while
in R. (H'xhifii they have six spinivs; and (4) in not having the eyes produced posteriorly into lobes as in R. oculata.
of the seventh thoracic segment, which are quite as
of the sixth segment,

Family

CIROLANID.E.

CIROLANA JAPONENSIS,
Body about three times as long
Head transverse. Eyes very

new

species.

as wide, rather convex.

small, round, and

situated at the

Color of eyes light brown.
Frontal margin of head with small median point, on either side of
which is a depression for the reception of the
antenna?. First pair of antennfe very short, reaching only to the end of the fourth joint of the peduncle of the second pair of antenna?; flagellum
3.-antenn^, fronwith joints
verv short and difficult to distinguish; ^^«J
"^^"^
LAMINA, CLYPEUS,
they number a])Out ten.
antenna?
pair
of
Second
and labrum of ciro^^^^ japonensis, new
extend a little beyond the posterior margin of the
SPECIES.
X 10.
third thoracic segment; the flagellum contains
about twenty-four joints. Frontal lamina or interantennal plate is
narrow and elongate, this and the clypeus ))eing luiarmed and perfectly
corners of

antero-lateral

the

head.

•

.

.

1/11

.

•

flat.

The

first

segment of the thorax

second, although

segments are

it

is

is

a little longej-.

ecjual in

not greatly longer than the

The

fourth,

fifth,

length to each other and to the

and sixth

first,

being

and seventh. The epimera of
Those
the second and third segments are not produced posteriorly.
of the following four segments are produced posteriorly, a gradual

slightly lojiger than the second, third,

being noticeable. The posterior extremity of
segment reaches the posterior margin
of the second abdominal segment.
All the epimera are ])road and
smooth, with only a faint trace of arched carina\
The first four segments of the abdomen are of equal width and
increa.se in this feature

the epimera of the seventh

of nearly ecpial length.

extremities produced.

The

third and fourth have the post-lateral

Th(^ fifth

segment

is

eo\(M"ed at the sides

the post-lateral prolongations of the fourth segment.

The

by

sixth seg-
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apex obtuse, the sides converging- more rapsegment. This posterior part
of the last segment is crenulate, and armed with about ten spines
and numerous hairs. The inner branch of the uropoda is about twice
Both branches are equal in
as broad as the outer.
length, crenulate on both margins, and armed with
spines and hairs.
The legs of the first pair have the ischium and
merus distall}^ produced, the process of the merus

ment

is

triangulate, with

idly to the posterior third portion of the

The
extending half the length of the propodus.
There
carpus is very small, almost inconspicuous.
Fig. 4.— Abdomen of
are a few spines on the inferior margin of the merus,
CiROLANA JAPONENSIS.
X 10.
In the second and third pairs
carpus, and propodus.
of legs the carpus is larger, and the process of the merus extends to
the end of this joint.

The fourth and

fifth pairs of legs

are similar,

with the exception that the basis in the fifth pair is more dilated and
The sixth and seventh pairs
less slender than in the fourth pair.

have the basis much dilated, forming a
high carina. All the legs are furnished
with long, plumose hairs. Spines also
are present along the margins of the
legs.

Color, uniformly light yellow; eyes,
light brown.

Only one specimen was taken by the
S. Fish Commission steamer Alba-

U.

tross, at

Yokkaichi Light, Japan.

Ty2)e.— Cat. No. 29085, U.S.N.M.
This species is closely related to C.
hirtijMS Milne Edwards,'* but the following characters may serve to distinguish it from that species: Cl3'peus
somewhat wider than labrum, beingproduced at the lateral angles; antenna? longer than in O. hirtrpes, reaching
the posterior margin of the third tho-

segment; ej^es smaller than in C. Fig. 5.— Legs of Cirolana japonensis.
OF FIRST PAIK; 6, OF SECOND PAIR; C, OF
and round; epimera of thoracic
FIFTH pair; d, OF SEVENTH PAIR. X 10.
segments not ornamented with arcuate
carinse (''furca"), only faint traces of these being evident; the legs of
the first three pairs are not provided with a spine at the apex of the
ischium and merus, as is true of C, hirtipes; the other four pairs of
legs are provided with spines along the margins and a few spines on
racic

hirfipe.s

«H.

J.

rt,

Hansen.

Cirolanidse, etc., Vidensk. Selsk. Skr., 6te R.

og Mathematisk Afd. 5te Bd.

3, p. 326.

Naturvidenskabelig
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.some of the joints, while in ('. /thil/>ex the spines are inor(^ mnneroiis
on the ni:irii"ins and oronpod togethei' in rows on the ischium, meriis,
and cai'})us; and the posterior niar*>in of the terminal seo"ment of the
abdomen is armed with ten rather than sixteen spines.
This s[)eeies differs from C. .svhiodfr! Miers" in the foi-m of the
frontal lamina (interantennal plate), which in the hitter species bears

a strong' tooth at

its

from

anterior extremit}'.

Miers in not having- the first thoracic
segment greatly longer than the other segments.
From (J. /v>.sW/ Miers it differs in the form of tlie eyes, which in
that species are narroAV-oblong, and extend "along the sides of the
head from the front margin of the first seg'uient of the bod}' nearly to
It differs

(\ trntitsfyUs

''

the bases of the antenna?.''

Family

CYMOTHOID.E.

LIVONECA PROPINQUA,
Body broad, with sides subparallel,
Abdomen not narrower than thorax.
Head
margin

new

species.

twisted either to right or

left.

Color, dark yellow.

produced in an obtuse point; posterior
Eyes moderately larg-e, oval,

small, triangular; front
straight.

and situated at the lateral angles of the head.
First pair of antennw extend nearly to the
antero-lateral angles of
the

first

thoracic seg-

ment; each consists of
seven joints.
Second
pair of antenna? reach
the

posterior

head;

the

of

margin
each

is

composed of thirteen
joints.

First

ment

thoracic

seg-

o n s i d e 1" a b y
longer than any of the
c

others.

NEW

SPECIES.

X

3.

The

antero-

angles of

lateral
Fig. 6.— Livoneca PROpiNQrA,

1

this

segment extend
around the head
eith<a* side;

up
on

Fig. 7.— Livoneca

propinqua.
leg of fifth pair; b, leg
OF SIXTH pair; c, leg OF

(1,

SEVENTH PAIR.

X

10.

the poste-

The other thoracic segments are
seventh segment being somewhat shorter.

rior angles are widely rounded.

about equal

in length, the

"Zoological Collections of H. M.
pi.

XXXIII,

S.

AUrt, 1884,

jip.

302-S04,

])1.

xxxiii,

%.

a,

and

fig. K.

''Catalogue of the Stalk
pi. HI, fig. 3.

and 8essile-eyed Crustacea

of

New

Zealand, 1876,

p. 109,
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of the second and third segments are long and narrow,
and extend the whole length of the lateral margin of the segments.
The epimera of the fourth and fifth segments are short and pointed

The epimera

and extend only half the length of their respective seg
ments. The epimera of the sixth segment are pointed posteriorly and
extend three-fourths the length of the segment; those of the seventh
segment are rounded posteriorly and extend fully to the posterior

posteriorly,

margin of the seventh segment.
The abdominal segments are short but full}' as wide as the thoracic
segments. The terminal segment is transverse, about twice as wide
as long, with the posterior margin widely rounded.
The uropoda are narrow oar-like appendages, somewhut tapering
toward the extremity, which is rounded. The outer branch is a little
longer than the inner l)ranch and extends almost to the posterior
margin of the terminal abdominal segment.

The

legs are all similar, with the exception that the carina of the

is very high on the four posterior pairs.
This species ditfers from L. caudata Schioedte and Meinert" from
Japan in the fact that the carina of the basis is mucli higher than in
that species; in the longer uropoda, the outer branch being the longer

basis

one in L. proplnqua^ while the reverse is true in L. caudata Schioedte
and Meinert; and in the transverse terminal segment.
Three specimens were obtained by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer
Albatross at Port Heda, Japan.
Type.~Q,2X. No. 29086, U.S.N.M.

Family SPH.FROMID.F:.

CYMODOCEA ACUTA,

new

species.

Surface of body smooth; color white with numerous black dots.
Head large, broader than long, with prominent median point.

Eyes

large, situated in the post-lateral angulations, the

ocular lobes extending some distance beyond the pos-

margin of the head. First pair of antenna extend
almost to the posterior margin of the first thoracic segment; first two joints of peduncle large, dilated, the
first one long, the second very short; third joint long
and slender; flagellum composed of about seventeen
terior

Second pair of antcnnte reach the posterior margin of the second thoracic segment; flagellum composed
of about twenty joints.

joints.
Fig. 8.— CYMODo-

CEA ACUTA, NEW
SPECIES.

X

3.

segment of thorax is twice as long as any of the
six segments are subequal in length.
The
lateral parts of all the segments are produced in narrow, acute angulations.
The epimera are indicated by faint suture marks.
First

others.

The following

« Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift, (3)

XIV,

1883-84, pp. 360-362, pi. xv,

ligs.

1-2.
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segment of the abdomen is twice as long as the last tho^
There are three suture lines on either side, the first
This segment
pair being entirely eoneealed exeept in a lateral view.
is posteriorly produced in two small points, one on either side of the
median line, and in two larger points, one on either side a little within

The

tirst

racic segmont.

the line of the epimeral sutures of the thoracic
segments. The terminal abdominal segment
has a large triangular lobe within the notch at
the posterior extremity. The lobes
__^^
on either side of the median lobe are
smaller and shorter. About the mid-

=^

dle of the

segment are two elevations,

Fig.

9.

Cymoddcka

acuta.

ANTENN.E (IF TH K FIRST
one on either side of the median line,
pair; h, LABRIM.
transversely situated.
The uropoda
are equal in length, and are shorter than the terminal segment.
J5oth are pointed posteriorly.
The outer one is
more tapering than the inner one. which is equal in width
throughout its length.
FiG.io.— latThe legs are all similar in shape and size and terminate in
biunguiculate
dactyli.
They are ambulatory in character.
OF BODY oT
cymodocea
Only one specimen was collected by the U. kS. Fish Commission steamer Alhatross at Yeno-Ura, .Japan. It was taken
on the surface.
7}/i>.'.— Cat. No. 29084, U.S.N.M.
This species differs from C. mammifera Haswell/' from Port Denison, Queensland, in having the uropoda shorter than the terminal
segment, while in that species they are longer than the terminal segment; and in having the lateral angles of the thoracic segment drawn
out in acute processes, while in C. maunn/fi'i'd they are '"rather
ft,

blunt."

VALVIFERA

or

IDOTEOIDEA.

Family IDOTEID.E.

SYMMIUS, new

genus.

Head with

lateral parts expanded; lateral margins entir(\ not cleft.
Eyes small and situated on the posterior part of the expanded lateral

portions.

First pair of antenna* elongate, consisting of four joints, the hist

Second pair of antennie very short, not h)nger
and consisting of six joints, tive being peduncular,

joint being clavate.

than the
th(>

tirst pair,

sixth joint b«>ing the flagellar joint.

Maxilliix'ds witli a tlin'c-

jointed palp.

Epimera

prt^sent

and developed on only the

the thorax, as in GlyptonoUin Eights, the
"Proc. Linn. Snc. Xi'w Sontli

Walc.^^,

last

ei)iniei:i

V, ISSO,

j.p.

three segments of
of the three ante474, \"^.
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segments being- perfectly united with the segments and with no

trace of suture lines.
is composed of three segments, two short basal segnarrow terminal segment.
long,
one
ments and
The opercular val v^es consist of a single piece each,
the basal and terminal plates not being distinct or
separated by even a suture line.
This genus differs from both Glyptonotus Eights
and Chiridotea Harger in having the lateral marofins of the head entire and not cleft; in having the
e^'es situated on these lateral ex})ansions of the
head; in having all the joints of the flagellum of
the second pair of antennae consolidated and forming a single piece; in having the abdomen composed of only three segments; in having the valves
of the operculum consisting of a single piece, and
in having a three- jointed palp to the maxillipeds.
It differs also from Chrr/dotea Harger l)ut agrees
with Glyptonotus Eights in having the epimera distinct only on the last three segments of the thorax.

The abdomen

SYMMIUS CAUDATUS, new
Body

elongate, broadest

at

species.

second and third

thoracic segment.

Head broader than
Fig. 11.— Symmius
Tl'S,

NEW

caudaSPECIES. X 7.

long, with the anterior part

The margins
expansions are entire. The eyes

expanded

laterally.

and situated

of these lateral

are very small

in the posterior angles of the lateral

There is no notch in the middle of the anterior margin, the
margin being very slightly produced in a widely rounded lobe.
The first pair of antennae consist of four joints and are .somewhat

lobes.

elongate.

and

The last joint is long
The second pair of

clavate.

antenna? consist of six joints and do

not exceed in length the antenna^
of the

first pair.

tiagellum are

all

The

joints of the

consolidated into

a single piece, the terminal or flagellar joint.

The first four segments of the
thorax are about equal in length.
The

Fig.

12.— Symmius cavdatus; a, antenna of
OF SECOND PAIR.
b, ANTENNA

FIRST PAIE;
a X 10; & X 7.

fifth, sixth, and seventh segments become successively shorter, The bodv is broadest at the second
and thoracic third segments, the sides converging beyond that point to
the narrow apex of the terminal abdominal segment.
The epimera of
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the four anterior thoracic segments arc consolidated and perfectly

united with

Tliose of the fifth, sixth, and seventh seg-

tlie sco-nKMits.

ments are distinct and evident

in a dorsal

The abdomen

view.
is

composed

of three distinct segments

two

segments

short

pre-

ceding the long and narrow
The latterminal segment.

two

eral parts of the tirst

abdominal segments, as well
as of the seventh thoracic

segments, are produced into
The terminal

Fig.

acute points.

lo.

— M.\xiLi,iPED of Symmius

ANTERIOR
POSTERIOR SIDE. X 10.

CAIIDATUS;

segment

is

entire, with

suture lines at the base.

no

h,

a,

Fig. 14.— Opercular

SIDE;

VALVE OF Symmius
X

caudatu.s.

10.

It

is produced in a long and narrow extremity, rounded at the apex.
A))out the middle of the segment there is a slight lateral expansion on
either side.
The opercular

valves consist each of a single
piece and are produced in a long

and narrow extremity.

The

legs of the

first

pair are

stouter and

more robust than

the others.

Those of the

pair are ver}- feeble and

last

much

smaller than the preceding pairs.

Color white, with markings
Fig. 15.— Legs of Sy.mmius caudatus; a, first pair:

SECOND PAIR;

b,

c,

seventh pair.

X

of grayish brown.

15.

Nine specimens were colFish Commission steamer Alhatross at Ose Zaki,
rlapan, at a depth of 60 to 70 fathoms.
Ti/pe. —Out. No. 21>081, U.S.N.M.
lected

by the U.

S.

Family

ARCTURID.F.

ARCTURUS HIRSUTUS,

new

species.

Body densely covered and

beset with spines, each of which at

end has a circle of

from

distal

in a

fine hairs radiating

it

its

in all directions

plane at right angles to the axis of the spine, giving a ver}'

and unusually beautiful appearance to the body.
Between
a nunlian excavation on the frontal mtirgin.
the eyes on the anterior portion are two long spines, the longest of
any on the body except the two at the posterior extremity of the
terminal segment of the abdomen.
On the posterior portion of the
head in the space between the eyes are four spines of (Mjual U'ligth,
two on eitlun- side of the median line. On the antero-lateral portion
characteristic

The head has
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a single small spine; on the post-lateral portion are
spines, having- two or three spines in each group.

two o-roups of small

The

basal joints of the tirst pair of antenna^ bear each a single long

spine; the flagellum extends a short distance

beyond the middle of

The

the third joint of the peduncle of the second pair of antenna?.

second joint of the peduncle of the second pair of antenna? bears three
long spines; the third joint bears four long spines in a longitudinal
row about the middle of the segment,

and a long spine at the

distal

ex-

tremit}^; the fourth joint bears a long

spine at the distal extremity; the fifth
joint

is

unarmed; the flagellum con-

tains fifteen joints.

The joints

of the

antenna? are thickly fringed with long
hairs.

The tirst segment of the thorax has
on the anterior portion two long
spines on either side of the median
line; on the posterior portion are
three long spines on either side of
the median line and one small median
spine; four small spines are present
on the lateral margin on either side.
The second thoracic segment bears
eight large spines and two small ones
on either side of the median line; on
the posterior portion
spine; the
is

is

a small median

epimeron of

this

segment

beset with four small spines.

The

third segment bears seven long spines

and three small ones on either side of
the median line, and one long spine
on the posterior portion in the median
line; the epimeron is beset with four
small spines. The fourth segment
Fig. 16. Arcturus hirsutvs, new spemes
bears eight long spines and two small
X2.
ones on either side of the median line,
and on the posterior portion in the median line two small spines close
The fifth and sixth
together; the epimeron is beset with two spines.
side
of
the median line;
segments bear each five long spines on either
spines.
The seventh
the epimeron of each segment is beset with three
segment bears three spines on either side of the median line; the
epimeron is beset with three spines.
The first and second al)dominal segments have each four spines on
either side of the median line.
The third segment has three spines on
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either side of the median line.

TJiese segfrnents are not separated from
Imt urc coulescod with it. The terminal segment is rounded posteriori}-. Bordering the lateral margins is a row
of seven or eight spines on either side of the median line.
The dorsal
surface is irreguhirly covered with numerous long and short spines.
At the posterior extremity of the terminal segment are two very long
spines the longest on the body directed backward.
Between them
and a little back of them are two smaller spines, also directed backward.
tlio

teriiiiiiiil

sooincMit,

—

—

The

valves of the operculum are covered with

numerous small

spines.

Both the anterior and the posterior pairs of legs are armed with

many long and

short spines.

The anterior

pairs are also fringed with

hairs.

Three specimens of this species were collected by the U. S. Fish
Commission steamer Albaf/'oss at Rat Islands, the Aleutian Chain, at a
depth of 270 fathoms.
Ti/pe.— Cat. No. 29082, U.S.N.M.

EPICARIDEA
Family

or

BOPYROIDEA.

BOPYRID^.

PARAPEN^^ON, new

genus.

PARAPENiEON CONSOLIDATA, new

species.

Body somewhat oval, about one and a half times longer than broad.
Color uniformly yellow, without any markings.
Head with frontal ])order produced in a large quadrangular process,
upward; poste-

directed

portion

rior

The
are

lirst

triangulate

Eyes

shape.

in

alxsent.

pair of antenna*

composed

of

three

joints, the terminal

))eing

ond

pail"

sist of

The
of

joint
sec-

of antenna' con-

four joints.
lirst

the

anterior
pleural

The

minute.

two segments

thorax

have the

portion

pleurales")

of

the

("lames
very large

plates

Fig.

17.

view

1'ar.\pkn.k<>n con.soi.id.xta,
(ii''

female

t),

nfw

ventkai. view

spec!E.s.
(ik

same.

«, 1)()K.s.\l

x

.h.

and conspicuous, and, although developed from the anterior part of
the segment, they extend some little distance in front of the segments. The posterior parts of these segments have each a small lobe
constricted off, which may be regard(>d as the posterior })ortion of the
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(Hansen so considers the posterior
pleural plates of the segments.
lobes of the corresponding thoracic segments in his genus Cryptwne.Y
]n the two following segments the pleural plates are of
this character, except that on one side of the bod}- the
anterior portion is greatlv reduced and almost incon-

The

pleural plates in the three following
divided by a furrow^ into anterior and
not
segments are
but extend entire along the whole
portions,
posterior
spicuous.

Fig. 18.— First

la
mella op mar-

margin of the segments.

The ovarian

SUPIUM OF Para-

of the lateral

PENNON CON

bosses are prominent and well developed on the

SOLIDATA.

X

10

first

four segments.

abdomen are all distinct, with the lateral porproduced into plates, the first two of which on
one side are turned upward. These plates are not
The sixth or
distinctly separated from the segments.
and without
minute
and
rounded
terminal segment is
pleural plates. The uropoda are a pair of small singlebranched lamellae attached to the terminal abdominal
segment. The pleopoda consists of five pairs of doul)lebranched lamellte (ten on either side), the surfaces of
which are closely and densely covered with small
rounded knobs, supposed to indicate rudimentary Fig. 19.— Leg of
The segments

of the

tions of the first five

The marsupium

consists of five pairs of large

plates, over-lapping in the ventral

The

median

smooth

line.

basis of all the legs is furnished with a high carina.

—Body elongate.

Head

Eyes
margins
segments distinct, with lateral
rounded. Abdomen all in one piece, the six segments not
indicated in any way on the dorsal side or lateral margins.
Shape of abdomen triangular, with apex rounded. Pleopods neither developed nor in a rudimentary condition on

Descri/ption

absent.

pair of
adult female of
parapen.eon consolidata. x 39.

.sixth

ramification.

of male.

large, rounded.

Seven thoracic

the ventral side.

One

female, with

its

male, was collected by Dr. F. C.

Dale, U. S. Navy, on the U. S. S. Palos^ at Mogi, Japan.

was found on Pampenseus dalel Kathbun.
of this species bears a great resemblance to
the female of Crypt! on e elongata Hansen.
The male
ditiers, however, in having the segments of the abdomen
all consolidated and forming a single piece, the male of
Fig. 20.— Male
OF Parapen- Hansen's type species of the genus Cn/pttone having the
^ON CONSOLI- abdomen
distinctly segmented, each segment bearing a
DATA. X 41.
pair of rudimentary pleopoda, and the terminal segment
provided with uropoda.
Type.—Q2Lt. No. 29087, U.S.N.M.
It

The female

«Bull.

Mus. Comp. Zool. at Harvard College,

XXXI,

No.

5, Pt. 22,

1897, p. 113.

NO. 1350.
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Young female of Phryxus spJ Body asymmetrical. Segm(>nts of
thorax detined only on the one side; other side g-roatly swollen. All
the legs of both sides present.
Segments of abdomen distinct.
Terminal segment entire and produced in a long narrow process. Four
pairs of double-branched pleopoda
present.
The outer lamella^ have the
proximal portion greatly dilated, being constricted about the middle on
one side and terminating in a narrow
elongated process; the inner lamellte
are small, tapering processes directed

toward the median

The marsupium

line of the

Fig.

21.

Young female of Phryxus, speDORSAL view; b, VENTRAL VIEW.

cies.? a,

XlO.

body.

consists of four pairs of plates, four of these being

large and conspicuous, the other four small and partly concealed

by

one of the larger plates.
Male. Head large, broadly rounded in front; eyes
very small, and situated at extreme post-lateral angula-

—

tions; antennpe long.

of the
is

abdomen fused

Segments of thoi'ax distinct; those
into one segment, whose extremity

broadly rounded.

Only one specimen, unattached, was obtained by the
U. S. Fish Commission steamer Alhatross at Omai Zaki
Light, at a depth of 36 to 48 fathoms.

The young female described differs from the young
Male female of I*hri/xus ahdominalls (Kv0yQY)" in the shape
OF Phryxus,
of the terminal segment of the body, in the shape of the
SPECIES.? X 61.
outer lamella^ of the pleopoda, and in having the inner
branches of the pleopoda directed toward the median line.
The male differs from the male of P. ahdommalk in the larger
head, longer antenm^, and differently .shaped abdomen.
Fig. 2'J.—

ARGEIA PUGETTENSIS
Argeia pugettensis Daxa, U.

S.

Expl. Exp.

C'ru^t., II,

Stimpson, Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., VI, 1857,
Nat.

Museum, XXI,

Dana.

p. 71.

;).

804, pi. liii,

fig.

7.

Rich.vrdson, Proc. U.S.

1899, p. 868.

—

LocalHy. Tsuragi Saki Light, at a depth of 2.')".» and 110 fathoms;
Yokkaichi Light, at a depth of 13 and 16 fathoms; and Oboro Saki,
All parasitic on Cmiujon
Japan, at a depth of 14 and IS fathoms.
///'ophitj uihs i^timpson^ except those from the locality tir.st named, which
are parasitic on Crangon sp.
Another specimen was collected at Mogi, Japan, by Dr. F. C. Dale
(l\ S. S. l*((Ios), which was parasitic also on Crangon j)r(>pi nquux.
«Sars, Crustacea of Norway, II, 1899, pp. 214-217, pis. xo-xci.
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II.

ISOPODA COLLECTED IN JAPAN BY JORDAN AND
SNYDER.
The material upon which this paper is based was collected in Japan
by Dr. David S. -Jordan and Mr. J. O. Snyder while investigating
the fishes of that region for the Hopkins Laboratory of Stanford
Three new species, one of which is the type of a new
Universit}'.
genus, are added to the fauna of that country.
species collected

is

A

list

of the other

included.
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Schicedte, J.

FLABELLIFERA
Family

or

GYM OTHO IDEA.

CYMOTHOID.^.

MEINERTIA TRIGONOCEPHALA

(Leach).

Leach, Diet. Sc. Nat., XII, 1818, p. 353,— Milne Edwards,
Hist. Nat. Crust., Ill, p. 272.— De Haan, Faun. Japon., L, p. 227, fig. 7a-b.
Ceratothod frigonocephala Schicedte and Meinert, Naturhist. Tidsskrift, (3) XIII,

Cipiiothon frigonocephala

1883, pp. 358-364, pi. xvi, figs. 1-7.
Meinertia trigonocephala Stebbing, Hist. Crust., 1893, p. 354.

Zoca/%.— Nagasaki,
Jordan and Snyder.)

Hizen, Misaki, Sagami, Japan.

(Collected

by

No.isoo.
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wide as long, slightly emarginate in front, with a
Eyes situated at the extreme lateral margin,
small median point.
about the middle. First pair of antenna? have the basal joints greatly
dilated, the three following joints slender and not reaching beyond the
second peduncular joint of the second pair of antenna?. The second
pair of antenna? are extremely short, reaching, when retracted, only
to the posterior margin of the first thoracic segment;
the first joint of the peduncle is short, the second about
twice as long, the last three ecpial in length and not

Head twice

as

nmch longer than
sists of

six short

the third joint: the flagellum conjoints.

Maxilliped with a

five-

jointed palp.

The

first

thoracic segment

is

deeply excavate, the

antero-lateral parts being produced on either side.

In the median dorsal line the

long as the second.

The

first

segment

is

half as

third and fourth segments

are equal in length and are the longest.

The

last three

segments are subequal and are about half as long as

The epimera of the second,
extend half the length of
segments
third, and fourth
only
the anterior half of the
the segment, occupjdng
s
Fig. 24.— P E N T
HAYI, NEW SPECIES.
segment extend twofifth
lateral margin; those of the
X2.
thirds the length of the segment; the epimera of the
last two segments occupy the whole of the lateral margin.
The abdomen consists of a single segment, very long, equal in
length to the last five thoracic segments and with three suture lines
on either side, near the base. The sides of the segment gradually
converge to a point near the apex, where they form
broadl}^ rounded angles and meet some distance below
the two preceding ones.

I .\

in a

long acute point.

The

legs are very small

and slender and terminate

in

bi-unguiculate dactj'li; the two unguli are of equal
length, and the character very distinctly marked.

One specimen,
Snyder

a female, was collected by Jordan and

Sagami, Japan.
Tt/pe.— Cat. No. 28963, U.S.N.M.
This species differs from Omhysos Spence Bate in having the head well separated and distinct from the first
at Misaki,

thoracic segment, while in Spence Bate's genus the head

25.— Maxilliped OF PenTIAS HAYI.

Fig.

and first thoracic segment are fused and in having the
epimera distinct. It differs from the type species C. h>ugic((ndatiis
in having the eyes placed in the middle of the lateral margin instead
of at the antero-lateral angles; in having the basal joints of the first
pair of antenniB dilated; in the much shorter first pair of antennae;
in the fewer number of joints in the flagellum of the second pair of
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that there are from twelve to fourteen joints
second pair of anteniue in C {Idofia) Jouijicundati(s)\ in the much shorter second pair of antennjc; in having the
])ody eveidy convex, while in C. lonfficdudatiis '*the dorsal surface of
the thoracic seo-ments is nearly flat, while the margins with the epiinera stand nearly perpendicular to them;" in having the first thoracic
segment much shorter than the four following segments, which are
about equal in length, while in C. longicnuddtus the first segment is
equal in length to the two following segments; in having the head
broader than long, Avhile the reverse is true of C. longlcaudatns^ and in
the more tapering terminal abdominal segment, the sides being moi-e
nearly parallel from the base to about the middle of the segment in

antenna' (Miors

writes'^'

in the llaiielhuii of the

C. longicaudatus.

This genus differs from

all

known genera of IdoteidtB except

the other

GhjjAldotea Stebbing* and Crahyzox in having the maxillipeds with a

agreement with Glyptldotea in having the
from the second to the seventh
inclusive, distinct from the segments, and in having a uniarticulate
abdomen. It differs, however, from Stebbing's genus in not having
sculptured joints to both pairs of antenna?, and in not having the legs
five-jointed palp.

epimera of

It is in

the thoracic segments,

all

less subchelate in character.
The abdomen of Glyptldotea
has not the lateral rudiments of several coalesced segments.

more or

The genus Crahyzox was formerly included

in Idotea

by Miers in nis
The max-

subdivision of the genus corresponding to Stenosoma Leach.
illipeds of Stenoaonia. have,

however, four-jointed palps as

in Tdotea

Fabricius,^ w^hile in Crahyzox they have five-jointed palps (Stebbing).

ONISCOIDEA.
Family LIGIID^.
LIGIA EXOTICA Roux.
Light r.mfira'Rovx, Crufst. Medit.

Ligia gdndichaudil

Expl. Exp.,

,

1S28, p.

Milne Edwards,

p. 741,

pi.

xLix,

8, pi. xiii, fig. 9.

Hist. Nat. des Crust., Ill, p. 157.

figs.

6a-h.

Nicolet

in

Gay, Hist.

Dana,

Cliik-, IIJ

1849, p. 265.

Ligia exotica

Locality.

Bcdde-Lund, Crust.

—Tokyo. Japan.

Misaki, Sagami, Japan.
f'Journ. Linn. 8oc.

''Cape of

I)ei)t.

in Sd'no.soiiia

1883, p.

b}'^

tiie

number

Marine Investigations
of joints to tiie

was kindly furnished me by Kev.

Froc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvii— 03

Jordan and Snyder.)

(18.

of Agriculture:

No. 12, 1901, pp. 50-59.
<'The information in reganl to

j>p. 2t)()-2(j8.

(Collected by Jordan and Snyder.)
(Collected

London, XVI,

Good Hope,

Isop. Terrestria, 18S5,

4

]>ali>

T. K. R. Stebbing.

in Simtli Africa,

ni the

maxillipeds
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BOPYROIDEA.

BOPYRID.E.

Family

DIPLOPHRYXUS,

ne^isr

genus.

Bod}" of female veiy asymmetrical, one side being much more swollen
All seven leg's present on the smaller side.
The

than the other side.

lirst leg,

only, present on the

swollen

side.

Segments

of

thorax defined only on smaller
side.

Abdomen composed

of only
segments, the tirst four
carrying each two pairs of
double-branched appendages, a
live

pair on either side.
The incubatory lamellae consist of four
pairs

plates, those

of

of the

smaller side being greatly reDiplophryxus jordani, new
dorsal view; h, ventral view. X 8.

Fig. 26.— Female of

SPECIES,

a,

duced and crowded together,
the lamellae of the swollen side

sufficing to cover the marsupial

pouch and extending

as large plates

over the whole ventral area.
This genus differs chiefly from P// /v/./v/.s' Rathke, in having the two
pairs of pleopoda, one pair on either side of the body for each seg-

ment, double- branched instead of single-branched.

DIPLOPHRYXUS JORDANI,
Body

new

species.

of female very asymmetrical, one side being ver}-

swollen than the other.

much more

Outline verj^ irregular.

Head deeply sunk in thorax, and surrounded by first
segment of the thorax; frontal margin covered h\ the
projecting lobe of the

first

lamella of the incubatory

pouch which folds over on the dorsal

Antenna*
side.
Oral area wholly concealed on the ventral side.
Segments of thorax defined on one side only, the

small.

FiG. 27.— Head

and

pair
of
ANTENN.B OF BlPFIRST

smaller side.

The

first

five

are small and closelv

LOPHRYXUS JORcrowded together, the sixth somewhat longer, the
DANI.
X 14.
seventh the longest. All seven legs are present on
the smaller side, all, except the first one, ])eing small and feeble.
Only
one leg is present on the other, the swollen side, this one belonging to

the

first

thoracic segment.

Abdomen narrow,

elongate, and

composed of

five well-defined seg-

NO. 1350.
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mcnts, the last segment l)eino- small, rounded posteriorly, and without
appendages. The four anterior segments ai-(^ provided eaeh with two
pairs of double-branched appendages, a pair on either side, the outer
appendages of the swollen si(l«> luMiig nuieii more developed and (dongate than those of the smaller side, and extending as long leaf-like
lamellse over the ineubatorv

into

pouch: the separation of each appendage

two branches occurs some distance from the seg-

ments.

Incubatory pouch extremely large, occupying the whole
ventral side of the thorax and extending laterally on one
side a considerable distance

The

of the body.

beyond the ill-detined outline
narrow side of the l)ody

lamella? of the

are small, and crowded together as four small plates.
Those of the other side are developed and suthce to form
Only four plates are present on this side
the marsupium.
also, the iirst lamella

extending anteriorly over the dorsal

surface of the head, concealing the antenna" of the
pair which are

composed of two very much

first

flattened joints.

Color of female white, with large areas of dark reddish Fig. 28. Male
o
F I)
brown on the marsupium and thorax.
P H R Y X U S
J O R D A N
Segments of thorax
Male. Body narrow, elongate.
\ 01.
Abdomen composed of a single piece, with no
distinct.
trace of segmentation; outline rounded, or ovate.
No rudiments of
()

1 1" I,

—

I

appendages. Eyes wanting.
Three specimens were found on the abdomen of Pdlxmoii

They were

(Stimpson).

by Jordan and Snyder

collected

.

xerv'ifer

at Misaki,

Sagami, Japan, in 1900.
TyiJe.—K^^i. No. 28961, U.S.N.M.
III.

TWO NEW CYMOTHOIDS FROM THE WEST COAST OF
CENTRAL AMERICA.
The two
Dr. C. H.

new to science, herein described, were collected by
on the west coast of Central America from Panama
Both were found in the mouth of J/ii<j!l ho.spes.

species

(xilliert

and Mazatlan.
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Family

or
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CYMOTHOIDEA.

CYMOTHOID^E.

INDUSA" CARINATA, new

species.

a decidedly hunched appearance. Thorax
wide as long, the last two segments rapidly
converging to the narrow abdomen. Abdomen
nearly three times narrower than greatest width
of thorax, with all the segments of equal width.
Head about two and a half times narrower
than tirst thoi'acic segment and four times narrower than fourth segment; front triangular in
Fig. 29.— Head and first
thoracic segment of
and produced into an acute point proshape
\ 5.
indusa carinata.
jecting between the basal joints of the antenna?.
Eyes distinct and situated at the sides and about the middle of the
First pair of antennje, which are almost contiguous being
head.
separated only by the very acute median point,
Second
reach to the eyes; flagellum seven jointed.
pair of antenna extend to the posterior margin of

Body very convex, having

large, rounded, almost as

the head; flagellum nine jointed.
First

thoracic

segment rounded anteriorly and
segment surrounding

posteriorly, the sides of the

the head, the lateral angles extending to the eyes.

The first four segments gradually increase in width.
The fourth and fifth are about equally wide. The
sixth and seventh rapidly decrease in width, con-

verging to the narrow abdomen. The epimera are ^•«- 30. INDUSA CARINATA, NEW SPECIES. X 2|.
well developed on all the segments with the excep
tion of the first; they are narrow and elongate, rounded posteriorly
and not reaching the posterior margin of their respective segments.

The abdomen

is

likewise very convex and

three times narrower than the thorax at

its

is

nearly

greatest

The segments are of equal width. The termisegment is rounded posteriorly or slightly triangular.
The uropoda are very short, less than half the

width.
nal

length of the terminal segment; the branches are equal
in length.

There is a high carina on the four posterior pairs of
and a small one on the three anterior pairs. Color
reddish brown.
Two specimens, a male and a female, were collected
by Mr. C. H. Gilbert from the west coast of Panama. They were
found in the mouth of Miigil hospes.
Type.—C2^i. No. 28961, U.S.N.M.
31.— Leg of
seventh pair of
iNDUSA CARINATA.
X7.

Fig.

legs,

«Schioedte and Meinert.— Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift (3),

XIV,

pp. 334-335.
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species.

set in tirst sooinent of thorax, whose antero-lateral prolongaforward to about the middle of the eya. Shape of the
extend
tions
triangular; posterior margin straight; anterior margin
somewhat
head
Eyes very
at the middle, but quite rounded.
somewhat
produced

Head

First pair of

large, far apart, and situated at the sides of the head.
antennae consist of seven joints and extend to the middle of the eye; second pair contain eight joints and

reach the posterior margin of the head.
The first four segments of the thorax are al)out
equal in length, the second being somewhat shorter.
The last three segments decrease gradually in length.
The epimera are narrow pieces at the sides of the seg-

ments; in the first five segments they do not reach the
posterior margin of the segments, although the fifth
pair more nearly reach the posterior margin than the
others; the epimera of the last
(piite to

The

two segments reach

the posterior margin.

first

segment of the abdomen

last thoracic.

The others

is

as

wide as the

are wider, increasing in

width gradually to the terminal segment.

The

Fig. 32.— Meinertia

last

gilberti,

new

spe-

segment is about three times as broad as long, and
CIES.
X 2|.
quadrangular in shape. The uropoda are short,
reaching only a little beyond half the length of the abdomen: both
])ranches are alike and of ecpial length.
The legs all terminate in long recurved unguli. There is no high
carina developed on the basis of any of the legs.
Color reddish l)rown.
Three specimens, two males and one female, were colThey were found
lected by C. H, Gilbert at Mazatlan.
in the

mouth

of J/ugil /wspes.

7}//>..— Cat. No. 29080,

U.S.N.M.

This species differs chiefly from Jf. </ai(d/ch(iud(l
(Milne Edwards)" from near locality, in the absence of
high
carina', which in 2L qauchchaudil are stronglv de„
'^
tiG. 33.— ,Leg of
v
«
the much shorter
SEVENTH PAIR
vclopcd on thc last four pairs of legs;
OF MEINERTIA
^vhlcli ill ,V. </<! X d I ch (I >i(l I ! cxtcud lievond the
^^j-op^^^jji
I
GILBERTI. X 7.
terminal segment, both branches of which are narrowiv
pointed at their extremities; in the much larger eyes, and in the smaller
,.

'

i

m
•

i

i

•'

'

I

size of the species, the adult

female of

M.

i.

•

1

female being only half the size of the adult

gaudlcliaad'i'i.

« Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift,

XTV,

pp. 8:iV840, pi. xnr,

fifis.

11-15.
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AMERICAN EPICARIDEA.
American Epicaridea are represented in the following four families:
At the present
Bopvridie, Dajid;e, Cryptoniscidtv, and Entouiscida?.
time no representatives- of the Entoniscid^e are known to the North

American fauna, and no representatives of the Dajidte have been
recorded from South American waters.
In the following pages the forms added to the list given of those
already known are all representatives of the family Bopyrida?. The
material studied belongs to the U. S. National Museum and was
mostly collected by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross.
Other collectors are Mr. Henry Hemphill, Mr. George M. Gray, Mr.
W. C. Kendall, Dr. C. W. Richmond, Mr. J. B. Henderson, jr., Mr.
C. T. Simpson, and Dr. G. Brown Goode. These collections were made
Some specimens were also
at different times and in various localities.
sent from Union University to the U. S. National Museum; they
were collected by Prof. H. E. Webster.
Following the classitication of G. O. Sars,"* who combines the
three families of Giard and Bonnier, Cyproniscida?, Cal)iropsidie, and
Cryptoniscidie, into one family. Cryptoniscidge, the form Clypeoniscus
melneHl Giard and Bonnier has been assigned to the family Cryptoniscida?.

Sars also cancels the family Microniscida\ for he considers
the only known genus, to represent not an adult condition,

31icro)iis<3u-'<,

but only a transitory larval stage in different Epicaridea, The Microniscus stage Sars found to be intermediate between the two larval
stages previously known, the larva of the first stage and the Cryptoniscus stage, and the Microniscus larvie of

two

different Epicarid

Copepoda. Giard and
Bonnier do not accept Sars's conclusions, but assign to Microniscus the
rank of a separate family. Microniscida\ which they believe represents
the ancestral form from which the other Epicaridea have descended.
Contrary, also, to the hypothesis of Giard and Bonnier, who write
that one species of parasite can not be found on different species of
families

was proved

to be alwa3's parasitic on

host, Sars'' has pointed out that for PJiry.mn ahdoitunalis

Kroyer ten
two

different species of host have been recorded, representatives of
different genera, S2jlr<>))toc<(r!s
hjtes

and Pandalus,' for Bopyroides hippo-

(Kroyer), three different species of Spirontocaris; for Bopyims

squillarum Latreille, three different species of Leander,' for Pseudione
ajfinls

G. O. Sars, two different species of Pandalus; for Pseudione
(Spence Bate and Westwood), two different species of

hytidiiianni

Kupxicjurus; for

Pseudione crenulata G.
"Crustacea of Norway,
i'ldem, pp. 198, 199.

O.

II, 1899, pp.

Sars,
193-195.

two species of
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3/unlda; for Dajus inysidis Kr0yer, two different species of Mysis;
for Aspidoj)/)rt/.fi/s peltatuH G. O. Sar.s, four different species of Erythrojjs^ one species of Pttferytliropx^ and also a species of Myxldopsix;
for Munnoiiisciis

mannqjodlx Sars, two different species of host

belonging- to the Isopod genera, Eiirycope and llyaraclma.

added to Sars's list of
found to be parasitic. The
now includes the following additional species*. Pandalus leptoce-

In the present paper, ten species of host are

those on which Phry.i'u.s ahdominaJis
list

is

rus, Splrontocat'is groetdandtca, S. arcaatu^ S. toumsendi^ S. tridens,
S. macroplithalina^ S. sucMeyi, S. ga'unardii heleheri^ S. fahricii,
and S. Munguis. Spence Bate also records it from Pltskmik-a semilaevh.

Argeia jjuggettensis Dana
host representing

two

is

found parasitic on

fifteen species of

different genera of Crangonidas,

Crangon and

JVectocrangon.

The list of hosts for Bopy)'oidti< hlpjjolytrs (Kr03'er) is also enlarged
and now includes the following additional species: Spirontocaris suckleyi^ S. hispinosa^ S. areuatd^ S. breiyirost7'is^ Pnidtdus Ix/realis, P.
montagui^ and Pandalopsis dispar.
Pseudimie galacanthx Hansen, is herein recorded from two additional species of host. Munlda mihrugo^a and Mun'uhi </i(adrispina.

A new

species of Pi'<)h()p>yrus described in the following pages, P.

found on two different species of Plthyn is, B. ohwals, and
P. acant haras.

h'lthijuh^ is
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NORTH AMERICAN EPICARIDEA.

EPICARIDEA

or

BOPYROIDEA.

Family BOPYRID^E.

PHRYXUS ABDOMINALIS

(Kr0yer).

Bopyrus abdommalis Kr0yer, Nat. Tidsskrift, R. 1, III, 1840, pp. 102-289, pis. i,
ii; Monog. Fremst. Slfegten Hippolytes nordiske Arter, 1842, p. 263; Voy.
en Scand., Crust., 1849,
Diri/.ru.t Idppolytes
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pi.

xxix,
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65 (15).— Smith in Harger, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., II, 1879. p. 158.— Harger,
Rep. U. S. Fish Connn., 1880, Pt. 6. Axel Ohlin, Bidrag till Kannedomen
on Malakostrakfaunan i Baffin Bay, och Smith Sound, 1895, pp. 18-19.
Richardson, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1901, p. 577.
Locality.

— Circumpolar in distribution.

Atlantic coa.st localities: Massachusetts

Bay on PandnJiis

})orealis^

S_pin>iitoearU sphius, S. securifrcms^ and J^a7idal us inontagulj Cashes

Ledge, Gulf of Maine, on Pandalus horealls and S. j^ti.siola,' Georges
Bank on Pandalus leptocerus; Halifax, Nova Scotia, on S. jnislola, S.
fipinus, and aS'. securifrons; northeastern part Grand Bank on S.
gaimardii., and S. gibha; Cape Cod on P. montagu!, P. Jeptoeerus., S.
securifrons, S. pusiola., and aS. jwlaris,' Grinnell Land, Discovery
Bay, Greenland, Cape Dudley Digges on
lyldpiml and S. j^olaris;
Ingleheld Gulf on S. polar is; 73^ 48' N. lat., 80° 30' W. long., on S.
56' N. lat, 66° 18' W. long., on S. pMppsH; off Marthas
polaris;
Vineyard, on Pand<dus leptocerus and 8. securlfronx; Casco Bay,
Maine, on P. Ijorealis.
Pacific coast localities: Admiralty Inlet, Puget Sound, Washington,
on Spirontocar'is gro'nlandica; off N. Head, Akutan Island, Alaska, on
S. arcuata; Straits of Fuca, between Washington and Vancouver Island,
^S'.

W
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Puget Sound, Washington, on S.
of
Fuca, Washington, on S. trldev.s,'
Sound,
Straits
fr!(h'iis; ^Vilshington
British
on S. vxtcrojdithdhiia
Sound,
CV)lum])ia,
Charlotte
ort' (^cMHMi
maerophflial
uui ; Ilinlink Har\\
ashin^>;ton,
on
whit
Head.
oil' Yah
.Vrctic
on
S.
(jahnardiihelclieri
sueklei/i
Ocean
;
bor, Unalaska, on S.
-V.
y><>A//7*.v(Sa})ine);
Alaska on ^^.
Plast
Siberia,
on
Bay,
(Boll); Plover
S.
Strogonott,
Alaska,
on
f(thricu'{KY0yer);
oti'
(Sabine);
Cape
j)<>l(iris
otl' Shuniagin Bank, Alaska, on jS. huin(/ui>i liathbun; off Point Arena,
California, on S. DUierophth/dnia j Straits of Fuca on S. tmnni^cndi
Rathbun; Philippine Islands on PlrHum'il'a sciiiilaivis (according to
Spence Bate)." Also recorded from British Isles; Scandinavian coast;
on

ioinixoid! ; Adniiralt}' Inlet,

-V.

iS".

Spitzbergen; Kara Sea; coast of Norway; depth. 5 to

STEGOPHRYXUS HYPTIUS
StecjophryxvK

Thompson, Report U.

lii/ptlui^

8.

!20-I

fathoms.

Thompson.

Fish C'onuii., 1901, pp.

53-5t>,

pl,«.

ix, X.

L()c(d'd[i.

— Great

Harl)or. AV'oods

Edgartown and Wai'wick, Rhode

Hole; Hadley Har])or, Nashon;

Island, on I\((/urus Jongicarpus.

STEGIAS, new genus.
STEGIAS CLIBANARII, new

species.

Head deeplv set in thorax, l)i'oader posteriorly than anteriorly,
First pair of
longer than broad, and with straight frontal margin.
antenna? visible on dorsal surface, just anterior to front, as two small
antenna

each

lol)es,

terminfiting in a mi-

Second

nute joint.

pair of antenna^ also

on dorsal sur-

visible

on either

face, lying

side of lirst pair of

antenna\ each antenna terminating in a

composed

flagellum

of

several

minute

joints.

Thorax
to

dividend in-

seven distinct seg-

ments.

The

tirst

surround the Fig. 31. Stegias ci.ib.vnarii. k, dorsai, vii:\v uk ik.mai.k; vk.nTlJAl, VIKW (IF KK.MAI.K.
X 8.
head and are closely
crowded togetluu-. Th(> other four an^ very much h)ngcr and arc of
three

/»,

nearly equal length, the
others.

The

tirst

live

lifth

being

segments

much longer

at

th(>

si(h>s

«ChalIenger Report, 1888: Crustaccu .Maciuni,

at

the sides than the

ai'c

directed forward.

XXIV,

pp. {545-646.
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A

conthe five pairs of legs all extending in an anterior direction.
sixth
pair.
the
from
of
legs
pair
fifth
siderable space separates the
The sixth pair of legs, as well as the seventh pair, are placed at the

posterior extremit}^ of the sixth and seventh segments, respectively.
The epimera of the first four segments are distinct as narrow ridges
on the lateral margins of each segment. The ovarian bosses are also

present on these segments.

The abdomen

is

six distinct segments, the first three

composed of

of which are provided with a pair of triramous pleopods, two dorsal
branches and one ventral Ijranch to each pleopod; the next two segments, the foiii'th and fifth, are each provided with a pair of t)iramous
pleopods, both branches of each pleopod Ijeing dorsal, the ventral

branch, corresponding to that of the first three segments, not being
represented; the sixth segment of the a})domen is furnislied with a
pair of simple, elongated iiropoda, equaling in length the dorsal

branches of the pleopoda of the other abdominal segments.

The marsupium

is

composed of

the fifth pair being ver}^

five pairs of lamelhe, the lamella? of

large and occupying

ahiiost

half of the

ventral side of the thorax.

Male unknown.
Only one specimen was collected by Dr. (1. Brown Goode at the
Bcrnuidas in 1S76-77. The parasite was found attached to CUihanarius
ti'lcolor.

Type

in

the Peat)ody

Museum, Yale

University.

Thompson,

This genus differs chiefly from Stegophry.rus
it

is

to

which

closely related in having- the pleopoda of the fourth and

fifth

alxlominal segments hiramous instead of triramous; in having the
uropoda long and leaf-like, similar in shape and size to the branches
of the pleopoda, while in Stegopliry.i'UK liyptlm^ the type species of

rounded, and knob-like, with a
minute conical prominence between them; and in not having the sixth
thoracic segment greatly longer than the others.
the genus, the uropoda are small,

ARGEIA PUGETTENSIS
Argeia pugeUensis Dana,

II.

S.

Expl. Exp. Crust.,

Stimpson, Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., VI, 1857,

Calman, Ann. N. Y. Acad.

ylrgfeia sp.?

Argeia pugetlensin ^n:\\ \-RV)iiOfi Proc. U.
,

—

Dana.

Sci.,
S.

j^.

II, p. 804, pi. liii, fig. 7.

XI, No.

Nat.

—

71.
13, 1898, p. 281.

Museum, XXI,

1899, p. 868.

On Crangon iiiunita Dana, at Puget Sound; off Cape
Vancouver Island. On Crangon alascoisls Lockington, off
Cape Seniavin, Alaska; at Davidson Bank, Alaska; east of Amak Island,
Alaska; off Cape Strogonoff, Alaska; northwest of Unimak Island,
Alaska; Kouloulak Bay, Alaska; off Columbia Kiver, Oregon; Gulf
of Georgia, British Columbia.
On Crangon dalli Rathhun, South of
Amak Island, Alaska. On Crangon alascensls elongata Kathbun, off'
Locality.

Beale,
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Columbia Kivcr, On>ooii. On NectoGrangonovifer Kathbuii, off North
Hojid, Akutan Island, Alaska; west of Pri})ilof Islands, Alaska.
On
CniiKjoii
yranc!SCOT Kill
mujnstimana Kathhun,
Straits of Fuca; Gulf of
(Tcorgia, British Colum-

On

bia.

i^ect<>C7'an(fo)i

n'lgricauda Stimpson, off

Port

Ano Nuevo, CaliOn ]Ve<i(KT(in(/oii

fornia.

craxsa

Rathbun,

off'

C'ape

Alaska;

Seniavin,

off

Cape Nowenham. Alaska;
north of Bird Island,
Shumagins. Alaska; Ber-

m^

Sea,

off'

Fig. 35.

Akgeia pugettensis. a, dors.\l view of adult
&, VENTRAL VIEW OF ADULT FE.MALE.
X 14^.

FEMALE;

the Pri))ilof

On Nectoerangon Jar (Owen), off' Rakovaya
Cape Strogonoff; off Kouloulak Bay and off'
Bristol Bay. Alaska; off' Cape Menchikoff', Alaska; off'
Khoudoubine Islands, Alaska; off' mouth of Yukon River.
On Nectoerangon, alascensls Kingsley, southwest of Hage-

Islands; Semidi Islands.

Bay; Avatcha Ba}^;

off

meister Island, Alaska; south and northwest of

Unimak

Moorovskoy Bay, Alaska; Davidson
Bank, Alaska; off' North Head, Akutan Island, Alaska;
south of San Diego Bay, California; off Rootook Island,
Alaska; Petropautski, Kamchatka; off' Kouloulak Bay,
Island, Alaska;

off'

Alaska; between Bird and Nagai Islands, Alaska; Unimak
Pass; off Cape Johnson; southwest of Sannakh Islands,
Alaska; off' Grays Harbor, ^Vashington; off' Destruction

Akutan Pass. On Crangon nig7'oLockington, at San Diego Bay, C^alifornia; off
Tillamook Rock, Oregon; Monterey Bay, California; off
Cape Johnson. On Crangon commxmh Rathliun, off Grays Harl)or,
Washington; off' Columbia River, Oregon; San Luis Obispo Bay, California; llinlink Harbor, Unalaska; Straits of Fuca;
south of San Diego Bay, California; off' Rootook Island,
Alaska; off Falmouth Hai'l)or, Shumagins, Alaska;
Bering Sea, off' Akutan Island; northwest of Unimak
Island, Alaska; off' l^oint Arena, California; Washington Sound, Straits of Fuca, ^Vashingt()^.
On Ncciinrangon dentnta Rathbun, at Kyska Harbor; Unalaska; Fk;. 37.— a G E A
PUGETTENSIS,
MazanBay, Atka; Port Etches, Alaska; Port Levasheft',
FIRST LAMELLA
OF MAHSITUM.
Unalaska; llinlink IIarl)()r, Unalaska; oft' Round Island,
Coal Harbor, Unga Island; off Sitkalidak Island,
Fig. 35.— .\RGEiA

PUGETTENSIS,
MALE. X 22.

Island; Bei'ing Sea, off
iiKU'uhifd

It

Alaska.

On

California.

Crangon

alha

Holmes, south

of

San

Diego

I

Bay

6'2
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Immature specimens were found off Seal Islands, Alaska, on Nectocranqon alaHcenKis' off' Kootook Island. Alaska, on Crangon comnnunis;
north of Bird Islands, Shumagins, Alaska; Gulf of the Farallones,
California, on Cnnigon rugroinacnlata; Coal Harbor,

Unga

Island, on

Nectocrangon dentata; Captains Harbor, Unalaska, on Nectocrangon
dentata; Sanborn Harbor, Nagai, Shumagins on Nectocrangon lav;
crassa; southwest of Hagemeister
on Nectocrangon alascensis,' northwest and northeast
of Unimak Island, Alaska, on Nectocrangon ala^scensis Bering Sea,
between Pribilof Islands and Cape Newenham, on Nectocrangon lar;
Kouloulak .Ba3% Alaska, on Nectocrangon lar; between Bristol Bay
and Pribilof Islands, Alaska, on Nectocrangon lar; Arctic Ocean, on
Nectocrangon lar; Popoft* Straits, on Nectocrangon crassa; between
Bird and Nagai Islands, on Nectocrangon alascensis.
List of CrangonidiP on which Argei(( jMigettensis is found parasitic:

Mazan Bay, Atka, on Nectocrangon,
Island, Alaska,

,'

Nectocrantjon ovifer Rathbuu.

Nectocrangon lar (Owen).
Nectocrangon alascerms Kingsley.

Nectocrangon crassa Rathbun.
Nectocrangon dentata Rathbun.

Crangon nigromaculata Lockington.
Crangon. franciscorum angustimana Rathbun.

I/n//Mtare/ornis.

Crangon dalli Rathbun.
Crangon communis Rathbun.
Crangon prophvpia Stimpson.
Crangon nigricauda Stimpson.
Crangon alascensis Lockington.
Crangon alascensis elongafn Rathl)un.
Crangon alba Holmes.
Crangon munita Dana.

— A female (probably in the

first

post-larval stage)

has the thoracic processes well developed, sometimes only on one side.

Inner pleopoda of the

lirst

pair usually present;

all

the outer pleopoda,

the other four inner pleopoda and

the uropoda are not developed at

Marsupial plates are
Male
similar to male found on adult

this stage.

small and just developing.
is

female.

Immature female of a more
advanced stage has thoracic processes well developed, although
perhaps not quite as long as in
Fig. 38.— Argeia pugettensis. a, borsal view of
the preceding stage.
Outer pleIMMATl'RE FEMALE:
VENTRAL VIEW OF SAME.
^ ^"^
opoda and uropoda small, but all
developed.
The ffrst two inner pleopoda are present; the other three
may or may not be present. When present they are usually smaller
than the first two, decreasing in size to the fffth pair, and sometimes
difficult to discern.
The marsupial plates are larger than in the preceding stage, but not fully developed. The incubatory pouch never
carries eggs in either of these stages.
The male is similar to the male
J>,

of the adult female.

Specimens of both immature stages were found on the same species
and genera of host as the adult females.
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was found on ono immatui-e female

(in first post-lar\'al .stage).

—

Thoracic processes of fid} dt female.
In the adult female the thoracic
be quite reduced. In some specimen.s these proce.s.ses

processe.s ma}'^

are well developed, though never in

all the specimens examined were
they found as long as in the very young female or as in the figure
given by Dana of the adult female. In other specimens these proc-

esses are very small,

Not

and yet in many they were not even present.
found in specimens taken from different

onl}^ is this variation

'6

Fig.

39.

.\rgeia puhettensis.

a,

dorsal view of immature female;

h,

ve.ntral view of same.

Xl4i.

species and genera of host, but

was also true of those found on the
a result of this observation on a
large number of these forms, the conclusion must be maintained that
these thoracic processes, well developed in the young female, of varying size and shape and sometimes so reduced as to be practically absent
in the adult female, have no specific value whatever.
Giard and Bonnier" have described their function as organs of fixation, which seems
a reasonable conclusion and one capable of explaining why so much
variation occurs in this respect with each individual parasite.

same species and genus of

The following paragraph
The
l)iit

it

As

host.

is

taken from the above quoted authors:

" lames epimeriennes (nos lames pleurales)" have, as

a very slight morphological importance.

They

we have

already said,

are organs of fixation developed

the position of the parasite in the l)ranchial cavity of the host and to progill sweepers.
Their form, their number, tiieir dimensions are
therefore only in accord with the peculiarities which the branchial cavity presents,
to assure
tect

it

against the

and one knows nothing more variable
ization of the branchijie
is

*

*

in the

decapod Crustacea than the organ-

the presence of pleural lamelh^e in these animals

evidently simply a fact of adaptive convergence.
''

et

*

Contributions a I'^tudedes Bopyriens.

Travaiix de I'lnstitut zoologi(]ue de Lille

du Laboratoire de Zoologie maritime de Winicreux, \

,

1SS7, p. 61.
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from the posterior portion of the segments, while
the epimera are phicecl above on the anterior
of

division

rales.

segments.
It is, therefore,
speak of them as " lames pleu-

the

incorrect to
''

In the adult, the pleopoda consist of five pairs

double-branched appendages, the outer
branches being elongate, lamellar, attached on
the under side very near the edge of the segments, and extending as a border, together with
of

the uropoda, around the abdomen.
The inner
branches are close together and more or less
rounded plates or lobes. Giard and Bonnier's
interpretation of these facts

is

They

different.

branches of the pleopoda
pleurales" of the abdominal

consider the outer
as the
Fio. 40.— .\rgeia
SIS,

X

of

pugettexCRYPTONISCAN M ALE.

77t.

''lames

segments, but that this interpretation is untenable can be clearly demonstrated from an
examination of specimens, when the manner

attachment and place of origin of these outer lamellae can be

seen.

The view taken
Argeia

is in

in

explanation of the abdominal appendages for

accord with that held by Hansen for ParargeiaJ''

ARGEIA DEPAUPERATA

Stimpson.

An/eia depduperata Stimpson, Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., VI, 1857,
soN, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXI, 1899, p. 868.

Locality.

— San Francisco Bay, on

Crangon

PARARGEIA ORNATA

ji.

71.

— Ricii.\RD-

fjYincistyyrum.

Hansen.

Farnrgeia ornata Hansen, Bull. Mus. Comj). Zuol. Harvard College,
1897, pp. 120-122, pi. VI, figs.

1,

2.— Richardson,

XXXI,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XXI,

1899, p. 869.

—

Locality.
Off Acapulco, Mexico,
crangon procax Faxon.

in the l)ranchial cavity of Sclero-

BOPYROIDES HIPPOLYTES

(Kr^iyer).

Bopyras

hippolyir.s Kr0Yer, Gr0nlands Amfipoder, 1838, p. oOG (78), pi. iv, fig.
Monog. Fremst. Sla-gteu Hippolytes Nordeske Arter, 1842, p. 262; Voy.
eu Scand., Crust., 1849, pi. xxviii, fig. 2.— Edwards, Hist. Nat. des Crust.,
Ill, 1840, p. 283.— Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, p. 140.

22;

Bopyroides acutimarginatus Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat.
« Bull.

Mus. Comp. Zool. Harvard College,

1897, p. 121.

XXXI,

No.

Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 156.

5,

Pt. 22.

The Isopoda,
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Gyge hippoJiites Bate and Westwood, Brit. Sesa. Crust, II, 1868, p. 230.
BucHHOLZ, Zweite Deutsche Nonlpolfahrt, 1874, p. 286. Metzger, NordMiers, Ann. INIaj;. Nat. Hist., (4), XX,
seefahrt der Pomm., 1875, p. 286.
1877, p. 64 (14).— Smith in Harger, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., II, 1879, p.
157.— Harger, Rep. U. S. Fish Comm., 1880, Pt. 6, P- 311.—Axel Ohlin,
Bidrag till Kannedomen om Malakostrak-faunan in Baffin Bay och Smith
Sound, 1895,

p. 19.

Bopiiruldcs hlppohjtcsG. O. Sars, Cru8t. of
200, pi. Lxxxiv,

fig.

2.— Richardson

Norway,

II, Pts. 11, 12, 1898, pp. 199,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XXIII,

1901,

p. 578.

Locality.

— Circurapolar in distribution.

Atlantic coast localities: Massachusetts, Ba}- of Salem, on /Spirontocarls spimis, S. fahricii, and S. securifrons; Casco Bay on 8. ijolarls
and 8. pimola; Bay of Fundy, on S. sjnnus and S. puslola; Halifax,
Nova Scotia; Gulf of Maine, on S. securlfronn and S. spinus; Eastport, Maine, on 8. sjnnus; off Cape Cod, on 8. securifrons and 8.
I'djcborgll; 73^ 48' N. lat., 80° 30' W. long., on 8. polaris; 72° 33'
N. lat., 71° 30' W. long., on 8. polaris; 71° 42' N. lat., 73° W. long.,
on 8. polaris; ^"^ 33' N. lat., 61° 50' W. long., on 8. polaris; 64°
56' N. lat., m^ 18' W. long., on 8. polaris.
Pacific coast localities: Straits of Fuca, between Washington and
Vancouver Island, on 8plrontocarls sucMeyi; Heceta Bank, Oregon,
on /S*. hlsplnosa; off North Head, Akutan Island, Alaska, on 8. splnus;
Bay of Islands, Adakh, on 8. splnus; Port Etches, Alaska, on 8.
arcuata; West of Anmknak Island, Unalaska, on 8. arcuata; Bering
Sea, north of Uninak Island, on Pandalus horealis Kr0ver; off south
entrance to Akutan Pass, Alaska, on Pandalus montagul Leach;
between Bird and Nagai Islands, Shumagins, Alaska, on P. montagui;
Bering Sea, south of Pribilof Islands, on P. horealis Kr0yer; Straits
of Fuca, on Pandalopsls dlspar Kathbun; Unalaska, and Lituj'a Baj^
Alaska, on 8plrontocarls hrevlrostrls (Dana); Puget Sound on 8. hrevlrostrls; Bering Sea, west of Pribilof Islands, on 8. polaris (Sabine);
Straits of Fuca, on 8. suckleyl; Lituya Bay, Alaska, on 8. sucMeyl.
Also recorded from Greenland, Barents Sea, British Isles, coast of

Norway; depth,

5 to 116 fathoms.

is undoubtedly identical with B. hlpwhich is circumpolar in distribution, and infests the
species and genera quoted above common to both coasts of North

B. acutlmarg hiatus Stimpson

polytes (Kr03'er),

America.

BOPYROIDES LATREUTICOLA
BopijroideH latreuticola Gissler,

Am.

Nat.,

XVI,

Gissler.

18S2, pp. 591-594.

Spence Bate, Challenger Report, XXIV, 1888, p. 584.
Bopyroides latreuticola Richardson, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1901, p. 579.

Bopyrus

latreutcs

Locality.

Edwards);

— Beaufort, North
lat.

Proc. N.

28°

M.

Carolina, on Latreute^ enslferus (Milne
37" W.; lat. 31° 15' 42" N.,

17' 7" N., long. QQ"" 17'

vol.

xxvii— 03
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67^ 39' 10" W., on Z. enslferm; lat. 31° 16' N., long. 71° 50' W.,
on Z. emiferm; 27° 38' N. lat., 76° 23' 24" W. long., on L. enniferus;
Bahamas, between Nassau and Andros, on Z. 'ensiferus; off South
lono-.

Bermuda, on Z.

Carolina, on Z. ensiferus;

ensiferus.

PROBOPYRUS PALi^MONETICOLA

(Packard).

Bopiims (?) Leidy, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., 1879, Pt. 2, p. 198.— Haroer,
Report U. S. Fish Comm., 1880, Pt. 6, p. 312.
Bopyrus imlKmonelicola Packard, Zool. for High Schools and Colleges, 1881, p. 289.
Bopyrus manhatiensis GisshEn, Scientific American, XLV, Sept. 3, 1881, p. 151.
Bopyrus jmlxmoneticola GissLEB, Am. Nat., XVI, 1882, pp. 6-12.
Probopyrus palsemoneticola STEBBmG, Hist. Crust., 1893, p. 416.
Bopyrus palsemoneticola Richardson, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1901, p. 578.

Locality.

Fig.

4]

—Atlantic

City (Leidy), on Palaenionetes 'vulgaris (Say);

.—PROBOPYRUS PAL^MONETICOLA.

O,

DORSAL VIEW OF FEMALE;

6,

VENTRAL VIEW OF SAME.

X

4-

from New Hampshire to Florida (Carl Gissler), on P. vulgaris; East
Providence, Rhode Island, on P. vulgaris; Acushnet River, Massachusetts, on P. vulgai'is; Baldwin Lodge, Mississippi,
on Palsemonetessp. Lantana, Florida, on Palsemondes.
Descrijjtion.
Color of body white, with patches
of black on the lateral margins of all the thoracic segments on both sides of the bod3\ Head and abdomen
also with a few scattered black markings. Legs of both sides white; patches
;

—

of black on the ventral

side of

the

both sides of the
Incubatory lamella? with

lateral mai'gins of

thorax.
Fig. 42.— PROBOPY-

RUS PALiEMONETICOLA,
LEG OF
SIXTH PAIR OF
ADULT FEMALE.
X39.

patches of black on

both

all

the plates of

sides.

Head deeply
margin

,

set in thorax; anterior
i

,

straight;

rounded.
bosses present on the

•

first

,

•

posterior

Eyes wanting.

•

margin
Ovarian

fig. 43.— probopyeus

PAL.EMONETICOLA,
^^^^^

^^^

four segments of the thorax at the anterior

part of the sublateral margin; epimera evident as narrow plates

The epimera occupy the entire lateral
The segments of the abdomen
three segments.

lateral to the ovarian bosses.

margins on the

last
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The terminal segment is broad, more or less bilobed.
The pleopoda consist of five pairs of double-branched lamellar appendare distinct.

ages, closely

The

crowded together on the ventral side of the abdomen.
incubatory lamellae surround a large open area nor-

five pairs of

The first pair have the terminal lobe of the
filled with eggs.
segment, large, well defined, and incurved.
All the legs have a high quadrangularly shaped expansion or carina

mally
distal

on the

basis.

Male with all the segments of the thorax distinct, and with the latFirst four segments of the abdomen well
eral margins contiguous.
defined at the sides, but fused in the middle of the dorsal surface. The
last two segments form a single large piece, the fused terminal segment
being indicated only by a small median point on the posterior margin.
The body is a little more than twice as long as wide. Eyes are present.
The rudimentary pleopoda are pairs of small oval processes one pair
on each abdominal segment. The abdomen is about one and a half
times as broad as long.

PROBOPYRUS ALPHEI
Bopyrus

sp. ?

(Richardson).

Fritz Muller, Jenaische Zeitschrift, VI, 1871, p. 68.
EicHARDSoN, Proc. Wash. Acad. Sci., II, 1900, pp. 158-159.

i?o;>;/nt.s oZpZiei

Gyije sp. ? H. V. Wilson, American Naturalist, XXXIV, 1900, p. 353.
Bopyrus alphei Richardson, Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum, XXIII, 1901, p. 578.

Locality.

—Beaufort, North Carolina, on Alpheus heterochcBlis

;

man-

groves, Rio Parahyba do Norte, Brazil, on A/j)heus heterochodis.

As previously
identical

said,*^* this species is probabh^
with the Bopyrus mentioned by
Fritz Midler as being found
on a species of Alpheun o\\ the

Giard and
Bonnier have referred their
species
Grapsicepon fritsU
from the branchial cavity of a
coast of Brazil.

Gmj.)sus {Lej)foc/rapsus rugulosus) to Fritz Midler's jBopy-

recorded from a species of
AJjy/ien.s.
A difference, not

7't(s

Fig. 44.— rRoBoPY

RUS ALPHEI, MALE

ALPHEI

DORSAL VIEW OF FEMALE.

only in the species, but even in the genus of host,
makes this conclusion rather inconsistent with a certain
hypothesis which these authors maintain, namely, that
one and the same species of parasite can not infest dif-

erent species of Crustacea.
is

Fig. 45.— I'ROBOPYRUS

characterized

by the

The genus Grapsicepon Giard and Bonnier

fact that there are four pairs of triramous

a])pendages elongated and fi-inged to the first four segments of the
abdomen, those of the fifth segment being biramous. It does not seem
«Proc. Wash. Acad.

Sci., II, 1900, p. 158.
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probable that Fritz Miiller could have referred his species to the genus
Bopyrus had there been any such appendages to the pleon,

PROBOPYRUS BITHYNIS,

new

species.

Body of female with dorsal surface perfectl}^ white, having only
three small patches of black on one side at the post-lateral parts of the

Fig. 46.— Probopyrus bithynis.

a,

dorsal view of female;

second, third, and fourth thoracic segments.

with the

first

h,

ventral view of same.

Ventral side of the l)ody

Fig. 47.— Peobopyris bithynis, first

lamella of marsupium, right side.

all

the other

one side having patches of
black, those of the other side being without these patches, with the exception in
some specimens of the second lamella.
Patches of black also on the ventral side
of the lateral margins of the second, third,
and fourth thoracic segments of one side
the same side on which these markings
occur on the dorsal surface and to which
lamella^

the

of

incubatory lamella?,

10.

likewise
patches, are attached,

Legs

marked

of both sides white

with

and

without any markings
Head with antero-lateral corners produced into
prominent processes; anterior margin between these
processes straight; posterior margin narrowly rounded.

Length of head about equal to breadth. Eyes wanting.
The thoracic segments are distinctly defined. Ovarian bosses are present on all the segments,

epimera are evident as
the segments.

Fig. 48.— P r o b o p yris bithynis, leg
of sixth pair of

adult

+

female.

39.

occupying only the antemargin of the first four segments. The
narrow pieces lateral to the ovarian bosses on

rior portion of the sublateral

all

16.

pair of incubatory lamella? almost entireh^ covered with

patches of black, and with

+

+
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are distinct on the dorsal side.

first five se<j;iuents

arc

strai<;lit.

'Ilic

The

sixth

oi'

terminal segment is narrow, elongate, and has a slight emargination
in the middle of the posterior margin.
The pleopoda are five pairs of doulde-branehed appendages, the
inner branches of the

lirst

and overlapping
uropoda are wanting.

in the

The

tirst

and extend

pair ))eing the largest

middle ventral

pair of incubator}^ lamelhe

line.

Tlie

ai'e

large

al)out half the length of the ventral

side of the thorax.

In fact

all

the lamella^ are

quite large, and encompass the marsupiiim, leaving

only a comparatively small opening into the pouch.
All the legs have an extremely high expansion or
carina on the basis.

The male has

the thorax distinctly segmented,

the segments not being widely separated at the
sides.
onl}^

Body

of male short and thickset, being

twice as long as wide.

The abdomen

is

a

little

times broader than long.

domen

more than one and a half
The segments of the ab-

FlG. 49.— PROBOPYRrS

BITHYNIS, MALE.

X

41.

are only indicated at the sides, being fused in the middle of the

dorsal surface; the}' gradually decrease in size to the sixth or last,

which is a narrow piece situated between the two lobes of the tifth
segment and which does not reach to the extremity of those lobes.
Eyes present. Boch' with markings of brown.
Six specimens of this species were taken by the U. S. Fish Com-

Fig. 50.— Probopyris bithynis.

a,

porsai, view of female;

I>.

ventral view of same,

x

8.

mission steamer AlhatrofiS from the Mississippi River near the ExpoParasitic on Bithynis
sition Grounds in New Orleans, Louisiana.
oJiionis (Smith).

Type.—C^i. No. 29089, U.S.N.M.
r>
specimens which should

About

])r<)]>ably

he

referred to this
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were found in Hscondido River, Nicaragua, 50 miles from
by C. W. Richmond; tliey are i)arasitic in the branchial
cavity of Bfthynls acanthurus (Wiegmann).
They differ from the type as above described in having no anterolateral processes to the head of the female; in
having- patches of black on the lateral margins
of all the segments of the thorax on one side of
the body; and in having sometimes the third
and also the fourth lamelhe of the incubator}^
pouch with patches of black.
In the male the terminal segment has in some
specimens a tendency to be bilobed.
species

Bluetields,

PROBOPYRUS FLORIDENSIS,

new

species.

Body of female light brown, with head, abdomen, ovarian bosses, and epimera light yellow,
almost white. Markings of black are present
all over thorax and a few black lines are present
on the abdomen. The incubatory lamella are
Fig. 51.— Probopyrus
nis,

male.

x

bithy

41.

almost entirely covered with black markings, so
that the color is uniformly dark.
The lateral

parts of the thorax on the ventral side have markings of black, those

of one side being in patches with yellow areas separating them,

the legs of this side being yellow.

The

all

legs of the opposite side are

dark.

Fig. 62.

Probopyrus floridensis.

o,

dorsal view op female;

h,

ventral view of same,

x

12.

Head deeply set in thorax, broad anteriorly with frontal margin
nearly straight; posterior margin narrowly rounded; eyes wanted.
The segments

of the thorax are distinct.

Ovarian bosses are prommargin of the lirst four

inent on the anterior portion of the sublateral
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the epimoi'ii are })reseiit as narrow ])lates latcial to the

On

Ijo.sscs.

the

hist tlircc

mera occupy the whole of the

segments the

hitcn'al

cpi-

marj;in.

the a])doinen are di.stinctly sepa-

Tlie seo-nients of

The hiteral maroins are narThe terminal segment of the lK)dy is
and narrow, reaching beyond the lateral margins

rated on the dor.sal side.
rowl}^ rounded.
lono-

of the tifth segment,

is

rounded

posteriori}-,

Fig. .'is.— I'llOBOPYRU.SFUiKIDEN-

and with

or without a minute excavation.

The pleopoda

FIRST

SlS,

LA-

MELLA OF MARSfPIUM. X 10.

consist of live pairs of double-branched

lamellar appendages.

The incubatory

lamellje are large, encircling the incubatory pouch,

leaving onl}^ a small opening into the interior.

The

plates have the terminal lobe of the

first

di.stal

pair of

.segment

straight.

All the legs have a well rounded expansion or carina
about the middle of the basis,
Male with all the segments of the thorax well
defined and widely separated at the sides.
Body narFig. 54.— Probopyrvs floridensis,
row, elongate, nearly three times as long as wide.
leg of sixth pair
The abdomen has all the segments well defined at
of adult female.
X39.
the sides, but fused in the middle of the dorsal surface.
Length almost equal to the breadth. Terminal segment well defined,
rounded posteriorly, and extending beyond the lobes of the preceding
segment.
The lateral margins of all the segments are rounded.
Pleopoda are present in the form of pairs of small
rounded processes, a pair on each segment of the abdomen. Ej'es present.
One specimen was collected by Mr. W. C. Kendall

at

Satsuina

Island,

above

St.

Johns

liiver,

Florida; parasitic on Palaemonetes exilijpes Stimpson.

Two

other specimens were obtained by the U. S.
Fish Commission steamer Alhatro^a at Little River,
Miami, Florida, parasitic also on Palcexwnetes exilipes
Stimpson.
Tf/pc— Cat No. 29090, U.S.N.M.

BOPYRINA ABBREVIATA, new

species.

Bod}' of adult female very asynnnctrical, the one
side being very

much longer than

entirely white with a

few

tlu;

other.

Color

l)lack dots scattered irregu-

fig.

rw.— probopy

Rrs
.MALE.

FI.OKIDEXSIS,
>; -Jl.

over the dorsal surface.
Head large, turned to the shorter side; frontal boarder produced
a rounded lobe in the middle,
Antero-lateral angles ])roduccd
larl}'

narrow lobes or processes.

Eyes small,

distinct.

in
in
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The segments
distinct

on the

of the thorax are distinctly defined.

The

VOL. XXVII.

e]:)iniera

are

three segments, where they occupy the anterior

first

portion of the hiteral marg-in; they are ([uite distinct

on the longer side of the body, but

it

is

impossible to distinguish them on the shorter side.
Ovarian bosses are not present on any of the seg-

ments.

The epimera

of the last four segments

are not separated off from the segments; they

occupy the entire lateral margin.
The abdominal segments are complete!}^ fused
On the lateral
in the middle of the abdomen.
margin of the shorter side of the body there is
no indication whatever of the coalesced segThe first four abdominal segments are
ments.
represented on the longer side of
FIG.5C.— BOPYRINA ABBREVIATA, DORSAL VIEW OF
the bod}^ by four rounded lobes.
FEMALE. X 23.
The last two segments are completely
on either side.
indicated
not
are
and
fused,
could
be made out, consist of Fig. 57.—
far
as
as
pleopoda,
The
Bopylamellje.
Three pairs were
branched
rina ABBREsingle
of
pairs
four
viata,
first
distinctly seen; the last pair are very indislamella

of

marsupium.

tinct.

The

first

lamella of the

X27.

marsupium on the

shorter side extends about one-third the length of the body;
on the longer side, the first lamella extends to the posterior
Fig. 58.— Bo

margin of the second thoracic segment.
Male with head large, rounded in front.
breviata
MAXILLl
All seven
Eyes large, irregularly shaped.
PED. X 41.
segments of thorax distinct. A])domen narrower than thorax, and tapering to a narrow extremity.
In one specimen all six segments were more or less defined at the sides; in the other specimen only the first
three.
Length of abdomen about equal to one-third the
pyrina ab

length of the body.

Color white with markings of black or brown.
Nine specimens were collected by Mr. Henry Hemphill
at Puntarasa, Florida, on Hippolyte zostericola (Smith).
This species differs from Bopyrina vlrl))l (Waltz)," in
Fig. 59.— Bopythe much smaller first lamellae in the female, the lamella
rina ABBREVIATA, MALE.
of the shorter side of the marsupium extending but oneX77J.
third the length of the body, while in B. virhil it extends
nearly to the abdomen, that of the longer side reaching only the posterior

margin of the second thoracic segment, while

"Kossman, Zeitst^lirift
xxxiv-xxxv.

pis.

fiir

Wissenschaftliche Zoologie,

in

XXXV,

B.

v!rl)u. it

1881, p. 066-679,

^r. 1

NO. 1350.
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extends to the posterior martrin of the fourth segment; in not having
any indication of segniontation on the shorter side of the alKlonion,
while in Ij. r/'/'hi/' thore is some indication; and in liavingthe alxlomeu

male rounded posteriorly with indications of segmentation at the
less during its entire length, while in I^. vlrhl! the abdomen is truncate posteriorly, with only the first two segments indicated.
of the

sides

more or

The

specific

name

refers to the abbreviated

first

lame] la? of the

marsupium.

%A.—Cat.

No. 29097, U.S.N.M.

BOPYRINA UROCARIDIS, new
Body of female twice as long as wide
Head with frontal margin produced in

species.

a broadly rounded process.

Eyes present about the middle of the head as small black
spots.

The segments of the thorax
distinct.
The epimera
are marked off by faint lines
or impressions.
The abdomen is composed of six segare

ments, which are distinct at
the sides but fused in the

The posterior mar-

middle.

gin of the terminal segment
is

broad, with a slight median

excavation.

The pleopoda

Fig. 60.— Bopyrina urocaeidis.

consist of

female;

b,

a,

dorsal view of
x 23.

ventral view of same,

four pairs of single branched

toward the median line.
There are no uropoda.
The incubatory pouch is a large area on the ventral side
of the body, which is not closed over
by the incubatory lamellie. These
plates or lamelhv, each pair directed

Fig. gi.— Bo-

PYRIN

A

UROCARIDIS, MAX-

lamella? consist of five pairs of plates,

the first pair of which have the sec-

ond segment produced

distally in a

ILLIPED.
X 39.

linguiform process.
Color uniforml}^ light yellow with
small black dots on the incubatorylamelhe.

Male unknown.
Four specimens were found

— three at

Fig. 62.— Bopyrina

Pun-

dis,

first

vrocari-

lamella of mar-

supium, right side.

x
by Henry Hemphill,
and one from west Florida, collected hy Mr. J. B. Henderson and Mr
C. T. Simpson, all parasitic on Urocaris longlcaudata Stimpson.

tarasa, Florida., collected

Type.—Q2Lt. No. 29088. U.S.N.M.

52.
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BOPYRINA THORII,

new

vol.

xxvn.

species.

Body of adult female asymmetrical, turned very much to one side.
Color yellow with a few markings of black on one side of the thorax
and in the center of the first three segments of the abdomen.
Head large with frontal margin produced in a rounded lobe, which
is turned upward in the specimen; the antero-lateral angles are produced into small processes. The eyes are black and distinct.
The segments of the thorax are all distinctly separated from each
other.

long,

The epimera are distinct on the longer side of the body as
narrow plates on the anterior portion of the lateral margin of
Ovarian
the first four segments.
bosses are not present on any of the
segments.

The abdomen

is

composed of

six

segments, completely fused in the
middle, but indicated on both latThe terminal segeral margins.

ment is rounded posteriorly.
There are four pairs of single
branched pleopoda. The marsupium is a large open area, normally
FIG. C3.-BOPYRINA THOKII. «, DORSAL VIEW OF
^^^^ iuclOSCd by
^jj | ^^,-^J^
^'^^
VENTRAL VIEW OF SAME. X 15.
female;
^
The first
five pairs of lamellae.
lamella have the distal lobe rounded. The fifth lamellce are narrow
"^

"

h,

_

elongated plates.

Male unknown.
Only one specimen was obtained by the U. S. Fish Commission
The species is parasitic on
steamer Alhatross at Key West, Florid;
,

Thoi' fioridanuH Kingsley.

This species differs from the preceding species chiefly in the form
segment of the first lamellae of the marsupium,

of the distal

Type.—OAt. No. ^9099, U.S.N.M.

BATHYGYGE GRANDIS
Batliygyge grandis

Hansen,

Bull.

Hansen.

Mus. Comp. Zool., Harvard College, XXXI,
2'.— Richardson, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.

1897, pp. 122, 124, pi. vi, figs. 2,

XXI,
Localltij.

1899, p. 869.

—

Ofl'

Acapulco, in the branchial cavity of Glyplwcratujon

spinulosa Faxon.

LEIDYA DISTORTA
Cepon dktorlm Leidy, Journ. Acad. Nat.
figs.

Leidya

(Leidy).

Sci., Phila., (2), III, 1855, p. 150, pi. xi,

26-32.

dlfitorta

CoRtiAhiA and Panceri,

Mem.

R. Acad.

Sci.,

Torino, (2),

XIX,

1861, p. 114.

Cepon distoriuii Hakger, Rep. U. S. Fish Comm., Pt. 1, 1874, p. 57o (279); Proc.
U. B. Nat. Museum, II, 1879, p. 157; Rep. U. S. Fish Comm., 1879, p. 157;
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Pt. 6, p. 311.

—KossMAN, Zool.
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Ergb. einer Reise in die Kiist. des Rothen
aus der Zool. Station zu Xeapcl,

p. 122; Mitthcil,

MeereH, III, Malaco.straca,
III, 1881, first lialf, p. 182.

Plirijxus disfortuH

Walz,

Arbeit, aus d.

Zoolog.

Insti.

d.

Uuivers.

\A'ien,

IV,

1882, p. 59.
Cepon(lidoi-tn><\l\i:n\iiV)iiO^,

Am.

Nat.,

Leldya dhtortti Richardson, Proe. U.

Locality.

—Atlantic City,

New

S.

XXXIV,
Nat.

1900, p.

;-{09.

Museum, XXIII,

1901,

j).

579.

Jersey, in the branchijil cavity of

Uca pugilator.

lONE CORNUTA

Spence Bate.

lone cornuta Spence Bate, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1864,
ist

]).

668; Lord's Natural-

in British Columbia, II, 1866, p. 282.

Bate and Westwood, Brit. Sessile-eyed Crust., II, p. 253. Giard
and Bonnier, Travaux de I'lnstitut zoologique de Lille et du Laboratoire
Maritime de "Wimereux, V, 1887, p. 77. Richardson, Proc. U. S. Nat.

lone cornuta

Museum, XXI,

Local liy.

1899, p. 869.

— Esquimault

Harbor, British Columbia,

cavity of OaUianassa longimana;

Vancouver

ZONE THOMPSON!, new

in the branchial

Island.

species.

Body of female longer than broad.
Head deeply set in thorax, its anterior margin produced in a crenuThe antero-lateral lobes of the frontal border extend
lated border.
some distance beyond the sides of the head. The posterior portion of
The first antenna? are three jointed; the
the head is evenl}^ rounded.
second pair are five jointed.
All the thoracic segments

are distinct, with distinct epimera
("lames pleurales" of Giard and Bonnier), in the form of large
rounded lobes, not elongated. In the first two segments these epimeral lobes occupy the anterior portions of the lateral parts of the segments; in the third segment they are placed about the center of the
lateral margin; in the fourth and fifth segments the}" occupy more of
a posterior position; in the sixth and seventh segments they occupy
the entire lateral margin.
Ovarian bosses are present on the first
four segments, along the anterior portion of the segment.
The six segments of the pleon are distinct, and are produced laterally, each in a pair of elongated and jointed appendages, furnished
with numerous mammilliform, branching appendages, originating
from the posterior margin and extending downward. Thus there are
six pairs of appendages corresponding to the "'"lames epimeriennes du
pleon" of Giard and Bonnier.
The pleopoda consist of four pairs of double- branched appendages
and one pair of single-branched appendages." The inner branches of
« The young female of lone thompsoni has the last pair of pleopoda double-branched,
the two l)ranches similar, however. The inner branches of the first four segments
are quite different from those of the outer branches, as is true of the adult female*,

and

lie

folded over the

abdomen

as in the adult described.
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four pairs fold over the ventral side, meeting in the median
These branches are all large and of nearly e({ual size and thickly
tuberculate, the first two pairs being somewhat larger than the hi.st
two pairs. The outer branches of the first four pairs and the fifth
pair of pleopoda consist of narrow, elongated appendages crenulated
on their outer margins and thickly tuberculate. The appendages of
the

first

line.

the sixth abdominal segment, the uropoda, are a pair of simple, cylindrical, elongated lobes, recurved at their extremities, and not reaching beyond the mass of epimeral appendages.

The incubatory pouch is formed of five pairs of lamella3, five issuing
from one side and five from the other. The first pair are much smaller
than the others, and are entirely concealed ])y the second pair.

NO.

i3r,o.
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The seven pairs of legs are all similar, and terminate in a pi-ehenThere are two expansions or carinse on the basis of all the
sile hand.
legs, the

anterior one being only half as long as the

other,

Male with all the segments of the thorax distinct.
Eyes wanting. Antennas conspicuous, six jointed. AnThe segments of the abdomen
tennuhe, three jointed.
are distinct,

six furnished each with a pair of elon-

all

Pig. 6.'>.—Ioni
T H o M psoN I
,

gated leaf-like tapering appendages.

MAXILLIPED.

Two specimens were collected ))y Mr.

G. M. Gray at North Falmouth,
They were found on CkilUanassa t<tl)iipsonL
The species is named for Mr. Millett T.
Thompson, from whom the specimens were

Massachusetts.

received.

Ty2)e.—C^t. No. 29091, U.S.N.M.
This species is apparently very close to
I.

cornuta^ Spence
It agrees

Island.

Bate, from Vancouver

with

I. cornuta in the absence of the elongated epimeral lobes (lames
pleurales), in which both species diifer from

Fig. 66.— Tone

thompsoni, first

lamella of maksupium. xlo.

I.

I.

thoracica (Montagu).

I.

cornuta are both

In the description of

thoracica

1.

lone t/iompsont and
larger species than
cornuta^^ the author savs

much

the three posterior segments of the thorax are
larger than the four anterior, and are produced
that the coxae of

posteriorly

to a point.

This

is

not true of

/

which the epimera of the three
posterior thoracic segments are smaller than
tliom;pmni.,

in

those of the anterior segments,

occupy the enand they
are rounded posteriorly and not
produced to a point.
Spence
Bate also speaks, in reference to
although

tire

thej'^

lateral

antero-lateral

margin,

''horn-like process

67.— Ion e thompLEG OF SIXTH PAIR
OF ADULT FEMALE. Xllj.

Fig.

soni,

/. cornuta.,

of the

of the cephalon*

curving posteriorly." In /. thompsoni^ these lateral
processes or lobes extend out straight at the sides.
Bate and Westwood, in describing L cornuta^ state
that the last pair of inner saccular branches of the
Fig. fis.—Tone thomi
pleo])oda are almost obsolete.
There arc but four
SOM, MALE. X K.
The above
pairs of inner branches in /. thompmnL
quoted authors also describe the inner branches of the pleopoda as
"Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1864, p. 668.
British Sesssile-i'vcd Crustacea, II, 1867, p. 254.
?-
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graduiiUy diminishing- in size to the last pair, whereas the outer branches
This is not true of /. thomj)soni/^
g-radualh' increase in size.

PHYLLODURUS ABDOMINALIS

Stimpson.

FhyJloduriiK abdominalis Stimpson, Journ. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., VI, 1857, p.

71.—

LocKiNGTON, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., VII, 1877, Pt. 1, p. 57; Ann. Mag. Nat.
Hist., 1878, pp. 299, 300.— Richardson, Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis., XXI, 1899,
p. 868.

LocaliUj.

—Puget

Sound; Tomales Bay, California, "on Upogebia

jmgettensU;-'' San Francisco Bay on Upogehia pugettensis.

PSEUDIONE GIARDI

Caiman.

Pseudione giardi Calman, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., XI, 1898, No. 13, pp. 274-281,
pi. XXXIV, fig. 5.— Richardson, Proc.U. S. Nat. Mus., XXI, 1899, p. 869.

Locality.

—Puget Sound, on Pagurus ocJiotensis (Brandt).
PSEUDIONE GALACANTH.(E

Hansen.

Pseudione galacanthx Hansen, Bull. Mus. Coinp. Zool. Harvard College, XXXI,
1897, pp. 118-120, pi. V, fig. 22 *.— Richardson, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XXI,
Locality.

1899, p. 869.

— Gulf of California, in the branchial cavit}^ of

Galacantha

diomedese var. parvispina Faxon; near Flattery Rocks, Washington,
(Collected by U. S. Fish
parasitic on Munida quadrispina Benedict.

Commission steamer Albatross.)
«The

descriptions of the type species, lone thoracica (Montagu), are so unsatisfac-

much at variance when compared that the only action
under the circumstances, is to place the form described above tentatively in
the genus lone Latreille and to give it a new specific name.
Montagu and Kossman describe the pleon of lone thoracica as composed of six segments, all of which are produced laterally into arborescent, branching lamellae.
Montagu in liis figure, however, represents but four segments, with five pairs of
branching lamellse. Milne Edwards, Bate and Westwood, and Giard and Bonnier
describe six segments, with only the first five produced into ramified appendages.
The appendages of the last segment are described as simple, recurved.
Montagu mentions also six simple, recurved appendages, of which the last two are
larger than the rest.
Kossman describes six jiairs of double-branched pleopods
(pleopodoiden) and also a single pair of simple, cylindrical uropoda (pleopoden).
Milne Edwards says that the first (appendages of the first five segments?) carry at
their base a little "ecaille" folded beneath, under the abdomen.
Bate and Westwood refer to the i)leopoda in the following way: "Several of the basal appendages
are, moreover, furnished at the base beneath with a small scale, lying beneath the
tail."
Finally, Giard and Bonnier, characterize these appendages in this way:
"Rames des Pleopodes composes de six articles."
The species herein described aa new seems close to lone cornuta Spence Bate. In
the original description of lone cornuta the pleopoda are simply described as "long
and fringed with arborescent branchia,'." Bate and Westwood mention the jointed
character of these appendages (pleural lamelhe), and give a much fuller description
tory and inadequate and so

to take,

of the species.
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PSEUDIONE FURCATA,

new

79

species.

Body of female longer than ))i'oa(l, more or less ov^ate.
Head with frontal border; anterior margin nearly straight; posterior
portion narrowly rounded. Head small and deeply immersed in thorax.
Mouth parts and anby
tenna? concealed
first

mar-

lamelliB of

supium. The first antennae are composed
the second

of three,

of four joints.

The thorax has

all

the segments distinct.

Ovarian

bosses

on the

first

ments.

are

prominent

large and

four segFig. 61).— Pseudione furcata.

The epimera

6,

a, dorsal \iew of female;
ventral view of same. X 4.

on these segments are
represented by narrow ridges lateral to the ovarian bosses; those of
the three last segments occupy all of the lateral margin.

The segments of the abdomen are

all distinct with the epimera prowide
on
either side of the narrow middle
plates
duced
portion of the segment. The sixth or terminal segment
is without epimera, and terminates posteriorly in two
The pleopoda are five pairs of
small, rounded lobes.
narrow,
elongated
smooth,
biramous appendages, all
similar and equal in size, with the exception of the
Fig. 70.— Pseudiinner branch of the first pair, which is exceedingly
one FrRCATA,
first lamella
large and is inwardly directed, meeting the correspondof marsupium.
ing branch of the opposite side in the median ventral
line, just below the incubatory pouch.
All the remaining branches

in

are directed, post-laterally.

smooth.

The uropoda

similar in shape

and

The

surfaces of

all

the lamella^ are quite

consist of a single pair of simple appendages,

size to the pleopoda.

The incubatory pouch

consists of five pairs of

large lamelhi', overlapping in the

median

line.

First pair of plates with the terminal lobe not
defined.

There

is

a high

and widely rounded expansion

or carina on the basis of all the legs.

Male unknown.
Four specimens were

Fk;. 71.— Pseudione

fur-

cata, LEG OF SIXTH PAIR

OF ADULT FEMALE.

X

20J.

collected on the eastern

shore of Virginia by Prof. H. E. AVebster.
Host unknown,
were sent from Union College to the Smithsonian Institution.
Ti/jjc— Cat No. 29093, U.S.N.M.

They
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species.

wide anterior nmrgin, almost straight; no
Antero-lateral portion produced in a small process
frontal border.
on either side. Posterior portion widely rounded. Eyes wanting.

Head very

large, with

Fig. 72.— PSEUDIONE

CURTATA.

a,

dorsal view of FE.MALE;

b,

ventral view of SAME.

x8.

The segments of the thorax are distinct. The cpimera are distinct
as narrow plates on the extreme lateral margin of the anterior portion
Ovarian bosses are
of the first four segments.
prominent on the anterior portion of the first four
segments. The epimera occupy almost all of the
lateral margin of the three posterior segments.
The abdomen has the six segments distinct.
All are produced laterally in small rounded
epimera with the exception of the last; or terminal segment which is very small and rounded
Fig. 73.— PSEUDIONE

CUR-

posteriorly.

TATA, FIRST LAMELLA OF
MARSUPIITM. X 14^.

The pleopoda are

five pairs of large, broad,

double-branched appendages
smooth,
small
epimeral plates of the
not concealed on the dorsal side b}^ the
project
in
full view.' The uroabdominal segments, from which they
appendsimple
poda are a pair of single-branched,
leaf-like,

ages, similar in shape to the branches of the pleopoda.

formed of five pairs of incuwhich overlap so as to completely

The marsupium
batory lamellae,

is

encompass the ventral surface of the body; the first
pair have the terminal lobe of the distal segment
small, but well defined.

There are seven pairs of small legs, all similar
in size and structure; a high triangularly shaped
expansion or carina is present on the basis.

Fig. 74.— PSEUDIONE

CURTATA, LEG OF
SIXTH PAIR OF ADULT
FEMALE. X 39.

Color uniformly light j^ellow.
Male, two and one-third times longer than broad, with all seven
segments of the thorax and all six segments of the abdomen distinct

NO. 1350.
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A))d()nuMi occupies one-fourth of the entire length of

])()d3^

Only one specimen was Found
Parasitic on JW/'o/i.sfhcs'

Ti/p<'.— Cat No. 29094:,

Key West by Henry Hemphill,

at

.scKsjf/itosn.s

(Gibbes).

U.S.N.M.

MUNIDION PARVA, new

species.

Head large, broader anteriorly than posteriorly,
Eyes wanting. Anterior
with wide frontal border.
margin nearly straight, posterior margin narrowly
rounded.
The segments of the thorax are distinct, the first
two of which arc short in the dorsal median line.
The other five segments are a))0ut equal in length.
Ovarian bosses present on all the segments and
occupying the posterior portion of the sublateral
part of the segment.
On all the segments they are
The epimera
occupy the whole of the fig. 75.— pseudione
^^^tata.male. x23.
lateral margin of the segments.
These plates are
larger on the posterior segments than on the anterior ones.
The al)dominal segments are all distinct. The first five are produced laterally in epimeral lobes, elongated and leaf -shaped, decreasing in size gradually from the first to the fifth segments.
These lobes
do not cover the dorsal surface
of the abdomen, or obscure the
small terminal segment, which
in

the form of petiolated processes.

are large plates w^hich

is

visil)le

as a small

dorsally

rounded petiolated process.
The pleopoda are five pairs
of double-branched elongated

appendages; the inner
branches are smaller than the

leaf-like

The uropoda

outer.

consist of

a pair of biramous appendages,
76

—MUNIDION
MALE;

in

b,

PARVA.

n,

DORSAL VIEW OF
X 8.

each with one large outer and
one small inner branch, similar

KE-

VENTRAL VIEW OF SAME.

shape to the branches of the pleopoda.

The
rior

ventral side of the abdominal segments

The

margin.

carinatinl

on

l)()th

is

keeled on the poste-

pl(>opoda and abdominal epimera are

The marsupium
third pair of

is l)oundod by five pairs of incubator}which do not ovcrlaj) in the median ventral

a small ()])ening

of the distal

The seven

is

left into the

segment of the

incubatory pouch.

first

pair

is ver}'

M.

vol.

xxvii— 03

6

lamella", the
line, so that

The terminal

lobe

small, but well defined.

pairs of legs are all similar; the basis

Froc. N.

somewhat

surfaces.

is

furnished with
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an extremely hij^h expansion, the anterior end of which i.s twice as
high as the other end.
The male has all the segments of the thorax disThe segments of the abdomen are fused
tinct.
There are no indications of
into a single piece.
the coalesced segments on the lateral margins of

The

the abdomen, these margins being entire.

narrower than
the anterior portion, its apex, however, l)eing
widely rounded. Its length is about one and oneposterior portion of this segment

Munidion parlamella of
MARSUriUM. X 14i.

Fig. 77.

va, first

half times its greatest breadth.

is

E3'es are present.

Only one specimen comes from the Straits of
the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Alhttroxx at a

Fuca, taken b}^
depth of 152 fathoms.

Parasitic on Miinida quadrlspina Benedict.

Type.—Q,^\.. No. 29095,

This species

is

a very

U.S.N.M.

nmch

smaller one than the type

species of the genus described b}^ Dr. Hansen," being
less

than half the size of Munidion j^rmc^s.

The

present species differs from the type species in its much
smaller size; in the relatively larger and differently

Fig. 78. —Munidion

parva, leg
sixth pair

of
of

shaped head; in the larger thoracic epimera (pleural
adult female.
X 20^.
plates); in the differently shaped ovarian bosses; in the
smaller and differently shaped abdominal epimera, which do not conceal the abdominal segments dorsally as in that species; in the differently shaped carina on the basis of all the legs; in the
absence of the sinuous lateral margins of the al>domen
of the male; and in the broader apex and greater length
compared with the width of the abdomen of the male.

Family

DAJID^.

DAJUS MYSIDIS

Krjiyer.

Dajus mysidis Kr0yer, Voy. en. Scand., Crust., 1849,

pi.

xxviii,

fig.l.

Bopynis mysidium Packard,

Mem.

Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

1,

1867,

p. 295, pi. viii, fig. 3.

Lepkq^hryxtis mysidis BuciinoLZ, Zweite Deutsche Nordpolfahrt,
1874, p. 288, pi. XI,

fig. 2.

Dajus 7)iysidis Lutken, Crustacea of Greenland, 1875, p. 150.
Fig. 79.— MuniG. 6. Sars, Arch., Math. Nat., II, 1877, p. 354 (254).dion PARVA,
Smith in Harger, Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum, II, 1879, p.
MALE. X 23.
158.— Harger, Rep. U. S. Fish Comm., 1880, Pt. 6, p. 312.—
G. O. Sars, Crustacea of Norway, II, Pts. 11, 12, 1898, p. 223-225, pi. xxviii,
fig. 1.— Richardson, Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum, XXIII, 1901, p. 579.

Locality.

— Labrador; Greenland;

Kingigtok; Duck Island; Murchi-

son Sound; 73° 48' N. lat., 80° 30' W. long. 72° 33' N. lat., 71° 30' W.
long; 71° 57' N. lat., 73° 66' W. long. m^ 33' N. lat., 61° 50' W. long.
;

;

«Bull. Mus.

Comp.

Zool.

Harvard

College,

XXXI,

1897, pp. 115-117, pi. IV, figs. 2-2c; pi. v, figs. \-\d.

No.

5, Pt. 22,

The

Isopoda,

NO. 1350.
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also recorded from we.st coast of Norlat., 66'^ 18' W, lono-.
way, Kara Sea, Sabine Island, Spitzberg-, Jan Mayen, Murman coast.
Depth. 3 to 20 fathoms.

04° 56' N.

;

—

Family

CRYPTONISCID^E.

CLYPEONISCUS MEINERTI
Clypconiscns mcinerti

Giard and Boxniek,

XXV,

la Belgique, (4)

Giard and Bonnier.

Bull. Scientifique de la

France

et

de

1893, pp. 421-4.36, 444.

—

Greenland (Godhavn), 8 to 10 fathoms; Nova Zembla
Locality.
(Jugor Schar), 6 fathoms, (Giard and Bonnier).
Parasitic in the
incubatory pouch of Synidotea lUMlulosa (Kr03^er).

SOUTH AMERICAN EPICARIDEA.

EPICARIDEA
Family

or

BOPYROIDEA.

BOPYRID^.

STEGOPHRYXUS RESUPINATUS

(Miiller).

Bopynis resupinatus Muller, Jen. Zeitschrift Nat., VI, 1871, pp.

Fhryxits resupinatus

Stegophryxus resupinatus Thompson, Report U.

Locality.

— Brazil,

S.

Fish Comm., 1901,

O, DOKSAL VIEW
ventral view of same. X 8.

Fig. 80.— PSEUDIONE GALACANTH.E.
6,

Fig. 81.— Pseudione

Hansen.

^

galacanth*.
Fig. 82.— Pseudione

maxilliped. X II5; b, first
lamella of marsupium, right
side.
X 15.
«,

rseiulmne (jalacunthK

Hx'Hi^'E.'^,

1897, pp. 118-120, pi. V,
1899, p. 869.
«

This species

species of host,

is

fig.

Bull. ]Mns.

G a L ACA
male. X

Comp.

22/.— Ricii.vkdsox,

is

Zool.
I'roc.

NT

H

Harvard College,
V.

S.

.K,

23.

XXXI,

Nat. Mus.,

XXI,

it is found parasitic on a different
from a different locality from that of the type specimen.

again figured, for the reason that

and

p. 56.

on a Pagurid.

PSEUDIONE GALACANTHiE

OF female;

.57-60.

Stebbii^g, Hist. Crust., 1893, p. 409.
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Locality.

—Off

east coa.st of Patagonia,

Collected by U.

Munida suhrugom.

S.

VOL. XXVII.

two specimens parasitic on
Fish Commission steamer

Albatross.

PSEUDIONE TUBERCULATA, new
Head small, with

frontal border; anterior

species.

margin straight; posterior

portion narrowly rounded.

Segments of thorax

FlG. S3.— PSEUDIONE

TUBERCULATA.

lateral part of first

bosses.

distinct.

a,

Ovarian bosses present on antero-

DORSAL VIEW OF FEMALE;

four segments.

h,

VENTRAL VIEW OF SAME. X

4.

Last three segments without

The epimera occupy only the small posterior part

of the

margin of the first four segments, and are not distinctly separated from the segments on the dorsal side; they occupy the whole of
lateral

Fig. 84.— PSEU-

Fig. 85.— Pseudione tu-

DIONE TUBERCULATA, MAXILLIPED. X 5.

berculata, distal segment of first lamella
of marsupium. x 10.

Pseudione
tuberculata, leg
of sixth pair of
adult female.

Fig. 86.

XlU.

the lateral margin of the last three segments, and are in
the form of large plates, extending somewhat backward.
The segments of the abdomen are distinct. The epimera of the abdominal segments form large plates on either
side of the segments.

They are present on

all

but the

87.— Pseudione TUBERCULATA, MALE.

FiG.

X8.

or terminal segment, and are not distinctly separated from the
segments. The epimera almost entirely conceal, on the dorsal side,
the underlying pleopoda.
The terminal segment is bilobate posterilast

STORY OF THE ISOPODA— RICHARDSON.
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orly, with a small

median point.

side of uU the abdominal segments

are five pairs of

85

11J

The
is

posterior edge of the ventral

The pleopoda

strongly keeled.

double-])ranched, broad, leaf-like appendag(\s, dis-

tinctly tuberculate.

The inner branches

of the

first

pair overlap in

the median ventral line.

The marsupium

is composed of five pairs of strongly tuberculate
overlapping in the median ventral line of the thoiax, and
entirely inclosing the incubatory pouch.
There are seven pairs of legs similar in shape and structure. A
wide expansion extends the entire length of the basis.
Color, uniformly light yellow.
Males, three and a half times longer than broad, with all seven segments
A))domen
of thorax and all six of abdomen distinct.
Ej'es wanting.
occupies more than one-third of the entire length of the bod3^
About thirteen specimens were obtained by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer AJhati'oss^ from off Port Ortway, Patagonia, at a depth

lamella^,

Parasitic on Lithodes dimnedece Benedict.
Type.-C^t. No. 29092, U.S.N.M.

of 1,050 fathoms.

PSEUDIONE PAUCISECTA, new
Body
one

species

of female ovate, twice as long as wide, twisted

side.

somewhat

to

Color, uniformly light yellow.

Head very

large, triangular in shape, with frontal

Fig. 88.— Pseudione i'.\ucisecta.

a,

dorsal view of female;

b,

margin widely

ventral view of same,

x

8.

rounded or arcuate. A wide frontal border, somewhat irregular in
outline, surrounds the anterior portion.
Eyes absent. First pair of
antenna' consist of three joints; second pair of five joints.
Ovarian bosses present on the anterior portion of the first four thoracic segments; lateral to these, on the anterior portion of the segments, are the wide epinuM-al plates, which have a tendency to be
irregular along the lateral margin.
The epimera occupy the whole of
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the lateral margin of the three posterior segments, and are produced
laterally into irregular processes.
The segments of the abdomen are distinct with the epimera extend-

ing as narrow, elongated plates on either .side of the
Terminal segment knoblike in
first five segments.

appearance with well-rounded margins.
Pleopoda consist of five pairs of double-branched, narrow, elongated tapering lamella directed backward, the
inner branches being smaller than the outer branches
The uropoda are a single
in the last two segments.
Fig. 89.— Pseudione
paiicisecta, first
pair of lamellae, both lamellae being irregular in outline.
lamella of marThe five pairs of incubatory plates completely inclose
SUPIUM. X 10.
the incubator}' pouch, meeting in the median ventral
The terminal lobe of the distal segment of the first pair is
line.
All the legs have a high and narrowl}'
not defined.
rounded expansion or carina about the middle of the
basis.

The male

is

twice as long as broad.

Head

trans-

Segments of thorax of equal
length. Abdomen short, occupying less than one-sixth
of the entire length and composed of
verse;

eyes absent.

Fig. 90.— Pseudione

with

only five segments,

all distinct,

terminal segment

small, rounded.

paucisecta,
leg
of sixth pair of
adult female.

X20i.

Only one specimen was taken by the U. S. Fish
Commission steamer Alhat7'oss off Port Ortway,
Patagonia. Parasitic on Mimida curvipes Benedict.
TyjM.—C^Lt. No. 29096, U.S.N.M.

UROBOPYRUS, new
UROBOPYRUS PROCESSiE,

genus.
new

species.

adult female somewhat asymmetrical, and
broader than long. Color, uniformly white.
Head with frontal margin produced and upturned;
Markings of
posterior margin widel}' rounded.
represent eyes, present on the antero-lateral angles

Body of

Fig. 91.— Pseudione

paucisecta, male.
X 145.

black, which

may

a

little

of the head.

All the segments of the thorax are distinct. Ovarian bosses are
present on the anterior portion of the first four segments.
The epi-

mera of these segments are represented by narrow plates on the outer
margin of the segments, lateral to the ovarian bosses. On the three
posterior segments the epimera are produced as large plates, larger
on one side than on the other, beyond the margin of the segments.
All six segments of the abdomen distinct. The lateral margins are
rounded, the lateral parts not being produced. The terminal segment
is

bi-lobed.
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The uropodu are
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a pair of double-branched appendages attached to

the terininul abdominal segment; the iinier ])ranches are smaller and

more slender than the outer branches.
The pleopoda consist of live pairs

of doul)le-branched, elongated
being smaller than the outer a.id directed
inward, the outer branches extending be3^ond the margins of the

lamellic, the inner ])ranches

abdomen.

The incubatory

lamella? consist of five pairs of phites affixed to the

sides of the thorax, live

on either

They do not completely cover

side.

b

Fig.

92.

Ukobopykus

processi.

dorsal view of female:

a,

h,

ventral view of same,

the incubator}^ pouch, but a large area remains open, which

is

x

l-H.

normally

with eggs.
All seven pairs of legs present.

filled

Male unknown,

A

single

steamer

specimen was obtained

Albatross

6° 59' 30", long.

off

W.

84^

the east

b}^

coast

Commission
South America, lat. N.

the U. S. Fish
of

Parasitic on Processa canah'cuJata Leach.
very close to Prohopyrus Giard and Bonnier, but differs in having uropoda, which are altogether wanting in that genus.
Ti/jje.— Cat. No. 29098, U.S.N.M.

This genus

-47'.

is

CRYPTIONE ELONGATA
Oryptione elongata
1897, pp.

U.

S.

Hansen,

112-115, pi.

Nat. Mtiseum,

Bull.

Mus. Comp. Zool. Harvard College,

Ill, figs. 5,

XXI,

Hansen.

5"; pi.

iv,

figs. 1-1«.

XXXI,

—Richardson, Proc.

1899, p. 869.

—

Locality.
Near the Galapagos Islands, in the branchial ca\'ity of
Nematocarcinus agasshii Faxon, Avhich occurs as far north as Acapulco, Mexico.

MUNIDION PRINCEPS
Munidion princeps Hansen,
1897, pp. 115-117, pi. IV,

Local ity. —Cocoii Island,

Munida
I>e2)th,

liull.
figs.

lat.

Mus. Couip. Zool. Harvard College,

XXXI,

2-2«; pi. v. fig. 1-1''.

3

refulgciis; off the coast of

112 fathoms.

Hansen.

5S'20" N., long.

Ecuador, on M.

81^36' W., on
refulgens Faxon.
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GRAPSICEPON FRITZII
Grapsiccpon
Lille et

vol. xxvii.

Giard and Bonnier.

frltzii" Giakd and Bonnier, Travaux de riastitut zoologique de
du Laboratoire de Zoologie maritime de Wimereux, \ 1887, p. 70.
,

—

Branchial cavity of a Grapsus {Leptogrcipaux. rugulosusf)
Locality.
found on the coast of Brazil, at Desterro.

ENTONISCID^.
CANCRION CANCRORUM (Miiller).
Family

Entonisnis ccmcrorum Muller, Fiir Darwin,

du Nord, XIV,

1882, pp. 422
figs. 1-3.

figs. 16, 41.

and 449); Jen.

(Translated in Bull.

Sci.

Zeitschrift Nat., VT, 1871,

pp. 53-66, pi. Ill,
Cancrion cancrorum Giard and Bonnier, Comptes rendus de I'Acad. des. Sci.,
1886; Travaux de I'lnstitut zool. de Lille et du Laboratoire de Zool. mari-

time de Wimereux, 1887, pp. 239-240. —Stebbing, Hist. Crust., 1893,

Locality.

p. 407.

— Brazil, on several species of Xantho., at Desterro.
ENTONISCUS

PORCELLAN.ffi:

Entoniscus porcellanx MtJLLER, Archiv

Muller.

Naturgeschichte, Jahrg.

fiir

XXVIII,

Jen. Zeitschrift Nat., VI, 1871, pp. 53-56.— Giard
and Bonnier, Trav. de I'lnstitut Zool. de Lille et du Laboratoire de Zool.
1862, pp. 10-17, pi.

ii;

maritime de Wimereux, 1887,

Locality.

p. 232.

— Brazil, on PorceUana sp.

at Desterro.

?,

ENTONISCUS BRASILIENSIS
Entoniscus No.

VI, 1871,

Giard and Bonnier.

Fritz Miiller, Jenaische Zeitschrift

2,

Giard and Bonnier, Trav. de
du Laboratoire de Zool. maritime de Wimereux,

Entoniscus brasiliensis

Locality.

fiir

I'lnstitut zool.

may

3,

Lille et

sp.

?

be identical with the preceding- species.

ENTONISCUS CREPLINII
Entoniscus No.

de

1887, p. 235.

—Desterro, Brazil, parasitic on Porcellana

This species

Naturwissenschaft,

p. 53.

Giard and Bonnier.

Fritz MtJLLER, Jenaische Zeitschrift

fiir

Naturwissenschaft, VI,

p. 54, 1871.

Giard and Bonnier, Travaux de
du Laboratoire de Zool. maritime de Wimereux,

Eidoniscus crepUmi

Locality.

— Desterro,

Brazil, parasitic

I'lnstitut zool.

de

Lille et

1887, p. 236.

on Porcellana

C7'eplinii,

F.

Miiller.

ENTIONE ACH^I

Giard and Bonnier.

Entoniscus No.

Fritz MtJLLER, Jenaische Zeitschrift fiir Naturwissenschaft,
4,
VI, p. 53, 1871.
Entione achsei Giard and Bonnier, Travaux de I'lnstitut zool. de Lille et du
Laboratoire de Zool. maritime de Wimereux, 1887, p. 237.

Locality.—DQstervo.^ Brazil, parasitic on Achaeus
«See note under Probopyrus

sp.

?

alphei (Richardson), p. 67.

NO. 1350.
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CKYPTONISCTD.E.

CRYPTONISCUS PLANARIOIDES
Cryptoniscvs planarioides

Muller, Jen.

Stebbing, Hist. Crust., 1893,

Locality.

89

Zeitschrift

Miiller.

Nat, VI,

1871, pp. 61-64.

p. 402.

— Brazil, on Peltogaster purpureus.
MICRONISCUS FUSCUS

Microniscus fuscus

MOllek, Jen.

Zeitschrift Nat., YI, 1871, p. 65.

This form
some Epicarid."
is

«

Fritz Muller.

probably the Microniscus stage

See Sars, Crust, of Norway,

in the

II, Pts. 11, 12,

development of

pp. 218-220.

A REVIEW OF THE SCORP.ENOID FISHES OF JAPAN.
By David Starr Jordan and Edwin Chapin
0/ the Leland Stanford Junior

Starks,

University.

given a review of the species of Scorpsenidx known
The specimens examined are in the
nmseum of Leland Stanford Junior University and in the United
States National Museum, most of them having been collected by
Messrs. Jordan and Starks in 1900 and a few by the United States
Fish Commission steamer Albatross.
In this paper

is

to inhabit the waters of Japan.

Family SCORP.ENID^E.

Body oblong, more or

less

compressed, the head large, and with one

or more pairs of ridges above, which usually terminate in spines;

sometimes very irregular in form. Opercle usuall}^ with 2 spinous
processes; preopercle with 4 or 5.
Mouth terminal, usually large,
with villiform teeth on jaws and vomer, and usually on the palatines.
Premaxillaries protractile; maxillary broad, without supplemental
))one, not slipping under preorbital.
Gill openings wide, extending
forward below; the gill membranes separate and free from the isthmus; usually no slit behind the fourth gill. Scales ctenoid, or someLateral
times cycloid, usually well developed, sometimes obsolete.
line single, continuous, concurrent with the back; a narrow bony sta}''
extending l^ackward from the suborbital toward the preopercle. Ventral tins thoracic, usually of the normal percoid form, I, 2, to I, 5, the
rays branched; dorsal fin continuous, sometimes so deeply notched as
to divide it into two parts, or even three parts, with 8 to 16 rather
strong spines and about as many soft rays; anal rather short, usually
with 3 spines and 5 to 10 soft rays; soft rays in all the tins usually
bi-anched, except some or all of rays of the pectorals; pyloric cieca

moderate or small number (less than 12). Pseudobranchije large.
Air bladder present or absent. Actinosts moderate, inserted on the
posterior edges of hypercoracoid and hypocoracoid; ril)s borne on
enlarged pleuraphyses. Post-temporal bifurcate, normally connected;
myodome more or less developed. Genera and species numerous,
in
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inhabiting all seas, but especially abundant in the temperate parts of
the Pacific Ocesui, where they form a large proportion of the fish
They are nonmigratory tishes, living a])out rocks. Most of
fauna.

them are of hirge size, and all are used as food. Many of them are
viviparous, the young being produced in great numl)ers when about
one-fourth inch in length. Many of them have a venom sac at the
In Japan the olivaceous species are known
base of the dorsal spines.
Niuneras Meharu (pop eye), the others as So! ov Al'a-uiro (red fish).
ous species with venomous spines are known as Olx^oze.
a.

Dorsal fin beginning well backward at the nape, far behind the eye.
Body scaly, sometimes with fleshy flaps; no free rays on the pectoral; ventral

h.

rays always
c.

I, 5.

Pectoral fin with
d.

its

lowermost ray not detached as a separate

Dorsal spines not greatly produced with slender free

feeler.

pectoral fins

tips;

moderate.
Dorsal spines more than 12; vertebrae more than 10

Sebastin.e.

e.

Dorsal spines 15 or 16; vertebrae about 11
present; scales ctenoid; top of head scaly.

/.

g.

+ 18 = 29;

Pectoral with the lower rays produced in a distinct lobe; anal rays
III, 5

ff.

Sebastolobus,

Dorsal spines 13 (rarely 14); vertebrae usually 12
teeth present.

Head and

/(.

lateral line

j.

jj.

+

1

27; palatine

hooked

spines.

Base of skull strongly curved; interorbital space broad, flat, or
convex; cranial spines relatively low; gill-rakers relatively
long
Sehastodes, 2.
Base of skull nearly straight; interorbital space narrow, mostly
concave; cranial spines relatively sharp and high; gill-rakers
short and thick

ii.

=

15

without series of filaments.

Preorbital stay without series of

i.

Seba.'^tichthys, 3.

Suborbital stay and preopercle with a row of strong hooked
spines; dorsal spines very strong

and long. .Neosebastes,

4.

with many dermal filaments; preorbital
stay without enlarged spines
ThysanicJithys, 5.
ScoRP.ENiN.E. Dorsal spines normally 12; vertebrae 10
14 = 24.
/(/(.

ee.

+ 14.

palatine teeth

Head and

lateral line

+

/.

Bones

of

head scarcely cavernous; occiput

witli

two pairs
dermal

of spines; scales ctenoid, or else provided with

flaps; some of the jjectoral rays branched.
m. Scales on top of head ctenoid; cranium essentially as in
Sebastodes; the armature moderate, and no deep
pits; palatine teeth present.

Air bladder well developed
nn. Air bladder obsolete

n.

mm.

Scales
der;

on top of head cycloid or wanting; no air bladcranium irregular above, with many spines.

Palatine teeth present

0.

00.
II.

Sebastiscus, 6.
Helicolenu.^, 7.

Scor}}a;na, 8.

Palatine teeth none

Bones of head with large muciferous

Scorpfenopsis, 9.
cavities; scales cy-

more, some of them
branched; head scaleless above; no groove at occiput;
cloid; pectoral rays usually 20 or

palatine teeth present; scales deciduous.
p. Dorsal spines 12; interorbital space

vex; gill-rakers short and slender.

wide and con.St'tarchea, 10.

NO. 13S1.
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Dorgal

?pines 11;

space concave;

interorbital

gill-rakers slender, rather long;

deeply notched
dd.

Pfrrolmr.
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dorsal very

Li/tJiric}i(hi/x, 11.

Dorsal sjiines 12 or 13 in number, greatly produced, venom-

ous; pectoral fins

more or

top of head with spinous

less elongate;

no palatine

crests; three anal spines;

teeth.

.

Pectoral greatly elongate,

q.

the rays simple,

all

and extending to or beyond
the caudal; no bony crests at the nape.
largely free at tips,

Pterols, 12.
qq.

Pectoral moderately produced, the rays united

by membrane nearly to the tips,
Each side of occiput with an elevated bony

r.

crest
cc.

Apistin.e.

Pectoral

bels; dorsal
hb.

Body

scaleless,

An

elongate,

its

Ebosia, 13.

lowermost ray detached; chin with bar-

with 15 spines; anal spines, 3; ventral rays
sometimes with dermal flaps.

5 .. Apistus, 14.

I,

M1N01N.E.

Dorsal spines, 10 or 11; the fin
undivided; pectoral moderate, with the
lower ray free; ventral rays I, 5; anal

.s.

with 2 slender spines; top

of

head with

spinous crests.
stiff and sharp. . Minons, 15.
Dorsal spines slender and flexible.

Dorsal spines

t.

tt.

Decterias, 16.
S6'.

Dorsal spines 15 to 18 in number; head
irregularly formed, with deep pits or
depressions above.
u.

Synancein^.
rays;
r.

body

Skin smooth; no
ventrals

wi. Pelorin,e.

without

Pectoral

free

robust,

I,

on the cheek

pit

4

Erosa, 17.

with

Pectoral

lower rays almost

the

two

free; first 3 spines

of dorsal separated;

head depressed,

fantastically formed.

w. Pectoral fin without produced

ments above
an.

ApLOACTiNiE.

Dorsal

fin

fila-

Jnimicu^^, 18.

beginning farther forward, the first spines
the spines provided with venom glands;

inserted above the eye;

pectoral fin without free

ra}'s; scales

small or wanting.

Ventral rays

I, 5; preorbital with
a strong spine; skin smooth.

X.

Mouth

y.

small;

palatine teeth

present; dorsal fin with

spines
yi/.

Mouth

large;

palatine teeth

fin
with
behind last
chin without barl)els.

dorsal

obsolete;
spines;
gill;

1(5

Ocosin, 19.

no

slit

Siiyderiuo, 20.
.r.r.

Ventral rays
z.

Preorbital
spine.

I,

2,

to

with

I, 4.

a

strong
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Skin with small scales, or almost naked; dorsal fin not notched; no barbels; no
slit behind last gill; palatine teeth present; anal with 3 spines; ventral rays

a'.

I,

a^n'.

Paraceutropogon, 21.

4

Skin

scaleless,

gill;

¥. Dorsal

covered with velvety prickles; no barbels; no

palatine teeth absent; ventral rays
fin

nndivided

;

or

I, 2,

behind

slit

last

I, 3.

anal with two spines

Erisphex, 22.
zz.

without

Preorbital

spinous
notched,

spine;

dorsal deeply

the

first

spines separated
tine teeth;

three

no pala-

;

no anal spine;

ventral rays

I, 2.

Aploacils, 23.
1.

SEBASTOLOBUS

Gill.

SebasfoJohus Gill, Report, Smithsonian Institution, 1880, p. 375 {IS8'[) [macrochir)
,

Pectorals with a wide base, produced backward near the upper mar-

much

gin and not medially, lower rays thickened, extending

be3"ond

rays next above in a linguiform lobe; ventrals directly under axils of
pectorals, with the outer rays produced, thick, branched; anal III, 5;

vertebrae

11+18 = 29; otherwise

as in Sehcistes.

Pacific

Ocean

in

deep

water.
{(Te/SaG'Tog, Sehastes; XofSog, lobe.)
I.

SEBASTOLOBUS MACROCHIR

(GUnther).

BALA MENUKE (THORNY POP-EYES).
Sehastes macrochir Ctunther,

Enoshima

Shore

fishes Challenger, 1880, p. 65, pi. xxvii; off

in 345 fathoms.

Sebastolobus macrochir

Jordan and Evermann,

Fish.

North and Middle Am.,

II,

1898, p. 1763.

Head 2^
line,

in length;

about 45.

depth 3i.

D.

XV,

Scales rather regular.

6;

A. Ill,

Eye very

5; P.

large,

22 (V).

Lat.

much longer

Mouth wide, maxillary reaching beyond middle
Teeth on mandibles, vomer, and palatines in very narrow
bands, those on premaxillaries in somewhat broader l)ands.
Interorbital space llattish, narrow, scaleless, about 2^ in orbit.
Occipital
region flat, with some rudimentar}" scales.
Preocular, supraocular,
postocular, tympanic, parietal, and nuchal spines present.
Interorbital stay with strong spines.
Preopercle with 5 pointed spines. Each
ramus of mandible with 3 large pores. Dorsal spines rather feeble,
third to sixth longest, 2^ in head.
Anal spines stronger, but shorter
than longest dorsal spines. Caudal truncate.
Pectoral extremely
broad, 5 or 6 lower rays elongated beyond those above them, their
extremities somewhat thickened, and used like the similar outer ventral rays, as an organ of locomotion.
Pectorals reaching vent, ventrals
beyond vent. Red, a large black spot on posterior half of spinous
dorsal, another between anal spines.
Length about a foot.
than snout, 3 in head.
of eye.
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Coast of Japan at moderate depths; often taken on the long lines

Our specimens from Miyako and
Hokkaido. It was also dredged by the U. S.
Fish Commission steamer A/hafross in Station 3697, off Manazura
Point, Sagami Bay, in 265 to 120 fathoms, these figures representing
the depths at the beginning and end of the dredge-haul.
(da))onawa) at 200 to 400 fathoms.

Nemuro

Misaki, and

(yUrt'/cpoV,

in

long; X^^Pi hand.)
2.

SEBASTODES

Gill.

ROCK-FISHES.
Schastodes Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 165 (paudspinu).

Sebdnlosomus Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 147 {mrlanopK).
AcKfomcnfuni Euienmann and Beeson, American Naturalist, 1893, p. 669 (ovalis).
Frimoi^pina Eigenmann and Beeson, American Naturalist, 1893, p. 669 (mifstinus).
Rosicofit

Jordan and Evermann, Check-List Fishes North and Middle Amer.,

1896, p. 429 ipinniger).

Eosebastcs J ORDAji

and Evermann, Check-List Fishes North and Middle Amer.,

1896, p. 430 {aurora).

Emmcl as J ORDA^i and Evermann,

Fish. N.

and M. Am.,

1898, p. 1777 (glaums).

Body and head somewhat compressed; head large, 2f to 3f in length
of liody depth 2i to 3f in length of body mouth moderate or large,
with the jaws equal or the lower more or less projecting; the maxillary reaching middle of eye or bej^ond, sometimes be3'ond posterior
edge of orbit, its length from If to 3 in head; teeth in villiform
bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Head more or less evenly
scaled, without dermal flaps; interorbital space broad, convex, widening markedly with age; base of skull strongly curved; cranial ridges
more or less developed, one or more of the following pairs alwaj's
present, usually ending in spines: Prcocular, supraocular, postocular,
tympanic, coronal, parietal, and nuchal.
Five preopercular and 2
opercular spines; 1 to 3 spines on the suprascapula.
Suborbital stay
moderate, usually not reaching preopercle. Gill rakers always long
and slender. Scales moderate or small, mostl}^ ctenoid, 35 to 100
transverse series.
Dorsal fin continuous, emarginate, its formula
XHI, 12 to 16, the number of spines rarel}' 14, never 12; anal fin III,
Pectorals well developed, the base broad or narrow, the lower
6 to y.
Caudal slightly rounded, truncate, or slightly forked;
raA^s undivided.
;

;

soft parts of vertical fins

Vertebriv 12
red.

+ 15.

more or

less scaly.

Pyloric ca^ca 6 to 11.

Species of varied, often brilliant colors, mostly

Sexes colored alike.

Air bladder present

in all species

.so

far

known. The group inhabits the two shores of the northern Pacific
Ocean; some of the species are extremel}^ localized; exceedingljabundant in rocky places along the west coast of the United States and
.lapan.
They seem to disappear rather abruptly to the southward on
both coasts; the number of species dwindles northward; none are Arctic

as
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and none tropical, the bulk of the group inhabiting temperate waters.
The vertical range of most of the species is rather limited; some live
in and near tide water, and a few species have been taken at a depth
All are ovoviviparous, bringing forth great numbers
of 1,600 feet.

The
of young, which are nearly one-half inch in length when born.
species differ greatly in form and armature, and in the extension of
the bones of the cranium, but the genera based on these differences
intergrade too closely to admit of definition, notwithstanding the
great differences which appear on comparison of extreme forms.

resemblance; Sebast&s

{sebastes, sidaog^

is

from

ffeftocarog^ magnifi-

cent.)

Emmelas. Dorsal spines 14; skull thick, with small spines; eolor dull brownish;
glaucus, 2.
peritoneum black
aa. Dorsal spines always 13.

a.

Cranial ridges, except parietal,

b.

all obsolete,

or very slightly develoi^ed

;

lower

jaw much projecting.
c.

Parietal bones usually meeting.
Pkimospina. Peritoneum black; lower jaw projecting with a symphyseal
knob; anal rays III, 7.

Scales moderate, 40 to 55 pores in lateral line.
d.

e.

Body moderately

elongate, compressed; the depth 3 to 3^ in length.

scaly, 2i in head.
mottled with darker; all the fins,
except pectoral and caudal, distally black
tnczanowsku, 3.
ff. Tubes in lateral line, 54; mandible scaled; maxillary scaled, 2^^ in
head; pectorals scarcely reaching vent; color creamy brown; lateral
line in a pale streak; opercle with a black blotch
itinus, 4.
ee. Body ovate, compressed, the depth 2| in length; scales large, 30 pores
in lateral line; mandible not scaled; maxillary scaly, reaching posterior border of eye; pectorals reaching front of anal.
Color creamy
olive green, orange-tinged below; orange streaks about eye; back in a
pale streak; clouded with dusky; lateral line a dark, opercular l)lotch;
fins blackish edged
steindacJineri, 5.
dd. Sebastosomus. Peritoneum white, color blackish or bronze-greenish.
/.

Tubes in
Color

lateral line 45;

Anal rays

ff.

mandible naked; maxillary

warm brown, shaded and

III, 8.

Pores of lateral line 50; mouth moderate, the maxillary 2J in head;
eye 3^ in head; pectoral reaching tips of ventrals; not to front of

/(.

anal; color blackish with dark cross-bands; fins all black; depth

hli.

guntheri, 6.
2| in length
Pores of lateral line 45; mouth larger, the maxillary 2\ in head;
eye 3 in head; pectoral reaching front of anal; color dull brassy

maxillary usually with a dark

green;

lengthc
gg.

Anal rays

depth 2f in
incrmis,

7.

body slender; the depth 2f in length;
reaching beyond ventrals to front of anal;

III, 7; pores 45;

pectoral very long,

mouth moderate; eye

hh.

stripe;

3 in head. Color dusky, white below; fins
edged with dusky, the pectorals colorless
toMonis, 8.
Cranial ridges somewhat developed, most of them present and ending in a
slender spine; lower jaw projecting; parietals usually not meeting.
i.
AcuTOMENTUM. Lower jaw much i>rojecting, with a sjnnphj'seal
knob.
j. Second anal spines not nuich if any longer than third.
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Peritoneum white. Scales small, about 48 pores in lateral
lines; depth 2§ in length; pectorals about as long as head,
about reaching anal maxillary not reaching middle of eye.
jojineri, 9.
Color red, with 5 blackish cross-bands
kk. Peritoneum black; scales large, the pores about 30; color
deep red, inside of gill cavity black.
/.
Teeth in narrow bands on jaws and on palatines; jaws

k.

;

scaly.

m. Pectoral reaching base of third anal spine; ventrals reachmatsubarn; 10.
ing vent; a dusky shade on opercle
Pectoral not reaching anal

7iim.

//.

jj.

fin;

ventrals not to vent, a

iracundus, 11.
dusky spot on side of body
Teeth in single series on sides of jaws and on palatines;

maxillary 2^ in head; pectoral reaching front of anal.
flammeus, 12.
Second anal spine longer than third; scales large, 28 pores in
lateral line; depth 2 j in length, pectorals shorter than head;
maxillary reaching just past middle of eye. Peritoneum
dusky. Color red, with brownish clouds or cross shades.
sojtJiropns, 13.

RosicoLA. Lower jaw

ii.

little

lary reaching hinder

projecting; scales not large; maxil-

margin

of orbit.

Supraocular spine

wanting; nasal, preocular, postocular, tympanic and parietal spines present; jaws
Color dusky,
scaleless; pectoral about 1^ in head.

n.

with irregular darker cross blotches and spots; fins
broadly edged with blackish; dark shades across
cheeks; pores about 46 (60 to 70 series of scales
.fuscescens, 14.
above lateral line )
2.

SEBASTODES GLAUCUS

(Hilgendorf.)

Hilgendorf, S. B. Ges. Naturf. Freunde, 1880, p. 170; Yezo.
Jordan And Gilbert, Kept. V. S. Fur Seal Conim., Ill, 1898,
Jordan and Evermann, Fish. North and Middle
p. 447; Bering Island.
Amer., II, 1898, p. 1777; Bering Island.

Sebastes glaucus

Sebastodes glaucus

Head 3^

in length; depth 2f eye -tf in head, 11 in snout; interorLateral line with 56
D., XIV, 16; A., HI, 8.
width 3f in head.
pores.
Highest dorsal spine 2.^ in head, thirteenth spine -If, fourteenth spine 3|; second anal spine 3|, third anal spine 31, longest soft
ray of dorsal lj%. Crown and occiput very broad, more convexly
arched than in any other species known to us. Nasal spines low, but
Ocular ridge low, evident onlv above front of eye; occipital
strong.
ridges barely evident, evenly scaled over; top of head otherwise without spines, ridges, or furrows, the even convex curve unbroken. Vertical distance from niiddh^ of intiM-orbital space to upper edge of orbit
Anterior margin of
equaling one-half vertical diameter of or])it.
;

bital

preorbital with 2 rounded lobes which do not Ix^ar spinous points;
preopercular spines very strong, the upper 2 closely aiiproximate, the

others widely separated,

all

the spines sharp point(>(l, the ui)permost
much narrower, the others short and

very wide at base, the second
Proc. N.

M.
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wide; upper 2 spines directed backward, the 3 lower downward and
backward; opercular spines strong, flat, often bifid ortritid; spines on
adjacent angles of subopercle and interopercle sometimes bifid behind
;

Gill rakers
these on margin of subopercle a few short spinous points.
anterior
or
number,
the
in
1
2 of lower
29
11
slender,
and
long
+
very

arch tubercular, the longest (22 mm.) more than two-thirds diameter
Mandible very heavy, the symphysis not produced, the 2
of orbit.

jaws subequal. Vomerine and palatine patches of teeth extremely
narrow. Fins high, the third to seventh dorsal spines subequal; caudal
very slightly emarginate; anal spines graduated; pectorals scarcely
reaching vertical from vent, the lower 9 simple, the 10 upper forked;
Caudal scaled
ventral not reaching vent, two-thirds length of head.
to tip on membranes and rays; soft dorsal and anal with narrow bands
of scales following the rays to or nearly to their tips, the

membranes

wholly scaled on basal third; spinous
dorsal naked; pectorals scaled on basal half; ventrals naked; head, the
maxillary and mandible, the branchiostegal raN's, the anterior and
upper half of interopercle, and all of preorbital except a minute area
along its posterior margin, naked. The body is covered with small
Aveakly ctenoid scales, largely covered over by the extraordinarily
developed accessory scales; scales on breast; belly, and prepectoral
area smooth. The naked skin covering bones of head is minutely
wrinkled or papillose. Color in spirits, light brownish on body and
fins, with darker shades on lips, gill membranes, opercles, and top of
head; it may have been reddish in life; mouth and gill cavity white;
peritoneum jet-black. Here described, after Jordan and Gilbert, from
one specimen 49 cm. long, from Bering Island. The identification is
made with some doubt, owing to lack of any detailed description of the
type, a dried specimen from Yezo, and to some minor discrepancies
between the two. Our specimen has 56 (not 49) tubes in the lateral
line, the nasal spine is small but not properl}" to be called rudimentary,
the dorsal notch seems somewhat deeper, and the second anal spine
somewhat shorter. North Pacific; two specimens known, the one from
Hokkaido, in the museum of Berlin, the other from Bering Island, in
the United States National Museum.
{yXavKOs, hoary blue.)

of the

first 3

3.

or 4 rays in each

fin

SEBASTODES TACZANOWSKII

Sehastodes taczanowskii Steindachner, Sitzb.

(Steindachner).

Akad. Wiss. Wien, 1880,

p. 256, pi.

XIV, 13); Bays of the Gulf of Strielok, near Vladivostok,
Japan Sea. Jordan and Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fur Seal Comui., Ill, 1898;
Shana Bay, Iturup Island. Jordan and Evermann, Fishes N. M. Amer., II,
II,

fig.

1 (dorsal

1898, p. 1831; after Steindachner

and Jordan and

Gilbert.

Head 2f in length; depth 3. Dorsal XIII, 13; anal III, T. Tubes
of lateral line 45.
Body not much elevated. Mouth moderate; maxillary nearly reaching vertical

from posterior edge of

pupil, 2^ in head.
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I^ower jaw projecting.
.slight

knob

head.

Tcoth

in rather

of lower jaw.

Eye

narrow bands, developed

99
in a

longer than snout, 3f in
Intcrorbital space rathei- wide and slightl}' convex, its width
at

scarcelj' less

tij)

than diameter of eye.

a

little

Nasal and prcocular spines present,

supraocular ridge very slightly developed, sometimes ending in a tiny
Crown and occiput evenly
spine on one or both sides, usually absent.

Preopercular spines divei'ging,
convex, and without spines or ridges.
Preorbital with
the lowest pointing downward, the highest backward.
2

rounded lobes, no spines. Gill rakers long and slender, the longCaudal truncate or very slightly
the diameter of the eye.

est, half

emarginate.

rough ctenoid. Maxillary and proorbital with tiny embedded
Mandible naked.
Color warm brown above and on sides, paler brown below; obscure
shadings of darker brown on upper part of sides; many scales with
basal or central area darker; opercles with a dusk}' shade; no dark
streaks on head; tins brown, all except the pectorals and caudal becoming distinctly black on distal portion; lining of buccal and gill cavities
white, but with a narro'v^ dark streak along each side of floor of
mouth anteriorl}'; peritoneum brownish black, uniformly and densely
Scales

scales.

pigmented.
This species, a near ally of the Aleutian Sebastodes dUatus and of the
Our
S. mystinus, is very abundant in northern Japan.

American

many specimens

are from Otaru, Mororan, Iwanai, Aomori, and Same.
(Named for Professor Taczanowsky).
4.

SEBASTODES ITINUS

Jordan and Starks, new species.

YANAGI-NO-jVIAI (MAID OF

Head

THE WILLOWS).

depth 8i; e3^e in head; snout 4; maxillarv 21^0;
Dorsal XIV, 13; anal 111, 7; pores of lateral line, 54.
Mouth rather large, the maxillary reaching a little past posterior
margin of pupil. Lower jaw strongly projecting. Symphyseal knol)
prominent. Teeth coarse and sharp, in narrow bands on jaws, vomer
and palatines. A knob of teeth developed on front of mandible, which
shuts outside of maxillary teeth.
Intcrorbital e\enly convex, the
superorl)ital rim not raised.
Nasal spines very small, but sharp.
Prcocular s})ines represented by very blind, incon.spieuous lobes; other
3|^

in length;

intcrorbital

-I-

i.

spines absent.

Occipital I'idges scaled ovei- and scarcely discernible.

Preopercunext to the uppermost the largest, the
two lowest directed downward. Gill rakers very slender, the longest
f eye, 26 on outer limb of arch.
Pectoral rays 11), the lower 1(> unbranched.
They reach slightly
past tips of ventrals, but scarcely to vent.
Dorsals low. tlie longer
Edg(> of preor})ital slightly scalloped, but without spines.

lar spines

evenly spaced,

th(>

spines equal to the anterior or longest rays.

The longest spine 2^

in
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When fin is
head, the next to the last f eye; the last equals eye.
third of
along
the
basal
reaches
spine
last
the
to
depressed, the next
the
diameter
within
half
of
reach
to
rays
dorsal
last
of
Tips
the last.
anal
rays.
Second
spine
caudal
axillary
upper
of
base
the eye of the
First spine onenot nearly so long as third, its length equal to eye.
concave.
Caudal
third eye.
Scales strongly ctenoid on body and top of head, less strongly- on
Fine scales on mandible, preorbital, and maxillary. Peccheeks.
toral, ventrals, soft dorsals,

and caudal, with

fine scales nearly to tips

Peritoneum black.
of rays, basal half of anal with scales.
and
upper part of sides clouded
of
head
brown;
top
creamy
Color

Fig. 1.—Sebastodes itintjs.

with dusky; lateral line running in a conspicuous light streak.
part of opercles with a black spot.

This species

is

cm. in length.

Upper

known from a single example taken at Hakodate, 27
much resembles the "Willow-maiden," Sebastodes

It

from it in having smaller scales, a more slender
body, a smaller mouth, scales on mandible, and man}- minor characters.
It is an ally of Sehastodes entoinelas.
Type.
No. Y368, Ichthyological collections, Leland Stanford Junior
University Museum.
(irsivog.^ of the willow, in allusion to the common name Yanagi-no-

xfelndaclineri., differing

—

mai.)
5.

AKA

SEBASTODES. STEINDACHNERI

SOI (RED ROCK-FISH);

(Hilgendorf)

YANAGI-NO-MAI (WILLO\V-MAIDEN).

Hilgendorf, S. B. Ges. Natur. Freunde, Berlin, 1880, p.
with plate; Yezo. J(jrdan and Evermann, Fish. N. M. Am., II,

Sebasies steindachneri
172,

1898; p. 1880, copied.

Head 2f

in length;

depth ^f.

in head; snout 4; interorbital 4^.

Dorsal

XIH,

14; anal

HI,

7.

Eye 4

Lateral line with 30 pores.

Mouth large, the maxillary reaching to posterior edge of orbit.
Lower jaw strongly projecting, a knob de\'eloped at symphysis. Teeth

•

NO. 13M.
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rather coarse, in
dible.

1

01

narrow bands, developed in a knob at front of manspace sliohtly and evenly convex, superor])ital
No spines on head except nasal. Ridges absent

Intor<)rl)ital

rim not raised.
Spines
except at occiput, Avhere they are but very sliohtly evident.
of preopercle all pointing' backward, the next to the upper one the
Freorbital with iJ obtuse spines. Gill rakers long and slender,
largest,
three-fifths in diameter of eye.
Pectoral rather l)road and rounded, reaching past tips of ventrals to
vent or to front of anal; 18 ra3^s, the lower 9 unbranched.
Ventrals
not reaching vent; ventral spine three-fifths of length of soft rays.
Doi'sal spines rather low, a little lower than soft rays; the fourth to
eighth subequal, 2| in head, next to last spine 3^; last spine 3; Avhen
tin is declined, the next to last spine reaches about two-thirds the disDorsal rays reach well past tips of anal rays
tance to tip of last spine.
(when fins are declined) and nearly to base of auxiliary caudal rays.
Caudal slightly concave. Second anal spine stouter and as long or a
little longer than third, length 2^ to "2^ in head; first spine 5 in head,
scarcely reaching to middle of second.
Scales CA'er^'where strongly
ctenoid; mandible naked; maxillary and pre^rbital with fine scales.
Peritoneum black.
Color of fresh specimen: Light olive green, verging on golden
below and orange-tinged on breast. ' Dull orange stripes radiate from
-laws fleshy pink, the lips golden, the maxillary with a yellow
eye.
streak.
Dark olive clouds on body, the lateial line pink. Dorsal
clouded olive, pinkish at tip with blackish edging. Pectoral pink,
yellow olive at base. Ventral yellow olive with pink on first rays
and l)lackish at tip. Anal spines pink, the rays bright yellow olive.
Caudal bright olive, pinkish above and below.
In the preserved
specimens the color has almost entirely disappeared; the l)ack is
clouded with dusk}'; the opercular spot is conspicuous, but with
blended edges, and the lateral line is in a conspicuous light streak cutting through th<^ dusky pigment of black,

Wq identify our specimens with those of Dr, Hilgeudorf, with
some doubt, Hilgendorf describes orbit 3^ in head, three-fourths in
snout (4 in head in our specimens, and equal to snout).
The ocular
and tympanic spines rudimentar>' (entirely absent in our specimens),
and mandible and preorbital naked (preorbital with scales in our specimens).
Hen^ d(>scrib(Hl from two specimens 2(> and 24 cm. in l(Migth.
This ver}' handsome species, known as Yanagi-no-mai ov willowmaiden, is rather rare in the markets of Japan. Our two specimens
are from Hakodate.
This species very nuich resembles Srlmstodrs
ordllx of California, having, however, larger scales.
Its black peritoneum, long gill rakers and smooth head show its relationship to SrJxistix/, N idczunixruVi and Sclxisfodrs (jfanctis.
(Named for Dr. Franz Steindachner.)
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SEBASTODES GUNTHERI

Jordan and Starks,

new

VOL. XXVII.

species.

Dorsal Xlll, 14; aual 111, 8. Pores
Plead 3i in length; depth 2f.
of lateral line, 50; IT scales in a vertical series running upward and
backward between anal spine and lateral line; 12 between lateral line
and last dorsal spines; mouth not large, the maxillary reaching a little
past a vertical line passing through middle of pupil 2| in head; chin
strongly projecting and entering into profile of head, its lip with a

—

teeth; teeth in narrow bands; orbit longer than snout
3i in
Interorbital convex, of moderate width, almost equal to diam-

knob of
head.

eter of eye.

Ridges of head low and ending

in small but

sharp spines.

PreoperNasal, preocular, supraocular, and parietal spines present.
cular spines all directed backward, the upper one very small, the next

Fig. 2.— Sebastodes gxJntheri.

b}^ far

the largest.

Gill rakers slender, the largest slighth' exceeding

half the diameter of eye, 26 on anterior limb of arch.

Pectoral reaching to tips of ventrals, or scarcely to front of anal.
Ventrals rather long, ventral spine reaching two-thirds of length of
longest rays.
Anal not nearly reaching to base of auxilary caudal

when

Second anal spine stronger and a little shorter
first.
Dorsal spines moderate, the
fourth 2 in head, the last two-fifths longer than the one preceding it.
Soft dorsal rays about equal to spines in length. Peritoneum white.
Color black on back and gides, dusky silvery below. Sides with 4
broken irregular cross-bars. Fins all black.
Here described from the type, from Wakanoura, Ti inches in length.
This species is closely related to Sebastodes inermis^ diftering from
it in having smaller scales and eye, shorter maxillary, wider interorbital
and longer ventral spine, as compared with ventral rays.
rays

than third

depressed.

— 2i

times longer than

N0.1351.
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Other specimens were taken at Misaki, Wakanoura, and Hakodate.
No. THTii, Ichthyolot^ieal colloctions, Leland Stanford l"niType.
Cotypes are No. 5090-1, LJ.S.N.M.
versity Juidor Museum.
(Named for Albert Giinther.)

—

7.

SEBASTODES INERMIS

(

Cuvler and Valenciennes).

KURO-SOI (BLACK ROCK-FISII).
Sebastodeti inenniti

Japan.

CvwER and Valenciennes,

Gunthek,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1829, p. 346;

Hilgendokf, Sitzuugb. Bericht.

Cat., II, 1860, p. 97.

Gesell. naturf. Freunde, Berlin, 1880, p. 172.

Fische Japans, III, 1884,

p. 205;

Tokyo.

— SxEiNDACHNERand Doderlein,

Jordan and Evermann,

Fish. N.

M.

Jim., II, 1898, p. 1829 (after Steindachner).

Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1845, p. 48, pi. xx, figs. 1, 2;
Bleeker, Verb. Bat. Gen., XXVI, p. 80; Nagasaki. Gunther,
Cat. Fisb, II, 1860, p. 87.— Nystrom, Kong. ver. HandL, 1887, p. 20; Nagasaki.
Sehastodes ventricosus J ORDA's and Evermann, Fish. N. M. Am., II, 1898, p. 1829

Sehastes ventricosus

Nagasaki.^

(copied).
Sebastodes fuscescens

Tsushima (not

Head 2|

Jordan and 8nydek, Proc.
of

in length;

IT. 8.

Nat. Mas., 1900, pp. 745-756;

Houttuyn).

depth 2f

.

Dorsal XllI, 14; anal IH, 8. Pores
upward and slightly

of lateral line 43; 14 scales in series, running

backward, between anal spines and lateral

line,

between

last dorsal

spines and lateral line.

Body deepest at first dorsal spines. Head
jaw strongly projecting and entering into
moderate, maxillary nearly reaching vertical
pupil; 2^ in head.
Teeth in narrow bands,

Tip of lower
upper profile. Mouth
from posterior edge of
pointed.

developed in a knol> at
lower jaAv. Or})it much longer than snout, 3 in head. Interorbital convex, rather narrow, two-thirds of diameter of orbit.
Ridges on head low and little developed, ending in small, sharp
tip of

spines lying close against the skin; nasal, preocular, supraocular, and
parietal spines present.

Preopercle spines

all

Two

spines on shoulder and 2 on opercle.

directed })ackward,

downward and backward.

directed

Preorbital with 2 spines

Gill rakers long

and slender, the

than half orbit; 24 on anterior limb of arch.
Pectoral 1^ in head, reaching to tips of long ventrals, nearly to
above front of anal. Ventrals long and slender, the spine reaching
little more than halfway to tip of first ray.
Anal, when depressed,

longest a

little less

leaching

to,

or nearly

to,

auxiliary caudal rays, the third s))ine a

longer and weaker than second; the
sal

first half

length of second.

little

Dor-

spines moderate, the fourth about 2 in head; the last one-third

longer than the one preceding
of last

when

the spine.

it,

which scarcely reaches the middle

Soft dorsal rays as long or longer than
Peritoneum white. Color. l)rassy green, pale or dusky.
fin is

depressed.

Maxillar}' usually with a

strijie.

Here described from specimens from Tokyo, 20

to 23 cm. in length.
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southern Japan, b}' far the most
common representative of the genus. It is the only one often seen
in the markets of Nagasaki and it is abundant even so far north as
This species

is

very abundant

in

Tokvo. It is well figured by Schlegel as Sebastes ventricosus. Our
specimens are from Hakodate, Matsushima, Tokyo, Misaki, Enoshima,
Kobe, Onomichi, Hiroshima, Wakanoura, Nagasaki, and Tsushima.

The nearest American

ally of this species is Sebastodes JlaA)idm.

{inennis^ unarmed.)
8.

•

SEBASTODES TOKIONIS

Jordan and Starks, new species.

Dorsal XIII, 14; anal III, T. Pores
2| in length; depth 2|.
of lateral line 4.5; 14 scales in a series, running upward and backward between anal spines and hiteral line; 9 between hiteral line and

Head

posterior dorsal spines.
to below middle of eye, tip
and entering into upper profile of

Mouth moderate, maxillary extending
of lower jaw strongly projecting

W^

FlO.

head.

Eye

Teeth

in

narrow

large, its diameter

3.

})ands,

SEBASTODKS TOKIONIS.

developed in a knob at tip of mandible.
Interorbital slightly convex, three-

3 in head.

Ridges of head low; nasal, preocular,
Preorbital with two spines, the
supraocular, and parietal present.
anterior one triangular, the posterior one rather sharp and directed
downward and backward. Gill rakers slender, two-fifths of eye, 26
on anterior limV) of arch.
Pectoral long and slender, reaching well past tips of ventrals to
above front of anal. Ventral spine three-fifths the length of soft rays.
Ventrals not reaching to anal.
Dorsal spines not high, equal to height
Anal scarcely reaching to
of soft rays, the fourth spine 2i in head.
fourths diameter of eye.

auxiliary caudal rays

when depressed, the

and more slender than the second.

third spine a

Peritoneum white.

little

longer

NO.

VM
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Dorsals, anal, and tips of

Color silvery below, dusky on })ack.
V(Mitruls dusky; pectoral colorless.
This species is known to us from

numerous specimens taken at
Misaki.
It is very close to Sehasand
Tsuruga,
Wakanoura.
Tokyo,
more slender form, and
pectoral,
longer
the
in
difl'eringtodes inermis^
the
type from Misaki.
from
described
Here
spines.
longer ventral
Ty^x'.

— ^o. 736H, Ichthyological Collections, Leland Stanford -Junior

University

Museum.

Cotypes, No. 5090.5, U.S.N.M.

(Tokyo, at the capital.)
9.

SEBASTODES JOYNERI

(Giinther).

TOKENOKO MEBARU (BAMBOO-SPROUT
Sehastes joyneri

Gunther, Ann. and Mag. Nat.

R()CK-FTSH).«

Hist.,

I,

1878,

p. 485;

Challenger Report, Shore Fishes, 1880, p. 64, pi. xxix, fig. A.
Sehastodes joyneri Jordan and Evermann, Fish N. M. Am., II, 1898,

Jordan and Snyder, Check

Doderlein.

Japan;

p. 1829, after

List, 1901.

Hilgexdorf, S. B. Gesell. Naturf. Frennde, Berlin, 1880, p. 172,
with plate. Steindachner and Doderlein, Denkseh. Akad. Wiss. Wien,
1884, J). 206 (not of Cuvier and Valenciennes).

Sebastes inermis

Head

3 to 3i; depth 2f D. XIH, 14 or 15; A. IH, 7; P. 16 (10-6);
45 to -tO (pores); orbit 3; snout -li; interorl)ital width, flat,
;

lateral line

Mouth moderate,

unbroken by ridges, 4 in head.

oblique; projecting

lower jaw with symphyseal knob. Teeth delicate, sharp, in narrow
bands, tip of mandible developed in a knob, which tits in a notch in
upper jaw and projects above maxillary teeth. Maxillary not quite
Preorbital broad, with 2 strong spines
reaching middle of eye.
First (uppermost) spine of predirected downward and backward.
opercle a little weaker than the fifth; second longest, the others

Opercular spines

decreasing rapidly in length.
stronger.

Maxillary, under side of lower jaw.

parallel, the

upper

Preorbital and greater

Pores of lower
Ridges of head very low, ending in acute spines.
Gill
Nasal preocular, supraocular, and occipitul spiiuvs present.
Fourth to
i-akers, half eye in length, 25 on anterior liml) of arch.
sixth dorsal spines longest, 2^ in head; second anal spine stronger but

part of snout (nearly whole head except lips) scaled.

jaw inconspicuous.

eipial

to third

toward

tip,

in

length,

2=V

in

head.

Pectoral somewhat pointed

as long as or only a little shorter than head, reaching

beyond vent or even to origin of

anal.

Ventral and caudal

l.V

the latter slightly concave; basal half of spinous dorsal with

in head,

minute

and caudal completelj' scaled.
Color in life (Doderlein), red, darker on the l)ack; 5 blackish cross
bands running upon dorsal fin and ending below (except second and
thii'd) at lateral line; last 2 bands short, rounded; the longest 2. middle bands somewhat interrupted, each sometimes forming 2 spots.

scales;

whole of

"This

soft

dorsal, anal,

fish is re))nti'd dclicions

when

boiled with hainboo sprouts.
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Peritoneum white. Here described from a specimen 9 inches in length
from Tokyo.
This handsome species is known to us by several specimens from
Aomori, Miyako, and Tokyo. It is rather rare, livino- in water of
some depth, its nearest American ally being- S{^)aRt(>de^ prong er
(Named for Mr. Joyner, who collected for the British Museum in
,

Japan.)
10.

SEBASTODES MATSUBAR^E

^Hilgendo^f).

SebaMes matsubane Hilgendokf,« Sitzb. Gesell. Naturf., Freunde, 1880,

p.

170;

Hondo.
SebaModes matsuhdnv Jordan and Evermann, Fish. N. M. Anier.,
1833, after Hilgendorf.

Head 2f

in length;

lateral line 32.

depth

Eye 2f

2i.

Dorsal

XHI,

13; anal HI,

in head; maxillar}^ 2^.

II, 1898, p.

7.

Pores of

Interorbital width If.

Lower jaw

slightly projecting.
Symphyseal knob prominent.
and sharp, in very narrow bands, developed in a knob at
Maxillary
tip of mandible which fits in a notch in premaxillaries.
reaching to below middle of e3'e.
Snout two-thirds eye, interorbital rather wide, three-fifths the diameter of eye, deeply concave, the
supraorbital edges not abruptly raised as ridges; along its middle are
a pair of weak ridges with a shallow rather wide channel between
them. Cranial ridges scarcely developed except parietal ridges, which
Cranial spines moderate in size and sharp.
are very high and sharp.
Preocular, supraocular, postocular, tympanic, parietj>l, and nuchal
spines present.
Preorbital with an anterior broad rounded lobe and
2 spines.
Preopercle spines sharp and the 2 upper ones rather slender;
the lowest are directed downward, the next 2 downward and backward,
and the 2 uppermost backward. Two opercular spines, the upper one
long, sharp, and slender.
Gill rakers long and slender, one-third eye,
22 on anterior limb of arch.

Teeth

fine

Pectoral rather slender, reaching to above base of third anal spine;

number

of rays 19, the lower 10 simple and not much thickened.
Vencovering A^ent, not reaching anal. Fifth dorsal spine equal to
length of soft dorsal rays, which are equal or very slightly exceed
trals

Next to the last dorsal spine li in head; last 3^.
Second anal spine stronger, slightly shorter and more curved than
third, its length 2| in head; first spine half as long.
Caudal slightly

diameter of orbit.

concave.

Mandible, preorbital, and maxillary with
Fine scales cover soft fin rays nearly to their tips. Periblack, inside of gill covers dusky.

Scales strongly ctenoid.
tine scales.

toneum
«

jet

The specimens from the Aleutian

Islands in Pallas' s collection (No. 8145, Mus.

by Dr. Hilgendorf to S. matsnharn', belong to Scbastodes
Jordan and Gilbert, an allied species with smaller scales and lower spines.
Berlin) referred

(tJciitimms

SCORPJ'JNOTD FTSHES OF JAPAN -JORDAN AND STARKS.

N0.1351.

Color

ill

without

life

1()7

bright red; in spirits colorless or flesh color; the

Miarkino-.s;

the upper })art of opercle shows traces of a

fins

difl'use

(luskv blotch.

This species is known to us only from specimen ii8 cm. in length
It is an ally of SrhasfichtJiys
taken with the long lines at Misaki.

(Named

for Shinnosuke Matsubara, director of the Imperial Fish-

eries Institut(> in
II.

Head

SEBASTODES IRACUNDUS
2| in length;

of lateral line 80.

Snout blunt.
knob.

Tokyo.)

depth

2|.

Jordan and Starks, new species.

Dorsal XIII, 13; anal III,

Eye 8| in head; maxillary 2i;
Lower jaw projecting and with

4.

— SEBASTODES

Pores
5.

a large symph^'seal

]\Iouth large; maxillary not quite reaching to

Fk;.

8.

interorbital width

below posteinor

IRACUNDUS.

Teeth rather sharp, set in narrow bands at sides of jaws,
much wider anteriorly; tip of mandible with a small
knob of teeth which tits in a notch in premaxillaries; vomer with a
narrow V-shaped patch; palatines with a short narrow patch. Cranial
spines without ridges except at occiput, where they are sharp, but rather
low.
Spines very slender, but sharp. Nasal, preocular, postocular,
tympanic, parietal, and (on one side) nuchal spines present. Preor])ital Avith » lobes, the anterior one broadly rounded, the other 2
aiigulated, but without spines.
The 3 upper prco])(M-cular spines i-loser
together than the others; the next to the uppiM-most the largest; all
directed backward.
The 2 lower ones directed downward and backward,
dill rakers two-fifths diameter of orbit; 21 on anterior limb of
orbital rim.

and becoming

arcli.

Pectoral reaching just past vent, but not to anal fin; its lower J> rays
Ventrals not reaching to vent by a distance

shnple, 11 branched rays.
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Fifth dorsal spine 3i in head;
equal to three-fourths diameter of eye.
spine 5^ in head; thirteenth
twelfth
not as Vmg as the lonj>-est soft ra^^s;
slenderer
much
than second, ?>^ in
Third anal spine longer and
4|.

head; second 4;

tirst

Caudal probably concave.

barely half second.

Scales rout>h ctenoid.

Head

entirely scaled to tip of snout, small

on branchiosteo-al rays, isthmus, and h^-oid l)ones aliove branchiSmall scales on lower two-thirds of spinous dorsal, on threeostegals.
fourths of pectoral, on ventrals including- ventral spine, and on basal
Peritoneum duskj", inside of gill
half of anal, soft dorsal, and caudal.

scales

covers black.

Color bright red; in spirits colorless, with no markings except a jetblack spot just above lateral line below the base of the sixth or seventh
dorsal spine, its diameter on one side about half that of eye, on the
other side about a fourth this size.
The t3'pe is a large specimen 55 cm. in length, numbered l^Tlt),
Ichthyological Collections Leland Stanford Junior University Museum.
This species is known from this specimen, taken at Kushiro in
Hokkaido, and presented to us by Professor Mitsukuri.
It is neare'r Sebastodes alutus and Sehastodes aleutimiits than to any
other of the American species.
{'iracuvdi/s,
12.

red with wrath.)

SEBASTODES FLAMMEUS"

Jordan and Starks,

Head
in

Dorsal XIII,
2f in length; depth 3i.
head; maxillary 2^; interorbital width -If.

U;

new

species.

anal III,

S.

P:ye 3|

Body not much

elevated.
Lower jaw strongly projecting and with
knob at symph3'sis. Teeth shai'p and curved, set in a single
irregular row at sides of lower jaw, in a narrow band at front, and in
a large knob at tip which shuts entirelj" outside of premaxillaries;
premaxillaries with wide toothless space at front, a narrow band of
teeth at sides, which grows slightly under anteriorly, and inside of

a large

other teeth on each side of toothless area

is

a conspicuous knol) of

large curved teeth pointing irregularly but inward.

Vomerine teeth

Maxillary reaching
to below posterior margin of pupil.
Interorbital space flat with 2
median ridges, between which is a shallow rather narrow channel.
Cranial spines small and except occiput not preceded by ridges.
Preocular, supraocular, postocular (on one side), tympanic, and
parietal spines present; the last preceded by ver}" sharp moderately
high ridges. Preorbital with 3 lobes without spines. Preopercle
spines sharp and slender, the upper 3 directed backward.
Gill rakers
long and slender, the longest two-hfths diameter of eye, 21 on anterior
limb of arch.

in a narrow^ })and; palatine teeth in a single row.

Pectoral long and slender, reaching to front of anal,
« See illustration

on

p.

1

75.

number

of
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Fifth dorsal spine 2f in head, thirteenth
the lower <S simple.
Third anal spine much longer than second, and hut little slenderer,
3 in head; second spine 3i; first sinuo one-half second.
Inside of g'ill covers and peritoneum dusky; body and tins entirely red.
The type is a badly ])reserved specimen 88 cm. in length. No

rays

li>,

'S\.

remain and the length of the soft rays can not Ix^ ascertained.
numbered 78().5, Tchth3^oIogical Collections Leland Stanford
It is veiy close to St'Jjaiitude-s iracundu.s^
rhuiior University Museum.
t)ut may be known at once l)y the character of the teeth.
This deep-red species is known to us from a single example taken

scales
It

in

is

deep water at Misaki by Kumakichi Aoki.
{Jiaiiiiiu'us^

13.

iiame-red.

SEBASTODES SCYTHROPUS

Jordan and Snyder.

SebaModes scythropus Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mug.,
Coll. K. Otaki).
pi. xv; Misaki (No. 49406, 1T.8.N.M.

1S»01, p. 360,

in length; depth, 2^;
in
head;
eye,
;
peduncle,
caudal
of
depth
3i
2f snout, 5; maxillaiy,
spine, 2|; longest
dorsal
longest
height
of
space,
interorbital
-ii;
2i;

Head, measured to end of opercnlir Hap, 2|

ray, 2|; pectoral, 3|- in length; ventrals, 4^;
8; scales in lateral
caudal, 4i; D. XIII, 13; A. Ill, 6; pectoral rays, 8
ray, 2|; anal spine, 2f

;

+

line, 31;

P]ye

pores, 28.

very large; round; high

in head;

nearer tip of snout than to

posterior edge of opercle, a distance equal to interorbital width.

Inter-

with a median longitudinal groove, deepest anteand wider posteriorly; the groove bounded
shallower
growing
riorly,
rounded ridges. Mouth, oblique; maxillow,
pair
of
laterally b}' a
through
a point a little posterior to center
to
vertical
extending
a
lary
symphyseal knob which projects
slender,
with
lower
jaw
a
of pupil;
Teeth on vomer and palatines;
head.
contour
of
upper
in a line with

orbital area convex;

symphyseal patch of teeth of lower jaw elevated, titting into a median
(iill-rakers
toothless notch of the upi)er jaw; palatine bands narrow,
Head strongly armed: preoculong and slender; 10 + 24 on first arch.
lar, postocular, and occipital spines large and sharp; preceded by prominent ridges; tympanic spine acute; smaller than postocular: nasal
spines well de\eloped; preorl)ital with 2 strong spines dii-ected downward; above these an indistinct lobe; preopercle with .^ large spines;
the

upper

3,

of Avhich the second

lower 2 project

is

longest, projcM-t l>ac'kward; the

downward and backward;

a sul)opercular and an inter-

opercular spine closely approximated; 2 large,

flat,

acute spines on

upper part of opercle; 2 small, humeral spines. Head, conq)letely
scaled; lower jaw, maxillary, and preor])ital area with very small scales;
dorsal, anal, caudal, and ventral tins with small scales extending almost
to tips of spines and rays; pectorals less exttMisively scaled; all the
First dorsal
scales except those on fins and branchio4egals ctenoid.
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spine shortest; equal in length to width of interorbital space; second
equal in length to ninth and tenth; third to sixth twice as long- as iirst;
Longest dorsal rays as long as
interspinal meni))ranes deepl^v incised.
First anal spine a

third spine.

somewhat more than

little less

than half as long as second,

half as long as third; second spine strong.

Edge

of caudal concave; 8 lowermost rays of pectoral simple; uppermost

simple ray. in middle of fin, longest, extending to a vertical through
insertion of anal. Ventrals extending to vent. Color, in alcohol, light
red, w^ith brownish, cloud-like blotches of irregular shape, a blotch
equal in width to half the diameter of orbit extending from insertion
of dorsal downward to lower edge of interopercle, the brownish color

darker on upper part of opercle; a patch of dark color on upper median
part of body, spreading over posterior two-thirds of spinous dorsal,
extending posteriorly below base of soft dorsal, and reaching upward
on anterior part of the latter fin; a dark band on posterior dorsal part
of caudal peduncle.
This species is known onh^ from the original types taken at the
mouth of the ba}^ of Tokyo, and a third specimen taken with long lines
Misaki.
It is related to Sehastodes hopkinsi of the California coast.
(aKvdpoTtoq^ pouting, having a protruding lower lip.)

off

14.

/S;partts/uscesc<?HS

p. 340;

SEBASTODES FUSCESCENS (Houttuyn).
KURO SOI (BLACK ROCK FISH.)
Houttuyn, Verb. Holl. Maats. Wet. Harlem.,

XX,

Pt. 2, 1872,

Nagasaki.

Sehastes inerrnis

Schlegel, Fauna .Taponica

Poi?s.,

plate;

not of Cnvier and

Valenciennes.

Hilgendorf, S. B. Gesell. Naturf. Freunde, 1880, j). 171, with
Tokyo, Hakodate. Steindachner and Doderlein, Fische Japans, II,
Wien, 1884, p. 202; Tokyo, Strielok, Hakodate.
Sehastodes schlegeli J(mr>AS and Evermann, Fish. N. and M. Am., II, 1898, p. 1834;

Sebastca schler/elii

plate;

after Steindachner.

Sehastodes nigromaculatus'^ GiJj^i'niER,

Ann.

Majj;.

Nat. Hist., 1873, p. 377; Chi-fu,

Mr. Swinhoe.
Sehastodes hakodatis J orb \y! and Snyder, I'roc. I". S. Nat. Mus. 1901,
xiv; Hakodate (No. 49394, U. S. Nat. Mus., Coll. Alhatross).
China,

coll.

,

«Dorsal XIII, 12; anal III,

p. 361, pi.

75 (pores doubtless nuicb fewer).
than length of head, and one-third total (without
caudal).
Scales rather irregular.
Upper surface of head scaly, flat, with very low,
plain ridges, without prominent spines.
Superciliary edge not elevated; width of
interorbital one-fifth length of head.
Lower edge of preorbital and preoperculum
with acute spines. Maxillary reaching nearly to vertical from hind margin of orbit.

Height

The

of

body a

little

8; lateral line

less

fifth, sixth, seventh (or the fourth, fifth, sixth) dorsal spines longest, longer
than anal spines and not half length of head. A deep notch between dorsal fins.
Brownish or greenish brown, with numerous irregular, black spots about as large
as pupil; an oblique brown streak from lower part of eye toward the angle of the
perculum; fins black, 7^ inches long. (Giinther.
This species described, from the Chinese side of the Sea of Japan, seems to be
identical with Sehasfodca fvsrescens.

NO. 1351.

Head
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2 1 in length; depth 2|; depth of caudal peduncle 3| in head;

maxillary 2|; interorbital space 4^; height of longest
2-}', length of pectorals 4 in length; ventrals 5; caudal 4i; D. XIII, 12; A. Ill, 7;
pectoral rays 10-8; scales in lateral line 51; pores 16.

eye4|; snout

4;

dorsal spine 2|; longest ray 2|; anal spine S^; ray

Eye moderate

in size; nearer tip of

opercle, a distance ecjual to

diameter of eye.

its

Lower jaw

snout than to posterior edge of

diameter.

Snout

ecjual in length to

projecting; sy mphysial

knob scared}'

extending to a vertical through posterior edge
Bands of teeth on jaws, palatines, and vomer; palatine ])ands
of or])it.
as wide as those on lower jaws. Gill-rakers, 6-17; thosci on upper part
Interorbital space
of arch short and blunt; others long and slender.
Head not
a little convex; interorbital ridges very low, rounded.
strongl}' armed, the spines all Ij'ing close to the surface; nasal, preocular, postocular, and tympanic spines minute, sharp; occipital ridges
low, rounded, terminating in small, acute spines; preor))ital with three
flat, sharp spines which project downward; preopercle with tive flat,
rather blunt spines; two opercular and two humeral spines present.
Preorbital area, maxillary, lower jaw, and branchiostegals naked; subope rcle and lower and posterior edges of preopercle with cycloid scales;
other pa-rts of head with small ctenoid scales; those of the interorbital
area extending forward to na.sal spines; breast and belly with cycloid
scales; other parts of bod}' with ctenoid scales, the edges of which
have minute bristles; most of body with minute accessor}- scales
wedged in between the larger ones; spinous dorsal, except a small
space on posterior ventral part, naked; other fins with minute scales,
which are closely packed at the bases, extending outward along the
membranes. Dorsal fins continuous, though having a dividing notch;
interspinous membranes deeply incised; first and twelfth spines contained three and one-third times in length of maxillary; fourth to
seventh spines longest; tenth and thirteenth spines of equal length;
second and third dorsal rays longest. Anal fin rounded, first spine a
little less than one-half the length of second; second and third spines
Pectoi-al rounded, the
of equal length, the second much stronger.
lower eight rays simple.
Edge of
Ventrals pointed when depressed.
caudal slightly convex.
Color, in alcohol, dark, with scarcely noticeabl(^ irregular ])lotches on upper ]mrts; fins ])roadly edged with darker
noticeal)le.

Maxillar}'^

color; an indistinct light

A

number

band on pectoral.

of smaller specimens (co-types No. 6271, Leland Stanford

Junior University Museum), from the same locality as the type, are
much lighter in color, with small, irregular brown spots scattered
over the body.
In many individuals the spots arc collected together,
forming four or five indistinct lateral bands; all have three or four
dark lateral

The

fins

]>an(ls

radiating

show more or

being distinctly l)arred.

less*

downward and backward from the orbit.
dark color, the pectoral and caudal often
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has well-developed coronal spines, but is otherwise
from the others.
This species is extremely common in northern Japan, its range
Our numerous specicoinciding- with that of Sebastode.s taczanowahlL

One specimen

indistinguishable

mens are from Otaru, Iwanai, Aomori, Same, Mororan, and Hakodate,
where it is especially abundant.
But one species of this t3"pe is represented in our collections, JhiI'odatis and scJdegelil l)eing the same, and apparently identical with the
Spams fmcesce7is of Houttuyn. If the scales in the t^'pe of S. Ixd-odatls are counted so as to give the subvertical series above lateral line,
there would l>e 00 to 68 as described for S. xcJdegelll.
Of the California species, this most resembles Seha-stodes atromreni<.
{fimcescenn^ growing dusky.)
3.

SEBASTICHTHYS

Gill.

Sebastichthys Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, p. 329 {rugrodnctufi)

Sehastomus Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1864, p.

147 {rosaceus).

Eigenmann and Beeson, Amer. Nat., 1893, p. 670 {maliger).
Audospina Eigenmann and Beeson, Amer. Nat., 1893, p. 670 {anricidatus).
Hispaniscus JonoAys and Evermann, Check List Fish. N. M. Amer., 1896, p.
Pteropodus

431

{rubrimnctus)

This genus is closely allied to Sehastodes^ being connected with it l)y
an almost continuous series of species. As a whole it differs in the
nearly straight base of the skull, the convex interorbital space, and
All these characters are subject to large
the short, thick, gill-rakers.
variation, and while the Japanese species are well defined, there are
some American species intermediate between the two groups. Species
of this type are found also on the coasts of Chile and of Cape Colony.
[ffs/iaarog^ magnificent;
a.

Pteropodus.
less or

nearly so; peritoneum white.

Gill rakers relatively

b.

ix^^^'s, lish.)

Supraocular spine wanting; scales large; pores 30 to 40; jaws scale-

long and slender, 2^ to 3 in diameter of eye; 14 to 16 on

lower part of arch. Lower jaw not projecting.
c. Color brown, with marblings and spots of darker brown and white; usually
ndpes, 15.
a darker cross shade under each half of dorsal
cc. Color dusky brown, nearly uniform, covered by snowy spots; second anal
nivoms, 16.

spine enlarged

Color bright greenish yellow, with an irregular dark shade aliove and below,
leaving lateral line in a dark streak; a dark shade ^long base of dorsal; dark

ccc.

shades across cheek
bh.

tririttatus, 17.

Gill rakers relatively short

and

-'ower part of arch; fins usually
i.

Interorbital area
e.

flat,

thick, 4 to 5 in diameter of eye, 10 to 14

much

en

spotted.

rather wide and scaly.

Cranial ridges rather low; scales small; 40 to 65 pores in lateral line;
body rather elongate, little compressed, its depth 3 in length; eye small,

Color gray, clouded, or barred and spotted with dark; soft
with small spots; cheek with dark bars.
oblongu.s, 18.
Scales 59 to 65; over 50 pores in lateral line
initsukurn, 19.
Scales 45 to 50; about 40 pores in lateral line

5 in head.
fins
f.

ff.

NO. 1851.
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Cranial ridgew high and rather bhmt; body stout, the depth 2i in length ;Color blackish, usually witli yel-

er.

pectoral broad, reaching front of anal.

low areas, one under each dorsal; lower \rArif^ and fins usually but not
always profusely spotted with dark
pacliyccphahix, 20.
d(L Interorbital area narrow, deeply concave, with a deep channel between
two raised ridges; dorsal spines often 14; cranial spines rather high. Color
gray, much mottled and barred with reddish, fins all ])arre(l and mottled;
Color more variegated than any other species,
anal spines scarlet in life.
the size smaller
15.

eleyanx, 21.

SEBASTICHTHYS VULPES

(

Steindachner and Doderlein).

Steindaciineu and Doderlein, Fische Ja})ans, III, 1S84, p. 203,
pi. 11; Tokyo.
Scbastodes nilpef! .ToRDxs and Evehm.\xx, Fisli. X. and ]\1. Amer., 11, 1898, p. 1835;
after Steindachner.
Si'huKtcs vulpes

Head 2|

Dorsal XllI, 13; anal 111, 7;
to 2i in length; depth 2i.
with 82 pores. Nasal, preocular, postocular, tympanic, and

lateral line

parietal spines

mode rately developed; eye 4 to -If; snout -1;

space 5 in head.

interorbital

margin of orbit; lower
symphyseal knob. Lower

Maxillary' reaching posterior

jaw scarcely projecting, without distinct
l)order of l)road preorbital wdth 3 blunt lobes; the 2 lower opercle spines
broad, blunt, the 3 upper more slender, sharp, the 2 opercular spines
strongly diverging; upper end of interopercle, especially in older individuals, with a spine; lower end of subopercle wdth a weaker spine which
sometimes divides into several. Snout, anterior part of preorl)ital. and
lower jaw scaleless; a few very small scales on maxillary behind and
under preorbital (sometimes absent); rest of head thickly covered with
rough scales. Several pores on each side under low^er jaw. Interorbital space nearly flat, with very weak interorbital ridges. Gill rakers
rather long and slender, the longest two-fifths of eye; 21 on anterior
of arch.
Upper profile rises moderatel}', slightl}' curved at the snout.
Fifth dorsal spine longest, 2f in head.
Second anal spine stronger, but
sometimes a little shorter than third, 2i in head in small individuals,
nearly 3 in larger ones.
Pectoral equals head without snout, reaching
l)eyond
in young; ventral If to 1^ in head;
vent in adults, a little
caudal equaling ventrals, slightly convex.
Scales moderately large,
with some accessory scales. Peritoneum white.
Body, dorsal, anal, and caudal fins mingled reddish brown and whitish; pectoral and ventral grayish; upper half of head reddish brown,
strewn with small dark-l)rown spots which posteriorly almost unite in
wavv stripes, or marked like body; lower side of head and body whitish
yellow.
Sometimes a distinct broad i l)ar of dark brown luidei- middle of spinous dorsal and a less distinct one under soft dorsal.
This large and strongly marked species is rather rare in Jai)an. Our
It is
specimens are from Hakodate, Sam(\ and Miyako in Kikuchu.
an ally of Seh<(xticht]iys uiallger.
[I'lilpe^s,

fox.)
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SEBASTICHTHYS NIVOSUS

i6.

GOMA

SOI

xxvn.

Hilgendorf).

(SPECKLED ROCKFISH), KESHIMrYO."

Schodes nivosus Steindachner and Dodeklein,
pi. vii;

(

vol.

Fiwhe Japans,

III, 1S,S4, p. 202,

Tokyo, Hakodate.

Si'hasiodes nivosus

.Tordan and Evermax.v, Fish. N. and

]\I.

Anu-r.,

II.,

1898,

ji.

1834, after Steindachner.

Head

depth 2f. Dor.sal Xlll, 12; aiiiil III. 7; later; 1
Nasal, proline pores, 36; cranial edges and spines well developed.
spines
parietal
tympanic,
and
present.
Upper
ocular, postociilar,
Eye and snout -If,
prolile slightly convex to beginning of dorsal.
Maxillary reaching to })osterior rim of
interorbital space 5^ in head.
L>|

in lenglh;

orbit, in older individuals

somewhat

farther.

Inferior l)order of pre-

or))ital with 3 more or less rounded lobes, the last angulated, but
Interorbital space between the elevated supraocular
without a spine.
Head entirely scaled, except jaws, snout (in
ridges weakly convex.
front of nostrils), preorbital, and nearly the whole of interopercle;
scales of head small, firm, rough, wilh accessory scales like those on
body. Preopercular spines short, ])road, and blunt, (rill rakers
moderate in length, one-third of eye, 16 in number on anterior liml) of
Pectoral rays 18, the lower 10 unl)ranched, its length 1| in
arch.

head,

its tips

reaching past tips of ventrals; ventral more than If in

head; caudal equaling ventral, slightly convex; 36 pores on body, ^
to 3 on l)ase of

tail.

Peritoneum white. Blackish brown, with innubody and tins. In some individuals the

meral)le small white dots on

uniform dark brown of bod}^ is interrupted b}' lighter .;^hades.
This beautifully marked species is not very common in Japan. Our
specimens are from Same and Misaki. It is somewhat related to
SSastiehthys iiehdosuj^, but is well distinguished by the profuse starr}^
spots.

{nivosus^ snowy.)
17.

SEBASTICHTHYS TRIVITTATUS
SHIMA

(Hilgendorf).

SOI (STEIPEl) EOCKFISH).

Hilgendorf, S. B. Gessell. natnrf. Freunde, BerUn, 1880, p. 171,
with plate; Yezo, Japan.
Sebastodes tririttatuf! J ORBA-s and Evermanx, Fisli. X. and M. Amer., II, 1898, p.

Sebastes triviltaius

18o-t, after

Head

Hilgendorf.

2| in length; depth 2|; eye 5 in head; snout 1; maxillary 2^;

interorbital width 5^.

Dorsal XIII, 11; anal

III

7.

Pores of

lateral

line 39.

Mouth large, the maxillary reaching to posterior border of eye.
Lower jaw slightly shorter. Symphyseal knol) very small. Teeth in
rather broad bands.

Interorbital slightly concave.

A

pair of ridges

run longitudinally near middle of interorbital space, between whidi
"Marked with unshaven

tufts, as

on a

child's head.

is

.

a
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narrow channel.

lar,

Cranial

rido-(>s

postocular. tynii)anic', and

and

])iirictal
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Nasal, preocu-

spine.s strong.

Edge

spines present.

of pre-

with 2 rounded and an angulated lobe, but without spines.

orbital

Preopefcle spines well developed, the next to the uppermost the
(xill rakers of moderate length, 10 of them on anterior limb
largest,
of areh, the longest two-tifths of eye.

Dorsal spines a

little

lower than soft rays, the longest 2i

in

head;

Noteh ])etween dors-als rather
Pectoral broad, reaching past \entrals to above front of anal,
deep.
17 rays, the lower 8 simple. Ventrals usually reaching vent.
Second
anal spine stronger and as long, or sometimes a little shorter, than
the next to the last 41; the last 8^.

third; length of first spines halt" second.

of auxiliary caudal

Inclined anal ra3s reach base

dorsal rays reach

rays;

slightly

past.

Caudal

rounded.
Scales strongly ctenoid on sides below lateral

Fig.

5.

line, less strongl}^

Sebastichthys TRivixxATrs.

above; scales on head cycloid.
Maxillary, mandible, smd preor))ital
naked.
Uppei- pectoral, dorsal, and caudal rays with very small scales

Peritoneum white.
gray with an irregular longitudinal dark l)rown
or black bar above and below lateral line leaving lateral Yuw in a light
streak.
Another dark bar along base of spinous dorsal. Dark bars
radiating from eye across cheek.
Each scale on head with a black
nearly to their ends.

Color

spot.

in spirits light

Fins dark.

In life bright yellow with

blackish parts dark olive,

Here

descril)ed

th(^

slightly greenish cast everywiicre. the

sami^ yellow

from a specimen

This very beautiful species seems to
mens are from Aomori and Kushiro.

American

wash being over them.

fi-om Hakodate.
])c

In length

It

has

species, Sehdxfichfhi/s rt.rHhiriK being as near as any.

{trimttatuH^ three-striped.

IM\

cm.

Our specino near ally among

rare in .lapaji.
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(Gunther).

ohlongm Gunther, Challenger Report Shore Fishes, « 1880, p. M, \A. x x v
Inland Sea, Japan, Yokohama. Hilgendorf, S. B. Gesell. naturf. Frennde,
Berlin, 1880, p. 171, with plate; Tokyo.
1

Schdstei^

Sebastodcs ohlongus
p.

Jordan and Evermanx,

Fish.

North and Middle Am.,

1

1

II, 1898,

1830; after Gunther.

D. XIII, 1£; A. Ill, 5; scales 59 to (>5.
3f in length; depth 3i.
smaller
above than below lateral line.
much
irregular,
rather
Scales

Head

forward as nostrils; very minute scales on
Snout pointed, longer than eye. Interorbital space flat,
None of spines on upper side of head proequal to eye, 6 in head.
Teeth in broad bands on jaws,
jecting, those on prcopercle obtuse.
vomer, and palatines. Maxillary reaching posterior margin of eye.

Head

scaly above as far

preor])ital.

Dorsal spines strong, fourth to seventh longest, 2i in head; anal
Brownish, marbled
spines stronger, much shorter than longest dorsal.
with darker; lower parts and all hns with brown spots; an oblique
brown streak from preorbital toward angle of preopercle.

Recorded from the Inland Sea of Japan and the market of Yokohama.
Not seen by us. All our specimens of this type belong to SehastiehtJiys
niitmhirii and it may be that S. oUovgas is merely an extreme example of the same species.
This species was not taken by us. Were it not that Dr. Boulenger
has verified for us Dr. Giinther's count of scales, which agrees with

shown
the same

we should

believe that Sehastle]dhy.s ohlongus

that

in his figure,

is

as Sehastichthys mUsukurii.

we know

of the latter,

Except for the larger

scales

of no difference.

{ohlongus, oblong.)
ig.

SEBASTICHTHYS MITSUKURII

Sebastes ohlongus (var.?)

Wien,1884, p.204;

(Cramer).

Steindachner and Doderlein, Denkschr. Akad. Wiss.

Tokyo.— Nystrom, Kong.

Vet. Ak., 1887, p. 20; Nagasaki.

Cramer, in Jordan and Evermann, Fish. North and Middle
p. 1831 Tokyo, based on the description given by Steindachner

Sebastodcs milsukurii

Am.

,

11, 1898,

;

and Doderlein.

Head 2i

in length;

depth

8.

Eye

5 in

head; snout 4|; maxillary

5i.
Dorsal XIII, 12 to 11 (usually 12); anal III,
2iV; interorbital
Pores of lateral line 10 to 12.

Mouth

7.

Jaws subequal or
Symphyseal knob scarcely develbroad bands on vomer and palatines. Teeth on front

large, maxillary reaching to behind eye.

the lower very slightly projecting.
oped.

Teeth

in

"Dr. Boulenger has kindly reexamined the types of Sebastodes ohlongus. He finds
in, showing about 60 scales, counting oblique
In our specimens
series below the lateral line.
Scales 58, 59, 60, in 4 examples.
ohJongits, the scales,
of Sebastodes vtilsnkiirii a species otherwise very similar to

that they agree with Dr. Giinther's plate

*S'.

counted in the same way, number from 42 to

46.
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of maiulihle

somewhat

raised and

liowt'Ncr. develoix'd in a

knob.

fitting' in
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a notch in niaxillarios, not,

p]ye small, a little shoilcr tlian snout.

Hat sometimes sliohtly concaved usual!}' unlu'oken by
sometimes with slight nearly parallel ridges running- backward

]ntert)rhital

ridges,

from nasal spines.
nent.

Cranial ridges

all

low, the occipital ridges best

8pin(>s sharp but lying close to the skin

developed.

and not })romi-

Nasal, postocular, tympanic, and parietal spines present.

Pre-

with slight rounded lobes,

no spines present. Preopercle
spines subeciually spaced or the two upper sometimes closer together
Gill-rakers \QYy short and blunt, one-fourth or one-fifth
than others.
diameter of eye, 12 or 13 developed on anterior limb of arch.
Dorsal spines longer than soft ra3's, the fifth '2\ in head; next to last
equals snout; last 1 in head.
Notch between dorsals rather deep.
Pectoral rounded the lower 10 rays unbranched, its tip reaching
slighth' past ventrals to above vent.
The second anal spine stronger
and as long as third 3 in head; first spine half as long. Tips of last
dorsal ra^'s reach to base of auxiliary caudal rays, and slightl}' farther
])ack than those of anal.
Caudal rounded. Peritoneum Avhite.
Scales ctenoid.
Soft fins except ventrals with a few small scales at
base.
Preorbital scaled.
Mandible and maxillar}- naked.
Body
clouded and spotted with dark brown, these spots forming 1 or 5 more
or less conspicuous broken crossbars.
Dark bars radiating from eve,
especially conspicuous in small specimens.
Rays of soft fins with dark
spots which do not involve the membrane.
All fins rather dark.
This species, which must be extremel}' close to Sebastichthys ohlon(jus, we found abundant about the Inland Sea of Japan, and northward
even to Hakodate. Our specimens are from Hakodate, Aomori, ^Nlatsushima. Tokyo, Yokohama, Onomichi, Kobe, and Nagasaki. It may
be known from Seh<(stiehthys (MonguH by the presence of but 15 cross
rows of scales instead of 55 to 65. It is perhaps not really a distinct
orbital

species.

(Named

for Kakichi Mitsukuri.)

20.

SEBASTICHTHYS PACHYCEPHALUS

MURA
Sebastei^

SOI

(BLOTCHED ROCK-FISH).

pacJiyeephalus Schlegel,

—

(Schlegel).

Fauna

Japoui«'a, Poiss., 1843, p. 47, pi. xx,

tiir.

3,

Richardson, lohth., China, 1846, p. 214; Canton. Gixthek,
Cat. Fish., II, 1860, p. 97.
Steindachner, Reise Aurora, 1897, ]>. 202, Ko])e.
Nagasaki.

?

Head 2^ in length; depth 2i; e\'el^in head; maxillarj' 2|; snout 11.
XI 11, 13; anal III, 7; pores of lateral line, 30.
Body rather deep, deepest under first spine of dorsal.
^lonth

Dorsal
larg(\

maxillary reaching nearl}' to ))elow posterior orl)ital margin.
included.
Teeth in moderate bands, wide on front ot" pre-

Lower jaw

niaxillaries, not developed in a knob at front of mandible.
Narrowest
part of interorbital space just behind preocular spine three-fifths eve.
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decph' t-oncave, the median area l)et\veen supraocular
and covered with small scales. Cranial ridges and spines
Nasal, preocular, postocular, tympanic, and parietal
well developed.
Upper 2 preopercle spines the largest; all except the
spines present.
lower one, whi(;h is inclined downward, are directed backward. Gillrakers one-fourth eye in length; 12 developed on anterior limb of arch.
Pectoral very broad and rounded, composed of 17 rays, the lower 10
very much swollen and unbranched; its tip reaches past tips of venDorsal spines rather low, a little lower
trals to above front of anal.
than soft rays, the fifth spine 2k in head, the last spine 8, next to last
Second anal spine a little longer and nnich stronger than third,
3^.
Caudal rounded.
twice as long as lirst.
Preorbital, maxillary, and
Scales everywhere coarsely ctenoid.
mandible naked. Small scales only on the base of soft tins. PeriIiitcrorl)ital

rido-es Hat

toneum white.
Black or dark brown, with or without areas of gray. Usuall}" a pale
area under spinous dorsal, which in the fresh state is with goldenyellow reticulations and spots; a second light -yellowish area under
Fins and lower parts of body sometimes proSpots on breast and base of

front of soft dorsal.

fnsely covered with dark round spots.

pectorals sometimes round and distinct, sometimes diffused, sometimes

running together, leaving this region dusky, or sometimes entirely
Entire body sometimes
leaving this region cream color.
uniform dark brown, lighter on breast and in front of pectoral, without markings of any kind.
This species is general!}' common in southern Japan, our specimens
being from Wakanoura, Kobe, Hiroshima, and Shhnonoseki. It is

absent,

American

related to Sefxistodes chrysonielas of the

Our

extremes, run together so that
of

much

various specimens, though differing

them

differ in

(TTfl'^f?,

21.

it is

coast.
in coloration in the

None

impossi])le to separate them.

anything except coloration.

thick; KecpaXt}^ head.)

SEBASTICHTHYS ELEGANS

(

Steindachner and Ddderlein).

Steindachner and Doderleix, Fische Japans., Ill, 1S84,
Tagawa, in the Inland Sea of Japan.
Sebastocles elegan.^ J ORBAN and Evekmann, Fish. N. and M. A., II, 1S9S,

Sebastes eZf^cms

}>.

]>.

205;

1830

(after Steindachner).

Head 2^

in

length; depth 2f

;

eye 4^

in

head; snout

2i; interorbital width 6f dorsal Xlll. 12, often
7; pores of lateral line 30.
;

Mouth

rather

lai-ge,

XIV,

-If;

maxillary

12; anal lit,

the maxillary reaching nearly to below poste-

equal.
No knob at symph3''sis. Teeth in
moderate bands. Interorbital deeply concave, the supraorbital edges
raised.
Near middle of interorbital are 2 curved longitudinal ridges,
rior border of eye.

Jaws

N0.1351.
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very luirrow deep canal.

and

})etwoen wliicli runs
.spines

ii

C'ranial

I'iflocs

Nasal, preocular, postocular, tympanic, and

well developed.

Freorbital with '2 sharp angles, but without
very short and Idunt, 14 on anterior linil) of arch.
Dorsal spines variable in number, 13 to 14, a character vevy unusual
jn this group, lower than dorsal rays, the longest 3 in the head; the
Notch })etween dorsals not very
next to the last 3^; the last 3^.
Pectoral rounded, the lower 1») ra^'S not branched, reaching
deep.
VentraLs reaching to vent.
past ventrals and slightly past vent.
Second anal spine stronger and longer than third, 2^ in head; tirst
Tips of last aual ra3\s scarceh' reachspine one-half length of second.
ing base of auxiliar}- caudal rays, not extending so far back as dorsal
Caudal rounded.
rays.
pari(>tal

spines,

spines present.
(iill-rakers

Few

Scales weakly ctenoid.

Fig.

6.

auxiliary scales present.

Mandil)le

Sebastichthys ei-ehans.

and preorbital naked. Maxillary with a few eml)edded scales near
anterior end only (these not always evident, never evident without the
aid of the lens, and after specimen has l)een out of alcohol a few
miiuites and has become slightlj" dry).
Median rays of pectoral with
fine scales nearly to their tips.
Peritoneum white.
The following color description was taken from a fresh specimen:
Gray much mottled with darker and Avith Hesh color. Body with 4
dirt'use dark cross liands, first at shoulder, second behind pectoral,
third narrower; more distinct under soft dorsal; fourth at base of
caudal.
A black band covering top of head; extending on tlieeks.
A pale ])reorbital band from eye, and a pale l)and on preopercle behind
eye.
Lower jaw with dark spots. I^arge black spot at angle of
mouth, another on maxillaiy. I>eliy mottUnl with l>lack. Dorsal
olive and a dusky shade corresponding with tiody bands; tirst 2 spines
black.
Tips of tins flesh color. Caudal flesh color at base, the termi-
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nal half reddish, with l)i'oad

dark base made of 3 or 4 bars. Anal
Soft dorsal dusky at base with pale

spines scarlet, l)arred with black.

Ventral colored like anal;

streaks, tipped with flesh color.

reddish, the thin

tie,-h

color at tip blackish, paler at base.

first

spine

Pectoral

barred with blackish; lower rays tinged with orange. Pale
shades on lower flns somewhat tinged with golden.
Here described from specimens from Misaki 1.5 to 17 cm. in length.
flesh color

The species may be separated from SehaMlehfhys pachyeepludns
(which it somewhat resembles) at a glance by the narrow, dee]) chanThe area between raised supraornel along middle of interorbital.
bital rims in B. j>avJiycephalus is wide and scaled over.
This small and handsome species, like the preceding, has no honio-

Our specimens are from rocky shores
logue on the American coast.
about Misaki, Onomichi, and Miyajima. About the famous sacred
island of Miyajima it is especially abundant.
Table of dorsal spines.

Number

Number

of dorsal
spines.

Locality.

of speci-

mens.

Tokyo

:

Misaki

i

Kobe
Miyajima
....do
I

Onomichi

4.
Neosebastes

NEOSEBASTES

Guichenot, Mem. Soc. Nat.

Sei.,

14
14
14
14
13
13

Guichenot.
Cherbourg, XVI, 1868,

p. 8.3

{panda.

)

having 13 dorsal spines,

This genus is closeh^ allied to Sehastichthi/.s,
which are very long and strong; a series of strong spines in a line
from edge of preorbital across suborbital stay and preopercle; a long
band of palatine teeth; armature of upper parts of head much as in
Sehastichthys\ vertical tins, scaleless.

Indian seas.
In Guichenot's arrangement ]V^eo-^ehaf<tes differs from Sehastes in
having the vertical tins scaleless and the lower rays of the pectorals
branched like the upper and not exserted. This latter character is
not found in the Japanese species, iV. entaxis, which may represent a
distinct genus.
(j^^og,
22.

new; Sebastes.)

NEOSEBASTES ENTAXIS

Jordan and Starks,

new

species.

Head 2f in length; depth 2|. Dorsal XIII, 9; anal III, 5 (or 6,
counting the last very tine ray). Pores in lateral line 31. Eye 3^ in
head; interorbital 5^; maxillary 2f.
Body not greatly compressed, the back slightly elevated. Mouth
not very oblique, the front of premaxillary well below level of lower

NO

1351.
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Muxillaiy extending' to below middle of eye, lower jaw
knob developed at symphysis. Teeth in a moderate
band on lower jaw, in a broader ])and on premaxillarv. ])ecoming very
broad anteriorly. Tip of mandible titting- into a toothless notch in
Bands of teeth
front of premaxillaries. but without a knob of teeth.
])art

of orbit.

not projecting, a

little narrower than on mandible.
Anterior
backward-extending flap. Interorbital deeph' concave, the supraorbital region on each side closely scaled and sloping
inward and downward to a naked median channel, which runs to a
Eye elliptical, its long diameter considerably longer
point anteriorly.
Nasal spines small and sharp.
Preocular margin with a
than snout.
Supraocular margin with 5 or
pair of small spines on each side.
small, very sharp spines, growing larger posteriorly.
Parietals with

on vomer and palatines a
nasal with a large

Fig.

7.

Neosebastes entaxis.

a pair of very sharp, widely diverged, naked ridges, ending in spines.

A couples

of spines are present behind the upper fourth of ej-e, and

farther back, slightly above them,

is

a similar spine on post-temporal.

Preorbital with a bunch of 2 or 8 spines on

its anterioi- edge, pointing
forward, and 8 sharp, hooked spines pointing backward along the

rest of its

lower edge.

pr(>orl)ital to

A row of sharp spines inclined backward

preopercle, the

tirst

from

large one on center of preorbital

preceded by
recunilH'iit

1 or 2 tiny ones; 2 or 3 under anterior half of eye. one
upon another; a similar group under posterior i)art of eve,

haying an interval between; a very long, sharp spine on preopercle,
its point nearly reaching edge of opercle, a secondary ridge and spine
developed on its base. Edge of preopercle witli 3 smaller spines
below, growing smaller downward.
0])ercle with 2 spines; the upper
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one inodenitc in size, inclined somewhat upward, not preceded by a
ridge; the lower one is long and sharp, pointing straight backward
and preceded by a sharp, naked ridge, which runs nearly across the
whole length of opercle. Eight gill rakers developed on anterior
limb of arch, the longest one-third the k)ng diameter of eye.
Lateral line anteriorly raised
Scales ctenoid, though not roughl3^

low ridge.

in a

Head with

scales to tip of snout; preorbital, inter-

orbital, suborbital regions and nape with line, crowded, irregular
scales; scales more regular and larger on cheek and opercle; inter-

opercle and maxillary with scales; l)ranchiostegal region and mandible
naked; the latter with a great many pores scattered ii-regularly over
it;

Fins naked.
opercle with a naked flap above; upper opercle spine.
(slightly
past
in
cotype); it
anal
front
of
reaching
scarcely
Pectoral

has 13 branched rays and 8 simple ones; the fourth or fifth ray from
Ventrals rather wide apart, not reaching
the uppermost the longest.
each with a channel along its side,
spines
and
anal
Dorsal
to vent.

reaching its entire length. Third dorsal spine the longest, 3^ in entire
length without caudal; the first scarcely half as long, equal to the
Longest dorsal rays 2it in
thirteenth; the twelfth three-fifths eye.
and
longer than third, '2^ in
stronger
spine
much
anal
Second
head.

Caudal truncate. Peritoneum white.
If in second.
with
fine lines and spots on sides and l)ack.
mottled
Color, light below,
Anal
Avith white spots below.
solid
above,
dark,
the
color
Pectoral
head; the

first

with white spots on a dusky ground. Soft dorsal and anal rays crossed
with dark lines. Spinous dorsal mottled. This species is known to
us from two fine specimens, the one from Chosu, in Shimosa, the other

From

from Misaki.

the

first

known locally as Kasago.
The type is from Misaki.
7367.

the drawing

is

taken.

The

species

is

cm. in length and is numbered
Leland Stanford Junior University
The cotype from Chosu is numbered 50900 in the United
It is IT

Ichthyological collections,

Museum.

States National
(fVrar<g'z?, in

5.

Museum.
array, from the rank of spines.)

THYSANICHTHYS

Tliysanichthj/x

Jordan and Starks.

Jokdan and Starks, new genua

{crofisotui^)

This genus differs from Sr^Jxistodcs chieflv in having dermal filaments
on head and along lateral line; no enlarged spine on edge of preopercle
or ridge on opercle. It has teeth on the palatines; 13 dorsal spines;
well-developed spines on top of head, along suborbitals, and edge of
preopercle.

Species of small size and bright colors.
{Ovffdvog^ a fringe; ixf^v^^ fish.)

NO. i:wi
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THYSANICHTHYS CROSSOTUS

Head
anal Til,

'2ii

Iciiu-th

ill

Pores of

5.

without

Jordan and Starks, new species.

cHudiil: dt-ptli

lateral line

123

Kye

•J'.].

-Jl.

:]l

Dorsal
>ad:

i

X!II,

11:

inaxi Ih iry 2t;

iiiteroi'l)ital 51.

Lower jaw

not projecting-.

Syinph3'sis with a knoh.

]\Iaxillarv

Anterior end of })reniaxillaries on a
level with or slightly above lower margin of orbit.
Teeth in rather
broad l)ands on jaws; in narrower bands on palatines and vomer; teeth
developed in a knob at tip of mandible, which tits in a toothless notch
reaehinij;-

to 1)elow middle of eye.

at front of premaxillaries.

Interorbital deeply concave

and covered

with scales, and with a pair of interorbital ridges with a moderate
channel between them.
Cranial spines large and more erect than in

Fig.

8.

Thysanichthys

the genus SfhastlchfJu/K, not preceded

cros.sotus.

by ridges even

Xasul.

at occi])ut.

and nuchal
spines present.
Preorbital with 3 lobes, the anterior one ])roadly
round(Kl, the others angulated, but without spines.
A ridge of low
spines extends along suborbitals.
Preo[)ercle with 5 s])ines. the upper
3 sharp, i\u\ others blunt, the uppermost oiu^ hooked upward.
Two
hundred spines present, rather close together. Opei'cle with
spin(>s
of equal size, the ui)p(M' one inclintnl slightly upward.
Spines on top

preocular,

supraocular,

postocular, tympanic,

parietal,

?>

•!

of head each with a long lilauicnt behind; the longest ones half eye in
length.

Similar tilaments behind the preorbital lobes, the spines on

su])orbitids, the three

along lateral
of pu])il. 7 of

line.

them

upper spines on

])reopei-cle,

and a fringe of them

Gill rakers very short, about one-foui'th diamctei"

d(>veloped on antcM'ioi" limb of ai'ch.

Scales roughly ctenoid.

Lateral line lunning

in

a

crooked

lin(\
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Upper

vol. xxvii.

Maxillary and pre-

parts of head with scales to tip of snout.

Suborbital and mandible naked, the latter with
orbital with
lower side. Base of pectoral caudal and soft
its
on
pores
three large
Pectoral reaching- to a])ove l)ase
fins naked.
other
scales;
dorsal with
scales.

Ventrals
it has 10 simple rays and T branched ones.
with a
anal
spines
each
Dorsal
and
of
anal.
front
to
reaching
bare!}"
Xeos^'ha.ste-^.
The
anterior
dorsal
in
genus
as
the
channel,
longitudinal
fifth
dorsal
spines
of
fourth,
and
Third,
curved.
strongly
spines
of third anal spine;

about equal length, 2i in head; the thirteenth higher than the twelfth
Second anal spine much stronger
b}^ half the diameter of the pupil.
long
as soft rays, If in head; the third
nearly
as
third,
than
and larger
2f

;

the

first

Color

Peritoneum white.

2i in the second.

in spirits:

Body and

fins

with

little

color remaining.

Indica-

tions of a dusky blotch under first dorsal spine, one under middle of
spinous dorsal and one under last spine. A black spot on spinous
dorsal from ninth to twelfth spine; fins otherwise colorless.
This species is known to us from a single example, 85 mm. long,
dredged by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Alhatross at Station
It is numbered in
3720, in Suruga Bay, off Ose Point, in 63 fathoms.
Museum
50907.
the U. S. National
{KpoffffcoTog^ fringed.)

SEBASTISCUS Jordan and

6.
Sebastisais

Starks,

new

genus.

Jordan and Starks, new genus {marmomtns).

This genus is based on species having the external appearance of
Sehastodes and much resemblance to the subgeneric group called
Pteropodus^ but having but 12 spines in the dorsal fin and the vertebrjB
10+14=24, agreeing in these regards with Scor2?eena. From IlellGolemis^ 8(3l>ast!scus differs, solely, perhaps, in the presence of a welldeveloped air ])ladder. Peritoneum pale. The two known species
are very much alike and both very abundant in Japan.
[ffefSaaTiffKog, a diminutive form, from Sebastes.)
rt.

Color olivaceous, mottled with darker; no spine below eye; shore species.
marntDratioi, 24.

u((.

Color rose red, marbled with golden and violet; a small spine close below lower
alhnfasridfus, 25.
margin of eye; species inhabiting deeper water
24.

SEBASTISCUS MARMORATUS

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

KASAGO.
Srhastes inarmunttus

Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.

Japan, Coll. Langsdorf.
1,

2;

Nagasaki.

Schlec{el,

Gunther,

Fauna Japonica,

Cat. Fish, II,

1860, p.

Poiss., IV, 1829, p. .i45;

1843, p. 46, pi. xxi,
104;

fig.

Japan, China.—

Steindachner, Fische Japans, III, 1884, p. 32; Tokyo. Nystrom, Kong.
Vet. Handl., 1887, p. 20; Nagasaki.— Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, ]). ol;
Fuknshima, Tokyo, Kii.
HelicolenuH marmoratns J onDA^ and Snyder, Check List, 1901, p. 98; Hakodate.
Sehastes crassisjmiisD'6T>ERi.Eii^, Fische Japans, III, 1884, jj. 32; Tokyo.
f Sebastes sinensis

XXI,

fig. 3;

McClelland, Calcutta Journ. Nat.

Chusan, China.

Hist., IV, 1843, p. 397, pi.

NO.

i;!5i.
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Head 2|
III, 5.

in length Avithout caudal;

Pores in

lateral line 46.

125

deptb 2f.

Eye

-ti in

Dorsal XII, 12; anal
head; maxillary 2i; inter-

orbital half orbit.

Jaws
slight.

(M|ual.

or

the lower sliuhtly

included.

Symphyseal knob
margin of eye.

^laxillarv nearly reaching- to ))elow posterior

wide bands, ver}' wide at front of premaxillaries, narrower on vomer and palatines; in a V-shaped band on vomer. Cranial
spines high and sharp; nasal, preocular, superocular, postocular,
tympanic, coronal, parietal, and nuchal spines present; coronal spines
ending just anterior to a line between tips of tympanic spines. OccipiA small dermal tilament usually present l)ehind each
tal ridges high.
Interorbital deeplj'of the parietal, nuchal, and superocular spines.
concave; the interobital ridg-es end behind in the coronal spines and
havQ a deep channel between them, which is narrow l)etween qxqh and
grows Avider l)etween coronal spines. Preorbital with a spine on its
Preopercle
posterior lower Q(]ge and 2 very low lobes anteriorly.
spines moderately sharj), the upper 3 directed backward, the 1ow(M' 2
downward and backward; the next to the upper the largest. Opercle
Gillwith 2 flat spines, the upper one directed slightly upward.
rakers short, in length al)out one-fourth eye, 13 to 15 on anterior limb
of arch, counting 3 or -4 anterior tubercles.
Pectoral with scales
Scales everywhere ctenoid, except on breast.
extending about half the length of median raj's; other tins except
Maxillary, preorbital, mandible,
ventrals with line scales at the base.
and branchiostegals naked; subopercle naked except at its posterior end.
Pectoral with 18 rays, an equal number simple and branched, the
former projecting be3"ond the others; the upper posterior edge of the
fin usually concave, sometimes obliquely truncate; pectoral reaching
past tips of ventrals, usually but slight!}', sometimes nearly to front
T(M>th in i-ather

Fourth dorsal spine 3 in head; the eleventh 3^; the twelfth
Dorsal spines a little lower than the soft rays. Anal spines all
stout, the second stronger and a little longer than third, which is 2^
in head and twice as long- as first spine; the spines consideral)!}* shorter
than the soft rays.
Caudal truncate, or very slig-htl}' rounded. Peri-

of anal.
4^.

toneum white.
Coloi" in spirits:

Dark b]-own on back,

belly white or light l>rown;

along back at base of dorsals, one below fourth and fifth
spines, one below seventh and eighth, one below last spines and first
rays, one below middle ra3's, and one on caudal peduncle l>ehind
last ray; the dark-])rown area between the spots with its edges usually
darker and sonu^imes extending up on the dorsal; below, marbled
with brown; soft fins brown, and with white spots, giving fins the
5 light spots

appearance of having crossbars of white and brown; fins in some
specimens nearly colorless.
Other s})ecimens have acellated light
spots scattered o\er the sides.
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The following" color note was taken from
Head and bod}* ahove brassy-, changing to
on l)ody light olive green {bluish
dish yellow; tins

all

vol.

xxvu.

a specinuMi in a fresh state:

light carmine l)elow; spots

in life); spots at

base of dorsal red-

suffused with carmine; spots on dorsal and anal

same

as on body; caudal spots whitish.
This species is one of the most abundant of the shore tishes of Japan,
and varies widely in color, according to depth and condition. The
whitish spots along the ]>ase of the dorsal and the dark dots or bars

on the pectoral are very constant.
SeJmstlcus alhofasciatus.. closely resem})les it, but may be known
by the bright red coloration and the presence of the small spine below
the ej^e, which is wanting in SSaHtlois maniiorafux.
This species is known everywhere as Kasago. Our specimens are
from Hakodate, Same, Tokyo, Misaki, Sagami Bay, Enoshima, Suruga
It was dredged
Bav, Kobe, Hiroshima, Wakanoura, and Nagasaki
by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer AlJ>atr<»<x in Suruga Bay, at
station 8718, off Ose Point, in 65 fathoms.
i^narmoratus^ marbled.
25.

SEBASTISCUS ALBOFASCIATUS

AKAKASAGO (RED

(Lacepede).

ROCK-FISH).

Holocentrus albofasciatus Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IX, 1802, p. 872; Japan;

from a specimen in Mus. Berlin; coll. Langdorf.
Ccvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.

Sebaiites albofasciatus

p. 344; after

Poiss.,

I\',

1829,

same specimen.

Dorsal XH, 12; anal
in length without caudal; depth 3.
Pores in lateral line, 48. Eye 3| in head; interorbital width
7; maxillary 2\.
This species differs but little from Sebastiscus marmorat'iis. I'he
cranial spines are usuall}^ sharper, and the ridges a little more acute;
at the lower run of the orbit on the upper edge of the suborbital stay,
is a sharp spine, directed backward and slightly upward, which is
entirely absent in S. marnwratus ; the eye is larger and the upper
simple rays of the pectoral slightly more produced, their tips alwa3's

Head

in,

'2h:

5.

extending well past tips of ventrals.
The alcoholic specimens are more nearly colorless; they have a few
dusky spots on upper pectoral ra3^s, and the brown color on back
between light spots, extends slightly on dorsals; tins otherwise colorless; the slight spots on back instead of being ^^ellowish, like an
alcoholic tish without pigment, as in S. marinoratus^ are with dead
white pigment.
The following colors are shown hj fresh specimens:
Bright scarlet with dark olive shades on back; the pale blotches on
sides of back violet or lilac; membrane of ventrals, anal and caudal
lobes above and below bright lilac violet; tins otherwise orange; the
membrane of the dorsal tipped with violet; pectorals pale, with dark
olive dots,

toward the

tip.

N... 13.M.

,sY

'ORP.EXOTD

This spc cimen
(55 fathoms.

to

Body and

is

FTsni<:S

from

or J A p. X— JO III) A X A^'f) S7\
I

station 3715, off

I
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L'k'S.

Osc Point, Surug-a Bay.

fiS

ahoxr Nci'inilioii red with rcticuhiticjns of hriglit
Below whitish, clouded with red. Soft dorstil, caudal
and anal with yellow; [H'ctoral witli some dark spots toward thi^ tip.
This specimen is from Nagasaki.
the tin shaded Avith 1)rio-ht violet.
This species lives in deeptM" water than SSastiscus-iiiarmo7'(itiis, and
is almost eiiually connnon, though not nearly so often seen in the marThrough the kindness of Dr. Hilgendorf we have received a
kets.
description of Lacepede's original type, which is evident!}' identical
Our specimens are from Tokyo, Misaki. Aw^a,
with this species.
Wakanoura, Nagasaki, and from the following dredging stations of
the V. S. Fish Commission steamer Alhatro^s: 3707, Ose Point,
fathoms;
Suruga Bay, (Jo to 75 fathoms; 3714, same locality, 4S to
3715, same locality, 68 to 65 fathoms; 3720, same localit}", 63 fathoms;
3730, Owai Point, Totomi Ba}^ 34 fathoms; 3734, same locality, 48 to
l(Mnoii

lieud

yellow.

(*>(»

36 fathoms.

This species can he almost alwavs

known

by the blackish

at sight

dots or bars on the pectoral, wanting in all species of Ilelicolenus^

by the

little

/Scha,st/.sci(,s

spine under the eye, wanting in S. niarinoratvs.

inari/ioraf

!(,.'<,

and unlike the species of

Th-l'x-ol'niix. it

and
Like
pos-

sesses a large air bladder.
[aJlnis^

white;

markings are

bandcnl. but the

/(ixc!<ifii-'<

and

])ink

golden.)
7.

HELICOLENUS Goode

HelJcoleuiDi (toodh:

and Bean, Oceanic Ichth.,

and Bean.

1S96, p. 248 {daviijlopteriia)

Body oblong, somewhat compressed; head

large. ctiMioid scales on

and on cheeks and opercles; several series of sj)inous ridges on
head. ]>ut no occipital pit; mouth large with bands of villiform teeth
on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Dorsal. fin continuous, not deeply
notched, with stout spines and 10 to 12 rays; anal with 3 spines and 6
rays; pectoral l)road, fan-shaped. Avith rays arranged in three groups,
the first of 2 simi)le rays, the second of S or
branched rays, the
third of 8 simple rays, sometimes prolonged, with their tips more or
less free from membrane; soft dorsal with tips free from iiMMubrane:
subor})ital keel smooth, or nearly so; preoj-])ital with spines small and
hidden beneath the skin.
Vertebnv 10 + 14 = 24; no air bladdtM*.
Peritoneum ))lack. Atlantic. Very close to San'j^n'na^ differing oidy
its tip,

in

the

iS'r''>r/,sA'.s-

the smaller

like

cranium.

number

spines, as also

by

th(>

From

i,SW>r^s'/'/c7/?'/'7/.s'

it is

distinguished

of V(n-tebra% b}' the presence of but

l)y

12 dorsal

entire absence of the air l>ladder.

{ifkiKo^^ strong; coXtv)/^ ell)ow. ai'in.)
((.

Posterior edge of eye witliont
oi-

(('(.

>jjiiiic;

immtli

l>l:ick:

body with

.">

red bands

I\>sterior

edge of eye with

wide diffuse

uivcii

<lact;ih>]>teruK, 2(>.

a spiiii":

two

si)ines

under

tlie

eye

rinhfeiiiiirliiK, 27.
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HELICOLENUS DACTYLOPTERUS

26.

De La Koche, Ann.

Scorpcma dactyloptera
Ivica, Barcelona.

lenger Report,

—Risso, Ichthyol.

I,

1880, Pt.

6,

<le

vol. xx\ai.

(De La Roche).

Mus., XIII, 1809,
Nice, 1810, p. 186.

pi. xxii,

Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis,

p. 6.

lig.

2;

Gunther, Chal1883,

p. 679.

Sehastes dactylopterus (iv-^TYLVM, Cat., Ill, 1860, p. 99.

Goode and Bean,

Sehastopolus dactylopterus,

No.

Bull.

Mus. Conip. Zool., X, 1883,

5, p. 214.

Helicolenus dactylopterus

Goode and Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

1896, p. 249,

pi. Lxviii, fig. 244.

Sebastes imperialis

Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.

Poiss., IX, 1829, p. 336;

Nice.
Sebastes liilgeiidortj

Doderlein, Fische Japans, IV, 1884,

p. 34;

Tokyo.

without caudal; depth 2f to 3. Dorsal XII,
Pores of lateral line 26; oblique series of scales
below lateral line running downward and backward, 41. E3"e 2f to 3^
in head; maxillary 2 to 2^; interorbital width, 8.
Mouth large, the niaxillar}' nearl}- or quite i-eaching to below posLower jaw l)ut slightly' projecting; symphyterior margin of eye.
seal knob small and sharp; tip of lower jaw tits in a vostral notch.
Bands of toeth of moderate width, rather wide at tip of premaxillaries.
Interorbital space very narrow and deeply concave, not narrowest just
behind preoculars. but nearly parallel for nearly half its anterior
length.
A pair of ridges running very close to edge of superorbital
Cranial spines small and
edge, between them a wide, deep channel.

Head 2i

to 2| in length

1^; anal. III,

5.

sharp, scarcely elevated;

nasal,

preocular, superocular, postocular,

tympanic, parietal, and nuchal spines present; supraocular, postocular, and tympanic in line with each other and with supraorl)ital ridge.
Suborbital ridge rather narrow and sharp, and with scarcely perceptible spines.
Preopercle spines divergent, the next to the upper one
the largest.
Preorbital with 2 or 3 very low lobes, but without angles
or spines.

Gill-rakers small, 16 on anterior liml) of arch, the longest

three-fourths of interorbital width.
Scales weakly ctenoid; maxiUary, mandible, preorbital, and interopercle naked.

Fourth dorsal spine 2| to 2f in head; the twelfth, 4; the eleventh, 5.
Second anal spine stronger, but of equal length to third; in the
declined tin, the latter projects slightly beyond the second; the second
3 to

3|^

in head; the first one-third of second; the anal rays one-third

or one-fourth of second spine longer than spines.
just past tips of ventrals; the first 2

Pectoral reaches

upper rays simple, the next

9

branched, and the lower 8 sim2)le, the longest ones projecting slightly
l)eyond the branched rays; the posterior outline of the ])ranched rays,

when

fin is spread, obliquely truncated.
Peritoneum black.
few dusky markings on back usualh' outlining light spots just
below base of dorsals, placed as in species of Sehastiscus; a dark

A
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sometimes present on opercle, caused by dusk}- lining-, showing
through. No other color on alcoholic specimens. The following color
was taken from a fresh specimen: Bright crimson Avith vague paler
Pectoral blood red; other
shades on back and red shades from c}'©.

.shade

fins red,

but paler.

Here described from specimens from K!

to 22 cm. in length

from

Misaki.
that wo identify this species with the Mediterhaving
no specimens from the Atlantic side, and
ranean form, but
being unable to find sufificient characters in current descriptions, we
can not do otherwise.
It is common in the deeper waters off Misaki and Awa.
We have
man}" specimens from Misaki, Tokj^o market, Sagami Bay, Suruga
Bay, these last dredged by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer ^l/^«//YAS.S'.
The stations are: 3698, Manazuru Point, Sagami Bay, 501 to 749
fathoms; 3717, Ose Point, Suruga Bay, 08 to 05 fathoms, and 3719,
same locality, 90 to 70 fathoms.
It is

with

much doubt

{SocKTvXog^ finger; Ttrepov^
27.

fin.)

HELICOLENUS EMBLEMARIUS

Head 2i

Jordan and Starks,

new species.

without caudal; depth, 2^. Dorsal XII, 12 or 13;
Pores of lateral line, 28; obliciue
series of scales below lateral line, 40.
Eye, 2f to 3 in head; least interin length

anal III, 7 counting last slender one.

orbital width, 7; maxillary,

2|-.

Tip of mandible not projecting; symph3"seal knob but little developed.
Mouth moderate, the maxillar}^ scarcely reaching to below
posterior edge of pupil.
Teeth in rather narrow bands on jaws, very
narrow on palatines and vomer; front of premaxillaries with scarcely
a notch, the bands of teeth of each side nearl}" touching; palatine bands
toward anterior ends turned rather sharplj- inward to vomer. Cranial
spines strong and erect.
Nasal, preocular, supraocular, i)()stocular,
tympanic, coronal, parietal, and nuchal spines present; coronal spines
rather small, blunt in the largest specimens;

all

of the spines

growing

blunter and less erect with age; in the larger specimens a spine or
tubercle of bone developed laterally on supraorl)ital margin between

pre and super ocular spines.

up

Suborbital margin a sharp

into 2 sharp, ])ackward directed spines.

i-idge,

broken

Posterior, up})er margin

sometimes paired on one or
Preopercle with 5 spines, the second and thii'd from the
lowest the largest, the lowest hooked forward.
()p(M-cle with 2 fiat
spines not [)receded ))y ridges.
Preorbital with an anterior, very low,

of oibit with a blunt tubercle developed,

both sides.

rounch'd lobe, behind

it

a large double spine, and at the posterior end

sometimes dou))lc on one side
and single on the other of the same specimen.
Interobital concave;
narrowest just })ehind preocular spines; growing rapidly wider poseither a similar one, or a single spine,
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the sides nowhere parallel; a pair of interocular ridges with
Gill-rakers, 17; the longa moderately wide channel between them.
est 4^ in postocLilar part of head.
teriorl}',

Pectoral reaching to front of anal or slightly past; lower 9 rays
simple, the other 9 rays branched, except the upper 1 or 2, which are
Ventrals not reaching anal. Third dorsal spine 2i in head;
simple.

fourth 2^; last 3f; next to last 5;

spines

much longer

than

ra3^s.

Longest anal spines but little shorter than soft rays; the second much
stronger and as long, or sometimes longer, than third; second spine 2i
in head; first spine half as long. Caudal slightly rounded. Peritoneum
black. Color in life bright red, with broad cross-bands of deep crimson
extending on the fins, the color almost exactly that of the "Spanish

Fig.

flag,"

9.— Helicolenus emblemartus.

Sehastichthys rubrivinctus of the California coast.

Alcoholic

specimens colorless, except sometimes margin of membrane between
dorsal spines is dusk3\
This species may be at once known from IleUcoleims dactylo^tems
by the large erect cranial spines; the spines on orbital rim below and
behind; the large preorbital spines; the presence of coronal spines;
the wider interorbital space, which is narrowest just behind preocular
spines and grows rapidly wider behind; and by the anal spines being
shorter than the soft rays.
Unfortunately, the specimen here figured has but 11 dorsal spines,
the first being obsolete, the first developed spine higher than usual,
and the blunt spine at upper posterior orbital margin is not developed.
l)ut little

The type 18 cm. long from Okinose near Misaki.

It

is

numbered

SCORPyENOID FISHES OF JAPAN—JORDAN AND STARKS.
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1

81

7364, lohthyological collections, Leland Stanford Junior University
Museum. Cotypes ])ear the number oOPOS, U. S. National Museum.
all with 1'2 dorsul spines, wei'e taken for us
Misaki with lono- lines. The largest specimen

Several other specimens,

Kumakichi Aoki

1)V
is

off

25 cm. in length.
[ifx/iX^ioi^ flag.)

8.

SCORPvENA

Scorpnna Aktedi, Genera,

Srorpmm

17,

XX,

Linn.eus, Syst. Nat.,

(Artedi) Linnaeus.
17oiS, p. 47.
175.S,

lOtli ed.,

p.

2t)(),

{pormx) (breast almost

naked).
I'umscorpnna Bleeker, Versl. Ak. Amst.,
(species witli the breast scaly).

IX, 1S76,

(2),

296 {jyidn)

o, p.

I*t.

Body oblong, somewhat compressed. Head large, not much comnaked above, and more or less uneven with spinous ridges,
Mouth large, Avith bands of villiform teeth
often with dermal flaps.
pressed,

on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Scales mostly ctenoid, of moderate size,
Dorsal iin with 12 stout spines; anal with 3
often with skinny flaps.
spines, the second connnonly the longest; pectorals large, rounded, the
l)ase usuall}^ procurrent; some or all of the upper rays divided, the
lower simple; ventrals inserted behind pectorals. No air bladder.
_

+ !!: =

Vertel)rie 10

of singular forms

Species numerous in the tropical seas; fishes

2-1.

and bright colors; the variation

armature very great, but, as in most similar cases,

squamation and

in

it is

not easy to find

definite characters for subdivision.

(ffKopTraiva^ the ancient (generic)

name

of Scorpcena sd'ofa,

ffKopTrlog^ scorpion, in allusion to the dorsal spines,
ver}' painful, sting-like

from

inflict a

wound.)

Interorbital space relatively

a.

which

narrow and deeply concave; no

flap

on inner base

of

pectoral.

Head about

b.

2 J in length.

Maxillary reaching a little past posterior edge of pupil. Scales 40. .Jhnbriata, 28.
miosloma, 29.
a: jNIaxillary not reaching as far as middle of eye. Scales 45
bb. Head about 2}- in length; maxillary reaching nearly to posterior margin of
r.

eve
(t<i.

onaria, 30.

-

lnterorl)ital

space wide and siiallow; a

fiat

Hap on inner base

of

pectoral.
izensis,

Scales 41
28.

SCORPiENA FIMBRIATA

31

Doderlein.

Scorpxna fimbrkita Steindachnek and DiiDEULEix, Fische Jai>ans,

HI, 1884,

p. 195; off T'okyo.

Dorsal XII. l(»; anal
counting subvertical series
al)ove lateral line.
Eye 4 in head; maxillary 2i; interorbital space 7.
Head rather short. Mouth moderate, the maxillary reaching but

Head 2iin length without

HI,

6.

little

Pores

caudal; depth 2^.

in lateral line 22; scales 10,

Jaws e((ual. Knob at symphysis
narrow bands on jaws, narrower on palatines and

past posterior edge of pupil.

moderate.

Teeth

in
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Cranial spines sharp, nasal, preocular, supraocular, postoou-

lar, coronal, parietal,

and nuchal spines present; the coronal spines at

the end of the low interorbital ridges, just behind the eye on a level
with upper edge of pupil, are a pair of spines set close together,

and a sharp ridge ending in a spine behind them. A pair of supraocular spines set close together; a backward hooked spine at center of
preorbital in a line with subor])ital ridge; suborbital ridge with

3

spines and a double preopercle spine in the same series; preopercle

with 4 short, blunt spines below double spine at angle; opercle with 2
spines at tlie ends of ridges, diverging from a point near its anterior
part, the lower ridge the larger; preorbital with a sharp spine pointing forward at its anterior end, a pair of spines pointing downward
and forward near the middle lower edge, and the largest spine pointPit at occiput
ing backward and downward near its posterior edge.
Interorbital narrow and deeply concave, the
evident, but not large.
interorliital ridges close together and with a narrow channel between.
A large tentacle behind supraocular spine on superorbital ridge; one
on posterior margin of anterior nasal, one large one on preorbital
behind last spine, extending over maxillary, and several smaller ones
anteriorly; several on cheek below suborbital ridge; and several scattered over body. Gill-rakers very short and blunt, about G developed,
and 3 or 4 rudimentar}^ scales. Fins naked. Peritoneum white.
Fourth dorsal spine 2^ in head; the eleventh 5; the twelfth 3i. Pectorals usually not reaching past ventrals, which just cover vent; 9
lower pectoral rays simple; 8 upper rays branched. Second anal spine
stronger and longer than third,

its length 2| in head.
Color, dark brown, irregular markings on back, surroiuiding lighter

markings usually with sharp, cut edges, though sometimes
shading into each other; markings continued on dorsal tins; a light
area on base of spinous behind third dorsal spine, running down on
back; a similar, more diffused area liehind base of sixth or seventh
spine; a light area under last spines and first soft ra3"s; the surrounding dark area running up on middle rays of soft dorsal, and continued
downward, forming an irregidar crossbar; an irregular brown crossbar at base of caudal; brown bars radiating from eye more or less distinct; upper lip Avith or without brown markings; axil light dusky,
mottled with white spots, which are variable in size, number, and position on different individuals; sometimes axil is faded and colorless.
areas; the

Young examples with

fine

brown and white

mottling, which in the

adult are faded and indistinct; a distinct wide crossbar of l)rown across

caudal raj's and sometimes a dark, conspicuous dark spot toward tips
of posterior dorsal spines.

The following color note was taken from a fresh specimen: Olive
much mottled; lower marks and bands bright red, those above

above,

rather brown.

NO. 1351.
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may

This .species
ivs(Mnl)l('s,

known from Scorpsena

he

by the shorter

outline of back al)ov(>

it

onaria, which

liead, sinallcr eye, smallei-

In S. jimhridhi the oix'i'cular

cranial spines.

onc^

diameter of eye;

it most
mouth, and lower

(la}) is

in
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.S'.

distant fi'om the

oiuirld

it is

distant

half the diaiueter of eye.
is known to us from several sjx'cimcns taken
and
Misaki. or found in the Tokyo market.
Kobe,
Moura,

at W'aka-

This species

{

p'//ih/'J'i/>is,

frino-ed.)

29.

Scorjvniii

iiilnstoiiKt

SCORP^NA MIOSTOMA
(Htnthku, Short'

Giinther.

lislies of llie (Jliiillt'iijjcr,

18S0, p.

(vi;

Yoko-

hama.

Lateral line 45.
Palatine^ teeth; the
Dorsal XII, 10; anal III, 5.
vomerine teeth form a simple open V-shaped l)aiid. The height of the
bod}' is less than the length of the head, which is contained twice and
one-thii-d in the total length (without caudal).

Upper jaw

scaleless.

Head nearly

slighth' overlapping the lower.

tacles broad, fringed, shorter

entirely

Orbital ten-

than the eye, which equals the length of

Interorbital space deeply concave, with a pair of slight

the snout.
ridges within

concavity.

its

Vertex with a quadrate depression, which

The

maxillary'

does not extend backward to below the middle of the eye.

All the

is

rather broader than long, and surrounded

by spines.

cutaneous appendages on the head, bod}', and

The fourth and

tifth dorsal

tins

are well developed.

spines are longest, two- fifths of the length

and e({ual to the second of the anal fin, which, howevcM-, is
stronger.
Eight of the pectoral rays are branched. Body and fins
marbled with the usual colors of this genus, but without any peculiar
markings. The axil of the pectoral is scarcel}' spotted, and the lower
pai'tof the head is white.
Length of specimen, 5^ inches. Market of
of the head,

Yokohama

(Giinther).

According to the
description given bv Giinther, it ma}' be known from the other Japanese species of /Seorpasna by the maxillary not reaching to below the
This species

is

not represented in our collection.

middle of the eye.
[/.lejog^

reduced; gtoi-ux mouth.)
30.

SCORP.(ENA ONARIA

Jordan and Snyder.

ONARI (TABU).
Srorpvnm ricglrrtd, Scni-EGEi, Fauna Jaiionica, Poiss., 1S4S, ]>. 4:^, i>l. i.xxvn, li^. 4;
Nagasaki (not Scorpivmi neglectn of Hcckel, 1840).
Scorpxna finihriatu Nysthom, Kong. Vet. Hamll., 1SS7. i«. IS; Nagasaki (not of
Steindachner).
ScorjKtiia oiuiritt

plate;

.Ioudan and Snydioi!, Proc.

Tokyo.

I'. S.

Nat. Mns.. lHOn,

]>.

:'>ti">:

witli
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Of

this species a

good

figure and description luive been already oiven

in these Proceedings."

This species

is

occasionally taken on the coast of Japan.

to us only b}^ the types of Scorpsena onarui

It is

known

which were taken

l)y

Professor Otaki in the market of Tokyo.
{onari, an Emperor's journey; a fish tabu, or set aside, for the

Emperor.)
31.

SCORP^NA IZENSIS

Jordan and Starks, new species.

Head 2|^ to 2ir in length without caudal; depth 2f to 3^. Dorsal
Xll, 10; anal III, 6. Pores of lateral line 23; suborbital series of
Eye li to li in head; maxillary 2^V;
scales above lateral line, 41.
interorbital 6 to 6^.

Lower jaw

usuall}'^

slightly projecting (scarcely projecting in type).

Symph3^seal knob large.

Mouth

FlG.

10.

large, the maxillary scarcely reach-

— SCORP.ENA

IZENSIS.

ing to below posterior rim of orbit. Teeth rather coarse, in moderate
bands on mandible and sides of premaxillaries, becoming very wide

on front of the

latter, in ver}^

narrow

Interorbital space wide and concave; as

on vomer and palatines.
compared with its width much

))ands

more shallow than S. jivihrlata and S. onarla. The interorbital ridges
are rather high and have a channel between them.
Cranial spines
high, but not ver}^ sharp.
Nasal, preocular, superocular, postocular,
coronal, parietal, and nuchal spines present; behind upper posterior
margin of eye is a small bunch of 2 or 3 small spines, and behind it
are 2 low spines preceded by ridges; sul)orbital ridge with the spines
not set directl}^

terminating in a double spine at edge of prewhich are 4 small preopercle spines, the upper 2
sharp, the lower 2 blunt; no spine at center of preorbital; 2 opercle
spines at the ends of diverging ridges, the lower ridge man}' times the
in line,

opercle, below

«Pro(;. U. S. Nat. Miis.,

XXIII,

1900, p. 365.
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stronger; proorhitiil with a lurgo spine at its lower postei'ior edge, a
pair of suiallci' spines near themiddle of its loAver edgi' and an anterior

A

each of the ocular spines^ that behind
and nndtitid; a small one ))ehiiid the
parietal and michal spines: a multitid one on posterior margin of anterior nostril; a few Hat tentacles on soft part of eye above iris; one
behind each suboihitul spine; a large, flat, thin Hap behind posterior
preorbital spine, extending over maxillary, and similar ones along
k)wer edge of preopercle; a long, simple tentacle at anterior end of
preorbital, extending down to a level with teeth, a large flat flap on
iinier ])ase of pectoral just behind upj^er rays, a series of thin flat ones
along lateral line and similar ones variously scattered over the body,
or 7 developed on anterior limb or
(rill rakers very short and blunt,
or -t rudimentary ones in front of them. Peritoneum white.
arch,
Pectorals extending a little past ventrals, which usually do not ivach
Third dorsal spine 2| in
to vent; 10 pectoral rays branched, 9 simple.
Second
head, the first half as long; the eleventh 5^; the twelfth ?>\.
anal spine a little stronger and slightly longer than first (?), its length
Caudal slightl}' rounded.
3^V ii^ head.
Color in spirits greyish, with larg(> irregular blotches of brownish
slate color on back and sides, with light areas between; a dark blotch

rounded

lol)e.

ti'ntatde heliind

superocular much

largest,

tlu^

(!

''^

a))ove opercle flap involving base of front of dorsal l)ack to third spine;

one on l)ase of middle dorsal spines, running obliquely backward and downward, l)ut very much broken up and irri^gular; a dark
patch on posterior dorsal spines, and another under middle of soft
dorsal; the light areas ))etwe(Mi ruiuiing out on spines and I'ays of
dorsal to their tips; a dark l)and across snout and another between
eyes, leaving a light band between; dark sjiots on pectoral rays, forming irr(\gular cross lines; soft dorsal, antil and caudal with scattered
a similar

small black spots; ventrals colorless.
})lack spots variable in

The

number and

Axil colorless, or with diflused

position.

from Suruga Wiy when first examined was
maroon purple, variegated with olive al)ove and

color of a spiM-imen

as follows: Dee})

shaded with piidvish, below pinkish with golden shades; flaps flesh
color, sides and toj) of head maroon purple, cheeks golden below;
lower jaw and belly whit(\
Dorsal pale with crimson edge and a few

dusky mottlings, the soft dorsal
lowish.

of

pale, reddish edged, axil i)lain yelPectoral pale, centi'ally flesh color, spotted with round dots

maroon

ci'imson.

Caudal pale, violet at

tip.

Scorpiena onarld and *!?.
and by the fla}) on inner part
of pectoral Inise.
Of this si)(>cies we have several large specimens
dredged by the U. S. Fish Connnission steamer Alhairo.ss in Suruga
Bay, and smtillei- on(>s in Sagami Hay and Totomi Bay. The localities
are: 87o8, Osi' Point, Suiuga Bay,
to T(» fathoms; 8Ti;'>, same localThis species

Jiiiil>rl>if<i

may

be distinguished from

by the wide

interoi-bital space

)'.(»
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45 to 4S futhoms; 3715, same locality, 68 to 65 fathoms; 3717,
locality, 63 to 100 fathoms; 3720, same locality, 63 fathoms;

ity,

same

Omai Point, Totomi, 31 fatlioms; 3751, Sune Point, Sagami
Bay, 18 to 52 fathoms; 3756, same locality, 57 to 77 fathoms; 3763,
same locality, 19 to 52 fathoms; 3765, same locality, 6S to 15 fathoms.
The typo is the largest specimen, 215 mm. in length; it is numbered
50909 in the U. S. National Museum. Cotypes are No. 7366, Leland
Stanford Junior Ichth3"ological Collection.
(Izu, a province of Japan, occupying the promontory l)etween
Sagami and Suruga bays.)
3729,

9.
Scorpfcnojx'ii.'i

SCORPv^NOPSIS

IIeckel, Ann. Wien. Mus.,

II,

Heckel.

1840, p. 159.

Scorptenodcs Bleeker, Ind. Ned. Pise, IV, about 1S60, p. 452 {dlaholus).
Scorjjsenichthys

Bleeker, Bijdr. Ichth. Boero, Nat.

Ned. Ind., XI, about

Tijds.

1862, p. 402 {cirrhosuft, not of Girard).

This genus differs from Scorpxna in the absence of palatine teeth.
species are of still larger size and more peculiar appearance.
{(jKopTraiva^ Scorpffina; oi/ns, appearance.)

The
a.

Pectorals never reaching niuch

beyond

tips of ventrals,

never to anal; cranial

spines entire; coloration greatly varied
an. Pectorals very long, reaching

with serrations; coloration
32.

less

eJrrhosa, 32.

second anal spine; cranial spines

much broken up

elaborately varied

kago.^himatia,

SCORPiENOPSIS CIRRHOSA

.33.

(Thunberg).

ONIKASAGO; ROKUBU (PILGRIM).
Perca cirrhosa Thvsberg, 'Nya Handl., Stockliohn, XIV, 1793,
fig. 2; near Nagasaki.

p.

199, pi. vii,

Scorpama cirrhosa Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1829, p. 318;
Jajjan, Coll. Langsdorff; Malabar.
Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1843,
Bleeker, Nieuwe Nalez., Japan, about
p. 42, pi. XVII, figs. 2, 3; Nagasaki.
1863, p. 79.— GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish, II, 1860, p. 120; China, Japan, Raoul
Island, Amboina.
Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 50; Boshu.
Scorpvmopsis cirrhosus Bleeker, Bydr. Ichth. Boero, Nat. Ned. Ind., XI, p. 402;
Buru; Scorpaenoides, 1876, p. 32; Singapore, Ternate, Burn, Amboina.
? Scorpiena lennina Richardson, Ichth. China, 1846, p. 216; Canton.

Head
III, 6.

2| in length without caudal; depth

Pores of lateral

line 23.

3.

Dorsal XII, 10; anal

E^^e 6 in head. If in snout; maxil-

lary 21 in head; interor])ital width 1^ in orbit.

Lower jaw projecting; no knob at symphysis. Mouth large; the
maxillary reaching to below posterior margin of orbit. Teeth rather
coarse; set in very wide bands.
Interor])ital rather deeply concave;
the interorbital ridges high and sharp; not ending in spines behind; a
deep channel between them, divided anteriorly by a median ridge

running back from premaxillar}" process. Premaxillar}^ processes
very high, forming a deep notch in profile between them and raised
superorbital crests.

Cranial spines large; nasal, preocular, superocu-

NO.
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I

.

nuchal spines present.

A

upper posterior niaro-inof eye; a ridge
ending- in a .spine just l)ehin(l it and above opercle ridge; a similar one
behind it; and a third in tlie same series at beginning of lateral line,
followed l)y nuich smaller plates on anterior end of lateral line.
Opercle with two spines at the ends of diverging ridges, the lower
spino just

suiall doii])l(^

])(>hiii<l

much the larger. Suborbital ridge of spines starts with a small
spine at u])per part of preorbital and ends with a double spine at preridge

opercle, ])elow Avhich are

two small preopercle

spines.

with an anterior rounded lobe, a blunt spine just behind

Treorbital

directed
forward, and a similar one at posterior end |)()inting backwai-d. Gillrakers very short, 11 of them on anterioi- limb of arch, counting three
it

or four rudimentary ones.

Pectorals ending above tips of ventrals or reaching slightlv past
them, never reaching neaily to above front of anal. Spinous dorsal
much lower than soft dorsal; the fourth ray 3 in head, the eleventh
Second anal spine slightly longer, or sometimes of
6i, the tw(dfth 4.

w ith the more slender third spine; its length 3^ in head.
Caudal rounded.
Color in spirits, no uniform color pattern, backward sides everywhere
marbled with dark browm or blackish; belly and lower parts white;

equal length,

the dark irregular markings on fins darker at the edges,

making sharp

contrast with the lighter markings; a light area on middle of upper
lighter around posterior edge: a lighter
band across middle of caudal rays; radiating lines sometimes present
around eye; axil variously marked, colorless or dusky.

part of pectoral; pectoral

is generally common in rocky places in southern Japan.
have specimens from 8 to 11 inches long from Wakanoura and
Nagasaki. It is recorded from Honolulu and from various localities
in the East Indies and Polynesia, but some references may ))elong to

This species

We

other species.
{ciry'hoKu^^
33.

fringed with locks of hair.)

SCORPiENOPSIS KAGOSHIMANA

Scorpitna kagoshiinaud
p. 28;

Head

and

STEiNDAcnxER and

(

Steindachner and Dbderlein).

I)(ii)EKi-Ei\,

Fische Jai>ans,

III, 1884,

in Fische Japans, IV, 1887, pi. in; Ka>ro8hiina.

3 times in total length; depth 3^;

Dorsal XII, 10; anal

III, 5.

Lateral line 22; scales 44 or 45.

Head 1^ times longer than broad.

H

Diameter of eye 11

in

snout, 5^

Maxillary reaching to under
middle of eye. The ci'anijil ridges and spines are broken uj) into many
small spines.
Pit at occiput
Interorbital with a rather deep channel.
broader than long.
Under the anterior part of the eye is a deep pit.
No teeth on palatines. Second anal spiiu^ somewhat longer, though
in

head, and

in

interorbital width.

not strouii'cr than the third.

*
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Color deep gray with broad, dark, diffused cross bauds; under side
of head dark; all of the fins clouded with dark; posterior half of
caudal with a broad, dark cross band, which is crossed with light, wavy
lines; inner side of pectoral light blue, anteriorly with dark spots;
posterior edge of pectoral with a lu-oad dark border.
(Steindachner

and Doderlein.)

may

This species
pectoral,

which

third anal

is

si:)ine,

be known from Scorj^fenopNis cirrJiosa hy the longshown in the plate to reach to above the second or
and by the serrated cranial ridges. It is not repre-

sented in our collections.

(Kagoshima, basket-island, a port
'noted for the richness of
lO.

BathyHebast.es

in Satsunia, in south(M-n .lapan,

fauna.)

SETARCHES

JoiixsoN, Proc. Zool.

*S'fi/ffrc7/<:".v

p.

its fish

8oc..

Johnson.

Lond., 1862,

p.

177

{rjuntlieri).

Steindachner and Doderlein, Denschr. Akad. Wiss. Wein,

1884,

207 (albescens).

Head and
ous; only

1

l)ody compressed; head scaleless above,

its

bones cavern-

pair of spines at occiput; no transverse groove at occiput,

only small spines or none above orbit; opcrcle and preopercle strongly
straight, long spines.
Eye moderate, near, but not touch-

armed with

Mouth terminal, broad, somewhat oblique; maxillary
extending to posterior edge of 03'e, much expanded behind. Lower
jaw somewhat projecting, the small symphyseal knol) received in
rostral notch.
Villiform teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines.
Preorbital with '2 oi- 3 spines.
Opercle scaly. Scales cycloid, moderate.
Lateral line a broad, scaleless groove with dermal (about 27 to 80)
tubes.
No dermal flaps. Dorsal deeply notched, with 12 spines, its
origin in front of pectoral; soft dorsal shorter, the rays fewer than
the spines.
Anal inserted under end of dorsal, its spines strong,
graduated. Pecstoral broad and bony, Avith 20 or more rays, of which
Branchiost(^gals
a considerable number of juedian ones are branched.
6 or T.
Pyloric appendages few.
Deep water.
(Etymology not obvious.)
ing, profile.

34.

SETARCHES ALBESCENS
STIIKO KA.SAGO

Balhysebasfes albescens

(

Steindachner and Doderlein).

(WHITE ROCK-FISH).

STEiNnAonNEU and Dodeui,ein, Fische Japans,

III, 1884, p.

207; off Tokyo.
Setarches albescens

mens.

Head

Steindachner, Fische

Jordan and Snyder, Check

.Tai)ans,

List, litOl,

IV, 1887,
]>.

p.

ail,

same

speci-

99.

Dorsal XII, 10; anal
Pores of lateral line 27, series of scales below lateral line running-downward and backward, 58. Ej^eliin head; interorbital width
4|; maxillar}' Ij",,; third anal spine 3g; second anal spine Ig.
III, 5.

2| in length without caudal; depth 3|.

NO.
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I3r,i.

Lower

jjiw projoctino-; .S3'^mph3'^seal

knol) moderate.

1

8U

Moutli lar^e;

below posterior rim of ()r])it. Eve iiiitcli
than
snout.
Teeth
in very narrow hands.
shorter
Interor})ital space
rather wide and convex, the bones of top of liead very cavernous.
Nasal spines very tiny: preocnhir spines small, ])ut sharp, scarcely rising- above surface of superocular rim, l)ut slightly projecting laterally;
parietal spines prtH'eded l)}^ very low, scarcely evident ridg-es; a low
ridge running backward from upper third of eye and ending in a
small spine above i)reopercle ridge.
Opercle with two ridges originating at a conmion point near i)reopercle ridge, dixerging. and ending in 2 sharp spines near edge of
Preopercle with 5 long spines, the next to the upper one
opercle.
the largest, its length from preopercle ridge tive-sixths of diameter of
Q\e; the next ])elow and the upper one subequal, the uppiM" one on a
level with suborbital ridge, the lowest one pointing downward.
Preorbital with ?> large sharp spines; the posterior one the largest and
pointing somewhat backward, the anterior one pointing almost directl}'^
forward, and the middle one slightl}" forward.
A slit behind last gill
arch, half the diameter of the eje in length.
Gill-rakers rather short
and slender, widely spaced, the longest one-third eye; 10 of them on
niaxilliuv projcctiiio'

to

anterior liml) of arch.
Scal(\s

and

til

in

and cycloid.

Head naked everywhere, except on

ch(M>ks. wh(n-(^ the scales are inconspicuous.

opercle

Fins naked.

Pectoral reaching to above base of
))cct()ral

tirst soft ray of anal, outline of
lower rays swollen, but only the lower three or
has 21 rays.
Ventrals reaching three-fifths of the dis-

rounded,

four simple;

it

its

from their base

tiuice

to front of anal.

length of longest dorsal

Fourth dorsal spine four-

3^ in head; the eleventh 9 in head.
Caudal truncate, or ver}' slightly rounded. If. in head.
Peritoneum

fifths

ra3's,

white.

Alcoholic specimen showing scarcel.v n-n}^ coloi-; a little l)rown pigment on back, a few dots in front of pectoral and ch(M>ks, a dark shade
on opercle, caus(>d b^^ dusky lining of oper<'les sliowing through; fins
colorless.
The}' were doubtless red in life.
ller(» descril)ed from a specimen 22 cm. in length.
The picture of
this species given by Steindachner and Doderlein, Kentniss dcr Fische
.bipans (IV), Plate I, agrees ver}^ well with our specimen.
This species is known to us from several specimens in the Imperial
Inivei-sity Museum, one of which Avas presented to the Leland Stanford Junior University Museum, taken in deej) water off Mlsaki.
It
was dredged by the U. S. Fisji Conunission steamer A/lnih-o.^.s at
Station ;>T20, off Omai Point, Totomi, in VA fathoms.
{((]l>('.\c(')is,

whitish.)
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Jordan and Starks.

Jordan and Starks, new genus

(eulabes).

This g-enus differs from Setarehes chiefly in having- the interor])it{il
concave, the head more strong-ly armed with spines, the next to the
upper preopercle spine (which in Setar'cJieK is the largest one) scarcely
developed, with one less dorsal spine, and the last spine not longer
than the one preceding it. The notch l)etween dorsals is very deep,
almost separating them.
Small species of the sea bottom in rather deep water.
(It'^po?', gore, from the red color; ix^vg, lish.)
35.

Head
HI,

5.

LYTHRICHTHYS EULABES
-i^

in

length, without caudal; depth

Pores of

maxillary

lateral line

26.

3.

Dorsal XI, 10; anal

Ej^e 1 in head;

interorbital 3f

2.

Body shaped

as in the shorter species of Sehastodef^ ; the

Fig.

highest at

Jordan and Starks, new species.

first

11.

— LYTHRICHTHYS

back arched,

Kri.ABES.

dorsal spines, and the ventral outline from isthmus to

anal straight.

Head large, wider than body. Mouth little oblique, the tip of premaxillary on a level with lower margin of orbit; maxillary extending
below posterior orbital margin. Lower jaw slightly projecting
and with a small knob at symphysis, its tip fitting into a I'ostral notch.
Teeth in narrow bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Interorbital
space concave; at its middle a pair of interorbital ridges with rather a
wide channel between. Nasal and preocular spines small, but rather
sharp; superocular and postocular spines smaller and blunt, represented by notches in the superorbital ridge parietal ridges moderately
high and sharp, ending in rather ])lunt, small spines. Preopercle with
5 spines, the uppermost the longest, long and sharp, projecting beyond
to

;
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the mid-

dle one but little .shorter, the one

between very short, triangular, as
wide at its base as it is long-, the lowest short, rather sharj) and hooked
forward. Preorbital armed with 3 long, sharp spines, the anterior one
directed forward, the posterior one downward and backward, and the
middle one downward. Opercle with 2 ridg'es radiating from a ])oint
near opercle and ending- in spines. Gill rakers slender and moderately
long, 10 on anterior limb of arch.
Scales very thin and cycloid.
Head naked except cheeks and operLateral line with large dermal tubes.
cle.
Fins naked.
Pectoral reaching to above middle of anal base.
Ventrals nearly
reaching vent.
Dorsals nearly separated; last 3 spines not graduated
in size, last 2 very tiny and subequal in length, the preceding one
twice as long; the fourth spine longest, 2i in head.
Peritoneum
white.

Body

(red in life) with dots of dark brown scattered sparsely over
Spinous dorsal dusky; other fins colorless, doubtless red in life.
One small specimen 48 mm. in length, dredged b}^ the U. S. Fish Commission steamer AJhatross (at 3708) in Suruga Baj^, off Ose Point, in
it.

60 to

T<>

fathoms.

It bears the

number 50010

in the

U.

S.

National

Museum.
{svXa/J?/5^ w^ary.)

12.

PTEROIS

Cuvier.

Pseudomonoptems Klein, Missus. Pisces, V, 1756, p. 76 (lumbinomial) (rolitans).
Pseudopteriis Klein, same type.
Les Pteroix CvyiE,K, R'-giie Animal, Isted., 1817, p. 286 (voUtatii^)
PteroiH Oken, Isi.s, 1817, p. 1182, same type.
JYems Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1829, p. ."Jol {rolitam).
Macrochi/rus Svt-AissoN, Nat. Hist. Classn. Anim., II, 1839, p. 264 {miles).
Iteroleptus SwAistiOS, Nat. Hist. Classn. Anim., II, 1839, p. 264 {longlcauda)
Reropf ems SwAmsoN, Nat. Hist. Classn. Anim., II, 1839, p. 264 (radiafa).

Bod}' elongate, compressed, covered with njoderate or small-sized

which are usually not ciliated. Bones of head well armed; the
head with cirri; opercle with a spine; mouth large,
with teeth on jaws and vomer, none on palatines; dorsal tin elevated,
with 12 or 13 spines, which are slender, sharp, and joined by mem-

scales,

ui)per surface of

brane only at
spines and

))ase; soft

to 8

dorsal Avith liranched raj's; anal with three

branched rays; caudal rounded or truncate; ventral

moderate, or long, the rays
simpl(>

and

the caudal

largely' free

I, 5.

from the

Pectorals greatly elongate, the rays
base, the tips reaching to or

beyond

tin.

Species of rather large size, abounding about the coral reefs in the
tiopical Pacific,
spines.

The

dreaded by fishermen on account of their venomous
is very showy, most of the species being ye\-

coloration

lowish with dark' bands.

{nrepov^ ^ving.)
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Doi>al spines 13; scales not ciliated.
Scales very small, in 95 transverse series, 14 scales lietween median dorsal spines
and lateral line; soft parts of vertical tins with l)ro\vn sjjots; ventrals with

a.

h.

yellow spots

pectoral rays about 15

;

'

bb. Scales larger,

'

volUans, 36.

in 70 transverse series" (39 as usually counted)

;

median dorsal spines and lateral line; soft parts of vertical
ted; ventrals with dusky sijots; pectoral rays about 13...
36.

PTEROIS VOLITANS

8 scales

between

fins faintly spot-

lunulata, 37.

(Linnaeus).

MINOKASAGO (RAIN-COAT ROOKFISH)
Gasterosteus volitans Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., 10th ed.,

LION-FISH.

I,

175(S,

p. 296, after

Percn

Gronow, Mua. No. 191.
Pterois volitans Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1829, \i. 352,
fig. 88; Molucca, Amboyna, He de France, Bourbon, Ceylon, Red Sea, SeyGtJNTHER Cat. Fishes, II, 1860, p. 122; Cape of Good
chelles, Pondicherry.
Hope, Madras, China, Aml)oina, Sydney, Cape Upstart, Fische der Siidsee,
1875, p. 81; Palauls., Tahiti.— Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 50; Miyakoshima, Riukiu Islands.
Pseudomonopicrds volitdntt Bleeker, Acad. Roy. Sci. Amst., 1876, p. 44.
dorso-monopterygio, capite cavernono of

—

Scorpxna miles Bennett, Fishes Ceylon, 1828, p. 2, Ceylon.
Pterois muricata Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1829,

Red

p. 363,

Sea.

Iterois geniserra

Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.

Poiss., IV, 1829, p. 366,

Ava.

This species

D. XII,
10

I,

is

11;

by Giinther:

thus described

A.

Ill, 6 or 7; scales 90, p\'Ioric caica 3; vertebrae

+ 11.
Nape naked, space between eyes vevy concave, the width equal

the diameter of the e^^e which

is

If in snout.

Pectoral

fins

to

reaching

to or beyond the caudal fin.
Color red; snout, head, and whole body
with a great many blackish cross-streaks; all the rays of vertical fins
spotted, the spots on the pectorals and ventrals larger and between

the rays.

This species

is

very widel}^ diffused throughout the East Indies.

Two specimens from the Riu Kiu Islands, one being from Miyakoshima,
are in the Imperial Museum of Tokyo.
Another specimen is from
Ogosahara in the Bonin Islands.

There

is

no other certain record from

Japan.
{volitans, flying.)
37.

PTEROIS LUNULATA

Schlegel.

MINOKASAGO," YAMANOKAMI (MOUNTAIN WITCH).
Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1843, p. 46, pi. xv; Nagasaki.
Richardson, Ichth. China, 1846, p. 213; Canton. Bleeker, Verb. Kon.
Ak. Wet., I, about 1862, p. 3; Japan.— GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish., II, 1860, p. 124;
Japan. Steindachner and Doderlein, Fische Japans, II, 1884, p. 31;

Pterois lunulata

«Mino means Japanese
tiscus marrnoratus.

rain coat.

Kasago

is

an ancient name applied to Sebas-
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Tokyo.— IsiiiKAWA,

Prel. Cat, 1897, p. 50; Tokyo, Enoshinia.— .Jordan
ami Snyder, Cherk-List, FisheH .Jajian, 1901, p. 99; Tokyo.
Pseudoniouojiteras InnuhUus Blekker, Ac. Roy. Sci. Aiiist., 187(3, p. 47; Japan;

Singapore.

Head 2i
hital

length without ejuulul; depth 3; dorsal XIII, 12; anal
Ej-e 5 in head; interorsnout 2^; maxillaiy 2^.
in

Scales 39; pores of lateral line 23.

III, 8.
-l-i;

projeetino-; symphyseal knob well developed; tip of
fitting
into a deep, toothless, rostral notch, but without
jaw
lower
Palatines toothless; vomer with a
teeth developed in a knob at tip.
trianoultir patch of teeth; moderate bands of villiform teeth in jaws.
Maxillary reachino- to below anterior edge of pupil; backward extendpremaxillarics forming a conspicuous bunch on
itio- processes from
snout, and making a notch in upper protile between them and raised
Nasal spines small and sharp; preocular spines
supraorbital rim.
when present very small, sometimes absent; a small knob of bone
present just l)ehind preocular spine on supraorbital rim, to which

Lower jaw not

supraorbital filament
lar

is

attached; a rather sharp, triangular, postocu-

spine present; parietals with veiy high sharp ridges ending in a

spine; a nuchal spine close behind; 2 spines behind eye in a line with

with a slight ridge broken up into 2 small
and a rudimentar}" one below; the
u})per one the largest.
Preorbital with an anterior low rounded lobe
and 2 angulated tilament-bearing lobes behind; no spines. Interorbital space very deeply concave and with two slight ridges, between
which is a shallow wide channel. Supraorbital filament small in the
adult, long in young examples (in a specimen IT cm. in length the}'
are as long as the interorbital width); a long filament on posterior
angle of preorbital, longer than diameter of eye, and a smaller one,
scarcely a third as long, on angle at middle of lower edge of preorbital; 2 filaments on lower edge of preorbital; a filament on posterior
edge of anterior nostril. Gill-rakers very short, 10 of them on
anterior limb of arch.
Snout, occiput, mandible, maxillaiy, and intero})ercle naked; opercle, cheeks, and interorbital with scales; the scales
on interorbital very fine.
lateral

line; suborbitals

spines; preopercle with 3 spines

Length of pectoral varjdng with size and sex; in male examples 21
cm. in length it reaches to middle of caudal I'ays, in those from 14 to
10 cm. it reaches to the tip of the caudal; in a female 21 cm. in
length

it

barely reaches to base of caudal.

The

tips of the pectoral

rays are filamentous in males; in females-a ])road thin

membrane, free

on the lower edge, extends to the tips of the upper pectoral raj's.
Membrane of upper pectoral ray incised about to the basal fourth of
the second ray; that of second ray about to basal two-fifths of third
ray; that of third to basal two-thirds or three-fourths of fourth; the

membrune

of the upper 3 rays

is

incised to

flu-

next ray below each,
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each ray bearing- the free membrane only on its lower edge; the membrane between the other rays is notched, each ru}^ bearing an equal
share of the free membrane. Dorsal spines of males longer than those
of females, and the membrane growing gradualh^ less to tip of spine;
in females the membrane is wider and is of same width nearly to tip
fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth spines subequal; the second,
and fourth growing slightly and graduall}" shorter anteriorly;

of spine;
third,

the

first

abruptly shorter, three-fifths the length of

fifth;

the ninth,

and eleventh growing gradually shorter; the twelfth and thirVentrals reachteenth abruptly shorter, the former 2i times in fifth.
Caudal rounded, as long as head. Peritoneum
ing to front of anal.

tenth,

white.

Color in spirits: Body crossed with many dark brown or blackish
narrow bars across light ground. Intororbital space with a dark longitudinal stripe running from behind eye to premaxillary processes,
where it meets a V-shaped mark; a band from supraorbital rim to
anterior preorbital barbel; two or three short ones before it; a band
crossing iris and running downward from ej^e; three narrower ones in
front of it radiating from eye; a band across occipital region just
behind eye, continuous with its fellow of the opposite side, running
obliquely backward across preopercular spines to edge of opercle; a
narrower one in front of it; a band across parietal ridges running
obliquely backward to edge of opercle to above base of upper pectoral
ray; one or two shorter ones in front of it and three behind; a wide
band from second dorsal spine crossing a conspicuous dark spot behind
opercular flap and extending on axil; parallel to the last is a narrower
band from third spine crossing body; a shorter, still narrower streak
just in front of it; a wide band from fourth dorsal spine running downward and back parallel to the last and meeting a similar band from
sixth spine running straight downward at a point some distance below
lateral line, inclosing a short streak from fifth spine which stops at
lateral line; behind this bands are parallel and run straight downward;
a moderately wide one from eighth spine; a wider one from tenth;
three narrow ones from eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth spines, the
middle one the widest; a wide one from second ray; a narrower one
from fourth; a wide one from seventh, and a very narrow one under
last ray.

All of these bars involve

membrane

of spinous dorsal or

base of soft dorsal.

Two

base of caudal rays.

Each dorsal spine with three or four large dark

stripes across caudal peduncle and one at

spots having an interval between each equal in width to the spots.
Each ray of pectoral crossed with several large spots equal in width to
interval between; their edges soft and blended; on the

membrane

at

Rays of ventrals crossed by
each side they run obliquel}" backward.
which usually cross the
dark
bars,
four or five distinct but irregular
each ray. Small exambetween
broken
membrane, but sometimes are
and caudal, which
anal,
on
dorsal,
ples with distinct small black spots
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disappear more or less on the

larj>-er ones, though u.sually traces of a
few of them remain.
Except where otherwise stated, measurements in this description
were taken from male specimens 21 cm. in length. Specimens were
collected b}' Jordan and Snyder at Tokyo, Misaki, Yokohama, and
Wakanoura. It is a rather common market fish, but in market s])eci-

mens the

dorsal

first

removed by the fishermen, who dread

is

its

sting.

{lun ulatus, crescent-shaped.

EBOSIA Jordan and

13.

Ebosia Jordan and Starks,

new genus

Starks.

(bleekeri).

This genus is allied to Pierois, differing in the shorter pectoral,
which barely reaches the base of the caudal, and in which the rays are
united by

membrane nearly

son, with

which genus

to their tips.

From Dendrochlrm Swain-

agrees in these respects,

it differs in the
presence of a large saber shaped angulated ridge of bone rising on each
side of the nape.
The dorsal spines are high and joined by membrane

The scales are large and rough.
known only from Japan.

nearly to their tips.

known

species

is

it

The

single

thus far

(Eboshi, an ancient Japanese hehnet or head-dress shaped like the

nuchal appendages in this genus, hence the vernacular

name of Eboshi-

Kasago.)
38.

EBOSIA BLEEKERI

(Steindachner and Doderlein).

EBOSHIKASAGO (HELMET ROCK-FISH).
Steindachner and Doderlein, Fische Japans, III, 1884, p. 32,
Tokyo. Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 50; Tokyo. Jordan
and Snyder, Check List, 1901, p. 99; Tokyo.

Pterois bleekeri

pi. VI, fig. 1, la;

Head 2|
4

in

body; depth

2f.

D, XIII,

!).

A, HI,

7.

P, lO.

Eye

head, snout 3|.
Maxillary extending to middle of eye; occipital crest, thin, lunate,

in

varying in height; perhaps smaller in females; upper orbital margin
irregularly toothed; tentacles all short over eye on anterior nostril on
preorbital and i)reopercle.
Interorbital space scaleless.
Cheeks,
opercle, and sides of posterior part of head with rough persistent
scales.
Preorbital (in male) rough.
Longest dorsal spine, not quite
3 in head.
Pectorals not reaching caudal; ventrals usually reaching
anal.

Color

much

as

in

Pterois lunulata^ the fins 3^ellowish, only the

showing l)road dark cross-])ars. Posterior part of head with
dark band, which descends vertically to the posterior edge of opercle.
Three dark bands radiating from eye. (Steindachner and Doderlein).
This .species is known to us from a single example found in the market
at Tokyo by Mr. Otaki.
It is very well figured b}' Steindachner and
pectorals
:i

Doderlein.

(Named

for Pieter van Bleeker).
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Cuvier.

Apisius CiTviER, Regne Animal, 10th ed., 1828 {alatas).
Fter ichthys SwAisao^, Nat. Hist., II, 1839, p. 265 {carinatus).

Polemius Kavp, Wiegman's Archiv. 1858,

p.

333 {alatas).

Body oblong-, compressed, covered with moderate
Head without spinous crests above, the sides rough.

or small scales.

Orbit serrate.

Preorbital with three spines, the posterior elongate and directed backward; preopercle with -i to 6 spines; opercle with 2. Mouth large;

vomer and

teeth on

palatines.

Dorsal

tin

long, beginning behind the

eye, deeply notched, the spines 15, the soft ra3^s 7 to 9; anal rays III,
T

or

Pectorals elongate, acute, of 11 rays, connected by membrane,

8.

the lower ray free.

Ventral rays I, 5. Caudal tin rounded. Small
southern Asia, notable for their long pectoral

tishes of the coasts of
fins

and for the envenomed dorsal spines.

{artiffToz^ perfidious.)
a.

Scales about 72 in lengthwise series; maxillary 2i in head; caudal tin with 6 or 7
erolans, 39.
narrow cross bands
about 60; maxillary 2\ in head; caudal with three broad irregular dark

aa. Scales

renenana, 40.

bars
39.

APISTUS EVOLANS

Jordan and Starks, new species.

HIREKASAGO (LONG-FINNED ROCK-FISH).
Apistus alatus Bleeker, Ac. Roy. Sci. Amst., 1876, p. 59, pi. iii, fig. 2; Kiusiu
(not ApiMus al<(tU:S Cuvier and Valenciennes, ApiMus car'matns Blocli and

Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897,
Snyder, Check List, 1901, p. 99.

Schneider).

Head 21

in

]>.

50;

Sagami Bay.

Jordan and

length without caudal; depth 3|; dorsal XV, 1>; anal
counting series above lateral line ruiniing down and

III, 8; scales 72,

Eye 4^ in head; maxillarv 2^; interorbital 10.
Lower jaw with a well-developed knol) at symthysis strongly proMouth
jecting and sharp at tip, fitting into a deep rostral notch.
forward.

oblique, the front of premaxillaries on level with lower margin of
pupil.

Posterior margin of eye nearer tip of snout than end of oper-

cular flap by a diameter of the pupil.

Maxillar}^ scarcely extending

margin of pupil. Teeth on premaxillaries in a narrow
band widest at sides, becoming narrow and pointed in front; a wide
toothless interval in front; ])and of teeth on lower jaw scarcely wider
in front; the palatine and vomerine l)ands very narrow; those on the
vomer in a sharply curved })and which is widest at the ends. Interorbital narrow and deeply concave, having parallel interorbital ridges
with a narrow channel between, the ridges curve outward behind the
eye and are contiiuious with the sharp parietal ridges. Suborbital
plates verj" wide, as wide as diameter of eye and covering cheek, their
surface roughened with radiating ridges, as is that of opercle; along

to anterior

their center

is

a ver}^ slight ridge continuous with large preopercular
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Prcopoiclo with a iono- sharp spine and 4 blunt triangular
ones below, these not on preopercular ridge but on wide flat produced
edge of preopeivle; the next to the upi)er of the lower ])lunt spines

spine.

the largest, the lowest but little developed.
spines.

Opercle with 2 flat slight
its posterior end reach-

Preorbital with a long curved spine at

ing btickward to end of maxillary, and a pair of small spines at

its

end directed forward. Parietal ridges not ending in spines.
From the upper posterior border of the eye a low broken ridge runs
Superioi' anterior border of
to tlu; anterior end of the lateral line.
A long tentacle on each side of lower jaw threeeye denticulate.
fourths of diameter- of eye from its tip, and a smaller one at its tip.
antei'ior

Pseudobranchia^ large; a short slit Ixdiind last gill; gill-rakers long
and slender, the longest a little over half the diameter of eye; 16
of them on anterior liml) of arch.
Lower jaw and lower part of pre-

Fui. VI.

oi)ercle thickly

(•()\'('r(Hl

— Apisti's

kvoi.ans.

with very small

jjores.

Head naked,

t'.\('e])t

a little patch on cheek

below su))orbital stay and ])ehind maxillary.
Body, 1)i-east, and isthnms everywhere eveidy scaled; scales thin
and not rough to the touch, ]>ut appearing under the lens coarsely
toothed.
Lateral line straight, not following contour of back.
Fins
naked.
Pectoral I'eaches to within half the diameter of the eye to the l)ase
of the caudal rays.

Pectoral rays all branched excei)t a couple of the
short lower ones; iuunl)er of va\h l(>; the upper one the longest.

Detached pectoral ray equal to distance from tip of snout to tip of
large preopercular spine.
Ventrals reaching past vent but scarcely to
front of anal.

Fourth dorsal spine 2 in head; frt)m the fourth to the
tenth or eleventh spine the spines are subequal; the lirst is 'Ih in head,
equal to the last; the next to the last the shortest, 4 in head.
The
second dorsal ray the longest,

1|^

in head;

when

tin

is

depressed none
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of the rays reat-h past the tips of the second and third; tips of last rays
reach base of caudal; tips of the longest reach half the diameter of the

eye past base of caudal. Anal spines graduated in length, the lirst
Longest
eipial to the diameter of the eye, the third twice as long.
CViudal rounded.
anal ra}^ li in head, and reaching- to base of caudal.
Color: Under part of head, base of pectoral, and small area behind
pectoral white; sides of head silvery; lower part of ))ody light, probably silvery; back a uniform light brown becoming lighter l)elow and
shading to the light lower parts; top of head and snout marbled with
vermiculated light streaks; a broad light ]>and across nape, bordered
with white at ends of parietal ridges and in front of tirst dorsal spine;
membrane of spinous dorsal white, mottled with darker; a small black
spot on meml)rane })ehind first spine; an oblong jet-black spot on middle of spines from ninth to twelfth spine entireh^ surrounded with pure
opaque white; soft dorsal crossed by irregular brown and white streaks;
pectoral jet black, its upper and lower ray light; detached pectoral
ra}^ white; pectoral soiled white on inner surface; ventrals white,
slightly dusky toward ends of ra3's; anal white with a black band in
sharp contrast ])ecomino- wider behind and including within its borders
some large spots of the white ground color; caudal crossed b}- 6 or 7
narrow irregular wavy brown bands, with white intervals of equal
width.
Peritoneum white.
This species diti'ers irovo-Ajyistus venenaiis in having the scales smaller,
maxillary shorter, eye smaller, interorbital narrower, dorsal spines
higher, head rougher, preorl)ital spine longer, and the color different,
especiall}' the pattern on caudal.
A single specimen, the type, collected at Tokyo liy Professor Otaki,
is 15 cm. in length, and is numbered 7303, ichthyological collections,
Leland Stanford Junior University Museum.
{evolcms^ flying away.)
40.

APISTUS VENENANS

Jordan and Starks, new species.

Fauna Japon. Poiss., 1843, p. 41), j)l. xxii, lig. 2; Nagand Valenciennes, whose types came from Pondicherry=Ajnstus carinatus Bloch and Schneider). Steindachner and
DoDERLEiN, Fische Japans, IV, 1884, p. 200; Kagoshima, Knchi.

Ajnstus alatus Schlegel,

asaki (not of Cuvier

Head 3f
III, 8.

in

length without caudal; depth 3i.

Dorsal

XV,

Scales 60, counting series al)ove lateral line running

1>;

anal

downward

and forward. Eye 4 in head; maxillary 2i; interorbital U.
Lower jaw projecting and iitting into a rostral notch. Posterior
margin of eye midway between tip of snout and end of opercular flap.
Maxillary reaching just past front of pupil. Teeth in very narrow
bands; narrower on palatines and vomer than on jaws; the bands on
premaxillaries narrower and pointed in front, and separated from each
other by a wide toothless area.
Interorbital narrow and concave and
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having a narrow channel between the slight interorbital ridges. Suborbital plates very wide, covering cheek, a slight ridge along them
continuous with ridge from large preopercular spine; the plates otherwise smooth. Opercle with 2 small spines at the ends of slight ridges.
Preopercl(> with a long sharp spine and 4 short blunt ones below, the
rre()r])ital with a pair of small spines antelargest forming an angle.
riorl}' pointing forward, and a long, sharp, curved spine posteriori}!'
which fails to reach the end of the maxillai'v by a distance nearl}^
equal to diameter of pupil. Parietal ridges not bearing spines. From
upper posterior border of aye. a slight broken ridge runs to beginning
Superior anterior border of eye denticulate. A long
of lateral line.
tentacle at tip of mandible and one on each side of similar size half the
diameter of the eye, behind it. Pseudobranchia^ large; a small slit
behind last gill arch; gill-rakers slender, equal to half eye; 14 of them

Fig.

13.

Apistus venenans.

below angle of arch. Head entirely naked, except a small patch of
on cheek l)elow subor})itals and just l)ehind maxillai-y.
Bodv, breast, and isthmus evenly scaled with soft pectinate scales.

scales

Lateral line straight.

Fins naked.

Pectoral reaches to just past ])ase of dorsal or to within a diameter
of eye of caudal base; number of rays 10, all branched except a
couple of the lowest short ones, the upper ra}^ the longest.
Detached
pectoral ray If in head.
Ventrals reaching to base of second anal

next to the last 8^.
Fourth dorsal spine 2| in head; last spine 3
Tips of dorsal rays reach past base of caudal. First anal spine equal
in length to the diameter of the eye. the thii'd twice as long, and the

spine.

J,

;

second in length midway between.
Caudal rounded.
Color: Lower parts of head and body white, sides of head silvery;
back and sides of body uniform light l)rownish. shading gradually to
the white of lower parts;

abroad dark

l)and across

topof head, extend-
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ing down on the sides to upper margin of pupil, its anterior edge
above middle of eyes, its posterior edge at posterior end of parietal
ridges, giving place to a light crescent in front of dorsal spine; it is
irregularl}^ vermiculated with white lines, and between the parietal
ridges is a white spot; snout dusky; a dark l)and running anteriorly
from eye; membrane of spinous dorsal white, mottled wdth dark, a
dark sjDot between first and second spine, and a large black spot
between eighth and thirteenth spines surrounded by white; soft dorsal
with 8 or 4 dark bands across rays with intervals of white between
equal to them in width; pectoral jet black on outer surface, white on
inner; detached ray white; ventrals white, dusky toward tips, extreme
tips white; first 2 anal spines white, the rest of fin dusky and with a
darker band across middle of rays; caudal crossed by 3 rather broad
irregular bars, the one at tips of ra3^s darker, lietween them 3 white
bands, equal to them in width, the

first

neum white.
The following color note made from

across ]>ase of

ra3^s.

Perito-

a fresh specimen: Color brown;

pale markings, dirty white; dark ones l)rown or ])lack; no

red or

yellowish.

This species differs from Day's description of specimens from the
Indian Ocean, particularly in not having the parietal ridges ending

and from

in

having the soft dorsal uuich higher, the
first dorsal spine lower, in having the black dorsal spot surroiuided 1)v
white, not shading into a dusky ))and along entire top of spinous
dorsal, and in having no red or yellowish in life.
The type and single specimen taken at Nagasaki. It is 10.5 mm.
in length and is numbered 7371 Ichthyological Collections, Leland
Stanford Junior Universit}^ Museum.
It is apparently the species described as Apistus alatns hj Schlegel,
while Bleeker's figure seems to belong rather to A. ewjJani^.
Both
seem to ])e distinct from Apistus carinatus= A. alatns of the East
spines,

his plate in

Indies.

{venenans, poisoning).
15.

MINOUS

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Minous CuYiER and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1829, p. 420 (nvora).
Cor?/<7io6a<us Cantor, Cat. Malayan Fishes, 1850, p. 45 {voora) {MinoKs, supposed
to be preoccupied by the prior name Minoii^).

This genus differs from Ajnstus

chiefi}^ in

The head has rough

the absence of scales, the

above and the prehas 2 diverging spines. Preopercle with -1 or 5 spines; 2
opercular spines; mouth moderate; lower jaw with slender cirri.

skin being smooth.

crests

orbital

Teeth on the vomer, none on the palatines.
Fin rays all simple. Dorsal with 10 or 11 stiff spines and 9 to 11
ra3^s, the fin beginning behind the eye.
Anal spines flexible; the ra^^s

SCORPJ^NOID FISHES OF JAPAN—JORDA N AND STA RKS.
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Ventral rays I, 5. Pectoral
Small tishes of the East Indies.

II, 9.

[iroorit-mliioo^ a

Hindu name

by

T.o\ver i)re(>i)ercular spiiu^ tniiicate; ventral^

a.

moderate, the lower ray

tins

g-iven

r('acliiii<^

front of anal

;

caudal with
adumsi, 41.

Lower preopercular spine hooked hackward;

vciitrals .scarcely rea<'hing vent;

caudal with irregular bars
41.

free.

Russell.)

2 broad, ilark l)ars
an.
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eclilgonias, 42.

MINOUS ADAMSI

"

Richardson.

OKOZE.
Minotis

adamM RicnAunsoN, Voy. Samarang,

1850, p.

7, i)l. 11, figs. 4, 5;

8ea of

China.

Head

lower jaw) 2| in length without
Dorsal X, 11; anal 11 or 12. P^ye-lin head; maxil-

(exclusive of projecting

caudal; depth

3.

2i
Lower jaw strongly projecting and entering

lary

into the upper profile.

Teeth in narrow bands on jaws in two widely separated patches on
vomer. Maxillary extending to below front margin of pupil. Interor])ital wide and concave, having a pair of ridges with a channel
between, along which runs a slight median ridge which divides and
diverges posteriorly; interorbital width 1\ in length of orbit.
Preorbital with a long sharp posterior spine which reaches nearh^ or
quite to end of maxillary, and a small spine in front pointing downward. Preopercle with 6 spines, the upper one short and triangular,
directed slightly upward; the next below by far the longest and very
sharp, reaching to edge of opercle; the two next l)elow short and
rather blunt, and the lower two directed downward and truncate at
their tips.
Bones of head, where the}^ appear, eveiywhere rough and
deeply sculptured; the suborbitals are wide, rough, bony l)ucklers bearing a prominent but blunt ridge, a transverse depression on top of
head behind eye separating the postorbital from the interorbital
region.
Parietals produced in wide, blunt, rough ridges, Avhich end
behind in blunt spines.
similar ridge on side of head behind ej^e
extending out on post-temporal and ending in a spine. Post-temporals apparently firmly joined to cranium.
Nasals ending above in

A

"The

following

is

the

synonymy

of tlie closely related

Indian species, Mhioui,

and Schneider):
Scorpivna monodactyla Blocit and Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. li<4.
Afitioitx iiionodactylus Cuviek and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV,
vumodactiilua (Blocli

424, pi. Lix,

China.

fig.

2.— GiTNTiiER,

182i», p.

Cat. Fish, II, 1860, p. 148; IMadra-s, Borneo,

Bi.eekek, Ac. Sci. Roy. Amst.,

187(5, p. 04;

Java, r.orneo, Ce]el)es,

I>anka, Singapore, Sumatra, Pinang.

Regne Auim.,2d ed., 1828, after Russell.
Cuvirk and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Ptiiss., IV,
India (Woora-minoo of Russell).
Corythohatus woora Cantor, Cat., 1S.">0, p. 4ri; Malay rcninsula.

Apistmt mhioas Cuvier,
^fi)lnHs iroora

182VI,

j>.

421;
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upper edge denticulate,

as

is

behind last gill arch. Gill
rakers verj" small and blunt, 9 or 10 of them on anterior limb of arch.
A tentacle on middle of mandible below, and a smaller one midway
between it and tip of mandible. Lower parts of head and isthmus,
especiall}^ maxillary and lips, thickly covered with blunt, fleshy papillae; upper parts more sparsely covered, and traces of them may often
be made out with the aid of a lens, scattered over the body. Lateral
line represented by 17 or IS small inconspicuous pores.
First dorsal spine situated three-fifths or three-fourths the diameter
of eye distant from the transverse ridge across top of head behind
the entire supraorbital rim.

short

slit

eye; the first spine the longest of

the anterior spines, its length
equal to distance from tip of snout to front of pupil; the last spine
the longest, longer than the first spine b}^ the longest diameter of the
pupil.
No notch ])etween dorsal spines and rays, the longest of the
latter

much

longer than the spines; the tips of the last ra3^s reach
Pectoral reaching to above base of third

past the base of the caudal.

or fourth anal ray; the pectoral rays

all simple, 11 in number.
Detached pectoral ray in large specimens (12 cm. in length) equal in
length to distance from tip of snout to middle of eye; comparatively
longer in smaller specimens usually not reaching front of anai.

Ventrals usually reaching about to front of anal, adnate to body,
except a small portion at ends of rays; free portion ecpial to diameter
Caudal rounded. Distance from base of pectoral filament to
of eye.
anal nearly equal to head.

Color brownish above, usually with vermicidated diagonal or longitudinal light streaks above and below lateral line, but never crossing
lateral line runs along a brown streak and often has a light streak
above and below defining it; above the light and dark streaks extend
on dorsal; lower part of sides, bell}^, and under part of head white;
a black spot on membrane behind tip of each dorsal spine; a larger
black spot across tips of first 3 or 1 dorsal rays; anal, ventrals, and
pectoral black, shaded at base into the white of lower parts of l)ody;
it;

the pectoral crossed by inconspicuous lighter vermiculated streaks, its
inner surface white; caudal crossed by 2 wide solid dusky bands,

separated by an interval narrower than themselves; these bands very
constant; scarcely anj^ variation in a hundred specimens examined.

Peritoneum white.

Here described from specimens about 12 cm. in length. Upward
of a hundred specimens were obtained by us from Onomichi, Nagasaki,
This species is closely allied to Mmcms
monodactylus of the East Indies, diflering in the stouter body shorter
first dorsal species and in other details of color and structure.
In
Richardson's figure of Mlnous adconsi^ the belly is shown as very

Kobe, and Wakanoura.

short, the pectoral reaching middle of anal, the pectoral filament

and
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to front

His specimen was probably a shriveled
male of this species. There is no previous record of this species
from Japan, and this form belongs to a different faunal area. This is
the common Okoze, or poison fish of the Inland Sea of Japan.
of anal onl}' about half head.

(Named
42.

for

Arthur Adams,

its

discoverer.)

MINOUS ECHIGONIUS

Jordan and Starks, new species.

Mlnous monadacij/lux Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897,

p. 49,

No. 863; Niigata.

Head 2^ in length without caudal; depth 2^. Dorsal X, 11;
Eye -li in head; maxillary 2^. Lateral line with 17 pores.
Lower jaw strongly projecting, its tip sharply hooked up.

anal 12.

Teeth
narrow band in lower jaw, scarcely wider in front, in a much
wider band on premaxillaries, wider in front; teeth on vomer in 2
in a ver}'

Fig. 14.— Minous echigonius.

Maxillary reaching to just past front of
wide and concave, the ridges as in J/, adanis/',
Preorbital with a long, sharp
its width equal to diameter of orbit.
posterior spine, which reaches nearly to end of maxillary, and a small
Preopercle with a long, slenspine in front which points downward.
der, sharp spine, reaching nearly to margin of opercle; above it, a
wide triangular spine; below it, 4 short spines, the upper of which is
closer to the large spine than to the next below; it is short and not
very sharp; the next below is .slightly longer and sharper; the next,
closer to it than to the next below, its point rather sharp and hooked
backward; the lowest is smaller and is directed downward. Exposed
bones and ridges of head rough and arranged as in M. adamxl. Last
Gill raker.s .short and blunt, S in
gill arch with a short slit behind it.
number on anterior limb. A tentacle at middle of lower jaw below, a
smaller one midwa}' between it and tip of jaw, and several small ones
widely separated patches.

orbit.

Interorl)ital
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especially lips and maxillary covered with

small, fleshy papiihe.

Pectoral reaching to above base of second anal ray; detached pecfrom tip of snout to posterior border of

toral ray equal to distance

Ventrals adnate to T)ody for nearly their whole length, their
Last dorsal spine the longest, 2| in

pupil.

tips scarcely reaching to vent.

head; the longest dorsal rays equal in length the length of snout

and eye.
Color of type nnich faded; light brownish above; lower parts of
body and head white; a light streak running along lateral line above
and below leaves it in a dark streak; each dorsal spine with a brown
spot on membrane behind its tip; soft dorsal with a large brown spot
on distal ends of lirst 6 rays, the rays crossed by light streaks; pectoral dark l)rown on its outer surface, white on its inner; ventrals and
anal dark l)ro\vn at tips of rays, shading to the white of body; tip of

caudal white, on distal third rays are crossed by a dark bar, which
divides below; in front of it is a wide light interval with a brown
spot in th(^ middle; then a narrow, dark, irregular l)ar across middle
of rays, and then a wide white area with traces of bars al)Ove and

below.

Peritoneum white.

This species

close to

is

M/'nou.'^

having a

differing in

rfdani.n^

smaller eye; the tip of the mandi))le more hooked upward; the lower
preopercular spines hooked backward, rather than truncate; the maxillary slightly shorter; the ventrals shorter

terior outline of soft dorsal

caudal

more

marked with irregular

and more adnate; the posand in having the

l)roadly rounded;

bars.

In 3f.

<f(I((///.si

there

is

scarcely

broad bars crossing the caudal.
The type is a specimen 115 mm. in length from Niigata, in Echigo,
presented to us by Dr. Ishikawa, of the Imperial Museum of Tokyo.
It is numbered 7380, Ichthyological Collections, Leland Stanford .1 unior
University Museum. It was formerly' No. 803, Imperial Museum.

any variation

in the 2

16.
Derferins

DECTERIAS

Jordan and Starks.

Jordan and Starks, new genus

{fymillus).

having the dorsal
spines slender and flexible, rather than stiff' and sharp; a narrow,
deeply concave interorbital region, and no enlarged posterior preJapan.
orbital spine.
This genus

difl:ers

from Jlinoys principally

in

(SeKTSpos, stinging.)
43.

Minous

;>?(.s?7/»,s'

DECTERIAS PUSILLUS

Schlegel,

GtJNTHEK, Cat. Fish,

Fauna Japonica,

II,

(Schlegel).

Poiss.,

1843,

p.

50;

Nagasaki.

Steindachner and DoderKagoshima.

1860, p. 149, copied.

LEiN, Fisclie Japans, III, 1884, p. 297;

Head 2f in length without caudal; depth 3|.
or 11; anal 10.
Eye 3^ in head; maxillary 2^.

Dorsal

IX

or X, 10
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profile of
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1
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.ST.

1
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head very much broken up, the superior post-

orbitnl roo-ioii dopressod antoriorl}', loaving the supraorbital roo-ion

much produced; a deep notch in front of orl)ital rim caused hv the
produced nasal region. Exposed bones of head very rough, the
orbital rim denticulate: and 2 or '4 irregular denticulate ridges along
suborbitals.
Prcorbital with 2 short spines, the anterior directed
downward, the posterior downward jind backward. Preopcrcle with
a long, sharp spine a])ove and 4 smaller ones i)clow.
Parietals veiy
rough and produced behind in spines, a rough ridge running ])ackward froui posterior margin of e3'e. Mouth large; maxillary reaching to below front of eye.
Narrow bands of teeth on jaws scarcely
widened anteriorl}
teeth on vomer in 2 small, widely separated
patches.
Interorbital space narrow and deeply concave; through it
;

runs a pair of slight interorbital ridges, not very close together,

its

^^^

Fic. 15.— DECTEur.^s

in'sii.i.i's.

width three-fifths of orbit, or (> in head. Middle of under ])art of
mandible with a rather long barbel, and a smaller on(» l)etween it and
tip of mandil)le.
La.st gill arch with a short slit behind it; 8 or 9
short, 1)lunt gill rakers on anterior limb of arch.
Pectorals reaching to or a little past front of anal, and having 10

Venra^' reaching to tips of ventrals.
reaching to Aent; about half of last ray adnate to body. Dorsal
spines long and hair-like; the third, or longest, equal to snout and
half eye.
No notch between dorsals. Caudal rounded.
Color in spirits: Finely mottled with slaty above, abruptly wiiite
simple rays; lower detached
trals

on lower half of side and body; membrane of spinous dorsal black;
soft dor.sal crossed by irregular d:iik lines; pectoral black on outer
face; inside sometimes black, sometimes with a tinge of white, but
never strikingly white as in species of Mi)i(>iit<; ventrals and anal
black toward tips of rays, shading at base into the w^hite of the under
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parts of boc\y; each ray of caudal with 5 or 6 small dark spots
arranged to form irregular dark cross lines across fin. Peritoneum
white.

About a dozen specimens were takcTi
Wakanoura, the longest 6 cm. in length.
{/>itsi//as,

17.

Jordan and Snyder

b}'

at

feeble.)

EROSA

(Swainson) Jordan and Starks,

Erom Swainson,

Nat. Hist. C'lassn. Aniiii., II, 1839,

p.

ne^A^

genus.

61; diagnosis,

no

refer-

ence to type, erosa understood from context.
Synanchia "Swainson" Bleeker, Nat. Verli. FIoll. Maats. Wetens., 1S74, p. 11
(rejirint) {erosa): (not Synanchia Swainson, which was a mere misprint
or vagary of spelling for Synanceia).

Body

short and thick, covered with naked skin, on which are skinny

Head very

large, cuboid, irregularly^ formed, with deep
grooves and depressions. Eyes small; mouth large, almost vertical;
teeth on the vomer, none on the palatine; preorbital with two strong
spines; preopercle with 5 bluntish spines; bones of the skull very
thick; top of head rough; a large quadrangular pit at the vertex.
Dorsal fin continuous with 13 stout spines and Dsoft rays; none of the
spines separated; doi'sal fin beginning behind the nape; none of the
Anal short, with 3 distinct and 5 soft rays.
fin ra3^s filamentous.
Ventrals moderate, the rays 1, 1.
Pectoral short without fiee ray.
Caudal rounded, skin smooth.
flaps.

A

single species, distinguished

^ I^tiJicJdJiys^

cidiwin

]>y

from Sipianceia {horrida)

=

/Sr/vaji-

the form of the head, by the absence of warts

and fringes on the smooth skin of the body, and by the absence of a
deep cavity below the eye.
As originally presented, neither Krosa
nor Sijiumchia seem to have an}^ standing in nomenclature. The
genus is however valid, and we may adopt Erom as its name, unless
Erosla (1857) be regarded as excluding
'^.rosus, ragged, gnawed out.)
44.

EROSA EROSA

r>ARUMA,« DARTJMAOKOZE,

it.

(Langsdorf).

TOKENOKO BAMBOO-SPROTTTS
(

)

Synanceia erosa Langsdorff, in Cuvier an<l Valenciennes Hist. Poiss., IV, 1829,

Japan.

p. 459;
fig. 1;

Schlegel, Fauna Japonica,

Poiss.,

1843, p. 45, pi. xvii,

Nagasaki.

Synanchia erosa Swainson, Nat. Hist. Classn. Fishes, II, 1839, p. 268. (Name
only; misprint for Synanceia.)
Synancidimn erosum (tunther, Cat. Fish, 11, 1860, p. 146; Japan. Steindachner
and Doderlein, Fische Japans, III, 1S84, p. 31; Tokyo, Kagoshima.
Nystrom, Kong. Vet. Akad., 1887, p. 19; Nagasaki. Ishikawa, Prel. Cut.,
1897, p. 49;

Head
III, 6.

Kagoshima.

Dorsal XIV, T; anal
2| in length without caudal; depth 2.
Lateral line with 11 pores.
Eye If in head; maxillary 2^;
« Daruma is the red-faced squatting figure of a

Buddhist

saint.

NO. 1361.
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space 2^,
Head veiy large, as wide as deep and imuh
body, covered with coarsely sculptured bones, rough,

])lunt spines and ridges.
Mouth very ol)lique, more nearly vertical
than horizontal, iho bliuitly rounded lower jaw^ shutting into it and

knob developed at S3'mph3-sis. Teeth in narrow
on jaws and vomer; slightly wider in front, wider in front on
premaxillaries than on mandible.
Top of head between eyes nearly'flat, anteriorly at each side are rough, square projections between
which is a square opening for the reception of the processes from the
scared}' i)rojecting, a
})and8

premaxilhiries; across interorbital space just behind middle of eyes
a rough transverse ridge separating a square, deep pit behind

it

is

from

the premaxillary process pit; a similar transverse ridge is at occiput at
the posterior end of quadrate pit; at the sides the ridges are depressed
slightly below the level of the occipital and interorbital ridges.
The

Fir;.

parietids

end

posterior

is

in a triangular

16.— Erosa erosa.

rough process,

wliile

more

lateral

and

a larger but similar process (probablj^ on post-temporal).
Behind eye is a very rough broken ridge on a level with lateral line.

rim veiy rough. Preorbital with 3 blunt spines along
Suborbitals widen posteriorly into a rough, bony
buckler nearly covering cheek, at the center of which is a prominent
blunt spine.
Preorbital ridge with 3 spines; preorl)ital edge with 5
rather long blunt spines, the upper ones the hirgest, growing smaller
below; In a line with them is a similar sj)ine on outer angle of articular.
Opercle with 2 spines at the ends of ridges.
Distance of dorsal from tip of snout contained 2f times in entire
length without caudal.
The last dorsal spine the highest, 3i in head;

Su])eror})ital

anterior edge.

the anterior spin(\s only a little lower; no notch between dorsals; the
rays higher than the spines, 2f in head.
Pectoral with 10 rays, all

branched,

its tip

reaching to front of anal,

its

fourth ray from the top
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Ventrals short, having- 1 spine and 4 rays,

Anal spines graduated

Ca

longer, 3 in head.

idal short

in length, the soft

and rounded, equal

to length of ventrals.

Body

scalcless; 3 or

4 rows of wart-like papillse scattered over the

back, and a few snialler ones above anal.

Color in

spirits:

Back and

sides light brownish;

top of head at

interorbital space and a spot at pterotic region frosted with white;
to seventh dors^il spine a pinkish red band
extends downward to lateral line, a similar one on last 3 spines and
entire soft dorsal extends down nearly to anal; a pinkish ])and mixed
with tine brown lines across basal half of caudal, and one across tips

from base of second

of rays leaving a white band between; middle of soft dorsal with a
white band across all ra} s but last 2; pectoral In-own, crossed by hne,
dark brown lines, a white spot on upper rays; ventrals and anal similar
to dark part of pectoral; traces of pink on interorbital and sul)or])itals.
A smaller .specimen has the pink very l)right, and in addition has
pink on opercles, on occipital region, and on basal two-thirds of pecAnother specimen has much milk white about the head, and
toral.

the lower parts of body are lighter.

A
ish

fourth specimen differs in being nearly uniforml}' dusky orl)hick])ack, and in having the lateral line rumiing in a white streak;

on

marked similarly, but with ])lackish instead of red or dark ])rown.
Several specimens from Misaki, the largest 120 nnn. in length.

fins

18.
Iiiniicus

Body

INIMICUS Jordan and

Jordan and Starks, new genus

elongate,

Starks.

(jdiKyiiinia).

compressed, anteriorly low^, covered with
fantastically formed; body, head, and
mouth small, subvertical; teeth on vomer, none

little

smooth skin; head depressed,

with skinny flaps;
on palatines; dorsal spines slender, about 17 in number, the 3 anterior
separate from the rest, the others connected by mem])rane at base.
Pectoral tin large, the upper ra3^s not tilamentous, the 2 lower rays
Ventral rays 1, .5, the fin
detached, connected by membrane at base.
Fantastic, misshapen fishes often highly colored; dreaded l)y
large.
fishermen for their stinging spines. This genus differs from Pelor
fins

{filaiiwntosmn) chiefl}^ in the absence of long filamentous tips to the

upper rays of the pe(;torals.
what differently formed.
{inimic'us, enemy.)

The head

is

more depressed and some-

Color l)rownish or blackish with cross-bands of l)lack or l)lood-red; orbital rim
.japonicus, 45.
elevated a sharp ridge in front of orbital rim
aa. Color orange with black spots, or else diffuse blackisli shaded with orange; no

a.

much

;

distinct cross-bands; orbital

rim and

its

ridges less elevated

aurantiaciis, 46.
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INIMICUS JAPONICUS
OKOZK, ONIOKOZK

(

(
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Cuvier and Valenciennes).

DEVIL POISON-FISH).

japonicum Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss., IV., 1829, p. 437; Japan.
Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1843, p. 44, pi. xviii,
Richardson, Ichth. China, 1846, p. 212; Canton. GtJNfig. 2; Nagasaki.
THER, Cat. Fish, II, 1860, p. 151; Canton, Japan. STEXNDACHNEiiand DoderSteixdaciiner, Reise Aurora,
LEiN, Fische Japans, III, 1884, p. 197; Tokyo.
1897, p. 208; Kobe.— Nystkom, Kong. Vet. Ak., 1887, p. 19; Naga.saki.

I'rloi-

Coll. Langsdorf.

—

—

Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, i>. 49, etc.; locality unknown.
Snyder, Check List, 1901, p. 100; Yokohama.
Felor tigrhmm Richardson, Ichth. China, 1846, p. 212; Canton.

Head
II,

II.

3 in length without caudtil; depth, 8i,

Eye

Lateral line tentacles 15.

()r1)ital

rim and premaxillary

Dor.sal

Jordan and

XVII,

7; anal

7 in head; maxillary 2f.

proce.s.ses

more produced than

in

L

auraut/acns^ the snout narrower, the distance across maxillaries just

The teeth similar.
])ehind angle of mouth is half of length of head.
The arrangement of cranial spines and, ridges the same, l)ut they are
much higher and sharper, the transverse ridge across posterior part of
is developed as a very high, sharp crest; a conspicuous sharp ridge runs from a tubercle in front of orbital rim inward
(In /.
in a cur\'e along intcrorbital space nearly to transverse crest.

intcrorbital space

(imudifieus this ridge
tlie

is

scarcely developed.)

The

interorbital space,

transverse depression, and the preorbital pits are deeper.

The

dermal fringes are arranged the same and are the same number and
size.

Pectoral reaching to or a

litth^

past front of anal and having 10 rays.

Ventrals adnate for their whole length, the

membrane extending

the tip of the last ray nearlv to the front of the anal.

past

Anal spines

through the skin. Front of dorsal disii times in entire h'ngth
without caudal. Caudal rounded.
Color in life dark brown, with cross hands of l)lack or deep red. The
specimen above described, in spirits, has ahcrnate light brown and
0})aque pinkish red areas on back and sides, outlined with darker color;
short, their tips not projecting

tant

from

tip of snout a space contained

head almost entirely red down to branchiostegals, with irregular light
brown spots outlined with dark brown; these mottling interorbital
space and preorbital pits; a pair of them at occipital region, one on
end of maxillary, a couple on operch\ and one on suborl^ital; cheek
and snout nearly solid red; tip of mandible with a large red spot;
anterior dermal fringes red; under part of head otherwise white or
brownish, freckled with dark brown; the red of head extends back to
third dorsal spine, involving the front of dorsal; behind which is an
irregular brownish crossbar, involving dorsal to sixth spine

and reach-

next behind is a large red
area containing some small light brown .spots, extending on dorsal to
ing to opposite anterior third of pectoral;
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eleventh spine, extending down to just past middle of side, and sending an arm along middle of side back to a similar red spot from fourteenth spine to second or third soft ray, inclosing between a light

brown spot which extends on dorsal; middle of soft dorsal crossed by
a light brown band which extends down and is continuous with the
light color of the lower parts; end of soft dorsal and base of caudal
with a red bar; then a narrow white l)ar across caudal, followed by a
wider red one, a white one across middle of rays, a still wider red and
dark brown one, and the

tips of the rays

with a narrow white border;

pectoral with a white bar across base of rays continuous with a similar
bar obliquely across rays beyond their middle, inclosing a red spot

above; posterior third of pectoral red; lower parts white, covered
with large and small irregular brown spots; ventrals and anal similar,

but darker with brown.
Another specimen has dark brown taking the place of the red of the
head, with similar light brown spots; the lower parts nearly solid
brown; the dark bands of pectoral and caudal dark brown, a tinge of
red on the former, the red areas of back approximately in the same
place, but

more

restricted

by the brown

color.

A third specimen

has the head slaty ])lack with the spots and mottling gray; the areas on back and fins, which were red in the first
specimen, are here duskv or slate color, and those which were light

brown are here gray; the lower part of side and bell}' is dusky, slightly
brownish, and crossed in all directions by nearl}^ straight white lines
appearing like the cracks in old crockery.
Numerous specimens are in the collection from Tokyo, Tsuruga,
Onomichi, Yohohama, and Kobe. The species is common throughout
southern Japan, and is daily in the markets, usually with the spinous
dorsal removed.
Measurements of Inimicus japonicus.
Length in mm. without caudal
Head in hundredths of length
Depth
Eye
Maxillary
Interiir)>ital

width

Widtli snout across maxillaries, just be
of mouth
of third dorsal spine
of caudal
Number of dorsal spines
Nunil)er nf dorsal rays
Number of anal sj lines
Number of anal ravs

hind

Length
Length

aii,u;le

150
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Upper

protile of hoiul

deeply concave from

first
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dorsal spine to

posterior end of produced preniaxillarv i)rocesses, the eye

much

pro-

duced al)Ove level of rest of i)rotile. Mandible with a knob at symSnout very broad, the distance across maxillaries just behind
])liysis.
Teeth on mandible in a
ang'le of mouth li to 1| in length of head.
broad band in front, very narrow at the sides; on premaxillaries much
wider at sides and al)out Q([u;i\ in front to band on front of mandi))le;
on vomer in a band as wide as on front of jaws; palatines toothless.
Top of head with many blunt spines and ridges, nuich lower than in
A rather sharp ridge across posterior part of
I» Imicus japonicui<.
interorbital separating interorbital space from a transverse depression
across occipital region, which is somewhat more shallow than intercouple of spines on occipital region (probably on
orbital space.
parietals), a third farther back and slightly out of line with them, and
a pair behind posterior margin of eye on a level with lateral line.

A

A

and 2 on

lower edge, the posterior of
which is the larger. One on suborbital just below deep depression in
front of eye, and a pair below cxq slightly ])efore its middle, one
Opercle with 2 small spines and a row of 3
placed above the other.
or 4 around preopercle.
A row of multifid dermal fringes around
})reopercle extending around lower side of mandible; the largest of
A couple of small
these at side of mandible and at end of maxillary.
dermal flaps on preorbital and several on lower edge of opercle. A
row of dermal flaps along lateral line and above it a row of shorter
The dorsal spines
wart-like ones placed about half as frequently.
decorated with numerous tentacles.
Pectoral reaching to front of anal or a little past. 10 rays without
the 2 detached ones, all branched, the lower 4 appearing simple.
Ventrals adnate for their whole lengtb, the membrane extending past
Anal spines entirely
the tip of the last nearly to the front of anal.

spine on middle of preorbital

covered with skin,

theii-

its

points not free; the tips of the posterior rays
Front of dorsal placed from tip of snout

reach to the base of caudal.

a distance contained 4 times in entire length

without caudal.

Caudal

rounded.

Color in spirits of one specimen is entirely white (bright orange in
with the exception of .5 or (> black spots the size of pupil scattered
Irregularly over each side and not placed the same on opposite sides;
This specimen in
or 4 similar spots on inner surface of pectoral.

11

to)

;')

was bright yellowish orange.
Another specimen is slightly dusky on back and has several regularly placed irregular dark l)rown blotches; interorbital space and
preocular pits uniform dark ])rown; a similar colored area on opercle
and preopercle, leaving a light area behind eye and on cheek; another
dark brown one on back above lateral line below third to flfth
dorsal spines; one just below the last and behind base of pectoral, one
at tip of pectoral and one under soft dorsal rays extending on soft

life

,Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvli— 03
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flap.s dark In-own; lips and maxillar}- dusky; pecdark at middle, lighter below and ])ehind, a few black spots on
under surface; ventrals, caudal, and anal dusky; belly and lower parts

dorsal; all dermal
toral

sparse!}' freckled with slightl}' diffused spots, not so large, black, or

This specimen in life, where not
dark ))rown, was golden yellow.
We have two specimens from Hiroshima and Kobe, 24 and 28 cm.

clear-cut as on the other specimen.

in length.

The

species

is

{aurmitiaciis^

much less conmion than Inhnicus japonicus.
orange color.)
Measurements of Inimicus aurantiacus.
Locality.

Length in millimeters without caudal
Heart in hundredths of length
Depth

Eye
Maxillarv
Interorbitiil width
Widtli of snout across maxillaries
Lengtli of i)eetoral

Length of third dorsal spine
Length of caudal

Number of dorsal .spines
Number of dorsal rays
Number of anal spines
Number of anal rays

Kobe.
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knob; teeth in moderate bands on jaws; in naron vomer and palatines. Interor])ital narrow in front,
equal to half the diameter of eye, increasing to twice that width over
middle of eye. Superorbital rim raised in a slight crest, with a pair
Posterior end of preof ridges between, which diverge posteriorly.
orbital armed with a long, sharp, curved spine, which reaches nearly
to tip of maxillar}-; anterior lower edge with a very small spine
A pair of spines on upper part of head
inclined back and downward.
in line with superorbital rim, and a couple behind eye in line with
Suborbitals with a broken ridge, but
anterior end of lateral line.
without spines, ending in upper preopercle spine. Freopercle with 4
spines and traces of a fifth below; long and sharp above, growing
Last gill arch without a slit
evenly and gradually shorter below.
without a

row

y^'iiiphj'seal

l)ands

Fig. 17.— Ocosia vespa.

l)(>hind.

Gill

rakers rudimentary,

represented

by 4 or

5

small

tubercles.

notch between soft rays and spines of dorsal. Spinous dorsal
its origin above middle of eye; its first spine equal in
length to orbit and contained 2f times in second; the anterior (except

No

very high;
the

first)

spines the longest, decreasing gradually, but very slightly,
which is shorter than second spine from one-half

in length to the last,

Soft dorsal rays scarcely, or xevy slightly, longer
than posterior spines, decreasing quickly in length behind middle rays;
the last ray adnate to body and reaching a little past base of caudal.
to four-fifths eye.

beyond tips of ventrals, but scarcely to front of anal;
Ventrals
has 12 rays, the fifth or sixth from the top the longest.
with spine and 5 rays, their tips scarcely reaching to vent. First

Pectoral reaches
it

and contained If, in third
Second anal ray the long-

anal spine equal in length to diameter of eye,
spine; second spine intermediate in length.
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Body and bead

every-

scales.

Color in spirits, brownish or dusky irreg-ular cross bars over a white
ground; one downward under seventh dorsal spine, broader below
lateral line and inclosing a white spot just below it, fading on lower
part of sides; the next under last spine and first -i or 5 rays, extending
nearly- to anal; a narrowband across base of caudal, and one across
rays toward their tips; extreme tips white; dorsal without color,
except a little dusky at end of soft dorsal; anal and tips of ventrals
dusky; pectoral with a broad white band across middle of rays, a black

band toward tips, and extreme tips white; a dusky spot on nape; a
dark stripe from eye to upper preopercle spine, one obliquely across
cheek, and one forward across maxillary and mandible; snout and tip
of mandible white; a dusky band covered with small black points
Other specimens have small dark points on
across interorbital space.
front of dorsal, base of pectoral, a,nd on head following the radiating
Sometimes entire dorsal is more or less spotted. One
lines from eye.
specimen shows traces of pink above lateral line and on head. In life
the species was pink or pinkish gray with darker markings.
Specimens were dredged by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer
Stations 3757, off Sano
AUKitross in 40 to 50 fathoms in Sagami Bay.
Point, Sagami Bay, 41 to 50 fathoms; 3762, same locality, 42 to 49
fathoms, and 3764, same locality, 44 to 50 fathoms. They do not
exceed 50 mm. in length.
The types are in the U. S. National Museum and are numbered 50911.
Cotypes are numbered 7375 and 7376 Leland Stanford Junior
Ichthyological collection.
{vespa, wasp.)

20.

SNYDERINA

Jordan and Starks.

Snyderina Jordan aud Starks, Proc. Cal. Acad.

Sci., 1901, p.

381 {ymnanohami).

Body robust, compressed, sparsely covered with nonimbricate,
Head naked, ridged, without cranial
thickened or granular scales.
Profile angulated in front of eye; preorbital with a long
spines.
sharp spine. Preopercle with a long sharp spine above and 1 smaller
bands on jaws and vomer; palatines toothand narrowly connected with
No slit behind fourth gill. Branchiostegals 7. Lateral
the i.sthnuis.
Dorsal continuous, with about 13 spines and 10 ra3\s.
line present.
Anal with 3 spines. First dorsal spine short, inserted above middle
Ventral rays I, 5.
of eye; last dorsal ray adnate to caudal peduncle.
Caudal rounded. Fins all scaleless.
Pectoral without free ray.
This genus is close to Tetrarof/e {harbatus), differing at least in the

ones.
less.

Teeth villiform,

in

Gill -membranes narrowl}^ united

absence of barbels at the chin.

(Named

for

John Otterbein Snyder.)

NO.

vm.
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Jordan and Starks.

YAMA-NO-KAMI (MOUNTAIN WITCH).
ITetraroge guntlxeri Boulengek, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1889, p.
Muscat, Arabia (palatines said to have teeth).

Snyderina yamanobmii Jordan and Stakes, Proc. Cal. Ac.
Kagoshima, Japan.
pi. XX

2?>9,

Hci.,

with plate;

1901, p. 381,

;

Head 2.6 in body; depth 2.7; c}'e 4 in head; maxillary 2.5. Dorsal
XIII, 10; anal III, 5. Pores of lateral line 21.
Body compressed, the back elevated anteriorly, deepest o^'er posterior part of head, tapering to a rather small caudal peduncle.
Head with many spines and ridges, the ridges smooth and covered
with thin skin.

Profile very steep

from

Fig. 18.— Snyderina

first

dorsal spine to snout,

yamanokami.

which latter projects at a sharp angle and is less nearly vertical.
Mouth very obliciue, the lower jaw slightly projecting. Maxillary
broad at the posterior <nid, transversely concave. Teeth finelv villiWidth of
form, in bands on jaws and voiiier; palatines toothless.
interorbital space about two-thirds diameter of eye. Two nearly parallel
high sharp ridges run from first dorsal spine to snout. A ridg(> around

margin of eye runs backward to beneath base of third dorsal
has a depression above middle of ej^e and another above pospart of eye.
Superior margin of eye with a ridge which is

anterior
spine;
terior

it

scarcely continuous with that of anterior margin.

From behind

eye,

about on a level with superior margin of pupil, a broken horizontal
ridge extends backward above gill-opening nearly to tip of opercular
flap.
Suborbital stay with a sharp, smooth ridge extending back and
joining at right angles a ridge that follows around margin of preopercle.
From the latter and below its junction with suborbitid ridge
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the preopercle sends a ridge backward which ends in a sharp spine.
Preorbital with a short spine anteriorly projectino- transversely to
maxillary; a long sharp spine folloAvs upper contour of maxillary and
Gill-rakers short, blunt, uneven
as long as half the diameter of eye.
about 4+8 in number.
Entire head, a space on back below dorsal, breast, and a space behind
Sides of body covered with small granulabase of pectoral, naked.
tions which are somewhat thickened toward their posterior margins,
is

but are not spiniferous.
Dorsal without a notch between the spinous and rayed portions.
The first spine not longer than eye (its tip broken), its base above
middle of eye. The second spine over twice as long as the first; the
The middle
fifth equal to distance from eye to tip of opercular flap.
rays of soft dorsal longest; their length equal to the distance from tip of
snout to preo]3ercular ridge; the posterior margin of the fin straight,
forming an angle slightly less than a right angle with the superior

margin.

The

last ray is

adnate to the caudal peduncle for

its

whole

length, the meml)rane not quite reaching to base of caudal.

The

anal spines are graduated; the first scarcely as long as diameter
When the fin is depressed
first.

of eye, the third twice the length of the

the tips of the middle rays reach the base of the caudal.
is adnate to the caudal peduncle for about half its length.

The

last

When

ray

ven-

depressed the longest ray reaches to the base of the first
anal spine, while the tip of the ventral spine falls short of it a distance
equal to the diameter of the eye. Pectoral angulated, the sixth and

tral fins are

Caudal fin
seventh rays longest, reaching to above the first anal ray.
narrow and elongate, with the posterior margin rounded; its length
li in head.
Color (from a specimen long in spirits) slaty white with brownish
markings. Membrane of spinous dorsal clouded with brownish; some
All of the
of the spines with a small, dark spot in front of them.
other

A

fins

with vermiculated markings transversely across the rays.

large dark-brown spot behind upper part of gill-opening and a

smaller one on lateral line below base of last dorsal spines.
traces of lines radiating

The type

is

a single

from the

specimen (No.

Register) in good condition, 217

Eye with

center.

mm.

64:33

on the Stanford

Museum

long, presented to Stanford Uni-

by Professor Mitsukuri of the Imperial University of Tokyo.
from Kagoshima in Kiusiu, and to bear the local name
of Yama-no-kami, or Mountain Goddess, in local mythology a woman

versity

It is said to })e

Dr. Boulenger calls our
with wings, capable of starting a storm.
attention to the probable identity of this species, with his Tetraroge
The two agree in form and color, but 8. guntheri is said to
guntheri.
have palatines toothed and there is some ditterence in size of mouth.
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Bleeker.

Paracentropotjon ]'>leekkh, Act. Sci. Roy. Ainst., 1876, p.

{longispini<s)

(56,

Body oblong, compressed, rovered with minute scales or almost
Head obtuse, without spinous crests. Preor])ital with two
naked.
spines, pi-eopercle with 4 or 5; opercle with 2; mouth moderate,
the jaws subequal; teeth on vomei- and palatines; no barbels

ol)li<iu(>,

no

at tile ciiiii; "ills ;>j,

slit

behind the

last;

pectorals moderate, with-

out free rays; dorsal continuous, not joined to the caudal, the spines
12 ro 14, the tirst inserted over the eye, the anterior spines strong and
divcroent; soft rays 8 or 9; ventral

l•a^^s I, 4; anal rays 111. 4 to 0;
Small brightly colored tishes, with stinging spines.
They are distinguished from the genus Tetraroge chiefly b}'^ the absence

caudal rounded.

From

of barl)els.

behind the last

(ryjiinapistus {Pentraroi/t^)

the absence of a

slit

Both Tetraroge and Gyin-

the chief distinction.

gill is

are said to have the ventral rays

ixijttstiix

same number

rectly assigns the

{ntxpa^

near;

Ci'iiiropogon^

I, T), but V^alenciennes incorParncentnypogon loiujUplnlx.
Kevrpov^ spine;
a related genus;

to

TToyojv, beard.)

PARACENTROPOGON RUBRIPINNIS

49.

(Schlegel).

OKOZE.
Apistus rubripiwils Schlegel,

Faun. Jap.

Poias.,

184.S,

p.

pi.

49,

xxii,

fig. 2;

Nagasaki.
Tetraroge rubripinnis

Rchlegel.

Gunther,

Ishikawa, Prel.

Cat.

Fish. Brit. Mus., II, 1860, p.

Cat., 1897, p. 50;

133;

after

Johdan and

Boshu, Misaki.

Check List Fishes Japan, 1901, p. 100; Yokohama.
hmgifpmis Steindachnek, Fische Japans, III, 1884, p. 29; Tokyo,
Tagawa, Tango, not ofCuvier and Valenciennes, a species from Anihoina,

SxvDEii,
Tetraroge

found also in China.
Paracentropogon

longiitpijiix

Steixdachnek, Reise Aun^ra, 1897,

p. 20.S;

Kobe,

Hiogo
Tetraroge longispinift var.

mula (ii-nther, Shore

fishes Challenger,

1880, p. 66;

Kobe, Japan.

Head

8 in length without caudal;

HI, 4 or

5,

usually

4.

Ventral ray

depth
I, 4.

2|^.

Eye

Dorsal

XIV,

7:

anal

3^ in h(>ad: maxillary

interor])itjil 5^.
Lat«M-al line with 20 pores.
Anterior profile of head very steep and very slightly convex from
Hrst dorsal spine, which is a])ove middle of eye. to tip of snout.

2f ;

Mouth moderately

on a level with
Maxillary reaching to below middle of eye.
Jaws ecjual, the lower with a slight knob at .symphysis. Broad bands
of villiform teeth on jaws, vomer and jialatines; the l>ands on premaxillaries broader than on mandible, those on palatines short in comparison with their ])i'eadth.
Interor])ital space rather narrow, its
edges converging anteriorly, and having a pair of large ridges which
ol»lique, the front of premaxillaries

lower margin of eye.
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diverge anteriorl}^; the superorbital ridge is somewhat raised, and
were the iuterorbital ridges absent, the interorbital space would be

Preopercle with a large, sharp spine at

concave.

its

edge on a level

with suborbital stay, and 3 or 4 slight, sharp tubercles covered with
skin on

its

edge below.

A

long sharp spine on posterior edge of

backward past end of maxillary nearly to below
margin, and a small spine at its base, which is directed

preorbital reaches

posterior orbital

downward.

Anterior limb of first gill arch with 8 or 9 very short
Pseudobranchiaj present. Gills 3^, no slit behind

blunt gill-rakers.
the last.

Pectoral reaching past tips of ventrals to opposite vent; pectoral
Dorsals without a notch between them; the
rays 11, all branched.
first spine less than half the length of second; second and third sub-

equal li to 1\ times in head, the third to sixth decreasing in length

backward and the remaining ones subequal, the

Fig.

19.

last spines

two times

Pakacentropogon eubeipinnis.

and equal to the longest rays; last dorsal ray connected to
body for nearly its full length by a membrane. (These measurements
taken from a specimen 10 cm. in length.) In specimens 6 cm. in
length the first spine is longer in comparison with second, which latter
is equal to half head, and the posterior spines behind the fourth are
subequal in length and contained 2i times in head. Third anal spine
in head,

longer, but equal to second in diameter; its length 2| in head.

Head and body appearing
under a

lens, however,, the

to the naked ej^e and to the touch naked;

posterior part of the body

is seen to be
sparsely covered with small, round, embedded, nonimbricated scales, in
greater or fewer numbers (sometimes entirely absent) and not always
of the same size; these not developed anterior to the tip of the pec-

toral.

Color in spirits: Sides and backs mottled and spotted with small
irregular dark-brown or black spots, sometimes arranged to form very

N0.1351.
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hrokcn and ii regular crossbars; \v1k'h tliosc arc evident. Ihcrc
one under front of soft dorsal, one undi'r posterior part of soft
dorsal and on eaudal peduncle, one across body under pectoral, one at

imu'li
is

nape, and one across interorbital space.

Radiating bars coniinonly
nearly to pupil, leaxing a
aroiuul pupil; one downward across

present from eye; these extending- on

narrow silvery ring of the

iris

iris

downward across cheek, one downward and backward
preopercle spine, one upward and backward toward base of second

maxillary, one
to

A spot usually of the light ground color present just
dorsal spine.
above or resting on lateral line, situated at a point midway between
tip of snout and noddle of caudal rays; sometimes it is made conspicuous with opacpie white pigment especially in females, liays of soft
fins crossed with narrow wa\\v lines, except ventrals, which are white
Spinous dorsal irregularly mar])led; a lai'ge deep
with dusln' tips.
l>lack blotch from sixth to ninth ray, extending slightly on l)ack.
Peritoneum white.
A fresh specimen showed the following color: Olive spotted with
darker olive; a jet-l)lack spot on back; lower fins and belly rosy;
doisal l)l()tched with brownish red, a pale spot above lateral line.
The coloration is sul)ject to great variation in degree of mottling. The
females are rather duller in color and with lower spines.
This description is based on many specimens fi'om Tokyo. Tomo in
jingo, Misaki, Kobe, and Wakanoura.
According to Dr. (Tunther, this specic^s (which he calls vai'. ////^A/)is
distinguished from Paran titroixxioii loiKjisjjlnls of the East Indies by
1

the virtual absence of scales.
{;ri(hc/\

red; p!n)}(i^

22.
Erhplti'x

fin.)

ERISPHEX

Jordan and Starks.

Jordan and Stakks, new genus

(puttii).

Body oblong, compressed, scahdess, but covered with velvety prickles.
Head without spines or rough crests al>ove; preorbital with
2 spines

below; preopercle with 3 or 4 blunt spines, opercle with 2

mouth moderate; t(H>th on the \omer, none on the j)alatines.
Dorsal tin continuous, notched after the third or fourth spine, liegin-

spines;

ning over the e3^e, of 11 to 18 spines and !> to 11 soft rays; pectorals
lounded, without free rays; anal with "1 spini^s and s to !'» soft rays;
ventral ra^s

1, 2, or I, ?>.
From
Small fishes of the East Indies, ranging northward to flapan.
Cocofi'opux Kau]) {cr/i/DafuH)^ the most nearly related geiuis. the
Japanese genus ditier in the presence of but 1 or 2 soft rays in the

ventrals instead of
{^'pi,
a.

very;

5.

G(j)tS^

wasp.)

Dorsal rays XI, 18; the 3 anterior spines set off
to opposite middle of eye

l)y a Uivteli;

aa. Dorsal i-ays XIII, 10; the 4 anterior spines set off

reaching front of eye

maxillary

ri'acliing
jioltii,

50.

hy a notch; maxillary barely
bK/nshimeim,^, 51.
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50.

ERISPHEX POTTII

vol. xxvii.

(Steindachner).

Cocotropus pottii Steindachner, Reise der Aurora, 1897, p. 203, pi. iv,

Jordan and Snyder, Check

Kobe.

Head 3i
II, 10.

maxillary

Upper

in length

Ventral

I,

2.

List, 1901, p. 101;

fig.

1;

Yokohama.

without caudal; depth 2f. Dorsal XI, 13; anal
Lateral line with 11 pores.
Eye 1 in head;

2.

profile of

head nearly luiifornily convex from

first

dorsal

spine to tip of snout, a slight notch between slightly produced procMouth ver}^ o])lique,
esses from premaxillaries and superorbital rim.

Lower jaw bluntly rounded and
Anterior end of premaxillaries on a level with
lower margin of pupil: maxillary reaching to below middle of eye.
Teeth in moderate bands on jaws, growing wider in front; the patch
on vomer narrower than on jaws, widest at the middle; palatines toothInterorbital slightly concave: li in head: a high median ridge
less,
divides anteriorl}" and surrounds a pit behind premaxillar}" processes,
more nearly

vertical than horizontal.

strongl}'^ projecting.

posteriorly
dorsal.

it

stops at a slight transverse depression just in front of

Preorbital with 2 spines, the posterior

much

the larger, nearly

reaching to end of maxillary, the anterior small and pointing down-

ward and outward. Freopercle with 4 spines, the upper one the largA blunt spine or
est, the others growing gradually smaller })elow.
tubercle at upper -posterior edge of eye, another behind

it

opposite

base of third dorsal spine; 2 similar ones behind eye on a level with

beginning of lateral line. A slight ridge on suborl>itals extending
obliquely across cheek to upper preopercle spine.
No slit behind last gill arch; gill-rakers with slight tubercles, 5 or 6
of them below angle of first arch.
Head and body, l)ase of pectoral,
and base of dorsal and anal covered with soft hair-like papilla?.
Fin rays all simple. Pectoral with 12 rays, the third from the top
the longest, reaching to front of anal or a little past.
Ventrals with
1 spine and 2 rays, their length equal to combined length of snout and
eye.
Anterior 3 spines of dorsal separated from rest of fin b}^ a notch;
the first spine a little behind middle of eye, its length 2^ in head, or
equal to the second; no notch between dorsal spines and rays; the
latter a little higher than the former; last dorsal ray adnate to caudal
peduncle; tips of last ray reaching base of caudal. Anal a little lower
than caudal and ending opposite to it; its origin midway between tip
of mandible and middle of caudal rays.
Caudal rounded.
Color in spirits: Uniform brownish on back and sides, or the color
broken up into difl'used spots as large as eye; belly lighter; fins
usually darker than body, and darker toward ends of rays, though
sometimes they are as light as body and have similar diffused spots;
pectoral darker toward tips of rays, the extreme tips white; inner
surface of pectoral similar to outer; tips of caudal rays white.
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we have numerous specimens, the longest 85 nmi.
Those were taken at Tokyo, AVakanoui-a. and Matsushima
Bay, Station 3771, oft' Doumiki Point in 61 fathoms.
(Named for Constantine von Pott, captain of the Ai'/'o/-f/.)
Of

this species

in UMit^th.

51.

ERISPHEX KAGOSHIMENSIS

Tetraroge derm(ir<mthiis<

Ishikawa, Prel.

Cat.,

(Ishikawa).

1897,

ji.

50; Kajjosliima,

not of

Bleeker.

Ishikawa, Notes on species of fishes
(MSS., 1902; Kagoshima.)

Tetrarof/c kagoshiineu.vs

waters.

"D. IV, IX, 10; A. I. 9; V.
"8kin studded with small

new

Japanese

to

I, 3.

Snout slightly longer than eye, which is
projecting; maxillary not (juite reaching
Dorsal fin beginning over posterior edge of eye, the four anterior
orbit; no barbels.
About 9
s]>ines partly separated from the others; second and third spines longe.st.
groups of larger prickles along the lateral line. Color, in spirits, sepia brown, with
Type, a single specimen from Kagoshima
faint irregular markings of darker color.
84 mm. in length; head 28 mm. in length; snout 10; eye 7.5; first dorsal spine 10,
(Ishikawa MS.)
second 11; pectoral 21; ventral 15; greatest depth of body 38."
prickles.

Lower jaw

equal to interorbital space.

This specimen, No. 869, in the Imperial Museum of Tokyo, Avas
examined by us. It is close to Ji'rlsjj/ie.r derinaaoithux, l)ut apparently
distinct from E. pottii.
It is distinguished bj^ the partial separation of
tlie first

four dorsal spines.
23.

APLOACTIS

Schlegel.

ScHLEGEL, Fauua Japoiiica, Poiss., 184:5, ]). 51 (ai^pera).
Castelnau, Proc. Zool. 80c. Victoria, II, 1872, p. 64 {schomburgki
a species with 5 detached spines).

J^jZood/.s-

f Aploactimnnt

Head and

bod}^ compressed, studded with small prickles; bones of

the head with obtuse prominences; preorbital without spine;

mouth

Dorsal fin
teeth on vomer; none on palatines.
beginning- anteriorly with 14 spines and 11 to 14 soft rays; the 8
anterior spines detached from the others; anal long, without distinct
spines; ventral rays 1, 2.
Pectorals moderate, without free-ray;

moderate, with

caudal rounded.

Japan and East Indies.
(«7rA.oo?, simple;
52.

Aploactia Schlegel,

aKTig, ray.)

APLOACTIS ASPERA
Fauna Japonica,

Richardson.

Poiss., 1843, p. 51, pi. xxii, fig. 3;

Nagasaki.

—

Richakdson, Voy. Sulphur, Fishes, 1846, p. 72; China. CirxTHEK, Cat. Fish, II, 1860, p. 142; Japan. Steindachnek and Doderlein,
Fische Japans, IV, 1884, j). 197; Kagoshima.

Aploactis aspcra

Dorsal III. XI, 12;
in length without caudal; depth 3f.
Ventral I, 2. Lateral line with 12 pores. Eye -l.V in head;

Head 3i
anal 13.

maxillarv 2^.

1T2

phoceedings of the national museum.

The supraorbital
file

rijii is

but

little

youxxxh.

produced, leaving the upper pro-

from first dorsal spine to tip of
a slight notch in front and behind eye.
Mouth very

of head nearly uniformly convex

snout; there

is

oblique; the anterior end of premaxillary

is si ightl}"

above the level of

middle of eye; the maxillary scarcely reaches to below anterior margin

Lower jaw bluntly rounded and projecting. Teeth in
bands
on jaws, narrower on vomer, palatines toothless; bands
broad
premaxillaries
not widened in front, those on mandible very
on
Interorbital with a pair of ridges slightly raised
slightly widened.
rim
and having a wide shallow depression between,
above superorbital
which is closed behind by a transverse ridge bounding a slight transverse depression across head in front of first dorsal spine. Superorbital
rim uneven and continuous posteriorly with a broken, very crooked
of pupil.

ridge; just below which are a couple of blunt tubercles forming a
broken ridge from upper posterior border of eye. Suborbitals with a

f4i^

^••t

Fig. 20.— Aploactis aspera.

blunt, crooked ridge ending in the

upper preopercle spine. Preorbital
ending posteriorly in a pair of very blunt, short spines and having a
similar spine on its anterior edge, which points down and forwards.
Preopercle with 5 spines, all blunt, the upper one the largest, the
others growing gradually smaller below.
Opcrcle with 2 blunt spines
at the ends of slight ridges.
Last gill arch Avithout a slit behind it.
Gill rakers scarce!}^ developed; 5 or 6 slight tubercles

below angle of

first arch.

Head and body completely covered with coarse, rather soft papillae,
which vary in size and abundance on different specimens; sometimes they are rather fine and scattered on head, and the blunt cranial
spines and ridges stand out prominently, sometimes they are so coarse
and abundant as to obscure the spines more or less.
Pectoral reaching to opposite vent, its border rounded, having 13
simple rays. Ventrals short and with 1 spine and 2 rays, their length
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The

head.

ill

spines; no notch

1 78

from succeeding
and as rays arc all sini])le

3 spines of dorsal separated

first

between spines and

raA's,

from vnyn. Dorsal base ending- just
Anal not reaching so far back as dorsal; its
insertion midway between tip of mandi))le and posterior third of
ditiicult to

it is

distinguish spines

front of caudal base.

in

caudal.

or brownish, usually lighter below, but not alwa)^s;
sometimes with fine black spots; fins all black or dark slate color,
sometimes showing ])Iack cross lines, particularl}" on pectoral; tips of
This description is
pectoral rays and dorsal rays and spines light.
specimens from Nagasaki, the longest 95 mm. in length.
based on
The species is apparently rather rare.
C'olor slate

sides

{asper, rough.)

SUMMARY.
Family Scorp^enid^e.
1.

1.

macrochir (Giinther); Miyako, Misaki, Neiuuro, Sagami Bay.
2.

2.
o.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

r/?micH.s

(Hilgendorf)

12.
13.
l-^.

;

Sebastodes Gill.

Bering Island.

Otaru, jNIororan, Iwanai, Aoniori, Same.
Jordan and Starks; Hakodate.
steindachner i (Hilgendorf ); Hakodate.
giiniheri Jordan and Starks; Misaki, Wakanoura, Hakodate.
inernm (Cuvier and Valenciennes); Hakodate, ]\Iatsnshima, Tokyo, Misaki,
Enoshima, Kobe, Onomichi, Hiroshima, Wakanoura, Nagasaki, Tsushima.
tokionis Jordan and Starks; Misaki, Tokyo, Wakanoura, Tsuruga.
joijneri (Giinther); Aomori, Miyako, Tokyo.
taczanuv'skii

(Steindachner)

;

itinus

10. ?)i«/.st{6«n("
11.

Sebastolobus Gill.

(Hilgendorf); Misaki.

Jordan and Starks; Kushiro.
Jianimeua Jordan and Starks; Misaki.
S(;(///j.ro7jri.s Jordan and Snyder; Misaki, Tokyo.
fuscescem (Houttnyn); Tokyo, Nagasaki, Otaru, Iwanai, Aomori, Same, 3Iororan, Hakodate.
irocunrftw

3.

S<:basticlithi/K Gill.

17.

(Steindachner and DiJderlein); Hakodate,
(Hilgendorf); Same, Misaki.
trivittatiL'^ (Hilgendorf)
Aomori, Kushiro.

18.

oblongiis

15.

16.

19.

(•((/y^c'.'f

Sanu'',

Miyako near Morioka.

nivosiis

;

{Guniher); (not seen).
mitsiikarii (Cramer); Hakodate, Aomori, Matsushima, Tokyo, Yokohama, Onomichi, Kol)e, Nagasaki.

Wakanoura, Kobe, Hiroshima, Sliimonoseki.
(Steindachner and IXxlerlein); Misaki, Onomichi, Miyajima.

20. pachijcephabix (Schlegel);

21. elegans

4.

22. entaxis

Neosebastes (iuichenot.

Jordan and Starks; Misaki, Chosu.
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Thysanichfhi/!<

5.

Sebastiscus

6.

25.

26.

Helicolenus

Goode and Bean.

dadytopierus (De la Roche); Misaki, Awa, Sagami Bay, Suruga Bay.
emblemarius Jordan and Starks; Okinose, Misaki.
Scorppemi (Artedi) Linnpeus.

8.

28. j^mfcnato

Doderlein; Wakanoura, Kohe, Misaki, Tokyo.

29. jmostomfl Giinther;
30. onaria
31.

Jordan and Starks.

marmoratns (Cuvier and Valenciennes); Hakodate, Same, Tokyo, Misaki, Saganii
Bay, Enoshinia, Surnga Bay, Kobe, Hiroshima, Wakanoura, Nagasaki.
albqfasciahis (Lacepede); Tokyo, 3Iisaki, Awd*, Wakanoura, Naga.saki, Surnga Bay,
Totomi Bay.
7.

27.

Jordan and Starks.

Jordan and Starks; Suruga Bay.

23. crossotni^

24.

izeusls

(not seen.)

Jordan and Snyder; Tokyo.
Jordan and Snyder; Suruga Bay, Sagami Bay, Totomi Bay.
9.

Scorpunopms Heckel.

(Thunberg); Wakanoura, Nagasaki.
kagoshhnana (Steindachner and Doderlein); not seen.

32. cirrho.m

33.

10.

34. albescens

35. eulabes

Seturches Johnson.

(Steindachner and Doderlein); Misaki, Totomi Bay.
11.

Lijihrk-htlnjs

Tokyo, Yokohama, Wakanoura,
13.

blcekeri

39. evolans

(Steindachner and Doderlein); Tokyo.
.l;*/.s^».s'

Cuvier.

Jordan and Starks; Tokyo.
and Starks; Nagasaki.

venenans Jordan

15.

41.

]Misaki.

Ebosia Jordan and Starks.

14.

40.

Pterois Cuvier.

volitans (Linnfeus).

37. lunulata Schlegel;

38.

Jordan and Starks.

Jordan and Starks; Suruga Bay.
12.

36.

vol. xxvii.

Minous Cuvier and ^'alenciennes.

adamsi Richardson; Kobe, Onomichi, Wakanoura, Nagasaki.

42. echigonius

Jordan and Starks; Niigata.
16.

43. pusillus (Schlegel);

Decferias

Wakanoura.

Jordan and Starks.
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17.

Erosa (Swainson) Jonlan and

18.

45. japonicus

(Cuvier and Valenciennes); Tokji-o, Ononuchi, Yokohama, Kobe.
Hiroshima, Kobe.

aurantiacus (Schlegel)

vesjja

;

Oro!<ia

Sn>/derina

ruhripinnis (Schlegel);

50. jxMli.

Paracrntropogon Bleeker.

Tokyo, Tomo,
22.

51.

Jordan and Starks.

yamanokami Jordan and Starks; Kagosliima.
21.

49.

Jordan and Starks.

Jordan and Starks; Sagami Bay.
20.

48.

Jordan and Starks.

7*(/////r((.s'

19.

47.

.Starks.

(Langsdorf); Misaki.

44. erosa

46.

175

Erisjilit'.i:

IMisaki,

Kobe, AVakauoura.

Jordan and Starks.

(Steindachner); Tokyo, Wakanoura, Matsushima Bay.

ki I goshimenis

(Ishikawa); Kagoshima.
23.

52. aKpera

Ajiluartis Schlegel.

Richardson; Nagasaki.

NOTE.

The

Sel)a><to(Jef<jJatinnei(x

described on page 108

is

kno"^n only from

a single specimen in very poor condition, and no satisfactory illustra-

be made. An outline drawing is here given which errs in
representing the lowermost pectoral rays branched; there are eight
simplex ones as described.
tion could

Fig. 21.— Sebastodes flammeus.
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A REVISION OF THE AMERICAN GREAT HORNED OWLS.
By Harry
Assi.'itaiil

C

OiiERHOLSEK,

OrnithohKjiM, Departuie.nt of Agriculture.

The difficulty of aceuinulatino- a satisfactory amount of material has
always been a serious obstacle in the stud}- of the great horned owls.
The author has been fortunate enough to bring together more than 2< H)
specimens, representing all but one of the American forms, and the
opportunity- thus afforded for a better luiderstanding of their relationships has, of course, been exceptional.
Tliat the numl)er of subspecies

must be considerably incnnised

is

hardly surprising, in view of the comparatively small numl)er hitherto
It is evident,
recognized and the great geographical area involved.

—

however, that there is but one species in all America North. (\^ntral,
and South, the various races being iutimatel}- connected by individual
or geographical intergrades.
In contrast to the condition existing in
many other similarly plastic types, very few of the New World n^presentatives of Aslo" are contined within close!}' circumscribed geographical

seem

With

limits.

to

strictly

l)e

the exception of occidental is and irapdcuilni. all
nonmigratory. and thus any record safely may be

considered as based upon the resident bird.

seems to be the sole sexual difference, the range of
is very great, further complicating the ah'eady
ditlicult problem of relationship.
A kev to the solution of this problem is furnished b}' what is probably the most interesting result of

Although

size

indixidual variation

— the

discovery of the fact that there exists in at
in not a few of the
Old World species as well, a dichromatism, comparable to that of the
genus ^>/'^/.s/^ though ])erliaps not so impivssive, which is manifested
the present study

least several of the

American forms, and probably

and a dark, sometimes also a rufous or ochraceous. phase,
independent of sex, age, season, or locality; in extreme conditions
entirely distinct, yet completely connected by various intermediates.
in a light

"The proper name
1!H)3,

of Bnlio.

For explanation

of the

change see Stone, Auk,

XX,

pp. 272-278.

''An earher

name

U>r

Phorhhm

{=Mc(j(tscoi)x).

See Stone, Auk,

XX,

U>0:i,

272-276.
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This dichromatism, or rather, polychroniatisin, together with ))etter
knowledge of actual distribution, serve to explain awa}^ the supposed
interrupted distribution of one or two West American races.
In the present investigation the author has been much aided hy the
collection of the Biological Survey,

Museum

by access to the collection of thelJ.

S.

Ridgway has accorded, and by the loan of
specimens from Mr. William Brewster, Mr. Outram Bangs, Dr. Louis
B. Bishop, Mr. Jewell D. Sornborger, and the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia through Mr. Witmer Stone.
National

that Mr.

ANALYTICAL KEY TO THE AMERICAN FORMS OF
ADULT FEMALES.

ASIO,

BASED ON

Wing averaging less than 350 mm.
Wing averaging less than 320 mm.

I.

A.

Exiiosed culmen less than 40

a.

mm

a ^. Exposed culmen not less than 40
B.

Wing

averaging more than 320

More

(f.

dacJnstus.

mm

niayensis.

mm.

rufescent throughout

mefcmhrlnus.

Less rufescent throughout.

a^.

Upper parts darker

J).

vigrei<cens.

Up2)er parts lighter.

h'^.

More finely barred below; bill smaller
More coarsely barred below; bill larger
AVing averaging more than 350 mm.

vKigdhtnicus.

c.

niekuicents.

r'.

II.

A.

Wing

averaging over 370
Light colored.

(I.

Very

b.

pale; feet

mm.

immaculate

vitpiwiifJttt.

Darker; feet more or less spotted.
c. Darker above; lower parts more heavily l)arred
r\ Lighter above; lower parts less heavily barred

b^.

«\ Dark

nhjifttiis.

occidentaVis.

colored.

Face and notanim more blackisli, less rufescent.
c.
Lower parts paler; feet less mottled
r\ Lower parts darker; feet more heavily mottled
b^. Face and nota^um lighter, more rufescent
B. Wing averaging xmder 370 mm.
b.

U})per

It.

hderncnemis.
aaturatus.

Jagophomis.

i^arts lighter.

Face and lower jjarts lighter; feet less spotted
^ Face and lower parts darker; feet more spotted

palk'ticms.

/'.

Ii

(1^.

Vpper

Wing

b.

averaging over 360

mm. very rufescent
mm. less rufescent.

b\ Wing averaging under 360
c.

("\

]>arijiciis.

parts darker.

More blackish above;

;

feet scarcely

Less blackish above; feet

virghiUimn^.

;

mottled

iiigreHcens.

much mottled

ASIO MAGELLANICUS MAGELLANICUS

Icelus.

(Gmelin).

Gmelin, Syst. Nat., I, 1788, p. 286.
Strix nacurutu Vieillot, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat., YII, 1817,
StrLv bubo d. magellunicus

Type

locality.

p. 44.

— Southern South America.
— Southern South America, north to Peru

Geograjylncal dhtrihntion.

and Southern Brazil.
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:U2-827 (av(M-ai!^o, ;^>2t».;>) iiiiii.;
oxposod culmoii, 35-37 (averago, 36)

Wiiiu".

(av<M-a*>v. IIM) niui.;

—

mm.; culmeii without cere. 25-2(5 (average, 25.8) mm. {1 fenuih^.
Wing, 342 mm.; tail, 204 mm.; exposed culmen, 37 mm.; culmen

without cere, 25 mm.
This race is very closely allied to those from Mexico and the southwestern United States, averaging- different from i^aclficK^ only in
reduced size and narrower character of the dark ])arring on the lower

from melanetrux.

surface;

in

smaller

l)ill,

paler upper parts, and less

heavily barred ventral surface.

Gmelin described both magelhiniens and virgin Ian
on the same
all the American forms of the genus seem to be conspeu-'<

page," but as
ciric.

name niageUanieux^

the

as

it

stands

first,

nuist

))e

used

foi-

the

sp(H'ies.

Specimens have been examined from the following localities;
Gregory Ba}', Straits of Magellan; Santiago.
Chile.
Upper Rio Chico. Patagonia.
Arge7itine RepiMlc.

—

—

ASIO MAGELLANICUS NIGRESCENS
Buho

(Berlepsch).

Berlepsch, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1884,

nigrescens

—
—

p. 309.

Cliat'st. siihsp.
Similar to Aslo ii>ageUaniciii< magellanimf<^ but with
more blackish and less rufous both above and l)elow.
Type locality. Cechce (10,000 feet), western Ecuador.

Geographical dlMrlhution.

— Ecuador.
—

MeasnremenU {of type, a female). Wing, 350 nun.; tail, 185 nun.;
culmen, 30.5 mm.; tarsus, 80 mm.
Although not examined in the present connection, this form is apparently quite distinct, differing from vlrgl/tlanits and the other similar
races in

its

deep blackish appearance and

its

notable reduction or lack

of fulvous tints.

ASIO MAGELLANICUS MESEMBRINUS, new
Chars,

very

suhsp.

— Reseml)ling

much more

Aslo

inagdltoilcnx

subspecies.

magtlhatlcus^

rufescent throughout, and with a larger

—

Imt

l)ill.

Type locality. San Jose, Costa Rica.
GeogTaphical dlstrlhatlon. Costa Rica.
}r<'astiir('nun)tf<
Wing, 340 nun.; tail, 1!>8 mm.; exposed
{<f type).
culmen, 41 nun.: culmen without ciuv, 2i> nun.; tarsus, 03 mm.: middle toe, 30

—
—

mm.

[female] adult. No. 33218. U.S.N.]\I.; San
Costa Rica; J. Carmiol.
Above brownish hlack. much mottled
and vermiculated with whitish and Imffy, these markings least conspicuous on the head; the cervix, upper l)ack, and i-ump with much
Deserlptlon. —TyiJC,

'lose,

«Syst. Nat.,

I,

1788, p. 286.
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the feathers of the upper parts with the subbasal portions

webs of scapulars also of this color; wing-coverts
but with more whitish; wing'-quills fuscous, with broad,
broken, buii'y bars on the outer webs, and bars of ochraceous buff on
the inner vanes, these markings becoming distal ly more obsolete and
brownish; tail fuscous, the middle feathers very irregularl}' barred
and mottled with buffy and whitish, the rest vermiculated and more
regularly barred with buffy and ochraceous; forehead and supraloral
region mixed white, buff3'^, ochraceous, and dark brown; facial disk
tawny, mixed with whitish and blackish, bounded behind by a black
bar which is almost continuous with the black and tawny "horns;"
chin and throat white, between them a band of dark brown and tawny
feathers; chest deep tawny with vermiculations and large spots of
blackish, mixed with some white; rest of lower parts deep tawnj^,
with some admixture of white medially, and thickly barred with dark
brown; lining of wing white and tawn}', barred and spotted with
blackish; tibiae tawny, slightly spotted posteriorly with dusky; feet
and tarsi dull buff', almost unmarked.
This form is much more different from all of its nearest geographic
relatives than it is from Asio m. virglnianus^ with which it closely
tawn}^, the exterior

like the back,

agrees in color, though

much

inferior in size.

ASIO MAGELLANICUS MELANCERUS, new
Chars, subsp.

— Similar to Asio magellanicus mesemhrin'us^ but rufes-

cent colors paler and less extensive both
ticularly on

subspecies.

abdomen, thighs, and

above and below, par-

feet, the last

more

spotted; face

somewhat lighter.
Type locality, Tehuantepec

—

City, Oaxaca, Mexico.
Geographical dlstr'ihution. Guatemala, and Mexico north to Jalisco,
Guanajuato, and southern Tamaulipas.

—
male). — Wing, 320

Measurements {1
mm.; tail, 180 mm.; exposed
culmen, 36 mm.; culmen without cere, 26.
Wing,
{3 females.)
345-355 (average, 3-11)) mm.; tail, 205-210 (average, 207.3) mm.;
exposed culmen, 39-41 (average, 40) mm.; culmen without cere,
27-29 (average, 28) mm.

—

Bescription.~TjY>^^ n^nXt female. No. 59497, U.S.N. M.; Tehuantepec City, Oaxaca, Mexico, October 16, 1869; F. Sumichrast. Upper
surface brownish black, mottled and vermiculated with white, buffy,
and deep ochraceous, this mai'king least extensive on the head; wingcoverts like the back; wing-quills fuscous, with wide broken bars,
exteriorl}' of whitish or light brownish, interiorly of ochraceous or

ochraceous

buff'; tail fuscous, broadly barred with whitish and ochramost irregularly on the middle feathers; forehead and supraloral region brownish black, mottled with white and buffy; facial disk
grayish, mixed with ochraceous and blackish, bounded behind by a

ceous,
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horns brownish ))lack, the inner and basal parts ochraicous;
neck minolod white, dark brown, and oehraceous; chin and
throat white, se})arated by a band of dark brown and oehraceous;
breast oehraceous, mottled with whitish and dark brown, and heavily
spotted witli brownish black; rest of lower parts, with lining- of wing,
^vhito, more or less mixed with oehraceous, and Ixirred with daik
brown; the oehraceous legs and didl butfy feet barred and spotted
with dusky.
This race more (dosely resembles pacificuH than it does either jmllexccnn or laayenuls^ both of w^hich in geog-raphical position are nearer.
hliick bar;

sides of

It w\'A\ be distinguished from pac!fieu>^ l)y its smaller size, larger bill,
darker upper parts, and the usually g-reater amount of rufescent

admixture

in the

plumage of the

face.

specimen in rufous (or better, oehraceous)
plumage, but not less common is a gray phase. diiJ'ering in the restriction and pallor of the rufescent parts of the plumage, though the general effect of the whole bird is just as dark.
Specimens examined come from the following localities:
Oaxaca. Tehuantepee.
Guanajuato. Guana j uato.

The

tj^De of this race is a

—
—
Jalisco. — Guadalajara; Etzatlan; La Barca.
Puebla. — Orizaba Chalchicomula.
M'wlioacan. — Querendaro; Zamora.
Mexico. — Mount Popocatepetl; Tlalpam.
Tamaulipas. — SotaLa Marina.
Guatemala. — [No further locality given.]
;

ASIO MAGELLANICUS MAYENSIS
Buho

virginianus mayensis

(Nelson).

Nelsox, Troc. Biol. 8oc. Washington, XIV, 1901,

p. 170.

Chars, suhsj).

—Resembling Ash> magellanicu^'i melavcerus, but paler;

the lower parts not so heavily barred, and with less i-ufous; face and
feet less rufescent, the latter less conspicuously mottled with

—

dusky.

Chichen Itza, Yucatan, Mexico.
Geographical distribution. Yucatan, Mexico.
Measurements {of ty])<\ a feinale). Wing. 315 mm.; tail. 11>S mm.:
exposed culmen, 11 nnn. culmen without cere, 2!> mm. tarsus. 51 nun.
middle toe, 15 ram.
This form was descri))ed l)y Mr. Nelson from a single specimen, and
none but the ty])e has l)een available for present comparison. The
validity of the race, however, seems to be sutKciently attested by the
Ty2>e locality.

—

—

;

;

characters above detailed.

It

approaches apparently most closely to

from the latter in smaller size, larger
and slightlv paler lower surface.

puJlescenx and pacijicus; differing
l>ill,

usually

more grayish

face,
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ASIO MAGELLANICUS PALLESCENS
Bubo

virginianus pallescens Stoxe,

Amer.

Nat.,

XXXI,

vol. xxvii.

(Stone).
1897,

ji.

237 (in text).

— Like Aslo magellanicus mayensis, but larger, with
upper surface paler.
— Watson Kauch, Medina River, 18 miles southwest of
Type
San Antonio, Texas.
—Western Texas to southeastern CaliforGeographical
Chars. Mihsp.

relatively smaller bill;
locality.

distrihutioii.

nia; south to

northern Mexico.

—

Wing, 330-300 (average, 311) mm.; tail,
Measu7'ements {9 males).
195-226 (average, 215.9) ram.; exposed culmen, 33-39 (average, 37.3)
mm.; culmen without cere, 24-29.5 (average, 27.3) mm. {9 fcinaleK.)
Wing, 355-375 (average, 362.8) ram. tail, 200-235 (average, 222) mm.
exposed culmen, 35-43 (average, 39) nnu.; culmen without cere, 26-31

—

;

(average,

'1\^)

mra.

The present

much

smaller size and

so very dili'erent

from virg/iuanus

subspecies, by reason of

nuicli paler colors

throughout,

is

that for typical specimens no comparison

reach

its

its

is

necessary.

It

seems to

greatest degree of pallor in Arizona and the immediately

contiguous region.

A specimen from Rodriguez,

somewhat approaches

,

virginianus.,

Nuevo Leon, jVIexico,
though not strongly enough to

warrant its reference to that form.
In Asio Til. pal/esce?)s there is, in almost any locality, a remarka))ly
wide range of variation, irrespective of altitude or other influences
sometimes supposed to be potent in producing such differences in this
group of birds; for, in tine, this race exhibits to a marked degree the
dichromatism existing in many of the others. The ordinary or light
phase in its extreme manifestation is almost as white below as Asio
111. iv((jM(C)if/i)/, with legs and feet as immaculate, and is sometimes even
paler above, though of course on account of small size not to be confused with that form. The dark phase is of very different appearance,
the color abo^'e being very blackish, the lower parts dark, with markings l)lackish instead of brownish, the feet ochraceous and nuicli
mottled, thus to some degree resembling the similar condition of both
occidoifalix <ni(i irapacuih h^ yet rather more ochraceous.
There is also
a third phase which comes close to the light phase of virginianus., and
in which ochraceous predominates throughout tiie plumage of both
upper and lower i)arts, including the face and feet. The type of pallescens is intermediate between the ochraceous and the light gray phases.
Specimens examined are from the following localities:
Arizona. Tucson; Colorado River at Monument 204, Mexican
Boundar}' Line; San Bernardino Ranch; Fort Lowell; Camp 98,
Kennerl3^and Mollhausen; Fullers; Oracle; Fort Whipple; Huachuca
Mountains; Phoenix.
JVeic Mexico.
San Luis Mountains; Chico Springs; Longitude 107°

—

—

15',

Mexican Boundarv Line.
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— Fort Clark;

Marathon; Moclina; Presidio County: Watson
San Antonio; Monahans.
Saltoii River (United States Boundary Line);
Loirer California.
Gardiners Lagoon (United States Boundary Line).
Tcxa><.

Kanch, 18

nvilcs fsouthwest of

—

—Rodriguez.
— Sabinas.

Nuevo Leon.
Coahuila.

ASIO MAGELLANICUS PACIFICUS
Bubo

(Cassin).

virginianus \ariety pacificufi Cassix, Illustr. Birds Calif., Texas, etc., 1854,

p. 178.

Chars, suhsp.

— Similar to

usually

more

A.'iio

magellanicus pallesce?is, but dai'ker

much more

throughout; feet

heavily mottled with dusky: faee with
admixture of rufous.

—

locality.
Western North America (southern California").
Geographical distrihution. California, except the southeastern part
and the northern and central coast districts; extending northward to
Fort Klamath, Oregon, eastward to the San Francisco Mountains,

Type

—

Arizona.

—

Measurements (6 males). Wing, 313-353 (average 336.5) mm.; tail,
190-218 (average, 201.5) mm.; exposed culmen, 31—38 (average, 3(5)
nmi.; culmen without cere, 25-27 (av^erage, 26) mm.
(4. females.)

—

Wing, 350-370 (average, 360.7) mm.;

213-228 (average, 219.3)
nun.; exposed culmen, 31-38 (average 36.8) mm.; culmen without
cere, 27-28 (average, 27.5) mm.

A

tail,

specimen from Fort Klamath, Oregon, doubtless referable here,

very ochraceous, and suggests the existence of another phase in this
race.
A single bird from San Bernardino, California, is quite as small as

is

specimens from farther
Lower California ha\e
been examined, though the present subspecies undoubtedly occupies
at least the extreme northern portion.
The reference of the birds from
the region of the Grand Can3'on of the Colorado, Arizona, to jjacificii.s
is not wholly satisfactory, though the only specimens we have seen
one from the San Francisco ]Mountains and another from the Coconino
Plateau. Arizona
appear to be nearest this form. The tirst-mentioned
example is decidedly larger than any of our specimens of pacificas,
besides being rather dark, and, after all, this and the one from the
Coconino Plateau may l)e nothing more than dark-phase internnHliates
cl((cJiixtii><,

south are

but probably

much

larger.

is

abnormally

None

so, as

oi pacific as irom

—

and occidentalis.
Specimens from the following localities have })een seen:
California.
Dulzura; San Diego; FortTejon; Fullerton; San Bernardino; Fort Crook; Kern Lakes; Red Blutf.
Arizona.
San Francisco Mountain; Coconino Platcnuudl rand Canyon
l)etween 2^allesce)is

—

—
Oregon. — Fort Klamath.

of the Colorado.

"Stom-, Auk.

\ni.

lS9(i,

[).

155.
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ASIO MAGELLANICUS ELACHISTUS
Bubo

virginiunus dachiKtus Brewssteh,

1>uI1.

vol. xxvii.

(Brewster).

Mns. Conip. Zool., XLI, 1902,

p. 96.

voiy
— Similar to Asio magdlaniciix.
— Sierra de Laguna, Lower California.
Ty2)e
Geographical
— Southern Lower Calif
males). — Wing, 305-325 (average, 315.6) mm.;
Measurements
175-206 (average, 190.3) mm.; exposed culmen, 33-38 (average, 36.5)
mm.
female-) —
mm.; culmen without cere, 21-26 (average,
Chars,

much

pacijimis.^

suhsj)-

l)ut

smaller.

la

locality.

distrihiition.

oi'nia.

{5

tail,

24:.8)

Wing, 330 mm.

;

without cere, 27.5

tail,

211

mm.

;

exposed culmen, 38

{1

mm. culmen
;

mm.

Description{lighi2}liase).—K^v\tm'dXQ, No. 17238, U.S.N.M.; Caduana.

Lower

California,

surface dull brown, so

November 25, 1859; John Xantus.
much mixed and mottled with white,

Upper
graj^ish,

buff, and pale ochraceous that the general appearance is quite light;
wing-coverts and exposed surface of innermost secondaries like the

back, with, however,

somewhat more white;

rest of wing-quills fus-

cous, with broad bars of Imtfy and ochraceous distally
lete; tail-feathers fuscous,

growing

the middle pair and outer webs of

o))so-

all

})ut

outermost ])rokenl3' ])arred with whitish or buff.
The remainder
broadly barred with ochraceous 1)uff'; extreme forehead and supraloral line white; facial disk ochraceous, slightly mixed with dusky, and
bordered posteriorly ])y a black band; ear tufts deep l)rown, the inner
webs and basal portion of the feathers chiefl}" ochraceous buff; sides
of neck mixed white, buff', and dark brown; chin and throat white,
divided ))y a band of ochraceous mixed with dark brown; l)reast pale
ochraceous mingled with white, spotted and vermiculated with l)lackish; rest of lower surface white, somewhat mixed with pale ochraceous
posteriorly, and ])arrcd with dark brown except on median portion of
abdomen: lining of wing white, spotted with ochraceous and dark
brown; til^ito ochraceous buff', indistinctly marked with dusky; feet
and tarsi dull white, the latter posteriorly a little spotted with dusky.
This race may be distinguished from Asio m. nielancervs by its
reduced size, paler and less rufescent coloration. Compared with
niayensls, it has a smaller bill, and more ochraceous or rufous in the
plumage, particularly that of the face.
Li elachlstus there are two very distinct phases, one light, the other
dark.
Mr. Brewster's type is an example of the latter, which seems
to be the more common, and from which the former so much diff'ers
as to be deemed worthy of the above description.
Examples from the following localities have been examined:
Lower California. La Paz: Caduana; San Jose del Ran cho; Sierra
de la Laguna; Santa Anita.

—
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ASIO MAGELLANICUS ICELUS, new
(^Hfrs.

iniich

f^'uhsj).

— Resembling'

Asf'o

185

subspecies.

viagellanicus pacijicus^ but very

darker, particiilarly on the upper parts.

Typelocality.

— San

Luis Obispo, California.
Coast of California, north of about

Geographical distribution.

—

3.5°

north latitude.
Jfeasnre/nen ts {1

/jiale).

— Wing, 335 nun.

Winer, 345-360 (average, 352.5)

mm.;

;

tail,

nun.; exposed culmen, 38-40 (average, 39)

27.5-28.5 (average, 28)

tail,

215 nun.

{2females).

203-230 (average,

—

21(). 5)

mm.; culmen without

core,

mm.

Description.— Type, adult female. No. 141225, U.S.N.M.: Biological
Survey Collection San Luis Obispo, California, Noveml)or il), 1891 E.
W. Nelson. Uj)per surface brownish black, mottled and irregularly
barred with butiy ochraceous and grayish white, least so on the forehead and horns; tail fuscous, with broad ))roken bars of ochraceous,
which, on the middle feathers, become almost Avhite; wings fuscous,
both the quills and their coverts })arred on exterior we))s with dull,
mottled grayish, brownish or whitish, on the iimer wel)s with pale
ochraceous; face mixed grayish, ochraceous, and blackish; chin and
sides of neck generally similar to the upper surface: throat white;
])roast buffy, with spots and irregular bars of black; rest of lower
surface buff}- whitish, heavily barred with black, except in middle of
abdomen, where these markings are brown and less conspicuous; feet
and tarsi pale buff, or whitish, much mottled with dark l)r()wn; under
wing-coverts white or buff'v, with heavy irregular ])ars and other
markings of dark brown and blackish.
The affinities of this new form are with the saturatus group, as to
reasonable extent might be expected from its range, rather than with
jyacijicus.
An example from Redwood City, California, is somewhat
darker and more rufescent than those from the localities more
;

;

southern, indicating an intergradation to the northwai'd with either

lagophonas or saturatus.
Our specimens are from the subjoined localities:
San Luis 0))is])<); Redwood City; Nicasio.
California.

—

ASIO MAGELLANICUS LAGOPHONUS, new
Chars, suhsp.

— Resembling

^l.sv'<>

ntagellanicus

subspecies.

icclu.s. iKit

larger; the

ochraceous and rufous tints, particularly on faci^
and feet, much more pronounced.
Type local if//. P\)rt Walla Walla, Washington.
Washington and northern Oregon
Geographical *^//,s'/'yv7-»///'/V>y/.
(exce])ting the coast region), with Idaho; noith through eastei-n and
central British Columbia to Cook Inlet and the interior of .Vlaska.
feet darker; all the

—
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Wing, 345-370 (average, 356.8) mm.; tail,
mm.; exposed culmen, 3.5-11 (average, 37.9)

Measureinenis {9 males).

210-235 (average, 223.5)
mm.; culmen without cere, 25-30 (average, 27.1) mm. (6 females).
Wing, 350-400 (average, 375.8) mm.; tail, 213-252 (average, 238.5)
mm.; exposed culmen, 36—12.5 (average, 40.1) mm. culmen without
cere, 26-31 (average, 29.2) mm.
adult male. No. 88377, U.S.N.M.; Fort
Descrijjf ion. —Type,
November 13, 1881; Capt. Charles BenWashington,
Walla Walla,
black, much mottled and vermicubrownish
Upper surface
dire.
and
ochraceous,
the last most conspicuous
lated with whitish, buffy,
portions
of
all
the feathers more or less
anteriorly, but the subbasal
wing-quills
like
the
back;
fuscous, barred
ochraceous; wing-coverts
irregularly
on
outer
webs
with
dull buffy
broadly though somewhat
interior
webs
with
ochraceous;
tail
sepia,
or brownish white, on
vermiculated
with
whitish,
buff,
and
ochraceous,
barred lirokenh^ and
the last predominating; forehead and siipraloral line grayish white,
mixed with ochraceous and brownish; facial disk ochraceous, somewhat mixed with blackish, and bounded behind by a black l)and; horns

—

;

webs and basal porneck mixed dark brown, whitish, and ochraceous; chin
and throat white, divided by a collarette of dark brown, ochraceousmargined feathers; remainder of lower surface white and ochraceous,
heavil}^, and in places confluenth^, barred with brownish black, the
breast also blotched with the same; lining of wing white and ochraceous, barred and spotted with blackish; legs and feet ochraceous,
barred and spotted with dark brown.
This subspecies differs tron\j?acificus in its larger size; darker upper
and lower parts, the latter more heavily barred; more strongly motIt is appartled legs and feet; darker and more rufescent facial disk.
ently most closely allied to saturatus and icelus, but is quite easily
blackish, with considerable ochraceous on inner
tions; sides of

distinguishable from either.

The specimen from Pengra, Oregon, here referred, is decidedlv intermediate between lagophonus and occidental is. Birds from Cook Inlet
and the interior of Alaska are in color apparently identical with those
from Idaho and Washington, though one from Fort Yukon is almost
dark enough for saturatus. These birds from Alaska are, however,
somewhat larger than typical lagophonus., and their inclusion in the
measurements above given to some extent accounts for the wide range
of variation.

Although there

is

much

individual color difference

of this race, yet, in so far as

is

shown by our

among examples

material, there

is little

or no indication of a pale phase.
.

Specimens from the following localities have been examined:
Washington.
Walla Walla; Cascade Mountains; 25 miles southeast

—

of Toledo!
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— Douglas County; Do8 Chutes River; Pengra.
— Sawtooth Lake.
British Columhia. — Vernon
— Nulato; Fort Yukon; Hope, Cook Inlet; Knik, Cook
Oregon.

Idaho.

Alaf<l'a.

Kowak

Inlet;

KiA^er.

ASIO MAGELLANICUS SATURATUS

(Ridgway).

Bubo vlrguiianus mtanUas Ridgway, Explor. and Surv.

40tli

Par.,

IV, 1S77,

p. 572, footnote.

Ohm's. snhsp.

— Similar to Asia magellaniciis

lagoplionu.^.,

hut darker,

and rest of plumao'c with less ochraceous and
rufous, producing' on the upper surfac(>. a more uniform appearance;
feet much darker and more heavily mottled.
Simiahmoo, Washington.
Tyjpe locality.
Geographical distrihatioit. — Pacitic coast region, from Washington
(and probably at least northern Oregon) north to southern Alaska.

particularly a])ove; face

—

—

Wing, 345-358 (average, 3-1:8.3) nun.; tail,
2leasureine)ds {I4. males).
205-222 (average, 212.3) mm.; exposed culmen, 39-41 (average, 39.8)
mm. culmen without cere, 28.5-29 (average, 28.9) mm. {6 females).
Wing, 360-3S3 (average, 374.7) nun.; tail, 215-242 (average, 227.2)

—

;

mm.; exposed culmen, 38-42 (average, 40) nuu.; culmen without cere,
28-31 (average, 30) nun.
With the possible exception of nigrescois, this race is more deeply
its American congeners, the legs and feet ])eing
dark and heavily mottled. So far as we have been able to
determine, there is no light phase.
A single example from Ashcroft,
British Columbia, is intermediate between mtni'atus and lagophonns;
and another from Sitka, Alaska, verges also somewhat toward the
latter form.
Specimens examined come from the following localities:
Washington. Fort Steilacoom; Skagit County; Similkameen; Port
Townsend; American Lake; Simiahmoo.

colored than any of
\)articularly

—

British (hluinhia.

Alaska.

— Sitka.

— Kamloops;

Lund; Ashcroft.

ASIO MAGELLANICUS HETEROCNEMIS, new
Chars, suhsp.

— Like

subspecies.

Asia magellanicus saiuratvs. but

bill

Jai'ger;

posterior lower parts ])alor; feet lighter colored and less heavily spot-

upper parts with usually less ochraceous.
Type locality. Lance au Loup, Labrador.

ted;

—

Geogtuiphical distrihdion.

—^Labrador,

including at least the north

Ungava.
Measurements (2 malex). Wing, 350-365 (average, 357.5) mm.; tuil,
220-230 (average, 225) nun.; exposed culmen, 41 mm.; culmen without
cere, 30 nun.
Wing, 370-390 (average, 380) mm.; tail,
{7 feandts).

coast of the Territor}' of

—
—
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225-260 (average, 230) mm.; exposed eulmen, 38-44 (averag-o, 41.3)
mm.; eulmen without cere, 28-32 (average, 30.1) mm.
Type, adult male. No. 4445, collection of E. A. and
Des(y)i])tio7i.
au Loup, Labrador, April 9, 1899; Ernest Doane.
Lance
O. Bangs;
vermiculated and mottled with whitish, least
black,
brownish
Above
like the back, though with rather more
wing-coverts
head;
the
so on
outer webs with broken bars of whitish
the
fuscous,
wing-quills
white;
bars of ochraceous bull on the l)asal
partial
inner
with
the
butfy,
or
portion; tail sepia brown, the middle feathers with mottlings and
broken l)ai's of whitish and buffy, the rest with irregular Ijars of paler
brown and ochraceous; forehead and supraloral streak white, much
mixed with brown; facial disk dull gray, with mixture of blackish

—

and some ochraceous, bordered ]>ehind by a black band which joins
the black horns; sides of the neck mottled with dark brown, whitish,
and ochraceous; chin and throat white, separated by a dark brown
band whose feathers have grayish or ochraceous edgings: breast
ochraceous, with blotches, bars, and mottlings of brown and white;
remainder of lower surface barred with black and white, with laterally
much ochraceous and buffy; lining of wing mottled with white, In-own,
and ochraceous; tarsi and tibitB deep ochraceous, spotted and irregularly barred with dusky; feet dull buffy grayish, spotted and obsoletely
barred with dark brown.
Although by authors heretofore referred to mturatus^ the Labrador
bird diff'ers from that form as detailed above, and its characters,
though not as strongly marked as are those of some of the other races,
are 3'et sufficient for recognition by name, particularly in view of a
widely separated range. Although, of course, nearest saturatux, the
For the
differences may be readily appreciated in a good sei'ies.
the
courindebted
to
is
privilege of describing this form the writer
distinctness.
noted
its
tesy of Mr. Outram Bangs, who had already
Specimens from the following localities have been seen:
Lahrador. Okkak; Makko\nk; Hopedale; Turnavik Island; Lance
au Loup; Fort Nascopee.
Ungava. Fort Chimo; Near Forks.

—
—

ASIO MAGELLANICUS VIRGINIANUS
Slrix virginiana

Gmelin,

Syst. Nat.,

Strix bubo variete E. ludovidanus

Bubo jnnicola

1788, p. 287.

Daudin, Traite d'Orn.,

YiEihiuOT, Hist. Nat. Ois.

Strix crassirostris YiEihLOT,
Slrix macrorhyncha

Bubo

I,

Nouv.

TBMMmcK,

(Gmelin).

Am.

Sept.,

I,

II, 1800, p. 210.

1807, p. 51, pi. xix.

Diet. d'Hist. Nat., VII, 1817, p. 44.

PI. Color., II, 1821, pi. 62.

virginianus variety atlanticus Cassin, Illnstr. Birds California, Texas, etc.,

1854, p. 178.

Chars, suhsp.
smaller; verj^

— Similar to Asio magellanicus heterocnemh., but much

much more

rufous throughout; legs and feet

spicuously mottled.
Type locality. Virginia.

—

less con-

NO. 1362.
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Geographical dixfrihution. Southern Canada and eastern United
States, west to Ontario, Wisconsin, Iowa, and eastern Texas; accidental
in Ireland/'

Measurements

—

Wing, 320-355 (average, 343.3) mm.; tail,
mm.; exposed culmen, 38-40 (average, 39.4)

(7 males).

1J>0-210 (average, 199.4)

—

mm.; culmen without cere, 26-30 (average, 28.6) mm. {6 females).
Wing, 352-380 (average, 366.3) nmi.; tail, 2O0-225 (average, 218) mm.;
exposed cuhnen, 38-43 (average, 40.7) mm.: culmen without cere,
29-32.5 (average, 30.6)

mm.

by a deep rufescence
In normal phase
throughout, very different from the other subspecies living north of
There are, however, two other phases of virglnianus one
]\lexico.
this race is characterized

—

and the place of rufous tints is taken
by ochraceous; the other in which grayish and blackish colors predominate; all three phases being connected by intermediates. The
last seems to be most prevalent in the New England States, and possibly indicates vergence toward heterocnemis.
A careful comparison proves that birds from Florida do not differ
at all, either in size or color, from those of the Middle Atlantic States.
Some specimens from the region of the Lower Rio Grande are rather
light-colored, but neither in this respect nor in anj^ other can the}" be
distinguished from examples of the light phase commonly occurring
in the Eastern States; while a specimen taken at Rockport, Texas, is
typical of virgmianus in dark rufous plumage.
The breeding bird of
Iowa is undoubtedly lu'rghiianus^ though occ idental is ocaurs in winter.
We have seen no summer birds from Minnesota, but at least the
southern part of this State is probably inhabited b}^ the present race.
Specimens from the subjoined localities have been examined:
in Avhich the coloration is light,

—Fayetteville.
—
Florida. — Sebastian; Fort

Arkansas.
District

of Columbia.

Bassinger;

Orange

Hammock; Lake

Kissimmee.

— Sugar Creek Prairie; Mount Carmel.
Indian Territory. — [No further locality given.]
Iowa. — Mitchell Count}'.
Maryland. — Rockville: Laurel; Sandy Spring; Corntield Harbor.
Micliigan. — Saginaw^ County.
Missouri. — Marble Cave.
Neio Jersey. — [No further locality given.]
Ohio. — Madisonville; W^ooster.
Pennsylvania. — Carlisle.
Texas. — Rockport: Brownsville.
Virginia. — Ammondale; Glymont; Amelia.
Illinois.

i^w7/«?j«.— Upperville; Toleston.

aBelle Lake, county Waterford, January 27, 1851; sec 2Soologist, 1881,

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvii— 03

13

p. 308.
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ASIO MAGELLANICUS ALGISTUS, new

vol. xxvii.

subspecies.

—

Similar to ^i.svVy luaijellanicna lagophon.us., but much
Chars. suJ)Sj).
paler throughout; the lower parts less heavily barred; the legs and feet
not so conspicuously mottled.
Type locality. Saint Michael, Alaska.

—

—

Northwest coast region of Alaska.
Measurements {2 males). Wing, 355-360 (average, 357.5) mm.; tail,
225-245 (average, 235) mm. exposed culmen, -il mm. culmen withWing, 355-390 (average, 371.5) mm.;
out cere, 29 mm.
females).
exposed culmen, 39—43 (average, 41)
tail, 225-240 (average, 232) mm.
mm.; culmen without cere, 28-31 (average, 29.3) mm.
Description.— Ty^Q, [male] adult. No. 70276, U.S.N. M.; St. Michael,
Alaska; L. M. Turner. Upper parts brownish black, with nvmierous
mottlings and irregular bars and spots of white, most of the feathers
extensively ochraceous basally; tail dark brown, the middle feathers
and outer webs of all but the outermost vermiculated, and irregularly
and broadly barred with white or buffy white, this replaced b}^ ochraceous on the rest of the tail; wing-coverts like the back; w-ing-quills
dark brown, broadh^ barred irregularly with buff and ochraceous;
horns l^rownish black, mottled with ochraceous and whitish; forehead
and supraloral stripe white; facial disk grayish, mixed to some extent
with ochraceous, and bordered behind b}^ a black band; sides of neck
mottled brown, white, and ochraceous; chin and throat white, separated
by a band of blackish feathers with ochraceous and buffy edgings;
breast white with some ochraceous buff, blotched, irregularlj' barred,
and mottled with blackish brown; abdomen and crissum white, with
more or less regular bars of dark brown; sides much mixed with
ochraceous; lining of wing white, with markings of dark brown and
ochraceous; tarsi and tibia? ochraceous buff, with broken bars of
brownish; feet buffy white, obscurely spotted with dusky.
This subspecies of Asio magellanicus reall}' much more resembles
occidentalis or j^ctcijicus than it does its nearest geographic relative,
lagophonus; Ijut is not identical with either. From occidentalis it may
be separated l)y its darker upper surface, particularly^ the wings, and
by its somewhat less heavil}' barred lower surface; while from pacifcus
its larger size, less ochraceous face, and the paler ochraceous of the
upper surface will serve for differentiation.
It is possible that I err in referring to lagophonus the Alaskan
specimens of Asio from the timbered region, for it may be that these
large birds are but the dark phase of algistus, yet in so far as the
material now available shows, save in one single instance, the difference in plumage is correllated with change of area, the lighter birds
being confined in a general way to the Barren Grounds.
Examples from the following localities are referred to this form:
Alaska.
St. Michael; Kowak River; Lower Yukon Kiver; Port
Huron; Aleknagik River.
Geograjyhical distribution.

—

;

;

—

{Jf,

;

—

—

.

[MElilCAX GREA T

HORNED

WLS—OBERHOL.SER.

ASIO MAGELLANICUS OCCIDENTALIS
Bubo

lirffiniamis oc('i(le)dalw iiTO^K,

Chars, subsp. — hike Asia

Auk, XJIJ,

1896,

j).

1

9

(Stone).

155.

inageUanicus paUesceius, but consideni))ly

larger; colors averaging" darker.

— Mitchell County, Iowa (winter).

Ty2>e locality.

-Westarn United States, from Minnesota
and Kansas to Nevada, southeastern Oregon, Utah, and Montana;
south in winter to Iowa.
Geo(/rap/tical

(list r/ljaf ion.

3Ieasiire///e?it.s

{10 males).

— Wing,

333-3(55 (avei'agc,

34U.6)

mm.;

tail, 200-225 (average, 212.8) nun.; exposed culmen, 35-40 (average,
37.(5) mm.; culmen without cere, 26-2S (average, 27.1) mm.
{9
Wing, 360-390 (average, 37(J.l) nmi. tail, 220-2-lU (averfemales.)

—

age, 230.5)

;

mm. exposed
;

culmen, 37-i3 (average, 40.7) mm.; culmen

Avithout cere, 28-33 (average. 30.2) nun.

Although hitherto not recognized,
one, and covering, as

this

form

does, an extensive area,

is

a fairh* well-marked

well worth}- a name.
Colorado and Nevada specimens are somewhat darker than those from
Montana and the Dakotas. In Colorado, and doubtless in other localities also, occidentalis has a dark phase, characterized by great increase
of blackish both above and below.
Specimens of this race examined come from the following places:
it

is

—

Coloradu.
Elk Mountains; Routt County; Pueblo County; Twin
Lakes; Cache laPoudre River.
Lnoa.
Mitchell County; Grinnell.

—

—Pendennis,
— Mar3\s Lake; Fort Custer; Fort Shaw.
Minnesota. —Aitkin; Elk River; Excelsior.
Nevada. — Austin (35 miles southwest).
N(Mh Dal'ota. — Missouri River, 87 miles below Fort Union;

KansoM.

Montana.

St.

Devils

Lake.

Oregon.— FvmeYiWe.
Wyoming. Fort Bridger; Deer Creek; West Fork

—

Bow

ASIO MAGELLANICUS
Strix wapacutku

Bubo
Bubo

G'HTe.i.i^,

Syst. Nat.,

I,

WAPACUTHU

(Gmelin).

1788, p. 291.

Swaixsox, Faun. Bor.-Amer., II, 1832, j). 86, pi. xxx.
subardlcuti Hoy, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, 1852, p. 211.
arcticus

—

Similar to Asio viagellanicus occidentalis., but paler,
upper parts with lighter ochraceous, less black, and more white,

Chars, suhsj).
the

of iNledicine

Creek.

lower surface more Avhitish, les.s heavily barred, the feet with less
mottling and less ochraceous usually innnaculate.
tiu'

—
— Hudson Ba}', Canada.
Geographical distrihution. — Northern

2yj^e locality.

Canada, from Hudson Bay
Valley of the ^lackeiizie River; south in winter to the northern
United States, from Idaho to Wisconsin.

to the
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Measure )nents {5 males). Wing-, 337-368 (average, 362) mm.; tail,
215-230 (average, 221.6) mm.; exposed ciilmen, 37-42 (average, 39.5)
mm.; culmen without cere, 27-30 (average 28.5) mm. {2 females.)
Wing, 385-390 (average, 387.5) mm. tail, 235-237 (average, 236) mm.
exposed culmen, 43 mm.; culmen without cere, 31-31.5 (average,

—

;

31.3)

mm.

This is the palest of all the American members of the genus Asia.,
the general whiteness being usually very conspicuous.
From Asia
m. algutus it differs as from occidentalism though in greater measure.
In dark phase it is most like the normal or light condition of oecidentalis^ but the dark markings are deeper and more contrasted, the
feet usuall}^ white with little or

The southward limit

no ochraceous or dark mottling.

of the breeding range

it is

impossible at present

approxmiate exactness, as proper material from
the interior of British America is not available.
Specimens that have
been examined, however, point to the probability that wajxicuthu
summers at least as far south as Saskatchewan.
Dr. Richmond has shown" that the name arcticus of Swainson, so
long in use for this race, is preoccupied and consequenth^ untenable.
As a substitute he proposes to revive suharcticas of Hoy, which has
been commonly applied to the pale forms of the western United States.
There seems to be, however, a prior name in Strix wapacuthu Gmelin,^
which by nearly all authors has been synonymized with arcticus. This
name is based on the "Wapacuthu Owl" of Pennant,'' and its accompanying description is an excellent one of the arctic horned owl, with
the exception of the statement that the bird is without ears, a mistake
that might easily occur, particularly with an imperfect specimen.
Furthermore, that it is not Nyctea nyctea., the only other owl to which
the name could b}^ any possibility apply, is clearl}^ evidenced by the
diagnosis, added to which is the statement that the young are white.
Specimens of this form from the following localities have been
examined, probable breeding records being, indicated by an asterisk:
Mackenzie. Fort Resolution*; Slave River, 75 miles below Fort
Smith.*
Sashatchetoan.
Moose Lake*; Pas*.
Ontario.
Moose Factory; Michipicoten Island, Lake Superioi.
to delineate with even

—

—

—

—Aitki n
— Devils Lake.
Wisconsin. — Racine.

Minnesota.

North Dakota.

«Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash.,

XV,

ftSyst. Nat., I, 1788, p. 291.

^Arct. Zool., II, 1785, p. 231.

1902, p. 86.

A NEW BATRACHIAN AND A NEW REPTILE FROM THE
TRIAS OF ARIZONA.
By Frederic

A. Lucas,

Acting Curator, Section of Vertebrate Fossils.

two genera
fauna of North America, one representing the large
labyrinthodonts hitherto known only from Europe, the other being a
new and hirge Cot^dosaurian. The history of the discovery of these
species of fossil verteln-ates to be described add

The two

to the Triassic

vertebrates

In

is

as follows:
visiting the fossil forest of Arizona,
obtained near Tanners Crossing of the Little

November, 1899, while

Dr. Lester F.

Ward

Colorado River a few specimens of Triassic vertebrates. The majorit}'
of them proved to belong to the large belodont described as Ileterochmtosuehus ganei" two scutes were fi'om the belodont Eji^'scopomuras
Cope, while a small portion of a cranial plate was identitied b}- Dr. E.
' Fraas as being from some large labyrinthodont.
The subsequent year,
1900, Mr. Barnum Brown visited the locality to collect for the U. S.

some ancestral forms
of Stegosaurus.
While this hope was not realized Mr. Brown secured
a valuable collection of Triassic fossils, mainly belonging to the two
bolodonts mentioned above, though comprising a few examples of other
animals.
This material was mostly in a very fragmentary condition,
on(> of the few noteworthy exceptions to this rule being an epistenuun
of a large labyrinthodont, whicli, though badly shattered, proved to be
practically all present.
This was pronounced l)y Dr. E. Fraas, to
whom a photograph was su))mitted, to ])e unmistakably from some
species of the genus Jlt'tnp'miuf'ff.s, and in consideration of this fact I
have named the species in his honor. This seems particularly appropriate in view of his various memoirs on the Triassic vertebrates of
National

Museum,

largely in the hope of obtaining

Europe.

"Am.

Journ.

Soi., 1898,

VI,

p. 399.

Proceedings U. S National Museum, Vol. XXVII— No. 1353.
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METOPOSAURUS FRAASI, new species.
Type.

—An

episternuiu, No. 2152, catalogue of fossil vertebrates,

U. S. National Museum, from 5 miles east of Tanners Crossing, Little
Colorado River, Arizona. This locality is about 25 miles above the
The specimen is
junction of the Little Colorado with the Colorado.
shown on Plate III.
The species is characterized by the coarseness of the sculpturing of
the episternum and the fact that the markings of the center of the
plate consist of irregular pits which, toward the margin, are transformed into radiating grooves. These grooves are most marked on the
anterior portion of the bone.

The portions

of clavicles present also

have the ornamentation in the shape of pits rather than as grooves, and
in this respect and in the greater coarseness of the sculpture the present
species differs from the European Metoposaurus dlagnostlcus of von
Meyer. It is furthermore characterized b}^ the extent of the articulation of the clavicle with the episternum, the posterior end of the
clavicle being well behind a line drawn through the center of the plate.
The postero-internal angle of the clavicle is very much rounded instead
of being decidedly angular, as it is in Metoposaurus dlagnostlcus.
The episternum is 43 cm. (16f inches) long and 30 cm. (11|^ inches)
wide.

The only other specimen

that can be referred to this species

anterior portion of a left mandible,

somewhat weathered, found

is

the

at the

same locality as the episternum. This mandible is coarsel}' sculptured
on the external face, and bears indications of two large teeth at the
very front of the ramus, and behind these 15 small teeth. These
seem to have been largely attached to the external wall of (he alveolus
in a manner somewhat suggestive of the pleurodont dentition of an
iguana.

From

the same Triassic beds, though at some

little

distance from

the locality where the episternal plate of Metoposaurus was obtained,

Mr. Brown secured a number of fragments which, when put together,
proved to be the humerus of a large Anomodont, or, more sti'ictl}^
speaking, Cotylosaurian. This represents a new species and new genus
for which the name of Plucerlus liesternus is proposed, the generic
name being given on account of the breadth of ])ody indicated b}- the
short, broad humerus.

PLACERIAS, new

genus.

PLACERIAS HESTERNUS, new

—A right

species.

humerus, No. 2198 catalogue of fossil vertebrates,
Tanners Crossing of the Little
Colorado River, Arizona. The specimen is figured on Plate IV. The
characteristic features of the genus and species are the great and sudden
expansion of the deltoid ridge, the contraction of the humerus at the
•'

Type.

U.S.N.M., from

3 miles north of

TWO NFAV FOSSIL VERTEBRATES— LUCAS.
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center of the shaft, and the sharp definition and differentiation of the
While tlie deltoid ridge i.s prominent
radial and idnar articulation.s.
in

man}' Anomodonts,

it is

peculiar in the present species

from the

seems to have started practically from the proximal end
fact that
and not from a little distance down the shaft, as it does in such a form
it

as (xomphog'nathus."

The hunuM'us of Plaeerias otherwise bears a slight resemblance to
tiiat of Gomphognathus, ])ut is vastly larger, and indicates an animal
Among African Anomodonts the
of much greater size and power.
Cynodrakon,
but here again it is much
that
of
most
suggests
humerus
entepicondylar for.large,
elongate
proximally.
A
more expanded
outer side of this is
bounding
the
the
portion
but
was
present,
amen
missing and its position is not clearly indicated on the accompanying
The articular face for the radius is large, round, and well
plate.
defined, and the olecrenal fossa is of good size; the proximal end of
the humerus was capped with cartilage, but the amount in the el))ow
The indications are that Plaeerias was a
joint must have been small.
not entirely, terrestrial in habit.
of the humerus are as follows: Greatest length,
3i>S mm. (15f inches); estimated breadth across deltoid ridge, 200
mm. (71 inches); breadth of portion actually present, 170 mm. (6f
inches); breadth at lower end of deltoid ridge, l-ll: mm. (5^^ inches);
least diameter of shaft, OO mm. ('if inches); greatest distal breadth,

creature largeh",

if

The measurements

155

mm.

(Gf inches).

The large Cotylosaurians hitherto described from North America
are from the Permian, while the present specimen is from the Trias.
The animal represented is also larger than any of the Permian species,
and, in this respect, is on a par with Parlasaurus. The humerus, however, is quite different from that ascribed to Pariasaurus, and while
the discovery of animals of this genus in Russia indicates that the
group to which it belongs was widely distributed, it is evident that
It is nevertheless quite
the present specimen is not Parlasaurus.
probable that Plaeerias belongs to some allied family, or possibly to
the same family.
The beds from which the two species just described were obtained
also contained remains of the large Belodon, Jfetevodontasuehus ijanei
and of the dinosaur Paheoctonus. The same as.semblage of species
has recently been found l)y Mr. Newton 11. Brown near Lander. Fremont County, Wyoming, which considerably extends the northerh"
limit of these Triasic beds.
Aside from the interest attached to the
rinding of this new species is the more important fact, pointed out by

Dr. Fraas, that the gQ\\w>h Metoposauru^ is characteristic of the Keuper
we have in these Triassic beds of Arizona, Utah,

of Europe, and that

and

Wyoming

as in the

the

same combination of bclodont

suul

Keuper.
"Seeley, Trans. Roy. Soc, 1895, B, p.

29.

labyrinthodont
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A REVIEW OF THE WRENS OF THE GENUS TROGLODYTES.
By Harry

C.

Oberholser,

Assisiant Ornithologist, Department of Agriculture.

The genus Troglodytes., as here restricted, comprises a group of
wrens that is wholly American. Notwithstanding very considerable
interspecific differences, no thoroughly satisfactory generic division
seems possible, further than the segregation of that peculiar form
Troglodytes hrowni. " While it is true that solstitialts and ochraceus
have short tails, large feet, rather slender bills, and somewhat peculiar
coloration, and therefore seem quite different from t3'pical Troglodytes
{aedon)^ yet this distinction loses any significance it appears to possess
when other forms are compared with these, particularly Troglodytes
s. rnacrourus, which is an evident subspecies of solstitialLs/
These
species solstitialis and jts allies have sometimes been referred to
Hemiura (= TJropsila)., but the}" certainh' are out of place in such posi-

—

group,
being round and open instead of linear and strongly opercuhite.
Furthermore, the West Indian forms commonly attributed to TJiryothorus should be included in Troglodytes.
Thus, although it is a far
cry from the slender bill and feet of aedon to the heavy beak and large
feet of tanneri or lausicus,' from the long wings of mus/eus- to the
shoi't ones of hrunneicollis; from the long tail of heani to the short
one of grenadensis or solstitialis; and from the gray and white coloration, for the structure of the nostril is quite different in that

tion of

dark, almost uniform, reddish chestnut of
no place where the trenchant line of generic divi-

aztecus to the

'rufescens, there

is

sion can be drawn.

Ry far the most diflicult part of the genus is the so-called nu(.'<cidus
group, which, from lack of adequate material, has alwaj's been a
VN'hile our means
source of considerable annoyance to ornithologists.
have not been all that could be desired, yet the interrelations of the
various forms have been worked out with the considerable care that
"Bangs, Proc.
Proceedings U.

S.

New

Eng. Zool. Club,

III, 1902, p. 53.

National Museum, Vol. XXVII— No. 1354.
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the question warrants, and it is to be hoped that some little additional
liaht has thus been thrown upon a dark su])ject, although it may be
premised that the lines of distribution on the accompanying map are
in great

measure tentative, while delineating at

what may
homes of the various

least in part

reasonablj^ be supposed to be the geographical

forms. At least one conclusion of importance has been rendered
obvious by the present investigation, and this is the conspeciiic relationship of this group, throughout both South and Central America,
which seems to
with tiie single exception of Troglodytes peninsular
is:.,

be a distinct species.

The

collection of the U. S. National

Museum, including

that of the

Biological Survey, has of course furnished the major part of the mate-

review, but for very substantial reenforcements the writer
indebted to the authorities of the American Museum of Natural History, through Dr. J. A. Allen; to the Academy of Natural Sciences
rial for this
is

through Mr. Witmer Stone; and to Mr. Outram
Bangs, of Boston, to whom further is due my privilege of describing
the following new genus:
of Philadelphia,

THRYORCHILUS/' new
Chars, gen.

much

— Similar

to Troglodytes., but tail of

abbreviated; feet proportionately

beyond the end of

tail;

genus.

much

ten feathers,

and

larger, reaching far

coloration suggesting that of Ilenicorliina.

— Troglodytes hrowni Bangs.
Range. — Same as that of the type species.
Type.

THRYORCHILUS BROWNI
Troglodytes hrowni Bangs, Proc.

Type

locality.

New

(Bangs).

Eng. Zool. Club,

III, 1902, p. 53.

—Volcan de Chiriqui, Panama, Colombia.
—Volcan de Chiriqui, Panama, Coloml^ia.

Geographical distrihiition.

This remarkable wren, which Mr. Bangs has so recently made known
is, by its combination of characters, apparently well worthy
In superficial appearance it
of generic separation from Troglodytes.
to science,

resembles rather the species of Henicorhina., though in realit}^ not
very closeh^ allied. Its habits, according to Mr. Brown, are those of
a marsh wren.''

TROGLODYTES
Troglodytes Vieillot, Hiat. Nat. Ois.

Am.

Vieillot.

Sept., II, 1807, p. 52.

Type. — Troglodytes aedon Vieillot.
Range. — South and Central America, the

America north

West

Indies,

to southern Canada.
«
6

Qpvov, juncus; opxi^oi^, regulus.
New Eng. Zool. Club, III, 1902,

Proc.

p. 54.

and North
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TROGLODYTES SOLSTITIALIS SOLSTITIALIS
Troglodytes solstidalis Hvx.ATKii, Troc. Zool.

Type

locality.

Soc;.

J^ond.,

199

Sclater.

p. 550.

1S.'')S,

— Vicinity of Riolximba. Ecuador.
— Ecuador and Colombia.

Geographical dUdrilnition.

Decidedl}^ paler throughout and with a
Ti'<></h)(l)/t<.s ri{fo('/7iafa.s'.

somewhat longer ])ill than
from Peru, it.s place is

Althoui^'h reported

taken there by the next form, though the distrilnition of the
two has not yet been fully determined. Costa Rican records of solstitialis belong to T. ochraceus.

prol)a])ly

TROGLODYTES SOLSTITIALIS MACROURUS
Troglodiitcs solstHialin

Lond., 1902, Pt.

Tyj)e locality.

macroiirvj^

Berlepsch and Stolzmann.

Berlepsch and Stolzm.vnn, Proc. Zool. Soc.

2, p. 55.

—Maraynioc, central Peru.
—

Geographical distrihiition. Peru.
This recencly described form appears to be rather close to Tmglodytcs s. /rate/', being in fact intermediat(^ between the latter and true

From

solstitialis.

lighter, less

solstitialis it

differs

by reason of

a longer

tail;

rufesccnt coloration on the upper surface; distinctly

whitish superciliary stripe; paler cheeks, throat, breast, lining of wing,
and sides of neck; together with more grayish flanks. In length of
tail, as well as other measurements, it agrees with /"rater.

TROGLODYTES SOLSTITIALIS PRATER
Troglndytes soUtitlalix, subsp. a.

frater Sharpe,

Sharpe.

Cat. Birds Brit.

!Miis.,

YI, 1881,

p. 261.

— Bolivia.

Type locality.
Geograph icul

distrilnition.

— Bolivia.

This readily recognizable race differs from solstitialis in color much
s. iDacrinrrnx^ but ev(Mi more decidedly.
The ochraceous of

as does T.

and sides of the neck is paler than in //tacrouras; the
is pure white instead of being tinged with ochraceous; the
l(\ss purely white; and the upper parts less rufescent.

throat, breast,

supercilium

abdomen

is

TROGLODYTES AURICULARIS
Troglodytes {Iropsila) aurinila r!s CMi\y;in, .Tonrn.

Type

locality.

f.

Cabanis.
Orn.,

1S8.S, p. 105.

—Mountains of Tucuman, Arg(Mitina.
—

Geographical distrihution. Province of Tucuman, Argentina.
We have not .seen this .species, l)ut it is apparently closely allied to
Troglodytes solstitialis rater, perhaps only subspecitically separable.

f
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TROGLODYTES OCHRACEUS
Troglodytes (f) ochraceus

Ridgway, Proc. U.

—

S.

vol.

xxvn.

Ridgway.

Nat. Mus., lY, 1882, p. 334.

Volcan de Irazu, Costa Rica.
locality.
Geographical distrihution. Costa Rica and Panama.
Although b}^ some writers this bird has been considered indistin-

Type

—

guishable from Troglodytes

solstitialis^ it is

nevertheless very different.

The upper parts are much paler; the entire lower surface more deeply
and more continuously fulvescent; the flanks without any indication
of bars; and the lower tail-coverts ochraceous, slightly barred with

darker, instead of white with conspicuous blackish cross markings.

Mr. Goodfellow records" Troglodytes ochraceus from western Ecuador, but

we have been unable

to verify the identification.

TROGLODYTES RUFOCILIATUS

Sharpe.

Troglodytes hrunneieollis, subsp. a. rufodliatus Sharpe, Cat. Bds. Brit. Mus., VI,
1881, p. 262.

—

Type locality. Volcan de Fuego, Guatemala.
Geographical c?^«^r^5w^^w^— Guatemala; and eastern Chiapas, Mexico.
Although originall}^ considered but a subspecies of Troglodytes hrunneicoUis., this is apparently quite a distinct species, more nearh" related,
indeed, to Troglodytes ochraceus and T. solstitialis.

TROGLODYTES BRUNNEICOLLIS BRUNNEICOLLIS

Sclater.

Troglodytes hrunneieollis Sclater, Proc. Zool. Soe. Lond., 1858, p. 297.

Type

locality.

— La Pai'ada, Oaxaca, Mexico.
— Southern Mexico.

Geograp>h'tcal distrihution.

Much
less

larger than Troglodytes rufociliatusi paler and conspicuously

rufescent throughout.

TROGLODYTES BRUNNEICOLLIS CAHOONI
Troglodytes eahooni

—

Brewster, Auk, Y, 1888,

(Brewster).

p. 94.

Type locality. Near Oposura, Sonora, Mexico.
Geographical distrih^ition. Northwestern Mexico.
Similar to Troglodytes h. hrunneieollis., but decidedly paler, particularly below, with the bars on flanks and abdomen less conspicuous.

—

TROGLODYTES MONTICOLA
Troglodytes monticola Bangs, Proc. Biol. Soc.

Bangs.

Wash., XIII, 1899,

—

p. 106.

Paramo de Chiruqua, Sierra de Santa Marta,
Typ>e locality.
Colombia.
Geographical distrihution. Santa Marta region, Colombia.
This recent discovery is quite similar to Troglodytes hrunneieollis

—

«Ibis, 1901, p. 313.

NO. i3o4.
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being larger, in having the anterior upper
and head darker, more rufcscent; furthermore,

differs in

surface, sides of neck

more heavih' barred, and, together with the
rump, upper tail-coverts, and greater portion of the wings, are
nuich more grayish or blackish.

the flanks and sides are
tail,

TROGLODYTES AEDON AEDON

Vieillot.

Amer. Sept., II, 1807, p. 52, pi. cvii.
Wilson, Amer. Orn., I, 1808, p. 129, pi. viii, fig. 3.
Troglodytes falvus Nuttall, Man. Orn., I, 1832, p. 422.
Troglodytes americana Audubon, Ornith. Biog., II, 1834, p. 452, pi. clxxix.
Troglodytes sylvestris Gambel, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1846, p. 113 (new name
for Troglodytes americana Audubon).

Troglodytes aedonXiEiLhoT, lU»t. Nat. Ois.
Motacilla domestica

Type

locality.

—Northeastern North America.
— Eastern United States west to Indiana;

Geoij raphicol dhtrihution.

southern part of eastern Canada; in winter also to Texas.
This species is apparently distinct from intermedins of Central

America, though

in

most respects quite

similar.

TROGLODYTES AEDON PARKMANII
Troglodytes

(Audubon).

park man it Audubon, Ornith. Biog., V, 1839, p. 310.
parkmanni Coues, Key to N. Am. Birds, 1872,

p. 87.

Troglodytes ledon var.

— Columbia River.
Geographical dlstrihutlon. — Pacific Coast region of North America,

Type

locality.

from southern British Columbia to Southern California; south in
winter to southwestern Mexico.
This subspecies is very close to typical aedon., but is less reddish
above, and usually somewhat paler.

TROGLODYTES AEDON AZTECUS
Troglodytes sedon var. aztecus Baird, Rev.
Troglodytes dedon marianae Scott,

—

Auk,

Amer.

Birds,

I,

Baird.
18(34,

}).

139.

II, 1885, p. 351.

locality.
Jalapa, Vera Cruz, Mexico.
Geographical distrthattoii. Western United States, except the
Pacific Coast, east to Illinois; north to Manitoba, south in winter to

Type

—

southern Mexico.
This form reseml)les Troglodytes aedon parhmanit, but
paler and more grayish, both above and below.

TROGLODYTES PENINSULARIS
Troglodytes penirmdaris, Nelson, Troc. Biol. Soc.

decidedly

is

Nelson.

Wash., XIV, 1901,

p.

174.

Type locality.— PYO^;rQso, Yucatan, Mexico.
Geographical distrihntio)). -Northwestern Yucatan, Mexico.
This recent discovery of Mr. Nelson's is remarkably ditl'erent from
its nearest geographical relatives, l)eing, in fact, intermediate between
T.

aedon aztecus and

Troglodytes niuaculm

striatulus.

From

the
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former, which, by the way,

it

closely resembles,

it

vol. xxvii.

differs in the pro-

nounced isabelline suffusion of breast, sides, flanks, crissum, and sides
It is rather lighter above than fttriatulus, and
of head and neck.
usually also below, but the chief and constant difference lies in the
shade of the breast, sides, flanks, and crissum, which in striatuhis is
ochraceous.

TROGLODYTES MUSCULUS MUSCULUS
Troglodytes musculus

Naumann, Vogel

Naumann.

Deutschl., Ill, 1823, p. 724 (table) (Lich-

tenstein manuscript.

Thryothorus wquinoctialis Swainson, Birds Brazil and Mexico, 1834-1841,

Type

locality.

— Bahia, Brazil.
— Eastern

Geogra/phical distribution.

This

is

])\.

xiii.

Brazil, southwest to Paraguay.

a very dark form, the lower parts being deeply, sometimes

almost uniformly suffused with rufous; the back is crossbarred with
blackish, and the lower tail-coverts are spotted or irregularly barred
with the same.

The bird described as Thryothorus mquinoctialis by Swainson*
seems undoubtedly^ to be the same as that previously called musculus
by Naumann.^

TROGLODYTES MUSCULUS WIEDI

(Berlepsch).

Thryothorus platensin Wied, Beitr. Naturg. Bras., Ill, 1830,
tensis

Latham, quae

Thryothorus

Beklbpsch, Journ.

vriedi

Ty_pe locality.

p.

742 {not Sylvia pla-

Cistothorus 2)latensis).
f.

Orn., 1873, p. 231.

— Blumenau, Santa Catharina, Brazil.
—Province of Santa Catharina, southeast-

Geographical distribution.
ern Brazil.

Although heretofore, by almost all writers, synonymized with musform is well worthy of recognition, since it is readily distinguishable by its rather lighter under surface and its decidedly paler,
more grayish coloration above.
The name jj>late7isis, under which Wied described this wren, can not
culus, this

be used for

it,

as he simply identiffed his bird with the Sylvia platen^is

of Latham, which

is

a Cistothorus.

TROGLODYTES MUSCULUS REX
Troglodytes furvus rex

Type

locality.

—

(Berlepsch and Leverkuhn).

Berlepsch and Leverkuhn,

Ornis., 1890, p. 6.

Samaipata, Bolivia.

Oeographical distribution.

— Southwestern

Brazil (Matto Grosso) to

central Bolivia.

This easily recognizable race
larger size;

much

is

separable from uiusculus hy

paler coloration, particularly below;

and Mexico, 1834-1841, pi. xiii.
6Vog. Deutschl., Ill, 1823, p. 724 (table).

« Birds Brazil

its

rather

more

buffy

A

N0.13&1.
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iiiidcr suit'ace; and sparsely spotted lower tail-coverts.
There is also
more contrast between the rnmp and the back. A fairh' uniform
series from Matto Grosso, Rrazil, seems to indicate that the bird from
this region should be referred to rex^ though some of these specimens
have obsolete dark barring on the back, and though we have seen no
specimens from the type locality.

TROGLODYTES MUSCULUS TECELLATUS
Troglodytes tecellata

(Lafresnaye and d'Orbignyj.

Lafresnaye and d'Okbigny, Mag. de

Zool., 1837,

rl. ii, p.

25.

Troglodytes murinus Lesson, Rev. Zool., 1844, p. 434.
Troglodi/tes auda.c

Tschudi, Fauna Peruana, 1845-46, p. 185.
Berlepsch and Stolzm.\nn, Pro(;. Zool. Soc. Lond.,

Troglodytes musculus jnina
"

1896, p. 329.

Type

locality.

—Tacna, Peru.
— Central

Geographical distrlhatlon.

and southern Peru to north-

western Bolivia.

This race

is

similar to Troglodytes nuiscalus mriscalm, dilffering in

somewhat more rufescent upper surface; lighter, more ochraceous under parts; and very slightly or not at all spotted crissum. It
is thus close to rex, oddly enough somewhat intermediate between the

paler,

and muscidus, but is darker throughout, particularly on the
and under tail-coverts.
There is apparently little doubt that Troglodytes murinus Lesson,
from "Peru;" Troglodytes audax Tschudi, from "Peru," and Troglodytes muscidns piina^ from Ingipirca, Peru, all refer to the same bird
the one called earlier Troglodytes tecellata by LafresnaA'e and d'Orbigny for all these descriptions indicate a moderately dark bird with
blackish or dusk}" bars on the back, thus agreeing perfectly with
specimens from central and southern Peru. An example from Mapiri,

latter

flanks

—

Bolivia,

essential respects identical.

is in all

TROGLODYTES MUSCULUS HORNENSIS

(Lesson).

Troglodytes liornensis Lesson, L'Institut, 1834, p. 316.
Troglodytes nmgellanlcus

Gould, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1836, j>. 88.
and d'Orbigny, Mag. de Zool., 1837,

T'oglodytes pallida LiAFREiiTss AYE

il. ii, p.

25.

Thriothorus rosaceus Lesson, Rev. Zool., 1840, p. 262.
Troglodytes liortensis

Gray, Gen. Birds,

—

I,

1847, p. 158.

locality.
At sea, 20 leagues southeast of Cape Horn.'Geographical distribution. Argentine Republic and (^xtrenu^ south-

Type

—

ern Chile.

This southern race resembles musculus, but is paler, mo'-e grayish
above; lighter and isabelline below instead of ochraceous; the crissum
nuich less marked with blackish, sometimes immaculate.
Birds from
"Get oiseau a ^t6 pris en mer,
Horn.
•Mr.

— Lesson,

le 7

L'Institut, 1834,

Outram Bangs.

p.

Janvier 1831, a 20 lieues dans le sud-est dn cap
This reference was kindly veritii-d by

316.
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the Straits of Magellan are identical with those from Buenos Aires,
but Chilean specimens, though heretofore always considered identical,

prove to be different from either.
All the names above quoted are undoubted synonyms of hornensis,
as their descriptions and localities show, thus leaving the bird from
The Troglodytes
central Chile without a subspecihc designation.
magellanicus oi Gould is from the Straits of Magellan; Troglodytes
pallida Lafresnaye and d'Orbigny is from Patagonia; Thrlothorus
rosaceus Lesson

Gray

from La Plata (and

Chile); while Troglodytes hortensis

a variant or emendation of Lesson's hornensis.

is

TROGLODYTES MUSCULUS ACOSMUS,
Chars, suhsp.

above, the

— Similar to

rump more

new

subspecies.

Troglodytes viusculus hornensis, but paler

rufous; lower surface with rather

more

of

ochraceous tinge.
Geographical distribution. Central Chile.
Description. -Ty\^(^, No. 148094, LT.S.N.M.; Chile; E. C. Reed.

—

Upper

parts broccoli brown, becoming slightly rufescent posteriorly,

and shading into dull rufous on the upper tail-coverts, which, with the
back, are very faintly barred with dusky; tail dull rufous, with many
narrow bars of blackish; exposed surface of closed wings like the
back, but, with the exception of the lesser coverts, rather more ochraceous, and narrowl}' barred with fuscous; lores and sides of head dull
brownish white, mixed with brownish and buft'y; lower surface pale
buffy isabella color, whitish on throat and center of abdomen, darkest
on sides, flanks, and crissmii, which last has a few rather indistinct
Length of wing, 56 mm.; tail, 49 mm.; exposed
blackish spots.
culmen, 12 mm. tarsus, 16 mm. middle toe, 11 mm.
All the characters which separate this form from Troglodytes m.
hornensis are much more pronounced in young than in adult birds.
From musctdus and tecellatus it differs in its paler upper parts, its
much lighter and more isabelline lower surface, as well as from the
former in much less spotted crissum. It may be readily distinguished
from Troglodytes m. rex by its strikingly isabelline lower surface.
;

;

TROGLODYTES MUSCULUS HYPAEDON
Troglodijtes

Type

(Sclater).

hypaedon Sclateb, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1861,

—

p. 128.

locality.
Oaxaca, Mexico.
Geographical distribution. Southern Mexico (Oaxaca and Yucatan)
to Guatemala.
Although commonly considered identical with intennedius of Costa
Rica, the birds from southern Mexico exhibit easily recognizable differences which entitle them to a subspecific name, being darker and

much more

—

strongly rufescent, parti(;ularly on the lower surface.
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Specimens from Vuc;it;in ww "mterinodiate between Injpaedou :ind
but seem to lu' nearer the former.
No wrens of this
from
northern
Salvador
or
Honduras
V)een examined,
from
have
species
!))f't')'ine<l!iis^

so

tliat

am

I

oeturs

in

unable to say whethei'

it

is

Jn/paedon or intermedins that

those localities.

TROGLODYTES MUSCULUS INTERMEDIUS
Troglodytes intentmliui^ (.'akanis, Joiirii. of Orn., I860,

— San Jose,

\>.

(Cabanis).

407.

Costa Rica.
Costa Rica to southern Honduras.
This is a dark form. ap})roaching true mtisculus^ from which it differs in havino- w shortei' tail, more heavily barred crissum. and barred
Ti/pe locality.

Geogr'aphlcal distrihntion.

—

flanks.

TROGLODYTES MUSCULUS INQUIETUS
Troglodytes inquietus Bairv, Rev. Ainer. Birds,

I,

(Baird).

1864, p. 143

(Lawrence manu-

script).

Type

locality.

—Panama Railroad, Isthmus of
—

Panama. Colombia.

Geographical dht I'lhut ion. State of Panama, (x)lombia.
Though seldom recognized as a distinct form, this race has b en
placed sometimes under inter niedius., sometimes under striatulu:. a
circumstance which of itself lays strong emphasis upon its intermediate character; yet almost without exception Troglodytes in. intermedium and T. m. striatulus have been treated as distinct species.

While uiidoubtedl}^ close to the latter, ditfiu-ing chiefly in the more
rufescent and usually' somewhat darker upper surface, inquietus., under
From intermedius
the circumstances, is pro])ably l)est kept separate.
it may be distinguished by its more grayish upper paits, more whitish
median and more grayish lateral lower surface, more plainly barred
Though superticially resembling the more
flanks and lower back.
grayish specimens of clarus^ it has a nuich more heavily l)arred crissum, l)arred and more rufescent flanks, with th(^ dark bars of the tail
usually more broken.

TROGLODYTES MUSCULUS STRIATULUS
Thriothorus strlatuln.s

LwuEssw a,

Rev. Zuol.,

184."),

]>.

(Lafresnaye).

."JoS.

Troglodytes columb.T Sto^e, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 189W, p. 308.

Type

locality.

— Bogota, Colom))ia.
—Coloml)ia.

Geograpliical distrihxtion.

excepting the Santa Ahirta

region and the State of Panama.
This form is easily distinguishable from TroglodytiK m. intermedia^
by its much less rufesc(Mit uppei' parts and usually more whitish under
surface.

Examination of a good series of

st/-iatt/l'is-

existence of a wide range of variation that seems to

but individual.
Proc. N.

The

M.

color varies fi'om

vol.

xxvii— 03

li

warm

makes evident the
])e (juite

certainly

yellowish brown or
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Inown to brownish g'ray above, and on the lower surface
from almost uniform deep, dull buff to pale buff' which is even
almost white medially. The bird described by Mr. Stone as Troglodytes coluinhse''' seems to be without much doubt nothing- more than a
somewhat extreme or peculiar example of this excessive individual
variation, for all of its characters can be very closely matched in the
rufescent

series of xfi'uitHlu)i available in the present connection.

Notwithstand-

Mr. Stone,* striatuhis quite frequently
has the lower parts almost uniform ochraceous, a character he claims
ing"

the contrary intimations of

as distincti^'e of his eolumhse.

TROGLODYTES MUSCULUS TOBAGENSIS
Troglodytes tobagensis

Tj/jM locality.

Lawrence, Auk, V,

—Tobago,

\\|^est

(Lawrence).

1888, ]x 404.

Indies.

—

Island of Tobago, West Indies.
Geographical distrihatloii.
This island race is similar to clarus, with which it has often been
synonymized, but from which it differs in its conspicuousl}' larger
the wing- and
and upper parts.

size, particular!}^

flanks, crissuni.

as follows

Sex.

and in usually somewhat paler
Measurements of two specimens are

bill,

A REVIEW OF THE TROGLODYTES— OBERIWLSER.
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some iiidividiuils lieing- g-ra3'i.sli iil»()\('. others
from iiornudly ;diiiost pun* white iiiediidlv ludow
Birds from the ishmd of Triiddad are
lunform ochraceous.

from other

lociilities,

(juite rufesc-ont, iiiid

to <(ui(e

intermediate lu'tween cJarus. uiid tohat/ensts,

former that there

is

no doubt of their

Similar to J r<>[il<)dijt<!<

(7i(//'s. .s//A.sy>.

more deeply

sides

iieai'er

liio

reference to that form.

TROGLODYTES MUSCULUS ATOPUS,
the entire ventral surface

much

so

)nit

])ro])ei'

new

m n-scul ux

subspecies.

chiriis^ l>ut

smaller,

ochi-aceous. particularly on the

and Hanks.

(reoijrupliK'd]

Descript !())!.

—^iiutsx

t//'.sfri//i(ff(/ji.

—Type,

Marta

Colombia.

ret^ion,

adult male, No. 70478,

American ]Museum of

Natural History; Cacagualito, Santa Marta, Colombia, Ma}' IG, 1898;
Tpper surface dull brown, becomino- chestnut on
Mrs, H. 11. Smith.
the rum}) and ui)per tail-coverts, these both and the back with ol)soletc
narrow t)lackisii l)ars; tail dull chestnut with numerous blackish bars;
exposed surface of closed wing's similar to the back, and with fuscous
crossbars; an ill-detined

bull"

superciliary stripe; sides of head buff

brown; throat M^hite, with a ))uffy tinge; l)reast dull ochrac(H)us luiti"; sides, flanks, and crissum dull rufous, the last with irregular l)ars of ])la('kish; center of abdomen dull })ufl'; under wing-coverts
dull l)uft'v white.
Length of wing, .51 nun.; tail, 39 nun.; exposed
mixed

Avith

culnien, 11 nnn.; tarsus, 19

Although

as Avith

many

mm.; middle

toe, 18 ram.

of the other forms there

is in

this

one

nuicli

individual variation, the majority of specimens are quite different

from
which apparently atopu^ is closely allied. From tccellafus^
which it even more closely approaches, it may be distinguished ))y its
usually heavily mark(>d crissum and somewhat lighter upper surface.

rldfiiK. to

TROGLODYTES MUSCULUS ALBICANS
TriMjUidyU'K fari-Hs itlhiatiis liKKiJoi-scir

i

Berlepsch

and Taczanowski).

and Tac/anowski, Proc

Zool.

.Sue.

Loml.,

1888, p. 540!

Type

locallt;/.

— Guayacpiil,

Ecuador.

—

Geographical dhtrihnt'wn.
Ecuador, and possil)ly northern Peru.
A pale form, which comes very close to TroghxJi/fis ihk.sckJuk cl((ri(s^
but which dillers in having plain lower tail-coverts.
A specimen
in

the collection of the Philadelphia

marked "•Peru," seems
T.

III.

r<M\

though

Academy

of Natural Sciences,

to be intermediate betw(>en 7\ m. alhlcaits 'M\d

neai"(M"

the former.

TROGLODYTES MUSCULUS ENOCHRUS,

new

subspecies.

C/ia/'s. .sv/Zi.sy>.- Similar to 7ri>(//"t/i//rs nKi.srii/iis tiViUafa^^, l)ut paler
above, the ])ack, rump, and upper tail-coverts not barred with dusky
or blackish; very decidedly lighter l)elow. the center of throat and

of

abdomen

whitish.
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Geographical d!><trih d ion.

hood of Lima.

— Coast region of

vol. xxvii.

Peru, in the neighbor-

—

Type, adult female. No. 39816, U.S.N.M.; Lima, Peru;
Upper parts light wood brown, rather tinged
Church.
with ochraceous, the rump and upper tail-coverts deep, dull tawny;
Descrljytion.

Walter

S.

the rump, l)ut darker, crossed by numerous narrow bars of
dark brown; wing-quills fuscous, broadly barred on exterior webs
with ochraceous, which on the tertials extends to both webs; wingcoverts like the back, the greater and median series with bars of
dusky; sides of head, including the lores and a narrow, inconspicuous
supen^iliary stripe, pale buii', the ear-coverts with brownish admixture;
sides of neck wood brown like the back; entin^ lower surface buff,
though whitish on throat and center of abdomen, and deepening to
ochraceous on sides, flanks, and crissum, the last unmarked with
Length of wing, 50.5 mm.; tail,
darker; lining of wing buffy white.
38 mm.; exposed culmen, 13 nmi.: tarsus, 1!».5 mm.; middle toe,
tail like

11 nun.

This

is

a very pale form, thus resembling

by reason of the brighter ochraceous of

((/h/can.s^

but distinguish-

and crissum,
and the deeper buffy suffusion of the entire lower surface. It differs
from T. ni. rex in ])eing lighter below and alcove, particularl}" on the
rump, and in having no spots at all on the crissum. A specimen from
Callao, Peru, is identical with the tvpe.

able

TROGLODYTES TANNERI
Tnxjlnihilrs tannerl

Ti/jje locality.

Geoiirapliical

Townsend, Pror. V.

S.

sides, flanks,

Townsend.

Nat. Muss., XIII, 1890, p. 133.

— Clarion Island, Kevillagigedo Islands, Mexico.
distrlhution. — Clarion Island, Kevillagigedo Islands,

Mexico.
but the lower back and rump arc verj'
and sometimes ol)scureh'^ barred with
dusk}'; the wings and tail are more grayish l)r<)wn; the entire lower
surface is dull cream color, slightly ])r()wnish on th(^ flanks.
Similar to Troglodytes!

little

or not at

This species

all

is

enough the wren
apparently a

heani.,

I'ufescent,

a perfectly typical

that

Troglodytc-i. while

strangely

inhabits the neighboring island of Socorro

is

ThryoiiKincs.^''

TROGLODYTES BEANI
Trofflodytes heani

Humw A\

—

,

Ridgway.

Proe. Biol. Soc. Wash:, HI, 1885, p. 21.

locality.
Cozumel Island, Yucatan, Mexico.
Geographical distrihution. Cozumel Island, Yucatan, Mexico.
very distinct species, apparently confined to the island of Cozumel.

Type

—

A
(I

Troglodytes insularis Lawrence,

Ann. N. Y. Lye. Nat.

also Oberholser, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XXI,

Hist.,

1898, pp. 446-447.

X,

1871, p. 3; see

A REVIEW OF THE TROGLODYTES— OBERHOLSER.

NO. 1351.

It

Ti'ixjhxlijfi s

ri'S('inl)!os

inuscnhis

f(j'lM(</t'hfii.s^

hut Ims

ii
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soiiicw

li:it

without iiiclicatiou (»f dusky barring
on lilt' hack; is ratiicr darkoi' ahovo, and more ])ur(dy Avliito below,
witli the Hanks and crissuni less rufescent; the l)arrinL;- on the tail is

shoi'tcr

wiiiii"

and lontid'

tail;

is

less distinct.

TROGLODYTES MESOLEUCUS
Tliri/otJiorus inciioU'ucu)^
Trixjlixiiites inesnlnu-n.t

Sclatek,

Lond.,

I'ruc. Zool. Soc.

Obehholskk, Proc.

IT. S.

(Sclater).

187(5,

Nat. ^lus.,

ji.

XXI,

14.

189S,

j».

421.

-Santa Lucia, West Indies.
Santa Lucia. West Indies.
Similar to Troglodyttx tu. tohagensis^ l)ut wing and tjirsus shoi'tcr;
the entire upper surface, including- wings and tail, and particular]}^
the back and runi]>, much more rufescent, the back without dusky
bars; under parts rather more pundy white.
Tt/jf'

A/(Y///Y//.

Geofji'dphicdJ <llsfr!hi(ti<m.

—

TROGLODYTES MUSICUS

(Lawrence).

Lawrence, Ann. JS. Y. Acad. Sci., I, 1878, p. 148.
Oberholsek, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXI, 1898, p. 421.

TJn'i/otlinruH mii.'iicns
Trof/lodi/ff'!^ )iiv.vaii^

T}/pe local if I/.

— Saint Vincent, West Indies.
— Saint Vincent, West Indies.

Geoiji'dphicdJ (Hsfrlhutio)).

A

very distinct species, allied to mefioleKcus^ but larger; nuuh more

fciiuginous on the entire upper surface, sides, flanks, and crissum. the

back with obsolete narrow dusky bars.

TROGLODYTES MARTINICENSIS
Tlirj/oihorus inariinicensis i^chATER, Proc. Zool. Soc.
Troff/och/fe.'f

marthiicenni.t OjiEHuoijuER, Proc.

Ti/pe locality.

U.

S.

(Sclater).

Lond., 1866,

Nat. Mus.,

p. 321.

XXI,

IS'is,

|..

4l'1.

— Martinique, West Indies.
—

GeograpldcaJ dl.strihution. Martinique, AVest Indies.
Although, like most of the other West Indian wrens, possessing

some

resemblance to Tliryofhoras^ this bird is uiuloubtedly
from tanneri in its conspicuously shorter tail,
darker upper parts, and darker, very decidedly ruf(\scent lower sui'l'ace,
with a heavily l)ai"red crissum.
superticial

a TroglodyU-s.

It differs

TROGLODYTES GUADELOUPENSIS
Tlirj/othonin (fiKukliJdjxn.tis i\tn\,

Auk..

Ill,

(Cory).

1SS6, p. oSl.

Troglodytes giiadeloupennlii OnKiinoLSKR, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus..

Ty/h' /ocali'fy.—Gvimd Terre,

Gt'ographlcal <ltstrlhi(fl<m.

XXI,

ISlts, p.

421.

Guadeloupe, West Indies.

—Guadeloupe,

West

Indies.

This species resembles T. marfltncois/K. from Martini(|ne.
appreciably smaller and more rufescent both ahove and below.

l>ut is
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TROGLODYTES GRENADENSIS

vou

xxvii.

(Lawrence).

Ann. N. Y. At-a<l. Sci., I, 1878, p. 161.
Oberholser, Proc. V. S. Nat. INIns., XXI, 1898, p. 421.

Thryutlioru.s grenadensis Li\WB.ENCE,

Troglodytes grenadensis
Tt/j}e locality.

— Grand Etang, Grenada, West Indies.
— Grenada, West Indies.

Geograjyhieal distribution.

Although similar to TrogJodytesguadeloupenx/s^ this species is rather
more rufescent on all the upper parts, the
back without evident })lackish bars; somewhat paler below, and more
fulvescent on the flanks and crissum, both of whicli arc unbarred with
larger, decidedly lighter,

blackish.

TROGLODYTES RUFESCENS
Th njolltor us

(Lawrence).

IjA'wrence, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., I, 1877, p. 47.
OBERnohSER, Proc. V. H. Nat. I\Ins., XXI, 1898, ]i.

rnfei^ccui^

Troglodytes rufescens

—

421.

locality.- Dominica, W^est Indies.
Dominica, West Indies.
Geographical distrihution.
Similar to T. grenadensis., but very much darker throughout, the
under surface almost uniform rufous chestnut, not whitish even on the
chin and upper throat, the crissum barred with black.

Type

—

TROGLODYTES RUFULUS

Cabanis.

Troglodytes rn/idns, Cabanis, in Schonibnrgk'.s Reis. (inian.. Ill, 1848, p. 672.

Type

locality.

— Roraima Mountains, British (xuiana.
— Roraima Mountains, British Guiana.

Gi'ogi'apliical distrihution.

This very remarkable species has nothing whatever to do with Troglodytes musculus^ but

From

is

apparently most closely allied to T. rufescens.
uniform dark chestnut color of the upper

this it ditiers in the

tail; unbarred crissum;
darker sides of liead and neck; and less fulvescent lower parts, the
side^; and flaidvs being darker and duller, the center of throat and
breast paler, more grayish, the latter even Avhitish.
In view of this l)inrs rarity i^^Q following description is added as of

surface; the ver}^ obsolete barring of wings and

interest:

Adult male.

No. 148605,

6,000 feet, September

6,

U.S.N.M,

;

Koraima,

British

Guiana,

1883; H. AVhitely.— Upper surface, includ-

tail and exposed surface of closed wings, uniform chestnut, the
wings and tail faintl}^ barred with darker; superciliar}' stripe ochraceous, much mixed with chestnut anteriorly; sides of neck and auriculars like the back, the latter somewhat mingled with ochraceous; cheeks
pale chestnut mixed with darker; center of throat dull grayish with a
heavy wash of dull rufous; sides, flanks, abdomen, and crissum dull
chestnut, somewhat lighter than that of the back; middle of breast
dull pale grayish, tinged with dull rufous.
Length of wing, 53 mm.;
tail, 1:0 mm.; exposed culmen, 13.5 mm.; tarsus, 23 mm.; middle toe,

ing

15

mm.

U. S.
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Distribution of the Subspecies of Troglodytes musculus.
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

S.

albicans.

hornensis.
acosraus.
wiedi.
iimseulus.

9. olnriis.
10. siriutiilns.
11. iiKiuii'lus.

rex.
tecellatus.
enoclinis.

rj.

inttTim'dius.

13.

iil<>i>iis.

IL

lobat'oiisis.

Troglodylcs

iii.

hypaodoii

is

not shown.

PL.

V

REPORT OX THE FRESH-WATER BRYOZOA OF THE
UNITED STATES."
B}'
AsHoi-iiilt'

The

fiH'sh-water

aniiuiils.

CiiARLKs B. Davknport,

f'mfi-sxor of Zoologn,

JWiversity of Chicago.

Fryozou do not constitute

hut have di^sccnded from ancestors

;i

naturiil

Ix'longini;" to

oroup of

widely dis-

There can ])e no question that these ancestors were
tinct families.
marine animals. Excepting the subordcM- Fhjdactohvmata. all freshwater Br3^ozoa belong- to groups most of whose representatives are
marine. The fresh-water forms seem to have made their way up
Here they acquired the
estuaries and rivers to lakes and ponds.
capacity of forming statoblasts or hil)ernacula. ])y virtue of which the
species was enal)led, on the one hand, to survive the winter and, on
the other, to be carried by waterfowl and winds over divides from one
drainage basin to another. Thus the fresh-water species have liecome
nearly cosmopolitan.
PJainatdJa jyrhiccps has l)een found in North
and South America, throughout Europe, in Molucca, Japan, and
Australia i. e., in all but one of the great geographical di\ isions of
the land areas of the glohe.
The localities given in the following list
do not at all represent the true area of distribution of fresh-water
Bryozoa in Noiih America, hut oidy the regions wliere the inhabitants of the waters h;ive been carefulh' studied.
These regions are
for the most part eastei-n ]\Iaine (Hyatt); eastern Massachusetts
(Hyatt and the writer); southeastern New York, especially Cold Spring
Harbor, Long Island (the writer); vicinity of Fliiladclphia and Baltimore (Leidy, Potts, and Hyatt); lakes Eric and Michigan (Reighard.
Ward, Forl)es. Landaere, and the writer); Illinois lakes and rivers
(Forbes and H. (iarnian); Yellowstone National Park (Forbes).
It is

—

«This paper is based chiefly on materials collected during 1898 aad 1899 by the
laboratory of the U. S. Fisli C'oininission, located at Put in Bay, Oliio, and under the
direction of Prof. .Tacob Reighard; by tlie IlUnois State Laboratory of Natural His-

and by the writer in the Ea.stern and Middle
was made at the re(|uest of Professor Reighard anil all recorded data on
the distribution of American fresh-water Bryozoa have been consulted in its

tory, Prof. S. A. Forbes, director;
States.

It

preparation.

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol. XXVII— Nu. 1355.
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vol.

xxvu

much

to bo hoped that records will l)e published concerning the
occurrence of the various species in the Central, Southern, and
Pacilic States.
The writer will be glad to receive references to or
sej^arate copies of such published records.
To facilitate the publication of such records the following sj^noptic key to the fresh-water

Bryozoa

is given.
This includes a single species ( Vrctorella j>avida)
unrecorded for America, which may be found here in the future.
The key and list are based on the classification of Kraepelin (1887).

SYNOPTIC KF.Y TO SPECIES.
Anus opening

a.

act.

inside the tentacular corona; tentac^les incapable of complete retrac-

Endoprocta)
Anus opening outsidt^ the tentacular corona, which
tion

Urnatella gracilis.

(

is

capaljle of being retracted

(Ectoprocta).
b.

Zooecia shari^ly separated from each other; no epistome (Gymnola?mata).
c. Stock consists of cylindrical zooecia and long stolons, which latter enlarge at
interyals to giye I'ise to new cylindrical zooecia.
The zooecia by lateral bud-

ding produce stolons or

new

zooecia directly.

Aperture terminal.
Yictorella pavida.

cc.

Stock consists of cylindrical zooecia, stolons, and irregular swellings, %vhich
constitute winter l)uds.
The zooecia do not produce lateral buds. Aperture terminal
Pottsiella erecta.

ccc.

Zooecia club-shaped; no stolons; aperture lateral
epistome present (Phylactohemata).
Statoblasts without hooks, rounded at ends.

hh.

Zooecia confluent

(/.

I'dludicella. e'ltrenbergii.

;

Tentacles 20-22, arranged nearly in a circle; statoblasts without peripheral

d.

float

Frcdericella sultana.

dd. Tentacles 40-60, arranged in the

form

Free ellii^tical statowith a peripheral float (Plumatella).
e. Colony with vertical as well as horizontal branches.
Free
/. Cuticula thick and brown, with a keel that broadens at aperture.
of

a horseshoe.

blasts

statoblasts elongated; i)roportions 1:1.53 tol:2. 8 .Plinnatdlaprinceps.
ff.

Cuticula rarely browned or keeled.

Free statoblasts nearly circular,

1:1 to 1:1.5
ee.

Plumatella jjoly7norpha.

Horizontal branches only. Cuticula delicate, colorless, hyaline.
yated aperture-cone wrinkled and bespreckled with white.
statoblasts nearly circular

Ele-

Free

Plumatella punctata.

Statoblasts without hooks; acutely pointed at both ends.

cfc'.

Popli opus cristallinus,

Statoblasts with hooks.

cfc'r' .

d'

.

Stock compound, composed of
tinous

d'd'

.

Stock

l:)ase

secreted

caterjjillar-like,

many rosettes of

individuals.

A

thick gela-

Pectinatella magnifica.

with a broad sole but no gelatinous base.
Cristatella

mucedo.

ECOJ.OGY OF THE FRESH- WATER BRYOZOA.

The fresh-water Bryozoa live in all kinds of fresh waters and are
among the most ubiquitous of aquatic animals. They are found

indeed

in stagnant pools

and

rushing rivers, although particular species
ditferent species of Plutnatella occur in
varied habitats. Paludicella and Pectinatella favor running water and
Ziophopus^ Cristatella^ and Plumatella polymorpha fimgosa favor quiet
favor special habitats.

in

The

NO.

FRESH-

I3r,5.

ponds.
whicli

The
tire

1

r.

I

TKll

in

I

—

tiio \'oi-tox

crcatod

Diatoms are especially cons[)icu()Us objects
Since diatoms require

/ >.

I

T

'EXPOn T.

Biyozoa feed on

fresh-watei"

cauulit

II It 1 'OZO.

lij^-ht

])y

2

iiiicroscopic

1

8

organisms

thoir ciliated t(Mitacies.

in their

alimentary

tracts.

for their constructive metabolism, they are

found chieHy in the upper strata of the wat(M-, and conseijuently
Bryozoa are usually not found at oreat depths. However, in a mass
of material dredged liy Prof. H. B. Ward" from the Middle Oround
Traverse Bay. Lake ^Michigan, at a depth of 23 to 36 meters. I four.d
Although
I^dudivelld clu-enlu'njii and Frcdericella sultana abundant.
Cristatella is usuall}' found on the under side of floating lily pads
or in other situations near the surface, 1 have obtained it from
the still waters of Trinity Lake, Westehester Count}-, New York, at
Asper'^ records dredging Fredericella sida d(^ptli ot" 2 to 3 meters.
Little
tana in certain Swiss lakes at a depth of 50 to So meters.
light penetrates to such a depth, and we ma}' conclude that light is
not at all directly necessary for the development of fresh-water
liryozoa. Indeed, I have received from Prof. D. S. Hartlin(\ of Bloomsburg, PemisA^hania, masses of Pidml'icdla that were obtained from
water pipes where they flourished to an alarming extent. The Br\-ozoa have become adapted to life in ponds by forming statoldasts at

The

certain seasons of the year.
IS

not sufliciently known.

entire signiticance of the statoblast

Typically, they winter over and one

may

They hatch out

strewn with them in the early spring.
late in May or early in June.
So the statoblasts have
to
come
be regarded as winter buds, or adaptations to preser^•e the
They often begin
race from being killed oft' by freezing of the water.
to develop early in the sunmier and I have observed what has l)cen
seen by European ol)servers, that some statol)lasts hatch in nature
even in Scptem])er.'' Also Fr.. ^Nliiller has informed Kraepelin' that
the fresh-water Bryozoa of Blumenbau, Brazil, which experience no
wintei-s, lun'crtheless form statoblasts.
It seems fair to conclude that
tind the shores
in

New England

there are other functions
to winter.

For

performed by the statoblasts than

i-esistance

instanc(\ they serve to maintain the six^cies during

drought, or they aid in distri])ution by clinging to the waterfowl or

The Avide distribution of the
Bryozoa indicates the value of the statoblast

resisting the action of digestive fluids.

the species of fresh-water
in the acc of dispersion.

METHODS OF PRESERVIXC.
of preserving fresh-water Bryozoa
arise, flrst, from the rapid contraction of the polypid(>s into the corm
and, secondly, in the case of the gelatinous forms, from the large

The

chief ditiSculties in the

way

"Bulletin Michigan Fish Connnisnion, No.

fi,

ISOti, p. 13.

i'Zoulogischer Anzeiger, III, 1880, p. 200.
fBull. Mus. Comp. Zool., XX, 18!»0, p. 102.

''Kraepeliu, Die Deutschen Siisswasser Bryozoen, 1SS7,

}>.

sti.
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amount

of water in the body; for,

medium

or preserving

is

if ttie specitic

vol. xxvii.

g-ravityof the l^illing

\evx different from that of water, distortion

will occur.

To
is

expanded

kill

it is

necessar}^ first to narcotize.

Chloral hydrate

used, added slowly in crystals until the poh^pides do not react to

To preserve

in the natural form, the animals ma}^ be plunged
per cent formaldeh^^de (formalin, 10 per cent).
The classification of fresh- water Brj'ozoa has been in a state of great
confusion owing to the great variability in the form of the colony.

touch.

directl}' into

-i

of the colony depends very largely upon external factors,
such as food supply, form of substratum, and crowding. The statoblast has a form that is quite independent of external factors, and upon
The form of
it, consequently, great stress is laid in systematic work.
with
that of the
wholly
uncorrelated
not
however,
statoblast
is,
the
In
the
following
considered.
is
the
form
of
the
stock
to
be
stock, so

The form

classification that

although

it

proposed by Kraepelin^' has been adopted entire,

does not conform to the writer's judgment in

all particulars.

A LIST OF ALL FRESH-W \TER BRYOZOA HITHERTO FOUND IN THE
UNITED STATES AND THE LOCALITIES WHERE THEY HAVE BEEN
OBSERVED.

Subclass

1

.—

ENDOF»ROCT A.

This subclass comprises chiefl}' marine species, the only exception
being TJrnatella gracilh^ which was first described from the neighborhood of Philadelphia, but which also inhabits the Mississippi Valley.

Family PEDICP^LLINID.E.

URNATELLA

Leidy.

URNATELLA GRACILIS

Leidy (1851).

Stock consisting of a basal plate, from which there usually arise two
segmented stems terminating in the polypide. More rarely one or
more than two stems arise from the disc.
Habitat.

—Running water.
— Schuylkill

DUtr'ilnitlonJ'

mount dam,

River under low-tide mark below Fair*canal at Fairmount,

Philadelphia, 1S51-1ST0, Leidy;

near Philadelphia, 1884, Potts (Leidy, 188J:), 1890, Potts and C. B. D.;
Scioto River, Ohio, Lea (Leid}^, 1883, p. 6); * Illinois River at Havana,
Illinois, Station E (middle of river), August, 1895 (Kofoid, 1898).
The specimens from the Illinois River contrast with those from

Fairmount in the profuseness with which
(Plate V, fig. 1.)
«

the}^

form

lateral

buds.

Die Deutschen Siisswasser Bryozoen, 1887.

&An asterisk T)ef ore a locality name
been examined by the author.

indicates that specimens from the locaUty have

NO.
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1 ^:>r'.

chietiy

5

GVMNOL^EMATA.
Suborder

IiicliicU's

1

2.— t:CTOF»ROCT>S..

&»tabolfcis«

Order

2

CTENOSTOMATA.

marine species, but also a iiumlxT of fresh-water

g-eiiera.

Family

PALUDICELhIDJ:.

POTTSIELLA

Kraepelin 11887).

Colony consists of stolons, from which at intervals an erect, cylinhyaline single individual arises, having a terminal aperture.

tlrical,

Lophophore

circular, 20

(11>

to 21) tentacles.

POTTSIELLA ERECTA

Potts (1884).

PahtdicfUii rn'ftu Potts.
J'otlxlelld I'reda

Kraepelin, 1887.

This species possesses the charact(M-s of the g(Muis.

(Platv V,

tig. 2.)

—Photophil; on upper surface of stones in rapids; sometimes penetrating incrusting sponges, particularly Meyenia
—* Tacony Creek, near Chiltenham, Montgomery
Ir< ill! tat.

leidy'i.

I)lxtr!h)(tion.

Count}', Pennsylvania, 50 feet above tide water.

(Potts

and C.

1>.

D.,

1892.)

PALUDICELLA

Qervais.

Stock composed of indi\-iduals that are sharply separated from one
another- l)y partitions; sparsely, usuall}^ oppositely, branched; with a

chitinous cuticula.

The

individuals are club-shaped, with a lateral,

quadrangular apertur(^ near the larger, distal end. Tentacles arranged
in a circle, few in number.
No statoblasts, but Avinter buds instead.

PALUDICELLA EHRENBERGHII

van Beneden

Aperture-cone short; individuals about 2

mm.

partly repent, partly erect: about Ki tentacles.

— Especially flowing streams;
Geographical distrihution. — Europe;

ILihitat.

(1848).

long;

(Plate

lateral

Y,

buds

lig. 3.)

occasionally in water pipes.
India;

*Arlington

Creek,

Arlington. Massachusetts, under railway bridge near Massachusetts

avenue

••
(C. B. D., 189»»):
Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania, l!»00 (Ilartline);
* Illinois River at Havana, Station
(Thompsons Lake), :May 9, 1891:;

G

*

Middle Ground, Travers(> Pay, Lake :\Iichigan (Ward, 1896).
The specimen figured ditVers from a German specimen figured l>y
Kraepelin by the individuals being relatively smaller at the distal end.
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Order

Family

Lophophorc nearly

vol. xxvii.

FREDKKICELLID.E.

circular; .stato blasts without peripheral float.

FREDERICELLA

Gervais.

Stock branched in form of antlers; more rarely massed witli recumbent and elevated tubes; mostl}^ brown or incrusted with algte and

Tubes

grains of sand; rarelj^ hyaline.

cylindrical, the older ones

mostly keeled. Without complete dissepiments. Apertures terminal
Polypide very long and
at the broadened or bifid ends of tubes.
arranged
in
nearly
circular
corona.
a
Few tentacles,
slender; tentacles
Statoblasts dark brown, bean-shaped oi* elliptical,
not exceeding 24.
without float, and with smooth upper surface.

FREDERICELLA SULTANA
Fredericella walcottu

Blumenbach

(1777).

Hyatt (1868)
Hyatt (1868).

Fredericelki jjulcherrima

Fredericella reginti Leidy.

This species has the characters of the genus, (Plate V, fig. 4).
On wood, stones, and w^ater plants in standing and slowl}'^
Ilahitat.
flowing waters.
Europe; Australia; Pennisewassee Pond, Norwaj^,
Distribtition.
Maine; Youngs Brook, Gorham, Maine (Hyatt, 1868); Lake Sebago,
Maine (Hj^att); Fresh Pond, Cambridge, Massachusetts (Hyatt);
Georgetown, Massachusetts (Hj^att);* Lily Pond, Newport (Leidy);
Schujdkill River and Delaware River near Philadelphia (Leidy);
Gwinns Falls, Baltimore, Maryland (Hyatt); * Middle Ground,
Traverse Bay, Lake Michigan, 23 to 36 meters (Ward, 1896); * Hatchery Harbor, Put-in Bay, 1899; *East Harbor, Sandusky, Ohio, 1899;
*Erie, Penns} Ivania, Boat Landing; * Illinois River at Havana, Illinois, Station G (Thompsons Lake) 1891; *Lake Geneva, Wisconsin,
off Long Point, JuW, 1891 (Forbes); *Lake Geneva, dredging from
Forest Glen to Belvidere, May, 1892 (Forbes); * Flathead Lake,
Yellowstone National Park, August, 1891 (Forbes).

—

—

PLUMATELLA

Laniarck (Kraepelin).

Colonies consist of cylindrical tubes, which are either branched or
form massive clumps or run over the substratum as hyaline, lobed
Partitions rudimentary or absent, cuticula brown to hyaline,
tubes.
Tentacular corona markedly horseshoe shaped, with
often incrusted.

40 to 60 tentacles.

Intertentacular

membrane

present.

Statoblasts
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without hook.s; cither free, elliptical, with broad tloat, or (in the horizontal tubes) without tioat, oi" large size and irregular shape.

Has been
The coninionest genus of our fresh-water Bryozoa.
except
Africa.
Lives
in
the
most
diverse
continents
all
reported from
habitats, in

ponds or streams, usually not

in the light.

PLUMATELLA PRINCEPS

Kraepelin.

PlumateUa eniarglnata Allmax, 1S44.
Plumatclla repens

van Beneden,

1848.

Plumntella diffusa Leidy, 1851.

Branches both

A'ertical

and horizontid.

Cuticuhi thick iuid

t»i(»\vn

with a keel that broadens at the aperture.
Var.
lateral

^»',

cmcm/mata.

—Tubes

branches, antler-like.

openly branched, repent, with short

(Plate V,

tig. 5.)

Squaw Bay, Put-in Bay, July 17 and IS, ISilH, on lily stems and
leaves; * Rondeau Harbor, Ontario. August 30, 1899; * Flathead
liiver, Montana Bavou, on bark and rotten logs, August 19, 1891
*

(Forbes); *Big Creek,

Var.

Hamilton County,

ft^fi'tit!e<>f<'i.~Q,o\oi\\

Keel

stratum.

little

Illinois,

October

3, 1900.

robust, branched, often rising from sub-

developed.

Statoblasts elongated.

*Erie, Pennsylvania, Boat Landing,

August

16, 1899.

— Vertical branches predominate, forming an
spongiosa {— Alcyo7ieUa Benedenl Allman). — Vertical

Var. y, mucosa.
twined mass.
Var. 8,

inter-

tubes

fused into a mass from wdiich only the apertures rise free.

Havana, Illinois, Station G (Thompson's Lake), April
Matanzas Lake, Blinois River, July 9, 189(1.

PLUMATELLA POLYMORPHA
With

10.

1895;

Kraepelin.

vertical as w^ell as horizontal tips of branches.

Cuticula r<ir<h/

Includes numerous synonyms, especialh' Phiittatdla covaUlo'xles Allman; P. elcgans Allman; ]\ diuiiortieri Allman;
P. nitida Leidy (1851); P. arethma Hyatt (1868). Found on all conl)rowned or keeled.

tinents except Africa.

Var, a^re2)ens
vertical

evident.

side

branches.

(Plate

V,

—

Tubes creeping wnth short
semitransparent; keel not
mostly
Cuticula

{=P. arethum

Hyatt).

fig. 6.)

* Squaw Bay, Put-in Bay, July 12, 1899; *Long Point, Canada,
August 23,24, 1899; * Rondeau Harbor, Ontario, "East Swamp" and

Business Creek, August 28,29, 1899;

*Swan Lake. Montana, under

August 21, 1891; *Havana, Illinois, Station L (Dogfish Lake^.
August 7 and 23, 1895.
This form varies greatly in the thickness and transparency of the
euticida.
The specimens from Long Point have an unusually thick

stones,

and clear cuticula.
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—

Var. p, ojppressa. Tubes repent, branching or thickly intertwined,
Few or no vertical branches. Cuticula
covering- the substratum.
lightly colored to transparent.

—

Var, y, cse,»pitom. Tubes repent, with many elongated and ])ranched
Cuticula semiopaque, no evident keel.
vertical rami.
* Station E (main river) Illinois River, Havana, Illinois, September

Calumet River, South Chicago, August 10, 1881 (Forbes).
Vertical branches close together,
fungosa. Tubes repent.
Yar.
Cuticula brown; aperture
solid
masses.
even fused, forming great
10, 1894; *

—

S^

hyaline, slightly elongated.

Pennisewassee Pond in Norway, Gorham, Great Falls, outlet of
Great Pond on Cape Elizabeth, Presumpscot River, all in Maine;
Fresh Pond, Cambridge, Mystic Pond, Arlington, Green River, all in
Massachusetts (Hyatt); *Pa3^son Park, Belmont, Massachusetts, June,
1890 (C. B. D.), growing profuselj^ on north side of stone wall; Lily
Lake, Mississippi River bottoms near Quincy, Illinois (Garman, 1888).

PLUMATELLA PUNCTATA
PlumatcUu

vesicidarls

Plumatella vitrea

Hancock.

Leidy, 1854.

Hyatt

(1868).

Horizontal branches only.

Cuticula delicate,

hyaline.

colorless,

Found

Elevated mouth cone, wrinkled and bospeckled with white.
in Europe and North America.
Stock repent and open, forming long
Var. «r, prostrata.

—

h3^aline

tubes that give rise to only a few, likewise repent lateral tubes.

V, fig. 7.)
Sebago Lake, Maine (Hyatt); Mystic and Fresh ponds near Cam-

(Plate

bridge (Hyatt,

18()8);

Schuylkill

River,

underside

of

flat

stones

(Leidy, 1854); Libby Lake, Mississippi River bottoms near Quincy,
Illinois (H. Garman, 1888); *East end Gibraltar, Put-in Ba}-, August
15, 1898; *Long Point, Canada, August 21,24, 1898.
Var. /?, densii. Stock repent, ver}^ thickly liranched, completely
covering the substratum, which seems enveloped in a thick layer of

—

gelatinous vesicles.

LOPHOPUS
Colony shaped

like a sack; erect,

Duniortier.
sometimes more or

less

lobed by

Outer
and hyaline, more incrusted at base. Polypides
Lophophors with
scattered, a group of them rising from each lobe.
about 60 tentacles. Statoblasts large, elliptical, but at each end drawn
out into a sharp apex; float broad, hooks absent. The colon}^ may
divide along the constrictions between the lobes.

indentations of margin, looking then something like a glove.
cuticula layer delicate
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Pallas

(
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1766).

This species possesses the characters of the genus.
Chie% standing water .such as pools or, rarely,
ITnhitat.
Chie% attached to plant stems.
flowing streams.

—

Dlstrihutlnn.

— Europe;

Schuylkill River near Philadelphia (Leid}-,

Havana (Kofoid,

1858); Illinois River at

.slow-

1898).

PECTINATELLA

Leidy.

Colonies are hyaline and have the form of a rosette, lobed, with
They secrete a great gelatinous base which is

horizontal tubes only.

common

to

many

colonies.

Statoblasts

ccenecium.

broad bent

float

Aperture slightly elevated above conunon

large and circular to

subrectangular, with

and one marginal row of anchor-shaped hooks.

PECTINATELLA MAGNIFICA

Leidy (1851).

Polypides scattered or in double row along each lobe, the gc^latinous
1(» to 20 centimeters thick.
Tentacles 60 to 84 in number.
Statoblasts about 1 mm. in diameter, provided with 11 to 22 hooks
base often

from 0.15
Ilahitat.

to 0.25

mm.

long.

— Submerged

(Plate V,

fig. 8.)

branches or twigs of trees, wooden stakes,

gates of dams, walls of reservoirs, stones in brooks.

Shad}^ situations,

such as south walls of reservoirs or wood-covered streams.

BistributUm.

— Conflned to North America, except as

Hamburg, Germany.

introduced at

* Jones's

Pond, near West Gouldsboro, Maine
("P. astr^eoidea, Hyatt," collected by Una A. Clark, 1897, in National
Museum, Ace. No. 32589; also in Boston Soc. Nat. Hi.st.); Pennis.sewassee Pond, Maine (20-22 hooks on statoblast); Fresh Pond, Cambridge, Massachusetts (12-17), both by Hyatt; * walls of College
Hill reservoir, Somerville, Mas.sachu.setts; *Cold Spring Harbor,
Long Island, New York, gates of dam between middle and lowest lake;
Philadelphia (Leidy, 1851); Black Channel, Sandusky (Landacre, l!»Oi);
Jack.son Park Lagoon, Lake Michigan, at Chicago (C. B. D., 1900);
"back water'" of Mississippi bottoms near Quincy, Illinois (H. Garman, 1888); Columbus, Mississippi (Leidy, 1858); * Squaw Bay, Put
in Bay, Lake Erie (August 16, 1898, Reighard); *IUinois River, near
Havana, from rocks and shells, "island" near old bridge, October 14,
1894 (Forbe.s); * Roadside Pond, in Hamilton County, Illinois (Octol)er
3, 1900, Forbes); * Little Muddy River, Franklin County, Illinois,
October 18, 1900 (Forbes).

CRISTATELLA

Cuvier.

Colony unbranched, gelatinous, with a flat "".sole." External cutimerely as a thin gelatinous layer under the

cula lacking, or developed

Proc. N.

M. vol xxvii— 03
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All polypides contract into a

sole.

common

vol. xxvii.

Statoblast large,

cavity.

hooks on both sides.
In standing or slow-flowing water, on submerged branches
Habitat.
of dead trees, underside of lily pads, and on other aquatic plants.
circular, with float

and a

circlet of

—

CRISTATELLA MUCEDO.
Young corm

of circular form, later elongated, worm-like, attaining

summer,

a length of 2 to 5 cm. in

to 28 cm. in

autumn.

Colonies often

gregarious in a common gelatinous substance. Eighty to 90 tentacles.
Statoblasts with 10 to 34 dorsal hooks, 20 to 50 ventral hooks. (Plate V,
fig. 9.)

—

genuina {= C. qphideaHyatt, 1868).^ Statoblasts less than 1
hooks on dorsal side 10 to 22; on ventral side 20 to 3Y.
Distribution.: Europe; Pennissewassee Pond, Maine (Hyatt, 1868);
* Fresh Pond, Falmouth, Massachusetts (C. B. D., 1889); * Trinity
Lake, Pound Ridge, New York (C. B. D., August, 1889); * Union
Lake, Illinois River, Havana, Illinois, May 12, 1891; *Long Point,
Canada (Reighard, August 21 and 21, 1899) Station E, Illinois River,
Var.

mm.

o',

in diameter;

—

;

Havana,
Var.

Illinois,

/?,

idoi

blasts over

1

September

(=

C. ido)

2,

1890.

—

Leidy, 1858; C. lacustris Potts, 1881). Statodorsal side 20-34; on ventral side 38-50.

mm. hooks on
;

Distribution.

— Lily

Pond, Newport, Rhode Island (Leidy, 1858;
Luzerne County, Pennsylvania (Potts,

C. B. D., 1890); Harvey's Lake,
1884).
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PL. VI

ON THE SPECIES OF WHITE CHIMERA FROM JAPAN.
By David Starr Jordan and John Otterbetn Snyder,
Of

the

Leland Stanford Junior

University.

In a review of the Elasmobrancliiate fishes of Japan l\v Messrs.
Jordan and Fowler in these Proceedings," the specimens of white
Chhnwra!^ or Ginzame collected by Jordan and Snyder in Japan are
A reexamination of the same
all referred to Clihacera phantaKina.
material shows that two species are included bj^ Jordan and Fowler
under this head. One of these is the original Chrnupra i>hantas)ii(i of
Jordan and Sn3'der'' from the market of Tok3'o. The other is the
Chimmra phantasma of Jordan and Fowler,'* from a specimen from
Saga mi Bay.
The latter is a new species, and Dr. Bashford Dean tells us that
he has proposed for it, in a paper still unpublished, the name of
Chitiuera mitsulcKrll.
This name we accept in place of one devised
by ourselves. The two smaller specimens mentioned b^- Jordan and
All the specimens
Fowler'' are the 3^oung of ChinicBra phantasma.
of both species now extant came from Sagami Bay, off Misaki.
The s}'nonymy and distinctive characters of the two species are
given below. The accompanying figures are b^^ Mr. AV. S. Atkinson,
that of Chiramra pKantafuna being from the original tvpe, No. 49398,
U.S.N.M.
I.

CHIMiERA PHANTASMA

Jordan and Snyder.

Chimiera monstrosa Schleg«l, Fauna .Japonica, Poise., 1850, p. 300,

pi.

rxxxii;

Nagasaki (not of Linna?u8).
Chiynara phantasma J oRDAT<! and Snydek, Proc. U.S. Nat. ]Mus., 1900, p. .S38; Market of Tokyo; Coll. K. Otaki—Jordan and Fowlek, Proc. V. S. Nat. :Mns.,
1903, p. 670; "two other specimens from 8agami Bay " (not description).

In this species the anal fin
the second dorsal
Tlie dorsal spine
«Proc. U.
^'Idem,

S.

fin,
is

sharply notched opposite the notch in
is separated from the caudal.

strongh' serrated behind and perfectly smooth in

Nat. Mus.,

XXIII,

is

so that the anal

XXVI,

1903, p. 669.

cidem,

XXVI,

1903, p. 670.

1901, p. 338.
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The

triiicl, their length ])e3^ond the point of divithe diameter of the pupil.
times
The lateral
sion l)eiug equal to 4
undulations
extending alono- the sides of the
line has conspicuous
body. Below the eye it gives otf 2 branches, the upper of which

front.

claspers are

passes backward toward the gill opening, the lower extending forward

below the eye. There are 9 enamel rods in each anterior lamina of
the upper jaw.
Three specimens have been examined, the type, No. 49398, U.S.N.M.,
and two others in the Ichthyological Collections of Stanford University.
The latter are females and do not differ from the type except in the
sexual characters.

Fig.

2.

1.— Chimera phantasma.

-CHIMi^RA MITSUKURII Dean

Manuscript.

Chimxra phantasma Jordan and Fowlkr, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas., XXVI
Description from a male specimen from Sagami Bay.
p. 669.

1903,

This species differs notably from Chimcera pJutnta ><ih <( in the followThere is no notch between the anal and caudal fins. The
dorsal spine is finely serrated in front, and^is smooth behind except
near the tip, where it is finely serrated, the posterior edges appearing
smooth, however, when compared with the serrated area of the spine
ing points.

of

C. j>hanta!<ni(i.

The

claspers are bifid, their length

beyond the

point of division being equal to about li times the diameter of pupil.
The lateral line is straight along the side of the bodj'. Below the eye
it

gives off 2 branches, the upper of which passes forward below the

orbit.

There are 6 enamel rods

in each anterior

lamina of the upper

jaw.

The following is a more detailed description of our specimen of
Chimmra miUukuvii., No. 7789, Ichthyological Collections, Stanford
University.

NO. 1356.

A JAPANESE WHITE CHIMJSRA—JORDAN AND SNYDER.

Head measured from

tip of

snout to

gill
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opening equal to the depth,

contained 1,V times in the dorsal spine; longitudinal diameter of eye
equal to width of l)ase of pectoral, 8^ in length of dorsal spine. The
eye is oblong, the longitudiiuil diameter of the iris contained 4 times
in

length of dorsal spine.

CA'e, its

Hook

inserted on snout just anterior to the

length slightly greater than the diameter of pupil.

Anterior

lamina^ of upper jaw with sharp, sinuated edges; 6 enamel rods visible

from before, the posterior of which

is

very short; posterior laminje

Laminffi
with rough edges, the enamel rods lying almost horizontidly.
of lower jaw with about 11 enamel rods on each side, the cutting edges

concave.

-CHIM.KKA MlTsUKURU.

Lateral line straight along the sides except for an al)rupt upward
spin(> and a gentle bend downward just posterior

curve l)elow the dorsal

to the notch separating the dorsal

and caudal; posterior to the eye

it

sends a branch upward, which di\ides, sending one part over the occiput to meet a similar line from tiie opposite side, and the other part
l)ase of hook, and downward to tip of
where it joins a deej) groove with frilled edges; the second
branch fnmi the main lateral line passes downward and forward behind
the eye, where it divides, the upper division extending for),vard below
the eye. curving ui)ward. then downward and backward to join the

forward above the eye, along
snout,

groove mentioned a))ove; the lower division passes downward almost
immediately dividing, one section running l>ackward and downward,
passing as a row of pores across th(^ throat, the other section continuing downward and forward a short distance, tinally splitting, one-half
uniting with a groove which crosses the snout dividing above the

mouth, the other half crossing the chin as a

The

dorsal spiiu^

is

line of pores.

curved, acutely pointed, triangular in cross sec-
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grooved hohind; iuiteriorl}^ there is a serrated, narrow keel
extending the length of the spine; posteriorl}'^ the edges of the spine
are smooth, except near the tip, where thej^ are minutely serrated.
tion,

The rays

are attached to the basal third of spine only, longest rays
not reaching tip of spine. The dorsal fins are connected h\ a rayless
Second dorsal separated from caudal l)}^ a notch. Anal
fold of skin.

and caudal continuous. Caudal filament very long and slender, the
distance from the end (notch) of the dorsal to tip of filament equal to
Pectoral somedistance from end of dorsal to insertion of pectoral.
what falcate, when depressed the tip reaching to middle of base of
Length of ventral contained 1^ times in dorsal spine. Claspventral.
ers bifid, the length beyond point of division equal to li times the
diameter of pupil. Four spines on ventral edge of intromittent organ.
Total length of specimen 29f inches with caudal filament.
This species is named for Dr. Kakichi Mitsukuri

NOTES ON A KILLER WHALE (GENUS ORCTNUS) FROM
THE COAST OF MAINE.

By Frederick W. True,
Head

Curator, Department of Biology.

The number of species of

whales which inhabit the North
Van Beneden, Graj",
Liitken, and other cetologists have endeavored to solve the question,
but have been unable to do so, owing chiefly, it would appear, to lack
Eschricht thought it possible to distinguish
of sufficient material.
three species in European waters, and Reinhardt appears to have concurred in that view.
Gra}^ considered that two European species could
Van Beneden remarked in 1889:
be distinguished by the skulls.

Atlantic

is

We not. only
seas to one

the Pacific

uncertain.

believe that

killer

Lilljeborg, Eschricht,

it is

necessary to refer

and the same species, bnt we believe
and those of our antipodes.

Liitken in 1887

summed up

all

it

these killers of the European

possible to

his study of the

add

also the killers of

genus as follows:

As regards the northern waters, I can only recognize two [species], and one of
these, which bears the name of eschrichiii, still has need to be studied with new material, b

been known from a very early date that

It has

Atlantic coast of North America, but very

killers

little

frequent the

attention has been

owing no doubt in part to the
examine specimens. At all events, nothing
of importance regarding these cetaceans is to be found in American
zoological literature.
I omitted them from my Revision of the Del-

paid to

them by American

zoologists,

scarcity of opportunities to

phmidiv,

as,

on account of insufficient material,

I

feared to increase

rather than to lessen the uncertainty regarding the real

number

of

existing species.

In view of the present condition of the subject,

it

has seemed to

me

J. Van Beneden, Hist. nat. des C6tao(^s des mere d'Europe, 1889, p. 43.
&C. F. Liitken, Krit. Studier over nogle Tandhvaler af Sla?gterne Tursiops, Orca
og LagenorhynchnK. Videns. Selsk. Skr., 6. Ea'kke, nat. og math. Afd., 4, art. 6,

«P.

1887, p. 394."
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desirable to publish reproductions of two admiral)le photographs of a

These photokiller stranded at Eastport, Maine, in March, 1902.
graphs were obtained by the National Museum from Mr. William S.
Hume, throuoh Di'. Richard Ilath})un.
My attention was iirst attracted to the animal by the following item
which appeared in the New York Sn/t newspaper of March H, 1902:

—

Eastport, Maine, March 2. Two large finback whales found their way into a
small cove in the western part of the oity on Thursday and will probably soon be
killed.

The whales have been seen in different parts of Passaniaquoddy Bay for
and had made their way a few days ago up the Concook River, where

four weeks,

the water

A

is

shallow.

small stream flows out from the river to the east, passing under the

which connects

toll

bridge

under
two whales made their way into the small cove, which is inclosed
on the other entrance by the three wooden bridges of the Washington County
this island city

with the mainland, 4 miles away.

It w^as

this bridge that the

Railroad.

At low
about.

is shallow and there is hardly room for the whales to move
within a half-mile of the Passamaquoddy Indian settlement,

tide the cove

The cove

is

where there are 400 Indians.

Upon writing to Mr. Hume, I was surprised to learn that the whales
were not finbacks, but killers. Later Mr. Hume forwarded the two
photographs of one of the specimens, which are published herewith,
and the following measurements and memoranda:
Ft. in.

Total length of whale, straight

25

4

Vertical height of dorsal fin

5

7

Length of base of dorsal
Length of pectoral
Breadth of pectoral
Spread of flukes

3

tin

3
3

9

2

General color above, black; below, white. Color of pectorals above, black; below,
white.
Color of flukes above, black; below, white. Sex, male.

Much

to

my

regret the carcasses of these tine specimens were towed

out to sea before

it

was known that the skeletons and

casts of the

exterior would be of interest to science.

European killers have been figured many times, the best drawings
being those published by Schlegel," Liitken,^ and Van Beneden.'"
Liitken's figure agrees with the photograph of the Eastport specimen
with the greatest exactness, except that the grayish mark on the back,
posterior to the dorsal fin, is not observable in the latter.
As this
mark is probably rather indistinct, it may have been present in the
Eastport specimen, but is not visible in the photographs on account
«

H. Schlegel, Abhandl. aus dem Gebiete der Zoologie und Vergleich. Anatomic,
Female, about 14 feet long. Wyk op Zee, Holland, 1841.

1841, pi. vii.

&C. F. Liitken, Vidensk. Selsk. Skv., 6 Rgekke, nat. og math. Afh.,

Female, about 16 feet long. Limfiord, Norway. 1872.
P. J. Van Beneden, Mem. Acad. R. Belgique, XLIII, 1879,
6 feet 8 inches long. Ostende, Belgium. 1843 or 1844.
pi.

4, art. 6,

1887,

I.

'•

pi.

i.

Young, about

A KILLER WHALE FROM MAINE— TRUE.
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which the light strikes the back." Schlegel's figure
lower jaw is represented as longer, and
there are slight dirt'erences in the shape of the postocular spot, and
the boundary between the white of the lower surfaces and the black
of the upper surfaces. The dorsal mark is present in SchlegeFs tigure,
of the

in

also agrees admirably, but the

but

is

colored purple.

Van Beneden's

figure of a

young

individual

is

remarkable in that
This appears

the lower surfaces are bright yellow, instead of white.

from other indications
ocular

mark

is

to be a character of immaturit}'.

The

very large and has a serrated anterior margin.

post-

''

There appears to be no reasonable doubt that Liitken's tigure and
the Eastport photograph represent one and the same species, namel}-,
Oreinus area (Linnaeus), the t^'pe-species of the genus.

It

must

be confessed, however, that a comparison of measurements of various North Atlantic specimens only leads to confusion. The different
specimens show no decided tendency to group themselves into
separate species, or to agree with one another in proportions.

Doubtless

many

of the discrepancies are due to faulty measurements

or differences in the methods of measuring, but

whalebone whales leads
granted.

It

is

me

to believe that this

quite likely that there

individual variation in proportions

is

among

ni}^

may

experience with
not be taken for

a considerable

amount

of

these animals, the extent

of which can not, however, be ascertained without the examination of

a much larger number of specimens than has been available hitherto.
The measurements above referred to, reduced in each case to percentages of the total length, are shown in the table on the following

page.

While any opinion regarding the species of Oreinus can have little
weight at present, such data as are available appear to indicate that a
single species occupies the North and South Atlantic, a verj'^ distinct
form the South Pacific (coast of Chile, etc.), and possibly a third species
the North Paciffc.

appears to

me

to

The Faroe species, generally known as O. tse/irichtu^
have but slight claims to recognition at present.

"These two photographs illustrate in an admirable manner how erroi-s are likely to
from the examination of a single picture of this kind. From Plate Vf It it would
be imagined that the posterior end of the upper lip and a spot in front of the eye were
white and also that the white of the postocular spot joined that of the throat, but on
comparing Plate VII it is seen that these apparent extensions of the white are due

arise

to reflections.
''See also tlu- tigure

V, 1894,

pi. V, tig. 2.

published by Guldberg and Nansen

in

Bergens Mus.

Skrift.,
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A REVIEW OF THE COTTTD.E OR SCULPINS FOUND
THE WATERS OF JAPAN.

IN

By David Starr Jordan and Edwin Chapin Starks,
Of

tlie

In the present paper

Lelund tStanford Junior

University.

^iven a review of the genera and species of
known in English as Sculpins, in
Japanese as Kajika or Bero, found in the waters of Japan. The
paper is based on the collections made in 1900 by Professors Jordan
fishes of the

is

family of Cottida?,

and Snyder and those made in the same year by the U. S. Fish Coramission steamer Alhatross.
Series of the species mentioned are deposited in the United States National Museum and in the collections of
Leland Stanford fFunior University. The accompanying illustrations
are the work of Mrs. Chloe Lesley Starks. Capt. Charles Bradley
Hudson, Mr. Kako Morita, Mr. Sekko Shimada, and Mr. Robert
Logan Hudson.

Family COTTlDiE.

THE
Body moderately

SCULPINS.

elongate, fusiform or compressed, tapering liack-

ward from the head, which

usuall}' })road

is

and depressed.

placed high, the interocular space usuall}^ narrow; a bony

staj'

Eyes
con-

necting the suborbital with the preopercle, usually covered by the
skin; upper angle of preopercle usually with 1 or more spinous pro-

head sometimes wholly unarmed. Teeth equal, in villiform or cardiform bands on jaws, and often on vomer and palatines;
premaxillaries protractile; maxillaiy without supplemental bone.
Gills 3i or 4, slit behind the last small, often obsolete; gill rakers
cesses, the

membranes broadly connected,
Body naked, or variously ai'med with

short, tubercle-like or obsolete; gill

often jointed to the istlnnus.
scales, prickles,

or ])ony plates, but never uniformly scaled; lateral
sometimes chain -like. Dorsal tins separate or

line present, simple,

somewhat connected, the

spines,

(5

to 18 in numl)er, usually slender,

sometimes concealed in the skin, the soft part elongate; caudal fin
separate, usually rounded, rarely forked; anal fin similar to the soft
dorsal, without spines; pectoral fins large, with broad procurrent
bases, the rays mostly simple, the upper sometimes branched; ventrals
thoracic, rarely entirely wanting, the rays usually I, 3 to
Proceedings U.

S.
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PseudobranchifB present. Vertebrae numerScapular arch normal; myodome developed; actinosts
large, partly intervening between coracoids; ribs sessile on the verPyloric caeca usually in small number {-^ to 8) air bladder comtebrge.
insertion well forward.

ous, 30 to 50.

;

Genera numerous, mostly of the rock pools and
shores of northern regions; many species found in fresh waters; some

monly wanting.

of the salt-water species descending to great depths.
species are of small size and singular aspect, and none

Most

of the

valued as
food.
The family is an extremely varied one, which can not readil}'^
be thrown into subordinate groups. Almost every species has an
individuality of its own, and among the marine forms it is necessary
to recognize almost as many genera as species.
It is impossible to
throw these small genera together into large groups. Of the various
forms, probalily the American genus Jordania is nearest the primitive
scaly stock, from which such forms as Zaniolepis and Oxylebius among
the Ilexagramimd^d are also descended.
Fresh-water degeneration is
exemplified in Cottu^ and Uranidea and deep-water degeneration in
Zesticelus^ Cottunculus^
A. Ventral

fins well

is

and Psychrolutes.

developed, the rays

I,

2 to

I, 5.

B. Spinous dorsal evident, not concealed in the flesh nor indistinguishable from soft
part;

head with spines or tubercles (except

in rare cases),

its

bones not all hidden

in lax skin.
C.

Pectoral fins without free rays below, and not coalescent.
D. Ventral rays not I, 5; usually I, 3, sometimes I, 2 or I, 4.
E. Spinous dorsal shorter than soft part, of less than 13 spines.
F. Hemilepidotin^.
Body definitely more or less scaly above, the scales
sometimes arranged in bands or sometimes modified as bony jilates,
these usually placed along lateral line or at base of dorsal (skin naked
in Arfediellus).

G. Last gill arch without

slit

behind

it;

gill

membranes united,

free

from

the isthmus.

H. Vomer and palatines with teeth; ventral rays I, 2.
/. Preopercular spine with 1 to 5 enlarged hooks or antler-like processes above, besides the two on its bifid or emarginate tip.
/. Body with three series of bony plates, those of the upper and
Stlengis, 1.
lower series strongly keeled
Body with a single row of rough plates along the side; head
Schmidt ia, 2.
with conspicuous pores
II. Preopercular spine bifid or simple, without hooks or antler-like
processes above.
K. Vent .very close behind ventrals; supraoccipital cirrus very
Archistes, 3.
high; skin with small, rough plates
KK. Vent well l)ehind ventrals supraorbital cirrus low or wanting.
L. Upper preopercular sjiine forked; a simple flap above eye;
Daruma, 4.
body covered with rough scales above
LL. Upper preopercular spine simple, more or less hooked at tip.
M. Body covered above with small, rough plates, those on
lateral line larger; preopercle with four spines; preoper-

JJ.

;

cular spine slightly

hooked

AOf. -Body entirely scaleless;

hooked

preopercular

Ricuzenhts,

spine

5.

strongly

Artediellus, 6.

NO. 1358,
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Upper preopercular spine simple

with a

series of lar<ier plates
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or emarfiinate; 1)ack

along base of dorsal; sides

with scattered scales; ])ody slender and elongate, ./re/1/.s, 7.
with teeth; palatines witli none; sides with a series of
Vniiicr
////.

bony, keeled plates.
N. Plates

iin hea<l viu-y small; Ix'dy rather robust; preopcrcle with four spines, the uppermost hooked np-

Stdf/islrum, 8.

^^yryy^\

aa.

La.st Kill arcli
(),

with a

<listinct slit

behind

it.

Sides of body witii obliiiue, serrated folds; preopercular si)ines small, simple or bifid; gill membranes
free from the isthnms; no palatine teeth.
r. Caudal fin tnuu'ate or nearly so.
base
Q. Back -with a series of bony tubercles along
of dorsal; breast

naked, with cross folds of
Trlglops, 9.

skin

emarginate; body very slender; lower
rays of pectoral produced; no bony plates along

Fl\ Caudal

tin

Ijase of

00. Sides

of

Prionistins, 10.

dorsal

body without

no
body very

oblique, serrated folds;

bony tubercles along dorsal

fin;

robust.

E. Bac-k with one or two bands of large, rough
scales; lateral line

without bony shields;

palatines with teeth;

i)reopen'ular spine

Ct.

S.

Back

with two separate bands of
scales; ventrals moderate;
dorsal notched; gill openings

aiid sides

coarse,

spinous

rough

forming a broad fold across isthmus.

'^-

*

TIcmilepidotns, 11.

SS.

T.

Body without scales, but with a l)and of
coarse, bony plates along lateral line;
the
gill membranes broadly united to
isthmus.
Preopercular spine sim]>le, very strong.
Enophrijs, 12.

TT. Preopercular spine very long, armed
above with recurved hooks.
CeratoeotiHs, 13.

with
FF. Bodv not definitelv scaly nor armed
smooth or prickly or with scattered warts;

bony plates, the skin
no bony armature along

lateral line.
r. CoTTiN.K.

warty or

Skin smooth or

velvety, not evenly hispid
prickles;

w ith

stiff

head and body more or less

depressed.

membranes broadly united to
the isthmus, not forming a fold
across it; fresh-water species with

V. Gill

the head

feeV)ly

tei'th pn-sent,

armed; palatine

occasionally few or

wanting altogether; no
last gill arch.

Proc. N. ^I. vol. xxvii— 03-
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with the lower rays

simple.

Ventral rays

A'.

4; palatine teeth

I,

usually present.

Suborbital stay with a promi-

Y.

nent ridge; head with
tinct

above;

ridges

dis-

skin

prickly; preopercular spine

strongly hooked.
TrdcJiidcrinns, 14.

YY. Suborbital stay flat, without
ridge; head rounded above.
Cottu.s, 15.

A'A^ Ventral rays

I,

3;

palatines

mostly toothless.
Uranidi'ii, 16.

WW.

Pectoral fin with the rays all

branched; ventral rays

I,

4.

liheopreshe, 17.

VV.

niendjranes free from the
isthmus or else forming a Ijroad

Gill

fold across
Z.

Vomer with

a.

it.

Palatines without teeth.

teeth.

Dorsal spines simple, not fringed with tentacles; no tentacles on temporal

b.

region.

Precpercle with three spines only, the uppermost straight, the third turned

r.

downward; skeleton well ossified; lateral line developed, with or without
concealed plates. Lower jaw included; post temporal with one spine.
Myoxocephalui>, 18.
PreoiJercle with three si)ines; lower jaw projecting; post temporal with a

cc.

double spine

3IegaJocottus, 19.

Preopercle with four spines; the lowermost turned downward.

ccc.

d.

Nasal spines strong; bones of head firm; lower jaw included.
Upper preopercular spine very long and straight; no slit behind fourth

e.

.1 inocottus, 20.

gill

Upper preopercular spines curved.

ee.

Ventral

fins moderate, not reaching vent
Porocoiius, 21.
Ventral fins very long; reaching past front of anal
Argyrocotfus, 22.
dd. Nasal spines obsolete; bones of head soft and spongy; lower jaw projecting;
/.

ff.

reduced to scattered pores; vomer Avith teeth; deep water
with feeble fins and reduced armature.
PTppermost preopercular spine long and sharp; dorsals separated.

lateral line

sculpins,
g.

Zesticelm, 23.
gg.

Uppermost preopercular spine short and concealed
dorsals continuous

aa.

Vomer and

palatines toothless;

antler-like processes; slit
bh.

behind

CoUunculus, 24.

upper preopercular spine
last gill

stout,

armed with

small or vfajviin^. .Gymnocantlms, 25.

Dorsal spines each with a fringe of tentacles; ventral rays
tifid flaps

the skin;

in

I, 3;

a pair of mul-

behind orbit

Crossias, 26.

ZZ. Palatines as well as vomer

with teeth;
branes free
isthmus;

gill

last

mem-

from

the

gill

slit

small or wanting.

NO.
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Ventral rays I, 3 (allies of OtifjoroUuK).
i.
Upper preopeiTular spine long, with antler-like proceeses; no anal
papilla, no flap above eye
Cottiusculus, 27.
Ventral rays I, 2 (allies of Pseitdoblennius)
///(.
j. Preopercle with antler-like hooks or processes aboxe.
Preopercnlar spine rather long and slender, with one or more
}i.

/.-.

hooked teeth

al)ove; skin

naked; no cirrns alxjve eye.
K/iqihichthyK, 28.

kk.

a.

Preopercular spine short and flat, divided into many points
at tij); a simple cirrns above eye
llrHifln/s, 29.

Preopercnlar spine, simple or forked, without antler-like processes or hooks above.
I.
Preopercnlar 8i)ine forked at tip, a pair of simjile cirri at the

nape
//.

Furcina, 30.

Preopercnlar spine simple.
7n. Head normally formed.
Pectoral tins very large; a small tentacle on each pore

n.

of lateral line

Oct/nedcK, 31.

Pectoral fins moderate: anal pai)illa large.

7in.

Anal papilla

o.

cylindrical, trilobate;

eye

a tentacle over

rsrudohknnins, 32.

Anal papilla simple; three pairs of multifid flaps
above head
Bcro, 33.
771//).
Head very slender, depressed, and pointed, pike-like;
body compressed, with very slender caudal i/eduncle;
no cirri on head; preopercnlar sjiine straight and
'cl/itor, 34.
sharp; skin smooth
Ventral rays I, 4; preopercnlar spine strongly hooked upward.
00.

1

/(/;//.

Artedldlus,

FF. Blepsiix.e.
l>rickles;

(i.

Skin almost every where evenly rough with small bluntish
head and body more or less compressed; fins more or less

elevated.
]i.

Gill
(J.

membranes

Spinous

free

dorsal

from the isthmus.

not

notched;

smooth areas
qq.

(iill

smooth areas

membranes united

si)ines;

defi-

Blepi^ias, 36.

to

isthmus;

not elevated

FF. IIk.mitkutekin.k.

without

Spinous dorsal deeply notched; sides with
nite

/*/;.

sides

Histiocottus, 35.

Spinous dorsal longer than

first

dorsal

X<iuli^cuj<, 37.

soft part, of

14 to 18

skin rough with prickles and tubercles; teeth on vomer and

palatines; gill

from isthmus; no

behind

last gill;

Spinous dorsal of 16 to IS si)ines,
notched, the first sjiines liighest.

deeply

membranes

free

slit

head depressed.
'/.

Ilcniitriplcriia, 38.

BB. PsvrnKoLrTiN.K.

.1.1.

Spinous dorsal not evident, its slender spines liidden in the
skin; head unarmed, covered by lax skin; no slit l)ehind la.«t gill; no teeth
on vomer or palatines; ventral rays I, 3; bones of head moderately cavern['.ti/diwIitliH, 39.
ous
Kkki NiiN.v,.
Ventral fins wholly wanting; pectoral fins with the four lowermost rays simple and free from the membrane; teeth on vomer and i)alatines;
gill meml>ranes free from the isthnuis; skin covereil with velvety jirickles.
Frt'uitia/<, 40.
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STLENGIS Jordan and

1.

Stlengis

Jordan

aiui Starks,

new genus

VOL. XXVII.

Starks.

(o.s-e»sis).

Body not compressed.
teeth.

Jaws, vomer, and palatines with villiform
narrowly separated. No slit behind last gill. Gill

E3^es large,

memljranes broadly united, free from the isthmus. Branchiostegals
Preoperele with a long slender spine armed al)ove with several
6.
Body encased in 3
antler-like processes, 8 small sharp spines l)elow.
longitudinal series of bony plates, which are sharply toothed behind;
in addition each plate of the upper and lower series is armed with a
sharp keel ending in a sharp hooked spine much as in Agonidse. Belly
naked. Ventrals with two soft ra3's.
{()T\eyyi5, a comb.)
I.

STLENGIS OSENSIS

Jordan and Starks, new species.

Head 'lim length without caudal; depth ,5; dorsal ¥11-14; anal 13;
eye 3 in head; interorbital width 10; snout 4; maxillar}^ 2i; preopercle

Fig.

1.— STLENGIS osensis.

spine 4; pectoral If; ventral If; caudal 2^; height of caudal peduncle

Upper

profile of

head broadlv rounded; the snout not steep.

elongate, not compressed; tapering to a slender caudal peduncle;

Body
mouth

rather large; the maxillary reaching to slightly past middle of eye.

Lower jaw

slightly included.

Small villiform teeth on jaws, vomer,

Eyes large and very narrowly separated; at upper profile of head.
Nasal spines sharp. Angle of preopercle with a long'
slender spine which reaches to edge of opercle, its upper edge armed

and palatines.

with .5 antler-like processes. Lower edge of preopercle with 3 small
sharp spines; the lowest one pointing forward. No tentacles on top
of head.

Body encased

in

3

longitudinal series of bon}- plates, which are

sharpl}^ toothed behind; each plate of the

upper and lower series has
an enlarged spine directed backward. The lowest series contains 24
plates and extends from just in front of the anal to the base of the

NO.

JAPANESE SCULPINS—JORDAN AND ST ARKS.

13.T8.

caiuhil

tin;

the middle

beiiiiid

the

psirietul

series

region on

eoiitiiiiis

to})

of

28

plates,

head,

to side of l)ody at tip of peetoral. thenee

l)eiids

and begins just
o})li(|ueiy

phites.

2(5

tin.

Bell}'

down

runs straight and ends a

distance eipial to diameter of eye in front of caudal; the
tains
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toj)

row con-

and runs from under middle of spinous dorsal to caudal

naked.

Dorsal separate; tips of last dorsal rays end vertically' above those
Pectoral reaches a little ])ast front
of anal, but not reaching- to caudal.
Ventrals with 2 rays each; their tips almost reach to tirst anal
of anal.
ray.
Caudal rounded.
Color faintly brownish above; a slightly dusky band at base of
caudal; a black spot on posterior part of spinous dorsal; soft dorsal

dusky; other tins colorless.
The type and only specimen was dredged ]>y the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Alhafross m Suruga Bay at Station 3788, off Ose Point.
It is 38 nun. in length,
2.

is

numbered 50912, U.S.N.M.

SCHMIDTIA

.ToRDAN andSiAKKs,

Sclttiiidtid

Body

and

Jordan and Starks.

new genus

elongate, not compressed;

(iiiimkia).

tapering into" a slender caudal
,

Eyes large, close together. Preopercle armed with 4 spines;
the uputn- one long and slender, and armed above with 5 sharp^autlerlike processes.
Villiform teeth in l)ands on jaws, vomer, and palatinT^s,

peduncle.

(iill

membranes broadly unitiHl; free from isthmus. No slit behind
Head with many large pores. Dorsals separate, but close

last gill.

\'entrals with a concealed spine and 2 soft rays each.
Caudal slightly rounded. Sides with a lateral row of wide plates,
which are ctenoid on their posterior edges; ))od\ otherwise naked.
(Named for Peter Schmidt, of St. Petersburg, in recognition of his
studies of Japanese tishes.

together.

SCHMIDTIA MISAKIA

2.

Head

2ii

in length

Jordan and Starks, new species.

without caudal; depth

.5 i^;

doi-sal

IX-10; anal

12;

eye 3i in head; interorbital 15; snout if; maxillary
fourth do!-sal si)ine 3; longest dorsal I'ays '2^\ longest anal rays
length of pectoral 1|; ventral 2; caudal Ifr; height of caudal

lateral plates 35;
21',

M\

peduncle

Cpper
Top and

t).

])rotiIe

of head ])roadly rounded; the snout moderately steep.

and mandil)le with many pores. Mouth at
extreme lower aspect of head; little oblicpie; the maxillai-y reaching
to below i)()srerior mai\gin of pui)d; anterior (mkI of maxillary on a
Small villilevel or slightly below a lev(d with lower margin of eye.
foiin teeth in ratlifv narrow Itunds on jaws, xomer, and palatines.
Lower jaw slightly included. Kyes large, at upper profile of head;
narrowly separated l)y a slight, convex, interorbital l»one; t)rbit less
sides of head
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curved at lower edge than at any other point. Nasal spines well
developed and sharp. Upper preopercuiar spine long and slender,
its tip reaching to or a little past edge of opercle; armed above with 4
shai'p antler-like processes.
Lower edge of preopercle with 3 moderate! v large sharp spines; the upper one the largest; the lowest one
hooked forward. Lateral plates rather long and narrow; sharply
toothed on posterior edge; the longest ones near middle of body,
where they are about equal to height of caudal peduncle; the line of
plates beginning on nape at each side of second dorsal spine, running
obliquely to sides a little behind tip of pectoral, and thence straight
to caudal.

Origin of spinous dorsal anterior to tip of opercle flap a distance
equal to half the diameter of eye.
Dorsals completely but slightly
separated.
Tips of last soft dorsal rays each well past those of anal,

Fig.

2.

—SCHMIDTIA

MISAKIA.

but fail to reach base of caudal l)y a distance equal to three-fifths
diameter of eye. Origin of anal under third ray of soft dorsal. Pectoral with 17 simple rays; its lip reaches to opposite front of anal.
Ventral with a concealed spine and 2 soft rays; the inner ray the
longer; I'eaching two-thirds of distance from

its

base to origin of anal.

Caudal slightly rounded.
Color, light uniform Inown above, white below; a few roundish
diffused spots, irregular in size and position, along sides below lateral
plates; a similar spot at base of upper pectoral rays; a dark bar with
blended edges runs from middle of eye downward and slightly ])ackward; another runs from anterior end of eye to side of snout; pectoral slightly dusky toward tips of rays; spinous dorsal dusky, sometimes with a dark spot posteriorly soft dorsal obliquely crossed with
light and dark bars; other fins colorless.
Two specimens dredged by the U. 8. Fish Commission steamer
Albatross (Station 3698), in 153 fathoms, in Sagami Bay, off' Manazuru Point. They are QS and 77 mm. in length. The larger one is
the type and is numl)ered 50913 in the United States National
Museum; the other is No. 7506, Ichthyological Collection, Stanford
;

University.

JAPANESE SCULPINS— JORDAN AND STARKS.

NO. 135H.

3.
Arcliistex

ARCHISTES

Jordan and (umjekt,

lS9()-97, Til, 1899,

]>.

Jordan and

Fish.

I'>criiii^

239

Gilbert.

Sea, in Kept.

Fur Seal Invest,

for

454 {plumarius).

Hojid and lunly compressed; lateral line armed with a .series of
spinous plates; a series of smaller similar plates alono- base of dorsal
widening- anteriorly so as to till the space between dorsal and lateral
line, but not extending around front of dorsal to connect with })and
on the other side. Head naked; gill mem])ranes broadly united, free
from the isthmus; no slit or pore behind last g'ill; no spines above eye

or on vertex; a single gentl}^ curved preopercular spine, not forked
and without cusps or processes; a large fringed supraorbital Hap;
small Haps and cirri on occiput, sides of head, and along lateral line;
teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines; dor.sals continuous, notched
between spinous and soft portions; ventrals I, 3, without seta?; vent
far forward, immediately l)ehind l)ase of ventral iins, the male with a
long anal papilla.

(dpxog, vent; alluding to
3.

utuisual

])ositi<)ti.)

ARCHISTES PLUMARIUS

Arcliixles jdiunurUin

Invest,

its

Jordan and

(tilhert, Fish.

I>ering Sea, in Rept.

in length;

depth

-t;

eye

II, 1898, p. 1901;

H in head.

Fur Seal

Ushishir Island.—Jordan

for 1896-97, III, 1899, p. 454, pi. liii;

and Evermann, Fish. N. and M. Amer.,

Head 3f

Jordan and Gilbert.

Ushishir Island.

D. X-23; A. IS; P. 15

Anterior portion of head compressed and narrow, with vertical sides, the width at angle of mouth little greater than diameter of
or})ir.
From the ocular region the head widens rapidly ))ackward and
downwai'd to preopercular spine, leaving the occiput Jiarrow; greatest
width of head and body near preopercular spine, slightly less than
depth of head at occiput; body compressed, eveiy where much deeper
than wide.
Mouth slightly oblicpie, maxillary reaching slightly beyond
Jaws and vomer with rather
vertical from front of pupil, og in head.
wide bands of uniform fine teeth; a small patch on fiont of palatines;
or !).

na.sal spinels

strong, fixed; pi-eopercular spine strong, simpl(\ directed

upward and l)ackward, gently curved; preocular margin without
ther spines or prominences.

Opercle thin, without

praocular rim elevated, ])rojecting

al)o\'e profile

fur-

rib or s|)ine; su-

of head; interorbital

space narrow, deeply chaiuicled, the sides sloping convexly; occiput

depressed behind the eyes and transversely rounded, rendering the
profile somewhat concave; posteriorly the occiput rises and is literally
angulatetl, somewhat ciuadrate therefore in eross section; vei'tex without ridges or s})ines; supraocuhir llap as long as eye, lanceolate in
form, coarsi^ly fi-inged along the margins; a
middle of occiput, and a second

flai)s neai'

occi\)ut; a

long nasal

ciri-us, a st'ries

j)aii'

j)air

of shoit

of broad, deeply cleft
at

posterior edg(> of

lilaniciits

along margin
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of preopercle, 1 on suborbital stay, 1 near tip of maxillaiy, a cleft

ment near opercular

and a series of 4 filaments

ano^le,

lateral line; anterior nostrils in a short tuVje; gill

fila-

middle of
membranes wideh^
along-

joined across the throat, entirel}^ free from isthmus.

Lateral line rising
high convex curve anteriorly, the curved and straight portions
equal; along its course is a series of 44 plates, with the upper edge
free and spinous, large along the curved portion of the line, but diminin a

ishing rapidly in size posteriorly, the free edge becoming smooth or

nearly so; a series of

much

smaller but similar plates

lies

along base

of dorsal, extending halfway along back of caudal peduncle, widening

under anterior half of spinous dorsal to form a band which nearly tills
the space between dorsal and lateral line; skin otherwise entirely naked.
Dorsal beginning a pupiTs diameter behind occiput. Spines very
slender, the anterior ones highest, each crowned with a membranaceous flap wdiich

is

digitately cleft; the third spine longest, one-half

length of head; the last spine about two-fifths the third and one-half

^

,

-r' r-

^><"

^^%s\\\\\^'^

Fig.

:

^

-ARCHISTES I'lAMAKlrs.

the succeeding short ray; pectoral rays all simple, the lower thickened
with incised membranes, the longest rays reaching vertical from third
anal ray; ventrals narrow, reaching front of anal when declined; vent
immediately behind ventral fins, the long anal papilla reaching front
Color in spirits, light g-rayish olive, a series
of anal fin when declined.
of 5 irregular quadrate blotches along the back, usually connected at
their lower margins; middle of sides with dusky marblings, from the
lower edge of which a series of 7 V-shaped black blotches descend
toward lower outline; the dusky marking of sides inclosing small round

spots of ground color; an oblique dark bar on snout and a black l)lotch

on lower portions of cheek; interopercle and upper branchiostegals
with cross series of black spots; pectoral with a large dark ])lotch and
indistinct cross bars on the raj^s; anal crossed by oblique dark bars;
caudal indistinctly cross-barred; dorsals dusky, without definite pattern;
ventrals plain. Length 3 inches. Ushishir Island, of the Kuril Group;
only the tvpe known.
(Jordan and Gilbert.)
{plumarius^ feathery.)

NO.
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i:W.H.

DARUMA

4.
Daruiiia

241

Jordan and Starks.

ioKuxs and Stakks, new

geiiiw [mijitmia).

Body nither robust, eov^erecl al)ove with rough scales, not iirranged
in detinitc bands; extending below lateral line posteriorly; no bony
no naked area below dorsal nor in front
bifurcate; teeth on vomer and
nieni])ranes broadly united, free from the isthmus: no

plates along- ])ase of dorsal;

of dorsal: preopercular spine long,
palatines: gill
slit

behind

last gill.

This genus ditleis from liuscarius,

its

nearest relative, in having

the ventrals 2-rayed, the scales extending below the lateral line posteriorly, the

upper preopercle spine more widely forked, and in ha\ ing
which is fringed but

a single flat flap over the posterior part of eye.

not divided.
{DartiiiKi, a nauie

applied to squat figures of Buddha, and thence to

certain thick-headed fishes of Ja])aii.)
4.

Head

'I'i

DARUMA SAGAMIA

m

and Starks, new species.

without caudal: depth l)^: dorsal VIII-12: anal
eye 3i in head; interorbital S; snout 07; maxillary

in length

lateral line 30;

i»;

Jord

Kic,.

I.

— ])A1U'.MA

SAIiA.MIA.

length of ventral Ig: pectoral li; caudal 1+: height of caudal
peduncle 3^.
2|;

Body

Snout steep. .Mouth
below anterior margin of pu])il: its
anterior end just below the level of eye.
Fine villiform teeth in narrow bands on jaws, vomer, and })alatines. Lower jaw included. Vj\(^s
large, projecting a little above ui)per i)rotile of head.
Interorl)itjil
space very narrow.
preoperI })j)er
Nasal spines .small l)ut shaij).
low.

robust, dee})est under spinous dorsal.

Ma.villary

reaching to

cular spine not n^iching to edge
opines, the largest

3 small

of-

hooked upward.

rathei- shar[) spines, the

opercle:

On

loW(\st

its

lowiM-

tip dixidcd into

^h\)x^'

i)ointiug

two

of preopercle are

forward.

Top

of
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head with a slight ridge running back from each eye, leaving vertex
concave.
A flat fringed tentacle on superorbital rim above

slight]}^

posterior sixth of orbit.

Lateralline armed with plates which are rough on their posterior
edge and are but slightly larger than the scales on back. The anterior
half of the lateral line bends upward and reaches to just above upper
angle of gill opening.
Back above lateral line and posterior part of
body below lateral line evenly covered with ctenoid scales; these in 32
oblique series; 6 scales between bend of lateral line and back, counting
the series running upward and forward.
Pectoral with 15 simple raj^s, the seventh from the top the longest;
reaching to above the base of the fourth or tifth anal ray. The posterior outline of the fin is pointed.
Dorsals close together; scarcely
first dorsal spine longest, or at least as long as the second
and third; slightly shorter than the longest soft raj's; 2| in head.
Tips of last dorsal and anal rays ending on the same vertical. ])ut not
reaching to base of caudal rays.
Caudal somewhat rounded.
Color, light brown on back, white below; a dark band l)etween eyes
with sometimes traces of its continuation below eye across cheek; a
cross band under front of spinous dorsal; one under antei-ior third of
soft dorsal, one under last dorsal raj's, and one across caudal peduncle;
spinous dorsal black; other fins colorless, except a dark spot at base of
middle pectoral rays and a smaller similar one at l^ase of upper ravs;
belly and under parts white.
Four specimens collected by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer
Alhatross in 42 to 52 fathoms, in Sagami Bay, stations 3754, 3762, 3703,
off Suno Point, Totomi Bay (station 3729, off Omai Point), and from
Owari Bay.
The type is from Sagami Bay; it is 32 mm. in length, and is numbered 50914, U.S.N.M. A cotype is No. 7702, Ichthyological Collection, Leland Stanford Junior University.

attached;

5.
Ricuzenius

RICUZENIUS Jordan and

Starks.

Jordan and Starks, new genus {jnnetorum)

Head and body slightly compressed; covered with rough scales of
moderate size; enlarged plates along lateral line. Eves large; interorbital space convex.
Preopercle with 4 moderate spines; the upper
one not enlarged nor with antler-like processes; short and simply
hooked upward. Villiform teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Gill
membrane broadly united; free from the isthmus. No slit behind last
gill.
Dorsals close together, but separate. Ventrals with a concealed
spine and 2 soft rays each.
(Named for the province of Rikuzen, front-land, on the shores of
which region it was taken.)

JAPANESE SCULPINS— JORDAN AND STARKS.

NO. 1358.

5.

RICUZENIUS PINETORUM

Head 2f

248

Jordan and Starks, new species.

without caudal; depth 41; dorsal IX-lo; anal
in head; interorbital 7^; snout 4; maxillary
dorsal
spine
longest dorsal ray 2i; longest anal rays
fourth
4|;
2i;
in lenoth

eye 4

12; lateral lino 85;

pectoral li; ventral

8;

I, 2.

Hody compressed, the
projecting.

Mouth

})ack

sliohtly elevated.

large, low; anterior

rim

Superor>)ital

end of maxillary on a

level

with lower margin of eye; maxillaiy reaching posteriorly to below
Jaws ecfual. Small villiform teeth in
posterior margin of pupil.

narrow bands on jaws, ^'omer, and palatines. Kj'es large, separated
by a moderately narrow deeph' concave interorbital space. Posterior
Nasal spines small,
l)rocesses of premaxillary strongly projecting.
Edge of preopercle with 4 small sharp spines; the upper
but sharp.
one the largest, and slightly hooked upward; the next below directed
backward and slightlv downward; the two loAver ones directed down-

FlG. 5.— RlCUZENTUS PINETORUM.

ward.
scales;

Head and body everywhere covered with rather
maxillary scaly.

A

First dorsal sj)ine opposite
sal

large rough

series of enlarged plates along lateral line.

upper angle of

gill slit; the

rather low; not coimected with soft dorsal; the

the highest, a little lower than the longest soft rays.

tirst

spinous dor-

spine slightly

Tips of

last soft

same vertical with those of anal, but not
reaching to caudal. Pectoral reaching a little past front of anal.
Ventral 2-raye(l; the inner ray the longer; not reaching to vent."
Color, bi'ownish and motthnl above, with irregidar cross liars; one
dorsal rays ending on the

under middle of spinous doi'sal; one under each end of soft doi'sal;
one across camlal pt'duncle at base of I'ays; the anterior ones are the
widest and run downward and forward, growing narrower l)elow; a
"The caudal

of

our specimen

is

broken and can

not, therefore,

be described.
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dark streak from e3^e across side of snout to tip of chin; a less conspicuous one from eye across cheek; a dark-])rown spot on base of
pectoral rays; dorsals and pectoral with line cross lines; ventrals and
anal colorless.

The type and only specimen

is

mm.

55

in length;

it

was dredged

l)y

the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross (station 3773) off Kink-

wazan

Island, in

Matsushima Bay;

it is

numbered 50915, U.S.N.M.

{pmetoi'um, of the pines; Matsushima means pine island.)
6.

ARTEDIELLUS Jordan.

ArfedleUun JoB.v\N, Cat. Fish. N. A., 1885, p. 110 {uncinatuti)

Head broad;

teeth on

vomer and

palatines; preopercular spines

2,

the upper large, strongl}^ hooked upward, with no antler-like processes above; no slit behind last gill; gill membranes free from isthmus; skin naked, smooth; spinous dorsal short, not notched. Northern
This genus seems to be nearest to Artedius^ from which it
seas.
differs chiefly in the naked skin of head and l)od3".
(Name; A diminutive of Ai'f<d/i(s.)
6.

ARTEDIELLUS PACIFICUS

Artedkllus pacific us Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fish

Sannak

Gilbert.

Comm.,

1893 (1896), p. 416; south

(Type in U. S. Nat. ]VIu.«.;
Jordan and Gilbert, Rept. U. S. Fur Seal Comm., Ill,
Coll. Gilbert.)
1898, p. 454; St. Paul Island, Povorotnaya, Kamchatka, Karluk, Robben
Island, Bristol Bay, Sannak, Unalaska.

of

Island, at Al})atross Station 3216.

D. VII or VIII-12 or 13; A. 11 or 12; P. 23, 2 (22 to 24); V. I, 3;
ra3^s; lateral line 24 (22 to 26); length of head
(measured to end of opercular flap) 2f to 2yV; depth 4^; least depth

caudal with 9 divided

of caudal peduncle If times in orbit;

its

length,

from base of

last anal

Very closelj^ related to ArtedlelJus imcinatus^ difl'erray, 2f in head.
ing in the entire obsolescence of the occipital protuberances or ridges
in the increased

number

of cirri on the head, the

of the lateral line, the greater

number

more numerous pores

of rays in the pectoral

the reduction in the ra3s of the caudal.

Head

evenl3"

fins,

rounded

in

and
all

directions, the orbital region not elevated, the snout not angulated;

mouth

slightly larger in males than in females, reaching vertical from
middle or posterior margin of pupil, 2i to 2| in head; lower jaw
shorter than the upper, a portion of the premaxillary band of teeth
projecting be3^ond the mandible in closed mouth; teeth cardiform, in
rather broad bands on jaws, and in patches of var3dng size on vomer
and palatines; in .some specimens a few teeth occur in a single convex
series on front of vomer, and but 3 or 4 form a line on palatines; in
others, we And an irregular double series or a narrow band on each of
these bones; the teeth are alwa3"s strong and are probabl3' in adult
specimens never entirely wanting on either vomer or palatines; longi-
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diameter of orbit 3^ in head; intororbital space very narrow,
shallowly concave, entirely- occupied by the .supraocular canals, which
unite in a .sint«-le pore opposite posterior margin of orbit; least interot'ular width two-thirds pupil; premaxillary processes projectiuj^T but
111 tie beyond the prolile; nasal spines very small; both pairs of nostrils
ill short tul)e8, the posterior situated on anterior orbital rim;
occi))ut
with 2 very inconspicuous low-rounded ridges, appreciated with diffiNo trace of the occipital spine
culty, and sometimes entirely wanting.
JVIassachusetts
specimens
of
ArfedielluK
in
afldvfirm, nor of the
seen
tudiiiiil

conical i)rotul)erances descril)ed

and figured

l)y

Collett in

.1.

uncina-

Bar})els numerous; maxillary barbel large and conof Europe.
spicuous, sometimes simple, more often compound, furnished with
to 4 short lateral branches; a well-developed supraocular
from
cirrus, and a pair of cirri on posterior margin of occiput, the
fii.s

1

occupying the position of occipital spines; a short cirrus near
base of opercular flap, and 2 or 8 on preopercle, 2 of which are
usually at base of the preopercular spines; 2 cirri on anterior
part t)f trunk, 1 immediatel}" above base of pectorals, the other
halfway between lateral line and front of spinuous dorsal; sometimes
additional cirri above front of lateral line, and on lower margin of
su])ocular ring; a series of 4 or 5 very short cirri crossing the eye
horizontally immediately above the pupil: gill membranes l)i-oadly
united, joined to the isthmus anteriorily with a wide free margin;
gills 3i, no slit or pore behind last arch; preopercular spines as in
Artedtellas unelnatus^ the upper one without smaller basal spine.
Dorsal fins well separated, low in females, extraordinarily dcveloi)ed
ill
males, the spinous dorsal in the latter well overlapping front of
second dorsal and having all of the spines exserted. the median ones
for one-half their length; these exserted spines with their free portions narrowlv margined with membrane which widens at their tips to
form a cutaneous flap; soft dorsal also somewhat elevated in males;
ventral fins reaching halfway to vent in females, about three-fourths
this distance^ in males.
A series of 5 wide mucous slits running along
lower edge of su})orbital ring and across cheek; pores of lateral line
niiimte, at the ends of short downwardly directed branches, the main
line opening in a large slit-like pore at base of caudal.
Color iiuich as
latter

the lower parts whitish, inunarked, th(> ilorregion of the trunk crossed by 3 wide dark bars, which often, in
adults, break up into spots separated by vermiculations of the lighter
in ArfedlrlJus iinclnatus^

sal

ground color. 1 of these bars below the spinous dorsal, running downward and forward to base of pectorals, the second under soft dorsal,
the third on caudal i)eduncle; top and sides of head gencially dark,
with fine light dots or vermiculations; a light streak stnnetimes presextending from preopercular spine forward and inward, meefmg

ent,
its

fellow immediately behind e3'es; this V-shaped iiuirk usually absent
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or inconspicuous, but sometimes, in young specimens, formed of
bright silvery-wliite pigment; other silver}^ spots or blotches may

occur on the lighter intervals of the back or sides; pectorals, dorsal,
and caudal cross-banded; a black blotch at base of upper and 1 at base
of lower pectoral ra3's; tips of elongate dorsal spines of the male
Coast of Alaska, in Bristol Ba}^,
black; ventrals and anal unmarked.
south of Sannak Island and north of Unalaska, at depths of from S to
Also at Karluk, off Kamchatka and Robben Island.
61 fathoms.
This description from Dr. Gilbert's account.
Dr. Schmidt reports this species as occurring in the Japan Sea.
7.
Icelus

Head

ICELUS

Kr0Yek, Natur. Tidsskr.,
large.

I,

Kr0yer.

1845, p. 2.53

Preopercular spines

4,

{}i(f>n<(ti(s).

the upper hooked, simple or

bifurcate at tip, without antler-like processes.
plates

Occiput with or with-

Bod}^ slender, fusiform, with a dorsal series of bony

out spines.

from neck

to base of caudal; lateral line with osseous tubercles,

bell}".
Gill membranes l)roadly united,
from the isthmus, no slit behind fourth gill. Dorsals separate;
ventrals I, 3, thoracic; no pectoral filaments.
Villiform teeth on jaws;
vomer, and palatines. Branchiostegals 6. Artie regions.
{"Ik^Xos^ Icelim^ son of Ilypnus, the god of sleep; Kr0yer says:
" Navnet valgt med Hensyn till ulkearternes Dorskhed, saavelsom til den

scattered scales on sides and
free

Nordlige Bopael, nogle af Oldtidens Forfattere anviste S0vnguden.'')
7.

ICELUS SPINIGER

Icelus f^pmi(ji'r (liLBEKT, Rept. U. 8.

Gilbert.

Fish Coiiim., 1893 (1896),

\).

412, pi. xxiv;

Bay and Unalaska, at Albatross Stations 3216, 3223, and elsewhere,
Jordan and Evekmann, Fish. N. and M. Amer., II,
to 121 fathoms.
Schmidt, Faune de la mer du Japon, etc.,
p. 1914; same specimens.
p. 15; Japan Sea.

Bristol

in 17
1898,
1903,

Head 2f to 3 in length; depth 5; eye 3 to 3i in head. D. IX-20;
A. 17; P. 18; V. I, 3. Closely resembling Tcelm hicornis of the
Atlantic, but differing conspicuousl}" in the armature of the dorsal
series of plates in the comparatively plane occiput, and in other charCaudal peduncle very slender, its depth Hh; in orbit; mouth
acters.
large, the maxillary reaching slighth" beyond middle of orl)it, its
length one-half head; teeth ver}' finely villiform, present in rather wide
bands in ja^vs and on vomer and palatine l)ones; nasal spines strong,
separated by the high ascending processes of the premaxillaries; interorbital space very narrow% grooved, its width less than one-half diameter of pupil; orbital rim becoming elevated anteriorly and posteriorly,
and, at the latter |)oint. strongly denticulated; behind the orbital region
the occiput is shallowl}" concave, l^eing l)ounded laterally by 2 low,
evenly rounded ridges, which become narrower posteriorly, and end
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each in a strong spine projecting baclvwurd in line with tiie series^ of
dorsal prickles; preopercular spines similar to those of Ivdnx hlcornlH,
the up[)einiost, as in tlie latter, oeeasionally simple instead of bifurcate;
the second spine usually directed straight

downward and forward;

backward, and the 2 follow-

membranes

l)roadly luiited, free from
and neither pore nor slit heiiind the imiermost gill;
])ranchiostegals 6; eye large, longer than snout; a slender tentacle

ing

gill

the isthnms,

present over the posterior part of each orbit; a series of plates from
nape along each side of dorsals to back of caudal peduncle, and a

second series along lateral line; the dorsal series with 28 to 35 plates,
each of which beai's at its center a single strong spine directed out-

ward and backward. In TceJns hlcornl-s each plate is tra\'ersed b}' an
ridge, the margin of which is denticulated, the central tooth
being the strongest and corresponding to the single spine present in
Ict'lxs .y>hii(/<r.
The latter agrees with ledun ('(indJ/cnlatiix in having
an inner scries of dorsal plates alternating with the principal series,
o]>li(iue

Fig. 6.— ICELi's spiniger.

each of the smaller plates bearing a minute prickle, discernible w'ith
ditHculty; the plates along the lateral line, 41 to 44 in num))er, similar to

those

region,

having their upper and posterior free
few scattered spinous plates present in axillary
not connected, the spines wQvy slender and rather

in Icelu.s bicornis^

margins serrulate.
^)or^al tins

A

high; p(>ctorals long, reaching front of anal; ventrals not reaching

Color light olivaceous above, white below; upper pai'ts mottled
with dark brown; l)ack with 4 faint black crossbars, the tii'st under
spinous dorsal, the second and third under soft dorsal, the fourth at
vent.

base of caudal; a brown blotch on cheek, 1 on base of pectoral, and
an irregular series along full length of body just under the lateral line;
2 pi-ominent black blotch(\s on tirst dorsal; the second dorsal, caudal,

and pectoral l^arred; other tins unmarked; mouth and gill cavity white.
Coast of Alaska; numerous specimens from the l\ S. Fish Conuuission steamer Alhifrom stations off Bristol Bay and Unalaska.
Recorded by Schmidt from near Vladivostok.
[ftpiniger, bearing spines.)
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8.
Stelgistrum.

STELGISTRUM

Jordan and Gilbert,

97, III, 1899, p.

Body formed

456

Jordan and

Fish. Bering Sea, in

vol. xxvii.

Gilbert.
Fnr Seal

Invest, for 1896-

{stejne<jcri)

as in Hemilepidotus.

across the throat, wholh' free

vomer, none on pahitines.

Gill inenibraiies wideh^ joined

from the isthmus.

No

slit

Teeth on jaws and

or pore behind last

gill.

Upper

preopercular spine simple, gently upcurved, 3 short spines below it.
No opercular rib or spine. Nasal spines short and strong. Vertex
without spines or ridges and without long tentacles. Spinous dorsal
without anterior notch, the vertical tins all few-rayed. A series of

band along the back which merges
mass of minute plates covering to[) and sides of
Vent immediately before origin
3, without sette.

plates along lateral line and a

anteriorly into the
head.

Veiitrals

I,

of anal.
[ffTsXyiaTiJov^ scraper.)
8.

STELGISTRUM STEJNEGERI

Stelgistrum fitejuegeri

Jordan and Gilbert,

Invest, for 1896-97, III, 1899,
tross).

— Jordan

Robben

p.

and Evermann,

Jordan and Gilbert.

Fislu Bering Sea, in Kept.

456, pi. liv;

Fish. N.

and

Robben
^I.

Island

Amer.,

Fur

(coll.

Seal

Alba-

II, 1898, p. 1921;

Island.

D. IX-IT; A. 13; P. 16; caudal with
plates; lower series of dorsal band
Head narrowly wedge-shaped, tapering
containing 35 to 38 plates.
upward; width below eyes equaling length of snout and one-half eye;

Head 3| in length; depth 3f.
9 divided rays; lateral line with

•!<>

width at preopercles equaling depth at occiput. Mouth large, slight!}'
oblique, the wide maxillary reaching vertical behind pupil, equaling
length of snout and eye, i length of head. Teeth small, uniform, in
narrow bands on jaws and vomer; i)alatines toothless. A deep naked
transverse groove between nasal spines and front of orbits; orbital
rims moderately elevated, the interorbital space very narrow, channeled; occiput flat or slightly concave, angulated along lines running

backward from orbits, but without spines or ridges; a slender lilament above each eye; minute pairs along sides of occiput, 1 on suborbital stav, 1 on maxillary, and a few on plates of lateral line; no
'2

nasal cirri, none along edge of preopercle; upper preopercular spine
gently curved upward, without cusps or processes; below it 3 short

backward, the second vertically downward,
somewhat longer, directed downward and forward. Eyes

spines, the first directed

the third,

small, the diameter equaling length of snout, one-fourth length of

head measured to end of opercular flap; interorbital width equaling
diameter of pupil. Straight portion of lateral line longer than the
obliquely placed anterior portion, which is not strongly curved; plates
of lateral line strongly spinous on their upper free edges, and of similar and nearly equal size throughout; dorsal band continued on to
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back of caudiil peduncle, where it is continuous witli the hand of the
h)wer phites of the )>and in a detinite lenj^thwise
series and as laroe as those of hiteral line or slightly larger, the other
plates of tiic band decreasing- ra})idly in size toward base of fin, where
o[)positc side, the

they are
ol)lic]uely

minute. They are partially arranged in series running
upward and backward from the lower larger plates to the

bases of the dorsal rays, on which they extend for at least one-half
the height of ray.
ing-

Dorsal

spint^s

almost or quite to their

tips.

with minute spinous i)lates e-xtendThe snout, top of head, nape, sub-

and cheek above the suborbital stay covered
to the upper part of dorsal band, with
wdiich the invested area on top of head is continuous; sides below
lateral line naked, except for a few plates behind axil.
Dorsals divided
to the base, the last spine extremely short, its membrane joining
extreme base of the first soft ray; spinous dorsal low, of slender weak
orbital

ring, opercles,

with nunute plates similar

spines, the longest ray oiu>-third length of head; longest soft ra}' 2\ in

Fig.

7.

—SxELGiSTKU.ir

head; anal beginning under thii-d

ra}'

ste.inegeki.

of soft dorsal, ending under

length; pectorals broad and short, all

its

width one-third its
simple, the lower thickened with

fourteenth ray; caudal peduncle slender,

its

least

moderately incised membranes, the eighth to the tenth rays the longest,
extending beyond vertical from origin of anal; ventrals not reaching
vent, 2{r in head.
Ground color light grayish olive; lower part of
sides regularly reticulated with narrow dusk}' lines; a dusky cross bar

from base of posterior dorsal spines and forward to axil; a second
nuich ])roader ))ar from front of soft dorsal, ending irregularly l)elow,
where it merges into the reticulating lines; a third broad bar, less
clearly derined, under posterior portion of soft dorsal; a conspicuous
broad V-shaped blotch at })ase of caudal, the apex directed forward; a
faint dark streak from eye forward to tip of luandible. and a cross
l)i'hind eyes, continued fainth' on to cheek; spinous dorsal with a
small dark spot on anterior and 1 on posterior spines; rays of soft

bar

dorsal and caudal with

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

dusky markings so arranged

xxvii— 03

17

as to

form

tine
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cross bars; terminal half of pectorals finely cross-barred, the proximal
half plain, with a large dusky blotch on extreme base; anal ver}^
Sea, off Robben Island; one
barred; ventrals unmarked.
specimen 52 mm. long, dredged in 10 fathoms. (Jordan and Gilbert.)
A second specimen sent us from Aniva Bay, Sakhalin, was collected
by Dr. Peter Schmidt of the Museum of St. Petersburg,
(Named for Dr. Leonhard Stejneger, curator of reptiles and
batracheans in the U. S. National Museum.)

faintly

—

9.

Triglops

TRIGLOPS

Reiiihardt.

Reinhardt, Yid. Selsk. Natur. Math.

At'li.,

V, 1832, p.

h'2,

{jnngeli).

very slender. Head small and comvilliform teeth on jaws and vomer, none
on the palatines; preopercular spines 4, small, simple; head prickly,
but without scales; a row of enlarged plate-like scales along the lateral line; a similar row above it at the base of the dorsal fin; the space
between these densely prickly; lower half of bod}- crossed at short
intervals by transverse undulating folds of skin, the edge of the fold
with minute rough scales, causing it to appear sharply and finel}' serrate, these cross folds being really formed ]>y ])ranches of the lateral

Body rather elongate, the
Mouth moderate;
pressed.

line.

Gill

membranes

tail

united, free

from the isthmus;

a distinct

slit

behind last gill. Dorsal spines rather high and slender; ventrals I, 3.
Arctic seas.
{trigla; oji/\ appearance; the transverse folds resembling the lateral
plates of Trif/k(.)
g.

TRIGLOPS BEANI

Gilbert.

Triglops pingeliBEA's , Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, p. 355, not of Reinhardt;

Plover Bay, Siberia.

Comm., 1893 (1896), p. 428, pi. xxviii,
Aleutian Islands, Bristol Bay, at Albatross stations 3214, 3217, and
many others, in 7h to 42 fathoms. Jordan and Gilbert, Rept. U. S. Fur
Seal Coram., Ill, 1898, p. 455; St. Paul I., Robben I., Karluk.

Triglops heard Gilbert, Rept. U. S. Fish
fig.

2;

Head 3f to 3f depth 6; snout longer than eye, 3} to 3^ in head;
eye 3i to 3|; D.
or XI-23 to 26; A. 24 to 2(3; 0. 12; P. 18; V. I,
Body heavy at shoulders,
3; lateral line iS to 50; branchiostegals 6.
tapering rapidly to slender caudal peduncle; depth of caudal peduncle
one-fourth its length from base of last dorsal ray; greatest width of
head slightly less than its depth, its lower pro file, straight, the upper
descending in a gentle, even curve; mouth nearly horizontal, the maxillary almost reaching vertical from middle of eye, 2|^ to 2i in head;
villiform teeth on jaws and vomer, none on palatines; supraorbital rim
slightly elevated, a groove- like depression behind it; interorbital space
rather wide, forming a shallow groove, its width 3^ to 5 in diameter
of orbit; occipital ridges obsolete, a faint trace of them sometimes
present, never ending in a spine; opercle with 4 spinous points, the
;
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lowormost diivctcd downward uiid forward, the oth<n-s i-adiutinj,'
downward and backward. Branchiosteoal inomhranes broadly unit(>d,
Longest dorsal spine Si^ to 4 in head; })as(^ of
free from the isthnms.
spinous dorsal

1

,"

,

to lA in head; of soft dorsal

head and ])ody; length of base of anal
>lii;litly

cniaroinatts

2,'(r

in

head.

2,",

Head and
much

densely covered with A'ery tine prickles,
xci'ptiviix;

in

2j]

up[)('r

part

tiner than in

of

l)ody

Trhjlajis

lower side of head, the maxillaries. and a narrow strip

the lowci' side of cheek naked; the usual

aionii'

to 8 in lengtli of

head and body; caudal

scries of cidarj^ed

prickles along- the base of dorsals; lateral folds few in nun)))er, scarcel}'

exceeding tlie scutes of the lateral line; they leave aAvide, naked strip
along the base of anal and do not encircle the caudal peduncle below;
breast with 5 or (! cross folds similar to those on the sides, the scales
along margins of fohls very small, those of successive folds widely
separated, not overlapping as in Trujlopx i<c<-pt/cus.
Color light oli\c
l>rown a))ove, whitish on lower parts of sides and below; the breast
and belly, including area in front of pectorals, silvery; back crossed
with
saddle-sliaped l)lack blotches, most distinct in the males; the
-J:

Fig.

first

of these under

tlie

8.

Trigloi'S bkani.

middle of the spinous dorsal and (extending

obliquely forward to the upper axil of pectorals, the second and third

under the soft dorsal, narrowing rapidly downward to lateral line,
fourth on the l)ack of caudal peduncle.
In males, the lower
ends of these cross l)ai's are connected by a narrow lengthwise jetblack streak, extending from shouldei' Ixdow lati^ral line nearly to base
of caudal, the narrow interval between this streak and lateral line
occupied l)y a bright sihery streak, interrupted l)y tiie crossbars; a
black t)lotch at ])ase of upper and one at base of lower caudal rays; a
small l)lack spot near tips of the outer caudal rays, the tin otlu'rwise
umnarl<e(l: an indistinct, dusky blotch lielow the eye. and a dusl<y
streak along under side of suborbital stay, extending forward along
the margin of the preorbital to tip of snout; a blotch on midtlle of
maxillary and uppei- lip: front of lower lip dusky; a daik blotch on
opercle, and a dusky l)ar on branchiostegal memt)ranes.
In the females
the general pattern of coloration is the same. l)ut the darkei" markings
are less distinct, and the black lateral >treak of the males is represented
the
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by a disconnected

series of irregular,
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dark blotches and verniiculations.

In both sexes the dorsals and pectorals are crossed by narrow, dusky
bars, formed b}^ series of dark streaks on the rays; mouth whitish,
gill cavit}^ silvery

white, with the exception of the lining of the oper-

cle and the outer half of branchiostegal membranes, which are dusky.
This is the Pacific representative of the Atlantic Triglops myelin from

p

which

it differs in the greater slenderness of the bod}^, particularly of

the caudal peduncle, in the somewhat smaller eye, the more pointed
snout, the less fine subdivision of the lateral folds, the less complete

with prickly scales, and, above all, in the peculiar
(Gilbert.)
Alaska to Puget Sound and the
Kurils, taken very abundantly b}^ the U. S. Fish Commission steamer
Albatross at stations located both north and south of the Aleutian
Islands and in Bristol Ba}^; also from about St. Paul Island in iJi to 37
fathoms, otf Karluk in 31 fathoms, and off Robben Island in 18 fathoms,
and by the present writers in Puget Sound and the Gulf of Georgia,
the depths ranging from lOi to 42 fathoms; specimens 82 to liU mm.
investment of the

fins

coloration of the male.

Plover Bay, Siberia.

in length also taken in

(Named

for Dr. Tarleton
lO.

Prionistiufi

Bean, Proc. U.

This genus

is

Hoffman Bean.)

PRIONISTIUS
S.

(Bean).

Xat. Mus., 18S3, p. 355 {macellus).

nearly related to TrUjlops^ from which

it

differs in

the absence of a series of enlarged scutes along each side of base of
dorsal fins, in the elongation of the bod}', in the dorsal and anal fins,
and in the emarginate caudal fin. Preopercular spines tt, the lower 3
developed as thin, flat lobes. It agrees with Triglops and Elanura
in all other important structural details, including the exserted, more
or less produced lower pectoral rays. Alaska.
{jipicov^

saw; iffriov, dorsal
lo.

fin.)

PRIONISTIUS JORDANI

Elanura jordani Schmiut, MS.

;

Schmidt.

Peter the Great Bay, Vladivostok, Aniva Bay,

Sagkalin.

Head 3^

in

length to

27; lateral plates

l)ase of

Eye 3i

-lU.

caudal; depth

0.

Dorsal IX-27; anal

in head; snout 3^; interorbital space 7i;

maxillary 2^. Body deepest at base of ventrals, tapering evenlv backward to a slender caudal peduncle; very slightly deeper than wide
behind l)ase of pectorals and for a short distance behind their tips, as
wide as deep posteriorly. Maxilhir}' reaching a very little past anterior border of pupil.
Jaws even. Teeth very fine, in narrow bands on
jaws, in a narrow^er

band on vomer; none on

palatines.

Interor])ital

Masai spines very small, but sharp. Edge of
preopercle with 3 spines, none of them enlarged; the upper one
space slightly concave.
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inclined a little

upward, the next downward and a

downward and a
forward. Top and

the next
straioiit

trifle

253
backward,

forward, the lowest hooked ncailv
sides of head and haek alK)ve lateral plates
little

with a tine, shag-reen-like covering-.
Maxillaries, mandible, interope rcle, ))ranchi<)steoal rcg'ion, and a space in front of })ectorals, naked.
Breast with about a rouuh cross folds.
Lateral plates tiiiely tooth(»d
Sides below lateral plates with
roughened on thcMr posterior edofs.

posteriorly.

IVctoral with lU rays; the

fifth

ray fioni

o))li(iue folds,

tlic to})

reaches to above the base of the fifth anal ray.
ending- a little ludiind the soft dorsal.

longest, equal to the length of snout

a

raj^s

trifle

longer than

a third of eye.

The

which are

the lono-est;

its tip

Anal beginning and

third dorsal spine the

and half eye.

Longest soft doi'sjd

Dorsals separated by a space equal to
Dorsal spine scarcely serrulate. Ventral with a s|)ine
orl)it.

Fk;. ;».— I'niDNisTius .iordani.

and

;^)

soft rays; the inner i-ay the longest, reaching- to niidwsiv l)e(ween'

The caudal of our specimcMi is hi-oken.
gray on back, whit(> on lower parts: the indistinct Ix'ginnings
of 4 or 5 cross bands on l)ack: sides l)elow lateral line, with s(>\ tM-al
in-egular. large, dark spots; some indistinct daric hands across u])i)er
part of pectoral; ventrals and anal white.
vent and front of anal.
C'olor

described from a cotype, a speciuKMi 7<i mm. in length (Xo.
Leland Stanford Junior riuversity), collected by l\>ter Schmidt
at \'ladivost(jk. and sent by him to tho wi-iters. with p(M-mission t(»
include the species in the pi-eseiit paper.
It was also takiMi in
Aiiixa
Ilei'e

77(14.

Hay. Sagkalin.
is between FJiiinn'ii f<>vlic<(iii and I'rinnisi'nix nmci/l us.
from the fornuM- in the al)senceof eidarged tuliercle> on hai-k
at base of dorsal lin, from the latter in having cross folds on l)rea>t in
front of base of ventrals; the head and body not so rt)Ugh; no multilid

This species

difl'ering
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prickles on head.

In a recent letter, Dr. Schmidt refers the species to

Prionistms and doubts
species

is

more

vol. xxvii.

slender,

distinction from P. wacellus.
The latter
more rough, and lacks the cross-folds on the

its

breast.

(Named

for David Starr Jordan, president of Leland Stanford Junior

University.)
11.

HEMILEPIDOTUS

Hemilepidotus Cuviek, Regne Aiiini., 2d ed.,
Temnistia Richardson,

Body with

Fauna Bor.-Ainer.,

Cuvier.

II, 1829, p.

165 {liemilepklotus)

Ill, 1836, p. 59 {ventricosus).'

2 broad bands of rough, scale-like plates on each side, 1

along the lateral line, the upper bands
meeting anteriorl}^ in front of dorsal; scales roundish, their upper
and posterior margins free; skin otherwise naked, the naked skin thick
and firm; head naked. Villiform teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines.
Top of head rugose, the ridges low, without spines, no spines on supraBranchiostegals 6. A small slit behind fourth gill; gill
orbital rim.
membranes joined to the isthmus anteriorly but forming a rather
broad fold across it; preopercular spines simple, strong. Dorsal fins
connected, the fii'st long, with strong spines, emarginate, the first 3
North Pacific,
spines shorter than those which follow; ventrals I, 4.
along- the side of the back, 1

in shallow water.
{j}/-U'

II.

half;

XemdcoTog^ scaled.)

HEMILEPIDOTUS GILBERT!

Jordan and Starks, new species.

Pallas, Zoogr. Rosso-Asiat. III, 1811, p 138 (larger specimen
brought from the Kuriles by Joseph Billings, not type, which is spotted
underneath, and came from "shores of America").

Cottus traclmrus

,

Head 2f in length without caudal; depth 3f. Dorsal III, VIII-22
or 23; anal 19.
Band ot scales on back in 4 transverse series, in 77
longitudinal series.

Eye 3^

in head;

maxillary 2^; snout

4;

inter-

orbital 5i.

Bod}' rapidly tapering and verj^ slender posteriorly.

Anterior pro-

from first dorsal spine to eyes straight; superorbital rim produced;
a notch between eyes and produced premaxillarv processes; profile in
Mouth rather
front of nasal spines straight and steep to tip of snout.
file

large, ver}' little o))lique, the maxillary reaching to posterior rim of

Teeth in very wide bands on jaws, palaand vomer; wider at front of jaws than at sides; wider on premaxillaries than mandible; about as wide on palatines as on front of
mandible. Interorbital rather deeply concave, a pair of parallel
ridges at the middle with a channel l^etween them; width of interorbital space, two- thirds of eye.
Nasal spines rather long and sharp.
Edge of preorbital with 4 spines; the two upper ones the largest, about
equal in length; the upper one directed upward and backward; the
pupil; lower jaw included.
tines,
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next below backward

and slightly upward; the next very much
it and the next than
between the others; the next is hooked forward. Opercle with a tlat
spine at the end of a ridge. Two spines on edge of subopercle, the
upper one behind and just above the next to the top preopercular
spine; the lower one at union of subopercle with interopercle.
A
sharp spine on clavicle projecting just below opercular flap; a shorter
blunter one on posttcmporal just above opercular flap.
A long,
thin flap on end of maxillary; a short one on upper posterioi" margin
of eye; a very small one at nape.
Distance of first dorsal spine from tip of snout equal to eye and
smaller, directed backward, a wider space between

postorbital part of head; the first spine 2f in head; the third 4; the
fourth 2f the last and next to the last 5^.
The soft dorsal higher
;

than the spinous, the third ray 2^ in head; the rays hold their length

Fig. 10.— Hemilepidotus gilberti.

witli ])ut little

and

decrease to the sixth from the last where they al)ru])tly

from the

rapidl}^ decrease, the sixth

of the others in the reclined
of second or third anal ray;
longest, II in head.

fin.
it

last projecting past the tips

Pectoral reaching- to opposite

l)ase

has 17 rays, the fifth from the top the

Ventrals nearh' reaching vent; the rays

I,

-i.

Anal rays slender, the membi-ane ratlier dei^ply incised; the fourth
ray 3 in head.
Caudal truncate or slightly rounded, its length 1;^ in
head.

dusky above, white l)el()W, crossed by
same shape in l)oth of our
specimens; head dusky between darker spots; tip of snout dark; a
light streak behind, a dark l)lotch Ijelow eye; a dark spot on tirst
dorsal spines, a dark cross-bar under second, third and fourth spines
Color

in

spirits slightly

blackish bars, irregular in shape but the

'2
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up on fin and spreading out,
occupying greater portion of second part of dorsal, below it runs
down to behind pectoral base; a spot under front of soft dorsal running down to lateral line where it is widely forked; the forks slender
and running to lower part of sides; the next bar under middle of soft
dorsal, running up on tin, the next under last part of soft dorsal,
widely forked below, the posterior fork running across caudal
peduncle and meeting its fellow of the opposite side below; the light
interspaces continued on spines to their tips, on soft raj^s on basal
third or fourth; a black bar across base of caudal followed b}" a wider
white bar; a slightly narrower black bar just behind middle of caudal,
then a very narrow white bar, then a very narrow dark ))ar, and the
tips of the ravs white; anal crossed obliquely by 2 or 3 dusky bars;
pectoral dusky; tips of rays lighter and a lighter bar across middle of
of second portion of dorsal, running

rays; ventrals white.

The following note was taken from

this. specimen

when

was

it

fresh:

Clear light olive green; mottled with white and dusky, becoming abruptly pinkish white below; bars

dusky

lower side of head pearly;

olive above,

fins all faintly

dusky red below; greenish below eye;
washed with pinkish red; the pectoral

pink, whitish and l:>lackish; ventral plain white, very faintly shaded.

The

al)ove description

is

from the type, a female.

male, shows the following differences:

A

First dorsal spine

cotype, a

'2\

in

head;

the third 3^V; ventrals very long, reaching past tip of pectoral to
fifth or sixth anal ray.
The interspaces between bars are white and

the bars are darker; the head

is

white except at dark spots as described

for the female; the ventrals regularly and conspicuously spotted with

black on the

raj's,

each ray with 9 or 10 black spots equal in size to

the interspaces; a very few scattered dusky spots on bellv; the dusk}'

on pectoral broken up into 4 or 5 inconspicuous bars across raj^s.
The following note was taken from this specimen when fresh:
Light translucent olive tinged with violet; head tinged with purplish; lips with
it; lower side of
head pink; bars on side reddish brown; dorsal mottled, orange, black, and whitish;
caudal flesh color barred with dark red; pectoral scarlet orange and whitish; ventrals yellow, spotted with black.
yellowish; black spot below eye with golden green spots around

This species differs from Ilemilepidotus jordani chiefly in having a
is much longer than snout), a blunter snout, and in
being smoother on sides of head and somewhat differentl}^ colored.
The type is a female from Hakodate, 235 mm. in length, and is
numbered 7446, Ichthyological Collections, Leland Stanford Junior
larger eye (which

A

The speciNo. 50916, U.S.N.M.
l)y Pallas, apparently belongs to
this species, which is readily distinguished from the two species found
in Bering Sea, Ilemileptdotus hem'depidotus and II. jordani., ])y the
immaculate belly, greater number of dorsal raj's, and large eye.
(Named for Charles Henry Gilbert.)
University Museum.

men from

cotype

is

the Kuriles, mentioned

JAPANESE SCULPINS—JORDAN AND
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12.

ENOPHRYS

Enojiliri/x i<\\.\issi>s, Chiss'ii Fishef<, 11,

Body short uud

Swainson.

18.'>!),

depressed

thirk.

257

STARK'S.

p.

271 [r/nriger).

Head very

tiiiteriorly.

larg^e,

mailed above with I'ugose, hoiiy phites; a series of large, rough, bony
plates along lateral line, each with a serrated keel or spine;

Teeth

no

scales.

villiform bands in jaws and on vomer, none on i)alatines;

in

preopercle with a strong, straight spine which reaches beyond front
suliorbital sta}'

of dorsal;

joined to the isthmus, not
fourth

Dorsal

gill.

North

(fK. on;

elegans

U.

S.

Seal

behind

slit

chieti}'^

e3"ebrow.)
(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

(Coll.

M.

Collee).

Hist.

Nat. Poiss., IV, 1829,

Guxtiier, Cat.,

Gray, in Cuvier and Valencicinies,

j>.

195;

II, 167.

Hist. Nat.

Pois.«.,

IV, 1S29,

.same type.

p. 195;

Enophnis

membranes

Herbivorous, feeding

Cuvier and Valexciexnes,

Kamchatka

a

separate, the anterior short, not notched;

ENOPHRYS CLAVIGER

Coitus chtrigcr

it;

Pacitic.

o(f)pvg,
12.

Colitis

forming a fold across

Intestinal canal elongate.

anal short.

on alga\

tins

broad, externally bony; gill

Jokdax and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1888, p. 711.— Gilbert, Kept.
Comm., 1893 (1896), p. 426.— Jordan and Gilbert, Rep. Fur
Comm., Ill, 1898, p. 458, pi. lv; Robben Island. Jordan and Everclarhjer

Fish

MANN, Fish X. and M. Am.,

II, 1898,

]).

Bay.

19.S8; Bristol

T-iA/--^^

Pig. 11.— KxdPHRVs ii.avkjkr.

Head

2r,

depth 3f; D. Vni-14; A. 12: V.

l(i;

lateral line

with

Preorbital with 2 strong spinous projections, which overthe prema.xillary in closed mouth.
Fnteroi'bital space deeply chan-

35 plates.
la])

neled, the orbital

A

rim raised posteriori}' into a blunt spinous

small, spinous, occipital tubercle, behind which

risers a

tul)eicle.

high, sharp

is highest posteriorly and has its upper edge finely
on top of head. Upper preopenndar si)ine long,
simple, reaching beyond head to fourth or tifth plate of lateral line;

nuchal ridge, which

toothed.

No

cirri
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below it ?> short, strong spines, the lowermost directed downward and
forward; outer surface of the upper spine with 3 or 4 low, fincl}^ serrated ridges, its inner edge smooth, without accessory cusps or spinules; opercular ridge high, serrate; 2 sharp spines on anterior angle
top and sides of head rough, with minute spinous

of subopercle;

points; preopercle and lower jaw with

longer one on end of maxillary.

Body

numerous short

filaments, a

entirely covered with minute

which invest also the abdominal region; those above lateral
and most thickly placed; lateral line with a series of plates
similar to those in E. bison^ each surmounted by a sharp spine; lateral
line with 2 curves, approaching back most nearly at end of spinous
and at end of soft dorsal; many conspicuous white filaments scattered
Dorsals entirel}- separate, the free
over sides below lateral line.
interspace as wide as pupil.
E^-e larger than interorbital width 4f in
head.
Dusky above, with faint, darker crossbars; light below; 2
black blotches on cheek; some faint dusky V-shaped prolongations of
the coloration of the back down toward base of anal fin; fins indistinctly cross-banded; a dark area at base of pectoral, a narrow oblique
dusky crossbar on base of caudal fin. Here described from a specimen taken at Robben Island, 151 mm. long. Known also from Bristol
Bay, Alaska, and from Kamchatka.
prickles,

line longest

{da/vis,

key;

gero.,

I bear.)

13.

CERATOCOTTUS

Ceratocottm Gihh, Proe. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859,

Gill.
165 {diceraus)

j).

This genus is very close to Enopliry)^.^ from which it dift'ers in having the long preopercular spine armed above with recurved hooks or
antler-like processes.
Bering Sea.
iyKkpaz^ horn; Cottux.)
a.

Interorbital width 7 in head,
ridges; eye

aa. Interorbital

11

width 4

13.

paulski,

distance between parietal
diceraus, 13.

wide as distance between parietal ridges; eye Ij
part of head
namhiei, 14.

in head, as

in superior postorl)ital

Cottns diceraus

much narrower than

\n superior postorbital part of liead

CERATOCOTTUS DICERAUS

Pallas, Nov. Act. PetropoL, 1783,

Kamchatka

(Coll. Steller).

(Pallas).
p. 354,

pi. x,

fig.

Cuvier and Valenciennes,

7;

Petro-

Hist. Nat.

IV, 1829, p. 189.— GtTNTHER, Cat., II, p. 189.
Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, p. 165; 1861, p. I(i7.
Jordan and Gilbert, Rept. U. S. Fur Seal Comm., Ill, 1898, p. 458, pi. lvi;
Robben I., Petropaulsky, Bering I. Jordan and Evermann, Fish. N. and
Poiss.,

Ceratocottn-s diceraus

M. Amer., 1898, p. 1940; Herendeen Bay, Eobben Island.
Enophrys diceraus JonDA^ and Gilbert, Sjmopsis, 1883, p. 711.
U. S. Fish Comm., 1893 (1896), p. 426.
Synanceia cervus Tilesius,
paulski.
Cottus stelleri

M^m.

Ac. Petersb., Ill, 1811,

Gilbert, Rept.

p. 278, pi. xiii; Peti'o-

(Coll. Steller.)

Bloch and Schneider,

Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 63; after Stelle-

NO. 135S.
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D. VII-14; A. 10; C. 12; P. 17; V. I, 3. The head lar^c, wider
than deep or long; the ridges higher and ver}- rough; oihitul ridges
elevated, eontinued l)ack\vard toward t\\o. nape, the oecipital rid<»-es
sluirp l)ehind;

upper prcopercular

si)ine

\vv\ long, rough, nearly two-

thirds as long as head, reaching middle of spinous dorsal, with

t;
or
recurved hooks or serrations on the upper edg(>: lower
prcopercular spines strong; opercle with a longitudinal ril)and no distinct spine; lateral line with a row of rough, bony scutella, each with
a niijuite central spine; skin on sides, more or less villous or pi'icklv,
witli lunnerous fleshy slips, elsewhere smooth.
Isthnms Avidc; a slit
behind last gill; vomer with teeth; anal papilla very large.
Bering

7 strong

>">»'»<'
^Ji^/:-^

^(/^Z:
:.:'X^'^

::.

-<-£
~-'&

-^A

Fig. 12.

-f^

^

Oekatocottfs dicer.^us.

common from Alaska to Kamchatka and Saghalin. One
specimen examin(Kl by us from Koblx'n Island. It has lieen also taken
by Dr. Schmidt off Pestschuzotf, coast of Korea.
(<^z«r, two; Kspavg^ horned.)
Sea, rather

14.

Head 2i
eye 5

in

CERATOCOTTUS NAMIYEI

Jordan and Starks.

length without caudal; depth Hf; dor.sal A'll-lo; anal 11.

2^^; snout 4.
head very uneven; the parietal spines are produced, leaving a deep notch betw(>en th(>m and first dorsal spine; the profile is
tlieiu'(> straight and sloping to the greatly j)r()duced superorbital
rims; ii\ front of eve is a notch formed by nasal spines and produced
premaxillarv ])rocesses, in front of which snout is steep and straight.
Lower jaw projecting; mouth large and little oblique, tlie maxillary

in

head; interorbital 4; maxiilar}-

Protih^ of

reaching to posterior margin of pupil.

Teeth rather coarse, villiform,
broad ])ands on jaw and vomer, palatines toothles.s. liitcroi-])ital
broad and deeply concave; no ridges along its middle^; its width a little

in

greater than distance between parietal ridges, nearly equal to })ostorbital ])art of ci-anium in a median lin(> on top, greater than length of

snout measured straight on a median

line,

and

('(jual

to snout

measur-
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curve from union of premaxillaries to front of
and suborliitals, rough surface bones; the
Preorbital
nasals ending- in a prominent, wide, rather sharp spine.
with 11 l)lunt spines on its lower edge; suborbital stay expanded on
cheek to a wide, long plate, but growing narrow and sharp behind. Preopercle spine long, reaching a little past opercle flap, measured alonglower edge from notch with spine lielow its length is 2^ in head; above
it is armed with 6 or 7 prominent irregular spines; preopercle below
armed with 3 spines; the lowest slightly the longest, the top one at
base of long spine and pointing straight back; the next pointing downward and slighth' backward, its position midway between the others,
Opercle with
the lowest directed obliquely downward and forward.
a prominent rough ridge ending behind in a blunt spine; subopercle
ing-

eye.

the chord of
Nasal,

its

preorbital,

Fig. 13.— Cek.\tocottus namiyei.

with 2 small, sharp, slender spines; the upper one on a level with top

downward and backward; the lower one directed
Superior postorbital part of head anteriorly depressed

of pectoral, directed

downward.

below surface of interorbital region, leaving a transverse ridge
behind eyes; nape similarly depressed, leaving a transverse ridge at
0(^ciput; the depressed postorbital area bounded laterally by straight,
rough parietal ridges which end behind in rough, l)lunt, but very
prominent spines. Two small tentacles at under part of side of
mandible, and a similar one at symphysis; 3 at end of maxillary. A
patch of scattered, small, acute spines on the skin under pectoral, and
a lateral row of 32 bonj^ plates along side of back.
Pectoral extending to opposite front of anal or a little past; its posterior bordei" very broadly rounded; it has 19 ra3^s, the lower 10 or
its length is contained If in head.
The distal fifth of
ventrals extends over the median point between their base and front

11 swollen;
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Dorsal spines long- and slendor, the tips of the second and
and extending far beyond membrane and other spines,
crooked
third

of

iiiKiI.

the third spine reaches base of third dorsal

Fourth dorsal ray 2

in

head; the

tin

ra}'^

when

reclined.

it is

high and rounded

in

outline;

when reclined it reaches to within fourth-tifths of diameter of eye of
Anal ver}^ high, the sixth to ninth
the base of upper caudal rays.
equal in length and equal to postorl)ital part of head and half eve; the
Caudal truncate or \ery slightly
lirst ray the shortest 2f in head.

rounded.

Intromittent organ very large; thick at the base, and as
Lower part of side above anal with

long as the anterior anal rays.

many small

tilaments scattered over

it.

Color, gra}^ on ]»ack and head, profusely spotted witii dark-biown
spots of various sizes, larger anteriorly, ])ecoming smaller and lighter
posterioi'ly; the spots

on head l)elow suborbital stay larger and ch)ser

than elsewhere; back with

but not conspicuous crossbars;
-i regulaione under last dorsal spines, l)road, diffuse, and dusky
under pectoral; more conspicuous one near each end of soft dorsal
and across base of caudal; the dark color of back changes abruptly to
white at middle of sides; entire underparts of i)odv and head white;
caudal with 2 broad, black bars containing 3 or 4 irregular white spots
across rays; caudal bordered behind with white; the white interspace
between ))ars is narrow, and there is a broader white space near base
of rays; soft dorsal crossed wMth 5 vertical bars obli([uely across the
rays, the interspaces narrower than the bars, and white; fin bordered

faint traces of

l)ehind with white; spinous dorsal black,

with 8 or 4 diffused

si)ots;

pectoral bordered with Avhite, the basal half of the rays light, spotted and

mottled with dusk}^, the posterior half black with ])lended white spots
and streaks, the short lower swollen rays are white, the membrane
between dead black; ventrals dusky; the anal is every where profusely
spotted with small, light, grayish brown spots, crowded, but separated
by tine white lines; the spots are composed of line dark points; each
ray

is

followed

1)y

a I'ow of 7 or 8

more conspicuous

spots

more

l)roadly

outlined with white.

The type

is

a male from Nenuiro in Hokkaido, and

Hokkaido,

is

then curator in the

The

ty]ie

The

is

about 245

from Soya, west coast of
a dried specimen presented b}^ Mr. Motokichi Namiye.

millimeters in length.

is

museum

luunbered

Stanford Junior Universitv

single cotype

of the Impiu'ial University of Tokyo.

8107,

Ichthvological

Museum.

U.S.N.M.
(Named for Motokichi Namiye.)

The cotype

Collection
is

numbered

Lehind
50i>17,
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14.

TRACHIDERMUS

Trachidermufs Heckel, Ann. AViener Mus.

,

vol. xxvii.

Heckel.
1840,

II,

]).

159

(fasciatus);

not

Trachydernid, the correct orthography, used by Latreille in 1929 for a genus
of Coleoptera.

Centriderinichihys Riciiakdson,

This

g-enu.s dili'er.s

from

Voyage Sulphur,

C'ottu.s

chiefiy in

Fishes, 1846, p. 78 (an-satiix).

having a much depressed

head bearing- ridges covered by a moderately thick skin; 2 ridges on
each side of top of head from behind eye, diverging backward; a
ridge on opercle, and a prominent one on suborbital stay; spine at
angle of preopercle ^'eiy nuich hooked and having the

gill

iueml)rane

more narrowly connected to isthnuis. It has teeth on jaws, vomer,
and palatines; branchiostegals (>; no slit behind last gill arch; origin of
anal behind middle of entire length, and skin usually with prickles;
lower pectoral rays simple. Ventral rays I, -i. Mountain streams of
southern Japan, China, and the Philip])ines.
{rpaxvs, rough: SefJi-ia, skin.)

TRACHIDERMUS ANSATUS

15.

(Richardson.)

YAMA-NO KAMI (MOUNTAIN WITCH); AYUKAKE.
11

Trachidermui^ fasciatus
figs. 1, 2;

Heckel, Ann.

A\'iener Mus., II,

1840, p. 160, pi.

ix,

Philippines.

V.Centridermichthys fasciatus

Gunther,

Cat. Fish.,

II,

1860, p.

170,

copied.

IsHiKAWA, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 48; Kii, Shikoku, Tokushinia.
Cottus uncinatus Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1843, p. 38; "Mersdu Japon"
probably from Chikugo River, northeast of Nagasaki (not Cottus uucinatus
of Reinhardt, 1833, a species of Icelus. )
Centridermichthys ansatus Richardson, Voyage of Sulphur, Fishes, 1844, p. 74,
pi. Liv, figs. 6-10; Woo Sung, mouth of the Yangtze.

Head 2i to 2f in length without caudal; depth 5i; dorsal VIlI-18
or 19; anal 15 to 18;« e3^e 5i to 5i in head; interorbital width 6^ to 7;
maxillary

2J.

body depressed; the head is nearly twice
Teeth in moderate bands on mandible, vomer, and
sides of premaxillary, becoming wide on front of premaxillary in a
narrow line pointed at each end on palatines. Lower jaw included;
maxillary reaching to posterior margin of eye. Interorbital rather
wide, concave, and without ridges, continuous with a wide concave
area on top of head ])etween ridge from eyes, superorbital rim ver}^
much widened posteriori}'. From each eye a pair of ridges run back-

Head and

anterior part of

as wide as deep.

;

ward which are covered by moderately thick skin; the inner ridge
diverges from the outer one toward its fellow of the opposite side and,
in

specimens 8 cm. and under

in length,

ends

in a small ])lunt spine at

«Fin formulaj of 32 specimens: 22 specimens have 19 dorsal rays; 10 specimens
have 18 dorsal rays; 20 specimens have 17 anal rays; 11 specimens have 18 anal rays;
1 specimen has 15 anal rays.

NO.

i:!58.
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2r>3

each side of occiput; in Jarger ones

it becomes lower at the end and is
not even anoulated: the outer ridge runs along pterotic region and
Opercle with a rather strong ridge, and a strong
ends without a spine.

wide ridge runs along the sul)or])ital stay and ends at the uppci- preNasal spines scarcely de\-eloped, not projecting tli rough

opercle spine.

Preopercle with 4 spines; the upper larger than the others
the skin.
and very strongly hooked; the 2 next below rather blunt and directfd
downward and backward, the lowest one hooked forward. Body of
smaller specimens closely covered with small

rough prickles,
few smooth papilUe: in large specimens the prickles
are more scattered and not nearly so rough.
Origin of anal under tifth dorsal ray. or midway between tip of caudal and middle of ej^e.
Pectoral reaches to front of anal: it has 18
the

the head with a

Fig, 14.— Trachideejius ansatus.

rays, the lower 10 simple, the upper ones divided once; the tifth ray
and 3 below are the longest, li in head,
Ventrals with one concealed
spine and 4 rays; their tips reach half wa}' from their base to front of
anal.
Origin of spinous dorsal a little in front of tip of opercular flap,
its base If to 2 in head, its longest spines three-fourths of length of
longest soft rays; the soft rays behind the third or fourth are subequal

in

length to within a like

somewhat rounded;

number from

the posterior end,

Oaudal

length 2i in head.
Color grayish brown on back, white below, back and sides crossed
by 5 slightly oblique crossbars similar in position to those on Coftux
its

and Cottus 2)olh(,v; a conspicuous Idack l)ar running ft)rward
from each eye to tip of snout, involving tip of mandible; another bar
running from q\q oblicpudy backward and downward aci-oss ch(>ek; a
^'entl•als and
similar bar connecting eyes across interorbital space,
h(2lk(i

formed l)y light-brown
or 4 spin(\s
spots on rays; a dark spot on base of pei-toral and tirst

anal white; other fins with irregular cross lines,

'.^
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more conspicuous

from a fresh specimen: A veryellow
dashes on the skin under preopcrcle
tical bar of deep scarlet with
partly covered b}^ that bone, this bar extending on upper branchioste-

The following

color note was taken

Fins and body light and dark olive.
Numerous specimens of this species taken in the Chikugo River at
Kurume, the largest 125 mm. in entire length. It is said to be abun-

gal rays.

dant in mountain streams of Kiusiu in compaii}^ with BryttoHus
The long description of Ceiitridernilchtys (msatus by
Richardson, from the Yangtze seems to agree closely with our specimens.
Its bright scarlet head markings ai'e very conspicuous in life.
Ti'achidennus fasciatus Hechel, from the Philippines, seems to be
closely related, but is probably not the same fish.
The specimen here figured has a smaller number of anal rays than

Ji'awani.ehari.

usual.

{ansatus, jug-handled,
15.
Cottuti

from the curved, preopercular

COTTUS

(Artedi) Linnaeus.

Artedi, Genera Piscium, 1738,

Cottus LiNNyEus, Syst. Nat.,

spine.)

X, 1758,

p. 49.

p.

264 {gobio).

Pegedictis R\FiyiESQ.\jE, Ichth. Ohiensis, 1820, p. 85 {ictalops).

CottajmH GiRARD, Proc.'Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., Ill, 1850, p. 303 (asper).

Pofamocottus GiLh, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., VIII, 1861, p. 40 (panctulatiis).
Tauridea Jordan and Rice, Man Vert. E. U. S., 2d Ed., 1875, p. 255 {ricei).

Fresh water sculpins. Body fusiform. Head feebly armed; skin
smooth or more or less velvety, its prickles, if present, not bony or
scale-like; Anlliform teeth on jaws and vomer, and sometimes on palatines.
Gill openings separated by a wide isthmus, over which the
membranes do not form a fold; no slit behind fourth gill. Branchiostegals 6; suborbital stay fiat, without a ridge, no ridges on opercle.
Dorsals nearly or quite separate, the first of 6 to 9 slender spines; venmoderate, each with a short concealed spine and 1 soft rays; pec-

trals

toral rays usually all simple, lower ones ahva3's so.
Lateral line
present usually more or less chain-like, sometimes incomplete. Preopercle with a simple spine at its angle which is usuall}^ curved

upward,

its

base more or less covered by skin, very rarel}" obsolete;

downward below this; subopercle usuall}'
with a concave spine turned downward.
Vertebra^ 10-|-2?) = 33; pyloric cieca about 4.
Fishes of small size, inhabiting clear waters in the
northern parts of Europe, Asia, and America.
The species are
extremely numerous, and are very difiicult to distinguish, all being
very similar in form, coloration, and habits. The Miller's Thumb, or
Blob, in Japan called Kajika, is found in most streams and lakes where
trout occur, and it is one of the most destructive enemies of the trout,
devouring its eggs in great numbers.
usually 2 or 3 spines turned
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name of the European Miller's
Linna?us, from kottoc head).

{Cottus; KOTTog^ an old
tti.s

«

(/oh!o,

Pegedictis.

Preopercular spines

4; palatine

tcetli pre.sent,

1).
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Thumb,

VI] 1-14 or

13 or 14

""Corns.

15;

A,

kuzika, 16.

I'lTopen-le with hut

one distinct spine; palatine teeth ohsolete, D. VIII-

16 to 18; A, 11 to 13
i6.

Head 2f

Cof-

pollux,\l.

COTTUS KAZIKA Jordan

and Starks, new

species.

without caudal; depth 4f. Dorsal VI 1-14 to 16;
I, 4.
Fores of lateral line 28; aye. 4f in head;
interorbital (bono onl}') 8: maxillary 2i; snout 4; heiofht of caudal
peduncle 4^ to 5.
Body deepest at shoidders; head somewhat depressed, the snout narrow; a notch in profile at front of eyes. Mouth rather large; the maxillary ri'aching to below posterior margin of pupil; lower jaw included
in length

1

anal 18 to 15; ventral

Fig. 15.— Cottus kazika.

Teeth in broad bands on jaws, \ onicr. and palatines;
those on palatines in bands as wide as on vomer and equally conspicuInterorbital sjmce concave
ous, somewhat coarser than those on jaws.
and continuous behind witli a broad shallow concave area on top of
head, which is between low inconspicuous rounded parietal ridges.
Nasal spine sharp; between them are the slightly produced processes
from the premaxillaiies. Edge of preopercle armed with 4 spines, all
sharp, the uppin- one very strongh' hooked upward, the next much
smaller, pointing l)ackward, the next hooked downward, and the
k)west pointing forward.
A small sharp spine on lower anterior end
or even with upper.

of subopercle directed forward.
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Fin formula} of 7 .specimens: 5 specimens have 15 dorsal rays; 1
has 16; 1 has 14; 3 specimens have 14 anal rays; 2 have 13; 2 have 15.
Long'est dorsal spine 5 in head; longest soft ray 3; tips of last dorsal
Pectoi'al reaching a little past
ra3's not iiearly reaching base of caudal.
front of anal;

it

has 17 rays, the tifth to the eighth from the top the
The distal fourth or tifth of ventrals extends over

longest, If in head.

the median point between their base and origin of anal.

Origin of
Caudal

anal midwa}^ between tip of snout and distal sixth of caudal.

its length If in head.
Bod}^ rough with small prickles; top of head appearing similar to

truncated,

body under a lens, but smooth to the touch.
Color brownish or slate color on back and head, under parts white;
sides crossed with 4 conspicuous, black, oblique, cross bars extending

downward and

slightly forward; one not evident as the others

front of spinous dorsal; one under

under

seventh dorsal rays, growing narrower below and nearly reaching front of anal; a narrower one

under

fifth to

and one across base of caudal; the rays of pecand caudal with black spots forming irregular bars
across fins; anal and ventrals white; lips with black spots; chin dusky.
Small specimens show a white crescent on nape in front of dorsal, the
bars more conspicuous, and the interspaces lighter, sometimes white
immediately behind bars from dorsal to lower parts.
This species difiers from Uranidea reh^i'i (Hilgendorf) and TJrnnidea
dyhoirskil (Hilgendorf) in having the ventral rays I, 4, in having 4
preopercular spines rather than 3, and in having teeth on the palate;
from the former in having a large head, nasal spines developed, ventrals not nearl}" reaching to anal and much shorter soft dorsal; from the
latter in having the height of head much less (5 to 5^ rather than 3^ in
length, without caudal), in having fewer pores in lateral line and in
last dorsal rays,

toral, dorsals,

Hilgendorf

color, the conspicuous cross bars not being described.

describes 7 anal raA's for U. dyhoirskii., which
misprint.

Four specimens taken

Tsuruga; the largest, the type,

The

t3^pe is

nambered

ford Junior University

is

in

number

is

doubtless a

the streams at Niigata and at

9 cm. in length, the smallest 6 cm.

7705, Ichthj^ological Collections, Leland Stan-

Museum, and

is

from Niigata, where

it

was

obtained by Mr. Eitaro liijima, a student in Stanford University.
Cot3q3es are numbered 50918, U. S. N. M.
{kajlJca^ the

Japanese name of river sculpins.)
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COTTUS POLLUX
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Gunther.

KA.TIKA.
(hllns

jinl/ii.r

(ii-NTiiEH, Aiiii.

kaitio (Ishikari River).
Cottttf^

liUf/endorJi

.TapanV,

Prel.

Xiit.

Hii^t.,

1S73,

Prel. Cat.,

11.

]cS<»7, ]•.

240; Otani in ll<ik42;

Tokazu River.

DiiDERi.Eix, Beitnige zur Keniit. <ler Fisclie

40; IV, pi.

iv

(near Tokyo, probably Tana R.).—
Uzen, Iwasliiro, Shiniotsuki,

Cat., 1897, p. 48; Tsugaru,

Chichi))U, Yaniashiro, Kai,

or

Mag.

I.siiikaw.a,

STKiNDAcnxEK and

III, 1884, p.

IsHiK.wv.v,

;iii(l

Kamo

R.,

Katsura R., Tokyo.

Head 8^ to 3| in lenoth without caudal; depth 5 to 5i. D. VIII
IX-10 to 18; anal 11 to 13. Eye 5 in head; maxillary 2 to 2? in

head; interor])ital width | of e3"e; bone onh' i in eye.
Body .sk^nder and head rather small. Teeth in nioderate band.s on

narrower on vomer; palatine.s toothless. Lower jaw inehided.
arial)le with size; in the smaller examples (10 em. lono) it
does not reach past posterior margin of pupil; in the larger ones (1-1
cm. long) it reaches to posterior border of eye. Preopercle with but
one small hooked spine, u.sually covered by the skin; subopercle with
a very small spine at its anterior lower (md. luterorbital concave; top
of head evenly rounded.
Length of ventrals variable; in the largest examples they nearly
always I'each to or cover the vent; in the smaller ones they sometimes
reach to vent or sometimes to end within a distance of vent equal to
the diameter of the eye.
Pectoral reaches to opposite front of anal,
jaw.s.

Maxillary

iis

\

length 1^ or li in head.

Dorsal spines slender, the longvst two-

Longest anal rays 2
Caudal slightl}" rounded; its length
in head.
Skin everywhere perfectly smooth.
Color grayish or ])rown above, lighter or white below; back with 5
crossbars, the first under front of spinous dorsal, the next near posterior end of spinous dorsal, the others more conspicuous and longer,
the middle one more oblicpie than the others, running from under the
fourth to seventh dorsal rays, becoming narrower below and reaching ohliquely forward to toward a point just in front of anal, the next
bar under last dorsal rays and continued downward to light under
parts, the fifth across base of caudal.
Some specimens are uniform
brown or gray above, shading rather suddenly but eveidy to the lighter
below; others especially the smaller ones are mottled with white and
the line on lower parts between the light and the dark is nuicli t)rok(>n
up and irregidar, sometimes the back and the top of head i)lentit'idly
sprinkled with small dark spots; the rays of the dorsals, pectoral, and
thirds or three-fourths of the longest soft rays.

H

in head.

caudal are spotted with dark,

making

irregidar lines across

fins; jin;d

and xentrals usually white: sometimes on tln' large specimens thei'e
are a few spots on the anal rays and the tips of the ventrals are dusky.
Cotti/s hUijendoi'ji is certainly the

same as Cottus pollu.f.

The only
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alleged ditference
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that the former

18, in figure), instead of

is said to have D. VIII-17 (VIIIIX-19, and that the ventrals reach to within

an eye diameter of the vent. All these variations are represented
among our specimens. Our very man}^ specimens are from the Tana
River at Tachikawa near Tokyo, from the Semida River at Tok3'o,
from the Kitakami River near Morioka, from the Kinu River at Utsonomiya, from Niigata in Echigo, from the river at Aomori, and from

Kamashiro.
{pollux.,

a twin.)

The following are the

fin

formulae and localities of our specimens:
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Front of

line complete.

snout

from

iinal

2G9

farther from the tip of the

isoiiicwliiil

base of the caudal.

Ventral reaches to anal.
Spinous dorsal three-fourths as hio-h as the soft dorsal. (Jill membrane not continuous across isthnms.
Diameter of eye somewhat less
than length of snout, and somewhat <4'reater than interoi-hital width.
Tlie ma.xiUarv reat'hes to somewhat behind the midcUe of the eye.
C'oh)r chocohite brown with darker spots and several irregular crossbars; tins with spots.
Yeso and South Nip})on; fresh water (Ilili^-enthiin

th(>

dorf).

(Named for Professor
19.

Cottun chihowskil

no

p. 106;

Head 2^

Rein.)

URANIDEA DYBOWSKII
Hilgendorf, Sitz. der
named.

(

Hilgendorf).
Freuiule zu Berlin, 1S79,

(resell, natur.

locality

without caudal; depth of head

in length,

3^.

Dorsal IX-

li; anal 7 (IT?); pectoral 17; ventrals, 1, 2 {i)\ lateral line 37.

Vomer

Nasal spines developed.
Skin of head with
without prickles. Preopercle with 3 spines, the upper
2 directed backward; a smooth spine at the opercle, that on interopercle directed forward; superscapular with a spine.
Front of
anal nearer to the base of caudal than to tip of snout.
Ventral not
reaching to anal.
Diameter of eye equal to length of snout; wider
than the interoi'bital.
The maxillary nearly reaches to the posterior
toothed.

papilla"; sides

(xlge of eye.

Color dark brown marbled with white; underside white; ventral
and anal with dark; dorsal, pectoral, and caudal with white bands;
back with round light spots in color similar to that on belly. (Hilgendorf.)
The k)cality of this species is not specilied.
(Nam(>d for Professor Dybowsky.)

RHEOPRESBE

17.

Jordan and Starks.

and Starks, new genus

Rlhuprei^lie ,]i.nu).\s

{fnjiy(t)iuc).

This genus differs from Cofffis and Traclilderinu.^ in having tln»
all branched; from Coffiis in the flat depressed head
with long postorbital portion; body not elevated anteriorly, and par-

pectoral raj's

ticularly in the
well behind the

backward position of the anal and vent, which ar(>
middle of the entire length; ventrals not nearly reach-

ing halfway from their l)ase to front of anal.
idcniiiis

in

luiving

the su))orbit{il stay

menil)ranes widely joined to the isthnms.
of head

and

in

from Tntrh-

(off us, the gill

in not lia\

ing ridges on top

as

having top of head convex.

Rivers of flapan. a large

fish

similar to

distinguished by the l)ranched rays of
{fjico to

It diH'ers
in

flat

flow swiftly; nptGfi))^

name Takitaroo,

tirst

tlu>

Coftus in

lial>it.

but well

pectoral.

first boi-n. in

born of the Cataract.)

allusion to the Japanese
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RHEOPRESBE FUJIYAM.^

Jordan and Starks, new species.

TAKITAROO.

Head

VOL. XXVII.

"

8 in length without caudal; depth

6.

Dorsal VIl-15; anal

14; eye 5^ in head; interorbital space 5^; maxillary 2^.

Head and anterior part of body depressed, the body scarcely deeper
than the head; upper profile of head yery gently curved, nearly
straight from dorsal to premaxillary processes, thence bluntl}'
rounded to snout, jaws eyen. Mouth rather large; maxillary reaching to posterior margin of orbit; anterior end of premaxillary on a
leyel with middle of ej-e.
Teeth small cardiform; the band on mandible moderate and widened ])ut little anteriorl}-; that on premaxillary
narrow at the side, rather wide anteriorly; teeth on yomer and palatines similar to those on jaws, in bands as wide as at front of premaxInterorbital space wide, concave, and without ridges; top of
illary.
head nearly flat, very slightly convex. Nasal spines acute, ])ut not
sharp: not projecting through the skin.
Preopercle spine sharp and

Fig.

16.

Rheopresbic it.iiyam-E.

strongly hooked; 3 ])lunt spines below

it,

not projecting througli the

hooked forward. Snout very slightly longer than
eye; postorbital part of head 1^ times combined length of snout and
Skin everywhere smooth.
G,ye.
Pectoral rather broadly rounded behind, not reaching to opposite
skin, the lowest

vent;

it

has 17 rays,

all

the middle ones about

l)ranched, the lower rays divided 8 or 4 times,

times; the fifth to seventh rays from the top

the longest. If in head.
Length of ventrals, 2ir in length of head and
2|^ times in distance from their base to front of anal; they have one

concealed spine and 4 rays.

between

tip of

Origin of dorsal just behind a line drawn
Spinous dorsal low and rounded in

opercle flaps.

outline, its second to fourth spines sul)equal in length, three-fifths of
raj^s, which are equal to combined length of snout and
Dorsal and anal rays, except the first, 1 or 2 branched, their tips
not di^'ided over 2 or 8 times. Origin of anal midway between tips
of caudal rays and middle of e3^e; anal raj^ from the fourth to within

longest soft
eye.

a couple of the last are subequal, their length 8i in head.
slightly rounded, its length 2i in head.
« Taki, waterfall, taroo, firstborn.

C/audal
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Color, hoiid !ind Imck dai'k })ro\vii. liohtcr on .sides, belly white; :i
dark l)ar under the fourth to scNcntii dorsal ray runnin<>- ()l)li(|U('lv
forward and downward toward fi'ont of anal; a similar on(> inider
last part of soft dorsal, and one across base of caudal; top of iiead
mottled with small dark spots; lips dark brown, under parts of head
dusky; dorsal spines daik brown, the membrane white, soiled with
diffused

dusky spots; the dorsal rays dark brown, with small

spots, causino- light streaks obliquely across the rays, the

li<,dit

membrane

darker brown irregular cross streaks;
dark spots tow^ard its tip; ventrals white.
Our single specimen was presented by Pi'ofessor Mitsukuri. It
bears a label in Japanese saying, ''I^ocality unknown." and also a label
in English stating that it came froiu Odawara. a town on Sagami Bay,
near the iooi of the famous sacred mountain of Fuji or Fujiyama.
It

Caudal

white.

])i'own,

^\\{\\

anal white, each ray with

'2,

also says that the vernacular
cataract.

It is a

The type

is

ford Jmiioi'

I

18.

female

numbered

full of
7T0»>,

name is '""Takitaroo." tirst ])orn
spawn and is 'll cm. in length.

of the

Ichthyological Collections, Leland Stan-

iiiversity ]\Iuseum.

MYOXOCEPHALUS

(Steller) Tilesius.

8tellek MS., 1741.
Mem. Acad. Sci. Tetersb., 1\', 1811, p. '21',} [xlcUcri).
Acanthorottntt Girard, Proe. Bost. 8oc. Nat. Hist., Ill, 18-49, p. 185 {ffrcenlandicu.^).
Cottus Putnam, P>u11. Mus. Comp. Zool., I, 1863, p. 3 {Hcorplns), not of LiiiiiKUs.
Miio.voceph(iJn»

Myojocephalns Tilesius,

7?o/roro//».s- (Jill,

Pn.c. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, p.

16(3 {asillaris)

Body slender or robust, subfusiform. covered with thick skin, in
which are sometimes embedded prickly plates; deciduous, granular, or
Head
stellate tubercles also sometimes present, but no true scales.
large.
Mouth terminal, large, the lower jaw alwaj^s included, the
uppermost the longer; villiform teeth on the jaws and \omer, none
on the palatines; suborbital stay strong; preoperde with 2 strong
straight spines above directed backward, and 1 below directed downward and forward; opende, nasal bones, orbital rim, and shoulder
girdle more or less armed; gill membranes forming a fold across the
rather narrow isthmus; slit behind last gill small or wanting, if presBranchiostegals
ent, reduced to a mere pore; vertebra? about 28.
mostly

0.

Dorsal

tins

2,

separate, the tirst short,

its

spines rather

moderate, fan-shaped; pectoral
Lateral line well devcdoped, its
fin broad, its lower ravs procurrent.
tubes sometimes provided with ])ony or cartilaginous plates, never

slender; ventral rays

I,

3;

caudal

tin

chain-like nor reduced to separated pores.

Species mimerous, in the

seas of northern regions; coarse Hshes, little valued as food.
ditVcM- from those from the north
even
in specinuMis l:; inches long.
in the absence of rough bony plates,
{juvoSog^ the dormouse; Ke<J)aX7}^ head; the allusion not e\ ident.)

Nearly

all

of the Japanese species
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Compressed tubercles or pointed spines over eye and at oeci]int; no tilaments
behind eye.
Anal rays 12; second preopercular spine moderate
.polyacanthocephalus, 21.
bb. Anal rays, 14; second preopercular spine very short, not one-fourth length of
upper; anal fin usually plain; head very long and flat; body with round, rough
plates above
jaol-, 22.
bbb. Anal rays, 13; second preopercular spine long, one-third or more length of
upper; anal fin with 4 black crossbands; spines and ridges on top of head high
and sharp; top of head sparsely covered with warts
edomius, 23.
}>.

'

No

aaa.

spines or tubercles over eye or occiput; a pair of postorbital filaments; pre-

opercular spines
c.

cc.

3.

Ridges on head high and continuous; interorbital space and top of head deeply
concave; lower parts wnth small white spots
nivosus, 24.
Ridges on head scarcely developed; interorbital space shallowly concave; top of
head evenly rounded from side to side; chin and throat with black and w^hite

markings
21.

.ranmw.s, 25.

MYOXOCEPHALUS POLYACANTHOCEPHALUS

(Pallas).

polyacanthocephalus Pallas, Zoogr. Rosso- Asiat.
III,
1811,
Aleutian Islands; no definite locality. GtJNTHER, Cat.. II, p. 166.
and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883, p. 704.

Coitus

,

—

p.

133;

Jordan

Myoxucephalus polyacanthocepJtalus Jordan and Gilbert, U. S. Fur Seal Comin.,
Ill, p. 463, pi. lxiii; Unalaska, Robben I., St. Paul, Unga, etc.
Jordan
and Evermann, Fish. N. and iSI. Amer.. II, p. 1976.

Fig.

17.

Myo.xocephah

s

polyacanthocephalus.

Head 2i in length; depth 4i; D. IX or X-13 to 16; A. 11 to 13.
Body rather elongate. Head long and narrow, somewhat compressed,
concave between the

or])its. the orbital rim ])eing elevated; lower jaw
included; nasal spines strong; a strong ridge above eye, with a blunt,

compressed spine behind it; behind this a small digitate cluster of
ridges ending in low spines; behind these an irregular, ])roken ridge
on each side of the vertex, extending to the occiput; outside of this
another ragged ridge; suborbital stay strong, striate; upper preopercular spine very long, straight, simple, striate at base, longer than
eye; a similar but shoi'ter spine })elow it, not one-half as long, and the
usual downward-directed spine at lower edge of preopercle and subopercle; opercular spine moderate.
Skin of top of head thin, with
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cirri.

Mouth

lathor laro-e, the maxillary roachino- l)oyond eye. one-lialf long-th of
head: skin of l)ody with some scattered, rough tul)ercles, usually

Dorsals not very high; dorsal spines slender; pecmoderate, I, 3. A minute pore usuall\'

nearly smooth.

torals reaching anal; ventrals

sometimes wholly wanting. Latei-al line
much variegated with darkei' and
reddish; bidly mostlv Avhitish; sides and belly (in males) with numerous ])lackish reticulations surrounding large white spots; jaws duskv,
present heliind last

complete.

Dark

gill, this

olive

mottled with Avhitish;

above,

membrane

joining maxillary to preorbital ])lack,

with round white spots in the adult,
tins, all ])ut

ish.

more or

less plain in the

young;

the ventrals, mottled and })arred wdtli l)lackishan(l yellow-

Length li to 2i feet.

Alaska to Kamchatka; abundant through-

out Bering Sea, and southward along the islands to Puget Sound; one
the largest sculpins and everA'where familiar to tishermen.
Recorded from RoblxMi Island, Unalaska, Bristol Bay, Chignik Harl)or, the Pri])ilof and Commander islands, and at Petropaulski.
(ttoXi's. many; cvKayOa, spine; Ke({)aXi}. head.)

of

22.

MYOXOCEPHALUS JAOK

i

Cuvier and Valenciennes).

CuviKR and V.alexcienxes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, LS2H, p. 172;
(Coll. Pallas; specimen in Mus. Berl. called Cottwi arorpius by
Pallas).
GtJNTHEK, Cat., II, 1860, j). 165. Jord.vx and Gilbert, Synopsis
Fish. N. Amer., 1883, p. 705.
Myoxoeephaliis jaok Jordax and Gilbert, Rept. Fur Seal Comin. for 1896-97,
Jord.vx' and Everm.vxx, Fish
1899, p. 462; PetrojiauLski, Robben Island.
X. and M. Amer., II, 1898, p. 1977.— Schofield, Rei^t. Fur Seal Conuii., Ill,
1898, p. 499; Port Clarence; Grantley IIarl)()r.
CoUun hnmllls Beax, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., IV, 1881, p. 149; Chamisso Island,
Bering Straits (Coll. T. H. Bean); D. X, 16; A. 13. .Toroax and Gilbert,
Synopsis Fish. X. Amer., 1883, p. 705; St. ^Nfichael, Eschscholtz Bay, Point
Cbllnn jdok

Kamchatka

—

Belcher.
Coitus poliiacanthocephalu»

Cotlnx Iniiinptenis

Kxer,

Sitzb.

Akad. Wiss. Wien, LVIII,

1868,

]>.

L'l,

Decastris Bay; not of Pallas.

pi. IV, fig. 11;

Beax and Beax,

Proc. U. S. Xat.

^NIus.,

1896, p. 384;

not of

Kner.

D. VIII to X-15 to IT; A. 13 to la (usually D. IX Ki; A. U).
This species has a very slender bod}' and an extremely wide. Hat head,
the latter strikingly triangular when view^ed from aliove, on acci)unt
of the regidar
is

way

in

which

further distinguished

b}'^

it

tapers toward the snout.

possessing but

1>

The

species

dorsal s})ines and by

tli(>

l^resence in the adult of an irregular series of circular spinous ])Iates

above the lateral

They begin

to

line,

make

these plates wanting in very

their appearance in specimens

young
(>

individuals.

inches long, and

In adults. th(> region
in larger specimens.
beh)w the lateral line contains strong si)inous prickles mostly concealed in the skin and directed backward.
Some of the anterior ones

are invarial)ly present
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be broader and ma}" have more than one point, but none is cirenwith a rosette of short spinous points, as is the case with the dorsal
Lower jaw" inchided; top of head covered Avith small warts;
series.
scapular spine short and sharp; humeral spine obscure; upper pre-

may
lar

opercular spine ver}' long, nearly as long as e3"e, low, sharp, 3 tmies
length of next spine, not quite reaching tip of opercular spine.
Occipital crests long, gentl}" converging l)ehind, suddenly diverging

near theii posterior ends. Distance from supraorl^ital to occipital
tubercle li times the distance between the 2 supraor])ital tubercles
(the 2 measurements about equal in 2f. j>o/f/ac((Nf/i(K'r'p//(/lu>t)\ 2 or 3

low digitate ridges l)ehind supraocular spine;

a sliarp

ethmoidal ridge

extends Ijackward from level of small spines to a])ove front of pupil;
mouth very large, the maxillarj" extending to posterior ))order of eye:,
the pore always present behind last gill arch; spinous dorsal low, the
interval between dorsals unusually long; tins moderate: pectoral

Color olive grayish,
barely reaching anal; vcntrals not to vent.
mottled with darker, paler than in related species; back with 4 dark
u[) of ])lackish spots; lower side of head and belly
mem])rane of upper jaw unspotted; tins, all except the
In
ventrals, with ol)lique dark bars, fainter than in most species.
the adult, tlie dark cross bands break up into sharply defined Ijlack
spots, with vermiculating blotches and lines which closely cover the
Length 12 to 18 inches. (Jordan and Gilbert.) Bering Sea,
back.
shallow water; everywhere common on both coasts, extending into
Our specithe Arctic and south to the Amur River and LTnalaska.
Reef. Port
Robben
Petropaulski,
Bristol
Ba}".
Unalaska.
from
mens
characteristic
tishes
one
th(^
most
Harbor;
of
Grantle}'
and
Clarence,

made

cross bands,

plain white;

of Bering Sea.
(jaok, the vernacuhir
23.

name

in

Kamchatka.)

MYOXOCEPHALUS EDOMIUS

Jordan and Starks, new species.

Head 2i in length, without caudal; depth 5i|. Dorsal VIII or IX14 to 1(5; anal 13. Lateral line 41. Eye 51 in head; interobital 7^;
snout 3|; maxillary 2|; upper preopercular spine 5; pectoral If first
dorsal spine 4|; third dorsal spine 3^; longest dorsal rays 2^; longest
;

anal rays 3f

;

ventral- 2i; caudal

2.

l)ody round posteriorly,
nowhere compressed. Interorbital space uniforml}" concave, a very
Mouth large; lower jaw included;
slight median ridge anteriorly.
Very small
maxillary reaching to under posterior orbital margin.
conical teeth in bands on jaws and vomer; the band on mandible not
widened anteriorly; the vomerine patch rather strongly curved, the

Head and

anterior part of

greatest width across

is

body depressed

;

greater than the vertical diameter of eye,
Ridges
Nasal spines strong

scarcely equal to horizontal diameter.

on each side of vertex high and rather broken up, converging back-

NO. 1368.

ward and
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higher than the

in

strono-

rido-os, th()u<j;ii

])ackward-dirocted
not so

spiuos,
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which are
Out-

as the ocular spines.

iiioli

of this ridge is a shorter ragoed ridge.
The liighest spines on
top of head arc the ocular spines, just over posterior fourtii of oihit;
they are much highei-than in Jf.poh/acant/iocephah/s.
Digitate spines
all directed backward, the anterior part of ridge behind eye forming
side^

which there is a Acry small one, and outside 2 small ones.
Post-temporal spine long and sharp, not I'caching to end of opercular

one. inside of

Hap; humeral spine shorter, in a line with opercular spine.

Lower

with a strong ridge ending in a sharp spine.

OpcMvIe

anterior end of

suboperclc with a small but very acute spine directed backward and
Preopercular spine long, straight and strong, neai-Jv
downward.
reaching to edge of gill opening; the spine below

it

not half so long;

the usual dow^nward-directed spine at lower

which the edge of preopercle

is

edge of preopercle. above
straight and smooth without a trace of

Fig. 18.— Mvoxof'EPHAUJS EDOMins.

a fourth spine.

Sul)()i-bital

stay keeled.

Top

ered with conspicuous warts, which do not at

all

of head sparsely cov-

obscure

tln^ s})ines

or

Skin entirely nak(>d and with no trat-e of plates.
Depressed spinous dorsal just reaches to tirst dorsal ray. Soft dorsal higlnvst anteriorly, the rays growing only slightly lower liackward.
ridges.

Ti])s

of last anal

and dorsal rays on the same

rather broadly rounded,

reaching to (Opposite

vertical.

Pectorals

front of soft ilorsal.

^'entrals reaching a little over half the distance fioni tludr base to

front of anal.

C audal truncate.

Color light brown above, without bai's orstri])es; lower paits white;
lower lip dusky, under pai-t of head otherwise white; spinous dorsal
with some dusky mottling in front and l)ehind: soft dorsal ilusky with
spots ivgularly ])laced indicating cross bars; caudal
crossed with 2 or 3 rather wide, wavy dark bands; anal white. ])artly
crossed by 4 black spots; ventrals white.

transparent
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This species is nearest to M. 'polyacanthocephahix oi Kaiiiehatka and
Alaska, Imt differs in color; in having- much higher, sharper ridges
and spines on top of head, a larger eye, and in the more scattered

warts on head.
This description

is taken from the type which was collected at the
Edomo,
near Mororan. A single cotype was collected
Aino
at Hakodate, No. 50919, U.S.N.M.
The type is 19 cm. in length and is numbered 7T0T, Ichthyological
Collections, Leland Stanford Junior University Museum.

village of

24.

MYOXOCEPHALUS NIVOSUS

(

Herzenstein).

Herzenstein, Melanges Biologiques du Bull. Acad. Imp.

Coitus nivosiis

Sci.

Petersb., XII, 1890, p. 113; St. Olga Bay.

Myxocephalus

nivosiif^

Jordan and Gilbert, Fish. Bering Sea, in Eept. Fur Seal
461.— Jordan and Evermann, Fish. N. and M.

Invest, for 1896-97, 1899, p.

Anier., II,

1898, p. 1984; Iturup Island.

-2

"^"^

iM^
iW

^fic'^-^

•w^-s.

Fig. 19.— Myo^ocephah's Nivosrs.

Head

Dorsal lX-15; anal
2j in length without caudal; depth 1^.
in
interorbital
width 8; snout 4^;
Eye .5^
head;
12; lateral line 36.
^1^\
preopercular
spine
pectoral
upper
maxillary
1\\
If; first dorsal
spine 1|; third dorsal spine 3; longest dorsal rays 2f
rays 3|; ventral 2|; caudal 2.

Head

;

longest anal

and comparatively narrow, not depressed; about as deep
Postorbital
as wide; body a little compressed behind tip of pectoral.
diameter
vertical
part of head equal to twice leng-th of snout and once
Maxilconcave.
Interorbital space wide and rather deeply
of eye.
a
included;
border
of e3^e.
Lower jaw
lary reaching to posterior
wide
rather
knob developed at symphysis. Teeth small, conical, in
bands on jaw and vomer; the distance across vomerine patch equal to
Nasal spines moderate, not very sharp.
vertical diameter of eye.
Ridges on each side of vertex continuous, slightly l)roken but without
Top of head between
tubercles; the}'' converge toward occiput.
long-

ridges rather deepl}' concave.

The usual

ridges outside of these are

low and short. There is no trace of a superorbital spine, of digitate
A pair of short, simple
spines behind eye, or of occipital spines.
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filaments at occiput on ang'lc of ridge,

ridge a short distance l>ehind eye.

reaching over two-tifths of distance from
it is very slightly curved upward.

tip not

opercular flap;

below

and a pair on outer edge of
Preopercular spine very short; its

is

not half as long;

it

its

base to end of

The spine next
points backward and slightly downward;

end of preopercle ])ears the usual forward-directed sjjuie;
the spine on subopercle is very small; opercular ridge rather low and
rounded, ending in a spine. Posttemporal spine long and sharp,
scarceh" reaching to above tip of opercular spine.
Humeral spine
scarcely developed; completely covered by opercular flap.
Sulwrbital
Top of head rather thickly covered with large
staj' low; not keeled.
warts; skin of body with ver}' nnich scattered, tine spines, sometimes
double, not at all of the nature of the rough, l)ony plates sometimes
found in other species.
the lower

Tips of dorsal spines,

when

tin is

depressed, reach to ba.se of second

Soft dorsal moderately high; not at all connected
with spinous dorsal; the last ray adnate to caudal peduncle; tips of
or third dorsal ray.

last ra3's

reach

beyond those of

anal.

Pectoral broadl}- i-ounded,

reaching to opposite front of soft dorsal.
fifths of distance

from

Ventrals reaching three-

their base to front of anal.

Caudal slightly

convex, either closed or open.

Color light brown above, white below; no crossbars or radiating
branchiostegal region and under part of mandible
very slightl}' dusky, mottled with round white spots; pectoral dusky,
lines a})out eye;

somewhat barred with white spots; dorsals irregularh^ mottled with
light dusk}-; anal light dusky, obliquely crossed with faint light lines;

caudal dark, crossed with very narrow faint white lines; ventrals white.

Our specimens

of this species were collected b}^ Messrs. Jordan and

A specimen was obtained
Iturup Island by the U. S. Fish Connnission steamer Alhatross.
Here described from a specimen from Same, 27 cm. in liMigth.
Dr. Schmidt writes me that he regards this species as a color\ ariant of 2fyoxoc('])haliis hrandtl (Steindachner), described from
the
Snyder, at Same, Mororan, and Hakodate.
in 18!t6 at

mouth of the Amur.
{nlrosus, snowy.)
25.

MYOXOCEPHALUS RANINUS

Jordan and Starks. new species.

(nsUKAJlKA.

Head 2|

length without caudal; depth 4^; dor.sal IX-lo; anal 11;
Eye 6i in head; interorbital <>; snoutij; maxillary 2^,
upper i)rcopercular spine 8; tir.st dorsal spine l»j: third dorsal spine 4f;
in

lateral line 40.

longest dorsal ray 2^; longest anal

caudal

I'ay ?>l\

pectoral I1:

xcntral 21:

2.

Head very

and evenly roumled from side
head not at an angle with to}), as in Alnocottm

short, broad, depressed,

to side; the sides of
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compressed posterior to tips of pectoral.
and very shallowly concave, at once diswide
Interorbital space ver}^
all
other
known Japanese forms. Maxillary
from
tinguishing it
posterior
border
of
Lower jaw included; knob at
eye.
reaching- to
small, conical teeth in bands
scarcely
developed.
Sharp,
symphysis
the
greatest
width
and
vomer;
across
vomerine patch a little
on jaws
length
of
Nasal
spines
greater than
eye.
ver}^ small, covered by the
Ridges on top of head scarcely developed, covered with thick,
skin.
warty skin; top of head not concave. No spines above orbit or occipLow digitate processes may be felt under the skin. A pair of
ital.
ensiger.

slightl}^

short, simple filaments behind eye.

and

Preopercular spine ver}^ short
between its base and end
straight along its upper edge and slightly

stout, reaching one-third of the distance

of opercular flap;

curved along

its

it

is

lower.

of the large spine;

it

Next spine below about a third of the length
inclined somewhat downward.
The usual

is

spine on lower edge of preopercle inclined forward; above
of preopercle

is

straight and

Fig. 20.

smooth to the second

the edge
Spine on

it

spine.

Myoxoceph.\i.is r.vninus.

anterior edge of subopercle very short and blunt.

Ridge on opercle
low and ending in a blunt spine. Posttemporal spine short and sharp,
not produced through the skin; its tip does not reach so far posteriorly as opercular spine.

stay ver}" low.

Humeral spine not dcA'eloped.
Top of head

Skin nowhere with plates.

Suborbital
thickly cov-

ered with large, rather soft warts.

Dorsals low, well separated; tips of spines

when

tin is

depressed do

not reach soft dorsal by a distance equal to length of pupil.
last dorsal

and anal rays on the same

vertical.

Tips of

Pectoral with IS

ra.ys;

reaching to opposite front of soft dorsal. Ventrals reaching
two-thirds of distance from their base to front of anal.
Caudal truncate; the outer raA'S rounded.
its tip

Color, brown above, lighter below; a very conspicuous, sharp-cut,
white cross band runs obliquely downward and forward across caudal
peduncle just behind l)ase of last dorsal ray; its width equal to height
of caudal peduncle; sides of belly with large, round, white spots nearly
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as large as e^^e. separated narrowl}^

1)\^

many

lip.s,

of the spots are run together;
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the lioiit-])rown ground color;

under part of iuandil)le,chin,

and branch iostegals spotted and specked, snowflake-like, with irregular white spots; dorsals and pectorals irregularly and finely mottled;
the lower edge of pectoral bordered with white; ventral white, crossed
dark spots, and with alternate irregular bands of white and
with
'1

dark brown; a white spot on lower edge of caudal peduncle; a white
bar across base of caudal rays, behind which are two or three wavy
dark bands across rays.
This species somewhat resembles MijoxocephalaH niger of the Pribi-

The warts on head do not terminate
very different, resembling more closely J/.
stdle/'t\ of Kamchatka, and the patch of vomerine teeth is ver}' much
larger. It may be knowni from M. sfeUe7'l{— Chttns decadrenHh Kner),
the nearest species, by the flatter interorbital and scarcel}^ developed
ridges on head, by the less spotted membrane behind maxillary and
preopercle, and especiall}' b}' the white membrane connecting lower
In M. stelleri the dorsal rays are never less than
lip with maxillar^'.
IX-15.
The above description is of the t^'pe which was taken l)y Jordan
and Snyder at Aomori. It is 24 cm. in length, Cotypes were taken
at Same, Mororan, Aomori, and Hakodate.
The type is numbered 7708, Ichthyological Collections, Leland
Stiinf ord Junior University Museum. Cot}' pes are No. 50920, U.S. N. M.
{I'animi-s^ frog-like, from the markings of the throat.)
though not

lof Islands,

in filaments.

The

26.

closely.

color

is

MYOXOCEPHALUS STELLERI

Tilesius.

stelleri Tilesius, Mem. Acad. Petersb., IV, 1811, p. 273 with
not referred to in text; Petropaulski (Coll. G. W. Steller). Jordan
and Gilbert, Rept. Invest. Fur Seal Islands, III, 1898, p. 463, pi. Lxiva;
Berinjj Island.
Jordan and Evermann, Fish. N. and M. Amer., II, 1898,
Schmidt, Faune Mer Japon, 1903, p. 115; Japan
p. 1981; Petropaulski.

Myoxoceplialus
plate,

Sea,
CotlHH

Okhotsk

f C'otlns

IX

DiMik. Kais. Akad. Wissen.,

XXIV,

1805,

j).

2,

pi.

ii,

Bay, near mouth of the Amur.
mannoralas Civier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., VIll, 1S31,

figs. 1,

]).

Sea.

demdremh Kner,
lo; Decastris

497: Petropaulski; on a

drawing by Mertens.

A. 12 (11 to 13). Kesembling
head less depressed and the snout
deeper than in J/. ja<>l\ Characteristic features are the thickened
pai)illose lips, the presence of a supraocidar tentacle, and the pecuIX

in

shape

(rarely VIII)-15 (rarely

It));

Jf. polycant}ioceph(iJu><^ the

liar coloration.
Skin naked, or with a few scattered small plates in
adult males, the interorbital deeply concave, and the occipital and

parietal ridges

heavy and more or

less

broken

<>r

rugose.

Head

2: to

2| in length; depth 4: least depth of caudal peduncle IV in snout;

greatest width of head equaling distiince

from

tip of snout to base of
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preopercular spine; depth of head at occiput equaling- one-half its
Mouth large, the lower jaw included, but less conspicuously
overlapped than in Jf. jaol:, the maxillary reaching bej^ond the eye,
length.

Lips ver}^ thick and fleshy in adults, the inner margin of
2i in head.
each with a dense band of line papillae; lower lip may also bear externally a few papilla? or short tilaiiients; a fleshy slip or fllament often
present on upper posterior angle of maxilla. Nasal spines pungent,
rather short; preopercle with two diverging spines at angle and a
third remote one below directed downward and forward; the upper
spine varying in length, but extending usuall}^ about halfwa}' to tip
of opercular spine; opercle with a strong rib and spine; humeral and

subopercular spines strong; interorbital width 5^ to 6 in head, gently
concave, its floor usuall}" with traces of two low ridges; a definite
supraorbital tentacle borne on the anterior end of the occipital ridge,
its basal tubercle never conspicuous; slender occipital tentacle often
present, especially in the young, but not infrequenth^ absent; ridges

Fig. 21.

Myoxoc'ephalus stelleri.

on occiput strong, often irregular or ]iartly interrupted, their surface
roughened with lengthwise lines or with clusters of granules; occiput
more deeply concave than in JL polycanthocephaluii; usually a cluster
of short digitate ridges behind the eye; top and sides of head with
A minute pore behind last gill, to be
small, warty protuberances.
Dorsals with short interspace
detected with difficulty in the young.
or none, the membrane from last spine usualh' joining base of first
soft ray; spinous dorsal very high in adult males, the fifth spine high-

long as head, longest soft ray 2| in head; pectorals
of anal, the ventrals not to vent; vertical fins
Skin smooth, without plates or spines
much lower in the j^oung.
in young 7 or 8 inches long; 1 adult male of 14 inches with scattered
small subcircular spinous plates, all but a few of which are below the
est, one-half as

reaching

front

lateral line.

In the young, the maxillary and mandibular membranes

marked with irregular, jet-black spots
branchiostegal and gular membranes and the membrane

are whitish, very conspicuously

and blotches;
behind the preopercle crossed with narrow dark streaks; entire under

JAPANESE SCULPINS—JORDAN AND
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.side

ST.

I

2«

/>'A'.S'.

and maculated witli white " like a
with small black spots and blotches; these colors

of head faintly diiskv, mottled

fr()o-\s

belly;"

iris

our adult specimen. avIumv the under sid(> of he;ul is nearlv.
uniform whitish; the maxillary nuMuhianes, however, conspicuously
black spotted; body brownish, with :> lii;ht-orjiy saddles, the most
conspicuous crossinu- the back of the caudal j)eduncle inuuedialel^'
behind the dorsal tin; t\w second below the doi-sal notch, and the third,
fainter in

oft(Mi ()))scure

the 2

arms

or wanting, formin*:- a V-shaixnl area on top of head,
from interoi'bital sp:ic(> towai'd the base of oper-

diverjjjinij;'

the dark areas often lighter centrally, and \arionsl\'
and mottled with l)rown or dusky; dorsals very irregular in
the marking; anal usually with 8 or 4 obli([ue dark bars; cjuulal usuallv
with a basal translucent bar followed by \aryiiig alternations of translucent and black; ventrals showing ^ black crossl)ars; pectorals with
no detinite color pattern on their outer face, but crossed on their
iiuier face by a few irregular black ])ars.
Males show the usual round
white spots on sides of a))domen.
It is well distinguished l)y the
speckUnl throat and belly, aptly compared b}' Steller to the speckled
coloi" of a frog.
Western shore of Bering Sea and Okhotsk Sea; not
recorded from Alaska or the Aleutian Islands. This description from
11 specimens from Petropaulski and Bering Island, taken by the V S.
Fish Conuuission steamer Alhatro.sx.
This species is now recorded
from Bering and Medni Islands. Petropaulski, and the mouth of the
Anuu- Rivei-. Recorded l)y Dr. Peter Schmidt from near Vladivostok
and from Saghalin.

cular s|)ine:
])lotchcd

.

(Named for Georg Wilhelm
27.

MYOXOCEPHALUS BRANDTI

Coitus brandli

mouth

Steller.)
(

Steindachner, Ichth. Notizen, V,

Amur

Steindachner).
1867,

j*.

(i,

\A.

iii,

tigs.

1,

2;

(Type, in Vienna Mu8.)
MijoxocephdliiH brandti Jordan ami Evermann, Fish. X. ami M. Amer., II,
Schmidt, Faune de la Mer du Japoii, etc., 1903, p.
p. 1984, 1898 (copied).
of

the

River.

15; Jajian Sea.

Head nanowed for5.
D. IX-i^; A. 11; P. IT.
ward, the lower jaw included.
(>
in
head,
a little larger than
Eye
snout; interoi'bital space strongly concave,
in eye.
.\ rather long

Head2|; depth

H

above eye posterioi'ly behind this a ridge, low and lather
sharp, converging with its fellow, and iiu-losing a depn^ssed cpiadrangul'.ir area; no spine at its posterior end; nasal spines prominent;
t<'ntacle

;

preorpercle with 3 spines, the upper shorter than eyi\ the second not
third short, blunt, and turnt>d downward:
concealed: suprascapula witli a single long
spine.
Top of head covered with small rounded warts. Lateral line
M'ith thin, bony concealed plates, its pores .sending nmntu-ous simple

one-half

its

length,

opercular spine,

th(>

i)lunt,

branches al)ove and below: below the lateral line '2 rows of small cross
plates, tube-like, apparently connected with the system of tubes of
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvii— 03

19
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bony
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Longest dorsal

plates or scales.

spine 3 in head; pectoral moderate, a little more than one-half head;
Head bluish violet above; sides of body reddish
ventral 2i in head.
on the lower lip and on the sides of the lower
marblings
yellow; violet

jaw, leaving the ground color to form ocellated spots; fins violet with
yellow spots, the ventrals uniform yellowish. Known from 1 speci(Steindachlo inches long from the mouth of the Amur River.
from
Peter
the
Schmidt
Great
Bay,
Dr.
recorded
b_v
Also
ner.)

men

Vladivostok.
19.
Me(/(iIorott IIS

MEGALOCOTTUS

Gihh, Proc. Ac. Nat.

This genus includes large
from Myoxocephalits chiefl}"

Gill.

Sci. Pliila., 1861, p.

166 {pldfi/ceplialus)

sculpins, with broad, flat heads, ditt'ering
in

the sharp projecting lower jaw; the

preopercle has 3 spines, the upper short and straight, the lowermost
turned downward; dentation imm jryoxoce^^Jialus; suprascapula with
2 spinous projections; top of head warty; sides with rounded tubercles in the adult; lateral line of separated pores; a large

North

last gill.

{/ASyaXog great;
28.

Coftiis.)

MEGALOCOTTUS PLATYCEPHALUS

(Pallas).

Cottus plaiycephalii.f Pallas, Zoogr. Rosso-Asiat., Ill, isll,

after Steller.
Cottus taeniopteruii
fig.

ji.

135;

Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV,
Kner, 8itzber Ak. Wiss. Wieu, LVIII, 1868, p.

10; Decastris

MegalocoUus

pore behind

Pacific.

Bay, near mouth of

pjidijcepliulus

Gill,

Proc.

Amur

Ac.

River.

Nat.

Sci.

Kamchatka,
1829, p. 177.
18,

j)].

xiv,

(No. 5574, Mus. AVien.)
Phila.,

1861,

p.

166.

Jordan and Gilbert, Rept. U. S. Fur Seal Comm., Ill, 1898, p. 469.—
Jordan and Evermaxn, Fishes N. M. Amer., II, 1898, p. 1987, fig. 725, St.
Michael. Schmidt, Faune Mer, Japon, 1903, p. 15; Japan Sea, Okhotsk Sea.

Head
line

3 in length, D.

VIH— 13;

A. 12; V.

I, 3;

P.

Lower jaw somewhat longer than upper;

-10.

1(5

or 17; lateral

e3'e 5 in

head, as

long as snout; nasal spines distinct; orbital rim moderately prominent;
a low ridge behind it toward the occiput, without spines or points.
Top of head between these ridges forming a quadrangular depression,
Top of head covas broad as the eye in front, but narrower behind.
ered with naked, warty skin. Preopercle with l spines, the upper as
long as ej^e, directed upward and backward, the second much shorter,
Opercle with a long, forked ridge,
the others directed downward.
ending in two short diverging spines; a spine directed downward on
subopercle; two sharp spines on scapular region, the lower the longer
and touching the first tube of the lateral line. Lateral line complete,

above,

its

numerous rounded bony plates armed wnth spines as in M.
rows anteriorly and 1 posteriorly; a few similar

laticeps; these in 2

plates below lateral line.

Fins all high, the soft dorsal especially so.
Color dark, with many dark shades and spots on throat and belly,
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espi'ciiilly oil ^i
hir,

iii('inl)rane.s;

11

round white spots;

bi'ancs otherwise hn'ocdy

sidos

and belly

(in

dorsal with round,

tirst

iiuilcs)

i)al('

dusky; soft dorsal with

'4
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with iircou-

spots, the nicni-

or 4 dark ohliciuc

cross shade.s, between Avhich are rows of pale spots; anal with 4 dark
vvliich are rows of pale si)ots; tirst dorround })ale spots, the membranes otherwise larj^-el}' dusk}';
soft dorsal with ;> or 4 dark oblicpie cross shades, between w'hiehare
rows of pale spots; anal with 4 dark <)l)lique cross shades; caudal with
3 narrower dark stripes; i)ectoral with 4; ventrals dusky with i)ale
spots.
Okhotsk Sea and western and northern parts of Berinjr Sea.
This description (after Kner) from a single specimen, T| inches long,
from Decastris Bay, near the mouth of the Amur. We have not seen
tlie species, l)ut Dr. Schmidt lists it as from the Japan Sea, his collections

oblique cross shad(>s; l)ctvveen

sal Avitli

Via. 22.

—^[E<;Al.<)<:t)TTrs

I'I.atyckphalis.

being made in Peter the ( ireat Bay. near Vladivostok. The i)late. from
Jordan and Evermann, was draw'n from a specimen collected at St.
It seems to l)elong to this
Michaels, Alaska. l>y Mr. L. M. Turner.
species.
[TtXari';, l)road;

20.
Aliiocoltiis

K£(/>a\f/,

head.)

A.INOCOTTUS Jordan and

.loKDAN

aii'l

SivKKs, lu'w

Starks.

fieiuif^ {i'nsl<ji'r)

This gciui> is alTu'd to Mi/oxoccphaJus, haxirig the general form and
appearance of the large sculpins.
It has, howu'ver, four i)reopeiculai'
spines, as in Porncotfiis, but tht> upper is very long and straight, and
not hooked as in I'nrnrofi n.-i.
There is no slit behind thc> la-t gill, a
character which separates Ahiocafttis from
technically nearest in relationship.

and the
{(//'/I",

(ond)-lik(^ crest of the

-l],

AINOCOTTUS ENSIGER Jordan
in

Lateral line

Kye

tl

in

it

is

lacks also the high tins

Hokkaido;

('off us.)

and Starks. new species.

length without caudal; depth

;).'s.

hicomttiiK, to wiiich

males of Oiicocottux.

the white al)origines of the island of
29.

Head

(

^l/y/r>co/'/'^/.s'

T).

Dor.sil

X-14; anal

12.

head; interorbital 7i; snout 2g; ma.xillary
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upper proopeicular .spine 6f; pectoral 2; first dorsal spine if;
third dorsal s])ine 3f, longest dorsal rays 3^; longest anal rays 3|;
2;

ventral 2^; caudal 2i.

Head long and but little depressed; the sides forming an angle with
Body nowhere ci impressed. Postorbital part of head equal

the top.

and twice the verticle diameter of eye. Interorbital space
wide and uniforndy concave. Maxillary reaching the diameter of
Lo.ver jaw but slightly included; a knob develpupil beyond eye.
oped at symphysis. Teeth small, conical, in rather wide bands on
jaws and vomer; the band strongly curved on the latter; its greatest
width ecpial to length of orbit. Nasal spines strong, not very sharp.
Ridges on each side of vertex not continuous, represented by a short
double spine liehind orbital spine (first digitate spine), and a longer
one at occiput, between which there is a rounded raised area, but
to snout

Fig. 23.

scarceh" a ridge.

Ainocottus ensiger.

The ridge outside

highest spine on top of head

is

of this

is

low and uneven.

the superorbital spine, wliich

is

The

situated

over posterior fifth of orljit; l)ehind it are two digitate spines, ])oth
Preopercular spine long, straight and sharp,
directed backward.
nearly reaching edge of opercle; below it are three spines, the upper
one the largest, scarcel}' a third as long as the large spine, the lower
one is directed forward and downward as usual, while the one between
is more obtuse than the others, and is directed downward and slighth'
backward. Opercle with a long, strong ridge ending in a spine; the
length of ridge and spine equal to twice the vertical diameter of

Lower end of subopercle and upper end of interopercle each
with a sharp spine, their points converging and nearl}- touching; the
upper one pointing downward and backward, the lower one upward
and backward. Posttemporal spine long and sharp, ending about on
a vertical with preopercular spine.
Humeral spine triangular and
eye.

so.

JAPANESE SCULPIXS— JORDAN AND STAHKS.

i::-.s.

blunt, not nearly' reaching-

ats

far as long* opercular flap.

produced

stay scarcely keeled, but

a rounded
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Suborbital

Top

of head
comparatively rather sparsely covered with very hard wai'ts. Skin
everywhere nak(Ml. with no trace of plates anywhere. No slit ))ehind
last

in

rid(>(>.

j^ill.

Spinous dorsal when depressed does not reach to tirst ray of soft
Soft dorsal hioh and short.
doisal.
Last rays of dorsal and anal
sliij;htly adnate to body, the latter at base only; tips last rays on the

same

Pectoral broadh^ rounded, the rays just below the

vertical.

third or fourth fi-om the top the lonoest. reaching- to opposite tips of
last

dorsal spines

when depressed.

Ventrals reaching half the distance

from their base to front of anal. Caudal truncate, or very slightly
rounded when spread, a little concave when partly closed.
Color v(M-v light, slaty brown on back and upper part of sides;
white l)elow; a dark cross band on back under posterior end of spinous
dorsal, and one under each end of soft dorsal: a dark bar at base of
caudal and one across caudal toward posterior end, leaving a broad
white margin at tips of rays; head light, somewhat mottled; no bars
from eyes; lips with alternate white and light dusky spots; underpart
of head and belly white; spinous dorsal with an irregular large, dusky
blotch at each end; soft dorsal with 2 or 3 dusky, irregular, oblique
cross bands; upper part of pectoral mottled with white spots on a
dusky ground, which changes to light and dark crossbars below; anal

by 2 dusk}^, oblique bands; ventrals white.
This species somewhat resembles J/i/oxocej)/ia/i'>< verrucosus and

white, crossed

jaol\

Init

wvdy be

known

at once

M.

by the lack of plates on body and by

the ])resence of four preopercular spines.

The above description from the tj'pe, which was taken at Hakodate
by Jordan and Snyder. It is 30 cm. in length. Three cotypes were
taken at the same locality.
The type is num])ered 7709 Ichthyological Collections, Leland Stanford Junior l^^niversity Museum.
Cotypes are 50921 U.S.N.M.
(eiisiger, sword Ix'aring.)
21.
Porocoltiii^ Gihi.,

This genus
preopercular
included.

is

POROCOTTUS

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

near

s])ines.

Jf//o,ro('rjf/H//u-^,

the

]>.

ItKi {</ii(i(lrifilii<).

ditl'cring

in

the presence of 4

uppermost hooked upward.

Lower jaw

Latei-al line modified, giving off pairs of divergcMit l)ranches

with ])ores at their ends.

Northern

IS.^9,

Gill.

Pacific.

{no/jos, pore; Cottus.)

Cirri ])resent above eye

and on

nai)e.
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POROCOTTUS TENTACULATUS

30.

vol. xxvii.

(Kner).

Kxek, Sitzber. Akad. Wisp. AA'ien, LVIII, 1868, p. 22, pi. v,
(No. 5591a Wien. Mus.) Jordan
"Singapore;" evidently an error.
and EvERMANN, Fish. X. and M. Anier., II, 1898, p. 2000; after Kner.

('ottm tcntuc.ulatm
fio'.

12;

Head 3^. D. \'1-16 or IT; A. 14 or 15; \. I, 13, P. 14 or 15. Head
small, month small, the lower jaw incltKled; eve large, 3 in head,
lono-er than siiont; interorbital space channel-like, less than one-half

diameter of (\ve; a sharp spine befoi-e each eye, on which is a fringed
tentacle; supraocidar ridge ending in a blunt, forked, Iwn}- knob, on
which is a small thread-like tentacle; the quadrangular interspace

between these two sets of tentacles is excavated; preopercular spine
long, curved upward, two-thirds diameter of eye; the second si)ine
much shorter and turned backward; 2 spines lower, turned downward;
subopercle with a spine turned downward; a similar one on opercle;
maxillarv reaching to middle of eye; lower jaw with large pores.
Dorsal tins low, the rays flexible, the two close together; ventrals
Skin of body
reaching vent; pectorals past beginning of anal.
downward
on caudal
bending
wholly naked; lateral line complete,
head
with a
the
alcove
Color clear brown, darker al)ove,
peduncle.
few large dark-brown spots, wliich form obscure bands, 1 of these
from front of eye across upper lip, second broader from eye across
subopercle; lower jaw speckled; throat and breast plain yellowish;
back with about 6 dark cross bands, those most anterior the broadest;
sides of body with a network of brown streaks around pale spots; a
large bright yellow spot at base of caudal; tins

all

iinely spotted with

whitish and dotted wnth dark, the caudal witli 5 or 6 dark cross bands;
(Kner.) A single specimen. 2 inches long,
pectorals faintly barred.
It pro])ably
from Singapore, which is of course an error.
came from the Pacific coast of Asia, perhaps from Yezo or Decastris

said to be

Bay.
{tentaciiJatKs^

having tentacles.)

22.
Argi/rocottK.t

ARGYROCOTTUS

Herzenstein.

IIekzexsteix, jNIelanges Biol. Ac.

Inij). Soi.,

XIII, 1892,

p. 219; St.

Petersbnrg.

Spinous dorsal short; ventrals extremely long, their tips extending

beyond front of anal tin; gill membranes scarcely united to the isthmus, forming a broad fold across it, no slit behind the last gill; teeth
on the vomer, none on the palatines; skin entirely naked, without
North Pacitic.
scales or bony plates; preopercles with 3 small spines.
{apyvpos^

silver;

Oottu-s.)

NO.
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isris.

31.

ARGYROCOTTUS ZANDERI

Argyrocoltns zaiidcri ]Ii:hzkxsti;in,

M('lan<;rH
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Herzenstein.

Biul.

Ac.

Iiiij).

Sci.,

XIII, 1892,

Korsakow, Sakhalin. (Type No. 9679, :\Ins. St. Pet(.T.«])nrK. Coll.
Jokdan and Gilheht, Fish. Bering Sea, in Kept. Fur Seal
Dr. Zander. )
Invest, for 1896-97, III, 1899, j). 460, pi. lx; Iturup Island.— okdan and
EvERMANX, Fish. N. and ^l. Amer., II, 1898, j). 1995; Ituinj) Island.
p. 219;

Head

D. YIIl-15; A. 13; P. 14; V. 3; C. 18; lateral
8^; (l<>pth 41.
Eye 3| in lent^th of head; iiiterorhital space 1|
with 3a tubes.
eye; 2 well-developed cii'sts at tiie vertex; maxillary i-eaching

lino
in

middle of

eye;

lower

jaw slightly

projeetino-;

2

anal

spines;

8

small spines on preoperele, the upper half as long as the eye, turned

upward, the others directed downward; lonuest dorsal spine one-half
leno-th of

head; pectoral reaching- niiith ray of soft dorsal; ventrals

reaching- to the

next to the

last

ray of anal.

Color brownish, dark

above, with numerous silvery spots bordered witii darivcr. a silvery

FlO. 24.— ARilYKoroTTl'S ZANDERI.

from below the eye to the base of th(> lower jaw; another from
eye to angle of preoperele; a row of (! large irregular spots along mid-

stripe

many smaller ones below these; 2 smaller irregular s[)ots
behind these; a bell-shaped spot with a point directed upward on the
belly between the ventrals; the first dorsal with its upper margin

dle of sides,

blackish, with milk-white spots dotted with black; a transparent spot
at base of

fourth and sixth rays; a small transparent spot near base of
about these spots the coloration

fourth ray; anotluM- l)ehind sixth;
is

darker; soft dorsal almost uniformly dark; anal colorless,

its

border

dark, with 2 or 8 dark spots on each ray; caudal uniformly dusky,
the upper and lower rays l>lackish. with clear spots; ventral with darker
cross streaks; pectorals with dark rings

and streaks.

Ventral

in

probal)ly nuich shorter than in male, the color less marked.

female

Three

specimens of this beautifully marked Cottoid taken in Shana Bay,
Iturup Island, show the following characters: The In-anchiostegal
membranes are widely joined across the throat, narrow ly united in
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front of the middle line of isthmus, with a rather wide free margin
behind; lateral line without plates; nasal spines small; 4 short spines

These specimens answer well to the detailed
but
are still more ornate, in that they possess
description of the type,
broad dark bars alternating- with lighter
of
along the ))ack a nu!n})er
with the ground color of the sides.
below,
bars, the formtn- conHuent
the ventral tins extend onl}' to
long,
cm.
In the largest specimen, T
tu))ercles on the rays, and the
There
are
no
base of third anal ray.
of
the
tips
2 outer rays, and two-thirds
membranes extend nearly to
on preoperculai- maroin.

The

is slender, nearly as long
ray.
The smaller
outer
adnate
to
as the iimer ray, and is firmly
cm.
long,
the
ventrals
cm.
and
3.5
speciuKMis art>, respectively, 4
the
other
to
tins
are
finely
in
vent;
reaching in one to front of anal,

lenoth of the inner ray.

ventral spine

more variegated than in the type. (Jordan and Gilbert.)
Known only from Sakhalin Island, 1 specimen S»2 mm. long (Herzenstein), and Iturup Island, where 3 spechnens were obtained b}' the
U. S. Fish Commission steamer Alhatro.ss in 1896; our description
from the latter.
(Named for its discoverer. Dr. Zander.)
cross barred,

28.
ZfiMireInx

ZESTICELUS Jordan and Evermann.

Jordan and 1m-ermann, Cheek-List

Fishes, 1896, p. 443 {projnvdorum).

Deep-sea sculpins, closely allied to Porocottm^ but with the skeleton
developed, the head soft and spongy, filled with mucous channels,
the skin perfectly smooth, the lateral line reduced to a series of sepaPreopercular
rate open pores, the vertical fins few-rayed and weak.
Deep seas; 2 species known; probably
spine slender, curved upward.
degraded from Porocottu.s^ the soft skeleton and feeble structure being

little

results of deep-sea life.
(CsffToz., soft-boiled;
32.

Icelus^ a son of the

ZESTICELUS BATHYBIUS

{iijyiTUKH, Rejit.

('ntt)is hafhi/hiiis

god of

sleep.)

(Gunther).

Fishes Challenge)', 1887,

p. 62, pi. x, fig.

C; off

Tokyo.

This species
D. 5 to 10; A.

is

7;

thus described

P. 17, V. 3.

are two spines arising from the

l)v

Dr. Gunther:

The preoperculum is very strongly armed. There
same root at the angle, one in front of the other, the

posterior being longer than the eye; three other shorter spines along the lower edge

preopercnlum; operculum with a small spine at its antero-inferior angle.
occiput behind a deep depression occupying nearly the whole
of the vertex.
Eyes longer than the snout, close together. Minute teeth on the
Pectoral fin
Tail much attenuated.
vomer, but none on the palatine bones.
extending beyond the origin of anal; ventrals not reaching the vent. Second
dorsal fin higher than first; length of the caudal two-fifths of that of the body
(without head). Muciferous system much developed, opening by wide pores along
the lower jaw, the preoperculum, the infraorbital ring and the lateral line. Grayish-

of the

A pair of spines on the

brown; throat and

all

the fins black.

NO.
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JIdhildl.

— South of Yeddo, Japan, Station 235;

AND STARKS.

depth 565 fathoms.
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One specimen,

2o inches lont;.
siiiiill specimen from ott' Misaki was seen in one of the museums
Tokyo, but our notes in n^j^urd to, it are mislaid.

A
in

(paBvg^ deep;

pi<>>, living-.)

COTTUNCULUS

24
C<itli()icii/tis

{\)iA.ETT, Norgc'S F'iske, ]S75,

\>.

Collett.

20 (mlcrojis).

Body tadpole-shaped, the head extremely laroc. the l)ody tapering
rapidly from the shoulders to the slender

mouth

tail;

rathei- large,

terminal, oblique, the jaws about equal; villiform teeth in the jaws; a

double patch on vomer; no t(>eth on the palatines; no spines on the
head, the tul)ereular surface of the skull covcM-ed l)y skin; skull thin,

bones not Hrm.

its

Gills 3+,

FlG. 26.

uo

slit

—COTTUNCtlLUS

behind the

last arch; gill

mem-

BREPHOCEPHAI.rS.

branes broadly joined to the isthmus, their union extending to above
Pseudobranchiie very

the lower edge of the base of the pectorals.

small; no cirri, scales, or prickles; the skin thin

and movable, smooth,

Spinous dorsal little developed, the
2 fins usually continuous; spines very slender, tlexil)le, embedded in
the skin; pectorals short, procurrent below; xentrals \erv short, well
Deeper parts of the
separated, their rays I, 3: caudal rounded.
or roughened with small warts.

Atlantic.

(A diminutive of
33.

Cot/i/s.)

COTTUNCULUS BREPHOCEPHALUS " Jordan

Head 2yi in length without caudal: depth ?>i.
Eye -t^ in head; maxillary 2k.
This species may bt> known by the a)>sence of

and Starks.

Dorsal

M-IH;

anal

12.

blunt spines and by

the coloration.
"This species

is

National iSIuseuni,

described in detail and ti^Mircd

XXVI,

1903, p. 689.

iti

the Proceedings of the U.

S.
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The type was

dredo-ed

by the U^

S.

vol. xxvii.

Fish Commission steamer
It is 13 cm. in

Albatross in Suruga Ba}' in 94 fathoms, Station 37U4.

and bears the number 50591, U.S.N.M.
from its resemblance

leng'th,

[cptdog, l)a])v; Ke(paXt'/, liead,

in feature to the

shaven-fronted bal)ies (kishibozu) in Japan.
2S.

GYMNOCANTHUS

Swainson.

Gymnocdrithus SwxiSf^oN, Cla^^. Fish.,

etc., II, 18o9, p.

Phobetor KnoYEn, Naturb. Tidschr.,

1844, p. 263 {tricuxpi.s).

I,

Elaphocoltus Sauvage, Nonv. Arch. Mus. Paris, (2),

Body

I,

271

(rri//r<iliii).

1878, p. 142 {piMillhjev).

slender or robust, subfusif5rm, covered with thick skin in

which are sometimes embedded prickl}^ i)lates; deciduous, granular,
or stellate tubercles also sometimes present, ])ut no true scales.
Head
large; mouth terminal, large, the lower jaw always included, the
uppermost the longer; villiform teeth on jaws, none on palatines or
vomer; suborbital stay strong; preopercle with 4 spines, the upper
very strong and armed above with 2 to 5 antler-like processes; opercle
nasal bones, orbital rim, and shoulder girdle more or less armed; gill
membranes forming a fold across the rather narrow isthmus; slit ])eliind
last gill small or wanting, if present reduced to a mere pore; vertebrsB
about 28. Branchiostegals mostly 6. Dorsal tins 2, separate, the first
I, 3; caudal tin moderate;
lower rays procurrent. Lateral line well developed^ its tubes sometimes provided with })ony or cartilaginous plates.
{yvjdvog^ naked; aKavSa.)

short, its spines rather slender; ventral rays

pectoral fin broad,

a.

its

armed with Ixmy

Interorbital space not

aa. Interorbital space arnied

D.

h.
hJ).

D.

IX

X

or

X-14

or 15

;

plates; })ectoral tin witli fringes

D. IX-14; A. 16

inner side of the rays.

with bony plates; no fringes on pectoral.

A. 15

or XI-17; A. 18;

intermedius, 35.

month very

large

GYMNOCANTHUS PISTILLIGER

34.

Coitus pi stun ger

on the

phtillvjcr, 84.

merzensteini, 36.

(Pallas).

Pallas, Zoogr. Rosso-Asiat., Ill, 1811, p. 43; T'nalaska. Cuvier
Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1829, p. 193.
(TiTNTHER, Cat., II,

—

and Valenciennes,
1860, p. 167.
Cothis ventralis

Kamchatka

Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1829, p. 194;
(Coll. Mr. Collee, type in Brit. Mns.).— GtJNTHER, Cat., II, 1860,

p. 167.

Coltm cephaloides Gray, in Cnvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1829,

Kamchatka.

p. 194;

{Type

oi C. ventrali'<.)

Elaphocottus 2)istiUiger SAnvAGK, Nouv. Archiv. Mus., 1878, p. 142.

Fish Comm., 1893 (1896), p. 424.—
1898, p. 503; Grantley Harbor
Jordan and Evermann, Fish. N. and M. Amer., II, 1898, p. 2006 Jordan
and Gilbert, Rept. U. S. Fur Seal Comm., Ill, 1898, p. 460; Petropaulski,
Robben Island, Bristol Bay, Kyska, Point Belcher, Cape Tchaplins, Bering

Gi/mnocanlhus

pistilliger

Gilbert, Rept. U.

ScoFiELD, Rept. Fur Seal

Comm.,

S.

Ill,

Island.

D. IX-l-l A. 16. The dorsal fins are widely separated, the interspace equal to one-half or more than one-half the diameter of the
;
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pupil.

The

iiiaigiii

of orbit bcurs in young- individuals a .slender eirrus, which

vertobrte 12

proiniiieiu'e

above liinder

Behind the eye a contiiuious oceipital
smaller b'Miy proniinenees, the first ininiediately l)ehind
the eye, the second and third approximated at posterior end of ridge;
frequentl}^ dLsappear.s in adults.

ridge bears

P>

these bear no cirri.

number

In

males the post axial region

of very slender filaments, each of which

is

fuinished with

expanded at tip
into a compressed frond-like lamina, having the free edge more or less
These expanded tips are bright white and verv
laciniate or fringed.
conspicuous.
No trace of them is present in females, but they develop
in males at a very early age.
These agree with the structures
described by Pallas, on which he based the name pistilliger. The
upper preopercular spine is sharply bifurcate in even our smallest
specimens (50 mm.), but in these no trace of a second medial upwardly
a

is

..^^^-^H•yxr

T«V'^
"*:v
Fid. 2fi.— 'jYMNOrANTHrs I'ISTII.IJGER.

directed spine

and more

in

third spine

is

present.

The

latter is evident in sp«H'imens

T<»

nun.

length, and a small concealed prominent-e representing a

is

exceptionally })resent.

No

trace of slit behind last

gill.

Very young examples show no groups of granulations on head or
in specimens less than 10(» mm. long.
examples they are variously developed, the degree of armatur(? dep(Mul(Mit neith(»r on age nor sex.
They are never armed on
interorbital space, the granulations being confined to the occipital and
nuchal regions, with an additional elongate ])atch on the upper part
of the opiM'cle.
In highly developed males the dorsal and ventral
rajs are accompanied with series of tubercles.
The color is brown
above, with very narrow^ vermiculating lines of lighter; a black blotch
on cheek, more conspicuous in males, and 4 inconspicuous ci'oss bars
on back; the darker dorsal area is bounded below lateral line l»v an

nape, these being usually wanting
In older
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In males, the lower iaw
irropular series of dark streaks or blotches.
and preopercle is cross-banded with black and light yellow; the abdomen, lower half of sides in front of anus, and prepectoral region, with
large roundish white spots, separated by vermiculating areas, rendered
dusk}' by aggregations of coarse black dots; ventrals dusky and silvery, the latter frequently forming cross bands; spinous dorsal dusky
or black, with irregular series of white spots not confined to basal
In both sexes the pectorals, second dorsal, and caudal
parts of tin.
The
are translucent or yellowish, crossed by narrow Ijlack Imrs.
females are more numerous than the males in our collection, ])ut the
disparity in number is not so great as has been found by other writers.
.\mong
In 4:5 specimens examined as to this, 17 are males, 28 females,
specimens obtained at Petropaulski and at the U. S. Fish Connnission
steamer Alhatro-ss station 3040, oft' Robben Island, in IS fathoms, no
males are included. (Gilbert.)
Coasts of Alaska; taken abundantly in Bristol Ba^' in li to 26
fathoms, and about Robben Island and the coast of Kamchatka.
{plsf/'Ila, pistil; (/cro^ I

bear; in allusion to the axillary papilhv of

the male.)
35.

GYMNOCANTHUS INTERMEDIUS

Cottus intermetJiuii i^CTih^G'Eh,

GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish,

Fauna Japonica,

(Schlegel).

Poiss., 184.S, p. 38; coast of Jezo.

II, 1860, p. 167; copied.

Gymnocanthus intermedius Gilbert, Rept. U. S. Fisli C'omm. for 1893, 1896, }>. 424.
Sauvage, Rev. Mag. Zool., Ill, 1875, p. 279; Hawaiian

Cotius filamentosus

Islands (V)y error).

Dorsal IX or X-14
in length without caudal; depth 4^.
E^^e 4 in head; interorbital space
or 15; anal 15; lateral line 37.
(bone) 11; snout 4; maxillary' 2|.
Upper profile of head straight and gently sloping from dorsal to

Head 2i

eye, thence rounded to front of eye

snout.

Interorbital

and slanting straight and steep

at

concave, shallow, without ridges or channels.

Top

of head concave between a pair of slight rounded ridges that run
back from each eye. Suborbital stay rather prominent. Lower jaw
included; maxillary reaching to below middle of eye, or varying from
Very small conical
that point to below posterior margin of pupil.
sharp teeth on jaws; the bands wider in front; no teeth on vomer or
palatines.

Angle

of preopercle with a long sharp spine,

past edge of opercle; above

Edge

which reaches

just

bears 3 or 4 sharp antler-like processes.
of preopercle below with 3 moderate, sharp spines of about
it

equal size; the upper one directed downward and backward, the other
two directed downward and forward. Nasal spines well developed.
Over posterior margin of eye is a blunt tubercle which bears a rather
large simple tentacle.
Top of head without l)ony tubercles as in G.
pistilliger.
A prominent sharp humeral spine just above base of
pectoral.
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Lateral lino with coiicoalcd

])()ny

A

plates.

To}) of head witii elose set,

very few scattered

No

axil-

roiio-h. plates, whicii

usu-

ctenoid i)lates behind jxH-toral base present
lary tentacles.
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in ])()th

sexes.

extend between eyes nearly to nasal spines; no plates on ui)per
part of pr(H)percle or operele.

ally

Third dorsal spine the hiuhest, 1^

in

head

males 1|;

in females, in

spine 2J in females; If in males; the spines l)ehin<l the fourth
rapidly decrease in leno-th, so that the jwsterior border of the tin is

the

first

nearly vertical; the last spine one-third eye in lenoth.

Doi-sals s<>pa-

equal to that between spin(\s at base.
Soft dorsal
lower than spinous; the lonoest rays 2^ in head in female, 2 in male;
the last ray is not tidnate; tips of last rays do not reach nearly so far
rated

l)v

an

intiu'val

back as those of anal, which do not reach nearly to
pectoral with 10 rays, 8 or 4 l)elow the third

ai'e

of caudal;

l)ase

the longest; they

reach to above base of fourth anal ray in the female and are 1,1 in
head; in the male they reach to above fifth or sixth anal ray and are
equal to the head's length.

The inner ray

of the ventral

is

the lonoest;

it

I'eachcs to the vent in

the female, to the base of the seventh anal ray in the male.

almost imperceptibly concave
slightly

convex Avhen spread;

wdien

its

the

length

is

fin

is

Caudal

truncate or

closed,

If in the female. 1| in the

male.

Color slaty, profusely spotted with small, irregular dark sjiots. with
when present there is 1 under middle
of s])inous dorsal, 2 under soft dorsal, and 1 halfway across caudal
peduncle; lower part of sides and ])elly white: a large l)lack blotch
or without obscure cross l)ars;

occupies cheek below suborbital stay; operele ])elow preopercle spine
])lack;

membrane between upper

])ranchiostegal rays dark, the rays

white; spinous dorsal dark and irregularl}- mottled, or with a coui)le
of transparent <)bli([ue streak.s; soft dorsal transparent and with 2 or
3 conspicuous black streaks ol>Ii(|uely across the rays; pectoral white,

crossed toward posterior end with 3 or 4 nearly vertical black sti-eaks;
caudal white, crossed with 8 or 4 cur\ed black bands; \-cntials and
anal white.
()liv(\ finely

The following

color was taken from a fresh specimen:

mottled with brown, salmon red shades on

sid(\s:

tins

barred; the dorsal, anal, caudal, and pectoral washed with salmon red,
brightest on pectoral and caudal; ventral white, faintly t)arred with
salmon; lower side of In^ad more or less yellow.

Here

descrilKnl

Hakodate.
This species

from specimens from 18

to 22 cm. in length

from

may t)e known from (t. j)!sflJI/(/<r by the longer, better
armed preopercle spine, the wider and shallower interorbital space
which is rough with plates, the absence of axial tentacles or fringes
on inner side of pectoral rays, the absence of bony tubercles on top of
head, and by the presence of the superorbital tentacle in all ages.
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were taken at Hakodate, Same, and Otaru. A small
specimen from Hokkaido (858 in his preliminary catalogue) was
received from Lsliikawa.
Dr. Saiivage describes a species of (hininocanthus. from the imposIt is probably based on a
sible locality of the Hawaiian Islands.
Speciinen.s

Japanese specimen of Guiinxx-antlnix

liitermedi/iM.

No teeth on vomer. Two strong sijines at the end of
X). IX-16; A. 13; P. 15.
the snout; no spines at the orbit; space between the ej'es concave, very narrow;
nape rounded, without spines or tubercles. A strong bifid preopercular spine. Gill
openings separated by an isthmus. Lateral line almost straight. Color yellowish,
maculate, with small black spots; a black l)and at the base of the caudal;
(Sauvage.
black lines, formed of small points.

tins

with

and Hawaiian species in collections has frequently occurred, as most steamers l)ound from San Francisco to
Japan stop at Honolulu.

The mixing

36.

of Japanese

GYMNOCANTHUS HERZENSTEINI

Head 2^

in

Jordan and Starks, new species.

X

Dorsal
or XIlength without caudal; depth 4t to 5.
E3 e 4| to If in head; interorbital width

17; anal 18: lateral line lO.

Fig. 27.

Gymnocanthus herzensteini.

10; snout oi; maxillary 2i.

spine

2-J-

Length of

tin

rays of female:

tirst

dorsal

in head; third spine 2; ninth spine li; last spine 8; fourth

dorsal ra}' 2f
rays of male:
last spine 7i;

;

luiddle pectoral rays If;
tirst

dorsal spine

2|^;

ventrals 2; caudal 2|.

fourth dorsal ray 2^; pectoral If

Head and body everywhere about

Fin

third spine If; ninth spine 2i;
as

;

ventrals li; caudal If.

deep as wide; body round

in

section; head Hat or slightly concave above, the sides joining at an

angle; snout steep.

Mouth

large, the maxillary reaching to

below

posterior orbital rim; interorbital shallow, concave, without ridges or

Lower jaw the shorter. Sharp conical teeth in bands on
jaws; the band on lower jaw narrow, not widened in front; nuich
channels.

wider in front on premaxillary vomer and palatines toothless. Angle
of preopercle with a long* stout spine, not reaching edge of opercle,
armed above with 8 sharp anther-like processes; lower edge of
;

./.

pr(M)p(M-('l('

I
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with
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STARRS.
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subequal spines, the upper one directed

downward and backward, the middle one downward, and the lower
one hooked forward.

from

cA'e

Niisal spines well developed.

running' Ijackward

is

On

top of head

a low, rounded ridge, which

is

scarcely

broken, though shows slight indications of tubercles.
Over posterior margin of eye is a prominent ])lunt tubei-cle which
does not bear a tentacle. Top of head thickly covered with rough

bony plates which extend forward on interorbital space to front of
Similar plates on opercle. toj) of })i'(H)percle and on cheek behind

ej'e.

eye.

Humeral

spin<^ vej-y shoi't

and

])lunt.

not nearly so long as in

G. intcTin cdiiis.

Lateral line with concealed bony plates.
plates behind pectoral base

A few

I'ough scattered

much more numerous and

regular in the

male than in the female; no axial tentacles.
Middle dorsal spines the longest; spinous dorsal rather high in
front, the spines growing rapidly shorter behind the middle in the
female, holding their length nearly to the last in the male.
Dorsals
well separated.

Soft dorsal

highest anteriorly,

the rays

growing

gradually shorter posteriorly; the last ray not adnate; tips of the last
rays not reaching so far posteriori}^ as do those of anal, which do not
reach to within a diameter of the eye of the base of the caudal.

Pecrounded, r(>aching to
above base of second anal ray in the female, to above fourth anal ray
in the male.
Middle ventral ray the longest, not reaching vent in
torals with 19 rays, its posterior outline broadly

Caudal rather
even when tin is spread; the outer rays half the
diameter of the eye longer than the middle ones.
Color nearly luiiform light slaty brown above, in spirits, without
spots or crossbars, changing abruptly to silvery white just below
middle of sides; a diHused dusky blotch on cheek; membrane behind
maxillary dark slate-color; bi-anchiostegals dusky in male; silvery
white in female; spinous dors;d with 8 black or dark brown bands
following the upper outline of the tin, the upper one bordering the
upper edge; posteriorly the bands are ))roken; in the female they are
narrow and diffused, and in the male they are broad, conspicuous, and
wider than the white inters})ac(\s; similar l)ands on soft dorsal showing
the same modifications in both sexes, but running obliijuely downward
and backward; 2 dark cross bands on caudal: 8 and the beginning of
a foui'th vertical dark cross bands on ])ectoral, wider on male: anal
and ventrals white in female: the former with an indistinct dusky
longitudinal band in male.
female, reaching past vent nearly to anal in male.

deeply concave,

In life the l)ody

is

largely cherry -red, the pectorals golden, with

whitish tips and black bands bordered with l)right orange; maxillary

orange; chin and belly white; orange bars on back; a brick-red baud
across top of head.
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may be known from

fr.
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hifcrmedms^ which

it

most

reseml)les, by the increased number of iin raj^s, the longer maxillary
(longer than in an}' of the known northern Pacific forms) and by the
shorter humeral spine, and by many minor characters.

Two

specimens, a male and a female, were taken l)y rTordaii and
Snyder at Hakodate. The male is the t^^pe; it is 26 cm. in length
and is numbered 7710, Ichthyological Collections, Leland Stanford

Junior University Museum.
(Named for the late Dr. Solomon Herzenstein, of St. Petersburg,
recognition of his excellent work on the fishes of the Hokkaido.)
26.
Crossias

CROSSIAS Jordan and

Jordan and

This genus
to the latter.

is

Stakk^i,

new genus

in

Starks.

{allm).

related to Pmudohlennlu^ and Bero^ probably closer

It ditfers

from them

in

having 3 ventral rays; no pala-

tine teeth; a single pair of multifid flaps on top of head behind orbital

each dorsal spine fringed with cirri; and in having
no external intromittent organ. Lateral line pores arranged in pairs
above and below main sensor}' canal, which is not protected b}^ conJapan.
cealed plates, and does not form a double curve anteriorly.
flaps; the tip of

(/c/jocro'ocr,

37.

Head
17;

fringes.)

CROSSIAS ALLISI

Jordan and Starks, new species.

Dorsal VII-10 or
2| in length without caudal; depth 8f.
lateral line 34; eye \\ in head; interor))ital width 7;

anal 13;

snout

-1;

maxillary 2^; height of caudal peduncle 4iy.
much compressed; behind head the width

Bod}^ not

is

four- fifths of

Snout not very steep. Mouth little oblique; the upper
jaw the longer; the anterior end of the maxillary on a level with the
lower margin of eye or a little below; the maxillary reaches posteriorly to below the middle of eye.
Small villiform teeth in bands
on ]aws and vomer; none on palatines; the vomerine patch rather
short and but slightly curved; the l)ands widened in front on jaws.
Interorlfital space narrow and concave.
Nasal spines well developed,
although scarcel}" protruding through skin. A moderate spine at
angle of preopercle but slightl}- hooked; below it a smaller triangular
spine; next below a very small, blunt tu})ercle; lower anterior edge
the depth.

with a small spine directed forward.
divided to

its

base into 5 or

parts;

A

multifid superorbital flap

and a similar one

at posterior

end

of parietal region.

Skin everywhere naked; no rough plates behind

axil.

Lateral line

a nearl}' straight main tube, unprotected by concealed plates, only

curved anteriorly, and not undulating; very short branches
above and below, opposite to each other and ending in small pores.
The tip of each dorsal spine fringed with 5 or 6 tentacles. Spinous

slightly

NO.
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dorsal rather low; the third spine the highest, though but little higher
its length 4i in head.
The dorsals very
connected at extreme base. Soft dorsal nuich higher than
spinous; the longest rays 2^ in head; the last ray adnate to caudal
peduncle; its tip reaches well l)eyond that of last anal ray, but scarcely
Anal lower than soft dorsal, its longest
to above base of caudal rays.

than the second and fourth,
sliglitly

rays 3 in head.
top;

it

Pectoral with 15 rays, the longest the sixth from the

barely reaches past front of anal, and

is

equal to length of head.

Ventral with a concealed spine and 3 soft rays, the middle
longest; the others equal; its tip does not reach quite to vent.

ra}'

the

Caudal

somewhat rounded.
Color brownish on sides and upper parts, white below; 5 dark spots
on back above lateral line; 1 under spinous dorsal, 8 under soft
dorsal and i on caudal peduncle; these sometimes conspicuous, sometimes so broken up atid niixful in with th(^ general mottling of the

.vr:^JiK'5-^

Fig. 2h.— CRosbiAS allisi.

back and sides as to l)e obscure; dark brown of lower part of sides
with many round light spots cut into it, these unpigmented or milk
white; a white spot at base of middle caudal rays; obscure bars radiate

each side of snout, 1 across end oi maxillary. ;ind 1
spinous dorsal irregularly mottled; soft

from eye.

1 to

down and

t)ack across cheek;

dusky showing faint traces of mottlings;
dark conspicuous points, so wide apart as
scarcely to form lines across tin, but giving tin a uniform spotted
appearance; pectoral dusky above, lower ra3's light; a dark blotch at
base of middle rays and sometimes a dark dot on Ivase of lower rays;

dorsal nearly uniform light

each ray of anal with 5 or

ventrals colorless or sometimes with faint
faint dusky,

wavy

cross lines; caudal with

cross lines.

Here described from the type and
Proc. N. M. \ol. xxvii— 03

a cotypt> from Hakodate.
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T.")

mm.

2*.)
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imd ()S mm. in
were collcclcd at

Iciioth.

A

li:ik()dat(\

laro-(>

imiiil)er of

VOL. XXVII.

niuoh .smaller cotypeH

and a couple at Same.

mimlxMcd 7711, Iflithyological Collections, Leland StanMuseum. Cotypes are No. 50922, U.S.N.M.
(Named Toi- Kdward I'lielps A His, of Milwaukee.)

The

(\

is

|)('

ford Junior I'nivcrsity

COTTIUSCULUS

27.
('Dllliisriihis SciiMini',

This

has

luit

M;iiiuscrii)t {(joiic:).

reseml)l(>s (i ijiinKx-d nflnu^ in

<4'enu>

operele.

a

plates;

no supcu-orhital

\'(MUi'aI

rays

<i.

(iill

a

the armature of the

dei)ressed heail and body; teeth on

vomer and

j)re-

pala-

on head and lunly entindy naked: no concealed lateral line
tulxu'cles: no external intromittent organ.

tines: skin

(Nam«'

Schmidt.

I.

;>.

quasi ilinunuti\'e of Coitus?)

nuMtiltrancs

hii-niiiiir

a broati \oV\ aiToss tlie isthimis: nasal spine simple.
'jonez, 38.

(hi.

(iill

nirinl uaiii's I'mininu' a iiaiTiiw

fuM acruss

tlie

isthmus: nasal spine forked.
^chmidti, 39.

3>
Oatti»sfnltis jgatii^

Head if

COTTIUSCULUS GONEZ

Schmidt.

^rmtiDT, Jilanoscript: Tlaiiivostok. Aniva Bay, Sakhalin.

in length without caudal: depth 5.

IS; lateral line

with 31 pores.

Eye 4

Dorsal VII-13; anal

in head; snout 4; maxillaiy ii;

interorbital space 3 in eye.

Head and

anterior part of hody depressed;

body nowherie eomwide as deep posteriorly. Small viUifomi teeth in narrow
l^nds on jaws, vomer, and palatines;. Maxillary reaching to Wlow
anterior margin of pupil: jaws even, or the lower very slightly
included. Eyes very narrowly separated; interorbital space concave.
Nasal spines simple, small, and sharp, not double as in CbffHMcm/m

presssed; as

NO. 135S.

./.
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I

^9^)

A' A'.s.

Spine at anole of preopercle long and rather stout; leach-

Kchinl<lf!.

hevond

ing-

/'A

1

(nio-e

of

operele;

armed

alH)ve witli a large anther-like

end and usually a very small one near its middle.
Lower edge of preopercle with '6 short spines; the upper one directed
])ack\vard: tlie middle downward and slightly forward.
Large pores
scattered o\er h(»ad and along lower edge of mandihle.
Hranchiostegal
menihrane with a fold across isthmus, which is broad in comparison
prcn-ess near its

with that of

('.

sclinil<ltl.

Body

entirely naked.

Lateral line pores

large and conspicuous.

Pectoral with

reaching a
caudal.

little

rays; its tip reac-hes a

'i'l

little

past fnnit of anal, and

farther posteriorly than soft dorsal, but not nearly to

Caudal slightly rounded.

Ventral with

1

spine and 8 rays;

the inner ray the longest, reaching three-fourths of the distance

from

base to vent.

its

Color gieyish lirowu on back and top of head: somewhat mottled;
usually the beginning of 3
cross bands on back; one under spinous dorsal, one under soft dorsal,
and one on caudal ])eduncle; spinous dorsal with a dark edge above:
ravs of soft dorsal, caudal, and pectoral crossed by dusky, irregular
lines; belly and under parts white; ventrals and anal white.
Here desci"it)ed from 5 cotypes collected by Peter Schmidt at Aneiva
Bay. Saghalin.
(No. TT13, Ichthyological Collections Leland Stanford Junior University.)
The largest is 57 mm. in length. This
species was also taken in Peter the (irreat Bay. near Vladivostok. We
have Dr. Sclimidt's kind permission to include this interesting species
in the present review.
small irregular dark spots along side;

39.

Head
12.

COTTIUSCULUS SCHMIDTI
'Ih

in

Jordan and Starks, new species.

length without caudal; depth 4^.

Lateral line 27.

(bone only) \ eye.

Eye

Dorsal A'H-l:]; anal

head; snout 3f.
Interorbital space
Maxillary 3 in head; longest pectoral ray 1^\
"d^

in

longest dorsal rays 2f longest anal rays 4;
length of ventrals 2|; length of caudal 1^; height of caudal peduncle 6.
Head and body anteriorly depressed; body growing round posterithird dorsal spine 3^;

orly,

nowhere compressed.

;

Mouth

small, maxillary reaching slightly

past front of eye; lower jaw included.

row

Villiform teeth

in

rather nar-

on jaws and vomer; in a very small patch on palatines.
Nasal spine forked; the forks rather sharp and subequal in size.
Angle of preopercle with a long, strong, slightly curved spine, which
reaches beyond edge of operele and is armed above with 2 or 3 sharp,
antler-like processes; lower edge of preopercle with 3 spines, the
middle one the smallest, the lowest one pointing forward, the upper
one just at base of long spine, pointing l>ackwaid and slightly downward.
Lower corner of subopercle angulated and rather sharp.
Posterior nostril ending in a tul)e.
Head covered with pores havl)ands

ing raised rims.

Male with a

large, simple, superorbital tentacle,
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which is entirely absent in the female. Interorbital space very narrow
and concave.
Gill, membranes connected and attached to isthmus, leaving a slight
Skin
ridge, but no broad fold across isthmus, as in Cottiusculus gones.
ever3^where naked.
Pectoral with 21 rays; the sixth or seventh from the top the longest,
reaching to above base of second or third anal viiy. Ventrals with a
concealed spine and 3 soft ra^'s each; the inner ray the longest, reach-

Soft dorsal nuich higher than spinous; the last
Tips of last anal rays reaching slightl}^ past those of
Caudal broadly rounded.
dorsal, but not to base of caudal.

ing scarcely to vent.
ray not adnate.

Fig.

The above
longer

iin

30.

Cottiusculus schmuiti.

is of a femal<\
The malc^ differs in having
some of the anterior dorsal spines filamentous and

description

rays;

reaching past middle of base of soft dorsal; tips of

last .dorsal

rays on

the same vertical with those of anal; pectorals reaching to above fourth
tiftli anal ray.
No external inti'omittent organ.
Color brown above lateral line, slightly mottled with small irregular
light spots; below lateral line white, spotted with a few brown spots
following along lower edge of lateral line; no cross t)ars or radiating
lines from eye; a' dark spot on last dorsal spines; pectoral with fine
spots in the female, with large spots in the male; soft dorsal with
oblique cross bands, much wider and blacker in the male; caudal with
3 or 4 wav^y cross bands; anal and ventrals white.
This species resembles Cottlusculiis gom-s Schmidt, but differs from
it in having the nasal spine forked and in not having a ])road fold

or

across isthmus.

The type and several cotypes were dredged by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer ATbatrom^ at stations 37Y2 and 3773, off' Kinkazwan
Island in Matsushima Bay.
The largest is 92 mm. in length.
The type

A

cotype

lections.

is

in the U. S. National Mu.seum and is numbered 50923.
No. 7714, Leland Stanford Junior Ichthyological Col-

is

Nu.

JAl'ASEtiE

i;!5s.

SCULPINS—JORDAN AND STARKS.

(Named for Dr. Peter Schmidt,
J{i}3iin

and Siberia

Ehiphirlitlnis

collected in

in 11^00.)

ELAPH ICHTHYS

28.

who

of St. Petersburii-,

301

.Jordan and Stahks,

Jordan and Starks.

new genus

(plon</(iius).

This o-emis differs from Gi/mjK/ccaif/n/K and Cottiusculus in having
vomer and palatines, in having but 2 \entral Y'A\<,, and in

teeth on

rough plates as
former genus. From Furcma it differs in the armature of the
preopercle and in the absence of tentacles on top of head (resembling in these characters (Ji/iiniocdnfJnis and (nftlasculus).
Coasts of
having- the .skin of the head smooth, not covered with

in the

Japan.
[eXaHng, stag:
40.

ix^''''^'

fish.)

ELAPHICHTHYS ELONGATUS

(Steindachner).

UMIKAJIKA (SEASCULPIN).
Centridermichih]/s elongatns

Steindachner, Ich.

.Tapan Sea (near Vladivostok).
tniditlnis yhiher.

— Steixdachxer

The

Beitr.,

plate, taf. vr,

X,

1881, p. 86; Strielok,

fig. 2,

and DftDERLEix, Fische

named

Cenirider-

.Tapans, IV, 1887,

p. 259.

Head
Body

3 in length; depth

elongate,

C.

mouth rather

below posterior orbital rim.
teeth in bands.

or

is

Dorsal

Eye

oval;

its

X-17 or 18;

anal IH; ventral

I, 2.

long; maxillary scarcely reaches to

Jaws, vomer, and palatines with sharp
long diameter eipial to length of snout,

contained four times in head.

Preopercle spine long, sharp, curved, and compres.sed, bearing on

upper edge one or two sharp processes. Top of head Avithout
Gill membranes connected, free from isthmus.
Skin on head thin.
A row of toothed plates along the lateral line
and a few rough scattered plates on anterior part of body under lateral line.
Skin above lateral line smooth, or thickly set with diminuits

tentacles.

tive .spines, as in Tracltldet'iiius Meckel.

—

Back grav-violet with dark red-violet, curved wavy, longwhich sometimes run together; seldom dark cross bands on the
lower half of l)()d3^ as in Bcro elegans. (Steindachner.)
This species is not represented in our collections.
Color.

spots,

{rlongatus^ lengthened.)
29..
AlcichthyK

ALCICHTHYS

Jordan and Starks.

Jorhax and Starks, new genus

[<dciconi !.•<).

This gemis differs from lWii(h)hJ< dh/hs and Z?('/vy in having the large
s})ine flat, broad, and divided into many points; and in
having the cirri on toj) of head usually simple.
Seas of north(M-n -lapan.
preopercular

{alce^ elk;

/j^t'?. tish.)
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ALCICHTHYS ALCICORNIS
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(Herzenstein).

BEROKAJIKA.
Centridermichthys alcicomis Herzenstein,

Zool.

Mus. Kais. Akad. Wiss.

St.

Petersburg, XTIT, 1890, p. 115; Yeso (Hokkaido).

Head 2f

in length

13; lateral line 36.
2;

snout 3i;

first

without caudal; depth

5^.

Dorsal X-IT; anal

E3'e 6 in head; interorbital width 10; maxillary

dorsal spine 3^; third dorsal spine

2^^;

longest dorsal

rays 2^; longest anal rays 3; pectoral li; ventral 3|; caudal If.
Head not depressed, about as wide as deep; body slender, slightly

compressed posteriorly. Mouth large; lower jaw included; maxillary
Small, sharp, conical
reaching to below posterior margin of eye.
teeth on jaws, vomer and palatines; the palatine patch about as wide
Interor])ital space
as that on mandible; the vomerine patch narrower.

Fig.

31.

— ALcicHTiTi's

alctcoenis.

moderately concave. A slight low ridge runs hack from interor])ital
and curves outward on top of head to occiput. Processes from premaxillary strongly produced; nasal spines on each side of it well
developed, triangular, not very sharp. Preopercle spine spreading
out flat and wide, and divided into from 3 to 5 diverging points
directed more or less upward; below it are 3 sharp points, growing
larger downward, and all directed downward.
Lower end of sul)opercle angulated and rather sliarp.
A w4de nmltitid flap over posterior part of eye, a simple tentacle on middle of ridge on top of head,
and a similar one at end of ridge on occiput. These are usually simple
but frequently one or more of them are bifid.
Dorsals close together but not connected. Tips of spines when fin is
depressed reach slightly past first dorsal ra}. Tips of last dorsal rays
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reach well past those of anal, but not to al)ovebase of dorsal.

with U) rays;

its tip

reaching- to opposite front of anal.

once concealiHl spine and

'2

Pectoial

\'(Mitral short:

soft rays; reachino- half the distance

fi-oiii

Lateral line with small inil)cdded plates; a
few scattered plates, with roug-h posterior edges behind axil. Skin

their l)ase to anal pai)iila.

otherwise naked and smooth.

Color light l)rown on back, somewhat mottled, shading lighter below
to white on lower parts; spinous dorsal light: an ii-regular dusky
blotch at each end; anal and soft dorsal crossed by oblique, dark

more conspicuous on the former; pectoral with
narrow
white interspaces; base of caudal dusky.
dusky cross bands and
Here desci'ibed from a specimen ;^0 cm. in length, from Same in
Other specimens are from Hakodate.
Rikuchii.
bands, less oblique and

{alce^ elk; eor/n/.

horn.)

FURCINA

SO.

Furcina Jordan and Starks,

This genus

Jordan and Starks.

new genus

{iahikawie).

from Pseudohleitnlas
upper one forked; and

diti'ers

of preopercle, the

in having* 2 spines at angle
in

small simple cirri usually present at the nape.

having a pair of very
Ventral ravs 1, 2.

Small iishes of the coasts of .lapan.
{fiirai^ a fork.)
((

Dortial rays X-IV) or 20; anal

fjpinous dorsal
fl((

])or.«al

rays

X-17

Head 2|

iahikawu-, 42.

or IS; anal rays 14 or 15; preopereiilar spine broadly forked;

si)inous dorsal slightly

42.

rays 17 or 18; preojierL-ular Hpine narrowly forked;

notched

notched

FURCINA ISHIKAW.^
to

?>\

20: anal IT or IS;

in

(mmx,

„

Jordan and Starks,

length without caudal; depth

pores in lateral line

8*.>;

V.

new

4.

I, 2.

48.

species.

Dorsal

Eye 4

X-IJ) or
in

head;

snout 3^ to 4; maxillary 2i to 2^; interorbital width S; height of cnudal
peduncle 5.
Snout rather l)luntly i-ounded and steep; jaws even, or the upper a
little

longer; maxillary reaching to below posterior margin of pupil.

Villiform teeth on jaws, vonu'r and palatines; the band or ;)remaxil-

on mandil)le scan-ely. oi" ])ut very little
Interorbital narsiiort and rather wide.
row and moderately concave. Pre()r])ital with 2 spines at its angle;
the upper one divided at its tip and very nai-rowly forked; it is somewhat hooked u\)ward: the lower one is simple, sharp, but little if any
Anterior lower edge of
shorter, its tip directed straight backward.
lary

widened

in front; that

widened; the palatine band

preopercle with a very small blunt spine or tubei'cle. directed forward; posterior edge sometimes with a cou})le of small tubercles,

sometimes smooth. Nasal spines small but sharp. A pair of nuiititid
flaps over posterior margin of eye, and a })air of simple, or sometimes
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reoion; a small .simple tentacle sometimes

presented at end of maxillary.
Lateral line forming- a doul)le curve anteriorly; each anterior pore
Sides under anterior part of lateral
with a few scattered rough plates; body otherwise naked.
Pectoral with 15 rays, the lower 8 swollen, the upper of which is
the longest, reaching- beyond the rays just alcove it and to above base
of fourth or fifth anal ray; it is as long or sometimes exceeds the
length of head.
Bases of first and second dorsal spines in contact;
usually with a simple tentacle.
line

third spine sometimes a
a shallow notch in

F. rmmfie;

little

shorter than the

upper outline of

usually third spine

is

tin;

first

and fourth, making

the notch never so deep as in

as long or

sometimes longer than

spine 2^ to 2f in head; last spine as long as eye, and connected to soft dorsal for nearly its whole length.
Soft dorsal higher
first;

first

than spinous,

its

longest rays If to 2^ in head; posterior ray adnate

Fig. 32.— Px'rcisa ishikaw.i:.

to caudal peduncle;

tips of last I'ays reach l)e3"ond those of anal to

above base of caudal rays.

Anal lower than

soft dorsal, its longest

Ventrals with a concealed spine and two soft
2^ to 2 1 in head.
When the caudal is
rays each; the inner ray the longer, 3 in head.
closed its posterior outline is ver^^ slightly concave; when spread it is
raj^s

truncate or feebly convex;

its length li in head.
Color brownish above; white on belly and under parts; back with 4
cross bars; the iirst under middle of spinous dorsal extending forward
to base of pectoral; the second under front of soft dorsal; the third
under middle of soft dorsal, and the fourth under third and fourth
rays from end of soft dorsal; below are a series of connected, inverted
U-shaped marks, reaching above lateral line behind its curve, and connected more or less with cross bars on back; between these are smaller
irregular spots mottling the sides; indefinite bars radiating from e3'e;
a small dark spot on end of maxillary; a dark l)ar on base of middle
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backward and downward and becomin^^ diffused
toward ends of rays; a similar smaller one on lower rays; each ray
of pectoral often with several small spots forming' irregular cross
streaks; an irregular dark blotch on tirst dorsal spines and one on
middle spines; soft dorsal and anal with oblique dark streaks across
the rays; anal sometimes uniforndy dusky towaixl ends of rays, the
pectoral rays running*

with dark wavy streaks.
Numerous specimens taken at Mjnako in Rikuchu, at Wakanoura,
and at Hakodate. The type is from Myiako; it is ST nun. in length,
and is numbered 7715, Ichthyological Collections, Leland Stanford
Junior University Museum. Cotypes on No. 50924, U.S.N.M.
(Named for Dr. Chi3^omatsu Jshikawa.)
tips of the rays white; caudal crossed

43.

Head

3 in

FURCINA OSIMiE

Jordan and Starks, new species.

length without caudal; depth

4.

Dorsal

X-17

or 18;

anal 14 or 15; lateial line with 37 pores.
interorbital

width

7;

snout

4;

maxillary 3;

V. I, 2. E3^e 4 in head;
height of eaudal peduncle 4^.

Fig. 33.— Furcina osims.

Lower jaw

included.

Mouth

.small,

the maxillary reaching to ante-

in bands on jaws, vomer, and
band rather wide. Treopercle with 2 spines at
its angle, the upper spine hooked and divided into 2 points: nuich
more widely forked than in
Ishll-airie; the notch })etween the
])oints rounded: the lower .spine simple, much smaller, and directed
straight backward.
A small blunt spine under the skin on lower
l*osterior edge of
anterioi- edge of preopercle, directed forwai-d.
preopercle nearly smooth, or with a couple of scarcely developed
tubercles.
Nasal spines well developed and sharp. The usual nudtifid flap pi-esent aV)Ove posterior border of eye: a forkc^d flap at posterior end of parietal region; a smaller one at nasal si)ines, and a smaller
simple one at posterior end of maxillary.

rior

margin of pupil.

Villiform teeth

palatines; the palatine

/'''.
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Anterior part of latoral line double curved and sparselj" fringed
with small tentacles; below it and above pectoral are 1 or 2 rows of
small rough plates which do not extend posterior to pectoral.
Pectoral with 14 rays, the lower 8 swollen; its tip reaches to above

The anterior 3 dorsal spines shorter
base of second or third anal ray.
than those just behind; the third spine shorter than the first, notching
the outline of the
3.

Behind the

spine 3i in head, the third 3f the fourth
the spines rapidly decrease in length; the dorsals

fin; first

fifth

;

joined at the base, but not nearly so broadly as in 1\ J.shikawse.

ond dorsal higher than
is

first;

the longest rays

adnate to caudal peduncle; the tips of the

^1\

in

Sec-

head; the last ray

last ra3's

reach past those

of anal, usually scarcely reaching to above base of caudal.

Anal

lower; the last ray free from caudal peduncle; the longest rays 3 in
head.

Caudal more rounded than in F. ishiluwa^.; the middle rays of
fin reaching beyond the outer rays, its length is If in

the closed
head.

Ish/l'awse; the cross markings the same,
and the lower part of the sides more finely
mottled; pectoral similar; spinous dorsal uniforndy mottled, ci'oss
))ands, soft dorsal, anal, and caudal wider and darker; the anal never
uniformly dusky toward tips of rays; the branchiostegal rays usually
strikingly marked with a streak of milk Afhito along each ra^", in strong
contrast with the unpigmented breast; a small area in front of them
white; the membrane ])etween each ray is often ))luck.
This species may be at once known from F. i.s/t/'kd/rw ])y the fewer
fin rays. th(^ more widel}" forked preopercular spine, and by the
deeper notch in spinous dorsal. Of the 10 specimens of this species
and 30 or 40 of F. w/u'hMrx that were examined, no variation of fin
rays was found outside of the limits here given.
This species is probabl}' less common than F. ishikawse-. Specimens were taken at Hakodate and Misaki. The type is from the
former place; it is 77 nun. in length and is luunl^ered 771(), IchthyoA
logical Collections, Leland Stanford Junior ITni versify Museum.
cotype is No. 50925, U.S.N. M.
(From O.shh/ta, great island, the province of Hokkaido, of which

Color nuich as in

though more broken

Hakodate

is

F".

u]),

the capital.)
81.

Ocyufdi'K Jo]UK\s

This genus

is

OCYNECTES

Jordan and Starks.

and Stakks, new o;enu8

[innxchiilis).

closely related to Jjero, but difl'ers particularly in the

is not undulating anteriorly and is
not protected by concealed plates, but usualh" has a small tentacle at
each pore. The pectorals are very large, half the length of body with-

character of the lateral line, which

out head, or exceeding the length of head.
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STARK'S.

This g-enns resembles Blennirottvx of the California eoast. hut it has
all of the ,Iapanese genera that closely

only two ventral rays, as do
center about Pseudoh/erinhw.

Small fishes of the Japanese rock
(oKt'g, swift: rf/cr?/s, swinnner.)

OCYNECTES MASCHALIS

44.

Head

Jordan and Starks, new species.

without caudal; depth 4^ to 41. Dorsal IXpores 34. E3^e 4^ in head; snout 3f,
Bon}- interorbital width
2|; height of caudal peduncle 3^.

Hf

in lenoth

13 or 14; anal
nr.ixillary

i)(K)Is.

1<);

lateral line

half eye.

Profile of head

very slightly convex and gently sloping to snout;

snout steep; lower jaw included.

Mouth

small, little

<)l>li(iue,

anterior

end of maxillarj' well below level of eye; maxillary reaching posterInterorbital space narrow and deepl}'^
iorly to below middle of eye.

<. «*L

Fig. 34.

Ooynectks

=

MAsnr.Ai.i.s.

bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines;
band nuich wideiied in front, that on mandible but
widened; the palatine patch rather broad and short. Top of

concave.

Teeth

tine villiform, in

the premaxillary
little

head w4th 3 pairs of nuiltitid flaps; the

iirst

pair over posterior orbital

rim; the posterior pair at occipital region; the middle pair closer to

each other than the others are, and dosei" to the posterior pair than to
the orbital pair.
Head otherwise without tentacles. Nasal spines

prominent; the hooked spine at angle of preopercle is rather small
and blunt, its tip not projecting through skin: below it on edge of
preopercle are a couple of blunt, bony tubercles.
Lateral line curved up anteriorly, but not undulating

in .species

of

and Btro; anteriorly each jjon^ usually hears a small
tentacle.
Skin everywhere naked.
Pectoral with 1;") simple rays, the lower S swollen: the upper swollen
my nuich longer than any of the others; tiie rays rai)i(lly hecoming
JW'iidohlctniiuK
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tin very lar^e and sharply pointed
second
of third anal ra}-; its greatest
behind, reaching- to above base of
short, with a concealed
Ventrals
lenoth 2| in length without caudal.
longer,
scarcely reaching to
the
spine and 2 soft rays, the inner ray
low
and long, rounded
Spinous
dorsal
vent; their length 2|^ in head.

shorter above and below

it;

the

rounded above, nearl}'^ level; spines scarcely
third to seventh, their length 3| in head.
from
length

at each end. very gently

varying

in

Soft dorsal

Dorsals barely separated.

much higher than

spinous; the

highest rays just l)ehind the third or fourth; their length 2^ of liead;

ray adnate to caudal peduncle; the tips of last rays about on a
vertical with those of anal, and ending in front of base of caudal a disCaudal truncate, the outer angles
tance equal to diameter of eye.

last

YQYy slightly rounded, its length If in head. Longest anal rays near
posterior end of fin, their length 2i in head, the last ray free from
caudal peduncle.

Color slaty brown on back and sides, mottled with darker; 5 irregular blotches on back above lateral line, 2 under each dorsal, and one
across caudal peduncle; a dark crossbar at base of caudal; a dark spot
at posterior end of spinous dorsal; the tin mottled with dusky, growing dark toward edge, and narrowly bordered with white; the ra3's of
pectoral and caudal crossed with dusky irregular bands, the color not
involving the membrane; the soft dorsal with oblique, dusky ])ands
running back and down across raj's, sometimes on membrane, sometimes on rays onl}^; a few dark dots on rays of anal, but so sparse as
to scarcely indicate bands; ventrals colorless; a single conspicuous
black dot always present on axil; underpart of head creamy white in
contrast with the unpigniented underparts of body.

A

few specimens taken

taken at Wakanoura.

at P^noshima,

The type

is

55

and

mm.

2,

one of them the type,
do not

in length; the others

exceed that length.
The type is numbered 771T, Leland Stanford Junior Universitj^
Museum. Cotypes are No. 50926, U.S.N.M.
(yuo-ojtvA?/,

the armpit.)

32.

PSEUDOBLENNIUS

PfteudoUennius Schlegel,

Fauna Japonica,

Psev dorlhms ScHLEG^h, Fauna Japonica,

Schlegel.

1850, p. 313 (j^ercoides)

pi.

lxxix«, same type.

Bod}' and head compressed; skin naked, or with a few scattered
small plates under pectoral; preopercle with a single hooked spine at
angle; gill

membrane

connected, but free from isthmus; small sharp

and palatines; mouth large; a tentacle
above eye; no slit behind last gill arch; branchiostegals (>; dorsal with
about 1(1 spines, separated from the soft portion or connected at
extreme end onlv; pectoral rays all simple, the lower ones swollen;
ventrals verj^ small, a concealed spine, and 2 soft ra3^s; copulating
teeth in bands on jaws, vomer,
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male large and trilobate at its end;" lateral lino forming- a
curve anteriorly. CV)asts of Japan.
(i/'SuS?);;^ false; h!<')nilvx^ the form and l)rig-ht coloration resembling

orfjan of
d()ut)lc

that of
a

some

clinoid blennies.)

of Hpinous dorsal even and entire, witlioiit a notcli.
Teeth s^harp and conical; uniall nasal .spines present.
Maxillary reaching slightly beyond eye; snout long and sharp. ../>erco/(Z<;s,
.cottoides,
cc Maxillary not reaching beyond eye; snout shorter and ^AnnXvr

Edge
h

(•

.

hb Teeth villiform; nasal spines obsolete

.

45.
46.

zonostigmn, 47.

cm Spinous dorsal with a notch above.
munnoratus, 48.
d Anterior dorsal spines elevated; dorsal lX-20; anal, 17
l(/loinius, 49.
dd Anterior dorsal spines not elevated; dorsal IX-lf); anal, 18

PSEUDOBLENNIUS PERCOIDES

45.

ANAllAZK'' (KCH'K POOL (iOBY);
Pseudohlenninti
figs. 2, 3,

Gunther.

YANAGI HAZK (WILLOAV GOBY).

Schleoel, Fauna Japonica,

Toiss.,

1850,

j).

l!lo,

\\\.

j.xxiXff,

called Pseudoclinas; Oniura, near Nagasaki.

Pseudoblennius percoides GtJNTHER Cat. Fish, II, 1860, p. 297, after Schlegel.

Steindachner and Doderleix, Fische Japans, III,
Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 48; Hokkaido, Boshu.
Bleeker, Poissons Connues du Japon, 1879, p. 11, after

Centridcr)nlchtJn/s /lercoidex

1884, p. 209;

Tokyo.— Ishikawa,

Psiidoblenmu>i an/thaze

Schlegel.
t'enlridermichtliijii .schlegeli

Doderleix, Fische Japans, III, 1884, p. 210; Tokyo.
Doderleix, Fische Japans, IV, 1887, p. 257; Tokyo.

Centridermlchthijfi urgcnteun

Head 2t

Dorsal X-18;
without caudal; depth 4^.
'MS.
Ej^e 5^ in head; interorbital space 8;
Upper proHle
height of caudal peduncle -i.

to 2f in length

anal IT; pores of lateral line

snout 8i; maxillary 2;
of head rather evenly and gently curved to tip of snout; the premaxprocesses very slightly produced, making a small blunt angle
behind middle of snout. Mouth large; the maxillary terminating just
past posterior border of eye.
Lower jaw included. Small sharp,
illarv

on jaws, vomer, and palatines; tho.se
on palatines much smaller than elsewhere; the bands on premaxillaries
very nuich widened in front, on mandible only a little widened; the

conic, depressible teeth in ])ands

"Mr. Michitaro Sindo has examined the reproductive organs of this genus and
"The cojjulatory organ of the male is placed innnediately behind
the vent.
It is a long, large, rod-like external process, diviiled at the end into two
lateral knoV)-like processes and one slender posterior process, which is hooked anteriorly l)etween the lateral ones.
The posterior process arises from a firm round l)ody
embedded at the root of the lateral papilUe within a membranous fold, and di.stajly
terminates in a glandular sac. The seminal duct pierces through the rod and bifurcate
laterally beneath the root of tlie posterior process, each branch opening I'xternally at
the end of the lateral papilla.
In the female the ovidud forms a thick walled nuiscular vestibule which is lobulated and opens to the exterior just behind a rather firm
•leruial papilla, immediately behind th(> vent.
Thecloacal opening thus formed is in
The jiroximal end of the
the resting stage, and is covered over l)y a thin membram-.
vestibule is divided into two muscular horns which are prolonged into the anterodorsal part of the body cavity and come into relation with the ovary of t'ach side.
The impregnation is evidently intrauterine, the eggs developing in the uterine liorns."
^Ana, means crevice; Imze, goby.
reports as follows:
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vomer

projects con.spicuously below the level of the palatines.

width tsvo-Hfths of length of orbit;
cave, an<l with a small median canal which

it is

or])ital

is

})ressed into

it.

is

sliohtly

Inter-

and evenly eon-

not evident until the skin

Superorbital tentacle thin and

pupil; a ver}' small nasal tentacle present.

tiat, about as long- as
Snout long, narrow, and

A small sharp
rather sharp, 1^ or i| in postorbital part of head.
spine at edg'e of preopercle opposite end of sul)orbital stay; below it
edge of preopercle is apparently smooth, though at anterior lower
edge under the skin there is a small tubercle of l)one hooked downward, with usually a smaller one abo\e it, nasal spines very small
Skin everywhere smooth.
but evident.
Pectoral reaches to front of anal;

from the top the longest, If

it

has 15 simple rays, the ninth

in head, the

lower

T

rays swollen; the

rays al)ove the longest are truncated slightly obliciuely, those below
Ventrals with '1 rays, tlu' inner slightly
decrease rapidly in length.
the longer; they reach half of the distance between their base and
vent.

Spinous dorsal rather low, rounded posteriorly, level and

straight al)ove, not elevated anteriorly, the

first

spine

])ut little

shorter

than the second, which equals in length 4 or 5 spines behind it, 3 to
Soft dorsal higher than spinous, the highest rays 12| to
3^ in head.

Third anal ray 3^ in hinid. Caudal ti'uncate or slightly
rounded, its length 1| to 2 in head.
Color in spirits brown above, lighter below, l)ack and sides with G
usually inconspicuous ])lended crossbars, broken at lateral line; sometimes below lateral line alternating with those above; 2 under spinous
doi'sal, 3 under soft dorsal, and 1 at caudal peduncle; a dark bar
present across nape, a dark irregular streak backwards from eye, and
a row of o or <> dark spots across maxillary and cheek below suborbital
All of the above bars sometimes very conspicuous, very inconstay.
Sides usually with many small round
spicuous or entirely aljsent.
dark spots, which are ringed with white where the}' cut into the dark
crossl)ars; sides of head on some specimens with reticulated dark
lines; dorsal spines dark, 4 or 5 with a dark blotch across membnaie,
behind them membrane is transpai-ent. but edged above and behind
with dark; soft dorsal usually uniformly dark, but sometimes with
faint light lines across rays; anal sometimes white, pectoral with dark
blotch on l)ase of middle rays and a smaller one on lower 1 or 2 raj's;
a dark spot just at base of upper ray; a row of dark spots ocellated
In life, the
with white along upper and lower edges of caudal.
ground color is subject to ^ ariations, usually olive brown; it is some3 in head.

times green and often red.

Here descril)ed from specimens from 13 to. IS cm. in length. Specimens were taken at Tok^-o, Matsushima, Misaki. Wakanoura, Nagasaki, Hiroshima, and Tsuruga,
It is one of the commonest lishes of
the coast of Japan, daily in the markets, but little valued as food.
{TtepK}/^

perch; eiScoz^ likness.)
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(Richardson).

Podnhrnx rudoidcs Kr-iiahdson, Voy. 8ai)iaraii<i, Fishes, p. 13, pi. i, figs. 1-6.
(Sea of Cliina). (tuxthek, Cat. Fi^ih, II, 18(50, p. 152; same specimen.-.
Sticindach.xeh,

jdjtuiiicux

Ce)it.ridrrinichllii/s

Kanagawa, near Yokohama, Japan.

Iclitli.

IVitr.,

.\,

1881,

p.

187;

Steindac unek ami Doderlein, Fische

Japan.«, IV, 1887, p. 259.
CeiitridermiddJijin
p.

Head

<(Jfinis,

257; Tango,

2|

Steindaciiner and iKioKKLEiN, Fi.sche Japans, IV, 1887,

Kanagawa.

to o in It'iioth without caudal;

depth 4^ to -iL

X-l!> or 20; anal 17 or IS; poi'es in lateral line 42.

head

(4 in .specimens 8 <;m. lon^);

Eye

-t.^

Dorsal
to 5 in

interorbital space 7^ to S; snout 8^

to 3^; maxillarv 2i; height of caudle

peduncle

5.

Shape of head and })ody much as in I\ per('oi(l/.s,- the snout shorter,
the body taperino- into a moi'e slender, less compressed caudal peduncle.

Mouth

i-ather large, the

posterior border of eye.
ruidt's.

maxillary usually scarcely reaching to

Lower jaw

Interorbital space with a

included.
Teeth as in /'*. j>/rnarrow canal, hidden by the skin.

its

length usualh^ exceeding that of pupil:

a small nasal tentacle present.

Snout longer than eye by about half the

Superorbital tentacle Hat;

diameter of the latter. If to 2 in postorbital part of the head. Prcopercle with a small, sharp, hooked spine at its edge opposite end of
suborl)ital stay and a very small spine hooked forward at its lower
anterior edge, completely covered by the skin.

but veiy small.

A

Nasal spines present,

few small, rough, bony plates beneath and

just

above pectoral.

Skin otherwi.se perfectly smooth.
Pectoral rays all simple, tip of tin reaching to front of anal; its
length If in head.
Ventrals with 2 rays; their length 4 in head. First
and second spines of dorsal equal in length and slightly higher than
other spines, their length 3 in head; spinous dorsal rounded posteriorly.
Caudal v(M-y slightly concave, its length 1| in head.
Color brown on back, lighter below, belly and lower parts white;
sides with
rather conspicuous dark cross bars; usually tluMV are 2
rows of clear cut white spots, somewhat larger than pu])il along the
sides below the lateral line; man}' of the spots in the upper row run
together, tho.se in the lower row frequently half spots or rumiing into
the white of lower parts; lateral line running through a light streak:
on its upper edge are conspicuous small, dark, brown .spots irregularly
placed; 2 or 3 dark spots below' eve on cheek, 1 maxillaiy under
front of eye; chin with dark spots around its edge: snout dark:
spinous dor.sal transparent behind second or third spine, itordered

above and behind with dusky; ajuil and soft dorsal white with 5 or (>
black dots on each ra\' forming lines of dots obli(|uely across the tin
running backward and upward toward the body; membrane transparent; pectoral rays with similar spots, the lower rays white; a dark
spot at base of middle ravs and a similar smaller oiu^ on U)wer rays;
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caudal dusky, the upper and lower rays with -i or 5 half-round spots
open outward; each of the rays between with smaller white spots.

may be known from I*, pcrcoides by the shorter maxilnarrower caudal pc^duncle, the shorter snout, and by the color.
It is here described from specimens from 12 to 15 cm. in length.
Specimens were taken in abundance at Misaki, Matsushima, Onomichi,
Aomori, Enoshima, Yokohama, Tokyo, Tsuruga, and Hakodate. The
There
species is scarcely less common i\\[i\\ Pseu d(>hh' /in lit.s 2)erco ides.
can be no doubt of the identity of P. cottoides, japonicus, and affi7iis.
This species

lary, the

{cottus.,

47.

sculpin; eiffoog, resemblance.)

PSEUDOBLENNIUS ZONOSTIGMA

Head
pores

Jordan and Starks, new species.

Dorsal X-lir<; anal 17;
2f in length without caudal; depth 4.
Eye 4^ to 5 in head; interorbital space 6,
lateral line 31*.

in

bone only

9;

snout 3^; maxiUary 2; height of caudal peduncle -i^.
large; body deepest under middle of spinous dorsal,

Head rather

Mouth large, a
tapering into a moderately deep caudal ijeduncle.
oblique, the maxillary reaching to below posterior orbital mar-

little

gin.

Lower jaw

scarcely as long as upper.

than in any other Japanese

member

Teeth yilliform,

of the genus except

/•'.

finer

totoinius,

narrow bands on jaws, yomer, and palatines; the palatine patch very
A small sharp
Interorbital space rather Avide and shallow.
spine at angle of preopercle, hooked upward, its posterior edge
scarcely forming an angle with edge of preopercle; a very small spine
directed downward at anterior lower edge of preopercle; otherwise
edge of preopercle is even and smooth. Nasal spine obsolete.
A small fiat superorbital tentacle and a very small nasal tentacle
Skin everywhere smooth
present; anterior nasal ending in a tube.
and naked; no plates under anterior part of lateral line.
Pectoral with 15 rays, the lower 8 swollen, the uppermost of which
is the longest, reaching a little past front of anal and is ecjual to twoLength of ventrals 4 in head. Spinous
thirds the length of the head.
dorsal rather high and evenly rounded; the third spine 2f in head; it
is entirely separated from soft dorsal; interval between equal to the
space between soft ra3's at base. The soft dorsal only a little higher
in

narrow.

than spinous, the longest rays 2i in head; the last ray is not connected
by membrane to caudal peduncle; the tips of the last rays reach to
opposite those of anal and end at a distance from base of median cauiris.
Longest anal rays equal to
Caudal truncate, or very slightl}- convex when

dal rays equal to the diameter of

those of soft dorsal.
tin is

spread.

Color dark brown on top of head and back, shading gradually downward to the white of lower parts; body entirely crossed by 6 double

rows of small brown spots, about as large as pupil, -these somewhat
broken at lateral line and not arranged so regularly on back as below;,
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type specimen they are somewhat run together, forming double

cross-streaks with uneven edges; a pair of

rows across caudal peduncle,
under soft dorsal, and 2 pairs under spinous dorsal: chin and
snout dark; sonu'tinies there is a dark l)and from eye along- eacii side
of snout and across chin; a dark spot on maxillary below eye; traces
of a dark streak lunnlng back from eye to edge of opercle; a small
dark spot on base of middU> pectoral rays, sometimes shading downward and growing wid(M- on lower rays; spinous dorsal with a jetblack spot on first and last spines; the fin bordered with duskv; soft
dorsal with wavy dark stripes running l)ackwards and downwards
3 pairs

membrane more than
marked with broader bands which spring from
termination of the double body stripes at base of fin but run

obliquely across the rays, these involving the
the

the

rfi,,y;

anal obliquely

together tow^ard edge of

Fig.

fin;

caudal irregularly dusky; ventrals white.

35.— Pseudoblennius zonostigma.

This species may be separated from the other known Japanese species
PseudohJennmx by the color markings; from P. j)erc<>/'dr.s and J\
japonicus by the liner teeth and lack of nasal spines; from J\ iiKirnmratus by the wider caudal peduncle and by the spinous dorsal.
Two specimens were taken at Nagasaki, and one, the tyi)e, from
Misaki.

120

The

t3"pe is 105

mm.

in length; the larger of the

cotypes

is

mm.

The type

numl)ered 7718, Ichthyological Collections, L(>land StanMuseum. A cotype is No. 50927, U.8.N.M.
band; Griyua, spot.)
is

ford Junior University
(Coro'g,

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvii— 03
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PSEUDOBLENNIUS MARMORATUS
marmoratus

Centridermichthijs

Tokyo.

vol. xxvii.

(Doderlein.)

Doderlein, Fisclie Japans,

III,

1884,

p.

210;

Steind.\c'HNEr, Fische Jaijans, IV, 1887, p. 259.

Dorsal lX-20; anal
8 in leng'tli, without caudal; depth 4^.
orbital
space 7i, bone
in
head;
inter
Eye
5
line
37.
lateral
of
pores
17;
only 12; snout 3f maxillary 2i; height of caudal peduncle 51.
Lower jaw included, snout li to li times longer than eye; maxillary
Small,
reaching to behind pupil, scarcely to posterior border of orbit.
conical, sharp teeth in narrow bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines,
smaller than in P. japonicus or P. jjercoldes; the premaxillary band

Head

;

much widened

bands on mandible;
projects below
Preopercle with a small sharp spine at
the level of the palatines.
angle, a \qv\ small, blunt, antrorse spine, covered by the skin, at
lower anterior edge, and a couple of slight scollops on posterior edge.
Superorbital tentacle small and flat, shorter
Nasal spines obsolete.
not so

vomer and

teeth on

in front; slightly than the

palatines equal in size; the

than pupil; small nasal tentacles present.

vomer

Interorbital space rather

narrow and deep.
Spinous dorsal elevated in front and with a rounded notch at its
first and second spines much closer together at their base
than are the others, the latter higher than the other spines, its length
2f in head, the first, the next highest, only slightly higher than the
third, 3|; the fourth much shorter, 3f the fifth and sixth slightly
higher; the fin rounded behind.
The soft dorsal higher than the
spinous, the longest rays 2| in head; the last ray is connected to caudal
peduncle b}" a membrane; the tips of the last ray reach slightlj^ past
those of anal.
Anal much lower than soft dorsal, the longest rays 3f
in head.
Pectoral with 13 rays, the lower 8 swollen, the uppermost

middle; the

;

of which

is the longest, and reaches a little past front of anal, its
Lateral
length li in head.
Caudal rounded, its length If in head
line with a strong double curve anteriorly, .stronger than in other

species.

A row of

small bony plates sometimes present above pectoral;

skin otherwise naked.

—

Brown above, bell}' and under parts white; back above lateral
with dark cross bands; the first at front of spinous dorsal; the
second just behind middle of spinous dorsal, the third under front of
soft dorsal, the fourth under middle of soft dorsal, the fifth under
sixteenth to eighteenth ra3's on the caudal peduncle; the sides below
lateral lines mottled with irregular dark blotches; a dark band running anteriorly from nape through eye across maxillary, involving the
iiis; a dark band less conspicuous and more broken, running from eye
backward across cheek following upper edge of suborbital stay;
spinous dorsal dusky except on area at center, which is transparent;
soft dorsal and anal with 6 to 7 dark cross bands running obliquely
across rays from their tips slightly backward and upward toward
Colo)'.

line
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body, those on anal more conspicuous and regular; caudal dusky,
outer rays with 8 white spots, inner rays with smaller, less conspica (hisky

uous spots;

blotch at base of middle pectoral rays, and a

smaller one at lower rays; l)ehin(l these are three or four dusky bars
across the rays; ventrals white or sonietimes with a dusky spot on
their anterior

dark markinos on ])ody have a })urplisli or
is nmch darker; the head is dark, with

half; all

Anotlier specimen

violet cast.

sharp-cut, irregular l)lotches separated b}^ light lines; the bars across
soft dorsal are broken up into man}' black streaks, and the l)ars on
anal run together chain-like;

described, but the

dusky

is

])lack,

light nuich greater; the sides are

irregular,

and round

marked as before
making the contrast with the

the other tins are

here

very dark mottled with shar})-cut,
and branchiostegalswitli found

wdiite spots; chin

white spots.
This species may be known b}^ the elevated first dorsal spine, the
round notch in the spinous dorsal behind them, and by the slender
It is e vide nth" not so common as P. fercoideH and
Specimens were taken at Misaki and Enoshima. The

caudal peduncle.
P. japonleus.

longest 15 cm. in length.
{inarmoratus^ marbled.
49.

PSEUDOBLENNIUS TOTOMIUS

Jordan and Starks, new species.

•

Head 2f
lateral line

in

length without caudal; depth

pores 37.

-i.

Dorsal IX-10; anal 13;

E3'e 4 in head; interorl)ital width

!»,

bony part

only 12; snout 3^; maxillary 2f height of caudal peduncle 5f.
Jaws even. Mouth low, little oblique. Maxillary scarcely reach;

little below the level
on jaws, vomer, and palatines, the bands on
front of premaxillaries wider than elsewhere; the bands on vomer and
palatines about equal in width.
Interorbital narrower and concave,
without a median channel. A sharp, strongly hooked spine at angle
of preopercle, and a smaller one at lower anterior edge, directed forward, edge of preopercle between spines smooth and even.
Nasal
spines well developed.
Superocular tentacle present.
Pectoral with 14 ra^^s, the lower 7 swollen, the uppei' swollen ray
projecting slightly beyond the others; reaching to above second anal

ing to ])elow middle of eye; its anterior end a

of eye.

Yillifoi-m teeth

its length 1^ in head.
Ventrals with 2 rays, the inner the longer,
reaching two-fifths of the distance from their base to front of anal.
The first 3 dorsal si)ines slightly separated from the others by a very

ray;

shallow notch; the first and fourth subequal. 2f in head, the second
and third gradually and slightly shortened. The dorsals separated by
an interval equal to the space between dorsal rays at ba.«^e. The .soft
dorsal higher than spinous, the longest rays 2| in head; the last ray is
free from the caudal peduncle; the tips of the last rays do not nearly
reach to the base of the caudal rays, but project .^lightly beyond those
of anal.
Anal lower than soft dorsal, its longest rays 3 in head.
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Caudal rounded, its leno-th If in head. Skin, under a strong lens,
appears rough with ver^^ small papilla% but smooth to the touch; to
the naked eye, when specimen is dry on the surface, not appearing
smooth and polished as in other members of the genus. The concealed
lateral line plates smooth, but well developed.
Brown on back and sides; under parts white; 5 large dark
Color.
brown spots on back above lateral line, the posterior 3 widely forked
below and each fork terminating at lateral line in a conspicuous small
dark-brown spot; the forking of the spots rather obscure; no color on
lateral line; below lateral line there is a fringe of T or 8 triangular
brown marks extending the whole length of body, their apex downward, their bases connected, the posterior 5 or t> end below in a small,
round, conspicuous brow^n si)ot al)ovc anal tin: a dark bar from eye

—

Fig.

36.

— PSEI'DOBLENNR'S

TOTOMIUS.

running anteriorly to each side of snout across maxillary and forming
from eye across posterior end of maxillar}^; a dark blotch on cheek below eye; a dark
blotch on first 3 dorsal spines, a light dusky spot on last spines; a
faint dusky spot at base of ujiddle pectoral rays; pectoral otherwise
colorless; other fins all colorless; soft dorsal showing the faintest trace
of dusky markings scarcel}^ to be made out.
The l)ody is nowhere
mottled with irregular spots.
This species may be known by its short dorsal and anal, its shallow
notch in dorsal, its small mouth, and by its color.
The single specimen is a female 72 mm. in length, and was dredged
by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Alhitross, ofi' Omi Saki (Point),
in Totomi Bay, Japan, in 34 fathoms of water.
Station 3729.
The type is numbered 50928, U.S.N M.

a small spot on each side of chin; another streak
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BERO

Bero Jordan and 8t.\rks,

317

Jordan and Starks.

new genus

(clegunK).

This genus differs from P><eudoblennii(.s in having the form of the
})()(ly wider, not compressed, in liaving ?, pairs of inidtitid flaps on top
of liead, and also in having the anal papilla or iiitroinitteiit organ
simple and tapering, not trilobate and cylindrical as
of 1 \'udol>h')t )i !>(s.
{hero, vernacular
flapan, hero

name

in ty[)ical

of Bej'O elegant at Aomori.

species

Jn southern

means tongue.)
50.

BERO ELEGANS

(Steindachner).

BERO.
Centridermichtkys elegans Steindachner, Ich. Beitriige, X., 1881, p. 7; Strielok,

near Vladivostok, Japan Sea.

Dorsal X-16; anal 14;
length without caudal; depth 3|.
with 37 pores. Eye 5 in head; interorbital space 8; snout
4; maxillar}' 2; height of caudal peduncle 4 to 4^.
Body anteriorly as wide as deep; head wider than deep. Nape
slightly produced above occipital region; a (Conspicuous notch in proMouth
tile in front of eyes, formed ])y the produced nasal spines.
Teeth
large; maxillary reaching to below posterior rim of orbit.
Previlliform, in rather narrow bands in jaws, vomer, and palatines.
opercle with a strongly hooked sharp spine at angle, an anteriorly

Head 2f

in

lateral line

directed spine at lower anterior edge, and a couple of slight

bony

Nasal spines large and rather
Toj) of
sharp, though their tips scarcely project through the skin.
head with 3 pairs of multitid Haps; the first over posterior border of
tubercles on edge between spines.

and usually more divided than the others; the
other 2 pairs (occasionalh' 3 pairs) behind and in a line with the superorbital pair, the last at occiput; \evj rarely some of the posterior
eye, a little larger

A small simple tentacle on front of na.sal spine near
one at end of maxillary; 2 or 3 very small ones on edge
of preopercle below hooked spine.
Lateral line with small concealed
plates, the posterior edges of the anterior ones free and rough; behind
base of pectoral and just above pectoral are usually 2 or 3 short
straight rows of similar rough plates; the upper row the longest; not
extending past tip of pectoral.
Pectoral with l.'> simpl(> rays; the lower 1» swollen; the upptM- swollen one the longest, reaching to opposite front of anal; its K>ngth 1^
in head.
Spinous dorsal rather low and evenly rounded; the fourth

flaps are simple.
tip; a similar

Soft dorsal higher, the longest rays
head; the last ray is free from caudal peduncle: tips of last rays
not reaching to base of auxiliary caudal rays.
Anal c<|ual in licight
to spinous dorsal; its origin under that of soft dorsal; its termination

spine the highest. 2| in head.
'2-k

in
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equal to diameter of eye.

Caudal rounded, its length If in head.
Color.— Back and sides mottled dusky or brown, growing- lighter
below; white on belly and under parts; 6 quadrate, clear-cut black
blotches on back; the anterior 4 reach little over halfway from dorsal
to lateral line; 2. under soft (the first obscure); 3 under soft dorsal,
and one on caudal peduncle; below lateral line these markings are
repeated, though they are usually out of line with those above; spinous dorsal slightly and irregularly mottled; soft dorsal with 6 or 7
very irregular crossbars running back and down obliquely across the
rays to body; anal with 7 or 8 similarly placed bars, but more conspicuous and regular in outline and position; pectoral with irregular
dusky bars, following somewhat the contour of the fin; caudal dusky
and crossed' with -i or 5 irregular white bars; across tips of rays is a
more regular white bar, bordered on each side with black.

Fig. 37.— Bero eleg.^ns.

taken from a fresh specimen: Light
brownish cherry red; highl}^ mottled with dusky shades and round
spots of whitish; the spots smaller on head; fins with blackish and
paler orange and whitish cross bands; pectoral and caudal brighter

The following color note

than other

fins;

is

ventrals pale.

Tokyo, Aomori, Kitami, and
Hakodate, the longest 15 cm. in length. In life it is one of the handsomest of the Cottida?. It is especially ii])undant about Aomori, in

Numerous specimens were taken

at

the straits of Tsugaru.
{elegann., neat.)

34.

VELLITOR

Jordan and Starks.

Podabrus Kichardson, Voyage of tlie Samarang, Fishes, 1850, p. 11 (centropomus);
name preoccupied by Podabrus Fischer, a genus of beetles.
Vellitor Jord,\n and Starks, new genus {centropomus).

This genus is characterized by the long pike-like head, suggesting
the genus Ce^itropomus., the profile sloping straight or slightly concave above to the tip of the long, sharp snout; the deep compressed
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body, tapering to a very slender caudal pedinu'l(^ the fins hioh. and
with slender rays; the first spine of doi'sai produced, the middle
spines very long, rapidly diiuinishino- in Icnutli before and behind;
the caudal long and conspicuously forked; the preopci'cular spine very

and straight, not hooked; the palatines with a nari'ow
band of teeth at their posterior end, remote from the vomer; the flat
or slightly convex interorbital spact^; the latei-al line without concealed
plates; the head without tentacles.
Otherwise it resembles Pi^eudohUnti'mx. Gill membranes connected,
free from isthnuis; no slit behind last gill arch; p(M'toi"al rays simple;
ventrals very small, each with one concealed spine and two soft rays;
lateral line undulating anteriorly; copulating organ of male constructed as in PseudohlenniKK^ though less conspicuously tril<)l)ate at
short, shari).

its

termination.

{vellitoi\

one who plucks or
51.

tears.)

VELLITOR CENTROPOMUS

(Richardson).

SUI.
Podabrus centropomus Richardson, Voyage of the Samarang, Fishes, 1850,
Gunthek, Cat. Fish.,
11, pi. I, figs. 7-11; Quelpart, Straits of Korea.

p.
II,

1860, p. 152 (copied).

Centridenniehthys nndiis Doderlein, Fische Japans, IV, 1887,

Tokyo.— IsHiKAWA,

Head 2|

in length

Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 48;

without caudal; depth

lateral line -il pores.

Eye

j).

258;

Bay

of

Boshu.
4.

Dorsal X-20; anal 19;
width O^; snout 2'i;

5 in head: interorbital

maxillary 2^; height of caudal peduncle 0^.
Body strongly compressed and somewhat elevated, higli^st under
first dorsal spine to tip of snout the upper profile
concave and gently sloping; from chin to anal th(> lower
profile is nearly straight and more nearly horizontal than abo\-c: posSnout long
teriorly the body tapers into a slender caudal ]ieduncle.

spinous dorsal; from
is

slightl}'

and sharpl}' pointed, as viewed
jecting.

Mouth

rather large,

to just past front of or])it.

laterally.

little

Lowei- jaw strongly promaxillaiy reaching

obli(iue. tiie

Teeth villiform. small, but rather sharp;

the bands on jaws widiMied in front, slightl}' wider on ui)per jaw; the

narrow l)and on its posterior end remote fi-oiu the
vomerine patch, wliich is U-shaped. Preopei'cl(> with a short, sharp
spine at angle, usually straight and directed neai-ly straight backward
or very slightly upward, sometimes slightly curved, nevei- hooked as
Head otluM'wise
in related forms; no secondary spinels below this.

palatine with a

without spines or teiitaides.
Dorsal spines very slender and tlexiblc; tiic tirst
longer than the otluM- si)ines. tliough sometimes a

])r()(luced,
little

usually

shorter; the

second spine usually shorter than third, foi'ming a notch at the fin;
the middle spines very high, the liftli the highest. Is to 2 in head;
the spines behind

it

rapidly shortened to the

last,

which

is

half the

820
(liiiiiicter
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slightly concave;

the second spine 2^ to 2i in head; behind it the spines g-raduall}^
Soft dorsal and anal similar in form and
leno-thened to the highest.
height, beginning and ending opposite to each other; the highest rays

2i in head; the last rays not adnate to caudal peduncle; their tips not
reaching to base of caudal rays. The caudal rays are the onl}" divided
rays; they are divided once and are widely forked; caudal fin forked,

or very deeply concave when tin
in head, the middle rays If to

and 2 soft rays;

its

is
2.

spread; the longest rays li to 1^
Ventral with 1 concealed spine

tip does not reach vent; its length

4 in head.

Pectoral with 14 rays; the lower 5 slightl}" swollen; tip of fin reaches
to above base of second or third anal ray, its length If in head.
Color nearly uniform dark brown above, olive green in life, shad-

ing lighter below, green shaded in life; belly white; occasionally back
and sides are mottled with an irregular network of dark-ln-own lines;

/wA;"/9]p^«

Fig. 38.— Vellitor

centropomus.

one or two of the mottled specimens show a couple of white vertical
spots on side under posterior third of pectoral; lips dark; under parts
of head white; spinous dorsal dusky, sometimes showing traces of
darker irregular lines obliquely across spines; usually there is a transparent spot at base of last 2 spines; soft dorsal and anal uniform
dusky, and without markings; pectoral colorless or .slightly dusky;
ventrals white; caudal dusky, crossed with several irregular darker
lines, sometimes uniform dusky.
We note that in the specimens
most mottled, as is the case with the one figured, the caudal is plain.
In the specimens which are plain olive the caudal is usually faintly
barred with dark. I'hese difl'erences may be s^^xual.
Numerous specimens were taken at Misaki, in the shallow bays
A specimen was
near the shore. The largest is 12 cm. in length.
also sent by Mr. Otaki from the market of Tokyo.
{ee7itroj)o//tu.s, the Robalo, from the likeness in form as seen from
the side.)
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HISTIOCOTTUS

Lay and Be.nnett,
name preoccupied.

Peropus

321

STARKtS.

Gill.

Beeoliey's Voy., Zoo!.,

Kisli., 1,S.S9, p.

59

{bllohiis);

Hisliocottus Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1888, p. 573 (hiUmH).

This genus is very close to Blepslas, from which it differs in the
absence of smooth areas on the body; the tins are lower, the dorsal
not eiuarginate, and tlie pectoral much larger, perhaps capable of l)eing
used for

flight.

(iffTiov, sail;

52.

North

Pacific.

C<>ttui<.)

HISTIOCOTTUS BILOBUS

Blepsias bUohiis

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

CrviER and Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1829, p. 379,

Kamchatka (Coll. M. Collee, Brit. ]\Ius. ).— GtJNTnER,
Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1833, p. 720.

Cat., II, 1860, p.

Peropus hllohus Bennett, Beechey's Voy., Zool., Fish., 1839, p. 59.
Jordan and Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fur Seal

HistiocottuH bilobus

468.—Jordan and Evermann, Fish. N. and M. Amer.,
Kadiak. Schmidt, Faune mer Japon, 1903, j). 15; Sea of

p.

153.—

Comm.,

II, 1898,

ji.

Ill,

2018;

.lapan.

t::^:^

"m.

Fig. 39.— HISTIOCOTTUS BILOBUS.

Body shorter and deeper than in Blejmas
with thicker caudal peduncle and heavier head, the bones
tirm; snout short, olitusc, interorbital space very wide, concave,

D. IX-21; A. 18; P. 10.
vn-r/io.sK.s,

k^ss

i

wider than the small eye; short occipital ridges present, besides sevMouth broad, oblicjue, the maxillary reaching

eral l)luntish tubercles.

pupil; teeth small, distant; barbels as in rlrrJiosiis.

Head and body

covered with prickles, larger and l)lunter than in c!rrJt<»<i(x; no naked
patches on body; hns less developed than in clrrhosnx; first 5 or !
spines of dorsal subeciual, the last :> abruptly .shorter; pectorals longer

and much broader than in drr/iosKs, i-eaching seventh anal ray; caudal
short, nuich shorter than head.
Olivaceous, paler below; dorsal
region with -I or .5 black bars, reaching one-third the distance to the
lateral line, and somewhat continued on the tins; caudal with a black
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bar at base, otherwise plain; pectorals and anal blotched with black.
Coast of Alaska and Kamchatka, not very common; the specimen here
described from Kadiak; recorded by Schmidt from near Vladivostok.
{bilobus^

two lobed.)
36.

Blepsias Cuvier,

BLEPSIAS

Regne Animal,

2(1

Cuvier.

ed., 1829 [cirrhosus)

Head and body compressed;

skin

hispid with

stitfish

villiform

naked areas; snout and chin with several
rather long barbels; mouth small; teeth villiform, on jaws, vomer,
and palatines; preopercle with 2 short blunt spines; gill membranes
free from the isthmus; gills 4, a slit behind the fourth; top of head
with bony ridges; suborbital stay narrow; lirst dorsal short, elevated

prickles,

and with

definitely

in front, emarginate,

similar,

the spines slender; second dorsal large; anal

lower; ventrals very short,

I,

8;

pectorals

long.

North

Pacific.

(An old name of some
53.

fish;

from

BLEPSIAS DRACISCUS

cksTtoo^ look.)

Jordan and Starks,

new

species.

SACHIKO;" ISOBATENGU.

Head

3| in length without caudal; depth 3i; dorsal IX (IV\ I, IV)Eye 4i in head; snout 4i; maxillary 2i;

24; anal 20; lateral line 50.

interorbital space 4; second dorsal spine l\\ longest soft ray li; longest

anal ray 1|; length of pectoral I; ventral 2^; caudal 1.
Body nuich compressed. Mouth rather oblique. Anterior end of

maxillary on a level wdth lower fourth of eye; posterior end reaching
Rather narrow bands of villiform teeth on
to below middle of eye.
jaws, vomer, and palatines.

Nasal spines

w^ell

developed, at each side

Superorbital rim
of the produced process from the premaxillary.
pair of
raised, making the wide interorliital space deeply concave.

A

low ridges near middle of interorbital space, diverging posteriorly
and each having a short flap opposite middle of eye. Parietal ridges
strong, rather uneven, continuous with a ridge apparently on upper
limb of posttemporal.

A

slight transverse ridge in front of parietal

A ridge on side of head running
ridges bounding a (juadrate pit.
Sul)orbitals with a slight ridge
of
eye.
fourth
from
upper
backward
continuous on suborbital stay. Four prominent but blunt spines on
edge of preopercle; the one next to the top the longest. Nostrils
ending in a tube. A pair of long tentacles at tip of snout, and a single median one just above them; a similar tentacle on superorl)ital
rim over posterior third of eye; 3 tentacles on each side of mandible;
a short one near end of maxillary.
a Sachiko

"Nosey

means child

of the Surf."

mythology.

of the Sachi, the

Tengu (Nosey)

Agonoid fish Draciscus sachi; Isobatengu is
along-nosed comical being in Japanese

is
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Body entirely hispid with small prickles, except an area on side of
caudal peduncle (which does not extend anterior to base of last anal
ray), and a suljcircular area behind base of pectoral about the size of
Prickles more scattered on head; a few ])ehind end of niaxiUary,
some on cheek and opercle, a few on top and side of head l)ehind eye,
and some between mandibles. No naked area following lateral line.
eye.

Fins naked.

Spinous dorsal divided into 3 portions and slightly connected to soft
The hrst 4 spines very high the last one not decreased greatly
in length; the membrane between them scarcel}^ incised; the next portion a single spine; shorter than the spines on each side of it; the
membrane deeply incised before and behind it; its upper half free;
the third portion elevated in front but decreasing rapidly in height to
its fourth spine, which is not as long as pupil.
The longest dorsal
rays behind the middle of the tin; the last 4 or 5 rays decreasing
dorsal.

;

J 4

.^

4/f:/.

Fig. 40.

Blkpsias draciscus.

rapidh" in length, so that their tips do not reach so far ])ack as those
anterior to them,

which reach a

little

past base of caudal

depressed; last ray adnate to caudal peduncle for nearly
length.

Anal similar

its

when
whole

to soft dorsal, but lower; its rays just reaching

its length.
Pectoral long and
rounded posteriorly; its tip reaching to al)ove base of tifth or sixth anal
ray.
Ventrals with 3 rays each; the middle ray the longest; l)urcly
reaching to vent.
Caudal long and truncate; its angles rounded.
Color dark brown, growing lighter below; top of head and nape
blackish; six irregular narrow black bars on back not reaching to
lateral line; nak(>d ar(>a under pectoral light, and a light area a little
behind it; belly, throat, and chin pale; the tentacles on chin sometimes
dusky. A dark vertical bar from eye to end of maxillary, and another
from eye across cheek; cheek and opercle otherwise mottled with
brown; spinous dorsal uniformly dusky; soft dorsal and anal irregu-

caudal;

its last

ray adnate for only half
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and with line lines across the raj-^s; caudal
marhled, and with 2 or 3 very irregular crossbars. Pectoral dark and
mottled; a large light area on its upper basal portion.
In life the color is ))lackish green or dusky red, according to the
larly blotched with duskj^,

color of the seaweeds about

This species

it;

silvery area white.

may be known from

Blep.sias cirrhosus,

its

representa-

northward and eastward, by its having no naked area
following the lateral line, by the single naked spot behind pectoral,
by the prominent tentacle on superorbital rim, and by the form of the

tive farther

spinous dorsal.
The specimens from Iturup Island in the Kuriles that have been

Specimens were
Hakodate and Aomori.
it is 19 cm. in length, and is numbered
7720, Ichthyological Collection, Leland Stanford Junior University
Museum. Others, cotypes, are numbered 50929, U.S.N.M.
{draciscus^ a high-finned Agonoid fish of Japan, of which BIej:)Si'as
referred to Blepslas cirrhosvs belong to this species.

Jordan and Snyder
The type is from Aomori:

taken

is

b}^

at

fabled to be the child.)

NAUTISCUS

37.
Nautisciis

Jordan and Evermann.

Jordan and Evermann,

Fish. N.

and M. Amer.,

II,

1898, p. 2019

{pribilovius)

This genus

is

same

gill

only moderately

ele-

closely allied to JVaittic/ithys, having the

structures and dentition, but the

first

dorsal

is

height being less than depth of body. There are no cirri
on the head, and there is no marked depression at the occiput, the base
of the dorsal being little raised above the nape; preopercle with four
vated,

its

obsolete spines.
54.

NAUTISCUS PRIBILOVIUS

Nautichthys oculofasdatus Gilbert, Rept. U.

(Jordan and Gilbert).
S.

Fish

Comm.

1893, (189tt), p. 434;

not of Girard.
Nautichthys prihilovius Jordan and Gilbert, Rept. U. S. Fur Seal Comm., Ill, p.
(Type, No. 48237, U.S.N.M.
468, pi. Lxix, 1898; off St. George Island.
Coll. Jordan.)— Jordan and Evermann, Fish. N. and M. Amer., p. 2019;
St. George, Bristol Bay, Alaska Peninsula.— Schmidt, Faune Mer. Japan,
1903, p. 16;

D.

Vm-23;

Okotsk

Sea.

A. 15.

Shape of head and

bod\^

much

as in Nautichthys oculofasdatus; head

short, the snout rather sharp, the anterior profile steep; nasal spines
prominent, a short occular cirrus, shorter than pupil; interobital space

narrow, al)out one-half eye, deeply concave; a blunt triangular ridge
above each orbit, with a deep cross furrow behind it which deepens to
a pit at the vertex; nuchal ridges, each with a coarse tubercle, lower
and larger than in the other species. From the nuchal depression, the
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dorsal spines-rises much less abruptl}-.
Preopercle with
prominences,
the upper often longer and more spine-like.
i
Mouth nearly horizontal, tlie lower jaw included; a slender filament at
end of maxillary; teeth small,afewon yonier and a narrow hand on
Gill membranes broadly united to isthnuis. the gill opening
palatines.
extending a little below the lower edge of pectoral. Skin e-overed
with close-set yillous prickles, among which large ones are frequentl}'^
seen arranged in rather definite longitudinal series, of which there may
be "1 or ;> parallel with the back, and 1 running near lower line of tail.
No smootii areas on sides. Lateral line conspicuous, the plates with
short spines directed backward.
Dorsals separate, the first not notched,
comparatively low, the first spine highest, 1| in head in type; in other
base of

first

l)lunt

spei'imens li to 1| in head; soft dorsal and anal also low, none of the
ra3's

reaching base of caudal when depressed; pectoral longer than

head; yentrals li to 2 in head.

Color, dull light oliyaceous, mottled

^ /-'-

Fk;.

41.

Nautisci's pribiuivits.

with darker; 3 or 4 dark bands below^ soft dorsal, 1 below spinous
dorsal; a black

band through eyes and across cheeks, extending onto

branchiostegal membranes; 7 dusk}" spots along lateral line, a confirst and second
and pectoral dotted and
checked; caudal with faint finely checked cross lines, which deepen to
form a dark bar at its base and a l)roader one toward its tip; ventrals
\)ale; belly mottled.
Bering Sea, the type from St. (icorge Island,
one of the Prihilof Islands, in 23 fathoms; Unalaska, Bristol Bay,
and south of the Alaskan Peninsula.
Recorded from Aneiva Bay,
Saghalin, l)}- Dr. Schmidt.
{j?rfbUovif(.s, from the Pribilof Islands, nauied for their discoverer,
Gerassim Pribilof, 1786.)

spicuous pink blotch, rather larger than pupil. l)etween
blotch; first dorsal dusky; second dorsal, anal,
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38.

HEMITRIPTERUS

"Cuvier.

Hemitripferns CvviER, Regne. Anini., 2d ed., II, 1829,

Body moderately

v.m.xxvii.

elongate, soaleless, but

p. I(i4

the

(nmericanus)

.skin

covered with

prickles and ])ony protuberances of various sizes and forms.
large, with

numerous bony humps and ridges and

Head

fleshy slips above;

rim much elevated, the interorbital space deeply concave; a
depressed area at the occiput, behind which are 2 blunt spines on each
Mouth very wide; jaw\s, vomer, and palatines with broad bands
side.
of teeth; no slit behind last gill; gill membranes broadly united, free
from isthmus; preopercle with stout, blunt spines; suborbital stay
very strong, forming a sharp ridge. vSpinous dorsal much longer than
orbital

the soft part, of 16 to IS spines, of which the first 2 are the highest,

and the fourth and

fifth shorter than the succeeding ones, the fin thus
deeply emarginate; pectpral fins ver}^ broad, much procurrent; venLarge fishes of singular appearance, inhabiting the North
tials I, 3.
Dr. Gill makes of them a distinct family on
Atlantic and Pacific.

account of the great length of the spinous dorsal and the peculiar
development of the myodome. The genus is, however, related to

and jVautichthi/s, and the spinous dorsal is
two genera stand

£lej).'^ias

as in Ilemitrqjterus^ while the

as long in

Jordania

as extremes in the

Cottoid group.
[j'jl^i

—

,

half; rpeig, three; Trrspoi^. fin.)
55.

HEMITRIPTERUS VILLOSUS

(Pallas).

Pallas, Zoogr. Eoss. Asiat., Ill, 1811, p. 129; Cape Kronok,
Cuvier and Valenof Itscha R. after MS. of Steller.
Jordan and Everciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1829, p. 196 (copied).
MANN, Fish. N. and M. Amer., II, 1898, p. 2022 (copied).
HemUripfenift cavifrons Lockington, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1880, p. 233;
Kadiak Island. Jordan and Evermann, Fish. N. and M. Amer., II, 1898,
Coitus vlllosus

Kamchatka; mouth

p.

2023 (same specimen).

Head 2f in length to base of caudal; depth 4^. Dorsal III, 11 or
Eye (not orbital cavity) 6| in head;
15-13; anal 14; p. 20; scales 42.
snout

4J-;

maxillary If; interorbital space

3.

head much broken up into bony tubercles; the
Mouth large;
orbital rim and premaxillary process strongly produced.
the maxillar}' reaching to behind posterior margin of eye a distance
Lower jaw ])lunt and projecting. Teeth
equal to a diameter of pupil.
Interorsharp, conical, rather long, and slightly hooked backward.
bital space wide and deeply concave; a large triangular pit at its middle,
Two prominent ridges, and a
the sides of which are a little convex.
short one between them, diverge outward on superor])ital region from
a point at posterior angle of interorbital pit. A quadrate pit at vertex;
narrow behind; bounded on each side by a ridge which ])ears 3 ])lunt
tubercles.
A pair of blunt tubercles a short distance behind superor-

Upper

profile of

NO.

J,

i;!58.

bital

1
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rim, and another on posttcmporal in line witti them, but a distance
thoni nearly equal to diameter of e3'e.
An uneven ridt^e along

hi'hiiul

which divides into H or •! divero-jno- ridges on cheek; these
more conspicuous in hirgc examples. A pair of short sharp ridocs on
])reorbital diverge downward to edge of premaxillarv.
Four hhnit
spines on edg(> of preopercle; the uppiM- one directed upwai'd and l)ackward, tlie next backward and a little downward; the next downward and a little forward, or in an opposite direction from the upper
The lower one is onlv
one: th(> 1ow(M" one downward and forward.
The angidar region of mandible is produced and
a slight round angle.
Opercle with a prominent ridge. Nasal spines ell
l)i-omineut.
developed and rather sharp. The premaxillary processes work in a
deep cavity which is bounded around its posterior portion by a low
sluirp ridge curving from one nasal spine to the other.
There are
many tentacles about head, many of them multitid; 1 in front of
nasal spine; 1 at each side of front of upper jaw a))ove edge of premaxillary; 1 at each posterior corner of interorbital pit; 1 at pterotic
region; 1 on cheek behind posterior end of suborbital ridge, and anotheion opercle in line with it; 1 near posterior end of maxillary, and a
nmch smaller one at middle of maxillar}'; 1 at each side of front of
1()W(M- lip; -i along lower edge of each side of mandil)le.
Skin of body covered with small tubercles which feel rather harsh
to the touch; those on back, especially anteriorly, larger and harder
than elsewhere.
Lateral line armed wdth small bony tubercles, many
of which bear flaps at irregular intervals.
First three dorsal spines connected by a membrane which is not
deeply incised.
The lirst and second spines ])y far longer than any of
the others, the second only slightly shorter than the lirst; the length
siit)()rl)itids

of the first equal to post-orbital part of head.

fourths as long as the third, which

is

The fourth spine

contained

'^\

three-

times in the head.

The membrane. of the second portion of the spinous dorsal is very
deeply incised.
Each spine with a long bifid tentacle at its tij). The
longer than the longest spines in the
fin.
The tips of the last dorsal rays do not reach so far
as do those of the anal, which just reach to tlu^ 1)ase of the

longest soft dorsal rays a

little

portion of the
l)()steriorly

lower axillary caudal rays.

Caudal

slightly

rounded

in

outline.

Pectora] with 10 rays, the sixth or seventh from tlie top the longest;
they fail to reach the first anal ray by a distance equal to the dianu^teiof the eye; the rays

below the longest are swollen.

Ventrals o rayeil;

the middle ray the longest; not (juite reaching to the vent.

Color grayish, mottled with large, irregular, dark spots, which are
and are usually outlined with light gray; fins all mottled
with dark brown or dai'k gray; in some of the smaller specimens the
clear cut

s})inous dorsal is nearly black;
finely

mandible, maxillary, and sides of head

mottled; bellv and ])rancliiostegal region white.
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a note of the colors of a fresh specimen: Dull olive,

is

rather pale, belly

paler; dorsal

still

and caudal dull crimson, with

lighter and duller shades; chin speckled with white; no bright colors.
is of a specimen 26 cm. in length from HokoOther large specimens were obtained at Nemuro and Mororan.
Some small specimens were dredged by the IT. S. Fish Commission
steamer Albatross off Kinkwazan Island, in Matsushima bay, stations
3770 and 3771.

The above description

date.

This species

is

evidentl}' the early described Cottus villosns of Pallas.

Hemitrijyterus cavlfrons of Lockington, from Kadiak, agrees in

all

by the author.

This species is extremely close to
its ally of the Atlantic coast shores of Canada and New England,
Hemitripterus mnericanus. The head is perhaps a little rougher in
respects noted

Dr. Schmidt regards

the Japanese species.

it

as identical with

H.

atyiericanus.
{villosus, hair3\)

39.
Psyc/iroZwics

PSYCHROLUTES

GuNTHER,

Gunther.

Cat., Ill, 1861, p. 516 {paradoxus.)

Body

tadpole-shaped, tapering from the head to the very slender
covered with very loose, naked, movable skin. Head large,
depressed, flattish above; snout obtuse, rounded; interocular space
very broad, the ocular ridges obsolete; mouth ver}^ large; mandible
short, little cavernous, its forms broadly U-shaped; maxillar}" entirely
adnate to the skin of the preorbital; jaws with bands of villiform teeth;
no teeth on vomer or palatines; no spines or cirri about the head;
suborbital stay narrow.
Gill membranes united to the isthmus; gills
no
slit
behind
the
fourth.
Branchiostegals 7. Fins connected;
3i,
spinous dorsal of short, slender, flexible spines entirely embedded in
the skin and not visible without dissection as the spines do not rise
above level of the muscles; soft dorsal short, high, the rays close
tail,

together, the total

number 12

to 21; anal low, of 9 rays; caudal sepa-

rate; pectoral fins long, with a broad, procurrent base.

Ventrals

1, 3,

edge adnate to the body. Small
fishes, very closely allied to Coftunculus and Jfalacocottus on the one
hand and to the Liparididfe on the other, their characters, like those
close together, distinct, the inner

of the latter family, arising

from degeneration of the Cottid^.

The

extension of the lax skin over the spinous dorsal and the bones of the

head afford the

onlj^ tangible diagnostic

Psychroluthiiv.

From

the Liparidldde., their separate ventrals distin-

guish them sufiSciently.

Small shore fishes of the North Pacific; only

a single species

character of the subfamily

known.

{ipvxpoXovrrjg.^

one who bathes in cold water.)

NO
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Gunther.

Psychrolutes pdrado.cun Guntiiee, Cat., Ill, IHtil, p. SKi; (hill of (ieorgia,

Vancouver
M. S. Plumper). Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis Fi!?h. X. Anier.,
1883, p. 687.— Jordan and Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fur Seal Comm., Ill, 1898, p.
469; St. Paul Island, Iturup Island, Karluk.
Jordan and Ever.mann, Fish.
N. and M. Ainer., II, 1898, p. 2026; Unalaska.
Psi/chrulafcs zebra Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1890, p. 43; Aleutian Jf-lauds, between
Unga and Nagai islands, at Albatross Station 2848, 55° 10^ N., 160° 18' W., in
110 fathoms. Jordan and Stark, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1895, p. 811, pi. lxxxv.
Island (Coll.

—

II.

—

Gilbert, Kept. U.

Head 3|

S.

in length;

Fish

Comm., 1893

(1896), p. 410.

depth 4i, equal to head without

.snout.

D, IX,

15 to 17, only 12 rays seen without dissection; A. 12 or IS; V.

branch iostegals

7.

caudle peduncle.

Head
Eye li

large,

I, 3;

very broad, tapering suddenly to

in head, a little shorter than snout, a little
than width of interorbital space. Maxillary extending to belowmiddle of e^^e. Interocular space flat, not concave; jaws equal, the
less

Fig. 42.— PSYCHROLUTES

fARADOXUS.

Pectoral reaching to
its arch not narrowed behind.
above origin of anal, 2f in body; ventrals veiy small, one-third
length head.
Vent about midwa}^ between ventral and anal origin, the
second dorsal beginning nearly over tip of pectoral; first dorsal entirely
buried in the skin, its short, stiflish spines to be found onl}' bv dissection.
Color light chocolate brown above, with minute spots of dark;
whitish below; a pale stripe from eye downward and forward, ])etween
2 dark ones; body with 3 very irregular dark cross bands, the third
extending on dorsal and anal, the first 2 largel}^ confluent and all very
irregular in form; an o))li(iue dark band on base of caudal, a narrow
dark band behind it; pectoral with 2 or 3 cross bands; all fins, except
the ventral, with traces of bands.
Length 2^ inches. A specimen,
50 mm. long, taken b}^ the U. S. Fish Commission steamer ^[/7}>/f/'(m
oli' St. Paul Island, Bering Sea, in ISDO, shows the following characters: Head 2|; depth 3.
D. IX, 15; A. 13; P. 19; eye 4 in head;
width of mouth, from angle to angle, li; snout 3i; interorbital 3^.

lower /-^-shaped,
slightly

Body

short, broad, thick, tadpole-shape, the texture soft like that of
a Liparid, especially about the head; the skin is limp and smooth,
covered with little soft dermal warts, that of head especially lax, the

Proc. N.

M.

vol.
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cheeks tumid and translucent. No trace of spines on head, the bones
all thin and weak; nostrils each in a short tube; mouth broad, its cleft
chiefly anterior, the jaws equal; teeth very minute, none on vomer or

lower jaw with 8 large open pores. Gill membranes
broadly united to the isthmus, the gill opening extending to slightly
below base of pectoral. Lateral line obsolete. Dorsals united, with
a slight notch between, the first buried in a ridge of skin so that its
palatines;

from without; second dorsal low,
from the caudal; lower pectoral
rays progressively shortened, the longest 1\ in head; ventrals moderColor creamy
ate, I, 3, reaching vent, 2^ in head; caudal rounded.
white, with blackish cross bands, irregular in form and broken by
delicate spines can not be counted

similar to anal, both of

them

free

whitish patches; 5 black spots on lower jaw; top of head blackish; a

narrow blotch at shoulder; a wider one across first dorsal; a broad
one on second dorsal abruptly broadened on body, then narrowed,
extending across anal; an irregular bar at base of caudal; a narrow
bar and some spots and streaks on the fin; pectoral with 2 curved bars,
the inner concave, the outer convex backward, the two inclosing a
rounded pinkish or deep orange area. (Jordan and Gilbert.) Alaska
to Puget Sound, rather common in water of moderate depth; a remarkHere described from
able little fish, evidently a degraded Cottoid.
specimens from Unalaska. This species is taken abundantly in shallow
water about Kadiak, south of the Alaskan Peninsula, thence westward
through Unimak Pass, along the northern shore of Unalaska Island to
Iturup Island, and the Pribilof Islands and in Bristol Bay. The
depths range from 38 to 121 fathoms. It has been also dredged by
Dr. Schmidt off Cape Pestschuzoff, coast of Korea.
{rtapado^og^ unaccountable.)

40.

EREUNIAS

Jordan and Snyder.

Ereunias Jordan and Snyder, Proc. Cal. Ac.

Sci.,

(3d

ser.

),

p.

377

tail,

the

II, 1901,

(graUator)

Body moderately

elongate, tapering into a long and slender

Head

compressed or depressed.
Eye very large. Preorbital broad. Mouth horizontal, lower jaw
included, maxillary extending a little beyond anterior margin of
pupil.
Teeth in villiform bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines.
Gill openings wide, the gill membranes broadly united, free from the
isthmus. Gill rakers short, club-shaped; a small oval slit behind last
gill arch.
Suborbital stay distinct, covered by the rough skin. Nasal
spines present; a stout spine before eye; a much larger one on upper
rim of orbit; a divided spine at nape; 2 small ones on lower margin of preorbital; a large hooked spine at angle of preopercle; 2
smaller sharp spines below the latter; a blunt spine on upper edge of
opercle.
Skin close set with velvety prickles. Lateral Line distinct,
nuchal region elevated.

large, not
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armed with spines which are strong and curved anteriorl3\ Sides
with 2 series of stout curved spines, besides 3 series of sniallor ones.
Dorsal tins separate, of moderate height, with 10 slender spines; rays,
Anal low, of 12 rays, opposite soft dorsal. Caudal small, trun1, 12.
Pectoral short, of 11 united rays, below which are tt simple,
cate.
Ventrals entirelj''
free ones, similar to those of Prionotus and Trh/ln.
wanting.

The

We

relations of the

place

genus are

at

once with CottidaB and Triglidje.

provisionally as a subfamily. Erouniina% Cottidiv.

it

It is

not unlikely that the absence of ventrals and the singular form of
the pectoral will demand for it a distinct famil3\
[epevvdoo; to explore.)
57.

EREUNIAS GRALLATOR

Jordan and Snyder.

ErcunktH grallator Jordan and Snydek, Proc. Cal. Ac.
p. 378; Misaki.

Hvi.,

(3d

ser. ), IT, 1901,

Head, measured to end of opercular flap, 24 in length; depth 4^;
4; lateral
eye 3i in head; maxillary 2^. D. X, 1-12; A. 12; P. 11
Length of type 305 mm.
line 42.

+

Fig. 43,— Ebeunias grallator.

elongate, tapering into a long, slender, quadrate,
times in the head,
caudal peduncle, the length of which is contained
middle of body.
of
front
in
slightly
Vent
its depth 6 in its length.

Body moderately

H

upper margin projecting above outto length of snout, its upper part
equal
line of head, its diameter about
the lower jaw included,
horizontal,
covered with rough skin. Mouth
Teeth
front of pupil.
of
line
beyond
the maxillary reaching slightly
long
in
a
palatines
on
those
palatines;
villiform on jaws, vomer, and

Eye very

large, placed high, its

narrow band. Gill openings broadly united over the isthnuis; a small
(lill rakers short, club-shaped, about 3 + 11
oval slit behind last arch.
on

tirst

arch.

tegals 6.

P.seiKlol)ranchite large, of long tilaments.

Branchios-

Suborbital stay short, triangular.

Head and body covered with a velvety shagreen. Na.sal spines .^hort
and sharp; upper rim of orbit with spines, the posterior of which is
large and strong, its length contained about 4^ times in eye; side of
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nape with a large double spine; some small spines on temporal region;
opercular spine obscure; preopercle above with a curved spine, the
length of which is contained about 6 times in eye; 2 sharp spines
below the latter, the upper of which is the longer; 2 small spines on
lower edge of preorbital. Maxillary rugose, without barbels. Sides
of body with row^s of slender hooked spines, the uppermost row extending from nape to tail; the second row of smaller spines along lateral
line; the third, below the curved part of lateral line, coalescent with
it on the straight part; the fourth row of strong spines, beginning
above vent and extending to base of caudal; a few spines below this,
Lower edge of caudal
constituting a lifth row along base of anal.
peduncle with a long groove.
First dorsal low, of slender spines, the longest about 3 times in head.
Dorsals separate, but close together, the longest soft ray If in head.
Anal similar, its longest ray 3f in head. Caudal fin short, truncate,
2i in head. Pectoral fin of two parts; the upper of 11 rays, mostly
branched, the longest ray If in head; lower part of fin of -1 separate,
simple rays similar to the free appendages in Triglid^e; the uppermost
longest, li in head; the lowermost shorter, 2^ in head.
Color blackish, lining membranes of body dusky. Dorsals black,
with a broad, whitish median band which disappears posteriorly
on the spinous dorsal and anteriorly on the soft dorsal; mem))rane
posterior to last dorsal spine white.
Anal black, with a broad, white,
longitudinal band near its base.
Caudal dusky at base, broadly suffused with lilackish posteriorly, middle part wdiitish. Pectoral dusky,
the upper anterior part whitish, ])lotched with black; free rays black.
Of this very remarkable fish two specimens are known; they were
taken in the Kuro Shiwo, or Black Current, at a depth of 290 fathoms
off the coast of Misaki, Sagami Province, Japan, by Prof. Kakichi
Mitsukuri, One of these specimens is in the Imperial University of
Tokyo, the other was presented by Professor Mitsukuri to Leland
Stanford Junior Universit}^, where it is registered as Type No. 6432.
The specimen in the Imperial Museum has, according to our notes,
a conspicuous barbel at the tip of the maxillary. No trace of such a
barbel is to be found on the type.
igrallator^ one who walks on stilts.)

SUMMARY.
Family CottidyE.
Stlengis

1.

1.

osensis

Jordan and Starks; Suruga Bay.
2.

2.

Jordan and Starks.

Schmidtiu Jordan and Starks.

misakia Jordan and Starks; Sagami Bay.
3.

Archisles

Jordan and Gilbert.

JAPANESE. SCULPINS—JORDAN

NO. 1358.

3. jtliDuarhi.t

iJordan

and

Daruma Jordan and

Starks.

Ricuzenlux Jordan and Starks.

5.

phietonuii

Jordan and Starks;

INIatsushiiua Bay.
ArtedlelluH Jordan.

6.

6.
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myuinia Jordan and Starks; Sagaini Bay, Owari liay, Totonii Bay.

4.

5.

STARKS.

Ushishir Island.

Gill)ert;
4.

AND

padficns Gilbert.
7.

7.

Icehts

Kr0yer.

spiniger Gilbert.
8.

8.

Stelgistrum

Jordan and Gilbert; Robben Island, Peter the Great Bay.

stcjiiegeri

Triglops Reinhardt.

9.

9.

heani Gilbert;

Robben

Island.
Prionistius (Bean).

10.
10.

Jordan! Schmidt; Peter the Great

11. gUherti

Jordan and Starks; Hakodate.

Enophrys Swainson.

12.

daviger (Cuvier

and Valenciennes); Robben
13.

13. diceraus (Pallas);
14.

namii/ci

Robben

Island.

Ceratocottus Gill.

Island.

Jordan and Starks; Nemuro, Soya.
14.

15.

Bay (Vladivostok).

Hemilepidotus Cuvier.

11.

12.

Jordan and Gilbert.

nnsaius (Richardson);

Trachidervius Heckel.

Chikugo R.
15.

Cottux Linnaeus.

Jordan and Starks; Niigata.
Tana R., Semida R., Kitakami
Kamashiro.

16. kazika
17.

polhu: Giinther;

16.
18. remil

rranidea

R.,

De Kay.

(Hilgendorf).

19. dyboicsHi

(Hilgendorf).
17.

20. fujiyamsc

Rheopresbe Jordan and Starks.

Jordan and Starks; Odawara.
18.

Myoxocephulns

21. polyacanthocephalns (Pallas);

Robbou

Steller.

Island.

jaok (Cuvier and Valenciennes); Robben Island.
23. edomius Jordan and Starks; Mororan, Hakodate.
22.

Kami

R., Xiigata, Aomori,
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f>

(Herzenstein) Same, Mororan, Hakodate, Iturup.
raninus Jordan and Stark?; Aomori, Mororan, Hakodate.

24. nivosus
25.

vol.xxvii.

;

26. slelleri Tilesins.

27. hrandti (Steindachner).

Megalocoftus Gill.

19.

28. j}latycephalus (Pallas).

Jordan and Starkw.

20. Ainocottus

Jordan and Starks; Hakodate.

29. ensiger

21.
30.

PorocoUns

tentarulatus (Kner).
22. Argyrocottun

31. zanderi

Herzenstein.

Herzenstein; Iturup Island.
23.

32. hathyblus

{Gunther);

Zesticelus

Jordan and Everniann.

Misaki.

off

24.
33.

Gill.

Coituncuhis Collett.

hrephocephalus Jordan and Starks; Suruga Bay.

Gyninocanthns Swainson.

25.

34. pistilliger (Pallas);

Kobben

Island.

Hakodate; Same, Otaru.
Jordan and Starks; Hakodate.

35. intermedius (Schlegel);
36. herzensteini

26.

37.

allisi.

Crossias

Jordan and Starks; Hakodate, Same.
27.

38. gonez

Jordan and Starks.

Cottiuscidus Schmidt.

Schmidt; Peter the Great Bay.
Jordan and Starks; Matsushima Bay.

39. fichmidti

28. ElopJiichfJiys

Jordan and Starks.

40. elongafHs (Steindachner).
29. Alcichthys

41. alcicornis

Jordan and Starks.

(Herzenstein); Same, Hakodate.
30.

Furcina Jordan and Starks.

Jordan and Starks; Myiako, Wakanoura, Hakodate.
Jordan and Starks; Hakodate, Misaki.

42. ishikawce
43. osimu'

31.

44. maschalis!

Ocynectes

Jordan and Starks; Enoshima, Wakanoura.
32.

45. j)ercoides

Jordan and Starks.

Pseudohlennius Schlegel.

Gunther; Tokyo, Matsushima, Misaki, Wakanoura, Tsuruga, Hiro-

shima, Nagasaki.
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Misaki, Matsushima, Onomichi, Aomori, EnoHliima,
46. cottoides (Kichardson )
Tokyo, Yokohama; Tsuruga, Hakodate.
47. zonostigma Jordan and Starks; Misaki, Nagasaki.
;

48.

marmoraius (Doderlein) Misaki, Enoshiina.
Jordan and Starks; Totomi Bay.
;

49. totomlus

Pcro Jordan and 8tarks.

38.
50. elegans

(Steindachner)

;

Tokyo, Aomori, Kitami, Hakodate.

34.
51. ccnlrojiniiiKs

Vellitnr

Jordan and Starks.

(Richardson); Misaki, Tokyo.
35. HistiocoUns Gill.

52.

hilohns

(Cnvier and Valenciennes).
36.

53. dracixeus

Jordan and Starks; Aomori, Hakodate, Itnrnp Island.
37.

54. prihUorluii

Nautitriifi

55. rillosiin (Pallas);

He initripternsi

Cuvier.

Hakodate; Mororan, Nemuro,
39.

56. jHD'iKlo.cKii

Jordan and Evermann.

(Jordan and Gilbert).
38.

]\Iatsuslnina I>ay.

PsycJirolutcs Giinther.

Giinther.
40.

57. grallalor

Blepsias Cuvier.

Ereunias Jordan and Snyder.

Jordan and Snyder; Misaki.

NOTES ON THE BATS COLLECTED BY WTLLIAiM PALMER
IN CUBA.

By Gerrtt

S.

Miij.ku, Jr.,

Assistant Curator, Dirisioti nf MavDiials.

important collections of Cuban bats have

Two

recentlj-^

been made

by Mr. "William Palmer, of the United States National Museum. The
first, numbering- -1:49 specimens, was brought together during Fel)ruary, March, April, May, June, and July, 1900, in the region south
and west of Habana, and on the Isle of Pines." During this exj^ediThe second
tion Mr. Palmer was accompanied by Mr. J. H. Riley.
collection, 184 specimens, was made in Februar}^, 1902, at the extreme
eastern end of Cuba.^ Fifteen species were obtained in all, several of
which prove to be of unusual interest. In the following account of
this material the field observations made by Mr. Palmer are given in
full,

each note signed with

its

author's name.

VESPERTILIO CUBENSIS
1839. Sc.otojjhilus cnbemis

Gray, Ann. Nat.

(Gray).

Hist., IV,

ji.

7,

September, 1839;

Cuba.
1892.

Vesperugo fusais cubensis

316,

1897.

December

Yei^pertiUo fuscus cubensis

October

Chapman,

Bull.

Amer. Muh. Nat.

Hist., IV, p.

29, 1892.

Miller, North American Fauna, no.

13, p. 102,

16, 1897.

A skin from Pinar

Rio and a specimen in alcohol, and one skin
each from El Guama and El Cobre. The three skins show that the
color of the Cuban animal is practically identical with that of the large
Mexican Vespertilio mlradorensis. It is therefore nmch darker than
del

For measurement see table, page 33S.
Field notes. One of the few species seen flying at dusk. Besides
One was
the five specimens taken, three or four others were seen.
in V. fuscus.

—

captured in a net set at the eaves of a tile roof. Others were seen
about tobacco houses and palm trees. One was netted in the center of
a natural rock tunnel,

fed largely on bats.

—

which was the home of
W. Palmer.

a l)arn owl, a bird that

«The localities at which bats were taken are as follows: Cabanas, El (iuania,
Guanajay, Mariel, Pinar del Kio, and San Diego de los Baiios on the mainland, and
Nueva Gerona on the Isle of Pines.
^ Exact localities, Baracoa and El Col)re.
Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol. XXVII— No. 1359.
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NYCTICEIUS CUBANUS

VOL. XXVII.

(Gundlach).

Gundlach, Monatsber. k. Preuss. Akad. Wissensch. Bernear Cardenas, Cuba.
1897. Nycticeius humeraUs cubanus Miller, North America Fauna, no. 13, p.
120, October 16, 1897.
1861.

Vesperus cubanus

lin, p. 150;

Twenty-six specimens (16 skins) from Pinar del Kio, and one skin
from Cabanas. This series makes a satisfactory comparison of the
Cuban jVi/eticeius with its mainland representative for the first time
possible.
The Cuban animal proves to be, as Gundlach's description
indicates, considerably^ smaller than Nycticeius humeralis^ but in color

the two species are identical, and in external form the only difference
that I can detect

is

the slightly less breadth of the ear and tragus in

N. ciibanus. The skull and teeth are conspicuously smaller in the
Cuban bat, but in form there appears to be perfect agreement. For
measurements see table below.
Field notes. The specimens from Pinar del Rio were all taken from
the eaves of a tiled roof where several species of bats of different genera
spent the day.
In the evening they usually began to fl}" when it was
The single
quite dark, so that one was seldom seen on the wing.
specimen from Cabanas was captured in a ruined house. W. Palmer.

—

—

Measurements of Vespertilio cubensis, Nycticeius cubanus, and

Locality.

N humeralis.

Number.

^

mm mm mm mm
Vespertilio
bensis.

c«-

103809

Female

m,m

mm mm mm mm mm

105 47.0 19.0 10.0 47.0 9.0 45.0

80

70

60

Rio.

Do
Do
Do
Nycticeius
banus.

Pinar del

C

El Guama.

do
cu-

Do

....

El Cobre

.

Cabanas

..

Pinar del

103810 Male ...
103807 ....do..,
113851 ....do...
103797 Female
1037S1 ....do..,

117 47.0 19.0 9.8
103 44.0 18.8 9.0
104 45.0 20.0 10.0
12.0 6.0
78 26.

10.

45.0 8.0
43.
8.0
44.0 7.4
32.0 6.0

45.0
41.0
44.0
30.0

77
75

15.4

n.o

81
55

6.2 31.0 6.0 29.0

Rio.

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Nycticeius humeralis.

Do
Do
Do
Do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

....
....
....

....
....
....
....
....

....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....

Lemon

103782 ....do...
103783 ....do..,
103786 ....do...
103789 ...do...
103784 Male ..,
103-785 ....do..,
103787 ....do...
103788 ....do...
103799 ....do..,
103801 ...do..,
103802 ...do...
1037O8 Female,
103''99 ....do..,
103800 ....do..,
103803 ...do...
103804 ....do..,
103805 ....do..,
102710 Male ..,

28.011.0 7.0 31.0 6.0 30.0
31.011.6 7.031.0 6.4 30.0
29.011.0 7.0|30.6 5.0 30.0
28.

10.

7.0:32.0 6.0 28.0

30.011.0 7.0 30.01
30.011.0 6.0 29.0
3 25.

11.

6.4|29.0

27.
27.
5. 4 28.
5.

5.

27.011.0 6.8 30.0 5,0 28.0
29.010.6 6.0|28. 6, 5. 4 28.
29. Oj

9.0

6.

4 32.

5.

4 28.

30.010.0 5. 6,29. 6 5.0 31.0
32 010.0 5.631.0 4.4 28.0
33.

11.

6. 0|32.

6.

29.

31.011.0 6.4 32.0 5.8 31.0
33.011.0 5.4 31.0 5. 6 29.
5.
30.
29. OiO.6 5. 6 32.
30.
39.

10.
12.

35.

12.

6.
8.

32.
36.

6.

28.

6.

6 35.

57

47:
48'

54'

48

55,

54
52

47;
48,
46'

55!

47,

55|

47,

39
37
;....
35
38 ....!.......

52

44

37....''.... ....

55!

50'

54j

4211.0 8.0 7.0
39|l2.0

9.0 8.0

4011.0

8.2! 7.4
8.81 8.0

44,10.4

4311.0 9.0 8.0
3911.810.0 7.4
4211.0 9.0 7.6
0| 9.4 8.0
13.0,10.6 10.0

12.

Cltv, Fla.

do
do
do
do

....
....
....
....

102711 ....do..,
102712 ....do..,
102713 ....do..
102709 Female

33.6

35.011.6
35.

12.

39.012.4

35.'

34.0
35.0
33.0
34.0

45 15. 10.
13.010.0 10.0
49113.010.0 10.0
.5014.010.0 10.0

...
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MOLOSSUS TROPIDORHYNCHUS
1839. Molossustri)pl(lnrliij)irhtis(}R.\y,

Ann. Nat.

Ilint.,

339

Gray.

IV,

September, 1839.

p. 6,

Fourteen skins and eleven iilcoholic specimens from Pinar del Kio,
and five (8 skins) from El Cobre. This is the Cuban representative
It is readily distinguishable from the South
of Ifolossus ohscurus.
American species by its much smaller size. For measurements see
table, page 340.
Field notes. Probably the most abundant of the species living
together under a tile roof at Pinar del Kio.
Like the others they
emerge suddenly from their roosting place very late in the dusk of
evening, and after flitting a few times about the roof are gone.
At El Cobre the specimens were likewise collected under the tiles of a

—

roof.

— W.

Palmek.

PROMOPS GLAUCINUS
1843. DysojxH glaucinus

(Wagner).

Wagner, Wiegmann's Archiv

fiir

Naturgesch., 1843,

I,

p. 368.

1861.

Molossm ferox Gundlach,

Monatsber.

Berlin, p. 149 (not of Tschudi, 1844-1846)

One specimen

(in

k.
;

Akad.

Wissensch.

was taken under a tile roof at Pinar
For measurements see table, page 340.

alcohol)

Rio, February 27, 19(»0.

NYCTINOMUS MUSCULUS
1861.

Preuss.

Cuba.

del

Gundlach.

Nydinomns musculus Gundlach, Monatsber.

k. Preuss.

Akad. Wissen.ych.

Berlin, p. 149.
1902. Ni/ctinomus musculus

December

Miller, Proc. Biol. Soc. "Washington,

XV,

p. 248,

16, 1902.

Three in alcohol and five skins from El Guama, one skin from Cabaand one (in alcohol) from Pinar del Rio.
This species is readily distinguishable from both Nyctinmnus hasiliensis and JS^. cynocephalus by its small size, the character pointed out
by Gundlach in the original description, A further peculiarity of the
Cuban animal, apparently shared b}' all the AV^est Indian memb(>rs of
the group, is the minute size and rudimentar}^ structure of the first
upper premolar. In the continental species this tooth is well ihneloped and provided with a distinct cingulum, Avhile in the insidar forms
it is a mere terete spicule.
For measurements see table, page 840.
nas,

—

Field notes. Occasionally seen about dark among the hard limestone hills of the mountainous districts.
Here it spends the day in
the smaller crevices of the caves, with Artlheus j)ari'ijk-'<.
could

We

none during the day, although the Aj'fiheus was common and conspicuous, ])iit by closing all but one of the entrances to a cave and
hanging a tine net over this opening at night we usually obtained one
or more of these little bats the next morning.
The specimen from
Cabanas was captured in a house. W. Palmku.
find

—
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This specimen shows that the genus Nyctiellm, founded by Gervais
for the reception of his VespertUio hqudus^ is distinct

with which

commonly

it is

about equal to l^ipidreUa.^

united.

from Xatalm,

JVyctlellus lejndus is a small ])at

/lespe/'io^

or Thyroptera discifera in

size,

more slender, delicate form than either of these. The legs are
proportioned to the body about as in the two animals just mentioned
and therefore show none of the elongation characteristic of the posterior extremities in NatalAis.
The ear is small in size and simple in
thoug-h of

structure, closely resembling that of Pijjidrellm hesj^erm in general
outline,

though somewhat shorter and broader.

The

anterior border

of the ear conch arises directly over the eye, therefore slightly farther
forward than in N'atalns^ and the posterior border terminates behind

base of tragus instead of noticeably in front.

As

a result the ear

opens outward with scarcely a trace of the peculiar funnel form
noticeable in the other member.s of the family Hatalidae.
The tragus,
however, appears to be much like that of Natalus. So far as can
be determined from the dried specimen the lips are simple and
there is no glandular outgrowth on forehead.
Color, light raw-sienna
throughout, the dorsal surface distinctly clouded with sepia.
Skull (Plate IX, tig. 2) essentially as in JVatalus., but with brain case

reduced in size and rostrum so greatly broadened that the lachrymal
is nearly equal to the width of brain case above roots of zygo-

width

A

mata.

suggestion of this broadening of the rostrum

though

JVatalus tuniidlrostrls,

is

found

in

in this animal the general proportions

of the Natalus skull are not departed from.

Dentition as in Hatalus,
but anterior premolar, both above and below, smaller than in any
of the genus with

species

jaw

which

this tooth is distinctl}" smaller

Fldd notes. — About

In the upper
I am acquainted.
than the outer incisor.

a dozen were seen, late in the e\enings, along

Nueva Gerona,

the shore of the river at

Isle of Pines.

very low, about bushes, and close to buildings.
rarely seen for

ground.
tinally

All

more than an

of a porch.

to shoot one

eti'orts

captured

— W.

in

instant as

a

l)uttertly net

it

is

were unsuccessful, l)ut one was
as it was traversing the length

Palmer.

Chiloni/ctn-is hoothi

Berlin, p. 154;

Gundlach.

Gundlach, JMonatsber.

k.

PreusH. Akad. Wissenseh.

Fundador, Cuba.

1902. Chiloni/rteris hoothi

September

it

rises against a light back-

CHILONYCTERIS BOOTHI
1861.

This bat Hies

Therefore,

IMiller, Proc. Acad.

Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, p. 401,

12, 1902.

Four specimens (2 skins) from Baracoa. These, as I have recently
pointed out, differ from the Jamaican ChlJonyctci'is jHU-nrJIti in the
noticeably less ci-owding of the lower premolars.
In the »famaic;ui
animal the tirst lower premolar is in contact with the third and the
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crowded quite out of the tooth row on lingual side. In C.
is separated from the third hy a distinct
Otherwise the
interval, in which lies the slightly displaced second.
two species appear to be closely similar. For measurements see table,

second

is

hoothl the first premolar

page 343.

—

Field notes. Four specimens were obtained at the mouth of the cave
near Baracoa, described under the next species. They did not emerge
until well after dark, and none were captured while anj^ trace of daylight remained.

— W.

Palmer.

CHILONYCTERIS MACLEAYII
1839.

ChilorDjcteris

Gray.

madeay'd Gray, Ann. Nat. Hist., IV,

p. 5,

September, 1839;

Cuba.

Eight (6 skins) from Guanajay and Aft}' (6 skins) from Baracoa.
In both series, as shown b}' the table of measurements (page 343), a
larger and smaller form may be distinguished, the diflerences between
which are fairly constant and quite independent of age and sex. Mr.
Oldlield Thomas, who kindly compared some of Mr. Palmer's skins
with the type in the British Museum, writes me that the name was
originally based on a large specimen.

—

Field notes. At Guanajay this was evidently a rare species. We
found it in only one locality, a deep, damp cave in Guanajay Mountain, where it lived in company with thousands of PJiyllonycteris poeyi.
The white bat was somewhat readily captured with a dip net, and
occasionally, but rarely, we secured a specimen of the smaller animal.
A few miles east of Baracoa, on a broad, well-wooded hill, is a hole
At
in the porous limestone some 8 feet in diameter and 20 in depth.
the bottom, on one side, is the opening to a cave which extends an
unknown distance, as I could find no one who had ever explored it.
At the time of my visits, late on two afternoons, a slight colunm of
mist was rising from the openings, showing that it was a damp cave
Leading to the mouth of the
similar to the one visited at Guanajay.
This extends
in
the
surface
of the rock.
irregular
trough
an
cave is
furnishes
and
shows
that
the
cave
back
into
the
woods,
distance
some
people
living
immediate
region.
The
drainage
for
the
natural
the
abundance
three
kinds
of
bats
in
great
of
the
existence
of
near knew
Armed with an ordinary butterfly net, during two evenin this cave.
able
ings 1 was
to secure no less than 142 bats, representing six
species {Chilonatahts micropus, Mormoops cinnamomea, Ohilonycteris
hoothi.^ 0. macleayii, Monaphyllus cuhanus, and Phyllonycteris poeyi).,
as they emerged from the perpendicular opening. Before dark, while
there was still light enough to see distinctly, the small CMlonycteris
began to come out, at first singly or a few at a time, often hesitating
and returning below again for another effort, then in greater num-
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as it became darker, in an almost continuous stream,
few quick sweeps of the net it was possible to secure
At iirst no other species occurred with them, but
several specimens.
as the gloom thickened and it became impossible to see the })ats other
kinds emerged and were captured by random strokes of the net.
W Palmer.
l)ers, Jind finally,

so that with a

.

Measurements of Chilonatalus, Nyctiellus, Chilomjderis, and Mormoops.
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Field noteK. Among the 142 bats captured in two evenings at the
mouth of the cave described in my account of Chilonycteris madeayii
were tive of this species. They were among the last to leave the cave
as none were taken while it was light enough to see the orilice.
W. Palmer.

MACROTUS WATERHOUSII
Gray, Proc. Zool.

1843. Macrotu!^ vaterhoimi

Soc.

Gray.

London,

p. 21; Haiti.

Eight specimens from the following localities: Guanajay, 3 (1 skin);
El Cobre, 2 (1 skin); Nueva Gerona, Isle of Pines, 3 (2 skins).
In the absence of the material required for a revision of the West
Indian forms of Macrotus the Cuban species ma}- stand as M. loaterJiousii.
The reasons for rejecting the generic name Otopterus have
been given by Dr. F. W. True in Harrison Allen's Monograph of the
Bats of North America (p. 33, March 14, 1894).
Field notes.- Two were driven out of a large cave, inhabited principally by Artiheus^ on Guanajay Mountain, April 37, 1900, and
captured in a dip net. While in the net one of these gave birth to a
single young.
On the Isle of Pines a large cave was visited on the mountain side
near Nueva Gerona, July 3, 1900. We were told that an abundance
of bats had often been seen there, but all our efforts could frighten
out only live, three of which were this species.
The only ones seen in eastern Cuba were captured in an old runway
of a copper mine at El Cobre.
They were with many individuals of
Artiheus, and in the dim light of our lamps it was difficult to detect
and capture the smaller species. W. Palmer,

—

—

MONOPHYLLUS CUBANUS

Miller.

Miller, Proc. Acad. Nat.

1902. Monophyllus ciibanus

Sci.

Philadelphia,

p. 410.

Issued September 12, 1902; Baracoa, Cuba.

For measurements see
page 346.
Field notes. This bat was abundant in the damp cave described
under Chilonycteris macleayi. It was the second species to leave the
cave, and in numbers was probably about equal to the ChilonycteiHS.
It is a strong, muscular bat, and very hard to kill, especially when one
W.
is in a great hurry, as we were during our visits to the cave.
Palmer.
Fifty -six specimens were taken at Baracoa.

table,

—

—

PHYLLONYCTERIS POEYI

Gundlach.

Akad. Wissensch.
Fundador, Cuba.

1861. Phli/Uonycteris] poeyi Gvnd-lxch, Monatsber. k. Preuss.

Berlin, (1860), p. 817; Cafetal St.

Antonio

el

Two hundred and twenty-six (74 skins) from a cave near Guanajay,
four skulls found in owl pellets at El Guama, and twenty-six sjjecimens
(7 skins)

from Baracoa.

For measurements

see table, page 346.
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As may be seen from

the figure (Plate IX) Gundlach's des(;ription of
and calcar of this bat was correct. Dobson's suggestion
Unforthat the type was mutihited" is therefore quite unwarranted.
tuiiatel}'/^. sezehonil is still unrepresented in recent collections, though
related forms are known from the Bahamas, Jamaica, Santo Domingo,
and Porto Rico. No representative of P.jjocu'i has been taken outside
the iioseleaf

of Cul)a.

In color the skins are so uniform that the description of one will
Fur everj^where grayish white, the
answer for the entire series.
hairs of crown and back distinctly washed with clay color at tip, those
of the shoulders very slightly so; on under parts the wash is pale
P^ars and membranes
cream-butf, with a suggestion of ecru-drab.
light brown, the outermost phalanges and neighboring portion of

membrane

whitish.

Throughout the pelage, but more particularly

on the back, the hairs have a

silkj"

texture which produces silvery

reflections in certain lights.

—

Field notes. Very abundant in a wet, ill- ventilated cavern on GuanMountain. On entering this cave, the vertical opening of
which, about 12 feet across, was concealed by bushes, we descended
about 25 feet, and were then standing some 20 feet above the lowest
The slight noise which we made disturbed the bats in the inner
level.
chambers, and we could distinctly hear the rum])ling made by their
wings. As we proceeded this sound increased, until, when we reached
the inner and thickly populated chambers, it became a grand, rushing,

aja}^

roar of thousands on thousands of wildly flying animals.

inner

chamber

it

to the real floor

To

reach the

was necessary for us to descend from the first landing
of the cavern, and there light our candles, for not a

From the
little fresh air penetrated so far.
we worked our way over many guano-covered, damp bowlders

ray of light and very
floor

and through arches and narrow passages up to a sloping shelf, where,
owing to the low roof, a man could not stand upright. By this time the
bad air and excessive warmth was telling on us, and we were in a most
profuse perspiration. The bats were now thoroughly aroused, and the
noise of their wings was astounding.
Many were darting out through
the passage by which we had entered.
Placing our candles where they
would be somewhat protected and partially blocking some of the openings with nets,

we began swinging a dip
About

net in every direction, trusting

to chance to secure specimens.

usally resulted

m

fifteen

minutes of such work

the capture of 20 to 30 bats, nearly

all

of this species,

our complete exhaustion, our clothing soaked with perspiration and filth and our lungs scarcely able to breath in the foul air.
By this time the bats would have passed into inner chambers and inacBefore
cessible recesses where very few could be followed and taken.
June 7, all the females were big with a single young, but after this
and also

in

aCatal. Chiropt. Brit. Mus., 1878, p. 502.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvii— 03
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date

we found

the pink, almost hairless

little

VOL. XXVII.

ones of different sizes

hanging to the roof and scattered over much of its surface. On our
last visit, late in June, the cave was so hot as to be unbearable.
This bat was not seen at Pinar del Kio, but from pellets of the Cuban
barn owl we procured several skulls.
Among the specimens captured at the mouth of the damp cave near
Baracoa (described under Chilonyeteris madeayli) were many of this
It was among the last to leave the cave, and we were quite
species.
unalde to see them as they emerged, depending on chance and rapid
movements of the net to secure them. On one side of the vertical
opening of this cave grew a large tree whose roots descended like a
stream into the cavit3^ The people of the neighborhood assured me
that the majas (the Cuban boa, Epi crates angnlifer) coil themselves
1 was told
these roots and grab at the bats as the^^ fly out.
manner.
Palmer.
in
this
W.
secures
a
bat
frequently
snake
that a

among

—

Measurements of Monophijllus and Phyllonycteris.
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BRACHYPHYLLA NANA
1902. Brarhi/phylhi

nana Millek, TnK-.

Issued September 12, 1902; El
1902. Brarhiij>hijll(i

December

A

Ac'ikI.

Biol.

347

EU.

Miller.
^'at.

Guama, Cuba.

nana Miixek, Proc.

I.

Sc-i.

riiihvU'lphia,

\>.

409.

p.

249.

(Skull.)

Soc.

AVa.>jlHiijiti)ii,

X\',

(External ebaracters.

KJ, 1902.

single imperfect skull

was found

in

an owl pelk't procured at EI

Guama.

— In

Guama. amon<>- the mountains
rocky mass through which the waters of
the valle}' once flowed, leaving now a large opening through Avhich a
man can readily walk. It is a favorite custom of the bats to fly through
this opening, and a net })laeed there often entangled a specimen or
two, though it failed to secure this species. A Cuban barn owl had
its roosting place on a small shelf of rock, and on the ground l)eneath
were many disgorged pellets. These contained the bones of se\eral
species of birds, numerous rats {I/Lus alexandrinns)^ and a few ))ats,
Field

notcx.

a little valley at El

north of Pinar del

among them

liio, is a

a single skull of this species.

—W. Palmer.

ARTIBEUS PARVIPES
1902. Artiheus parvipc'^

December

Rehx, Proc. Acad.

12, 1902;

Rehn.

Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1902 -

639.

Santiago de Cuba.

One hundred and seventy specimens from the folloNving localities:
El Guama, 26 (14 skins); Pinar del Rio, 1; San Diego de los Baiios,
17 (7 skins); Guanajay, S3 (32 skins); Mariel, 8 (4 skins); Nueva
Gerona, Isle of Pines, 1; Baracoa, 11 (4 skins); El Cob re, 23 (3 skins).
The Jamaican material at hand is not sufliciently extensive to fm*nish a satisfactor}- basis for comparison of the Cuban specimens \nt\\
true Artibt'U^Ja//u(icc/i/<i.'<, but I see no reason to question ]Mr. Kehn's
conclusions.

For measurements

see table,

page 348.

—

Field notes. In western Cuba this is the commonest bat; found
everywhere in the lim(\stone caves of the mountains, where they can
be seen hanging from tiie roof singly or in bunches. One was caught
in a net "placed over the edge of a tile roof at Pinar del Rio, where it
had spent the day with many individuals of other si)ecies. These bats
are also common in places remote from caves, as in the dilapidated
warehouses at Mariel and Caloma. on the north and south coasts,
respectively.
Two were found in a cave on a mountain side on the
Isle of Pines.
We saw none of these bats roosting in trees, })ut they
evidently capture

much

of their food

among

flowering trees, as their

fur often contains pollen and parts of flowers.

These arc also <^ound

abundanth' on the floors of caves where the bats roost.
In eastern Cuba Aiilhntfi y>^//vvj(><^v is common in all the oner rock
openings about Baracoa. hut it does not occur in the damp cave
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described under Chilmiycteris macleayii. At El Cobre it is a common
inhabitant of the old runwaj^s and shafts of the copper workings. It
rareh' emerges until after dark, ]>ut several were one evening seen to

Their
leave a cave on a hillside and return after a short trip abroad.
their
wings
they
hears
the
rush
of
as
often
and
one
strong,
is
flight
swiftlv curve

by

in the darkness.

— W. Palmer.

Measurements of Artibens 2>ampes.
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LIST OF np:MIPTERA-HETEROPTERA OF LAS VE(;AS
HOr SPRLNGS, NEW MEXICO, (COLLECTED BY MESSRS.

SCHWARZ AND HERI^ERT

E. A.

By
Provdd

PiiTLir R.

S.

BARBER.

Uhler,

the J'lahodi/ Institute, Bdlthnorc, Mfirylaml.

(if

This small but instructive collection, now
National

Museum, from

in

the United States

a restricted locality' hitherto neglected adds

another link in the chain of evidence explaining the (ecology and
sources of distribution of a considerable numl>er of local and widely

dispersed forms of Hemiptera.
that all specimens

Hotel, which

is

1

were collected

situated at the

am informed

b}'

Mr. E. A. Schwarz

in the vicinity of the

mouth

Montezuma

of the (lallinas River can3^on,

at an altitude of 6,7T0 feet.

Viewing- the materials here presented, I
character of the collection.

upland

II.

jyroteus Stal,

am

impressed by the mixed
are the ]Mexican

Homa^mus

and the Rocky Mountain

If.

InjuglK Uhler.

represented by onh' the far western (\ exteroid I^hler.
species of Ihdlsus appear, the P. cyu!cus Say, an Alleghanian

Coi'imeJaena

Two

In the genus

is

form, and the Canadian C. hractecdus Fitch, which by the aid of a
larger series of recently collected specimens seems to
distinct species.

The

interesting genus DciKlrocm'h

the presence of the Californian-desert species,

and by the eastern D.

The

Iniiiiti'dlis

))e

is

a sutficientl}''

signalized

I), frutlcos^is

by

Bergroth,

Uhler.

when broadly considered, is seen to consist of widely
distributed Rocky Mountain forms with a mixture of some far western
and a few eastern species. The usual number of North American
collection

genera appear here as
the aquatic, riparian,

is

generally the case in western collections, but

and hypogean forms are scarcely represented.

PACHYCORID.E.
HOMiEMUS PROTEUS Stal.

Family

Homa'mwi proteus StAl,

A common

Stett.

Ent. Zeit.,

XXIII,

18(52, p. .S2.

insect in man}- parts of eastern Mexico, extending over

Texas and Arizona, and now for the tirst time found
Las Vegas Hot S])rings, New Mexico. August (Ml The writer
has examined, also, specimens from the vicinity of Matamoras, from
Tepic in southwestern Mexico, and from the vicinity of Cape St. Lucas,
Lower California. It is everywhere exceptionally variable, both in
form and pattern of markings.
the t)()undary into

at

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol. XXVII— No. 1360.
849
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HOM^MUS
Iloma'mioi hijugh

Uhlek, Hayden,

BIJUGIS

vol. XXVII.

Uhler.

Bull. Geol. Surv. Terr.,

Montana, 1872,

p. 393.

was secured September 8. This is also a variable
and ornamentation. It has been collected near and on the
foothills and also at considerable elevations in the Kocky Mountains of
Colorado and farther north.

One

.spec-iiiien

species in size

Family

CORIMELvENIDiE.

CORIMELiENA EXTENSA.
Corimelmia extenm Uhler, Proc. Ent. Soc, Phila.,

One specimen was caught August

7.

II, 1867, p. 155.

It is a

common

species near

Its
the Paciiic coast, being found from Oregon to Lower California.
affinities are so close with C. alhipennls Eschscholtz, of Chile, that it

Some of the
ma}^ prove to be only a modified form of that species.
specimens from California and Oregon have the stripe on the coriuiij.
tinged with rufous.

Family CYDNID.F.

AMNESTUS PUSILLUS
Amnestus pusillus Uhler, Hayden, Bull.

Two

Hurv. Terr., 1875, p. 278.

(Teol.

specimens were collected August

Uhler.

This

13.

is

a

common

low-

land species in Texas and the Southern States.

Family

PENTATOMID^.

PODISUS CYNICUS

Say.

Podisnx cynicKS Say, Heteropt. Hemipt., N. Amer., 1831,

A male
August

of this species was secured on

August

p. 3.

11,

and a female on

ll.

It has

in Massachusetts, New York, PennJersey, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, upper Mary-

been found previously

sylvania, northern

New

land, Missouri, Virginia,

and Colorado.

PODISUS BRACTEATUS

Fitch.

Podisus bracteatm Fitch, Third N. Y. Eeport, 1859,

p. 18.

Four specimens, one a female, were collected August 3 and 11.
This species is shorter and proportionally broader than the preceding
one, and it seems to be intermediate between P. cynieus Say and P.
All the species vary in color, and somewhat in degree
crocatus Uhler.
The middle of the sinuated
of punctation on the upper surface.
margin of the segment

just anterior to the genitalia (male)

incised than in the preceding species.

is

more

NO.

l3.;o.

NE W MEXICA N HEMIPTERA—IIETEROPTERA— VHLER.
BANASA VARIANS

Bwiasa

niriaiis

Htal, Rio Heinipt.,

p. IL {J!,

I,

85

Stal.

il i

m iil inl iis

't^tal).

Three specimens with immature colors were found on Aug-ust 7.
Two others with more mature integuments were taken on the same
day.

THYANTA CASTA
Tliyanta cmta HtAl, Rtett. Ent. Zeit.,

XXIII,

One specimen was secured August

Stal.

18(i2, p. 104.

3.

DENDROCORIS HUMERALIS
Dendrocorh

luivieraliHV'B.i.v.H,

Haydeu,

Uhler.

Bull. Geol. Surv. Terr., 1877, p. 400.

Four specimens were taken August 6. The specimens of this speIjrought together from the Northern, Eastern, Middle, and
Southern States show a moderate amount of modification of the
lateral thoracic angles and some deviation in grouping of punctures,
as well as more or less sutiusion of rufous on the prouotum and

cies

hemelytra.

DENDROCORIS FRUTICICOLA

Bergroth.

Dendrocork friitmeola Bergroth, Revue d'Ent., 1891,

p. 228.

Two specimens of the plain

colored Aariet}" were captured August 13.
This species extends in distribution, localh', from arid southern
California through Arizona to the vicinity of Las Vegas,

PERIBALUS LIMBOLARIUS

Stal.

PerihahiK Ihnholarins StIl, Enuin. Heinipt., II, 1872, p.

One specimen was taken August

New Mexico.

."54.

6.

reported to have been taken in (California and Mexico.
The writer has examined specimens from Lower California, Colorado,
Texas, most of the States east of the Mississippi River, New England,
This species

is

and Lower Canada.

Family COREID^E.

CORYNOCORIS DISTINCTUS
Corynocorifi

dixtl)icti(!<

Dam.as,

Brit.

Mus.

One specimen was secured August

Dallas.

List, II, p. lb*.

12.

CHARIESTERUS ANTENNATOR
CharieKtems aiiteniidlor FAitRicirs, Syst.

Hliyii<r.,

Only a single specimen, taken August

\>.

Fabricius.
19S.

8, is in

the collection.
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ARCHIMERUS CALCARATOR
Archimervs ralcarator Fabricius, Syst. Rhyng.,

One specimen

of fresh, pale color

Fabricius.

p. 192.

was captured August

LEPTOGLOSSUS CORCULUS
Leptoglnssiis ri>rctdvs Say, Heteropt.

One specimen and

a

Alydiis pinto

Uhler, Hayden, Geol. Surv. Montana,

A

Margiix incounjnruus Herrich-Schaeffer,

A

It is paler colored

7.

Wanz.

Insekt., VI, p. 14,

common

570.

Say.

^AY, Heteropt. Hemipt. N. Amer.,

specimen of the

fig.

state are in the collection.

HARMOSTES REFLEXULUS

August

1872, p. 401.

Herrich-Schaeffer.

Four specimens of the dark, mature
They were taken August 11.

reflcxiiluii

13,

Uhler.

male specimen was secured September
than the fully matured state usually presents.

HarmosteK

p. 12.

nympha were taken August

MARGUS INCONSPICUUS

2.

Say.

Hemipt. N. Amer.,

ALYDUS PLUTO

vol.xxvii.

p. 10.

greenish stage of color was secured

3.

CORIZUS HYALINUS

Fabricius.

Corizus hyaUnus Fabricius, Ent. Syst., II, p. 168.

The less mature, greenish state was found August 3. This is a cosmopolitan species which inhabits a consideral)le part of the more temperate regions of every one of the continents, not even excluding
Strange to say, it has not yet become domiciled in any
Australia.
part of the Atlantic region, although it occurs in Florida, the Gulf
A single specimen of the
States, Texas, the West Indies, and Mexico.
pale state was caught near Baltimore, Maryland, and a few others have
been reported from Massachusetts. Among the many collections that
I have made in most parts of New Jersey, 1 have thus far failed to
secure specimens of this species. It appeared to me in considerable
numbers on small plants at various places along the coastal plateau of
Santo Domingo, West Indies, in the spring months. In the Antilles
the darker colored and rufous varieties appear in moderate numbers.

Family

BERYTID^.

ACANTHOPHYSA ECHINATA

Uhler.

Acanthophysa echinaia Uhler, North Amer. Fauna, VII, Pt.

One specimen was secured August

3.

2, p.

261 (1893).

NO. 1360.
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Family LYGJ^^ID.^].

OXYCARENUS SCABROSUS,

new

species.

Elongate-ovate, witli the lu^ad inoderatelj- long, acute; color above
mostly pale straw yellow, the head rufous and the under side of the
Surface generally dull, not conspicuously pultescent
l)ody paler.

anywhere, somewhat powdered with white on sternum

Head

specimens.

in

mature
An-

long, tapering to tip, not distinctly punctate.

Rostium reaching
behind the middle coxa?, piceous. Legs piceous, short, the femora
Pronotum tinged with piceous, broad. Th(» posterior lobe
thick.
somewhat scabrous, much larger than the anterior lobe, with the surface very moderately convex and the posterior margin nearly straight,
traiis\ crse suture shallow.
Scutellum long, a little ting(^d with rufous,
the middle bearing a prominent granule. HemelA'tra Aery moderately
tenna' piceous, paler at base, moderatel}' short.

convex, spread with numerous sparse dark granules on the straw-yel-

Under

low ground.

side piceous black, the venter highly polished.

Length 3 mm; width 1 mm.
Three specimens were taken August
This species
that

when

sexes, that

is

less cylindrical

12.

than the other species.

a fuller series of this species
it

will ]>e seen to constitute a

is

new genus.

LIGYROCORIS SYLVESTRIS
Llgi/rocnri.t sj/JrcMris f>TAh,

Two

Eniim. Hemipt., IV,

specimens of this very

common

St£l.

p. 145.

insect

were found August

PTOCHIOMERA CLAVIGERA

w^as

captured August

2.

Uhler.

Ploclnnmera clarigera Uhlkr, Bull. Col. Exper. Station, Xo.

One specimen

It is possible

collected, including both

."U,

p. 24.

6.

TRAPEZONOTUS NEBULOSUS

Fallen.

Trapezonotuii nehuhmi^ F.vllex, ^[on. Cim., 1807, p. 05.

Two
This

specimens were secured August

common European

insect is

4.

now widely

distributed

in

the

United States, as it has been taken in most of the States from Maine
to Texas.
It occurs on the foothills and plains of Colorado in many
localities, and it is found also \n lower Canada.

EMBLETHIS ARENARIUS
EmhletJiis arenariiin VxFMKR, Eur.

One

.specimen

Hemipt.,

was found August

2.

p.

li'S.

Fieber.
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PERITRECHUS FRATERNUS

Uhler.

Peritredmsfrater ims Uhler, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 1871,

One specimen was taken August

EREMOCORIS FERUS

Say.

Eremocorinferus Say, Hemipt. Heteropt. N. Amer.,

Two

p. 16.

specimens of the dark variety were secured August

CRYPHULA PARALLELOGRAMMA
Cryplmla paraUeJogrcniima Stal,

Two

p. 103.

12.

Enum. Hem., IV,

specimens were taken August

2.

Still.

p. 165.

3.

LYG/EUS RECLIVATUS

Say.

Lygseus redivalus Hay, Journ. Acad. Phila., IV, 1825, p. 321.

One specimen was taken August

13.

LYGiEUS ADMIRABILIS

Uhler.

Lygseus admirabilis Uhler, Hayden, Report Geol. Montana, p. 405.

Several specimens were secured August 12.

LYGiEUS FACETUS
Lygseus

faceitis

Say, Heterop. Hemipt., p.

Five specimens of

this pretty insect

Say.

13.

were collected August

RHYPAROCHROMUS COMPACTUS,

new

Elongate subquadrate oval, black, cydniform.

14.

species.

Head much nar

rower than the front of pronotum, polished, the tylus narrow, promRostrum long and slender, reaching to the
inent, sharply defined.
intermediate cox».
Antennte piceous black, moderately slender,
about one and a half times as long as the pronotum, the basal joint
shorter than the head, the second a
shorter, the fourtli about the

little

same length

longer, the third a
as the third.

little

Pronotum

highly polished, moderately convex, the lateral margins gently curving, the anterior angles rounded, lateral

Scutellum dull

])lackish,

margin slenderly recurved.

scabrous before the base to the

tip.

Corium

minutely scabrous, the sutures deeply punctate.
Legs piceous, paler on tibise and tarsi. Venter hardly polished, dull
dull piceo-flavous,

black.
Length to tip of abdomen 3^ mm.
Width behind middle of abdomen 1^ mm.
Type.— Cat. No. 6849, U. S. N. m'
A single specimen was taken August 3.

Width of pronotum

1

mm.

NO.

:S7; ir

i.S(;o.

MEXIi

•.

1

;;

IlEMIPTKRA—IIETEROPrElL
Fiiniily

c('Hr/'(.s'

and

I

IILKR.

85

Herrich-Schaeffer.

IlKKKicri-SciiAEFFEK, Wail/. TiiHckt., VII, p.

Several >specimeus of thi« robust dark
G,

—

LARCtID^1<:.

LARGUS CINCTUS
Xar(/u.s

I

\-:iricty

(>,

lii;.

6811

wore taken Augu.st

2,

11.

Family CAPSID.E.

MIRIS INSTABILIS

Uhler.

Uhler, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 1871,
Reuter, Caps, ex Bor. Amer., p. 59.

Miris imiabilis
Mirisaffinis

One specimen

of the large variety

freshly excluded male on

August

was secured August

of C. vilJosa Reuter but

and a

species.

compact and stouter, dull red with

black markings, the under side mostly black, shining.
black, polished, short as seen

4,

3.

CLIVINEMA RUBIDA, new
Form

p. 104.

Head broad,

from above, convex between the

eyes,

Base of tylus
prominent, polished. Basal joint of antennre short, stout, the second
joint thick, cylindrical subclavate, about twice as long as the first,
Ijoth black, the third and fourth short, abruptly more slender, almost
Rostrum stout, black, extending to behind midsetaceous, piceous.
dle coxa\
Gula sunken, short. Pronotum broad, convex, dull rufous,
not excavated as in O. villosa, the face nearly vertical.

the surface coarsely,

confluently granulate-punctate, the callosities

confluent, black, polished, tumidly elevated, the

hood a

little

produced

over the base of head, the humeral angles broadly curved. ScuteUum
small, convex, black, a little longer than wide, roughly punctate.
Corium dull rufous, minutely scabrous, with the border across the
base of cuneus indented, clavus like the corium, but discolored brownish, membrane smoke black, projecting considerably behind tip of

abdomen. Legs stout, black.
Length to tip of abdomen -1 nun. Width of pronotum 1^ nun.
Type.— C&t No. 68-18, U.S.N.M.
Two specimens were secured August 4 and 16. Faint traces of
caducous pubescence seem to show that hairs were present Avhen the
specimens were fresh, but the species is not at all liirsute, as in C. villosa Reuter.

HADRONEMA MILITARIS

Uhler.

Hadronema mUltdris Uhler, Hayden, Report Geol. Surv. Montana,

Two

specimens of this

\'ery

p. 412.

common species were taken August

12.
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PHYTOCORIS EXIMIUS
Phytocoris e.iimius 'Revter, Caps, ex

Seventeen specimens

August

4:

Am.

Reuter.

Bor., 1875, p. 67.

in different stages of niaturit}'

were captured

to 14.

COMPSOCEROCORIS ANNULICORNIS
Compmcerocoris annuUcor)iis Reuter, Caps, ex

Am.

Reuter.

Bor., 1875, p. 70.

Five specimens of different sizes were taken August

NEUROCOLPUS NUBILIS
Neurocolpus nubllis

Two

vol.xxvii.

fi

12.

Say.

AY, Heteropt. X. Amer., p. 22.

specimens of this continental species were secured August

3.

In the region east of the Mississippi River this species occurs on the
elder,

Sambucus racemosa^ near the borders of streams, but on the

great plains of Colorado,

etc., it is

common on

small plants in

damp

situations.

CALOCORIS TINCTUS
Calocoris t'mctus

Two

Uhler,

Col. Report, Bull. 31, p. 34.

specimens of this variable species were found August

MELINNA MODESTA
Melinna modesta Uhler, Entom. Amer.,

Two
August

Uhler.

specimens of

this

widel}^

4.

Uhler.

Ill, 1887,

\).

69.

distributed insect were secured

0.

DICHROOSCYTUS ELEGANS, new

A miniature representative of

species.

D. rujipennis Fallen.

Oblong ovate,

sometimes tinged with rufus above, opaque, integuments
thick and firm, minutely pubescent but appearing bald.
Head broad,

light green,

large, vertex a little convex, a little indented at base, front almost

flat,

Antennae slender, pale green at base, darker toward
the tip, the basal joint short, stouter than the others, the second and
third much longer, subequal, the fourth most slender, very short.
Rossteeply sloping.

trum pale green, fuscous

at the tip, the basal joint stout, the following

one slender and tapering toward the apex, reaching upon the middle
coxfe.
Pronotum subquadrangular, much wider than long, moderately convex, minutely wrinkled, the lateral margins oblique, the callosities not prominent and feebl}' defined, the humeral angles rounded.
Scutellum almost flat, longer than wide, acutely triangular, minutely
wrinkled. Corium var3'ing from light green to wine red, but rarely
of the darker color, ample, wide, minutely scabrous, the membrane
large, very pale green.
Underside and legs pale. No part of the
surface is distinctly hairy, and the wing-covers widely spread beyond
the abdomen.

NEW MEXICAN HEMIPTEltA — II KTEItOPTKIlA—l

NO. 1360.

/fLEIi.

to tip of hemel3^tra 2f mm. width of pronotuiu ^
Type.—Q'Ai. No. 6850, U.S.N.M.
One spiH'imon wu.s .socured Auyu.st 16.

Length

My

;

357

mm.

Otto llcidemann found this insect in considcniWashington, District of Columbia, on June !'>, upon

friend Mr.

])le numbers at
Jun ij)erus vhyii) !an '^s'."

The pale-colored stage of
sing,

Michigan,

l)y

this species has also

been takcii near Lan-

Prof. H. Osborn.

When

freshly excluded from the nynipha these insects are very
and
of a dilute greenish tint.
As whole broods of this species
delicate,
of
which
all
the
specimens
conformed to this small
have been detected,
regard
this
difficult
to
form
'as
a mere dwarf of J),
size, it seems

nifipennla Fallen.

POECILOCAPSUS LINEATUS

Fahncius.

PoecilocapsKS lineatus Fabricius, Syst. Khyng., p. 284.

Capsus 4-vittatus Say, Heteropt. N. Amer., p. 20.

A single specimen

was secured August

7.

SYSTRATIOTUS AMERICANUS
Si/stratlotus

americanus Hevtek, Caps. ex. Bor. Amer.,

Reuter.
p. 73.

One specimen was secured August 6. The range of this species is
now seen to be from the uplands of Texas and New Mexico, along the
lower elevations of eastern Colorado, northward into British Columbia,
and from thence eastward!}' to the province of Quebec and northern

Maine.

HADRODEMA PULVERULENTA
Hadrodema

imlverulentii

Uhler.

Uhler, Trans. Maryland Acad.

Sci., 1892, p. 183.

Pale dull yellowish, sometimes tinged with fuscous, nuiuitely pubesand spread with whitish powder when fully matured; the upper

cent,

Head moderately convex, somewhat narrowing anteriorly, sometimes paler than the general surface,
eyes black, the tylus not deeply bounded at the basal suture, the
antennse slender and short, pale, but infuscated on the fourth joint
and apex of the third, rostrum yellowish or greenish, infuscated at tip

surface generally minutely scaljrous.

reaching to ])ehind the anterior coxa% the basal joint thick, a little
longer than the throat, the following joints tapering slenderly to the
tip.
Pi-onotum moderately short, convex, the posterior margin a little
curved, acute, slenderly bordered with white, pleura pale like the

Legs pale yellowish, sometimes speckled with rufous.
Scutellum and wing-covers usually pale fulvo-testaceous concurrently
with most of the pronotum, the membrane pale testaceous, somewhat

sternum.

«Proi-. Ent. Soc.

Wash.,

II, p. 225.
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Venter sometimes flecked or flushed with rufous, but
when freshly extruded from nympha. Outer margins of venter pale and smooth.
Length to tip of hemelytra, 4^-5 mm. Width of pronotum. If mm.
Two or three specimens were secured August 12. Mr. B. D. Walsh
sent specimens to me from Rock Island, Illinois, and I have examined
others from eastern Colorado, from Buftalo, New York, taken by Mr.
E. P. Van Duzee, and from Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
and North Carolina. It is closely related to // ruMcunda Fallen of
Switzerland and Bavaria.

dusky

at tip.

usually testaceous

MYCTEROCORIS, new

genus.

Robust, tjroadly oval, with thick and hard

shell, polished, irregu-

larly punctate, the sparse pubescence inconspicuous.

The head

small,

acutely triangular above, much narrower than the front of pronotum,
the eyes prominent, subglobular, placed distant from the prono-

tum. The occipital collar distinctly prominent, bounded anteriorly
b}^ an incised line, separated behind by an angular depressed space.
Face sloping curvedly forward, the tylus narrow% tapering apicall}^,
bounded at base and each side by deep sutures. Cheeks short, nearly
Antennae slender, placed beneath the eyes, the basal joint
vertical.
short, not

much longer than

the thickness of the head, thickest apic-

one grade thinner than the basal one, a little longer
than the pronotum, the following joints concurrently filiform, much
more slender, short, each one hardly as long as the basal joint. Rostrum long, slender, the basal joint broad, flattened, a little longer than
the gula, the following ones much more slender, the apex reaching
Pronotum prominently convex, wider
behind the posterior coxai.
than long, with a high collum and prominent callosities, the lateral
margins curving steeply downward and curvedly narrowing toward
the anterior angles, the posterior margin acute edged and curved.
The prosternum broadly and deeply scooped out. Fore-femora stout,
Scutellum small, polished, prominent, the basal portion
fusiform.
tumidly convex. Corium broad, convex, strongly curved on the costal border, the cuneus broad, bluntly curvedly, triangular, flat, and
depressed, the membrane long and wide, wrinkled at base, with the
vein of the cell very coarse, and the inner areole not defined.
This genus comes between J^uramosus Renter and Camptohrochis
Fieber, and it goes far toward connecting the divisions Capsaria and
Bryocoraria as now recognized.
ally, cylindrical,

MYCTEROCORIS CERACHATES
Derseocoris cerachates

Uhler, Heteropt. Lower

Uhler.

California, California Acad., IV,

1894, p. 265.

Two

specimens of this remarkable insect were secured August 12
and 16. It comes very near to Camptohrochis Fieber, but deviates
therefrom in the composition of the head and antennae.

^v^n^

NU.13C0.
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CAMPTOBROCHIS NEBULOSUS
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Uhler.

Camptobrochis nebulosusljTiihER, Hayden, Rejxjrt Geol.Surv. Montana, 1872, i(.417.

'

Two

of

.specimens

August

widely

this

CAMPTOBROCHIS GRANDIS
Camptoh-ocliis (jraiidiK

Urlkr, Entoni.

tiikeii

5, 7,

CAMPTOBROCHIS BREVIS,
^ledium

in size, robust,

marked with

Uhler.

Anier., 11, 1887, p. 230.

Five specimens were secured August 2,
mens show well the individual Aariations.

nicns,

were

species

distri})ute(l

20.

new

and

These speci-

11.

species.

ground color dark piceous

elean sp(>ci-

in

Head

black, hig'hly polished, black beneath.

short,

strongly contracted before the pronotum, coal black, highh^ polished,
the antennse long and slender, the ])asal joint a little longer than the vertex,

second joint cylindrical, slighth^ thickened at

tip,

more than twice

the length of the basal one, piceo-testaceous darker at base and tip.
the third and fourth a little

more

slender, dark piceous, the

Rostrum

cqual, together shorter than the second.

two

sul)-

black, reaching to

Pronotum

black, polished, very convex,
and punctate, the lateral margins curvedly oblique, steep, the coUum and callosities sharplv detined.
Pleurites coarsely rugose punctate, deep black.
Humeral angles mod-

near the posterior coxfe.

coarsely, unevenly transverse rugulose

erately rounded, the adjoining impression nearly obsolete.

Scutellum
unevenly punctate, the
apical division lower than the basal.
C'lavus ])lack, coarsely and
roughly punctate, the sutures deeph' detined, the corium less coarsely
and not so closely punctate, piceous or black, the cuneus shagreened
and punctate, membrane soiled w hite, the basal areole broad, with the
outer vein strongly curved.
Legs black, polished. Venter l)lack,
polished, minuteh^ obsoletely punctate.
Length to tip of membrane, 4 mm. A^'idth of pronotum, 1^ nnu.
black, moderately convex, irregularh^

Ti/j)e.—Odt. No. 6851, U.S.N.M.
Four specimens were secured August

and

10.

NEOBORUS SAXEUS
Neoborus

saxeit,'< Dit^'VAyiT,

A single damaged
or

more of

its

Biol. Cent.-Amer.,

Distant.

I, p. 27»>, pi.

example was taken August

5.

xxvii,

rig. 5.

This species

in

one

varieties inhabits the greater part of the United Stat«>s,

it spreads over the border
Quebec, Ontario, and British Columbia. It is
found also in Mexico and on the peninsula of Lower California.

excepting, perhaps, the high mountains, and
into the Provinces of

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvii— 03

24
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PILOPHORUS AMCENUS
Piloplwrus aina-nus Uhler, Ent. Amer., Ill,

yol.xxvii.

Uhler.

18.S7, p. 30.

Three specimens were taken August 12. This species inhabits the
scrub pine on the coastal ])hiin of tho Atlantic States in June and July.

ILNACORA VIRIDIS
Ilvacoraviridi.^'UYihEU, Gillette

Two

Uhler.

and Baker, Report Col. Exper,

distorted ilabby specimens were found

STHENAROPS CHLORIS
SfJiennroj')S chluris

Two

10.

Uhler.

VuIjEr, Hayden, Bull. (ieol. Survey, III, No.

specimens were taken August

specimens were secured,

2,

]>.

419.

10.

MALACOCORIS
Two

August

Station, 1895, p. 41-

})ut

sp?
not good enough for

the}' are

description.

ONCOTYLUS LONGIPENNIS
Oncotylus longipennis Uhi.eh, Gillette

and Baker,

Col.

Uhler.

Report Exper. Station, 1895,

p. 43.

Three specimens were taken August 10 and

11.

HALTICUS INTERMEDIUS, new

species.

Coal black, highl}' polished, })roadly ovate, triangularly^ narrowing
l)ase of hemelytra to front of head, and of medium convexity.
Head narrow, highly polished, with deep sutures bounding the rough

from

occiput and the inner margin of the
triangular, the tylns prominent.

the face very convex, narrow,
Antennas mostly testaceous, long

ev^es,

and very slender, reaching to about the

l)ase of the cuneus, the basal
following
dark in the middle, short,
than
the
one,
joint a
projecting a little in front of the eyes, the second nearly as long as
the pronotum, the third and fourth still more slender, the two together
little thickei'

Rostrum l)lack, reaching the middle
Pronotum triangularly narrowing toward the head, the lateral

about as long as the second.
coxse.

margins ver}' slender!}' retlexed, the surface ver}" moderately convex,
feebly wrinkled anteriorly, the callosities obsolete, and the posterior
margin a little curved.
Scutellum moderately convex, obsoletely
scabrous, acute at tip. Corium convexly inflated posteriorly, more polished and less scabrous on that part, sutures deep, the costal margin
strongly curved, thick, prominent, but not steeply curved down, membrane smoky white, broad, with the cuneus depressed.
Legs coal
black, the knees, tibiae, and tarsi pale testaceous.
Pleurites scabrous,
to tip of membrane 2^-3 mm.
Width across hemelytra 1^ to 1^ mm.
U.S.N. M.

the venter highh' polished.

Width

of

pronotum about

Tyjje.— Cat. No. 0852,

1

Length

nnn.

No.]3(U).

yjjw MKXK'AX

A pair of

njvMU'TJJJLi—JIJJTL'JiOl'TJLJLi

these insects were secured

August 12

-IJIJJJJL

;3(jl

in the canA^on noar

Las Vegas.
This spocios
//.

is less

convex

tlian

//.

iiltl<h(!<

more

Uhlci'. hut

so than

hractatua Say.

STIPHROSOMA ATRATA
Sli])}irnsotii<i (ilnilii

Two

VuiAiu, Cal. Acad.

specimens Avere taken

in

f^ci.

Uhler.

Trans., IV, 1894,

j).

liHS.

the canyon near Las Vegas

Hot

Springs, August 12.

This species conies very near to the eastern

/S. .sti/(//'cif Say, whicli
on the Jiaccharh halimifolia on our Athmtic tidewater beaches,
Mar3dand, Virginia, North Carolina, Ncav Jersey, etc.

li\es
in

BOLTERIA AMICTA
liolfcria a)>iida\Jni,KR,

Entoiu. Aiuer., Ill,

Uhler.

1.SS7,

Three specimens were captured August

;>4.

[>.

1<).

The

AGALLIASTES ASSOCIATUS

Uhler.

species

is

a ver}-

variable one.

JffaIUastf)< assocktttis

VuLVAi, Hayden, Report Geol. Suiv. Mimtana, 1S72,

Several specimens were taken near Las Vegas,

p. 419.

Hot Springs, August

1, 12, 17.

ATOMOSCELIS SERIATUS
Atonio>!cclix scriufn.s

Two
August

or
5

Rki'tek, Caps, ex J>or. Anier.

more specimens
and

of

neat

this

,

Reuter.
\).

91.

little

insect

were secured

10.

Family

CEKATOCOMBID.E.

CERATOCOMBUS BRASILIENSIS

Reuter.

Ceratocornbux bntsiliensis Revtkh, Mun(><j. Ceratocoin])., 1871, p.

One specimen, which appears
August 14.
It is smaller than

no. o.

7,

to belong to this species,

was found

normal, and the Avhite spots of the corium seem

relatively large.

CERATOCOMBUS NIGER,
Form

nearly like

6'.

hro.silirnsl-^

nutely, indistinctly pilose.

Head

new

species.

Reuter. black, almost
a

little

()])a<jue.

more robust than

in

mithe

species eitcxl a))ove, the antennae long and tiiick, the rostrum stout,

reaching to the posterior coxse.
Pronotum very moderately convex
above, the transverse line distinctly delined and deeply imi)ressed on
the latei'al margins, himieri |)romiuent: the steiinun and
ous, dull ])luish Idack. w ith the coxal areas dull testaceous.

i)leui'a ])ice-

Leo-s dull
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yellowish.

Hemel3"tra dull

greatly elongated, a

scutellum

Length

is

little

vol.xxto.

l)lack, ooriacooiis almost to the tip, not
wider than in the preceding species. The

small, but tumidity convex.

to tip of hemelytra 1\

mm.

Humeral width

f

mm.

^yi>t^— Cat. No. 6846, U.S. N.M.
Two specimens were found August 3 and 7.
One specimen is much stouter than the other, and it has shorter
hemelytra, but it has been somewhat distorted l\v compression.

CERATOCOMBUS LATIPENNIS,
Body

l)lack, polished,

new

species.

shining: hemelytra dull testaceous, excepting

Head narrow,

polished, black, antennae piceous black,
Pronotum almost flat,
reaching
to the middle coxa^.
rostrum black,
polished,
humeri
slightly prominent,
long,
black,
the
a little wider than
lateral
margins.
Legs piceous.
the incised line more distinct at the
prominently
Scutellum
small,
convex,
Underside piceous black.

the

base.

Hemelytra broad, tiat, ol)scurely, testaceous, excepting the base, broadly rounded at tip, moderately coriaceous. Length
Width of pronotum f mm.
to tip of hemelytra li mm.
Ti/jx'.— Cat No. 6847, U.S.N.M.
Two specimens were secured August 18 and 17.
The insufficiency of specimens for analysis in this genus has made
black, polished.

it

impossible for

me

might render more
cies.

to recognize various elements of structure which

distinct the separation of these

Possibl}^ this last

form may

constitute a

supposed new spe-

new genus.

Family TINGITID^E.

TELEONEMIA NIGRINA

Champion.

Teleonemia nigrina Champion, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Rhynchota, II, 1898, p. 41,
pi. Ill, fig. 13.

Several specimens were collected August

1, 13,

CORYTHUCA DECENS
Corijtlmca decern StIl, Stettin. Ent. Zeit.,

XXIII,

Three specimens were taken August

and

14.

Stal.
p. 324.

6.

GALEATUS PECKHAMI

Ashmead.

Galeatus pecJchami AsniaK\T>, Ent. Amer., Ill, p. 156.

This
of this singular species was secured August 8.
another unexpected addition to the Heteroptera of New Mexico.
The wide interval between Massachusetts and Muskoka, Canada, and
from thence to Las Vegas, New Mexico, has not yet been covered by
collectors, but the dispersion of such feeble insects as this must have

One specimen

is

called for physical atmospheric activities of

immensely wide range to

NO. 1360.

NEW MEXICAN nEMIPTERA—JIETEROPTERA—VIILER.

settle this insect in spots

blowino- in snniinor

thousands of

The

niilos apart.
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swift winds

from the n^trjon of southwest Texas might readily

in transportino- weak insects.
The winds both seaward
do
this
work
on
scale
along
the Atlantic coast,
landward
a
vast
and
from southern Floi'ida to Long Island, N(>w York, at frequent inter\als, especially in the tidal estuaries of rivers and on shores of ba)^s.
l)e

a factor

Family

AK AD I O.K.

BRACHYRHYNCHUS EMARGINATUS
lirdclu/rJii/iirJiiis

(indn/matus Say, lleteropt. X. Amer.,

One specimen was found August

Herrich-Schaeffer.

Aradus americamis \lv.KRKn-^CHMVY¥.w., Wanz.

Ins.,

Aradna

lugidiris

Fallex,

6

and

9.

Ileinipt. Suec, p. 139.

11.

ANTHOCORID.E.

ANTHOCORIS NIGRIPES
Anthocoris nigripes Rkitek,

Monog. Anthoc,

Four or live specimens
August 2, 0, and 12.

Reuter.

p. 69.

coloring were found

in different states of

ANTHOCORIS FULVIPENNIS
Ai)t}ii><-(>ri-<J'idrlj>i')nils

p. 115, fig. 889.

August

Fallen.

specimens were taken August 8 and

Family

A

VIII,

adult specimen and three larvae were found

ARADUS LUGUBRIS

Two

.SO.

p.

6.

ARADUS AMERICANOS
One

Say.

Rei'tkh,

Monog.

Reuter.

Aiitlinc., p. 69.

very variable species were taken August 5
and 18. Much uncertainty attends the determination of these specimens,
rhey de\iate from the description, and all differ from one type
of color and marking.

few specimens of

this

PIEZOSTETHUS CALIFORNICUS
PiezostetJuix (•(difonilriia JiF.VTKH,

Two
as

it

^lonog. Antlioc,

s])eeimens were secured

appears

August

18.

]>.

Reuter.

46.

Th(\v agree with the type

in California.

Siil)thinily OORTSC^TT).!^".

CORISCUS SERICANS
rWn'.sY'?/.')

One

,smrrn).t

IlEfTEK,

Monog. Corisc,

siH'cimen was taken

August

2.

Reuter.

Ot'fv. Vet. Ak;i(l. Forlianill., 1S7'J,

i>.

s;>.
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Family REDUVIID.E.

ACHOLLA AMPLIATA
AchoUa

(im}>liata StAi;,

Enum.

Heini})t., II, p. 72.

Several examples were secured Aug-ust

ZELUS LURIDUS
7Aus

One

luridus Stal, Stett.

.spe(!inien

Entom.

Zeit., 1862,

pirtipes

One specimen

Two
Aug-ust

and

l-t.

Stll.
p. 148.
(5

and

11.

Herrich-Schaeffer.
Ins., VIII, p.

of the dark variety was taken

Tji,

August

rig.

84o.

7.

SALDID^.

SALDA PALLIPES
])a/lijie.'<

i;-5,

XXIII,

JiEKRiCH-ScnMFFER, Wanz.

Family

Saldn

8, 10,

and a larva were found August

APIOMERUS PICTIPES
Apiomervs

St^l.

Fabricivh, Sypt. Rhyng.,

ji.

Fabricius.

115, no. 12.

specimens of the dark variety of this species weie found
2.

Family NOTONECTID.F].

NOTONECTA INSULATA
Noioneda inKulaid Kirby, Faun. Bor. Ainer., IV,

One spechnen

of this

Kirby.
ji.

285.

conmion form was secured August

ANISOPS CARINATUS

Champion.

Anisops carinahis Champion, Biol. Centr.-Anier.,

One specimen, apparently

7.

II, p. 372, pi. xxii, fig. 12.

a male, was taken

August

14.

A KK VISION OV A:MERICAX SIPIIOXAT^TERA. or FIvEAS,
nx; ETHER with a C0M1>ETE list and I'.ir.LIOCrRA-

OF THE (JROUr.

PIIY

By Carl
Of till' Lehim!

F. I^akki;,

Sldnfaril .Inu'ior (uirer.vli/.

INTRODUCTION.
The present work was heoun in 18t>(» ut the sug-o-estion of my friend
and foruKU- teacher. Prof. A. -J. Cook. His advice then was that usual
to the thorouo-h-g'oino- scientist, not to pul)lish until sonic phase of
tlie

At

work

liad

reached conipk^tioii so far as circumstances permitted.
whatever had been done on the group in America

that time nothing

way. It was supposed that this fact would make the.
taxonomic work at hnist "plain sailing." But the Condition of the
group in Europe had not ])een reckoned with. However, anatomical
studies were begun and an attempt made to get together matcM'ial and
the literature.
It was found that fcAV collections contained more than
an occasional dog flea, and the literature proved to be more e\tcnsi\ c
than was supposed.
The impossibility of linding names for more than a very few of the
species attracted attention to the need of sj-stematic work very early,
and an attempt was made to classify the few species then in tlu' collection.
This woi'k was based on Taschen berg's Die Flc'ihe, and the
residts were ])ublished in 1S1K5 as Preliminaiy Studies.
It was evidently a step in the right direction, for while many of the I'esults were
merely tentativ(\ yet it attracted much attention (o a badly neglected
group, and material cam(> in much more I'apidly afterward and from
many (juarters. Here should be mentioned particularly those whose
interest in th(^ subject has made possil)le our far fuller pi'esent knowlin a s3'stematic

edge of

tlu>

American

species:

Moscow. Idaiio: Dr. C. Berg. Buenos Ayres,
Argentina; I*rof. Lawrence Bruner. Lincoln. Nebraska: Prof. A. !>.
Cordley, Corvallis. Or(>gon; l>i\ A. Duges. (nianajuato. ^lexieo;
Prof. J. iM. Aldrich,

Mr. Edward Ehriiorn. Mountain \'iew. California: Dr. A. K.
Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol. XXVII— No. 1361.

Fi>lier.
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Department of Agriculture, Washington

Cit}-;

Dr.

vol.xxvii.

J.

Fletcher,

Ottawa, Canada; Prof. C. P. Gillette, Fort Collins, Colorado; Dr. L. O.
Howard, Washington Cit}^; Kev. J. H. Keen, Masset, Queen Charlotte
Islands; Dr. A. Lutz, Sao Paulo, Brazil; Mr. G. S. Miller, jr., U. S.
National Museum, Washington City; Prof. A. P. Morse, Wellesley,
Massachusetts; Prof. Herbert Osborn, Columbus, Ohio; Mrs. A. T.
Slosson, Franconia, New Hampshire; Mr. J. O. Snyder, Stanford
Universit}', California; Mr. H. F. Wickham, Iowa City, Iowa; Mr.
D. B. Young, Newport, New York.
The late Professors Harve}' and Hubbard also made valuable contributions.
I do not believe that too much credit can be given those

who

are active collectors in biological

work

or

who

inspire active

accumulation of material.
Having already become convinced of the inadequacy of the Taschenberg classification the work of Wagner came as no surprise. It, together
with the considerable accumulations of new material, made imperative
It was hoped this time to make
a revision of the American species.
the work far more complete, embracing some comparative morphologThe work as
ical and emln-yological studies, which are much needed.
laid out

would have been

such work during three

consume the time available for
Unforeseen contingencies made it

sufficient to
3^ears.

imperative that work on this subject for the time Ijeing should ])e conThe logical course under the circumstances
fined to one year or less.
being the completion of work already in progress, the following paper,
relating only to the

taxonomy of the group,
work (1902).

is

presented as the direct

result of part of one year's

I have Dr. Kellogg to thank for a place to work during my stay at
Stanford University.
The plates were all prepared by the author.
The paper is based upon material in the United States National
Museum and all of the types are deposited in that Museum. The
names of hosts have been revised by Mr. Gerrit S. Miller, jr. Concordance between the current nomenclature and the names used by
previous writers on fleas is established in the list of Siphonaptera of
the World (pp. 433 to 457), where the former will be found under the

special heading Hosts,

and the

latter are

given after the references

in

the synonymy.

HISTORY.
The histor}^ of the Siphonaptera, taxonomically speaking, begins
with the recognition of Pulex Irritans in 1740 and of PuJex penetrans
in ITGT.
In the following j^^ears various scattering descriptions of
species and notes on anatomy and affinities were given by Bosc, Duges,
Westwood, Bouche, Haliday, and others, until 1857 when the Siphonaptera received their first systematic treatment at the hands of

IIKVTSION OF

N0.13G1.

In his

Koloimti.

Die

AMERICAN SIPHONAPTERA— BAKER.

Pui-iisittMi

six spocios of Ct rat(>j>'<ijlhis
tluMii

ill

tiic

Diptcra

uiidci-
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dcr Chii-optercii. Kolonati doscrihps

one of PaU.r^ parusitic on bats,

Latreille's

^roup

Plithii-iomyia?.

placiiij^

A

sim-

was also published the same yeai- by the
same author in the Wiener Entomolooische Monatssehrift.
In 1868 appeared Kolenati's epoch-marking Beitrage zur Kcnntnis
ilar ac-couiit of tlu> bat

der Phthiriomyiarien.
this \voik

based.

tlcas

Hora^ Soeieta^ Entomoloo-iciv Uossica".

in

our modern

classirteation of the Si|)honaptera is

On

laroi'K'

treatment of this group, also a monoof the families Xyctorilndn^ and Streblida'.

It includes, besides the

graph of the parasitic

flies

Some of Kolenati's work is difHrult to decipher on account of the
very meager descriptions and the extremely ])oor illustrations preFortunately, some of the specimens on which his work was
sented.
])ased still exist in iSt. Petersburg, where they have been studied by
Dr. Wagner with very important results.
Kolenati used eight generic names, of which we now apph" six to valid groups.
For many
years this work remained the most complete S3'stematic account of the
group.

Petween the years 1860 and 1880 but little was done on sA^stematic
and comparative studies. But during that period
there appeared several monumental anatomical papers which have done
much toward raising the standard of work in the group and dignifying
the stud}^ of these very remarkable but much despised insects.
Notable among these are Karsten's study of SarcopsyUa penetrans., Landois'
anatomy of the dog ilea, and Berte's careful work on the antenna^ of
fleas.
During this period also we first have careful studies of the habits
and development of fleas.
In 1880 appeared the second epoch-marking monograph of the group
by 1 )r. Otto Taschenberg. This was intended to be a suuunary of (nerything known on the group, together with a svstematic rearrangement
of the species, and with carefully drawn figures of each species.
Dr.
Taschenlierg recognized 2 families and 5 genera, and lists 33 species,
most of which he considers valid.
The period from 1880 to the present time has been one of great
activity in the study of this group, as was to be expected after the
work of Karsten, Landois, Berte, Kraepelin. and Taschenberg.
Besides numerous scattering papers, we have the very important
contributions,* l)()th anatomical and systematic, first of Wagner and
later of Rothschild.
The results from these two authors represent
the highest grade of work yet don(> on the gi-ouj). and give promise of
as complete and scientific treatment as has been given any group t)f
Avork, collecting,

animals.

HABITS.

An excellent sunnnary of the breeding habits of the cat and dog Ilea
has been given in liuUetin No. 4, u. s.. Division of Kntomology, l8!Mi.
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That article relates to the larval and pupal stages and the conditions
under which they live. These facts will not be restated here, as we
have nothing new to add, but there are certain other aspects of the
habits of fleas which very much need a fuller discussion.
In recent discussions of the relations of parasitic and other insects
to the transmission of disease, much space has been given to flies,
While as a matter of
especially mos({uitoes, and but little to fleas.
fact the latter ma}^ be of even greater importance, not onh' because of

more insidious attacks, but also because of their association with
some of the most terrible diseases.
The whole matter rests upon the host relations of the various species.
It is a well known fact that the cat and dog flea will take very readily
It is to be noted that the cat and dog flea is
to the human being.
closely related to Pulex irritans and similar to it in the more impor-

their

Some

tant details of structure.

of the rabbit fleas, which are likewise

closely related to P. irritans^ will also readily attack the

human

being,

which I had occasion to learn as a youth. While these fleas will
remain on a human being for some little time and bite frequently while
there, still they do not habitually frequent that host and his clothing
and bed as does P. irrttanst.

Among

closely related animals or animals of very similar habits one

species of flea

edge of

this

may have

matter

is

a

mimher

of normal hosts.

But our knowl-

exceedingly fragmentarv and uncertain.

common

Cases

becomes very
probable that many of our records refer merely to the temporary host.
A rabbit running into a badger hole, a mouse into a mole burrow, an
owl eating a mouse, a cat devouring a rat these andman}- other fortuitous circumstances furnish conditions favorable for at least temporary
of temporary' hosts being as

as the}- are,

it

—

I have referred to a number of these cases
account of the separate species.

transference.

in

the

The character of the hair and thickness of skin was at first considered as controlling the range of parasites, due to the close relation
these conditions nmst have to the structure of the flea, especially the
Exceptions were soon
length of mouth parts and covering of bristles.
found to this rule, though in general such relations may be said to exist.
Excluding the accidental records on carnivorous animals, we may
say that in the United States the cat, dog, and rabbit fleas are closely
related, to P. irritans anA will readil}' attack the human being, while
the mouse, rat, squirrel, mole, and shrew fleas are not closely related
to P. /'rritan.<i and have never been known to })ite the human l>eing.

Mr. F. H. Chittenden wrote me that he believed rat fleas sometimes
bit human beings in Washington, but he has not yet verified this statement by the actual capture of specimens in the act. Nor do I know
of any such records.
South of the United States conditions are wholly different, and
present an aspect of considerable economi'^ importance, for here

we
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iiioro nciirl}' rcljitcd to 1\ irritmis

than cvcMi the eat and dog- flea, livinj^' on rats and mice and other .small
Dr. Diiges had found, a number of years ago, one such
rodents.
species to be abundant on a spermophile in Mexico.
Later I liad
several letters relative to this matter from Dr. Lutz. director of the
bacteriological laboratoiy at Sao Paulo, Brazil.

He

outlined briclly

the importance of the facts to be determined, and sent material of

greatest significance

—

from

t3'pical Pule.i'

rats

We

and mice.

tlu^

shall

look with great interest for the full elucidation of this subject hy the
exptn'imental Avork from Dr. Liitz's lal)<)ratorv.

As

we know

to the other tropical regions

practic-ally nothing.

1

have no records of fleas from India. However, from Asia noi-th of
India come true PuJex from the smaller rodents, and from the island
of Socotra we have Pulex padldus described as occurring on Jfun
albipes, so that we may expect to find true Pulex on rats in the Indian
region.

ANATOMY.
works of Karsten, Landois, and Berte covered the
It has remained, however, for Wagner and Rothschild to examine into the more minute
details and more especialh' from the comparative point of view.
Indeed, in comparative anatomy the work has just begun.
The

The

classical

gross anatomy of the Siphonaptera very fully.

facts relative to the anatonn^ of fleas will not

they are referred to extensively

and species.

It

may be

well,

in

])e

recapitulated here as

the accounts of families, genera,

however, to refer to

cei'tain

special

usages in the classification of the group.

Kolenati paid almost no attention to cha^totaxy in his works, sometimes scarcely giving a clear account of the ctenidia.

was far clearer
to

it

in that respect.

Wagner and

an importance equaling that

properly

so.

it

Taschenberg

Bothschild have attached

bears in the Diptera. and \-erv

Jn the present paper the term "spines"

the ctenidial armature, and to the larger

members

applied to

is

of the leg and

body armature; those of medium size are termed l)ristles and this
includes most of the body armature; the finest and flexi})le ones are
termed hairs. A few minute teeth often occur on the hiiul margins
of some of the doi-sal segments.
Some of the bristles ai-e, in geneial,
very constant in position, notably those on the gena', hind margin of
head, and abdominal segments, except the last.
Others are very aiiable in position among the \arious species and conse<|uently very useful in classification, especially those on hind margin of antennal groove,
vertex (this term here applied to that portion of head buck of antennal
\

grooves), last abdominal segments, genital organs, femora,
last joints

of tarsi.

The numl)er

of ctenidial spines on

usually very constant in any one species, while the

lil)ia'.

the

number

and

head

is

of spines
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thoracic or abdominal ctenidia is quite likely to vary two or even
four ill ,some species, especially in those species in which the ctenidia
are laterally reduced.
The exact homologies of the genital organs have yet to be worked
out, though Rothschild has taken a long step in the right direction.
ill

In the present paper the terms ''lateral portion of ninth tergite" and
"tenth tergite" are used as applied by Rothschild. The upper and

most conspicuous pair of

genital

appendages are called "upper

claspers" and the paired organs, immediatel}^ below these, but

more

inconspicuous and retractile, "lower claspers."
Of the later authors each has had a ditferent method of stating the
comparative lengths of the tarsal joints.
It is a matter in which

minute exactness is not only undesirable but impracticable, owing to
the unevenness of the ends of the joints.
In the present paper the
proportion is given in terms of the fourth joint, which is given the
empirical value of 5, due to its great similarit}' in size in the difi'erent
legs and in difl'erent species.
The measurements were taken hy a
camera lucida and the results reduced to the terms mentioned above.
In the author's practice this has greatly simplilied the comparison of
species.

may

be noted that the rather strongly chitinized seminal vesicle
which retains its shape after treatment with caustic
potash, possesses a ver}" characteristic form in mau}^ of the species.
After mounting, it rests in various positions and this makes its comparative stud}' very difficult.
It

in the females,

CLASSIFICATION.
Linnreus began with one genus, Pulex^ and one species, irritans^
will represent the t3^pe of Pul&x alwa3's.
Linnaeus afterwards
described P. jyenetrans. The first separation of penetrans as a dis-

which
tinct

its

in 1815 « under the name Phynchoprion. I do not
name has been rejected. If there is no question as to
then it must be used instead of Sarcojjsylla and the

genus occurred

know why

this

application,

family name will also change.

The dismembering

of Pulex began in 1832 with the Ceratoj)hylJn.s of

Curtis, and seven generic

names were proposed b}- Kolenati. Most of
names represented somewhat artificial groups and were poorly
defined.
The reaction came with Taschenberg, who disregarded all
the latter genera and returned to the Linna^an Pulex for the greater
portion of the species, Taschenberg is not, however, altogether consistent, although one can readily understand why he was tempted
to reject all the inadequate work of his predecessors.
However,
Taschenberg describes IlystrichopsyUa and establishes a new genus,
Tyjjhlopsylla, for three groups com))ined, each of which had previously received a generic name.
these

"Oken, Naturg.

f.

alle Stiinde, III, p. 402.

NO.
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I

The Siphonaptcra seem

to have suff^-ed especially

from the

disre-

RJiynchoprlon and Jlectop.si/lhi were disreo-arded and new names given the same groups.
Species names were
discarded for all sorts of reasons, often simply because they were
more or less inappropriate. In this paper the attempt has })een made
to apply th(^ rides of priorit}' strictly, though it has been impossible to
investigate fully such special cases as Rhynchoprirm, Monopayllns^ etc.
No writer on the fleas in the past has made any attempt to designate
generic types, and this fact has given rise to the greatest difficulties.
I have tried to determine this matter for all the genera, and the results
With the other, later genera, there
are given below for the Pulicidai.
is no difliculty.
PuUx Linntvus 1695; type, Irrltans Linnaeus.
Ctenocephalus Kolenati 1859; type, canis Curtis {canis = novemgard of

all

laws of priority.

dentatas Kolenati),

= Ctemmotus
Cemt(>2)JiyUu)< Curtis 1^32; type, gaJUnai Schrauk.
Kolenati 1863; type, fasciahis Bosc {/((sciattis — octodechndentnttis
= 7/'/e//(9/j>.'?///'/r,r Kolenati 1863; t3'pe, jr?6;?c?7//r/^^/' Grube.
Kolenati).
Ctenopldhaliniis Kolenati 1863; type, hisoctodentatus Kolenati.
CtenopsyUvs Kolenati 1863; type, muscuU Duges {musculi = qvadridentdtus Kolenati)
Ce)\(fop,sylli(.'<

Kolenati 1863; typQ^

j)e?itartem(''^

Kolcnuti

=

Tyj)hlo-

psylla Taschenberg 1880; t3^pe, octactemu Kolenati.

TaschPen<'!ir!ge)\fasclatus^ and gaUindB are clearly congeneric.
enberg does not especiall}^ indicate a type for TypMopsyllu^ but no
matter which is taken for the type the genus becomes s^^nonymous
with some other.
I have indicated the first species under his genus as
the type, thus throwing-

it

into Ceratopsyllium.

The two others

of the

three groups in

Taschenberg's Typhlopsylla fall into Ctimop.syll ns
and ('f('?u>j>/it/u///nus, respectively. It is to be noted that Wagner and
Rothschild still use TyphJopxyUa for the same group to wliicli the

name Cfenophthalmus was applied. CteiiophtJudnms and
some of the other genera may be artificial groups, but Tyjddopmylla
is still more so, founded as it was principally on the absence of eyes.
This character has proven of scarceh^ more than specific value, every
possible gradation occurring from Pulex to Ceimtojm/ll us.
On the other hand, it is certain that Wagner's reseparation and
recharacterization of these genera will have to be much modified, due
to reasons which are dilated upon in the discussions of genera.
The synopsis used herein has been adopted simply as a matttM-of
expedienc}' in the study of the American species, as it was iniixissibh^
to separate them either according to the scheme of T!is»-luMib(>rg or of
^^ agiuM-.
So the two have been combined.
One hundred and thirty-five species are listed in this papt r for the
world.
I have not the least doubt but that many hundreds will e\ iMitually be found, and that these will fall into at l(>ast twenty-fire or thirty
earlier
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As it is, every new lot of specimens
changes one's idea of the existing genera, making very
evident the great danger in a too rapid increase of generic divisions.
Species are now pouring into the collections in great numbers.
Where
large series from all over the world can be gathered together, there,
within the next few years, must be accomplished the total recasting
of the whole group on largeh" new and original lines.
Logically this
should be done at St. Petersburg, where the types of Koh^iati and a
clearly defined generic groups.'

which comes

in

large additional collection are to be found under the care of our most

experienced siphonapterologist, and to him

we

relegate this work,

SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT AND DESCRIPTION OF AMERICAN
SPECIES.

Order

SIPHONAPTERA

1798.

ScHELLENBERG, Helvetische Entom.,

1801.

Lamarck,

Anim.

Syst. d.

s.

I, p.

15 {Ropltoteira

nat.

KiRBY and Spence,
Westwooo, Introd.

1826.
1840.

Body

Fam.

of adult, except in

Thorax composed

XIV

{iSuctoria, preoc.

).

du Regne Animal (Siphonaptera)

Introd. to Entom.,
to

Y)t.).

Vert., p. 313 {Ajdera -pt).

1805. Latreille, Hist. nat. des Crust, et des Insect.,

1825. Latreille,

Latreille.

Mod.

IV

{Aphaniptera)

Class, of Ins., II, p. 488

{Aphmnptera)

some gravid females, strongly compressed.

dorsallj^ of three separate, entire, simple,

subequal

sclerites.

Mouth

parts suctorial, consisting of stylate hypopharynx and mandi-

bles resting

between 1-13 jointed

labial palpi; outside of these are

usually laminate maxilhe with four-jointed palpi; labrum and clypeus

not distinctly separated.

Eyes usually present

as simple

pigment masses

in a chitinous

work on anterior border of antennal groove.
Antenna immersed in grooves, three-jointed, the third
usually 9 more or less completely separated pseudojoints.
Wings entireh' al)sent. Metanotum on either side with
epiphysis which

is

connate

Avith the first

frame-

joint with

a rounded

abdominal segment.

Tarsi live-jointed.
The coxa is usually the longest ioint of the leg
and the trochanters are well developed.
The middle and posterior
coxfB usually have a foliaceous epiphysis on posterior border.
Alimentary" canal composed of a slender oesophagus, a suboval
proventriculus which is lined with numerous chitinous ridges which
may project as free teeth, an elongate saccate stomach at the base of
which ai'e four slender malpighian tubules, and a rectum provided
with tracheated glands.
Larva footless, with a well-developed head which possesses biting
mandibles, rudimentary maxilla^, a well-formed labrnm, and threejointed antennsi?.

Pupa

inactive, but with free legs,

within a cocoon.

and sometimes at

least resting
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Imago

parasitic

on mauimaLs and birds.

Larva
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free-livino-, subsist-

ing on dead organic matter.

SYNOPSIS OF FAMILIES.
and constricted; labial i)al)ii without pscudo
antenna' without clearly separated psi-udojoints.
IMaxilhe without or with very short and l)r()ad projectinj; lamina', their palpi
extending beyond anterior coxic; head strongly angulated anteriorly in Ijotii

Tlioracicsegineiits stronjily sliortened

a.

articulation.s; third joint of

h.

sexes; metathoracic epiphyses extending over nearly

female becoming endoparasitic

inal segments; the

two or even three abdom-

when

gravid, with globose,
enormously dilated abdomen, in which the original chitinous sclerites are

SakcopsvllidjE

mostly obliterated
hh.

MaxilltB with a long, narrow, curved lamina

which

projects

(p. 373).

downward and

])ackward, their palpi equaling the anterior coxse; head evenly rounded in

both sexes; metathoracic epiphyses extending over but one abdominal segment; gravid female with abdomen vermiform
Hectopsyllidjk (p. 375).
aa. Thoracic segments not strongly shortened and constricted, their epiphyses extending over but one abdominal segment; labial paljji with three or more pseudojoints; maxillary palpi almost always shorter than anterior coxa-; third ioint
of antennae with nine more or less distinctly separated pseudojoints.
h. Labial palpi with 11-13 pseudojoints; abdomen of gravid female much swollen
Vermipsyllid.e (p. 378).
antepygidial bristles absent
bb. Lalnal palpi with 3-5 pseudojoints; antepygidial bristles always present.
c. Fore tibia> armed on posterior border with few, single, very large, black teeth;
fifth tarsal joint greatly enlarged, those on forelegs as long as rest of tarsus,
on all legs with the claws nearly as long as the fifth joint; fore cox;e
nearly nude, with but few long spines; body of gravid female considerably
cc.

,..MEGAPsvLLir».'E (p. 376)
swollen
Fore tibi;e armed on posterior border with slender spines; fifth tarsal joint
never greatly enlarged, never as long as rest of tarsus; the claws shorter;
fore coxse always clothed on outside with several to numerous oblique
rows of bristles; body of gra^'id female never swollen so as to expose extenPulicid^e (p. 377)
sive areas of connective membrane

Family
1880.
1895.

SARCOPSYLLID^E

Taschexhekg, Die Flijhe, p. 43.
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, }>.

Taschenberg.

20.

The
Tliis is the most highly specialized family of the order.
reduced condition of the maxilhv, lul)ial i)ali)i, tliiid joint of antenna',
thorax, and coxip are distinctive.

SYNOPSIS OF GENERA.
u.

without projecting lamina; angle of head i)roduced; metathoracic epiphyextending over three abdominal segments; fifth tarsal joint
without lateral heavy spines, and rest of legs almost spineless.

.Maxill;i'

ses of great size,

Sarcopsylla (p. 374).
«((.

Maxilhe with a very short and broad projecting lamina; angle of head not i>roduced; metathoracic epiphyses of medium size, extending over scarcely two
abdominal segments; fifth tarsal joint normally armed, as are also the otiier
joints of the legs

XcMopsi/Ua (p. 374).
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Genus

SARCOPSYLLA Westwood.

1815. Elnjnchoprion

Oken, Naturgesch.

1829. Dermatophilus

Guerin, Iconograph.

1836-40. Sarcopsylla

Westwood, Trans. Ent.

1862. Sarcojjsylla
1880. Sarcopmjlla
1895. >S'aroo;wy?Za

vol.xxvii.

alle Stilnde, III, p. 402.

f.

d.

regne animal. Insects, {i.
Soc. Lond., Ill, p. 199.

Kolenati, Horse Soc. Ent. Koss.,
Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 44.
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p.

SARCOPSYLLA PENETRANS

12.

II, p. 28.

20.

Linnaeus.

There seems to be little doubt that as this name has l)een used, it is a
composite species an aggregate of several distinct forms. All forms
having females with the peculiar habits of the original peoietrans^ have
been previoush^ referred to this species without question and usually
without study. For the proper study of a species in this genus the
student should have especiall}" the male and the free female. The
encysted female is of comparatively little value, and this is especially
true of the material usuall}' preserved in collections in which head,
legs, and thorax are very likely to be torn away in consequence of lack
It is probable that the common
of care in the removal from the cyst.
the domestic animals and
which
attacks
form of the American tropics

—

man

But
tic,

to be regarded as the true jM?ietrans.

is

a variety of wild animals which never associate with the domes-

possess similar forms, and the males and free females of these should

bo carefully collected and studied. Westwood notes that Pohl and
Kollar consider the Bicho de Cachorro or dog chigoe distinct from the
Bicho de pic or S. penetrans.
Variously known as Jigger,^' Chique, Chigoe, Tique, Bicho, Pico,
Pique, Sico, Tschike, Nigua, Tunga, Tu Ton, Tungay or Aagrani (see
Taschenberg), S. penetrans (sens, lat.) is a troublesome pest in some
parts of Mexico, West Indies, and Central and South America, as well
There is no authentic record
as in some tropical regions elsewhere.
of its occurrence within the borders of the United States, though it
may be expected in Florida and southern Texas. In attacking man it
seems to generally affect the feet, getting under the toe nails and producing painful sores which become serious by neglect. A sharp knife
point and an antisepti(*. wash furnish the required treatment.

Genus XESTOPSYLLA, new genus.
Type, Sarcopsylla galUnacen "Westwood.

This form seems so out of place in Sarcops3dla that it is here sepaIt differs from ^6'. penetrans very widely in

rated as a distinct genus.
structure.
"

This

red mite.

name

is

commonly applied

in the

United States to our very troublesome

NO.
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(Westwood) Baker.

descrilxMl fi-oni Ceylon. I>ut the

coimnon hen
which was undouhtedly introduced. ui)peiirs
It is a conuuon pest from Florida to Texa.s.
to ))e the same thino-.
in
hirge
also
found
num])ers on horses at Oranoebu
was
It
Soutli
Perhaps a near-by hen roost would explain this hitter
Cai'olina.
The collection does not contain specimens from outside
occurrence.
tlie Southern States.
Judoe LaAvrence C. Johnson presents a very full and interesting
This species wiis

lle:i

first

of our Southern

Stiites,

!•<;•.

He says it affects not onl}' hens,
but turke^^s, cats, dog-s, cattle, hoi'ses, and children.
He also gives
the tirst hicid account of the exact manner in which encystment takes
This matter was formerly dismissed witli the statement that
place.
account of the habits of this insect."

the insect

''

])urrow^ed into" or " peneti'ated" the skin.

Judge John-

son savs that the great irritation i)rodnced by the female fastt^iing
itself at one spot tinall}" produces a surrounding welt or tumefaction
which closes over it, though the inclosure is appareutl}' never wholly

complete.

HECTOPSYLLID^, new

Family

The genus Hectopsylla

is

family.

here separated as constituting a group

In some respects

equivalent in value to the other families.

it is

the

most remarkably distinct group of the order.

Genus

HECTOPSYLLA

Frauenfeld, Artzungab.

1860. Hcctopsi/lla

d.

Frauenfeld.
k.

Acad.

d.

Wiss. Wieti, Xli,

p.

462.

1880. Rlii/itdiojjxyUa

Haller, Archiv.

1880. Rliynchopsijlla Tasciienberg,
1895. Hectopsri/Ua

f.

Die

Naturge8i-h. Jalirg., XLA'I, p. 72,

pi. iv.

Fli'ihe, p. 5(5.

Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII,

]>.

21.

Taschenberg indicates, there can be no question as to the
identity of Khynchopsylla and Hectopsylla, then there can also be no
question as to which name we must use.
If,

as

HECTOPSYLLA PSITTACI

Frauenfeld.

This remarkable insect was tirst (lescril)ed from Ceylon as oct-urring
on a parrot {Psltfaciix sp.).
Later it was also found on an alcoholic
specimen of a NycfliKninis. One of the two occunvmu^s was prol)abIy
accidental, but which, remains to be determined.

reports of Frauenfeld and of llaller.
it

may

not be infrequent on

its

has reniainiMl

it

proper host.

« Proc-. V.ni. Soc. AVasli., I, p. 59.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvii— 03

25

Kxcejjt

for the

unknown, though
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Family

VERMIPSYLLID^

1889.

Vermipsyllidse

Wagner, Horse

1895.

Vermipsi/llidse

Bakeu, Canad. Ent., XXVII,

This family

is

vol.xxvii.

Wagner.

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

XXIII, No.

1-2, p. 205.

p. 22.

characterized especially by the extreme development

of labial palpi.

Genus

VERMIPSYLLA

Schimkewitsch.

YermlpsyUd Schimkewitsch, Zool. Anz., No. 87.
Vermipsylla Wagner, Horte Soc. Ent. Ross., XXIII,
Vermipsylla Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p. 22.

1885.

1889.
1895.

No^<. 1-2, p. 205.

Contains but one species {V. alacvrt Schimkewitsch).
on Ungulates in Turkestan.

Family
1898. MegapsyllklH'

MEGAPSYLLID^

Baker.

Baker, Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc, IV,

p. 53.

Recognizing the remarkable distinctness of the Pulex
of

Weyenberg from

an^^ Pulicida^, it

Found only

was referred

g'rosslventris

to in the Prelimi-

nary Studies as a good species of Sarcop,s7/Ua. Later, a study of
specimens kindly sent by Dr. Berg, of Buenos Ayres, showed this to
be a very erroneous reference, the species really being a much closer
relative of Pulex.
As it represented a group equivalent to Vermipsyllida?, or Sarcopsyllidse, it was made the type of a new family.
The fifth tarsal joint is very closely inserted into the fourth, and
beneath the apex of that joint, this giving the subconnate appearance
The enormous claws and spines of fore tibia? are disas described.
tinctive.
In the somewhat reduced maxilhe it resembles the Sarcopsjdlidffi, but the female abdomen does not become swollen to the extent
found in the Sarcopsyllidaj or even in the Vermipsyllida?.

Genus
1898.

MEGAPSYLLA

Baker.

Meyapmlla Baker, Jouni N. Y. Ent. Soc, IV,

p. 53.

Head evenly rounded above

in female; uneven and unituberculate
Prothorax in the female with five or seven
remote, short, stout, dark-brown teeth; in the male unarmed. Fore
tibiie very small and short, but swollen.
Maxillae small, extending

in front in

the male.

only to one-half of second joint of maxillary palpi.

Labial palpi

5-jointeci.

MEGAPSYLLA GROSSIVENTRIS

(Weyenberg) Baker.

Lives on Zaedyus iiiinutus in Argentina. One of the largest (male,
mm.; gravid female, 6-6.5 mm.) and most distinctly marked
of the known fleas.
2.5-3.25
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Stephens.

1829. Pulicidx Stephens, Syst. Cat. liritiah In.sects.

Taschenbkrc, Die Fli)he, p. 02.
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p.

1880. PuUcidiv
1895. Pulicidx

As used

Stephens for the

In'

tion to that

group of

20.

I^ritish species, this

whicli the genus Pulex

is

is its first

applica-

the type genus.

TAr,LK OF GKXERA.
a.

IMaxilla' hinji triangular, acute at apex.

Ab(U)Miiual tergites never with ctenidia.

b.

Posterior

c.

til)ial 8j)ines

Last tarsal joint on

d.

in pairs
all

and not

in a very dose-set row.

the tarsi with a marginal row of four stout sjiines on

beneath; eyes always large and well developed; hin<l coxal ej)inarrowing distally into the <'oxa, forming a poorly defined notch
or none; female with ])nt one anteiiygidiai bridle on eacli side.
Pulex (p. 378).
Head without ctenidia

each

siile

l)hysis

e.

Head and prothorax»with

ec.

Clenocephalus (p.

cteniilia

.384.

with five pairs of stout spine.s l)eneath, at lea.st on anterior
sometimes only four on nnddle or hind tarsi and then eyes

dd. Last tarsal joint
tarsi;

wanting.
]\Iaxillary palpi

e.

rarely extending to

half or three-fourths

of anterior

coxcP; prothorax with a ctcnidium; himl coxal epiphysis forming dis-

with the coxa a shallow notch; female with three antepygidial
on each side.
Head without ctenidia; eyes usually well developed.
tally

l)ristles

/.

Cerutopln/lhis (p.
ff.

Head

witli ctenidia;

.38.5).

eyes usually very rudimentary.
Clf)u>j>Itlliahuii.'i

(p. 420).

Maxillary j)alpi exceeding anteri(jr coxa'; eyes totally wanting; head
and prothorax without ctenidia; hind coxal epiphysis forming di.^tally
with the coxa a deep notch, subtended outwardly by a jiroduced acute

ee.

female with

lind);

on(>

antepygidial bristle on each side.
Anoniiopni/llus (p. 425).

Posterior tibial spines mostly single and in a close-set row; face sloping

cc.

and back from the forehead, thus the whole head more

down

or less c<mical;

eyes wanting.
d.

Head

of female without a cap-like jtatella in front, but with or without

nearly perpendicular ctenidia on gena"; the normal female with three
or four antepygidial bristles on each side
dd.

Head

side
bh.

(teunpsi/llus (p. 426).

female with cap-like patella armed with a ctenidium on its
posterior border; gena' with subperpendicular ctenidia; man<Hbles
extremely slender; femak' with but one antepygidial bristle on each
of

Abdominal

Slrj>lut)wcircu.'<

(

p. 4.30.

with one or more ctenidia; posterior til)ial spines in
numerous, short, close-set transverse rows on jiosterior border, with about
four spines in each row; female with four antepygidial l)ristles on each
tergites

side

Ili/slrirhop.'ujUn

aa. Maxilla" clavate or sub(|uadraugular; fa<'e strongly sloping

just

(

ji.

432).

forward and recurved

above the mouth, wlu-re there are two tooth-like plates on I'ach side;
pronotum and usually abdomen with ctenidia; confined to

eyes ab.«ent;
bats

Ctralnjisi/llu.i (p. 4.32

).
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Genus
1758. Pulex

1863.

1898.

Linnaeus.

LiNN^us, Systema Natura*, 10th

Westwood,

ed.,

I,

p. 614.

Mod. Classif. of Ins., II, Gen. Synoj).,
? MonopsyUus Kolexati, Wiener En torn. Monats., I, p. 65.
Pulex and Trichopsyllus Kolenati, Horye Soc. Ent. Eoss., II, p. 29.
Pulex Wagner, Horse Soc. Ent. Eoss., XXXI, p. 21.

1840. Pulex
18-57.

PULEX

vol.xxvii.

Though

Introd. to

h'r items is the

p. 124.

still we have included
In one of these, however,
unusually reduced, showing a transition in

type of this genus,

three species possessing pronotal ctenidia.

the

number

this respect

of spines

toward

is

irritans-

SYNOPSIS OF AMEEICAN SPECIES.
a.

Prothorax without ctenidial spines.
Abdominal tergites with but one distinct transverse row of liristles, and \\ithout
minute teeth; inner side of hind coxa distally with an obhque row of minute
teeth; vertex without transverse rows of bristles; hind margin of antennal
groove with a few weak hairs.
c. Teeth on inner side of hind coxa numerous" and in an irregular row; labial
palpi apparently 3-jointed; fifth tarsal joint without minute hairs on disk.
d. Labial palpi extending about one-half the length of anterior coxae.

h.

irritans (p. 379).

dd. Labial

palpi

extending three-fourths the length of anterior coxse or

more

dugesii (p. 379).

Teeth on inner side of hind coxae six in number and in a regular row; labial
palj^i as long or longer than the anterior coxae, and apparently 4-jointed;
fifth tarsal joint with minute hairs on disk
brasiliensis (p. 379).
bb. Abdominal tergites with two distinct rows of bristles; hind margin of metanotum, and tirst, second, and third tergites with small teeth; inner side of hind
coxae without minute teeth; vertex with two transverse rows of bristles; hind
margin of antennal groove with a close-set row of numerous minute teeth.
c. Abdominal tergites -all with a second row of numerous small bristles; hind
margin of antennal groove with about a dozen minute teeth maxillary palpi
with second and fourth joints nearly equal and longer than the first, which
is longer than the third
first three abdominal tergites with minute teeth, the
first with about 11 on each side, the last with about three on each side; hind
tibife with spineson liind margin short and weak and with many short
bohlsii (p. 380).
bristles on the outer side in several longitudinal rows
cc. Abdominal tergites without a distinct second row of bristles excepting on first
two, the remainder with but one or two bristles on each side in place of
second row; hind margin of antennal groove with a thick-set row of about
25 minute but well-developed teeth; maxillary palpi with first and third
joints nearly equal and second longer than fourth; first abdominal tergite
only with minute teeth; hind tibi;« with long, strong spines on the hind
luizii (p. §80)
margin and about eight stout bristles on the outer side
aa. Prothorax with a ctenidium.
anomalus (p. 381).
b. Pronotal ctenidium with about 9 spines
bb. Pronotal ctenidium with about 17 spines.
a spine on hind distal angle of
c. Vestiture of spines and bristles rather heavy
second joint of hind tarsi as long as joints 3 and 4 and three-fourths of 5
together; upper male claspers short and stout, lower claspers shaggy, with
ce.

;

;

;

cc.

hairs
affinis (p. 382)
Vestiture comparatively light; a spine on hind distal angle of second joint of
hind tarsi as long as joints 3 and 4 and scarcely one-fourth of 5, together;

upper male claspers long and slender, lower claspers with few

hairs.

lynx

{i>.

383)
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IlKYJSION OF

PULEX IRRITANS
riate XI,

ri<rs.

Linneeus.
:!-(i.

This, the oavliost floscribod inoinl)or of tho order,
speoios of the worUl next to the cat

nearly cosmopolitan in
regions.

It is

379

and

is

known

tho host

and aj)])ears to 1)C
the M'arnier temperate and in the tropical

the specific ilea of

human

attack a variety of othei' animals which

do<^ ilea,

being's, hut

may happen

it

will readily

way, as a
houses within its rant^e,
and is also common in other places frequented by human ]»eint>s. like
The collection contains speciparks, picnic ^-rounds, and sea beaches.
mens from California, (^tieen Charlotte Islands, Texas, and the SouthIt has been taken fi-om T>/<lrljiJilx rlr(j!)i!.(iii<i (this
eastern States.
transient parasite.

Jt is

conunon

in its

in dwellinj^"

form the variety xiimihoix), and Mr. J. O. Snych'i' contrilmtes
mens taken on a fox at San Diego, California. Both of these
occurrences are to

l)e

s])cci-

latter

considered as accidental.

PULEX DUGESII

Baker.

First descri])ed as a variety of irritcDts^ this form is now given the
rank of a species. The examination of a large series shows the charDr. Duges kindly
acters to be uniform and thoroughly distinctive.
sent a second lot from Guanajuato, Mexico, also taken from ('/trjlux
iiiaeroKrnx.
This is its only known locality and host. The proportional lengths of hind tarsal joints are about ^I-IS-S-;")-!;"), or nearly
the

same

as in /rr/tan.s.

PULEX BRASILIENSIS. new

species.

Dr. Lutz sends a very distinct form occurring on ^^Ks

Mu^

na)'ve<jteu.'<

ratfiin

and

at Sao Paulo, Urazil.

The abdominal segments each bear but one transverse row

of bris-

about fourteen bristles each: those on
sternites, with abtjut eight each.
On the inner side of hind coxa there
The iiind femora are
are only six teeth in a short transverse row.

tles;

those on tergites,

w\t\\

provided laterally with a longitudinal row of al)out (>ig"ht welldeveloped bristles. The proportional lengths of hind tarsal joints are
about 28-lS-l>-5-ll.
Antepygidial spines, one on each side; prothorax, with about eight bristles neai- posterior border: mesothorax. with

and metathorax, with about ft)urteen.
slender and nearly reaching end of anteUelow
rior coxa".
Labial palpi apparently composed of I j(>int>.
the eye the gena is somewhat laminately extended on er the antennal
groove.
Gena Avith two stout spines, one in front of upper extremity
Vertex with a
of eye, the other on lower edge over l)ase of maxilla.
row of live or six siuall bristles on either side along postiM'ior margin.
a stout one at lateral angle, a stout one at midway of antiMinal gioo\ c,
and a small one above this last.

a))out twelve,

Mandibles

an<l labial palpi
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clistally, and armed onl}" with
Substylar flap triangular, obtuse at apex, two
or three l)ristles at apex, and four to six on upper margin. Caudal
margin of eighth segment laterally with about eight to twelve lar^e,
stout spines, just before which are a similar number of smaller ones,
and some distance behind which are two parallel rows of similar but

Stylo in feaiale rather .slender, tapering-

one

long- apieal bristle.

fewer spines.
In the male the antepj^gidial bristles are elevated on well-developed
The upper claspers are small, slender, elliptical, and armed
tubercles.
on outer surface with about six large spines as long as the whole
organ, their bases close together and occupying about a third of the
outer surface.

Length, female 5.5 mm.; male, 3.5
Type.—il2X. No. 6895, U.S.N.M.

mm.

PULEX BOHLSII
Dr.
b}^

Wagner

Color, light brown.

Wagner.

described this species from a single specimen sent him
It is an American species collected in Paraguay by

Herr Poppe.

Dr. Bohls, but the host

is

unknown.

Wagner

presents a drawing of

the whole insect, excepting the legs, and gives a thorough description,
it ma}' be I'eadily recognized when rediscovered.
The vestiture
very dense for this section of the genus. The distinctive characters
are given as far as possible in the s3mopsis.
Wagner does not describe
the armature on hind margin of antennal groove, so that this character
was taken from his drawing. Neither does he iigure the stylet of the
female, although the individual illustrated was of this sex
The proportional lengths of hind tarsal joints are about 29-19-10-5-10.

so that
is

The median projection of the seventh abdominal tergite is a very
noteworthy character, ))ut slightly foreshadowed in irritans.
It is
very distinct in the drawing of hoJdsH, in which, however, it does not
reach beyond one-half the length of eighth tergite.

PULEX

LUTZII, new

species.

Nearly related to I\ hoJdsU, which it was at lirst taken to be. A
it abundantly distinct according to the
description and iigure of hoJiUii given by Wagner.
Dr. Lutz found
this species on Gt'lnon mttata at Stio Paulo in Brazil.
The following characters are noted in addition to those given in the
detailed comparison proves

S3'nopsis.

On
is

all

the abdominal tergites there

is

a median dorsal spine, which

stouter than the others on these segments.

metanotum

ha\'e

two transverse rows of

The

pro-, meso-,

and

bristles, those of the anterior

rows nuich weaker, the number in each row a])out 11-16. The
metathoracic scale has .two rows of 4 spines each. Only the first and
second alidominal tergites have the second row of smaller bristles,

NO.

I3<;i

/,' /.; 1

.

Y.S70.V
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row of about 18

bristles.

the reiiiiiindcr having each but a single

The

st(M-nit«\s

have

singles

rows of 8-10

l)nstlos each.

Tlic scMcnth

caudad, so that it extends entirely <)\er
Antepygidial bristles, 1 on each side, mounted on

teroit(> is miMlially i)r()(lucc(l

the eighth tergite.
distinct tul>ercles.

Labial palpi a1)out ecpialing anterioi' coxa' and apparently six-jointed.
is longei" than 1, and 2 is longer than 4.
very well-developed frontal notch, a very iiiuisual char(lena' with
acter for this genus.
()])Ii(iue rows of bristles, the upper
of 1 smaller, the lower of 8 nuich larger, in normal positions.
Vertex
with the usual row of bristles on hind margin, the lowest large and
long, but the disc with two transverse rows purallel with hind margin,
The armature
the tirst of about 12, the second of about If! bristles.
of hind margin of antennal groove is very distinctive.
Hind coxa' without miiuite teeth on inner surface. The ])rop<)rtional lengths of hind tarsal joints are about 20-16-10-5-17.

In

tiie

niaxillary palpi joint 8

Head with

a

'1

The male has the lateral portion of the ninth tergite large and coniand armed at the tip with three stout close-set spines.
The upper claspers are long, slender, slightlv enlarged toward the
tip and there obliquely truncate backward where it is also arminl with
one longer, stouter, and several shorter weaker bristles.
cal in outline

Abdomen
and thick

of female very bristly; posteriorly the l)ristles are stout

set, far

more numerous than figured for

huhlsH, the outlines

of tenth tergite and hind margin of eighth being obscui'cd by the

The style is almost perfectly cylindrical, rather
armed onh' with one stout spine at tip.
Length, male, h.b mm.; female,
nun.; color, very dai'k brown.
Tt/jM.— Cut. No. BS'.tC, l\S.N.M.

luimerous bristles.
stout and

tl

PULEX ANOMALUS,
'Plate X,

figs.

new

species.

]-ti.

In 1899 I collected at Arboles, in southein Colorado, two specimens
of a remarkable tlea on a large gray-brown s})ermo])hile frequent in
that region.

It is in

many

respects congeneric with

//v'/A///.n.

but

it

possesses a strong pronotal ctenidium of about nine spines.

but a single transvers*' row of
bristles, eleven or twelve bristles in each row on the tergites, four or
six in each on the abdominal sternites.
The tergites are' api)arently
without mimite teeth. On the thorax the lateral spines are consider-

The abdominal segments each

ably the strongest.

])ossess

There are two antepygidial spines of medium

si/e,

one on each side.
The head is normal in the female, but in the male is tlatteniHl and
The frontal
thickened on to]) after the manner of (rn>/o/>/i////>/s.
notch is conq)letely al)sent.
'i'he gena possesses but two large heavy
spines, one in fi-ont of the medium sized eye. the othei- near lower
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The vertex possesses the usual row {ten to
twelve in this case) of bristles near hind margin, but they are gradually enlarged from above to the ver}' large one at lower angle.
Disc
of vertex with two medium-sized spines back of middle of antennal
margin over the maxilla.

Gena below eye not
grooves, one below and posterior to the other.
Bristles on second joint
laminatel}" projecting over antennal groove.
of antenna? considerablv exceeding third joint.

antennal groove

is

connected

b}'

In both sexes the

a chitinous thickening with the upper

Hind margin

margin of the head.

of antennal groove with only two
Mandibles reaching scarcely half of anterior
Maxilhe short, but long acuminate at apex.
coxj^?.
Fore coxw with comparatively few rather large spines. On inner
side of hind eoxa there is an oblique row of ten to twelve minute
Hind femora with a row of six to eight bristles on the side.
teeth.
One of the apical spines on joint 2 of hind tarsi is longer than joints
The proportional lengths of hind tarsal joints are
3 and 4 together.
Eighth abdominal segment in both male and
about 150-16-8-5-13.
female laterally with two stout spines on each side.
In the female
the eighth tergite is clothed on hind margin laterally with muuerous
The tenth tergite has two long apical spines and
spines and bristles.
The style is very short and thick,
back of this several shorter.
somewhat narrowed apically, with one stout apical spine and two
smaller spines back of apex beneath.
In the male the lateral portion of the ninth tergite is a large sclerite,
rounded only a])ove, with a stout tooth at posterior upper angle and
numerous bristles along the upper margin. The upper claspers are
of an elongate inverted plowshare shape, with the point dissected
cephalad and with a few weak hairs on posterior border.
Length of male 1.5 mm., female 2.5 mm. Color, very dark reddish
brown.
Tyj)e.—C^t. No. 6897, U.S.N.M.

small bristles l)elow.

PULEX AFFINIS,

new

species.

Prof. A. B. Cordley collected on a small Lepus, near the

Canyon

two perfectly

Grand

one a Pulex^
the other a Otenoce2>halus, both represented by males and females.
However, (7/«c?'a//.S' represents a general type like avium^fasciatus^ etc.,
from which in late years many perfectly distinct forms have been
separated.
So it becomes necessary to give this the standing of a separate species.
So very little is known of the fleas living on rabbits
and hares in America, especially in northern North America, that
nothing further can be said at present than that this is a relative of
in Arizona,

distinct species of fleas,

glacial i'f.

The pronotal ctenidium contains 16 to 18 spines. Abdominal segments, each with but one transverse row of bristles, about 14 in each
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on most of th<> stcniitcs. Aiit<'i)vsize.
Metathorucic (epiphysis with
two rows of six or seven l)ristle.s each. Thoracie segments with singles rows of al)out twelv<^ l)ristles each, the hristhvs strongest laterally
Head of female broadly rounded from oceiput to mouth in female,
llatten(Ml above somewhat in mal(\
(lena without a lamina extending
over antennal groove, l)ut arnuHl with two spines, one front of the middle of the large eye, the otluM- on lower mai'gin of head over maxilla.
Vertex with the usual l>ristles and spine on hind border and two spines
on disc back of antennal grooxe.
Hind margin of ant<'nnal groove
^hmdibles extending t»> thi-ee- fourths
with a f(nv minute hairs below,
oil

most

{\\v

ol"

termites. 4

bristlos two, uiid of

o-i(liiil

liMigth

ol"

medium

anterior coxa'.

Fore coxa* normally clothed, fore femora with a luuiiber of scattering bristles on side, middle femora with scarcely any, hind femora
with a lateral row of about six large bristles.
Hind coxa with an
ol»li(jue row of al>outten I'athei- stout l)ut minute teeth on inside.
The
hind legs are large, unusually stout, and heavil}' spined.
One of the
apical spines on second joint reaches nearly to end of fifth joint.
Prol)ortionaI lengths of tarsal joints are al)out 25-10-0-5-16.
In the female the eighth abdominal segment has a lateral row of

hind margin of this segment being plentiand short spines. Tenth tergite with a few long
l»ristles.
Style about twice as long as wide at base, nai'rowed to the
apex, where there is a long, stout spine, and on the lower side are two

about

live stout spines, the

fully clothed with long

slender bristles.

In the male the lateral portion of the ninth tergite

is extended in a
which are placed six to
eight large, stout spines.
Upper claspers about twice longer than
wide, somewhat narrowed to the apex, in which rests a short but \"ery
thick and stout black tooth.
The lower (daspers large triangular,
extend(>d fan-like, apical and lower mai'gins bristly on ujjpei- jtortion

large,

round

lol)(\

a])out the apical l)order of

of apical border, with a short, stout, detlexed spine.

Length, male, 2 mm.; female, 2.5
Type.— Cat. No. C.89S, U.S.N.M.

mm.

PULEX LYNX,

new

riate X,

Prof. J.

ligi^.

7-11,

Color, clear brown.

species,

and Plate XI,

M. Aldrich sends from Moscow,

tlea closely related to (ijfiiils

figs.

1-2.

Idaho, a large series of a

but taken on lynx

{Li/»-i'

raiuidena '-<).

In general, the Aestiture and proportions are \oy\ close to those of
but this species is more delicately constructed in both respects.

afinls.^

The toothed upper male clasper is about four times as bioad as long
instead of only twice, and the lateral lobe of the ninth tergite is mucii
narrower than in <ijfi)ilK. Tlu* lower (dasp(>rs are not >o
gular and have far fewer bristles.

shai-])Iy ti-ian-
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two species so

elosel}'^

but one or a few specimens had
been found on the lynx, I should have considered the occurrence accidental and surmised that these specimens were originally from some
Much more collectrabbit, ])ut Professor Aldrich took a large series.
ing- will be necessar}' to throw any definite light on the matter.
related on such ditferent hosts.

If

Ti/pe.—Cat No. 6899, U.S.N.M.

Genus

CTENOCEPHALUS
Fauna V.

Kolenati.

1859.

Ctenocephalus Kolenati,

1863.

Clenocephalus KohEtiTi, Horse See. Ent. Ross., II, p. 44.

The

grouped under

Altvaters,

j).

65.

heading are essentiall}" Pulex with
of the ctenidium on the head
may, perhaps, be an artificial character, but it is at least a definite one.
That the grouping is an artificial one there is no question. The new
anornalus must go into Pulex, but it is more closely related in many
ways to sinij)le,r and inpequalis^ also rabbit fleas. Every lot of new
We know, as j'et, but
species alters one's ideas of the relationships.
a lamentably small proportion of existing species. 1 would not care
to attempt a recasting of these groups on such very fragmentary data,
especially when this present arrangement can be well employed for
species

ctenidia on the gena?.

this

The presence

the time being.

SYNOPSIS OF SPECIES.
Spines of head ctenidia in longitudinal rows on lower margins of gense; head not

a.

canls (p. 384).
tuberculate in front
Spines of head ctenidia in o])lique rows on hind margins of gente; head tubercu-

aa.

late in front.

Mandibles reaching three-fourths of anterior (!ox;e; head ctenidia in male with
simplex (p. 385).
eight spines on each side
hh. Mandibles slightly exceeding anterior cox*; head ctenidia in male with four
bncqualis (p. 385).
or five spines on each side

h.

CTENOCEPHALUS CANIS

Curtis.

The common

cat and dog flea is probably the most widely distribthe order, occurring practically wherever cats and
mend)er
of
uted
Lutz sends specimens from Brazil. It seems to be
Dr.
occur.
dogs
parasite of cats and dogs, but has been found
abundant
and
a normal
animals.
It occurs commoid}' as a transient
other
of
on a variet}'
semidomesticated, or caged
domesticated,
all
of
the
on
almost
guest
opportunity offers.
Ijeings
whenever
human
will
bite
animals, and
been found to be
of
houses
have
of
infestation
reported
cases
Many
The case of a lot
than
Pulex
irrltans.
rather
to
this
species,
due to
California,
Diego,
by
from
a
fox
at
San
Mr.
Snyder
of fleas collected
offers a peculiar instance of unusual occurrence.

A part

proved to be Pulex irritans and the rest this species.

of this lot
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Taschenbcrf*- used the
lirst

followed him

in

liitor

thi.s

niiiuo aerratlirps^ of (i(M-Viiis.

:iiid

I

at

us in other inatter.s, thougli the (H-dinary

rules of zoological nomenelatiire
I
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do not permit of

its use.

believed most heartily in Mr. Rothschild's much-needed

setrreo-ji-

composite species avlurn^ but his similar attempt in the
case of ca7its and fells can not. it seems to me, possibly stand.
He
himself says that any constant distinctive character is lackinj^- in the
females. The diU'ercnce in the males which he indicates would be \ er}'
slight at best; they relate principally to the mmiber and arrangement
In America this is
of the ])ristles on the di.scs of the male claspers.
It can only ])e said that if his definition of
certainly widely variable.
these two species must be accepted, then a number more should be
described from dogs and cats in this country, and, as in the first two,
so the females of all would be practically indistinguishable.
tion of the

CTENOCEPHALUS SIMPLEX

Baker.

This form, originally described as a variety of InaequaUs^
tinct species.

It

a dis-

is

occurs on Lcpux in Michigan.

CTENOCEPHALUS INi^QUALIS

Baker.

This was originally described from part of the material obtained b}"
Prof. A. B. Cordly on Lepua near the Grand Canyon, in Arizona.

Afterwards 1 collected the same thing on a Lepm at Arboles, Colorado, and Professor Aldrich sent me specimens from Moscow, Idaho.

Genus

CERATOPH YLLUS

1882. Ceratop}ni/lut< Curtis, British Entoinol()<fy,
1898. ('mttophyllK.s

This

is

Wagner, Hor*

Curtis.

IX, No.

Soc. Ent. Ro.ss.,

147.

XXXI,

p. 557.

many

nearly

Most of the species are very
and none are cosmopolitan.

closely

the largest genus in the order, containing

related and very puzzling forms.

confined to their especial hosts,

C. g<iJ-

lifice, or some of the European species affecting house rats or house
mice, would be the most lik(dy to become so.
We have no ri'cord as
though it is almost
America,
yet of the occurrence of any of these in
impossible that they should not have ])een ])i-ought here. The fact is
This is
that no systematic attempt has l)een made to collect them.
nuich to be regretted, and it is hoped that opportunity will soon

supply the necessary data.
In his very proper rehabilitation of this geiuis. Di-. Wagn(>r uses

otler to

the

an-angement of the spines on the under

joint as a distincti\e

character of special

side of

tlu"

im])ortance.

tiftli

It

tarsal

has l)een

As
impossible for nu' to apply this to the many .Vmerican sj)eci«>s.
defined by him, these spines in (Jei'atojtlnillns are (onlined to '1 rows
of 5 each on either margin, in Ctenophtliuhinis the first pair being
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and directed straight backward.

of our species {Idahoensis, canadensis^ petlolatus^ arizonensis^

and hirsutus) are

CeratophyUus
had
the first pair of spines only slightly dislocated and bent inward, and it
was puzzling indeed to find that lucidus and charlottensls were t^^pical
Ctenophthalm'us on the fore legs, while the former was a genuine
CeratophyUus on the hind legs and the latter a Pulex! Then occurred
the peculiar aberrant perpinnatus with a middle pair of the spines
hrunei'i, arctomys, taherculatiis,

as defined

by Wagner.

t3'pical

Some were found which,

\\k.&j[)roxirm(s,

dislocated -toward the center.

After

was prepared for the group of certainly Ceratophylwhich ha^ the first pair of spines dislocated, as in lahiatus^

all this I

lus species,

keeni, pseudarctomys, califo7'nicus, ciliatus, wagneri,

coloradensis, oculatus, wicJihaml,

and sexdentatns^

all

ignotus, divisiis,

of which are cer-

more clearly congeneric with the type of CeratophyUus rather than with that of CtenopJithxxlin us. For the time being
there was but the one recourse of falling back upon the artificial (?)
character of the presence or absence of a genal ctenidium, and so far as
my studies have progressed it is the sole means by which I can separate these numerous species into two more or less homogeneous groups
about the original t} pes. The onh' alternative would seem to be the
establishment of numerous genera, which will eventuall}" have to be
done, but which would seem to be unwise in the present very fragmentary condition of our knowledge of the existing species of the

tainh^ to be regarded as

world.

All of the species of CeratopliyUus, so far as I have examined them,
have on the inferior disk of the fifth tarsal joint numerous very minute hairs, and between the hind coxa and its epiphysis distally there is
always formed a more or less deeply excavated emargination. In
some other genera there are wide departures from these conditions
though their uniformity has yet to be tested for all the species.

SYNOPSIS OF AMERICAN SPECIES.
Hind

a.

coxte with one or more rows of minute teeth on inside distally.
Eyes well developed; teeth on inside of hind coxae in several rows.

h.

Pronotal ctenidium of 40 spines

c.

cc.

Eyes rudimentary; teeth on inside

bb.

vndtispinosus (p. 389)

Pronotal ctenidium of 24 spines

dentatiis (p. 390)

of

hind cox« in one row; pronotal ctenidium

of 14 spines
««.

Hind

charlottensis

(

Fifth tarsal joint with the middle pair of lateral spines dislocated toward

b.

line

and replaced by two supernumerary

spines
bb.

spines;

median

pronotal ctenidium of 36
}>erpinnntug (p. 391

).

Fifth tarsal joint never with middle pair of spines dislocated; pronotal cteni-

dium
c.

p. 390)

coxae without minute teeth on inside.

of 26 spines or less,

Males without a strongly developed style projecting over pygidium;

medium

to small; eyes usually present.

size
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d

about equalling II and III together, rarely little more;
I of hind tarsi which exceeds jonit II;
head always with a distinct notch on the front.
unusually numerous
Abdoniinai tergites with \\ distinctly marked rows of

Hind

tarsal joint I

never with a spine on apex of joint

e.

anterior femora.
bristles; labial palpi nearly equalling
f
'

(/•.

absent; pronotal ctenidium
Frontal notch so reduced as to be almost
ahskemi.« ( p. 'm )
„f t went v-f« .ur spines
c'tcnidivim of eighteen to twenty
pronotal
distinct;
very
notch
Frontal
spines.

two on each side and ot
Frontal notch normal; antepygidial bristles,
hirmlus (p. 392).
about equal length
upper lip in the form of a strong tubercle;
the
with
notch
Frontal
gg
quite small, the
antepygidial bristles 3 on each side, the inner
tubercidatus (p. 393)
middie^ largest
rows of bristles.
Abdominal tergites each with two normal transverse
with apical spine scarcely exceeding joint III or
g

ee
/.

Hind

tarsal joint II

shorter.
n

.

tarsi with hrst pair distm<-tly
Lateral spines on last joint of hind

median line, not merely bent inward, and
always so on middle and fore tarsi.
bristles on each
Abdominal sternites with always more than two
dislocated toward

h.

on

side

at least five segments.

Hind femora with a

i.

bristles;

longitudinal

pronotal ctenidium

row on

side of a

number

of

of eighteen spines.

middle tarsi distinctly longer than second or
on upper
female stvle with a single very minute bristle

First joint in

j.

fiftli;
'

nilifornicus (p. 395)

_"

gj^g
First joint in

jj.

and

middle

tarsi

about equal in length to second,

also to fifth.

coxie.
Labial palpi scarcely equalling anterior

k.

ocidatiis (p. 39b).

kh

coxa?.
Labial palpi slightly exceeding anterior
cihatus (p. 39/).

Hind femora without a

a.

though one or two may

longitudinal

row

of

bristles

on

side,

occur there.

twenty-six spines.
Pronotal ctenidium of twenty-four to
tooth at upper and
black
one
with
k Upper clasper of male
psnukirrtomys (p 399)
end
lower
at
one
at middle of
Upper clasper of male with two black teeth

j

iW

kk.

jj.

hindn.argin
Pronotal ctenidium

(p

400).

labial palpi
of sixteen to eighteen spines;
coxa\
eciualing or shorter than anterior
much less than twice length of
k Fifth joint of middle tarsi
fifth, and the first litt e
fourtb, the second longer than
leucopns {p.
longer than third
length or
tarsi always twice fourth in
middle
of
joint
Fifth
kk
proportions different from above.

m

more, and other
slender
I Labial palpi abnormally
normally stout.
II. Labial palpi

male daspers each
m. Upper
^^
mn,.

hh.

Upper male

labUdus

(p. 401.)

witli four black teetli
inckhuiiii (p.

clasp.MS .a.!,

40.-.).

with six black teeth.

two bristles on each ^^'^^^^
t.-eth on expande^l
male each with three stout bhuk
««9»vn (p. 40o).
margin
hind
of
middle portion

Abdominal

sternites with but

claspers of
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on last joint of hind tarsi in two rows on lateral margins,
with first pair slightly bent inward; labial palpi equaling or a
little exceeding fore coxfe.
Disk of vertex back of antennal groove with six stout bristles.

i~^pines

])ut

h.

iii^io

Disk of vertex back

hh.

of

(p. 406).

antennal groove with but one to three

stout bristles.

Pronotal ctenidiuni of twenty spines.

i.

j.

Joint III of hind tarsi with but two sets of spines on either

margin
jj.

ii
ff.

Hind

canadensis

(

p.

407 )

Joint III of hind tarsi with three sets of spines on either

risoH (\). 408 )
margin
lucidns (p. 410).
Pronotal ctenidium of sixteen spines
tarsal joint II with an apical spine exceeding joints III and IV

femur with a row of minute bristles on side.
Eyes well developed; spines on fifth tarsal joint confined to two rows
on lateral margins, though the first pair may be slightly bent inward.

together; hind
g.

Lal)ial palpi nearly equaling anterior femora.

/(.

).

Gena below eye obtusely pointed

length, female
montanus (p. 411).
posteriorily; length, female 3.75,

male 1.75
(/.
Gena below eye sul)truncate
male 2.75
2.75,

posteriorily;

arctomys (p. 411).

exceeding anterior trochanters.
First pair of spines on last tarsal joint slightly bent inproximus (p. 412).
ward
First pair of spines on last tar.sal joint curved outward, same as

hh. Labial palpi equaling or a little
i.

a

others.
j.

Upper male claspers at upper extremity obliquely truncate
toward body. The hind margin with one long and several
hruneri (p. 413)

short bristles
jj.

Upper male
narrowed

claspers obliquely truncate

to a point above;

away from body or

hind margin with four long and

several short bristles.

Genre broadly truncate posteriorly below eye; upper male
narrowed to a point.

k.

claspers distally gradually

idaJioeyisis (p. 413.)

Gena? pointed posteriorly below eye; upper male claspers
ol)liquely truncate away from body.
End of male abdomen with comparatively few long
/.

kk.

arizonensls (p. 415 )

bristles

male abdomen with a thick
on eighth segment
gg. Eyes rudimentary; first pair of spines on last
toward median line.
II.

Labal

/(.

/(//.

dd.

Hind

End

i^alpi

of

not equaling anterior coxa?
exceeding anterior trochanters

Lal)al palpi

tarsal joint I equaling II, III,

and

l)rush of long bristles
petiolatns (p. 415).

tarsal joint dislocated

ignotus (p. 416).
dicisus (p. 416).

V together.

A spine on apex of hind tarsal joint I much longer than joint II; front
coloradensls (p. 417).
without the usual minute notch
ee. Spines on apex of hind tarsal joint I much shorter than II; front with
eremicus (p. 417)
the usual notch
cc. Males with a stout style projecting from seventh tergite over at least onesfijlosus (p. 418).
third length of pygidium; size enormous; eyes absent
e.
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Baker.

1-5.

from Lep^isforidcmti^ maUvrii.s at Raloig-h, North Carolina,
some of m}' remarks under the genus. By all the
characters which have been used to define the genus this species is a
Cera tophy II us., yet I have no hesitation in saying that its strongest
Thisflca,

well illustrates

affinities
ft'oriple.v.

are with the other rabbit Heas,

The heavy posterior

legs,

(jlae/'a/ix, ajfinis^

inxquaUs., and

the numerous minute teeth on

and the general hal)itus of the whole insect prove
But the last tarsal joint has five equal spines on
this unmistakably.
either margin, and the prothorax only, possesses a ctenidium, which is
inside of hind coxte

The original description is so incomplete
here
redescribed.
that the species is
The single type specimen is a male, Avith head flattened above and
The eye is large, rather
thickened, and with a distinct frontal notch.
around
(Jena
fully
pigmented
except
the margin.
low down, and not
the
upper
of
about
six
smaller,
the
rows
of
spines,
with two oblique
the
latter
being
above
larger
spines,
the
first
of
lower of three nuich
unusually well developed.

Gena below eye posteriorly acute. First
small ])ristles near the upper extremwith
numerous
antenna
bearing
about
six
heavy bristles, which are not as long
ity, the second
as third joint.
The antennal groove is connected Avith upper margin
Hind margin of antennal groove
of head ])y a chitinous thickening.
sharply prominent l)elow, Avhere there are numerous small l)ristles on

and

in front of

the eye.

joint of

the margin;

above

this the

ute bristles are scattered.

margin

is

not clearly defined and the min-

Hind margin

of vertex, with the usual

marginal row of about sixteen bristles, and there are two stout uiuMjual
spines at each loAver angle.
-Just behind middle of antennal groove
Mandibles about ecjualing
there are two small and one large spin(\
fore coxa'.
The pronotum has two rows of few weak bristles on disk,

and on hind margin a row of about forty rather short and slender
The
ctenidial spines, and a long stout spine at extreme lateral angle.
meso- and metanotum have a row of a])out ll-K) larger l)ristles l)ehind
and three or four rather irreguhu" rows of numerous minute bristles
on disk. Metathoracic scale with three spines near anterior ))order,
an irregular row of six stouter ones across middle and oiu' near hind
margin. Abdominal tergitcs with one transverse row of about twentyfour large bristles and about two rows each of nunuTous niiiuite brisThere are also
tles, though these latter are very irregularly i)laced.

two minute median l)lack teeth on first seven tergitcs. and lateral teeth
as follows: two on each side of first tAVo segments, and one on each
side of next five.
On each side there are two antepygidial bristles,
one of Avhich exceeds tenth segment and is twice the length of the
other.
The tenth teririte is covered with a bnisliv mass of bristles,
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and the lateral portion.s of the ninth with about a dozen .stout bristles.
Middle alxlominal sternites each with a transverse row of six to eight
bristles.

The hind

tibiae are stout and heavih" bristled.
Second joint of hind
with one apical spine about equaling joint III. Hind femora
with several bristles on lower margin proximally, three on lower
margin distall}", but only two minute bristles on side. Hind cox^e
unusually heavily clothed with stiff bristles on outside anterior half;
inside and below are several close-set irregular rows of numerous

tarsi

minute

teeth.

Upper

claspers nearly quadrangular, attached by one corner, the
hind margin with a few weak hairs.
Length, 3..5 mm. Color, clear brown.

CERATOPHYLLUS DENTATUS,

new

species.

The single male specimen of this species in the collection was sent
from Moscow, Idaho, by Prof. J. M. Aldrich, who found it on Lynx
cmiadensis, associated with considerable numbers of another species.
I regard this occurrence as purely accidental, and should not be surprised to learn eventuall}^ that its proper host was some species of
Zepus, as its real affinities are with /nultispinosus and the other rabbit
fleas.

This species is a ver}^ near relative of //lultisphio.sui^, with distinguishing characters as follows: The pronotal ctenidium consists of about 26
The mandibles extend to about four-fifths the length
close-set spines.
On each side of the vertex there are more than 3
of anterior coxa?.
spines.

The black

teeth on the abdominal tergites occur in pairs, one

The male claspers are twice
longer than wide, narrowed on apical half below to a truncate apex;
the margin with a number of scattering bi-istles and minute, weak
pair on each side near the dorsal line.

One of the apical spines on joint II of hind tarsi is nearly as
long as joints III and IV together. The minute teeth on inside of hind
coxffi are even more numerous than in multlspmosus.
Length, 3.5 mm. Color, rich brown.
Ti/2)e.^Q^t. No. 6900, U.S.N.M.
hairs.

CERATOPHYLLUS CHARLOTTENSIS
mate XIJ,

tigs.

Baker.

6-10.

The Rev. J. H. Keen found this species in a mouse nest at Masset,
Queen Charlotte Islands, and I described it as a Typhlopsylla on
It possesses several remarkable characmentioned in the meager original description. It has the
The spines of last tarsal
typical form of body of a Ceratoph3'llus.
joint on fore and middle legs are arranged as in Ctenopldludinm^ thosa

account of the I'educed eyes.
ters not
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on hindloofs us in Pxtlex.
reduced oroup of

One

of the most sugjrestive characters

391
is

the

on inside of liind coxjo, composed of about
It is the only species of the true
eight teeth in one nearly even row.
Ceratophyllus form in which I have seen these teeth. It should 1)0
noted tluit the second and third abdominal tergites possess four minute
There are three anteteeth each, and the fourth and fifth two each.
pygidial spines on each side, one long one between two shorter.
The end of the female alxlomen possesses comparati\ely few bristles.
The style is twice h)nger than wide at base, gradually narrowed to the
tip, where there is a long spine just before which on the upper margin
The substylar flap has a few longer bristles at end
is a minute bristle.
and a few shorter on lower margin. Laterallv the eighth tergite
Length, 2.5 mm. Color,
bears three long spines and a few bristles.
Only females are known.
pale brown.
teetli

CERATOPHYLLUS PERPINNATUS,
Plate XIII,

From
flea of

the

Queen Charlotte

figs.

new

species.

1-6.

Islands the liev.

rl.

H. Keen also sends a

remarka))le aspect, but of which he does not give the host.

It

possesses one espct-ially salient character not recorded for any other

The last tarsal joint has the middle pair of spines
toward the median line, but these are replaced toward the
outside by a supernumerary pair, making six pairs of the ordinarj'
spines on the underside of the last tarsal joint on all the legs.
The single specimen is a male. The head is rather rounded and
bulging in front, with a sharpl}' defined frontal notch, though flattened
and thickened on top after the usual manner. The e3'e is large and
nearly circular.
The gena is provided with three oblique rows of
species of the order.

dislocated

bristles, the upper row of about 8 small, short bristles, the second
with four larger, and the lower with three long and stout bristles.

The antemial groove extends nearly to the upper margin of the head,
with which it is connected by a chitinous thickening. The bristles on
second antennal joint are small and few, and much shorter than third
joint.
The hind margin of antennal groove is lined with minute scattering hairs.
On the hind margin of the head occurs the usual row
Tlic
of about 14 bristles, those at the lower angles large and long.
disk of the vertex has two obliciue rows of bristles on eith(>r side near
the upper margin of the head, the upper row with about 4, the lower
The mandibles
with about
bristles, all becoming smaller backward.
extend to a little more than two-thirds of anterior coxa\ The first

somewhat longer than the second.
armed with a transverse row of about 1*2 small

joint of the maxillary palpi is

The pronotum
bristles

is

on the disk and on the hind margin a ctenidium of about

rather slender

and close-set spines.

3(1

The mcsoiiotuiu and metanotum

have each a transverse row of al)out 12 bristles and rcplialad of this
-
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on each, several rows of somewhat scattered minute hairs. The metathoracic epiphysis has two rows of rather large bristles, about 3 in
each row.
The abdominal tergites each have a transverse row of 14 to Ifi larger
There is one antebristles and a second row of much smaller ones.
pygidial bristle on each side, and these do not e(|ual the tenth tergite.
Most of the middle abdominal sternites have each a single transverse

row of
The

6 l)ristles.

genitalia are of the general CeratophyUus type and yet are

The lateral portion of the ninth tergite is
quite unique in detail.
lobed above, the lobe as long as wide at base, tip obliquel}" rounded
and provided with a bristle. The rounded portion beneath which the
upper clasper is attached is provided, as is frequently the case, with
two long bristles. The upper claspers are subquadrangular, attached
by the lower inner angle, the upper inner angle somewhat produced
and provided with three minute hairs, the upper angle broadly
rounded, the lower angle considerably swollen and produced and provided with a large long tooth which is distorted near its tip; the hind
margin is provided with a bristle at top, beloAv this two short spines,
and with two more short spines above the lower tooth.
Hind coxa3 without minute teeth on inside. Hind femur with Init
one minute hair on the side. Spines on apex of second joint of hind
Hind tarsal joints with lengths
tarsi all shorter than the third joint.
in following proportions: 20-15-9-5-10.

Length, 3

mm.

Color, light brown.

r^i^tf.— Cat. No. (3901,

U.S.N.M.

CERATOPHYLLUS HIRSUTUS
Plate

XVII,

figs.

Baker.

1-4.

The j^rairie-dog flea, not uncommon in Colorado at least, is a very
conspicuous species by reason of the great length of the labial palpi
and inclosed organs, and the very heavy bristling of the abdomen,
though the l)ristling of other parts is normal. Only females are
represented in the collection.

The upper margin of the head slopes very stronglv from base to
mouth, the distinct frontal notch being very low down. The e>^e is
Just above the eye are a
ver}^ small in proportion to size of head.
few minute hairs. The gena bears three heavy bristles below, the
inner above and slightly in front of eye, the outer on lower margin;
above these are two bristles, one larger on lower margin and one small
one in center of gena. The gena below the qjq is subtruncate posteriorly.
The antennal groove is unusually broad for its length, extending to two-thirds the height of the head; the hind margin is
provided with numerous small hairs. The numerous bristles on second
antennal joint considerably exceed third joint.

The usual

bristles

NO. 1301.
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occur on hind margin of head, though but a single rather stout l)ristle
occurs on disk of vertex back of antennal groove.
The labial palpi
The maxillae are unusually slender.
nearly equal the anterior femora.

The prothoracic ctenidium contains a])out twenj^ spines. The
nietanotum and first three alxlominal tergites have four minute hut
The abdominal tergites
stout dark-colored teeth on hind margins.
are provided with very

numerous

bristles in several

rows, the prin-

rows with about 20 to 24 bristles each, Antepygidial spines,
two on each side and of al)out equal length. Abdominal sternites
third to sixth inclusive, each with a row of about 12 larger bristles
and several smaller back of these; the seventh and eighth sternites
with numerous ])ristles in several somewhat scattered rows. Style
rather stout, with one long bristle at tip and with others nearly as
heavy along the sides. Substylar flap nearl}^ hidden in bristles.
The hind coxa without minute teeth inside. Hind femui- witli a
straight row of about ten minute bristles on side.
1'here are 2
apical spines on joint II of hind tarsi, which nearly equal joints iii and
The spines on the last tarsal joints occur in the typical
iv together.
Ceratophjdlus order. Lengths of hind tarsal joints in the proportions
cipal

of 21-12.5-8.5-5-9.

Length, 2-3

mm.

Color, light ])rown.

CERATOPHYLLUS TUBERCULATUS,
riateXIlI,

figs.

new

species.

7-9.

Professor Aldrich has collected from CUellus cohnnhlanKx

cow, Idaho, a species which

is closel}"

however, shows striking specific
speciuKnis

— fortunatel}" male and

related to

difi'erences.

'At

Mos-

but which,
There are but two
hit'siitu.s^

female.

Female: The head has the same strongly sloping upper margin as in
hirsutus, but the upper lip of the frontal notch projects as a conspicuous tubercle. The gena bears the usual three heav}'" bristles below,
with a small one between the first two, but the upper row is represented by onl}^ one, and that on the lower margin. Just above the
eye are a number of minute hairs. This species also has the hind
margin of the antennal groove provided with a number of minute
bristles, and one large bristle occurs on disk of vertex behind middle
of antennal groove.
The gena below eye is acute posteriorly. The
dozen close-set ])ristles on second joint of antenna are longer than
third joint.

The

labial palpi

extend to

al)oiit

thri>e-fourths of anterior

femora.

Thoracic nota with two transverse rows of bristles, the principal
with about 10 good-sized firistles. The prothoracic ctenidium cotitains about 18 spines.
The abdominal terga have about 1«) to IS large
bristles in the principal row. and with numerous mituite bristles in
two more or less well-defined rows back of these. The niiinite hairs
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most Ceratoj>hyUus species occur"

in

the larger

l)ristles

in the

vol.xxvii.

same row between

are here of very unusual size, being nearly half the

In most other species they are quite incon-

size of the large bristles.

spicuous.

There arc three antop3'gidial

bristles

on each

side,

two quite unequal

large ones and a small one behind and near the median line.

The

abdominal sternites are here more heaA'il}' clothed than in an}- species
of the genus known to me, and the numl^er of bristles increases cauThere are two or three rows to each sternite, the principal row
dad.
on the third segment numbering 18 and on the seventh 20. On the
eighth sternite the Ijristles are rather short and scattering.
The style is rather stout with one long apical bristle and several
smaller along the sides. The substylar flap has several long bristles
at tip and a mass of short stout bristles on lower margin.
The hind coxa? lack minute teeth on inside. The hind femur has a
row of about six bristles on the side. One of the apical spines on
The spines
joint II of hind tarsus exceeds joints III and IV together.
on fifth tarsal joint occur in the typical Ceratophyllus order. Lengths
of hind tarsal joints in the projjortions of 20-16.5-7.5-5-10.
Length, 2.3 mm.
Male: The male before me is a most extraordinary looking creature,
due to a malformation. The upper margin of head is evidently normally flattened in this species as usual in CeratophyJlus.^ but in this
specimen is collapsed inward and deeply concave. The upper row of
genal bristles is composed of three members. As in most males, the
third antennal joint is somewhat extended so that the bristles on second
The genitalia are entirely inclosed
joint are not as long as the third.
from view in this specimen, within the much extended and posteriorly
truncated eighth segment which has on its surface a number of long,

The lateral portion of the ninth tergite
broadh" rounded. Tlie upper claspers are

stout, rather distant bristles.
* is

not lobed above, but

is

'

long, slightl}' curved sickle fashion, acute at tip, and

armed on pos-

terior border with about seven bristles.

Length, 2

mm.

ry^6.— Cat. No.

Color, rather darker l)rown dorsally.
6902,

U.S.N.M.

CERATOPHYLLUS ALASKENSIS,

new

species.

Dr. Kellogg presented me with some specimens of a species taken by
Mr. McElhaney on Cltellus harroweiuis at Point Barrow, Alaska.

This
one known to occur on any spermophile.
Female: Head broadly evenly rounded from occiput to mouth, the
frontal notch almost wanting.
Gena with the usual three heavy bristles
below, the upper row represented by one on the margin. The eye is
small compared with size of head, and low down.
Gena below eye

This

is

species

the farthest north record for the order in America.

is

also the largest

HEVISIOK OF AMERICAN SIPHONAPTEHA— BAKER.
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Antennal groove reaching two-thirds the depth
number of scattering minute brisThe hind margin of the head is provided with tlie usual ])ri.stles,
tles.
the disk of the vertex with one heavy bristk^ ])eliind middle of antennal
Second joint of antenna with al)out a dozen l)ristles which
groove.
extend beyond third joint.
I^abial pali)i extending to more than half
posteriorly truncate.

of the head, the hind margin with a

of anterior femora.

Thoracic nota each with one row of 10 to 12 large bri.stle.s and one of
The pronotal ctenidium contains 21 slender spines.
Al)dominal tergites with three di.stinct rows of bristles, the princi-

smaller.

row of 10

minute hairs between these last ver}^
Antepygidial spines three on each side, two larger
unequal and one smaller near the median line. Abdominal sternites
with three rows of bristles each, th(» far greater number occurring in
the principal row, which has 18 to 20 l)ristles.
The eighth tergite
pal

to 18 bristles, the

inconspicuous.

laterally bears

numerous rather

distant short bristles.

Just beneath

the p3"gidium on either side occur five strong bristles.

The

style

is

very thick and swollen, with two long stout bristles on

the apex, and four or live just before the apex.

has several long

l)ristles at tip

and

a

The substylar

flap

luimber of short, stout ones on

lower margin.

Hind coxfc without minute teeth inside. Hind femora with a I'ow of
about 10 minute bristles on the side. One of the apical spines on the
second hind tarsal joint e([uals in length joint III and half of I Y together.
Spines on last tarsal joint of the typical { 'enttophylhix tyi)e.
Lengths
of hind tar.sal joints in the proportion 20-13-9-5-10.
Length 4 nun.
Male: Head flattened on top as usual. Pronotal ctenidium of 22
spines.
Eighth abdominal tergite with a number of heavy l)ristles on
the upper po.sterior portion, in three rows of 1 each, and with the
hind margin incurved.
Lateral portion of the ninth tergite with a
broad rounded upper lobe, with two widelv separated k)ng bristles
over the attachment of claspers.
Upper daspers more than twice
longer than wide, somew'hat sickle-shaped, but broad and o1)tuse at tip.
the hind margin with a few' weak l)ristles.
Length, 3.25 mm. Color, rich ])rown. darker dorsally.
%A'.— Cat. No. fllioa. r.S.N.M.

CERATOPHYLLUS CALIFORNICUS.
riatf

XVII,

li-r.-^.

new

species.

.vs.

There is in the collection one female specimen of a tiea coUei'ted at
Mountain View, California, on a field mouse, by Mr. Edward Ehrhorn,
which differs from any other mouse flea yet described.
Head evenly rouiuled from occiput to mouth, the fioutai notch
rather low and inconspicuous.
Gena with three stout bristles below,
the upper row represented by two biistles. one smallei- than the other.
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above the eye. Ea'CS nearh^ round and of medium size. Gena below
eye obtusely pointed posteriorly. Hind margin of antennal groove
sharply prominent and with a number of minute hairs. Antennal
groove extending to two-thirds the depth of the head. Bristles on
second antennal joint not extending l)eyond third joint. Behind the
middle of the antennal groove on the disk of the vertex there is one
The usual bristles occur on hind margin of head. The
stout })ristle.
exceed slightly the anterior trochanters. Pronotum with
a transverse row of about fourteen bristles on disk, and on hind margin a ctenidiuni of eighteen or twent}^ stout spines. Mesonotum and
labial palpi

posterior row
numerous
row
with
larger and fourteen in num))er, the anterior
small
teeth on
with
two
Ilind margin of metanotum
smaller ones.

metanotum each with two rows of

bristles, those in

First three abdominal tergites with one small tooth on each
Abdominal tergites each w^th two rows of bristles, the pos-

each side.
side.

terior with about fourteen larger, the anterior with

fewer smaller

Antepygidial bristles three on each side, the inner smallest,
bristles.
Abdominal sternites each with a row of eight or
the middle longest.
ten rather stout bristles.

Two

stout bristles occur on each side just

beneath the pygidium. Lateral portion of eighth tergite w^ith three
or four stout bristles on the hind margin.

Female

style rather stout,

narrowed to a point, where there

is

a

long bristle; there is also a bristle on the lower margin, and one very
minute one above. The substylar flap is pointed, possesses several
long, slender bristles at apex, and a number of short, stout bristles on

lower margin.
Hind coxge without minute teeth on inside. Hind femur with a row
Spines on the apex of second
of four to five small bristles on the side.
First pair of spines on
joint of hind tarsus shorter than third joint.
last joint of hind tarsus somewhat dislocated toward median line.

Lengths of joints of hind tarsi in the proportion 21.5-13.5-8-5-9.
Length, 2.5 nun. Color, pale l)rown.
Type.— Odt. No. 6901:, U.S.N.M.

CERATOPHYLLUS OCULATUS,
Plate

XIX,

tigs.

new

species.

10-14.

based on a single male specimen collected on mink
in Washington, District of Columbia, by Mr. A. A. Harsall.
The head is flattened above as usual, the frontal notch very distinct
and rather high. The lower row of genal bristles contains two large
The superior row" is reprebristles with one small one between them.
obliquely from above
extending
very
sented b}^ four or five bristles
This species

is

the uppermost bristle on the upper margin of the eye to the upper
The antennal groove extends to
fourth of the antennal groove.
is suddenly, broadened in the
and
the upper margin of the head,

NO. 1301.
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On the middle of hind margin of antennal groove
lower fourth.
occur a few minute hairs, while just back of the margin on disk of
vertex stands one stout bristle. The usual bristles occur on hind
margin of head, with a large long one at lower angle on either side.
Labial palpi about equaling anterior coxai. The fourth joint of maxillary palpi is unusually slender.
Fronotum with a transverse row of twelve l)ristl('s and on liiiid
margin a ctenidium of eighteen stout spines. Hind margin of metanotum with two small teeth on each side, first and second abdominal
tergites the same, the third' with onl}" one on each side.
Abdominal
tergites with two rows of bristles each, the larger bristles, eighteen
Middle abdominal sterin number on each of the middle segments.
nites with three or four bristles on each sid<\
Antepygidial bristles
three on each side, the middle one of each group very large, the other
two small, though not reduced to hairs. Hind margin of lateral porLateral i)ortion
tions of eighth segment with about six stout bristles.
of ninth tergite with a short, thick lobe, which is o))liquely truncate
and bears a hair at tip. The upper clasper is short and thick, almost
crescentiform, with the hind margin rounded and the upper end acutely
angled, but the base is broad; on the upper portion of the hind margin
two bristles and two or three hairs.
Hind coxa without minute teeth inside. Hind fenujr with

there are

a

row of

Apical spines on second joint
of hind tarsi shorter than third joint; first pair of spines on last joint
Length of middle tarsal
distinctly dislocated toward median line.
joints in the proportion 12-12-9-5-12.
four or five distant bristles on the side.

Length, 2.5

mm.

Color, pale brown; middle of

JVi>6.— Cat. No. 6905, U.S.N.M.

CERATOPHYLLUS CILIATUS,
Plate

dorsum darker.

'

XVI,

figs.

new

species.

1-6.

Mr. Ehrhorn also contributes from Mountain View, California, the
male luid female of a species occurring on a chipnumk. It is closol}'
related to callformcus.
Unfortunately the male of the latter is

unknown,

l)ut

the females differ in

many

characters.

rather strongly rounded from occiput to mouth, the
minute frontal notch rather low down. Lower row of genal l)ristles of
F(Mnale:

Head

three sul)C(|ual bristles, the upper

row of four or

five

much

smaller.

Eyes ovate and low down in head. Antennal groove rather small and
reaching two-thirds the depth of the head. Bristles on second antennal
joint much shorter than third joint.
Hind margin of antennal groove
with a few minute hairs, especially near the lower angle. Caudad of the
middle of the antennal groove, on the disc of the vertex, are three
bristles, two small and one large one, the latter situated almost on the
margin of the o-roove. Hind niaruiu of the head with the usual bris-
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ties,

the large one at lower angle

one below

it.
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somewhat raised and with a smaller

Labial palpi considerabh' exceeding anterior trochanters.

Pronotum with one transverse row

of about fourteen bristles on

the disc, the one at each lateral angle large and long; hind margin

with a ctenidium of eighteen stout spines. Meso- and metanotum each
with three rows of l)ristles, the posterior row of twelve to fourteen
larger bristles, those of the second more numerous but smaller, and
the third of fewer and

still

smaller ones.

Hind margin

of

metanotum

with two, second Avith two,
Abdominal tergites each with
side.
twelve to fourteen large bristles in one row, and a less number of
Antepygidial bristles three on
smaller bristles in the second row.
with a small tooth on each side,
and third with one, on each

first tergite

each side, the middle one in each group largest. Abdominal sternites
each with two rows of bristles, the posterior of eight to ten larger,
and the anterior with eight to twelve smaller, rather scattered ones.

Beneath the pygidium on either side there is a group of live stout
The style is rather short and thick, with one long bristle at
apex, one on lower margin, and two on upper margin. The substylar

bristles.

flap

is

extreme

apicalh'
tip,

unusually broad, with the

usual long bristles at

the lower margin with a group of short, slender, dark-

colored spines.

Hind

coxpe without minute teeth on inside.

Hind femur with

a

on the side. None of the
First pair
apical spines on second joint of hind tarsi exceed joint III.
of spines on last tarsal joint dislocated toward median line, though
not so distinctl}^ so on hind tarsi. Lengths of joints of hind tarsi in
the proportion 23-15-9-5-10.
Length, 2.5 mm. Color, clear brown, darker dorsally.
Male; Head flattered above as usual, the frontal notch much higher
on the front than in the female. Antennal groove reaching upper
margin of head. Antep^'gidial bristles three on each side, but the
outer two in each set aborted.
Eighth tergite with two rows of four
to five stout l)ristles on each side near hind margin.
Lateral portion of ninth tergite with a stout thumb-shaped lobe, and
the two usual bristles over insertion of upper claspers. The upper
claspers are long and slender, the upper end suddenly expanded, this
latter portion being acute angled in front and rounded behind, witli
two short, blunt, dark-colored teeth; near base on hind margin is a
stout straight bristle.
The slender ventral style has a long and a short
bristle at apex, which stand out nearh' at right angles.
Length, 2.3 mm.
Ty2)e.—i:?it. No. 0906, U.S.N.M.
longitudinal

row of four

to five bristles

hevision of American sipnoyAi'TEUA— baker.

NO. 1331.

CERATOPHYLLUS PSEUDARCTOMYS,
Plate

Two

XXIV,

licTH.

new

S99

species.

1-7.

females and a male taken from Arctomys

monax at Newport,
York, were sent to me 1)}' Mr. D. B. Yountr.
one of the most uniciue forms in the American fauna,

Herkimer Count}
This species

is

,

New

presenting several characters not before noted in the Siphouaptera.
Female: Head veiy broadly rounded from occiput to mouth. Tliree

lower row^ on gena, the middle bristle smaller, and
between this and the outside ones a number of minute hairs in the
same row. Upper genal row entirely lacking, although a munber of
minute hairs occur above the ej-e. £3*0 subelliptical, low in the head
and rather small in proportion. Antennal groove not reaching twothirds the depth of the head, the hind margin sharply marked and
with a number of minute hairs scattered along it.
Second antennal
joint with four or live bristles which do not extend beyond the third
joint.
In the position of the stout bristle usually found ])aclv of the
middle of the antennal groove there is here only a mimite hair.
Hind margin of head w' ith the usual bristles, except that at each loMer
angle there are two stout bristles, the lower shorter than the upper.
Labial palpi reaching to about half the length of anterior trochanters.
bristles in the

Maxilla" unusually blunt.
a row of about fourteen bristles near the hind
provided with a ctenidium of about twentj'-six closeset spines.
Meso- and metanotum each with two rows of brliiitles, the
posterior of about twelve larger ones, the anterior of about the same
number of mueh smaller bristles. Metathoracic epiph3'sis with two

Pronotum with

margin, which

is

longer and three shorter spines.
First and second abdominal tergites with three small teeth on each

and fourth with two on each side. Abdominal tergites
each with two rows of bristles, the po.sterior of fourteen to sixteen
Antepygidial
larger bi-istles, the anterior of fewer smaller ones.
bri.stles three on each side and long and stout, the middle one in each
side, the third

group

largest.
Most of the abdominal tergit(^s each with al)out five
unusually stout bristles in one row, and with a second row of one to

three smaller bristles.
are

Immediately beneath pygidium on either side

two long and two shorter

])ristles.

Lower

posterior angle of

lateral portion of eighth tergite with four stout bristles

of these

two others.

End

and cephalad

of abdomen with eomparatively

light

vestiture.

The

style

is

long, lu'coniing slender and slightly curved upward,

with a long bristle at apex and one on lower margin.
slender and with very large

ones on lower maro-in.

l)iistles at

apex and

Substylar flap

.several short, stout
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Hind

coxa? without

voL.xxvii.

inside.
Hind femur with but a
Apical spines on second joint of hind

minute teeth

single minute hair on inside.

nor extending- beyond third joint. First pair of spines on tifth
joint of hind tarsi strongl}^ dislocated toward the median line. Lengths
of joints of hind tarsi in the proportion 25.5-15-8-5-9.
Length, 3.5 mm. Color, clear brown.
Male: Head flattened on top after the usual manner. Along the
front marghi of antennal groove, above the e3'e, are three or four
There are a far greater number of minute hairs on
small l)ristles.
groove than in the female.
antennal
margin
of
hind
and first abdominal segment occurs
metanotum
and
On the mesoentirely unique in the whole order.
bristles
which
is
of
an arrangement
metanotum
is a tongue-shaped area, pointed,
and
the
side
of
mesoOn
tarsi

backward, and

common

to the

two

sclerites.

About

the margin of this

—

an-anged especially long and numerous on the upper
the
first abdominal segment is a similarly outlined area
margin. On
extending backward from metanotum, though much smaller and with
but seven or eight lu'istles about its margin. Antepygidial bristles
three on each side, the outer two in each set well developed, the inner

are the bristles

aborted.

and uniquely developed. The posabdomen is characterized by numerous long, stout
bristles, gathered into two brush-like lots below, while above, the hind
margin of eighth segment laterally has a row of about twelve of these
long bristles, just behind which are a greater number of small ones.
The lateral portion of ninth tergite has the usual dorsal lol)e, which is
here long and slender; the portion bearing the two bristles just over

The

genitalia are very strongly

terior portion of the

upper claspers is here narrowly produced beyond the
hind margin of the claspers a very unique arrangement. The upper
claspers are long and slender, the upper and lower posterior angles
strongly roundl^^ produced, and each armed with a stout dark tooth,
insertion of

—

the upper one long and bent, the lower short, straight, and accompa-

by a short bristle which stands just a))Ove
Length, 2.75 mm.
Tyj}6. -Cat. No. 6907, U.S.N.M.

nied

GERATOPHYLLUS KEENI
Plate

XVI,

figs.

it.

Baker.

7-12.

This species was described from specimens taken on Penrmyscus heeni
Queen Charlotte Islands, by Rev. J. H. Keen. All of our
records for the Queen Charlotte Islands are due to this gentleman, and

at Masset,

his contributions

have been most important ones.

Additions and cor-

rections to the original description will be evident in the figures and

synopsis.

NO.

I3<ii.
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CERATOPHYLLUS LEUCOPUS,
There

is

a sing-le

fenuilo

leucopus at Feterboro,

in

new

4( ) 1

species.

the collection, taken on ]*r<»injxcus

New York,

l)y Gcrrit S. Miller, jr., Avhich differs
widely from the species found on Peroiuyi^cus in the Southwest,
Head stronoly rounded in from front to mouth, the frontal notch

and accompanied l)y a small chitinous fold. Gena with two
rows of bristles; of the h)wer three large bristles the middle
is smallest; tlie upper row contains a])out six small bristles of varying
A few small hairs occur just above the eye. Gena below the
sizes.
eye very obtusely ang-led posteriorly. The antennal groove extends
to two-thirds the depth of the head; along its hind margin arc scattered a number of small hairs, largest at the lower angle.
The second
antennal joint is provided with a few l)ristles which are shorter than
Disk of vertex back of middle of anteiuial groove
the third joint.
provided with one large and two small bristles. Hind margin of head
with the usual l)ristles, except that at the lower angle there are two
stout bristles, the lower of which is the smaller.
The labial palpi
reach to about three-fourths the length of anterior coxfe.
Pronotum with a transverse row of about twelve bristles on posterior third and on hind margin a ctenidium of eighteen long, stout
spines.
Meso and metanotum each with two rows of bristles, the
posterior with about ten long- ones, the anterior of more numerous
small ones.
Metathoracic epiphysis with two large bristles behind, in
front of these four smaller ones, and still in front of these one bristle.
Metanotum and first four abdominal tergites each with a small tooth
on either side.
Middle abdominal tergites with two rows of bristles, twelve to fourteen larger bristles each on the posterior, fewer and smaller ones on
the anterior segments,
Antep3'gidial spines three on each side, the
middle one in each group larg-est, the inner smallest. The middle
abdominal sternites each with a single row of about eight large l)ristles.
Vestiture of end of abdomen not heavy.
Beneath the pygidium on
either side are two long ])ristles.
Style long' and slender, gradually
nan-owed to the tip, when; there is one long- bristle; on the lower margin also stands a l)ristle.
Substylar flap obtuse, with two long sU^nder
bristles at extremity, the lower margin armed with four or ti\(> short,
distinct
oblitjue

stout bristles.

Hind coxa; lacking miiuite teeth

inside.

Hind fenuir with one or

Spines on apex of second
side, proximally.
First pair of spines
shorter than the third joint.

two small bristles on the
joint of hind tarsi all

on last joint of hind tarsi strongly dislocated toward the median line
and pointing straight distad. Lengths of joints of hind tarsi in the
proportions 21-12-7. 5-5-8.

Length, 2

mm.

Color, pale brown.

Ti/pe.— Cat. No. 6908,

U.S.N.M.
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CERATOPHYLLUS LABIATUS,
Plate

Of

XIX,

figs.

new

species.

6-9.

several species which Professor Aldrich found on

densis at

Moscow, Idaho,

by only one female.

this

is

Probably

vol.xxvii,

Lynx

cana-.

most puzzling-. It is represented
normal host is not Ly7ix, but some

the
its

one of the small rodents inhabiting- that region.
Head rounded, with an unusually even, rather strong-, curve from
Gena with the usual lower
Frontal notch minute.
occiput to mouth.
row of three stout ])ristles, the middle liristle smaller. The second

row is represented by a single small bristle a])ove upper bristle of
lower row. A few small hairs occur above the rather elliptical eye.
Gena below eye truncated posteriorly. Antennal groove extending
to two-thirds the depth of the head, with a few hairs scattered along
The second joint of
its hind margin, these hairs being longer below.
antenna^ has about five bristles which extend beyond the apex of the
third.
On the disk of the vertex behind the middle of the antennal
groove occurs one large, stout spine and two far smaller ones. Hind
margin of head with the usual bristles, but at each inferior angle
The labial palpi are
there are two, the lower of which is smaller.
very slender and about equal anterior coxte.
Pronotum with two rows of bristles about twelve on the posterior
third, about eight on the anterior third, and on the hind margin a
ctenidium of about eighteen spines. Meso- and metanotum with two
rows of bristles each, the posterior row having about ten bristles.
Metanotum and first three abdominal tergites each with a small tooth
on either side of hind margin. Metathoracic epiphysis with four
bristles, two large and two small.
Abdominal tergites each with two
rows of bristles, the posterior of about fourteen larger ones, the anterior of fewer and smaller bristles.
Middle abdominal sternites each
with a row of eight long, strong- bristles. The last few sternites are
provided with second rows of smaller bristles. The antepygidial bristles are ver}^ strong and three in number on either side, the longer
middle one in each group extending- be^^ond the pygidium.
Beneath the pj^gidium on either side stand three bristles in a perpendicular row.
The vestiture of the end of the abdomen is rather heavy.
Style somewhat more than twice longer than wdde at base and narrowing
to a point where there is a long apical bristle.
Back of apex below is
inserted another smaller bristle.
The substylar flap is obtuse, with
two long bristles near the apex and four or five short, stout ones on
the lower margin. The lower lateral portion of the eighth segment
bears a number of normal bristles and also about seven short, stout,
dark-colored bristles which are almost spines, in this latter respect
difi'ering widely from anj^ nearly related species.

—

No.l3(il.

Hind
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Hind femora with one
on the .side, and the h^wer thin margin, which usually
occurs onl}' near apex, is in this case extended to tlie l)as(".
Apical
spines on second joint of hind tarsi all shortei- than third joint.
First
pair of spines on the fifth tarsal joint strongly dislocated toward middle
and turned straight distad. Length of hind tarsal joints in the i)roDortion 19-13-8-5-7.
minute

coxae without minute teeth inside.

bristle

Length, 2.0 mm. Color, clear brown.
Type.—OAt. No. 0909, U.S.N.M.

CERATOPHYLLUS WICKHAMI
Plate

XXVI,

lig.s.

Baker.

1-7.

Later studies have convinced me that the three squirrel tieas which
were described b}^ me in the "Preliminary Studies" are one and the
same. The}^ were separated on characters, the value of which, at that
early stage in the work and without precedent to follow, was imposThe above name, having priority over the
sible to correctly estimate.
This name was originally applied to speciothers, is the one to be used.
mens taken from Sciuwpteras solans at Iowa Citv, Iowa, ])y Mr. H. F.
Wickham. There are now in the collection specimens from fox squirrel taken in Indian Territory (W. W. Cooke); from gray squirrel taken
in Santa Cruz Count}^, California (Edward Ehrhorn); from Pnxjne
subis at Wellesle}^, Massachusetts (A. P. Morse
and this occurrence
unquestionably accidental); from Peromyscus at Franconia, New
Hampshire (Mrs. A. T. Slosson), and from Arctomys mo)iax at Newport, Herkimer County, New York (D. B. Young).
A very conspicuous and constant character is found in the armature
of the upper claspers of the male.
The four black teeth occurring
there are thoroughly diagnostic.
Other details not given in the
original description ma}^ be had from the synopsis and figures.

—

CERATOPHYLLUS SEXDENTATUS,
Plate

A

XXVI,

tigs.

new

species.

8-14.

species very close to mickhami^ and yet conspicuously distinct, is
from Boulder Creek, California, where it was taken from Neotoma
by Mr. Edw^ard Ehrhorn. Mr. Ehrhorn tells me of finding with this
a species of great size, ])ut I have not seen it.
Female: Upper margin of head rapidh' sloping forwaid from occiput, but rather strongly rounded in front.
Frontal notch very inconspicuous.
Lower row of genal bristles consisting of three, the middle
smaller; the upper row of three or four small bristles is ver}' oblicjue
and not extended farther cephalad than above middle bristle of lower
row.
Several minute hairs occur a))ove the rather small ovate eye.
Antennal groove extending to two-thirds the depth of the head, the
sent
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prominent hind margin with a very few minute hairs. The second
antennal joint with about seven bristles, which extend beyond the third
Behind the middle of antennal groove there are two small
joint.
Hind margin of head
the usual large, stout bristle absent.
bristles
angles
there are two stouter
that
lower
except
at
bristles,
usual
the
with
palpi
nearly
equaling
Labial
the anterior
smaller.
lower
the
ones,

—

coxpe.

Pronotum with a transverse row of ten or twelve bristles on the posmargin with a ctenidium of about twenty stout
The posterior row of bristles on meso and metanotum of ten
spines.
rather long ones, the anterior row of more numerous and smaller ones.
Hind margin of metanotum and first, second, and third abdominal

terior third, the hind

Metathoracic epiphj'sis
tergites with a small tooth on either side.
with two large bristles near the hind margin, two smaller anterior to
Middle tergites of
these, and two still smaller in front of these last.

abdomen each with twelve or fourteen larger

bristles in the posterior

row, fewer smaller ones in the anterior row. Antepygidia bristles
three on each side, the middle one of each group largest, and reaching
over pygidium, the inner smallest. Middle abdominal sternites each

with a row of a])out eight stout bristles; posteriorly the sternites have
Beneath the pygidium laterally occur
a second row of few bristles.
Hind margin of eighth segment laterally with
three large bristles.
about six strong bristles around the lower angle.
The style is about two times as long as wide at base, gradually narrowed to the tip, where there is a long bristle; another bristle occurs
on lower margin just back of tip. Substylar flap obtuse at tip, near
which are two long bristles, the lower margin with four or live short,
.stout bristles.

Hind

coxa? without minute teeth inside.

one minute

bristle

on

side.

Hind femora with but

Apical bristles on second joint of hind
First pair of spines on last tarsal

tarsi shorter than third joint.

joint strongly dislocated
distad.

Lengths of hind

toward median

line

and directed

sti'aight

tarsal joints in the following proportions;

21.5-12-8.5-5-8.

Length, 2.75 mm. Color, clear brown.
Male: Head flattened above as usual.
Front strongly rounded
above. Antennal groove reaching the top of the head.
Upper row of
bristles on gena? with about six small ones; the upper three or four on
margin of antennal groove. Hind margin of head with but one large
bristle at lower angle.
Antepygidial bristles, two on each side, the
normal inner one being reduced to a hair; the inner bristle in each
group is very long, extending over p3^gidium, the outer about half as
long.
Hind margin of eighth segment laterall}" with but two strong
bristles and a few small ones.

NO.

i3t;i.
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loho hiroe and thumb-

tlie

shaped, nearly equaling the claspors, and scarcely dilated where stand
the usual two l)ri8tle.s over insertion of claspers.
The upper clasper
is

a large, subti-iangular stalked sclerite with

and the angles rounded.

The

\\\v

sloping hind margin

inner edge vertica
is

armed with

six

short, stout, black teeth, five ])elow on the dilated portion
al)ove,

where there are

also three bristles

on the margin.

and one
The lower

claspers also each bear a single, stout, black, deflected tooth.

Length, 2.25 nmi.
Type.—C^i. No. 6!)10, U.S.N.M.

CERATOPHYLLUS WAGNERI,
Plate

XV,

figs.

new

species.

3-7.

Two

specimens of this unusuall}' distinct species were collected Ijy
Both were males, one coming
from the white-footed mouse {Peroniyscus leucoj)us), and one from the
house mouse. This last is one of very few records for fleas on house
mice or rats in America.
But it is entirely different from any
European species occurring on this animal.
The head is flattened above in the usual manner. The front is very
roundly curved to the mouth, the frontal notch very distinct and rather
high on the front.
Gena with two oblique rows of bristles, the lower
row of three, with the two outer quite heavj^, the upper row of live
or six considerably smaller.
Gena below eye narrowed posteriorly to
an obtuse point.
The rather narrow antennal groove, reaching nearly
to the upper margin of the head, with which it is connected l)v a
chitinous thickening.
Hind margin of antennal groove lined with
about twenty small, short hairs. Back of antennal groove on disk of
vertex there are three bristles, one large, and two smaller.
Hind
margin of head with the normal bristles, about ten smaller with the
usual larger ones at lower angles.
Labial palpi equaling anterior
Professor Aldrich at Moscow, Idaho.

trochanters.

Pronotum with

a transverse

row

of about twelve good-sized

lu'istles,

those at lateral angles far larger; on the hind mai'gin occurs a cteni-

dium of eighteen stout spines. Meso- and metanotum each with two
transverse rows of bristles, the posterior row Avith eight to ten larger
ones.
Metathoracic epiphysis with three rows of two bristles each.
Abdominal tergites each with two rows of bristles, the larger rows
with twelve to fourteen bristles each.
Hind margin of metanotum
with two small teeth on each side, first tergite with two on each side,
and second and third tergites with one on each side. Only one welldeveloped antepygidial bristle occurs on each side, the other two being
abortive.
Abdominal sternites with two bristles only, on each side.
Lateral portion of ninth tergite with a thumb-shaped lobe, and the
usual two l)ristles over insertion of claspers.
The claspers are slender
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above and round tipped, but suddenly and broadly dilated backward,
On the hind margin of this dilation are three stout, black
below.
the
two upper short, the lower of nearly same diameter, but
teeth,
four times as long. The ventral style is long and slender, l)ut armed
Eighth tergite laterally with a numonl}^ with a single short bristle.
ber of stout bristles, a row of four or five heavier ones in middle of
hind margin being especially noteworthy.
Hind coxae without minute teeth inside. Hind femora with a row
Spines on apex of second joint
of about four bristles along the side.
Fifth tarsal joint with the first
of hind tarsi shorter than third joint.
pair of spines dislocated toward median line, though not strongly so.
Length of joints of hind tarsi in the proportions: 23-16.5-9-5-9.
Length, 2.2 nmi. Color, pale brown.
Type.— C2it. No. 6911, U.S.N.M.

CERATOPHYLLUS
From

Prof. A. P.

Morse comes

ASIO, new

a single female specimen taken at

Wellesley, Massachusetts, on Megascop>< a^io.
that this occurrence

is

species.

There can be little doubt

accidental and that the species

is

normall}' par-

on some small rodent of that region. But so far this specimen
is the onl}" representative seen of a very distinct species.
Head rather strongly rounded from occiput to the distinct apical
notch.
Of the three stout bristles in the lower row in the gena the
first and second are nearly equal in size and smaller than that on lower
margin of head. The upper row of six small bristles extends from
lower margin of head to high on antennal groove. Gena below eye
rather acute posteriorly.
Antennal groove extending to two-thirds
depth of head, strongly narrowed below, the hind margin with numerous minute bristles especially near the lower angle. First antennal
joint with two transverse rows of minute hairs, second with about five
bristles which nearly equal the third joint.
Back of the middle of
antennal groove occurs one large bristle, and back and above this are
about six smaller bristles; this arrangement alone clearly distinguishing this species from others nearly related. The bristles on hind
margin of head are unusually strong. There are two at lateral angle,
the lower smaller.
On the body all the bristles near the median dorsal line are unusually
long and stout. Pronotum with two transverse rows of bristles, the
one on posterior third of about twelve larger bristles, the anterior of
fewer and smaller ones. The hind margin of pronotum with a ctenidium of about twenty stout spines. The meso and metanotum each
have three rows of bristles, the posterior row of about twelve larger
bristles, the second row about the same number of small bristles, and
the third row with still fewer and smaller bristles.
Metathoracic
epiphysis with two heavy bristles on hind margin, two smaller anterior

asitic

NO. 1361.

to those,
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and a third

transverse rows of

I'ow of throe.

Abdominal

t(M-jifitos
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each with two

posterior of sixteen or eighteen larger
ones, the anterior of fewer and smaller bristle.s.
Metanotum and first
])ristlos, tiie

four abdominal tcM-gitos eaeh with a small tooth on either side,
Antopygidial spines three on oacii side, the middle one of each group
searccly extending ovoi- pygidium.
Beneath pygidiiim on either .side
stand two short bristles.

segment with

Hind margin

of lateral portion of eighth

and anterior to these two smaller ones.
Style twice longer than wide at tlie somewhat swollen base, narrowing to a tip, where there is a long ))ristlo; back of tip there is a l)ristle
on upper margin and also one on lower mai'gin.
Hind coxa without minute teeth on inner surface. Hind femur
with one small l^risth* on side.
Apical spines on second hind tarsal
joint shorter than third joint.
First pair of spines on last hind tarsal
tvvo stout bi-istl(\s

joint inserted nearly in a line with the others, ))ut

somewhat

liont in-

ward. Lengths of mid tarsal joints in the proportions 1<)-13-T. 5-5-11.
Length, 3.25 mm. Color, clear brown.

Tyjje.— Cat. No. 6912, U.S.N.M.

CERATOPHYLLUS CANADENSIS,
Plate

XX,

new

species.

figs. 1-4.

Several years ago Dr. J. Fletcher sent me a single female specimen
from Ottawa, (^anada, which could not })e placed with any described
species.
I was loath to descril)e it at that time, not having made
special studies of the female sexual characters, and especially because
the host was not given.
It is characterized here in the hope that the
host will soon be determined and the male found.
Head rapidly roundly sloping from occiput to frontal notch, which
IS rather low down on the front.
Eye large, nearly elliptical in outline.
Gena with a lower row of three stout bristles,, the middle
smallest; the second row is represented by two small })ristles in a line
above upper bristle of lower row. Gena below eve o])tusely pointed
posteriorly.
Antennal groove reaching two-thirds the depth of the
head, rather strongly narrowed below, with a number of scattering
The bristles on second
minute hairs along the posterior margin.
nearly
equal third joint.
and
antennal joint are about five in number
stands
one stout ])ristle.
groove
On disk of vertex back of antennal
with
a single stout one
but
l)ri.stlos,
Hind margin of head with the usual

lower angle. Labial palpi nearly equaling antei'ior trochanters.
Pronotum with a transverse row of a))out twelve ])ristles on posterior third, the hind margin with a ctenidium of about twenty stout
spines.
Meso- and metanotum each with two distinct rows of bristles
at

and some scattering small bristles in front of these; the post(M-ior vow
contains about twelve larger ])ristles, the m^xt more and smalliM- ones.
Metanotum with two small teeth on eith<>r side of hind margin, the
27
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abdominal tergite with one, second with two, and third with one,
on either side. Abdominal tergites each with two transverse rows of
bristles, the posterior row of about fourteen stouter, the anterior of
fewer and nuich smaller, while still in front of these latter may be
found a few scattering bristles. Abdominal sternites each with al)out
Antepygidial bristles three on each side,
five bristles on either side.
the middle one of each set longest, reaching over pygidium, the inner
first

Below the pygidium laterally are two stout bristles. Hind
margin of eighth segment laterally narrowly rounded and lined by
about eight stout bristles.
Stj'le stout, twice longer than wide at base, narrowing to the apex
where there is a long bristle; proximad of apical bristle on under side
8ul)stylar flap obtusely pointed, with some long
is a smaller bristle.
bristles near the tip and a brush of shorter stouter ones on the lower
smallest.

margin.

Hind

without minute

cox5\?

longitudinal

row of

five

tec^tli

on the

side.

Hind fenuir with a

or six small bristles on the side.

Apical

spines on second joint of hind tarsi shorter than the third joint.

Third hind tarsal joint with but two groups of spines on each side.
Fifth hind tarsal joint with first pair of spines inserted nearly in a
line with the others, but bent inward.
Joints of hind tarsi slender,
their lengths in the proportion 22-14.5-9.5-5-9.
Length, 3 mm. Color, clear brown.
Type.^Cat No. <)913, U.S.N.M.

CERATOPHYLLUS VISON,

new

species.

Mr. Gerrit

S. Miller jr., took this species on Patorius tyison at PeterYork. Prof. F. L. Harvey also found one specimen of it
at Orono, Maine, on jSeiwrus hudso7iieus.
It is closely I'elated to
other squirrel fleas, but a greater number of specimens were taken
from Put<)r!u)<!. In this, as in some other cases, only a num])er of
observations will determine the normal host.
The specimens from

boro,

New

Putorliis furnish the types.

Female: Upper margin of head evenly rounded from occiput to
which is rather low down on the front. The middle
bristle in the lower row of three on gena is nearly as stout and long
frontal notch,

as the

upper one.

The upper

ol)lique

row

of

five

small bristles

extends from the margin of antennal groove to the lower margin of
the head.
A few minute hairs occur above the oval eye, which is of

medium

size and rather low down in the head.
Gena below ej^e suddenly narrowed posteriorly from the rather broad portion innuediately

below eye

somewhat acute

Antennal groove extending
and but slightly narrowed })elow,
its hind margin prominent and with scattering minute hairs.
The
first antennal joint with several transverse rows of minute hairs; the
to a

point.

to two-thirds the depth of the head,
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live or six luistlcs on second antennal joint shorter than third joint.
Disk of vortex hack of middle of antennal gToove with one laro(;,
Hind margin of head with the
stout bristle and two small ones.
usual bristles, a small supernmnerary bristle occurring just below the
Labial palpi (>xtending to one-fourth
large one at each lower angle.
of anterior femora.
Pronotum with a transv(a-se row of about twelve unusually stout
bristles on posterior third and on hind margin a ctenidium of about
twenty stout spines. Meso- and metanotum each with two rows of bristles on postei'ior half, the posterior row of about ten larger bristles, the

anterior of a

and

first

somewhat greater number of smaller

ones.

Metanotum

three al)dominal tergites each with a small tooth on either side
Metathoracic- epiphysis with one

of hind margin.

])ristle

on hind mar-

row containing one large and two smaller ones;
still anterior to this row occur two small bristles.
Abdominal tergites
each with two rows of bristles, the posterior row of about fourteen
gin; anterior to this a

larger ones, the anterior of fewer and smaller ones.

Middle sternites
Antepygidial spines three on
each side, the middle one of each group extending to the end of the
})ygidium, the inner and outer scared}" half the length of the middle
one.
Beneath the pygidium on either side occur two large bristles
and one small one. The hind margin of eighth segment lateralh' is
lined with about six large bristles.
Style stout, the length not twice the width at base, rapidly narrowing to the apex where there is a long bristle; proximad of the apical
bristle there is another on the upper margin and'also one on the lower
margin. Substylar flap obtuse, with two stout bristles near the apex,
and four or five short, stout ones on the lower surface.
Hind coxa? without minute teeth on inner surface. Hind femur with
two small bristles on the side. Apical spines on second hind tarsal
joint shorter than the third joint.
The third joint of hind tarsi has
three groups of spines on either side.
First pair of spines on fifth
joint of hind tarsi inserted on a line with the others, but bent inward.
Lengths of hind tarsal joints in the proportion 25-15-10-5-10.5,
each with four bristles on either side.

licngth, 3.25

Male:

mm.

Head

Color, clear l)r()wn.

flattened

above as usual, the front gently rounded.

Antepygidial spines with the central one of each group as in the
female, l)ut the inner and outcn- aborted.
On the sides the eighth seg-

ment

obtusely extended posteriorly, the upper margin of this porabout five stout bristles, none on the lower margin, but a
luunber on the disk.
Lateral portion of ninth tergite with a slender
is

tion with

thumb-shaped h)})e, which is twice longer than wide, the two bristles
over insertion of claspers standing very close together.

The upper claspers are large, subrectangular a})Ove the thick pedicel,
wide and twice the

the rectangular portion about twice longer than
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The upper posterior angle of
rounded and with two slender l)ristles; below this angle
stands a short, stout, dark-colored, downward-curved bristle, while
another like it also occurs at the roundly, slightly extended lower
Length, 2.5 mm.
angle.
Type.— C?it. No. 6914, U.S.N.M.
lenj^th of the lobe of the ninth tergite.

claspers

is

CERATOPHYLLUS LUCIDUS,
Plate

XX,

figs.

new

species.

5-9.

While camped near Pagosa Peak, in southern Colorado, during 1899, at
an elevation of about 9,000 feet, I found that the little spruce squirrels
so abundant there were conmionly infested with a flea which diifers
from any of the other squirrel fleas, though closel}" related to vison.
Female: Margin of head above stronglv and evenly rounded from
The frontal notch is inconspicuous. Of the bristles
occiput to mouth.
The upper row
in the lower row on gena the middle one is smallest.
consists of about five bristles, and extends from the antennal groove to
Gena below eye broadly subtruncate
the lower margin of the head.
posteriorly.
Above the strongly ovate eye are a few minute hairs.
The antennal groove extends to two-thirds the depth of the head, and
is somewhat narrowed below, the hind margin with a very few minute
First antennal joint with a few short hairs
near the apex, the second joint having about five bristles, which are
shorter than third joint.
On the disk of the vertex back of the middle
hairs above and below.

of the antennal groove occurs one stout bristle and two smaller ones.

Hind margin

of head with the usual bristles, and also with a small
supernumerarj' bristle beneath the large one at each lower angle.
Labial palpi equaling or a little exceeding the anterior trochanters.
Pronotum with a transverse row of about ten bristles on the posterior third, and on the hind margin a ctenidium of about sixteen
stout spines.
Meso- and metanotum posteriorly each with a row of
about ten stronger bristles, anterior to which is a row of fewer smaller
bristles.
Metathoracic epiphysis with one large ])ristle on the hind

margin, one large and two small bristles in front of
smaller in front of the latter.

Metanotum and

this,

first

and two

still

three al^dominal

each with a small tooth on either side of hind margin.
Middle abdominal tergites each with a row of about twelve larger
bristles, and anterior to this a row of fewer smaller liristles.
Sternites
each with a row of six to ten bristles. Antep3'gidial bristles three on
each side, the central one in each group about twice longer than the
others, but scarcely projecting beyond the pygidium.
Below the
pygidium on each side occur two bristles.
Style short and stout, not twice longer than wide at base, narrowing
to the apex, where there is a long bristle; proximad of the apical
bristle occurs one on upper and another on lower margin.
sternites
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Hind

without

coxii

niiinite ])ristle

on

Hind t'eiuur with one
second hind tarsal joint
Tliird joint of hind tarsi with two o-roups
teeth

iiiiiuitc

inside.

Spines on apex

side.

siiorter than third
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joint.

of spines on eitlier inari>in.

ot"

First pair

spines on hist joint of

ot"

hind tarsi inserted on a \mv, with the others.
inward.

l)ut soniewliat Ijent
Len^-th of hind tarsal joints in the propoi'tions 20-13-8-5-9.

Length, ?> mm. Color, dark, almost blackish, brown.
Male; Head Hattened al)ove as usual. The o-enital organs are very
Length, '2. '25 nun.
similar in structure to those of vison.

Type.—CAt No.

0915,

U.S.N.M.

CERATOPHYLLUS MONTANUS
Plate

XXII,

figs.

7-8,

Baker.

imd Plate XXIII,

lig.s.

1-5.

Originally taken from the gra}' sc^uirrel in the northern Colorado
mountains; this species has since been found in southern Colorado and
In southern Colorado, at Arboles, I found it abundant
in Arizona.
on Rock Sc{uirrel, and in Arizona, Hubbard collected a series on Rock
Squirrel in the Santa Rita Mountains.

In addition to the original

description, further details are indicated in the

accompanying figures

luid synopsis.

CERATOPHYLLUS ARCTOMYS,
Plate

XXII,

new

species.

figs. 1-6.

At Peterboro, New York, Mr. Gerrit S.
Museum, has collected a large and

Miller,

jr.,

of the U. S.

on Aretomys Tnonax^ which is related to montamLS, possessing like it the
greatly elongated mouthparts. but differing in the much greater size
and various details.
Female: Head with a rather broadly evenl}'^ rounded outline above,
the frontal notch distinct.
The gena with two oblique rows of brisNational

tles

— three in each. A few minute

ej'^e.

Gena below eye truncate

distinct species,

hairs occur a})Ove the small oval
Bristles on second joint

posteriorly.

of antenna" exceeding third joint.
lined with a nvunber of small hairs.

Hind margin

On

of antennal groove

disk of vertex, back of mid-

Hind marsomewhat above lower
whicii stands one or two

dle of antennal groove, stands a single large stout bristle.

gin of head with

two or three

angle occurs a large, long

])ristle, l)eneatli

small supernumerary bristles.
of anterior femora.

Pronotum with

bristles above;

The

labial pal})!

extend neaily to end

a transverse row of about fourteen ))ristles on posand on hind margin a ctenidium of eighteen or twent}'
stout spines.
The anterior row of bristles on meso- and metanotum
contains about ten small bristles; on mesonotum posteriorly there is a
row of about twelve larger bristles, and on metanotum a row of sixteen.
On the hind margin of the metathoracic epiphysis stands one large
terior third
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bristle, anterior to this a second large one, and still anterior to the
second two smaller ones. The hind margin of metanotum and first
four abdominal tergites each with two small teeth on either side. The

rows of larger bristles on abdominal tergites number al)out as follows:
Antepy1—14, 11—24, 111—22, IV— 16,
18, VI— 2(», VII— 18.
gidial bristles, three on each side, the central one in each group extending l)eyond pygidium; the outer in each group five-sixths as long
Posterior
as the central, the inner slightl}' more than a third as long.
rows of bristles on abdominal sternites with from eight to sixteen
bristles; an anterior row is represented by one or two median bristles.
The end of the abdomen is very bristl3\ Beneath the pygidium on

V—

The

either side stand four stout bristles.

well covered with

The

medium

style is short

sized

and small

tenth tergite

is

unusually

bristles.

and unusually stout, not twice longer than ])road,
narrowed at the tip, where there is a long

thickest at middle, but little

back of the apical are several shorter bristles. The substylar
almost hidden in long strong bristles, and the lateral portion of
eighth segment bears man}^
bristle;

flap is

The hind coxa? are without minute teeth on the inside. The hind
femur has a row of al)out twelve strong bristles on the side. A bristle
on either side of apex of second joint of hind tarsi extends beyond third
joint.
The spines on fifth tarsal joint are arranged in the typical
CeraiophyU us. manner.
Length, 3.75-4 mm. Color, clear brown.
Male: Head flattened above in the usual manner. Antennal groove
reaching upper margin of head. But one long bristle occurs in the
antepygidial groups, the other two being aborted.
Hind margin of
eighth segment above with about eight stout spines, and in front of
these are scattered a
of ninth segment with

number others
its

of equal size.

Lateral portion

lobe short, thick at base, and rapidly tapered

above to an obtuse point.

Apparently only one

the insertion of the claspers.

Upper

bristle occurs over

claspers with a stout pedicel, the

limb rather large, somewhat reversed thumb-shaped, the rounded hind
margin with al)out Ave small bristles. The ventral style is long and
dilated toward the tip, where there are two long bristles, the lower
margin bearing a row of several smaller bristles.
Length, 2.75 mm.
Type.~OAi. No. 6910, U.S.N.M.

CERATOPHYLLUS PROXIMUS,
Plate

XIX,

figs.

new

species.

1-5.

From

southern California come only females of another spermophile
difl'er in various characters from any spermophile flea previously examined.
Mr. H. G. Hubbard collected it at Palm Springs.

flea,

which

Female: Head normally rounded from occiput to mouth, with a

dis-
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Gena with the normal lower row of three bristles,
of
the
row weakest, the upper row represented l)y one
one
middle
the
mart^iii.
No minute hairs occur above the eye. Gena
the
near
bristle
below eye obliijuely ti'uncated posteriorly. Hind mart^in of antennal
Hind margin of head with tin;
o-roove with a very f«nv small hairs.
usual bristles, and one on the disk of the vertex behind the middle of
Labial palpi ivachinj^ beyond the middle of the
the antennal oroove.

tinct frontal notch.

anterior femora.

Pronotum with a transverse row

of about ten l>ristles and a ctenidium
Meso- and metanotum with two rows of
bristles each, the principal row, in both cases, composed of about
Hind margin of metanotum with four small darktwelve bristles.
Abdominal terg-ites each with two rows of bristles, the
colored teeth.
Antepygidial In-istlcs
principal row of fourteen to sixteen bristles.
three on each side, two larger of nearly equal length, and one smaller
Hind margins of first and second
near the niedian line in each group.
abdominal tergites with a single small dark tooth on each side.
Abdominal sternites each with six or seven bristles on either side, the
Just beneath the pygidium
seventh and (>ighth onl}" with two rows.
on either side are two stout bristles. Tenth terg'ite with scattering
small bristles, which are larger toward the tip.
Style rather short, swollen toward the base and narrowed to the tip,
where there is one long bristle, back of which are two small bristles,
Substylar Haps thi<'kly bristled, the longest
one above and one below.

of sixtecni stout spines.

bristles l)eing apical.

Hind

coxffi

without minute teeth within.

of four or five bristles on the side.

One

Hind femur wnth

a

row

of the apical spines on joint

of hind tarsi extends to one-half of fifth joint.

has five spines on either margin, but the

first

The

ii

last tarsal joint

pair are slightly l)ent

Lengths of hind tarsal joints in the proportion 24-1 0-T-;")-!*.
Length, 2.5 mm. Color, clear brown.
Type.— Qui. No. 6iaT, U.S.N.M.

inward.

CERATOPHYLLUS BRUNERI
Plate

XXV,

Baker.

tigs. 1-5.

This species was originally descri))ed from C/frNm IS-Jinedtus
and C. fmnMini. We luue no new I'ecords to add. as some of the
supposedly new records have turned out to refer to difi'erent species.
Additional structural details may be made out from the figures and
synopsis.

CERATOPHYLLUS IDAHOENSIS,
Plate

XVIII, %H.

new

species.

1-6.

Four specimens which Professor Aldrich took on Citellm cohimMoscow, Idaho, rei)resent two perfectly distinct species,

hlaniis at
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and fortuately a male and a female of each. The smaller {tulereulatus)
has been described (p. 393); the other is a larger species, lacking- the
frontal tubercle and differing in various other details.
Female: Head broadly rounded from occiput to frontal notch, which
The lower row of genal bristles with
is minute and inconspicuous.
three members, the middle a little higher than the others and much
The upper row is represented by one rather small bristle on
smaller.
The gena, below the eye, is posteriori}' broad and trunthe margin.
Antennal groove with a number of small rather stout hairs on
cate.
The second joint of antenna with about ten ])ristles,
the hind margin.
which extend beyond third joint. The hind margin of the head has
two or three bristles above and the usual stout one on either side
l)elow.
One spine occurs on the disk of the vertex l)ehind the middle
The mandibles extend to one- third of the
of the antennal groove.
anterior femora.

The thoracic
bristles

tergites each

and one

distinct

have a transverse row of al)out twelve stout

row

of smaller ones.

The pronotum has

the

usual long spine on each lateral angle and on the hind margin a cte-

nidium of about twenty" stout black spines. The bristles on the abdomen are all unusually long and stout. Most of the tergites have about
eighteen bristles in the principal row, and sixteen to twenty in the
smaller row. The metanotum and first two tergites each with two
Antepygidial bristles three
small teeth on either side of hind margin.
on each side, the inner in each group shortest, the middle longest,
though not exceeding pygidium. Most of the sternites have a principal row of about twelve stout ))ristles, and four or six bristles in a
second row\ Beneath the pygidium on either side there are four large
bristles, the two outer shorter.
The eighth segment on either side
below with a))out three rows of four bristles each.
Style slightly swollen ))elow and narrowed to the apex, where there
is a long, stout l^ristle, below which is a shorter one; behind the apical
bristle is a transverse row of still shorter ones.
Substjlar flap with
several longer bristles at the tip and a dense brush of short bristles on
the lower margin.
Hind coxffi without minute teeth inside. Hind femur wnth a longitudinal row of about nine minute bristles on the side.
A spine on the
apex of second joint of hind tarsi equals joint III and IV together.
Spines on under side of tifth tarsal joint similarly placed in rows of
five on either margin.
Lengths of hind tarsal joints in the proportion
19-11-8-5-9.

Length

3.5

mm.

Male: Head flattened and thickened aV)ove in the usual manner.
Middle bristle in lower row on gena longer than in female. Two bristles occur in upper row, the first above the first of the lower row. The
))ristles on the hind margin of the antennal groove are larger and fewer
than in female. Only one large antepygidial bristle occurs on either
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sido, iuid this extt'iids to th('

apex of the

;d)d()in(Mi;

the othci- Iwo
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l»ris-

each oroup are here reduced to niimite
The eig"hth seument on either side bears about three rows of
hairs.
Lateral poi'tiou of uintii termite with
four or tive stout bristles each.
the apical lobe short, very nuich broadened at base, and w'ith a few
iioniiully occin'iiiii;- in

ties

weak hairs at tip. The upper claspers resemble those of tiihci'ftidntn.s.
The ventral style has several very long, rather stout bristles.
Length. 2.5

mm.

%>>.— Cat.

No.

Color, clear browji.
6!»1S,

U.S.N.M.

CERATOPHYLLUS ARIZONENSIS
Plate

XXIII,

fig.

(),

and

I'late

XXIV,

Baker.

figs.

8-12.

This species was l)ased on a single male specinuMi taken by Mr.
Hubl)ard from the ne.st of Neotomna ((JJitguht at Tucson, Arizona.
Additional structural details are brought out in the figures and
sjMiopsis.

CERATOPHYLLUS PETIOLATUS,
Plate

This

on

figs.

species.

7-lL

one of several peculiar things which Professor Aldrich found
its occurrence on that
It but still more emphatundoubtedly wholl}^ fortuitous.

is

Lynx

host

XVIII,

new

is

canadensis at Moscow, Idaho, though

great need of a careful collection of the species
normal to the many small rodents. This species is closely related to
Arizmiensis.
It is represented in the collection by one male specimen. I at first took it to be the male of tuhereulatus^ but the far
greater length of labial palpi and mandibles in the latter species,
togetlier with other minor differences not considered sexual, make
ically indicates the

such a reference impossible.

The frontal notch is prominent,
Gena with a normal lower row of three
))ristles, the upper row represented by one bristle on the lower marGena below" the eye
gin of head and one near the antemial groove.
Head

flattened

somewhat

above as usual.

as in tuherculatus.

Antennal groove nearly reaching the
upper margin of the head, its hind margin with a scattering row of
minute bristles slightly back from the edge. Second joint of antennie
with seven or eight ])ristles which are nearly as long as the third joint.
On the disk of the vertex back of the middle of the antennal groove
there is one stout bristle.
On the hind margin of the head occur the
The labial
usual bristles, with one long, stout one at each lower angle.
palpi extend to the end of the anterior coxaj.
The pronotum has a transverse row of about fourteen bristles on

obtusely pointed posteriorly,

margin a ctenidium of al)out
The meso- and metanotum e:ich have two row^s

the posterior third and on the hind

twenty stout spines.

of bristles, the posterior

row

in

each case of twelve or fourtetMi stouter
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The metathoracic epiphysis has one bristle at th(^ posterior
angle and two others in front of this; still anterior to the latter and
somewhat above occur tliree more. Hind margins of metanotum and
first and second abdominal tergites each with two small teeth on either

Iiri.stles.

one on either
twenty larger

side; the third tergite has

side.

The middle abdominal

row,
fewer smaller ones in the anterior row. But one long antepygidial
Lateral porbristle occurs on either side, the others being aborted.
tions of eighth segment with numerous bristles in two thick-set lots
near the hind margin, the upper lot of about sixteen smaller bristles,
the lower lot of al)out twenty larger, longer ones.
Lateral portion of ninth tergite very large, the lobe very large,
scarcely narrow^ed toward tip, and extending as far dorsad as do the
tergites each with about

claspers.

far

up on

The two

bristles

bristles in the posterior

over the insertion of the claspers are rather

somewhat separated.

the margin and

The upper

claspers

are long and narrow; inner margin nearh' straight, the outer roimded
and with four bristles. Above, the claspers are squarely truncate
across the tip and obliquely so toward the hind margin.

Hind coxa without minute

teeth inside.

The hind femur has

longitudinal row of about ten small hairs on side.

a

First tarsal joint

with five groups of spines on either side. Spines on apex of second
Spines on
joint of hind tarsi longer than joints ii and iii together.
fifth tarsal joint arranged after the normal Ceratophyllus manner.

Lengths of joints of hind tarsi in the proportions 1.5-10.5-6-5-6.5.
Length, 2.5 mm. Color, pale brown, darker dorsally.
Type.— Cat. No. 6919, U.S.N.M.

CERATOPHYLLUS IGNOTUS
Plate

The American mole

flea

XXI,

figH.

Baker.

l-().

was originally described from specimens

taken in Iowa, Colorado, and Idaho, on Geomys hursariuK and Thoinomys talpoides.^ under two names. The eyes are rudimentary. A
certain portion of the material with eyes fairly distinct was placed in
Pulex ignotus.
Later, additional material, \vith the eyes almost
entirely wanting pigment, was described as Typhlopsylla amerlcana.

The former name takes precedence.
bilit}"

This but illustrates the impossi-

of using the comparative development of the eye as a primary

generic character.

CERATOPHYLLUS DIVISUS
Plate

XXI,

ligs.

Baker.

7-10.

This was originally described from specimens collected by Professor
Bruner on Fremont's Chickaree, in Colorado, as Pulex longispinus.,
which name had, however, been previousl}^ used by Wagner.

NO.
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Plate

Thi.s

XXV,
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Baker.

ligs. »>-!).

was originally collected with

divisxis.

It

is.

however, far

larger and differs in many characters which can scarcely be secondary
sexual characters, jndoing- from experience with many other species.

Further collections of ))oth species are great desiderata. A careful
comparison of synopsis and drawings will show the conspicuous
differences.

CERATOPHYLLUS EREMICUS,

new

species.

There have ])een in the collection for some time two female specimens collected from a nest of Peroiiiy.sevs tvemicus in the foothills of
By reathe Santa Rita Mountains, Arizona, by Mr. H. G. Hul)bard.
hind
this
species
is
joint
of
tarsi
closelv
first
elongate
greatly
the
son of
number
ver}'
distinctive
of
it
possesses
a
but
coloradensix^
to
related
features.

of head a broad, sloping curve from occiput to frontal
which is distinct though minute. Lower row of three bristles
on gena with the middle bristle ii^carcely half the length of the others,
the upper even with, though somewhat removed from, the small somewhat oblong e\^e. Superior row also of three bristles, the upper one
not near the edge of the antennal groove, the middle one very minute,
and the lower much smaller than the upper. Gena below the eye
Antennal groove reaching scarcely twoobtusely pointed posteriorly.
thirds the depth of the head; the hind margins with a luunber of
Bristles on second joint of antenna^
minute, irregularly placed hairs.
very small and short, not half the length of the third joint. Disk of
Hind
vertex back of middle of antennal groore with one large bristle.
margin of head with the usual bristles, one large one at each lower

Upper margin

notch,

angle.

Pronotum with a row of about twelve bristles on the posterior third
and on the hind margin a ctenidium of about eighteen stout spines.
Meso- and metanotum each with a row of about ten larger bristles,
anterior to which are several illy defined rows of very minute bristles.
Metathoracic epiphysis with one larger bristle on the posterior border,
two in front of this, and three in front of and above the latter. Metanotum and tirst and third al)doniinal tergites each with one small
tooth on either side, the second tergite having two on either side. The
middle abdominal tergites have each a row of about twelve larger
and anterior to this a row of about the same number of smaller
Antepygidial bristles, three on each side, the middle in each
Abdominal sternites each with one
gi-oup longest, the inner shortest.
low of six bristles, though the sixth and seventh show two or four
bristles,

ones.
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The end of the
in the position of the second row.
provided with comparatively ver}^ few bristles. Beneath
the p3"gidium on either side occurs one \o\\g and one short bristle.
The stvle is very l)road at base and rapidly narrowed to the apex,
where there is a single bristle, proximad of which on the lower margin
Substylar flaj) rather long, obtusely pointed,
stands a smaller bristle.
with two long bristles near the tip and about four short, stout l)ristles
on the lower margin. Lateral portion of eighth segment near hind
minute

1)ristles

al)dt)nien

is

margin with scattering small bristles.
Hind coxfB without minute teeth inside. Hind femur with one small
First joint of hind tarsi with live groups
bristle on the side dorsally.
Apical
of spines on the anterior border and six on the posterior.
spines on second joint of hind tarsi not exceeding the third joint.
First pair of spines on tifth tarsal joint slightly dislocated toward
median line and directed straight distad. Lengths of hind tarsal joints
in the proportions 28-11-6.5-5-10.

Length, 2.75 mm. Color, pale ))rown.
Type.—Ciit. No. 6920, U.S.N.M.

CERATOPHYLLUS STYLOSUS,
Plate

XIV,

figs.

1-7,

new

and Plate XV,

species.

figs. 1-2.

This species is the largest of the order in America, and of most
anomalous structure. It was collected at Astoria, Oregon, on Aplodontia rufa, by Dr. A. K, Fisher, of the U. S. Biological Survey.
There is no doubt but that in the still further division of this genus
which must come this will form a separate genus by itself. Viewed
in the broad sense in which these genera are here treated, it ma}" be
placed in Ceratojphyllus temporarily^, though in most of its characters
It has some affinities with
it is absolutely unique and stands alone.
IlystrichopsyUa.

Female: Head evenly, rather strongly rounded from the occiput to
Save for a slight thickening in the
chitin at the edge of the autennal groove, the eye is totalh^ wanting.
The lower row of genal bristles consists of five stout bristles distributed between the margin of the antennal groove and the lower margin
of the head.
Above this the second oblique row consists of about six
much smaller bristles. The lower margin of gena is strong!}^ sinuate,
and the posterior prolongation is narrowly rounded or very obtusely
pointed.
The antennal groove extends to two-thirds the depth of the
head, the anterior margin greatly thickened, the posterior margin not
sharply defined and covered by a large number of minute hairs. The
first antennal joint has three transverse rows of short bristles on
outside; the second joint bears about ten bristles which do not extend
to half the length of the third.
The disk of the vertex back of the
middle of the antennal groove with an oblique row of bristles, consisting of one large bristle near the antennal groove and about six
the deepl}^ cut frontal notch.

NO. 1361.
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Hind maroin

of head with about eiohtecn bristles, one at caeh lower anolc, aiul one

above this within the low'er angle, large and long. Mouth parts large
and long, the labijil ]ialpi slighth' exeeeding anterior trochanters.
Pronotuin with a transverse row of about twenty small bristles near
hind margin, and on hind margin a ctenidium of about thirty stout
Meso- and metanotum each with a row of al)out eighteen
spines.
larger bristles posteriori}", and anterior to this three more or less
clearh' delined rows of minute bristles.
Metathoracic epiphysis with
two bristles on the posterior margin, in front of which is a row of
about six, and still in front of the latter a row of about three bristles.
First alidominal tergite with two short teeth on either side, second
with three, and third with two on either side. Al)d()minal tergites
each with a transverse row of about twenty stronger l)ristles and an
anterior row of fewer and far smaller bristles.
Antepygidial bristles
four on each side, the two middle of each group longest, but not surpassing the pygidium.
Sometimes an extra bristle ma}" occur in one
or both groups.
Between the two groups of antep3"gidial bristles, the
seventh segment is slightly, medially, angularly produced caudad.
Abdominal sternites each with one row of stout bristles (of about
twenty-four bristles on each middle sternite), which curves cephalad
laterally, and in front of this two very irregular rows of smaller and
far fewer bristles.
The end of the abdomen is clothed with rather numerous small
bristles, two stouter ones occurring on either side beneath the P3''gidium. The style is small, twice longer than broad, almost perfectly
cylindrical, and with two bristles at the tip.
Substylar flap small,
with several long bristles at tip and a nuni))er of shorter stouter ones
on lower margin. Tenth tergite wnth numerous weak bristles, and
hind margin of eighth segment below with numerous bristles.
Hind coxa without minute teeth inside. Hind femur with about
two irregular rows of man}' small bristles on the side. The tibial
spines are similar to those of others of the genus, but there are a
greater number of bristles on the side of the tibia than occurs in other
species.
The tarsal joints are not more slender than usual. The first
hind tarsal joint with six groups of spines on either margin. The
spines on the apex of the second hind tarsal joint shorter than the
third joint.
First pair of spines on the last tarsal joint somewhat dislocated inward and incurved, though not projecting straight distad.
licngths of hind tarsal joints in the i)i"oportions 25-13.5-8.5-5-9.5.
Length, 5.75 mm. Color, clear ]>rown.
The antennal
Male: Head tiattened above in the usual manner.
groove reaches the upper margin of the head. The tirst ab(U)niiiial
tergite has three teeth on either side of hind margin, the outer on each
side quite long; the second tergite has four or live of about e(iual
lengtli on eithi
side; th<^ third has thr«^e on either side and the fourth
i'
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one or two. Antepygidial bristles three on each side, the middle in
each oroup longest and far exceeding pygidium, the inner shortest.
Between the two groups of antepygidial bristles there projects caudad
over one-third of pygidium a narrowly triangular median prolongation of the seventh tergite, in which character this species differs from

any other known species of the order. The eighth segment is large
laterally and subrectangular posteriorly; the hind margin above has
numerous medium-sized bristles and below is provided with a brush of
numerous long, fine, and soft hairs.
The lateral portion of the ninth tergite bears three bristles over insertion of upper clasper and is extended dorsally into a slightly recurved,
Upper claspers very large, obtriangurather sharp triangular lobe.
lar, the upper margin with a thick-set row of rather numerous, quite
vxniform bristles.

Length, 5.5

mm.

Ti/pe.—Oit No. 6921, U.S.N.M.

Genus

CTENOPHTHALMUS

Kolenati.

Kolenati, Die Parasiten der Chiropteren,

1857.

Cteiiophthalmits

1863.

Ctenophthalmus Kolenati, Horse Ent. Soc. Eoss.,

p. 33.

II, p. 35.

This genus differs from Ceratophyllus in very much the same way
from Pulex by the possession of ctenidia on
As has been noted under Cerato2)hyUus^ the characters
the genpe.

—

that Otenocephalus does

by Wagner can not be used for the division of the American
As known at present, the genus is not well represented in
America, though any generalizations of this sort are premature, owing
to the very desultory character of the collecting which has been done.
Dou1)tless many other species will ))e found infesting our moles and
indicated
species.

shrews.

SYNOPSIS OF AMERICAN SPECIES.
a.

an.

Head ctenidia of one tooth on either side; size large
Head ctenidia of three to live teeth on either side;

5"'/7««

(P- -l-l)-

size small.

Spines of head ctenidia in longitudinal rows on lower margins of gente, three
on each side; the last joint of the hind tarsi with only three w^ell-developed

h.

spines on either margin
bb.

pseudagyrtes (p. 421).

Spines of head ctenidia in vertical rows on hind margins of genee, four or five
on each side; the last joint of hind tarsi with four well-developed spines on
either side, at least in fraternus

and

genalis.

Spines of head ctenidia very similar in shape; pronotal ctenidium of twenty

c.

twenty-two spines.
ctenidia each of four spines; head evenly rounded in front; antennal
grooves connected by a furrow over top of head (male); front with a
intermedius (p. 423).
marginal row of six bristles on each side
dd. Head ctenidia each of five spines; head angulate in front; antennal grooves
not connected by a furrow over top of head (male) front without marto

d.

Head

;

fraternus (p. 423).

ginal bristles
cc.

Spines of head ctenidia very dissimilar in shape; pronotal ctenidium of

about twenty-eight spines

-

genalis (p. 424).
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CTENOPHTHALMUS GIGAS
The attempt

to

421

(Kirby).

employ this name, based as it was on an unrecogwas perhaps unwise. At the time it was done

nizahle dosci-iption,

some Canadian and Nortiiern United States Heas were in the collection,
and this was the only one which at all fitted the original description as
It was collected by myself at Ao-ricultural Colleoe, Michigan,
to size.
Later, two northern species of Ily.sfr/c/top.syUa came to
on Lepus.
either
of which might have been referred to under this name
hand,
equal
propriety,
so far as the description is concerned.
with
Only an
examination of the type can settle the matter, and this may still he in
Jn the meantunc the matter will
existence in the British Museum.
be allowed to stand just as it is in order to avoid any additional confusion.

In addition to the characters given in the

the following-

may

l)e

first d(\scription,

noted:

Female: The upper and lower rows of genal ))ristles are continued
on to the vertex in the manner so characteristic of this
genus on the vertex about six bristles occurring above and al)out
eight l)eIow.
pigmented eye is wholly wanting. Hind margin of
antennal groove with a single row of small hairs.
obliiiuely

—

A

The pronotum has two rows of bristles, and the meso- and metanotum
The tirst and second abdominal tergites each ha\e

three or four each.

two small teeth on either side, and the third one on either side. End
abdomen very heavily bristled. Antepygidial bristles three on each
side and very large, the middle one in each set longest.
Stjde long and slender, about three times as long as wide at base,
nearly cylindrical, with a long bristle at apex, and just back of this
two minute ones. The fourth pair of spines on last joint of hind tarsi
are al)orted, so that there are onlv four pairs of well-dexeloped spines,
of

as in Pulex.

CTENOPHTHALMUS PSEUDAGYRTES,
Plate XI,

figs.

new

species.

7-12.

Although in the Preliminary Studies this s})ecies was referred to
form of ass! mil is, yet later it became a very dou])tful reference.
The appearance of Rothschihrs study of the European nijijiies
confirmed the suspicions as to its distinctness.
It ditters from agyrtes
more especially in the armature of the first joint of the hind tarsi and
in the genitalia.
Specimens are now in the collection from Gtoiiujx
hursarius at Agricultural College, Michigan (Baker), from Svalopx
argenfatu.s at Ames, Iowa (Osborn), from nest of field mouse at Ithaca.
New York (MacGillivray). and from Jfy/ascops a.sio at Welleslcy.
a varietal

Massachusetts (Morse).

Thc^ last-mentioiunl occurrenc(>

sidered as wholly accidental.
lyi)es.

The Michigan specimens

is

to

t)e

con-

are taken as
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Female: Head broadly evenly rounded from occiput to mouth.
frontal notch is distinct by reason of a thickening of the chitinous
Gena with an upper row of about five bristles
crust at this point.
(uppermost largest), a middle row of three larger ones, and a row of
The eye is
three heavy dark-colored ctenidial teeth on lower margin.
represented by a scarcely pigmented thickening of the chitin on the
margin of the antennal groove. The antcnnal groove extends to threefourths the depth of the head and is connected with that on opposite
side, across the top of the head, by a line groove flanked with chitinous
The lower row of bristles on the vertex is represented
thickenings.
by one large bristle back of the middle of the antennal groove; the
upper row consists of four strong bristles standing in a slightly oblique
Antennal groove strongly narrowed below, its hind margin near
line.
the lower edge of the head covered by a patch of numerous minute

The

bristles.

Labial palpi reaching to three-fourths of anterior coxa?.
a row of about fourteen bristles on posterior third,

Pronotum with

and on hind margin a ctenidium of about fourteen long stout spines.
Meso- and metanotum each with three rows of bristles, the posterior
of about twelve large bristles, the next of fewer and smaller bristles.
Metathoracic scale with two vertical rows of three bristles each.
First, second, and third abdominal tergites each wnth a small tooth on
Abdominal tergites each with two distinct
either side of hind margin.
rows of bristles, and anteriorly a third row represented by a few
bristles; there are about twelve larger bristles in the posterior row on
middle tergites, varying to four in this row on the eighth tergite.
Antepygidial bristles three on each side, the middle in each group
Middle abdominal sternites each with
longest, the inner shortest.
about ten bristles in the principal row, in front of which are scattered
remnants of two other rows, one to three bristles each.
The end of the abdomen is only moderately bristled. No stout
The tenth tergite
bristles occur on either side just below pygidium.
The style is two and a half
dorsally bears numerous small bristles.
times as long as broad at base, and narrowed to the slender tip, where
there

is

a long bristle.

The substjdar

flap

has two long bristles near
The eighth

the apex and a few short stout ones on the lower margin.

segment possesses a number of bristles below.
Hind coxa without minute teeth on inside. Hind femur without
minute hairs on side. The first joint of hind tarsi has six sets of
One
spines on anterior margin and five sets on posterior margin.
spine on apex of joint II of hind tarsi somewhat exceeding joint IH.
First pair of spines on fifth tarsal joint strongly dislocated toward
median line and directed straight distad; the fourth pair are aborted,
occurring as fine hairs only. Length of hind tarsal joints in the proportions 18.5-13.5-8.5-5-8.5.

Length, 3

mm.

Color, pale brown.
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Male: Head flattened above or even a
of bristles on vertex dislocated at middle,

The inner and outer

the other two.

little depre.ssed.

two

423

Upper row

lower than
spines in eaeh ^•roupofantei)v<'ibristles l)eing

considerably smaller than the middle one, though not
reduced to hairs.
Lateral portion of ninth termite two-lobed, the upper lobe very short

dial bristles arc

and bluntly rounded and with three lono- bristles on the posterior niartrin;
lower lol)e as in agyrte^^ with one bristle over the insertion of the
Upper claspers rather lonj^-, pai-allel sided, the oute- upper
cla.spers.
anofle obtusely pointed, the upper inner angle broadly obliquely rounded
and hero margined with a number of small hairs; on the hind margin
are several minute hairs near the upper end, and several small bristles
below.

Length, 1.75

mm.

ryi?d.— Cat. No. 6923, U.S.N.M.

CTENOPHTHALMUS INTERMEDIUS

(Wagner).

— described as a

—

Typhi opsyUa by Dr. Wagner w;w (colin Paraguay and Ecuador.
It is an
interesting addition to the American fauna, very distinct from an}-thing previously described.
The structure of the head strongly suggests CtenopsylJus^ ])ut the tiliial spines and other characters are those
This species

on Metaehlrns opossum

lected

of Ctcnoj)Mhahiiiix.

CTENOPHTHALMUS FRATERNUS
This species

is

known only from

Baker.

the type, a single female taken at

Brookings, South Dakota, by Professor Aldrich.

He

did not give the

As tlie
prove to be one of the moles.
original characterization was somewhat meager, the following descriphost,

though

it is ([uite

likely to

tive notes are added:

The head

is

broadly rounded from the occiput to the prominent

and thence slopes downward and backward to the
mouth, giving the head an angulated appearance. A row of six bristles occurs high upon the gena; below this a row of two large jukI one
small bristle, and on lower posterior portion of gena a ctenidium parallel to the upper rows of bristles and composed of live large, stout,
dark -colored spines, the middle three longest. The antennal groove
reaches to three-fourths the depth of the head, is not coiuiected with
the opposite antennal groove by a furrow passing over the top, and is
without minute hairs or bristles scatten^d along the posterior margin.
On the disk of the vertex occur extensions of th(^ two rows of bi-istles
on gena about seven bristles above and eight below. Hind margin
frontal

notch,

—

head with the usual bristles. Labial palj)i eipialing three-fourths
of anterior coxa% the apex of the last joint having the usual minute
hairs except that posteriorly on each palpus one is nuicli eidai'giMl and
of

hooked.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvii— 03
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vow of about twelve bristles on the posterior third,
marc^in
a ctenidiuni of about twenty stout spines.
and on the hind
Meso- and metanotum each with a row of ten or twelve larger bristles

Pronotum with

a

and a second row of more numerous smaller ones. Meta thoracic
epiphysis with a single bristle on the hind margin, and anterior to this
two rows of three bristles each. The middle abdominal tergites each
have a transverse row of fourteen larger bristles, and a second row of
more numerous smaller ones. First abdominal tergite with three
small teeth on either side of hind margin, second, third, and fourth
each with two on either side, and tifth and sixth each with one.
Antepygidial bristles badly l)roken in this specimen, but there are
apparently only two on either side. The abdominal sternites each
have a single row of from four to six large bristles.
The end of the alidomen is rather heavily clothed with bristles.
The style is about three times as long as wide at base, nearly cylinThe substylar ilap has a thick
drical, and with a long liristle at apex.
margin.
brush of hairs on the lower
The hind coxje have a group of numerous small, short, somewhat
thickened bristles on the inside, which resemble the grouped teeth
occurring here in some Pule.r and ({ratophyUu.s. Hind femur with a
The spines on hind legs are
single small bristle on side near l)ase.
unusually long. The first joint of the hind tarsi has five groups of
spines on either margin; the last joint with ])ut eight heavy spines,
Hind tarsi mutilated in this specimen, but
four on either margin.
lengths of middle tarsal joints in the proportion 12-11-7-5-12.
Length, 2.25 mm. Color, pale brown.

CTENOPHTHALMUS GENALIS,

A

species.

species collected on Geoniys hurKarius at the Agricultural College

of Michigan, and formerly supposed to

now

new

))e

a variety of fraterna^

is

considered wholly distinct and described herewith from a single

male.

Head somewhat flattened above. Rows of genal bristles pushed high
up on head. The insertions of the five irregular ctenidial spines occupy
half the surface of the genje.
These ctenidial spines are ver}^ dissimilar, the middle three longer, the upper distinctly spatulate, and the
next one slighth^ so. The bristles on the second antennal joint are far
shorter than the third joint.
The antennal groove reaches the upper
margin of the head, and its hind margin is without minute bristles or
hairs.
The upper row on either side of vertex has about four bristles,
the second row about six. The hind margin of the head has the usual
bristles.
The labial palpi are slender and equal three-fourths of anterior coxa?.
The maxillary palpi are unusually short and thick.
Pronotum with a row of about twelve bristles on posterior third, and
on hind margin a ctenidium of about twenty-eight slender spines.
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Me.sonotiuii Avith a slno-le

row

of about twelve

bri.stle.s.
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Motaiiotum

with a row of a])out twelve laroer bristles, and behind this, on either
Metathoraeie epiphysis with one laroe In-istlc
side, thi-ee smaller ones.

two anterior to this, and one small, short one in front of
First abdominal tergite Avith a sinole small tooth on either
side, second with three on either side, third with two. and fourth with
posteriori}',

the latter.

Abdominal tergites each with a transverse row of
two or three segments a second row of
One stout antepygidial l>ristle mounted
one to three bristles on a side.
one on either

side.

ten bristles, and on the first

on a tubercle on each
single

row

side.

Middle a))dominal sternites each with a

of six bristles.

Lateral portion of ninth tergite greatly enlarged and triangular,
long-pointed backward.

Upper

claspers rather small, not extending

l)eyond tip of prolonged portion of ninth tergite,

somewhat

spatulate,

the inner u})per angle acute, the- outer

the hind
is

margin with

six

upper angle broadly rounded,
to eight bristles; on the inside at liase there

separated a short, broad, acute piece like a large tooth.

group of short stout bristles on in.side, resembling
grouped teeth in Pulex. Hind femur with a single brisThe tirst joint of the hind tarsi has four groups of
tle on inside.
spines on either margin; the apical spines on the second joint are
shorter than the third joint.
The fifth tarsal joint on first and second
tarsi have five spines on either margin as in typical <\ raf<)]>hiiJJiix^
Hind

coxa" with a

the similarly

while on the fifth joint of hind tarsi there are ))ut four on either margin as in PuJe.c.

Lengths of hind

tarsal joint in the proportions

23-15-10-5-12.

Length, 2.25 mm. Color, pale l)rown.
Ti/pe.—Odt No. 6!»23, U.S.N.M.

Genus

ANOMIOPSYLLUS, new

genus.

founded on an insect Avhich I described in 1898 as
It then dropped into that convenient "catchair' Typhi opxijUn., on account of its lack of eyes, though it was
remarked at that time that it represented a distinct genus. One of
the most conspicuous characters is the great length of the maxillary
palpi, which exceed the fore coxte.
The eyes are wholly wanting.
On th(> dorsal line the pronotum and mesonotum are of equal length,
while the metanotum is shorter.
There is a remarkable and wholly
This genus

is

T[iphh>psijUanuilata.

uni(|uc reduction in the \estiture, the body, excepting the pt)sterior

number of spines on the
but four pairs of spines on the posterior margin of the ti))ia\
One of the most important characters is
found in the rounded emargination formed distsiUyon the hind margin
of fore and middle coxa> at the junctuin^ of the coxa and its epiphysis.
In most fleas this is shallow or wanting, with the outer subtending
extremity, being almost wholly nude, and the
legs greatly reduced, there being
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limb obtuse. In this case it is very deep, deeper than broad, and the
outer subtending limb is narrowly acute. On the lifth tarsal joints
are combined the characters of two of the Wagnerian genera; on the
fore and middle last tarsal joints the first pair of spines is dislocated
toward the median line and directed straight distad. On the hind last
tarsal joint there are but four spines on either side.
While I am somewhat loath to separate any new genera at this time
when the inflow of strange and aberrant forms has just begun, still, in
this case there is hardly any other course open to me, for otherwise
imdata might be placed with equal propriety in any one of two or
three genera.

ANOMIOPSYLLUS NUDATUS

Baker,

This species, the smallest known American

was originally

flea,

described from two females collected at Tucson, Arizona, in a nest of
Neotoma aJhlgula hj the late Mr. Hubbard, who was one of the most

thorough collectors America has yet seen.

In addition to the charac-

terization originally given, the following additional details

may be

noted:

The lower row

of genal bristles

is

represented by one very weak and

slender bristle on margin of antennal groove and a similar one on the

lower margin of the head. There are no other bristles on the head
excepting one or two at each lower angle of hind margin, and a very
few short ones on second antennal joint. The thorax is without bristles
excepting one on either side of pronotum at each lateral angle.
The abdominal tergites each have a single row of about six very
weak and slender bristles. One small and slender antepygidial bristle
The hairs on pygidium are very fine, but
occurs on either side.
longer than usual.
Style about three times longer than wide at base, and slightly narrowed to the tip, where there is a long bristle. The substylar flap is
long and acute and has numerous bristles on the lower margin. Below

the substylar flap a

number

of short, stout bristles occur near the

margin.

The

first joint

of the hind tarsi has four groups of spines on the
two groups on the posterior margin. One of the

anterior margin and

spines on apex of second joint of hind tarsi posteriorly is very long
and slender, extending nearly to the end of the last joint. Lengths
of hind tarsal joints in the proportions 18-10-6-5-10.

Length, 2

mm.

Color, pale lirown.

Genus

CTENOPSYLLUS
Hone

1863.

C/t'nopsz/Hws

Kolenati,

1893.

Ctenopsyllus

Wagner, Horse

Kolenati.

Soc. Ent. Koss., II, p. 37.

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

XXVII,

p. 350.

This is preeminently the genus of mouse and rat fleas. Elsewhere
has been noted the extreme paucity of knowledge on the American
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forms, and also the groat proljabilit}- of sonic of the European species
having been introduced. If these are found anywhere it will he in or
near our great ports, and from these localities we ha\e no specimens
collected on house mice or rats.

SYNOPSIS OF AMERICAN SPECIES.
tt.

J

k'ad without ctenidial npiiiea

(ilpinus (p. 427).

Head with ctenidia.
Head otenidia of two ypines each
hb. Head ctenidia of four spines eacli

<i(i.

hesperomiis (p. 428)

I>.

CTENOPSYLLUS ALPINUS
This species

known only from

mexicanus

(p. 430).

Baker.

—

the types a male and female
Bruner at Georgetown, Colorado, on Ncoioma.
It is congeneric with inuscul'i., showing the same peculiar type of head,
but it has no genal ctenidia. The following descriptive notes are
is

still

collected b}" Professor

added:

Female: Head gently rounded or nearh' flat above from occiput to
is v^ery high on the front), thence sloping downward and backward to the mouth. The bristles on the head are
developed into short, stout, dark-colored spines, all of which project
downward and backward. The antennal groove extends to about twothirds the depth of the head, and above is connected by a chitinous
thickening and furrow across the top of the head with the antennal
groove on opposite side. Near the margin of the front on either side,
extending from mouth to antennal groove, is a row of ten short, stout
s})ines.
There are only two spines in the normal lower row on gena.
The upper row has six spines, but instead of stopping above at the
antennal groove this row^ curves around cephalad nearly to the margin
of the front.
Disk of vertex on each side witii three oblitpie rows of
spines, an upper one of two spines, a middle of three, and a lower one
of live spines.
The antennal grooAC is somewhat contracted below,
and is without minute hairs or bristles on the posterior margin. The
labial palpi extend to one-third of the anterior femora.
Pronotum with a row of about twelve stout bristles on the posterior
third, and on the hind margin a ctenidium of about eighteen or twenty
spines.
The usual soft and minute articulatory hairs on anterior margin
of mesonotum are here small teeth.
Meso- and metanotum each with
a transver.se row of about eight bristles.
Metathoracic epi})hysis with
about ten irregularl}^ placed bri.stles.
First al)dominal tergite with three or four small teeth on either side
of hind niaroin.
The abdominal tergites each has a transverse row
of about ten bristles.
Antepygidial bristles three on each side, the
middle one in each group slightly longer. Abdominal sternites each
frontal notch (which

The
with a row of about ten rather strt)ng and dose-set bri.stles.
witii
on
cither
side,
a
'ighth segment, near the middh' of hind margin

•
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and several short, stout bristles. One stout
on cither side.
The style is very long, about five times as long as broad at base,
nearl}^ cylindrical, except at the tip, where there is a weak bristle,
back of which are about six bristles irregularly placed. Substylar flap
with numerous short, stout bristles above and three very heavy ones
on the lower margin.
The hind coxal epiphysis slopes gradually into the coxa distally,
thus not forming any emargination. The hind femur is without minute
bristles on side.
Hind margin of hind tibia with a))out six distant
longer inner spines and about twelve shorter close-set inner ones.
First joint of hind tarsi without paired spines on hind margin, but
with a double row of numerous spines. Bristles on apex of second
hind tarsal joint shorter than third joint. The first pair of spines on
tifth tarsal joint is dislocated toward median line and directed straight

group of several

\ox\g,

bristle occurs beneath the pygidiuni

caudad.

Length, 2.5 mm.
Male: Head nearh^ as in the female, but the antennal groove extends
to its upper margin.
The two outer in each group of aiitepygidial
bristles somewhat reduced.
The last live abdominal sternites only,
have rows of six l)ristles each.

The

without a lobe on the upper
The upper claspers are long, narrow, subrectangular, curved
backward a little, and with two l>laclv teeth at the upper posterior angle.
Lower claspers witii a short, stout, black, recurved spine on hind
margin.
Length, 1..5 mm.
lateral portion of ninth tergite is

margin.

CTENOPSYLLUS HESPEROMYS, new

species.

There is in the collection a Cten(>2»<yll((>< taken at Franconia, New
Plampshire, on Peromy.'icus, by Mrs. A. T. Slosson, which represents
a very distinct species in tiuit it possesses a ctenidium of two spines
on either side of the head.
The upper margin of the head

is

very gradually rounded from the
downward and l)ackward

occiput to the frontal notch, thence curxed
to the

mouth.

The antennal groove

is

m:irgined

))y

chitinous thicken-

upper margin of the head, where it
joins the groove of the other side. The marginal row of bristles usual
to this genus occurs on either side of the head; from the frontal notch
to the mouth these bristles are short and heavy and spine-like; from
the frontal notch to the occiput thej^ are much longer and bristle-like.
The upper row of genal bristles is represented by two placed high up;
below this is a row of three bristles, two of which are very strong
one over eye, the other considerably above lower margin of head.
Beneath the eye on either side, standing in a vertical row, are two
ings above and

is

narrowed

to the
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short,

heavy chMiidial

.s})inos
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On

directed doNviiwiird and backward.

either side of disk of vertex are three oWliciue

the iipi)er with five bristles, the middle of six,

rows of .small ])ristle.s,
and the lower of three.

bristles occur on the hind maro-in of the head, the larger
one at each lower angle beino- un usual I3' short and stout. The few
bristles on the second anteiuial joint are shorter than the third joint.
There are six or eight minute l>ristles along the hind margin of the

The usual

antennal groove.

In the position of the eye occurs a daik thickening

The mouth parts are uiuisually short, the labial palpi
extending little more than one-half of anterior coxje. The maxillie
are not more than twice as long as broad.
The me.sonotum is twice as long on the dorsal line as either pronotum or metanotum. On the posterior third of the pronotum occurs a
transverse row of about twelve bristles, and on the hind margin a
ctenidium of about thirty slender spines, the row curving downward
and backwai'd laterally. Meso- and metanotum each with a larger
row of about ten bristles and anterior to this about three rows of
of the chitin.

numerous very irregularly placed smaller

l)ristles.

^Nletathoracic

epiphysis with one bristle on hind border, and anterior to this two

rows of

live l)ristles each.

Hind margins of dorsal segments with small teeth as follows: Six
on metanotum, six on first abdominal tergite, six on second, two on
third, two on fourth, and two on fifth.
The abdominal tergites each
have a row of about fourteen larger bristles and a second row of fewer
smaller ones.
Antepygidial bristles all unusually long and stout, the
longest in each set of three nearly equaling the pygidium. The abdominal sternites each have one transverse row of six bristles.
The
extremit)^ of

abdomen

is

moderately

bristled.

One

stout

l)ristle

occurs

beneath the pygidium on either side.

The

style

is

short and stout, not twice as long as wide at the base,

with one long bristle at the apex and several short ones proximad of
it on lower margin.
The substylar flap is obtusely but symmetrically
pointed and clothed with eight or ten l)i-istles of varying sizes about
the apical margin.
The eighth segment laterally near the lower portion of the hind

margin bears

a

number

of long and a

mimber

of

shorter bristles.

The hind

coxa* are without bristles or teeth on the inside.

Hind

Hind

with three long
spines on hind margin and a close-set row of twelve shorter ones.
The spines on apex of joint
of hind tarsi are shorter than joint HI.
fenuir with but a single bristle on the side.

tibia'

H

First pair of spines

on

fifth tarsal joint dislocated

and directed straight caudad.

Length of hind

portions 25-10.5-8.5-5-7.

Length, 2.5 nun. Color, pale brown.
TyjJt.—Cat. ^'o. G924, U.S.N.M.

toward median

line

tarsal joints in the pro-
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CTENOPSYLLUS MEXICANUS

vol.xxvii.

Baker.

It was expected thiit the ilea found on Mus rattus at Guanajuato,
Mexico, by Dr. Duge.s, would turn out to l)e some European species.
It proved, however, to differ materially from anything described.
Later. Dr. Duges sent further material from Mu>< norcegleus taken at
The following notes may be added to the original
the same place.

description

Female: Dorsal segments with small teeth on hind margins as follirst abdominal tergite, four on second,
four on third, and two on the fourth. Antepygidial bristles four in
each set, the first inner one and third shortest, second longest and
One stout bristle occurs on
largest, fourth nearly as long as second.
either side below pygidium.
The style is rather long and narrow, the length twice the width at
base, narrowing gradually to the apex, where there is a long bristle;
another bristle nearly as large occurs on the lower margin. The substylar flap has a number of bristles near the apex, mostl}^ on lower
margin.
The hind margin of posterior tibse bears three long spines and a closeThe apical spines on
set straight row of about fifteen short spines.
second joint of hind tarsi are shorter than the third joint. The first
pair of spines on last joint of hind tarsi dislocated toward median line
and directed straight caudad.
Length, 2.5 mm. Color, pale brown.
Male: Antepygidial bristles, three on either side; the middle one of
each group longest. The eighth segment on either side below bears
but five bristles.
lows: Six on metanotum, six on

The

lateral

portion of

the ninth tergite

is

strongly constricted

rounded limb
below the pygidium, then expanded
but
which in outline is shaped like a pestle. There is
a single bristle
upper
claspers
are small but
over the insertion of the claspers. The
caudad, not
thumb
turned
stout, thumb-shaped, with the ball of the
extending above the lateral portion of the ninth tergite, and with four
or Hve bristles on the hind margin.
Length, 2 mm.
into a symmetricall}^

Genus

STEPHANOCIRCUS

1890. Stephanodrcus Skuse,
1895. Stephanodrcus

of Austral. Mus., II, p. 77, pi. xvii.

Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII,

1896. Stephanodrcus Skvs^,

The

Records
Records

Skuse.

of Austral.

p. 63.

Mus.,

II, p. 7.

original description of this remarkable genus

as the Preliminary

came

to

me

just

Studies were

description and remarked that

it

being published.
I copied the
presented such an anomalous struc-

ture and such a remarkable case of sexual dimorphism that I would

not attempt to place

it

in

Taschenberg's system, which

I

was then com-
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pellod to follow.
ciated,

would

'V\\i'

full

ill

male and

foinalc,

ditt'erent j>enera,

even though properly asso-

perhaps,

accordiii*;- to all

Taschenhero- hud oiven us in the characterization of

Mr. Skuse took deep umbrage at
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that

t>enei'a.

my

wholly innocent remarks and
in which he reasserts the
Beyond this one statement,
specitic identity of the male and female.
There
his paper was principally taken up with personal criticisms.
was not the faintest intention on ni}' part to attempt passing- Stejj/ianothe organism will still contiiuie to exist in
cirmis " under the heel"'
In
its original status, no matter what either of us may write about it.
copying the description at all there was no other motive than a desire
I was unfortunate in not having
for more know ledge concerning it.
had access to the plates. The simple fact concerning Mr, Skuse's
description is that out of it all he presents in the generic characterizathe next year presented a "rejoinder,"

—

tion

—

but a single diagnostic generic character that of the pectinated
the other characters ))eing common

"cap-like patella" on the head

—

to other genera, either separately or in combination.

I

was not able

even this clearl}" from the description alone,
as some species of Ctejiojjsyllus presented a similar general appearIndeed, the male of Stej^hanodrcufi is apparentlv a Ofc?)oj)si/IIu.'i,
ance.
The matter of four-jointed antenas that genus is commonly known.
nse must certainly be reexamined.
If such a character is presented,
then this species must be made the type of a new family differing from
all other known Heas.
But in the description of the apparently congeneric Stephanoclrcua mars, Rothschild says nothing about fourjointed antennae, and his drawing does not show four joints.
Some of
the characters given by Mr. Skuse in the generic description are of
specific value only, and the length of thorax given in the specific diagnosis is a character usually of generic value.
Other than this, his
at that time to interpret

specific description is

not at

all

diagnostic.

me also for not being able
FA-hidnoplmga arnhnUotx. But I could not do anything
until a fuller and more exact morphological study was made

Mr. Skuse,

in this connection, criticises

to place the flea

with

it

and a real generic diagnosis presented.
The genus Kstephanocircus now possesses far greater int(>rest for
American students on account of the recent publication of

STEPHANOCIRCUS MARS
This species Avas collected on a
Berg, and

is

known from

^''

Rothschild.

iresj)ero)iu/s''' in

ArgcMitina

l)y

Dr.

a single female in the Rothschild collection.

be i-egretted that the male could not have also passed
under Mr. Rothschild's critical eye. The occurrence of this genus
also in South America is a matter of great interest.
is
of
It
interest to note that a greater numl)er of striking ca.ses of .sexual
dimorphism occur in Soutii American fieas than in those of an}' other
It is greatly to

country.
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Genus

H YSTRICHOPSYLLA

1880. Hystrlchup.^iiUa

1895. Hystrichupsylla

vot..xxvi1.

Taschenberg.

Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 83.
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p.

186.

genus on the remarkable flea originallj'^
which is the oMusiceps of Ritsema (but
not the taljxe of Bouche, which is Msoctodentatus Kolenati). The
species seems to have been unknown to Kolenati, or he would certainly
have given it a separate generic designation. The genus remained

Taschenberg Imsed

named Pulex

talpce

this

by

Curtis,

monotj'pic until the description of

HYSTRICHOPSYLLA AMERICANA
This species

is

Baker.

represented in the collection by a single female col-

&tOvono, Maine, b}' the late Prof F. L. Harvey.
Although evidently congeneric with the European species, it shows
very wide specilic difl'erences. The head lacks the flattened, calloused
front as illustrated by Tas(;henberg, and the pronotum is ])y far the
However, the specimen, figured in ''Die
longest thoracic segment.
A complete study
Flohe,"" is a male, whih^ our unique tj^pe is a female.
lected on an Evotoinys

.

of both sexes of this species

is

nmch

to be desired.

me from Nepigon,

Canada, a dried and badly
mutilated specimen of a larg(\ totally new flea, apparently of this
genus, which presents a still wider divergence. It was taken, I underDr. Fletcher has sent to

stand, on a sandy lake shore, near
hesitate to describe

it

from

which

unrecorded such an interesting addition to

Genus

I
host probably lives.
and yet am loath to leave
our fauna.
its

this material,

CERATOPSYLLUS

Curtis.

X.

1832.

Ceratopsyllus CvRTifg,, Brit. Entoinolug.,

1^33.

Ora/ops2/M«s

Westwood

1863.

Ceratopsyllus

Kolenati,

1893.

Ceratopsyllus

1898.

Ceratopsyllus

Hone Soc. Ent. Ross., II, p. 39.
Wagner, Hone Soc. Ent. Ross., XXVII, p. 350.
Wagner, Hone Soc. Ent. Ross., XXXI, p. 580.

1898.

Ceraiojtsylhis

Rothschild, Novitates Zoologiere, V,

The

species of this genus

Palialdm

—are

(Ischnopsyllus) Ent. Mo. Mag.,

p. 359.

p. 542.

— the most distinctly marked

genus in the

Unquestionably, species belonging
North and South America. I regret not to be

confined to bats.

here will be found in

I,

able to record a single one.

01^
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REVISION

LIST OF

SIPHONAPTERA OF THE WORLD, WITH BIBLIOGRAPHY,
HOSTS," AND HABITATS.
To January

Family

1903.

1,

SARCOPSYLLIDiE

Genus

SARCOPSYLLA Westwood.

SARCOPSYLLA PENETRANS
1748.

Taschenberg.

(Linnaeus] Westwood.

Catesbey, Nat. Hist, of Carolina, Florida, and
10, fig. 3.

p
1743.

miiumm

{I'nle.c

B.XRRERE, Nouv. Relation de

Bahama

France cHjuinoxiaks

la

a].!..,

Patrick Brown, Nat. Hist, of Jamaica,
mtem nidnlam proboscide aratiore.

p. 418.

II,

{Pulex mhndU-

p. <)3.

tiinmsnigrlcami.)
1756.

Islands, III,

cntoii peiwtruns.)

(Aam,. fmms .ah

penetram.)
Linnaeus, Svst. Nat., 10th ed., p. 614. {Pulex
{Pulex penetram.)
vetensk. Acad. Nya. Handl., IX, p. 40.
penetram.)
{Rhjnchoprion
402.
III,
Stiinde,
p.
alle
I8I5'. Okkn, Naturgesch. f.
{Pnlex penetram.)
I, p. 106.
Brasilien,
in
Reisen
PoHL,
1821
4-5.
sur la classe des Insectes, pi. liv, iigs.
1823. DuMERiL, Considerations gener.
{Pulex penetrans.)
{I nlex
Atlas, pi. ..m, hgs. 4-;).
1826. DuMEUiL, Dictscienc. nat.,XLIV,p.82.

175S

1788'

Sw VHTZ, Kongl.

,

penetrans.
1S29.

GuERiN, Iconograph.

1832.

PoHL and Kollar,

(

d.

regne animal Insectes.

Derviatoph Unx penetram.
Brasilicns vorzugli.-h

>
1-, pi- n.

1

1

Text, expl.,

lilstige

Insecten,

]>.

]>.

S.

1

{J ulex

penetrnn.'<.

{Pulex penetrans.)
Rhuckahd, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., p. 129, pi. vii.
{Sarrnps„na penetrans.)
pi. xx.
1837_40 Westwood, Trans. Ent. Soc., H, p. 199,

1836

1S44. Gekva.s, Hist. nat.

.1.

Ins. Aptercs, III,

p-

368, pi. xi.ix,

iig.

{Pule:r

11.

penetrans.)
1863. K01.ENATI,

Hone

8o--.

Ent. Ross.,

11, p. 28.

{Sarcop.-^ytla

penetram.)

I867"

penetrans.
Karsten, Beitr. z. Kennt. <1. Rhynchoprion
{Pulex penetrans.)
auChique.
penetrante
I'ucv
la
Bonnet, M.Muoire sur

1874.

R.TSEMA, Rc..ensb. Corresp.,

1864

XXVIII,

1880

RiTsKMA,

1880

TAScriENBER.i, Die FlC.he, p. 44.

Zeits,-hr.

f.

p. 76.

ges. Natnrwiss., p. 181.

XXIII,

1895.

Baker, Canad. Ent.,

1896.

OsBORN, Div. Ent. Dept.

{Sarcopst,lla penetrans.)

p. 20.

Agr.-l.

{Pulex penetrans.)
{Pulex penetrans.)

{Sarcopsylla penetrans.)

I'.ull.

No. 5 (n.

s.).

p-

14--,

hg.

vxu.

{Sarcopsiilla penetram.

others.
the domesticated animals and .some
llalHat: Tropical regions of both hemispheres.

Hosts:

Man and

^

nan.es used
~l7theteriptiv7]^io'n7f^texUh^sts are referred to umler
collec-tors who have sent
various
the
and
Rothschild,
by Taschenberu^ Wagner,
many
great confusion an.I represe.il
specimens. These names are necessarily in
are referred to j^ga.n nx the
names
same
these
list
this
In
schools of nomen,.lature.
b.
Gerrit S. Miller, jr., of the I
bibliography. Through the kindness of Mr.
according to the current m.n^given
also
are
names
host
National Museum, th^
to make
one system an.l in such a manner as
clature, thus reducing all the names to

m

.

the references plahi in every

ca.se.
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Genus

XESTOPSYLLA

XESTOPSYLLA GALLINACEA

vol. xxvii.

Baker.

(Westwood) Baker.

Westwood, TheEntom. Mo. Mag., XI, p. 246. [SarcopaylJa gallinacea.)
Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 55, pi. i, %. 5. {Sarcop.v/lla gallimtcea.)
{Pidex pnlhdorum.)
Johnson, Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash., I, p. 203.
{SairopsyUa gallimtcea.)
Bae:er, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p. 20.
OsBORN, Div. i:nt. Dept. Agrcl., Bull. No. 5 (n. s.), p. 144, figs. 76-77.

1874-75.
1880.

1890.
1895.
1896.

{Sarcopsylla gallinacea.

)

Hosts: Domesticated animals, especiall}" chickens.
Habitat: Warmer portions of America and Africa.

HECTOPSYLLID^E

Family

HECTOPSYLLA

Genus

Frauenfeld.

HECTOPSYLLA PSITTACI
1860.

Frauenfeld,

Sit/Aingsl). d. k.

sylla jjsitlaci.

1880.

d.

Frauenfeld.

Wiss. Wien., XI, p. 462.

(Heciop-

)

Haller, Archiv.
pide.i:

Acad.

Baker.

f.

Naturgeseh., Jahr. 46,

p.

72, pi. iv.

{

RhyncJiopsylla

)

[Rhynchopsylla pnlcx.) Hosts, "Psitiacus
Tascrenberg, Die Fluhe, p. 5.
and Molossus."
{Rhynchopsylla pidex.)
1895. Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p. 21.

1880.

Hosts: Pslttacxis and NyctinoniuK.

Habitat: Ceylon.

Family

Genus

VERMIPSYLLID.E

VERMIPSYLLA

Schinikewitsch.

VERMIPYSLLA ALACURT
1885.

Schimkewitsch, Zool. Anz., no.

187.

1889.

Wagner, Hone

XXIII,

1895.

Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII,

Boc. Ent. Ross.,

Wagner.

Schimkewitsch.

nos. 1-2, p. 205.

p. 22.

Hosts: The ungulates.

Habitat: Western Asia.

Family

Genus

MEGAPSYLLID^E

MEGAPSYLLA

MEGAPSYLLA GROSSIVENTRIS
1879.

Weyenbergh,
188.

{Pvlex

Bull,

de

la

Baker.

Baker.

(Weyenbergh) Baker.

Acad. Nac. de Ciencias Repiib. Argent.,

gros.ih'c"ntris.

Ill, p.

)

Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 101.
{Pulex grossiventris.)
Baker, Can. Ent., XXVII, p. 3. {Sarcopsylla grossiventris.)
1898. Baker, Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc, VI, p. 53.
{Megapsylla grossiventris.)
1880.

1895.

Host: Zaedyus minutus.
Habitat: Argentine Republic.

>•.,. i:?oi.
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PULICID^.

Family

Genus

PULEX

Linnaeus.

PULEX ANOMALUS
1!)0:>.

Host:

Hakeu,

485

Baker.

sec. p. .".SI.

Citellus.

Habitat: Southern Colorado.

PULEX AFFINIS
190:1

Bakkr, see

Baker.

p. 382.

Jlost: Lepua.
Habitat: Arizona.

PULEX BOHLSII
1900.

Wagnkk, Horai

Soc. Ent. Eoss.,

Wagner.

XXXV,

p. 5.

Host:
Habitat: Paraguay.
.

PULEX BRASILIENSIS
1903.

Host:

Bakkk, see

Mus

Host, '^Mus nUtns and

p. 379.

rattus and

Mus

Baker.

Mus decumanus.'

normgious.

Habitat: Sao Paulo, Brazil.

PULEX CUSPIDATUS
1863.
1893.

Kolenati.

Kolenati, Hone Soc. Ent. Ross., II, p. 33.
WacxNek, Horte Soc. Ent. Ross. XXVII, p.

9.

Host: Erlnacem euro2>xus.
Habitat: Europe.

PULEX DUGESII
1899.

Baker, Ent. News, Feb.,
^'

ji.

37.

Baker.

{I'lile.r

irritmis

var.

dntjei^ii.)

Host,

tSpermophilus macroarus.^'

Host: Cltellus inacnmrus.
Habitat: Mexico.

PULEX ECHIDNiE
1840.
1843.

Denny.

Westwood, Mod. Classif. Insects, II, p. 493.
Denny, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., XII, p.
'

315,

Echkhui Injstr'w.
1844. Gervais, Hist. nat. d. Ins. Apteres, HI, p. 37-'.
1874. RiTSEMA, Regensb. Correspondenzblatt, XXVIH,
1880. RiTSEMA, Zeitsch.
1880.

1895.

7fast:

f.

ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 185.

TAScnENBERG, Die Flohe, p. 98.
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p.

Tavhyc/lossus aculeatus.

Habitat:

].l.

\xvii,

'

Van Dicmans Land,

1.30.

p. 79.

fig.

fi.

Host,
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PULEX GLACIALIS
"1880.

Taschexbeik;, Die Flohe,

1895.

Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII,

Host: Lepus

^''

p.

pi.

7<5,

p.

vol. xxvii.

Taschenberg.

m,

fig. 17.

Amer.

Ill (ex.

spe<'.).

glaciaUs.-'

IlaUtat: "NordPole."

PULEX HYiEN^

Kolenati.

Kolenati, Meletemata Entomologica, Pt. 5, ji. 26, jil. xix, fig.
Kolenati, Hone Soc. Ent. Ross., II, p. 30. {Pule.v Htriatus.)
1874. Ritsema, Regensb. Correspbndenzhlatt, XXVIII, p. 77.
1880. Ritsema, Zeitschr. f. ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 184.
1880. Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 100.
184H.

1.

18H3.

Jlofif:

Tlyamd

striata.

Habitat: Tnin.scaiu'iisia, Persia,

PULEX IRRITANS
Fauna
Fauna

1746. LiNN.EUs,

1746. LiNxV.Eii.s,
1762.
1778.

snecica,

2d

No.

ed.,

1832. DuGES,

lH!t5.

suecica, Isted., Xo. 1471.

Geoffroy, Hist, abregee d. Ins.,
Degeer, Mem. j). servir. a I'liist.
vulr/aris.

Linnaeus.

II, p. 614,

d. Ins.,

{Pulex
xx,

\^\,

VII,

ater.)
fig. 4.

p. 1,

\)\.

i,

figs. 1-4.

{Fulex

)

Ann.

d. science nat.,

XXVII,

1832.

DuGEs, Ann.

1832.

BoucHE, Nov. Act. Acad. Leop.

p. 147,

{Pu/ex

d. science nat., p. 163.

Carol.,

]>!.

w,

Ikdii in

XVII,

fig. 1.

!.•<.)

p. 503.

1844. Gervais, Hist. nat. d. Ins. Apt., Ill, p. 365.
1855.

KtJcHENMEisTER, Parasiteii,

1856.

Walker,

1858.

Maitland, Herklots Bouvvstoff., ]>. 310.
Kolenati, Fauna d. Altvaters, p. 65.
Kolenati, Horte Soc. Ent. Ross., II, p.

1859.
1863.

I, p.

Dipt. Brit., Ill, p.

452.

2.

31, fig. 2.

1873. Ritsema, Tijds. v. Entomol., 2d ser., VIII, p. Ixxxiv.
1874. Ritsema, Regensb. Corresp.,

XXVII,

p. 76.

Ritsema, Zeitschr. f. ges. Naturwiss., p. 181.
1880. Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 64.
1895. Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p. 66.
{Piile.r irrlhnis nm] P. simtilnm^.)
1896. OsBORN, Div. Ent., Dept. Agr.,Bull. No. 5 (n. s.), p. 147, fig. 80.
{Pulex
1880.

irrifans

and P. simulans. )

Hosts: Ilom.o^ Yulpes., Didelphis^
Ilahitat:

f'a7iis, Felis., etc.

Temperate and tropical regions of the world.

PULEX JACULANS
1840.

Motschulsky,

Bull. Soc.

Imp. des Nat. de Moscou,

jaculus.^^

1880. Taschenber(4,

Host :

. 1

Die Flohe,

lactaga jaculus.

Habitat: Siberia.

Motschulsky.

p. 105.

p. 170.

Host, "/>*;m.s

Ko. 1361.
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PULEX KERGUELENSIS
1880.

1895.

Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 67, pi. ii,
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p. 65.

Host: " Pelecanoldes urinafrie,''''
Jlabitat: Kergiielen Island.

fig. 12.

PULEX LAMELLIFER
Baker, Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc, VI,

Host:

Some

Wagner.

XXIX,

Waoner,

1895.

Horffi Soc. Ent. Ross.,

Taschenberg.

Ta.schenhorg.

lidc.

'895.
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p. 1, fig. 1.

p. 54.

rodent.

HaMtat: Transcaspia.

PULEX LEMMUS
1840.

Motschulsky,

Motschulsky.

Moscou,

Bull. Soc. Imj). des Nat. de

p. 170.

Host, '^Mijodes

/>»U»H.S."

1880.

/fosf:

TASCHENBERd, Die
Lei/u/ius

Habitat:

?

Flolie, p. 105.

>^]).

Siberia.

PULEX LONGISPINUS
1893.

Wagner, Horae

1895.

Baker, Journ. X. Y. Ent. Soc, YI,

Soc. Ent.
" Eriniiceus europieus."

Ross.,

Wagner.

XXVII,

p.

9,

j)!.

iv,

fig.

Host,

1.

p. 54.

Host: Hrinaeeus sp.
Hahltat: West Turkestan.

PULEX LUTZII
1903.

Host:

Baker, see

p. 380.

Baker.

Host, "Galictis riltatus."

Grlson vittatus.

Habitat: Sao Paulo, Brazil.

PULEX LYNX
1903.

Host:

Baker, see

Lynx

Baker.

p. 383.

canadensis.

Habitat: Moscow, Idaho.

PULEX MADAGASCARIENSIS
1900.

KoTiiscHiLD,

Host,

'
'

The Ent. Record and Journ.

Centetes ecaudatus.

Rothschild.

of Variation,

'

Hfst: Tenrec ecaudatus.

Habitat: Madagascar.

PULEX PALLIDUS
1880.
1895.

Taschenberg.

Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. r>5, pi. i,
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVIT. ).. (ill.

Hosts: Herj)estes ichneuiiton and

Habitat:

Egypt and Island

Mus

fig. 9.

dltiiprs.

of Socotra.

Xll,

nt>.

'1,

fig. 3.
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PULEX TUBERCULATICEPS

vol.

xxvn.

Bezzi.

Entom. Ital., XXII.
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p. 64.

1890. Bezzi, Bull, della Soc.
1895.

Host: Ursus arctos.
Habitat: Europe.

PULEX VULPES
1840.

Soc. imp.

Motschulsky, Bull.

1874. RiT«EMA, Regensb. Corresp.,
1880. RiTSEMA, Zeitschr.
1880.

1895.

f.

de

Motschulsky.

JNIoscou,

XXVIII,

170.

}>.

p. 79.

ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 183.

{Pulrx
Taschenbeeg, Die Flohe, p. 66, pi. ii, figs. 10-11.
Hosts, "Canis vulpes andMeles taxus.^^
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p. 66. {Pulex globiceps.)

Vulpes vulpes and Meles
Habitat: Europe.
Hosts:

Genus

globiccpti.)

nieles.

CTENOCEPH ALUS

CTENOCEPHALUS CANIS

Kolenati.

(Curtis) Baker.

Muscaruni atque culit-uiu, pis. ii-iv.
(Der so bekannte als beschwerliche Floh.)
[Pulex cauis.)
1826. Curtis, Brit. Entom., Ill, no. Ill, flg. 8.
1832. DuGES, Ann. d. scienc. nat., XXVII, p. 154, pi. iv, figs. 2, 5-9. {Pulexcanis. )
{Pnlexfelis.)
1835. BoucHE, Nov. Act. Acad. Leop. Carol., XVII, Pt. 1, ]>. 505.

1749. RoESEL, Insektenbelustigungen, II,

1844. Gekvais, Hist. nat. des Insectes, Apt., Ill, pp. 371-372, pi. xlviii,

Pulex
(

canis, P. felis,

and P.

serratirt'ps.

fig. 8.

)

1859.

Walker, Dipt. Brit., Ill, pp. 2-3. {Pidex canis and P. felh.)
Maitland, Herklots Bouwstoff., II, p. 310. {Pidex canis and P.fi/is.)
Kolenati, Fauna d. Altvaters, p. 66. {CtenocepJutlus vuvcuxh-ntdlus and

1863.

Kolenati, Horfe Soc. Ent. Ross.,

1856.
1858.

"

C.

enneodus.)

novenidentatus
1867. Landois,

and

[Ctenoccphnhis

II, p. 45. figs. 14-15.

C. enneodus.

Nov. Act. Acad. Leop. -Carol.. XXXIII,

p. 19, pis. i-vii.

{Pidex

canis.)

1873. Ritsema,

{Ctenoccplmus

Tijdsch. v. Entomol., 2d ser., VIII, p. Ixxxv.

novemxlentatus

and

C. enneodus.)

1874. Ritsema, Regensb. Corresp.,
1880. Ritsema, Zeitschr.

f.

XXVII,

pp. 77-78.

{Palrx aoiis and

ges. Naturwiss., LIII, pp. 182-183.

1'. fells.

{Prdex canis and

P. felis.)

{Pidex serraticcps.)
Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 77, pi. iii, fig. 16.
{Pulex canis.)
1888. Simmons, Amer. Mo. Micr. Journ., Dec.
{Palex serraticeps.)
1895. Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p. 164.
{Pidex
1896. OsBORN, Div. Ent., Dept. Agrcl., Bull. No. 5 (n. s.), p. 150, fig. 83.
1880.

serraticeps.

1896.

Howaro and Marlatt,
fig. 5.

1901.

Rothschild, The Ent. Record and
p. 126, pi.

Hosts:

Div. Ent., Dept. Agrcl., Bull. No. 4 (n.

s. ),

p. 24,

{Pulex serraticeps.)
III.

{Pulex canis and P.

Canis familiaris,

tica, etc.

Habitat: Cosmopolitan.

Urocyov.

.lourn. of Variation,

XIII, No.

4.

fells.

cinereoargenteus.^

Felis domes-
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CTENOCEPHALUS ERINACEI
\KV2.
1S.S5.

(Leach) Baker.

Leach, in (lurtis lirit. Ent, IX, no. 417. {Ceralophi/llys
BoucnE, Nov. Act. Acad. Loop. -Carol., XVTI, Tt. 1,
errnacei.

489

erinncei.)
j).

507.

{Pulex

)

1844. (Jervais, IILst. nat. d. Ins., Apt., Ill, p. 378.
185(5.

Walkek, Insecta

{Pulex erinacei.)

Diptera, III, p. 3.
{Pulex erinacei.)
1874. RiTSEMA, Regensb. Corresp., XXVIII, p. 78.
{Pulex erinacei.)
1880. RiTSEMA, Zeitschr. f. ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 183.
{Pulex erinacei.)
lirit.,

1880.

Tascmenberg, Die Flohe,

1893.

Wagner, Horse

1895.

Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII,

p. 81.

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

{Pulex erinacei.)

XXVII,

{Pulex erinacei.)
p. 9.
{Pulex erinacei.)

p. 164.

Ho8t: Erinaceits eiirojXBu.s.
n< lintat: Europe.

CTENOCEPHALUS INiEQUALIS
1895.
1896.

Baker.

Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p. 164. {Pulex inxqualis.)
OsBORN, Div. Ent., Dept. Agrcl., Bull. No. 6 (n. s.), p. 153,

fig. 84.

{Pulex

iii.rqualix.

Hod:

LejMs.

Hcihitaf : Arizona.

CTENOCEPHALUS LEPORIS
1832.

Leach,

IX, no. 417.
Regensb. Corresp., XXVIII, p.

in Curtis Brit. Ent.,

1874. RiTSEMA,

(Leach) Baker.
{(A'ratophyllus lipuri.s.)
76.

{Pulex leporis.)

1880.

RiTSEMA, Zeitschr.

1880.

Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 82. {Pulex goniocephalus.)
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p. 165. {Pulex goniocephalus.)
OsBORN, Div. Ent., Dept. Agrcl., Bull. V, (n. s. ), p. 153. {Pulex gonioceph-

1895.

1896.

alus.

f.

ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 182.

{Pulex

lepori.t.)

)

Host: Lepus spp.
Hafjitat: Europe.

CTENOCEPHALUS SIMPLEX
1895.

Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII,
Host,

1896.

'
'

Lepus

sylvaticus.

p.

164.

Baker.

{Pulex in.rqualis var. simjylex.)

'

OsBORN, Div. Ent., Dept. Agrcl., Bull. V,

(n. s.), p. 153.

{Pulex inxqualis

var. simplex.

Host: Lepus floridanus subsp.
Habitat: Michigan and Iowa.

Genus

ECHIDNOPHAGA

ECHIDNOPHAGA AMBULANS
18S6.

Olmff,

I'n.r.

Linn. Soc. N.

S.

Wales

trix.''

lloxt :

T(icJn/(/l(>s.'<iis (Wf/terrtifs.

Halntat:

New

South Wales.

Proc. N. ]M. vol. xxvii -08

29

(2), I,

i>.

OUiff.
Olliff.

172.

Host, "Echidna hps-
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vol xxvii.

Genus CERATOPH YLLUS Curtis.
CERATOPHYLLUS ALASKENSIS Baker.
1903.

Host:

Bakek, see

p. 394.

Oftcllxs Iximni'ensls.

Ilafntat: Point

Burrow, Alaska.

CERATOPHYLLUS ARCTOMYS
1903.

Baker, see

Baker.

p. 411.

Host: Arctomys monax.
Ilahitat: Pcterboro, New York.

CERATOPHYLLUS ARIZONENSIS
1898. ]>AKEK, Jouru. N.

Y.

Eiit.

Soc, YI,

Baker.

{l\dcx

p. 55.

Host,

Ai-izu)icnsis.)

"Silvery motise.'^

Host: Neotoina alhigula.
Habitat: Tucson, Arizona.

CERATOPHYLLUS ARMATUS
1900.

Wagnek, Hone

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

XXXV,

^A^agne^.

p. 17.

Host, "Ptrromijs rolans."

Host:
Hahltat: Siberia.

Seiuro'pteras rassicus.

CERATOPHYLLUS ASIO
1903.

Baker, see

Baker.

p. 406.

Host: Megaseops aslo.
Hahltat: AYellesley, Massacliusetts.

CERATOPHYLLUS BRUNERI
1895.

Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII,
2)hilus 13-lineatus.

p. 132.

1898.

{Pale.f hnoieri.)

V

(n. s.), p.

149,

Baker, Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc, VI,

p. 55.

C

CERATOPHYLLUS CALIFORNICUS
Baker, see

6'.

{Pulex

columhianus.

Baker.

p. 395.

Host: Mici'ot'us califo7'nim(s.
Habitat Mountain View, California.

CERATOPHYLLUS CANADENSIS
Host:

82.

{Pule.c hrunerl.)

franldlnll^ and
CiteUus l-J-Uveatus^
Habitat: Nebraska and Idaho.

1903.

tig.

)

Hosts:

1903.

Host, "Sj^ervio-

'

1896. OsBORN, Div. Ent. Dept. AgrcL, Bull.
bruneri.

(Baker) Wagner.

Baker, see

p. 407.

(?)

Habitat: Ottawa, Canada.

Baker.

^

i:>|-.i.
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CERATOPHYLLUS CHARLOTTENSIS
1898. IIakki;, Jourii. N. Y. Eut.

Host;

"A

Soc,

\'I, p. afi.

441

Baker.

{I'ule.c churloUensiii.)

iiiousc."

Ilahltat: Qiuhmi (liailottt^ Lslands.

CERATOPHYLLUS CILIATUS
li)0:>.

Host :

R.VKER, see p. 397.

E\itcun las.

JIahltat:

Mountain View,

('alifornia.

CERATOPHYLLUS COLORADENSIS
1895.

Baker.

Bakkk, Cknad. Kut., XXVII,

p.

HI.

(Baker) Wagner.

{l\d,'x ciMmulemis.)

Host: Sodrus freinonti.
UnVitiii :

Colorado.

CERATOPHYLLUS COLUMB.^
1832. Stephens, in Curtis' Brit. Ent.,
1844.

Walckener and Gervais,

1856.

Walker, Diptera

fig.

7.

(Walckener and Gervais) Rothschild.

{Nomen nudum.)

IX, no. 417.

Hist. Nat. Ins. Ai)teres., ITT, p. 375, pi. maiii,

[Pulex columhx.)
Brit., TIT, p. 5.

{Pulex columbx.)

1858. ]\lArrLANn, Herklots Bouwstoffen, p. 311.
1874. liiTSEMA, Regens. Corresp.,

XXVTIT,

(Pulex culunib.x.)

p. 79.

(Pulex columbx.)

1880.

Ritsema, Zeitschr.

1892.

Theobald, An Account of British Flies, I, p. 540.
Rothschild, Novitates Zoological, VIT, p. 542.

1900.

Host:

f.

(Pulex cobnabx.)

ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 183.

(Pulex columbx.)

Coluinha lima.

Habitat: Europe.

CERATOPHYLLUS CONSIMILIS
1898.

Wagner, Hon«

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

XXXI,

p.

Wagner.

562,

i)l.

viii, rig. 11.

"Jrn'co^a."

Host: Mlcrotus.
Habitat: Gouv. Charkow, Russia.

CERATOPHYLLUS DENTATUS
1903.

Host:

Baker, see

Lynx

Baker.

p. 390.

canadensis.

Habitat: Moscow, Idaho.

CERATOPHYLLUS DIVISUS
1895.
1898.

Baker.

Baker, Canad. Ent., XX Nil, p. 132. (Pulex longi»pinm.)
Baker, Joarn. N. Y. Ent. Soc, VI, j). 54. (Pulex dinms.)

Host: Scninis frenuniti.

Habitat: Colorado.

Host,
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CERATOPHYLLUS DRYAS
1898.

Wagnkr, Hora^Soc.
his

sciurorum var.

Ent. Ros.s.,
drya.s.

)

'

xxvn.

(Wagner) Baker.

XXXI, p. 568, pi.

Host,

vol.

viii, lig. 4.

'Mi/oxus drijas.

{Ceratophyl-

'

Host: Gils nitedula.
Habitat: Gouv. Warone.sch, Russia.

CERATOPHYLLUS EREMICUS
1903.

Baker, see

Baker.

p. 417.

Host: Peroniyscus ereniicus.
Habitat: Santa Rita Mts., Arizona.

CERATOPHYLLUS FASCIATUS
1801.

Bosc
Bosc

J)'

Antic, Bull.

(Bosc.) Curtis.
156, no. 44.

Sci. 8oc. Thil., Ill, p.

{I'uk.r

1805.

Wiedemann's Ardiiv., p. 211. {Fulexfitsciains.)
Latreille, Hist. Nat. d. Ins., XIV, p. 42.
{Pulex fasciatus.)

1844.

Ctervais, Hist. Nat. d. Ins. Apteres, III,

1802.

fumatus.)

d' Antic,

1832. Curtis, Brit. Ent.,

IX, no.

{Pulex fasciatus.)

373.

j).

{CeratophyUvs fasciatus.)

417.

1858.

jNIaitlano, Herklots Bonwstoffen, p. 310.

1863.

Kolenati, Horjfi Soc. Ent. Ross., II, p. 34, tig. 5. {Ctenopsyllus fasciatus.)
Ritsema, Regensb. Corresp., XXVIII, p. 76.
{Pulex fasciatus.)
Ritsema, Zeitschr. f. ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 182.
{Pulex fasciatus.)
Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 69. {Pulex fasciatus.) Hosts, " Myox^isnitcla,
Talpa europsea, Mus musculus and Mus decumanus.^'
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p. 111. {Pulex fasciatus, as to European
specimens only.
OsBORN, Div. Ent. Dept. Agrc, Bull. V (n. s.), p. 148. {Pulex fasciatus.)
\yAGNER, Horte Soc. Ent. Ross., XXXI, p. 560, pi. viii, fig. 10.

1874.
1880.

1880.

1895.

1896.
1898.

[Pulex fasciatus.)

Hosts: Jilioinys (fiierchnus^ Talpa europma^

Mus

i/nisoulus,

and 3Ius

vorvegicus.

Habitat: Europe.

CERATOPHYLLUS FRINGILL^E

(Walker) Baker.

1856.

Walker,

1863.

Kolenati, Horse Soc. Ent. Ross., II, p. 34. {Trichopsylla fringill?c.)
Ritsema, Tijds. v. Entom., XVI, p. 84.
{TrichopsyllafringilLr.)
RiTSEiMA, Regensb. Corresp.,
VIII, p. 79.
{Pulex fringillx.)
Ritsema, Zeitschr. f. ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 184.
{Pulex frin.gilla\)
Theobald, An Account of British Flies, I, p. 32. {Pulex fringillx.)

1873.
1874.
1880.
1892.

Dipt. Brit.,

HI,

{Pulex fringilhc.)

p. 4.

XX

Hosts: Passer domesticus and Chlorls chlorls.

Habitat: Europe.

CERATOPHYLLUS GALLIN.^
1804.
1827.

Schrank, Fauna boica.
Gravenhorst, Uebers.

III, p. 195.
d.

Arb.

u.

(Schrank) Wagner.

{Pulex

gallluR'.)

verilnd. d. Schles. Gesellsch.

f.

vaterl.

Kultur., p. 67.

{Pulex rufus.)
1835. BoucHE, Nov. Act. Acad. Leop.

Carol.,

XVII,

Ft.

1,

p.

504.

gallinx.

1844. Gervais, Hist. Nat. d. Ins. Apteres, III, p. 375.
1856. AValker, Dipt. Brit., Ill, p. 2.
{Pulex gallimv.)

{Pulex

gallinse.)

{Pulex
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Maitland, Herklots Bouwstoffen,

{Pidex galUuic.)
p. 11.
KoLENATi, Hone Soc. Ent. Ross., II, p. 84.
{TrichopiojUa (jitlUnw.)
1878. RiTSKMA, Tijdschr. v. P^utoiii., XVI, p. Ixxxiv.
{Trirli,)ps;/U<i tfollinu.
1874. RiTSEMA, RcgeiiHb. Corre.'^p., XXVIII, p. 78.
{Palex (j<dlinn'.)
1880. RiTSEMA, Zeitwhr. f. ges. Xaturwiss., LIU, p. 182.
{Palex gull inw.)
1880. Taschenber*;, Die Flohe, p. 70. {Pulex arium. )
Hosts, "Gallus domestic as,
1858.
18():>.

l\irdas meruld, Erithdcux nihicuJa, Acredula rosea,

Columha

and Scotopliilns noctida.'"
Theobald, An Account of British Flies, I, p. 31. {Pukx
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p. 110. {Pulex avium.)

(rrxiy.

.V».«

sijlraticus,

1892.

1895.
1896.
1900.

OsBORN, Div. Ent. Dept. AgrcL, Bull. (n. s.), p. 147.
Rothschild, Novitates Zoologicfe, VII, p. 540.

(jallinu.)

{Pulex arium.)

Hosts: Gallus domesticus^ Merula rnerula^ Erithacus ri(hecul(i, yEgithalos rosea,

Cohimha

cenas,

Mus

sylvaticus,

and Pterygistes noctula.

Habitat: Europe.

CERATOPHYLLUS HIRSUTUS
1895.

Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII,

1898.

Wagner, Horse

(Baker) Wagner.

{Pulex hWmtus.)

p. 182,

XXXI,

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

p. 500.

Host: Cyno7nys ludovicianus.
Habitat: Colorado.

CERATOPHYLLUS HIRUNDINIS
1831.

Kohler, Uebers.

p. 73.

Curtis.

Arb. u. Yeriind. d. Schles. (iesellsch.
{Pulex liirundinis.) Host, "Chilidonurhicn.^'
d.

Entom., IX, no. 417, fig.
GuERiN and Percheron, Genera des Ins.,

f.

vaterl. Knltur.

1832. Curtis, Brit.
1835.

No.
{Pulex

5tli livr.

1844. Gervais, Hist. nat. d. Ins. Apteres, III, p. 374.

7.

]tiruadini.<<.)

1856.

Walker,

1858.

Maitland, Herklots Bonwstoffen, p. 311. {Pulex hirundinijt.)
Bouillon, Ann. d. Soc. Ent. Beige. {Pulex hirundinis.)

1859.

Dipt. Brit., Ill, p.

1874. RiTSEMA, Regensb. Corresp.,

{Pulex hirimdini.%)

5.

XXVII,

p. 78.

1880.

RiTSEMA, Zeitschr.

1892.

Theobald, An Account of British Flies, I,
Rothschild, Novitates Zoologic;e, VII, p.

1900.

Host: ITirundo

f.

ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 187.
p. 31.

{Pulex hirundlnitf.)

542.

xirbica.

Habitat: Europe.

CERATOPHYLLUS IDAHOENSIS
1908.

Baker, see

Baker.

p. 418.

Host: Citellus columhiamis.
Habitat: Moscow. Idaho.

CERATOPHYLLUS IGNOTUS
1895.

Baker, Cunad. Ent., XXVII,
.ti/lla

1896.

pj).

1

II

(Baker) Wagner.

and

li»l.

{Pulex

OsBORN, Div.

J^nt.

Dept. Agrcl.,

I'.ull.

V

(n.

s. ),

Wagner, Horte

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

XXXI,

p. 560.

Geomys bursavins and Thoinomys falpoidts.
Habitat: Iowa, Colorado, and Idaho.

Hosts:

and

p. 154, ligs. S6, 87.

lopxylla ainericana.

1898.

itjnotuji

Ti/phlop-

ajuerirana.)
(

Ti/ph-
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CERATOPHYLLUS KEENI
ISiK).

I[(»<t :

I5AKEK, Caiiad. Ent.,

\>.

2o4.

Baker.

{J'ldcj: Iccciii.)

llojst,

Queen Charlotte

Islands.

CERATOPHYLLUS LABIATUS
1908.

Baker,

IIoi<t:

Lynx

Ilahitat:

.see p. ;102.

Moscow, Idaho.

Wagner, Horaj
^'

Baker.

canadensis.

CERATOPHYLLUS LAGOMYS

IIoHt:

"Sitomyskeeni."

Peroiityacus heeni.

II(ih!t((f:

1898.

vol. xxvii.

Soc.

Ent. Ross.,

XXXI,

Wagner.

p. 567, pi. viii,

fig.

1.

Host,

Lagoniys rut il lift."

(h'hotona rutiJtis.

Ilahitat: Transcaspia.

CERATOPHYLLUS LEUCOPUS
1903.

Baker, see

Baker.

p. 401.

Host: Peroniyscus leucopus.
Ilahitat: Peterboro, New York.

CERATOPHYLLUS LUCIDUS
1908.

Baker, see

Baker.

p. 410.

Host: Sc! aru.s freiaonti.
Hahitat: Southern Colorado.

CERATOPHYLLUS MELIS
1832. Curtis, Brit. Ent., IX, no. 417.

Host,

''

Curtis.

Mcks

td.viis."

1844. Gervais, Hist. nat. d. Ins. Apteres, III, p. 871.

[Pule.r melis.)

1856.

Walker, Insecta

1857.

1880.

GuRLT, Archiv. f. Naturgesch., XXIII, p. 280. {Pule.r onelis.)
Kolenati, Horaj Soc. Ent. Ross., II, p. 33. {Trichopsylla md!s.)
{Pule.r virl f<.)
RiTSEMA, Regensb. Correspond., XXVIII, p. 79.
{Trichopsylla melh.)
RiTSEMA, Tijdsehr. yoor Entomol., XVI, p. Ixxiv.
{Pulex melh.)
RiTSEMA, Zeitschr. f. ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 184.
{Pule.r
Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 73, pi. ii, fig. 15 and pi. iii, fig. 16.

1895.

Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII,

1863.
1874.

1875.
1880.

Brit., Diptera, III, p. 5.

{Pnle.v meHft.)

I

vielh.

)

p. 182.

{Pule.r mel is.)

Host: M<ies oiieles.
Hahitat: Europe,

CERATOPHYLLUS METALLESCENS
1856.

Kolenati, Parasiten

d.

Chiropteren,

]>.

(Kolenati) Baker.
{Pule.r rnetallescens.)

\VA.

Host,

'^Pteropus cegyptiaca."
1863. Kolenati, Horje Soc. Ent. Ross.,

1

1,

p. 30, pi.

i,

fig. 1.

{Pule.r rnetallescens.)

NO. 1361.

REVISION OF AMERICAN SIPHONAPTERA— BAKER.

1874. RiTSEMA, Kegensl). Corresp.,

UrrsKMA, Zeitschr.
1880. Taschenbekg, Die

1S80.

f.

XXVIII,

P'l()he,

j).

101.

{

{Pidcx metulknainH.)

p. 77.

ges. Xaturwiss., LIII,

Pnler
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{Pulex metallcscenx.)

184.

\).

nielnlleHcenf!.)

Host: Housettus (Bgyptutcu^^.
Habitat: Egypt.-

CERATOPHYLLUS MONTANUS
1895.

1898.

(Baker) Wagner.

Baker, Caiiad. Eat., XXVII, p. l.'!2. [J'tili^.r moiildiins.)
AVagner, Horse Soc. Ent. Ross., XXXI, p. 560.

Hod: Scuirus

aherti.

Habitat: Colorado.

CERATOPHYLLUS MULTISPINOSUS
1898.

Baker, Journ. N. Y. Eut. yoc, VI,
" Lepun

ji.

Baker.

{Pnlex mnUiitpinomii.)

54.

Host,

Ki/lvaticus.'"

Host: Le])us jloridanus maJlartis.
Halntat: North Carolina.

CERATOPHYLLUS MUSTEL^
1898.

Wagner,
'
'

IIor;e Soo. Ent.

Putorius

vulgari)i.

Ko.st:'.,

XXXI,

Wagner.

p.

5(>5,

pi. viii,

fig.

2.

Host,

'

Host: Patorius nivalis.
Habitat: Goiiv. Lublin. Russia.

CERATOPHYLLUS OCULATUS
190.3.

Baker, see

Baker.

p. 89t>.

Host: Pi (tor ins vison.
Habitat: Washington City.

CERATOPHYLLUS PENCILLIGER
Grube, Middendorf.s Sibirische Reise,
as to male only.
1863. Kolenati, Horaj Soc. Ent. Ross., II, j).
1852.

ligcr.

1880. Ritsema, Zeitschr.

1898.

II,

I't.

32,

]>1.

1, p.

i,

{Pulex pencilliger,

500.

fig. 3.

{Trichopaiilla juhcH-

)

1874. Ritsema, Regensb. Corresp.,

1880.

(Grube) Wagner.

f.

XXVIII,

p. 79.

{Pulex pencilliger.)

ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 183.

{Pulex pencilligir.)

Taschenherg, Die Flolie, ]). 99. {Pulex penciUigir.)
AVagner, Horae Soc. Ent. Ross., XXXI, ]>. 15, \i\. viu,

lig.

only).

Host: Putorius sihiriea.
Habitat: Siberia.

CERATOPHYLLUS PERPINNATUS
1903.

Host:

Baker, see

p. 391.

(?)

Habitat: Queeu Cliark)tto Islands.

Baker.

(i

(as tn

male
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CERATOPHYLLUS PETIOLATUS
1903.

Bakek, see

vol. xxvii.

Baker.

p. 415.

Host: Lynx canadensis.
Habitat: Moscow, Idaho.

CERATOPHYLLUS PINNATUS
1898.

Host:

Wagner, Hone

Soi-.

Ent. Ross.,

Mas sp.
New Alexandria,

Habitat:

XXXI,

Wagner.

p. 57:;, \A. viii, tig. 5.

Russia.

CERATOPHYLLUS PROXIMUS
1903.

Baker, see

Baker.

p. 412.

Host: Citellus sp.
Hahitat: Palm Springs, Arizona.

CERATOPHYLLUS PSEUDARCTOMYS
1903.

Baker, see

p. 399.

Host: Arctomys monax.
Habitat: Newport, Herkimer County,

New

CERATOPHYLLUS SCIURORUM
1804.

Baker.

(

York.

Schrank) Curtis.

Schrank, Fauna boica, III, p. 195. (Pulex xriurorum.)
Ent, IX, no. 407.
BoucHE, Nov. Act. Acad. Leop. Carol., XVII, j). 506. {Pulex sciurormn.)

1832. Curtis, Brit.
1835.

{Pidex sciurnrnm.)

1844. Gervais, Hist. nat. d. Ins. Apteres, III, p. 373.
1856.

Walker,

1858.

Maitland, Herklota Bouwstoffen,

1874. Ritsema, Regensb. Corresp.,
1880. Ritsema, Zeitschr.
1880.
1895.

1896.

{Pulex sciurorum.)

Insect. Brit., Ill, p. 3.

f.

p. 310.

XXVIII,

{Pulex sciurorum.)

p. 78.

{Pulex sciurorum.)

ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 183.

{Pulex sciurorum.)

Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 75. {Pulex sciurorum.)
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p. 132. {Pulex .'^ciurormn.)
OsBORN, Div. Ent. Dept. Agrcl., Bull. V (n. s.), p. 48. {Pulex

.<!c!urorum.)

Host: Sciu?'is milgaris.
Hahitat: Europe.

CERATOPHYLLUS SEXDENTATUS
1903.

Baker, see

Baker.

p. 403.

Host: Neotoma sp.
Habitat: Boulder Creek, California.

CERATOPHYLLUS SILANTIEWII
1898.

Wagner, Horfe

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

Host: Arctomys hohac.
Habitat: Russia.

XXVII,

Wagner.

p. 574, pi. viii, tig. 12.

NO. 1S61.

REVISION OF AMJ:ni('AX SU'IIoXAT'rKIlA— BAKER.

CERATOPHYLLUS STURNI
1844. (iicKVAis,
1856.

1858.
1892.

Walker,

iiat,

liii^t.

(Gervais) Baker.

des Ins. AptC-res, III,

Dipt. Brit., Ill,

j).

7.

447

{J'nlc.r stnrui.)

p. 37i>.

{Palex sturni.)

Maitland, Herklots Bouwstoffen, p. 311. (Pukx Mm ni.)
Theobald, An Account of British Flies, p. 32. {Pulex sturni.)

Host: Sturnus vulgaris.
Hahitat: Europe.

CERATOPHYLLUS STYLOSUS
1903.

Baker, see

Baker.

Woi^i, ''ILaplodon yiiju.''

p. 4 IS.

Host: Aplodontla rafa.
Hahitat: Astoria, Oregon.

CERATOPHYLLUS STYX
1832. Curtis, Brit.

Entom., IX, No. 417.

Rothschild.

{Cn-atophi/llus hifasciaha^.)

1844. Gervais, Hist. nat. d. Ins. Apteres., Ill, p. 575.
1874. EiTSEMA, Regensb. Corresp.,

XXVIII,

ges. Natiirwiss., LIII, p. 182.

1880.

RiTSEMA,

1900.

Rothschild, Novitates Zoologicte, VII,

Zeitsclir.

tophyllus

sli/.r.

f.

(

Ceratophyllnx hifasciatus.

{CeralophyUus Infasclafus.)

p. 76.

{Ceratoplii/IluKhifasriatus.

p. 543, pl.ix, figs. 5, 7, 8, 16.

(

Cera-

)

Host: Rijmri'i 7'i2Xiria.
Hahitat: Europe.

CERATOPHYLLUS SUBARMATUS
1900.

Wagner, Horse

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

XXXV,

\i.

IS.

Wagner.
Host, '^Lagomi/K sp."

Host: Ochofona sp.

Hahitat: Alpine region of Altai Moiui tains, Russia.

CERATOPHYLLUS TESQUORUM
1898.

Wagner, Hone
^'

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

Spermopliilus muKicmi

XXXI,

Wagner.

p. 564,

p!.

vui,

fig. 9.

Hosts,

and S gultatus.'^

Hosts: Oitellus musicus and C. c/uttatus.

Hahitat: Russia and Siberia.

CERATOPHYLLUS TOLLII
1900.

Wagner, Hora^
omys

volans.

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

XXXV,

p.

Wagner.
19, pi.

Host: Sciuropteras
Hahitat: Siberia.

Baker, see

(ig. s.

russiciis.

CERATOPHYLLUS TUBERCULATUS
1903.

i,

'

p. 393.

Host: Citelhis cohimhlanus.
Hahitat: Moscow, Idaho.

Baker.
•

Ho.st,

" Ptcr-
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CERATOPHYLLUS URALENSIS
1898.

Host:

AVagner,

Hone

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

XXXI,

vol.

xxvn.

Wagner.

p. 571,

viii, fig. 3.

\>\.

(?).

Ilahitat: Ural Mountains, Russia.

CERATOPHYLLUS VISON

Baker.

1903. See p. 408.

Host : Putorlu.s vison.

New York.
CERATOPHYLLUS WAGNER!

Ilahitat: Peterboro,

Baker.

1903. See p. 405.

Host: Peromyscus sp.
Habitat: Moscow, Idalio.

CERATOPHYLLUS W^ICKHAMI

(Baker) Wagner.

Baker, C'anad. Ent., XXVII,

{Pidex iclckhami, Host, " Sciuroptenis
p. 111.
Host, " Sciurus canadensis," and P. hovardli. Hosts,
"Red squirrel, Gray or Fox squirrel, and Field mouse.")
{Pulex wicMami,
1896. OsBORN, Div. Ent. Dept. Agrcl., Bull. Y, p. 140, fig. 81.

1895.

volans," P.

gillettei,

1898.

P. gillettei, and P. liowardii.)
Baker, Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc, YI,

1898.

Wagner, Horse

{Pulex

54.

XXXI,

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

gillettei

and

P. hovxirdii.)

p. 560.

Hosts: Sciuropterusvolans^ Sciurus In/dsonicus, /Sciurus carolinensis^

Arctorays monax, and

field

mouse.

HaMtat: New York, Michigan, Iowa, Nebraska, Georgia, Arizona.

Genus

CTENOPHTHALMUS

CTENOPHTHALMUS AGYRTES
Mo. Mag.,

1891. Saunders, Ent.

Kolenati.

(Heller) Baker.
{Typhlopsylla assimUis, not of

II (2), p. 170.

Taschenberg.
1896.

Heller, Entom. Nachrichten, XXII,

1898.

Wagner, Hora;
sylla agyrtes.

1898.

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

and

Mus sylvaticus,
europsea.

agiirtes.)

p. 35, pi. ix, figs. 23-24.

(

Typhlop-

)

Rothschild, Novitates Zoologic?e, Y,
figs. 12, 14,

{Typhlopsylla

p. 97.

XXXI,

17-25.

(

p. 533, pi.

Typhlopsylla agyrtes.

)

xv,

figs.

1-2; pi. xvii,

Hosts, 'Ilypudwus glareolus,
'

Arvicola amphibius, Sorex vulgaris, Crossopus ciliatus, T.

aljya

'

Hosts: Evotomys hercynicus^ Jfus sylvaticus, Microtus aim/phihius,
Sorex araneus, Neomys fodiens, and Talpa eurojpcea.
Habitat: Europe.

CTENOPHTHALMUS ALTAICA
1900.

Wagner, Horpe
aftaica.)

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

Host, " Lagoinys

Host: Ochotona sp.
HaMtat: Altai Mountains.

XXXY,

sii."

(W^agner) Baker.
p. 11, pi.

i,

fig. 5.

{Typhlopsylla

jn:visiox

NO. 1301.

OF American siphonai'tera—baki:!:.

CTENOPHTHALMUS
1S80. T.xsciiENBERG,

Die

Fl('ilie,

ASSIMILIS
p.

ST),

(Taschenbei:g) Baker.

p|. iv,

tij;.

27.

{

Typhi oj is i/lId

Hot^tH, Sore.v ralgarin, Titlpn earojnca, i\fus .v/lraticus,

1895.

Baker, Canad. Knt., XXVII,
American forms.)

189(5.

OsBOKN, Div. Ent. Uept. Agrcl., Bull.
as><i>ii

Wagnek, Hone

LS98.

and

(iHsimllis.)

Arvicola arralis.

{TyphlopsyUa assimUis, excluding

p. 190.

V

153.

[Ti/phlopsylla

p. 84, pi. ix, fig. 25.

{Typltlopsylla

(n. s.),

p.

European forms.

as to

His,
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XXXI,

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

(()tsi))iilis.)

Wagnek, Hone

1900.

Hostf<:

XXXV,

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

SoTcv a/'ancKs, Ta/jja europsea,

p. 9.

Mus

{Typhlopsylla asmnills.)

sylvatlcw^,

and Mlerotus

Habitat: Europe.

CTENOPHTHALMUS BIDENTATIFORMIS
1889.

Wagner, Horje

1898.

XXIII,

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

sylla hidenUiilformis.)

(Wagner) Baker.

p. 351, pi. vi, figs. 4, 5.

(

Typhlop-

Host, '^Mus decumanus."

Baker, Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc, VI,

{Typhlopsylla hidentatifoniiis.)

p. 55.

Host: Mus. normgicus.

Hah!tat:

Siberia.

CTENOPHTHALMUS BISOCTODENTATUS
1835.

BoucHE, Nov. Act. Acad.

Leoii. Carol.,

XVII,

\).

Kolenati.

507.

PuUx

tulpiv,

not

Curtis.)

Kolenati, Paras, d. Chirop., p. 33. {C'tenopJUhalrmis talpx.)
Herklots Bouwstoffen, II, p. 310. {Pulex talpiv, not Curtis.
[Ctenophthalmus bisbidentatus, syn.
1859. Kolenati, Fauna des Altvateri,", p. 65.

1857.

1858. Maiti.and,

fide Kolenati.)

Kolenati, Hone Soc. Ent. Ross.
1873. Ritsema, Tijds. v. Entomol., 2d

1803.

,

denlatus.

{Clenophthalmus bisoctodentaius.

II, p. 35.
ser.,

p.

Ixxxiv.

{Clenophthalmus

hlsocto-

)

1874. Ritsema, Regensb. Correspondenzhlatt,

XXVIII,

p. 77.

{Clenophthalmus

bisoctododatus.
1880. Ritsema, Zeitschr.
dentatus.

1900.

f.

ges. Naturwiss., LIII,

]).

184.

{Ctenophthalmtis hlsodo-

)

Wagner, Honx3

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

XXXV,

p. 8, pi.

i,

fig. 2.

{Typhlopsylla

bisoctodentata.

Host: Taljja euroj^Bia.

Habitat: Europe.

CTENOPHTHALMUS DASYCNEMUS
1897.

(Rothschild) Baker.

Rothschild, The Ent. Record and Journ. of Variation, IX, No.

7,

pi.

Hosts, "Sore.v vulgaris and Talpa vuropiva."
{Typhlopsylla
1898. Rothschild, Novitates Zool., V, p. 540, pi. xv, figs. 4, 5.
{Tryphlopsylla dasyenemus.)

dasyenemus.

Hosts: Son.v arancus and Talpa europxa.

Habitat: Ensrland.
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CTENOPHTHALMUS FRATERNUS
1895. Bak«-r, Caiiad. Ent.,

XXVII,

p. 190.

voi. xxvii.

Baker.

{T;/ph/oj>si///a fral<ni<i.)

Host: CO
Habitat: South Dakota.

CTENOPHTHALMUS GENALIS

Baker.

1903. See p. 424.

Host: Scalops sp.
Habitat: Michigan.

CTENOPHTHALMUS GIGAS

(Kirby) Baker.

1837.

Kirby, in Richardson's Fauna Boreali-Amer., IV,
{Pidex gigas.)

1840.

Westwood, Introd. to Mod.
Denny, Ann. and Mag. Nat.

1843.

Classif. of Ins., II, p. 493.

Hist.,

XII,

1880. RiTSEMA, Zeitschr.
1880.
1895.

f.

Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 98.
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII,
sylvaticus.

jj.

{Pulex gigas.)

{Pulex gigas.)

XXVIII,

ges. Naturwiss., LIII,

fig. 9.

{Pulex gigas.)

p. 316.

1844. Gervais, Hist. Nat. d'Ins. Apteres., Ill, p. 374.
1874. RiTSEMA, Regensb. Correspondenzblatt,

pi. vi,

p. 318,

p. 78.

{Pulex gigas.)

{Pulex gigas.)

180.

{Pulex gigas.)
p.

{Pulex gigas.)

164.

" Lepus

Host,

'

1896. Osborn, Div. Ent. Dept. Agricl., Bull.

V

(n. s.), p. 152.

{Pulex gigas.)

Host: Z,epus Jlm'idanus subsp.
Habital: Canada and Michigan.

CTENOPHTHALMUS INGENS
1900.

(Rothschild) Baker.

Rothschild, The Entom. Record, and Journ.
(

of

Variation, XII, No.

2.

Typhlopsylla ingens.

Host: Batkijenjus marltimusf.
Habitat: Cape Colony.

CTENOPHTHALMUS INTERMEDIUS
1900.

Wagner, Hora?

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

XXXV,

(Wagner) Baker.

p. 8, pi.

i,

lig. 9.

{Typhlopsylla

intermedia.

Host: Metaehirus opossiwi.
Habitat: Paraguay and Ecuador.

CTENOPHTHALMUS ORIENTALIS
1898.

Wagner, Hora;
orientalis.)

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

XXXI,

(Wagner) Baker.

p. 37, pi. x, tig, 30.

(

Typhlopsylla

Host, " Spermophilus sp."

Host: Citell'us sp.
Habitat: Gouv. Charkow, Russia.

CTENOPHTHALMUS PENTACANTHUS
1897.

(Rothschild) Baker.

Rothschild, The Ent. Record and Journ. of Variation, IX, No.
psylla'pentacanthus.

3.

(

Typhlo-

).

I3fii.

REVISION OF AMEIUVAN SU'IIONAPTERA—BAKER.

1898. RoTJiscHiLi), Novitates Zooloiricii-, V,

541, pi.

]).

.vv, fig. 8.
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{Ti/phlopfii/Ua

peiitdcavtlnis.

Host:

Mus

Hijlvaticiis^Talpa eurojJUia.

llahitat: England.

.

CTENOPHTHALMUS PSEUDAGYRTES
1895.

1898.
1908.

Baker.

Baker, Caiiad. Ent., XXVII, p. 190 ( Tijphlops>illa assimUis)— not
berg.
Host, Scalops " arfjentatus."
Baker, Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc, {Typhlopsf/lla asuimilis var.?)
Baker, see p. 421.

of Tasch-

Hosts: Seal ops anjentatiis.
Uabltat: Iowa and Michigan.

CTENOPHTHALMUS SETOSA
1898.

Wagner, Hora'
setosa.

XXXI,

So(^ Ent. Ross.,

Host,

)

'
'

SjK'DiiopIi ilus sp.

(Wagner) Baker.

p.

137,

pi. x, tig. 78.

{Tifphlop.v/l.la

'

Host: CitellKS ,sp.
Habitat: Southeastern Russia,

CTENOPHTHALMUS
1903.

Wagner, Hora3

Host: Spalax sp.

SIBIRICA (Wagner)

XXXV,

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

Baker.

[Ti/phlnpsi^Ua

p. 10.

dhmca.)

?

Habitat: Transbaikalia.

CTENOPHTHALMUS TRISTIS
1900.

(Rothschild) Baker.

Rothschild, The Entom. Record and .Journ. of Variation, XII, no.
fig. 1.

{Typhlopsylla

2,

tristis.)

Host: Petaurus austmlis.
Habitat: Victoria, Australia.

CTENOPHTHALMUS TYPHLUS
1840.

Motschulsky,

Bull. 8oc. imp.

1874. RiTSEMA, Regensb. Corresp.,
1880. RiTSEMA, Zeitschr.

f.

(Motschulsky) Baker.

Moscow,

XXVIIl,

p. 169, tig.
p. 79.

ges Naturwiss., LIIl,

1895.

Taschenberg, Die Flolie, p. 94.
Baker, Canad. P:nt., XXVII, p.

190.

1898.

Wagner, Horaj

XXXI,

1880.

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

[Pule.r typhlus.)

{Pnlex typhlus.)

p. 183.

{Pule.r typhlus.)

(Typhlop-vjlla caumsica.)

{Typhlopsylla eaucam-a.)
p. 35.

{Typhlopsylla caucasira.)

Host: Sjxdax sp.
Habitat: Caucasian steppes.

CTENOPHTHALMUS UNCINATA
1898.

Wagner, Hone
uucinata.)

Host: Putorius

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

Host,

^'

XXXI, p. 590,

Puiorivn vulgaris."

lu'ralis.

Habitat: Gouv. Lu))lin, Russia.

(Wagner) Baker.
pi. x, fig. 29.

(

Typhlopsylla
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Genus

ANOMIOPSYLLUS

ANOMIOPSYLLUS NUDATUS
1898.

Baker, Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc, VI,

p. 56.

vol. xxvii.

Baker.
Baker.

{Typhlopsylla nudaia.)

Host: Neotoraa aVbigula.
Habitat: Arizona.

Genus

CTENOPSYLLUS

CTENOPSYLLUS ALPINUS
1895.

Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII,

1898.

Wagner, Horse

(Baker) Wagner.
{Typhlopsylla alpina.)

p. 100.

Soc. Ent. Eoss.,

Kolenati.

XXXI,

p. 577.

Host: Neotoma sp.
Habitat: Colorado.

CTENOPSYLLUS BIDENTATUS

(Kolenati)

Wagner.

Kolenati, Monog. der Europ. Chirop., ji. 147. ( Ctenophthalmus
Kolenati, Horse Soc. Ent. Ross., II, p. 38.
1893. Wagner, Hora; Soc. Ent. Ross., XXVII, p. 351.
1860.

bidentatus.

)

1863.

Hsf:

(?)

HaJj'itat:

Europe.

CTENOPSYLLUS GRACILIS

(Taschenberg) Baker.

Taschenberg, DieFlohe, p. 96. {Typhlopsylla gracilis, exc. syn.)
"Talpa europcVa and Sorex vulgaris."
1895. Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p. 190.
{Typhlop.sylla gracilis.)

1880.

Hosts,

Hosts: Taljja cnropoia and Sorex araneus.

Habitat: Europe.

CTENOPSYLLUS HESPEROMYS
1903.

Baker.

See

Baker.

p. 428.

Host: Peromyscus sp.
Hahitat: Franconia, New Hampshire.

CTENOPSYLLUS MEXICANUS
1896.

Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVIII,

Baker.

{Typhlopsylla mexicana.)

p. 85.

Host: Mus Tottiis.
Hahitat: Mexico.

CTENOPSYLLUS MUSCULI

(Duges) Wagner.

Duges, Ann. d. Sci. Nat., XXVIII, p. 163. {Pidex musculi.)
1835. Bouche, Nov. Act. Acad. Leop. Carol., XVII, p. 208.
{Pulcx niuscidi.)
1844. Gervais, Hist. Nat. d. Ins. Apteres, III, p. 374.
{Pidex musmli.)
1832.

1856.

Walker,

Insect. Brit., Diptera,

HI,

p. 4.

{I'ulex musculi.)

Kolenati, Parasiten d. Chirop., p. 33. {Ctenophthalmus musculi.)
1859. Kolenati, Fauna d. Alvaters, p. 65.
{Ctenophthalmus quadridcntatus.)
1863. Kolenati, Horaj Soc. Ent. Ross., II, p. 37.
{Ctenopsyllus quadridentatus.)
1856.
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KoLENATr, Tijds.

Entoniol.,

v.

1874. RiTHEMA, Regensb. Ci^rresp.,
1880. RiTSEMA, Zeitschr.

LXXXV.

XXVITT,

{Clenopmjllxu (jiindrUladitlns.)

1880. Tascitenberg, Die Flohe, p. 92, pi. iv,

1895.

Hosts, " Mun musculus, M. agrarius,
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p. 190.

1898.

Wag NEK,

I

{Pulex muHcuU.)

p. 78.

{Pukx muscuU.)

ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 182.

f.

lone Soc. Ent. Ross.,

fig.

25.

[Typldopsylla muscvli.)

decumanus, and M. rattus."

^[.

{Tiiphlopmjlla mmculi.)

XXXI,

Ilo^t: J/?/.y ntHxciil Kx^ 2r. agrarhts,

453

M.

p. 577.

norve(jlcn.s,

and M.

ratttis.-

JIabitat: Europe.

CTENOPSYLLUS PECTINICEPS
1893.

Wagner, Hone

^oc. Eat.

mjlla pcct'miceps)

1898.

Host :

Baker,

.

R.).ss.,

XXVII,

p. 347, pi. vi, figs. 2-3.

{Typhlop-

Host, "Arvicola ceconom^is."

Y. Ent. Soc, VI,

.Tonrn. N.

Wagner.

{TyjdddpsylUi pccliniceps.)

p. 55.

2rici'<>fiis <econoriius.

Habitat: Transbaikalia.

CTENOPSYLLUS SIBIRICUS
1852.

Grube, jNIiddendoi-f s Sibirische Reise,

Wagner.

II, Pt.

1,

p. 500.

{Pnlex penciUi-

ger as to female only.)
1898.

Soc. Ent. Ross, XXXI,
" Putorms sibiricns and I\ vulgaris."

Wagner, Hone

p. 24, pi. vui, figs. 13-14.

Hosts,

Hosts: Putorlus s!htr!ci(s and P. nivalis.

CTENOPSYLLUS SILVATICUS
1896.

Meinert, Entom. Meddels.

5 Bd.

(Meinert) Baker.

{Typhlopsylla s'dvatica.)

Host: (?)
Habitat: Europe.

CTENOPSYLLUS SPECTABILIS
1898.

(Rothschild) Baker.

Rothschild, The Entom. Record and Journ. of Variation, X, no.
(

Typhlopsylla spectuhdls.

)

Host,

'
'

Hypudxus

glareolus."

Host: Evotomys hercynious hr'tttanious.
Habitat: England.

CTENOPSYLLUS TASCHENBERGI
1898.

Wagner, Mora'

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

XXXI,

Wagner.

p. 577.

Host : Jfus inusculus.
Habitat: Russia.

Genus

STEPH ANOCIRCUS

STEPHANOCIRCUS DASYURI
1890. Skuse,
1895.

Records of Australian INluseum,

Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII,

Host: Hasyurus niaculatus.
Habitat: New South Wales.

p. 63.

Skuse.
Skuse.

II, p. 77,

Sydney, Sept.

10, fig.
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STEPHANOCIRCUS MARS
1808.

JJod:

Rothschild, Novitates Zoologica3, \,

vol. xxvii.

Rothschild.

p. 544, pi. xvi, fig. 11.

''Hespci'om.ys'''' sp.

Ilahitat :

A rg-entina.

Genus H YSTRICHOPSYLLA Taschenberg.
HYSTRICHOPSYLLA AMERICANA Baker.
1899.

Baker, Ent. News, Feb.,

p. 37.

Host, " Evotomi/s np."

Host: Evotomys gapperi.
Ilahitat: Maine,

HYSTRICHOPSYLLA TALP/E
1826. Curtis, Brit. Eut., Ill, no. 114, fig.

{

(Curtis) Rothschild.

Pules Udpie.)

1844. Gervais, Hist. Nat. d. Ins. Apteres, III, p. 373.
1856.

Walker,

1858.

Bouillon, Ann.

Ins. Brit., Diptera, III, p. 4.

{PiUex

tnlpir.)

{Pule.v talpae.)

d. la Soc. Ent. Beige., II, p. 187.

{Pulex talpsc.)
voor Entoniol., 2 ser., Ill, p. 173. {Pulex talpse.)
RiTSEMA, Tijds. voor Entomol., p. lxxxiv. {Pulex falpie.)
RiTSEMA, Regenst. Corresp., XXVII, p. 76.
{Pnlex talpx.)
RiTSEMA, Tijds. voor Entomol., XVII, p. lxxiii. {Pulex talpx.)
RiTSEMA, Zeitschr. f. ges Natnrwiss., LIII, p. 182. {Pulex talpx.)
Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 83, pi. iii, fig. 21. { Hystrichopsylla obtusurjiit.)
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p. 186. {IhjstrichopsiiUa ohtusiceps.)
Rothschild, The Entom. Record and Journ. of Variation, XII, no. 11,
Hosts, " Talpa europ^a, Sorex vulgaris, Crossojms ciliatu.%
p. 257, pi. X.

1868. RiTSEMA, Tijdschrift
1873.

1874.

1878.
1880.
1880.
1895.
1900.

3Ius sylvatictis, Hypudseus glareolus, Mustela vulgaris, Mustela erminea.^^

Hosts: Talpa eurojysea, Sorex airmieus^
icus^

Evotomys Kercynlcus^ Putorius

Neomys fodiens^ Mus

nivalis^

sylvat-

and Putorius erininea.

Habitat: Europe.

Genus CERATOPSYLLUS Kolenati.
CERATOPSYLLUS DICTENUS Kolenati.
1856. Kolenati, Paras, d. Chiropt., p. 32.

Kolenati, Wiener Ent. Monats., p. 66.
Kolenati, Monogr. d. europ. Chiropt.,
1863. Kolenati, Horse Soc. Ent. Ross., II,

1857.

1860.

p.

43, fig.

13.

Host, ''Yesperugo

'

discolor.

1874. RiTSEMA, Regensb. Corresp.,

XX VIII,

1880.

RiTSEMA, Zeitschr.

1880.

Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 91.
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p.

1895.

p. 58.

f.

p. 79.

ges. Natnrwiss., LIII, p. 184.
(

Ti/phlopsylla dicfenus.

190.

{TypUopi^ylta dictmus.)

Host: Yespertilio tnurinus.
Habitat: Russia.

CERATOPSYLLUS ELONGATUS
1829. Curtis,

Guide Gen.,

noctula.

p. 36.

(Curti.) Rothschild.

{Ceratojdnjllus elongaim.)

Host, "Yeqjerugo

'

1844. Gervais, Hist. Nat. d. Ins. Apteres., Ill, p. 372.
{Pulex elongatus.)
1832. Curtis, Brit. Entom., IX, No. 417, fig.
{Ceratophyllus elongatus.)
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1874. RiTSEMA, Regensb. Corresp.,
1880. RiTSEMA,

Zeitschr.

f.

XXVIII,

\>.
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{Ceratoplii/llns I'lonyatus.)

ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 182.

{CeratophylluH elon-

gatus.

1898.

Wagner, Horpe

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

XXXI,

p. 82,

pi.

ix,

fig.

{Ceratop-

5.

sylla subobscu7'a.

1898.

Rothschild, Novitates Zool., V,

p. 542, pi. xvi, figs. 6, 8, 10.

Host: Pterygistes noctula.
Habitat: Europe.

CERATOPSYLLUS HEXACTENUS
1856.
1857.
1860.
1863.

1873.

1874.
1880.
1880.
1895.
1898.

Kolenati.

Kolenati, Paras, d. Chiropt., p. 51.
Kolenati, Wiener Ent. Monats., I, p. 66.
Kolenati, Monog. d. europ. Chiropt., pp. 122, 131, 138, and 142.
Kolenati, Home Soc. Ent. Ross., II, p. 41, fig. 11. Hosts, " Pkrotus miritus,
Vespnugo discolor, Rhinoloplms hipposideros, Synotus barbaslellus, ]^es2iertilio murums, VespertiUo capacinii."
RiTSEMA, Tijds. v. Entomol., p. Ixxxv.
RiTSEMA, Regensb. Corresp., XXVIII, p. 79.
RiTSEMA, Zeitschr. f. ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 184.
Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 89. ( Typhlopsylla hexactena.
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p. 189. {Typhlopsylla hexadenus.)
Wagner, Horse Soc. Ent. Ross., XXXI, p. 31, pi. ix, fig. 19.

Hostn: Plecotus auritus^ Yes])et^tUio murinus^ Rhinolojjhus Jdpposider<9.s,

Barhastella harbastellus^ Myotis myofis, and 3fyotis capacinii.

Hahitat: Europe.

CERATOPSYLLUS INCERTUS
1900.

Rothschild.

Rothschild, The Entom. Record and Journ.

XII.

of Variation,

No.

2.

Hosts: Nyctinoinus jugular is and N. hrachypterus.

Habitat: Madagascar and Sierra Leone.

CERATOPSYLLUS INTERMEDIUS
1898.

Rothschild, Novitates Zoologicpe, V,
perugo serotinus."

Rothschild.

p. 543, pi. xvii, fig. 15.

Host, 'Tfs-

Host: VespertiUo serotinus.
Habitat: England.

CERATOPSYLLUS JUBATUS
1898.

Wagner, Horte
Host,

1898.

'
'

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

Vesperugo pip istrellus.

XXXI,

p.

Wagner.
30,

pi.

ix,

figs.

20 and 22.

'

Rothschild, Novitates Zoologicfe, V,

p. 544.

Host : Pip istrelhts pipistrellus.
Habitat: Europe.

CERATOPSYLLUS OBSCURUS
1898.

Wagner, Hone

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

XXXI,

Host: VespertiUo niurinus.
Habitat: Russia.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvii~03

30

p. 30.

Wagner.
Host, " Vesperugo

discolor.''
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CERATOPSYLLUS OCTACTENUS
Kolenati,
Kolenati,
1858. Kolenati,
1860. Kolenati,
1856.

Paras, d. Chiropt., p. 31, pi.

1857.

Wiener Ent. Monats.,
Fauna d. Altvaters, p.

122, 131,

1863.

Monogr.
and 148.

d.

65.

europ. Chiropt., pp. 51,55, 58, 66, 77, 86, 91,95, 115,
II, p. 42, fig. 12.

Rhmolophus

Plecotus aurUus,

Vcsperugo pipistrellus,
discolor,

31.

I, p. 66.

Kolenati, Hor^e Soc. Ent. Ross.,
ba.steUus,

Kolenati.

fig.

iii,

vol. xxvii.

Hosts, "Synotus bar-

hipposideros,

Amblyotus

atratus,

Vesperugo serotinus, Vesperugo noctula, Vesperugo

Vesperugo nilssonii, Vespertilio nattereri, Vespertilio murinus, Ves-

pertilio ciliatus,

and Vespertilio mysiadnus."
EntomoL, p. Ixxxv.

1873. RiTSEMA, Tijds. v.

1874. RiTSEMA, Regensb. Corresp.,
1880. RiTSEMA, Zeitsohr.

f.

XXVIII,

p. 79.

ges. Naturwiss., LIII,

j).

184.

pi. iv, fig. 22.

1895.

Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 87,
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p.

1898.

Wagner, Horte

XXXI,

1898.

Rothschild, Novitates Zoologicpe, V,

1880.

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

(

TyphlopsiiUa odactenus.

)

{TyphlopsyUa odactenus.)

189.

p. 26, pi. ix, fig. 16.

p. 543, pi. xvi, figs. 7

and

9.

Hosts: Barbastella harbastellus, Plecotus auritus^ Rliinolophus hipposideros^ Amhlyotus atratus, PipistreUus j)ipist7'ellus, Vespertilio serotinxis,

Myotis

Pterygistes noctula, Yespertilio mtirimcs, Yespertilio nilssonii,
nattereri,

Myotis myotis, Myotis ciliatus, and My oils mystacinus.

Habitat: Europe.

CERATOPSYLLUS PENTACTENUS
1856.

Kolenati, Paras,

d.

Chiropt.,

{Ceratopsi/Jlus pentactenus

32.

p.

Kolenati.

and

C.

tetractenus.

1857.
1860.

Kolenati, Wiener Ent. Monats., I, p. 66.
{Ceratopsyllus tetractenus.)
Kolenati, Monogr. d. europ. Chiropt., pp. 58, 86, 122, 131, and
(

1863.

138.

Ceratoj)syJlns tetractenus.

Kolenati, Horpe Soc. Ent. Ross.,

II,

p.

{Ceratopsyllus tetractenus.)

39.

Hosts, Plecotus auritus, Synotus barbastellus, Vesperugo pipistrellus, Vespe-

rugo noctula, Vesperugo discolor, and Vespertilio murinus.
1873. RiTSEMA, Tijds. v.

Entom.,

p.

ixxxv.

1874. RiTSEMA, Regensb. Corresp., p. 80.
1880. RiTSEMA, Zeitschr.

f.

{Ceratopsyllus tetractenus.)

{Ceratopsyllus tetradenus.)

ges. Naturwiss. LIII, p. 185.
,

(

Ceratopsyllus tetractenus.

Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 90, pi. iv, fig. 24. {Typhlopsylla pentactenus.)
1892. Saunders, Ent. Mo. Mag., (2), III, p. 66.
1895. Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p. 189.
{Typhlojisylla pentactenus.)
1895. Rothschild, Novitates ZooL, II, p. 66.
1880.

Hosts: Plecotus auritus, Parhastella harhastellus, Pipistrellus pipistrellus, Pterygistes noctula, Vespertilio

murinus, and Myotis myotis.

Habitat: Europe.

CERATOPSYLLUS PETROPOLITANUS
1898.

Wagner, Horae
adena

Soc. Ent. Ross.,

var. petropolitana.

Host: A bat.
Habitat: Russia.

XXXI,

(Wagner) Baker.

pi. ix, fig. 18.

{Ceratopsylla

liex-
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1880.
1895.

(

Taschenberg
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Wagner.

)

Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 91. {TijphlopsxjUa unipect'mata.)
Baker, Canad. Ent., XXVII, p. 189. {Ti/phlopfiyUa unlpectindta.)

HoTO

1898. Yv^AONER,

Soc. Ent. Rosa.,

XXXI,

p. 580.

Hoxi : Rhinol&phus hipposideros.
llah'ititt : Europe.

CERATOPSYLLUS VARIABILIS
1898.

Wagner,
perugo

Host:

Hor;ie Soc. Ent. Ross.,
iiathusii.

P/pist7'ellics

Hid itat :

XXXI,. p.

Wagner.

28, pi. ix, fig.

1(3.

Host, " Yes-

'

abramus.

Russia.

HOST INDEX.Class

AVES.
Wagner.

Aegithalos roseus

Ceratophyllns gullimr (Schrank)

Chloris chloris

Ceratophyllus fr'mgillse (Walker) Baker.

Columba

Ceratophyllus columhx

livia

(

"

Walckener and Gervai?) Roths-

child.

Columba oenas
Erithacus rubecula
Gallus domesticus

Hirundo urbica
Megascops asio
Meleagris gallipavo

Wagner.
Wagner.
Ceratophyllus galUnte (Schrank) Wagner.
Xestopsylla gall'macea (Westwood) Baker.
Cerdtophylhis gnlUn:v (Schrank

)

('endophyllus gallinx (Schrank)

Ceratophyllus hirundinis Curtis.
Ceratophyllus asio Baker.

Ceratophyllus gallime (Schrank) Wagnei".
Xestopsylla galUnacea (AVestwood) I>aker.

Wagner.

Merula merula

Ceratophyllus gallinx (Schrank)

Passer domesticus

Ceratophyllus fringillx (Walker) Baker.

Pelecanoides urinatrix

Pulex kerguelensis Taschenberg.

Psittacus

Hectopsylla jmttaci Frauenfeld.

s})

Riparia riparia

Ceratophyllus styx Rothschild.

Sturnus vulgaris

Ceratophyllus sturni (Gervais) Baker.

MAMMALIA.

Class

Order
Tachyglossus aculeatus

MONOTREM ATA.

Echidnophaga ambulans
Pulex echidnx Denny.

Order
Dasyurus maculatus
Didelphis virginiana

Metachirus opossum
Petaurus australis

MARSUPALIA.

Stephanodrcus dasyuri Skiise.
Pulex irritaiis Linmieus, var. simulans Baker.
Clenophthalmus intermedins (Wagner) Baker.
ti-istis ( Rothschild) Baker.

Ctenophthalmus

Order
Zaedyus minutus

Olliff.

EDENTATA.

Megapsylla grossiventris (Weyenherg) Baker,
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Order GLIRES.
Family

LEPORID^.
Leach ) Baker.

Lepus cuniculus

Pulex

Lepus floridanus sub sp

Ceraiophyllus muUispinosus Baker.

Lepus " glacialis"

Pulex inaequalis Baker.
Pulex simplex Baker.
Pulex glacialis Taschenberg.

leporis

(

( Curtis ) Baker.
Pulex leporis (Leach) Baker.
Pulex affinis Baker.

Ctenocephalus canis

Lepus timidus
Lepus sp

Family

OCHOTONID^E

(Lagomyidse).
Wagner.

Ochotona rutilus

Ceratophyllus lagomys

Ochotona sp.?

Cer^ophyllus suharmatus Wagner.

Ctenopldhalmus altaica (Wagner) Baker.

Family DIPODID^E.
Alactaga jaculus

Pulex jaculans Motschulsky.

Family

GEOMYID^.

Geomys bursarius

Ceratophyllus ignotufi (Baker)

Thomomys

Ceratophyllus ignot us (Baker)

talpoides

Family
Bathyergus inaritimus

Wagner.
Wagner.

SPALACID^l

Ctenophthahnus ingens (Rothschild) Baker.

Spalax sp

Ctenopldhalmus sibirica (Wagner) Baker.

Spalax sp

Ctenophthalmus typhi us (Motschulsky) Baker.

Family
Cricetus cricetus

Evotomys gapperi
Evotomys hercynicus

MURID.^.

Ceratophyllus fasclatus (Bosc) Curtis.

Hystrichopsylla americana Baker.

Ctenophthahnus xgyrtes (Heller) Baker.
CtenopsyUus spectahilis (Rothschild) Baker.
Hystrichopsylla talpse (Curtis) Rothschild.

" Hesperomys " sp

Lemmus

sp

Microtus amphibius

Microtus arvalis

Stephanocircus mars Rothschild.
Pulex lemnius Motschulsky.
Ctenophthalmus agyrtes (Heller) Baker.

Ctenophthahnus assunilis (Taschenberg) Baker.
Hystrichopsylla talpx (Curtis) Rothschild.

Microtus californicus

Ceratophyllus californicus Baker.

Microtus oeconomus

CtenopsyUus pectiniceps Wagner.

Microtus sp

Ceratophyllus consimilis

Mus agrarius
Mus albipes
Mus musculus

CtenopsyUus musculi (Duges) Wagner.
Pulex pallidus Taschenberg.

Wagner.

Ceratophyllus fasci at us (Bosc) Curtis.

CtenopsyUus musculi (Duges) Wagner.
CtenopsyUus taschenbergi Wagner.

Mus norvegicus

( Bosc) Curtis.
Ctenophthalmus hidentatiformis (Wagner) Baker.
CtenopsyUus musculi (Duges) Wagner.

Ceratophyllus fasciatuK

Pulex

brasiliensis

Baker.

NO.
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Mus

Ctenopsyllus mexicanns Baker.

rattus

Ctenopsyllus

Pulex

Mus

sylvaticus

muscuU

brasiliensis

( Duges)
Wagner.
Baker.

Schrank ) AN'agner,
Ctcnophdmlmns agyrtes (Heller) Baker.
Qenophthalmus assimUh (Taschenberg) Baker.
Ceraiophiillm (jalUnx

(

Ctenophthalmus pentacanthuH (Rothschild) Baker.
Ctmopsyllus muscuU (Duges) Wagner.
Hystrichopsylla talpsc (Curtis) Rothschild.

Neotoma albigula
Neotoma spp

Ariomiopsyllii!^

Peromyscus eremicus

(

Peromyscus leucopus

Crratophyllus lencopas Baker.

nudatus Baker.

Ceratophyllus sexdentatioi Baker.

Wagner.

Ctenopsyllus alpinus (Baker)
't'ratoplujUus

eremicus Baker.

Peromyscus keeni

Ceratophyllus keeni Baker.

Peromyscus

Ceratophyllus wagneri Baker.

sj)

Peromyscus sp

Ctenopsyllus hesperomys Baker.

Family

MYOXID^.

Eliomys quercinus

Ceratophyllus fasciatus (Bosc)' Curtis.

Qlis nitedula

(

'eratophyllus dryas

(

Wagner Baker.
)

Family APLODO^s^TIID^E.
Aplodontia rufa

Ceratophyllus stylosas Baker.

Family SCIURID.^.
Arctomys bobac
Arctomys monax

Ceratophyllus silantiewii

Wagner.

Ceratophyllus arctomys Baker.
Ceratophyllus pseudarctomys Baker.

Wagner.
Wagner.

Ceratophyllus idckhami (Baker)
Citellus

colambianas

Ceratophyllus hruneri (Baker)

Ceratophyllus idahoensis Baker.

Ceratophyllus iuberctdatus Baker.
Citellus

empetra

Ceratophyllus alaskensis Baker.

Baker) Wagner.
Wagner.

Citellus franklinii

(

'cratopJn/llus hruneri

Citellus guttatus

(

'eratophyllus tesquorum

(

Citellus

macrourus

Pulex dugesii Baker.

Citellus

musicus

Ceratophyllus tesquorum

Citellus 13-lineatus
Citellus

spp

Wagner.
Wagner.

Ceratophyllus hruneri (Baker)
(

'eratophyllus

proxanus Baker.

Ctenophthalmus oriental is (Wagner) Baker.
Ctenophthalmus setosa (Wagner) Baker.

Cynomys ludovicianus
Eutamias sp

Pxdex anomalus Baker.
Ceratophyllus hirsutus (Baker) Wagner.
Ceratophyllus ciliatus Baker.

Sciuropterus russicus

CerulopJiyllus arntatus

Ceratopliyllus

tollii

Wagner.
Wagner.

Wagner.
Baker) Wagner.
Ceratophyllus wirkliami (Baker) Wagner.

Sciuropterus volans

Ceratophyllus u-irkha)ni (Baker)

Sciurus aberti

(

Sciurus carolinensis

'eratophyllus inontanus

(
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Sciurus fremonti

Ceratophyllus coloradensis (Baker)

voL.xxvii.

Wagner.

Ceratophyllus divisus Baker.
Ceratophyllus lucidus Baker.

Wagner.

Sciurus hudsonicus

Ceratophyllus wickhami (Baker)

Sciurus vulgaris

Ceratophyllus sciurorum (Schrank) Curtis.

Order INSECTIVORA.
Family
Tenrec ecaudatus

TENRECID.E.

Pulex madagascariensis Rothschild.

Family SORICIDyE.
Crocidnra aranea

Ctenophthalmus assimilis (Taschenberg) Baker.
Cienopsyllus gracilis (Taschenberg) Baker.

Neomys

fodiens

Ctenophthalmus agyrtes (Heller

)

Baker.

Ilystrichopsylla talpse (Curtis) Rothschild.

Sorex alpinus

Ctenophthalmus assimilis (Taschenberg) Baker.
Cienopsyllus gracilis (Taschenberg)

Sorex araneus

Wagner.

Ctenophthabmis agyrtes (Heller) Baker.
Ctenophthalmus assimilis (Taschenberg) Baker.

Ctenophthalmus dasycnemus (Rothschild) Baker,
Cienopsyllus gracilis (Taschenberg)

Wagner.

Hystrichopsylla talpcV (Curtis) Rothschild.

Family
Scalops argentatus

TALPID^.

Ctenophthalmus genalis Baker.
Ctenophthalmus pseudagyrtes Baker.

Talpa europaea

Ctenophthalmus agyrtes (Heller) Baker.

Ctenophthalmus assimilis (Taschenberg) Baker.
Ctenophthalmus hisoctodentatus Kolenati.

Ctenophthalmus dasycnemus (Rothschild) Baker.
Ctenophthalmus pentacanthus (Rothschild) Baker.
Ctenopsyll'us gracilis

(Taschenberg) Baker.

Ceratophyllus fasciatus (Bosc) Curtis.

Hystrichopsylla talpx (Curtis) Rothschild.

Family
Erinaceus europaeus

ERINACEID^.

Ctenocephalus erinacei (Leach ) Baker.

Pulex cuspidatus Kolenati.
Pulex longispinus Wagner.

Order

CHIROPTERA.

Amblyotus atratus

Ceratopsyllus octactenus Kolenati.

Barbastella barbastellus

Ceratopsyllus hexactenus Kolenati.

Ceratopsyllus octactenus Kolenati.
Ceratopsyllus pentactenus Kolenati.

Myotis capacinii

Ceratopsyllus hexactenus Kolenati.

Myotis ciliatus

Ceratopsyllus octactenus Kolenati.

Myotis myotis

Ceratopsyllus hexactenus Kolenati.

Ceratopsyllus octactenus Kolenati.

Ceratopsyllus pentactenus Kolenati.

Myotis mystacinus

Ceratopsyllus octactenus Kolenati.

Myotis nattereri

Ceratopsyllus octactenus Kolenati.
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Nyctinomus sp

Ifeclopx^/lld pailtarl

Nyctinomus brachypterus

CeratopsyUus inrertus Rothschild.

Nyctinomus jugularis
Pipistrellus abramus

(eratopsyllus variabilis

Pipistrellus pipistrellus

Ceratopsylluxjubatiis

CeratopKyliun incertm Rothschilil.

Wagner.
Wagner.

Ceratopsylluii octactenus Kolcnati.

CeTatopsyllua podactenun Kolenati.
Plecotus auritus

CeratopsyUus hexadenus Kolenati.
Ceratopxyllus octactenus Kolenati.
Cerato/>.syllus

Pterygistes noctula

pentactenus Kolenati.

Cerutopsyllus elongatus (Curti.s) Rothschild.
Ceralopsylins octactenus Kolenati.
Ceratopsyllus pentqctenus Kolenati.

CeratopsyUus gallimr (Schrank) Wagner.

Rhinolophus hipposideros

Ceratopsyllus hexactenus Kolenati.
Ceratopsyllus octactenus Kolenati.

Ceratopsyllus unipectinata Taschenberg.

Rousettus 8egyptiacus
Vespertilio

murinus

CeratopJiyllus metaUescens (Kolenati) Baker.

Ceratopsyllus dictenns Kolenati.
Ceratopsyllus hexactenus Kolenati.

Ceratopsyllus ohscurus

Wagner.

Ceratopsyllus octactenus Kolenati.

Ceratopsyllus pentactenus Kolenati.
Vespertilio nilssonii

Ceratopsyllus octactenus Kolenati.

Vespertilio serotinus

Ceratopsyllus intermedius Rothschild.
Cerato]>syllus octactenus Kolenati.

Order

UNGULATA.

Family SUID^E.
Sns scrofa

Sarcopsylla p>enetrans (Linnaeus)

Westwood.

Family BOVID^E;
Bos taurus

Sarcopsylla penetrans (Linnaeus)

Westwood.

Verndpsylla alacurt Schrank.
Xestopsylla gallinacea

(Westwood) Baker.
Linnaeus) Westwood.

Capra hircus

Sarcopsylla penetrans

Ovis aries

Sarcopsylla penetrans (Linnaeus)

(

Vermipsylla alacurt Schrank.

Westwood.

Vermipsylla alacurt Schrank.

Family EQriD.F.
Equus spp

Sarcopsylla penetrans (Linn;eus)

Westwood.

Vermipsylla alacurt Schrank.
Xestopsylla gallinacea (Linnteus) Baker.

Order FER.^.
Family
Procyon lotor

PKOCYONID.F.

Ctenocephalus canis (Curtis) Baker.

Family URSID.E.
TJrsus arctos

Pulcx

lidicrrulaiiccps Bezzi.
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Family

MUSTELIDyE.
Baker.

Orison vittata

Pulex

Meles meles

Ceratophyllus melis Curtis.

lutzii

Pulex vulpes Motschulsky.
Putorius erminea

Hystrichopsylla talpm (Curtis) Rothschild.

Putorius nivalis

Ceratophyllus mustehc Wagner.
Ctenophthalmus nndnata (Wagner) Baker.
Ctenopsyllus sibiricus Wagner.
Hystrichopsylla talpx (Curtis) Rothschild.

Putorius sibirica

Ceratophyllus pencilliger (Grube)
Ctenopsyllus sibiricus

Putorius vison

Wagner.

Wagner.

Ceratophyllus oculatus Baker.
Ceratophyllus vison Baker.

Family
Herpestes ichneumon

VIVERRID^.

Ctenocephalus canis (Curtis) Baker,

Pulex pallidus Taschenberg.

Family
Hyaena striata

HY^NID^.

Ctenocephalus canis (Curtis) Baker.

Pulex hy sense Kolenati.

Family
Canis familiaris

CANID^.

Ctenocephalus canis (Curtis) Baker.

Pulex irritans Linnaeus.
Sarcopsylla penetrans
Xestopsylla gallinacea

Fennecus brucei

(

Linnaeus) W^estwood.

(Westwood) Baker.

Ctenocephalus canis (Curtis) Baker.

Urocyon cinereoargenteus

Ctenocephalus canis (Curtis) Baker.

Vulpes lagopus

Ctenocephalus canis (Curtis) Baker.

Vulpes vulpes

Ctenocephalus canis (Curtis) Baker.

Vulpes sp

Pulex vulpes Motschulsky.
Pulex irritans Linnaeus.

Family
Felis domestica

FELID^.

Ctenocephalus canis (Curtis) Baker.

Pulex irritans Linnaeus.

Westwood.
(Westwood) Baker.
Sarcopsylla penetrans (Linnaeus) Westwood.

Sarcopsylla penetrans (Linnaeus)
Xestojjsylla gallinacea

Felis leo

Felis macroscelis

Ctenocephalus canis (Curtis) Baker.

Felis tigris

Ctenocephalus canis (Curtis) Baker.

Felis yaguaroundi

Ctenocephalus canis (Curtis) Baker.

Lynx canadensis

Ceratophyllus dentatus Baker.
Ceratophyllus lahiatus Baker.

Ceratophyllus petiolatus Baker.

Pulex lynx Baker.

Order PRIMATES.
Westwood.

Gorilla gorilla

Sarcopsylla penetrans (Linnaeus)

Homo

Ctenocephalus canis (Curtis) Baker.

sapiens

Pulex

irritans Linnaeus.

Westwood.
(Westwood) Baker,

Sarcopsylla penetrans (Linnaeus)
Xestopsylla gallinacea

vol.
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.
our very incomplete knowledge of the oroup, any Itroud
must be considered as merel}' tentaAt this stage, however, the following observations may be of

"\^'itll

generalizations as to distribution
tive.

interest:
I. The Palfearctic and Nearctic regions each possess
known to the other, the other genera being common

a genus not
to the

two

regions.
II. The order is very homogeneous north of the ecjuator, very
heterogeneous near to and south of it, South America furnishing the

greatest
III.

number

of isolated types.

Species peculiar to those regions have not

j'et

been described

from Central America, Polynesia, flapan, China, India, and South
Unquestionably all of these regions will furnish many peculAfrica.
iar

forms.

IV.

One

species has been described

from Arctic regions and one

from Antarctic regions.
V. The genus Stephanocircm is represented by two species one
Australian (on Dasyurus) and one South American (on " Ile^peromys'^^).
VI. The genus Ilystrichopsylla contains two species one from
Europe, the other from northeast America.
VII. In America no species have been reported from the larger
proportion of our native mammals, including bats, raccoon, badger,
beaver, puma, muskrat, etc., though they all probably harbor fleas.
VIII. The following genera are distinctly local in distribution:
HectoJfegapsy/la,,
VermipsyUa., Echidnophaga, Step/umoch'cus,
psylla^ and Anomiopsyllus.
IX. In tropical regions four species are nearly cosmopolitan: Ptdex
irritans, Ctenocephalus can is, Sarcopsylla penetrans, and Xestopsylla

—

—

gallinacea.

The two former are

also nearly cosmopolitan in temper-

ate regions.
Statistics

Described

of families, genera, and species.

from—
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f.

Curtis.

XXVIII,

p. 76.

ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 182.

Questionably referred to tausculi Diig-es by Tasehenberg.

CTENOPHTHALMUS BISSEPTEMDENTATUS
Kolenati, Fauna d. Altvaters, p. C5 (C unideiilaius)
Kolenati, Hor;e Soc. Ent. Ross., II, p. 36.
1873. RiTSEMA, Tijdsch. v. Entomol., \). Ixxxiv.
1874. RiTSEMA, Regensb. Correspondenzblatt, XXVIII, p.
1880. RiTSEMA, Zeitschr. f. ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 185.

Kolenati.

1859.
1863.

Considered by Tasehenberg as

77.

equivalent

questionabl}"

to

his

assimilis.

PULEX AURITUS
1783. F.VBRicirs,

Nye Samling

af der

Fabricius.

Kong. Danske Vet.

Sels. Skrifter., p. 309,

fig.

1874. RiTSEMA,

Regensb. Correspondenzblatt, XXVIII,

1880. RiTSEMA, Zeitschr.

f.

p. 77.

ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 181.

Described from Pious vlrldis in Sweden.
group.

Evident!}' one of the

aviuiii

PULEX BOLETI
1836.

Guerin, Iconogr. du rcgne animal.

Presumably an

insect of

some other

PULEX MURIS

Guerin.

Texte expHcatif. Insectes,

p. 14.

order.
Gervais.

1844. Gervais, Hist. nat. d. Ins. Aptcres, 111, 374.

Tasehenberg questions the

identit}^ of this Avith

PULEX SEGNIS
1816.

/;/

p. 98, fig.

RiTSEMA, Regensb. Correspondi'nz])latt, XXVIII, j).
1880. RiTSEMA, Zeitschr. f. ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 182.

Tasehenberg also thinks that
be the same.

this

Duges.

Schdnherr.

ScHoNHERK, Kon. Vet. Nya Handl., XXXII,

1874.

uscidi of

76.

and mmmili Duges may possibly
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PULEX TERRESTRIS
1831.

Macquaet, Ann.

d. Scienc. Nat.,

vol. xxvii.

Macquart.

XXII,

p. 465.

1844. Gervais, Hist. Nat. d. Ins. Apteres, III, p. 375.
1874. RiTSEMA, Regensb. Correspondenzblatt,
1880. RiTSEMA, Zeitschr.

Listed

b}^

f.

XXVIII,

p. 76.

ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 182.

Taschenberg as a possible

s}'

nonym

of Ilystrichopsylla

taljxB.

PULEX VAGABUNDA
1865.

BoHEMAN,

Ofvers. of

K. Vet. Akad. Forh.,

1874. RiTSEMA, Regensb. Correspondenzblatt,
1880. RiTSEMA, Zeitschr.

f.

Boheman.
p. 576, fig.

XXVIII,

p. 80.

ges. Naturwiss., LIII, p. 185.

Taschenberg" considers this as questionably /awm^i^s.

PULEX VESPERTILIONIS
1832. DuGEs,

Ann.

d. Scienc. Nat.,

XXVII,

Duges.

p. 161, fig.

Considered by Taschenberg as questionably octactenus Kolenati.

PULEX VESPERTILIONIS
1835.

Bouche.

Bouche, Nov. Act. Acad. Leop. Carol., XVII,

Apparentl}^ not the same as
sible

Pt.

1,

last, and Taschenberg
s3"nonym of Tiexactenus Kolenati.

\k 508.

lists it as

a possi-

APPENDIX.
Just as the foregoing paper
the kindness

of.

is

going to the printers I have, through
ena])led to examine his last two

Mr. Rothschild, been

papers published during this year.
In the one entitled New British Fleas he describes Ceratoj)h.yllu8
garei from the water hen ( GaUlnula chloropus) and Ceixitophylhis walJceri from Putorius erininea^ P. nivalis^ Sorex araneiis, Evotomys hercy7iimis^ and Microtus amphihius.
The other paper, Some New Nearctic Fleas, is of more direct interest to us, in that three

Pulex

ursi^

from

new American

fleas

are described.

Canada, is ver}be more closely related to JjohlsU. and

TJrsus JiorrihiUs, in Alberta,

esting, in that it appears to

interliitzii

than to an}" other North American species.

TypldopsyUa grandU, from Tarnlas striatus, in Ontario,

is

apparently

a Ctenophthalmus, and closel}" related to C. gigas^ from which it differs, among other things, in having two unequal genal spines.
HystrichopsyUa dippiel, from l*atorius longicaudus, in Alberta,

Canada, is apparently near the species alread}'^ noted by me as being
new.
It differs from JL americana in having but six genal spines and
thirtj'-six teeth in the

pronotal ctenidium.

having been able to examine Mr. Enderlein's
though I have made repeated endeavors to do so.
Stanford University, California, March 1, 1900.
1 regret not

late paper,

NO.

mi.
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EXPLAXAXroX OF LETTERING OX PLATES.
/(=liea<l of iVnialc.

/i/(=hea<l
I

= f(.re

(if

male.

leg.

II=mi(ltlle leg.

III=hinil leg.
?H=genital apparatus of male.
/=genital apparatus of female.
o=inner distal portion of hind coxa.
r:=hind roxa.

<=hind tarsus.
rf=dorsum of female.
rff?= dorsum of male.
^Vith but few exceptions all tlie figures were drawn to the same scale, and these
exceptions will be apparent. For exact measurements refer to descriptions.
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THE ALF.YRODIDS, OR MEALY- WINGED FLIES, OF CALIFORNIA, WITH REFERENCES TO OTHER AMERICAN
SPECIES.
B}^

Florence E.

Be:mis,

Of Stanford University, California.

INTRODrCTIOX.
This paper includes tlie descriptions, iisuall}' with account of egg
and larval stage, of nineteen new species of North American AleyrodidiB, or meah-winged flies, all found in California; a catalogue with
references, food-plants, and distriV)ution of all the other American
species so far described, and an analytical ke}^ of all the American
species now known. This ke}' is practically that of Quaintancc (1900),
expanded and modified to include the author's nineteen new species.
The addition of these new forms brings the total number of species
of American Aleyrodes, so far known, to sixt3^-six.
In beginning the study of the Californian Aleyrodid}^, it was found
that but four species in this little known family of insects had been

The accounts of these

recorded from this State.

species consist solel}'

of the technical specific descriptions, and are mostly included in the
papers of jVIaskell " and Quaintance.* Quaintance's Monograph enables

one to become acquainted readily with our knowledge of American
Aleyrodid{\3

The

up

to 1900.

insects themselves

author having collected

have been found to be very

them from 30 native plants

i)l(Mitiful,

the

(see p. -174)

and

from various cultivated plants in gardens and conservatories. The\'
are so plentiful in some cases as to vie with their near relatives, the
Coccids, in economic importance; the author has found the leaves of
the native live oak {Quercus agrlfoUa), the madrofio {Arhiifiis //lenziesli), and the sow thistle {Sonchns oleraceus)^ curled, a))normally
small, and incrusted on the under side with the immature stages; a
cultivated fern kept in the laboratory and left to its own resources
«Maskell, Trans. New Zeal. Inst., 1895, p. 415.
'>Quaintance, Contributions toward a Monograph of the American Alenrodidse
Technical Ser., No. 8, 1900).
(U. S. Agri. Dept., Division of Entomology.

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol. XXVII— No. 1362.
4

)
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few meml^ers of one
Already these insects are being fought as a
On the other hand, the author has
pest in the conservatories.
frequently found colonies of Aleyrodes parasitized to an extent
which indicates that nature herself will check the threatened danger.
The chief reason why these insects might become trouljlesome economically is that man}" of them are omnivorous in food habit, and, not
being capa])le of strong flight, would, under stress, readily become
habituated to the nearest food plants.
But it is not from the point of view of the economic entomologist
It is rather
that the author has l)egun the study of the Aleyrodida?.
with the hope of throwing some light on their somewhat ambiguous
zoological position through a detailed study of their structure and
The curious metalife history that the work has been undertaken.
morphosis of the Ale3n-odids is not definitely understood; whether it
should be called "complete" or "incomplete" is certainly still a
mooted question. In the present paper the author uses the terminology which is already in vogue in the literature of this group, though
the terms "pupa" and "pupa-case" are arbitraril}" employed when
applied to a family in which the metamorphosis ma}" be incomplete.
With this structural and developmental study as an idtimate aim the
author has made a l)eginning in the study of the Aleyrodidse. An
was almost

killed b}- the multiplication of a

species within a year.

acquaintance with species has necessarily 'been the first step in the
work, and this paper is therefore primarily systematic in character.

The geographical range covered

in

collecting the species

herein

described will be Imt briefly indicated here, as the exact localities are

given in the text for each species described. It may here be said,
however, that all the collecting has been confined to California, specimens having been taken in the Santa Clara Valley (Santa Clara County),
on the slopes of the Santa Cruz and Sierra Morcna ranges (Santa Clara
and San Mateo counties), in Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, in the
San Ramon Valley (Alameda County), at the l)ase of Mount Diablo
(Contra Costa County), and to a small extent in Alameda, Napa, and
Mendocino counties, in southern California, and in the Yosemite ValKing"'s Mountain, often referred to as a collecting ground, is in
ley.
San Mateo County and Black Mountain in Santa Clara County.

The immature
leaves, appearing

the oak.

Most

stages

may

be looked for upon either surface of the

upon plants

as dissimilar in hal>it as the plantain

and

of the species are omnivorous, while a few seem to be

confined to a single host.

It

would appear from material collected
its summit that

points scattered from the base of the coast range to

at

in

the distribution of the Aleyrodidte in this range there are no zones
defined by altitude, the author having found the greater
species collected, characteristic of the entire region

summit.

from

number

of

valley to
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The

adults

may

roadily be found rcstino- on the under sides of the

In colU'eting-,

leaves.

to remain

(|uietly
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iti

the adults take to

if

Hl.g'ht, it is

wait, for they usuall}' return

flight, alighting in almost the

only necessary

from

same places from which

upward

this

thej^ arose; the

author has frequently tluis disturl)ed a femal(> in the act of egg-laying,
and has seen her return to the same leaf when the disturbance ceased.
The sure method of securing adults is, of course, to breed them from
pupa' which have been carefully isolated.
All the species described have been placed

in the genus Aleyrodes.
the author has described species from immature forms only (a
usage adopted by systematic students of this family from the begin-

Where

was no means of definite generic identitication, as the
lie in the wnng venation of the adult.
But as all
the adults found belonged to Aleyrodes it was deemed best to place all
forms examined provisionally under the one genus.
The author has had to depend on the pupa-cases for the identitication
ning), there

generic characters

of species, there being very

little

specific

dift'erence in

th(^

adults.

True, some have such distinct characters as immaculate wings and y^Xlow body, but there are others with similarly unmarked wings in which

abdomen

the

is

yellow and the head and thorax brownish, while

still

others have wings bearing dusky spots and the l)odies with regular

But

dark-brown markings.

as apparently identical adults issue

from

widely difl'erent pupa-cases, even the constant adult characters have no
systematic value unless correlated with the pupal characters.
In the determination of the adults here described the specimens in
question have in every case been bred b}' the author from their pupa?
in the laboratory, or taken out of doors in the act of issuing

from the

In the determination of larval stages the following precautions have been taken for securing accurac}': In determining the beginning of the tirst stage the author has used onh' specimens obtained b}^
pupa-case.

capturing the larvie immediateh' upon their issuance from the eggs.
In determining later stages advantage has l)een taken of the insects'

preserving the larval moults, which may be found on the dorfirst to the latest, which rests immeThese moults have ))een
diately upon the dorsum of the pupa-case.
removed, mounted in glycerin jelly or in Canada balsam, their characters studied and their dimensions taken from comparison with identical

ha])it of

sum

in

regular succession from the

stages found on the

The following
nia, are

same

leaf.

new^ species included in this paper,

all

from Califor-

described under the following names: Alej/rodes nxtdron!, A.

A. q^iaintancei, A. sta»fo7'di,, A. et^rans, A. ititen'ogatioius,
A. dlasemus^ A. extra /n'ens, A. merlin i, A. tn'/h/iatue, A.
am?iic()h(^ ^[. jmiinostis, A. ///y/v//;.v, ^1. /'r/'dcscefix^ A. tentdoddta.s^ A.
hell<)</(/ i^ A. hiifchhujsl and ^1. <ilaci(d >x.
The Alevrodidie taken in California have ])een found t>n the follow-

sjjlendois,

A.

QnaKl'elli^

,
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ing native food plants: Rhamniis californica^ Rhainnus crocea^ UmbelI'ularia californica^ Heteroineles arbutifolia, Quercus agrfolia^ Querciis

Clematis Ugustlcifolia^ Opulaster capitatiis^ Lonicera invodiversiloha^ Primus ilicifolia^ Arbutus menziesii^ Salix
Icevigata., Wasldngtonia nuda, SympJioricarpos racemosus, Ribes glutinosum, Ceanothus californicus, Ruhiis v It ifalius, Troximmi sp., Sojichus
densi-fiora^

Imcrata,

Rhus

olepaceus. Convolvulus sepinni. Convolvulus arvens is, Aesculus califar-

Plantago major, Solanum dauglasii, Arctostaphylas manzanita,
sp. (unnamed species from the Yosemite), Quercus
chrysolejns, and Eriadictyon califarnicuin.
The author's thanks are due to Prof. V. L. Kellogg, under whose
direction the work has been done in the entomological laboratory of
Stanford University; also to Superintendent MacLaren, of Golden
Gate Park of San Francisco, and to Mr. Adolph Holme, in charge of
the conservatory of the park; also to Mr. Edward M. Ehrhorn, horticultural officer of Santa Clara County, and to Mr. George A. Coleman for specimens; also to Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell for material,
helpful suggestion, and valuable criticism, and to Prof. A. L. Quaintance, the well-known special student of Aleyrodidse, who has most
kindly examined the entire manuscript of this paper. The author
desires to make an especial acknowledgment to Miss Mary H. Wellman, of Stanford University, wdio has made all the drawings from
nica,

Arcta8ta])liylas

nature.

The cotypes

of all the species described in this paper are deposited

in the collections of the

U.

S.

National

Museum.

LIFE HISTORY AND HABITS.
In a number of species

have been six stages verified, namely:
Egg, three larval, a pupal, and an adult. In all the species which
have been under oljservation, the eggs are laid in a circle or an arc of
one, one or more rows deep, and three to twenty-eight eggs have been
counted in a place; occasionalh^ they are found in an irregular group,
but always close together. Each is laid singly, the female standing
with her wings somewhat outstretched and her head at the center of
the future circle, her body forming the radius. As the eggs leave the
abdomen, she raises the tip of her body above the usual level; after
each IS deposited, she swings the posterior part of her bod}^ laterally
This is kept up until oviposifor a short distance and lays another.
Often several females will be
tion is completed or she is disturbed.
seen standing near each other upon a leaf where there are no eggs;
they keep moving in a restless manner, and gradually the leaf l>ecomes
coated with minute, white granules of wax similar to that which is
upon their bodies and wings; where there is but one insect at work
the wax is regularly circular in shape, l)ut where there are more it is
irregular.
Usually the eggs are found upon these places, and are
thei"e
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covered with wax; they are elliptical in shape and cuin cd
At first they are white or pale yellow^,
but as the em])ryo develops the color becomes darker; the young
hatch ill about ten to thirteen days, the egg opening along the inner
curve from the apex toward the base. The pedicel, which is such a
less

to a greater or less degree.

noticeable feature of the eggs of the Aleyrodidie,

is

a prolongation of

and can be seen within the body of the gravid female,
frecjuently attracting attention by its dark brown color.
The embryo lies with its hi^ad toward the apex of the shell, and
about the sixth day after ])eing laid the reddish eyespots and orangecolored visceral mass ])egin to show plainly.
In the <igg^ under
observation there elapsed from forty-two minutes to three hours and
eight minutes from the time that the shell began to open till the larva
was free. The e^y^g that took the greater time was upon dry material
and was dark l)rown in color, the shell when empty kee])iiig its
upright position and shape, so that the slow hatching was probably
due to the toughness of the chorion. As soon as hatched the young
larva moved freely about on the leaf, but never went more than an
inch from its shell and to this habit it is doubtless due that the emptj'
Specimens were seen
shell is so often found clos(> to the pupa-case.
One lived for fifty-three hours and
active for eight or more hours.
died without attaching itself.
This may have been because the leaf was
withering, although when removed to another it did not atfix itself.
At first the lar^';e are very convex and entirely free from secretion
of any kind, but within an hour after emerging from the Qgg the
beginning of the marginal ))aiid of wax is seen. When the food was
allowed to dry somewhat so that it wilted, the young larvte secreted a
coating of wax, which was not present under other circumstances.
The author has not l)een able to determine the time Avhich elapsed
From the
before the first molt or between the successive molts.
fact that the larval exuviiv are alwa3's on the dorsum of the succeeding stage, and that they are folded back with the cephalic portion of
the ventral surface uppermost, it is almost certain that the skin breaks
the chorion,

on the ventral surface or along lateral margins. This is the reverse
of the mode in the pupal stage, where the imago issues through a rent
made along the longi-dorso-medial and thoi-aco-abdominal sutures, the
flaps being folded back.
When a parasite emerges from a pupa-case
there is left an irregular round hole in the dorsum ot the thorax and
cephalic region; this characteristic opening makes it possible to deter-

mine the extent of parasitization among the empty cases. The mmiber of larval stages has been determined from the molts, which are
uniforndy found upon the dorsum of the pupa-cases.
In the first stage the larva? are always semitransparent, with
functional legs and anteniuw and in the majority of species have from
After the lirst molt the cuticle may
seven to nine latero-margiiial hairs.
begin to grow darker in color ainl thicker in texture, until the culmi-
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readied in the thick black pupa-case, or the color and texture

tirst stage; when the latter
some of the structural stages can be followed by superficial
examination. The degeneration, or loss of legs and antenntv, and the
permanent disappearance of the latero-marginal hairs take place with

ma}" remain approximately^ the same as in the
obtains,

the molt of the

first

skin; in the second stage there

is

no external

trace of either legs or antennae, but in the third and beginning of the

fourth stage, the reduced legs and occasional!}" the minute antennaj
be made out; in the fourth stage the wings are present and the

may

legs and antenna? are

mented;

more

like those of the adult, but are

in the later part of this stage

still unsegthey are approximately as in

the adult, and sex can be readily distinguished.
to be smaller in the second

The mouthparts seem

and third stages; often

in the latter they
can not be made out, but in the late pupal stage they occupy relatively

the same space as in the

first larval.

All of the pupa? secrete "honeydew,'' sometimes in such quantities
tile case and the dorsum of the pupa is covered
some species there are seen minute, blunt tubes on the
apex of the lingula, through which the fluid may be excreted (fig. 47,
Plate XXXIII). When the "honeydew" is emitted the operculum is

that the leaf around

with

it;

in

lifted, the lingula is protruded, dorsally recurved, and the drop
thrown with considerable force (fig. 46, Plate XXXIII). The liquid
is sweet, and when exposed to the air it becomes thick and finally
hardens. The frequent appearance of fungus in and about the cases
is probably induced by the presence of this medium, as it is in the
Coccidge. On Chammdoreci sp., an introduced plant from Mexico which
was kept in the Golden Gate Park Conservatory, San Francisco, the
author saw many large, black ants busily engaged in gathering honeydew," acting as ants do with Aphids.
Leaving the pupa-case is a slow and toilsome process; the imago
often struggles for hours before it is free and ready for flight.
After
At this
leaving the case, it usually remains quiet for a few minutes.
time it is paler in color than it will be later, and its wings are damp
and crumpled; soon it begins to walk very slowly, and after going a
short distance crouches upon the leaf as if exhausted; gradually its
wings unfold and straighten into definite shape, the color becomes
vivid and the granular secretion of wax from which the family has
derived its name, begins to appear.
'

'

The

adults have a peculiar

manner

of flight;

when disturbed they

an almost vertical direction, and, if not further molested, alight
nearly where they were in the first place. This habit may account for
the females returning to the same leaf where they were laying eggs
when disturbed, for on several occasions they have been observed to
resume ^g^ laying within a short distance from the place where their
rise in

other eggs had been deposited.

Although the adults possess mouthparts and an alimentary

canal,
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close observation on the part of the author has failed to reveal

them

feeding; Prof. A. L. Quiiintanco, however, in a letter, writes that he

has frequentl}' observed adults of

^1.

ahutllo)icii.s

llaldenian feeding.

Experiments for determining the average duration of adult life were
not satisfactory, as the .specimens had to be confined in an artificial
environment that would not give results identical with natural condi-

From data gathered, it is probable that there are at least two
broods each 3'ear, the adults in this \icinity emerging fi'om the pupacases and laying in April and May, and again in September, October,

tions.

and November of the same year.

Family

ALEYRODIDiE.

Small to minute insects infesting plants; oviparous; metamorphosis
incomplete (?); immature stages quiescent, attached by sucking mouth
parts to the leaves; adults free and active, covered with granules of
white wax.

Adults of both sexes with four wings, which are held horizontally
and extend beyond the abdomen when the insect is at rest. Wings
rounded, pure white or w^itli dusky spots, margins golden-yellow and
serrulate or "beaded'' all around, each serrulation with three to five
minute, delicate hairs; color and serrulations of the costal margin
more pronounced; fore wings with a single, median vein; costal marColor of bod}^ 3^ellow; head and
gin bearing nine spines at base.
thorax usualh' darker; the entire body occasional!}' with conspicuous
brown markings. Head small, convex above, rounded anteriorly.
Eyes two; red, brown, or l)lack; either more or less constricted near
the middle, reniforni, or divided into two lobes, the lesser of which is
Anterior to each
anterior, In-ighter in color, and W' ith smaller facets.
When mounted the divided eyes appear
eye is a single small ocellus.
single, and only a careful inspection under a high power of microAntenme of seven segscope will show the diti'erence in structure.
first of which is shortest and the third longest; the first
two segments are simple and stout; segment one. cup-shaped; segment
two, subpyriform; segments three to seven, inclusive, cylindrical and
closely ringed with minute hairs.
Legs long and slender, feet with
dimerous tsirsi, terminating in three claws, of which the middle one is
Rostrum
smaller than the other two, and bears a number of spines.
projecting from the under side of head, composed of a single segment,
at th(» apex of which are the seta^ that form the suctorial tul)e; from

ments, the

the

l)as(^

arises the long,

8-segmented mcntum, sul)cylindrical

in

shape,

Thorax with
entire length, and inclosing the rostral setie.
about e<iual distinct segments. Abdomen roundly tapering, tei'mifree for

its

nating in the genitalia; the first segment constitutes a very slender
peduncle; on the dorsal surface of the last segment is the vasiform
orifice (tig. 41, Plate
is

but

little

XXXIII).

In

{\\v

adults this characteristic organ

differentiated in general appc^arance

and of no

specific tax-
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operculum more than one-half the
deeply emarginate on the distal end; ling-ula longer
than orifice, subcylindrical, either somewhat pointed or else enlarged
at the tip, usually protruded and dorsally recurved; both operculum and
Genitalia of female conical, in three parts, the middle
lingula setose.
one of which is the ovipositor. (Fig. 44, Plate XXXIII.) Genitalia
of male forcipate, also in three parts, the outer two of which are the
onoiiiic value.

lenoth of

Orifice subcircular;

orifice,

valves or claspers, and inclose the penis.

PupsK inclosed

more or

in

(Fig. 57, Plate

XXXV.)

less transparent, chitinous cases, usually

Rudimentar}^ legs and antennae inclosed, but when
Pupa-case
naked, or bearing hairs or spines; dorsum free from secretion, or it
may have a more or less copious white wax covering, which is frequently arranged in definite patterns, and often of great beauty;
margins made up of adjacent lateral wax tubes, from the ends of
which may be produced a fringe of transparent wax rods, or asbestiform thi-eads of wax, more or less covered with fiocculent wax. On
the dorsum, in the last segment of the abdomen, is found the vasiform
orifice which is the most distinctive character in this family, and in
It is an openthe immature stages forms the basis of classification.
ing variously modified in shape, with a lid, the operculum, which is
hinged to the cephalic margin; this lid ranges in size from minute to
large; lying within the orifice beneath the operculum is the lingula, a
strap-shaped organ, also attached to the cephalic margin; in general
elliptical in shape.

the case

is

sufficiently transparent they are often visible.

shape, cylindrical at base and
in

some specimens

others

it

is

more or

less

enlarged at the distal end;

entirely obscured l)v the operculum, while in

conspicuouslv long, even projecting beyond the orifice;

the distal portion
latter, as a rule,

frequently protruded and dorsally recurved.

is

operculum and the

On

it is

distal

The

part of the lingula are usually setose, and the

bears two long apical hairs

(fig.

80, Plate

XXXI).

the ventral surface of the case are four pairs of spiracles, a pair on

each of the thoracic segments, and a pair on the abdomen, lateral of
the vasiform orifice.

often

filled

56, Plate

with

air,

In freshlv mounted specimens the tracheae are
and consequently may be easily traced (figs. 55,

XXXV).

Larvje thin and usually
transparent and ranging

flat;

in

elliptical in shape; early stages semi-

color

from white

to

yellow;

dorsum

naked, or with hairs or spines; with or without lateral fringe and
Vasiform orifice as in pupa?. In the beginning of
dorsal secretion.
the

first

stage the larvt« are free and active, legs and antenna? func-

tional; after the first

moult these organs are not usually recognizable

somewhat later stage (fig. 58, Plate XXXV).
Eggs 3^ellow and ellipsoidal, with or without polygonal markings

until a

shell;
«

attached

b}^

For a more detailed account of the characters
Zealand Inst., 1895, p. 415.

New

of

a peduncle to leaf, usually laid in circular groups.'*
of Aleyrodidse, see Maskell, Trans.
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Latreille.

" With the cluiructers of the famil\'. Adults, with but u single
basal l)rancli to vein of forewings; hindwino-s. with but a single
vein."

The author has not attempted

to separate the genus into subgenera
proposed by Cockerell;" this work can be done more satisfactorily
when students have become better acquainted with more species.

as

TABLE OF ALL AMERICAN
I.

II.

III.

I.

SPECIES.''

Init little hidden by secretion; with lateral fringe— that
any secretion from marginal wax tubes.
Pupa-case usually hidden by a mass of liairy, waxy, or Hocculent secretion.
Pupa-case evident and without lateral fringe.

Pupa-case usually

Pupa-case usually but little hidden by secretion; with lateral fringe— that
any secretion from marginal wax tubes.
Pupa-case uniformly brown or black.

With

dorsal secretion of wax.

is,

is,

Dorsal secretion t-ottony or mealy in

appearance.

Pupa-case dark brown to black,
0.85

mm. long.

convex, about

elliptical, slightly

Dorsum covered with white

meal, frequently

becoming quite solid. Lateral fringe, all around, agglomerated almost into a solid plate, of unecjual length, giving a
shape of about 8 rays. Operculum sulicircular, covering
about one-half of orifice; lingula obsolete
Mellatas (37).
Pupa-case black, elliptical, convex, L8 mm. long. Margin thick
with conspicuous groove on dorsal surface, and short fringe of
wax on ventral surface. Around vasiform orifice, a large,
nearly transparent, hemispherical area, but dusted with white
secretion.
Around lateral margin, a row of about 32 sharp
sword-like hairs. Adult with basal half and portions of rest
star

of wing smoky
.fam ipennis ( 18)
Pupa-case shiny black; size, about 0.92 by 0.()1 mm.; subelliptical, moderately convex; lateral fringe rather short, truncate; dorsal secretion of 3 longitudinal stripes of cottony or

mealy wax

acacUc (47).

Pupa-case shining black, elliptical, 0.9 by 0.7 mm. Lateral
fringe of transparent rods as wide as the case; dorsal secretion
a narrow elliptical band mesad of the lateral wax tubes, and
also a longitudiiml stripe of mealy white wax..m«<7ro«/ (25).
Pupa-case shiny iTaik, oval, convex, 0.9 by 0.6 mm. Lateral
wax tubes detiexed to form the marginal rim, which is sharply
demarked from dorsum by a ridge. Lateral fringe copious,
at least as wide as case; dorsal secretion forming a second
fringe,

which

rises

perpendicularly above

then curves downward and outward
«Proe. Acad. Nat.

tlie

dorsum and

splendens (2).

Sci. Phila., 1902, p. 282.

(No. 30) is not included in this table, as it was not included in
Quaintance's key, and the writer has not had access to the original descrrjition. In
Quaintance's list it is not described, simply listed with a reference to the original
^.1. j)]ial;vnoides

description.
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Pupa-case dull black, subelliptical, 0.81 by 0.52 mm; the
copious lateral fringe about twice the width of case in length.
A slight mealy secretion may occur on dorsum; with tubelike longitudinal medio-dorsal elevation, cephalad, arrowshaped; along abdominal segments, suggesting a trachea,
tracheifer (48).
with a glottis caudad
shiny black, flat, subovate, 0.95 by 0.81 mm.;
cephalo-lateral margins on each side with an indenture and
Lateral fringe semitransparent; a very light
thickening.
mealy secretion of wax may occur along body segments.

Pupa-case

Dorsum with small black dots
Without dorsal secretion

of

quercus-aquaticx (49).

wax.

Lateral fringe gelatinous looking (translucent).

Pupa-case pitch black, oval, hardly 1 mm. long. The gelatinous fringe extending out from case, and raising it up somewhat. From cephalo-lateral margin on each side and from
caudal end a pencil of wliite wax resting on gelatinous rim.
gelaiinosKS (19).
quercus-aqualicie.

See above.

Lateral fringe a series of distinct radiating

waxy

ribbons.

Pupa-case intense black, oval, hardly over a millimeter long.
The lateral fringe of 12 broad ribbon-like rays of glassy wax,
yellow basally, about aslong as length of case, .vinsouioides (41).
Lateral fringe a narrow, continuous rim of white waxen filaments.
Pupa-case dense black, broadly elliptical, 1.2 mm. long. ModcockereUi (9).
erately convex, with rounded median ridge
Lateral fringe of very narrow, radiating, waxy ribbons, about 0.1

mm.

long.

Pupa-case extremely dense and black, oval, 1.25

mm.

long.

perileHCus (36).

Lateral fringe regular; of white,
to

waxy

ribbons, curved over so as

be strongly convex above.
Pupa-case dense black, broad-oval, about

1.5

mm.

long.

melanops (62).
Lateral fringe a continuous rim of transparent rods about width of
case.

Pupa-case shiny black, oval, 0.83 by 0.6 mm. Dorsal disk
larger than ventral, lateral wax tubes deflexed, making an
oblique rim
quaintancei (42).
Lateral fringe a more or less copious, cottony secretion.
Pupa-case shiny black, elliptical, about 0.7 by 0.55 mm. A
copious, white cottony fringe all around, continuous basally,
but ragged distally. Case moderately convex, with evident
rounded median ri(%e. Forewings of adults marked with
morl (24).
red and brownish black
Pupa-case as in A. mori, but the margin more deeply crenulated.
Adults with wing-markings black .
morl arizonensis (65).
"Larva (Pupa-case?) flavous, the disk of the larger individuals dark brown; the margin is ciliate and white."

Wings of adults immaculate

corn I

(

10 )

Pupa-case shining black, sul^elliptical 0.7 by 0.55 mm. Dorsal
disk larger than ventral, and the marginal rim of wax tubes
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The scant cottony Hecretiou
bent downward and inward.
as a vertical f"nge.
appearing
from niarunnal wax tubes

ahnonnis (oO).

trarlieifcr.

See al)ove.

_

elliptical, average size 1.37
Pupa-c-ase shining black, broa.Uy
a1 )Out one-half width ot
usually
by 1 07 mm. Lateral fringe
c<.nspicuous, deflexed marginal rim,
with
Dorsum
case
keel, arrow-shaped cephalad,
and a tube-like, longi-me.lial
suggesting a trachea with a
segments,
abdominal
along
...Ktanfordi (28).
11
,,.
,

glottis

caudad

•'

.;

0.9 by 0.8 mm.; with a
Pupa-case shining black, elliptical,
Dorsum convex with
fringe.
lateral
copious, white, cottony,
at the cephalic end and
arrow-shaped
keel,
me.lian
evident
narrowed at both ends of case; body
a reflexed marginal rim
.crrfnis (lb),
conspicuoub
segments

^"^^/:S:!::;^^tbmarginal
-''

series of brittle

hT;:^^^*^,
Xa'^
Margin

curved waxen

about 0.5B mm. long, Hattish
wax tubes bearing a shor
Within the submarginal

minuielv crenulated, the
fringe of straight white tubes.

on dorsum, are 8 large circular orifices:
region
on thoracic, and 2 on abdominal

.eries of papilte

on

cephalic, 4

2

erigeronhs (1^).
'

series of curved ^^^^^^^
Dorsal secretion a submarginal

tinct pores or pustules,

and a more central secretion

^^^^^"^^
ot thin, l>nttle,

vellow wax, usually fragmentary.
at length darkening, elhptiPupa-case yellow, the median region
lateral depressions on each
two
With
long.
mm.
0.75
cal, about
Lateral fringe short, fragLecaninm.
«ide similar to those in a
are
series of pustules on dorsum
submarginal
Within
men'tarv.
"^

cephalic region, 2 large on thoracic
12 other pustules; 2 large on
region, 2 large on caudal region,
abdominal
on
large
region, 4
nicohana^ (26).
oritice
and 2 small at vasiform
a,rea.
central
on
Pupa-case yellow, brown
Dorsaf secretion in tufts, or pencils.
(translucent).
Lateral fringe gelatinous looking
wider than c-ase, extending
Pupa-case with gelatinous fringe
Dorsum with nine tufts or
leaf.
from
it
raising
and
bevond
cephalic and on the thothe
on
pair
pencils of white wax; a
orince,
line, a pair at the vasiform
median
near
regions
racic
of case,
end
caudal
at
and
orifice,
a pair caudad of vasiform
gelatinous fringe. . hderrogaUonis (29).
a long pencil resting on
secretion.
band-like secretion.
lateral fringe a delicate, white,
with margins anter orly ^eO
oval,
Pupa-case pale greenish,
margin all around a paral le
Within
long.
mm.
0.5
sinuous;

Without dorsal

The

line,

by
the intervening space crossed

^^l/^^'.^^^t^nit

the

straight

the

line, often faint, within
lines; a se.-ond parallel
bylines ^'lo^^l-an^^.shorter
space thus formed also crossed
surface, near iniddle line, are
than in first zone. On ventral
all very long, and prohairs,
setaceous
five pairs of strong
first,
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of adults

immac-

bean-shaped
filJcium (13).
The lateral fringe consisting of but three curling, white waxen
filaments, from long, thickened tubular pores, opening one on
each side in cephalolateral region and one at caudal end of case.
Pupa-case pale greenish yellow to yellowish, broadly oval, but
little convex, applied close to leaf, and inconspicuous; 1.4
by 0.8 to 1 mm. margin minutely crenulated and with radiating lines extending mesad.
Vasiform orifice small, subcircular, operculum short, concave distal! y.
Adults with
immaculate wings
dtri (8).
The lateral fringe transparent, white rods of variable length; when
short, so deflexed as to appear vertical.
Pupa-case pale yellow, elliptical, caudal, and truncate; 0.9 by
0. 65 mm.
marginal rim wide, demarked from dorsum by a
ulate; eyes large, black,

;

;

thick line.

Vertical fringe common to this type of Aleurodes,

masMU

absent

The

lateral fringe of separate, glassy rods, or of glassy,

rods covered

more or

Pupa-case yellow,

less

(44).

agglomerate

with flocculent wax.

by 0.8 mm.,

raised on a vertical
conspicuous spines.
diasemua (38).
The lateral fringe very narrow, of white agglomerate rods, ragged
fringe;

dorsum

elliptical, 1.4

witli 12 pairs of

distal] y.

when empty, a white,
0.8 mm.; dorsum with
secretion may be fragmentary,

Pupa-case yellow,

transparent film;

by

5 pairs of sjnnes.

elliptical, 0.9

Lateral

deflexed that
II.

Pupa-case usually hidden

it

or so short and

similates a vertical fringe

e.rtranlcns (46).

a mass of hairy, waxy, or flocculent secretion.
The secretion white, felt-like, or hairy.
l)y

mm. long. Flat, but dorsum with
and several transverse furrows. Margin with
double crenulation. Vasiform orifice and operculum hemispherical; operculum small, not filling orifice.
Wings of

Pupa-case black, oval, 0.94

median

ridge,

adults immaculate
parvus (27).
Larva yellowish green, somewhat roundish, 0.5 mm. long.
Margin witli double crenulations which are pointed distally.
Ventral surface with five pairs of bristles along middle line,
about as long as one-third width of body. Pupa-case with

10 to 12 long radiating

Larva similar

wax

threads, star-like

goijah.r (20).

but only the caudal pair of bristles
readily discernable. Pupa-case scantly covered with the
unequal curling waxen threads. A submarginal series of
equally placed short bristles
aepim (4).
Pupa-case covered with a mass of wool-like wax often more than
twice its length. Case yellow, elliptical, 1 liy 0.6 mm.,
raised on a short, vertical fringe; dorsum convex, covered
with conspicuous papillae
merlini (31 ).

The

to gotjahsc,

secretion yellowish, long, hair-like.

Pupa-case light yellow, elliptical, 1 mm. long, flat. Denuded
of the yellowish hair-like secretion, a longitudinal median,
and submarginal secretion on each side of white wax is evident.
Vasiform orifice subelliptical. Operculum hemispherical, n rly fitting orifice, the caudal end notched.
Adult with wings immaculate, eyes black
Jiorridus (22).
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secretion white, flocculent.

Pupa-case dull yellow, elliptical, 0.56 to 0.84 mm. long,
slightly convex.
IMargin conspicuously crenulated, the wax
tubes bearing besides the flocculent matter a moderately
long fringe of straight, white wax tubes. Dorsum witii six
long slender cylindrical spines, the caudal pair frecjuently
bearing a pemdl of white wax. Vasiform orifice twice as

broad as long; operculum short, broad; lingula obsolete.
flocrnsKS (15).

The

secretion of very long, curling bundles of

snowy white wax

in the form of a rosette.

Pupa-case yellowish,

bundles of white
less

columnar central

glassy curved,

on

elliptical 0.78

l)y0.5nnn. the curling
area, and a more or
A submarginal series of
;

wax from submarginal

waxen

secretion.

rods,

from distant

papilla?; case raised

pergaudci (51 )

vertical fringe

The secretion a submarginal series of broad waxy ribbons with a
more central secretion, more or less columnar in appearance.
Pupa-case shiny black, sub-elliptical; 0.72 by 0.46 mm. The
copious secretion, as a whole, rosette-like, the ribbons of

wax rather

outward and downward. Lateral
plamosui< (52).
and agglomerated

long, curving

fringe semi-transparent

secretion a submarginal series of appressed wax rods rising
almost vertically for some distance above case, then bending
downward and outward to leaf, central dorsum with secretion

The

either plate-like or granular.

Pupa-case dark to yellow-brown; elliptical; 1.3 by 0.6 mm.;
the central dorsal secretion when granular, lying thicker
along medio-dorsal line and mesad of submarginal fringe.
hutchingd (61).
III.

Pupa-case evident, and without lateral fringe.
Pupa-case more or less marked with brown or black, but not uniforndy.
With dorsal secretion of wax from distinct pores or ])apillie.
The secretion, a submarginal series of brittle more or less curving

waxen

rods.

yellowish to whitish, with broad, longitudinal
medio-dorsal band of dark brown; elliptical, 0.7 by 0.43

Pupa-case

mm.

;

raised

on vertical

fringe

filch i (53)

Pupa-case greenish white, but with a row on each side of

more or less brownish spots; elliptical, 0.88 by 0.57 mm.
The glassy rods, from very closely set submarginal papilhe,
.Jloridetisix (54)
and frequently as long as case is wide
Pupa-case with a longitudinal medio-dorsal stripe, and a submarginal area of varying width, whitish, otherwise brown,
deepest laterad of central stripe; elliptical, 0.75 by 0.52 nnn.
The submarginal series of waxen rods rather short. No
rittatns (55).

vertical fringe

Pupa-case brown with marginal rim, sutures, and vasiform
orifice transparent, yellow, elliptical, 0.93

sum

fiat,

{iflpilhe

punctate;

by

0.6

mm.;

dor-

marginal rim with a series of large
tvellniamr (45).

secretion in i>art a submarginal series of sheathed bundles of
small, curling, white waxen rods, from distinct groups of rather

The

small pores.
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Pupa-case with marginal, somevvliat wedge-shaped, dashes of

brown; two broad, longitudinal, interrupted, sub-dorsal
bands of brown; subovate; 1.79 by 1.26 mm. A central and
two lateral longitudinal matted exudations of wax. A very
high vertical fringe
aUissimus (56)
The secretion a submarginal series of glassy, curved, waxen rods
from papilhe or pores, and similar rods more or less promiscuous
on dorsum from circular pores.
Pupa-case yellowish to whitish, but with frequently a brownish coloration along dorsi-meson; elliptical; 0.72 bj* 0.45

On the thorax the pores are promiscuous, but
men are inclined to occur in longitudinal rows.

,

mm.

along abdo-

Adults with
wings marked with smoky black
rolfsii (34).
Dorsal secretion when present in form of a whitish, mealy exudation, or in extreme cases a matted plate of wax covering entire
dorsum.
Pupa-case brown to brownish blac^k, with 3 more or less evident transverse stripes of whitish: one at cejihalic end, one
at middle, and one at caudal end, crossing vasiform orifice.
Ovate, to broadly elliptical, about 1.5 mm. long.
Case
raised quite high on vertical fringe of wax, about as high as
one-half width of case
.forhesii (17).
Without dorsal secretion of wax.
Pupa-case yellowish brown, and with more or less interrupted
stripes of dark brown along dorsi-meson; oblong to elliptical;
1 by 0.46 mm.
On each side of median rounded keel, along
abdomen, are large, irregular, toothed impressions, usually
a pair to each segment. In adult male wings immaculate;
eyes divdded; antenna with a long terminal process.
graminicola

(

21 )

"Larva (pupa-case?) plane above and beneath; elevation about
one-third the length, periphery vertical; pale flavous; the
larger individuals with a conspicuous dorsal vitta."
afmfiloneus (60).

Pupa-case wholly black, or with a yellow triangular patch
near the anterior margin and a small spot of the same color
near the posterior margin
Mnithantlu (63).
Pupa-case dorsally black, but with a very broad lemon-yellow
or whitish marginal area; oval somewhat over a millimeter
long.

Adult, with eyes completely divided;

suffused

dusky spot

at

end of

vein,

pair

wings with

more evident on cephalic
aureocincfus (6)

Pupa-case white, central region brown, color extending
cephalad in two consjiicuous prongs; each segment with a
great number of black dots.

margin truncate,

1.4

by

Case broadly elliptical, cephalic
mm., with a short, vertical

1.03

fringe
amnicola (33).
Pupa-case yellow to smoky brown, darker in central region,
broadly elliptical, 1.33 by 1 mm.
Dorsum with minute
black spots and a longitudinal row of depressions on each
side of dorsi-meson, usually a pair to each segment.
Adults,
pruinosnK (3).
wings with dusky spots
Pupa-case uniformly l)lack.

The

dorsal secretion a submarginal series of glassy, curling,

rods from distinct pores or papillse.

waxen
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Pupa-case ovate, about 0.8 mm. long. The glassy, waxen rods
in some cases almost if not (jnite as long as case is wide.
Case with conspicuous vertical fringe. Adults witli immaculate wings, eyes not completely divided
rnliorum (35).
Tlie d(jrsal secretion a submarginal series of short, truncate, white,

waxy

with

ribbons,

a

more

central

secretion of

columnar

appearance.

Pupa-case shiny black, subelliptical, 0.H2 1)y 0.66 nun. The
submarginal ribbons extending out at an angle of about 45°,
giving appearance of an elliptical crow'n
eoronutuH (11).

Without dorsal

secretion.

i\ipa-case dull black, subelliptical, narrowed at

Ixitli

ends,

and

prolonged caudad into a pointed lobe; 0.9 by 0.6 mm.
Dorsal disk larger than ventral, and the marginal rim of
wax tubes lient downward and inward
iiii/rtmn (43).
Pupa-case iridescent-black.

The

dorsal secretion a submarginal series of glassy, waxen rods
from distinct pores or papill;e, with a more mesal secretion of
small, stellate whorls of white, waxen ribbons in four longitu-

dinal lines.

Pupa-case elliptical, 1.2 by 0.7 nun.; the subiuargiiial fringe
about one-half width of case.
Adults with innnacnlate
wings, eyes divided
Iridescent (1).
Pupa-case uniformly yellowish or whitish.

Without waxy secretion

of

any kind.

Pupa-case pale straw yellow, somewhat darker toward center,
elliptical, 1.25 by 1 mm.
Margin finely and densely wrinkled all around, the wrinkles extending radially inward to
about one-half the length to the middle line, on the sides.

Vasiform

orifice

darker than surrounding area, unequally

triangular

pyrolpe

(

32 )

Pupa-case (empty) colorless, oval, 0.75 mm. long. Margin
radiately striate.
Yasiform orifice an elongated triangle, the
two sides nearh' straight, and nearly twice as long as base.
Lingula elongate sub-spatulate. No conspicuous submarginal orifices.
Adult with immaculate wings; head and
entire body deep orange-yellow; legs pale lemon yellow.
Eyes jet black, each one completely divided, .herhrricola (7).
Pupa-case whitish, elliptical, 1 by 0.61 mm. Flat, marginal
wax tubes evident. Yasiform orifice sul)-c-ordate without
corrugations; lingula terminating in sub-circular lobe.
ii/jthro/i'jtidis

Pu])a-case yellow to lighter, ovate,

0.55

mm.

Yasiform

Somewhat convex, marginal wax tubes
orifice subtriangular,

at distal

end

obscure.

inner lateral margins corru-

gated; lingula arrow-shajjed distally
I'upa-case light yellow.

(66).

narrowed caudad; 0.81 by

Iiic()nsj>)cinis

(23).

Fore-wings of adults with a dark spot

of vein

i/omifji (64)

Secretion present.

Doreal secretion a submarginal series of glassy, curved, waxen rods
from distinct pores of papilla', and a more dorsal secretion of

very long, tapering, curved, waxen rods, in pairs, from large
circular i)ores.

Pl'oc, N.

M.

vol. xxvii
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Pupa-case yellowish, oval to elliptical; about 0.76
The submarginal wax tubes rather short and
very long rods from dorsum occurring; a jiair
cephalic margin, a ]iair on cephalic region, a

by

xxvii.

0.48

blunt.

mm.
The

very close to
pair on thoracic region; two pairs on abdominal region; a pair at caudal
end; and a pair just within margin, from caudo-lateral
In adults rostrum reaching nearly to abdomen.
region.
Wings immaculate
vaporariorum (39)
Dorsal secretion a thin, white wax pellicle, to which is attached a
submarginal series of long, glassy, curved, waxen rods from distinct papillae, and a more mesal secretion of shorter, similar rods

from large circular

jiores.

Pupa-case yellow, elliptical, 0.85 by 0.6 mm., raised on vertical
fringe of white wax.
Vasiform orifice with rounded indenture

and finger-like jirocess caudad

lobes and a distal lobe.

lingula with three lateral
In adults, wings immaculate.
;

glacialis (40).

With a

rather copious, white, dorsal secretion.

Pupa-case yellowish,

downward

elliptical, 0.86

by

0.53 nnn., with a sh(irt,

curving, pearly white submarginal secretion of

wax, hiding margin of case, and three prominent, more ceninward-curving columns set in a triangle. Oiierculum
consideral)ly broader than long; lingula spatulate, with two
pairs of setae near distal end
perseie (57).
tral,

See above.
Pupa-case yellow, elliptical, 1.25 by 1 mm., raised on a very
short, vertical fringe of white wax, with a submarginal
series of broad, downward curving, pearly white, waxen
ribbons, and a more mesal secretion forming a plate over the
dorsum; the secretion, as a whole, covering case. keUoggi (14)
Dorsal secretion a variable submarginal series of glassy, curved rods
from distinct pores or papilhe.
Pupa-case yellowish, elliptical, 0.65 by 0.36 mm., raised on
Vasiform orifice with rounded
vertical fringe of white wax.
indenture caudad; lingula four-fifths length of orifice, with
three pairs of lateral lobes and a distal lobe. In adults, wings
pergandei.

immaculate
rolfsii.

variabilis (58).

See above.

wax pellicle, to which is attached a
submarginal series of broad, short, glassy, waxen rods
closely appressed to margin or longer, more slender and tapering,
waxen rods with a variable number of very long rods among
them; each from a distinct papillae.
Pupa-case yellow, elliptical, 0.96 by 6 mm., raised on vertical fringe
of white wax.
Vasiform orifice with rounded indenture and
finger-like process caudad; lingula with three lateral lobes and
a distal lobe.
In adults, wings immaculate
tentaculatus (5).

Dorsal secretion a thin, white
single,

;

Without dorsal

secretion.

Pupa-case yellow, broadly

elliptical,

more or less slanting,
doubtless homologous with

convex, 1.15 by 0.83

mm. A

around of white wax,
vertical fringe.
Vasiform orifice
broadly ovate, lingula spatulate.
Dorsum void of pores and
papillae.
In adults, wings with a distal dusky spot.

short,

fringe all

spirwoiden (59).
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ALEYRODES IRIDESCENS,
XXYTI,

Plate

new
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species.

l-2a.

figs.

—
—

Yellowish brown, slightly curved, unmarked; pedicel short
one side of base on the convex curve.
Larm. (Stage 1.) Size, about 0.25 I)}- 0.11 mm.; elliptical: pale
Dorsum with a narrow, thickened, uncrenulat(>d marginal
yellow.
rim which bears a series of nine pairs of short, delicate hairs set in
conical ])ase; three of these seven pairs are lateral and extend from
the latero-cephalic margin about one-half the length of larva; the
remaining two pairs are the usual caudal and latero-caudal hairs;
^(/(/.

at

besides these there are five

pairs of long, tapering,

hollow, dorsal

on cephalic segment, a pair on the meso-thorax, a pair
on the raeta-thorax, a pair just within the caudal marg-in, and a pair
of delicate tubercled hairs caudad of the cephalic margin.
Yasiform
oritice, subcircular, minute; operculum the same shape and filling- the
minute, barely visible through the operculum.
orifice; lingula
Mouth parts large, set* more than one-half the length of the insect.
Eye-spots red, divided, the posterior lobe round and the larger of the
two.
Legs and antennte functional.
Larva. (Stage 2.) Abdominal segments distinct along- dorsi-meson
two crescent-shaped thickenings in tergum, cephalad of the vasiform
oritice.
Lateral hairs, dorsal spines, eyespots. legs and antenna? liave
disappeared.
In other respects as in Stage 1.
spines, a pair

—

Larva.

— (Stage

3.)

The more cephalic

of the flattened iilaments of

each stellate whorl of the dorsal exudation
others.

Smaller than the pupa-case,

in

much

longer than the

other respects the same.

Puj)a-case.—ljQ,r\^th, 1.2 mm.; width, 0.7 mm. elliptical, somewhat
narrow caudad. Color, on leaf, under hand lens, shining black; under
microscope, by reflected light, it shows a most exquisite iridescence.
The case is flat upon the leaf and has neither lateral nor ventral secretion, ])ut there is a long, downward-curving fringe from a series of
pores near the mesal border within the marginal rim, made up of
separate, tapering, transparent rods which are more than one-half the
;

width of the case.
at the base,

In dry specimens the rods are often joined together

thus making a continuous fringe.

characteristic of this species
tion in stellate

flower-like

is

whorls of filaments or

pattern repeated

The most

striking-

the arrangement of the dorsal exuda-

many

flat

rays,

which form a

l)eautiful,

times in four longitudinal, sub-

parallel lines, the outer pair of which correspond to the shape of case
and contain twenty-four whorls, much larger than those of the inner
lines; the inner lines have about twent}^ whorls each; along the
abdominal keel the latter are so close together that the whorls are
massed, foiining a single line.
Dorsum flat, with a longi-medial
keel, which is rounded on the abdomen and sharply ridged from there
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cephalad to its arrow-shaped anterior end; between the keel and the
marginal rim there is a depressed, flat space. Upon the dorsum there
are rows of tuheroles, or cylindrical papilla?, which correspond in
In the outer rows there are
position with the stellate whorls of wax.
thirteen pairs; on the abdominal keel there are six pairs, ver}^ close
together; caudo-laterad of these is another pair; laterad of the first

pair of tubercles on the anterior abdominal segment

metathorax

and more

is

a pair; on the prothorax near the

laterad, near the cephalic suture

a pair; on the
line is a pair,

another pair; on the

pairs, the caudal pair more mesad;
and the caudal margin of case there is a
the inner borders of which form the lateral margins of the fur-

cephalic region there are

between the vasiform
pair,

is

is

median

two

orifice

wax tubes, deflexed to meet the ventral disc, form a
demarked marginal rim: a second, and superimposed, row of
large wax tubes seem to show in specimens which are partially cleared
in Labarraque; the dorsal, submarginal fringe comes from a row of
pores mesad of the latter tubes. Crenulations of the marginal rim,
regular, minute, and round, with acute reentrant angles; from these
thickenings extend mesad, producing a rather irregularly marked marrow.

Lateral

plainly

At the caudal end of case and on each side ))etween meso- and
meta-thorax there are some crenulations lai'ger than usual and altered
in shape; from these points on the margin there is a furrow leading
within the case; here it widens into an air-cham])er from which the
second and third pairs of spiracles open.
Dorsum between rim and
outer row of tubercles, striate, the lines formed of minute depressions,
mid-dorsal area of case more or less marked with reticulated lines;
abdominal segments distinct along central area.
Thorax and cephalic region with many transverse ridges; these
include segmental divisions and outlines of legs; laterad of the anterior pair of tubercles is a pair of small pores, and another pair at
the vasiform orifice.
The usual caudal, latero-caudal, and cei)haloniarginal hairs are not present.
Vasiform orific<^ hi'oadly ovate,
cephalic margin straight, caudal end ]>roadly rounded, emarginate at
the median line; laterally there is a conspicuous, double, marginal
rim, and the space not covered by the operculum is overlaid with
semicircular, heavily chitinized folds; operculum about four-fifths
length of orifice, subo\'ate, distal end somewhat pointed, cephalic
margin not coincident with that of orifice; lingula shorter than the
operculum, cylindrical at base, broadly spatulate at distal portion,

gin.

which bears three lateral lobes.
Adult feinah\ Length of body, about 1.4 mm.; fore wing, l.-t by
0.5 mm.; hind wing, 1.18 by 0.5 mm.; hind tibia, 0.43 mm.; hind
tarsus, 0.23; proximal segment, 0.15 mm; abdomen, pale yellow; head
and thorax, deep yellow; legs, antenna\ and mentuiu dusky; e3'es, dark
red, divided.
Wings, immaculate, costal margin bright yellow; main

—
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veins about seven-eighths length of wing; in the front wing, distad of
flexure, the main vein gradually becomes h\ss distinct; the basal vein-

base of wing and is short; vein of hind wing, straight.
with
segment
Antennae
1, cup-shaped, as broad as long; segment 2,
pyriform, slender, bearing a num])er of delicat(> haii's set in conspiculet arises at ver}'

ous conical ])ases; segments 3 to 0, inclusive, cylindrical and closolv
ringed with minute hairs.
Genitalia usual.
Male.
Length, 1..5mm.; fore wing, 1.6 ))y().T5mm.; hind wing,
1.33 by 0.56 mm.; hind tibia, <)..5 mm.; hind tarsus, 0.25 mm.; prox-

—

imal segnuMit, O.lt)
the female.

This

mm.

is

Genitalia usual.

In other respects, as in

the only instance where the author has found the

male uniformly larger than the female.
Cotypes.—^o. 7084, U.S.N.M.
Collected on lihai/iiHisi cah'foruica, Umhellulnrin eal!f(yrnica, and
IL'teroiiieh's arhut/folla^ from the Santa Clara Valle}" and the slopes of
the Santa Cruz Mountains; also on Rhamnus crocea., Arctostajjhylos
riKinzaniid from King's Mountain, and on Arctostaphylos from the
Yosemite Valley. All the immature stages are on the under sid(>s of
the leaves, while the pupa-cases are found frequently on the upper
In view of the fact that the Iarv;e are able to move about in
sides.
their first stage onl}', it is puzzling to tind a supposedly fixed stage
isolated in this manner.
Eggs were collected in April and May, 1901, and again in September and October of the same 3"ear; the other stages within a week
later.
Verified adults not common, but a few were l)r(>d out the last

week

in A.pril, 1902.
2.

ALEYRODES SPLENDENS,

Plate

XXXVI,

— Size, about
Larva. — (Stage
Egg.

0.18

fig.

b}^

68,

and Plate

new

species.

XXXVII,

0.98; dark yellow,

fig. 09.

umnarked, pedicel

long, at one side of the base on the convex curve.
1.)

Size,

about 0.26 by 0.15 mm.; oval, pale trans-

parent yellow; a narrow, solid band of white wax around the margin.
There is an uncrenulated, thickened, marginal rim bearing nine pairs
of hairs set in conical bases; of these, seven pairs are lateral and reach

from the cephalic margin about one-half the distance toward the caudal
end; the remaining pairs are the usual caudal and latero-caudal hairs.
Dorsum free from secretion, convex, and with five pairs of spines; a
pair on the cephalic region, two pairs on the thorax, and a pair on the
abdomen, about midwa}^ between the first segment and the vasiform
orifice.
Abdominal segments barely visible. Vasiform orifice and
operculum as in pupa-case; lingula minute, spatulate, hidden by opiMculum. Eyespots single, red.
Legs and antenna?, functional.
Larra.
(Stage 2.) Size, about 0.4 by 0.27 nnn.; elliptical; shining,
pale golden brown; lateral fringe of white. waxcMi threads, ragged dis-

—
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Dorsum free from secretion, convex; no marginal rim, ])ut the
wax tu])es are distinct, crenulations broad and round, reentrant

tally.

lateral

There are four pairs of dorsal spines; a pair that are

angles acute.

short and stout on the cephalic region; two pairs of long, curved ones
on the thorax and a pair that are short and slender at the vasif orm
;

oritice;

case.

caudal and latero-caudal hairs, and vasif orm oritice as in pupaLegs, antennse, and eyespots not visible.

— (Stage

about 0.0 by 0.4.5 mm.; elliptical; under
under microscope ))y transmitted
light, smoky-brown with darker spots on outer part, the abdominal
segments outlined with dark l)rown and each with many minute,
Central dorsum very convex, no marginal rim, but
transparent dots.
the flutings of the lateral wax tubes are very prominent nearly to the
body sutures, the margin is cremdated, incisions deep and acute, the
ends of the tubes rounded distally. Spines as in stage 2, but short.
Lateral fringe of wax rods somewhat overlaid with flocculent wax.
Caudal and latero-caudal hairs, and vasiform oritice as in pupa-case.
Larva.

hand

lens,

3.)

Size,

shining brown-black;

Legs, antennie, and eyespots not evident.
Color, under hand
Size, about 0.9 by 0.6 mm.; oval.
Pupa-case.
lens, shining Idack; under microscope, deep ))rown, lighted b}' a narrow, submarginal, oval stripe of semitransparent yellow; there are
also two wedge-shaped, semitransparent places on the cephalic region,
through which the red coloring of the eyespots show, and a pair of
small, circular spaces on the third and fourth segments of the alxlomen. The copious, asbestiform, lateral fringe of white wax may

—

extend out on leaf to more than the width of case; basally
tinuous, distall}' ragged, and of unequal lengths.

The

it is

con-

similar dorsal

secretion forms a second fringe which rises perpendicularly to a consid-

dorsmn and then curves outward and downmaking a roll; central dorsum
Dorsum very convex, body sutures prominent;
free from secretion.
lateral wax tubes well developed, deflexed to ventral disk, making a
vertical, rather high, marginal rim, which is narrowed at the caudal
end of case; crenulations rounded distally, incisions deep, reentrant
angles acute; mesad of the ends of the wax tubes is a row of small

erable height above the

ward

— sometimes

the ends curl under,

Dorsum with a longiopenings, one on the convex side of each tube.
medial keel, crossed b}" a deep, transverse furrow on the thorax, on
which are two pairs of small pores. The cephalo-marginal, laterocaudal, and caudal hairs are present, the latter longer than usual.
Vasiform orifice small, subcircular, with cephalic margin almost
straight; operculum relatively the same shape and size, filling the orifice;

lingula obscured.

On

the ventral surface the reduced legs are

evident; no trace of antennae.
Ad/ults.

— Unknown.

Cotypes.—^o. 7085, U.S.N. M.
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is not coninion where collecting has })een done by the
was found in April and ]May, 1902, on campus of Leland
Stanford Junior University, on the under sides of leaves from Rhdninim ealif(}i')ila(, tog'cther with .1. h'idesccnK and xL irellmancf. In Julv,
1902, the author collected a number of pupa-cases on an unnamed manzanita in the Yosemite Valley; in the latter place the species was
nuu'h more numerous.

Tliis

s|)»'cic.s

iiuthor.

It

3.

ALEYRODES PRUINOSUS,
Plates

XXXIIT-XXXIV,

new

species.

li-s. 4(1-55.

—

Egg. Yellow-brown in color; subpyriform. pointed at base, whicli
prolonged into a long stalk; chorion tirni.
Late emJyvyo. (^\'ithin the egg'shell.) Color 3'ellow, eyespots red,
divided, the smaller of each pair round, more lateral and anterior: tlie

is

—

larger lobe not so definite in shape.
is

Near the

))asal

part of i^^^ there

a broad, irregular, orange-colored mass which extends almost the

width of the shell; anteriorly it is divided into two rounded lobes;
Linthis mass corresponds to the visceral glands seen in the larva\
gula distinct, agrees with older specimens. The anterior pair of legs
readily

made

out.

—

Larva. (Stage 1.) Size, O.-l by 0.23 mm.; subelliptical, slightly
pointed caudad; color, whitish yellow; lateral fringe about one-third
the width of larva, continuous at base but distally divided into irreguDorsum free from wax, very convex, marginal crenuhilar plates.
tions shallow and regularly rounded; lateral margins with seven pairs
of long, delicate, equally spaced hairs, Avhich l)egin at cephalic margin
and extend about two-thirds of the distance toward the caudal end;
the caudal and latero-caudal hairs are ver\' long, and between them is
Vasiform ortice liroadly ovate, nearly as
a third pair of short hairs.
wide as long, lateral margins straight, apex truncate at latero-ceplialic
margin; operculum similar in shape, not quite one-half as long as
ortice, with a pair of spines on the free, distal end; lingula spatulate,
nearly or quite as long as the oritice, usually protruded and doisalh'
recurved; dorsum convex and densely covered with minute, blunt
spines, or tubes, and with a series of hairs which are much longer
than usual on the lateral and caudal margins; near the apex and
attached to the ventral surface is a pair of conspicuously ])road and
long spines; these are usually sickle-shaped and curved toward each
other; on the lateral margins

a pair of spines similar to the sul»-

is

a pair of blunt tubes and a pair of
long hairs (Plate XXXIII, tigs. 46-47). The abdominal sutures are
distinct along the dorsi-meson. the posterior ones retlexed caudad,
Eyespots large and l)right red. Legs and anteiuKV functional.

apical ones, while on the

L.arva.

— Size, 0.58 by

inal seo-ments distinct

apex

0.8,5

is

nuu.; color a pale dusky l)rown; abdom-

along the central dorsum.

Lateral hairs, legs,
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and antenna' have disappeared from view, and the mouthparts are
much smaher. In other respects as in stage 1.
Pupa-case.

— Size, 1.33

by

1

mm.;

broadl}' elliptical, very convex,

slightlv narrower at the cephalic region; caudal end truncate, emar-

Color smoky brown, sometimes
ginate, and bent abruptly to the leaf.
yellow, darker over the developing pupa or parasite; leg outlines conThe entire dorsum is rugose, and marked with more or
spicuous.
less radially arranged thickenings or reticulations, which show as
minute, blackish dots; on each segment from the vasiform orifice to
the mouthparts there are two parallel rows of depressions of irregular
outline, bounded cephalad by the margin of the preceding segment.
Case very convex and with a medio-dorsal keel there is neither dorThe
sal nor lateral secretion, and the vertical fringe is very short.
marginal rim is lacking, and the wax tubes are not evident except at
;

extreme margin, crenulations shallow and irregular; abdominal

su-

The cephalotures conspicuous, the posterior ones reflexed caudad.
marginal hairs are minute, the caudal and latero-caudal hairs are
present, but their relative lengths are reversed, the latero-caudal being
much the longer. Just within the caudal margin is a pair of short,
delicate hairs,

and a similar pair

tered over the

dorsum are

a

is

number

found at vasiform orifice. ScatVasiform orifice
of small pores.

outlined by a dark rim; subovate almost as l)road as long, the distal
end bluntly rounded, lateral margins with corrugations, or folds,

extendingdownward and inward; operculum one-half length of orifice,
sub-semielliptical. cephalic margin straight, caudal end usually truncate but occasionally rounded and somewhat pointed; color brown;
dorsal surface covered with closely set, minute hairs; lingula nearl}^
the length of orifice, cylindrical, the distal two-fifths somewhat enlarged
and arrow-shaped, thickly setose, and terminating in two straight
setse, which reach beyond the caudal end of orifice; a pair of setai is
Cephalad of the orifice is a thickalso found on the lateral margins.
ened prolongation of the outline of the lingula, which reaches nearly
to the two crescent-shaped thickenings intergum, and caudad a narrow
furrow extends from orifice to margin of case. Rudimentary legs
distinct

on the ventral surface.

Eyespots divided, the anterior lobe

smaller, color bright red.

Adidt female.

— Length

mm.; hind wing,

mm.; fore-wing, 1.7 by 0.8
mm.; hind tarsus, 0.25; color, yellow
places which make brown markings; segment
of body, 1.8

1.6 b}^ 0.6

with strongly chitinized
1 of abdomen has three longitudinal stripes; between segments 1 and
2, on line of suture, there is a transverse stripe; segment 2 has two
lateral longitudinal curved bands the length of segment, between
these are two sub-crescent-shaped, lighter colored patches, not as long
as the lateral bands, with concave side of the crescents

median

line;

segments 3 and 4 have each two

townrd the
bands

l)road, transverse
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width, these are not contimious on inediiiii line; seonicnts
have transverse hands as wide as the sei;nients; from seo-

lu'urly llicir

5

and

7

nients 8 to 7, inohisive, the transverse ])ands ])econie oradually h)n<^"or;

from segment 7 to

surrounding the vasiform orifice, is
band which is narrow cephalad of the orifice and
nuu'h wider caudad of it; on tlie venter or lat(M-o-venter, there is a
k)ngitudinal stripe on segments 4 and 5, which are here curved conspicuously botl) cephalad and caudad, making the lateral ends of the
segments very nmch wider tlian in central dorsum. On \enter there
is a broad subcircular band which surrounds the latero-ventral parts
of base of genitalia; at the caudal end cephalad of this are two transThorax with transverse bands on each segverse dashes of ])rown.
Legs, antennae, and nientum
ment. Head also strongly marked.
Operculum and lingula brown, densely setose.
dusk}' and marked.
The eyes are red and divided, the lobes subrectangular and separated
by a wedge-shaped space, which in the live insects is covered with
white granules of wax; ocelli conspicuous. Fore- wing with two dusky
spots; one. a narrow ])and on the anal side at flexure, the other larger
at and including the apex of vein which is here curved toward the
anal margin; Imsal veinlet arises near the base of main vein and is
short; there is a long, oblique anal fold which reaches nearly to the
margin; hindwing with but one dusky^ patch, this at and including
the apex of vein.
Antennte about 0.5 mm. long; segment 1, cupshaped; segment 2, pyriform; segments 3 to 7, inclusive, subc^dindrical, closeh' ringed with minute hairs; segment 7, with finger-like
process and hair at tip.
Mentum with apex dark l)rown, median
segment the shortest. Genitalia ordinary.
Male. Length of body, 1.7 mm.; foi'e-wing, 1.7 hy <».7 mm.; hind
wing, 1.6 by O.G mm.; the latero-ventral, longitudinal stripe of brow^n
extends from the middle of the second segment partly through the
seventh segment, from it toward venter the segments are outlined by
dark stripes. Genitalia ordinary. In other respects as in the feiuale.
genitalia, and

a suhcircular, l)road

—

C(>ttjpe,^.—^o. 70S6,

U.S.N.M.

Edward Ehrhorn, at
Avalon, Catalina Islands, Southern California; and ])y the auther on
campus, Leland Stanford Junior L^niversity.
The specimens were
found on the under side of the leaves massed in large numbers, and
together with the leaves were very thickh" coated with granules of
white wax, which readily dissolved in ah'ohol. The pupa-cases were
From April 10 to May
conspicuously purplish in color when in situ.
1«), 1002, the adults were seen emerging from the pupa-cases in great
Collected on Ileteromeles arbutifolia by Mr.

numbers and depositing their eggs. Many of the leaves were incrusted
with the immature forms and tis a consequence were bent and dry.
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ALEYRODES AEPIM

Goldi.

Aleyrodes aepim Goldi, Mittheil. Scliweitz. entom.

Ge.sellf^ch.,

On Manihot jKiIhuita ("Aepim," " Mandioea
5.

ALEYRODES TENTACULATUS,
Plate

— (Described

Larva.

XXXI,

fig.

from moult).

vol. xxvii.

VII, 1886, p. 250.

doce'') Rio de Janeiro.

new

species.

26-30a.

Size, 0.3

b}^

0.16

mm.;

thin,

transparent and white; elliptical; the dorsmn free from pores and
papillae; there is a j)air of long-, curved sette on the caudal maro^inand
a pair of shorter ones on the latero-cephalic maro-in of the operculum.

Linoula as long- as orifice, spatulate and enlarg-ed distally; the lateral
margins show faint traces of the three lateral lobes and the terminal
lobe characteristic of the pupal stage.
Larva. Size, 0.4 hy 0.28 mm,; elliptical, whitish yellow, thin and
semi-transparent; the dorsum has neither pores nor papilkv and is void
of all secretion; caudal margin bears a pair of long, curved spines set
in conspicuous, tubercled bases; antenna' minute, slender, and with a
notch near the tip. In other respects as in pupa-case.

—

—

Size varies from 0.83 })v 0.56 mm. to 0.96 by 0.7 mm.;
narrowed at thoracic region and tapering somewhat to the
cephalic margin; caudad the case narrows more abruptly, and the
caudal end is somewhat emarginate to meet the furrow which extends
from it to the vasiform orifice; color yellow, sometimes brown from
the presence of fungus or a parasite; the empty case is a white, semitransparent film. There is no lateral fringe, but the case rests upon a
Pupa-e<(se.

elliptical,

rather high, vertical, ventral fringe of coalesced, white w^ax rods; the
dorsal secretion

is

a submarginal series of separate, glassy, white

wax

which are short, tapering, and flattened somewhat, as they are
closely appressed to the margin of case, or it is composed of a
series of longer and more slender rods, interspersed with very much
longer and stouter similar wax rods; this latter type is not appressed
to the margin of case, but bends downward slightl}^ toward the leaf.
The dorsum is convex and marked with more or less radially arranged
rods,

thickenings, or reticulations; sutures distinct nearl}', or quite, to the

marginal rim, thoraco-abdominal one sinuate, posterior ones of abdostrongly reflexed caudad. There is a well-defined marginal rim,
within which is a single, usually regular, row of about one hundred
closely set, large, conical papilla?, which have a diameter of nearly the
width of the rim. Scattered among the papilki?, and mesad of them,
are three rather definitely arranged rows of small pores; besides these
there is a longitudinal row on each side of the dorsi-meson from the
vasiform orifice cephalad, with a pair to each segment on the abdomen;
this same order seems to obtain also on the thorax, but the segments
are not well enough defined to verify it; many small pores are also

men
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The marginal crenulations are
rounded and have acute reentrant angles; at the ciuidal maroin. on a
line with the furrow, the crenulations are pointed and clo.sely crowded
There is a pair of short, tapering hairs cephalo-laterad of
together.
the vasiform oriiice, the usual latero-caudal htiirs are short, delicate,
and set in tubercled bases, hut the conspicuous caudal spines, usually
found in Aleyrodids of this type, were not present in any of the
numerous specimens examined. Within the al)domen are two large,
orange-colored visceral glands.
Vasiform orifice broadly conical,
bounded dorsally by a dark raised rim, its inner lateral and caudal
margins with conspicuous corrugations or folds, extending downward
and inward; caudal end emarginate and with a median lo))e or process;
operculum subovate, more than one-half length of orifice; dorsum convex and covered with minute hairs; lingula well developed, spatulate,
about two-thirds as long as the orifice, distal portion with three pairs
of lateral lobes and a terminal emarginate lobe; on each side, in the
angle between the distal lateral and the apical lobe, there is a long seta
which projects caudad beyond the orifice, the entire organ denselj'
setose; cephalad the outline is prolonged to the two pairs of crescentshaped thickenings in the tegument of dorsum, which are more strongly
chitinized and darker colored than usual.
On the ventral surface the
rudimentary legs are evident, but no trace of the antennae can be seen.
Eyespots dark red, divided into two round lobes.
Late pifj)a.
(Male dissected from pupa-case). Abdomen pale
5'^ellow; head and thorax pale dusk3^-brown; legs and antennae white;
wings inunaculate; eyes black and constricted, verj^ broad; antenna
four-segmented; segment one, cup-shaped, broader than long; segment
two, pyriform, densely setose, with stout hairs scattered over it; segment three, subcylindrical, very long and narrow, insertion with segment two very slender; central part somewhat constricted; near the
distal end there is a stout rather blunt spine; segment four, closely
ringed with minute hairs.
Mentum very long, dusky-brown; apex
darker.
Wings too crumpled to describe in detail. Abdomen with
scattered over the entire dorsum.

two, large, orange-colored glands.

Genitalia ordinary

.

—

Adnlt female. Body too distorted to measure accurately; forewing,
1.3 by 0.6 mm.; hind wing, i>.9 by 0,5 mm.
Forewing with one
rather large duskj" spot at and including end of main vein; basal veinlet arising at some distance from the base of the wing; main vein with
but a single flexure and not curved at apex; hindwing with dusky spot
as in forewing, vein straight; abdomen pale yellow, head and throax
darker; eyes large, reniform, by transmitttni light, brown-l)lack;
antenna? usual, segment seven without notch and witii an ajiical hair.
Genitalia ordiiKuy.

The dusky spot
in the latt;

pupa,

oji

w'ings which

may need

is

present in the adult, but not seen

the :iction of the air to render

it

\

isible.
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Cotypes.—No. TOST, U.S.N.M.
Specimons have been found on the leaves of Qiiereiix den.'iliiora and
Que/'cus- a (/ri/oli a togethev with A. coronatus and A. gelatinoKus,' also on
Clematis ligusticifoUa, Opulaste?' capita f us Lonleera invoJacrata. and
Rhus diverslloba; the latter shrub was examined in Alameda during
the last week in August, 1901, many adults were Hying around and
resting upon it, but as there were other speeies of pupa-cases upon the
adjacent food plants, it was deemed best not to assume that the adults
were ^1, tentacula. From the pupa-cases which were isolated, only the
one female from which description was made, was bred out; also there
was but one pupa-case found upon which there was a moult, although
pupa-cases have been found at all seasons during a year. This species
is rather common but not plentiful, seldom more than two l)eing found
upon a leaf.
^

ALEYRODES AUREOCINCTUS

6.

(Cockerell).

Aleyrodes aureoclnda Coikerell, Jn. X. Y. Ent. Soc, 1897, p. 42.

On

Organ Mountains. New Mexico.

Aqnilegia.,

ALEYRODES BERBERICOLA

7.

Cockerell.

Aki/rodfx herhericola Cockerell, Jn. N. Y. Ent. Soc, 1896, p. 207.

On a shrubby
New Mexico.
8.

Aleyrodes

citri

Berber'is,

Mescalero Reservation, Tularosa Creek,

ALEYRODES CITRI

Riley and Howard, Insect

Riley and Howard.
Life,

Y

(1893), pp. 219-226.

Food plants: Orange, Alella azederach^ Vd/urnu/ji nndnrn., Cape .lasFlorida, Louisiana, and
samine, and occasionally on Qaercus aqaatica.
greenhouses generally.
g.

J?eyroc?es

cocA-ere//('

Museu

On

ALEYRODES COCKERELLI

von Ihering.

VON Iiierixg, "Os Piolhos Vegetaes do Brazil."

Revinta do

Paulisto, N. H., 1897, p. 393.

Baccliaris paueiiloxeidosa^ Sao Paulo, Brazil.
10.

Aleyrodes corn!

ALEYRODES CORNI

Haldeman, Am.

Jn. of Sci.

Haldeman.

and

Arts,

IX

noret, Ann. de la Soc. Entom. de France, Dec, 1867,

(1850), p. 109.

— SiG-

p. 398.

"Size and general appearance of A. dbutilotiea,' body pale tlavous;
Pennsylvania in Sepblack; wings pure white, without bands.
tember and October; the larva and imago on the inferior surface of
the leaves of Connis amonium.
"Larva flavous, the disk of the larger individuals dark brown; the
margin is ciliate with white. A great many are destroyed in the larva
state bv Amltus coivii Hald.'''
e^^es
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ALEYRODES CORONATUS
Plate

XXVIII,

(
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Quaintance.

fig. 9.

For further description see reference.
Only those stages not
h}- Quaintance, in his paper already referred to, or variations
from his description, will be given here.
Z^r/'W.— (Just from egg, April 19, 1901.) Size, 0.3.S hy (». 15 mm.;

inchided

elliptical;

semitransparent white; neither dorsal nor lateral secretion;

dorsum convex and with a distinct noncrenulated, marginal rim, bearing from seven to nine pairs of delicate, lateral hairs, which extend
from the latero-cephalic margin about one-half the distance to the
caudal end; the usual caudal and latero-caudal hairs are present and
are relatively long, and there
orifice.

orifice
it.

Abdominal sutures

is

a pair of shorter ones at the vasiform

Vasiform
prominent, subcircular; operculum short, lingula obscured by
distinct to the marginal rim.

?2ye-spots large, single, ])i-lght red.

Legs and antenna? functional,

the former with digitule-like hairs on tarsi.

As

the

meson.

larvii!

There

grow older they become Hatter, except along the dorsiis much variation in the lateral secretion, which is as

among larva' of the same stage as in dili'erent stages; this fringe
may be entirely wanting, some specimens have onl}^ a narrow band of
solid wax closely appressed to the margin, others a narrow fringe of

great

still others have a fringe onewidth of dorsum, made up of separate rods of transparent,
white wax, which taper to a point and are twisted, or even coiled

separate, glassy rods set far apart, while
half the

upon themselves,
a

in various directions.

— Size variable, 0.9

b}- O.OT mm. to 1.1 by 0.9 nun.: with
few exceptions these cases are surrounded hy a broad sloping ring

P>q>a-case.

when heated, but rehardbegins to cool and is difficult to remove; x^dol, or
absolute alcohol, does not entirely dissolve it unless the cases are covered for some time; the dorsal wax can be brushed off, and is quickly
of gelatinous substance; this secretion melts

ens as soon as

it

melted in hot water or weak alcohol.
There\ are three pencils of
opaque, white wax lying upon the gelatinous mass and extending to
its distal margin.
One of these is from the median liiu; of the caudal
margin, the other two are from the meso-thorax and extend almost .at
right angles from the case; these pencils are very conspicuous, and
have l)een found on every perfect s})ecimen examined. On the dorsum
of specimens which have ])een partially cleared in caustic i)otash then'
are many pores which var^' in size with the amount of clearing.
Around the case is a single, equally spaced submarginal row; mesad
of this row there are scattered, single, larger ones; on the cephalic
region there is a transverse row of eight pores; caudad of these is a
pair, one pore on each side of the dorsi-meson: on the meta-thorax
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there are two transverse lines, each containing- six pores, and laterocephalad of these are two pairs; on the abdomen, each side of the dorsal keel, are

two longitudinal I'ows of pores, the inner row of

six

the outer with five; on the second abdominal segment there
additional pore on each side, thus

making

pores instead of the usual number.
Adult female.- (Bred from pupa-case.)

—

fore wing, 1.05 bv

Abdomen

0.()5

mm.

;

hind

tibia, 0.1

a transverse

row

Length of body,

mm.

;

and
an

is

of six

1.1 nun.;

hind tarsus, 0.2 nun.

whitish yellow, head and thorax darker, legs and anteinise

white; wings immaculate, main veins to apex; in the fore

wing

the

very slight and the veinlet arises near the base of the wing;
between the veinlet and the anal margin there is a conspicuous, oblique
Antennae, length formula,
fold; in the hind wing the vein is straight.
3-7-5-6-1; segment one, short, about as long as broad, cup-shaped;
segment two, pyriform, densely setose and with a number of short
flexure

is

spines set in tubercled bases.

Genitalia usual.

Alryrodes coronatus has been found in varying numljers upon every
live oak examined and is widely distriliuted in California, specimens
having been received from San Diego to Mendocino counties. It seems
to

be more liable to the attack of fungus than

an}" other species wdiich

has been under observation; material from widely separated localities

and from

difl'erent hosts,

Frequently the leaves

suffering equalh^

are so thickly covered with the immature forms that a solid crust

made upon the underside; such

is

leaves are abnormally small, paler in

and curled; sometimes only individual leaves on a tree are in
and again all are infested, and the tree is stunted.
Collected on the live oak {Qucrcus CKjrifolia) by Mr. Edward M.
Ehrhorn at San Jacinto and the Santa Catalina Islands, southern California; b}'^ Mr. James McMurph}" at Albion Ridge, Mendocino County;
and by the author in San Ramon Valle}", Santa Clara Valley, Golden
Gate Park, and in Alameda County in various places. Also collected by
Mr. G. H. Coleman on the tan-bark oak {Qnerciis densiJJora)., at the
head of the Big River Can3"on, Mendocino County, June 6, 1901; and
b}^ the author on the same host, plant, from the slopes and ridges of
the Santa Cruz and Sierra Morena Ranges.
This same species has also
been found on Ileteromeles arhutlfolia and xirhutus menziexil on Kings
Mountain, and in the Santa Clara Valley. The madrones along the
roads leading from the San Ramon Valley to Haywards, Contra Costa
County, were carefully examined in 1901, but this species was not
found upon them; also collected by the author on the leaves of Querciis
chrysolepls in the Yosemite Valley, in July. 1902.
color,

this condition,

12.

Aleyrodes

VII,

On

an

ALEYRODES ERIGERONTIS

erigeronti><

Maskell, Trans. N.

p. 247.

Ji'rfgeron,

Escalon, Mexico,

Z.

Inst.,

Maskell,

1895, p. 429;

Entom. News,
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13.

Ali'i/rodix Jillciuiii
p. 247;

iMit.

ALEYRODES FILICIUM

Goldi,

Mittlieil,

Mo. Mug.,

Schweitz.
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Goldi.

P^ntoin.

GesellHcli.,

VII

(IS.Sti),

1891, p. 44.

Oil Axji/cji'ioii c>()}r<(tuiii and other Brazilian ferns, in the ))()tanic
oarden at Kio de Janeiro; also on (>le((n<li'(i. ((rfHnlafa'Awd J*!^-!-^ qnddrUnii'tin in the fern house, Kew Gardens.
14.

ALEYRODES KELLOGGI,
•

E<j(i.

— Size, 0.2

hy

Plate
0.01>

XXIX,

mm.;

figs.

new

species.

13-1 H.

yellowish, unmarked, pedicel shoit,

one side of base. The empty shells are dark brown and much
crumpled.
Larva.
(Stage 1.) Size, 0.3 by 0.1 mm.; elliptical; margin with
Dorsum
a narrow liand of white wax; color, semitransparent white.
free from secretion, conyex, lateral margins with pairs of shoi't hairs
set in conical bases; besides these, there are the usual caudal and
Abdominal seglatero-caudal hairs, which are conspicuously long.
ments distinct. Vasiform orifice as in pupa-case. Antenntv and legs
at

—

functional, the latter with long, digitule-like hairs.

Larva.

— (Stage

2.)

Size,

O.-i

by 0.25 mm.;

elliptical;

the dorsal

secretion a submarginal, Hat fringe, continuous at base but distally

separated into irregular plates.

Abdominal segments

distinct,

rounded

along the dorsi-meson into a keel, crenulations of margin broad and
shallow.
Vasiform oritice subcordate; operculum short, subsemi-

dorsum setose; anterior margin straight, distal end with
two conspicuous hairs on the lateral angles; lingula short, projecting
lieyond the operculum, strap-shaped, distal part coyered with hairs.
Reduced legs and antennae evident. Eye-spots small and dark red.
Piipa-caM'.
Size, 1.3 by 0.87 mm.; broadly elliptical, narrowed
There is no
cephalad; color, pale 3"ellow; the central region darker.
lateral fringe; the case is raised some distance from the leaf upon a
vertical, yentral fringe of coalesced, white wax rods and covered 1)y
the dorsal secretion with the exception of the yasiform oritice; this secretion consists of a central shell of thick, porous, pearly white wax, and a
submarginal series of broad, opaifue, white ribbons, which are irregular
in width and raised into a high-arching, curved fringe, which entirely
covers the margin of the case and, in many specimens, is curled under
itself, making a roll.
The ribbons are made up of from two to four
elliptical;

—

thin sheets of

layers

in

tubes;

wax closely appressed to each other; the ditl'erent
each ri])bon may come from separate sets of wax-secreting

seems extrcMuely pro])able, as the yellow color of the case shows
The wax around th(> vasiform oritice
at th(> liase between the sheets.
is raised al)ove the dorsal shell and forms a concave rim which meets
In nearly all tiie s|)ccimens
the caudal ril)bon and incloses the oritice.
this
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plate

is

divided transversely along the thoraco-abdorainal

The dorsum

is

covered with minute pores, underlying which are

the

suture.
relatively large, irregular, intersecting canals/'

It has a wide, conspic-

uous, irregularly striate, marginal rim, which bears a row of minute,
tubercled hairs. The crenulations of this rim are sharply pointed, inci-

and reentrant angles acute; mesad of the rim are three
or four rather regular rows of small pores. The abdomen is rounded
into a slight keel on the dorsi-meson, along which the sutures are
sions shallow

and the outlines of the legs are conspicuous. Vasif orm orifice
its margin is a dark raised rim or fold which bounds the
orifice on its lateral sides, but does not quite come together cephalad;
on each inner, lateral edge of its cephalic margin, there is a short hair
which projects into the open space within the orifice; the lining is laid in
distinct

subcircular;

Operculum almost obsolete, sul)rectan-

conspicuous, transverse folds.

Lingula very short, projecting
beyond the operculum; it is cylindrical at base and widened at
There is a pair of short spines laterothe apex, which is densely setose.

gular; cephalic margin,

straight.

slightly

cephalad of the vasiform

orifice;

the latero-caudal hairs are present,

so delicate that they are nearly invisible, but the usual caudal hairs

are absent.

Adults.

— Unknown.

Cotypes.^^o. 7088, U.S.N.M.
Collected on the under sides of the leaves of the Quercus agrlfolla
and Prunus ilicifolia in the Santa Clara County, and on the slopes of
the Sierra Morena Range.
On the former food plant only an occasional pupa-case has been found, but the leaves of the cherry are frequently^ incrusted with the immature forms.
Verified adults have
never been secured, although many pupa-cases were isolated.

ALEYRODES FLOCCOSUS

15.

(Maskell).

Aleyrodes Jioccosa jMa.skell, Trans. N. Z., Inst., 1895, p. 432.

From

Jamaica, on Lignimi-vitx., in company with A.
16.

ALEYRODES ERRANS,
Plate

Eg<j.

XXX,

figs.

new

stellata.

species.

20-21.

— Size, about 0.21 by 0.11 mm.; yellow, curved, shell umnarked.

Pedicel short, slender, and on the convex curve at one side of truncate
base.

Larva.

— (Stage

1.)

transparent 3"ellow.

Size 0.3 by 0,16 mm.; subelliptical,
Dorsum convex and bearing five pairs

pale, semi-

of spines

a pair of very long curved ones on the cephalic region; two pairs

shorter on the thorax; a pair on

abdomen cephalad

«These may be spaces which, in the living

mounted specimens

are

insect, are filled

examined the spaces are seen

filled

nmch

of the vasiform ori-

with wax;
with air,

when

freshly
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it.
The usual caudal and latero-caudal
longer than in other ypecies. There is a dis-

and a pair latero-cephalad of

hairs are present,

much

which are two parallel rows of minute
to be wanting and there
is no wax secretion of any kind; on the lateral margins of the rim are
seven pairs of delicate hairs set in conical >)ascs. These hairs are
much longer than usual, and extend from the latero-cephalic margin,
about one-half the distance to the caudal end. Vasiform oritice subcircular, bounded l)y a dark rim; operculum relatively the same shape
and size as oritice; lingula the length of oritice, enlarged distally,
strap-shaped.
Legs and antemuB functional. Moutli parts large, sette
tinct thickened maro-inal rim, in

trans})arent spots; the lateral

wax tubes seem

more than one-half the length of larva.
Larva. (Stage 2.) Size, 0.45 by 0.8 mm.

—

broadly elliptical in shape
and of a yellowish-brown color mottled with dark spots. Dorsum flat,
with a narrow lateral fringe of transparent rods, which are continuous
at base but ragged distalh'; no dorsal exudation.
Spines as in stage 1,
;

except that the cephalic pair are wanting and the second and third
pairs are very long.
Lateral wax tubes distinct; crenulations of margin shallow and rounded; marginal rim, latero-marginal hairs, legs,

and anteunffi have disappeared from view.
Larva. —(Stage 3.) Size, 0,,5 by 0.45 mm. to 0. 7 by 0.83 mm. color,
dark brown; b}- transmitted light, yellow or gray-brown. No marginal rim, but the lateral wax tubes are bent downward to some extent,
and the crenulations are relatively deeper than in the pupa-case. Hairs
and spines as in stage 2, except that there is a pair of minute hairs on
the cephalic region.
Abdominal segments distinct along the dorsimeson, bearing two rows of small pores on each side of the median
line, a pair to each segment; in other respects as in pupa-case.
Pupa-case.
Size, from 0.75 by 0.5 mm. to 1.03 by 0.7 mm.; shape,
broadl}^ su})elliptical, widest across the abdomen, narrow on thorax,
and tapering to the caudal ejid; color, shining ))lack. There is a profuse lateral exudation in the form of a fringe made up of thread-like,
white, wax rods which have many minute projections, the whole interlaced into a mass which varies considerably in width.
Dorsum keeled
for entire length, body segments conspicuous; on the third and fourth
abdominal segments are a pair of small pores; the thoraco-a))dominal
suture is very sinuate and extends to the marginal ridge. There is a
distinct and wide marginal rim somewhat wider on the sides, which is
demarked from the dorsum all around b}' a sharp ridge; the lateral
wax tubes are quite prominent and extend mesad about one-half the
width of the rim; the margin is crenulated, incisions irregular, and
the ends of the tubes truncate and notched.
On the cephalic region
;

—

there are a pair of wedge-siiaped or triangular transparent places, the

acute angle toward the median line, the outer edge parsdlel with the

marginal ridge; between the transparent places
Proc. N.

M.

vol.
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is

a pair of small pores,
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Vasiform
and subcircular; operculum lieavilychitinized,
approximatel}' the same shape and size as the orifice; lingula obscured
bv the operculum. On the ventral side the reduced legs can lie made

and near to the median

line are several longitudinal dashes.

orifice small, tubercled,

out; antennaj not visible.

—

Adult female. Body so distorted that accurate measurements could
not be made; fore-wing, 1.4 by 0.65 mm.; hind tibia, 0.5 mm.; middle tibia, 0.35 mm.; fore tibia, 0.3 mm.; hind and middle tarsi, 0.25
Color,
0.15 mm.; fore tarsus, 0.21 mm.
Wings immaculate, thickly
bright yellow, legs and antennse white.
coated with white wax granules; costal margins golden yellow; main

mm.; proximal segments,

vein of both wings extending to apex; in fore-wing the flexure
at the middle of length, bej^ond

it

is

the vein becomes gradually less

wing and extends obliquely
caudad to margin of wing. Mentum yellow, with proximal segment
longest; this is slender and tapers to the middle segment, which is
shorter than the others; distal segment gradually tapering to the apex,
which is dark brown at extreme tip. E3'es divided into two lobes, of
which the anterior lobe is smaller, more transparent, and glowing red;
the facets are also much smaller and of a difl^erent shape from those of
the posterior one, which is subrectangular in shape and of a dark,
reddish-brown color. (See drawing of A. pruinosus.) Genitalia ordinary, brown in color and acute conical.
Adult male. Fore-wing, 1.23 b}" 0.6 mm.; hind tibia, 0.6 mm.;
middle tibia, 0.33 mm.; proximal tibia, 0.3 mm.; tarsi, proximal and
middle, 0.21 mm., hind 0.26 mm., the proximal segment of latter 0.15
mm. Genitalia ordinar}-. The body very much smaller than that of
evident: the basal veinlet arises at base of

—

the female, in other respects essentially the same.

Coti/pes.—^o. T089, U.S.N.M.
Collected on Umbellularia californica on campus, Leland Stanford
Junior Universit}'; in various places in the Santa Clara Valley; on
the lower slopes of the Santa Cruz Mountains, and along the San

Ramon Creek at the base of Mount Diablo, Contra Costa County.
Also collected on Arhutus onenziesil on King Mountain, on the
Ceanothus, near Usal, Mendocino County, July 6, 1901, and on Zhnhellularla califarnica at Redwood Creek, Napa County, June 6, 1901,
by Mr. George Coleman.
The pupa-cases are conmion all the 3"ear. The eggs and young larva
were collected from the middle of March to May, and again found in
October and November. April 28, 1902, the adults emerged from
segregated cases.
This species is common in the above localities.
Often the leaves are incrusted with the pupa-cases, which are always
on the under sides of the leaves. Frequently A. inconspicuus., A.
nigrann^ A. quaintancei^ and A. pruinosus are collected from the same
leaves with A. errans.

ALEYllODIDS OF CALI roLWIA — lU'JMIS.
17.

Alei/roiks forhcsli

ALEYRODES FORBESII

Asiimkad, Fourteentli Kept.
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Ashmead.

111.

St.

Knt. (1884), p. 110 {acerls

Forl)es)

This

the

is

carj)>n/)^

m

common,

many

large, box-like species,

parts of the North

— Ithaca,

on leaves of Acer dasyNew York; Washing-

ton, District of Columt)ia; Url)ana, Illinois.
18.

ALEYRODES FUMIPENNIS

Alcurodes J'n 1)1 Ipennix

Hempel, Psyche, VIII, No.

On undetermined

grass growing on

Hempel.

280, p. 394.

swampy ground,

S.

Paulo,

Brazil.
19.

£^gg.

ALEYRODES GELATINOSUS

— Size, 0.2

short, at

Larva.

In' 0.1

nmi.

;

^

Cockerell).^'

oval, 3'ellow, curved,

unmarked, pedicel

one side of center of base.

— (Stage

1).

Size, 0.27 b3'0.1

mm.;

subelliptical;

wax

secre-

white band of coalesced rods closeh" appressed to the
margin; color, pale-3'ellow to yellowish-brown; dorsum convex, a))dominal sutures distinct along the dorsi-meson; vasiform orilice subcircular; operculum relativel}" the same shape and size, nearly tilling the
oritice; lingula not seen.
Larva.
(Stage 2).
Size, 0.5 b}' O.-i mm.; broadly elliptical; wax
secretion a continuous dorso-submarginal fringe about width of larva,
tion a narrow,

—

made up

of crystalline rods coalesced nearh^ to distal end,

where

it is

separated into irregular plates; cephalad of the vasiform oritice on each
a small knob-like portion of flocculent wax.

side of the dorsi-meson

is

Color, 3^ellow-brown.

In other respects as in stage 1.
Size, 0.6 b}' 0.43 mm.; there is a long caudal

Larva.

— (Stage

3).

pencil of cottony white

wax

projecting from the median line for some
is divided into two plume-like

distance; sometimes the caudal pencil
parts, the dorsal
is

wanting.

knobs found

in previous stage present, l)ut the fringe

Color, dark brown; dorsum tinely punctate, bearing a

pair of long, tapering, caudo-submarginal spines and a pair of stout,

shorter spines,

latero-cephalad of the vasiform

oi'itice.

Vasiform

In other respects essentially as in previous stages.
Size, 0.9 by 0.7 mm.; broadly elliptical, caudal end

oritice tubercled.

Pa2)a-case.

—

form of a gelatinous ring upon which the case
and which projects beyond it for a considerable distance. The
secretion is a translucent, brownish mass of wax, which under the high
power of the conii:)ound microscope shows its rod-like origin. This
wax is difticult to remove; when heated it melts, but as soon as cooled
it quickly re-forms.
It can be dissolved by xylol or in absolute alcohol, if allowed to remain covered for some time.
On some specimens
truncate; secretion in
rests

"Contrilnitions toward a Moiio<jiai)h of the American Alciuodidiu (U. S. Agri.
Dept., Divifiion of Entomology, Technical Ser.

8, p. 27).
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is found a dorsal, submarg-inal fringe of very small crystalline,
From the thoracic
coalesced rods, which overlie the gelatinous wax.
margins there issues a long, white pencil of cottony wax; these pro-

there

ject almost at right angles

ring of dark wax.

From

from the case and

projects a third pencil similar in structure

often are spiral in arrangement.

Dorsum

shining black.

rest

upon the underlying

the median line of the caudal margin there

and position; these pencils

Color of pupa-case, iridescent, or

finely punctate; sutures distinct, the longi-

mcdial and thoraco-abdominal ones conspicuous, the latter sinuate;
abdominal keel distinct, ending caudad in the tubercled vasiform oriThere is no marginal rim, but the lateral wax tubes are evident;
fice.
crenulatious rather deep, broad, and rounded, the reentrant angles
acute, each crenulation minutel}" recrenulated.

dorsal pores.

Among

There are many small

the striations which extend mesad from the

marginal crenulatious are from two to four irregular rows, mesad of
these on each side of case, extending caudad of thoraco-abdominal
suture is a longitudinal row containing four pores; laterad of the
anterior margin of the vasiform orifice is a pair; cephalad of the
thoraco-abdominal suture ttere is a transverse row of four, two on
each side of the dorsi-meson; cephalad of the meso- and the metathoracic sutures there are two, one each side of the dorsi-meson; near
is a pair on each side, and in line
with them arc four circular light spaces; scattered over the dorsum
When the pupa-case is cleared in caustic
are many smaller pores.
potash many more pores become evident.

the latero-cephalic margin there

—

Late pupa. (Female dissected from case.) Body too distorted to
measure accurately. Abdomen deep yellow and containing two large,
orange-yellow visceral glands. Head and thorax darker colored, legs
Antennte: Segments 1 and 2 dark brownish yellow; segments
white.
Legs, ordinary; claws, 3, the middle one
3 to 7, inclusive, white.
more slender and longer than the other two. Segment 1, cup shaped,
broader than long; segment 2, pyriform, densely setose; segment 3,
long and slender, sub-cylindrical, enlarged near the basal end; at insertion with segment 2, very slender; segments 4 to 7, inclusive, subequal
and slender; segment 7, sub-fusiform, notched on each side near apex;
segments 3 to 7, inclusive, closely ringed with minute hairs. Eyes
reniform, broad, and dark red.

The pupa-case

Genitalia ordinary.

of this species agrees in the

main with the

lu-ief

description given by Cockerell, but as the author has secured other
stages it has been thought best to give a full description here.
It is
agrifolla^ together with A. coronatiis.
the author has found the accompanying species, and
from a general similarity the author has been led to believe that the
two species are nearly related, or that A. gelatinosus is a variety of A.

Collected

from Quercus

common wherever

coTonatiis.
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20.

ALEYRODES GOYAB.(E
entom.

Aleyrodeft yoyah.r GohT>i, Mittheil. 8c'hwoit/,.

On

/*.sidfi(/ii

(/K/tjava

21.

On

22.

On

(iesellsch.,

VIl

(ISSfV), p. 248.

and Persea gratissima^ Kio dc Juneiro.

QvAiNTAWE, Can.

an undetermined grass, Lake

Aleyrocles

Goldi.

ALEYRODES GRAMINICOLA

Aleyrodef) grami)ii('<ila

505

Ent.,

C-it},

Quaintance.

XXXI,

p. SJ).

Florida.

ALEYRODES HORRIDUS

Hempel.

liomdux Hempel, Psyche, VIII, No. 280,

p. 394.

Psidimii sp., Sao Paulo, Brazil.
23.

ALEYRODES INCONSPICUUS
Plate

XXXII,

figs.

(Quaintance)."

34-37a.

Although there are a number of differences between the above and
the specimens from which these descriptions were taken, they agree in
essentials sufficiently to justify placing

them together. Only those
from Quintance will

stages not previously described and the variations

be included here.
Larva.
(Stage 1.) Size, 0.26 by 0.13 mm.; elliptical; pale yellow.
Dorsum convex, with a distinct marginal rim, in which are two parallel
rows of minute, transparent dots, and which bear fifteen pairs of short,
tubercled seta3 on its lateral margins; of these the third cephalic pair

—

is

much

the longest; besides these sette there are the usual caudal and

latero-caudal pairs both of long spines; a pair of delicate, minute hairs

on the cephalic margin; a pair of long spines at the vasiform orifice
and cephalad of those, a shorter pair. Abdominal sutures distinct, the
posterior ones reflexed caudad.
The last segment is narrowed and
prolonged into a small lobe; marginal cronulations very shallow.
Vasiform orifice cordate, almost as wide as long, the caudal end broadl}rounded, cephalic margin straight; operculum subrectangular, about
one-third as long as it is })road, distal margin truncate and densely
setose; lingula spatulate, as long as the orifice, setose, and with a pair
of long, sub-terminal setie.
Legs functional, tarsi with digituhvs as in
the Coccida3; antennas long and slender, only the first segment defined.
Z«;'w/.— (Stage 2.) Size, 0.3 by 0.2 mm.; the marginal hairs and
rim and the antennse are not visible. The dorsum bears three pairs
of long spines: A pair on the meso-thorax; a pair on the meta-thorax,
and a pair at the vasiform orifice; the usual caudal hairs are present.
Vasiform orifice small and subcircular, caudal end truncute; operculum
"Contril)utions toward a

monograph

of the Ainorifun Alcuroilidu' (T. S. Agri.

Dept., Division of Kntoniolotry, Technical Ser.

8, p. 22).
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end lingula not

(ILstint-t,

Reducod

eyesj)ots single, color bright red.

stage

vol. xxvii.

legs seen on the ventral .sui'face;

In other respects essentially as in

1.

Size, 0,9 by 0.75 mm.; narrowed
— (Stage
Pupa-case. — Size, 1.16 by 0.8 mm.; shape broadly

L((rva.

3.)

caudad.

Essentiall}^ as in pupa-case.

elliptical, slightly

narrowed eephalad, Avith caudal margin truncate, and emarginate to
meet the furrow. There is neither lateral nor dorsal secretion, but
when case is removed from the leaf, there is left a narrow, vertical,
Dorsum convex
Color from pale to deep yellow.
ventral fringe.
with man}" small pores scattered over it and covered by faint polygonal markings, the outer third is also covered with minute markings,
Mesad of these on the abdomen
or, it may be, transparent papilla?.
are three parallel rows, each with five large, nearly circular transpar-

number of irregular spots, folds, or
row along the dorsi-medial line and a row each side of it;"
the specimens have been mounted for some time in Canada bal-

ent places, in each of which are a
wrinkles, a
after

sam, these have a tendency to disappear; these "spaces" are probably
Marginal rim varies in wndth and dis-

the "pores'" of Quaintance.

wide and shallow. Abdominal and thoracoThe usual
abdominal sutures well defined along the dorsi-meson.
caudal, latero-caudal, and cephalo-marginal hairs are present.
There
is also a pair of hairs at the vasiform orifice and a pair eephalad of
these.
Vasiform orifice characteristic of this species, conspicuous
both in shape and color; elongate-subtriangular, the posterior end
merged into the furrow which leads from it to the caudal end of case;
operculum a l)road, short semi-ellipse with caudal, free end somewhat
pointed and densely setose along the margins; color, dusk}- brown;
lingula somewhat darker, dorsum convex, lateral margins with five
pairs of long sette and a row of short hairs.
Eyespots reniform,
large and reddish.
On the ventral surface are seen the reduced legs,
but there is no trace of antennte.
tinctness, crenulations

—
—

Adult female. Unknown.
Adult male. Length of bod}-, 1.13 mm.; head and thorax, pale
dusky-brown; abdomen, legs, and antenna?, paler. Eyes large, reniform, and black; by transmitted light, they are the same color but the
outer rows of facets are colorless.
Antenna?: Segment 1, cup-shaped,
diameter and length equal; segment 2, subpyriform, densely setose;
segments 3 to 6, inclusive, cylindrical; segment 7, subfusiform, with
an apical hair; segment 3 is the length of segments tt, 5, 6, and
plus one-half the length of segment 7; segments 4 and 5 are equal in
length; segment 7 is slightly longer than segments 4 or 5.
Segments
2, 3, and 7 have each a number of hairs set in conical bases; segments
3 to 7, inclusive, closely ringed with minute hairs.

«0n

the thorax and cephalic region there are found similar spaces, which vary in

number and

position.
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ArhiitHK menzh'sii near Ilaywards, CoMtra

"osta County,
Los Gatos, throut^li the adjacent valleys,
and on the slopes of the Santa Cruz and Sierra Morena mountains.
Also collected on leaves of Umhellularia califonuca^ J[dt'rorneJe.'< arhu-

March

t;,

oil

(

1901, and later near

tifoVia, RJi(()n>iu.-i californica^ RhaiiinxLxeroeea.,

Clemdtls

I'ujuHticifolia^

and Quercus densiflora in the same localities. The
species are found toj^ether with A. coronatus^ A. gdatuiosus^ A. xtanfordi^ A. irideseens^ A. ntgrans^ A. tentaeulatns^ and .1. glacialis.
Pupa cases are found upon both sides of the leaves, the earlier stages
only> upon the under sides; usuall}' there is ])ut one or two on a leaf.
Eggs were often seen, but as there were other species of pupa-cases
upon the same leaf, it was impossible to determine if they l)elonged
The same difficulty obtained with reference to the
to A. tnconsj)ieu((.
adults, and only one male was bred in the laboratory.
Qucvois.

<(<jrlf()l!(i,

24.

ALEYRODES MORI
Plate

Aleyrodt'i^

On

XXXIl,

Quaintance.

fig. .39.

XXXI, pp. 1-4.
Lake City, Florida, on

mnri Quaixtance, Can. Ent.,

21o)-us sp. at

Tampa, and

at

CaUicdvpn (unericana^ Liqiiidaiidxir
frequently on Pem^i h(>rho)ila.

can((,

less

25.

styraelflwi.,

ALEYRODES MADRONI,
Plate

— Size about

XXVIII,

figs.

new

Tilia ameri-

Ilex oj>aca^ and

species.

7-S.

by O.T mm.; broadlv elliptical; lateral
dorsum covered with thinly scattered,
minute, semitransparent granules of white wax; between the margin
of the case and the central region, the granules form a narrow ellip.se
in which the wax is thicker; the same wax is also distributed in transPupa-case.

U.'J

fringe nearl}' as wide as the case;

verse lines along the abdominal sutures.
black,

Avitli

Dorsum

of case shining-

a slight longitudinal keel, between which, and the margi-

nal rim the case is covered with minute depressions arranged in somewhat irregular, radiating lines, giving a striate a])pearance to the case;
the dorso-niedial and the thoraco-al)dominal sutures ai"e distinct, the
latter reaching to the margins.
There is no marginal rim, but the
lateral

wax tubes

are slightly bent downward, the incisions shallow

and acute, the ends of the tubes reHexed and rounded; nies:id of the
margin there is a row of highly chitinized, large, conical ptipilhe
whose tips point outward; at base of, and incloseil by each of the
tubercles, is a transparent spaco, or it may be, an opening; niesad of
the tubercles is a row of minute i)ores and on each side of the median
line are

two

pai'allei

rows; there

of the vtisiform orilice in
the

abdomen within

]>lac(>

is

also a pair of ])ores latero-cephalad

of the usual

the bodv, tiiere

is

a

haii's.

larti'e. obloiii^-,

On

each side of

oi-anu'e-colored
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is

The

probably a visceral gland.
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vasiforni orifice

is

elongate-ovate, cephalic margin straight and not as wide as the l)road-

end broad and acute- emarginate on the
median line; the orilice is bounded by a dark rim, the inner margin of
which is strongly chitinized and in folds; deeper within the cavit}', it
is semitransparent; operculum subsemielliptical, more than half the
length of the orifice and not quite as wide, free and somewhat pointed;
entire organ densely setose; lingula about four-fifths as long as the
orifice, con\'(\x dorsally. cylindrical at ])ase but becoming broadl}^
spatulate at the distal end. on which are three pairs of lateral lobes
and a terminal lobe. Eye-spots small and undivided.
est part of the orilice, caudal

Adults.

— Unknown.

Cofypes.—^o. 7090, U.S.N. M.
This species is neither plentiful nor omnivorous, being restricted to
the Arlnttus menziesii in the districts where the author has found it;
on this host it inhabits the under sides of the leaves in common with
A. errans., and because of the presence of the latter it has not been
possible to verif}^ the larval stages, as all found were apparently of
A. errans. Collected during June, 1901, on the slopes of King's
Mountain.
26.

Alei/rodca

nkotmrne Maskell, Trans.

News, VII,

On

ALEYRODES NICOTIANS
New

Zealand

Maskell.
Inst., 1895, p. 436;

Entom.

p. 247.

Nicotiana tabacum, Guanajuato, Mexico.
27.

AJeijnidi's jiarvus

On Maytenns

Hempel, Psyche, VIII, No.

sp.,

28.

ALEYRODES PARVUS

280, p. 395.

Sao Paulo, Brazil.

ALEYRODES STANFORDI,
Plate

Eggs.

Hempel.

XXX,

figs.

new

species.

22-25.

— Size, 0.23

by 0.1 mm.; length of pedicel, 0.04 mm.; oval;
marked with irregular polygons; this character
be wanting, but when the shell is examined by trans-

color yellow, shell

often seems to

Pedicel on convex curve at
it has always been present.
one side of center of base. The chorion is so firm that empty shells

mitted light

retain their shape.

Larva.

— Size,

0.35

by

0.2

mm.;

oval; the

margin has a narrow,

white wax rods somewhat covered with fiocculent
wax; color shining black, sometimes iridescent by transmitted light,
yellowish l)rown.
The dorsum is free from secretion, convex, and
sculptured; it has a distinct, thickened, defiexed marginal rim, which
is sharply demarked from the dorsum by a ridge; this rim is formed
of closely set, adjacent, cylindrical tubes, the ends of which form deep
lateral fringe of
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from which issues the lateral fringe; near the mesal
border of this rim there is found a row of seven or mor(> pairs of
short hairs set in conspicuous, tubercled bases; these extend about
cremilations, and

two-thirds the distance from the cephalic margin toward the caudal

end of

A

case.

On

the

dorsum there are hve

pairs of conspicuous spines:

pair on the cephalic region, a pair on the meso- and a pair on the

meta-thorax, a pair cephalo-laterad of the vasiform
cau(hid of

it;

orifice,

and a pair

besides these are the usual caudal and latero-caudal pairs

All sutures distinct, the abdominal ones reaching nearly to

of hairs.

the marginal rim and strongly reflexed caudad.

Vasiform orifice suboperculum relatively the same shape,
nearly tilling the oritice and obscuring the lingula, which is spatulate
and setose distally. Cephalad of the vasiform oritice are four crescent-shaped thickenings in the tergum. The dorsal keel, which is so
prominent in the pupa-case, is not well developed at this stage, but the
cordate, broad, and cephalad;

arrow-shaped outline on the cephalic region is distinct; laterad of it
Eye-spots divided, the smaller part
are two pores or light spaces.
anterior.
Legs and antennae functional.
Larva. Size 0.5 by 0.4 mm.; broadly elliptical; the marginal rim
conspicuous, width O.OT mm.; the tubercled hairs seen on the rim of
the younger larva have disappeared and their places are occupied by
pores; at the caudal end of the rim, there are also two pores and
around the rmi is a row of minute ones set close together. The legs
and antennae are much reduced in size.
Pupa. Size from 1.1-i by 0.83 mm. to 1.6 by 1.3 mm.; broadly
elliptical.
The case is similar to the larval stages with the following
exceptions: The dorsum has a characteristic keel extending from near
the cephalic margin to the tubercled vasiform orifice, at the anterior
end it is arrow-shaped and from there to the thoraco abdominal suture,
sharply ridged, on the abdomen it is conspicuously rounded and broader,
and the segments are markedly distinct. On the thorax there are
deep, curved depressions which extend caudad to the third abdominal
segment; these furrows correspond in position to the leg markings in
more transparent and thinner pupa-cases. The dorso-sul)marginal
pair of spines are not present, but on t'lie ventral surface, just cephalad
of the mouthparts, there are two transverse rows of four hairs eacli;

—

—

laterad of the donsi-meson on each side there

is

usually two parallel

rows of minute hairs; these are frequently wanting, and in their stead
are large pits or pores.
The wax tubes of the marginal rim extend
about two-thirds its width, the crenulations are distinct, rounded,
Around
about as broad as long and with the reentrant angles blunt.
the margin of case, there is a lateral fringe of white wax rods more
or less overlaid with flocculent wax, which varies in length from a
narrow, Hat band to a mass as high and as wide as the case; when wide
it is usually ragged distally.
On the ventral side, the somewhat
reduced leo-s are distinctiv se(Mu l)ut the atitenim' ai'c not visible.
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Adults.

—Unknown.

In this species, the pupa-aise can easily

l)e

distinguished

l)v

the

surrounded b}" a white ring. The immature forms are found on tlie under sides of the leaves of Quercus
agrlfolia and Qaennis densljioi'a; as a rule, the}" are confined to a
single tree in each neighborhood where the author has collected them
and are not plentiful. The eggs are laid very closely together in
irregular patches, each of which contains a greater number than is
Apparently" fresh eggs and very small
usual among other species.
larvjfi were collected in the Ar])oretum, Leland Stanford Junior University, on January 23, 1901, but no adults were seen; eggs were
again found, together with small larvse, during the last week in May
and in June. The writer has kept the pupa- cases in the laboratory
for various times since the date of first collection, but has never succeeded in securing the adults, and it has been impossible to obtain
verified adults in the field, as the oaks have so many species of
Aleyrodes upon them.
Cotypes.—^o. 7091, U.S.N.M.
Collected ])y Mr. G. H. Coleman near the head of Big River,
Mendocino County, June 6, 1901, and by the author in the Santa Clara
Valley and on the slopes of Black and King's mountains at various
times during 1901 and 1902.
unaided

e^^e as a ])lack object

29.

ALEYRODES INTERROGATIONIS,
Plate

Egg.

— 0.15 by 0.07 mm.

:

XXVIII,

figs.

new

species.

10-12.

oval; yellow;

unmarked.

Pedicel at one

side of center of base.

Larva.

— (Stage

eral hairs;

Larva.

1.)

Elliptical;

brownish yellow;

margm

with

lat-

dorsum convex.

— (Stage

2.)

Color yellow; dorsum convex; marginal crenuand rounded; abdominal segments distinct;
pupa-case, but the operculum is nearly circular.

lations irregular, shallow,

vasiform orifice as in
On the dorsum, the su])marginal hairs, the bases of the caudo-lateral,

and the cephalic pairs of spines are present.
Larva. Size, 0.57 by 0,35 mm.; essentially as in pupa-case.
Size, 0,7 by 0.1 mm,; elliptical; the outer part of the
Pupa-case.
case pale amber; over the bodj^ of the developing pupa^the color is a
deeper yellow, sometimes brownish. There is no lateral fringe, in
the usual sense of the term, but around the case is a wide, sloping
ring of white or ^^ellowish, translucent, gelatinous substance upon
which the case rests. In the mass, the substance seems structureless,
but when it is mounted in Canada balsam and examined under the
microscope while it is dissolving, the rod-like structure is plainl}"
seen.
In a few specimens there seemed to be a true fringe overlying
the gelatinous wax; this was transparent and apparently of separate,

—

—
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ovorv effort to dottich it was unsuccessful; from this
was assumed that if it were a true lateral friiig-e, it had adhered to
the underlying ring, or, if it were a constituent part of the mass, then
the gelatinous rim was a lateral and not a ventral secretion.
The dorsal secretion is of white, tiocculent wax, in tufts or pencils
attached to and enwrapping stout spines.
Upon the cephalic region,
near the mouth parts, there are found two small tufts or knobs; on the
meso-thorax are two similar tufts. ))oth sets near the dorso-median line;
at the vasiform orifice arc two pairs of short pencils; between the
more caudal pair is a long pencil, whicli is prolonged for some distance
caudad of the base and rests upon the gelatinous wax. This pencil has
no underhing spine nor an^' visible pore from whicli it might issue;
there are a number of pointed folds lying close together around the
place of issuance, but these are prol)ably a part of the ventral furrow.
There is considerable variation from the usual arrangement given
above, any or all of the pairs of tufts may be more or less pencil-like,
this seeming to depend upon the length of the spine to which any tuft
is attached; at the vasiform orifice the two pairs of pencils are sometimes curved and rim-like in their arrangement.
The dorsum is covered with large polygonal markings and has a large
g-lassy rods, ))ut
it

number

of small pores

there

a

is

parallel

row

more or

less regularly

arranged; of the latter

of closely set ones near the margin of case, three sub-

rows each side of dorsi-mesou on the abdomen, and a number

placed irregularly on the thorax and cephalic region.

The abdomen

has a well-rounded keel along which the sutures are distinct;

the

dorsi-medial and thoraco-abdominal sutures are conspicuous, the latter

very sinuate and extending to the lateral margins. Margin all around
crenulated with a double rim, the ends of the tu))es of the dorsal rim
sharply dcflcxed downward, and the crenulations irregular; in places
they are rounded, with the incisions between the tubes about the width
of the crenulations; in other places they are crowded and almost form
serrations.
From these incisions thickenings extend mesad some disVasiform orifice
tance, producing an irregularly-marked margin.
subciivular, l)Ounded on the cephalic and lateral margins by a straight
perpendicular rim, which becomes veiy sloping at caudal margin; here
its inn(>r margin is chitinized or thickened for some distance wnthin the
cavity and at the bottom of the orifice it is thickly covered with ti-ansparent dots; operculum short, seldom more than one-half as longas oriri(H>.
broadly ovate, with cephalic margin not coincident with margin of
orifice; lingida

reduced, onh* the incised

})asal

Legs

portion iiresent.

rather long and stout, nonsegmented, but with folds indicating future
joints.
Antenna not evident. Eye-spots Aery large; ))y transmitted
light, l)rown,

Adalt
hind

)ii(iJ<\

with reddish margin.
Length of body, o.'.tT mm.:

—

tibia, 0.25

mm. proximal
;

tarsus,

o. IT)

iiiiid

tarsus, o.

nun.: hind

til)ia.

(».

l.'i

1

7

mm.;
mm.;
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wing-.s

too crumpled to measure accurately.

vol. xxvii.

Color of body, dusky
mentum white

white, frons slightly darker; legs and antenna? white;

with brown tip; wings immaculate; the almost entire lack of color is
Eyes, large, reniform in shape, apparenth^ l)lack, but l)y
Antenna? with segments four
transmitted light, reddish on the edges.
to seven inclusive, shorter than usual; segment seven, sub-fusiform,
with a hair at tip and a conspicuous spine at about mid-length,
unusual.

CotyjMs.—No. 7092, U.S.N.M.
Collected by the author on the leaves of

Ceauot/iti.^ callforn'tcux. at

Congress Springs, Santa Clara County, April 16, 1901, and during June, 1901, on King's and Black mountains. The specimens are
It is
not plentiful and there is seldom more than one on a leaf.
sometimes found together with ^1. glacialis. Many pupa-cases have
been isolated, but onh^ two adult males have been secured.
Pacific

30.

ALEYRODES PHALiENOIDES

Aleyrodes phalsenoides Blanchard, Ins. Voy.

Ann. de

la Soc. Ent.

31.

de France, Dec,

du

XXIX,

Chile,

de Gay., 1840,

p.

319;

1867, p. 399.

ALEYRODES MERLINI,
Plate

Blanchard.

figs.

new

species.

17-19.

—

^gg. Size, 0.22 by 0.1 mm.; pale yellow; unmarked; pedicel at
one side of base.

—

Larm. (Stage 1.) Size, 0.33 by 0.183; elliptical; pale yellow;
dorsum convex, void of pores, papilla? and secretion, but with a narrow marginal band of white wax. Margin with fifteen pairs of
Eye -spots single,
equally spaced hairs, which are extremel>' long.
Specimens so tilled with fungus that further
large and light red.
detail was impossi))le.
Larva. Size, 0.63 by 0.43 mm.; elliptical; the dorsal secretion is

—

usually separated into several irregular plates at the caudal margin,
In some
while it is continuous around the remainder of the margin.

specimens the dorsal wax is disposed in a somewhat confused pattern
in which two parallel rows near the lateral margin and a central,
Color, pale semi-transparent yellow;
transverse row can be made out.
dorsum convex, and covered with pores of several sizes; those nearest
the margin are largest and are arranged in rather definite lines; each
of the al)dominal segments has a transverse row; the smaller pores are
There is no marginal rim nor crenulations, and
scattered irregularl3\
the wax tubes are not evident; abdomen with distinct segments and
two crescent-shaped thickenings in tegument of dorsum cephalad of
the vasiform orifice; laterad of the anterior margin of the vasiform
orifice is a pair of small hairs; the usual latero-caudal and caudal hairs
Vasiform orlHce l)roadly o\ate, antei'ior
are present, the latter short.
margin as broad as orifice is long; operculum a little more than one-
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half length of orifice and wider than long, with a pair of short .spines
on the latero-ccphalic angles; lingiila as long as the orifice, spatulate,
the distal part with thro(^ pairs of lateral lol)es and a terminal lol)e;
the entire organ densely setose and with two pairs of long hairs
pair from the angles between the distal-lateral and the terminal lobes
projecting caiidad l)eyond the orifice, and a pair on the lateral margin.
On the ventral surface the reduced legs are distinct, l)ut only faint
outlines of the antennje can be made out.

—

—

Average size, 1 by 0.6 nun.; elliptical, narrowed cephacaudal end truncate; dorsal secretion usuall}' a confused mass of

Piijxi-cnse.
iad,

made up of numerous long,
which ai'e from two to four times
the width of case and matted together, forming the ver}- characteristic
This secretion can be easily brushed off and
CO veering of this species.
When the case is removed from the h^af
quickly dissolves in alcohol.
Color of case a dull amber-yellow
there is left a short, vertical fringe.
The latter color is probably due to parasitization;
to dark l^rown.
dorsum convex and covered with papilhv and pores of various sizes;
near the margin they are more numerous and closer together. On
the central region they are not so evident, but each segment has a
transverse row; scattered among- the papilhe are many small pores.
On the abdomen, each side of the dorsi-meson, there is a longitudinal
row of large, semitransparent spaces. The thoracic and abdominal
segments are distinct, the posterior abdominal sutures strongh' reflexed
caudad, the thoraco-abdominal suture sinuate and extending to margin
white wax; under a lens

delicate, asbestos-like

wax

it

is

seen to be

filaments,

is also evident; cephavasiform orifice are two strongly chitinized thickenings in
tergum which arc darker and broader than usual, and within the abdomen are seen two large, orange-yellow visceral glands. There is a
pair of short, delicate hairs on the cephalic margin of case, a pair of
somewhat stouter ones laterad of the anterior margin of the vasiform
orifice, and the usual caudal and latero-caudal seta^, the former reduced

of case; the longitudinal cephalo-thoracic suture
lad of the

to

minute

On

hairs.

Vasiform orifice subcordate, anterior margin

straight.

the inner lateral and caudal margins there are corrugations or

which extend downward and inward; operculum not as broad
and more than half its length, i-ounded on the anteriorlateral angles.
Near the lateral margins of the free, distal end i;* a
long, stout spine, which projects beyond the margin of the orifice;
lingula spatulate, as long as orifice, distal part enlarged and with three
lateral and two terminal lobes, apex bearing a pair of long hairs.
Eye-spots large, constricted, and dark red; legs reduced, unsegmented;
antenna^ short, stout, unsegmented and tapering to a slender point.
Adult female. Bred from segregated pupa cases. Length of body,
1.6 mm,; wings, too crumpled to measure; hind tarsus. 0.28 mm.
Color of abdomen, pale yellow; head and thorax darker, frons brown-

folds,

as the orifice

—
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vol.

xxvn.

Within the abdomen are two large,
ish; legs and antenna3 white.
Eyes large, slighth' constricted; color, black, reddish
yellow glands.
Attenn^, as in A. pruinosus. Genitalia, ordinary.
at the edges.
The larvae vary much in the amount and arrangement of the dorsal
secretion; some are entirely covered with the matted wax, others have
but a scant, fragmentary secretion, while still others are surrounded
by a mass which rises almost perpendicularly above the dorsum, and
then bends downward and outward, forming a continuous ring at
margin of case, but distallj" separated into irregular plates.
Ootypes.—^o. T093, U.S.N.M.
Collected b}" the writer on King's Mountain, on Arhtdtts nienziesii
onl}^ during May, June, and July, 1901.

ALEYRODES PYROL-<E

32.

Gillette

and Baker.

Aleyrodes pt/roLr Gillette and Bakkk, Prelim. Rep. Heuiip. Colo.,
Agri.

On

Esp.

Sta., Bui. 81,

p. 125.

(Colo.

Tech. Ser.).

Pyrola 7X>tundifolia, Fourmile Hill,

S miles south of

Steamboat

Springs, Colorado.
33.

ALEYRODES AMNICOLA,
Plate

l^gg.

— Size, 0.21

b}"

XXVII,

o.l nnn.

;

figs.

new

species.

4-4a.

oval; yellow;

unmarked; pedicel

at

center of base.

Larva (fig. -1).

— Size, 0.3 hy 0.1 mm.

to pale 3"ellow; there is a lateral fringe

;

elliptical; color glistening white

which varies greatly, many spec-

imens have none, while others have a long fringe continuous at base
and separated distally into irregular plates; some have granules of wax
upon the dorsum, but as the leaf is also coated with similar wax it may
be extraneous matter. Dorsum convex, lateral margins with thirteen
rather long, delicate hairs set in tubercled bases; the third cephalic

much longer than

the others; the caudal and latero-caudal
and stouter than the lateral ones and inserted
in conspicuous, conical bases.
Abdominal segments distinct to margin
and reliexed caudad. Vasiform oritice as in pupa case, the lingula
sometimes longer than orifice.
Larva {^g. la). Size, 0.73 by 0.5 mm.; broadly elliptical; there is no
pair are

hairs are present, longer

—

lateral secretion,

but the dorsum ])ears an irregular, interrupted series
dorsum very convex and with minute

of long, tapering, glassy rods;

depressions forming somewhat

irregular striations to the

central

region; abdominal sutures distinct along dorsi-meson; crenulations of

margin regular, rounded, and shallow, the reentrant angles acute; cauand lateral hairs as in smaller larva.
Fapa-caxie.
Size, 1.3 by 0.9 mm. to 1.4 by 1.03 mm. broadly elliptical, cephalic margin truncate, the caudal margin slightly emarginate
at furrow; neither lateral nor dorsal secretion, but when the case is
dal

—

;
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removed from

narrow, white, vertical fringe; the

transparent white, central region brown, laterally
to yellow; this contrast in coloration renders the case very

outer part of
shadini;'

leaf there is left a
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ca.se is

conspicuous; on the cephalic region the color

is

projected cephalad in

two i)rong-shaped markings; near the anterior end of the dark space
there

is

a pair of small pores, one each side of the dorsi-meson; on

each segment of the case there are a

number

of small pores, usual I3'

arranged in a group at each end, with a transverse row between the
groups; all of these pores lie within the space covered l)y the dark color;
there are also many small pores outside this color limit, but the case
The dorsum is con\ex
is so transparent that the}^ are nearly invisible.
and has no marginal rmi, crenulations of the margin itself are irregular,
broadly rounded, and shallow, reentrant angles acute; abdonuMi keeled
on dorsi-meson, the segments distinct along the keel; the thoracoabdominal suture and the dorso-medial suture, which meets it at right
angles, are also evident; cephalad of the vasiform oritice are two
conspicuously chitinized, crescent-shaped thickenings in the tergum.
Vasiform oritice subovate, caudal end broadly rounded, bounded by a
slightly raised rim, deeper yellow than surrounding dorsum, the inner
lateral and caudal margins of the orifice nmch corrugated or folded;
operculum not one-half the length of oritice, and in width not quite
tilling

the open space, distal, free end truncate;

dorsum

seto.se;

lingula

well developed, nearl}^ or quite as long as the oritice, spatulate, distal

portion convex, enlarged, rather bulbous, apex with a pair of long
and caudall}' projecting hairs at its lateral angles, the portion which
Latero-cephalad of oritice is a
projects beyond the operculum setose.
pair of short, delicate setfe.

Adults.

— As in

^4. j}rui?iosi/s.

Cotypes.—No. 7094, U.S.N.M.
This species is found only on the willow and is peculiar to it; a great
number of specimens were collected on Novendjer -1, 1901, from Sa/i.v
laevigata at Stevens Creek, Santa Clara Valley; the immature stages
were on the under sides of the leaves, which were frequently encrusted
with them. Adults were Issuing from the pupa-cases, and many had
settled upon the under sides of leaves of WasJihujtonia iiuda., which was
growing under the host plants. The coloration of the pupa-tases
rather characteristic of parasitized cases in general; but as adults were
seen issuing in numbers from the cases which were darkest, the
coloration must t»e normal.
i.«<

34.

ALEYRODES ROLFSII

Alct/nKlrs rol/sii (ir.\iXT.\NCE,

From

Can. Ent.,

XXXI,

Quaintance.
]>.

tK).

Upola, Florida, on cultivated geranium.
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ALEYRODES RUBORUM

35.

xxvn.

Cockerell.

ruborum Cockerell, Jn. N. Y. Ent. Soc, V., No.

Alet/rodeii

vol.

11, p. 96;

Ann. Rept.

Fla. Agr. Expt. Sta., 1898, p. 66.

On cultiv^ated Ruhus eunelfoliiis at Lake City and San
ALEYRODES PERILEUCUS

36.

Mateo, Florida.

(Cockerell).

Sci. Phila., May, 1902, p. 283,
and ill an as yet unpublished bulletin written for the Florida P^xper. Station,
by T. D. A. Cockerell, who kindly furnished the author the description.

Aleyrodes peril euca Cockerell, Proc. Acad, of Nat.

Pujxi-case.

fectly black.

— Oval in shape;

extremely dense

in texture; color per-

Lateral margins with a fringe of very narrow; regular,

white waxen ribbons regularly and strongly beaded. Dorsum free
from secretion; it has a sharp, submarginal keel and a distinct longitudinal keel, which is sharp on the thorax and broad and rounded on
the abdomen, where it is crossed by six narrow, transverse longitudiAbdomen with transverse ridges marking the
nally corrugated bands.
segments. Vasiform orifice shovel shaped; marginal area with very
numerous radiating furrows, the areas between them minutely punctured.
Margin of case very regularl}- cronulate. The conical, black,
larval skin was found in one example on the back of the pupa, but
ordinarily

it is lost.

— Unknown.

Adults.

It occurs at La Jolla, California (Cockerell), and Cuero, Texas
(Townsend), on leaves of Quercus^ solitary on the upper side.
37.

Aleyrodes

On

ALEYRODES STELLATUS
Maskell, Trans. New Zealand

stellata

(Maskell).

Inst., 1895, p. 442.

LigniDii-inPe^ in compan}^ with A. floccosa, Jamaica.
38.

— Size,

Larva.-

ALEYRODES DIASEMUS,

0.3

by 0.2 mm.;

elliptical;

new

species.

no dorsal secretion,

fringe approximately one-sixth the width of larva.

It is

lateral

made up

of

opaque wax rods coalesced at base, but distally divided into irregular
plates, sometimes ragged at the ends.
Color, transparent white,
slightly yellow around the mouth parts and in the central abdominal
region.
Dorsum convex and with a longi-medial carina; lateral margins with 14 pairs of equally spaced hairs, with the exception of the

which is much greater.
and from each there is a distinct
oblique fold extending mesad; the usual caudal and latero-caudal hairs
are present.
Immediately caudad of the eye-spots there are a pair of
large circular pores, which luay be the anterior pair of spiracles; the
case is so thin and transparent that it could not be determined whether
difierence between the ninth and tenth pairs,

Each hair

is

set in a conical base,
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the pores were dorsal or ventral; abdominal segments distinct; crenulations of the

margins minute; vasiforni

pupa case: the
though reduced; this is

orifice as in

antennti? are not visihlc; the legs are distinct,

not the usual condition of thi'sc organs at this stage or size; eye-spots
single

and

red.

J*tfjx(-case.

— Size,

l.-l ))y o.s-t

mm.:

elliptical, case flat;

amount and

there

is

con-

specimens
may have both lateral and dorsal wax, or either alone, or none: when

siderable variation in

th(^

present the lateral fringe
free

from or covered

b}-

is

ivind of secretion;

of coalesced crystalline

flocculent

wax rods

wax; the dorsal secretion

either

is in

the

form of a su1)marginal series of separate cr3\stalline Avax rods, rather
long and curved downward; when the case is lifted there remains a
short vertical fringe of coalesced, opaque white wax rods.
Color,
Dorsum convex and bearing 12 pairs of extremely
glistening yellow.
long, stout spines

— a pair of caudo-submarginal, a pair of latero-caudo-

submarginal, a pair mesad of the latter, a pair caudad of vasiform
oritice, a

pair laterad of these, and a pair laterad of the anterior mar-

gin; a pair of abdomino-sul^marginal, a pair of extremely long ones
first abdominal segment near median line; two pairs on thorax close
median line: a pair of cephalo-submarginal. On the cephalic region
near the dorsi-meson and caudad of the lirst pair of spines is a pair of

on
to

mesad of the first pair of thoracic spines is another pair:
on the abdomen there are two parallel rows on each side of the dorsimeson. Abdomen with a slight longi-medial keel, along which the
Vasiform
sutures are distinct, the posterior ones reflexed caudad.
oritice a brighter yellow than the surrounding dorsum, broadly ovate,

small pores;

as wide as long, apex broadly rounded: operculum, subrectangular,
about one-half length of oritice, distal margin truncate; lingula nearly
as long as the oritice, spatulate, often dorsally recurved; setose for
al)out four-tifths of its length, with two terminal lobes and a pair of
long latero-apical hairs which project caudad beyond the oritice. Marginal crenulations vary from shallow to deep, l)ut they are always

broad, round, and with acute reentrant angles.

On

the ventral sur-

face the reduced legs are seen, apparently with all the parts except the
tarsi

present; antenna^ nonsegmented, base broad, apex abrupth' nar-

rowed into a slender,
Adults.

tinger-like process; ej^e-spots large

and

red.

— Un k now n

Cotypes.—^o. 7096, U.8.N.M.
Collected on campus, Leland Stanford Junior University, along
San Francisquito Creek, September 18, 19(il, and at various other

from the under sides of the leaves of Synqj/ior/carjws racenioxns.
Also collected on leaves of Eihes ghithiosiun^ near Menlo Park. September, 1901, and on the same host in Alameda. June, 1901. and on
Kings ]Mountain, August, 1901.
dates,

Proc. N. M. vol.

xxvii— 08

3<)
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39-

ALEYRODES VAPORARIORUM

vol.

xxvn.

Westwood.

Sigxoret, Ann.
Aleyrodes vcq>orarwruin ^yEST^\ooT>, Gard. Chron., 1856, p. 852.
de la Soc. Ent. de France, Dec, 1867, p. 387.— AY. E. Britton, Ninth Ann.
Kept. Conn. Agr. Expt. Sta., 1895, Pt.
40.

ALEYRODES
Plate

2, p.

208.

GLACIALIS, new

XXXI,

species.

figs. 31-;-!3.

—

The dorsum lacks the curved mesal wax lilaments which are
Zarvrp.
found on the pupa case; in other external respects as in the pupa case.
Size, 0.85 mm. by 0.6 mm.; elliptical; color, with
PujM-case.
inclosed pupa, yellow; when the case is empty, semitransparent white;
occasionally the color ma}^ vary from yellowish-))rown to a more or
less mottled brown, or, in extreme cases, to an almost uniform brownish-black; this color variation is due to parasitization or to the
presence of fungus. There is no lateral fringe, but just inside the
dorso-lateral margin there is a continuous submarginal fringe, made
up of an irregular series of tapering crystalline rods of about equal
These issue from
length and more than one-half the width of case.
large conical papillae, which are arranged around the case in a row of
from one to three deep, except caudad and latero-caudad of the vasiform orilice, where there are an irregular numVjer. Mesad of the submarginal fringe there are a variable number of shorter tapering rods
of wax, which are curved or even coiled upon themselves; these are
arranged with reference to the segments and issue from large circular
pores, which constitute the most conspicuous dorsal character of this
species and which may var}" from one on each side of the segment to
groups of from three to live. Besides these pores there are others, so
scattered that no definite place can be assigned them, and also many
Dorsmall pores scattered among the papillas and over the dorsum.
sum convex, finely punctate, and with a pair of long tapering caudomarginal spines set in conspicuous conical bases, and a pair of very
long spines laterad of the anterior margin of the vasiform orifice; the
usual caudal pair are wanting; the latero-caudal pair are short and the
cephalo-marginal pair are minute. Crenulations of margin of case
broad and very shallow; where the caudal furrow meets the margin
the crenulations are distinctly difierent, being deeper and more pointed
Abdominal
in outline and closer together (Plate XXXI, fig. 33).

—

sutures faintl}^ defined, the posterior ones strongly reflexed caudad; in
abdomen two large yellow visceral glands show through the bod}^

the

Vasiform orifice broadly ovate, almost as broad as long; cephalic
edge straight, caudal end with a fine acute emargination with a small
Operculum subsemielliptical, much broader than
finger-like process.
Lingula nearly
long, and less than one-half the length of orifice.
the length of orifice, subspatualate, densely setose with minute hairs,
and bearing three pairs of lateral lobes and a terminal lobe. Cephalad
wall.

NO.
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l:?Gi.

51<)

two crescent-shaped thickenings of terguni, and
and the candal niar<»'in of case there is a shallow furrow.

of vasiforni orifice are
bet\ve(Mi

it

On

the ventral surface the unseg-niented reduced legs are seen; the
antennie are short, stout, unsegmented, and with a spine at apex: eyespots large, dark red.

There
the

is

considerable variation

number

in

iimount of dorsal secretion and in

of pores and papilhe.

Adidt fcinale.

— Length, about 1.88 nun.;

fore wing, 1.27 nun. by 0.5

mm.; hind wing, 1.03 by 0.-13 mm.; hind tarsus, 0.25 nun.; proximal
segment, 0.15 mm.; tibia, 0.1:5 mm.; main vein, seven-eighths length
of Aving; flexure, about midway between base and apex of wing;
Color, abdomen, pale a'cUow,
be^'ond the tiexure the vein fades out.
head and thorax darker yellow to pale dusky; legs, antennae almost
white; wings immaculate, folded so that l)asal veinlet is not seen; fore
wing with a conspicuous anal fold. p]\'es dark reddish brown; in live
specimens each is separated into two parts b}^ a wedge-shaped band of
white wax granules; in the mounted specimen the wax is dissolved
away and the eyes are apparenth' only constricted. Antenme and
mentum usual. Vasiform orifice obscured. Genitalia sharply conical,
brownish in color, otherwise ordinary. Insect bred from pupa case

on Ceanothus californicus.
(Bred from pupa case on Rvlms vitifoUus.) Length, 1.1
Male.
mm.; fore wing, 1.1 mm. l)}^ O.-tl: nmi.; hind wnng, 0.1> mm. by 0.37
mm. hind tarsus, 0.25 mm. middle tarsus, 0.21 mm. proximal tarsus,
0.23 mm.; hind tibia, 0.43 mm.; middle tibia, 0.3 mm.; proximal tibia,
0.03 mm.; proximal segment, 0.16 mm." Color as in female.
Mentum duskv, nearly ])lack. Genitalia, usual. In other respects (essen-

—

;

:

tially as in

;

female.

The pupa

cases

were

first

collected in ^Nlarch. larvw on April

Adults were seen flying at this time, but the
segregated cases came out on May 29.
Coti/peK.—^o. T005, U.S.N.M."^

first

to

l(i.

emerge from the

and has been
from
On
the Santa Cruz and Santa Moreno ranges; on Yerlia Santa, from
King's Mountain; on Buhus citlfoli(it<, from the Santa Clara A'alley and
Alameda; on Rhamnus californica, from the Santa Cruz and Santa
Moreno ranges and Santa Clara Valley; on Clematis ligusticifolia.^
Opidaxfcr capitaiiix^ and Syiit^thoricarjX'S racemo.sus, from the Santa
Clara Valley, and from Queixus densiflora^ from Kings Mountain.
There are seldom mori^ th;in two or three specimens on a leaf; they are
usually found together with ^1. coi'oiudux and A. yvlatinosiis.
This species

is

found on the under

sides of the leaves

collected in the following localities:

"There

is

considerable variation in the

number

Ceanothus californicus^

of large dorsal pores

and

papilla.
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41.

Aleyrodea

ALEYRODES VINSONOIDES

rln-'tonoidcs

Cockekell, Psyclu', YlII, No.

Fi'ontora, Talmsco, Mexico.
42.

On

Cockerell.
26H.

iindetorminod tree.

ALEYRODES QUAINTANCEI,
Plate

vol. xxvii.

XXXVIl,

tigf^.

new

species.

70-73.

—Type;

unmarked, pedicel at one side of base.
Size, 0.33 by 0.2 mm. elliptical; wax secretion
wanting; color, white; the abdominal segments distinct to margin;
neither marginal rim nor lateral wax tubes evident, but short lateral
hairs set in conical bases extend around the entire margin; the usual
caudal and latero-caudal hairs are very long, the former set in conVasiform orifices broadly oAate,
spicuousl}" large conical bases.
truncate at caudal end, lateral margins straight; operculum less than
Eygs.

Larva.-

— (Stage 1.)

;

one-half length of orifice, rectanguiiir, sc^uarely notched at the laterocephalic angles and with a minute spine mesad of the notch; lingula
about two- thirds length of orifice, spatulate covered with transparent
dots, which are probably minute hairs; apex setose, the hairs much
longer than usual. Within the body two large dark-yellow visceral
glands are conspicuous. Eye-spots large, dark red.
Larva. (Stage 2, studied from molt.) Size, 0.3.5 by 0.20 mm.;
shape broadly elliptical; wax secretion wanting. Color, a semitransparent whitish yellow. There is no marginal rim and the lateral wax
tubes are evident; crenulations large, rather pointed, reentrant angle
acute; abdominal sutures barely visible.
No lateral hairs, but the
dorsum bears three pairs of long and tapering spines a pair on the
cephalic region, a pair on thorax, and a pair latero-cephaled of the
vasiform orifice; the latter are shorter and more delicate than the
others; the usual caudal and latero-caudal hairs are present.
Vasiform

—

—

orifice as in

pupa

case.

—

No

traces of legs, antenna^, or ej^e-spots.

Larva. Stage 3 (studied from moults).
Size, O.-Jri by 0.2 nmi.,
broadly elliptical, truncate at the caudal end; color, brown; by transmitted light, a pale smoky shade; there are transverse bands of darker
color on each of the abdominal segments, which are also covered with
transparent dashes.
Bod}" segments distinct.
The marginal rim is
wanting, but the lateral wax tubes are slightly bent downward.
Crenulations of margin, vasiform orifice, and lateral fringe as in pupaDorsal spines as in 3'ounger stage, but much reduced.
case.
Size, about 0.56 by 0.15 mm., measured within
EarJ[i pupa-case.
marginal rim; shape subovoid, prolonged caudad, extreme caudal end
lobe-like; on each side of this part of case there is a short blunt spine.
Color black, case highl}" chitinized, crenulations of rim as in pupa-

—

case.
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—

Pupn-cdxi'.
Size, about 0.88 mm. by 0.0 mm.; moasured within the
marginal rim. the dorsum is o.T mm. b^'O.-t*} mm. the outside measurement are variable and not exact, as the ani>-l(» ut which the rim bends
varies continually; shape of dorsum oval, prolonged caudad until it is
:

lobe-like at end, dorsal
flat

upon the

to the distal

leaf,

and ventral secretion wanting;

made up

of transparent

wax

ends and about the width of case.

lateral fringe,

rods, coalesced nearl}"

Dorsum with

a sharp
marginal
rim there is a sunken line extending around case; al)dominal segments
conspicuously set off to this sunken space; cephalo-thoracic region
Color, shining black by transmitted light, with
deeply sculptured.
golden brown colorations; of these there is a continuous line around
dorsal ridge of marginal rim; three pairs of transverse portions of
case on the thoraco-cephalic region, occupying almost the entire space;
latero-cephalad of the most cephalic of these and adjacent to marginal
rim is a large pair of conspicuous wedge-shaped places; near cephalic
end of case, on each side of the dorso-median suture, there are two
small circular places; caudad of these and nearer the suture there is
a pair of short oblique lines on each side, caudad of these is a pair
of small circular places, caudad of these is a l)roken oblique line on
each side of the suture; on the abdomen, caudad of each suture, is a
narrow space; cephalad of the vasiform orifice is a large crescentshaped place the central portion of which is contiiuied to the vasiform
orifice, and the vasiform oritice is of the same color.
This coloration
is probably due to unequal chitinization of the case.
Bod}" segmentation distinct; median and thoraco-abdominal sutures conspicuous, the
latter very sinuate and extending- to the marginal ridge.
The dorsal
disk is slighth' larger than the ventral, and they are connected by
the marginal wax tubes, which are bent downward and iuAvard. thus
making an oblique rim. Crenulations of margin deep and round, as
wide as long; mesad of the end of each wax tube is a large pore.
keel extending its entire length; within the ridge

formed

})y

The usual caudal hairs are long and delicate, the latero-caudal i)uir
shorter.
Vasiform oritice small, tubercled, subcircular; operculum
relativeh' the same shape, filling the orifice; lingula minute, strapshaped, obscured bv the operculum.
There are a pair of pores laterocephalad of orifice, which are probat)ly the follicles of the hairs
usually present at this place.
E3^e-spots black, situated mesad of the
wedge-shaped transparent spot on cephalo-dorsum.
AdulU. Unknown.
Cotypes.—^o. T097, T.S.N.M.
Collected at Stevens ('reek, October, 1901; found upon the under
sides of the leaves of Rhamnus croccu together with AUyrodes

—

iridescens.
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43.

ALEYRODES NIGRANS,
Plate

— Size,

XXVII,

new

vol. xxvii.

species.

fig. 3.

mm.; dark yellow to a dusky-brown in
uniformly brown; the chorion is firm, and the
Egg
egg", in consequence, keeps its shape and position when empty.
elliptical in shape, more curved than usual, apex rather pointed; shell
unmarked; pedicel short and at one side of base on the convex curve.
Eggs alwa3^s found in an upright position on the under side of the leaf.
Larva. When first hatched about 0.3 mm. h^ 0.08 mm.; elongate,
elliptical, with dorsum very convex, and having a narrow band of
semitransparent wax closely appressed to the margins. Under the
Dorsum void of
lens it is semitransparent and pale yellow in color.
pores, seta^, or exudation; marginal rim distinct, thickened, narrow,
noncrenulated, and with two parallel rows of minute transparent
Lateral margins with seven pairs of
spots which extend around it.
short, delicate hairs set in tubercled bases; these extend from the
latero-cephalic margin about two-thirds the distance toward the caudal
end; the usual caudal and latero-caudal hairs are present, very minute.
No trace of segmentation except along dorsi-meson of abdomen. Vasiform orifice subcircular, bounded by a conspicuous raised rim; operculum the same shape, filling the orifice; lingula not seen. Antenna?
and legs functional; eye-spots red, divided, circular and subecjual in
Egg.

color,

empty

0.23 by 0.11

shells

—

size.

Just after the first moult the larva is about 0.4 mm, h\ 0.27 mm.;
broadly elliptical in shape. The insect is flatter and has a narrow
lateral fringe of glassy rods, which are continuous at ])ase, but are
divided distally into irregular plates; all lateral hairs have disappeared,

and there are faint, irregular crenulations around the margin; abdominal segments distinct along the dorsi-meson; the caudal hairs are
much longer than in the first stage, and the beginning of the mediocaudal lobe, which is characteristic of the pupal stage, is evident; dor-

sum with

-1

pairs of long, tapering spines.

A

pair on the cephalic

region, a pair on the meso-thorax, a pair on the meta-thorax, and a

pair on the abdomen, laterad of the cephalic margin of the vasiform
orifice.

Lingula short, strap-shaped, and densely setose.

single, bright red in color.

No

trace of legs or antenna?.

Eye-spots
In other

respects essentially as in the first stage.
is the same as in the preceding, with
darker 3'ellow in color and has a dorso-median

In the third stage the larva
the exception that

it is

keel.

—

Piijpi-case.
Size, about 0.!» mm. bj^ 0.6 mm.; shape, oval, prolonged caudad into a conspicuous pointed lobe, on the lateral margins
of which are the caudal hairs.
The dorsal disk is much larger than
the ventral, and the margintd wax tubes are bent downward and
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inward to the ventral surface of case, thus connecting the two disks
by an oblique vim on which the flutings of the wax tubes are \gy\ distinct; they also extend for a short distance on the dorsal disk, and
Dorsum void of exudation of any kind and without
then fade out.
There is also no lateral fringe, but an occasional specimen has
setie.
a little fragmentary wax around the ventral border of the case upon
Case dull ])lack in color, and so thick that it is cleared only
the leaf.
after prolonged boiling in caustic potash, or inunersion in labarraque.
Abdominal segmentation distinct along the median portion of case;
second thoracic segment distinct near the dorsi-meson; third thoracic
segment distinct, extending nearh' to the marginal rim; thoracoa))dominal suture sinuate; a rounded keel reaches from the vasiform
oritice to the thorax, and from this point, extending nearly to the
cephalic margin, there is a sharp ridge; in partially cleared specimens
the usual dorso-medial suture shows instead of the cephalic portion of
Crenulations of the marginal rim irregular and notched;
the keel,
the openings are niesad of the ends of the tubes, and form a regular
row of minute round pores. When a portion of the reflexed marginal rim is partially cleared in caustic potash and examined b}- transmitted light, there are seen irreguhir transverse rows of groups of
minute black spots along the wax tubes. Vasiform oriiice tubercled,
subcircular; operculum relativeh' the same shape and filling the oritice; lingula not seen; when examining the cases the operculum was
often seen to be raised while a drop of "hone}' dew" was being
emitted, after which it was again lowered into the orifice.
Adult female. Length, 1.8 mm.; forewing, 1.3 by 0.53 mm.; hind
wing, 1.08 by 0.4 mm.; color uniformly a deep golden yellow, legs

—

and antennje paler; mentum yellow, the tip dusk}'. Wings somewhat
dusky at distal end; this is caused by a structural thickening; the
costal margins are a conspicuous golden yellow; main veins distinct
it arises from
to apex; flexure of forewing not acute; basal vein long
tlie very base of the wing, apparently distinct from the main vein,
and extends obliquel}^ caudad to anal margin. Eyes dark red, con-

—

stricted to dum1)-bell shape.

Antennti? usual.

(Genitalia acute conical,

ordinary.
2r<iJ,>.

— Length, 0.83 mm.;

ordinary.

forewing,

1

(Genitalia
nun. by 0.4 nun.
in other respects

Very much smaller than the female;

essentially the same.

Cotyp<s.—)so. 709,8,

U.S.M.M.

Collected on Clematis ligusticifolia.^ Ehamnus califtmiica, Arhutus
me)isiesi/\ Arctodaphylox manzanita., Z^vihtUnlaria califoi'nlca^ lletcvomeles arhutlfolla., Eriod'ictyon califonricum^ Ceaiwthus californlcus,
Symjihoricarjyos racemo.n/s, Prumis ilicifolla^ and Zotiicem involucrata

base of iMount Diablo, in the Santa Clara
Vallev,on Black and on King's mountains, and on the slopes of the Santa
in tlio

San

Ramon Valley at the
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vol. xxvir.

Cruz Range near Los Gatos, Pacitic Congress Springs, and along
Eggs
Stev^ens Creek, and on the slopes of Sierra Morena Range.
were found in April and Ma}', the early larval stages in April, Ma}^,
June, and September and the first week of October, while pupa cases
have been plentiful every month of the year on all except the deciduous host plants. Adults emerged April 22, 1902, from segregated
cases kept in the lal)oratory.
44.

ALEYRODES MASKELLI,
Plate

J^gg.

which

— Size, about

XXXVII,

mm. by

0.27

o.lo

new

species.

tig. 74.

mm., exclusive

of the pedicel

and placed at one side
of center of the base; the egg is more pointed at the apex and longer
and narrower than usual. Color, deep yellow, entire shell covered
with pol3'gonal markings.
Larvx. All stages are in external appearance essentially the same
as in pupa case except that the caudal setffi are much longer.
Piqxt case. Size about 0.9 mm. by 0.05 mm., but varying somewhat; elliptical in shape, slightl}' narrowed caudad and with posterior
end of case truncate. Case closely applied to leaf, at first fiat, but
is

nearly one-half the length of the

f^gg.^

—

—

later

becoming somewhat convex.

ale3'rodids of this type

is

The

common in
Dorsum without

vertical fringe so

a])sent in this species.

is a lateral fringe which varies in length and
some specimens being long and fiat upon the leaf, in
others it is short and so defiexed that it looks like the usual vertical
fringe; it is about one-sixth the width of case and made up of very
small crystalline coalesced rods, which are distally divided into

secretion, but there
position, in

The case is pale yellow in color, the coloration
deepening as the developing insect approaches maturity, empty pupa
case colorless; on each side of abdomen, within the body, there is an
irregular oblong spot of deep orange-yellow, evidently a visceral
irregular plates.

A majority of the late pupa cases show a closely striate, wide,
marginal rim plainly demarked from dorsum all around ])y a thick
line; the lateral wax tubes are not evident, but the crenulations of the
marginal rim are rounded points about as long as they are broad at
base; the incisions are quite uniform and acute.
There is the usual
pair of long seta? on the caudo-lateral margin of case, and a pair of
short, delicate ones on the cephalo-lateral margin.
The dorsum has a
number of minte hairs scattered over it; in the marginal rim they are
arranged in a row extending around the base; besides these it bears a
pair of short seta? arising within the caudal margin of case, and a pair
of well-developed spines laterad of the anterior margin of the vasiform
orfice.
AI)dominal segments distinct on middle one-half of case and
gland.

somewhat keeled

aloup- the dorsi-meson.
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Vasiforiu orifice .small, with a heavy j'ellow rim that

is

darker than

the surroiuKling dorsum; the inner lateral and caudal margins with

conspicuous folds or corrugations, which extend into the cavity of the
operculum less than one-third length of orifice, .subtrapezoidal. cephalic margin straight, caudal truncate, setose on distal margin;
lingula short, projecting beyond the operculum, distal end enlarged,

oritice;

dor.sally

convex and densely

setose.

Cephalad of the vasiform

oritice

there are two crescent-shaped thickenings in the tegument of ca.se, and
On the ventral
a shallow furrow extends caudad to margin of case.

surface the uusegmented reduced legs are distinctly seen; the antennae
are nonsegmented. broad, reduced, and end in a tinger-like process.

Eyespots of the younger pupa are a bright dark red in color and are
not facetted; in the older specimens thej' are large, very dark in color,
with the edges reddish, and are strongly constricted in the middle.
(^Slale and female, bred from segregated pupa cases.)
Adnltx.
Abdomen, legs, and antennas whitish-yellow in color, head and thorax
darker yellow. Wings immaculate, but so crumpled that the}' can
Eyes undivided, stronglv connot be accurately described in detail.
stricted through the middle; color, by transmitted light, black with

—

reddish edges.
2r((h'.

— Length, 0.95

mm.; hind femur,

0.25

mm.; hind

tibia,

0.33

Fourth antennal segment much shorter
than usual, about four-fifths length of segment seven.
i^T/irt/<.— Length, 1.1 mm.; antenna^ about 0.4 mm.; the fourth and
seventh segments equal, each approximately O.OT mm.

mm.; hind

tarsus, 0.183

mm.

Cvtypes.^^o. T099, U.S.N.M.
Collected on under sides of the leaves of Qucrcns densiflom at La
Honda, April 18, 1901, and again on King's Mountain, May It), 1902;
only a few i.solated specimens found.
45.

ALEYRODES ^A^ELLMANiE,

Plate

XXVII,

tigs. 5, 5a,

and Plate

new

species.

XXXV,

tig.

61.

mm. by 0.6 mm.;

shape subelliptical, slightly
on caudal margin; color,
truncate
narrowed cephalad and frequently
margin, by transmitted
yellowish
with
by reflected light, dark brown
to caudal margin,
furrow
the
oritice,
light the marginal rim, vasiform

PujM

case,~S\zQ, 0.93

and the sutures are a semitransparent yellow. There is no lateral
fringe; the vertical, ventral fringe is short and usually remains upon
the leaf when the pupa case is removed.
The dor.sal secretion con.sists of a submarginal series of small crystalline rods, usually more than half width of case, which may be sepaCase rather llat; dorsum ])unctate,
or more or less coalesced.
portion taking the form of irreguouter
the
in
depressions
the minute
Scattered over the entire dorsum
lar somewhat radiating striations.
rate
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vol. xxvii.

some specimens, but more usually found upon the cephalic and

thoracic

regions,

are

a

number

spaces; besides these there are a

yellow semitransparent

large

of

variable

number

of

small pores,

arranged in nearly parallel longitudinal lines or groups. The number of these pores is considerably increased when the case is slightly
The median thoraco-cephalic suture and
cleared in caustic potash.
the thoraco-abdominal suture are conspicuous because of their color
and semitransparenc}'; the latter of these sutures is sinuate and extends to the lateral margins of the case.
There is a dorsi-median
longitudinal keel extending length of abdomen; upon this the sutures
are distinct; the last three are strongh' reliexed caudad.
Within the
marginal rim is a row of large conical papilhv, from which issues the
dorso-submarginal waxen rods; mesad of the papillis are several irregular rows of minute blunt spines.
The marginal crenulations are shallow and irregular and the wax tubes indefinite in outline.
Vasiform orifice subovate, about four-fifths as wide as long, the inner
lateral and caudal margins much cori'ugated, giving the impression of
being toothed, and the folds darker in color than the surrounding surface. Operculum liroadh^ ovate, scared}' one-half length of orifice and
not as wide, the cephalic margin straight, dorsum convex and covered
with minute hairs.
Lingula about three-fourths length of orifice,
cylindrical to enlarged distal portion, which has three pairs of lateral
lobes and a terminal lobe; arising from the apex laterad of the terminal lobe is a pair of long .stout seta? which project caudad; the
enlarged portion is denselv and minutely setose. From the apex of
the vasiform orifice to the caudal margin there extends a distinct furrow.
The margin of the pupa case bears a pair of delicate laterocaudal hairs; the usual caudal pair are wanting.
This Aleyrodid is found on the under sides of the leaves of Rhamnus
califarnica^ together with ^4. iridescens and A. splendens. The species
is not plentiful; usually not more than a single specimen is found on a
Only the pupal stage has been verified.
leaf.
Cotypes.—^o. 7100, U.S.N.M.
Collected hy the author in April and May, 1902, on the campus,
Leland Stanford Junior University, and at Stevens Creek November
12, 1901.
46.

ALEYRODES EXTRANIENS,
Plate

Egg.

— Size, 0.2 mm.

XXXVI,

figs.

by O.OS mm.

pointed, pedicel to one side of base.
retains its shape

Larva.

species.

65-67.

Unmarked, deep

3^ellow;

apex

Shell thick and so firm that

it

when empty.

— (Stage

1.)

Size about

O.-l

mm. bv

0.25

mm.;

shape, ellip-

There is neither dorsal nor
exudation of wax, but most of the specimens show a slight

tical; color,

lateral

new

pale yellow; dorsum, convex.
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may form

a narrow base upon Avhicli the larxa
and tlie maroinal rim. usually presCremilatitjns indistinct; segmentation
ent at this stage, are wanting.
of abdomen distinct on central region: on each side of abdomen, about
midway between the lateral margins and median line, there is a row of
p(H-es which extend from vasiform oritice eepludad to the thoracoabdominal suture, one pore to each segment; these pores are distinct

The

rests.

hitero-maro-inal hairs

in the majority of specimens.

The dorsum bears
the cephalic pair

is

live pairs of

the longest;

it

conspicuous long tapering spines;
is about two-thirds as long as the

wide and arises mesad of the eyespots; the metathoracic pair
more slender, the pair on first abdominal segment is
similar to the second pair; the fourth pair is the shortest and is laterad
of the cephalic margin of the vasiform oritice; the fifth pair is caudosubmarginal in position, is stout, and projects caudad beyond the
margin. The margin bears one pair of latero-cephalic hairs and one
pair of latero-caudal ones; both are short and delicate; the usual pair
of caudo-marginal seta? are wanting.
Vasiform oritice subcircular and bordered b}" a narrow, raised rim of
deeper yellow color than the remaining dorsum. Operculum relatively
the same shape and nearly tilling the oritice, the cephalic margin
Lingula about length of orifice,
straight; dorsum apparently setose.
cylindrical at base, with enlarged distal portion, the entire organ
densely setose.
Eye-spots single, large, of irregular shape, and ])right
larva
is

is

the shorter and

Legs functional; antennae not seen.
from the foregoing only

red in color.

The older
size

and

larval stages differ

in the color lieing a brighter yellow.

itre

tul)es are

approximately longer.

more

evident.

The

— Size,

0.t>

b}-

third

The marginal crenulations and wax

legs are reduced, only the large, upper

part being present.
In a larva whose
minute antennte were seen.
Piijxi-ea.se.

greater

the cephalic pair in length, the fourth

pairs of dorsal spines equal

pair

in

The second and

size

was

().()

nun. by 0.4

mm.

mm.; shape, elliptical; color, with
when empty, translucent white; texventral secretion of wax is sometimes

0.56

inclosed pupa, a In-ight yellow;
ture, film-like.

The

vertical,

and assumes the appearance of a lateral fringe. General
characters as in later larval forms; the dorsum bears three longitudinal
parallel rows of pores, one on median line and the remaining two rows
about midway between the median row and the lateral margins. Marflattened out

and rounded; the reentrant angles acute; the
and bent downward. Cephalad of the vasiform orifice there are two crescent-shaped thickenings in dorsum.
The distal portion of the lingula is conspicuously rounded and setose,
and the apex is divided into two minute pointed lobes, laterad of
which are two blunt tubes. In living specimens the lingula is frequently
proti'uded and dorsally i"(>tracted.
ginal cremilations broad
lateral

wax tubes

distinct
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On

the venter of

orifice,

ca.se,

vol.

xxvn.

hiterad of the cephalic margin of vasiform

there are a pair of tapering-

hair.s.

Antennte not vi.sible.
Legs di.stinct, apparently un.segmented.
Eyes single, large, and d„rk red in color.
Adult fei)udt:. Length, usually about 1 nun., but sometimes varies
Fore wing, 1.07 mm. by O.-iT mm. to 1 mm. ])y 0.4 nmi.,
to 0.83 mm.
hind wing on same insect, 0.9 by 0.38 mm.; front tibia, O.IT mm.;

—

front tarsus, 0.2

mm.

;

hind

tibia, 0.3

mm.

;

hind tarsus 0.2

mm.

;

color

and antennte white; entire insect
thickly coated with white granules; wings inmiaculate, entire wing
with a narrow sculptured border, which is wider on the costal margin,
each of the minute divisions with from three to five delicate hairs;
margin of very bright yellow; main vein al)out seven-eighths length
of wing, well defined to, and somewhat beyond the flexure and then
fading out. Flexure of main vein of front wing at about one-half its
length; ])asal half of main vein nearer the costal margin, the apex of
vein in middle line of wing.
The veinlet arises at base and varies in
length with different specimens; in some it is ver}' short; in others it
turns abruptly and is continued to the anal margin of wing.
Fyes,
large; by transmitted light, reddish black; by reflected light, dark red.
Each is divided into two distinct regions b}^ a wedge-shaped white
mass of wax, which dissolves in Canada balsam; the more dor.sal
region is subpyriform in shape and much the smaller; the facets are
minute, and the color is bright red; the ventral region is crescent
shaped on dor.sal side, and the facets are much larger than those of
the dorsal portion; color, brownish red.
When the insect is mounted
in Canada l)alsam there is no perceptible division of the compound
eyes, and the general shape is either reniform or oblong, constricted
about the middle.
Antennae with segment one cup-shaped, short, as broad as long;
segment two about twice as long as segment one, pyriform, and l)earing a clavate process, which is tipped with a hair; segment three sul)C3dindrical, long, and tapering considerably at point of insertion with
second segment; near the distal end there are two clavate processes;
segment four very short and cylindrical; segment five longer than
fourth segment, cylindrical to near the distal end, where there is a
notch from which arises a clavate process; segment six. subequal with
fifth segment, cvlindrical; segment seven, subequal with fifth and sixth
segments. At one-half length it abruptly narrows to a point and ends
in a finger-like process, which is tipped with a hair; at the place where
segment is narrowed is seen one or more minute, clavate processes;
segments three to .seven, inclusive, are closely ringed with short hairs.
of body, uniformly pale 3^ellow, legs

Genitalia acutely conical.
JSIaJe.

times

— I'nknown.

all

Of

the very

proved to be females.

many

adults collected at various

NO-
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Cotf/j)e.s.—^o. Ti<»i. r.s.N.:\i.

This

is

an introduced species and

San Francisco,

tories of

is

C/alifornia.

a coninion pest in the consei'va-

The

descril)ed specimens

were

reared on a fern. Acro^ficlnmi capensf^ which was oixcn to the author
hy Superintendent McLaren, of Golden Gate Park. San Francisco.
A\'hen the jihint was removed to tlie laboratory it had onlv a verv
moderate number of the Aleyrodes ujxtn it. but within a year the
under surfaces of the fronds were incrusted. The plant had from
14 to ;><> fronds, some of which Avere over H feet in height and
<livided into innumerable leaflets, altogether making considerable space
to be covered.
I'.too, to May
Observation of this plant was kept from February
time all stages could be found. In December
and January there Avere bui few adults. At this time the pupal stages
were most in evidence, while in March. April. Septeml)er, and Octo"2..

28. i!H)l.and (hiring that

l)er the adults arose in clouds whenever the plant was disturbed.
It
was not possible to determine the numl)er of broods as the leaflets
were so minute and withered as soon as taken from the plant; when
dry they rolled up tightly and could not be examined without ))reakiiig

into bits.

Specimens were taken from various plants in the conservatories
mentioned as well as from the lalioratorv plant.
Upon the Aerosf/clnoit cajjcnse kept in the laboratory there were
also found at various times a few minute larva? which were very diflerent in appearance from those of ^1. e.rtrdnirns.
Although a careful
watch was kept for other stages, none were found which difl'ered from
A. e.draniens, though the young larvte were in evidence during the
entire time the plant remained under observation (tig. 67, Plate

XXXVI).
Lanm.

— Length, about

subelliptical,

narrowed

O.'lo

mm.; width, about

0.15 nun.

at both ends, broadest across the

Color, an opaque, grayish green.

Shape,

mouth

Dorsum convex, and with

parts.

a pair of

tapering, sharply pointed spines nearly one-half as long as larva.

These spines are inserted meso-cephalad of the antenna', and in the li\ing larva' are borne in an almost upright ])osition.
There is a narrow
marginal rim which bears seven pairs of rather long lateral seta', one
pair of longer latero-caudal seta\ and one pair of long, tapering, stout
The
s})ines. all of which are inserted in conspicuous tuliercled bases.
lateral seta^ extend caudad about two-thirds the length of the larva,
and w itli the exception of the lirst two pairs, which are closer together,
they are evenly spaced.

On

the ventral surface o]:)posite the point of

insertion of the latero-cephalic spines, there arises a similar pair of
seta'.
Abdominal segmentation distinct, the sutures extending to
margin, the more caudal ones strongly reflexed.
Vasiform orifice subcin-ular and with a straight cephalic margin

caudally bounded by a dark, raised rim.

Operculum

relatively the
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tilling the orifice.
Lingula .spatulate, about
enlarged at distal end, which i.s densel}" setose.
Latero-cephalad of the vasiform orifice are a pair of minute spines.
Eye-spots large, bright red. Legs functional. Antenna> as long as
one-half width of larva; segment 1, short, about as broad as long;

same shape and nearly
length of

orifice,

segment 2, about the same length and tapering slightly; the remaining portion is unsegmented, slender, closely ringed with minute hairs
and ends distally in a finger-like process tipped with a hair.
47.

ALEYRODES ACACIA
Plate

XXVII,

Quaintance.«

lig. 6.

Collected by the author on RJuiiunux californica.. Campus, Leland
Stanford Junior University, immature stages found on the undersides
of the leaves, together with ^-1. ii-ldescens^ A. Hpltiulena., and A. errans
during April and May, 1902. Adults unknow^n.

ALEYRODES TRACHEIFER

48.

49.

Quaintance.''

ALEYRODES QUERCUS-AQUATIC^E

Quaintance.c

ALEYRODES ABNORMIS

Quaintance.'

51.

ALEYRODES PERGANDEI

Quaintance.

52.

ALEYRODES PLUMOSUS

50.

53.

(Quaintance)./

Quaintance.!/

ALEYRODES FLORIDENSIS

54.

55.

ALEYRODES VITTATUS

(

ALEYRODES ALTISSIMUS

56.

57.

58.

59.

ALEYRODES FITCHI

ALEYRODES PERSE/E

ALEYRODES SPIR^OIDES
XXXV,

tigs.

Quaintance.^i

Quaintance).
(

Quaintance ).i

Quaintance.

ALEYRODES VARIABILIS

Plate

c

>(

Quaintance./

Quaintance. '«

56-60.

—

Egg. Size. 0.3 by 0.13 mm.; pedicel, 0,083 mm. shell covered with
polygonal markings; oval, base more pointed than usual; when first
laid it is white, but as the embryo develops the color becomes gradu« Contributions

;

toward a Monograph

Dept., Division of Entomology.

Idem
Idem
'adem
( Idem
&

p. 38.

of the

Technical Ser.

f Idem

American Aleurodidte (U.
8, p.

J

p. 35.

Idem p. 24.
A Idem p. 26.
p. 71.
i Idem p. 42.
p. 31.
'"Contributions toward a Monograph of the American
c

Dept.

p. 33.

9

Division of Entomology.

Technical Ser.

S.

Agr.

(XJ. S.

Agr.

19.)

8), p. 36.

^

Idem
Idem

adem

p. 20.
p. 32.
p. 39.

Aleurodidse.
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more
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there can
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seen a large, roundish,

vellow body within the ><hell. This is at Hrst pale in color, but also
The
o-rows darker until near time of liatehino-. when it is orange.

and is dixidcd atdistal end into two
The shell is densely covei'ed with the wax granules,
which are found upon the leaf.
Adult female. Length of body, 1.5 mm.; fore wing, 1.0 by U.83
nun.: hhid wing. 1.08 by 0.68 mm.: hind femur, 0.83 mm.; hind
til)ia, 0.53 mm.; hind tarsus, 0.8 nun.; })roxinial segment, 0.18 mm.
Antennie: Segment 1, cup-shaped, about one-half the length of segment '1\ segment 2, subpyriform, one-half as long as third segment;
segment 3, 0.166 mm. long; segments 1, 6, and 7 equal 0,066 mm.;
segment 5, slightly longer than segment 1; segments 8 to T, inclusive,
Fore wings with two dusky spots,
closely ringed with miiuite hairs.
one at the flexure of main vein, which is here curved toward the anal
margin; hind wings with only the more distal spot. Basal veinlet of
fore wings arises independently of main vein and at some distance
from base of wing; between the veinlet and anal margin there is a
heavv oblique fold, which is about one -half the length of wing and

pedicel

or

is

at center of l)ase of shell

more prongs.

—

which curves nearly to the anal margin; main veins of })oth wings
about seven-eighths length of wing; mentum dusky brown, the apex
dark brown, median segment ])rown; ocelli conspicuously large; CA'es
red-black, divided; vasiform orifice subcircular; operculum brown,
\'ery convex dorsally, and about one-half length of orifice; lingula
brown, very long, subcylindrical, with distal part somewhat enlarged
and

l)ilobed,

densely covered with minute hairs; genitalia acute, con-

ical, ordinary-.

—

2fale.
Length of bod}-, 1.5 mm.: fore wing, 1.63 by 0.7 mm.: hind
femur, 0.3 mm.; hind tibiu, 0.15 mm.; hind tarsus, 0.26 mm.; proximal segment, 0.17 nuu. Antenna?: Segment 2, 0.07 mm.; segment 3,

segments 1, 5, and 7 equal, 0.07 mm. segment 6, 0.01 mm.
Brow^n line on venter of abdomen, 0.3 mm. long.
For detail of body coloration, etc., see drawing of adults of ^1. i>rnhio.^uH^ which agrees closely with the markings of this species.
This species is very plentiful in all parts of California where the
author has collected or from which specimens have l)een received.
There are some minor variations in external characters, but these do
not differ more from Quaintance's species than they do from one
another.
It is onmivorous, the number of host i)lants being greater
0.186

mm.

;

;

(lenitalia usual.

than that of any other Aleyrodes

number

known

to the author.

of broods has not been ascertained, but females

The exact
were seen

laying on February 22, I'JOl, again during May, October, anil November of the same year on the campus of Leland Stanford Junior l^niversity; in 1902 the spring was cold and wet, and the first i^gg laying
observed in the same locality was on March 2l>; the females are still
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laying on

May

Fupa-cases have been found at
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vol.

xxvn.

seasons of the

all

year during the time the leaves remained upon the host plants, the
greater number of which are deciduous herbs.
The females are gregarious when Qgg laying, frequently seven to
The habit of making a
ten being on one leaf within a small radius.
circular disk of granular wax upon which to deposit the eggs is
noticeably

marked

in this species,

and the

often covered with these disks which

leaves, even

may

when

large, are

overlap each other, thus

confusing the different sets of eggs.

Kuwana at AVright's, in the Santa Cruz Range, on
by Mr. Edward M. Ehrhorn, in the foothills near
JMountain View, Santa Clara County, on the same plant and also on
SoJicJms oleraceus; by Miss Isabella McCracken, in Oakland, on
Convolvulus sepiiim,' by Mr. W. S. Atkinson, on horse chestnut {Aesculits californicd)^ San Francisquito Creek, campus, Leland Stanford
Junior University, and by the author on cultivated fuschia in Golden
Gate Park, San Francisco, and on the campus, Leland Stanford Junior
University; also found on Plantago inajoi\ Sonchus oleraceus, Solamim
douglasii^ Nicotiana, glauca^ and cultivated iris in the same locality;
on cultivated dahlia, iris, and Cherokee rose, in Alameda; on Opulasfer
capitatus^ Sonchus oleraceus, Lonlcera involucrata, and Solanuni douglasii along the banks of Stevens Creek, from the valley to the lagoon
at its head in the Santa Cruz Range (or Sierra Morena Range), and
along the banks of San Francisquito Creek on the same food plants.
The leaves of the plantain and Sonchus oleraceus (sow thistle) are
more thickly covered than are those of the other hosts; frequently
they are solidly incrusted with the immature forms; the leaves in
such cases are usually paler and thinner.
The author has carefully observed this species on its many food
plants with a view of ascertaining if there was constant variation in
Collected by Mr.

Trommon

sj?.;

gross extei'nal structure caused

l)y

a great range of food plants, but

this experiment has shown only trivial differences, such
among nearly all species. The test may have more

as are

result

conmion
if

made

seasonal.
60.

ALEYRODES ABUTILONEUS

Aleijrodes ahut'doncn

SiGNORET,

Jn. of Sci. and Arts, IX
Entom. de France, Dec, 1867, p.

Haldeman, Am.

Am. de

61.

(Haldeman).

la Soc.

ALEYRODES HUTCHINGSI,
Plate

XXXVI,

figs.

new

(1850), p. 108.
397.

species.

62-04.

— Size about 1.3 by 0.6 mm.:

elliptical; without lens, the
but when mounted in Canada balsam and
viewed by reflected light it ranges from a dense lirown-black to semitransparent, pale, 3"ellow-brown. The former color when found in

PujKi-case.

case

is

brownish

in color,

semitransparent, 3'ellowish species

is

usually the result of parasitization.
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doi'suiii hears a coMspicuously Ion*;- sulnuaroiiuil fringe, which
ahnost perpendicularly from the case to a coMsi(lerat)h' distance;
it is then cur\'cd outward and downward until the distal ])Oi'tion rests
upon the leaf. This frin<^-e is made up of appressed, slender, crystal-

Tho

rises

liiH'

rods which form a solid

irre<4u]ai'

plates

after

length of this fringe

is

riuo- al)()\e

the case. t)ut

curving downward.
characteristic of

.1.

is

l)roken into

The arrangement and
Inifc/i!ii</s!, and makes it

and heautiful of the Califoi'nian Aleyrodida\
Within the circle of sul>marginal fringe tiie (h)rsum is sometimes
covered with a thin, p(dlucid coat of wax; this coating frecpiently
extends over the hitcu'al and xentral portions as well, thus completely
one of the most

imi({U(^

inclosing the case.

This w^ax covering

is

proba])ly protective, as the

author found it on a number of species collected in Yosemitc Valley,
which in lower altitudes and a warmer climate were without it. This
dorsal wax is tilled with minute dots, Avhich dou))tless is Init an impression of the underlying wax-secreting tubes.
On the majority of the specimens the dorsal wax coat was gi-amdar;
usually this granular wax w^as thicker in a strip along the dorso-medial
line

and

in a ring inclosed ])y the

submarginal fringe.

The dorsum has a narrow marginal rim, within which the lateral
wax tubes are evident; the outer margin of the case is but slightly and
irregularly crenulated; inside of the marginal rim, and extending
around the case, there are about three in-egular rows of closely set
papilliv from which issues the submarginal dorsal fringe; scattered
among the papilUe are a large number of small pores. Between the
dorso-submarginal papilla' and the central dorsum the case is covered
with minute papilla?. The al)domen has a slight keel, along which the
segmentation is distinct. On each of the abdominal segments there are
two small pores; these are arranged in two parallel lines, one each side

Lateral of these pores there are occasionally seen
two to three pores; on the meta-thorax there
Caudad of each abdominal suture
is a transverse row of small pores.
there is a pair of subcircular spaces which are somewhat more highly
chitinized than the surrounding dorsum; these spaces are also usually

of thedorsi-meson.

irregular groups of from

The thoraco-abdominal suture is
and extends to the su'omarginal papilhe.
The vasiform oritice is distinctly outlined l)y a dark rim, shape,
subovate, the inner lateral and caudal margins nuich corrugated, the
caudal end broadly lounded, or. in some specimens, indented and with

slightly wa-inkled in appearance.
distinct

a finger-like process projecting

caudad from center.

Oi)erculuni. sub-

about one-half length of oritice. Lingula. about fourlength of oritice, subspatulate, the distal portion with three
Just cephalad of the vasipairs of lateral lobes and a terminal lobe.
form oritice there are two crescent-shaped thickenings of the tergum
semielliptical,
tifths the

of dorsum.

Latero-cephalad of the

Proc. N. M.

vol.

xxvii— OH-

t)ritice

H7

on each side

is

a small pore.
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Ooti/j)es.—'So. 7102,

Collected

vol.

the author on an

unnamed

species of Aretcmtapliylos in

Yosemite Valley. July, 1902; only a few pupa-cases found.

ALEYRODES MELANOPS

62.

Cockerell.

Aleyrodes melanops Cockerell, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., May, 1902, p. 283,
and in an unpublished bulletin written for the Florida Exper. Station, by
T. D. A. Cockerell.

— Length

about 1.5 mm., broad-oval, black, similar in
but larger and with the fringe much longer
and curled over, so as to be strongly convex above.
Adults unknown.
^1. melanops is possibly only a variety of ^1. perile^icus.
Found by T. D. A. Cockerell at Alpine Tavern, Mount Lowe, California, on upper sides of leaves of Quercus.
Pupa-case.

sti'ucture to

A.

perlleucus.,

63.

ALEYRODES STRUTHANTHI

Alei/rodes stritthaiithi

Hempel, Annals & Mag. Nat.

Hempel.

Hist., sec.

7,

VIII, pp. 385-

'

387.

On

(1901.

Struthanthus

jlexicaulis.,

Mart., orange, Tlchilla

jiava.,

and an

unidentified forest tree.
Ilahitat.

—Paruahyba and Sao Paulo,
64.

ALEYRODES YOUNGI

Youngi Hempel, Annals

Aleyrodus

Brazil.

& Mag.

Hempel.

Nat. Hist., sec.

7,

VIII, pp. 385.

"(1901.)

On

cabbage and collards, Ignape and Campinas, State of Sao Paulo,

Brazil.
65.

ALEYRODES MORI ARIZONENSIS
Plate

XXXII,

figs.

Cockerell.

38-38a.

Aleyrodes mori arizonensis Cockerell, Science Gossip, 1900, p. 366.

pKpa

— Size

about O.T by 0.55 mm.; elliptical, shiny black.
Margin with a copious white, cottony fringe all around; continuous
Case moderately convex, with evident,
basally but ragged distally.
rounded median ridge. The pupa is like that of ^4. mori Quaintance,
but the lateral margins of case are more deeply crenulated. The
adult has the wings white, with black markings, which show considerThis species
able variation in arrangement (Plate XXXII, fig. 38).
Arizona,
Mesa,
at
Collected
occurs on orange trees in the Southwest.
Prof.
Mexico,
b}^
C. H. T.
by T. D. A. Cockerell, and at Zapotlan,
case.

Townsend.
«The above

description

to get access to references.

is

from a

letter

by Mr.

Cockerell, the writer not being able
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66.

ALEYRODES NEPHROLEPIDIS
Quaintanck,

Alei/rodes ne.plurolepidis

Agric, 1900,

On

535

Quaintance.

Bull. 8. Tech. Ser., Div. Ent., U. S. Dept.

p. 29.

Pennsylvania.

Nejyhi'olep'i^^

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
[These plates were drawn by Mary

fl.

Wellnian.]

Plate XXVII.
Fig.

1.

Ale>jrodi's tridescens,

pupa-case.

2.

Aleyrodes tridescens,

same with wax removed, showing arrangement

of

wax-

secreting pores.

Aleyrodes iridescem, pore of same, enlarged.

2a.
8.

Aleyrodes niyraus, pupa-case, cleared and

mounted

show

to

vertical,

oblique

rim.
4.

Aleyrodes amnicola, pupa-case.

5.

a,

Aleyrodes welhnarue, pupa-case with dorso-sul)marginal

vasiform

5a. Aleyrodes welhnanA',
6.

operculum; h, lingnla.
wax removed.
operculum; h, lingula.

vasiform orifice of same;

4a. Aleyrodes amnicola,

orifice;

'/,

Aleyrodes acacUe, pupa-case.

Plate XXYIII.
Fig.

7.

Aleyrodes madron I, pupa-case.

8.

Aleyrodes madroiil,
dorsal

9.

and

same showing a common

lateral

variation in arrangement of

wax.

Aleyrodes coronatus, pupa-case.

10.

Aleyrodes iuferrogationis, pupa-case.

11.

Aleyrodes iiderrogatinnis, caudal
orifice

with marginal rim;

a,

end

of pupa, spines in detail

operculum;

b,

base of lingula;

and vasiform
r,

corrugated

inner parts.
12.

Aleyrodes interrogationis, pupa-case, showing dorsal spines, pores, and lateral

wax

tubes.

Plate

XXIX.

Fig. 13. Aleyrodes b'lloggi, pupa-case cleared of wax.
13a. Aleyrodes kelloggi, detail of

minute dorsal wax-pores.

14.

Aleyrodes kelloggi, pupa-case.

15.

Aleyrodes kelloggi,

16.

Aleyrodes kelloggi, vasiform orifice;

young

larva.
a,

operculum;

//,

lingula;

rim.

18.

Aleyrodes inerlini, pupa-case.
Aleyrodes merlini, same, cleared of wax, showing dorsal papilla'.

19.

Aleyrodes merlini, vasiform orifice;

17.

Plate

a,

operculum;

//,

XXX.

Fig. 20. Aleyrodes errans, pupa-case, with molt on dorsum.
21.

Aleyrodes errans, pupa-case with molt removed.

22. Aleyrodes stanfordi, ])Ui)a-case.
23.

Aleyrodes stanfordi, late larva or early pupa.

24.

Aleyrodes stanfordi, detail of marginal rim of

25. Aleyrodes stanfordi,

egg showing marking.

lig. 23.

lingula.

c,

marginal
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Plate

Fig. 26. Ahyrodes tentaculatus, pupa-case, dorsal view.
27.

wax

Aleyrodes tentaculatus, pupa-case from side to sliow vertical
variation from

base,

and

fig. 26.

28.

Aleyrodes tentaculatus, pupa-case cleared of wax, showing marginal rim witli

29.

Aleyrodes tentaculatus, portion of marginal in detail.

30.

Aleyrodes tentaculatus, vasiform orifice of pupa-case with surrounding mar-

papillae.

ginal rim; a, operculum;
30a. Aleyrodes tentaculatus,

cephalad of vasiform

of

dorsum

orifice.

31.

Aleyrodes glaciaUs, pupa-case.

32.

Aleyrodes

glacialis,

lingula.

h,

same showing crescent-shaped thickenings

same with wax removed,

shov.'ing dorsal pores

and

papillae.
33.

Aleyrodes glacialis, detail of caudal end of pupa-case, dorso-caudal furrow.

Plate XXXII.
Fig. 34. Aleyrodes inconspicuus, pupa-case.
35. Aleyrodes inconspicuus, detail of
36.

lum
37.

dorsum

of

same.

Aleyrodes inconspicuus, vasiform orifice with surrounding rim;
;

h,

a,

opercu-

lingula of pupa-case.

Aleyrodes inconspicuus, parasite, dissected from pupa-case.

abdominal segment of male, showing genitalia.
mori arizonensis, diagram showing variation in wing marking.
38a. Aleyrodes mori arizonensis, diagram showing crenulation of pupa-case.
39. Aleyrodes mori, diagram showing crenulation of pupa-case.
37a. Aleyrodes inconspicuus, last
38. Aleyrodes

Plate XXXIII.
Fig. 40. Aleyrodes pruinosus, adult,

showing position

of

wings when at

rest.

41.

Aleyrodes pruinosus, male, cleared of wax, showing markings.

42.

abdomen of female, showing the variation from male
markings and width of segments 4 and 5.
Aleyrodes pruinosus, dorso-abdominal markings of female.
Aleyrodes pruinosus, last al)dominal segments of female with vasiform orifice;
a, operculum; h, lingula; and c, genitalia.
Aleyrodes pruinosus, detail of wing marking and main vein.
Aleyrodes pruinosus, caudal end of larva, showing spines, lateral view of
vasiform orifice; a, operculum; b, lingula.
Aleyrodes jiiuinosuti, dorsal view of larval vasiform orifice; a, operculum;
lingula; c, minute, blunt tubes at apex of lingula.
Aleyrodes pruinosus,
in latero-ventral

43.

44.

45.
46.

47.

/*,

Plate

XXXIV.

Fk;. 48. Aleyrodes jyruinosus, fore wing.
49.

Aleyrodes pruinosus, hind wing.

50.

Aleyrodes pruinosus, border of wing.

50«. Aleyrodes pruinosus, same,
51.

Aleyrodes pruinosus, head
c,

mentum;

</,

showing

hairs, highly magnified.

of adult; a,

rostral settf

mentum

;

e,

compound divided

eye;

h,

same showing

52.

Aleyrodes pruinosus,

53.

Aley7-odes pruinosus, antenna^ of same, highly magnified.

54.

Aleyrodes pruinosus, tarsi of same, front and

55.

Aleyrodes pndnosus, diagram showing typical alimentary tract and
parts of Aleyrodes.

of

ot-ellus;

antennae.
suctorial tube.

sidi'

view.

mouth
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case, ventral surface sliowiu^' tradieal

system and

position of spiracles.
57. Al.ri/rode>< xpira-oidesi,

same,

sliowini,'

transverse tracheal trunks.

58.

Alei/rodes npi nvoides, male, genitalia, vasiform orifice; a,

59.

Ak'i/rodf's .tj)ir;eoides,

t)0.

operculum; /;, lingula.
vasiform orifice of puj)a-case with surrounding marginal
rim; n, operculum; b, lingula; t. I., terminal lobes of lingula.
Alcyrodes spinvvides, detail of marginal rim of pupa-case

61.

Aleyrodes icelbnanie, pupa-case.

XXXVI.

I'l.ATE

Fi(i. (52.
(i.S.

Aleyrodes Iiutchingsl, pupa-case.

wax removed, showing

Aleyrodes hutchingsi, same, with

dorsal pores

and

papillae.
6-4.

Aleyrodes

liutcltingsl, detail of

margin

of case, sulimargiual i>aj»illa'and pores,

and minute dorsal papilhe.
65.

wax removed.

Aleyrodes e.rtnniiens, female, with granular

66. Aleyrodes extrnniens, egg.
67.

Aleyrodes extranlens,

68.

Aleyrodes splendens,

young larva.
young larva.
Plate

XXXVII.

Fkj. 69. Aleyrodes splendens, pupa-case.
70.

Aleyrodes quahdanrei, pupa-case

mounted

to

show marginal rim and

colora-

tion of dorsum.
71.

Aleyrodes quaintancei, early pupa-case, outline to

72.

Aleyrodes quaintancei,

73.

Aleyrodes quaintuncei, vasiform

young

show shape.

larva.
orifice of

pupa-case and portion of

directly cephalad.
74.

Aleyrodes maskelli, vasiform orifice of pupa-case witli marginal rim.

ca.se
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STUDIES IN OLD WORLD FOKFICllJDS OK EARWKiS,
AND BLATTIDS OR COCKROACHES.

B}'

OJ

the

Academy

The notes contained

James A. G. Rehn,
of Natural Sciences of Ph'dadelphia.

in the following-

Academy

the collections of the

pages are based on material

in

of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia,

and of the United States National Museum.
The Hirase material from Japan, the Harrison and Hiller collection
from Sumatra, the Abbott material from Trong, Siam. and the collections made hy Koebele of Austi-alian and New Zealand forms were the
larger faunal collections examined.
The author wishes to express his thanks to Dr. W. H. Ashmead for
the privilege of examining the material from the United States
National

Museum.
Family

Genus
1815.
Ti/j}e.

FORFICULID.E.

LABIDURA

"Lahldid-d Leach, Edinb. Em-ycl., IX,

—

'"''

Lahidrii'd (/ti/anffa^^

Leach.

— Forlicula

LABIDURA HUSEINiE
1901. Apterygida husehuv

118."

p.

Rehx, Proc.

rijHtria Pallas.

(Rehn.)

Acail. Nat. Sci.

Phila.,

\^.

278;

Sheikh

Husein, Gallaland, Africa.

On second examination this species is seen to be a member of tiie
genus LahUhira and to represent a form of the rijxiria group. The
recent treatment of this group hy Kirby" is substantiated as far as our
material goes.

This species belongs to the same section of the group as inennis
Brunner, iiiarglnella Costa, auditor Scuddei-. crenata Olivier, and
mtumlk Burmeister. From iiwmix it diti'ers in having the internal

border of the male forceps more heavily dentate, the median tooth
being very distinct; from inargineUa it diflers in the .somewhat larger
size and crenulate basal section of the male forceps; from auditor in
"Ann. and Mag. Nat.
Proceedings U.

S.

Hist., 7th ser.,

XI, pp. 63-66.

National Museum, Vol. XXVII— No. 1363.
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the shape of the forceps, which are curved upward, and in the moderately dentate character of the internal margin of the same;

from

crenata in the unequal and less extensive crenulations on the internal
margin of the female forceps, and very different coloration; while from
si(tur((ll,s Burmeister it is separable by the crenulate character of the
internal margin of the female forceps, as well as the smaller size.
The nominal African species of this group, with their type localities,
are as follows:

Labidura auditor Scudder. [Natal.]
Lahidura hengalensh Dohrn. [Bengal.]
Kirby ' considers a specimen from Sokotra

as probaiily representing

this form.

Lahid/iira crenata (Olivier).

[South Africa.]

Lahidura
[St. Helena.]
Lahidura huseinx (Rehn). [Sheikh Husein, Gallaland.]
Lahidura pallipes (Fabricius). [Cape Verde Islands.]
Lahidura terminalis Serville. [Mauritius.]
herculeana (Fabricius).

Genus ANISOLABIS Fieber.
185.3.

Included A. marit'mia and

Anisolabis Fiebek, Lotos, III, p. 257.

ANISOLABIS STALI
1864. F[oreinella]

sWi Dohrn, Entom.

moesta.

(Dohrn).

Zeitung, Stettin,

XXV,

p. 286;

Java.

One female; Batu Sangkar, Padangsche Bovenland, Sumatra.
August and September, 1901. (A. C. Harrison, jr., and Dr. H. M.
[A. N. S. Phila.]
This species appears to be broadly distributed through the Mala3'an
region, reaching Hindostan and Farther India, besides being recorded
from the island'of Nossi-Bc, off the northwest coast of Madagascar.
Hiller.)

Genus
1840. After ygida

APTERYGIDA

AVestwood, Introd. Class

V/estwood.

Ins.,

Synop. Gen.,

Type. —Lhrjicula pedestris ^one\\i= alhipetinis

p. 44.

Megerle von Muehl-

feld.

APTERYGIDA ATHYMIA, new
1880.

Forjicula japordca

Hist. Nat.,

IX,

DeBormans

p. 512; .lapan,

(not of

name.

De Haan,

1842), Anales Soc. Espan.

on seashore.

Three specimens; one damaged, sex unknown, and two immature
[A. N. S. Phila.]
(Dr. H. C. Wood.)

females; Japan.^

Ann. and Mag. Nat.

Hist., 7th ser., XI, p. 64.
has very kindly given me the following information regarding the
specimens collected by him in Japan: My collections were all made in the district
bounded by Kioto on the south and Nikko or Tokio on the north, going well back
into the center of the country, as we made the trip along the Nakasendo road, the
«

'^

Dr.

Wood

old highroad in Japan between Nortli
ridge of the island.

and South Japan, running along the central
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As De Boriiiaiis' name if? pieoccupiod by De Ilaairs Forfcxda
gigantea \ 'eiW ja^xmica," a new name is re((uired, and 1 propose that of
atlnjmia in relation to the rather weak build of the insect.
The immature individuals are rather darker in general coloration
than the mature specimen.
Family BLATTID.E.
Subfkinil.v EC"rOBII>r>l<:.

Genus ECTOBIUS Stephens.
1835. Ertoliiiis Stephens, Illust. Brit. Entoiu., Mandih., VI, p.

Type.

— By elimination and

4'i.

selection, Blatta lapponiva.s Linna3us.''

ECTOBIUS MAORI, new
Ty^f.— Male; New Zealand.

(Koebele.)

Allied to E. tasinanicus Brancsik

''

species.

No.

U.S.N.M.]
from
the general larger size, and
[Cat.

(55)43,

and E. marcidus

E^richson*'

Tasmania. From tas)nanicus it differs in
in the very nmcli larger pronotum, which also bears a different disk
pattern.
From niarcidus it differs in the smaller size, and the lighter
abdomen. The description of the latter species is very imperfect.
Size small; form elongate elliptical; surface moderately polished.
Head projecting beyond the })ronotum; the interspace between the
eyes about twice that between the ocelli; eyes subreniform; antennie
not quite equaling the body in length.
Pronotum transverse, the
greatest width posterior; anterior margin subtruncate; posterior
margin Ijroadly ai'cuate; lateral margins arcuate, the anterior angles
not at all apparent, the posterior angles obtuseh' rounded; lateral
portions rather abruptly depressed.

Tegmina reaching

to the tip of

the abdomen, lanceolate, apex rather blunt; basal field rather broad,
short, but slightly exceeding one-fourth the

tegmina

in length, sub-

coriaceous; discoidal vein extending to the tip of the tegmen, costal

branches numerous and rather regular; anal sulcus arcuate, slightly
«Verh. Natuur. Gesch. Nederl. Overz. Bezitt, Orth.,
^

The

1842, p. 240.

originally included species are as follows:

gerrnanicvs

— Phyllodrornla Serville,

1839.

pallens^.

lapponiciix.
pers])icill<irh.

Panzeri.
nigrlpes.
livi(Il(S.

paUidnxf

Of the seven uneliminated species lapponicuK can readily

})e

selectt-d

the best known.
'Jahresheft Naturwiss. Verein. Trencs(?ner Comitat., X\'JI-.\ \1

Brunner figured

as

pi.

vn,

tig.

''Archiv.

this species

and

1.
f.

Naturgesch., Vlll,

a.«i

the

tyjie,

it is

I't.

1,

1842, p. 248.

II,

lSV»."i,

]>.

244,
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length, anal field subpyriform in out-

the tegmina

Supra-anal plate

length.

in

transverse; apical margin subtruncate, the median portion produced
into a blunt, rounded process.

Cerci fusiform, bluntl}" acuminate,

moderately depressed, exceeding the subgenital plate by half their
Subgenital plate rotundate, the apex produced into an
length.
Limbs rather robust. Anterior femora with
acuminate process.
three median, two apical spines, and live minute spines between the
other groups on the anterior margin; the apical spines very large,
genicular spines short and stout; tibite slightl}^ shorter than the
femora; tarsi about equal to the tibial in length. Median femora with
seven evenly distributed spines on the anterior margin, the apical and
median exceeding the other in size; genicular spine very long, slender,
and curved; tibiae not quite equaling the femora in length; tarsi
slighth" exceeding the tibias in length and about equal to the femora.
Posterior femora with four large spines on the distal portion of the
anterior margin, the apical exceeding the others in size; genicular
spine slender, elongate, and curved; tibiie equal to the femora in
length; tarsi slightly shorter than the tibise, the metatarsi exceeding
the other joints in length, arolia moderately large.
General color ochraceous brown of two tints. Head rufescent
brown, eyes pale. Pronotum with the disk bearing a complicated

Tegmina
pattern of the darker tint on the paler, margin subpellucid.
with the basal field, costal margin, and veins and nervures of the paler
tint

on the darker.

Limbs

of the pale tint mottled with the darker.

MEASUREMENTS.
mm.

body
of pronotum
Posterior width of pronotum
Length of tegmina

8.

5

2.

3

6.

5

Greatest width of tegmina

2.

5

Length
Length

Two

of

o

additional specimens of the species

from the type

locality

were

also examined.

Genus

ANAPLECTA

1838. AnapJecta Burmeister,

Included

^1.

//iinutw.s/'vta

Handh.

d.

Burnieister.

Entom.,

(De Geer),

II,

\^.

lateralis

494.

Burmeister, dorsalis

Burmeister, and imicolor Burmeister.

ANAPLECTA PLATYCEPHALA,

new

species.

—

(Koebele.)
[Cat. No. 094-i.
Female; Cairns, Queensland.
Type.
U.S. N.M.J
This species appears to be allied to ^1. fidva Brunner," from Burma,
but differs in the whoU}" hyaline tegmina and the different proportions
of the pronotum.
a

Ann. Mus.

Civ. Stor. Xat.

Genova, XXXIII, 1893,

p. 12.
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form ovate.

Size ratlior .small;
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strong-ly clopr(>s,sed, with the

anterior marj^in arcuate, projecting coiisideral)ly l)eyond the prono-

tum; interspace between the eyes slightly

than

less

Pronotum

of the eye; eyes elongate reniform,

tlu*

long diameter

transverse, depressed,

hemispherical; anterior margin shallowly and broadly emarginate; posterioi' margin rotundato-tnincate; lateral margins obtusel}' rounded.

Tegmina

lanceolate,

apex subacute,

costal

margin more arcuate than

the sutural; hasal tield very broad, occupying almost half the basal

width of the tegmina, extending about two-thirds the length of the
tegmen, but the distal half narrowed by the mediastine vein, and not
more than half the ])asal width; discoidal vein straight, extending to
the apex of the tegmen; costal veins regularly disposed, arcuate, the
convexity toward the apex of the tegmen; anal sulcus indistinct arcuate, joining the sutural margin at a point distant one-third the entire
Wings about equal to the tegmina in length
length from the base.
when in repose. Supra-anal plate rather small, triangularly produced,
apex deeply and narrowl}^ tissate. Cerci elongate, narrow, moderately
depressed, apex bluntly acuminate.
Subgenital plate produced,
broadly channeled, apex truncate. Posterior tibia^ slighth^ exceeding

femora in length.
General color pale ochraceous hyaline, suffused on the disk of the
pronotum; costal margin of the wings and body with reddish ochraceous; eyes umber.
the

MEASUREMENTS.
mm.
8.5

Length of l)ody
Length of pronotum
Greatest width of pronotum
Length of tegmina
Greatest width of tegmina

2
3.
7.

3

Subfainily FSETIDOIMOFIN'.^:"

Genus
1903.

Tyjje.

BLATTELLA

Csi\xd.e\\ {Pin illodromia Xxxci.).

BlaUeUa Caudell, Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash., V,

p. 234.

—Blatta germanlca Linnteus.
BLATTELLA GERMANICA

1767.

(£/««/«« Auct.).

{£1(111(1]

germanwa LiUNJEva,

(Linnaeus).

Syst. Nat., 12th ed., p. 688.

[Denmark.]

Four specimens; three females, one immature individual.
Chemulpo, Korea (Dr. W. H. Jones) [A. N. S. Phila.]. Kioto,
Japan (Koel)ele)
Japan (Y. Hirase) [A. N. S. Phila.], no. 38.
[U.S.Js\M.].
Abbott)
L.
(Dr.
W.
Siam
Lower
[U.S.N.M.]. Trong,
« According to

Proc. N.

M.

Rehn, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc,
vol.

xxvii— 03

39

XXIX,

1903, p. 260.
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Genus ELLIPSIDION Saussure.
1864. Ell.ipsidioii iSaussure,
.

Ti/pe.

Melanges Orthopterologiques,

I,

p. 18.

Apolyta Brunner, Nouv, Syst. Blatt., p. 112, 1865.

— Tkymocera amtralis

Saxissure

— Ajwlt/f

a,

ELLIPSIDION HISTRIONICUM, new

pellucida Braiiner.
species.

Ty^^.— Male; Australia. (Koebele.) [Cat. No. B946, U.S.N.M.]
Apparently allied to ^. australe Saussure" (^ jpelhiGida Brunner)
and E. qumlripmictatmn Tepper.^ From the former it differs in the
truncate posterior margin and general shape of the pronotum, the
longer antenna^, and the brownish instead of blackish limbs. From
quadripnnctatam it differs in the larger size and the indefinite character of the maculations on the pronotum.
Size medium; form ovoid, the apex posterior.
Head slightly projecting beyond the pronotum, anteriorly truncate; interspace between
the eyes exceeding the long diameter of one of the latter; eyes reniform; lower surface of head deplanate; antenna? about equal to the
body in length, closely and densely plumose. Pronotum transverse,
subovate; anterior margin narrow, truncate; posterior margin truncate, about twice the width of the anterior margin; lateral margins
obtuse angulate, anterior angle well rounded, posterior angle broadly
obtuse; pronotum as a whole arched transversely.
Tegmina elongate,
subparallel, extending a considerable distance beyond the tip of the
abdomen; apex bluntly angulate; basal field equal to one-third the^
length of the tegmina, coriaceous in character; discoidal vein arcuate;
basally, extending to the apex of the tegmen, costal veins regularly
disposed, diagonal; anal sulcus arcuate basally, anal field subpyriform.

Wings

equal to the tegmina in length when in repose; apex narrowly
rounded, costal margin arcuate, proximal costal veins apically incrassate; ulnar vein with five complete rami.
Abdomen with the lateral
angles of the segments slightly produced posteriorly. Supra-anal plate
broad, shallow, triangularly produced, apex with a shallow V-shaped

Cerci lanceolate, depressed, apex acuminate.
Subgenital
produced, apex deeply and narrowly fissate..

fissure.

plate

triangularly

Anterior femora with one large apical spine on the external margin;;
posterior margin with three spines in the distal half, the apical one
largest, genicular spine large;

tibiffi not equal to the femora, but
equaling the tarsi in length. Median femora with seven spines on
the anterior margin, the apical one surpassing the others in size, posterior margin with five spines, the apical surpassing the others, genicular spine strong; tibia? very slightly shorter than the femora; tarsi

slightly shorter than the tibite.
«

Melanges Orthopterologiques,

Posterior femora with the anterior
I, p. 18.

^Trans. and Proc. and Rep. Royal Soc. South Aust.,

XVII,

p. 45.
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smd posterior margins each armed with six evenly disposed spines,
oeniculiir spine strong; tibia3 slightly exceeding the femora in length;
length of the tibia', arolia large.
General color orange ochraceous. Head with the lower .surface
black; ej^es, interspace ])etween the same and antenna? deep red-brown.
Pronotum with the disk reddish orange, with an oyerlaid irregular
Tegmina of the general tint, yeins and
pattern of dull brownish.

tarsi a])out two-thirds the

Wings of the general tint .strongest on the
neryures subpellucid.
the
apex
with a suffusion of umber. Abdomen aboye
costal margin,
blackish brown; beneath, the

same

each segment, except the
and laterally with cream color;
Coxjb blackish brown with a narrow lateral
cerci straw yellow.
color.
Femora, tibia?, and tarsi, red-brown, the
margin of cream
blackish-brown
genicular patches.
femora with

apical ones,

margined

tint,

])oth posteriorly

MEASUREMf]NTS.
mm.

Length of body
Length of pronotum
Greatest width of pronotum
Length of tegmina
Greatest width of tegmina

Genus
1838.

T/i j/csocera

11. 5
8.

.^.8

13.

5

THYRSOCERA

Burmeister.

BuBMEiSTEK, Mandb. der Ent.,

II, p. 498.

Hemithyrsocera Saussure, Societas Entomologica, VIII, 1893,

Of the ten included

species {spectabilis, crinico7mis,

p.

r>7.

civicta.,

offinh,

and hlrt-icomi^)
all are congeneric with ohlongata (the type of Pseudomops Seryille),
except spectabilis and histrio^ of which the former may be considered
Havipes^ laticornis, histrio^ oblongata., amixdicornis,

the type.

THYRSOCERA NIGRA
1865.

Th^yrmcera] /wyro Brunner, Nouv. Syst.

One female; Trong, Lower Siam.
This species has also been recorded

Thyrsocera histrio Burmeister,

Two males; Goenong,
(A. C. Harrison,

jr.,

Blatt., p. 120;

Burmeister.

Handb. der Entom.,

II, p. 499;

Java.

Lampong. Sumatra. Oct.-Noy.,
and Dr. H. M. lliUcr.) |A. N. S. Phila.J
Soegi,

THYRSOCERA TESSELLATA.

—

East Indies.

W. L. A])bott.) [U.S.N.M.]
from Burma and Tenasserim.
(Dr.

THYRSOCERA HISTRIO
1838.

Brunner,

new

11*<>1.

species.

Male (immature); Trong, Lower Slam. (I)r. W. L. Al)hott.)
No. 6946, U.S.N.M.J
This peculiar form does not a]ipear to hr closely related to any of
the previously known forms.
Tyjye.

[Cat.
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form ovoid; apex anteriorly depressed; surface polslighth' bej'ond the pronotum; the
interspace between the eyes considerably greater than that between
the ocelli; eyes reniform.
Pronotum with the greatest width jDosteriorly; anterior margin narrow, truncate; posterior margin subtruncate, three times the width of the anterior margin; lateral margin
Size small;

ished.

Head projecting very

arcuate,

anterior angles well rounded,

rounded.

Abdomen

posterior angles

narrowly

strongly depressed, each segment of the lateral

margin slightly projecting posteriori}^; ventral segments, except the
two apical ones, bearing evenly distributed longitudinal folds, which
extend about the whole depth of the segment. Supra-anal plate
transverse, very slightly produced, apex very slightly and yqyj shallowly emarginate. Cerei fusiform, very slightly depressed, the apex
acuminate, supplied with long

stitf bristles.
Subgenital plate not
prominent, the apical margin slightly produced, truncate; styles
unequal, one stout and acuminate, the other minute.
Anterior femora
with twelve spines on the anterior margin, restricted to the median
and distal portions, the proximal two and apical two the largest
in the series; posterior margin with live spines restricted to the
median and distal portions, no genicular spine; tibia3 two-thirds the
length of the femora; tarsi equal to the femora in length. Median
femora with six spines on each margin, genicular spine slender;
tibiae about equal to the femora in length; tarsi shorter than the
tibiae, the metatarsi equal to the other joints in length.
Posterior
femora with six spines on each margin, genicular spine slender and
about equal in length to the apical spine on the anterior margin;
tibiae slightly exceeding- the femora in length; tarsi about two-thirds
the length of the tibia% metatarsi about equal to the remaining tarsal

joints in length, arolia rather small.

General color whitish gra}'. mottled and sprinkled with blacki
the lower surface evenl}^ sprinkled with spots of dark
brown, interspace between the eyes with three longitudinal streaks
of brown; eyes mahogan}" brown.
Pronotum heavily blotched centrall}" with black, the overlying tint forming distinct spots as the
lateral margins are approached, and also decreasing in size; median
portion of the pronotum bearing two longitudinal streaks of whitish
gray.
Mesonotum and metanotum with a color pattern very similar
to that of the pronotum, except for the absence of spots on the lateral
Abdomen with
portions and the infuscation of the posterior margin.
the basic tint black, the folds of the segments and the apical portions
of the two terminal segments dull grayish; ventral surface of the
abdomen blackish centrally, blackish and grayish marmorate laterally.
Cerci grayish, a touch of l)lack on the basal jiortion of the upper
surf a("e.
Limbs yellowish gray, each longitudinal marked with a single
distinct line of black, which is more or less broken.

Head with
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MEASURPLMENTS.
mm
Length

of )M)dy

Lonjfth

t)f

7.

pronotnni

2.

Greatest width of pronotuin

Sulafairiily

Genus
1893.

KPILAMimiN^^::.

CALOLAMPRA

Saussure.

Calolampra Saussure, Societas ICntoinolo^ica, VIII,

Type. —

C. (jracilis

Epilawpra

p. 57.

(Brunner)."

CALOLAMPRA GRACILIS
1865.

7

3.5

(jrac'dh

Bruxxer, Nouv.

(Brunner).

Syst. Blatt., p. 170, pi. iv,

(i<r.

20;

Port Adelaide and Sydney, Anstraha; Tasmania.

Three females; Australiao

(Koebele.)

[U.S.N. M.J

CALOLAMPRA PEDISEQUA,

new

species.

Type.—M^\Q\ Trong-, Lower Siam. (Dr. W. L. Abbott.) [Cat. No.
U.S.N.M.]
Allied to C. aspera Tepper/' from Australia, but diti'orino- in the
coloration and the differently shaped pronotum.
Nothing further
can be determined from Tepper's description.
Size medium; form depressed, ovate; surface rugulose.
Head
slightl}' projecting Ijeyond the pronotum; interspace between the
eyes half again as wide as that between the ocelli; lower surface
6947,

of head deplanate; e3'es subpyriform, the posterior portion strongly

compressed;

antenna not equal

to

half

the length of the body,

third joint slightly exceeding the basal one

in

Pronotum

length.

and lateral margins arcuate;
posterior margin subtruncate, slig-htl}' produced centrally; posterolateral angles very narrowly rounded.
Mesonotum and motanotum with the posterior margins concave, the latter being slig;htly
produced in the middle, these margins bearing a transverse series
of longitudinally disposed folds or scars.
Al)domon with the pos
tero- lateral angles of the .segments not produced; each segment
bearing a series of ""scars" similar to those on the mesonotum
and mctanotum, though somewhat larger in size and more distinct
hemispherical

outline;

in

anterior

in character; ventral surface with evenh' distributed
pustides.
Supra-anal plate transverse, the apex broadly and shallowly cniarginate.
Cerci short, stout, conical, not equaling the supra-anal plate
in length.
Subgenital plate strongly transverse, narrow, with a mod-

erately deep V-.shaped emargination; styles mimite and lateial.
Anterior femora with the anterior border bearing three or four sub«Acrt)rdinj,' to

''Trans,

and

Rehn, Trans. Amer. Knt. Soi-.,
and Rep. Koyal Soc. South

I'roc.

XXIX.
Au.st.,

liK):?,

XVII,

j).

274.

p.

(i2.
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median and one apical large spine, between which g-roups are ranged
a series of minute, comb-like spines, posterior margin with live rather

even and regularly distributed spines, no genicular spine present;
tibije not quite two-thirds the length of the femora; tarsal joints about
equal to the tibia? in length. Median femora with four rather short
and stout spines on the anterior margin, posterior margin with five
spines, no genicular spine present; tibias almost equaling the femora
in length; tarsi slightly shorter than the tibiaj; metatarsi ^'ery disPosterior femora with four
tinctly longer than the terminal joint.
well-spaced, blunt median and one apical spine on the anterior margin;
posterior margin with four spines, basal one very small, none apical,
genicular spine rather short, but quite distinct; tibise exceeding the
femora by about one -third the length of the latter; metatarsi about
equal to the other tarsal joints in length, external face of the metatarsi bearing a longitudinal row of fine teeth, inferior face bearing
two parallel, closely placed rows of the same, pulvilli triangular and
apical, arolia minute.
General color wood brown. Head with the superior surface and
the interocular interspace pale ochraceous, finely punctate with
browni; ocelli pale ochraceous; lower surface, eyes, and antenna? blackAbdomen with the "scars" slightly darker in color than
ish brown.
the surrounding tint. Femora darker in color than the other portions
of the limbs; trochanters very pale wood brown.

MEASUREMENTS.
mm.

Length
Length
Length

of
of
of

body
pronotum
pronotum

Greatest width of

6
10.

abdomen

Genus

—

£J.

EPILAMPRA
d.

Burmeister.

Entom.,

II, p. 504.

nebulosa Burmeister.*'

EPILAMPRA TRONGANA,
Types.

5

12. 7

Epilampra Brunner, Handb.

1838.

Type.

23

new

species.

—Male and female; Trong, Lower Siam.

(Dr.

W.

L. Abbott.)

No. 6948, U.S.N.M.]
Allied to E. lineatlcoUis Bolivar,* from Trichinopoly, and E. geminata Brunner,^ from Kina Balu, Borneo. From the former it difl'ers
in the very difl'erent coloration and from the latter in the nonemarginate apex of the tegmina. The description of the latter is
The common
so unsatisfactory that little can be made out of, it.
[Cat.

"According to Rehn, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc, XXIX, 1903, p. 271.
6 Ann. Soc. Ent., France, LXVI, p. 298.
cAbhaudl. Senckenb. Naturforsch. Gesellsch., XXIV, Pt. 2, p. 208.
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East Indian species E. nchulosa Burnieister differs
pronotiun, the elonoate anal

apex of the tegniina,

in

549
thcform of the

more acuminate
and the broader subgenital andmon; rounded
field

of the tegniina,

tlic

supraanal plates of the male.

— Size

medium; form elongate-ovate. Head projectino- oonbeyond the pronotum, the anterior margin subtruncate;
interspace between the eyes and that between the ocelli equal; ocelli
M<(J('.

sidei-ably

large, touching the eyes; eyes irregularly reniform, the greatest depth
anteriorl}'; antenna^ not quite equaling- the bod}- in letigth.

Pronotum

heptagonal; anterior margin truncate; posterior margin obtuse angulate; postero-lateral n'largins shorter than any of th(? others; all angles
blunt and rounded; lateral portions of the pronotum depressed. Tegmina elongate, considerably exceeding the apex of the abdomen; costal
margin gently arcuate, sutural margin straight, apex very obtusely

rounded; basal

field

equal to one-third the length of the tegmina;

viens numerous and sublongitudinal

in character; ulnar vein
costal
with seven distinct rami; anal sulcus very slightly arcuate, anal field
reaching two-fifths the way to the apex of the tegmen.
Supra-anal

plate produced,

broken.

with

tive

bilobate, the centrally fissure quite deep.
Cerci
Snbgenital plate produced, subtruncate. Anterior femora
large median, one apical, and an intermediate series of minute

spines on the anterior margin, posterior margin with five

medium-

about three-fourths
the length of the femora; tarsi exceeding the tibia? and not equiding
the femora in length.
Median femora with four evenly distributed
spines on the median and distal portions of the anterior margin, possized spines, no genicular spine present;

terior

margin with four

spines, none of

tibia?

which are

apical, genicular

spine rather short; tibiae equal to the femora in length; tarsi consider-

ably shorter than the femora, metatarsi almost equal to the remaining
tarsal joints.
Posterior femora witli four spines on each margin,
genicular spine of moderate size; tibiae one and one-fourth the length
of the femora; tarsi three-fifths the length of the tibia', metatarsi

equal to the remaining joints in length, the two lateral and two ventral angles supplied with rows of moderate-sized teeth, pulvilli rotun-

and of rather large size.
Female. Size rather large. Head with the interspace between the
eyes almost twice that between the ocelli; ocelli not touching the eyes;
antemue equal to a])out three-fifths the lengtli of the body. Pronotum
simihii- to the male, except that the anterior and antero-lateral margins
form a continuous arc. Wings equal to the tegmina in length when in
repose; costal margin .sti'ongly arcuate apically, apex subangulate; ulnar
date, apical, arolia triangular

—

vein bearing about sixteen conq)lete lami and a

number

of incomi>lete

Supra-anal plate produced, l)ilobate, the fissure -shaped.
Cerci elongate fusiform, depressed, apex acuminate, not ('([ualing the
.Snbgenital plate very large, rotundate;
supra-anal plate in length.
ramifications.
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apex with a very shallow, hardl}" percept i})le emargination; the broad,
shallow cereal emargination bordered externally by a sharp denti-

form

process.

General color ashy-gray brown, clouded more or less distinctly with
wood brow^n. Head with the interorbital and the interocellar regions
dark wood brown in the male, unmarked in the female; eyes and
Pronotum without a distinct pattern, l)ut
antenna^ dark wood l)rown.
closely and tinely punctate with the darker tint; in the male the posterior

margin bears several short transversely distributed longitudinal
Tegmina with the peculiar markings charac-

streaks of dark brown,

teristic of the paler species of the

genus; base of the discoidal vein

and the entire anal sulcus brokenh^ marked with black. Wings with
the median costal margin suffused with orange yellow, the apex with
wood brown.

MEASUREMENTS.
Male.

mm.
body
pronotum
Greatest width of pronotum.
Length of tegmina
Greatest width of tegmina.
Length
Length

of

of

.

Female.

'
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'reomina elongate, eonsiderabl}- excecdmargin broadly arcuate, apex
daniao-ed; basal held rather elong-atc, almost equaling the anal tield
tion.s con.sidora])ly

in

tip of

the

iiio-

depressed,

the abdomen; costal

length, subcoriaceous; anal sulcus rather evenly' arcuate.

.Supra-

anal plate strongly produced, bilobate,

apex of the lobes nuich nearer
the internal than the external margin, fissure between the lobes V-shaped
Cerci elongate, nai-row, subequal, apicall}'
and moderately deep.
acuminate,

slightl^^

subtruncate,

tion

depressed.
Subgenital plate broad; median porwith two slight rounded lobes centrally, cereal

Anterior femora with three to five spines on
two of which are apical, the others median, posmargin with four or five spines, one of which is apical, no

emarginations slight.
the anterior margin,
terior

genicular spine; tibia> two-thirds the length of the femora; tarsal joints

almost equal to the femora in length, metatarsi not more than threefifths the length of the terminal joint.
Median femora bearing three
or four spines on the

median and

distal sections of the anterior

margin,

posterior margin with five spines, the apical one small, genicular spine
short;

tibiffi

femora

equal to the femora in length; tarsi ecjual to the

tibiie

or

in length, metatarsi slight!}^ longer than the terminal joint.

Posterior femora with four subequal spines on the anterior margin,
posterior margin with four spines, none of which are apical, genicular

spine about equal to the other femoral spines in size; tibijB one and

two-thirds the length of the femora; tarsi equal to the femora in length,
metatarsi exceeding the remaining joints in length, lower surface

bearing two longitudinal, subcontiguous rows of minute teeth; pulvilli

medium size.
Head and under surface, dull ochra-

triangular and apical; arolia triangular and of

General color, dark vinaceous.
ceous brown;

tibiae

and

tarsi of the posterior limbs of the general tint,

Eyes dull umber;

the larger spines with a

pale median annulils.

antennte pale red-brown.

Pronotum minutely punctate with

blackish

brown, also with a few clouded irregular })lotches of red-brown along
the posterior margins.

MEASUREMENTS.
mm.

body
Lengtli of pronotum
Greates^t width of pronotum

49.

Length

-16+

Length

of

11.1
15.

tegmina
Greatest width of tegmina
of

Genus
1893.

RIncnoda'&RXrss-ER,

1-1.

RHICNODA
Ann. Mus.

Included species, B. rugosa and
may be selected as the type.

riiyosa

Brunner.

Civ. Stor. Nat. (icnova,

li.

XXXITI,

sjnnnlosa Brunner.

Of

p. ;^0.

these,
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RHICNODA RUGOSA

Brunner.

R{hlciioda^ ragosd Brunxer, Ami. Mus. Civ. Stor. Nat.

1893.

vol. xxvii.

Genova, XXXIIT,

Oheba, Cariu Ghecu (1,300-1,400 meters), mountains of Catcin
Cauri, Kokareet, Burma; Mooleyit, Tenasserim (1,200-1,400 meters); Palon
Pegu; Java.

13.

31; Cariii

One immature female; GoenongNov., 1901.

(A. C. Harrison,

Lampon^, Sumatra. Oct.and D. H. M. HiUer.) [A.N.S.

Soegi,

jr.,

Phila.]

RHICNODA DESIDIOSA, new

—

Female (immature); Trong,
Type.
Abbott.) [Cat. No. 6950, U.S.N.M.]
Apparently closest

from

Nicarag'ua,

allied

from which

to

B.

Lower Siam.

rejiesoa

it differs

species.

in the

(Dr.

W.

L.

Saussure and Zehntner,«
broader pronotum, in the

larger size, and the broader supra-anal plate.
No relationship exists
with either of the Old World species {rugosa and spinulosa Brunner),
or with R. laminata Brunner, from St. Vincent.
Size rather large; form ovate, depressed; surface rugose.
Head
completely hidden under the pronotum, anterior border subtruncate;

interspace between the e3^es slightly less than that between the ocelli;
ocelli rather small,

touching the eyes; eyes elongate, median and poste-

rior sections strongh^ depressed; antennae short, not equal to half the

length of the body; lower surface of the head deplanate, the interantennal region concave. Pronotum transverse, subtriangular, apex
anteriorly; lateral margins uncurved, meeting at an angle anteriorly;

posterior margin very broadly obtuse angulate, lateral angles ver}^ nar-

rowly rounded, the posterior margin supplied with a transverse series
of nodes or folds disk and cephalic boss of the pronotum well elevated
above the comparatively flat lateral portions. Mesonotum and metanotum with their posterior margins emarginate, in the metanotum
with a slight median projection, each supplied on the median portion
of the posterior margin with a transverse series of eight to ten longitudinal folds.
Abdomen with the lateral portions of each segment
produced posteriorly, but not into a sharp dentiform process; posterior margin of each segment bearing a transverse series of longitudinally placed folds.
Supra-anal plate produced, triangular, the apex
with a wide triangular emargination. Cerci short, strongly depressed,
apex blunt. Subgenital plate large, transverse, the median portion
subtruncate, the apical region very broadl}^ arcuate, cereal emargination slight.
Anterior femora with the anterior margin bearing four
or five large median, one or two large apical, and an intermediate
series of \Q.vy short, minute spines, posterior margin with five spines,
no genicular spine present; tibiae about half the length of the femora;
tarsi equal to the tibise in length.
Median femora bearing four or
;

a Biol. Cent.-Amer., Orth.,

I, p.

68, pi. iv, fig. 35.
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five spines on the anterior niaroin, one of whicli is apical and the
others median, posterior mai't^in with six spines, two of whicli are
sul)apical, ociiicular spine short; tibiai about three-fourths the length
of the femora; tarsi not equaling the tibite in length.
Posterior

femora with four spines on the

distal

half of the anterior margin,

posterior margin with thi'ee median spines, genicular spine very short

and stout;

one and one-fourth the length of the femora;

tibire

tarsi

a])out half the length of the femora, metatarsi slightly shorter than

the other joints combined, pulvilli of the metatarsi extending to the

base of the joint as a narrow line, flanked

b^^

a row of minute teeth;

arolia of rather large size.

General color, wood brown, on the thoracic segments obscurely
Cephalic l)oss and disk of the pronotum and the median portions of the meso- and metanotiun reddish
brown. Posterior margins of the thoracic and al)dominal segments
edged with dark brown. Eyes blackish brown, mottled with paler
brown. Antennae graj^ brown, except the ba.sal joint, which is umber.
punctate with darker brown.

MEASUREMENTS.
mm.

Length
Length

body

of

26.

of pronotiiui

5

8.

Greatest width of i^ronotum

14.0

Greatest width of mesoiiotuni

17.5

Greatest width of

abdomen

15.

Siibfainily BL^^k^TTIlSr^^:

Genus
i877. Dorylaea

{Periplanetinx and)

DORYLAEA

StAl, Ofversigt af

Stal.

Kongl. Vetenskai)H-Akadem. Forhandlingar,

1877, No. 10, p. 37.

Ty_pe.

— D. hrunneri

Stal.

DORYLAEA RHOMBIFOLIA
1813.

\^Blatt(t\

(

Stoll)

Rhomhifolid HTOhL, Natmirlijke Afbeeldingen en
pp. 5 and 14, pi. in d, tig. 3.

Besi'hrijviiigen;

De Kakkerlakken,

One

Mananjara, Madagascar,
[U.S.N.M.]

male;

Abbott.^

DORYLAEA PICEA

May

One male and one
Abbott.)

female;

Trong, Lower

BLATTA

Siani.

Linnneus.

1758. Blatta Linn^kus, Syst. Nat., lOtli cd., n. 424.

Type.

— Blatta oriental ix

Liiuiicus.

L.

Blatt., p. 223; Sani1)el<ing Island,

[IT.S.N.M.]

Genus

(Dr. ^V.

(Brunner).

PrriplnnetapiemBHVNSER, Nouv. Syst.
Xifobar group.

1865.

28, 1895.

(Or.

^^.

L.
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BLATTA ORIENTALIS
[Blnfta'] nricntaUs

1758.

vm..

xxvn.

Linnaeus.

LiNN^us, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., p. 424; "America, Oriente:
Pane, etc., hodie in Russife adjai-entibus regionilins fre-

iinpriiniH in farina,

(juens: incepit nnperis teniporibus Holmipp,

iiti

dudum

Three immature males: Yokohama, Japan.
Kioto, Japan.

[A. N. Caudell.]

(Y. Hirase.)

BLATTA SENECTA,
Type.

new

in Finlandia."

(Rev.

H. Loomis.)

[A. N. S. Phila.]

species.

—Female:

Closely

allif^d

Zulu Mission, South Africa. [A. N. S. Phila.]
to 7?. antlirac'iiia (Brancsik) " from the Zamliesi region,

but diffei'ing' in the smaller size, the truncate sixth dorsal abdominal
segment, and the luidivided supra-anal plate.
Size medium: form suhovate; dorsal surface, except the anterior
and lateral margins of the pronotum punctate, becoming rugose and
subcoriaceous in character on the abdomen. Head projecting beyond
the pronotum, the anterior border arcuate; interspace between the
eyes one and two-thirds of that between the ocelli; ocelli rather small,
well removed from the ej^es; antenna? almost equaling the ])ody in
length, second and third segments subequal in length; eyes rather
elongate, irregularly renif orm, the greatest depth anterior. Pronotum
broader than long; the anterior and lateral margins rather evenl}*^
arcuate, a slight truncation anteriorly; posterior margin truncate,
lateral angles rather narrowly rounded; the pronotum arcuate transMesonotum and metanotum with the posterior margins
versel3\
broadly and evenlj" emarginate. Tegmina very slighth" exceeding the
mesonotum in length, costal margin arcuate, apex -subtruncate.
Abdomen with the posterior margins of the dorsal aspect of the six
basal segments truncate or subtruncate; seventh segment with the
margin sinuate, the slightly produced median portion being very
broadly and very shallowly emarginate. Supra-anal plate produced,
subtriangular, tectate; apex broadly rounded.
Cerci subfusiform,
Subgenital
depressed greatest width proximal, apex acuminate.
Anterior
plates together rostrate, triangular, the apical angles acute.
femora with twelve spines on the median and apical portions of the
anterior margin, the median and extreme apical ones largest, posterior
margin with two spines on the apical portion, the terminal one very
large, no genicular spine present; tibit« about three-fourths the length
of the femora; tarsi slightly exceeding the tibi« in length, metatarsi
slightl}" exceeding the terminal tarsal joint in length, pulvilli extendMedian femora
ing two-thirds the way to the base of the metatarsi.
with six spines on the median and distal portions of the anterior margin, posterior margin with five evenly distributed spines, genicular
'''

Jahresheft

XVII-XVIII,

des

Natnrwissenschaftlichen Vereines des Trencsener Comitates,

p. 244, pi. Yii, fig. 2.
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spine equal to the spines on the posterior mart^in in length;
a1)out eqiia] to the
tibiie,

femora in length;

tarsi slightly shorter

tibiic

than the

metatarsi not quite equal to the remaining joints in length,

extending almost to the base of the metatarsi. Posterior
with
live spines on the median and distal portions of the antefemora
posterior margin with live spines, genicidar spine rather
margin,
rior
about
one and one-fourth the length of the femora; tarsi
small; tibia^
equal to the femora in length, metatarsi equal to the remaining joints
of the tarsi in length, pulvilli of the metatarsi small and apical, the
lower surface bearing two parallel rows of moderately sized spines,
pulvilli

arolia rather small.

General color dull blackish to blackish brown.
the clypeus and labrum dull orange.

Apical margins of

MEASUREMENTS.
mm.

body
of pronotnm
Greatest width of pronotnm
Length
Length

17.5

of

5.
7.

Greatest width of nietanotnm

8.

Length

3.

of

tegmina

Greatest width of tegmina
Greatest width of

Genus
Perlplanetd.

18.S8.

2.

abdomen

8.

PERIPLANETA

Burmeistek, Handl).

Burmeister

Entom.,

il.

7

II, p. 502.

Ti/pc. — Blatta ainerlcava Linnwus."

PERIPLANETA PALLIPALPIS
18o9.

XdkcrUd-

jHtllijxiljiit^

(Serville).

f^KHWLiAi, Orthopteres, p. 71; Java.

Nine specimens; two males, seven females; Kioto, Japan.
Hirase.)

no. 37.

PERIPLANETA AUSTRALASI.^
17!);>.

IBIdfl'i]

(Y.

[A. N. S. Phila.]

Fabricius, Knt. Syst.,

'tiistmlasin-

nave e mari pacifico

<k

(

II,

Fabricius).
p.

7;

"Capta

fre(]nens in

regionibns Australasian revertente."

Seven specimens; two females; five larvae; Trong, Lower Siam.
W. L. Ab))ott.) [U.S. N.M.I Batu Sangkar, Fadaugschc Bovenlaiid, Sumatra.
Aug.-Sept.. 1901. (A. C. Harrison, jr., and Dr. H. M.
(Dr.

[A. N. S. Phila.]

Hitler.)

Africa.

[A. N. S. Phila.

PERIPLANETA TRUNCATA
1892. Prriplrmela tnmcatu
Brazil;

New

|

Krauss.

Kkacss, Zoologischer Anzeiger,

XV,

p. 165;

Teneriffe;

Britain.

specimens: two males, two females, two immature individuals;
Batu Sangkar, Padangsche Bovenland, Sumatra. Aug.-Sept., IJHU.
[A. N. S. Phila.
(A. C. Harrison, jr., and Dr. H. M. Hiller.)
5>ix

a

According to Rehn, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc,

XXIX,

1903, p. 279.
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Genus
XVII,

— T.

]).

39.

harjmriTQ^^Qv.

TEMNELYTRA HARPURI

Tepper?

Temnelytra harpuri Tepper, Trans, and Proc. and Rep. Royal

1893.

•

Tepper.

Temnelytra Teitek, Trans, and Proc. and Rep. Royal Soc. South Aust.,

1893.

Type.

TEMNELYTRA

voi. xxvii.

Aust, XVII,

Sot-. South
Cygnet River and Karatta, Kangeroo Island, South

p. 39;

Australia.

One larval specimen; Australia. (Koebele.) [U.S.N.M.]
This specimen is referred here with some little doubt, as the coloration does not wholl}^ agree with the original description.
This, of
course, may be due to the immature condition, as the specimen is not
as far advanced as the larva mentioned b}' Tepper.

Genus

DEROPELTIS

1838. Deropeltis Burmeister,

Type.

Handb.

Burmeister.

d. Entoni., II,

—D. erythroc&phala (Fabricius).

DEROPELTIS GABOONICA, new
Ty2Je.

—Female;

-p.

486.

"

Gaboon River, West

species.

Africa.

(Rev.

M. Nassau.)

[Acad, of Nat. Sci. Phila.]
Allied to

D. schwelnfurthi

from East Africa, but

Saussure,''

differ-

ing in the broader pronotum, the stouter and heavier limbs, the very

much

more rounded
from the Zambesi

shorter posterior metatarsi, and the broader and

supra-anal plate.

From D.

spelserl

Bruncsik,^

region, it can be immediately differentiated by the much smaller size;
while D. tuUhergi Borg,-' from the Kamerun country, appears to be
very different in character, though little comparison can be instituted,
as

it is

based on the male.

Size rather large;

form robust, veiy

slightly depressed, subovate;

surface covered with exceedingly minute reticulations.

Head

pro-

border ver}^ slightly arcuate; interspace between the
ocelli about three-fifths that between the eyes; ocelli very small, distant from the eyes; e^^es elongate p3a'iform, the greatest depth anteriorly; antennae about two-thirds the length of the body, third joint
Pronotum transverse; the anteslightly longer than the first joint.
jecting, anterior

«The

contained two
and erythrocephala Fabricius.

original genus

Fabricius)

species

vertical is

Of these two the

Burmeister {^ capensis
latter can be selected as

the type.
ft

Ann. Mus.

Civ. Stor. Nat.

^Jahresheft des

XVII-XVIII,

Genova,

XXXV,

p. 79.

Naturwissenschaftlichen A'ereines des Trencsener Comitates,

p. 245, pi. VII, fig. 3.

<^Bihangtill K. Svenska Vet.-Akad. Handl.,

XXVIII,

1903, no. 10, p. 16.
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rior margin truncate, lateral margins arcuate, the antero-lateral angles
rounded; posterior margin truncate, the postero-lateral angle produced posteriori}^ into an acute process; the pronotum as a ^viiole
strongly arched transversel}'.
Mesonotum and metanotum with the

posterior margin cmarginate, the latter ha\'ing a low uvuto. median
process; lateral angles developed similar to the postero-lateral angles

Abdomen with the four basal and the sixth dorsal
of the pronotum.
segments with the posterior margins truncate; tifth segment arcuate,
with a very wide and shallow median emargination; seventh segment
roundly produced, apex undulate, a distinct cereal emargination is
developed, Avhich is bordered externally by a distinct spiniform. posteriorly directed process, a structure developed on the lateral angles
Supra-anal plate produced, arcuate.
of all the segments.
Cerci
short, not equaling the supra-anal plate, hastate, apex acuminate,
very slightly depressed. Subgenital plate transverse; median portion
produced, the margin ver}- obtuse angulate.
Anterior femora with
twelve spines on the anterior margin, posterior margin bearing one
apical spine; tibia? about two-thirds the length of the femora; tarsi
equal to the tibi^ in length, terminal joint slightly longer than the
metatarsi, the puh'illi of the latter being triangular and apical.
Posterior femora with live spines on the anterior margin, the apical
(exceeding the others in length, posterior margin with four spines,
the basal one small, genicular spine equal to the apical spine on the
anterior margin in size; tibite distinctly quadrate, one and one-third
the length of the femora; tarsi not quite equal to the femora in length,
terminal joints slightly shorter than the metatarsi, the pulvilli of the
latter triangular and apical, the lower surface of the metatarsi supplied
with two longitudinal row^s of depressed teeth, arolia quite small.
General color very dark vinaceous, almost black; limbs reddishbrown; tarsal joints xevy pale; lower margins of the clypeus and
labrum dull ochraceous.
MEASUREMENTS.
mm.

Length of body
Lengtli of

-5.

pronotum

H

Greatest Avidth of pronotum

Greatest width of
Greatest width of

-

mesonotum
abdomen

- -

1-

14

15

Sublamil.v I^^^l^STCHLORIN-^E.

Genus
1863. Pycnoscelus

PYCNOSCELQS

ScvDumi, Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., VII,

Ti/jn\—Pi/enoscelus ohscurus Scndder
nanis.

Scudder.

= Bhitta

p. 421.

^urrnaminsis Lin-
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PYCNOSCELUS SURINAMENSIS

vol.

xxvn.

(Linnaeus).

[Blatid] stiriuaineiisis LiytiMvs, Syst. Nat., 10 ed., p. 424; Surinam.

1758.

Five spccinicius; one female, four immature specimens; Trong,
Batu Sanglvar,
(Dr. W. L. A])bott.) [U.S.N.M.]
Padangsche Bovenland, Sumatra. Aug-.-Sept., 1901. (A. C. Harri-

Lower Siam.
son,

and Dr. H. M.

jr.,

GYNA

Genus
Gyna Brunner, Nouv.

1865.

— G.

Ti/jh'.

[A. X. S. Phihi.]

Hiller.)

Bruniier.

Syst. Blatt., p. 266.

{—

eaj)ncina Gerstaecker

maciiUj^ennis Brunner, not of

Scbaum)."

GYNA BUCHHOLZI
1883.

BucMiohi

fliin[(i']

Gerstaecker,

und Kiigen, XIV,

Y(.)rponiiu.

Xaturwissen.sch. Ver. Xeu-

Mittheil.

72;

p.

Gerstaecker.

Fernando Po and Cameroons, West

Africa.

One

Gaboon River, West

female;

M. Nassau.)

(Rev.

Africa.

[A. N. S. Phila.]

Snbiamily POLYr»II^a-IlSrjE.

Genus

DYSCOLOGAMIA

1893. Dyscologamia Saissure,

Kevue

Included cesticidata Sauss.

,

Saussure.

Suisse de Zoologie,

I,

Pt.

2,

carimculigera (Gerstaecker), nepalensis

Saussure, capuclna (Brunner), and capensis Saussure.

may

first

p. 297.

Of

these the

be selected as the type.

DYSCOLOGAMIA CESTICULATA
1893. Dyscologamia cesticulata Saussure,

Saussure.

Revue Suisse de

Zoologie,

I,

Pt. 2, p. 298;

Singapore.

One female;
Kir by

^

Trong-,

Genus
1865. Paranauphceta

Type.

Lower Siam.

(Dr.

W. L.

Abbott.)

[U.S.N.M.]

has recorded this species from Selangore,

— P.

PARANAUPHCET A

Bruxner, Xouv.

circumdata (Haan).

Syst. Blatt.

This

is

,

Brunner.
p. 397.

selected as the type on the

basis of Brunner-s figure.
«I

have selected

this as the type of the genus, as

same.

&Ann. and Mag. Nat.

Hist., 7th ser.,

XI,

p. 406.

Brunner has given a

figure of the

PARANAUPHCETA LYRATA
1SS8.

Two

Birmkistkk, Hamih.

JV[nr«j;)?}(rft7]

lyrdUi

females:

Tronsj.

Lmvor

Burmeister.

d. F.ntom., 11. p.

W.

(Dr.

Siani.

'M'tS;

Java.

L.

Ahl>ott.)

Java,

Sumatnv.

[U.S.N.M.]
This species h:vs been reeoi'ded
Malacca. Johore. and Assam.

PANESTHIA

Genus
1S31. Pam-sthia Serville,

from

Ann.

Sci. Nat.,

lV)rneo.

Serville.

XXII,

p. 38.

Type. —P. javanica Serville.

PANESTHIA JAVANICA

Serville.

1831. PaneMhia jaranica Serville, Ann. Sci. Xat..

Four females

(three

larval):

Tronof.

XXII,

p. ;>S: .lava.

Lower Slam.

[r.S.N.M.]
This species has been recorded from Burma

(Dr.

W.

L.

Abbott.)

PANESTHIA CETRIFERA, new

Cambodia

ai\d

to -lava.

species.

7>j?6.—Female: Australia (Koebele) [U.S.N.M.] Closely allied to
from an unknown locality, but ditferino- jn
the more reddish-brown coloration, and the bispinose anterior femora.
P. ferruginipes Brunner,''

Si2;e

medium; form depressed,

elong-ate t)void,

face punctate, very sparsely so anteriorly

and

apex anterior: sur-

increasing- in intensity

on the supra-anal and suboenital plates it is distinctly cribrose.
slightly beyond the pronotum, the anterior border
arcuate; interocular space very broad, considerably greater than that
between the ocelli; ocelli very minute, distant from the eyes; antenna>
until

Head projecting

hardly equal to the pronotum in length, third joint
the

first;

eyes p3"riform, apex posteriorly.

nt)t

quite equal to

Pronotum transveise;

margin subtruncate; lateral margins arcuate; tlu^ ant(M"orounded; posterior margin subtruncate, slightly (Muarginate laterallj^; postero- lateral angles obtuse, the extreme tingle
rounded; pronotum as a whole arcuate transversely. Mesonotum
and metanotum with the median portion and lateral angles of the
posterior margins moderatel}'^ produced.
Abdomen with the posterior
margin of the first and second dorsal segments arcuate, of the third
and fourth transverse, of the fifth and sixth shallow emarginate, the
lateral angles of all bluntly produced posteriorly; seventh dorsal segment large, with the posterior margin truncate, the lateral angles
produced posteriorly as shaip (hMitiforni processes. Supra anal i)lat«>
large, transverse, the posterior margin arcuate, distinctly cremdate,
anterior

lateral angles

«Ann. Mus.
Proc. N.

M.

Civ. Stor. Nat. Genova,

vol. xxvii

-08

40

XXXIII,

1893,

i*.

r>:{.
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the cereal eniarginatioii distinct and bordered internally by a strongly
Cerci very short and broad,
developed, broad, dentiform process.

Subgenital plate very broad, the margin
emarginations
quite distinct, and bordered exterrotundate; the cereal
shoulder.
Anterior
femora with the anterior
distinct
nall}' by a ver}'
placed
median
spines,
posterior margin
margin bearing two closely
genicular
spine
apical
spine,
no
present;
tibia? about
with a very stout
femora;
tarsi
about
two-thirds
length
of
the
the length
two-thirds the
equal
to
all
the
others
in
length.
of the tibia?, the terminal joint
Median femora with both margins unarmed, no genicular spine present;

triangular,

depressed.

almost equal to the femora in length; tarsi slightly shorter than
Posthe tibiae, metatarsi about equal to the terminal joint in length.
terior femora with the margins unarmed, no genicular spine present;
tibia?

exceeding the femora by about one-fourth the length of the
latter; tarsi about two-thirds the length of the tibia?, metatarsi and
the terminal joints subequal, arolia absent.
General color dark reddish-brown, becoming ochraceous ])rown on
the limbs.
Eyes pitch black. Lower portion of clvpeus golden
ochraceous, the labrum ochraceous brown.
ti])ia?

MEASUREMENTS.
mm.

body
of pronotum
Greatest width of pronotum
Greatest width of mesonotum
Greatest width of metanotum
Greatest width of abdomen

Length
Length

of

-

19
4.

7
8.

9.

10

5
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collections of the
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Subfamily

ORTHODERIN-^.

Genus CHCERADODIS
1831.

the United

for the privilege of examining the material

Cha^radodis Serville,

Ann.

Sci.

Nat.,

Serville.

XXII,

Included strumarla (Fabricius), hyallna

p. 50.

(Stoll),

and

latlcollis Ser-

ville.

CHGERADODIS RHOMBICOLLIS
1833. Manti>^ rhotnhicollis L.\treille, in
Zool., II, p.

pi.

103,

One male; San Juan

xxxix,

figs.

(Latreille).

Humboldt and Bonpland,
2

and

del Norte, Nicaragua.

Subfamily

Genus

Kec. Ohserv.

Equatorial America.

3;

[U.S.N.M.]

M:^^LJSr'X'IN">E:.

ACONTISTA

1838. Acontiste/^ Burmeister, Handl). der

Saussure.

Entom.,

II, p. 542.

(Not of Sundevall,

1835.)
1870. Acontista Saussure, in

Mclang. Orthopt^rolog.,

Pt. 3, p. 175.

Type. —JIantis tricolor Burmeister =J!/a;i^/s concmna Portv."

"The

originally included species

—Slagmatoptera.
siipplicaria — Slagmatoptera.
cingidata — Theoclytea.

were as follows:

mncta

tricolor.

prusina

— C'alidomantis {Miomantis auot.

The type

is

seen to be /nVo/or

Proceedings U.

S.

).

(=rvj//(//(;;"

Perty), the only uneliminated .species.

National Museum, Vol. XXVII— No. 1364.
561
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ACONTISTA MEXICANA

vol. xxvii.

Saussure and Zehntner.

Saussure and Zehntner, Biol. Cent.-Amer., Orth., I,
Cordova, Atoyac, Guerrero, Mexico; Chontales, Nicaragua; Bugaba
(800-1,500 feet), A^olcan de Chiriqui (2,000-3,000 feet), Panama.

1894. Acontista mexicana
p. 135;

Two females; Piedras Negras and Turrialba, Costa Rica. (Schild
and Burg-dorf.) [U.S.N.M.]
The specimen from Turrialba is quite different from the other
individual in the intensity of the coloration, but the pattern

Even

is

almost

due consideration of the importance of color
characters in this genus, I have no hesitation in referring it to
mexicana^ but to aid future workers I have appended a description
identical.

after

of the coloration.

General color dull lemon yellow, the tegmina with several very
obscure diagonal streaks of pale brownish. Eyes pale wood ])rown.
Wings with the basal portion of the posterior field bright lemon,
which color also suffuses two-thirds of the anterior field; band of the

wing dark chocolate, equal to half the length on the posterior field,
narrowing to a rather small blotch on the anterior field, and not
reaching the costal margin; apex of the wing and half of the
periphery of the posterior field pellucid, widest toward the costal
margin, gradually narrowing and vanishing posteriorly.

ACONTISTA FRATERNA
1894. Acontisfa fraterna
p. 136;

One

Saussure and Zehntner.

Saussure and Zehntner, Biol. Cent.-Amer., Orth.,

I,

Cach^, Costa Eica.

female;

Tucurrique,

Costa

Rica.

(Schild

and

Burgdorf.)

[U.S.N.M.]

ACONTISTA VITREA

Saussure and Zehntner, Biol. Cent.-Amer., Orth., I, p.
Atoyac, Mexico; Costa Rica; Volcan de Chiriqui (2,000-

1894. Acontlsta ritrea
138, pi. VI,

3,000 feet),

Two

Saussure and Zehntner.

fig. 9;

Panama.

males; Piedras Negras, Costa Rica.

(Schild

and Burgdorf.)

[U.S.N.M.]
the original describers" this species probabl}^

As suggested by

represents the male of A. ^fraterna.

Genus

STAGMOMANTIS

Saussure.

1869. Stagmomantis Saussure, Bull. Soc. Ent. Suisse, III, p. 56.

Type.

— Grylhis carolinus Linnseus.*^

«Biol. Cent.-Amer., Orth.,
&

I, p.

136.

Originally included species; mro^ma,

azieca.

As none

of these

tolteca, stollii, ferox,

have been eliminated, Carolina

domingensis, nahua,

may be

and

selected as the type.

AMERICAN MANTIDS—HEHN.

NO. 1304.

STAGMOMANTIS NAHUA
18(39.

nuJina Saussure, Bull.

St{ci(jinoiiimdi><i]

508

Saussure.

Sue.

Suisse,

lOiitoin.

111,

p.

(ifi;

Mexico.

One nmle; San

Jof^e,

Costa Rica. (Schild imd IJurudoi-f.

STAGMOMANTIS HETEROGAMIA
Orth.,

I, p.

Three males;
[U.S.N.M.]

142, pi. VII,

fig.s.

2

'rueurri([ue,

ami

Co.sta

Zeuntneu,

Bugaba (800-1500

3;

|

T.S.N.M.

Riea.

STAGMOMANTIS THEOPHILA,

(Schild

new

Biol.
feet),

Cent.-AuuT..

Panama.

and l^urgdorf.)

species.

(Schild and liurodorf

Tyyiti.—Male; Turrialba, Costa Rica.

|

Saussure and Zehntner.

httfrogamia S.\us,sure and

1894. Staguiont'Oitix

)

.

)

[Cat.

No. 6952, U.S.N.M.]
Allied to S. venusta and S. lietrnxjamhi Sanssure and Zehntner,"
but differing from both in the much oreater size, the denticulate margins of the pronotum. and in the absence of fuscous maculations on

the tegmina and wings.
Size rather large;

form elongate and

slender.

Head considerably

broader than deep; eyes ovoid when viewed laterally; facial shield
strongly transverse, obtuse angulate; ocelli closely placed; antemia?
extending somewhat beyond the posterior margin of the pronotum.

Pronotum with the

collar broader than any portion of the shaft, the
compressed centrally, the longitudinal median carina
faint and not visible on the posterior third; supracoxal dilations not
strongly marked; margins of the collar, lobes, and anterior half of the
Tegmina transparent, elongate,
shaft with well-marked denticles.
slightl}' exceeding the abdomen in length; sutural and costal margins

latter strongly

subparallel, apex subangulate; costal field comparatively wide, of
appreciable width for about half the length of the tegmina, surface
sparsely and irregularly reticulate; stigma transparent and hardly

elongate, slightly exceeding the tegmina in length
Abdomen elongate, slender, very conin repose, transparent.

visible.

when

Wings

Supra-anal plate small, triangular, ai)ex rounded.
Cerei exceeding the subgenital plate in length, very strongly depressed;
apex rather Idunt. Subgenital plate rather large, triangularly produced; apex narrowly truncate and supi)lied with two very minute,
siderably depressed.

snnple styles.

Anterior coxa^ supplied with

five

or six large denti-

form spines on the lower margin; femora rather slender, exceeding
the coxa> by over one-fourth of their length, external margin bearingfour large spines, discoidal spines four in number; apical half of the
internal margin bearing a continuous row of alternating large and
small spines;

ti))ia'

about equal

to half the length of the

"Biol. Cent.-Amer., Ortli.,

I,

pp. 142

and

145.

femora, spines
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on the exteriKil inarc^in eleven or twelve in number, incroasins^ in size
toward the apex, tlie basal portion of the margin unarmed, internal
margin with thirteen or fourteen spines, the series continuing to the
proximal portion of the joint; tarsi very slender, metatarsi exceeding
the other joints in length and but slightly shorter than the tibia (without apical claw). Median and posterior limbs slender; metatarsi of
the median limbs shorter than the remaining joints, of the posterior
General color pale pea green, becoming brownish on
limbs subequal.
the pronotum.
Eyes, antenna?, and coxal spines rich wood l^rown.
Tegmina hyaline, the costal margin with a faint greenish-white suffusion, the region of the anterior radial vein bearing a line of pale pea
green.
Wings hyaline, costal margin with a very pale suffusion of
pea green. Cerci and median and postei'ior tarsal joints (exclusive of
the metatarsi) wood brown.

MEASUREMENTS.
mm.

Length
Length

body
of pronotum
Greatest width of pronotum
Length of tegmina
Greatest width of tegmina
Length of anterior femora
of

60.
19. 5

3.5
39.
9.

STAGMOMANTIS TOLTECA
1861. Mantis {Stagmatoptera) tolteca Saussure,
ser.,

XIII,

5

12.

(Saussure)?

Revue

et

Magasin de Zoologie, 2d

Tropical Mexico.

p. 127;

Four males; Panama.
(Schild and Burgdorf.)

Piedras Negras and Turrialba, Costa Rica.
[U.S.N.M.]

These specimens are rather doubtfully assigned to this species, as
the genus resemble one another very
much.

the males of this section of

STAGMOMANTIS DIMIDIATA
1838. Mantis dimidiaia

Burmeisteij,

Hand)),

(Burmeister).

Entom.,

d.

II,

539;

p.

South

America.

One

female;

San Jose, Costa

Kica.

and

(Schild

Burgdorf.)

[U.S.N.M.]

STAGMOMANTIS LIMBATA
"1835. Mantis lindiata

(Hahn).

Hahn, Icones ad Mon. Cimic,

I, t.

A,

fig. 2;

Five specimens; two males, three females; Mexico.
Mexico; July, 1896.
(Dr. E. Palmer.)
[U.S.N.M.]
Mexico. (W. W. Lockington.) [A. N. S. Phila.]

STAGMOMANTIS DOMINGENSIS

Mexico."

Durango,
Mazatlan,

(Beauvois).

1805. Mantis domingensis Beauvois, Ins. Rec. d'Afr. et d'Amer., p. 61, pi. vii,
fig. 2;

Santo Domingo.

.UfERICAX MAXTIDS—RKIIX.

NO. 1304.

Two

565

two females; Baracoa, Cuba. February 4, 1902. (Wni,
[r.S.N.M.J Haiti. [A. N. S. IMiila.
The female specimen from Haiti is a perfectly typical individual,
with the transverse callous stigma, while the Cul)an female is slightly
smaller, with the anterior femora comparatively weaker and the stigma
The two males from Haiti are identical in form
smaller and ovate.
and coloration.
nialos,

Pahiior.)

j

Genus CALLIM ANTIS
CaUimantis StAl,

1877.

Bihang

till

Stal.

K. 8venska Vet.-Akad. Handliugar,

l^',

no. 10, p. 39.

Type.

— Callimanth antiUarnni (Saussure).
CALLIMANTIS ANTILLARUM

1859.

J/[an//.s]

XI,

Revue

antillarum, Saussure,

p. 60; 8t,

et

(Saussure).

Magasin de Zoologie, 2d

ser.,

Thomas.

One female; Haiti. [A. N. S. Phila.] This species has previously
been recorded from St. Thomas, Santo Domingo, Culebra Island, and
Botafogo, near Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The latter locality appears
rather questionable.

Genus LITANEUTRIA Saussure.
1892.

Litaneutrin Saussure, Societas Entomologica, Yll, p. 128.

Type.^—L. ocularis Saussure.

LITANEUTRIA MINOR
Stagmatopiera minor Scudder, Rep. U.
Nebraska City, Nebraska.

1872.

One
(Dr.

(Scudder).
S.

Geol. Surv. Nebraska, p. 251;

September, 1902.

female; Casas Grandes, Chihuahua, Mexico.

W.

E. Hughes.)

[A. N. S. Phila.]

This

is

the

first

Mexican

record for this species.

Genus
1839.

ANGELA

Angela Serville, Orthoptc'res,

Originally
hraclnjpttra.

included

Of

Serville.

p. 171.

(jimiqueynaculata.,

these, Jxracliyptera

versicolor,

may be

infumata,

and

selected as the type.

«As the generic name The^m Serville (Ann. Sci. Nat., XXII, 1831, p. 54) is closely
involved with Angela, the type of the former is seen on elimination to be jxirva
(Olivier).

— A ngcla, 1839.
— Tenodcra, 1838.
quiinpiemaculata — Angela, 1839.

purpurascens
faaciata

parva.
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ANGELA PERPULCHRA
Angela ptrpulchra Westwood, Kev.

1889.

voi,.

xxvn.

Westwood.
Fain. IVIantid., p. 30; Nicaragua.

Iiit*.

Two females; Carillo and Tueurrique, Costa Rica. (Schild and
Burgdorf.) [U.S.N.M.] One of these specimens has the disk of the
wing-s sulphur yellow; the other has the same area very pale greenish
white.

Genus

Saussure.

Miopteryx Sau,s8ure, Bull. Soc. Ent. Suisse, III,

1870.

Type.

MIOPTERYX

p. 2.36.

— By elimination and selection, M. granadensis Saussure.
MIOPTERYX GRANADENSIS

1870.

"-

Saussure.

M\iopteryx\ grmmdensis Saussure, Bull. Soc. Entom. Suisse, III,

p. 237;

Bogota.

Four specimens;
and

11, 1901.

Bartica, British Guiana.

(R. J. Crew.)

Genus

April 24 and

May

4, 7,

[A. N. S. Phila.]

PSEUDOMIOPTERYX

Saussure.

Pseudomiopteryx Saussure, Bull. Soc. Entom. Suisse, III, pp. 225, 228.

1870.

Included P. spinifrons and P. hogotensis Saussure.

PSEUDOMIOPTERYX INFUSCATA
1894.

Saussure and Zehntner.

Pseudomiopteryx infuscata Saussure and Zehntner, Biol. Cent.-Amer.,
I, p. 163; Presidio, Cordova, Mexico; San Juan, Las Mercedes (3,000

Orth.,

Volcan de Atitlan (2,500-3,500 feet), Zapote, Guatemala; Chontales,
Nicaragua; Bugaba (800-1,500 feet), Caldera (1,200 feet), and Yolcan de
Chiriqui (2,500-4,000 feet), Panama.

feet),

Four specimens; three males, one female; Piedras Negras, Costa
Rica.

(Schild and Burgdorf.)

As the female has never been
men may be of interest.

[U.S.N.M.]
described,

Size, rather small; surface rugulose.

deep; eyes, rotundate -ovate

when viewed

some notes on

Head

this speci-

slightly broader than

laterally; vertex raised

above

the eyes, straight, the juxta-ocular lobes rounded and but slightly

separated from the other portion of the vertex; ocelli disposed in
a low triangle;

facial shield transverse, the superior margin very
broadly obtuse-angulate.
Pronotum rather stout; collar narrow;
supra-coxal dilations rectangulate; anterior and lateral margins denticulate except for a small basal portion of the latter; dorsal aspect
«

The genus

originally comprised the following species:

granaderifsis.

argentina.

—Platycalymma Westwood.
—Nanomanfis Saussure.

madagascarensis
lactea

pellucida

— CaUdomuntin Rehn

{^^^Mloinantis Saussure).

N*^

1

AMERICAN MANTID.S—REHN.

:«'<•

r^(\1

with two pairs of yhort diMitiform processes on the collar and two
})airs on the shaft, one pair placed anteriorly and wide apart, the
other median and close together, posterior niaroin with a median process; lonoitudinal carina present on thc^ shaft, most ai)parent ])oste-

Teu-mina and wings hardly visible.
A})domen fusifonn,
Supra-anal plate produced, triangular, a[)ex acute angu-

I'iorly.

depressed.

margins slightly arcuate, dorsal sui'face longitudinally
Cerci small, not exceeding the supra-anal plate in length,
depressed.
Subgenital plate compressed, produced, not equaling the
supra-anal plate in length, apex developed into a little rounded kiiol).
late,

lateral

carinate.

Ant(n'ior coxte slightly exceeding the pronotum in length, lower margins both supplied through their entire length with dentiform spines,

those of the internal margin being decidedly the smaller; femora verv
stout and heavy, external margin with five spines, one of which is
apical, discoidal spines three in number; tibiiie about half the length

and internal borders bearing eight spines,
which increase in size toward the apical claw; metatarsi exceeding- the
remaining tarsal joints in length. Median and posterior limbs slender.
General color brownish black, becoming very dull rufescent on the
of the femora, external

internal faces of the anterior coxa?; limbs obscurely mottled
late

and annu-

with dull ochraceous.

MEASUREMENTS.
mm.
20

Total lengtli

Length of pronotum

5.5

Greatest width of pronotum
Greatest width of

Genus
1894.

3

abdomen

ilfw.so)/*'o

5.

PARAMUSONI A, new

Saissure and Zehntner,

7

name.

Biol. Cent. -Amer., Orth.,

I, p. (54

(not

of Stal, 1877).

Type.

—By selection,

Thespis oubensis Saussure.

PARAMUSONIA CUBENSIS
1869.

T/(

[f.s/>/.s]

n</>^H.s(,s

One male; Pinar
Kiley.)

(Saussure).

Saussure, Bull. Hoc. Knt. Suisse, III,

del llio, Cuba.

March

27, 1900.

)•.

70;

Cuba.

(Palmer and

[U.S.N.M.J

genus Musonia (Bihang till K. Svenska ^'et. Akad. Handlingar, IV, no. 10,
but two species Hurinamn Sau.ssnre and lineafirnitri.i Stal. Both of
these were i)laced in Mioiu/.r l)y Saussure and Zehntner (Biol. Cent. Amer., Orth.,
I, (>p. 106-1(57).
As no included species are given in theoriginal of ^f^()nl|.r (Societa.><
Entomologica, VII, 1892, p. 122), the treatment in the Biologia is the fii-st to give us
any of the included species. Thus Miontjx Saussure becomes a synonym of Mmonia
Stdl, while a new name is required for the Mmonia of Saussure aoid Zehutner.
" Stal's

]>.

45), contained
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Genus
1877.

StAl, Bihang

Mmonla

—

Of the two
Type.
considerod the type.

till

MUSONIA

originall}'^

included species surinama

Theapis Rurhuima Saussure, Bull. Soc.

One male;

10, p. 45.

may

be

(Saussure).

Entom.

Suisse, III, p. 70;

Surinam.

[A.N.S.Phila.]

Trinidad.

Genus

Stal.

K. Sven. Yet. Akad. Haudlingar, IV, no.

MUSONIA SURINAMA
1869.

vol. xxvii.

HARPAGONYX

Saussure.

1892. Harpagony.r Saxtssure, Societas Entomologica, VII, p. 122.

Type.

— By selection,

11.

gryps Saussure and Zehntner/'

HARPAGONYX CARLOTTiE,
Type.

—Male;

[Cat. No. 6953,

San Carlos, Costa Rica.
U.S.N.M.]

new

species.

(Schild and

Burgdorf.)

Closely allied to IT. dohrnianus Saussure and Zehntner from Guatemala, hut differing in the more globose e3^es, the truncate vertex
(except for the supraocular processes), and in the more acuminate
''

supra-anal plate.
Size medium; form slender. Head slightly transverse; eyes rotundovate when viewed lateralh^; vertex truncate, the juxtaocular lobes
triangular, low; ocelli triangularly disposed, the median one very
much exceeding the others in size; facial shield transverse, arcuate,
the superior margin with the median portion truncate; antennae

Pronotum slender,
slightly exceeding the pronotum in length, pilose.
evenly tuberculate; collar gradually expanding into the supracoxal
lobes which are not strongly marked; shaft subequal, a faint median
carina present throughout the whole length; entire margins, except
the narrow anterior and posterior ones, denticulate.

Tegmina shorter

than the wings when in repose; rather broad, subequal in width, apex
rounded; costal margin closely hirsute through the entire length,
sutural margin with shorter hairs; costal field moderately expanded

by large, irregular cells, the whole tegmina having the secondary nervures irregularly forked, the resulting
in the basal half, entirely filled

cells

being very unsjmimetrical.

Wings broad, almost subequal

in

width, apex with the costal margin curved backward and the posterior
section obliquely truncate; all margins finely haired; anterior ulnar

vein forked in the apical third.

Abdomen slender,

bacilliform.

Supra-

«As the original description did not mention any of the included species, they
must be taken from the next work, which is the Biologia. Of the three there mentioned {gryps, dohrnianus, and maija), gryps is the only one figured and it may be
selected as the type.
J*

Biol.

Cent.-Amer., Orth.,

I, p.

176.

N0.13C4.
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anal ])lato aciito triaiioiilar, toctato, tho median ridoo developed into a
very distinct earina. C'erci suh-lilifoini, hirsute, sliuhtly exceeding

the subgenital phite in length.

Subgenital plate produced, apex trunand hirsute. Anterior cox;v slender, about
four-tifths the length of the pronotum; femora very slender, al)out
equaling the pronotum in length, spines only on the distal half,
external margin with live spines, one of which is apical and (|uite
small, internal margin bearing eleven spines which, if reduced to a
formula, would read from the apex posteriorly iliiililili, discoidal
spines three in number, straight, the anterior one very long; tibiae
very short and weak, with claw not exceeding one-third the length of
the femora, external margin bearing four closely adpressed apical
spines, internal margin l)earing four small, short basal spines and four
moderately long apical ones; metatarsi not quite equal to the following joints in length. Median and posterior limbs slender.
General color dull umber, mottled with an obscure ochraceous;
wings h3^aline, though infuscate with smoky brown, which tint is of
cate, styles stout, short,

greatest intensit}- at the apex,

where a few small blotches of

dull

ochraceous are also visible; limbs dull ochraceous, obscurely annulate
with dull chocolate brown.

MEASUREMENTS.
mm.

Length
Length

of

body
of pronotum
Greatest width of pronotum

32.

Length

of

20.

9

1.9

tegmina
Greatest width of tegmina
Length of wings

19.

Genus
1892.
Tt/2Je.

SPANIONYX

Saussure.

Spanionyv Saussure, Societas Entomologica, VII,

—As this case

5

5

is

much

p. 122.

the same as liarjxigany, i\

we can

select

S. hicornlrS as the type.

SPANIONYX BIDENS
1894.

Saussure and Zehntner.

Spaniouy.r hidens Sau.ssurk and Zehxtxek, Biol. Cent.-Amer., Orth.,

p. 177,

])1.

X, figs. 1-8;

I,

Ruatan Island, Honduras?.

One female; Turrialba, Costa Rica.
[U.S.N.M.j
This specimen measures as follows:

(Schild

and

Burgdorf.)

WJH.

Total length
1

A'ngth of i)ronotuni

width of pronotum
Length of anterior femora
Length of posterior femora
(ireatest

Ti.S

17
2.

5

11
9.

(i
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Sulalainily

Genus

HARP^^GMlSr^^C.

ACANTHOPS

Armithnps Serville, Ann.

1831.

Sci. Nat.,

T(/pe. — Middix fnscifolla Olivier =

Serville.

XXII,

ASj:-antho]»(\

tnhercidata

Saussure,

p. -53.

i<lnuat<i Stoll.

ACANTHOPS TUBERCULATA
1870.

vol. xxvii.

Saussure.

Bull. Soc.

Ent. Suisse, III,

p.

243;

(iuiana.

One immature

female; Tucurrique, Costa Rica.

(Schild and Burg-

[LT.S.N.M.]

dorf.)

This species previously has only been recorded from Guiana, As
is uudescribed, I have made a few remarks on the specimen

the female
in hand.

Size

rather large; form depressed, a))domen ver}' broad.

Head

slightly longer than broad; eyes acute mammillate; vertex truncate;
ocelli

very small;

facial shield transverse, slightly arcuate, the superior

margin with the median section subtruncate; antennae filiform, not
exceeding half the length of the pronotum. Pronotum of moderate
length, collar gradually expanding into the well-rounded supracoxal
lobes; shaft with the median portion compressed; margins with no
appreciable spines except on the shaft, the lateral margins of which
bear short dontiforin processes; dorsal surface with a pair of manmiillate processes on the collar, and another pair on the supracoxal region.
Tegmina and wings not developed. Abdomen very strongly depressed,
the fourth and fifth segments developing subquadrate foliaceous processes from their lateral margins, those of the fourth segment being
about three times the size of the appendages on the fifth segment.
Supra-anal plate produced, rounded, the apex broadly and triangularl}^
emarginate. Cerci strongly depressed, apex expanded and obscurely
Subgenital plate transverse, moderately produced, apex
bilobate.
Anterior
deepl}" and very narrowly cleft; styles very minute, stout.
coxaj with both of the lower margins supplied with five denticles;
femora equal to the pronotum in length, the superior face bearing a
distinct carinate ridge for the greater part of its length; external face

heavily graiuilate; external margin with seven short and stout spines,

one of which is apical; internal margin bearing seventeen subequal
spines, one of which is apical; discoidal spines three in number, distal
one exceeding the others in size; tibiae about equal to two-thirds the
length of the femora, each lower margin supplied with a comb-like
series of spines, which are of greatest length distally; the external
margin bears about twenty-six in its series, the internal margin sevenPosteen; metatarsi equal to the remaining tarsal joints in length.
terior and median limbs short and stout; the femora depressed; the
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with a narrow foliaceous ridge on the proximal half of their

superior margin.

General color red-brown, becoming ochraceous on the anterior liiul».s;
eves umber; pronotum with the median portion of the shaft bearing
on each side a lunule of veivetinous blackish brown.

MEASUREMENTS.
mm.
38.5

Total length
Jiength of

pronotum

12

Greatest width of pronotum

Length

of anterior

Dilation of

abdomen

11.5

(including lateral appendages)

PARACANTHOPS

Genus
1870.

4.

femora

17

Saussure

Paracmithops Saussuke, Bull. Soc. Ent. Suisse, III,

Included species

may be considered

cselebs

p. 243.

and spinulosa Saussure, of which the former

the type.

PARACANTHOPS CSELEBS
1869.

{Pseudnmnthops auct.).

(Saussure).

Hlifmenopiis'] cseleba Saussure, Bull. Soc. Ent. Suisse, III, p. 73; Patria?

Mexico.

One male; Bolivia. [A. N. S. Phila.]
This record very considerably extends the range of this species.
SiabfaiXLily

Genus
1838.

Type.

A^AXIN^E.

STAGMATOPTERA

Stagntatoptera Bvumeister,

Handb.

— By elimination and selection

d.

Burmeister.

Entom.,

^S".

rogatoria Burmeister. "

STAGMATOPTERA ROGATORIA
1838.

3/[rt?i<?s]

p. 540;

1870.

II, p. 537.

Burmeister.

(Stagmatoptera) rogatoria Burmeister, Handb. d. Entom., II,

South America.

St[agmato2)tera] predicatoria Saussure, Bull. Soc. Ent. Suisse, III, p. 232;

Brazil.

One
«The

female; Pebas, Peru.

[A. N. S. Phila.]

originally included species were:
lineola

— Epa])hrodita.
—Spliodromantis.

hioculata

—Spliodromantis.
—Epciphrodita.
latipennis — Siaginomantis.
Carolina — Stagmomantis.
dimidiata—Stagmomantis.
himacidata

mumrura

prsecaria.
rogatoria.

pavonina.
unipHiirl(da

— ParaMagmaloptera.

Of the uneliminated forms rogatoria may be selected as the type.
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as follows:
mm.

Length of body
Length of pronotum
Greatest width of pronotum
Length of tegmina
Greatest width of tegmina
Length of anterior femora. -

80
31
6.

47
18. 5

22. 5

STAGMATOPTERA SANCTA
[_Mantis\

1787.

Spooken, pp.

One

(Stoll).

sanda Stoll, Natuurlyke Afbeeldingen en Beschry vingen
Surinam.

;

De

52, 78, pi. xvii, fig. 63;

female; Para, Brazil.

STAGMATOPTERA

[A. N. S. Phila.]

INSATIABILIS, new

species.

—

Female; Turrialba, Costa Rica. (Schild and Burgdorf.)
No. 6954, U.S.N.M.]
This form is allied to S. sancta Stoll, but differs in the armature of
the anterior coxfe, the character of the pronotal dilation, and the spine
structure of the same portion of the body.
Type.

[Cat.

abdomen depressed. Head slightly transwhen viewed laterally; vertex very slightly

Size large; form robust,
verse; eyes subovoid

arcuate; ocelli very small, triangularly disposed; facial shield transverse,

the

superior

margin arcuate, lower

margin

subtruncate;

anteunfe filiform, hardly exceeding the depth of the head in length.

Pronotum moderately

very gradually expanding into the slight supracoxal lobes; shaft subequal in width, supplied
with a median carina which is very distinct anteriorly and obsolete
elongate; collar broad

,^

posteriorly; lateral margins of the collar and shaft supplied with stout

moderately long dentiform spines, which become weak and low toward
the posterior margin of the shaft, lateral margins of the supracoxal
lobes with the spines shorter than either anteriorly or posteriorly.

Tegmina

elliptical, costal margin rather strongl}^ arcuate, sutural
margin moderately arcuate, apex rounded anteriorly and rectaugulate

posteriorly; costal field broad, equal to one-third the width of the

tegmina, irregularly reticulate; stigma longitudinal, narrow.
Wings
slightly exceeding the tegmina in length when in repose; costal margin

where it is strongly curved to meet the
very obtuse-angulate apex; anterior ulnar vein bifurcate. Abdomen
depressed, fusiform.
Supraanal plate rotundate, a slightly marked
cereal emargination.
SubCerci moniliform, hirsute, apex blunt.
genital plate large, rounded; median portion produced, compressed,
and with a deep median incision. Anterior coxte slightly exceeding
half the length of the pronotum, lower margin bearing five large dentiform spinous processes, between which are placed a much smaller
process of similar shape; femora slightly exceeding the coxte in length,
external face concave, anterior portion of the external margin bearing
straight, except apically,
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spines, antci'ior portion of the iiiterniil niai-giii bearing

sixteen laroe and small spines which

from the distal extremit}- read
four in number, the second one from
the distal extremity larger than the others, posterior poi-tion of the

Iiiilililililili, discoidal spines

lower face of the femora bearing- a row of seven small denticles; tibiae
(without apical claw) not equal to half the length of the femora,
external margin bearing twelve spines, the internal thirteen, the
external with an unarmed basal area; metatarsi over half again as
long as the remaining tarsal joints. Median and posterior limbs moderately slender; the metatarsi of the median limbs consideral)ly shorter

than the remaining tarsal joints; metatarsi of the posterior limbs equal
to the remaining tarsal joints in length.

General color pea green, suffused with brown on the head, pronotum, and limbs; eyes rich sienna, darkest above; anterior limbs with
the spines on the internal margin of the tibiaB and the larger coxal
spines red brown; wings hyaline with the costal margin, longitudinal
veins and transverse nervures j^ellowish green; a])domen below margined wnth bluish green; median and posterior femora obscurely
annulate with wood brown.

MEASUREMENTS.
Total length

mm.
69

Length of jironotum

28.

5

6.

2

Greatest width of pronotum

Length of tegmina
Greatest width of tegmina
Length of wings

An

additional female

34
14
31

from the type

Genus
1838.

Ti/pe.

Vates Burmeister,

VATES

Handb.

locality

also examined.

Burmeister.

d. Entoni., II, p. 543.

— Vates cnemidotus Burmeister = Mantis svhfoUata
VATES TOWNSENDI, new

1901.

was

Vates sp.

Stoll."

species.

Rehn, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc, XXVII,

p.

221;

Cuemavaoa,

Morelos, Mexico.

%>..— Female;

Zapotlan, Jalisco, Mexico, July

S,

1902.

(C.

H. T.

Townsend.)

[A. N. S. Phila.]
This species agrees with V. tolteca Saussure and V. annectem Rehn
in the rotundate emargination of the marginal field of the tegmina and
the lobed abdomen, and shows athnity, on the other hand, with V.

parsensis Saussure in the elongate frontal processes.

The

i)eculiar

position of the species was recognized wdien an innnature s]iocimen
from Cuernavr.ca was examined, but on such evidence I d(>terred
a According to

Rehn, Canad. Entoin., XXXIII,

p. 24.
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receipt of an adult female, kindly presented by Mr.

C. H. T. Townsend, clears

all

uncertainty, and 1 take pleasure in

dedicating- the species to the collector of the type.

Size rather large.

Head

transverse; frontal processes as long as the

interspace between the eyes, apical portions curved

minate; eyes subreniform

when viewed

upward and

acu-

laterally; facial shield trans-

margin subtruncate, superior margin obtuse-angulate
with a rounded projecting median lobe. Pronotum elongate, the shaft
trigonal in section; collar subequal; supracoxal lobes prominent subangulate; shaft slightly expanded posteriorly, as a whole narrower
than the collar; median carina ver}" iine, but distinct on the shaft,
replaced on the collar by a slight sulcus; lateral margins denticulate,
stronger on the collar than elsewhere, almost absent on the posterior
portion of the shaft. Tegmina exceeding the abdomen in length; the
costal field abruptly rotundate-emarginate and absent in the apical
third.
Abdomen depressed; posterior part of the lateral margins of
Anterior coxa3 about half the
the segments bearing rotundate lobes.
length of the pronotum;* femora slightly more than half the length of
the pronotum, external margin supplied with four large spines, internal
margin with fifteen or sixteen spines rather regularly alternating large
verse, inferior

and small, discoidal spines four in number; metatarsi slightly longer
than the remaining tarsal joints. Median and posterior femora with
the usual foliaceous lobes well developed and rounded.
General color dull reddish brown, transversely barred with ocliraceous on the limbs. Tegmina opaque pea-green, washed with faint
yellowish, bearing two oblique transverse bars, as is customary in this
genus.

MEASUREMENTS.
mm.

Length
Length
Length

of

head and body

61. 7

of frontal processes

pronotum
Greatest width of pronotum
Length of tegmma
Greatest width of tegmina
Length of anterior femora

3.

of

5

26.

6.0
.

35.

IL
16.

A REVIEW OF THE JAPANESE FISHES OF THE Fi MILY
OF AGONID.F.
By David Starr Jordan and Edwin Chapin
Of Stanford

Starks.

University.

given a review of the species of fishes belonging to
known in English as sea poachers or alligator
fishes, in Japanese as tokubire or sachi, found in the waters of Japan.
The material studied is preserved in the United States National
Museum, in the Museum of the Leland Stanford Junior University,
and in the Museums of Tokyo and Sapporo, in Japan, Most of the
species are fully described in Jordan and Evermann's Fishes of North
and Middle America, and only those not represented there are described in full in this paper.
The new plates are by the Japanese
In this paper

is

the family of Agonida',

artists,

Sekko Shimada and Kako Morita.
Family

AGONID.E.

Body angular, commonly 8-angled, the caudal peduncle 6-angled,
covered with 8 to 12 longitudinal rows of imbricated, radiallv sti-iated
plates, the anterior edge of each plate overh^ing the posterior edge of
the plate next in front of it; plates spinous or not.
Teeth small, even,
in villiform bands on jaws, and in most species on vomer and palatines,
sometimes wholly obsolete; gills 3i, no slit behind the last: pseudobranchia^ large, extending
small; gill

membranes

down

the inner side of opercle;

gill

rakers

united, free, or joined to isthmus; ventral fins

1, 2; vent usually close behind ventrals;
spinous dorsal large, small, or absent; anal without spines; caudal
rounded, about ?> times as long as wide at base, with 10 to 12 long rays;

thoracic, narrow, their rays

base of pectorals usually broad, the lower rays sometimes produced;
rays of all fins simple; branchiostegal rays 6; myodonie (tube of

all

with membranaceous roof; basisphenoid a})sent; posttemporal not bifurcate, continuousl\' articulated with epiotic and
pterotic; pyloric cpeca few, about -1 to 7; vertebrje numerous, 35 to 50.

recti muscles)

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol. XXVII— No. 1365.
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Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvii-OH
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Fishes of the cold seas, living among rocks or kelp, most of them of
small size and fantastic form, not valued as food.
TiLESiNiNiE: Spinous dorsal present, the spines 18 or 19 in nunilier; anal rays

a.

cut.
b.

Tileshia, 1
more than 20; soft dorsal short
Spinous dorsal present, its spines 5 to 12 in number.
Gill membranes free from the isthnuis.
Pekcidin.e: Body compressed; lower jaw not projectinfj; plates of body spin<:.

ous;
(/.

first

Lower

dorsal at nape.

pectoral rays not free.

I'ercis, 2
Teeth on vomer; no occipital spines; no barbel on snout
No teeth on vomer; snout with a long barbel; occipital spines present.
Agonomalus, 3
dd. Lower pectoral rays, 7 or 8, wholly free; body short and high.
e.

ee.

Hiipsagonus, 4
iX.

Brachyopsin^e: Body more or less depressed; lower jaw projecting; plates
of body spinous or not; first dorsal behind nape.
/. Chin without terminal barbel.
g. Bones of snout short (not produced in form of a tube); plates of
body spinous; vomer and palatines with some teeth; breast with
Occa, 5

large plates
gg.

snout produced into a long tulie which bears the short
jaws at the end; body rather robust, the plates with spines.

Bones

of

Bracliyopsis, 6
ff.

A

barbel at tip of chin, snout long (produced into form of a tube,
body subterete, very slender, its plates not
as in Syngnathklsc)
;

spinous
bb.

Pidlasitxi, 7

Agonin.e; Gill membranes joined to istlimus, with or without a narrow free
fold behind.
J. Tip of snout without free median plate or spine; mouth inferior,
k.

lower jaw short.

Vomer without
I.

Lower

teeth.

side of snout with barbels.

m. Gill membranes without barbels; a pair of complex
barbels under tip of snout; one pair horizontal and

n.

one pair recurved spines at tip of snout. Lower jaw
very weak; teeth feeble, sometimes wanting; plates
of body mostly with spines.
Dorsal and anal fins very large, each with 14 to 16
soft rays

>

Draciscus, 8

and anal

nn. Dorsal

fins

moderate, each with 8 to 12
PodotJucus, 9

soft rays

'

k.

Vomer with
0.

teeth.

Dorsal

fins

rather long, the rays shortened behind,

the last one attached by
p.

membrane

to the

body;

no large knife-like spine above eye.
Plates on body largely unarmed; no teeth on
palatines; gill membranes without cirri.
Sarritor, 10

acta.

AspiDOPHORoiniN.E: Spinous dorsal absent; body not compressed, its plates not
spinous; mouth small, terminal; gill membranes free from the isthmus.
q.

Nasal spines present; body slender.
Afipidophoroides, 11

<j(j.

Nasal spines wanting; body slender.

Anoplagonus, 12
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TILESINA

1.

VV/mri//

OF

Schmidt, Fanne iikt dn Japon.,
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Schmidt.
ctr.,

lito:!,

)>.

US

name

{(jiht,(n<(t)\

milv.

This g-eiius is distinguished from uU other AijonUhv by the \ery h)n<r
spinous dorsal of 18 or 19 spines, and by the very long- anal of 28 to
26 ra3's. Japan 8ea.
(Named for Wiih(din 'rheo])hihis Tilesius).
I.

Tile»i)ui (jU)husa

TILESINA GIBBOSA

Schmidt, Fauna dv

la iner <lu

Schmidt.

Japon.,

etc.,

This species is mentioned without description in
on the fauna of the seas of Japan and Ochotsk.
St. Petersburg. De('eml)ei- 30, 1902, Dr. Schmidt
ters, "D. XVIII or XIX, T or 8; A. 28 to 20;

Hi; Jajtan Sea.

li>0:^), ]>.

Dr. Schmidt's paper
In a hotter, dated in

gives these chai'ac-

P. 14 or 15: lateral
Peter the Great Bay (Vladivostok); Broughton Ba}^

plates 49 to 50.

(Korea)."
igihlxMKS, gibbous.
2.
Perc'fS

PERCIS

ScoPOLi, Int. Hist. Nat., 1777,

////5/>orc/>/irf/?<.s

SwAiNSON, Nat.

ji.

Scopoli.
454 {japonirns).

Hi.«t. Fi.shes, etc., II, 1839,

]>.

272

{siijierciliosns).

Bod}' moderately elongate, compressed throughout; back elevated
behind nape; 2 rows of strong, curved spines along whole length of
each side (spines of the other series smaller); first dorsal tin beginning
behind nape; dorsals far apart; anal tin long. Vent far l)ack from
base of ventrals.
Head narrow anteriorly.
mouth terminal; median rostral plate none;

al)ruptly broader behind;
nasals united in front of

maxilhiiy pedicles.

Interorbital space ))road, the supraocular ridges
veiy prominent, with large, flat, triangular supraocular spine or shelf;
no occipital spines. Teeth on jaws and vonun*. non(> on palatines.
Gill

membranes united, free from isthnuis.
synonym of TTffjKi/, perch.)

North

Pacific.

(TTf/j/ciV, a

2.

PERCIS JAPONICA

(Pallas).

CotiuH japoniciii^ Pai.i.as, Spicilegia Zoologia, VII, 1772. p.
specinieii; Kuril l.-jjands (coll. G.

W.

Stcllcr).

."SO,

— Tiucsiis,

jd. v, figs.

1-.'!.

tlry

Kniscnstern's Kcise

uui die Welt, IV, 1813, pi. i.x.wvii.

Ayomti^ (nrilictis TwAinivs,

and
Agonns
p.

Mem. Acad.

St. I'eteisl).,

1\',

ISll,

\>.

4\(y.

alter

l*alla,«i

Stelier.

stegojtlilhahuns Tilk.sus,

Memoirs

219; (iulf of Patience, Sakhalin

1811, p. 427,

])].

MI.

— GtTNTHEK,

Soc.

Naturalists,

Island;

Mem.

Mo.sco\v,

.\cad. St.

JI,

1809,

Petersh.. IV,

Cat., II, 1860, p. 214.

Lacepkde, Hist. Nat. des Poiss., Hi, 1802, p. 224; alter Pallas.
Asidopliorus Kuj^erciliosus Cuviek and V.\lencienxes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., 1\', 1829,
Kuril Islands, alter Pallas and Tilesius.
J). 215;
Fercis japoniciis Scopoli, Inst. Hist. Nat., 1777, ]>. 454.
,Iokd.\n and Kvkkmann,
Fish. North and Middle Amer., II, 1898, \\ 2034; Ochotsk Sea.— Scmmiivi,
Aspidopliurn.'^ Imiza

Fauna

.Mer. Japon., 1903, p.

l(j;

Vladivostok.
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Agonus japonicus Bloch and Schneider, Systema Ichthyologia, 1801,
Phalmigistes japonicus FALI.AS, Zoog. Eosso-Asiat.

,

p. 105.

III, 1811, p. 112.

Hippocephalus superciliosus SwAiNsoti, Nat. Hist. Fishes, etc., II, 1839,
Hippocephalus japonicus Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883, p. 723.
Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci.. 1894, p. 194, with figure.

p. 272.

Cramer,

Fig. 1.— Percis japonica.

This species has been known in recent years from a single specimen
from Ochotsk Sea in the California Academy of Science, described and
This account is copied b}' Jordan and Everfigured by Mr. Cramer.
mann, to whose work the reader is referred.
8.

AGONOMALUS

Agonomalus Guichenot, Mem. Soc.
IX

(

Sci.

Guichenot.

Nat. de Cherbourg, IX, 1866,

j).

252, pi.

proboscidalis )

Head and body strongly compressed, the latter entirely armed with
angular osseous plates. Teeth excessively small on both jaws, none on
vomer or palatines. Dorsal tins separate; a long, fleshy barbel on tip
of snout; mouth small; a very high, In-oad, somewhat recurved spine
or bony projection above each orbit; origin of first dorsal above nape,
the profile from nape to fin very steep; pectoral rays somewhat
exserted; gill membranes probably united and free from isthmus.
Closelv related to Hyj^sagomis.
{agonus; o/uaXog^ level, even, or
a.

flat,

Lateral line pale; spines on head ridge-like;

i.

e.,

first

second; anal rays 11

proboscidalis. 3.

oa. Lateral line black; spines

second

;

3-

compressed.)

dorsal spine slightly longer tlian

on head sharp;

first

dorsal spine notably longer than

anal rays 13 or 14

.jordani. 4.

AGONOMALUS PROBOSCIDALIS

Aspidophorus proboscidalis
Sciences,

XLVII,

(Valenciennes).

Valenciennes, Coinptes Rendus de I'Acad. des
Emperor Nicholas (Nicolaevsk), Gulf

1858, p. 1040; Port of

of Tartary.

Agonomalus proboscidalis Guichenot, Mem. Soc. Sci. Nat. Cherbourg, 1865, p. 254,
pi. IX.— Sauvage, Nouv. Arch. Museum Hist NaL, Paris (2), 1, 1878, p. 157.—
Jordan and Evermann, Fish. North and Middle Amer., II, 1898, p. 2037,
after Guichenot.— Schmidt, Faune Mer Japon, 1903, p. 10; Vladivostok,
Japan Sea.

THE AGONID.E OF JAPAN— JORDAN AND

NO. 1365.

Head 4
Dorsal

in length to base or caudal;

IX— 6;

depth at base of ventrals, 4.
Eye, 3|^ in head; great-

anal, 11; lateral line plates 27.

est interorbital
lar}',

579

STARK:^.

8|; snout,

width V)otween

tips of supraoculiiv spines. 2; maxil-

-1.

Supraocular spine triangular;

its

posterior side sloping at about the

same angle as its anterior side; its base extends above the entire ej-e
and its apex is directl}' above the pupil; at its base posteriorly is a
small spine placed above a point midway between posterior border of
The anterior border of the large
pupil and i)osterior ])order of eye.
spine forms a steep unbroken curve around front of e^^e to a level
with lower margin of eye, becoming nearl}^ vertical in front of eye.
Interorbital space widely V-shaped, a slight longitudinal ridge at

its

A

ridge runs backward from supraorbital rim and ends in a
blunt upward and outward directed spine with a small spine at its base

middle.

anteriorly; l^etween this and its opposite fellow

spines sharp, rather long, and curved l)ackward.

is

a depression.

A

Nasal

blunt spine above

on post- temporal, and a similar one on edge of preoutward and curving backward, making a deep
notch behind it, as in Agonoinalus jordani. A spine, sharper than
A small, sharp
the others, just behind lower posterior orbital margin.
spine just above base of upper pectoral ray.
A longer carved spine
behind it above middle of pectoral. Maxillary reaching to below
Teeth fine, villiform, in narrow bands on
anterior margin of pupil.
Snout nearly horizontal to nasal
jaws; none on vomer or palatines.
spines, then turning nearly verticalh' downward to mouth.
Lower
jaw included. A long barbel, half as long as head, at tip of snout; it
is widened at the base and extends around the entire front of snout.
A row of 2f) plates bearing hooked spines extends along the side
of back from below fourth dorsal spine to the caudal; the second
spine is smaller than the adjoining spines and slig-htlv out of line Avith

opercle, probably

opercle, not widening

A

row of

similar, slighth' larger spines extends along the
lower part of sides to the caudal. A row of 6 small blunt spines on
side of belly curves inward to the first anal ray.
A couple of tiny
The area on side of bod}^
spines at side of interval between dorsals.
between the upper and lower series is concave. The caudal peduncle
is four cornered in section, with the long sides bowed inward toward
each other.
The lateral line runs along a series of small plates wliich

them.

2it

are rather scattered posteriorly.

Spinous dorsal double curved in its upper outline; convex at each
end and concave at its middle; the length of the rirst spine is contained
3| in body or equal to depth of bodj' below it; the second spine is but
slightly shorter; the last spine is 1| in head; it is connected to the
bod 3^ by a wide membrane which covers 5 plates. The first dorsal
The rays of the second dorsal
spine is rough, with small prickles.
are very

stiff;

the

first is

five-eighths of the si^cond in length:

the
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second and third are equal; the others decrease graduall}^ to the last,
which is one-half the length of the second, and is adnate to the body
The base of the last anal ra}^ is directly under
for its whole length.
the base of the last dorsal ra}', l)ut the tips of the last rays reach much
The third from the last anal ray is considerably
farther posteriorly.
the longest; the last ray is equal in length to the second; the first ray,
between which and the third from the last the rays are graduated in
length, is equal in length to the distance from the tip of the snout to
The pectoral has 11 rays; the
the posterior margin of the pupil.
fourth from the top is the longest; it fails to reach the first anal ray
by a distance equal to two-thirds of the diameter of the eye; the lower
pectoral rays are unich produced bej'ond the meml)rane. l)ut not disconnected, as in the genus Ilypsagonus. The surface of the upper part
of the pectoral, and especially the upper ray, is rough with small

/t'-f

y,

Fig.

2.

Agoxomau's proboscidalis.

Ventral two
ray the longer, just reaching to the middle of the
vent.
Caudal broad and rounded behind; its length is li in head.
Color.
Body pinkish, fins white; nearly everywhere with sharp
irregular brown '"freckles;" those on the body fewer and lighter than
on fins, fading out on caudal peduncle; on spinous dorsal they are

prickles; similar prickles cover the base of the pectoral.
rjiyed, the inner

—

elongate and are irregularh' placed in series suggesting curved bands;

on posterior part of spinous dorsal is a large white oval spot with
brown spots around it; the spots more sparse on anal than on other
fins; very thickly scattered over pectoral; barbel at tip of snout white.
Here described from a specimen loaned by the Sapporo museum;
collected at Hakodate.
It is 10 cm. in length.
The species is evidently identical with the type of Guichenot.
{prohoscidalis,

having a long snout.)

THE AGOXW.E OF .TAPAX—.TOHDAX AND STARKS.

AGONOMALUS JORDANI

4.

AyoiKiimdus jordaiii Schmidt Manuscript, Aui;.

Head 4i
13 or

in length to caudal base;

Eye 3f

14.

in head: interorbital

581

Schmidt.
1.'!,

I!t0;5;

Ocliotpk Sea.

depth 4f. Dorsal IX-7: anal
width directly above pupil 3;

maxillary 3f
Superoi-bital spine sharp and slender as
dalis; its

compared with A. juribosclupward and backward; it is placed al)ove
pupil about where the second superorbital spine is

point directed

posterior margin of
in ^1. pj'ohosrldaHs.

Its l»a.sc is short,

anterior margin does not follow

not extending anterior to pupil;

down

the front of eye in a simple
no second superorbital spine. Interorl)ital
space broadly V shaped.
Vertex depressed between the backwardextending ridges from superorbital rim.
Spine at parietal region
sharp, directed backward and upward, without a small spine at its
its

unbroken curve; there

is

Flu. 3.— AGONOMALr>i JORD.\NI.

Nasal spines slender and sharp.

Spine at post-tem})oral region
very sharp and directed backward. The spine at edge of preopercle
is wide and ilat, growing' wider outward and turning shar})ly back,
thus forming a deep notch between it and tiie head; toward its end it
divides into several small sharp points, each of which is at the end
of a slight ridge.
A shai-p .spine just liehind lower posterior orl)ital
margin. A small sharp spine just al)ov(^ tii<> base of the upper pectoral
ray. ))ut no large spine on body l)ehind it above middle of pectoral, as
base.

in ,1. j)r(>hosv/fI(il!s.

reaching to l)elow anterior orbital margin. Teeth in
Lower jaw
in jaws, none on vomer or palatines.
Barbel apparently as in A. j'/'obo.scida/is (.specimens have

]\[axillarv

narrow
included.

l)ands

been dried).

Upper
A.

lateral

row of

py^ohoscidaliti in

spines.

2."J

in iuuut)er. dirt'ering

being slenderer and sharper, the

from those of
under third

tirst
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dorsal spine, the second not smaller and out of line with the adjoining
Lower row similar, of 28 spines. The spines at side of belly
ones.

very much sharper and longer than in ^1. prohmc/dalis.
Spinous dorsal nearly straight in its upper outline; the spines arc
all produced more than in ^-1. prohoscidalis, and the first spine is
conspicuously longer than the second. First spine 3^ in length to
caudal base; f to i longer than depth of body below it; second spine

The soft dorsal more
equals length of head; last spine If in head.
the tips
prohosddaHs,
rounded or less triangular in outline than in A.
The
distance
membrane.
of the rays more produced beyond the
between the dorsals is the same, and the membrane connecting the last
spine to body is the same. Anal longer, but similar in shape; the
Pectoral similar in shape,
third ray from the last is li in head.
number of ra3^s, and in the relationship of its tip to front of anal to
A. prohoi^cldalk; its greatest length exceeds that of head by half the
diameter of eye. Ventrals reaching to vent. Caudal rounded; its
length 1 to 1 J in head.
Color.

— Back brown; sides lighter; a dark, irregular band along base

above and below
anterior spines of lower lateral series; lateral line running in a narrow,
sharp, very dark band; a dark streak following suborbitals, and
another around edge of preopercle; barbel at tip of snout dark; on
membrane between first and second dorsal spines are three or four
dark, conspicuous spots with translucent interspaces; the first brown
spot at upper margin of membrane, one or two small dark spots on
membrane between last spine and body; the membrane between each
of anal; with or without dark

brown spots

just

narrowly edged with brown )>lended downward; the membrane
much larger spots between the raj^s; the
tip of each dorsal spine and ray white, softl}" blended downward; the
bod}^ of the dorsals uniform dusky; caudal with a cross band at its
middle formed by dark blended spots on the membranes between each
ray; a long dark spot on the posterior end of membrane between
each ray; the rays tipped with white; pectoral dark above, somewhat
mottled toward end; anal and ventrals white, the former dark brown
spine

is

of soft dorsal margined with

toward

The

its

posterior end.

species differs

from Ago7iomalus jn'ohoseldaUs

in

having

all

of

the spines on the head sharp and directed l)ackward; the superorbital
spine single and placed posteriorly; the first dorsal spine conspicu-

longer than the second; the upper outline of the fin not so
deeply concave; the anal longer; the color very different. Other and
less conspicuous differences are indicated above.
This species is in Dr. Schmidt's collection from the Ochotsk Sea.
Dr. Schmidt writes of it: "Das ist wohl die schonste neue Species
In view of the posdie ich in meinen Sammlungen gefunden habe."
sible priorit}^ of Dr. Schmidt's paper we suppress the name we had

ousl}"

devised for this

fish.

THE AGOMDJ-: OF JAPAN— JORDAN AND STARKS.

NO. 1365.

Our

description

is

from

583

a dried specimen, 158 nmi. in length,

Shiraoi, Hokkaido, presented by Dr. Bashford Dean.

It is

from
numbered

7731, Ichtlayolooicid Collections, Leland Stanford Junior University

Four dried specimens wei-e secured at Hakodate.
preserved in the U. S. National Museum.
(Named for David Starr Jordan.)

Museum.
them

One

of

is

4.

HYPSAGONUS

Gill.

Hypsagonus Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, p. 259 {qnadrironiis).
Cheiragomis Herzenstein, Bull. Acad. Imp. Sci. de St. Petersh., XIII, 1890,
116 {gradiens

— quadricornis)

p.

Body compressed, elevated, depth greater than length of head,
more than ^ of l)od3^; head small, separated from first dorsal ])y a very
deep nuchal depression; top of head very uneven,

Fig.

supraocular and

1

4.

1

pair of large

Hypsagonxis quadricornis.

pair of large occipital spines, strong, hlunt:

mouth

terminal, jaws about equal, a large barbel or none at tip of snout;

membranes

united,

scales or plates large, radially striated,

with a

teeth on jaws, none on

free

from isthmus;

vomer or

palatines; gill

rows of strong and 2 of weaker s]iiiies
along side of body; dorsal lin long, high, beginning innnediatt'ly
central spine or tul)ercle; 2

behind nape, the spines strong, the first serrated; pectorals short, procurrent, the lower 8 or 9 vayii free; ventrals small; vent in'sirly half-

way between

ventrals and anal.

This genus differs irom.Agonoin<ihis in iiaviiig a row of small spines
along })ase of dorsals, contimious on dorsal side of caudal peduncle as
a median row; in having the row of spines at side of belly •ontinuous
along base of anal and median ventral surface of caudal ix-dunclc and
in having the lower 7 or 8 pectoral rays free.
{viJH - high; A (/on IIS.)
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(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

Axpidvphorus quadricornis Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1829,
(Coll. Dr. CoUee.
Type in British Museum.)
p. 221; Kamchatka.
Ilypsagonus [Clieiragonns) gradlens Herzenstein, Bull. Acad. Imp. des Sci. de
St.

Petersb., XIII, p. 116,

May

29, 1890;

Kamchatka, Avatcha Bay, Port

Petropavlovsk.

A gonns

quadricornis (jV'S'nmB., Cat., II, 1860, p. 215.

Hijjt.mgonus qiiadricomis Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., XIII, 1861, p. 167.

Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883, p. 722. Gilbert, Rept. U. S. Fish
Comm., 1893 (1896), p. 439. Jordan and Evermann, Fish. North and
Middle Amer.,
.Sound.

II, 1898, p. 2038; Aleutian Islands, Bristol Bay, Puget
Schmidt, Faune Mer Japon., 1903, p. 16 (Aniva Bay, Sakhalin),

Ochotsk Sea.

This species is fully described by Mr. Cramer in Jordan and Evermann's Fishes of North and Middle America, to which account we
have nothing to add,

OCCA

5.

Jordan and Evermann.

Occa Jordan and Evermann, Fish North and Middle Amer.,

II, 1898, p. 2043.

This genus differs from Brachyoj)sis in the short snout, which is not
From Stellerina it is separated by the large plates on the
breast, and by the presence of at least a few teeth on the vomer and

tubular.

palatines.
{occa^ a
a.

aa.

No

A

North

Pacific.

harrow.)

spine on suborbital stay; dorsal

IX

or X,

7-

dodecaedron,

or 8

spine developed on suborbital stay; dorsal XII, 8 or 9

6.

OCCA DODECAEDRON

Fig.

5.

(Tilesius).

Occa dodecaedrox.

Agonus dodecuedroii Ti-L'Esivfi, Mem. Acad. Petersb., IV, 1810,
(Coll.

W.

6.

iburia, 7.

pi. xiii;

Kamchatka

T. Tilesius).— GtJNTHER, Cat., II, 1860, p. 214.

Phalangistes loricatus Pallas,

Zoog. Rosso-Asiat.

,

III,

1811,

p.

114, pi.

xix;

Kamchatka.
Aspidophorus dodecaedrus Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1829,
p. 209.

Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883, p. 723.
Occa dodecaedron Jordan and Evermann, Fish. North and Middle Amer., II,
1898, p. 2043; Bristol Bay.— Jordan and Gilbert, U. S. Fur Seal CommisSchmidt, Faune Mer Japon., 1903,
sion, III, 1898, p. 479; Iturup Island.

Brachyopsis dodecaedrus

p. 16;

Aniva Bay, Vladivostok.

rilE
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Kamchatka and Kuril Islands.
The species is fully described

l>y Mr. Cramer in Jordan and Kvermann's Fishes of North and Middle Amei-ica. to which the reader is

referred.

[dooSsKa, twelve: fSpa, sui'face. side.)
7.

Head 4i
It;

in

OCCA IBURIA

Jordan and Starks,

Eye 5| in head; snout
Body to posterior
all

species.

length to l)ase of caudal; depth 7^.

anal 10; lateral line plates

present on

new

from upper end of

XII

s or

opening

43.

Dor.sal
gill

4^; interorbital space 4^: maxillary 2|.

third

of

caudal peduncle depressed.

dorso-lateral plates and

Spines

median dorsal plates of caudal

peduncle; the latter very small, but evident.

Spines on all inferior
behind tip of pectoral, and on all superior
Spines on ventro-lateral series from tips of ventral to

lateral series of plates

lateral series.

end of anal; the anterior spines rather blunt;

all

of

them smaller than

Fig. 6.— Occa ibt'ria.

in

the other series.

Posterior to the middle of the pectoral the lateral

line plates are small, not nearly so large as those of th(> adjoiningseries;

they bear small spines, which are enlarged anteriorly, back to

opposite the middle of the soft dorsal.

between the base of the

last dorsal

Tliere are thirteen plates

ray and the caudal

fin;

foui*

or five

mend)rane of
the last dorsal ra}'^ covers a little .over three plates.
Between the base
of the last anal ray and the caudal ai'c eleven ])lates. two of which are
single median plates.
A strong ridge of blunt plates runs from the
lower pectoral rav to the gill opening, where it meets a ridge l)ordering the gill opening from the upper pectoral ray to the istiuiuis.
Breast, the region covered by the pectoi'als and a portion about amis
are rough with small tubeivles.
A triangular area on branchiostegal
membran<^ and a Y-shaped area at chin betwiMMi mandibles are I'ough
of these are single plates, eight or nine are paired; the

with prickles.

Lower jaw strongly projecting. Teeth, tine, villiform. in nai-row
bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Maxillary reaching to t)elow
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anterior edge of pupil.
sharp.

A spine developed

vol.

xxvn.

Nasal spines well developed, but not very
at the center of the bony buckler on cheek.

A

very strong- ridged spine at angle of preopercle, and three smaller
ones below on edge of preopercle; the lowest represented by a very
small, blunt tubercle. Superorbital rim produced in a rough ridge.
A
low, rough ridge curves back from superorbital rim to over parietal

Top

region.

of head concave.

A

thin, flat tentacle at

end of max-

illary.

First dorsal spine between the seventh and eighth plates on back.

The spinous

dorsal covers eleven plates, and the mem))rane of the last

spine covers a

little

There are four plates between

over three plates.

the dorsals counting between the bases of the rays.

ray.

are scarcely equal in length to the longest
fifteen plates.

reaches past that of the last dorsal
the eye.
caedron.

of

is

The
The longest rays
spines.
The anal covers

combined.

plates.

The length

equal to the length of the snout and the eye
soft dorsal covers seven plates to the base of the last

the third dorsal spine

The

ra}"

The

tip of the last anal ray

a space covering nearly two

lonoes!: anal rays equal the length of the

One
The

the other rays.

of our specimens has

two ventral

other has a third inner

The length

raj'^

of the ventrals

snout and half

ra3^s, as in

O. dode-

developed half as long as
is

2| in head.

The

pec-

very broadly rounded behind; there is only a little diflerence
between the upper ten ra3^s in length (^scarcel}" half the diameter of
the eye); below the rays rapidly decrease in length.
The pectoral
barely fails to reach to opposite the first anal ray.
Caudal rounded;
toral

its

is

length If in head.
Dull brown on back, fading just below lateral line into the

Color.

—

white of under parts; no irregular dark stripe along side, as in O. dodecaedron, or no sharp black points on pectorals; lower lip dark brown,
under part of head otherwise white; maxillar}^ tentacle milk white;
pectoral with three or four irregular, wide, brown, blended crossbars;
spinous dorsal with slight, inconspicuous brown spots on the spines
indicating oblique cross lines; soft dorsal with two brown oblique bars,
the second one very wide and bordering the fin posteriori}' anal white;
its posterior third or fourth dusky; ventrals white; caudal dark brown.
This species differs from Oeca dodecaedron in having the spines better developed on the rjdges of the body, in having a greater number
of dorsal spines, in having spines developed on nasals and cheeks, in
having the plateless regions under pectoral and on breast rougher and
in color.
(Compared with specimens of O. dodecaedron collected by
the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross at station 3239, Alaska.)
The type from Tomakomaki in Iburi, Hokkaido, is 20 cm. in length
and is numbered Y730 Ichthyological Collections, Leland Stanford
Junior University Museum. A cotype very similar, from the same
locality, is loaned by the Sapporo Museum.
;
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STAliK,S.

Gill.

Brachyopm Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Si'i. Phila., Xlll, 18bl, pp. 167, 259 {roKtrnluH).
Siphagoims Steindachner, Ichth. Beitriige, V, p. 140; 8itzb. Acad. Wiss. Wieii,
LXXIV, July, 1876 (w/o//en.s/.s')moderatel}' elongate, tapering nearly unifornil}' from head to

Body

caudal; depressed, 8-hedral (6-hedral on peduncle); depth

about 8,
head broad, de])ressed, about 4^ to 5 in standJSnout long, almost tul)ular, bearing the short jaws at the
ard length.
Plates in doi"sal series about thirty -live to forty or more; a barend.
bel at tip of each maxillary; median rostral plate none; nasal spines
minute or absent; supraocular and occipital spines none; gill membranes united, free from isthmus; anal fin long, with twelye or thirteen
rays, first dorsal usually long; mouth oblique, lower jaw projecting;
teeth present on jaws, yomer, and palatines; at least some of the
plates on bod}" spinous; plates on breast usually with interspersed
width about

in length;

small prickles or tubercles.

{fSpaxvg, short; oifug^ face.)
((.

act.

Eye in front of middle of head; no spines on suborbitals
Eye behind middle of head; two spines on suborbitals

BRACHYOPSIS ROSTRATUS

8.

Agonuii rostratus Tilesius,

Gulf of Aniva.

Mem. Acad.

rostratus, 8.
segaliensis, 9.

(Tilesius).

Petersb., IV,

1810,

Pallas, Zoog. Rosso-Asiat., Ill, 1811,
Gulf of Aniva, Kuril Islands. (Coll. Steller and INIerk.

Phaldiigistes fusiformis

Agonus

rostratus

i)l.

xiv; Sakhalin,

(Coll. Tilesius.)

GvNTHER,

p. 116;

kSakhalin,

Cat., II, 1860, p. 214.

Aspidophorus rostratus Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1829,
p. 212.

Brachyopsis rostratus Jordan and Evermann, Fish. North and ^liddle Amer.,

2046.— Jordan and Gilbert, Rept. U. S. Fur Seal Comm., II,
Lxx; Iturup Island, Hokkaido. Schmidt, Faune Mer Japon.,
16; Vladivostok, Aniva Bay.

II, 1898, p.
p.

471, pi.

1903, p.

This species
mann\s work.

A large

is full}'

described by Mr. Cramer in Jordan and Eyer-

dried specimen lOi inches long was found at Hakodate, and
by the Sapporo Museum, taken at

three smaller ones were loaned

Tomakomaki, near Mororan. They agree yery well with a specimen
from Iturup Island, from which Cramers description was made,
except that they show a greater yariation in fin rays. The specimen
from Hakodate has the dorsal rays VIII, 8; and the anal, 13. The
•

other three are as follows:
anal, 12; dorsal

North

IX,

Pacific,

Dorsal IX,

7;

anal, 11; dorsal VIII, 7;

8; anal, 13.

recorded from Sakhalin,

(iulf

of

Aniva, Tetro-

pavloysk, and the Kuril Islands.

"not because it has
more
contracted than in
snout
are
and
head

{rostratm, pertaining to the rostrum or snout;
a beak, but because its

the others.")
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BRACHYOPSIS SEGALIENSIS

Syngnathiis xegidiensis Tilesius,
pi.

xiv;

Bay

Mem.

(Tilesius).

Imp. Nat. de Moscow,

Soc.

of Patience, Sakhalin.

vol. xxvn.

II, 1810, p. 216,

(Coll. Krusenstern.

Siphaqonus mjalioids Steindachner, Ichth. Beitrage, V, p. 140, and Sitzb. der
Jordax and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883,
k. Acad, der Wiss., LXXIV, 1876.
p. 723.

Agonus Imigatus Tilesius, Mem. Acad. Petersb., IV, 1810, p. 436; Sakhalin;
CuviERand Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 1829, p. 214.
Phalang isles Icevigatus FAhLAS, Zoog. Rosso-Asiat., Ill, 1811, p. 116.
Brachyopsis segaliensis Jordan and Evermann, Fish. North and Middle Amer.,
li, 1898, p.

2048 (copied).

This species from the island of Sakhalin is unknown to recent
A brief description is given by Cuvier and Valenciennes,
writers.
condensed b}- Jordan and Evermann in the work above cited.
(Name from Sakhalin.)
7.

PALLASINA

Cramer.

Palldsina Cramer, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1895, p. 815 {barbata).

Form of SyngnatJms; body slender, depressed; 4-hedral anteriorly,
8-hedral under dorsals; 6-hedral on peduncle; snout produced in a
tube; lower jaw projecting beyond upper, turned upward at tip, a
long barbel at the symphysis; teeth on jaws and vomer, a single row
on palatines; gill membranes free from isthmus, united; both dorsals
present; ventrals very short; plates of body slightly keeled, without
spines; vertebrae about 45.
(Named for Petrus Simon Pallas, naturalist and explorer, the accomplished author of Zoographia Rosso-Asiatica, 1811.)
lo.

PALLASINA BARBATA

(Steindachner).

Siphagonvs barbatns Steindachner, Ichth. Beitrage, V,
k. Acad, der Wiss., LXXIV, July, 1876; Japan.

p. 140, pi. v; Sitzb.

der

Jordan and Gilbert,
113.— Schmidt, Fauna mer

Synopsis, 1883, p. 725.— Jordan, Cat., 1885, p.
Japon., 1903, p. 16; Aniva Bay, Vladivostok.
Pallasina barbata Cramer, in Jordan and Evermann, Fish. North and Middle
Amer., II, 1898, p. 2049; Bristol Bay, Bering Strait, Tareinsky Bay, Port

Clarence.— Jordan and Gilbert, Rept. U.

S.

Fur Seal Comm.,

Ill, 1898, p.

471; Iturup Island, Yakutat.

V

Dorsal
to VIl-7 or 8; anal, 9 to 11.
Bod}^ slightly depressed in front, depth at base
of pectorals tive-sixths or six-sevenths of width, slender, width about
12 in length. Ridges of the dorso and ventro lateral series strong, the
dorsal and lateral halves of the plates form a right angle; no ridge on

Head, 4 to 4i

in length.

Lateral line, 46 to 51.

the inferior lateral

row and the

anteriorly, so that the

body

is

plates of the superior lateral

4-hedral in front of

row absent

lirst dorsal,

with

concave and the lateral conv^ex.
Under tirst dorsal the superior lateral series begins with keeled plates,
the ridge of the inferior lateral series becoming more prominent, so

dorsal and ventral faces

flat

or a

little

No.lStio.
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body is 8-hedral; dorsal and ventral faces
and depth equaling- length.
Caudal peduncle stronoly
depi-essed, nearly -t-hedral (median dorsal and ventral ridj^-es extremely
that under the dorsals the
t,a-ooved,

low); 40 or 50 plates in the dorsal series, 4 or 5 pairs l)etween dorsals,

from ventrals to anal; 3 or 4 laroe
row on breast, with al)out 1 row of

IH or 14 pairs

plates in a

lonoitudinal

4 or 5 small ones

median

it and the series forming- the edge of breast; plates radially
and a little elevated at the center; none between ventrals and
Branchiostegal meml)rane naked posteriorly,
vent.
or
plates
anterolaterally.
Narrow nude surface of lower jaw with a series of

between
striated

li

;>

Head verv long and
narrow, gentlv tapering, nearly as high as wide. Orbits nearly circular, the longitudinal diameter 5i^ to t> in head and 2^ in snout.
Interorbital space moderately concave, nearl}' 2 in orbit. Supraocular ridges
moderate, occipital ridges scarcely defined, temporal ridges moderate,
several jDlates; 2 or 3 plates in front of pectoral.

all

spineless;

no suborbital ridge; suborbital bone spineless; a sharp

spine at posterior angle of preopercle and 2 smaller

flat ones below; a
poorly developed plates on lower part of
cheek, between the long horizontal limb of preopercle and orbit.

longitudinal series of 4 or

.5

Fig.

7.— Fallasina barbata.

Snout long, tubular, about 2i in head. Frontal bones much elongated
forward, an additional bony plate in front of preorbital and overhanging-

the maxillary;

several small plates in

membranaceous

interval

between preorbital and frontal in front of orbit. Posterior inferior
angle of maxillary produced backward, reaching a little more than
Lower jaw long,
Median rostral plate absent.
halfway to orbit.
curved upward in front, projecting beyond the upper and entering
Teeth in narrow bands on jaws and vomer,
profile; mouth oblique.
about 1 row on palatines. A single barbel of variable length in specimens from Nemuro; it is little developed, shorter than eye; in those
from Aomori, at its longest; it is longer than head at tip of lower jaw.
Gill

membranes united behind,

ning under middle of

first

from isthmus. First dorsal with
and the occiput; anal long, begin-

free

12 to 14 pairs of plates between

it

dorsal; pectorals long. 5i to

in l)ody.

width at their base about 4 in their length; ventrals about 3 in pectorals and 4 in head in female, 2 in pectorals and 2f in head in male.
Color reddish or grayish brown with innumerable minute black points;
ventral surface pale, from front of anal to caudal progressively darker
with minute black spots; a dark band extends along the side' of snout,
across orbit and preopercle; anterior dorsal dusky, darker behind;
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second dorsal indefinitely cross-banded with short streaks of darker on
rays; caudal dusky; pectoral pale, indefinitely banded with short
streaks of darker on rays; ventrals pale in both sexes; anal pale.
North Pacific, south to Japan and Oregon; Arctic Ocean near Bering

Sea (W. J. Fisher, Steindachner); Bering Sea, Bristol Bay (Gilbert);
Tareinsky Ba}' (Barrett-Hamilton); Port Clarence, Alaska (Scofield).
A variable species. The specimens here described are four from
Aomori, the longest 12 cm. in length, and an equal number from
Nemuro, loaned us b}^ the Sapporo Museum. Still others are from
Mororan, This is much the most abundant of the Agonida? of Japan,
occurring in eel grass in shallow baj'S.
{barhatw^ provided with a barbel.)
8.

Draciscus

DRACISCUS Jordan and

Jordan and Snyder, Proc.

Cal.

Acad.

Snyder.

Sci., 1901, p.

379 {sacM).

Closeh" allied to Podoth(x-ii)<, from which it diffei's in the extraordinary size of its soft dorsal and anal fins, each of which has 14 to 16
rays.

(dpaKO^ a dragon.)
II.

DRACISCUS SACHI

Jordan and Snyder.

Jordan and Snyder, Proc. Cal. Ac.
Aomori, Kayabe, Hokkaido.

Draciscus sachi

Sci., 1902, p. 379, pi.

xix;

Head 3i in length; depth 7^; snout 2 in head; eye 4|; D. VllI-14;
A. 16; P. 15; spines in lateral line 44.
Body formed about as is usual in Podothecus; caudal peduncle long
and slender, contained about four times in the length. Snout long and
pointed; two spines on tip of snout above; two small, closely apposed
spines behind middle of snout, at the end of its second third; ridge of
mouth with a small double spine at its extremity; a stout spine above
Bones of sides of head with granular, radiating ridges. Tip of
e^^e.
upper jaw and angles of mouth with clusters of barbels; their length
equal to more than one-half the diameter of eve.
Sides of body with
4 longitudinal rows of spinous plates, the spines stout, hooked; the
upper row begins at nape and extends to base of second dorsal; the
other 3 rows run from head to base of caudal. Plates on breast without spines.
First dorsal rather high; its first spine highest, contained about 2|
times in head. Soft dorsal inordinately high; its middle x^ays, longest,
2f in length. Anal still larger, a little higher and beginning farther
forward, the highest ravs behind the middle; its height about 2t in
length; pectorals rather long, 4| in body; some of the lower rays produced and with free tips.
Ventrals short, Sf in head.
Color.
Brownish, with some dark blotches on back. Vertical fins
dusky, becoming black on distal portion, each fin with irregular rows

—
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of round, white spots in the dark marginal areas.

Pectorals pale, with
Ventrals pale.
The typo is u si nolo dried s])0('inion ^-to nun. long-. prescMited to the
Museum of Leland Stanford Junior University by Mr. Sotaro Saito,
Director of the Museum of Aomori, Japan.
It is type No. (!431 on
the Stanford Museum register.
It was taken in the Ray of Aomori.

a dusky blotch at

))ase.

where

is

species

tiie

h)cally

No specimens were

were seen, the ex])anded

One

known

taken

l)y

us

as Sachi."
in

Japan,

tins ren(hM'ine-

it

])ut

other dried specimens

oiu^ of the

of these, 385 nun. long, in the Imperial

local curiosities.

^Museum of Japan, num-

bered 817, from Hokkaido, agrees closel}^ with the type specimen.
Another from Hokkaido diflfers
(D. VIII-13; A. 15; P. 10; scales 40.)

Fig.

8.—Draciscl's sachi.

markings of the fins. In the museum of Hakodate is a
specimen from Kayabe, called b}^ the local name of '•Tokuhire,"M)y
euphou}' Tokubire, meaning "handy fins." There is also another
specimen in the Museum of Aomori from Aomori Bay.
slightly in

9.

PODOTHECUS

Podothecus Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila.,

Gill.

XIII, 1861, pp.

77,

259

(pn-lsttihii.'^=

aclpenserimis).

Paragonus Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila.,

XIIT,

1S()1,

pp, 167, 259 (<ielpn)s<riiinn).

Bod}^ tapering nearly uniformly from head to caudal, about as high
higher than wide anteriorly; depth about 6 to 8 inches in length;

as or

head al)ont

4,

compressed; plates

cBlepsias draciscus

means good

is

in dorsal series al)out

called Sachiko; that

is,

child of the Sachi.

fortune.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvii— 03

12

35 to-io. 4 or 5
Sachi in Japanese
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pairs between occiput and first dorsal fin; ^ill membranes joined to
isthmus, without free fold; no scattered barbels under lower jaw or on
branchiosteg-al

membranes; 2 complex groups of barbels on underside
group at each angle of mouth; usually a few

of tip of snout, another

barbels at sides of pores under lower jaw; tip of snout with usually 2
pairs of sharp slender spines, the anterior directed forward, the posMouth small, inferior, snout projectterior outward and l)ackward.

Teeth on both jaws few and weak, sometimes
ing- far beyond it.
wanting on one or both jaws; none on vomer and palatines; plates of
body spinous; 1 pair of supraocular and 1 pair occipital spines; both
This g-enus is very close to Agonus^ differing mainly
dorsals present.
spinous plates of the body.

in the

among

The numerous

species differ

nmch

themselves.

(TTovg^ foot;

^'/a"//,

from the groove for the receptacle of the

1)ox;

ventrals which appears through the shrinking of the naked skin in

preserved spt^cimens.
on (.-audal peduncle all or nearly all armed each with a spine.
Barbels below snout very numerous and large; angle of mouth with

Plates

a.

b.

many

barbels.

Soft dorsal with 13 rays; fins low; ventrals short; pectorals large.

<\

cc.

12.

Dorsal rays VIII-9; teeth well developed; fins all very high, the pectoral
emarginate in the adult, its longest ray 11 in head; ventral long; anal

(/.

rays 10
(Id.

accipiter, 13.

Dorsal rays IX-8; teeth small; fins high; pectoral emarginate; ventral
short; anal rays 10

drill.

X 1-8;

Dorsal rays

sfurioides, 14.

teeth present; fins moderate; pectoral not emarginate;
hamlini, 15.

ventral short; anal rays 9
hh.

./o/.u/>/;v^,

Soft dorsal with 8 or 9 rays.

Barbels comparatively few and slender.
Dorsal rays ^'III-8; teeth in upper jaw almost obsolete; fins moderate;
pectoral not emarginate, li in head; ventral very short; anal rays 9.
('.

gilberti, 16.
ee.

Dorsal rays

I X-6;

fins small; ventrals long; sides

and top

of

head with

(homp.soni, 17.
very large crests; anal rays 6
««. Plates on caudal peduncle mostly not ending in spines; fins rather low, the anal
rays 7 or 8.
e. Teeth wanting in the adult; barbels rather small and sparse; body not
everywhere deeper than wide; the caudal peduncle very long, slender,

and depressed
12.

veternus, 18.

PODOTHECUS TOKUBIRE

TOKUBIRE
"

Fodothent.s tokubire

The type
of

Tokyo,

or

TOKUHIRE (HANDY

Ishikawa Manuscript,

of this species, a stuffed
is

Ishikawa.

thus described by

1902;

FINS).

Hokkaido.

example

in the

Imperial

Museum

Dr. Ishikawa in a letter to the

writers:

Head 80 mm.; snout

depth of head 36; D. IX-13;
eye 15; snout 43; second and third

to occiput 56;

lateral plates 40-41; pectoral IT;
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dorsal rays

i39;

ray (.seventh)

caudal 36; upper

ra\'

of pectoral
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longest ventral

mm.

3<>

The body elongated, anguUir; the head irregularly triangular as
viewed from above; the mouth entireh* inferior, crescent-shaped,
wide, the lower jaw^ shutting l)ehind the upper ])y the distance equal
to two-thirds the longitudinal dituneter of the eye; a

few teeth along

the sides of the upper jaw. Nilliform teeth in the lower jaw; no palatine or

vomerine

teeth.

A

])atch of bai-bels

below the snout in front

of the mouth, a patch of fewer ones at the symphysis of the mouth.

A

pair of short rostral spines pointing forward:

another pair of

slightlj'

larger spines pointing upward, backward, and slightly out-

ward

seen a

is

little

])ehind the base of the rostral spines.

These

second series of spines form the front edge of the ridges which )>ound
the elongated groove, in the middle of which is a sharp spine; the

meet at halfway between the
and the anterior border of the eye, where they end in a pair of
shaip spines pointing upward, backward, and outward. A pair of
large spines above the posterior border of the eye, and a pair of large
ones at the occiput, which is continuous with the spine a)>ove the eye
b}^ a sharp ridge; a curved ridge running from the superior rim and
ending in a small spine just above the opercle; two small spines along
this ridge, the anterior one rather sharp, and the posterior broad, and
lies midway between the supraorbital spine and the supraopercular
spine; a ridge on the suborbital continuous from the rostrum along
the lower edge of the preorbitals and ending in a rather sharp spine
on the lower third of the suborbital below the middle point of the eye;
this ridge is high and fine serrated on the greater part of the preorbitals and with a spine directed outward.
The interorbital space
ridges approach each other until they
nostril

slightly

more than the

vertical diameter of the eye, deeply concave,

with a pair of ridges on each side, converging forward; a diagonal
dei)ression on the occiput, traversed b}- a rather broad transverse

Dorsal ridges converging from the occiput to behind the soft
on the second plate ))ehind the base of the last dorsal ray,
continued as a single ridge on about 8 plates, where it becomes obsolete;
ridge.

dorsal, uniting

the

upper

lateral ridge follows the course of the lateral line to the

ninth plate, where the latter slants downwsird and outward as parallel

rows to the base of the tail; the lower lateral ridge runs parallel with
and converging anterioily with the upper, and becomes obsolete on
the second plate behind the base of the pectoral; a single spine above
the base of the pectoral indicating an obsolete ridge between the
lateral ridges; abdominal ridges widely apart in front between the
pectoral fins, uniting l)ehind the anal, and run backward till to the
base of the caudal, where it becomes nearly ol)solete; all ridges with
sharp, recurved spines with the exception of the abdominal ridges
behind the eighth anal ray. wheiv the dorsal and anal rays disai)peai"
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the caudal peduncle assumes the quadrangular shape, the corners
being framed by the spines of the lateral ridges; no row of spines

around base of caudal or pectoral. Dorsal and anal fins not \evy
high; the origin of the dorsal on the fourth dorsal plate, and covers
8 plates, the membrane covering 2 more; the first dorsal spine
probably the longest, ""a membrane connecting the last spine to the
bod}" for the whole length;'' the second dorsal begins at 2 plates
behind the first, and covers 12 plates, a membrane covering two-thirds
of a plate more; the dorsal fin being in part broken; the longest rays
is connected to the bod}" b}- a
about behind the last ray of the first
dorsal, and continues to the penultimate ray of the anal; the pectoral
fin ver}" broad and large, the tips of the first ray reaching to the
The origin of the ventrals
twelfth lateral plates if laid backward.
slightly in front of the pectorals; very short, with their tips reaching
to the third ventral plate; the caudal moderate, probabl}" truncated.
The color of the body not recognizable, being very much faded, but
most probably like that of the American species.
A single stuffed specimen from Hokkaido, with the total length of
310 mm.

are not to be recognized; the last ray

membrane;

this fin begins at

PODOTHECUS ACCIPITER

13.

Jordan and Starks.

Jordax and Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1895, p. 816, pi.
Robben Island. Jordan and Evermann, Fish. North and Middle

Podothecus accipiter
Lxxxviii;
.

Of
is

Amer.,

II, 1898, p. 2055.

this species, fully described l)y

Fig.

9.

Podothecus accipitek.

Okhotsk Sea; one specimen
J.

Jordan and Starks, only the type

known.

G. Blair.
(accijyiter, a

hawk;

14.

Paragonus

collected at

Robben Island by Capt.

It is 8 inches in length.

in allusion to the large fins.)

PODOTHECUS STURIOIDES

stiirioides

(Guichenot).

Guichenot, Nouv. Archiv. Mug.,

p.

202,

pi.

xii,

fig.

3;

China.
Podothecvs durioides Jordan and Evermann, Fish. North and Middle Amer.,
1895, p. 2063 (copied).

II,
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This species from the coast of northern China is known only from
Guichenot's description, translated by Jordan and Evermann. A
single specimen, lOi inches long.
China.
(Guichenot.) Guichenot's
figure gives one

more ray

gives the caudal

tin as

in anterior dorsal than the description,

and

strongly concave.

{sturlo sturgeon; eiSos, likeness.)

PODOTHECUS HAMLINI

15.

Jordan and Gilbert.

Podothecus hamUni .Jordan and (jilbeut, Rei)t. Fur Seal Invest., 1896, III, 1898,
p. 472; Shana Bay, Iturup Island, Kuril group (type 5662, L. S. Jr. I'niv.
Mus., Coll. Albatross). Jordan and Evermann, Fish. North and Middle

—

Amer.,

II, 1898, p. 2056;

Iturup Island.

Jordan and Evermann. A sj)eciHakodate from Kayabe seems to belong to it.
The types are two specimens from the U. S. Fish Commissioiv steamer
Albatross station 3653, off Shana Village, Iturup Island, in is fathoms.
This species

men

in the

fully described bj^

is

Museum

of

^^^^'^:^^^^0^^^

Fig.

A

young

individual

10.

Podothecus hamlini.

from Albatross

Robben

station 3646, off

Island,

18 fathoms, seems to belong to the same species, but has the snout
less

produced and the

dor>sal

(Named

for

VIII, 6; anal 8. Dr. Schmidt regards
This is possibly the case.
late Assistant Secretary of the

young of I*, gilherti.
Charles Sumner Hamlin,

the species as the

Treasury, under whose auspices the fur-seal investigations of 1896
and 1897 were carried on l)y the United States Fur Seal Commission.)

PODOTHECUS GILBERTI

16.

Agonus

gilberti

chatka.
Jr.

(Collett).

Collett, Proc. Zool. See. London, 1894, p. 670, pi. xlv; KamHenry Lund. Types, Mus. Christiania; cotype, 278.S, L. S.

(Coll.

Univ. Mus.

Podothecus

gilberti

1898, p. 2058,

Jordan and Evermann, Fish. North and Middle Anier..
from one of CoUett's types from Petropavlovsk.

This specimen, originally known from Kamchatka,
Cape Pestschnuzoff, Korea, b}' Peter Schmidt.

off

(Named

for Charles

Henry

Gilbert.)

is

II,

recorded from
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17.

PODOTHECUS THOMPSONI

Podothecuit thompsoiii

VOL. XXVII.

Jordan and Gilbert.

Jokdax and Gilbert, Rept. Fur Seal Invest., Ill, 1896,
Shana Bay, Iturup Island, at Albatross station 3653, in

p. 473, pi. Lxxii; off

—

18 fathoms (tyi^e No. 5667, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus., Coll. Albatross).
JoRrtAX
and EvERMANN, Fisli. North and Middle Amer., II, 1898, p. 2060; Iturup
Schmidt, Faune 3Ier Japon, 1903, jx 16; Japan Sea, Ochotsk Sea.
Island.

Shana Bay, Iturup Island, Kuril "roup.
oti' Cape Pestschnizoff, Korea, in

Schmidt,

Fl(i.

n.— PdDOTHErrS

Recorded by Dr. Peter
lit.

J.

19»»3.

THOMPSONI.

in honor of D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson,
Dundee, commissioner of Great Britain in the furinvestigations in Bering Sea in 1(S96 and 1897.)

(This species

is

named

of the UniA'ersity at
seal

18.

PODOTHECUS VETERNUS Jordan

and Starks.

PodothecKs vetenius Jordan and Stares, Proc. Cal. Ac.

Lxxxix; Robben Island

Sci., 1895,

p.

819, pi.

Captain Blair. Type presented by Alaska
Commercial Company to L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus., No. 4823). Jordan and
EvERMANN, Fish. North and Middle Amer., II, 1898, p. 2063, same type.

A

(Coll.

single specimen, about 8 inches in length, collected b}' Captain

Blair at

Robben

This species

Island.

Flli. 12.

— PODOTHECUS

is

related to P. aclj)ensermus

VETERXrS.

from the former in having fewer and shorter
barbels, teeth on jaws obsolete, keel and preopercle larger, dorsal
ridges without spines posteriorly, and the spines on the preorbital
ridge different in shape; from the latter in having the body different
in shape, not everywhere deeper than wide, but the reverse posteriorly; anal much shorter and lower, no teeth on jaws, and the spines
on preorbital ridge better developed and different in shape,
{veternvs. an old man, veteran, in alhision to the want of teeth.)

and P.

gilhertl^ differing
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Cramer.

llvi'i-niann,

C'lu'ck-Li^^t

Fishes, 1890,

44S

p.

{fretiatus).

Body

tapering- uniforinl}^ to base of caudal; head 4 to 4^, depth

Plates on body nearh'

8 in standard length.

(j

to

without spit es, Plate.>^
in dorsal series 38 to -15, 5 to 6 pairs between occiput and lirst dor.sal.
No large knife-like plate over eye. Both dorsal tins present, rather
long, the rays growing shorter behind the last adnate to back.
Four
to H pairs of barbels about mouth, 1 pair under tip of snout.
A j)air
One pair of supraocular and 1
of recurved spines near tip of snout.
Teeth on jaws and vomer, none on palor 2 pairs of occipital spines.
atines.
Gill membranes joined to isthmus, without free fold; no barbels on gill membranes.
Lower rays of pectorals with free exserted
Vertebrae, -iO to 46.
This genus is very close both to Podothetips.
cm and to Odontopyx'i^, differing from the former in the presence of
vomerine teeth and from the latter in the absence of a free median
plate at the tip of the snout.
Its relations to Arernmeui^ are still
closer, the chief difference being in the smooth plates of the body and
in the

absence of cirri on the

gill

all

membranes.

{sarnto7\ one that scrapes.)
a.

au.

Snout moderate, about half length
Snout very long, produced in a
length of orbit; ventrals
19.

of head;
flat,

ventralsdark in male

frenalun, 19.

triangular piece, exserted for two-thirds
leptorhyi^chtt.t, 20.

jiale

SARRITOR FRENATUS

Odontopyxis frenatus Gilbert, Kept. U.S. Fish.

(Gilbert).

Comm.,

1893, p. 437 (1896);

north of Peninsula of Alaska, type 48727, U.S.N. M. Jordan and EverMANN, Fish. North and Middle Amer., II, 1898, p. 2078; same specimens.
Jordan and Gilhert, Rept. U. S. Fur Seal Comm., Ill, 1898, p. 474; Povorotnaya, Kamchatka.
Schmidt, Faune Mer Japon, 1903, p. 16; Japan Sea.

^^^^^fes?

Fig. 13.— S.vkkitok frenatus.

This species, fully descril)ed in the work of Jordan and Evermann.
recorded by Schmidt from Vladivostok.

is

{frenatus^ bridled.)
20.

SARRITOR LEPTORHYNCHUS

1

Gilbert^

Fish Conun., 1S93 (1896),

p. 437;
Odontopyxh hptorkynchus (TiLnEKT, Rept. U. S.
5.^°
Bering Sea, north of Alaska Peninsula, at Alliatross Station 3267, lat.
Alhatross.)
Coll.
23^ 30'" N., long. 163° 29' W.
(Type No. 48727.
SaiTitor leptorhynvhm .Jordan and Evermann, Fi.^h. North and :>[iddle Amor.,
Mi-r
II, 1898, p. 2073; about the Peninsula of Alaska.— Schmidt, Fauiu-

Jai>on, 1903,

]>.

16;

Japan Sea.
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This species, otherwise known from north and south of the Alaskan
is recorded off Cape Pestschnuzoff', Korea, b}- Peter Schmidt.
It is described in the work of Jordan and Evermann.

peninsula,

iXenTog.^ slender; p^'K/f^S", snout.)
11.

ASPIDOPHOROIDES

Lacepede.

Aspidophoroides Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., Ill, 1802,

p.

228 {tranquehar-monop-

terygius).

Ccnithirhynais Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fishes, etc., II, 1839, p. 272 {monopterygim).

Bod}^ and head very slender; head 4 to

6, width 5 to 8 in length of
body; 8 longitudinal rows of plates, the lateral line in upper lateral
row; about 40 plates in the dorsal series. Terminal rostral plate
present, unarmed; snout with hooked spines directed upward; mouth
terminal; teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Supraocular and occipital spines absent; plates of body more or less keeled, without spines.
First dorsal absent; second dorsal and anal small, opposite each other,
each with 4 to 7 rays. Gill membranes united, narrowly joined to
isthmus anteriorly, free behind.
{pcGTiU^ shield; ^opeoo^ to bear; (Mog^ form.)

21.

ASPIDOPHOROIDES BARTONI

Gilbert.

S. Fish Comm., 1893 (1896), p. 434;
Aleutian Islands, Bristol Bay, Alaska (Coll. Albatross).— ov.bais! and Evermann, Fish. North and Middle Amer., II, 1898, p. 2092; Aleutian Islands,

Aspidophoroides hartoni Gilbert, Eept. U.

Bristol Bay, Pribilof Islands.

Comm.,

Jordan and Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fur
Unalaska, Medni Island.

Seal

Ill, 1898, p. 475; Pribilof Islands,

Aleutian Islands; taken very abundantly both north and south of the
Aleutian Islands and in Bristol Bay, at depths of 17 to 121 fathoms.
Also found about the Pribilof Islands. A specimen from Kayabe
Island off' Hokkaido is in the Imperial Museum of Tokj^o.

(Named

for

Mr. Barton A. Bean.)
12.

ANOPLAGONUS

Anoplagonus Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Gill.

Sci. Phil., 1861, p.

259 [inermis).

This genus differs from Aspidophoroides in the absence of nasal
spines.

(avoTrXog^ unarmed; Agomfs.)
22.

ANOPLAGONUS INERMIS

Aspidophoroides inermis Gunther, Cat.,

II,

Giinther.

1860, p. 524;

Vancouver Island.

LtJTKEN, Ulkefiske, Vidensk. Meddel. Naturhist. Foren. Kjob., 1876, p. 385.

Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883, p. 725.— Jordan, Cat. Fishes N. A.,
Jordan and Evermann, Fish. North and Middle Amer., II,
1885, p. 113.
Schmidt,
1898, p. 2093; Vancouver Island, Bristol Bay, Aleutian Islands.
Faune Mer Japon, 1903, p. 16; Japan Sea.
Anoplagonus inermis Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila.,

XIII, 1861,

p. 167.
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Coa.st of Alaska, south to Vancover Island; not abundant; recorded
from Vancouver Island (Giinther); eastern Aleutian Islands, 84 to 59
fathoms, and Bristol Bay.
(Gilbert.)
Specimens were taken l)y
Peter Schmidt off Cape Pestschnuzofl", Korea.
{inermis, unarmed.

SUMMARY.
Familj' Agoxidk.
TUeiiina

1.
1.

c/ibbosa

2.
2.

Perch Scopoli.

japonica (Pallas)
3.

Agommuilns

proboscidnlis (Valenciennes);

i.

jordani Schmidt; Shiraoi; Hakodate.
4.

qnfidrlrornis (Cuvier

Hi/imtgonuK Gill.

and Valenciennes)
Occa Jordan and Evermann.

5.

6.

dodecaedron (Tilesius); Iturnp Island.

7.

iburia

Jordan and Starks; Tomakomaki.
6.

8.

rostratus (Tilesius);

9.

seffaliensl>t

Iturnp Island, Hakodate.

barbaUi (Steindachner);
8.

11.

PaUasind Cramer.

Nemuro, Aomori, ^lororan.

Draciscus Jordan and Snyder.

KacM Jordan and Snyder; Kayabe, Aomori.
9.

12.

Braclq/opsis Gill.

(Tilesius).
7.

10.

(niiiihenot.

Hakodate.

3.

h.

Schmidt.

Schmidt.

Podothi'vux

(Till.

tokubire Ishikawa.

13. accipiter

Jordan and Starks; Robben Island.

14.

sturioides

15.

/t«n/Zi/M"

(Guichenot).

Jordan and Gilbert; Iturn]> Island, Kayabe.

16. gilberti (Collett).

17.

ihompsoin Jordan and Gilbert; Iturnp Island.

18.

reternus

Jordan and Starks; Robben Island.
10.

19.

Sarritor Cramer.

frenafns (Gilbert).

20.

leptorhijnchKs (Gilbert).

21.

barinni Gilbert;

22.

inermis Giinther.

11.

Aspidophoroides Lacepede.

Kayabe.
12.

Auopkujoniot CdU.

THE OSTEOLCKiY OF
By Edwin

8().MK

Ciiapix Stakks

Of Stanford

The material upon which

this

liERYCOID FISHES.

University.

paper

is })as('d

represents

tiv(>

families

of Beryeoid fishes, as follows:

Trachichthyidfe, represented by IfoploxtetJDis jajxnilciix Hiloemlorf.
Berycida?,

Beryx

represented

sjjlendens

by

Lowe.

Holocentrid^,

represented

Iloloeentrus

ascenslonis

l)y

(Osbeck) and Myripristis occi

dentahs Gill.
Polymixida?, represented by

Poly III ixia japon ica Giinther.
Monocentridge, represented
Jfonocentris
japonicus
by
(Houttuyn).
These families are held together b}' some very constant
characters, the most important of which, aside from the
increased

number

1.—View of lower side of cranttm of beryx
SPLENDENS, SHOWING THE ORBITOSPHENOIH. TH E
PARASPHENOID HAS BEEN REMOVED. a». AI.ESPHEbasisphenoid; /, frontal; o«, orbitoNOID
6,s,
SPHENOTir.
SPHENOID;

Fig.

of ventral

rays, is the presence of welldeveloped orbitosphenoids.^'
When such diverse families

;

.v.

as these possess so important a character, seconded as it is

minor ones,

it

seems

justifiable to

base a group upon

by

several

it.

"It is remarkable to find this archaic character among the spiny-rayed fishes,
though it is well in keeping with the pneumatic duct to the esophagus, which some
of the Beryeoid fishes are said to have.
The presence of orbitosphenoids is common among tlie lower forms from the Bony
Ganoids up to and including the Salmonoids. So far as the author can asi-ertain,

they hitherto have not been found in forms more speciali/.cd tlian the last. They
have been searched for in vain in tlic following: Auhjnts, SiinoiiKK, B<,)x, Fundnliis,
Aphredoderux, and nearly all of the families of Hemiliranchs, Synentognaths, and
Percesoces.
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SYNOPSIS OF CHARACTERS OF THE BERYCOIDEA.
Orhitosphenoids present; meeting each other at their inner edges,
at an angle, either by simple suture or by ankylosis. Exoccipitals broadly joined to each other, and to the basioccipital, together
forming a simple concave occipital condj'le. The pit of the basioccipital above the middle of the bone, or near the middle of the entire condyle/' Atlas more or less modified or convex to tit the occipital condyle;
never deeply concave; the pit more or less obliterated, never deep
and at the middle of the centrum. Interorbital septum always single.
Myodome large in front, closed abruptly behind, or open to the exterior
Basisphenoid with a descending
posteriorly onW through a pore.

and joined

process.

Head

usually with conspicuous

mucous

orbital shelf present on the suborbital ring.

Fig. 2.— Occipital

japonicus.
TAL.

ho,

condyle of hoplostethas
basioccipital;

co,

exoccipi-

cavities.

A

sub-

Maxillary with a large

3.—Occipital condyle of a typical
PERCOID FISH, ho, BASIOCCIPITAL; eo, EX-

Fig.

OCCIPITAL.

Actinosts placed
Nasals usually very large.
Inner edge of
high; at least three of them on the hypercoracoid.
pelvic bones, when thoracic, elevated and united; the opposite sides

supplemental bone.

arching away from each other and meeting or nearly meeting below,
inclosing a chamber between them; the bones usually deep, sharp, and
compressed at the anterior end. Superior pharyngeals, 2 or 3. Ventral soft rays usually

more than

5 (reduced in

number

in Monocentris).

A

pneumatic duct connecting the air bhidder with the esophagus said
Anal long
to be present in some of the families. Vertebrw 24 to 30.
or moderately long.
ff

Typically in the spiny-rayed fishes, the basioccipital forms a concave condyle,

with a deep pit directly at its middle. The exoccipitals are separate, or narrowly
connected, and present flat obUqiie zygapophyses for the atlas, which has a deep pit
clirectlv at

the middle of the centrum.

NO.
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FA:MILIES.

huvo been oxuiiiined which have been plaood
which are not related, or at

at (lirt'erent times, luit

witli the
lea.st

not

closeh' enoui'h to be re""-^

tained in the <>roup.

tk

The family Mullida>
has been associated with
the Pol ymixidfv because

have barend
of the hyoids, thouoh
they differ in most other
])oth families

bels at the anterior

respects.

Though

apparenth'

similar the l)ar])els are

not exacth" of the same
character.

In the Poly-

Fig. 4.— Hyoid of

polymixia japonica.
ch, CERATOHYAL;

lOSTEGAL RAY;

6,

Ml,

barbel;

6r,

branxh

HYPOHYAL.

mixiida? each barbel is
suspended from the lower edge of the h3"poh3'al, where three modified
branchiostegal ra^'S curve around its thickened base (as described elsewhere in this paper). In the iVIullidti? the barbel is suspended from
the extreme tip of a slender, nearly straight ray of bone attached to
the end of the ceratohyal,
^^
which is exserted l)eyond
the hypohyals.
This l)one
forms an integral part of
the barbel, appearing as its
ossified base.

The family Aphredoderhas little in common
with the Berycoid fishes,
except the increased numidiv

ber of ventral rays. The
orbitosphenoids are absent.
5.— Hyoid of Mri,LOiDES .wriflamma. h barbel: h
BRA.N(HIOSTE(iAL RAY; ch, CERATOHYAL; /(/(. HYP0:'YALS.

Fig.

There are two interorbital
are widely
septa, which
separated.

The

exoccipi-

The
myodome, basisphenoid, suborbital shelf, and supplemental bone to
the maxillary are all absent.
The pelvic bones are forked." and only
tals are

rather l)roadly connected, but the atlas

is

unmodified.

"It appears pro1)able that parts of some skeleton other than that of AphredoderuK
have l)eeonie mixed with Doctor Boulenger's speeimen. He states tliat the pelvie
bones are not forked, as described by Cope and Woodward, and that there is a snliorbital shelf.
In my specimens the pelvic bones are distinctly and widely forked, and,
thonjrh I have carefully examined three specimens, I have found no jiroccss on the

inner edjre of the suborl)ital

rino:.
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by

a ligament

very short.

The vent

loosely joined to each other
forks.

The anal

is

vol. xxvii.

between the tips of the inner
is

in front of the base of the

ventrals.

The family Pemphericla? can not ])e admitted to tlic group. It shows
some relationship to the Bramida?, and possibly belongs near that
family. The orbitosphenoids are al)sent. The oxoccipitals are broadly
united, but the basioccipital and atlas are unmodified, and the pit of
each is deep and located at the center. The maxillary has no supple-

mental bone. The ventral soft rays number 5. The pelvic ghxWo is
not compressed anteriorly but reaches to a sharp point, and is otherwise as in the Percoid fishes.

DESCRIPTIONS OF SKELETONS.

HOPLOSTETHUS JAPONICUS

Hilgendorf.

I'RANIUM.

The cranium has very high ridges, the w^alls of which are pierced
bv large holes, allowing communication between the cavities. The
frontals above the middle of the orbital cavity, the bridge connecting
the frontal ridges, and a region at the middle of the nasals are thin
and honeycombed by small holes of irregular size, giving the bone a
lace-like texture.

A

high ridge beginning at the anterior median

line

betw^een the frontals diverges and runs back to the posterior end of

each frontal above the parietal. A ridge curves back on each frontal
from the anterior outer angle to the posterior end below the parietal,
and is connected at about its middle to the upper frontal ridge by a

wide horizontal bridge. Posteriorly between these ridges, and from
the end of the connecting bridge, is a ridge running to the end of the
parietal.
A median ridge on the nasals runs forward from the median
From the anterior end of this
frontal ridge and diverges in front.
ridge a ridge runs outward and backw^ard on each nasal and forks near
its middle, the anterior fork running to the side of the nasal, the
The auditory bulla is large
posterior one to the posterior outer angle.
and has a very large cartilaginous area bounded by the parasphenoid,
The
the exoccipital, the basioccipital, the opistholic, and the prootic.
myodome is large, but its mouth is somewhat constricted.
The basioccipital spreads very wide over the lower surface of the
auditory bulhe. Its posterior end forms about half of the occipital
The pit is near its upper edge. The supraoccipital does not
condyle.
project between the posterior ends of the frontals.
Its crest does not
extend above the rest of the cranium. The epiotic is but slightly
covered by the parietal. It has no shelf projecting backw^ard. The
pterotic has a pair of rather sharp outward-projecting processes.
The opisthotic is thickened, and the lower limb of the posttemporal
is articulated closely to it without the agency of a ligament.
The
frontals end squarely in front, and do not extend beyond the pre-
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The basisphenoid sends a process down to the parasphenoid.
f rentals.
The process is extremeh^ slendei* above, but grows wide below. The
alis})henoids do not meet at the median \mv.
The orbito.spheiioids are
moderate in siz«\ and no suture is visil)lc between them. There is a
median hole in front of which th(\v are drawn out into a ver^' sharp,
The parasphenoid sends uj) large basitemporal wings, and
tliin keel.
spreads widely over the lower surface of the auditory bulhe.
It
extends posteriorly over the anterior fourth of the basioccipital, ending in a very small, slender, sharp process.
Tiie prefrontals are large
bones pierced at their center by the olfactor}' foramen. They are
separated only by cartilage except at their upper ends anteriorl}-,
where the small ethmoid is interposed. The ethmoid is almost obsoIt is a small thin bone, overlying cartilage, and it does not
lete.
extend half the distance between its upper edge and the vomer. The

Fli;. (i.— IldPLOSTETHUS

JAPOXICUS. aS, ALISPHENOID; ho, basioccipital; bs, BASISPHENOID: C. EPIOTIC;
kxoccipital; et, ethmoid; /, frontai,; n, nasal; op, oipsthotic; a^•, orbitosphexoid: it. parietal; pf. prefrontal; ;))•, prootic; jjx, parasphenoid; pt, pterotic;
sphenoid; bo. si'praocci-

eii.

.s.

pital;

v.

vo.mer.

nasals are very large bones, attached for nearly their whole length to
each other, and by their entire posterior end to the wide frontals.

They arch wideh' over the

prefrontals, inclosing a chainl)er behind

tlu'm.

FACE BOXE«.

The hyoniandibular has an undivided head. From its iimer upper
edge a slender process descends toward a shorter one on the metai)terygoid, but does not nearly ri'ach it.
The metapter3'goid has no
foramen. Its lower part is scarceh" ossiticd. The symplectic is long
and slender. Between its lower side and the angle of the preopercle
there is a large open space.
The preopercle is long, and the edges of
liml) are parallel.
.\t its angle two bridges of lace-like
span a large, deep channel; the lower one is nuich the larger and
projects back as a stout spine.
The suboperch^ is scarcely ossified.
The angular is present. There is a large* channel along the lower side
its

vei'tical

l>()ne
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bridged once at the articular and twice at
There is no open space between the upper
edge of the articular and the upper limb of the dentarv. The premaxillary is long and slender, and has a moderate process. There is a
very large supplemental bone on the upper edge of the maxillar}^
extending down over its outer surface nearly to its lower edge. The
The suborbital
preorbital is not differentiated from the suborbitals.
ring is wide and cavernous. On the second suborbital is a slender
triangular suborbital shelf, hooked backward. The other face bones

of the mandible, which
the tip of the dentar3^

is

are as in the Percoids.
HYOID.

The

ceratohj^al has a very large

foramen through

its

middle.

There

are six branchiostegal rays on the ceratohyal and two on the epihj-al.

The hypohyals are wide and flat; the lower one is much the
The urohyal has a pair of small long-itudinal basal wings. No
hyal

is

larger.

glosso-

present.
PHARYXGEALS.

.

The lower pharyngeals

There are two

are slender and separate.

superior toothed phar^^ngeals on each side; that of the second arch
small and slender: that of the third and fourth

is

is

a large elongate

patch, rounded behind and reaching to a point in front.
SHOULDER GIRDLE.

The h3'pocoracoid arches widely away from the clavicle, leaving a
wide space between. Its lower limb is very slender. The hypercoraIts foramen is
coid meets the hypocoracoid in a long straight suture.
moderate and near its center. Three of the actinosts are on the hypercoracoid and one on the hypocoracoid. The first ray of the pectoral
works directh' on the h3"percoracoid, as usual. The postclavicle is a
single piece, formed as when in two pieces, the upper part widened

A rather

into a thin plate, the lower a slender ray.

The posttemporal is widely forked.
developed backward in a thin plate, which bears a
is

present.

long superclaviele
upper fork is
large ridge ending
Its

in a stout spine behind.
PELVIC GIRDLE.

The opposite halves

of the pelvic girdle are attached only for a short

distance at their points and posteriorly at the ends of short projecting
processes, leaving a space between

them

at their middle.

Anteriorly

the upper and lower edges of each arch inward inclosing a chamber

between.
VERTEBRAL COLUMX AND APPENDAGES OF A'ERTICAL

Abdominal vertebrre 11
tebra bears the
connected,

first

14
hypural = 2(). The atlas is
near its upper edge. The sixth ver-

+ caudal

shallowly concave and the pit

is

parapophj^ses.

and a haemal canal

FINS.

is

+

The opposing parapophj^ses are
formed.
Posteriori}^ the}' are
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lenuthened, and are scarcely differentiated from the haemal spines.
The interneiirals nearly a<^ree
Th(M-e are two auxiliary interiieurals.
spines.
The first interhaemal is not
neural
the
in number with
enlaro-ed

or otherwise

Spines

differentiated.

from

vertebra? assist the hypural in supporting the caudal

BERYX SPLENDENS

the

last

two

tin.

Lowe.

CKAXIUM.

The cranium

as

viewed from above

is

widest at the pterotics;

it

It is
thence narrows forward in long, regular curves to the nasals.
long ridge runs from the
nmch depressed in the parietal region.
anterior end of the frontal, meeting its fellow of the opposite side

A

above the ethmoid; thence runs back across the frontals, sphenotic. and
pterotic, at the posterior end of which it ends.

Fig. 7.— Beryx splexdexs.

For k'ttcring see

fig. 6.

m is viewed directly from the side the supraoccipital
seen to be high and triangular, rising far above the rest of the
cranium, its apex is directly above the epiotic. It appears to end
It, howanterioT.y above the alisphenoids, as shown in the drawing.
ever, IS continued anteriorly by the frontals to above the anterior
As

crest

the cranli

is

fourth of the orbital cavity, being hidden in this view by the high
frontal ridges.
The occipital condyle projects far posterior to the
pterotic region.
The posterior ventral outline of the cranium is
rounded steeply downward and forward to below the beginning of the
orbital cavity,

and continues

in a

more gentle curve over

the para-

Its investing

The auditory bulla is large and projecting.
bones are thin and polished. At the junction between the pterotic,
On
epiotic, exoccipital, and sphenotic there is an area of cartilage.
basiprootic,
the
between
the auditory ))ulla there is a similar area
sphenoid.
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and parasphenoid. The myodome is very large
mouth, but abruptly grows narrow a short distance back. It
does not open to the exterior posteriorly.
The cranial cavity is
entirely closed anteriorly except in two places, one small hole through
the orbitosphenoid and one between the basisphenoid and alisphenoid.
The basisphenoid widens over the base of the auditory bulla. It
forms but little over a third of the occipital condvle. The supraoccipital is but little covered h\ the parietals.
It ends squarely at the
frontals, without dividing them at their ends.
A strengthening ridge
runs upward on its crest from the base to the point. The parietals
are elongate and project anteriorly beyond the supraoccipital.
Posoccipital, exoccipital,

at its

teriorly they cover the top of the epiotic to the articulation of the

The epiotics have no backward projecting process.
The surface over which the post-temporal lies is large and nearh' horiThe opisthotic covers the suture between the exoccipital and
zontal.
post-temporal.

It has a slight nodule developed, to which the
the pterotic below.
lower limb of the post-temporal is closely joined. The parasphenoid
It sends basitemporal wings upward at the mouth
is long and narrow.
of the myodome, which join descending processes from the prootics,
inclosing behind a large lateral opening into the myodome.
The parasphenoid grows broad over the floor of the myodome, and then abruptly
narrow, running backward in a depression in the basioccipital. It
ends in a point some distance from the end of that bone. The basisphenoid sends a long, slender process down to the parasphenoid.
Anteriorly the basisphenoid extends partly around a hole into the
The large alisphenoids meet broadly at the median
cranial cavity.
line.
Posteriorlj^ they are notched b}- the hole between them and the
They meet at an angle
basisphenoid. The orbitosphenoids are large.
and ankylose. There is a small hole at the median line opening into
The frontals project widel}' over the ethmoid to
the cranial cavit}'.
Anterior to the ethmoid they are
opposite the front of the vomer.

The prefrontals are in contact behind,
by the ethmoid. The olfactory foramen
There is an area of
pierces them transversely across the cranium.
The nasals are large
cartilage between the ethmoid and the vomer.
and are attached to the ends of the projecting frontals. Thev nearly
touch each other in front and develop laterally around the end of the
snout, inclosing a chamber behind.
divided, leaving a large notch.

but are separated

in front

FACE BONES.

The opercle has a prominent ridge and two slight ones radiating
from a conmion center. Between each ridge its posterior edge is
concave.
Its upper end extends above the head of the hyomandibular.
The subopercle is very thin and flexible, and onlv slight!}^ calcified.
The preopercle is deeply channeled and has two rough spines at the
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lower edge is sharply (Icnticulate.
is almost completely covered by
sharply denticulate. The hyoman-

interorl)ital is rather broad, })ut

the preopercle.

Its

lower edge

is

an undivided head. Its form is elongate and rather simple.
There is no opening between it and the metapterygoid, or svmplectic.
The metapterygoid is a simple flat bone without an}- foramen or outer
wing. There is a space between the upper edge of the articular and
the upper limb of the dentary.
The angular is present. A ver}- large
di])ular has

more than half of the posterior upper
edge of the maxillary, and reaches down over the face of it to the
lower edge. The suborbital ring is long and narrow, and with a deep
The suborbital shelf is elongate and narrow.
channel.
auxiliary bone extends along

SHOULDER GIRDLE.

The hypocoracoid arches away from the clavicle, leaving a wide
open space between. The hypercoracoid foramen is small and just
above the middle of the bone. The four actinosts are in contact for
their whole length, leaving no open space between.
The}' grow larger
downward. They are all on the hypercoracoid except about half of
The upper ra}^ of the pectoral works directly on a
the lower one.
condyle on the hypercoracoid. The postclavide is in two pieces, the
upper piece wide and thin, the lower long and slender. The supraclavicle is present.
The post-temporal is widely forked and normally
attached to the cranium.
PELVIC GIRDLE.

Each

side of the pelvic girdle extends

upward

anteriorly at

its

inner

deeper than wide, and compressed to a thin vertical
edge.
Its upper angle is produced into a slender process which extends
between the two sides of the shoulder girdle a distance above the points
of the clavicles.
At its posterior end between the tins is a triangular
sharp process.
edge, so that

it is

HYOID ARCH.

Branchiostegals seven; five of which are borne by the ceratohj'al
and two by the epihyal. The ceratohyal has a large foramen through
its center.
The hypohvals are wide and flat, the inferior the largei".
The glossohyal is very small. The urohyal is ;i large, triangular, thin
bone, without ridges or wings.
PHARYNGEALS.

The

inferior pharyngeals are large, separate, their inner edges in

There are three toothed superior pharyngeals on each side.
That of the second arch is long and narrow, that of tiie third and
fourth together forming an ovate patch, having the line of separation
contact.

at the posterior third.
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VERTEBRAL COLUMN AND APPENDICES OP THE UNPAIRED

Abdominal vertebra? 10+caudal l-J:+hypural = 2-i,
irregularly convex to

lit

vol.

xxvn.

PINS.

The

the modified occipital condyle.

atlas

The

is

sixth

first pair of parapophyses developed.
The posterior
unconnected
by a bridge at their bases. The first two
pairs are
vertebras bear onl}^ single ra3\s in line with the intermusculars, which
are developed only on the first few ribs. The neural spines are

vertebra has the

directed rather irregularly.

The interneurals are

than the neural spines below them.

in greater

number

Posteriorly the interneurals

become directed backward so that they meet the neural spines at an
angle, though the latter at this point are somewhat turned forward.
The appearance of the interneurals indicate that while holding their
connection with the neural spines the dorsal rays have become
crowded together. There are four auxiliarj^ interneurals in front of
The first interhsemal is enlarged and expanded
the ray-bearing ones.
in front into a wide, flat plate of bone.
The interhsemals exceed the
hsemals in number, three or four to one.

HOLOCENTRUS ASCENSIONIS

(Osbeck).

is transversely uniformly convex.
The occipdeveloped backward, and not at all above the rest of the
cranium. The auditory bulla is moderately large, elongate, tube-like,
opening to the exterior at its posterior end in a rather large, round
hole, w^hich is stopped by a lateral anterior process from the air bladder.
The hole is bounded on its inner and lower edges by the basioccipital,
on its outer edge by the prootic, and above by the exoccipital. The
myodome is large, but is not continued back in a tube. The anterior
opening to the cranium is restricted to a very small slit in the middle
of the anchylosed orbitosphenoids, and a slightly larger hole, inclosed
at its sides and posterior end by the basisphenoid, at its anterior end

The top

ital

crest

of the cranium

is

by the united alisphenoids.
The supraoccipital shows very little of its upper surface, being covered by the frontals, but projecting slightl}' between their posterior
ends.

The

Its crest is confined entirely to its posterior vertical surface.

and exoccipitals form the occipital condyle as usual,
though the notch between them is deeper than in the other families.
The pit in the basioccipital is near its upper edge. Just anterior to
the condyle, and between the openings to the auditory bulla?, the
basioccipital

basioccipital is compressed.

The

frontals are exceedingly large, pro-

jecting posteriorly almost to the posterior angle of the cranium, where

the cranium drops

ofl'

at a right angle,

and becomes

vertical.

They

cover almost the entire parietals, which in turn cover the upper surface of the epiotics, the supraoccipital, as described, and

much

of the
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upper surface of the pterotics. Anteriorly they do not project beyond
Between their anterior ends there is a large pit for the
the ethmoid.
reception of the premaxillary processes.
On their upper surface,
behind the eyes, the}' are armed with stout, smooth, radiating ridges,
each ending in a spine posteriorly. The epiotic has a large articular
facet, for the accomodation of the post-temporal, projecting laterally

The opisthotic is entirely inferior, presenting a nodule to
limb
of the post-temporal.
The basisphenoid sends a very
the lower
process
down to the parasphenoid. The alisphenoids
strong
long,
meet at the median line. The orbito-sphenoids meet at a right angle
and are fused into a solid plate, which has a small slit through its
middle. The parasphenoid sends out a long lateral wing on each side,
below the orbital cavit}. Behind the basitemporal wings, which it
sends up to the prootics, is a small opening into the m3'odome. Posteriorly it ends in a point without reachmg to the occipital condyle.

to a point.

Fig.

8.

—HoLocENTRus
For lettering

a.sce.nsiums.

.see fig. 6.

The prefrontals are nowhere in contact, the ethmoid projecting both
before and behind them.
The olfactory foramen is between the
ethmoid and the prefrontal, each bone forming a))out half of it. The
nasals are about twice as long as wide, projecting far over the ethmoid,

leaving an olfactory' chamber beneath.

At

each side there is a small,
the base of the nasal
on the prefrontal and joins it again at al)out the middle of its outer
edge, inclosing a round space (probably the nostril). The same bone
curved, auxilary nasal, which arches

is

awav from

present in 2Iyripristis.
FACE BONES.

The opercular bones all have smooth ridges, each ending in a small,
sharp spine. The preopercle is scarcely channeled. The hyomandil)ular has

a divided head.

There

is

metapterygoid and the hyomandibular.
outer wing developed.

The symplectic

a small opening between the
The former has a very slight
is

large and bent to

conform
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The angular is present. There is a
large space between the upper edge of the articular and the upper

to the angle of the preopercle.

The maxillary has two supplemental bones;

limb of the dentar}-.

the

anterior ver}' small and round, the posterior ^ery large, extending

along more than the posterior half of the upper edge of the maxillary
and over its outer surface to a longitudinal ridge near its lower edge.
The premaxillary has very large backward extending processes. The
suborbital chain is narrow and is not channeled on its outer side.
The suborbital shelf is very large, extending nearly around the entire
chain.
HYOID.

The cerato and epihyals have a deep channel along their outer surface
near their upper edge. Neither of them is pierced. Six branchiosThe lower
tegal rays are on the former and two on the latter.
The glossohyal is large
hypoh3'al is much larger than the upper one.
and tiat. The urohyal is large and triangular, and there
ning of a longitudinal lateral wing along its lower edge.

is

the begin-

SHOULDER GIRDLE.

The hypocoracoid arches away from the

clavicle, leaving a wide
There is a very large foramen through the center of
Three and a half of the actinosts are on the h}- perthe h}' percoracoid.
coracoid, and a half of the lower one is on the hypocoracoid.
The
The superclavicle is present. The postpostclavicle is in two pieces.
temporal is widel}" forked. Its upper fork is widened into a large
" surface plate," which is denticulate behind.

space between.

PELVIC GIRDLE.

The

pelvic girdle

is

triangular as viewed from the side, being deep

and compressed anteriorly

and depressed posteriorly.

The inner

edges arch up and meet at the median line, inclosing below them a
large chamber.
At the posterior end there is a wing developed posteriori}"

and

laterall}"

over the base of the

tins.

From

the under side

of the posterior end a pair of long slender processes project anteriorly.
PHARYNGEALS.

The lower pharyngeals are somewhat

triangular.

inner edges are in contact but are not connected.

superior pharyngeals on each side.

Half of their

There are three

That of the second arch

is

Aery

more than a single row of tine teeth. That
of the third arch is the largest, somewhat triangular, and better separated from the third pharyngeal than in the other families. The third
slender, carrjing scarcely'

pharyngeal

is

ovate in shape and of about half the size of the second.

OSTEOLOG Y OF BER YCOID FISHES— STA nhS.
VERTKRHAL COLUMN AND APPENDAGES OF VERTUAI.

Abdouiiiuil verteljnv 11

+ caudal

l."3

1

FINS.

+ hypural = 27.

The

atlas is

irregularly convex to conform to the occipital condyle.
The upper
half is separated from the lower by a transverse ridofe, under the
middle of which is a slioht depression. The sixth vertebra bears the

pair of parapophyses.
The posterior parapophyses are connected
with their fellows of the opposite side ])y a bridge of bone, forming a

first

The first two vertebne bear only internmscular
Each anterior rib is longitudinally widened above into a thin
The posterior ones are widened transversely, the last pair
plate.
being extremely wide and forming wing-like processes at each side of

hwmal

canal beneath.

rays.

The intermusculars extend posterior to
The interspinous rays of the spinous dorsal

the first interhaemal spine.
the abdominal cavity.

number with the vertebral spines. Those of the soft dorand anal exceed them about two to one. The first interhpemal is
exceedingh" long and stout. It is formed by the fusing of three spines.
There are two auxiliary interneurals anterior to the spine-bearing
The spines of the last two vertebrge assist the hypural in supones.
porting the caudal fin. The two vertebra? immediately in front of
these have the spines above and below flattened into plates.
coincide in
sal

MYRIPRISTIS OCCIDENTALIS

The cranium

differs

from that of Ilolocentrus

Gill.

mucous
The
downward at a

in having the

channels better developed and the bones not so thick and solid.
posterior part of the cranium does not turn vertically
right angle with the top.

The

f rontals

project over the parietals so nuich.
parietal.
is

The depression

The

are not so large and do not
epiotic

is

not covered by the

for the reception of the premaxillary process

small and scarceh" extends

between the frontals.

of the anterior opening to the l)rain case

is

The condition
The

as in Jlolocentnis.

alisphenoids are joined at the median line, and the orbitosphenoids
are fused into a single V-shaped plate.
The ethmoid does not project
backward between the prefrontals, which are in contact l)ehind. The
olfactory foramen is through the prefrontal, rather than between it

and the ethmoid. The auditor}^ bulla does not extend back tul)e like
and open in a round hole, ])ut the entire side of the bulla is open.
The open space is surrounded by the same bones that it is in Jlolovcittriis.
The air bladder sends lateral processes forward in the same way.
covering the opening. The rest of the skeleton is essentialU' as in
Holocentrua.
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POLYMIXIA JAPONICA

The top

of the head

The

alisphenoids.

A

frontal.

Giinther.

slightly depressed in the region above the

is

frontals have each a thin

and

anteriorly at the nasals,

vol. xxvii.

bony tunnel, which opens

laterallv a short distance

behind the pre-

from the posterior end of the pterotic,
becoming low anteriorh^, and disappearing a little

thin high ridge runs

along the frontal,

in front of the orbital cavity or opposite the anterior

occipital crest.

the cranium.

end of the supra-

The supraoccipital crest rises well above the rest of
The myodome is large and is continued backward as a

tube, which narrowh' opens to the exterior posteriorly under the end

of the parasphenoid.

unobstructed except
the alisphenoids.

The
b}"

anterior opening

to

the

brain case

is

the orbitosphenoids, which narrowly bridge

The auditory

bulla

is

moderate, not

much

project-

and formed by thin polished bones. There is an area of cartilage
the junction between the epiotic, the parietal, and the pterotic.

ing,

at

Fig. 9.— Polymixia japonica.

For lettering see

The

posterior end of the basioccipital slopes toward the exoccipitals,

as is typical for the group.

and

fig. 6.

is

inclined

downward.

Its usual depression is at its

The

upper edge,
by

epiotics are but slightly covered

The surface to which the posttemporal articulates does
not project backward as a shelf. The supraoccipital comes between
the frontals as a long wedge, separating them for two-thirds of their
the parietals.

The

length.

opisthotics are well developed.

They

overlie the suture

between the pterotic and the exoccipital below. To their posterior
surface is developed a nodule, to which the lower limb of the postclosely attached.
The parasphenoid is rather wide. Posbroadens out over the floor of the myodome and is articulated broadly to the prootic, without leaving an open space, as in Beryx.
It reaches back and ends bluntly at the occipital condyle.
The basisphenoid has a slender descending process, which fails to reach the

temporal
teriorly

is

it

OSrEOLOa Y OF BER YCOID FISHES— STA Rk'S.
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Behind it is a small opening. The alisphenoids do not
nearly meet at the median line, ])ut are bridg-od by the small orbitoThe orbitosphenoids meet at an angle and ai-e fused into a
sphenoids.

parasphenoid.

small A-«haped plate which

is

placed between the alisphenoids near

their anterior end, leaving a small space anteriorh'

The

between them and

The

frontals do not project over the ethmoid antei-iorlv.
prefrontals are united behind. l)ut are separated by the ethmoid

the f rontals.

The olfactory foramen, which is near their inner edo-e, is
The nasals are not very large, nor do thev inclose a
chamber l)etween them, as in Berij.v. They are attached to each other

anteriorly.

rather large.

and to the ethmoid bv rough suture.
SHOULDER GIRDLE.

The hypocoracoid arches away from the clavicle leaving a large open
The hypercoracoid foramen is very large and near the
middle of the bone. The four actinosts are all on the hypercoracoid
except about half of the lower one. They are elongate, cjdindrical,
not in contact except at the ends, and grow longer downward.
The
upper ray of the pectoral works directly on a condyle on the hypercoracoid. The postclavicle is in two pieces, arranged as usual, with the
upper piece thin and wide and the lower long and slender. The supraThe posttemporal is wideh' forked.
clavicle is present.

space between.

PELVIC GIRDLE.

The pelvic girdle is abdominal but anterior. Its anterior point in a
specimen 8i inches long is nearly three-fourths of an inch from the
union of the tips of the clavicles below. It is not high and vertical as in
Berr/.r, but wide and depressed.
The two halves are joined posteriorly,
and only for a short distance at their points, leaving a wide open
space between them at their middle.
The posterior union is peculiar.
A long spur is developed on each side toward the opposite side at a
right angle to the ventral fins.
They overlap each other for their
whole length, that of the right side being uppermost. A long sharp
process is developed posteriorly from each side between the ventral
fins.

LATERAL BONES OF HEAD.

The head

of the hyomandibular

The anterior edge

the cranium.

down

is

divided where

it

articulates with

of the h3^omandibular sends a process

to articulate with the metapterygoid, leaving an

open space

behind. The metapterygoid has a slight outer wing developed which
partly extends over the opening between it and the hyomandibular.
The symplectic extends in a channel about half way down the inner
surface of the quadrate.

usual channel behind
interopercle

is

it.

wide but

The preopercle has
is

a large ridge witii the

sharply toothed.

lower edge
nearly covered by the peopercle.

Its

is

The
The
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opercle has a strengthening ridge developed on its inner surface extendThe lower
ing back from its articulation with the hyomandibular.

jaw has a very small angular. There is no space between the upper
edge of the articular and the upper limb of the dentary. The maxillary has a large thin supplemental bone on its upper edge near the posThe premaxillary is long and slender and reaches nearly
terior end.
The suborbital ring has a very long narto the end of the maxillary.
row shelf which tapers nearly to each end of it but does not extend on
On its outer side there is a deep channel.
the preorbital.
HYOin ARCH.

The interhyal is rather long and is attached by a ligament at its
lower end to the upper part of the interopercle as well as to the symThere is a channel running the length of the
plectic at its upper end.
ceratohyal and extending on the epih3'al. The urohj^al is simple and
The hj^poh^^als are j^aired on each
flat without lateral wings or ridges.
branchiostegal rays; one
four
unmodifled
There
are
side as usual.
on the ceratoh3'al. On
and
a
half
the
epihyal,
and
two
and a half on
rays
of bone, one fitting
small,
curved
hypohyal
are
too
the lower
and on the inner side of the other, so that it is nearly
covered when viewed from the side. The hyoid barbel springs from
a point just posterior to the base of these, and around its slightly
swollen base they curve and are attached. To the outer side of the
barbel is attached a third bone, xQvy thin and flat, which also springs
from the h^^pohj^al. These are doubtless modified branchiostegal rays,
so the entire number on each side is seven.
closely against

PHARYNGEALS.

arc straight on their inner edges, and in
There are two toothed superior pharynbut
are
not
united.
contact
arch
is long and narrow, that of the third
That
of
the
second
geals.
rather square behind.
and
cut
and fourth is large, ovate,

The lower pharyngeals

VERTEBRAL COLUMN AND THE APPENDAGES OF THE UNPAIRED

Abdominal vertebra 12+ caudal 15+ hypural =28.

FINS.

The

first ver-

not concave in front, but is modified to fit the unevenly concave occipital condyle. It has a small pit near its center. The third
The parapophyses
vertebra has the first parapophysis developed.

tebra

is

grow more downward

posteriorh", and the last

two are connected near
The first two

their bases with their fellows of the opposite side.

vertebrae, as usual in the spin}^ rayed fishes have only small single

rays more in line with the intermusculars than with the ribs. The
of intermusculars follows along the parapophyses, a little above

row

the base of the ribs to the last abdominal vertebra, where

upward and runs along the

sides

of

it

arches

the neuropophyses nearly to
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A lower row of intermusculars runs low along the posterior ribs and is coiitiiuied on the
hwmal spines nearly to opposite the posterior end of the anal. Spines
from the last two vertehne assist the hyplural in supporting the
The interspinous rays of the tins exceed in number the
caudal tin.
The tirst interbaemal is enlarged (doubtless formed of the
spines.
united first two or three interhiemals), and is tubular for the reception
of the posterior end of the air l)ladder. as in the genus Eucinostomus.
opposite the posterior end of the soft dorsal.

MONOCENTRIS JAPONICUS

(Houttuyn).

CRANHM.

The top of the cranium is full of deep cavities between high ridges
which form a complex pattern. The ridges are all \ery rough on

Fig.

10.

— MoNOCENTKis

For lettering see

jAPOXicrs.
fig. 6.

upper edges. On the frontals extending their whole median
form a diamond. From the posterior point of the
diamond the supraoccipital ridge extends back. From the anterior
A
point a ridge runs forward on the nasals, diverging anteriorly.
ridge on each nasal runs backward and outward from the ]X)int of
divergence of the median nasal ridge to the outer posterior angle of
the nasal.
From the outer angle of the diamond on each side a pair
of ridges diverge backward; the up])er one runs over the frontal and
From
parietal, the lower one over the frontal and supratemporal.
the middle of each anterior side of the diamond a ridge runs forward
and outward to the anterior outer angle of the frontal. A ridge
runs along the supraorbital rim across the sphenotic to the pterotic.
The supraorbital rises but slightly al)ove the rest of the cranium.
The exoccipitals and the basioccipital mutually assist in forming a
their

length the ridges
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single concave occipital condyle, as described elsewhere.
torj''

bulla

is

rather prominent and there

is

vol. xxvii.

The

audi-

a very large area of carti-

lage between the exoccipitals, parasphenoid, basioccipital, and prootic.

The myodome is moderate in size and is not continued back
The supraoccipital slightly separates the posterior ends of

in a tube.

the

f ront-

developed posteriorly, scarcely extending above the
The epiotic is somewhat covered b}- the parietal.
rest of the cranium.
The surface that receives the posttemporal lopes steeply downward.
The opisthotic bends up at a right angle around the posterior surface
The f rontals are wide and truncate
of the exoccipitals and pterotic.
anteriorl}^; they do not extend forward of the ethmoid.
The parasphenoid sends up the usual basitemporal wing, but without an opening behind it into the mj^odome. It ends in a sharp point on the
als.

Its crest is

;

basioccipital

some distance from the

occipital condyle.

The

basi-

sphenoid sends down a slender process, which just reaches to the
parasphenoid. The alisphenoids do not meet at the median line,
leaving a wide opening between them into the cranial cavity. The
orbitosphenoids are large, meeting at their inner edges at about a
right angle and uniting in a simple suture.
The ethmoid is a ver}^

under the front of the
between the extreme upper end of the prefrontals. Below it
is a wide open space between the prefrontals extending down to the
vomer. The prefrontals are nowhere in contact. They are not
pierced by the olfactory nerve, but deeply notched on their inner
edge.
The vomer is supported anteriorl}" onl}" at the extreme upper
corners, Avhich touch the prefrontals.
The nasals are very large
bones, broadly united to the frontals and to each other.
They arch
widely over the anterior part of the cranium and inclose a chamber
behind them.
small, thin, horizontal plate of bone, lying
f rontals,

FACE BONES.

The hyomandibular has an undivided head.

There is a small openlower anterior edge and the metapterygoid, Avhich
runs downward behind the latter, though no wing is developed in
front of it.
There is a deep channel around the side of the preopercle
connecting with a similar one along the lower part of the mandible.
The angular is present. There is a small space between the upper
edge of the articular and the upper limb of the dentary. The mesopterygoid has a patch of teeth on its inner surface. The maxillary has
a large supplemental bone along the posterior half of its upper edge,
and extending down over its surface to its lower edge. The premaxillary processes are rather long and stout.
The suborbital ring is very
wide and deeply channeled, completely covering the cheek. There is
a prominent process on the inner surface of the preorbital, and a long
triangular process (the suborbital shelf), hooked downward, on the
second suborbital. Other face bones are essentially as in the Percoids.
ing between

its
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The intorhyal is very loiio-. The ceratOiiyal is pierced iit its middle
by a small long foramen. The lower pair of hypohj^als is larger than
Seven of the l)ranehi<)stegal rays are borne bv the cerathe upper.
The urohj-al is wide and thin and
tohyal and one ])v tlie epihyal.
without longitudinal wings or ridges.
PHARYNGEALS.

The lower pharyngeals are not united but are in contact at the
line.
The first branchial arch bears the usual styliform, tooth-

median

less phar^-ngeal,

but in addition the upper gill-raker

toothed, and appears as a very small pharyngeal.

is

broadened and

The pharyngeal

of

That of the third and fourth arches is
united into an exceedingl}' large oval patch, much wider l)ehind than
Along the basibranchials and basal ends of the epibranchials
in front.
are toothed patches, similar in appearance to the surface of the lower
the second arch is very small.

pharyngeals.
SHOULDER GIRDLE.

The hypocoracoid arches away from the clavicle, leaving a large
opening betw^een. The hypercoracoid foramen is large, and through
The four actinosts are in contact with each
the middle of the bone.
other for their whole length, and all are on the hypercoracoid except
The first pectoral ray works directh' on the hyperthe lower one.
coracoid.
clavicle

is

The

postclavicle

present.

is

a single elongate piece.

The posttemporal

is

The supra-

wideh' forked.

PELVIC GIRDLE.

The pelvic girdle is thoracic, wide, and of complex shape, deep and
compressed anteriorly. The ventral spine is locked out by a powerful
twisting motion, bringing in close contact roughened surfaces, which
engage only on closing the fin.
VERTEBRAL COLUMN AND APPENDAGES OF VERTICAL

FINS.

Abdominal vertebra 11
hypural = -US. The anterior
caudal 11
vertebra bear no ribs or intermusculars. The first pair of parapophyses is on the seventh vertel)ra.
The parapophyses grow long posteriorly and are joined in pairs, appearing almost identical with the
htemal spines. The slender ribs are joined to their extreme tips.
The pit in the atlas is small, though larger than in the other families.

+

+

The

The interneural spines of
first intcrhiemal is scarcely enlarged.
the spinous dorsal eipial in luunlter the neural spines under them.

Those of the soft dorsal slightly exceed them in number. The interhamals exceed the hannal spines two to one. The dorsal spines have
oblique bases and open obliquely outward alternateh' to the right and
left.
The spines of two vertebra anterior to the hypural assist in
supporting the caudal

fin.

A NEW GENUS AND TWO NEW SPECIES OF CRUSTACEANS OF THE FAMILY ALBUNEID^E FROM THE PACIFIC OCEAN; WITH REMARKS ON THE PROBABLE USE
OF THE ANTENNUL.E IN ALBUNEA AND LEPIDOPA.
By James

Vj.

Assistant Curator of

Benedict,

Marine

Invertebrates.

During- 1889 the U. S. Fish Commission steamer AJhatross, engaged

and Lower California, in the
course of which a considerable amount of zoological material was
Among- the inv-ertebrates transmitted to the U, S. National
obtained.
in explorations off the coast of California

Museum were

three specimens of an anomuran crustacean, of an
undescribed genus and species, which are characterized below. I take
this opportunity to describe also a new species of Alhunea., based on
a single specimen obtained by

me

Mr. C. N. E. Eliot

at

great pleasure to associate with this species the

tor, a

well-known

officer of

Samoa.

name

It gives

of the collec-

the British diplomatic service, and an

ardent student of zoology.

LOPHOMASTIX, new genus.
Eye peduncle very slender, not articulated in the middle. Antenna?
without accessory joint. Flagellum of antenna? rather long, with nine
joints, each about two and one-half times as long as broad; joints
setose.
Antennula? much shorter than antenna?, sparsely setose, multiarticulate.

The exopod

of the outer maxillipeds has a slender

ril)-

bon-like second article, the distal end of which bears a long- dense tuft
of hair.

The carpal and propodal

oval surface.
spines.

Type.

— L.

joints of the maxillipeds are broad,

yqvj much narrower and presents an elongated
The distal inner margin of the merus is armed with two

the distal article

is

diomedese.

LOPHOMASTIX DIOMEDEi^,
The eyestalks are

new

species.

slender, slightl}'. swollen at

the cornea.

The

basal article of the antenna is l)road and pectinate; the following joint
is about as broad as long, Avhile the third is very short and seems to be

nearly conate with the penultimate, which
Proceedings U.

S.

is

long and cylindrical; the
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and as long as the two preceding; the flagelluin
composed of nine nearly equal segments, the outer ones of which

distal joint is cylindrical
is

are very slightly longer.

The front is armed with three prominent teeth with pectinate edges.
The rostral tooth has concave edges, running back to a point at the
outside of the e3'estalk, where

meets the inner edge of the lateral
median line; this makes the figure
The outer
of a broad W, the oviter lines of which are almost parallel.
margin of the lateral teeth does not cut back as far as the inner margin, but unites with the margin beyond, which ends in a deep sinus
formed by the forwardly directed antero-lateral spine. The small
spines which form the comb of the frontal margin are more crowded
it

tooth, running nearly parallel to the

in the

W

;

the terminal spines of the three frontal teeth are the largest.

Outside of the lateral tooth the little spines are more scattered, becoming smaller near the sinus at the antero-lateral angles. Behind the
gastric region there is a deep bow-

shaped groove, which extends nearh' to
a ridge which runs from the side upon
the branchial nearly to the gastric re-

In front of this

gion.

is

a transverse

ridge, with a depression in front
is

slighth' sigmoid in shape.

which

The outer

end of this ridge ends in a sharp spine.
Behind the cardiac area is another impressed line of the same shape as the
one behind the gastric area, but with
more pronounced curves which extends
Fig.

1.

—LOPHOMASTKIX

front;

b,

antennae;

c,

DIOMED^.
maxii.liped.

I

nearly to the sides.
The anterior portion of the larger

specimen and the greater part of the

carapace and chelipeds is well preserved. The abdomen and ambuWidth of carapace
latory feet are detached and in bad condition.
between antero-lateral spines, 13 mm.; eyestalks, 3 mm. long; distance
from the apex of the rostral tooth to the posterior line of the gastric
area,

W mm.

;

width of the carapace of the second specimen between
mm. width of carapace of smallest

points of antero-lateral teeth, 6

;

specimen between points of antero-lateral teeth, 4: mm.
The surface of the gastric area is evenly and coarsely granular in
The posterior middle part has numerous short raised lines
front.
The posterior portion of the carapace has
clothed with short hair.
longer lines with little depressions in front. These raised lines support a series of granules and numerous short hairs. The posterolateral sides are armed with short, sharp, conical teeth crowded
The hands
together, the points of each of which are directed forward.
of the anterior feet are more like those of Albunea and Lepidopa than

No.iscT.
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The carpus and merus partake more of the characThere is a single spine on the merus at the lower
outer anole; the anterior upper angle of the carpus is ver}' much like
that of Blepharipoda; the ino\ahle linger of the hand is more nearly
The outer
vertical to the axis of the hand than in the latter genus.
surface of the hand has a straight ridge I'unning from the apex of the

like Blepharipoda.

ter of Blepharipoda.

immobile linger to the lower portion of the articulation of the carpus;
from this point also a ridge runs to the articulation of the linger sepaThe crest is coarsely
rating the crest of the hand by a depression.
granular, while the granules of the outer surface are generalh' coarser

and more scattered.
Three specimens were collected at Station 2918
Cortes Bank. California,
Type.— Cat No. 2S774, U.S.N.M.

ALBUNEA

ELIOTI, new

in

2('>

fathoms,

off

species.

The eyestalks are subovate, a))ovit one-fifth longer than broad; the
cornea is situated in a little notch in the outer margin near the extremity.
The cornea in connection with the stalk reminds one of the seed of
some of the Legumens.

Irregular depressed
run down the stalk from the cornea, separating near the middle and converging at the
The inner margin is set with bristles
base.
^^^^ >— \i,BrNEAELioTi
arranged in bunches; the white outline shows
between the bunches, giving it a superficial appearance of an armature
of small teeth.
The ocular sinus has the shape of a wide open W. On
each side of the sinus is a row of seven teeth; there is no viiriation
between corresponding teeth; the one at the angle of the sinus is broad
at the base; the two following teeth are smaller; the largest teeth are
the fifth and sixth, while the fourth and seventh are intermediate in
lines

size.

'

The carapace

is

broadest between the spines of the antero-lateral

angles; longitudinally,

it is

very

little

arcuate, but transversely,

much

more so. The transverse rugose lines are numerous and strong; they
show the remains of numerous bristles.
This species is probably nearly related to A. uucropx Miers. Leugth

mm.; breadth, 18 mm.; length of eyestalks,
mm.; breadth, 1.0 mm.
Descril)ed from a single female from Samoa which unfortunately

of the carapace, about !>
2

lacks the anterior and souie of the ambulatorv
Mr. C. N. E. Eliot, for whom it is named.
Type.— Cat. No. 26169, U.S.N.M.
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NOTE ON THE PROBABLE USE OF THE ANTENNUL.E ]N ALBUNEA
AND LEPIDOPA.
The great length of the antennuhe in Albunea and Lepidopa led to
a rather interesting experiment to ascertain as far as possible the
special use of organs so extraordinarily
developed and so different from those

in

other Decapod Crustacea.
In the tirst place it must be borne in
mind that the antennulaj in Albunea are

from two

to three times the length of
the carapace, while in Lepidopa the}' are

An

often live times as long.

examina-

shows that the lateral motion is
slight while the motion in the other direction is very free and strong, the flagellum easily changing from a direction
tion

vertical to the carapace to an opposite

through an arc of more than
180 degrees. This motion is provided
for by the peduncles, which are compressed, presenting an edge to the sand
in one direction and a relativeh^ broad
and flattened surface in the other. The
flagelli are very stiff', the outer one-third
direction, or

only acting as a true leash.
The experiment, if so it can be called,
consisted in placing an alcoholic speci-

men

of

Albunea

in a

nearly vertical

position in clean white sand, until only
the cornea and the antennulte

posed.

In

this

natural

were ex-

position

the

antennuhe seemed to lie upon the surface
of the sand nearly perpendicular to the
lower surface of the specimen. Alcohol
was then added in sufficient quantity to
cover the specimen, when it was noticed
that the sand was held back from the

mouth parts by the numerous

stiff'

hairs,

the hair along the flagelli preventing

its

between them. These seemed

washing in
to be placed there for that purpose, for,
LARGED.)
arranged in two rows at nearl}^ right
angles to each other, the angle so formed opposes the open angle of the
Fig. 3.— Albunea gibbesii, partially
covered avith sand. (much en-

other flagellum.

The

hairs are longer near the base, l)ecoming short

near the more flexible outer ends.

The

result of this

arrangement

is

1
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1

'

SPFJ'IKS

OF R I ST.
(

I

f'EA XS—P, F.XKI) ]<

T.

{ >

25

that near the peduncles the hairs protect the passage

while beyond the
It is

form

flag-elli

tlie

evident that particles can

l)e

from every side,
long leaders of this natural weir.
gently guided along l>(>tMccii the

mouth part or the hands. Anothei
keeping the region about the mouth ])iirty'
free from sand, is the iiow of water from the branchial chamhcrs.
Placed in the sand in this position facing the beach, the antcnnuhc
could readily guide any of the little synaptas, worms, or small Crustacea washed up by the waves and l)rought l)ack ])y the rcn-eding water,
and as the wave advances it would not ))e at all impossible for the
antennuhv to l)e reversed and so add to its chances by working the
adAancing wave. But this may not be the only way the antennulte
can l)e used, for if the animal ])acked into the sand the antennulje
would be placed together, and here again the bristles would be eflfective
in keeping a passage between them free from sand, and s3'naptas,
worms, etc., moving in the sand would lind it easy to enter the passage while egress at the sides would be impeded by the hairs ))acked
leaders until within range of the

factor which

may

assist in

with sand.

ALBUNEA
Albunea

gihbesti Stimpsson,

fig. 6.

— ^IiERs, Journ.

GIBBESII

Ann. Lye Nat.

Stimpson.

Hif^t.

Linn. Sue. l^ond.,

New

XIV,

York, VII, 1862,

1879, p.

j).

7S, pi.

i,

;)29.

Several specimens of this species are in the collection from Ke}'
West, Florida. One line specimen was taken at Santa Rosa Island,
oft'

where

Pensacola,
it

was taken

})any with

^1.

Florida,
in

The eyes can not be
K...

..-A.Bc>^. oxBBKsu.

com-

o.ryopthalino.

/1\

jmt>^A,}^sM^M).

relied

'

^^ distinguish ^,Me.u
^'^^^^''.r'
The
oxyopthaliiKi.
from
terminal segment of the abdomen of ^l. (/Ihbesil is '" narrow and sicuminate at its extremity, forming a long, narrow projection." as described
and tigured by Dr. Stimpson. The dactyles of the second and third

pair of feet
species.

dift'er

in

^,^

having a wider projection than

in

tin'

rclaicd

A NEW SPECIES OF AKGULUS. WITH A MORE COMPLETE
ACCOUNT OF TWO SPECIES ALKEADV DESCRIBED.
By Charles Branch Wilson,
Depurtment of

XomixJ

Bloloff;/, Stale

SrJionl. Wcufjield, Mas.-<,

In u paper already published in these Proceedings" four

new

species

were described. But the diagnosis of each was necessarih'
very lirief and only specific differences could be noted. Such accounts
answer very well for preserved material, and may be allowed to stand
until further information is obtained from a study of living specimens.
But as soon as such information is olitained it becomes expedient to
of Argulus

more detailed description together with as much of the habits
mode
of life as may be of vakie.
and
Such an attempt has been made in the present paper upon two of
gi^e a

the species previously described,

A.

ain<nlv(iint.s

only ones which have been obtained alive.

and

^1.

rcrsicolor^ the

In addition a diagnosis

is

given of a third species which proves to be new.

ARGULUS AMERICANUS
Arfjulus nmericaniis

Much

of the

Wilsox,

anatomy

Proi-.

U.

S.

Xat. Mus.,

XXV,

p. 718.

of this interesting species has already been

given in the paper referred to, but

many

Wilson.

it

was disconnected and min-

gathered together
and completed and suppl'.mented by an account of the development.
The species was obtained b}' Prof. Jacob Reighard at Ann Arbor,
Michigan, from some Amia calva kept in aquaria and was sent to the
author in the winter of 1901-2. It was diagnosed as a new species
gled with that of

other species.

It is here

and described supposedly for the first time.
But shortly- afterwards a manuscript upon The Yermine and Crustacean Parasites of Fresh-Water Fishes, by Dr. R. R. Curley. was
This manuscript
sent to the author from the U. S. Fish Commission.

was evidently prepared with considerable care and labor about ten
but has never been published.
In it are included two new species of Argulus, one of which is evidently the same as A. americamts, since it corresponds in every detail.

3'ears ago,

«Proc. V.

Proceedings U.

S.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXV,

pp. 635-742.
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The account
and

it is

also includes a partial description of the eggs and larva\
unfortunate that the manuscript name could not have been

given to the species, since this description so far iuitedates that of the
author.

made of such facts
have been taken from Dr. Gurley's manuscript.
At present this species has been found only upon the dog-fish. Am la
Professor Reighard writes that it is found over the outside of
calva.
the fish generally, the larger number on the anterior part of the body
and the head. Init some on the tins. The}^ are most numerous on the
ventral side of the body in front of the pelvic fins.
They are never
found on the gills or anywhere else internally. They are not noticeable until the fish have been for some time in the aquarium.
This is one of the largest of the American fresh-water species and
is the best of any the author has seen for purposes of study, since it is
particularly transparent when alive and also when cleared in clove oil.
There is no difficulty in making out all the details of the internal
anatomy even to the nervous system and its connections.
It is pale brownish white in color, sparsely covered on the dorsal
and A'entral surfaces with small pigment spots of a reddish hue. In
all the living specimens seen by the author there were eight faint reddish bars running transA^ersely across the dorsal surface.
Gurley,
however, sa3\s:
In the present account acknowledgment has been

as

The ground

color

ings are the rose to

form well-defined

is

faint grayish or grayisli green.

purphsh red

bars,

which are most

The

nio.st

conspicuous markwhere they

distinct marginally

spots.

Probably the color

as well as the distinctness of the bars varies con-

siderably in difierent lots of individuals.

The dorsal surface of the ovary and semen receptacles in the female
and the abdomen of the male in the vicinit}- of the testes are heavil}'^
pigmented with circular spots of a rich dark brown. The structural
details are as follows:

General form.

— Dorsal

—

The carapace is obovate and
surfaci\
and often wider than long; the antero-lateral sinuses
are distinct, leaving a well-defined frontal lobe which, however, does
not project yqvj far, since it is flattened anteriorly. The posterior
sinus is narrow and about one-third the entire length of the carapace,
and is squarely truncated at its base. Its sides converge rapidly in
passing backward so that the broadly rounded lobes of the carapace
fully as

wide

as

overlap considerably at their tips (fig. 1).
The sutures dividing the carapace into its respective areas are characteristicalh^ arranged.
The two central longitudinal ribs {r) are fairly
close togethei" for such a broad carapace
at their

anterior ends.

and are almost parallel except

The horseshoe suture

cephalic from the other areas

is

{hs.) separating the
comparatively short and narrow.
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1

This makes the lateral areas wide anteriorly ai)d lea\es a thoi'acic
(/) posterior to the sutuiv wiiich is actually longer than it is
wide, a condition rareh' found among- the Argulidje.
From the sides
of the horseshoe suture near its anterior ends a well-detined secondary
suture (.v.y) extends backward on either side in a liroad outward sweep

area

through the center of the lateral area nearly parallel with the margin
These sutures divide each lateral area into an outer
of the carapace.
and an iimer portion, the former of which can lie flexed on the latter,

Fig.

1.

— DoKSAi,

12
vikw of

jiai.e ARot'i.rs

4

m »'.

america.nts.

thereby greatl\' increasing the mobility of the carapace. The free
thorax is entirely concealed beneath the overlapping lobes of the carapace which also cover the anterior third of the abdomen, giving this
argulid a ver^' compact appearance in dorsal view.

broadly triangular, one-half wider than long, with

The abdomen
all

its

is

angles well

The lateral margins project forward slightly, suggesting a
heart shape.
The anal sinus is triangular, cut less than a third the
length of the abdomen and carries the anal papilhe upon its lateral
margins close to the tips of the lobes. The papilUe are st)mewhat
rounded.

club-shaped, rather short and l)lunt, and each
sette

of

medium

lenoth.

is

tipped with three
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—The frontal

lobe

is
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plainly divided into an

anterior and posterior portion V)y a line parallel with the edge of the
carapace except at either end where it curves around abruptl}" to the

From the center of this line there projects
base of the anteunre.
posterior
portion a triangular area (the post-frontal
into
the
backward
whose ventral surface is on the same level as the rest of the
carapace.
But the remainder of the posterior portion on either side

triangle)

of the triangle

is

hollowed out for the

antenntt^.

The

ventral surface

of the triangle, the anterior rim, and the anterior half of the lateral

Fig.

-VEXTRAL view of female ARGIUS AMERICAXl'S.

areas are thickly covered with sharp triangular spines of considerable
size,

which must hold the creature ^ery firmly on its host.
(fig. 3).
These are small ))ut well armed with stout hooks

Antennm

—

and spines.
The proximal portion of the basal joint of the first pair carries two
stout spines on its inner ])order, the posterior of which is strongly
curved backward. The distal portion of this joint has the usual hooks
on the outer and anterior margins and two spines upon its posterior
margin, one of which is long and stout, while the other is very slender.
The terminal portion of this antenna is two-jointed and projects considerably beyond the basal portion.
The second antenna are fourjointed, and each carries two large triangular spines on its inner

DESCRIPTIONS OF ARGULID.E—WILSOX.
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marofin and a smaller and sharper one on the posterior marg-in of

Thv

basal joint.

latter is reenforeed

by

si-veral

its

All these hooks

s(»tie.

and spines are of a rich yellow eolor.
These are small, made u]) of
J'Jyei'i.
numerous facets, and quite widely sepa-

—

rated.

Fig.

3.

.Vntenx.k of ke.malk ARorn'S
AMERIC.\XrS.

Mouth

(tio-.

4).

—This organ

has a peculiar, almost trapezoidal, form, and its lateral
margins are strongly serrated.
The lower lip (/) has a sharper
curve than in A. foliaceus and

the labial palps
tiveh' smaller.

(7/y)

are rela-

But the great-

mandibeing
LOWER lip;
LABIAL PALP; md, mandibles;
broadh' sickle-shaped, with
chitix ribs.
iiu, maxill.e;
teeth along the inner margin
only, the^' are widened into a spatula form, with long and sliarp teeth
on both the inner and outer margins and around the end, twelve or
fifteen of them in all.
The maxilla {in;i) are also much stouter than
As
in foliaceus, but the single tooth at the tip is shorter and ])lunter.
only
a whole the proboscis is
slightly club-shaped
and is
rather smaller than would be
expected on so large an Argulus.
The chitin framework,
while agreeing in its general
est difference is in the

Fig. 4

Mouth parts of argulus americanus.

I.

bles {md):

instead of

/;;,

r,

make-up with that oifoliactus^
differs in several details.

longitudinal

ril)s

(/')

are

The
not

forked at their distal ends, and
the

transverse

ribs

are less
-B<)i;nK,K

complicated.
^4;^ ta'ior

iuaxilliped^.

—These

OK SICKING DISK in ARoru-s
AMERICAN IS.

more than one-sixth the width of the carapace, and close
The shape of the chitinous rods which support the mem-

are small, not
together.

branous edge and the arrangement of the fringe are peculiar.

Tliere
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are two concentric rows of the rods, the inner about twice the length of
the outer, while outside of the latter is a wide free marg-in (fig. 5).

The rods

in })oth

rows are shaped

like the letter

the

J when viewed from

inside,

those

in

the

the

bases

outer

of

row

articulating with the tips
of those in the inner row.

Around the edge of the
membrane is a fringe of
elongated linger-like
Fig.

6.

Posterior maxillipeds argulis americanus.

pilla^,

each terminated

pab}^

three or four slender hairs.
Posterior niaxillipeds

(tig. G).

— These are small but well armed.

the tire joints, the three terminal ones are
basal ones.
carries

upon

The
its

much

Of

smaller than the two

basal plate has an elongated triangular form and

posterior margin three

teeth so wide and so squarely truncated
as to be plates rather than teeth, as
also the case in

A. catostomi.

are reenforced

by a pair

The

is

plates

of stout, blunt

spines near the median line just behind

the mouth.

The

papillated area

is

small,

but has a bunch of long and sharp setse
on its posterior margin; the remainder
of its surface and the entire ventral surface of the four terminal joints are cov-

ered Avith short,

stiff hairs,

each with a

swollen base.

The terminal

joint ends in three small,

rather blunt claws of about the same size,

arranged in a broken row anteriorly,
while opposed to them posteriorly is a
short, rounded papilla or thumb.
Sioimnnng legs. These are long and
slender, projecting well beyond the edge
of the carapace, the two anterior pairs with
recurved tlagella. The basal lobes on the
posterior pair are large and boot-shaped,
with a distinct heel. The}^ are fringed
along the posterior margin with a row of
plumose setfB, and the toe of the boot carries two much longer setjs, also plumose.

—

—

Fk;.

7.

Dorsal view of the heart

of argulus americanl's (diagramo, paired lateral openANTERIOR opening of aorta;
ANTERIOR: d, POSTERIOR VENTRAL

matic),
i.N'(;s;

C,

h.

OPENING.

Tactile fapillae.
These, for ovipositing, are large, long, and quite
widely flaring in the female, but reduced to mere stumps in the male.
Circulation.
This, while agreeing with that in other species, differs
markedly in the structure and working of the heart (fig. 7). This is

—

NO. 1368.
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of the usual shape, but

has only five openings instead of

ventral one consistino- of a single lonoitudinal

it

passes out of the aorta

Thk

Y-[r,. 9.

{h)

six.

the

slit.

All the blood enters through the lateral valved openings
of
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{(i)\

a part

anteriorly and another part out of the

nervot'p system of AKnri.rs amf.ruaxvs.

posterior median aperture {d)\ each of these streams follows the usual
course (fig. 8), but the greater bulk turns downward and passes out of
the ventral median

slit {c).
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This stream pour.s around the intestine and separates naturally into
two side streams running forward past the bases of the swimming legs
and sending out lateral streams into each of them, tinally joining the
On its return the
anterior streams from the aorta under the l)rain.
blood percolates through the lateral sinuses of the carapace and, joining the streams from the borders of the abdomen, enters the openings
at the sides of the triangular base of the heart.
JS^ervous system (fig. 9).

chain of six ganglia.

—This consists of a dorsal brain and a ventral

The brain

is

rather small, but well pigmented.

Fig. 10.— Sexual organs op female aegultjs amekicanus. o, ovary; n. v., oviduct; s. p., semen
papill.e:
v., semen receptacle; t. p.. tactile papillae at the openings of the oviduct.
.s.

Its
SO as to be prominent l)y contrast with the light-colored carapace.
ventral portion extends quite a distance in front of the pigmented
From the anterior
dorsal portion and is nearly three times as wide.

border of

this ventral portion a pair of

nerves extend forward to the

from about the center of the
These two pairs
lateral borders and lead to the posterior antennt^?.
The ventral ganglia diminish in size
are the only cranial nerves.

anterior antennae.

rapidl}-;

Another pair

arise

they are distinctly lobed along the sides, but fused through
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the center.

Each of the

five anterior

ones gives

nerves, while the sixth and last one gives off

two

fi85

a single pair of

off

pairs.

The nerves

from the first ganglion, which is consideral)ly the hii'gest of the six,
go to the sucking disks; a ])ranch arises from this nerve very soon
after it leaves the ganglion and passes forward to the moutli ])arts.
The nerves from the second ganglion are a little larger than any of
the others, which is fully accounted for when it is found that they
ijuickly divide, one large branch going to the second maxillipeds and
the other innervating the lateral areas of the carapace.

The nerves from the third, fourth, and lifth ganglia and the hrst
from the sixth ganglion supply the swimming legs in order on
The last pair of nerves which are given off from the poseither side.

pair

terior border of the sixth ganglion innervate the reproductive organs.

Reproductive organs

Fig.

(fig. 10).

—These are beautifully typical and can

11.— Semen receptacles and papill.e of argulus americanus female under greater
enlargement. 6. i., basal lobes of posterior legs; s. rf., dvcts leading from the recep)).. tactile papill.e.
tacles to the papill.e; s. p. semen papilla;
r., semen receptacles:
t.

.«.

be plainly seen through the outer covering, even in preserved and
mounted specimens. In the female the semen receptacles {s. /., fig. 11)
are large and close together; the

semen papilhv

(s.p.) are also large

the hardened chitinous tip of the duct which leads to

them

receptacles projects forward rather than inward toward

its

and

fi'om the

fellow on

In the figure the tactile papilhv (f.p.) used for ovipositing are much smaller than the average, and the specimen was
selected for this reason, since these papilhe would conceal the under-

the other side.

lying organs as

The
is

little as possible.

r(>lative size

shown

in the full-length figure of the femaliHtig.

-2)

nearer the average.

In the male the essential organs
accessor}" organs surpass those of

(fig.

any

12) are ([uite typical.

I)ut

species so far examined.

the

In
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addition to the regular peg and semen receptacle on the fourth and
third legs, respectively, we find on the anterior surface of the third
leg a long cluh-.sliaped projection, which arises from the outer end of

the basal joint and projects diagonall}^ forward and outward past the
Its surface is
distal basipod joint and far out on the exopod (tig. 13).

smooth and even and it seems to be tactile in function. There is
another conical projection, a trifle smaller, on the posterior surface

Fig.

12.

Sexi'al ()Rgan.s of male ARGrLrs americaxus. h. c. blind fAPsuLE: r. d., EjAcrLATORV
i
VAS EFFERENS.
duct; «. ('., SEMEN VISICLE; t., TESTES; V. d., VAS DEFERENS;
I',

.,

of the preceding pair of legs, exactly opposite the one just described.

This also has a smooth surface and a probable tactile function. To
increase this probability both projections are well innervated and their

There are

also small

projections, varj'ing considerably in diflerent individuals,

upon the

surfaces are plentifully covered with short setw.

opposite surfaces of the same joints as bear the large ones.
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Eggs and deveIop7ne}it.—Gur\ey,
to,

in the manuscript already referred
has given an outline of devolopniont, with a description of the larva.

But, again, the present author had obtained ripe females from Professor

Ann Arbor,

Reighard at

Michigan, and had successfully reared the
before Ourlev's manuscript was
placed in his hands.
It is a pleasure
larva'

to find that these

every

two accounts agree

in

detail.

The eggs are

laid in single

rows

(tig.

14). exacth' as those of A. inegalops^

and not at
fol Ulceus

all

or A.

resembling either A.
catostonii.

But the

eggs themselves are more like those of
A. eatostom! than of any other species

whose eggs are known.
The}^ are arranged end

to end, the

pointing in one direction, but
with every third or fourth one re-

heads

all

versed.

The

jelly in

which they are

enveloped, on hardening in the water,

Fig. 1h.— Posterior legs
iif

and abdomen

argulus americanus.

assumes an appearance verv similar to
that on the ^gg^ of ^4. catostoin'i
that is, it is raised into ridges running lengthwise of the ^gg^ each ridge composed of a row of club-

—

shaped papilla? standing out at right angles to the surface of the ^gg
There are about six of these rows on the free surface of the
(tig. 15).
eggs, including those along the sides where the eggs are attached to
'n

Fig. 14.— Mk'ro-photograph

of egg string of argulus americanus, showing the
tiberances and the larv.e partially developed.

the surface

on whic4i they are

laid.

The rows coalesce

at tlie

.IELI.Y

PRO-

ends and

are most widely separated at the center.
In addition to these

tered masses of jelly,

crenated ridges there are also a few large scatwhicli are nearly two-tiiirds as large as

some of
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the entire egg.

They

also stand out nearly at right angles to the sur-

face of the egg, and while thej^ are really attached at random, yet

an average of about one on either side of each egg in the row,
This
feature is sufficient to distinguish the eggs at once from any others
there

is

so that, viewed as a whole, the}' are at fairly regular intervals.
that are

known.

The eggs are

small,

measuring 0.375 by 0.275 mm. exclusive of the

yellow in color and quite clear when first laid. But they
speedily turn darker in color and become opaque within the first two

jelly, light

£7,5

Fig. 15.

days.

An

/ii

m

egg of ARGULrs americants approachixg mati'rity. The fully formed larva
CAN BE SEEN THROUGH THE JELLY ENVELOPE.

Toward

the middle of the .second week, about the tenth day,

the eyes appear as two jet black large-sized spots near one end of the
egg.

These spots are

elliptical in shape,

with their longer diameters

inclined toward the central axis of the egg, which

is

also that of the

embryo.
The egg now begins to clear and becomes more and more transparent up to the time of hatching. Through the membranes and the
jelly can be seen the outline of the embryo's body and appendages.
These can not be distinguished as plainly as in rnegalojps, for many
reasons.
The jelly covering the egg is not as transparent as in
Again, the
viegalojpfi and the papillte render it still more opaque.
partial development of the appendages renders it possible to pack the
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smaller space, with a resultant confusion of the

parts.

Such close packing explains, furthermore, the small size of the egg,
and ^ye are forced again to the conclusion that the size of a copepod's
It is,
eoo- has very little to do with the size of the adult female.

PlO. It;.— NKWI.Y IIATCIIKII I.AUVA OF

AROrlTS AMKKirANVS.

roniain
dependent upon the length of time the em))ryo is to
before
attain
to
is
it
development
of
within the eg^ and the degree
nn<iiih>ps^ and
a
than
larger
much
is
amerkana.s
liatching.
An adult
This is explained l\v
yet the eggs of the two are about the same size.
more inside the
the fact that the megalojys larva spends sixty days or
rather,

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvii— 03
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and comes forth a miniature adult, while the anieriea/ni!^ larva
spends onh' sixteen or seventeen daj^s in the egg and comes forth in a
typical Cyclops stage to undergo many subsequent transformations
before reaching the adult form.
The temperature of the aquarium was about 72° F., or a few
degrees warmer than our fresh-water ponds during the summer
The eggs which were laid June 8 began to hatch the 25th, a
season.
period of onl}^ seventeen days, about half the length of time required
by the eggs of ^1. foUacenx and catostomi and only one-fifth of that

egg",

required by

-i. stizostethii

The newly hatched

and mtgaJojM.

larvae

(tig.

16) are not as

those of

lively as

which woidd be expected from the fact that they
are not proxided with as good
inegalopti^

organs of locomotion, but they
are also more sluggish than the
vatoxtomi larva% which have exactly the

same structure.

thermore,

when

first

Fur-

hatched

they stick to the bottom of the
swim up and

dish and do not

toward the light until the third

And when they
do get up to the surface they
prove to be negatively heliotropic, in sharp contrast with all
or fourth day.

the other Argulus larvje thus far
studied,

which

heliotropic

to

are
a

positively

very marked

degree.

17.

Free thorax axd abdomen of argulx's
americanus larva.

Owing both to the position and
incomplete development of the
temporary locomotor organs, the
motion of these nauplii is jerky
and cyclops-like. They are not
and do not furnish as favorable

as transparent as the other larva^

owing to the presence of a large area of rust-colored
pigment over the stomach and anterior intestine which hides much of
the internal anatomy.
In general shape they are short and broad, the carapace being well
rounded anteriorly, with a broad and shallow posterior sinus, while the
free thorax and abdomen form a broad triangle, relatively shorter
Around the anterior margin of
than that oifoliaceus and catostomi
objects for study,

.

the carapace can be seen large tactile hairs similar to those found
upon other species. But they are much fewer in number and more
scattered than in megaJojJs, and the intervening cilia are very minute
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and situated not at the very margin, but a

041

way back on

little

the

ventral surface.

The
of

th(;

size.

free sog-nient of the thorax (rig. 17) is about half the width
carapace, while the succeeding- segments diminish rapidl3' in
The abdomen is about the same width as the last thorax segment,
first

rounded at the sides, and terminates posteriorly in a pair of anal
papillie which are large, almost spherical in shape, and tipped with three
long, sharp spines.
is

well

The

first

antennse

the basal joint

two

the

than

(fig.

IS) are three jointed, as in other species, Vmt

is relativel}^

nuu-h smaller; in fact,

it is

but a

tritie

larger

spherical

joints,
but is
armed with the usual stout

terminal

sickle-shaped hook.

and

bristles

spines

The
on

these terminal joints are

rather

more

numerous
Fig.

than in other species.

18.

First

antenna ok the kewly uai

II

KD I.ARVA OF

ARGUI.rs AMERICANVS.

«.

The second antenna? are
modified into locomotor organs, and ])oth in the segments and in the

number and arrangement of the long plumose rowing sette they are
and catostornl nauplii. The temporar}'
mandibular palps are also like those of the species just named, but are
attached somewhat farther forward relative to the other mouth parts.
exactly like those of follaceuH

Fig. 19.— .\NTF.RI0R MAXII.I.IPF.n

The anterior maxillipeds

of the newly hatched ARrJULI'S AMERICANrS.

(fig. li»)

are stout, four jointed, and tenni-

nate in the usual pair of sickle-shaped hooks, the ventral one of
is

its

barbed.

The

interior can

basal joint of these appendages

])e

is

which

very stout, and

in

seen the group of large cells Avhich are to form the

sucking disks in later development.

The posterior maxillipeds (fig. 20) are much smaller, five jointed,
and very rough on their ventral surface, while the outer biuder of
every joint is arnjed with one and often two or more sharp spines.
These appendages terminate in two small but stout claws capable of
independent motion and a conical papilla tipped with two short spines.
The

])asal

joint has no spine

upon

its

posterior border.
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The swimming
first

legs are the

same

as in foUaceus

and

catostomi.^ the

pair only being developed, while the rest are immovable stumps.

first pair (fig. 21) consists of two basal joints well roughened and
armed with numerous spines upon their ventral surface, a two-jointed
endopod tipped with two short spines, and a one-jointed exopod tipped
with two long rowing sette.
The only difference here from other larvae already described is that
the endopod has only two instead of three joints.
The leg stumps attached to the other thoracic segments all show
the endopods and exopods

This

clearly,

the

former

being

tipped with a single spine, the
latter

with two.

In their internal structure
the

most noticeable

ence from other larvte
maxilliped of the xewly hatched
larva of argvlrs americaxus.

differis

the

almost complete absence of

Fig. 20.— Second

its

sixty days of inculcation,

skin glands.

The megalops larva, with
came forth with a wonderfully well devel-

oped system of skin glands; the foUaceus and catostomi larva?, with
about half as long an incubation, showed a little more than lialf as

many

glands.

And now

these americanus larvte, with an inculmtion of onlv seven-

teen days, show almost no glands at

all.

We

can not escape the

conviction that these glands are developed quite slowly and that they

do not appear until comparatively
also that they must be developed independently of
the incubation
that

while

the

period,

so

latter

is

late in larval life.

It

would seem

being
changed
greatly,
doubled in some species and
halved in others, the glands
Fig.

21.

First swimminc* leg of the

newly hatched

apparently alwa3^s require
LARVA OF ARGULUS AMERICANUS.
about the same time for development. In these americanus larva? we find but a single small group
of glands, six or seven in number, on either side near the posterior
edge of the carapace lobes. They are much smaller than in megalops^

and the ducts are not

at all distinct.

There are

also a

few scattered

glands along the dorsal surface of the carapace, thorax, and abdomen,
but they are all very small, and none of them show the structure given
for foliaceus and megalops. They have rather the appearance of being
in an

immature and

The paired

partiall}"

developed condition.
due to the opacity of the

shell glands are invisible,
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surface pij^ment. which is so dense just in front of tlic side lininclies
of the stomach where tlu^se olands are situated, and also in nianv
oth(n- places, as to conceal all details of internal structure".
The eirculation is similar to that ch'seribed in other larva' except for the
absence of a well-detined peripheral sinus in both the abdomen and

the cephalo-thorax.

appear about the same, but the currents
th(" abdomen.
This larval
circulation is carried on chiefly by means of certain muscles in the
cephalo-thorax and abdomen, similar in both position and function to
Th(> internal cellular lacuna>

are not as well detined, espin-ially those of

those already descrilied for niegalopx.

The heart

lias

not yet appeared,

and hence those differences which make the adult circulation peculiar
can not yet be detected. The transverse dorso-ventral band or curtain
at the place occupied later by the posterior wall of the heart is not
as well developed as in megalops larvjB, another natural result of the
differences in the period of development.
Furthermore, in view of the immature condition of all the swimiiiinjj" legs except the first pair, the muscles in the basipods of those
appendages can not aid circidation to an}' appreciable extent. In fact,
the undeveloped condition of most of the larval organs may well
explain the feeble circulation.

As soon as the heart acquires deffnite form after the lirst moult we
should ex))ect to tind the circulation showing the same peculiarities
as in the adult.

The nervous and reprodiactive S3'stems present no
worthy of special note, but are similar to those already

peculiarities
descril)ed in

the adult.

ARGULUS VERSICOLOR

Wilson.

Arffuhis versicolor Wii.sox, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mu8.,

This
of any

is

XXV,

]>.

71(i.

a ver}' clean-looking Argulus and by far the most beautiful
species.
It can be distinguished from all others at a

American

glance by

its brilliant

coloration, which

is

as variegated as that of an

The
old-fashioned patch-work quilt or the traditional Jos(>])h's coat.
ground color is a soft yellow-green, which forms a wide border around
the edge of the carapace and extends inward in a series of bands and
irregular spots, the former being a deeper green than the margin,

One of these bands
while the latter have somewhat of a rusty tinge.
runs from the marginal border on either side just behind the sucking
disks diagonally backward to the base of the central longitudinal ribs.

the center of each diagonal band another narrower one extcMids
parallel with the edge nearly to the posterior margin of the
These longitudinal bands are joined with the marginal l>orcarapace.

From

backward

der at about their center by a short radial l)and. which shows the same
rusty tinge as the spots. These latter are found just outside the mi.1<-
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disks and also opposite the base of the

tirst

swimming

vol. xxvii.

legs in the

lateral lobes.

The

rest of the surface

is

filled

in

with orange-j'ellow of varying

intensity, the posterior portion of the carapace lobes ))eing tinged

with brown, while the side branches of the stomach give more or less
of a reddish hue to the parts overlying them.
Through this variegated groundwork the ribs, the digestive tube,
and the reproductive organs stand out prominently. The ribs are a
bright golden orange, the two central longitudinal ones being bor-

dered with yellow green.

The digestive tube, when the parasite has taken a full meal, is deep
wine red in the carapace and thorax, but fades to a green-yellow in the
abdomen. It has a dark-green border on either side which occupies
all the thoracic segments outside the intestine itself and extends forward
anteriorly to the frontal border and posteriorly to the extreme tip of
abdomen lobes.
The testes and semen

the

receptacles are a rich purj^le-red, so deep as to

be almost opaque.
The e3'es and brain are large and of a ))rilliaut black.
With such a rich variety of color it would be natural to suppose that
these copepods would fade quickly in preservatives, but such is not the
After being hardened in chrome-acetic, corrosive-acetic, and
case.
Peren^'i's, they have been kept nearlj^ three years in alcohol with so
little change as hardly to be distinguished from fresh specimens.
The}' can also be run up through the alcohols, cleared inxjiol or clove
Indeed, eau-deoil, and mounted in balsam without change of color.
This
javelle is the only agent yet tried which will bleach the color.
removes it entirely and leaves the Arguhis perfectly transparent.
Thus far the species has been found only upon the common pickerel
{Lucius reticulatus Le Sueur), but is likely to be found upon other iish
also at the breeding season.

Actual experiment has proved that they are capable of living on redshiners, bream, etc., for a long time."
This single host is, however, very widely distributed throughout the
United States, and in all probability the parasite has an equal distribution.
Not more than two or three specimens are found upon a single
Often also it is necessar}'
fish, and these are always in the gill cavity.
to examine fifteen or twenty fish before finding a single parasite, so
that they could be easilj^ overlooked and a good summer catch of fish
might not reveal their presence. For this reason winter is the best
time to secure them upon fish caught through the ice, and as they
fin

remain alive for some time after the fish is dead an entire da^-'s catch
])e looked over.
In this manner as many as thirty have been

can

obtained in a single afternoon from three adjacent ponds.
«Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXY,

1902, p. 647.

Thus

far

yn.v.m.
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have not been sought in a single locality without success. When
kept in aquaria they are lively, moving about and changing from one
tish to another more often than other spocios.
Tlie long plumose setie

the}'

upon the swimming

legs

make powerful oars atid enable them to dart
One of their favorite movements is to

al)Out with great rapidity.

leave the side of the

aquarium and, turning back downward,

swiftly along the under side of the surface

manner

of the very

(rENKRAL FORM

much slower

ti.lm

scuttle

of the water after the

aquatic snails.

DorHttlHurface

—

(fig. 22).
Carapace almost perfectly
orbicular, the antero-lateral sinuses shallow, but leaving a well-rounded

frontal lobe; the posterior sinus

pace and only one-sixth

Fig. 22.

its

is one-third the length of the carawidth, so that the lateral lobes are broad

— DoRs.\r. vikw of fkm.\i.k. .\RGrLi\s versicolok.

and well rounded. In the female they just reach the alxlomen; in the
male they overlap it somewhat. The free thoracic segments are
twice as wide as long and are half concealed beneath the carapace
The abdomen has a very graceful oval outlobes on either side.
line in the female and is about three-sevenths the length of the
In the male it is more nearly triangular, but narrows
carapace.
considerably anterior to the testes, and the lateral margins project
and rounded lobe on either side. The anal
sinus is very short and slit-like, with the papilhv subterminal.^
The arrangement of the grooves dividing the carapace into its areas
The longitudinal ri])s are close together, and
is very symmetrical.
The
the joints in them just behind the brain can be clearly seen.

forward

in a well-detined

646
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horseshoe suture is longer and narrower than in mnericanus^ and from
near its base two sutures radiate outward into the lateral area. The
thoracic area is separated into an anterior crescent-shaped and a pos-

FiG. 23.

Ventral view of female argulus versicolor.

terior rectangular portion, the

tormer of which

is

much wider than

the latter and follows closely the posterior curve o^ the horseshoe.

Fig. 24.

Detail of antenx.e of argulus versicolor.

—

The frontal lobe is simple and, together
Ventral m/i'face (tig. 23).
with the anterior half of the lateral areas, is covered with inconspicuous triangular spines. The antenna are of good size and well armed;
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the hooks upon the basal joint of the

first pair are lar^-e and powerful,
while the spines are ver}' long- and sharp. The two tcrniiiiul joints
carry numerous setaj, but do not project much beyond the lateral
hook (fig-. 24:). The second antenna' are -l-jointed. the ba.sal joint
having- a long- spine on its posterior margin, while each of the

remaining- joints has a tuft of stout setee at

somewhat

its distal

The eyes

end.

and inclined toward the longitudinal
the facets are small and numerous and crowded closely together.
On the median line between the eyes
and posterior to the large spines w^hich

are large,

arm

lunate,

ribs;

the base of the second antennas

there

is

a groove for the reception of

the stylet

(fig. 25).

It

extends back as

far as the base of the proboscis, and
lined on either side with a heavily
corrugated layer of chitin.
The mouth difl'ers considerably from
that of other described species, and

is

presents a peculiar appearance )w reason of the arrangement of its chitin

framework.
The mouth opening is
narrowed antero-posteriorly and elongated sidewise so as to appear like a
narrow transverse slit, broken at the
center by the protruding under lip
(fig.

2H).

skeleton,

On examiningwe find the same

the

e.in.

chitin

c h.r.

four longi-

tudinal ribs connected at the latitude
of the

work.

mouth by a transverse frameBut the structure and arrange-

ment of this latter is very different
from anything yet described, as can
be readily seen in fig. 26. The most
noticeable differences are the elliptical

loops on either side of the

mouth and

a trapezoidal projection which extends

down

into the center of the

upper

lip

25.
Sting and poison gland ok arguLUS VERSICOLOR, ch.r., CHITIN RIB OF PROBOSCIS; (/., DrCTS OF POISON GLAND; <7.,
POISON gland; m.m., mandible mvscles;
lEsoPHAGUS mvscle; 01:111.', side
oe.m.,

Ho.

muscle of cesophagus;
muscle;

X..

r.jM.,

retractor

STING.

very edge of the mouth opening.
The transver.se rib also, which is situated at the junction of the upper
and under lips on either side, turns outward at the joint nearest the
mouth and protrudes like a knob through the side of th(> probo.scis.
The rudimentary palp along-side this joint is very small. Inside the
lips may be seen a part of the long, sickle-shaped mandibK>s. edged with
sharp saw teeth. The maxilhe have not yet been seen.
The anterior maxillipeds are large, well separated, and i)lace<l far
to the

forward close to the maroin of the antero-lateral

siinises.

The nuMU-
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branous edge
construction

is
is

quite wide, and

The

peculiar.

is

VOL. XXVII.

whose
which serves as an
attachment for the powerful

supported

b}^ chitin ribs

stiffened circle

nuiscles of these niaxillipeds, as

well as the
is

membranous

edge,

raised into knobs at equal in-

around

tervals

ence

(fig. 27).

its

circumfer-

From

each knob

a chain of four slightly

chitin

plates

oblong

extends outward

to the edge of the membrane.
These are placed end to end and

diminish regularly

in size,

the

than half as
Each is
large as the proximal.
convex at the proximal and condistal

one being

less

cave at the distal end, the convexity of one plate fitting into
the concavity of the one
inside
Fig. 26.

Chitin skeleton of the proboscis in
argulrs versicolor.

plates

it.

In the

first

the concavity

next

and second
is

eccen-

trically situated, but in the

approximately symmetrical.
end to end and do not quite touch one
another, but leave narrow open spaces
Thus, while strengthenof membrane.
ing the membrane they still leave it very
outer ones

it is

The

two

plates are arranged

flexible.

Posterior maxillipeds {^g. 28).

—These

are also large and well armed.

The

much more

regu-

joints diminish in size

larly than those of americanus; the plate

the margin of
the sucking disks of argull's versi-

Fig. 27.^Chitix ribs ix

on the basal joint is triangular, with
COLOR.
long, stout, and not very sharp teeth;
the papillated area is comparatively large and armed with strong

The anterior

setae.

half of the

second joint and the entire
ventral surface of the re-

maining three

0.5;;/

Fig. 28.— Posterior .maxilliped of

joints

are

covered with good-sized
papillae, each carrying a
toothed scale. These pap;;;.

argulus versicolor.

illated scales are similar to

those on mnericanus, and
consist of a hemispherical or hemiellipsoidal papilla,

mit

is

borne the toothed

scale.

The

upon whose sum-

latter is inclined at an angle of 10

DESCRIPTION.^ OF xiRd ULIDA-^WILSON.

NO. 1368.

or 15 degrees to the body and

is

Its ))asal half, whicli is

fig. 29).
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an elongated ellipse in outline (.see a in
fused with the sunnnit of the i)apina.

is cut into from two to six long and acumiIn general the scales nearer the anterior margin of tlic
maxilliped have the larger luimber of

is solid,

but the free half

nate teeth.

teeth.

Often one of the outer teeth

is

short and stands out at an angle from
the others like a thumb.

a

Evidently

such an arrangement forms a surface
which nuist give the copepod a firm
hold even through the slimy coat of
the

fish's

body.

The terminal
peds ends
size;

in

joint of the.se maxilli-

three hooks of unequal

the anterior

one

is

much

the

Fig. 29.

with a single short,

Scale.s

THE POSTERIOR

armed
sharp seta. The

largest, with a thick, blunt tip

ox ventral .surface ftp
MAXII.I.IPEDS OF ARun.rs

VERSICOLOR.

other two are more slender and strongh- curved (tig. 3(»).
Swlmin'nig ZtY/*-.— The.se are long and slender and reach far In-yoiid
the edge of

the carapace.
The}' are
fringed with stout plumose setae and

enable this argulus to swim with great
power and rapidity. The tlagella upon
the first two pairs have a double curve,
as can be seen

in fig.

81,

which

is

a

dorsal xiew looking through the cara-

The
specimen.
upon the- posterior legs are
long and their tips extend beyond

pace in a bleached
Terminal joint of posterior
MAXILLIPED of ARGULrs VER.SICOLOR.

Fig. 30.

l)a.sal

ver}'

the edge of the abdomen.

lobes

Thej^ have the usual boot shape, with a

single seta on the toe of the boot

much

longer than the

rest.

The

chitin rings in the lateral

of the carapace
extend farther forward
than those in americanuH^
and the concavity in
the posterior one into

lobes

which the smaller ring
on the inner margin a short distance back
from the anterior end instead of at the end itself.

fits is

in

Fio. 31. —Dorsal

surface of the anterior leg on the right
AND ATTACHMENT

SIDE OF ARGULUS VEPSICOLOR. SHOWING SIZE
of normal FLAC.ELLUM.

Tactile papilhi'.^TheHii are long and slender in the female and curve
toward each other at the tips, while in the male they are so rudi-

mentary as

to be almo.st invisil)le.
Clrcidation.—T\\m is the same as that given for A.

f.Jni,; us.
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— These are similar in position and arrangement

to those of americanus, but the unpaired seminal vesicle in the

male

is

quite different in shape, being- nearly spherical, with an emarginate ante-

Another difference was the fact that, after removing the
pigment from several males, no trace of
any accessor}" blind capsules could be
seen.
The second legs of the male have

rior border.

a large conical projection on their posterior surface at the outer

basal joint

much

(fig. 32).

There

end of the
is

a similar

smaller one in a corresponding-

position on the third

legs, and these
have a rounded knob on the
anterior surface of the second joint at
the end next the body.
But the chief interest, both iri this
species and americanus^ lies in the fact

legs also

Fig.

32.

IX

Three posterior

the male ARGULtS

of leg;

third and fourth legs, respective!}'.
two parts, basal and terminal; the basal portion
a blunt papilla whose walls are stiff' and covered with rough tuber-

The peg
is

pair.s

VER.SICOLOR.

that it was possible to ascertain in them
from actual observation the structure
and exact function of the semen receptacle and peg upon the bases of the

consists of

cles (fig. 33).

It

does not appear to be hollow, but readily permits of

the withdrawal of the terminal

part inside

itself.

nal portion

is

This termi-

a slightly curved

conical tube, with walls as ff^xible as

rubber and so thin as

to be perfectly transparent and

The tip of the tube
somewhat enlarged and surrounded by a row of minute

colorless.
is

both tube and
be seen a muscle
strand which extends from the
tip of the tube diagonally backward to the posterior margin of
hairs.

Inside

papilla

can

the

leg.

By means

of

Basal joints of the two posterior legs
OF male ABGULUS VErSICOLOR, SEEX FROM THE
ventral SURFACE.

Fig. 33.

this

muscle, together with the circular muscles in its own walls, the tube
can be withdrawn inside the papilla or protruded at pleasure.
The semen receptacle is a cavity in the posterior part of the distal
end of the basal portion of the third legs; the opening into this cavity
is on the ventral surface, near the posterior margin.
guarded by a strong sphincter muscle.

This opening

is

DESCRIPTIONS OF AUG ULID.E— WILSON.
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Just in front of the opening, upon the anterior part of the ventral
two rounded papilliB, covered with rough tubercles. This
receptacle is tilled with semen from the testes, probablv through the
agency of the peg. though this was not actually observed. Once fiUed,
surface, are

it operates as follows: The sphincter muscle around the opening relaxes enough to allow the entrance of the peg on the fourth leg.

however,

Being protruded as far as possible and the sides of the basal pai)illa
b}" internal muscles, the peg tube acts like a pipette
and becomes tilled with semen from the receptacle. It is then withdrawn and inserted in the opening of the duct leading to the semen
being compressed

receptacle in the abdomen of the female. The sides of the basal papilla
are again compressed, the internal muscles being aided by the rough

papilhv on the ventral surface of the fourth leg, which bend over and
peg securely, one on either side. By this means

seize the base of the

the peg

is

emptied of

its

contents again ver}^ similarly to a pipette.

ARGULUS TRILINEATA,

new

species.

The U. 8. Fish Commission recently received from Messrs. King
and Oliphant, pharmacists, of Macon, Georgia, a single specimen of a
female Argulus taken from one of their goldfish. This was forwarded
to the author for identification, and proves to be a new species, with
characters as follows:

Carapace elliptical, reaching well beyond the base of the abdomen,
with the longitudinal and transverse diameters in the i)roportion of
14:12.5

(fig. 34).

the carapace and a

The posterior sinus is three-sevenths the length of
little more than twice as long as wide.
The antero-

lateral sinuses are so shallow as to

l)e

scarcely perceptible, so that the

cephalic area does not project appreciably.

The

central longitudinal

and nearly parallel; the joints in them behind
The horseshoe suture
the brain are indistinct and easily overlooked.
is long and narrow and comparatively pointed at the posterior end,
leaving the lateral areas very symmetrical and about the same size
anteriorly and posteriorly.
The thoracic area of the carapace, behind
this suture, is a short strip one-fourth as long as wid(> and only half
ribs are close together

the length of the

first

free thoracic segment.

These thoracic segments increase in lejigth from in front backward,
the posterior one being more than twice as long as the anterior. They
also increase somewhat in breadth, and since the posterior sinus of the
carapace is about the same width, the free thorax is almost eiitiivly
exposed.

The abdomen is very small and spindle shaped, one-quarter the
length of the rest of the l)ody and two-thirds as wide at the center as
it is long.
The anal sinus is cut just to the center, and is narrow but
of uniform width, leaving stout, bluntly conical lot)es: the anal

are small and

])asal.

inipilliv
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Ventral surface (fig. 35).
Both pairs of antennae are relativeh' small
and weak, but are fairly well armed with hooks and spines. The
anterior and lateral hooks on the basal joint of the first pair are slender,
but the spine on the posterior border is above the average size.
The terminal portion of these first antenna' is slender and does not
project beyond the lateral hook (fig. 36).
The basal joint of the second antennje is as long as, and much thicker
than, the two terminal joints, and the latter are attached obliquely to

^
C
/
-Dorsal surface of a female argulus trilineata.
il

one of

its distal

111 111.

corners, so that the two portions of the antenna? stand

nearly at right angles to each other.

The
where

basal joint carries a stout spine
it joins"

surface at the distal end.
its

on

its

posterior margin just

the head, and two long, slender spines on the ventral

The second

joint has a single long spine

on

anterior border at the distal end, while the terminal joint carries

five

or six large and stout spines.

mid

line of the

The

spines along either side of the

body opposite the bases of the antennae, those on the

I>ESCRI1>T1(>XS
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posterior border of the basal joints of the antennae, and the lateral
hooks on the first antennse are deep yellow in color and opaque; all
the others are traiispar(Mit and colorless.

The

eyet^

are small, lunate, and more or less inclined to the central

axis; they are situated well

The

forward and widely separated.

more than one-eig-hth the width of
the carapace; they are situated far forward and are widely separated.
sucking- disks are small, not

Fig. 35.— Ventral .surface of a

female ARorLCS trilineata.

The chitin ribs, which support the membranous border, are made of
trough-like scales overlapping one another, very similar to those in
A. megalops.
Posterior m.axillipeds.

—These

are large and very fidly armed, to
The basal joint has an oval pai)il-

offset the slender antenna? (tig. 37).

lated area,

which

is

placed obliquely,

is

elevated consideral)ly above
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the surroundino- surface, and entirely covered with short conical spines.

The three

teeth on the posterior l)order of this joint are very long,
and acute. The second joint carries on its distal end a papillated
The third and fourth
area even larger than that on the basal joint.
joints are enlarged at their distal ends, and their whole ventral surface
The terminal joint is tipped with
is covered with spines and papillse.
two curved claws and a flesh}"
stout,

"thumb."
legs.
Swimviing
These
reach well beyond the edge of
the carapace, and the two an-

—

terior

all

/y^

\

Nv

^:=-

have

pairs

flagella.

The

recurved

distal joints of

four pairs carr}^ a row of
setie along their pos-

plumose

j

ly^

1

/

v^^^^

terior border.

The lobes on

the basal joints of the last pair
Fig.

36.— First

.\ND

SECOND ANTENNA OF
TRILINEATA.

are small and well rounded.

The

tactile

papillae

at

the

opening of the oviduct are broad and pretty thoroughly fused with
the ventral surface of the abdomen.

Of
one

is

the chitiu rings in the lateral lobes of the carapace the anterior
small and egg shaped, and is situated very close to the base of

the sucking disks, while the posterior one
its inner border reaches to the
bases of the

The

swimming

is

large and so broad that

legs.

contrast in the size of these

two rings is greater than that of
any other species so far exam-

The

ined.

ventral surface of

the anterior portion of the cara-

pace

is

covered with triangular

spines as large and as
as those in

numerous

am er lean us.

Nothing could be

definitely

ascertained with

reference

the nervous and

reproductive

to
-Posterior maxii.ijpeds op ARGin.ufi

systems without danger of spoilTRILINEATA.
ing the specimen for a type, and
Of course the
therefore the}^ are allowed to pass for the present.
semen receptacles were visible. They prove to be large, spherical,
and situated rather far forward. The papillw connected with them
are close together on the median line, well concealed beneath the tactile
papillae.

mm.: length of carapace, 8.7 mm.; breadth
mm.; length of abdomen, 1 mm.; breadth, 0.6 mm.

Total length, 4.5
carapace, 3.3

of
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Color a uniform pale 3'ellow, deeper along the central axis and
the niaroins.
The dorsal surface of the thorax is
ornamented with three well-detined rows of dark ])rown y)igment spots
which stand out prominenth' against the yellow background and catch
the eye at once when the creature is
viewed under a low power.
The
middle row is made up of a dozen
large spots in single line along the
central axis; the lateral rows are
lighter toward

made up of numerous smaller spots
arranged altei'natel}' in two broken
lines.

Under strong magnitication

these spots are seen to be transversely
ol)long and very irregular, the edges

being cut repeatedl}' more than half
the distance to the center

(fig.

38).

The large semen receptacles are also
dark brown and show through the
abdomen very prominentlyLocating this species

in

fig. 38.— one

of the pigment sdots on the
DORSAL SURFACE OF THE FREE THORAX OF
ARGULUS TRILISEATA.

the artificial key already published «

we

should have:
A. Carapace lobes overlapping the base of the abdomen.

swimming legs with a flagelluin.
C. Carapace elliptical, considerably longer than

B. Anterior

7, a.

{ti'es

wide.

forward and widely separated; abdomen small,
spindle shaped, cut to the center. Color light yellow, with three rows
of dark pigment spots on the dorsal surface of the thorax
trilineatn.

Sucking disks only

—

0.12, far

three, lineatus

— arranged

The author also desires to record
Casco Bay on the coast of Maine.

in lines.)

the occurrence of Arguhis alosse at

Several fine males were obtained from the

common cunner

{Otenola-

This is
Walbaum), and they seemed fairlj'
north
identified
the first instance where this species has been positively
And
it
Gould.
Dr.
of Woods Hole since its original discover}^ b}^

numerous.

hrus adsjMrsus

may

extend to the (Tulf
of St. Lawrence as doubtfully recorded by Mr. J. F. Whiteaves.
Incidentally also it is the first species of this family to be obtained
from the cunner, but as no females were found it may be inferred
that this was only a temporary host used during the breeding season.
will increase the probabilit}' that the habitat

«Proc.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

IT. S.

Nat. Mus.,

xxvii— 03

XXV,
46

1902, p. 701.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE
ISOPODA.

By Harriet Richardson,
Collaborator, Division of

Marine

Invertebrate!^.

V.
ISOPOD CRUSTACEANS OF THE NORTHWEST COAST OF NORTH
AMERICA, c

The present paper contains a list of tlie Isopods collected by the
Harriman Alaska Expedition, and in addition a number of species from
California received from Dr. William E. Ritter, head of the zoological

department of the University of California.

described as new.

A

Five species are

little-known species, Idotea (/raeiUima (Dana)

is

time and described more fully than heretofore;
and Asellus tomxdensi^ (Harford) also is redescribed and figured.
fig'ured for the first
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Family

figs.

or

1897.

harj'ordi

CYMOTHOIDEA.

CIROLANID^E.

Lockington, Proc. Cal. Acad.

(Lockington).

Sci.,

VII, 1877, Pt.

Cirolana californica Hansen, Vidensk. Selsk. Skr., 6th

V, 1890, pp. 338-339,

Puget Sound,

7-10.

CIROLANA HARFORDI
^Ega

in

Trans. Liverpool Biological

ser.,

1, p.

46.

natur. og math. Afd.,

pi. in, figs. 2-2f.

Cirolana harj'ordi Richardson, Proc. U.

S.

Nat.

Museum, XXI,

1899, pp. 822-

823.

Locality.

— Wilson Cove, California.

(Dr. Ritter

and

part\^.)
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Family

ROCINELA BELLICEPS

(

Stimpson).

.Ega hdlireps Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. t^t-i., Philad., XVI, 1864, ]>. 155.
.Ega (ihink-eiisls Lockin'gto.v, Pror. Cal. Acad. Sci., VII, 1877, Pt. 1, j). 46.
Rociveld «/(r.sAe»(.s/.s Kicn.\uiwoN, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc, XXXVII, 1898, p. 11.
18int, p. sl>7.
Rocinella hellicepi^ Ricii.\kdson, Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum, XXI,

(Hairimaii Alaska Expedition.)

Locality.— Y2ik.\xt'd.t, Alaska.

Family

CYMOTHOID J^.

LIVONECA VULGARIS

pi. xxii,
rulgnris Stimpson, Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., VI, 1857, p. 508,

Lwoneca
fig.

Stimpson.

9; Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

VI, 1859,

i)p. 88,

89.— Schkkdte and Mki-

XIV, 1883-1884, pp. 344-349, pi.
Nat. Museum, XXI, 1899, p. 830.

NERT,' Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift,

l_5._RiCHARDsoN, Proc. U. S.

Locality/.— S&n Francisco Bay.

Family

(Dr. Hitter and party.)

SPH.EROMID.E.

DYNAMENE TUBERCULOSA
Hynameneinhermlosa Rich ARBHOS, Proc.

Xo«//%.— Bodega

xiv, figs.

Bay, California.

SPH.ffi:ROMA

IJ. S.

Richardson.

Nat.

Museum, XXI,

1899, p.

8.33.

(Dr. Ritter and party.)

OREGONENSIS

Dana.

VII, 1854-55, p. 177:
Sph.rromaoregonensis Dana, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad.,
fig. 4.-Stimi'son,
lh,
pi.
778,
U S Expl. Exp., 1853, Crust., Pt. 2, XIV, p.
Proc. V. S. Nat.
509.-Richardson,
p.
VI,
1857,
Hist.,
Nat.
Bost. Journ.

Museum, XXI,

1899, p. 836.

and Glacier
ZocaUtles.-Fdpoi Island (from fresh water), Yakutat.
(\,luml.ia
Britisli
Inlet,
Lowe
and
Bay, Alaska; Greenville Channel
(Harriman Alaska Expedition).

SPH/EROMA PENTODON,
Body

elliptical in outline; color

new

species.

dark brown; surface minutely hut

densely granular.
ridge on the anterioi
Head transversely situated, with a prominent
ot many ocelli.
con.posed
Eyes post-laterally placed, and
margin.
ot the head:
margin
posterior
First pair of antenna, extend to the
middle of
the
reach
antenna'
Second pair of
flaoellum, eight jointed.
.

eomposed of htteen join s.
the second thoracic segment; tlagellum
t
length, with the exeeption
Secrments of the thorax about ec,ual in
\h.
than any of those tcdlowmg
the th-st, which is somewhat longer
irom the doisal pa. t
which are not distinctly separated
lateral parts,
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drawn out in acute processes in the first three
segments; those of the following segments are more nearl}- regular in
of the segments, are
outline.

The abdomen is somewhat broader than the thorax, although this
expansion of the abdomen does not show in a dorsal view. The first
segment is about equal in length to the last thoracic segment, and is
marked on either side by two suture lines, indicative of coalesced segments. The terminal segment is entire and not produced, being
evenly rounded in outline. The anterior portion of the segment is
convex, with a longitudinal series of four small tubercles on either
side of the

median

line,

terior extremity of the

the two series being close together.

segment

marked by

is

The

pos-

a prominent transverse

elevation.

The inner immovable branch of the uropoda is narrow, elongate, and
pointed posteriorly; it extends to the extremity of the al)domen. The
outer mobile branch is furnished on its latmargin with five strong teeth.
branches are of equal length.
eral

The

first

Both

three pairs of legs are slender

and are furnished with long hairs. The
other four pairs are somewhat stouter.
Ten specimens were collected at Sausalito, California, by Dr. Ritter and party.
This species is perhaps more closely reFig. ].— Abdomen of Sph.eroma
lated to Spha^roiiia sieholdn Dollfus" from
pentodon. x 8.
Japan than it is to any of the known species
of the genus from the Pacific coast of North America.
It differs, however, from that species in having a prominent transverse elevation on
the posterior portion of the terminal segment, while in S. sleholdii the
posterior part of the segment is distinctly concave; in having five teeth

on the

lateral

margin of the outer uropod, while

in

X

sieboldtl there

are seven; in having fifteen joints to the flagellum of the second pair
of antennge, this organ in S. sleholdii having a fiagellum composed of

only ten joints; in having two longitudinal series of four small tubercles, one on either side of the median line on the terminal abdominal
segment, while in S. sieholdll the granulations on the caudal segment

form, in the middle, two divergent lines; and in having the body covered with minute granulations, in S. sleholdii the granulations being
strong and more prominent.
The type is in the Museum of the University of California.
co-type is in the U. S. National Museum, Cat. No. 28768.
« Notes

from the Leyden Museum, XI,

1889, pp. 93-94, pi. v.

The
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IDOTEOIDEA.

Family IDOTEID.i:.

CHIRIDOTEA ENTOMON
07iixcus

entomon Linx-eus, Syst. Nat., 12th ed.,

Zool.,
(?)

IX, 1772,

II, 17()t), \k

KHiO.

P.^llah, Spicil.

p. 64, pi. v, figs. 1-0.

Entomon pyrdmldali' Klein, Rem. sur

Squilla entomun.

(Linnaeus).

Dk Geek, Mem. pour

les ("nistaci'H, figs. 1-3.

servir

;\

I'Hist. <les Insectcs, VTI, 177.S, p.

514, pi. XXXII, figs. 1-10.

Asellus entomon Olivier, Encycl. Meth., 1789, p. 258.
(?)

Cymothoa entomon Fabricius, Ent.

Syst., II, 1793, p. 505.

Jdotea entomon Bosc, Hist. Nat. des Crust., II, 1802, p. 178.

L.\treille, Hist.
Nat. Crust, et Ins., VI, 1803-4, p. 361; VII, pi. lviii, figs. 2, 3.— (?) L.\MARCK, Hist, des Anim. sans Vert., 1st ed., V, 1818, p. 159. (?) Desmarest,

—

Ratuke, Nueste Schriften der naturf. Gesellsch.
in Danzig, I, 1820, p. 109, pi. iv.— Kr0yer, Vid. Selsk. Skrift., VII, 1838,
p. 323.— Milne Edwards, Hist. Nat. Crust., Ill, 1840, p. 128.— Kr0yer,
Nat. Tidsskr., II, 1847, p. 402.— White, List Cr. Brit. Mus., 1847, p. 93.—
Brandt, Cr. in Middendorff' s Sibirisciie Reise, II, Pt. 1, 1851, p. 145.—
Meinert, Nat. Tidsskr., 3d ser., XI, 1877, p. 84. Brandt, Comptes Rendus, 1880, p. 713; Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., VI, 1880, p. 98.
Saduria entomon Adams, in White, Sunderland's Voyage Baffin's Bay, etc.,
Appendix, 1852, p. ecvii.
Consid. Crust., 1825,

(?)

Idotsega longicauda

p. 289.

Lockington, Proc. Cal. Acad.

VII, 1877, Pt

8ci.,

XVI,

Glyptonotus entomon Mieks, Trans. Linn. Soc. London,
I,

figs; 1,

2 (see Miers for above

Museum, XXI,

1899,

\^.

synonymy).

1,

p. 45.

1883, pp. 12, 13, pi.

Richardson, Proc. V.

S.

Nat.

843.

Localities.— St. Michael. Alaska (Dr.

Rittei-):

Yakiitat Bay. Alaska.

(Harriuian Alaska PLxpodition.)

IDOTEA RESECATA

Stimpson.

Jdotm mswato Stimpson, Bost. Journ. Nat.

Hist., VI, 1857, pp. 504-505, pi. xxii,
Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., VI, 1859, p. 88.— Miers, Journ. Linn.
Richardson, Proc. U.S. Nat. Museum,
Soc. London, XVI, 1883, pp. 45-46.
fig. 7;

XXI,
Locality.

1899, p. 844.

—Tomales Bay,

Califoi-jiia.

(Dr. Kittor aiul party.)

IDOTEA GRACILLIMA

(Dana).

Stenosoma gracillimum Dana, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., 1854-55, VII, p. 175.
Stimpson, Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., VI, 1857, p. 505.
Idotea gracillima Miers, Journ. Linn. Soc. London, XVI, 1883, p. 35.— Richardson, Proc. U. S. Nat.

Locality.

Museum, XXI,

1899, p. 844.

— California (Dana).

description of this species given hy I'lofessor Dana is very
Tie descril)es the body as extnMuely narrow
short and rather vao-ue.
He
suluiuadrate. head (juadrate.
segments
and tiliforni, the thoracic
is
apex,
the
at
truncated
is
which
post-abdomen,
refers to the linear

The

three-jointed, and

marked on

either side with a suture.

The antenna^
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shorter than half the body, with a ten

to twelve jointed flagellum.

No

A

form has ever been given.
was sent to the U. S. National Museum b}- Dr.
The specimens, which are eight in number, were collected b}^

figure of the

species of Idotea

Kitter.

him at Bolinas, California. The}^ are
more closely- allied to I. gmcilUma than
to any other known species of Idotea
from the

Pacific coast of

North America.

Until evidence can be given of their distinctness, 1 shall consider

with

/.

them

identical

graciUiina.

—

Description.
Bod}^ slender,
about
seven times longer than wide,** with the
sides nearly parallel.
Surface entirely
smooth; color in alcohol uniformly pinki.sh.
A note referring to the color of the
specimens in life states that they are
green, brown, and striped.
Head quadrate, with rounded anterolateral margins, and a slight median exFig. 2.— Idotea gracilli.ma (Dana).

cavation in the anterior margin.

Eyes

situated at the extreme lateral edge and

about the middle of the head; they are small, but distinct. The first
pair of antennae are four-jointed and extend a little beyond the extrem-

The
ity of the second peduncular joint of the second pair of antenna*.
second pair of antennte are equal to half the length of the body; the
last two joints of the peduncle
are subequal; in the smaller
specimens the flagellum is composed of ten joints; in the larger
ones there are eighteen joints.

The

first

thoracic segment

short in the middle but

is

is

pro-

duced antero-laterally on either
side; it is not wider than the
head.
The second, third, and
fourth segments are subequal in
length, and are longer than the

The

Fig.

3.

Abdome.n' of Idotea GRAfii.i.iMA, .showing
VARIATIONS.

and seventh segments gradualh^
of all the segments are extremely
narrow; those of the second and third segments extend but half the
length of the segment; those of the fourth and fifth segments extend
three-fourths the length of the segment; those of the last two segments
segment.

first

decrease in length.

fifth,

sixth,

The epimera

extend the entire length of the segment.
"

The female

is

figured.

The body

is

somewhat broader than

in the male.
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consists of three distinct soj^ments, with suture lines
third or terminal
on either side of another coaU'sced segment. 'Vhv
the segment
wIkmv
michlle.
the
al)()ut
to
segment has sul)paraUcl sides
the posteOn
extremity.
truncate
to
a
l)ecomes narrower

The abdomen

gradually
rior

margin of the terminal segment

is

a faint indication of a double

point.
eraargination on either side of an obtuse median
hair.s.
of
devoid
and
Legs small and slender

specimens and one large one agree in having the
larger specimens show
terminal segment as described above. The two
more so than
specimens
the
of
one
distinctly,
the emargimition more

The

five small

Figures, showing

the other.

The specimens agree

all

three variations, are given.

in all other characters.

Le Conte on the coast
Dana's specimens were collected by Prof. J.

of California.

IDOTEA WOSNESENSKII

Brandt.

Sibirinche Reise, II, Pt.
Jdofea vmnesenskii Br.^ndt, Muldemiorff's

1,

1851, Crust.,

pl. xlvi,
Dana, Cr. U. S. Expl. Exp., XIV, Pt. 2,1853 p. 704
Philad., ^ II, 1854, pl-o.
oregonen.vs Dana, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.,

fig. 6.

Jdot!a MHipes
Jdotea

Journ. Nat. Hist., ^ I, 18o<, p. oU4.
Idotea wosnesenskli Stimpson, Bo.t.
Naturalist in Bntish Columbia, II, 18b.,
Lord's
Bate,
Spence
womesenskn
Jdotea
XVI, 1883, p. 40.-RKnARnsoN,
London,
Soc.
Linn.
281.-MIERS, Journ.
p.

Proc.

IT. S.

Nat.

Museum, XXI,

1899, p. 846.

Island;

Harbor on Unalaska

Zr.cY/^'^.V6'.-Dutch

Humboldt Bay on

in Muir Inlet, and Mtka,
Fopof Island; Yakutat; Garforth Island
(Harriman Alaska ExIsland;
Alaska; Beaver Cove, on Vancouver
and party.)
Ritter
(Dr.
Lands End, California.
pedition.)

IDOTEA STENOPS

Benedict.

Biol. Soc. ^Vashington XII, 1898, pp.
Idotea stenop. Benedict, Proc.
Museum, XXI, 1899, p. 846.
Nat.
S.
U.
Proc.
RiCHARDSON,

Locality not given.

(Dr. Ritter and party.)

IDOTEA OCHOTENSIS

Brandt
II

Idotea ochotensis

p

145,

54-55.-

^'-

^^^'^^J^^''']Brandt, Middendorff's Sibirische Reise,
Linn. Soc. London, 1883,^,^;^fig 33.-MIERS, Journ.
XXI. 1899,
Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum,
figs. 8-10.-RicHAKnsoN,

pl. VI,

32-34, pl.

I,

p. 846.

(Or. Rm.-r am
und Fort Point, Califo.ni.
(IIar,„nan .\la.k.>
Humboldt Bay on Popof Island, Alaska.

Z«o.»..-La„d»
party.)

E,Kl

Expedition.)

SYNIDOTEA RITTERI,
Body, ovate

in outline.

new

species.

n,arUin,s
Colo.-, yellow, ui.l,

terminal .segment almost entiivly

of

l.la.k;

l>laik.
.,,

i,.,^„

a„tero.lat..ral a„,.da lo,,-. :.(
Hea,l wit!, prominent, rounded
horn-hk,. pr„,-e.
the eyes, is a conspi.u.n.
of "hiel,, and just aUovc

e

.
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hook-shaped, directed upvard and forward, one on either side of the
In the median excavation of the frontal margin on either side
head.
is a prominent tubercle.
Between the eyes and in
them on the posterior portion of the head are two low
The eyes are situated at the extreme lateral margins on
tubercles.
the posterior portion of the head, and are somewhat elevated above
the surface; they are black and conspicuous, and
composed of many ocelli. The first pair of an-

of the median line
line with

tenna? consist of four joints, the last joint being-

clavate and fringed with hairs; the second pair
of antennte have a five-jointed peduncle, and a

flagellum composed of eight joints;
joint of the peduncle has a

The

first

four segments of the thorax are

The

longer than the last three.
all

the third

prominent tubercle.
lateral parts of

the segments are widely expanded, with mar-

The lateral parts are not
separated from the dorsal portion of the segments, but are firmly anchylosed.

gins well rounded.

The abdomen

consists of one segment, with

suture marks, one on eithep side, indicative of

another partly coalesced segment. The abdomen
tapers gradually to a broadly rounded extremity,
xlO.
which is slightly excavate in the median line.
The seven pairs of legs are but sparingly furnished with hairs.
The upper half of the opercular valve is black, the lower half yellow.
There are three longitudinal lines of low swellings on the bod}-, one
median, the other two placed one on either side of the median line.
Only one specimen was taken at Lands End, California, by Dr.
Fig. 4.— Synidotea ritteri.

Ritter and party.

This species is closely allied to Synidotea consolidata (Stimpson),*
but differs from that species in the
shape and greater size of the tubercles
in

front of the

e^^es,

the tubercles

being hook-shaped and very prominent
in S.

r^V/'e/'/

and projecting far

in

front

of the anterior margin of the head,

Fig. 5.— Head

AND of

of

(b) S.

(a)

Synidotea ritteri
X 10.

CONSOLIDATA.

while in

,6'. consolidata they are
small
(Stimpson speaks of them as being minute), are not hooked, and do

not project an}^ considerable distance in front of the anterior margin
of the head; in the greater size of the two median tubercles on the

anterior division of the head (Stimpson does not mention these tuber-

specimens sent to the U. S. National
Grove, California, by Mr. J. O. Snyder, and which

cles in his description, but in the

Museimi from

Pacific

«Proc. Cal. Acad.

Sci., I, 1856, p. 97; Bost.

Journ. Nat. Hist., VI, 1857,

p. 503.

NATURAL HISTORY OF THE ISOPODA-RICHARDSOX.
Dr.

James E. Benedict has

identified with S. comolidata,

paper on the genus Synidotea^^
these tubercles are present, but very
minute); in the shape of the terminal
segment of the body, it being much
broader, and tapering
very gradually to a
broadly rounded extremity, which has a
slight median notch

<)<)5

and figured

in his

(«)

(b)

6.— Audomex of (a) Synidotea
TERI AND OK (h) S. CONSOI.IDATA. X

Fig.

rit10.

or excavation in S. r Uteris while in 8. consolidata the
terminal segment of the body is narrower, and tapers

marked by two pronounced t<'oth or
angulations separated by a deep median notch.
Specimens of the same size were taken in making
to an extremity

the above comparisons.

ASELLOTA

or

ASELLOIDEA.

Family JANIRID.E.

JANIROPSIS KINCAIDI, new

—

7.
Janiropsis
kincaidi. x 20.^.

Fig.

species.

Color of body light brown, profuseh' and densely
covered with black markings.
Head wider than long; frontal margin nearly
straight, with lateral angles round-

ed.
Eyes large, black, situated
some little distance from the lateral margin. First

pair of antennae short; flagellum consisting of only

eight joints in the female, of ten in the male. Second pair of antenna? lost in all the specimens.

Maxillipeds with palp consisting of
five joints, the first three of

are very

much

which

dilated.

segment of thorax with latFig. 8.— Maxii.i.iped of
.IaNIROPSIS KINCAIDI.
margins straight; epimera
X77.
rather bilobed and occupying most
Second, third,
of the lateral margin of the segment.
fourth and fifth segments with antero-lateral angles
produced into rounded lobes. Epimera of second and
third segments situated about the middle of the lateral
margin; those of the fourth and fifth segments occupying more of a posterior position on the lateral marFirst

eral

9.— Last thosegment,
abdomen,
and
uropoda of Jani-

Fig.

racic

ropsis KINCAIDI.

X20i.

gin.

Epimera of the

last

two segments situated

at

angles of the segments.
«Proc. Acad. Nat.

Sci. Philad., 1897, p. 393.

the post-lateral
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broad, gradually becoming- somewhat narrower toward
Posterior margin produced in three lobes,

the posterior extremit\'.

two lateral lobes, one on either side of a broadly rounded
median lobe; the two lateral lobes are acute. The
uropoda ai-e short, not longer than half
the length of the terminal segment of
the body; the basal segment is broad,
quadrate in shape, and shorter than
either branch; the inner branch

is

some-

what longer than the outer one. The
middle piece of the operculum in the
Fig.

10.

— uropod

^lalc is

OF

JaNIROPSIS
KiNCAiDi. x77.

1

by

r-i

very similar to the iigure p-iven
r
the type species of the
•

i

i

bars'* or

genus,

Janiropsis

hreviremus.

It

is

produced and greath^ dilated at the distal extremity.
Nine specimens w^ere obtained by the Harriman
Alaska expedition at Yakutat, Alaska.
They were
collected by T. Kincaid, after whom the species is
named. Five females and four males were collected.
The first pair of legs in the male are not greatly longer
than the others; the}" are

longer in the type species of Jamropi<is.

The very short superior

antennte with few

articulations, the greatly

maxform and

dilated joints of the
illipeds,

the

shape of the middle piece
of the male operculum
with its dilated tip and
(a)

OF FIRST pair;
PAIR. X 27.

the shortness of the uro-

(6)

Fig. 12.— Janikopsis kincaidi;
6,

leg
LEG OF SECOND
a,

poda, which

are

U.—Janikopsis
KINCAIDI; a, MIDDLE piece OF male

Fig.

operculum;

ft,

LATERAL PLATE OF
MALE operculum;
c, second pleopod
OF MALE. X 41.

only

half the length of the terminal

segment

of the body, are characters which un-

doubtedly place this species with Janiropsis Sars.
Type.--G^i. No. 28,717, U.S.N. M.

JANIROPSIS CALIFORNICA, new

species.

Body narrow, elongate. Surface smooth; color uniformly whitish.
Head with a prominent rounded median lobe on the anterior margin;
lateral angulations rounded; lateral

margins straight and converging
but small, and simple in strucFirst pair of antennae are composed of six joints, and extend

toward the base.
ture.

Eyes black,

distinct,

"Crustacea of Nonvay,

II, 1899, p. 102.

NO. 1369.
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nearly to the middle of the fifth joint of the peduncle of the second
Second pair of antenna? are about equal to one-third
the length of the body; the llagelluni i.s compoised of nineteen or twenty
pair of antenna\

joints.

The

first

thoracic segment

is

but

little

wider than the head; the mar-

gins are entire, with rounded lateral lobes.

The

sec-

ond segment has the lateral margin straight with the
epimeron showing slightly along the edge. The third
and fourth segments have the antero-lateral lobe
rounded, the posterior margin straight, with the
epimeron showing as a rounded lobe. The fifth,
sixth, and seventh segments have rounded lateral margins with epimera showing on the posterior part or
the segments.

The terminal segment is rounded posteriorly witii
smooth margins and a median lobe between the uropoda.
Uropoda \evy short, about half as long as the terminal segment. Branches about equal in length, and

Fig. 13.— Antekiob

twice as long as the peduncle.

part ok body of

Janiropsis caliLegs simple, ambulator}', similar in shape and size,
fobnica. x 27.
and l)iunguiculate.
Onh' two good specimens, both females, were taken at Sausalito,
Two imperfect specimens also
California, by Dr. Ritter and party.
are from the same locality.
Until now the only other known species of this genus was Janiropsis

hretHi'et/tisSav^."^

genus

As

from

diflers

related, in the

that author has pointed out. this

Jaiiira^ to

much

which

it is

very closely

shorter uropoda; in the shorter

second pair of antenna?;

in the structure of the first

pair of antenna?, which have the tiagellum composed of
onl}' a restricted number of articulations; in the struct-

ure of the

Fig. 14.— Posterior

PART OF body of
Janiropsis californica. x 27.

first

pair of legs in the male, these being

"remarkably developed, prehensile, much longer than
any of the other pairs, with the carpal joint f usiforndy
dilated"
differ

—

in

the female, however, this pair do not
all being ambulatory in i-har-

from the other legs,

acter; in the greatly dilated joints of the maxillipeds,
tip of the middle piece of the male operculum pro-

and in having the
duced and dilated

at the distal extremitv.

JANIRA OCCIDENTALIS

Walker.

Janira occidentalis W.\lkek, Trans. Liverpool Biolopk-al Soc, XII, ISitS. pp. 280281, pi. xv, figs. 7-10.— RicnAKDsox, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXI, 1899,
p. 859.

Locality.

— Puget Sound.
«

(Harriman Alaska

Crustacea of Norway,

exi)e(litioii.)

II, 1899, p. 98.
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Family ASELLID^E.

ASELLUS TOMALENSIS
Asellns tomalemis

Harford, Proc.

The description of

Cal. Acad. Sei., VII, 1877, pp. 54-55.

form

this

Harford.

given in

is

tlie

following concise

manner:
Head a

little

transverse, narrower than the body.

to the extremity of the

than

its

peduncle.

peduncle of the lower.

Body narrow

Upper antenna not reaching

Flagelluni of lower antenna longer

in front, gradually increasing in

width toward the

tail.

Peduncle of caudal appendages more than half the length
Length six-twentieths inch.

The

description

is

of the terminal filaments.

from a single specimen.

Eight specimens of a species of Asellus were collected by the Ilarriman Alaska expedition at Lake Washington, Seattle.
I have referred them to the
above species, being unwilling to describe
a new species of Asellus from a locality
so close to that from which A. tomalensis
was found (Tomales Bay, California),
when so little is known about A. t<nimlensls.
Some of the specimens were sent to
Dr. William E. Ritter for comparison
with the type and only specimen of A.
toinalensls in the collection of the Cali-

fornia

Academy

of Sciences.

of his comparison

is

The

result

given in the follow-

ing quotation from his letter:
About the only

make

out

is

difference that I

in the fact that the inner

am

sixth pleopods (uropods?) of A. tomalensis
half as long as the exopodite

armed with a

Fig. 15.

Asellus tomalensis Harford. X 9.

able to

ramus
is

of the

about

and that neither

is

This is the
case with the one appendage present, but its mate
It is possible that the hair tuft may have
is gone.
been broken off, but the tips of the rami themtuft of hairs at

the

tip.

They show no eviselves are ])erfectly smooth.
dence of having lost anything. The fact, however, that the general hairiness of
the Academy specimen is about the same as that of your specimen makes me susThe antennie and antennules
picious that the tuft referred to has been removed.
The chelipeds of the type specimen
differ in no essential respect so far as I can see.
I am unfortunately unable to find.

—

Body narrow, elongate, gradually widenDescription of specimens.
ing somewhat from the anterior to the posterior extremity.

Head but little narrower than the first thoracic segment and about
twice as wide as long; frontal margin slightly excavate and without
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median proces.s between the antennie; lateral margins .straight, with a
small lobe on either side near the ba.se of the head. Eyes lateral, situated in the median transverse line.
First pair of antennffi

reach the extremity of the peduncle of the second pair

of antennte; tlagellum contains about ten joints.

Second

pair of antennte are about tvo-thirds the length of the

body; the flagellum consists of about tiftj'-five joints.
The first segment of the thorax has the epimeral lobes
distinct and visible from a dorsal view at the anteroIn the second and third
lateral angles of the segment.
segments the epimera are hilobed and occupy the anteIn the fourth segrior portion of the lateral margins.

ment the epimeron

is

Fig. 16.— .Mandi-

ble OK ASELLCS
TO.MALENSIS.

a small lobe situated at the antero-lateral exIn the fifth and sixth seg-

tremity of the segment.

ments the epimeron

is

of the lateral margin.

a small lobe about the middle
In the seventh segment it has

more of a posterior position on the
The abdomen is broad, with the

first paik of
asellus tomaLENSIS.
X 20i.

Posteriorly

The
podus

straight.

The

margin.

sides near!}' ])aral-

it is produced in the center in a large
lobe with rounded apex.
shaped
The urotriangularly
appendages:
the
peduncle
is someslender
poda are
branches;
the
inner
brancii
is
than
the
what shorter
t)ranch.
The
longer
than
the
outer
marlifth
about a
gins of all the segments, the uropods, and legs are
fringed with hairs.
lel.

Fig. 17.— LE(J of

lateral

The other

legs of
is

the tirst pair are cheliform;

elliptical in outline,

the pro-

with the inferior margin

legs are similar and ambulatory in character.

color of the species

is

a light

Family

brown somewhat mottled.

MUNNID^E.

MUNNA

sp.?

A very much mutilated specimen of a species of Miinna was taken
The
by the Harriman Alaska Expedition at the Prihilof Islands.
Munnldai have not heretofore had any representatives from the Pacific
Although it is very probable that the present specimen is the
coast.
type of a new specie.s, it is not, however, in a sufficiently complete
condition to warrant a description.
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ONISCOIDEA.
Family LIGIID.E.
LIGIA OCCIDENTALIS Dana.
Ligm

occidentalis

Dana, U.

S.

Nat. Hist., VI, 1857, p.
116.

U.

Expl. Exp. Crust.,

XIV,

506.— Harford, Proc.

Cal. Acad. Sci., VII, 1877, p.

—BuDDE-LuND, Crust. Isop. Terrestria, 1885,

S.

Nat.

Localities.

California.

Museum, XXI,

Pt. 2, p. 742, pi. xlix,

Stimpson, Bost. Journ.

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., VII, p. 176.

fig. 7;

p. 264.

Richardson, Proc.

1899, p. 866.

— Sausalito, California,

and San Bartolome Bay, Lower

(Dr. Ritter and party.)

LIGIA PALLASII

Brandt.

Ligia pallasii Brandt, Bull. Soc. Imper. des Natur. de Moscou, VI, 1833, p. 172.
Ligia dilatata Stimpson, Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., VI, 1857, p. 507, pi. xxii, fig. 8.
S. I. Smith, Report of Progress of Geological Survey of Canada, 1878-79.
Ligia septentrionalis Lockington, Proc. Cal. Acad.

Sci.,

VII, 1877, Pt.

1, p.

46.

Ligia stimpsoni Miers, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1877, p. 671 (see footnote).
Ligia pallasii Budde-Lund, Crust. Isop. Terrestria, 1885, pp. 261-262.

Locality.

—Lowe Inlet, British Columbia.

(Harriman Alaska Expe-

dition.)

Family TRICHONISCID.E.

TRICHONISCUS PAPILLICORNIS, new
Body covered with low

tubercles.

species.

Color, light brown.
sides

produced

at

Head with
the

antero-

lateral angles in large lobes; front
i a n g n
ar1 y
produced with a
slight
emargination at the
apex of the triangle. Eyes situated on the lateral margins at

tr

1

the base of the
Fig. 18.

Head and

first thoracic

trichoniscus papillicornis.

segment of
x 41.

an tero- lateral
lobes; they are

small and black and apparently simple in structure.
The peduncle of the antennae consists of five stout

which have the inner marnumerous strong tubercular-like
papilla, each surmounted with a tuft of short, stiff

joints, the last three of

gins

beset with

hairs or bristles; the fifth joint

is

also

Fig. 19.

—TRICHONIS-

CUS PAPILLICORNIS.
xl5.

produced at

the outer distal angle in an acute process. The fiagellum is composed
of about seven joints, the joints being rather indistinctly defined; the
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tipped with a bunch of hairs.

last joint is

The

(',71

hiucal inass

is

very

proiiiinont holow.

The seo-ments

of the thorax are about equal in leuo-th.

lateral angles of all the

cept the

The

post-

segments, ex-

are ])roduced l)ackward,

tirst.

Aery slightly
of

the

in

the case

second,

third,

and fourth, but becoming gradually more so,
until the last two segments show this character
very markedly.

The abdomen

Fig. 21.

— Uropod

papillicornis.

Fig. 20.— Uropod

and i,.\.st SKfJMENT op
ABDOMEN OK TRICHONISCI S PAPII.LI-

CORNIR.

:-:

77.

ble in entirety, not 1)eing covered laterally

of left side of

Trichoniscus

nar-

is

rower than the thorax.
All the segments are visi-

produced

larh'

l»y

The terminal segment

thoracic segment.

with

the

is

the

last

triangu-

apex

somewhat rounded.

The uropoda are
branch

is

short, styliform: the outer

the stouter and extends a

little

be-

yond the extremity of the inner branch. Both
])ranches are tipped with a few hairs.
Only a single specimen was obtained b}- the
Harriman Alaska expedition, at Seldovia, Cook

22.— Leg of first pair
OF TRICHONISCI'S PAPILLI-

Kk;.

CORNIS.

Inlet

X
It

15.

was found

on the beach.
Tyjx'.—Cat. No. 28 7 72, U.S.N.M.

VI.
ISOPODS COLLECTED AT THE

HAWAHAN

ISLANDS BY THE

V.

S.

FISH

COMMISSION STEAMER ALBATEOSS.
The U.

Fish Commission

undertaking a systematic exploration
Islands, under the direction of
Dr. D. S. Jordan.
During the summer of 1902, under the immediate
charge of Prof. C. H. Gilbert, the U. S. Fish Connnission steamer
AlhdtroSH was eng-aged in dredging in the vicinity, while a party of
assistants explored the shore and shallow water.
The isopods collected were not luuuerous. Most of them are new U^
science, only two species in the collection, Llgia hainillei<-'i-'< Dana and
Cymothoa recta Dana, having been previously recorded from the island.^.
S.

of the marine fauna of the

Two new

genera of

is

Hawaiian

para.sitic isopods.

Dujhhv and

The Bopyrid genus
that family known

is

ditieiviit families

to occur in the visceral cavity of Decajx >ds. the
having l)een known to have that position in relation
their hosts, the Brachyurous Crustacea.

Entoniseldn'.
to

n^presenting

the Bopi/rldR', are herein described.
particularly interesting, because it is the first of

of Epicaridea, the

ii\ov\(i

Proc. N.

:\r.

vol.

x.wii— 03

i7
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TANAIOIDEA.

APSEUDID.E.

APSEUDES

sp.?

One mutilated specimen wa.s obtained l\v the U. S. Fish Commission
steamer Alhatross off the south coast of Molokai Island, the Hawaiian
Islands.

FLABELLIFERA

or

CYMOTHOIDEA.

Family ^GID^5^.
JE,GA

QUADRATASINUS

Richardson,

new

species.

Body (fig. 23) ovate, about two and a third times longer than broad.
Color uniformly light yellow.
Head with frontal margin rounded and produced in a small median
process between the basal joints of the first pair of antennte; posterior
margin nearly

straight.
Eyes situated on the antero-lateral margin,
extending along each side from the posterior margin of the head to the
proximal end of the third peduncular joint of the first pair of antennae,
and separated from each other on the anterior margin by a distance
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equal to the length of one eye. The first pair of antenniv (lig. 24) have
the peduncle composed of two short joints of equal length, and a lontr,
slender joint ('((ual to the length of the first two taken together; none of
these joints arc dilated; the fiagcUuni

is

composed of twenty-four

joints

and extends to the posterior margin of the second thoracic segment.
The second pair of antenna' have a five- jointed
peduncle, the distal end of the fifth joint of which
extends to the middle of the first thoracic segment;
the fiagellum is composed of twenty-four joints,
and reaches the posterior margin of the tliii-d
thoracic segment.

The

frontal

lamina, or interantennal

cone-shaped, round and

produced

at its

flat at

proximal end

its

to

])late

distal end,

is

and

an acute point.

The segments of the thorax are e(iual in length.
The epimera of the second, third, and fourth segments are not produced
posteriorly
beyond the margin
of
the
segment;

Fir,.23.— .?<:ga
INTS,

quadratas-

NEW SPECIES. X

2|.

those of the
lamina and pedixof both pairs of antenn.« of
quadratasinus. x 9|.

Fig. 24.— Frontal
cle.s

jega.

fifth, sixth, and seventh
segments are produced backward.
There is an arcuate carina on all the
epimera which extends from the post-

lateral external angle to the internal antero-lateral angle of the

oppo-

site side.

All six segments of the abdomen are distinct, the first segment
being a little shorter than the four following. The sixth or terminal
segment is well rounded posteriorly, with a pronounciKl and wide
emargination, quadrangular in shape, in the median line. On either
side of this emargination the posterior margin is crenulate for some distance, and is
provided with minute spines, about eight on
either side.

The uropoda

(fig.

25) are about equal in

and are not longer than the terminal
abdominal segment. The outer ])ran(h is
oval in shape, denticulate, and provided with
spines on the external and posterior mai-gin.
length,

The inner branch

is

— Terminal segment
WITH I'ROPODA OF -EGA yl'ADRATASINl'S. X

Fig.

2.'i.

.=>}.

unlike the outer branch in shape, and tapers to a

narrow extremity at the i)ost-lateral side of the external margin, the
external margin l)eing almost straight; this branch is also crenulate
and provided with small spines.

The

first

26) there

is

On the third i):nr (tig.
three pairs of legs are prehensile.
one spine oti the ischium, six on the nierus. two on the
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carpus, and one at the distal end of the propodus.
pairs of legs are

gressorial,

vol. xxvii.

The four following

and are provided with spines on the

ischium, merus. carpus, and propodus.

Only one specimen was obtained in 1902 from Kauai Island, the
Hawaiian Islands, bv the U. S. Fish Commission steamer A/ha from.
Ti/pe.~Cat No. 289T1, U.S.N.M.
This species approximates more closely to
^ga incisa"' Schioedte and Meinert than to any
other described species of the genus.

third pair
QUADRAT.\SINUS.

Fig. 26.— Leg of

^GA
X

s.-

It differs,

shape of the abdomen, which
more
triangular
in A. incisa; in the shape
is
of the terminal notch, which is V-shaped in A.
Incisa^ more quadrangular in A. qiiadratasinus;
in the smaller eyes, which do not meet in the
median line as in ^1. inemt.^ but are separated
]yj ^ space cqual to the length of one eye; by
the longer antennsB of both pairs, each con-

however,

in the

taining also a greater

number

of joints in the

having the prehensile legs provided with numerous
while
in
A.
incisa there is a single spine on the ischium and a
spines,
on
the
carpus.
single one
flagelhim; and

in

^GA DESHAYESIANA
Rocinela deshayesiana

Milne Edwards,

(Milne Edwards.)

Hist. Nat. Crust., Ill, p. 243.

^Ega deshayesiana Schicedte and Meixekt, Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift, XII,
1879-80, pp. 360-361,

(3),

pi. viii, figs. 7-9.

—

Pailolo Chaiuiel. between Molokai and Maui Islands and
LocaJ'ity.
North East Approach.
This species has been recorded from the Mediterranean (Mibie
Edwards); from the Adriatic, at Fayal, the Azores, and Palermo
(Schioedte and Meinert); from lat. 15° 40' N., long. 23° 5' 8" W.
(Studer).

A single specimen was obtained by the U. S. Fish Commission
steamer Alhatrom which differs from those recorded as described and
figured by Schicedte and Meinert only in having seven spines instead
of six on the merus, and in not having the single spine on the
Its occurrence in this locality is rather
distal end of the propodus.
remarkable.

ROCINELA HAWAIIENSIS

Richardson,

new

species.

(fig. 27) narrow, elongate, two and a half times longer than
Color uniformly yellow, with no markings.
Head triangular; front produced over the basal joints of the first
Ej^es very large and round, separated from each
pair of antennae.

Bodj^

wide.

"

Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift, (3), XII, 1879-1880, pp. 373-374,

pi. x, figs.

13-15.
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other by a distance equal only to half the width of one eye. Fir^t i)air
of antenna, with a tiaoellum of five joints, extend to the end of the
peduncle of the second pair of antenna\ Second pair of antenna', with a
tlaoellum of seventeen joints, reach the poste-

margin of the second thoracic segment.
two segments of thorax subequal in
length; third and fourth subequal and a little
longer than the hrst two; tifth and sixth
longest, each one nearly ecjual to the first two
rior

First

sesfments

taken

togeth(>r;

seventh seo-ment

shorter than the two preceding. a})out e([ual
to the third or fourth.

Epimeia of the

last

four segments acutely pointed at their posterior extremities; those of the second and

more rounded posteriori}'.
abdominal segment is entirel}^ concealed by the seventh thoracic segment except
at the sides; the three following segments are
subequal, with acutel}' produced posterolateral angles; the fourth segment has the
sides not produced and mostly covered b}'
third segments

The

first

Fig. 27.— Rocixela
sis,

NEW

SPECIE.S.

Hawaii enX '2|.

the postero-lateral angles of the preceding segment; terminal seg-

ment narrowly rounded.
and equal

in

external margin.

LTropoda

oar-like,

Both branches are

width.

The

basal joint of the

subequal

faintl}^

in

length

crenulate

on the

uropoda extends only half

the length of the inner l)ranch.
First three pairs of legs

(fig.

28) prehensile^

long slender curved dactyli; the propodus
is armed with three spines; the carpus with one
spine, and the merus with three spines, except

with

on the first pair of legs. The four gressorial legs
are long and slender and armed with few spines.
Onl}^ one specimen was taken l»y the V. S. Fish
Commission steamer Albatross at Kauai Island,
the Hawaiian Islands, at a depth of 414 to OBt?
fathoms.

— Leg

Ti/pe.— Cat No. 28972, U.S.N.M.
This spc<'ies is perhaps nearer to L\ orltutalis
IIENSIS.
X 5}.
Schi(edte and Meineit" than to any other known
It differs from that form, however, in the nuich
species of the genus.
larger eyes which are separated by a distance e(|ual only to halt the
op second
pair of rocinela hawa-

Fig.

2s.

width of one eye, wdiile in E. orientalls the eyes are sei)arated l>y
narrower
a distance equal to one-third the width of the head; in the
uropoda
the
of
branches
and more elongate ])ody: in having the two
is
branch
outer
the
orhntal'is
of equal length and width, while in B.
« Naturhi.storisk Tids^^kril"t,

(:>),

XII, 1879-80.
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narrower and shorter than the inner branch;
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in the shorter basal

joint of the uropoda, it being- equal to half the length of the inner

branch, while in li. orlentalh, the basal joint extends almost to the
posterior extremit3"of the inner branch; and in the narrower terminal

abdominal seg-ment.

Family

CYMOTHOID.E.

CYMOTHOA RECTA
Cymothoa
fig.

recta

Dana, U.

Dana.

Expl. Exp., C'rustaeea,

S.

XIV,

pp. 751-752, pi. xlix,

Via-c.

—

Puako Bay, Hawaii.
Dana's specimens were obtained at Hilo, Hawaii, by Dr. C. Pickering.
Only one adult specimen was o))tained, but a large numl^er of youngmales (tig. 29), which are probably the young of this species, were
Locality.

taken from the following- localities: Between Kauai
Island and Modu Maru or Bird Island; north coast
of Molokai Island; south coast of Oahu Island.
Depth, 6i to 291) fathoms. These young specimens
are probably at a stage somewhat later than the

young

of the tirst and second stages described

by

Schioedte and Meinert'^' for C. cestrum Linnaeus

and

(
'.

exmiia.,

present.

because

all

seyen pairs of legs are

The pleopods, uropods, and terminal

segment are, howeyer, fringed with hairs, and the
first and second antennae are yer}- long, the first
pair reaching the extremity of the first thoracic

segment and composed each of ten joints, the
second pair extending to the posterior margin of
Cymothoa recta Dana.
the third thoracic segment and composed each of
X8.
sixteen long joints.
The eyes are large and postlaterally situated, and the frontal margin of the head is well rounded.
The antero-lateral angles of the first thoracic segment are not produced along the sides of the head as in the adult.
Fig. 29.— Young

male of

ONISCOIDEA.
Family LIGIID^.
LIGIA
L\(jia Juvwaiensis
fig.

Dana, V.

HAWAIENSIS

S. Exjil.

Dana.

Exp., Crustacea,

XIV,

Loeality.

pi.

xlix,

—Pearl Harbor.

A single specimen, without uropods, is referred
described by Dana, from the islands
«Naturhistorit^k Tidsskrift, (3),
figs.

pp. 740-741,

4 a-e.

10-13; pi. IX,

tig. 11.

XIV,

to the

Oahu and Kauai,

1883-84, pp. 276-278

above species,
Hawaiian

in the

and 281-282,

pi. viii,
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077

lIARlJSO.S.

The specimen

Archipelago.

differs from the description in liaving
shorter antenna?, which do not extend beyond the fifth thoracic segment.
Difference in sex may account for this, as it has lieen shown

that in this genus the anteiuuv of the females arc shorter than those of
the males.

Family ONISCID.E.

PORCELLIO LiEVIS

Latreille.

Porc^///o Z.ms Latreille, Hif<t. Crust. Ins., VII, p.

VII,

406.— MiLXE Edwards,

p.

LuND, Nat.
138-141.

Locality.

Tidsskrift,

(See

— Aiea,

(3),

VII,

Budde-Lund

2:5H;

p.

for further

Leach, PMinb. Encyrl.,
169.— Bcdde-

Crust. Isop. Terrestria, 1«85,

pj).

synonymy.

Oahu.

EPICARIDEA

or

Family

ZONOPHRYXUS
Type.

4tj.

Hist. Nat. des Crust., Ill, p.

BOPYROIDEA.

DAJID^.

Richardson,

new

genus.

— Zonophryxus retrodens Richardson, new species.

Bod}" of female provided on the ventral side with a border

on

and which

wliicli

wider in the anterior or cephalic
region.
The posterior portion of the marginal l)order is provided
with nine small triangular processes, four on either side of a mcMlian
one, and undoubtedh' indicates five coalesced abdominal segments.
Five pairs of legs present on the anterior half of the ventral side.
Five pairs of incubatory lamelhe on eithei- side of the ventral surface
meet in the median line, the tifth pair being narrow and elongate and
part
concealing the second and third pairs, which are very small, ami
surrounds

it

all sides,

is

:i

Dorsal surface convex, with only faint traces of segmentation, the boundaries of the three divisions of the body not being
indicated.
Small incisions at the side of the anterior half of the ))()dy
on the marginal border probal)ly indicate the i)lace of separation of
of the fourth pair.

the head from the thorax, the first thoracic segment from the second,
and the second from the thli-d.
Male with the first thoracic segment fused with the head. All seven
Segments of abdomen consolidated into one.
pairs of legs present.
This genus differs from all the oflnM- Ihijid;*' in having the marginal
border surrounding the body and in having the nine triangulai- processes on the i)osteri()r margin of this border, representing five
coalesced abdominal segments.
It differs from Dajxs Kroyer in having th(> segments of the abtlo-

men

in having but slight tiaces of segmentation
and in both male and female lac-king uropoda.
from BnDicJuophry.ms C aullery in liaving live pairs of legs

fused in the female;

in the thoracic region,
It differs
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and

five pairs of incubatory lamellte, onh' four pairs of legs and of
incubator}" lamella? being- true of Branchiophryxus, and in having- a
single pair of pleopoda, which are altogether wanting in that genus.

from

It difl'ers

and

having

in

from

It diti'ers

men

Sars in the form of the abdomen and head
incubacory lamellae instead of a single pair.

N<)t<>j>/n'y,i'us

five pairs of

Axj)!<Joj)hrij,n(s

Sars in the form of the head and abdo-

of the female, and in having no trace of segmentation or append-

asres to the

abdomen

of the male.

ZONOPHRYXUS RETRODENS
Body

of female

(tig.

HO) rather

Richardson,

quadrangular

new

species.

with only
Dorsal surface
very convex, with no distinct
])Oundary between the three
in shape,

faint traces of segmentation on the dorsal surface.

chief divisions of the body,

the head, thorax, and al)do-

men being continuously

On

one.

the ventral side a l)order

surrounds the entire body,
and is wider in the cephalic
region.

The
in

(Fig. 31.)

cephalic part projects

front as a broadly rounded

area or border.
Fig. 30.

— ZoNOPHRYXUs
DORSAL VIEW;

border

is

retrodens,
/),

new

VENTRAL VIEW.

species,

X

a,

of the

4.

half of the body, the lateral

incised with three small indentations,

from the

first

On either side

body on the anterior

marking

off the

head

Fig. 31.—

Maxil-

thoracic segment, the second from the

Five indistinct
and the third from the second.
on the dorsal surface of the anterior half of the
body mark otf the lunid from the thorax and outline the
first four thoracic segments.
The posterior half of the body shows no trace of
segmentation on the dorsal surface. The
first,

lines

posterior margin of the l)order at the

terminal part of the body

produced in
liped of zonophryxus retriangularly-shaped processes. These
TRODENS. <14i.
processes are arranged four on either
side of a median one, and undoubtedly indicate the
is

!>

32.— First laMELL.\ OF MARSrPIUM
OP
ZONO-

Fig.

PHRYXUS
DENS.

RETRO-

X Hi.

five coalesced

The

a})dominal segments.

and are confined to the
anterior half of the body on the ventral side.
legs are in five pairs

The incubatory lamella^ (fig. 82) consist of five pairs of plates, meeting in the median ventral line. The fifth pair overlap the second, third,
and fourth

pairs.

XATVIiAL UISTORY OF THE

No.l3(;9.

IS< )l'< )l).{~Ul('ll ARDSOX.
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Only a .single pair of pleopoda are present, which fold bark upon
the lower portion of the fifth pair of incubatory plates.
From the oral area there extends on the ventral side a lono- pioccss,
which sul)divides and terminates

in

two

lobes,

one on

either sid(% beneath the incubatory lamelUv.

The male

38) has the head fused with the lirst

(tio-.

thoracic segment.
distinct.

The other

dated into one, which
teriorly.

six

segments are free and

All the segments of the a})domen are consoliis

somewhat oval and pointed pos-

All seven pairs of legs are present, the

is

large, concave

on

its

dorsal surface, the anterior mar-

gin produced into a rounded process, which

upward.

first

The head

pair being attached to the cephalic segment.

Eves are wanting.

directed

is

There are no pleopoda

Fig.

33.

— Zono-

PHRYXfS KETRO-

or uropoda.

DENS, MALK.

Only one specimen was obtained by the V S. Fish
Commission steamer Albatross from the south coast of Oahu
Hawaiian Islands, in 1902. The specimen was unattached.
Ti/pe.—Odt. No. 28970, U.S.N.M.

, S.

.

Family

Island,

BOPYRID^.

SublaiTiily E]Sr"rOr»H[ILi:N"JE.

ENTOPHILUS
Type. — Entophiliis

Body

Richardson,

<)iiiiuttiCtus^\Q}aSi\'(\>iO\\.^

new
new

genus.
species.

Dorsal surface with segmentaAll seven
tion indicated by depressions more or less clearly defined.
of female rather as3'mmetrical.

pairs of legs present.

Marsupium bounded

ventrally by five pairs of

incubatory lamellae
Seven pairs of plates, overlapping the dorsal
surface and attached only to the bases of the legs, extend in two longitudinal series, one on either side of the thorax; these plates probably

correspond to the epimeral

Two

plates.

on either side of the abdomen, meeting along the median dorsal side and surrounding the al>domen at the sides, the lower plates neai-ly meeting again on the ventral
Terminal part of al)doni(Mi ti'unc-ate.
side in the median line.
Pleopoda consisting of five pairs of doul)le-branched laniclliv. Tropoda al)sent.
Male with the six segments of the abdomen clearly and distinctly
defined, the last segment provided with a pair of single-i)ranch(>d uropoda; all the preceding segments of the abdomen provided with a pair
Seven pairs of thoracic
of single-branched well-developed pleopoda.
series of five plates each are present

legs attached to the seven thoracic segments.
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ENTOPHILUS OMNITECTUS
Bod}" of female
dorsal surface

Fig.

34.

(tig-.

more or

—ENTOPHILUS

34)

Richardson,

species.

somewhat asymmetrical.

Segmentation on
Marsupial pouch on

less indistinctl}" defined.

omnitectus,

new

VOL. XXVII.

new

species,

a,

VIEW.

X

dorsal view.

6,

ventral view:

c,

lateral

5^

ventral side extremely large and completel}" enclosed by incubatory

lamella\ \vhich are yisible from a dor.sal yiew at the sides of the body.
Color of dorsal surface of thorax orange; head, abdomen, and

The orange markings on the young within
marsupium giye an orange appearance to the yen-

incubatory plates white.
the

tral side of the

Head

body.

distinctly bilobed.

Eyes absent.

Both pairs

of antennse yisible from a dorsal yiew, the

first

pair

consisting of perhaps three in-

Fig. 35.—

M axil

liped op ento
PHILrS OMNITEr
TUS,

X

distinct joints; the second pair
extend half the length of the
head and consist of a number

of indistinctly defined
(Fig. 35.)

The segments
tinctly

joints.

14i.

defined

more dissome specimens than in

of the thorax are
in

Along the lateral margins of the
thorax is a series of plates, a pair for each segment; these plates overlap the dorsal surface of
the thorax at the sides and are free on their
whole surface, being attached only at the
others.

extreme

lateral

margin

to the legs.

Sfi.— Leg of f;fth pair
WITH FIFTH LAMELLA OF MARSUPIUM ATTACHED (ON RIGHT
SIDE) AND FIFTH "LAME PLEURALE" OF ENTOPHILUS OMNI-

Fig.

TECTUS.

X

9|.

(Fig. 36.)

Similar plates are also found on the abdomen, where they meet five
either side along the median dorsal line. The exact homology

from

NO. 1309.

XATCJiAL HISTORY OF THE LSOPt>DA—JiJCJlAJ:j)SO\.

(J8l

of these plates is rather doubtful, but it seems probable that they
correspond to the "lames pleurales" of (xiard and Boimioi-.
The five pairs of abdominal plate.s, wliicli meet in the incdiiin line
on the dorsal side, extend around the sides of the al)domen and onidually almost come together on the ventral side, the l:i>t puii- hcinir
very much closer totrether than the tirst pair.

The

last two pairs of plates are almost concealed by the overlappino- plates of the precedino-

segments.

The extremity

of the abdomen is truncate and
without uropoda. The pleopoda (tig. ;>T) arc
live pairs of double-branched tapering appendages, all similar in sha[)e.
Thei'e are five pairs of incu-

Fig. :«.— Fik.st

l.\mell.\

of

MARSIPIUM OF EnTOPHIH.9
OMNITECTUS. X 14i.

which form
the ventral side of the marbatory

lamella^,

supial pouch, enclosing it completely, the lamelh\?
overlapping in the median line. (Fig. 38.)

Seven pairs of small, feeble legs are present,

a })air

for each segment of the thorax.
Fig. 37.— One

double-

branched PLEOPOD
OF EnTOPHILUS OMNITECTUS. X ]7f.

The male

(tig.

39)

is

narrow and elongate and with-

out any color markings. The head is very large and
without eyes. The seven segments of the thorax are
about equal in length, each one carrying a pair of

appendages, so that there are seven pairs of
thoracic legs in all. The six segments of the
abdomen are distinct, the terminal one beingrounded and carrying a pair of singlebranched appendages, the uropoda; the live
preceding abdominal segments are provided
each with a pair of single-branched, well
developed pleopoda.
A large number of specimens were o))tained by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer
AIhatros.'< on the north and northeast coast
of Main Island, Hawaiian Islands, and the
northeast approach to Pailolo Channel, between Main Island and Molokai Island.
The parasites were found in the visceral
cavity of Munnida normani Henderson.

This

is

the

first

h

n

Fig. 39.— Estophims oMXiTEtTrs.

MALE. a. DORSAL VIEW:
TRAL VIEW. X HJ.

ft,

VEN-

instance of the discovery of a Bopyrid in that position
the other known representatives of the family

in relation to its host, all

being either branchial or al)dominal parasites.

on the other hand, are always found
Type.—Cdit. No. 28967, U.S.N. M.

in

The

Entoniscidie^

the visceral cavity.

DESCRIPTION OF A

NEW AFRICAN WEAVER-BIRD.

By Harry

C. Oberhot.ser,

AsKixfant Ornithologist, Department of Aiirirnltnre.

Three specimens of I^/illetdirux r(ib<i)nsl (Fischer und Reichenow)/'
by Dr. A. Donaldson Smith in western Somali i.^and, ditler
so much from the typical form of this species that thev seem to
represent an unnamed t^-eooraphical race, which may l)e called

collected

PHILETAIRUS CABANISI ENCHORUS, new
Chars,
less

suhsj).

subspecies.

— Similar to PJiilefdinis

tawny brow^n above; and

pui-e

c((ha))lsl caJxnuxl., but darker,
white instead of strongly tinged

with flesh color below.
Jjc-scripfton.

Museum;

— T^'pe, adult male. No.

177921, United States National

Dabulli, western Somali Land, Africa, September 16, 1894:;

Dr. A. Donaldson Smith.

Top and

sides of head

black; remainder of upper parts, including-

somewhat more tawny on the

tjic

down

to the cheeks,

wings, broccoli brown,

cervix, and rather darker on the upper

tail-coverts; tail sepia ])rown, the edges of the feathers slightly paler:

cheeks and lower surface pure white, the sides of the body broccoli
brown with broad black streaks; center of lower breast and upper
abdomen streaked with black and dark l)r()wn; axillars white; under
wing-coverts brownish white; ''irides orange: bill silvery white; legs

brownish flesh color."
The measurements (in millimeters) of our specimens are as follows:
Sex.

NEW DRAGON-FLY NYMPHS

IN THE UNITED STATES
NATIONAL MUSEUM.

By James G. Needham.
Of Lake

Forest

f'Dllt'i/i',

Ijtkr Forext, Illinois.

The immature Odonata in the United States National Museum have
come together during a long period of years from many diverse and
Save for a few specimens collected by Dr.
Hagen njan}- 3'ears ago, two
Columbia River species donated to the Museum b}^ Dr. H. Hagen, and
a few Illinois species donated by m3"self, they have ot hitherto been
studied.
Recently, while examining and naming the nymphs of this
collection, it became apparent that some interesting undescril)ed forms
were at hand, and that their careful study would throw light on the
interrelationships of the groups to which they belong; and then the
preparation of this paper was undertaken.
Concerning the sources of the material from the National ]\Iuseum
ahiiost accidental sources.

Charles V. Riley, and sent to Dr. H.

1

hereinafter described, I

am

indebted to ]Mr. RoUa P. Currie, of that

institution, for the following data:

A

number

of

nymphs were

collected in Arizona in the

summer

of

1901 by Messrs. H. S. Barber and E. A. Schwarz; several bred speci-

mens, and others, are from the collection of Messrs. H. G. Hubbard and
E. A. Schwarz, and were taken, principally, in ^Michigan, Florida, and
the West; a large number of n3'mphs were contained in the collection
of insects from Java made in December, 189(1, by Mr. D. (J. Fahcliild.
of the United States Department of Agriculture; single speci(>s were
ol)tained in the Congo by Mr. J. H. Camp, of Lima. Ohio; in MiyaJapan, by Rev. Cyrus ]\I. Clark: in Nicaragua. I)y Dr. Charles
in the Galapagos Islands, by Dr. Ct. Bauer, of Clark
University; in the Yellowstone, by Dr. C. Hart Merriam. and in Cali-

zaki,

W. Richmond;

In
fornia by Mr. Albert Koebele, of the Department of Agriculture.
the
of
parts
addition to these there is (piite a collection from various

United States made })y the United States Fish Conunission. though
the majorit}^ of the specimens belonged to specie'^ the nyni))hs of which
have previouslj' been described.
Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol. XXVI I-No. 1371.
()S5
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To tbe Museum material I have added from my own collection specimens of fifteen additional species representing seven genera in which
no immature stages have hitherto been described. These are species
that have come from sources outside the geographical or systematic
range of my former papers.
They have been collected for me by
generous correspondents and friends during the past ten years. Some
from Mr. Adolph Hempel were collected near Gotha, Florida, and in
Sao Paulo, Brazil. Some from Mr. F. G. Schaupp were collected at
Shovel Mount, Texas.; some from Mr. F. C. Willard, at Tombstone,
Arizona; some bred specimens from Stanford University collection
were sent me by Prof. V. L. Kellogg; and good finds of single species
were made by Dr. John M. Stowell, at San Jose, California, Mr. E. B.
Williamson, at Fort Waj^ne, Indiana, Prof. K. C. Osburn and Mr. S.
Bethel, at Seattle, Washington.

The following

species are described herein:
Suborder ANISOPTERA.

Species.

Gomphoidex

uti.ffmafiis

Localitv.

.

.

Phy/logni)iiihii.f nthiopsf
Ophioiidiiijiliiis hisdii * . .

Gomii/nis

nuis

.'

.

Gniniiliiis sithn'iiiix'
Sfai(ii>t>liUlii(i ritiriilata.

AiKi.r liiiiii/iiis:'
Aiiitx iiutfiitiix?

^EschiKi

(iii/'ij>(iti()en>?is

. .

ilittiletiiu*

</iisti r

J.H.Camp.
Hubbard and Schwarz.
Samuel Henshaw.

Washington
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Nicaragua
Jamaica
J ava
Chatham Island Galapagos

R.C. Osburn.
B. Williamson.
Charles W. Richmond.
Hubbard and Schwarz.
D.G.Fairchild.
G. Baur.
(;. H. Merriam.
F. C. Willard. H. S. Barber.
A. Koebele.
U. S. Fish Commission.

California

Dull,, mis r,!,..,-;
Rh,l,,ll„n,is ,,l,,illis.'

Texas
Java
do
Texas
Java
do

Ci;„;itli, ii,is s, i-rili,,i ....
ii,is f, i-ni,iii,i,,*

Orth,

I,

i,l,ii-„ii,

.'

Lihilhili, I ,/,„..' SI,..'
Lib, U, ,1,1 s,,t„r,d,t*
IAh,ll,il,i

S, 1,1,111

f,,i;

ti-,,,i,

\'l.

i

.

Paltiitliimis fiiifiitiiies

Oiil,,ti„,i,

Do.

Oregon

Yellowstone
Arizona

0)nliil,,'i,ist, r ii,ir.<alhf ..

Coril nil

F.G. Schaupp.

Congo
Lake Talioe, California
Seattle,

us spiiHatiis

Briiiii(t!/oiiij)/i

Shovel Mount, Texas
Florida

ii/iiiiitii>'*

Goiiiji/iii» roiifrtiti

Collector.

D. G. Fairchild.

Do.
F. G.

Java
do

Do.
J. M. Stowell, V. L. Kellogg
S.Bethel.
Chauncev Judav.
D.G.Fairchild.'
Do.

California

Olympia, Washington
Twin Lakes, Colorado

nsis*

ii,<tiliili(in '.

.

frill,,, I, is,,,,,;,,;,;
l)il,l,„;,(l,sli-i,-i,,lis

Schaupp.

D. G. Fairchild.

.

.

.

.

.

Florida

Adolph Hempel.

Micrathyria pallida

Brazil

Tramea euryale f

Java

Do.
D.G.Fairchild.

Trillion

is ,i,iiiiisi-,ila

Suborder

29. Ai;-h ihsti's iiriiridis
30. Art/ ill .f„iiiiiinrnis
.'
31. Ariiiii sji.

,

,

,

ZYGOPTERA.

Arizona

\

i

I

32. Telagrion dseckii :'
33. Telebasis salva *
34. Aciiiilliiioriiin chelijerum* ..
35. Ill sji, r,i,iriini heterodoxuni*
36. LrpUihilsis .^pf

,

F. C. Willard.

Adolph Hempel.

Florida

Rocky Mountains
Florida

Texas

A. Forbes, T. D. A. Cockerell, and others.
Adoljili Ht-mpel.
F. G. Scliaupp.
S.

Adolpli Hempel.
F. C. Willard.

Brazil

Arizona
Porto Rico

August Busck.
I

Among

these

it

nymphs have been

will

be observed are fifteen genera of which no

described hitherto.

New

t^^pes of

nymphal

struc-
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tuiv are represented by Nos. 1, 2, S, 14, 16, 18, 25, 27, 29, and 32 of
In addition to the above there are inchidcd in this paper
the list.
additional descri[)ti\e notes oriio-ures, or both, of the t'ollowinu- species

which have alreadv been noticed elsewhere:
Species.

Locality.

37.
38.

Ejwplitlialmia elegans
I>t/tlifiiiixfi(!iaj-f

Japan
New Mexico

39.
40.

I'diitdid ildrtscens

lava

IIi/ponri(ni lugens

New

Collector.

Ke v. C. M. Clark
T. D. A. Cockereil.

Mi'xico

1». fi.

Fairfhikl.

'1".

\

\^,

(
.

'(.ciciTcll

XaiiK^s followed by ( in the a])Ove list are of doubtful speeitie determination; the species marked with * were bred by the collector named.
That so many not bred are not marked with i is due to the fact that
I have been able to examine satisfactorily the venation in the nym})hal
wings and to reeog-nize the species thereby. This means of determining miscellaneous nymphs is of remarkable value.
It has not been
used l)y other authors, and was not used ))v myself in the work done

for

my

mens

earlier papers.

Its application requires well-preserved speci-

old enough to have the adult venation well developed

3'et not
near enough transformation for the wings to be crumpled within their
If the cleaner, more transparent (more recently moulted)
sheaths.
nymphs be selected, and their wings carefully removed by cutting off
at the base with a sharp razor, mounted and examined with a micro-

may be

scope, the venation

studied in them almost as well as

Save for ultimate fusions
correspondence is exact.

adult.

SuTj family

the

GrC>^\^T>JJ^ll<f A^l.

GOMPHOIDES STIGMATUS
Plate

in

(as of the sectors of the areulus) the

XXXVIII,

tig.

Say.

1.

Nymphs and exuviae and imagos, the last in .some munbei's. from
Shovel Mount, Texas, collected by Mr. F. U. Schau})}).
Length 34 mm., abdomen 28 mm., hind femur 0.0 mm.: width of
head > mm., of a))domen T mm.
Body elongate, depressed cylindric. hairy at the sides. Head thick,
pointed and declined

in front,

with .scar-like corrugations l)ehind the

eves, and a conspicuous bare .scar on eithei- side of the median line in
the rear.
Antenna' declined upon the lal)rum, the two ba.sal segments

globular, the second half

:is

large as the

first,

the third twice as long

as both ])asal together. (U'i)ressed, clavat(>. incurved at the ajuw. and
scurfy hairy along its thick margins, the fourth segment a con.spicuous

upturned conic rudiment about as long as the second segment. Labium
(Plate XLTIL fig. I) of moderate size, the hinge reaching po.steriorly as
far as the mesothorax. mentum v»'ry gradually widened to the bases of
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvii— 03

48
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the lateral lobes.
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Median lobe very strongly convex, nearly semi-

circular, with a long fringe of flattened scales along its free border.

Lateral lobes rather short, stout. Movable hook long, arcurate, end
hook short and strong and moderate!}" incurved. Inner margin with
a series of about a dozen minute quadrangular teeth, diminishing in
size proximally and extending upon the base of the end hook, where

two or three are likewise smaller,
Thorax somewhat compressed. Prothoracic disk

the last

,

flattened, continu-

ing the slope of the top of the head, bearing a pair of large l^are scars
connected by a line across the middle. Legs closeh^ appressed to the

body, the fore and middle tibiie very hairy and armed with small
recurved burrowing hooks. Middle legs slightly closer together at
base than are the fore legs, and about half as far apart as are the hind
Wing cases reaching the middle of the fourth abdominal seglegs.
ment.

Abdomen
little

widest before the middle, slowly tapering to the tip and
Dorsal hooks on .segments 2-9 regularly increasmg

depressed.

and sharpness posteriorly. Lateral spines on segments T-9
minute, straight, appressed, uuich smaller than the dorsal hooks on the
corresponding segments. Middle abdominal segments of equal length,
segment 8 slightly longer, 9 one-fourth longer, and 10 one-half longer
Appendages as long as the ninth segment, slender and
than these.
in length

sharp, the laterals scarcely shorter than the others.
gitudinal grooves of the

abdomen end

The

venti-al lon-

just within the lateral spines of

the ninth segment.

But one of the nymphs is in a sufficiently good state of preservation
making out the venation of the wings, but in this one I have been
able to compare the venation in close detail with that of the wings of
Goinphoides stigmatm^ and have found entire agreement.

for

PHYLLOGOMPHUS iETHIOPS
Plate

XXXVIII,

Selys.?

figs. 2, 3.

"No. 28914, Congo, J. H. Camp." Length 42 mm., abdomen 30
mm., hind femur 5 nun., width of head 6 mm., of al)domen 9 mm.
Bod}" elongate, widest across the middle of the abdomen, moderately
Head depressed, rather broadly triangular, with obtuse
Labrum prominent, with a dense fringe of tawny hair that
angles.
depressed.

continued laterally beneath the eyes, ending there in a long, conOcelli well marked, the lateral ones touching the eyes.
Labium (Plate XXXVIII, fig. 3) reaching posteriorly as far as the rear
of the prothorax; mentum flat, with parallel side; median lobe angulately concave in front, its border armed with about a dozen spinelike
teeth on each side that are longest externally lateral lobes moderate,

is

spicuous tuft.

;

with long movable hook; end hook arcurate, slender, with a comb of
12-15 straight spinelike teeth on its inner margin, longest proximally,
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where they suddenly end opposite the base of the movable hook. Three
scars (areas destitute of the general scurtiness of the skin) upon the
rear of the head, with a low transverse ridoc on the wnv of tlic head

behind them.
Prothorax depressed, with a pair of large dorsal scars. Legs siiort;
burrowing hooks of the fore and middle tibia^ well developed; tarsi
2:2:8-jointed; femora and tibia' with lateral bare lines, and latei-alfringes of long hair on their edges.
Wing cases reach the middle
of the fourth abdominal segment.
Abdomen bare: segments about ecjual in K'ngtii as far as tiic niiuh,
the tenth triquetral, twice as long as the ninth; appendages almost as
long as the ninth segment; equal. Dorsal hooks on segments 2-9,
pointed on 2 and 8, obtuse on -1—7, pointed on S and !>, and longest on i).
Lateral spines on segments 8 and it short, divei-gent.
Proinint'iit lateral scars on segments 3-9.
A single full-grown specimen, taken at the l)eginning ol' transformaIt is a highly interesting form, ver^' distinct from
tion and pinned.
all that haAc been described hitherto.
I have referred it to PhijlJogo))ij)hus because its size and its locality allow this, and especially
because I have been able to observe what are practically the a(hilt
structures in wings and antennte, and these correspond very well.
Unfortunately 1 have not seen the adult PhijUogoiupJnis^ and have been
obliged to make my comparisons with the printed statements— not
very detailed of published descriptions. By removing the wings of
one side from their loosened sheaths, softening them, and then spreading them out an exceedingly delicate and tedious operation I have
been able to make out enough of the details of the venation of the
adult to admit of settling the question of the correctness of the generic
reference, at least, b}' anyone who has the adult l^fn/n(><i(iiiij>lnis for
comparison.
Ante and post nodals are in the fore wing IT and 13. and in the hind
wing 12 and 16, respectively. The triangles and supertriangles are
The triangle of the fore wMng is followed by
free from cross veins.
3:3:2:3:2:3 and then an increasing number of cells; of the hind wing,

—

—

—

by 1:2:2:2:2:3:3:3:3 and then an increasing luunber. The bridge is
long and there are in both wings four included cross veins between
the subnodus and the ol)lique vein, and about three others included
before the subnodus.

and covers

The stigma has

five cross veins besides

this specimen).

the fork of veins

a brace vein at

(shown clearly only

in

its

imier end,

hind wing of

In the fore wing there are eleven unbisected cells in
Mi and ]\I.,. There appear to be three medio-cubjtal

cross veins before the triangle in the fore wing, and two in the hind
wing, and the cubitus seems to run to the hind angle of the triangle

without })eing angulated in either wing. There is no anal loop, veins
Ai and A. being rather wide ai)art at base with two cells between
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them, the number between increasing toward the hind margin. The
anal triangle is three-celled.
In the relative length of the apical segments of the abdomen the nymph seems to resemble Phyllogomphus
rather than Neurogomplais.

OPHIOGOMPHUS BISON
Plate

XXXVIIl,

Selys.

ilgs. 4, 5.

Cast skin of female bred specimen. Collection of Hubbard and
Schwarz, Lake Tahoe, California (no date); also, a cast skin of a
male imago with fragments of the imago in alcohol; also two nymphs,
one of which was very near transformation.
Length, iJ8; abdomen, 17 mm.; hind femur, 45 mm.; width of head,

mm.; of abdomen, 8 mm.
Body stout, moderately depressed,

5.5

declivous; antenna with

skin granulate; face strongly

third segment strongly flattened, twice as

long as the two basal segments together; segment four very rudimentary; a hairy tubercle between the base of the antenna and the eye;
labium (Plate XXXVIIl, flg. 5), with the men turn a little longer than
wide; sides parallel, strongly contracted at basal third; median lobe
flat brown denticles and a fringe of thin
with a short stout movable hook and no end
but the end obtusely rounded and the inner edge straight,

well rounded with a border of
scales; lateral lobe small

hook at all,
armed with a series of numerous minute, quadrate denticles. A transverse row of scars across the rear of the head, ending laterally upon
the summit of the prominent hind angles.
Legs short, thinly fringed
with hair on their edges; burrowing hooks of fore and middle tibife
small.
The wing cases reach the base of the flfth abdominal segment.
Abdomen stout, chiefly narrowed posteriorly on the eighth and
ninth segments; segments of about equal length as far as the ninth;
the tenth nnich shorter, especially on its dorsal side.
Appendages

longer than the ninth segment, the superior declined at tip, as long as
the inferiors, laterals one-fourth shorter.
Lateral spines on segments
6-9 well developed, fringed with tawny hairs externally.
Dorsal

hooks strongly developed on segments 2-9, erect ,on the fore, and
posteriorly directed on the hinder segments.

GOMPHUS MINUTUS
Plate

XXXVIIl,

Rambur.

tig. 6.

Male and female specimens bred. Collection of Hul)bard and
Schwarz, Crescent City, Florida.
Length, 30 mm.; abdomen, 20 mm.; hind femur, 5 mm.; width of
head, 5 mm.; of abdomen, 6 mm.
Body slender. Skin scurfy pubescent. Antenna with the slender
third segment four times as long as the second, the first twice as long
as the second, the fourth segment a verv minute rudiment.
Labium
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(Plato XLIII, tig. 2) moderate, reaching posteriorly between the lases
of the fore legs; mentiim one-third longer than l)road. slightly widest
in the middle and tapering both ways to the ends; median lohe narrow,

convex, with a dense fringe of long scale-like hairs; lateral lobe short
WMth stont mova))le hook, arcuate end hook, and about seven (juadrangular teeth on the inner margin, largest

microscopic

seta? arising

in

the

middle,

from the notches between the

single

Rear

teeth.

of head with a transverse line of scars.

Dorsum

of prothorax with

moderate: legs scantily hairy.

two confluent

Wing cases

Burrowing hooks

scars.

reach the base of the fourth

abdominal segment.
Al)domen lanceolate, slightly depressed, with multiple scars on segments 3-9; lateral spines on segments 7-9, increasing in length posteriorly, those of segment 9 one-third as long as the tenth segment.
Dorsal hooks wanting; there is a trace of an impressed median line on
segments 4-6, and of a scurfy ridge on seguKMits 7-9. Appendages as
long as the tenth seg-ment, and about equal each to each.

GOMPHUS CONFRATERNUS

Selys?

"'Crooked River, Oregon. 21st September,

1871S,

No.

."iiUb,

Hen-

shaAv.

Length, 28 mm.; abdomen. 17 mm.;
head, 5.5

Body

mm.;

of abdomen, T.5

lanceolate,

liind femui-. (i.A

mm.: width

of

mm.

depressed, hairy on

edge of clypeus. sides of

antenna?, sides of the head below the eyes, tibiw externally, and lateral

margins of the abdomen. Skin scurfy pubescent. Second segment
of antennae half as long as the basal segment, the third segment live
times as long as both l)asal together, the fourth segment a mituite
rudiment. Mentum of labium (Plate XLIII, tig. H) with parallel sides;
median lobe ver}' slightly rounded, densely fringed with hair-like
scales; lateral lobes short, arcuate, with long mova])le hook, and
short moderately incurved end hook six to nine quadrate teeth on the
inner margin, diminishing in size toward the base.
Burrowing hooks of fore and middk* tibia' strong. ^^'iIlg cases
reaching nearl}' the apex of the fourth abdominal segment.

Abdomen

lanceolate, widest across the middle, regularly tapciing

to the rather acutely pointed apex,

with low.

flat

trianguJai- pointed

rudiments of dorsal hooks on segments 4-9, better develoi)ed posteriorly. Lateral spines on segments 6-9, increasing in length posteriorly,
those on the ninth segment reaching the middle of the tenth segment.
Appendages longer than the tenth segment, the laterals slightly
shorter than the others.
I think the supposition as to

name

a very safe one, since the

nymph

same relation to that of ir. (jnisI!nJh(.'<
as the imago holds towai-d the imago of that species: this is i)erhaps
the commonest GompJuis of the Xorthw»\st coast States.
clearly stands in about the
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Selys?

Several exuvij^ were collected bv Prof. R. C. Osburn at Seattle,
Thi.s species occurs there, and is the only described

Washington.

regional species to which

nymphs

of this type can be supposed to

belong.

Length,
head, 6

4(>

mm.;

mm.; abdomen. 27 mm.; hind femur.
of

abdomen.

S

Bod}^ elongate, depressed, smooth.

along

its

which the

edges,

5

mm.; width

of

mm.
Third segment of antenna hairy
as long as the two ])asal. of
size; fourth segment u minute

more than four times

first is

twice the second in

(Plate XLIII, tig. 4) rather broad, mentum slightl}'
widened anteriorly; median lobe slightly rounded on front margin
and densely fringed with hairlike scales; lateral lobe short, stout,
abruptly narrowed beyond the movable hook, where it is sharply
incurved to form the end hook, before which on the inner margin are
4-5 low. broad teeth, increasing in size proximally. Hind angles of
the head prominent, marked with narrow scars; hind margin with
three broader scars.
Burrowing hooks small. Wing cases reaching the base of the
fourth abdominal segment.
Dorsum of the abdomen with distinct impressed median line on
segments 3-6, a pair of transverse small brown spots on either side
the line on each of these segements; a tlat, triangular rudiment of a
dorsal hook on the apex of the ninth segment, perhaps also on the
Prominent lateral spines on segments 6-9, about equal in
eighth.
size, those of segment !* one-third as long as the tenth segment.
Appendages longer than segment 10. and about equal in length each

Labium

rudiment.

to each.

DROMOGOMPHUS SPOLIATUS

Hagen.

Wayne, Indiana, b}^ Mr. E. B. WilliamImagos were observed commonly, fl3'ing along
the canal at the same place and time.
Length, 34 mm.; abdomen, 21 mm.; hind femur, 6.3 mm.; width of
head, 6 mm. of abdomen, 8 mm.
Exuvige, collected at Fort

son,

July

16, 1901.

;

Body

little

hairy, strongly depressed, widest across the middle of

the lanceolately pointed abdomen.

Head depressed, wedge-shaped,

pointed anteriorly, the labrum nearl}^ covered by the appressed and
flattened antenna?.

The two

basal segments of the antenna are globu-

is more than twice as long as
both basal ones together, depressed and concave superiorly and
incurved at tip, and scurfy hair}^ on the thick margins, the fourth
segment a very minute ovoid rudiment. Labium (Plate XLIH, fig. 5)
moderate, hinge reaching posteriori}^ as far as the meso-thorax, the
mentum with parallel sides beyond the narrower basal third, the front

lar,

the

first

a

little

larger, the third

NFAV DRAGON-FLY NYMPHS— NEEDHAM.

(V.)8

border of the median lobe sliohtly concave, with minute double tooth
in the middle and with the usual fringe of scales, the lateral lobes short
and stout with lono- strong- movable hook and without end hook, l>ut
with 7-8 l)ackwardly serrate teeth on the iiuier margin. (liiniiiislijiiM-

toward the base.
Legs depressed, hairy on edges, and marked with curved longitudinal bare scars, the fore and middle tibia^ armed with strongly developed
and conspicuous burrowing hooks. The wing cases reach posteriorlv
in size

abdominal segment.
strongly dei)ressed, lanceolate, widest across the middle
and sharply pointed at the apex. Dorsal hooks rudimentary, repreas far as the fourth

Abdomen

sented on segments Q-S by low apical elevations and on }> by an even
longitudinal middorsal ridge, whose distal end is slightly projecting.
Lateral spines on segments 0-9, on 6 very small, on
cessively longer and stronger and a

little

7

divergent, on

and 8 sucalmost as

i»

long as the tenth segment, sharp-edged and closely appressed. The
middle abdominal segments are of about equal length, the eighth is
slightly longer, the ninth is a third longer, and the tenth is half as
long as the ninth. Appendages as long as the eighth segment, the
laterals a tifth shorter than the others.

STAUROPHLEBIA RETICULATA
Plate

XXXIX,

tigs.

Burmeister.

1.2.

Nicaragua, Escondido River, 50 miles from Bluetields, Septeml)i'r
by Dr. Charles W. Richmond. "' Found on pile
near water."
Length, 51 mm. abdomen, 85 nun. hind fenuir, !» mm. antenna. 5:
width of head at front across eyes 9, across hind angles 8 nun.: of
""

3, 1892,'' collected

;

abdomen,

Body

;

;

9 nun.

elongate,

little

depressed, not hairy.

Head widest

across the

verv prominent eyes; antennae 7-jointed, pale; ratio of length of segments from base outward 1.5:1:1.5:1: 1.1:1.2:1.1. Labruni promiFace with a
nent, rounder in front, with granulate upper surface.
submedian pair of low obtuse elevations: mandibles with a conspicuous, shelf-like lateral prominence that is armed with numerous short
curved spines pointing forward. \'ertex with the ocellar tutu-nle,
prominent, deeph' bihd, ending above in two erect acute points: sides
of head behind the eyes parallel as far as the rounded hind angles,

above each of which is a longitudinal row of three or four tubercles;
hind margin concave. Labium (Plate XXXIX, tig. 2) very long, the
hinge almost reaching the ba.ses of the hind l(>gs; nientum narrow in
its basal two-thirds, suddenly widened at distal end. where the marMedian lolte with shallow
gins are upcur\-ed, shai-p. and spiiuilos(>.
:i
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V-shaped notch separating two low rounded lobes, each of which
a long, strong, straight, anteriorly directed

s})ine,

xxvn.
l)ears

a short fringe of

hairs on the portion of the margin external to the spine.
Lateral
lobes short, each with a long arcuate movable hook, and a smaller,

more

more

slender,

arcuate, sharply pointed end hook, the

margin very tinely denticulate.
Prothorax with the end of its dorsal disk
supracoxal processes obtuse, equal.

acute;

inner

prominent and

laterally

iNIimite tubercles cover-

ing the sides of the thorax, and rugulations on the bases of the wings.
tibiae thrice banded with brown; tarsi 3:3:3-

Legs long; femora and

Wing cases reaching the base of the fifth abdominal segment.
Abdomen triquetral, Avidest on segments and 7, slowly narrowed,

jointed.

(3

posteriorly; segments 2-9 of about equal length; segment 10 one-half

appendages longer than 9 and 10 together;
superior appendages ver}' slightly shorter than inferiors, with a round
as long as the others,

notch and a sharp dorsal carina; laterals one-half as long,
the external margin, convex on the internal mai'gin,
especially toward the tip, where suddenly contracted to a long point.
Dorsal hooks represented by minute triangular rudiments on segments
9 and 10, that of the tenth segment twice the size of that of the ninth.
Lateral spines on segments 6-10; on 6 minute; on T longer, l)ut hardl}'
reaching the apical suture; on 8 and 9 long, strong, prominent; those
of 9 almost reaching- the lev^el of the apex of the tenth segment; those
apical

straight on

of the tenth

segment short, triangular.

The

lateral

margins of the

eighth, ninth, and tenth segments and of the inferior appendages
finely spinulose serrate.

A
on

The venation

single female specimen.

its

wing sheaths

is

enough indicated
and but one species

well

to allow generic determination,

is known.
The labium is very like that of the nymph
and quite different from that of other known ^Eschnime, but the tuberculate upper surface of the head and the external
process of the mandibles mark this as an archaic member of the
Gynacantha group of genera.

of Staurophlebia
of Gynacantha

.,

Genus ANAX.
Nymphs
insects.

of this genus are

They

ai'e

common

readily recognized

the eyes broadh' overspreading
erall}" b}"

its

in

every collection of aquatic

by the shape of the head, with

sides (see Plate

XL,

fig. 1),

and gen-

the possession of lateral spines on abdominal segments 7-9

Anax jimlus Drury is probabh" the commonest species in the
whole collection of uA^mphs of the National Museum, and it is certainly
present from a larger num))er of different localities than any other
species.
Descriptions and figures of this n3'mph have been published
by both Cabot and myself, the figure by Miss Hart " being especially
only.

"Bull.

111.

State Lab. Nat. Hist., VI,

])1.

i,

fig. 5.

NEW DRA GON-FL Y NYMPHS— NEKhl
good;

:in(l

othor spccie.s arc so vory similar,

tU'tailt'd (U'^criptions

or

all

parts.

The

I.

I

tlicrc

(litiorciu'es

M.

(V.Jf)

is

little

u-c in

arc cbictlv in size,

form of median and

lateral lobes of the labium, and in the relative
lengths of the lateral spines and appendages of the abdomen. The
descriptions of the two following species will therefore ])e confined to

a statement of those characters in which specitic differences have been
observed.

ANAX LONGIPES

A

Hagen

?

huge

cast skin from Jamaica, collected by Hubbard and
here referred h\ supposition to this species. There is in
this case, however, no satisfactory assurance that the reference is

single

Schwarz,

is

correct.

Length, 55 mm.; abdomen,
nun.: hind fennir, 11 mm.: width of
mm. of abdomen, 10.5 uun. The color pattern is well shown,
even in this cast skin (Plate XL, tig. 1). The labium is as in Aruw
Junius^ with rather prominent median labe, divided to the base ])y an
almost completely closed median cleft. The superior margin of the
superior al)dominal appendage is distinctly more convex than in A.
jimhis. and the lateral appendages are a little longer, being half as
?>\'i

head, 10

;

long as the superior

—a

little less

than half as long in

ANAX GUTTATUS
I'late

A

number

of

XL,

Burmeister

^1.

jnn/UK.

?.

fig. 2.

nymphs from Buitenzorg,

Fairciiild, ])etween

Java, collected by D. G.
April and December. 189G. all piniu-d. and some in

bad condition.

The largest, apparently not fully grown, measures in total length
12 mm., abdomen 27 mm., hind femur 9 mm.; width of head i>mm.,
There is less development of color pattern in
of abdomen 10 nun.
this species.
The labium is similar as to its median lo})e, but the end
of the lateral lobe is less truncated, more rounded externally, and the
rather stouter end hook, instead of being pointed directly ])ackward. is
The upper line of the
side of the l)ody.
very slightly convex, and the appendages are
all rather shorter and stouter than in the preceding species.
The reason for referring the nymphs to this species is tlint this
appears to be the conunon species of the East Indies, and the only one
inclined

toward the opposite

superior appendage

knowni from

is

this locality.

I

am

una((|U!iinted with the

iESCHNA GALAPAGOENSIS
riate

X L,

fig.

:i<lult.

Currie.

.S.

There are a few interesting little nymphs of this species, the largest
of them hardly more than half grown, from Chatham Island ((bdapagos), collected in 1S91 by Dr. (J. Baur and beaiing the V S. Nation:d
.
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These are quite the most distinctly

marked species of the genus that I have seen.
The largest measures in total length 32 nun., abdomen 21 mm., hind
femur 6 mm. width of head 7 nnn., of abdomen 7.5 mm. The hinge of
the labium (Plate XLIII, tig. 6) reaches backward barely as far as
The median lobe is very short, and its middle cleft
the metathorax.
The end of the lateral lobe is squarely
is tightly closed all its length.
truncate, and not narrowed to the tip, and lacks end hook. The upper
;

appendage of the alxlomen
straight — not convex
— and the laterals are three-fourths to four-tifths as long as

line of the superior

in the least

is

the superior.

Lateral spines are obsolete on the sixth a))dominal segment, and
])ut well developed upon the eighth and ninth,
thus exhibiting a development that has hitherto been considered as
^Ir. Currie pointed out in the
distinctively characteristic of Ana.r.

small on the seventh,

original description of this species" that

it is

closely allied* to

^.

cali-

fornk-iU and in my description of the nymph of that species* I have
mentioned the squareh' truncated lateral lalnal lobes, correlated with
less

development of the

shown by nymphs

lateral spines of the

of the

Siah)fa«aily

more

abdominal segments than

is

tvpical species of ^Eselina.

CORr)TlTLP:C+.A.STKRI]Sr^E.

CORDULEGASTER DORSALIS
Plate

XXXIX,

Selys

?

fig. 3.

"Upper Firehole Basin, Yellowstone Park, 1872, C. H. Merriam."
Length, 35 mm.; alVdomen, 23 mm.; hind femur, 7.5 mm.; width
of head, 8.5

mm.;

of abdomen, 8.5

mm.

Blackish, clothed with tawu}- hair only on sides of thorax, legs, and

Head narrowed behind the
segments.
concave posteriorly. Labium broad; median lobe with
the usual bifid middle tooth (fig. IZ*), the divisions of which are truncate
on the end, with a very shallow indentation on the side, followed by a
straight row of five or six excessivel}" minute denticles and the usual
fringe of hairs.
Lateral seta?, 6-7; mental setse, 8-9 each side, the
apical carin^e of alidominal
ej'Cs, hardl}^

outer five in a separate, stronger series and closer together; teeth as
usual.

Wing cases reaching to the middle of the fifth abdominal segment.
Abdomen regularly tapering to a sharp point; no dorsal hooks; no
lateral spines;

appendages decurved

at apex, as long as the ninth

and

tenth segments together; lateral appendages one-fourth as long as the
others.

«Pn

c.

Washington Acad.

''Bull. 111. State

Sci., Ill, 1901, p. 385.

Lab. Nat. Hist., VI,

p. 45.
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tlircc nymphs
Doctor Haoen iiientionod nndcr this specitic namo
diaoiiostir
only
the
in
one
tliis
with
agree
from California," which
seoabdominal
from
spines
lateral
of
absence
character stated— the
l<.b.> <.f
median
the
of
form
the
describe
not
did
Doctor Hao-en
ments.
seta- at all.
the labium carefully or mention the raptorial

CORDULEGASTER DIADEMA

Selys?

H. S. Barl)er, colh-ctor."
'q^right Angel. Ariz.. .luly \±
23 mm.: hind femur.
a])domen,
Length. 35 mm.;
Male.

^
.

mm.:

mm.

width of head. S mm. of abdomen,
eyes luiteriorly:
Body rough, hairy all over: head with ])r()min('nt
to^ the
narrowed
abruptly
then
parallel
sides behind them at lirst
scars.
large
1^ rons
of
pair
is
a
which
straight hind margin, before
stiff
with
fringed
with'^a shelf-like prominence
Antenna^ short, third segment as
yellow hairs.
S

:

and second together, fourth half
successively
as long, and the remaining segments
with tlu>
lo],e
median
Labium ample:
shorter.

"long as the first

usual bifid tubercle (fig. \(() at
of which i.s again i.iHd (as in

its

apex, each

lialt

c

,/;„xfau.p^)

th.

ot the
lower tooth hardly rising above the level

^^^^^ _^,^^^^^^
.^,,„.j.j,

,,^^„^^^.

j„i,i„.e ,.„bk

„^.

•;;-»;;;-„;--;„:;;
pem.v,

mn

c. dorsai.is.

Lateral seta- 5: menf rino-e of hairs at the sides.
out.n-most constituting a separate and
four
the
tal .itffi 8-9 each side,

stronger series.
lateral spines,
Abdomen regularlv tapering, without dorsal hooks or
2-9:
segments
hairs on
with the usual apical fringes of incurved
onelaterals
the
longer than segments 9 and In together,
•

i

i

i.

appendages

one-fourth as long as the others.
Mr. Currie sent
After the above description was written

fifth to

specimen-a

cast skin left

me from
by a nymph
dnaimuu
(

the National .Museum another
to
This, he suggested, should belong
at transformation.*
It
locality
same
was collected in the
since the imago of that species
tor
except
described,
above
agrees closelv with the younger nymph
mm.: hind femur. > mm.:
abdomen,
mm.:
47
krger size. Length.
.

M

'

width of head 9 mm.:

of

abdomen.

9

mm.

abch.minal segment and there
cases reach only the fourth
h.
sides of the body below them.
are shaggv locks of hair on the
is
tcmth
tlie
ventral side, and
ninth s^uent is shorter on the
ot
end
The
segments.
prec<Mling
shorter on the dorsal side than
tnnoe tlu
hairs, which abundantly
stiff
of
destitute
uearlv
abdomen is
segments
basal
hioh apical carime of the middle and
tins spec.es trom
ca.<t nymphal skm ot
a
me
sent
WiUard
Air. F. C,

The wing

-^"-^

1

Tombstone, Arizona,
«

i. tlu"

1897

Entom. Soc, XII, 188o, p. 2S!1.
Knt.
.mo mentioned l.y him in Pm...

Trans. Amer.

^Thi.

in

S..-.. \N

aslun-.M-m, \

l.HU,
.

:!0.s.
i
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M:^CRO]VLIIIsrA.K.«

EPOPHTHALMIA ELEGANS

Brauer.

There is in the National Museum a single alcoholic specimen of
njnuph of this magniticent species, received through Oberlin College
from Rev. Cyrus M. Clark, Miyazaki, Japan. It agrees entirely with
the descrii)tion given by Cabot of one in the Museum of Comparative
Zoology, from Canton, China,* but is a larger specimen: Length, 40
mm.; abdomen, 25 mm. hind femur, 14 mm. width of head, 8 mm. of
abdomen, 14 nun. There are in the Cornell University collection a
number of imagos received from the same source. I have compared
the venation in the wings of nymph and imagos, and have fully satisfied
myself that the nymph belongs to this species. The nymphal wings
are distinctly spotted with blackish brown, as described in Cabot's
paper, but it does not follow therefrom, as supposed in that paper,
that the wings of the imago would be likewise spotted.
In Pdnfala
iiavescens there are conspicuous spots of brown upon the nodus of
the nymphal wings, which, as everybody knows, are wanting in the
wings of the imago. I believe that these markings are ontogenetic
and that the developmental tendency is generally toward hyalinity
of wing membrane, and not toward infuscation.
This species differs from the more typical species of EpopJithalmia
by characters which I believe Avill be regarded as justifying its generic
Aside from its huge stature, its singular color pattern,
separation.
its unusual proportions in length of male abdominal appendages, and
;

its

smaller

number

;

of cubito-anal cross veins,

acters in contradistinction to the

more

is

it

has three other char-

typical species of JEpophthalmia

that 1 regard of generic importance:

borders the subtriangle

;

(1)

Its cubital

vein where

straight and strong; in the others

it is

it

weak

sector is gently and regularly curved; in
broken and distinctly ajog opposite the distal end of
the radial supplement.
(3) Its ninth abdominal segment in the male
bears above a truncated cone; in the others it bears two basal denticles.
Since this is the largest and one of the most peculiar members of
the fauna of the Land of the Dragonfly, I would suggest as an appropriate name for a new genus to contain it the classical Japanese name

and angulate.
the others

(2) Its radial

it is

Azuma.^
"The

use of the

Nat. Hist

,

VI, p.

5,

name

made by me were not
&

Immature

Sjinthemiincc for this

was due

subfamily in Bull.

to enforced haste in printing,

111.

State Lab. of

whereby proof corrections

received by the ])rinter in time for incorporation into the text.

State of the Odonata, Pt.

3,

1890, pp. 9-11, pi.

i,

cMy friend and pupil, Mr. S. Asada, of Tokio, informs me
whom he played as boy would sometimes capture a female of

fig.

1-ld.

that the children with
this species, tether her

with a thread, and use her as a decoy to lure the males within their reach.

PALTOTHEMIS LINEATIPES
XXXIX,

Plate

fijr.

Karsch.

4.

San Bernardino Coimtv, Califoniiii. May. --A. Kocl.el,.. collrctor."
Leno-th, 23 mm.; ahdomen. 14 mm.: hiiul tVmur.
imn.: width of
(I

head.

A
rinus

mm.:

<!.5

of abdonuMi,

it

mm.

smooth blackish spocios, paler ventrally. with yellowish. l)asal
(,„ tVniora and tibia\
Head wider than lono-, with eyes not very

pi-ominent, well rouncUHl: a very obtuse frontal ridg-e aerass the
faee
before which the face' is vertical, behind whieii, sloping. The curve

of the very ol)tuse and scurfy pubescent hind anole.s of the head
l)eginning at the eye and ending- upon the straight hind margin.

Labium broad,

the hinge reaching posteriorly betw^een the Ijases of
lo])e prominent, spinulose on margin; lateral
lobes ample, each with 7-8 large obtuse teeth on opposed lateral mar-

the middle legs, median

uppermost double, the others separated by deep notches,
each armed with about four graduated spinules at tip internally; movable hook stouter, but hardly longer than setie; lateral seta- 9;^ mental
set* 14-15 each side in a regular series, longest in the middle.
gins, the

Legs
ment 7.

short smooth;

wing

cases reaching the base of abdominal seg-

Abdomen broad, depressed, most nai-rowed posteriorly on the ninth
segment, tenth segment short, half as long as the ninth, but not
included in the ninth.
Dorsal hooks on segments 2-6 erect diminishing in size from the front, on 6 very rudimentary, a trace on 7, wanting on 8-10; all hidden between the wing cases.
Lateral spines on
segments 8 and
short, sharp, straight, those of the ninth segment
not reaching the level of the apex of the tenth segment on the ventral
side.
Appendages short stout, as long as the ninth segment on its
ventral side; superiors and inferiors equal; laterals one-third shorter;
the inferiors spinose on lateral mai-gins; the superior thick at base
with a strongly arcuate, median longitudinal, carina.
This singular nymph, so suggestive of the Cordulina' in the form of
its body and in the large teeth, higher than wide, on the op])osed
edges of the lateral labial lobes, w^as so puzzling to me 1 could not
resist the temptation to remove the wings of one side from the solitary
specimen.
A moment's examination of the venation shown was

enough

to settle its identity.

DYTHEMIS VELOX
I

There

is

a single

to this species.

collected

March

nymph

It is

'late

XLJI.

lig.

Hagen

?

2.

National ^Museum that

1 take to Ix'long
Texas,
and was
from Sand River. San Marcos,

24. iSHit.

in the

Tt is

apparently not

([uite

grown.

Leng-th, 17

head, 5
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mm.;

mm. abdomen,
;

of

abdomen,

0.5

Body smooth, depressed,

S mm.
mm.

hind femur, 5

;

greenish, varied with

vol. xxvii.

mm.

;

width of

Head

brown above.

depressed, sloping forward to the l)ase of the antennse, strongly nar-

rowed behind the

the nearly straight hind margin.

e^^es to

Labium

large, its hinge reaching posteriorly as far as the middle of the meso-

thorax; median lobe of the
scattered spines; mental

mentum prominent,

setffi

with a fringe of slender

9-10, the 5-6 outermost longer than the

Lateral seta? 10.
Hook slender, setiform; teeth almost obsowith the usual spinules.
Legs long and thin. Wings reaching backward as far as the middle

others.
lete,

of the seventh abdominal segment.

Abdomen

l)road, depressed,

on segments 3-9

in a

with thin lateral margins.

Dorsal hooks

regular and even series, thin. Hat, sharp-pointed,

that of the ninth segment bent

downward

Lateral spines on

at tip.

9, and with
Ninth segment strongly concave
on dorsal apical margin; tenth annular included. Appendages slightly
longer than segment 9 is on the dorsal side, short-triangular, sharppointed, hairy on margins, the laterals a little

segments 8 and

9, thin, flat,

sharp, strongly convergent on

spinulose-serrate external margins.

more than

half the length of the others.

DYTHEMIS FUGAX

Hagen?

1 have described" a nymph from Roswell, New
Mexico, which I have supposed belongs to this
species.
It is very like the nymph described
Fig. 2.— End of .abdomen
above. and referred to IJ. vel<j,i\ except in the
OF NYMPH OF DVTHEMIS
p
tomi ot thc lateral spuies on the eighth and nmth
FUGAX? FROM ABOVE.
abdominal segments. Fig. 2 is a drawing of the
end of the abdomen of this species. A comparison of this figure
with the photograph reproduced in Plate XLH, lig. 2, will serve to
show the differences. I have deposited a specimen of this species in
i>

the United States National

j^l

1

j.

•

1

j.1

•

1

j.!

1

•

j. I

Museum.

RHYOTHEMIS PHYLLIS
mate XLI,

tig.s.

1,

Sulzer?

2.

Three nymphs apparently well grown.
Length, 19 mm.; of abdomen, 12.5 nmi. hind femur, ! mm.; width
of head, 5 mm. of abdomen, 7 nun.
A short and ver}" smooth species, with broad depressed abdomen.
;

;

Head pentagonal, with

straight or slightly concave hind margin,
small
hind
angles,
eyes covering the lateral angles of the head
obtuse
Antennae
obtusely prominent labrum.
with
length,
and
at midway its
the
third,
which
excepting
equal
in
length
joints
nearly
7-jointed,
pale,
"Psyche, 1903,

p. 139.

NE W DRA G ON-FL V
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one-third longer than the others.
reaching the mesothorax; median

7

1

Labium

i.s

lol)e

not

( )

1

short, the hinge scarcely
\

ci-y

prominent,

its

sides

straight and spinulose and a pair of spinuh's on the obtuse median
angle, end an elongate-oval, chitinous thickening on the middle of the

tloorof the nientuni; mental sette 10 each side, tifth. counting lioni the
side longest; lateral setai 5, longer than the slendei-, tapering, neurly
straight movable hook; teeth on opposed edges low. serrate, incur\ed,
each armed with 8—i graduated spinules.

Legs long,

and longitudinally grooved. \\'ini:-;
seventh abdominal segment.
Abdomen triquetral, with sharp lateral edges, and Hat sides slo})ing
like a low roof, oval in outline, the long appendages furnishing an
attenuate apical point. Lateral spines on segments 8 and 9, stout, short,
thin, nearly bare,

reaching the middle of

tin*

triangular, those of the ninth

Segments

segment

slighth' increasing in length

as long as the tenth segment.

from the second

to the ninth,

the tenth one-third as long as the ninth on the dorsal side.

Inferior

segments 9 and 10 together, superiors scarc(dy
shorter, laterals one-third as long.
Dorsal hooks on segments 3-1 o,
on 8 and 4 slender erect on 5 and 6 broader, declined, on 7-9 still
broader, covering basalh' their respective segmeids, their thin superior margins produced posteriorly in a sharp point; the hook on seg-

appendages

ment 10

as long as

similar,

much

Buitenzorg, Java.

smaller, its point obtuse.
D. G. Fairchild.'^

"While reading the proof of thi.s article there have come to hand a nnml)er of
nymphs from Batangas, Philippine Lslands, sent by my former i)upil, 3Ir. C. F.
These nymphs are
Carstens, now of the provincial high school of that i)lace.
slightly larger, being fully grown (length, 22 mm.), the number of raptorial setie
upon the mentum of the labium is but 8 each side, and the third of these, counting
from the

side, is longest.

Aside from these

trivial differences,

they are apjiarently

quite identical with the ones described above.

am

make

out in these some further venational charai-ters tliat should
The ante and post cul)itals are in the fore wing 12 and
Vein Cn is strongly
8-l>, respectively, and in the hind wing 8 and 10, respectively.
angulate at base of triangle in the fore wing, the apex of the triangle appearing
sharply retracted. There is one cross vein in the triangle, there are but three cells
in the sul)triangle, and the space between the latter and the hind margin is very
I

able to

assist in identifying

the species:

There are three rows of cells beyond the triangle for a distance, and there
a weakly developed median supi)lement subtending one row of oblique cells.
In the hind wing there is a single cubito-anal cross vein before the triangle: tiie
latter is open, and the broad anal loop consists of two rows of large cells, the <listal
row divided and double from "heel" to "toe;" from the proximal marginal vein of
the loop about five acce.«sory sectors are decurrent to the hind margin.
The venation is not very different from that of such species of Xeurothi'inls as
iV. equestria; but the sectors of the arculus are apparently separate at base in the fore
wing, as they should not be in Xeimitheinix. Specimens of the Batangas nymi>lis are
narrow.

is

deposited in tht National

Museum.
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CROCOTHEMIS SERVILIA
Plate

Two nymphs

XLI,

Hg.

vol. xxvii.

Drury?

3.

.somewhat similar to the preceding-, apparently grown,

smaller.

Length, 13.5
head, 4 nun.

Head

;

mm. abdomen, 8.5 mm.
mm.
;

;

hind femur, 4

mm.

;

width of

of abdomen, G

pentagonal, straight l)ehind, sides sloping from the laterally
front somewhat depressed;

all smooth except the hind
median lobe with front margin
produced into a median obtuse middle angle, and with spinose margins.
Mental seta3 11-12 each side, the seventh (counting from the

prominent

ej'es,

angles inferiorh'.

side) longest;

Labium

short;

lateral setse 6 with

an additional basal axial spinule;

movable hook longer and stronger than the seta?, attenuate to the
slightly incurved apex; teeth on opposed edges of lateral lobes small,
serrate spinulose
each with three to four graduated spinules.
Legs long, thin, nearl}' bare, longitudinally grooved. Wing cases
reaching the middle of the seventh abdominal segment.

—

Abdomen

sharply triquetral, widest in the middle, oval in outline.

Lateral spines on segments 8 and

9, stout, those on the ninth segment
about attaining the level of the apex of the tenth segment. Dorsal
hooks on segments 3-9, erect and narrower in front, becoming
declined and broader at l^ase posteriorly; all sharp, longest on segment 6. Appendages longer than the last two segments on their dorsal

side,

sharp-edged, the superior slightly declined at

tip, laterals j^aler,

one-third as long.

The reference

of these n3^mphs to this species is made with mi.sgivonly be said, therefore, that imagos of this species were
sent by D. G. Fairchild from the same localit}^, Buitenzorg, Java, and
that in the venation rather scantily evidenced l>y markings on the wing
ings.

It can

sheaths there appear to be no serious disagreements.

seem, however, rather too small.

The reference

ORTHEMIS FERRUGINEA

is

The nymphs

very doubtful.

Fabricius.

This species, which is common through most parts of tropical
America, was bred for me b}' ]VIr. F. G. Schaupp, at Shovel Mount,
Texas, in August and September, 1897, and bred specimens are in the
National Museum and in my own collection. Its nymph is very similar to the nymphs of PhithinU and Ladona^ and agrees with them in
having the front border of the median lobe of the labium crenulate;
but it difi'ers from both in lacking dorsal hooks, and its abdominal
appendages are much longer than in Plathemh.
Length, 22 mm.; abdomen, 13 mm.; hind femur, 5.5 mm.; width of
head, 5.5 mm.; of abdomen, 7 mm.

Body lanceolate-cylindric,

little

depressed.

Head somewhat cubical.
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with small eyes capping- the aiitero-lateral angles, scjirccly narrowed
o))tusi' hind angles; hind margin a little eonLabium (tig.
cave; frons very hairy.
short, hinge reaching between

on the sides before the

;-5)

^Median lobe of the mentum moderately
prominent, with a strongly crenuhite front border, the crenuhitions
the bases of the fore legs.

increasing in size on either side up to the base of the prominent median
jNIental sehe about lO each side, the iimermost indistinct, the

tooth.

fourth (counting- from the side) longest, the Hfth and succe<>ding ones
suddenly shorter. Lateral lobes moderate, lateral set.v s, hook moderate, teeth s(>rrate, each armed witli three
or four graduated spiiudes.
Frothorax with high and well-exposed
spiracles. Legs rather short and very hairy;
held close to the body in locomotion.

"Wing-

cases reaching posteriorly as far as the sixth

abdominal segment.

Abdomen somewhat
the middle and

triquetral, widest in

tapering- gradually to the

apex, without dorsal hooks but wntli dorsal
tufts of long hair replacing- hooks on segments -i-T. Lateral spines on segments 8
Fig. 3.— Labu'M
of nymph of
and i*. of nearly equal size and in length
okthemis ferrrginf,.\, from
WITHIN.
equaling- about one fourth the length of
their respective segments.
Segments 8 and concave on their dorsal
Appendages as long as segments 8-10
apical margins and 10 annular.
and 10 on the ventral side),
on the dorsal side (about as long as
spinous margined, slender and sharp, the laterals less than half as long1>

as the others.

There are traces of single black bands on the sides of the thorax
and near the apex of the abdomen, ending upon the base of the lateral
appendages.
Base of the superior appendage ))lack.

ORTHETRUM LEPTURUM
Plate

XLl,

(t.

?

4, 5.

Buitenzorg,
very bad condition.
Fairchild: also a number of imagos from the same

Twenty-nine specimens, some
Java, D.

ti>;s.

Burmeister

in

locality.

N3^mph (apparently nearly grown). Lengtii. 7 nun. witltii of heail,
mm.: of abdomen, .).5 mm.
Body slender, not depressed, with sides nearly parallel, and sharply
Head cuV)ical, concave in front between the high,
pointed abdomeji.
1

:

4

prominent eyes. Face and hind angles hairy; eyes situated before the
middle of the length of th(» head, the sides behind them nearly straight
and parallel as far as the rounded hind angles, hind margin scarcely

Labium moderate, hinge reaching ])osteriorly to the mesothorax, median lobe prominent, with a l)rownish middle tooth, and

concave.

Froc. N. :M. vol. xxvii— 03

41>
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the margin on

either side of

the

tooth

with
each
with an irregular transverse band of smaller ones across the middistinetl}'

spinules arising- singly between the serrulations.
side,
dle.

vol. xxvii.

Lateral setie

8.

Hook

serrulate,

Mental

setai 3

rather short, stout at base, rapidly taper-

slender incurved point.

Teeth on opposed margins of lateral
becoming obsolete at the inner angle, slightly hooked,
each armed with one or two short spinules.
Thorax slightly compressed, high.
Legs slender, hairy. Wing
cases reaching the l)ase of the seventh abdominal segment.
Al)domen triquetral, the sides nearly apparallel as far as the eighth
segment. Lateral spines on segments 8 and 1>, straight, sharp, spinose
on external margin. Dorsal hooks on segments 4-7, long, straight,
ing- to a

lobes small,

sharp, slightly declined at apex, decreasing in size anteriorly w^here

hidden between the wings, with spinose superior margins.

Append-

ages very long and slender, as long as the last three segments of the
abdomen together; laterals two-fifths as long as the others, all thinly
fringed with tawny hairs.
Segment 1() exserted, more than twice as
long on the ventral side as on the dorsal.

LIBELLULID
Plate

Two

XLI,

gen.?

sp..'

fig8. 11, 12.

small nymphs, apparently half grown.

Stock}", rather

smooth of body, with short

Length, 11

mm.

legs.

Head of the type of Libellula, concave in front between the high,
narrow, verj^ prominent eyes, which are directed forward and are
situated l)efore the middle of the head.
Sides of the head scarcely
narrow^ed before the broadl}" rounded hind angles.
Rear marked
with longitudinal scars. Antennae pale with basal segments blackish.
Labium ample, median lobe prominent, with a wide obtuse middle
tooth, on either side of which the edge is strongly serrulate; stout
spinules arise singly between the serrulations; eleven mental seta3
each side, the seven outermost in a stronger series; nine lateral setae;
movable hook long, slender, straight to the incurved apex; teeth on
opposed margins about ten, strongh^ serrate, each armed with about
three or four graduated spinules.
Legs pale, scantil}^ hairy; femora w^ith tw^o dark l)ands.
Abdomen blackish with paler margins, smooth, depressed, possessing- the merest rudiments of doi-sal hooks on segments 4 and 5, where
hidden between the wings. There are very short bare lateral spines
on segments 8 and 9, one-fifth the length of their respective segments.
Segment 9 very strongly concave on its apical dorsal margin, less
than half as long on middorsal as on midventral line. Tenth segment
Appendages short, hardly
annular, included in the apex of the ninth.
longer than the ninth segment on its ventral side, triangular, j'ellowish, with black bases; laterals one-third as long as the others.
Seg-

NE W DRA aON-FL Y .V YMl'lllS—yEEDHAM.

NO. 1371.

ment 10
ag'e.s,

one-luilf

gives

iis

wide

tlie al)cloiiieii

a.s

9,

which, with the

705

iil)l»i-eviiit<Ml

appeiid-

a truncate appearance.

I am wholly unahh^ to locate these nymphs ocnericallv.
There is
no venation to guide, and they are immature. They will l>e found
to l)clong\ however, to some geiuis allied to Orfhefruiii. with which
they agree in all points except the structures of the apical abdominal
segments, the ])revity of the abdominal appcMidages. etc.

LIBELLULA SATURATA
riatf

Prof. Y.
species

XLII,

\v^.

L. Kellogg has kindly sent

from Stanford University

Uhler.

1.

me

a bred specimen of this

collection (lot 148, sub. 20), and

have a number of nymphs kindly collected for
Stowell at San Jose. California, in Februar3',

me by

Dr. John

These

latter,

I

M.

dated

April, 1897, are ""from water cress in running water."

This species

is

distinguished

among

lack of dorsal hooks, and especiallv

congeners by its hairiness, its
by the unusual })revity of the

its

abdominal segment.
Length, 26 mm.; abdomen, 16 mm.; hind fenuir.

lateral spines of the ninth

head, 6.5

mm.;

of

abdomen,

S

>..5

mm.: width

of

mm.

Body stout, depressed cylindric, with squtirish head and tapering
abdomen. Head of the usual form, A^ery hairy on the hind angles.
Antenntv with basal segments very hairy, the ratio of length of segments from the base outward being as 1:1.1:2:1.2:1.6:2:2. There is
a transverse blackish band between the ej'es, inclosing a paler spot on
the frontal tubercle.
The labium is large, with its hinge reaching
The median lobe of the mentuni
posteriorly as far as the mehithorax.
is rather less prominent than usual, with smooth border and no middle
Lateral settv 11-12, the six
tooth bearing regularW placed spinules.
outermost in a longer series. Lateral lobes broad, concave, each with
9-10 lateral seta? and a))Out ten low, crenate teeth with eroded summits on the opposed borders, each armed with 3-4 graduated s])inules.
Thorax blackish on the dorsum, darker around the spiracles, and
Legs yellowish, hairy. Wings reachbefore the bases of the wings.
ing the seventh abdominal segment.
Abdomen with a single middorsal and a pair of obscur(> lateral longitudinal lines; the dorsum of the tenth segment and tlu^ siiles of the
appendages blackish. Dorsal hooks wanting. Lateral spines on segments 8 and 9 about one-eighth as long as their respective segments,
Segment 9 concave on
that of 9 a very little shorter than that of 8.
its dorsal apical margin; lo annular, and almost included in the apex of
9.
Appendages as long as segments 9 and 10 together, the superiors
and inferiors equal, spinous margined; the laterals about half as long.
A later sending of a few alcoholic nym])hs, received by the National
Museum from the United States Fish Commission, includes several
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specimens of this

There are

spet^ies

from

"White's

Warm

Springs,

vol. xxvii.

Saw Tooth,

Laboratory of
Natural History a number of specimens collected by Prof. S. A. Forbes
in the Yellowstone National Park, labeled "Firehole, Jul. 19th, 1890."
There is in the collection of Dr. O. S. Westcott, of Chicago, Illinois, a
single imago collected ]\v him in the Yellowstone Park.
It will be
observed that these specimens, representing- the northernmost limit of
the known range of the species, come from warm water.
Possibly this
species, which appears to be common in ordinary waters far to the
southward, is able to extend its rang-e through the agency of these
warm streams, which furnish the proper temperature conditions for
the development of its nymph.
Possibly this is equall}^ the case with
Mesothemis. eolJocata. and with other species also.
Idaho.

in the collection of the Illinois State

LIBELLULA FORENSIS
I

have of

this species a single

Hagen.

female specimen that was bred h\ Mr.

May 2, 1898, and a number of
younger nymphs taken earlier in the season by the same collector.
The imago was placed in alcohol before transformation was complete,
and is in a very bad condition, and hardly determinable. It appears
to be the species named above, and the structural characters of the
nymph point to the same species.
Length, 2-1 mm.; abdomen, 1.5 mm.; hind femur, 6.5 mm.; width of
head, 6.5 mm.; of abdomen, 7 mm.
S. Bethel, at Olympia, Washington, on

Body lanceolate, very hairy. Head compact, half as long as wide,
with small eyes capping the high anterolateral angles, little contracted
behind the eyes, where sides are nearly parallel to the broadly
rounded and scurfy pubescent hind angles. Antenna? about as long
as the head, the relative length of segments from base outward
1:1:1.8:1:1.2:2:1.5.
Hinge of labium reaching backward as far as
the mesothorax.

Median lobe of mentum moderate, a toothlike proits front border, which is bordered with

longation in the middle of

spinules rather regularly placed, l)ut not crenate.
8 each side in a short and sharp curve, all

Mental

weak and

setfe

fragile.

about

Lateral

Teeth about 10, low, subtruncate, subserrate, each armed with
three or four graduated spinules.
Legs slender, very hairy. ^Mng cases reaching backward as far as
the base of the sixth abdominal segment.
Abdomen lanceolate, widest on segment 6, and gradually tapering
thereafter to a long point.
Dorsal hooks on segments 3-7, poorly
developed, except on middle segments, and hidden under thick tufts
Lateral spines on segments 8 and 9, short, sharp,
of coarse hairs.
Appendabout
straight,
a fifth as long as their respective segments.
together,
slender,
longer
than
long
ninth
and
tenth
segments
ages
the
sharp, fringed with tawn}^ hairs; laterals less than half as long as the
setse 6.

others.

NEW DRAGON-FLY NYMPHS—NEEDIIAM.

N0.1371.

7u7

Since the above Avas written

Museum of Comparative
collected ])y C.

I have .seen another specimen in the
Zoology, from Cache Valley, Utah (No. <;.,;•).

Thomas.

SYMPETRUM MADIDUM

Hagen ?

A single fully grown specimen was collected for the United States
Fish Conmiission by Mr. Chauncey Juday in Lake Creek at Twin
Lakes, Colorado, on August 12, 1902.
It is more strongly chitinized
than usual for nymphs of the genus, and differs from all others known
to me in the extreme reduction of the dorsal hook on the eighth
abdominal segment and
abdominal appendages.

in the relatively greater length of the lateral

doal)tful.

and

S. decisinii

reference to madldvia

Its

S.

ati'ij}^;^

is more or less
both belong to the Colorado

fauna.

Length

grown),

(fully

Itt.o

mm. abdomen,
;

mm.: width of head, 4.5 mni. of abdomen,
Body short and rather stout, smooth.
;

5

9 nmi.

mm.
Head

:

hind femur. 4.5

widest across the

anterior portion, where the e^^es are rather prominent and are set well

forward.

The top

of the head

is

smooth and the obtuse hind angles

are strongly hairy, while the hind margin

—

is nearly straight
perhaps
Antennae slender and hardly longer than the head,
the length of the segments from the head outward being in the following ratio: 1:2:3:2:2.5:3:2.5. Labium of the proportions usual
for the genus, with about 12 mental setse each side, the lifth or

slighth' concave.

sixth (counting

from the

side) longest.

Lateral setae 12, diminishing

toward the base, the hook setiform, about as long as the seta
behind it. Teeth subobsolete, with the usual groups of spinules.
Legs slender, smooth. Wing cases reach the middle of the sixth
abdominal segment. Abdomen moderateh' depressed, and with rather
sharp lateral margins. Lateral spines on segments 8 and 9. straight,
on 9 al)Out as long as the segment and twice as long as on 8. Dorsal
hooks represented on segments 5-8, well developed on and 7. smaller
and erect on 5, and on 8 rudimentar}' and very inconspicuous. Segment 8 of abdomen slightly and segment 9 strongly concave on hind
Appendages
dorsal maTgin; 10, annular, included in the apex of 9.
in size

very unequal, the superior a])out three-fourths as long as the
its

inferiors,

tip attaining the level of the tips of the lateral spines of the ninth

segment.

Laterals three-fourths as long as the superior.

Superior

and inferiors with spinous margins, stout triangular pyramidal bases
and acuminate points set at an angle with the l)ases and directetl posteriorly, while the bases are directed upward. Laterals pale yellowish.
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TRITHEMIS AURORA
Plate XLI,

More than

vol. xxvii.

Burmeister?

fig8. 6, 7.

specimens, some in vevv bad condition; many
apparently well grown Buitenzorg, Java, D. G. Fairchild.
Length, 16 mm.; abdomen, 10 mm.; hind fennir, 4,5 mm.; width of
eight}"

:

head,

A

5..5

nun.; of abdomen, 6

mm.

nymph, with

head and abruptly pointed abdoand strongly sloping to the
front, with hind margin nearly straight, sides sloping outward to the
eyes, which are rather large and directed antero-laterall}'.
Antennae
seven-jointed pale ))e3'ond the second segment.
Labium broad, its
hinge reaching the middle of the mesothorax; median lolie prominent,
obtuse at apex, its sides straight, thinly spinulose; mental seta^ about
14, weak, in an indistinct series, the fifth to seventh each side longest;
lateral seta^ 10, in length equaling the very slender hook; teeth on
opposed edges obsolete of lateral lobes, but single spinules remain to
short, stocky

Head

men.

mark

flat

strong!}^ flattened anteriorly

their position.

Legs rather

short, hind

tibia^

showing a

series of fine spinules.

Wing cases reaching the middle of the seventh abdominal segment.
Abdomen stout, little depressed, rounded dorsally, without dorsal
hooks.

Lateral spines on segments S and

9, short, stout,

one-third as

long as their respective segments, spinulose on their external margins.
Tenth segment less than half as long on the middorsal as on the midventral line,

more or

Appendages

as long as the ninth

less

included in the apex of the ninth segment.

segment on

its

ventral side; laterals

one-half as long as the others, divaricately curved at tips.

nymphs show

Some

paler markings on ocellar tul^ercle, and on apical and

lateral margins of abdominal segments.
Legs pale, with indistinct
darker bands on femora.
This is certainly a Trlthemu^ and one of the more typical group of
species; if not the one named above, then, at least, some closely allied

species.

DIPLACODES TRIVIALIS
Plate

More

XLI,

than a hundred specimens,

Rambur.

figs. 8, 9.

many

in

bad condition, and some

possibly not the same species, but not sufficiently distinct in their

Some apparently grown. Also a number of imagos, collected at the same time and place: Buitenzorg, Java,
D. G. Fairchild.
Length, 11.5 mm.; abdomen, 6 mm.; hindfenmr, 8.5 mm.; width of
head, 4 mm.; of abdomen, 4.5 mm.
Similar to the preceding species, l)ut much smaller, with head less
flattened in front and eyes more prominent laterally.
Median lobe
present state for separation.
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with very short spinules at regular intervals along its straight sides.
Mental seta? 13, the second to sixth longest. Lateral seta> lo-ll. teeth
on opposed margins of lateral lobes serrate, small, uni-spinulosc

Abdomen

similar to that of T. aurora^ without dorsal hooks, with

minute lateral spines on segments 8 and 9, sometimes aparently wanting
on 8, on perhaps one-tif th as long as that segment; segment 10 annular,
included in the apex of the ninth; appendages as long as 9 on the ven*•>

side, superiors a little shorter

ti-al

than inferiors, suddeidy contracted

to a slightly declined tip, laterals a little shorter, three-fourths as long

as inferiors.

On Plate XLI, figs. 6-10, I bring together figures of the nymphs of
the typical Trifhe)iiis aurora and of two aberrant species that are sometimes referred to the same genus, T. frlviaUs and T. mlnKMcuhu and on
XLIV I bring together the wings of the same species. To I>iphi-

Plate

codes belongs, I think, irivialU^ for reasons well indicated by Doctor

The

Kriiger.'^'

single crossvein under the stigma with a long vacant

combined with the cubital branches of the hind wing
separated at their departure from the triangle are very characteristic.
As to T. minuscula^ with its more elongate nymph, its reduced

space before

it,

venation, short anal loop and single
sector and

with

its

supplement,

I

nearest tropical American

its

row

of cells between the radial

agree with Doctor

separated from Trithemis as a

allies, will

Ris,''

that

it,

together

eventually have to be

new genus.

TRITHEMIS MINUSCULA
Plate

XLI,

fig.

Rambur.

10.

Full-grown nymphs collected at Gotha. Orange County, Florida, in
January, 1807. While the species was not bred, its identification is
positive, because the venation of the imago is fully indicated in the
wings of the well-preserved nymphs, and is munistakable among th(>
Imagos were sent from th(^ same
species that belong to Florida.
locality a little later in the season.

The nymph measures in total length 12 nun., abdomen 7 nun., hind
femur 8. mm.; width of head 3.5 mm., of al)domen 4 nun.
Body stout, nearly smooth. Head sonu'what depressed, especially
across the front, which is fiush with the very prominent and large eyes,
narrowed behind the eyes to the nearly straight hind margin.
.5

Antennje slender, shorter than the head; ratio of length of segments
Labium with
from the base outward: 1 1.2 2.2 1.2 1.2 2 2.
hinge reaching ])ackward to the mesothorax; median lobe very ]u-oin:

:

:

:

:

:

front ))order not crenulate, but with a row of rather regularly arranged spinules along the luai-gin on either side and a pair

inent,

its

close together
f'Stett.

at

the tip of

Ent. Zeit., 1902, p. 127.

the

median tooth-like prolongjition.
''

Ent. News.

XIV.

|..

219.
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Mental sete about 12 each
longest.

side, the fifth (counting'

Lateral lobes large, broadl}^ concave.

vol. xxvii.

from the

Lateral sette

8;

side)

hook

slender, setiform; teeth minute, almost obsolete, unispinulose.

Legs rather thinly clad with

hairs.

The

basal

segment of the tarsus

longer than half the length of the second or third segments. The
wing cases reach posteriorly as far as the apex of the sixth abdomiis

nal segment.

Abdomen

Dorsal hooks
terminating very strongly
spinulose; lateral margins on these segments about a fourth as long as
Segment 9 slightly
the segments that bear them, straight and sharp.
wanting.

triquetral, sharp edged; in outline, oval.

Lateral spines on segments 8 and

9,

concave above on the apical margin; 10 one-half shorter dorsally, onethird shorter ventrally, than 9.
Appendages as long as the last two
segments are on the dorsal side; superior and inferiors stout, with
thin, divaricate tips and spinous margins; laterals one-fourth shorter
than the others.
Color greenish, suffused with brownish dorsall}", the brown divided
on thorax and abdomen b}^ a narrow middorsal pale line that is most
sharply marked behind. There is a row of dots either side of the
dorsum of the abdomen extending from the hind wing to the base of
the lateral appendage, a pair of dots to each segment.
There is a
divided brownish spot on the dorsum of the prothorax and another on
the mesothorax, and there are the usual bare scars on the rear of the
head.

MICRATHYRIA PALLIDA,

new

species.

Length, male, 29 mm., abdomen 20 mm., hind wing 22 mm.; female,
mm., abdomen 17 mm., hind wing 21 mm.
Color pale, fulvous; face greenish yellow, top of frons and vertical
tubercle washed with chalybeous.
Thorax nearly
uniform fulvous, without stripes, with black dots
sprinkled over the dorsum and narrow black lines
'on some of the corinae about the wing roots.
Legs
yellowish fulvous, apical part of femora externally
and all of tibise internally, and the tarsi blackish.
AVings hyaline, slightly flavescent at extreme base;
Abdomen
veins fuscous; stigma pale, fulvous.
Fig. 4. End of abdoc
n
browuisfi lulvous, darker toward apex b}' reason
MEx OF NYMPH OF MlPALLIDA
cRATHYRiA
q^ confluencc of fuscous tracts along the dorsal and

length 25

,

•

i

i

lateral carina^.

i

i

^

Appendages yellow.

i

Sides of ab-

narrower beyond basal segments, regularly approximating
Appendages as shown in figs. 5 and 6.
posteriorly.
Venation of wings very similar in the two sexes. Ante- and postnodals in fore wing 11 and 7 respectively, in hind wing 8 and 8
There are 2 cross veins behind the stigma. There
respectively.
are 3 cells in the subtriangle of the fore wing; there is one crossvein

domen

little

NO

yE

1371.

]

'
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traversing the triangle, and there are 2 or 8 cells iinmediatelv thereafter with 2 rows following for a oonsideral)le space, increasing to 3
and to at wing margin. In the hind wing the triangle is open, there
-J:

but a single cul)ito-anal crossvein before it, vein Cu^ arises from its
outer side, distinctly apart from 6^^/21 the anal loop is rather short, with
is

a single

"heel*"

row of cells along either side its t)i.secting v(Mn except
where there is a single additional <ell

at the

interpolated.

The hind lobe of the prothorax is produced in
moderate quadrangular undivided posterior lobe fig. 5.—tekminal
fringed with tawny hairs.
^r-'r^^TS
of murathykia
The vulvar lamina of the female is elongate tri''*'-'"^'^angular, rounded on the tip, which nearh' attains
the level of the apex of the .slightly produced stenunn of the ninth
;i

segment.

This species was bred at Silo Paulo, Brazil, bvMr. Adolph llempcl,
8, 1897, and a number of adult specimens were captured
at large at the same time and place.
nun.;
2^1/iiiph: Length 12 mm., abdomen 7 nun. hind femur

on October

:'...")

mm.

width of head 3.5 mm., of abdomen
Body thick set; head highest in the rear, sloping forward, the large,
bulging eyes capping the antero-lateral angles, broadly rounded l)ehind
Labium moderate, the
the eyes to the nearl}^ straight hind margin.
fore legs. Mentum
bases
the
the
of
hinge reaching posteriorly beyond
not
crenate, but armed
border
its
wide, median lobe very prominent,
pair
of spinules close
and
with
a
placed
with spinules rather regularly
to
form a distinct
forward
produced
together at the tip, which is not
tifth (counting
the
side,
each
set;e
H
tooth; mental
Teeth
Lateral seta^
from the side) longest.
-1.5

('».

gyp^^^

j/f /
^^-J,Jy^-Fi(i.

(>

t.-GKMTAL

HAMiLE AND LOBE

minute, serrate, unispinulose.

Thorax somewhat compressed, high; spiracles very
prominent, highest at their projecting inner angle.
Lco's thlu, spai'sclv spluulosc externallv.

Wing

ca.ses

middle of the sixth
TH^Ri'pTi'i.T' reaching posteriorly as far as the
abdominal segment. Tarsal claws increasing markedly
as
in length posteriorly, those of the hind tarsi being twice as long
those of the fore

tarsi.

on segment »>, tapering
Tenth segment
Dorsjil hooks
ninth.
the
of
the
in
ai)ex
included
almost
short, annular,
;> alwut a third as long as
and
8
segments
on
spines
Lateral
wanting.
Appendages as long as segments t> and 10 together,
the segments.

Abdomen

(tig. 1)

triquetral, ovate, widest

gradually to the ninth, which

is

suddenly narrower.

superior and inferiors of eciual length, laterals a

little

more than

half

as long.

sure it
This species clearly belongs to Mk-ndlujr'ui, but 1 am not
may not have V)een described already under some of the older names,
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some of which, relating to the South American fauna, I haA^e no
knowledge of. 1 therefore present herewith a ligure of the abdominal
appendages (tig. 5) and of the accessory genitalia of the second abdominal

segment

(tig. 6)

of the male, and trust that these will render certain

the identit}' of this species later when Brazilian Micrathyrias shall

come

to be studied.

TRAMEA EURYALE
Plate

XL, %.

Selys

?

4.

In the Fairchild collection from Java are a number of n3"mphs
belonging to a species of Tramea^ here doubtfully referred to euryale;
two other species of Trmnea, T. hiinneisttr! f\.n(\. T. ehlnensis, are known
from the East Indies.
The apparently' full grown nymph measures in total length 22 mm.,
abdomen 1.5 mm., hind femur T mm., width of head T mm., of abdo-

men

8.5

mm.

of the usual form (Plate XL, fig. 4).
Antenna longer
than the head; the relatiye length of the segments from the base out-

Body and head

ward in the ratio: 1 1.1 2.5 2 2.3 2.4 2.6. Labium ample, with
about eleyen mental sette each side, the seven outermost in a close set
series of which the fourth or fifth is longest; lateral seta3 10, the basal
one smaller than the others. Teeth about 11 in number, low, serrate,
each armed with four or five spinules at tip.
Lateral spines on abdominal segments 8 and 9 incurvate, exteriorly
spinulose, slightly longer on 0, almost reaching the level of the tips
Superior appendage three-fourths as
of the inferior appendages.
long as the inferiors, and slightly longer than the laterals. The
inferiors strongly spinous on their margins.
:

:

:

:

:

:

PANTALA FLAVESCENS
Plate

XL,

Fabricius.

tig. 5.

Side by side with the uA'mph of Tramea just described I place the

nymph of

the cosmopolitan Pantalaflavescens, for the sake of showing

two genera they represent. In
Pantala the teeth on the opposed edges of the lateral lobes of the
labium are separated by much deeper incisions of the margin and the
mid-dorsal terminal appendage is much longer than in Tramea.
clearly the difierences between the

Subfainil>- LESTIIV^E).

ARCHILESTES GRANDIS
Plate XLII,

Rambur.

fig. 3.

Folsom, California, July, 1885, and Hot Springs, Arizona, June

26,

1901; also Bright Angel, Arizona, July 12, Colorado Canyon, 3,500
feet.

Nymphs

apparently grown.
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NO. 1371.

hind femur
40. includino- ^ills 12 mm., abdomoii 20 mm.,
•alKJomcn
of
4 mm.
mm.,
head
5
of
width
7 mm..r antenna> ! nnn.;
thorax,
the
than
wider
scarcely
Head
P,()dy elongate, cylindric.
hind
ohtusc
low
eyes,
prominent
laterally
with large, well-rounded,
hiu.l margin.
the
on
latter
the
between
notch
anoles, Tnd a wide
segments. Ratio
long and very slender beyond the two V)asal

Lenoth

Antennffi

the l)ase 1 1.5 3 2.5 2 1.5
of lenoth of segments in order from
reaching posteriorly beyond
hinge
slender;
Labium very long and
:

bases of hind legs;

mentum narrow, with

sides

:

:

:

parallel,

:

:

1.

th.-

suddenly

produced, rounded-ahnost
widened in its distal fourth; median lobe
median cleft; mental
closed
hardly
shallow,
a
with
in front,

truncate—

lateral sette X.-l. of
each side, decreasing in length internally;
median lobe, the others bcmg
wlikh but one is on the body of the
lateral lobe (Plate XLIIl,
upon the lono-, strong arcuate movable hook;
end, the divisions each forming snnple arc-uate
tio- 7) trifid at its distal
hook-is longest and strongest.
hooks of which the innermost— the end
smooth. Wing cases
Thorax stout, short. Legs long, slender,
fourth a])dominal segment.
almost reaching the apex of the
tapering on the last two segments
slightly
very
\bdomen cvlindric,
5-9, lesser ones on segments ;> a.jd
with stout lateral spines on segments
Segment 10
margins for the entire length
4 and with serrulate lateral
which
ridge
compressed dorsal
somewhat compressed, with a sharply
strongly
are
whose posterior margins
ends in a high triangular fold
parallel sides, ol)tuse apices, and
with
oblong,
Gills broad,
spinose.
brown, with transve;.se median and
distinctly segmented axes; color
piethe axis) pale bands. The better
basal (this one interrupted on
greenor
yellowish
have been pale
served specimens show the color to
arcuate marks on the rear ot the
of
row
transverse
ish brown, with a
narrow Ion
bands on the sides of the thorax
liead, indistinct vertical
clouds eac-li
brownish
a double row ot
o-itudinal lines on the femora,
the dorsum
on
marks
abdomen, and two little transverse

settv 7

tide of the

of 3-T

my friend and former pupil. Mr.
This species was bred for me by
Mountains, near lombstone. AiiFrank C Willard, in the Huachuca
of
!;r^n J^y, 189T. It was found at an altitude
as to it> haunt> and
following interesting observations

^^^^'^

feet

The

Mr. ^Villard's letters:
habits are quoted f.rom one of
The water wa. a

swift little n^ountain .trea,n

instead
keeping their ^^ings horizontal,

ot

^^^^^:::^T:ZZ

hoUhng

then. up. a.
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ARGIA FUMIPENNIS

(Burmeister).

young specimens, collected at Gotha, Florida, on Januaiy 1,
Adolph Hempel. Numerous imagos of this species were
collected at the same place and time, and no other species of Argia.
These circumstances, as well as the structural characters of the nymphs
Sev^eral

1897, b}" Mr.

themselves, render the supposition very probable.

Length (very immature) 10 mm.,
6.5

gills

4

mm.

additional,

abdomen

mm.

Head depressed, with moderate
which the large hind angles are rather squarely truncated
behind and rounded and scurty hairy at the sides. The antenna? are
The labium (Plate XLIII, fig. 9) is
slighth' longer than the head.
moderate, with the hinge extending posteriorly as far as the mesothorax.
Mental setae wanting as in other members of the genus.
Lateral lobe (Plate XLIII,
Lateral set* 2 and -a rudimentary third.
fig. 10) lacking the usual notch that separates the inner margin from
the end hook.
Legs short. Wings reaching only the base of the second abdominal

Body

thickset and rather short.

eyes, behind

segment.

Abdomen

rather short, cylindric, with

the segments decreasing

slightly in length apically as far as the ninth, the tenth being slightly

longer than the ninth.

Gills oboval,

dark colored, the

laterals, carinate

for a distance from the base, the carinas being low and spinulose and

extending outward three-fourths of their length.
a transverse blackish band near the apex.

ARGIA
Plate XLII,

Color dark, with

sp.?
fig. 4.

This species differs from other known species of the genus in the
gills, the lateral lamella? possessing a
high, sinuate lateral carina extending to the apex. The species appears
to belong to tepid or mineralized waters in the Rocky Mountains.
Full-grown specimens are from Bright Angel, Arizona, collected by
Messrs. Barber and Schwarz on July 13, and from White Sulphur
Springs, shore of Great Salt Lake, Utah, collected by Messrs. Hubbard
and Schwarz. There are 3"ounger specimens in the Illinois State Laboratory collection, obtained by Professor Forbes in the Yellowstone
Park, and Professor Cockerell has taken immature specimens of it in
the tepid })rooklets that flow outward from the Las Vegas Hot Springs

possession of stronglv triquetral

in

New

Mexico.^'

Length, 12 mm. gills. 1 mm. additional; abdomen, 7 mm.; width of
head, 1 mm,; of abdomen, 2.5 mm.
;

« These are the

nymphs

referred to in Psyche, X, p. 136.
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Body short and
pattern,

little
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stout, frequently incrusted and showino-

hairy.

Head depressed, subquadranoulur.

little

(olor

with well-

rounded eyes eapping- the antero lateral ano-les, and witii the hind
angles rather prominent and very obtuse, and hairy externally, a deep
notch in the hind margin between the hind angles.
Antenni\? about as
long as the head, the relative length of the segments for the ])ase out-

ward

])eing as follows: 1: 1.2: 2.5: 2: 1.2: 1: 1.
Labium moderate, the
hinge reaching posteriori}'- as far as the mesothorax. Median lobe
prominent, its bord(M- iineiy spiiudose. Lateral sette 3, preceded bv
one or more small spinules. Hook stout, arcuate. 1 have already
published a figure of the labium of this species/'
Thorax stout, not at all depressed. Legs short. Wings reaching
posteriorly well over the tifth abdominal segment.

Abdomen

short, slightly tapering, the segments l)eyond the second

decreasing successively a

little in

both length and diameter as far as

the ninth; the tenth distinctly longer than the ninth, and emarginate
on its apical margin on the dorsal side. Gills oblong, their margins
parallel almost to the tip, there tapering suddenly; laterals tri(juetral

and concave

internally, with a high sinuate external carina extending

two less developed carina^ on its sides;
more or less distinct subapical transverse

to the apex; dorsal gill with
all })lackish

mottled, with a

paler bald, and white tips.

HYPONEURA LUGENS
Plate XLIl,

I

Hagen.

tig. 5.

have already described this species,'^ but without figures. 1 give
figures herewith to aid in comparing with the foregoing nearly

some

allied species of Argia.

In Plate XLII,

fig. 5, is

view of a detached gill lamella.
fig, 8, is shown the labium as viewed from within.
of the most generalized of the Af/rio?i/)Ke (.v. sf/:).

and also a

lateral

TELAGRION D^CKII

shown the

nymj)!!

In Plate

XLII I.

This form

is

one

Calvert?

A single full-grown female nymph, collected at (iotha, Florida, on
Its slight form, long
January 1, 1897, by Mr, Adolph Hempel,
abdomen, and moderately long and slender legs seem to foreshadow
the proportions these parts have in the adult of the species to which
they are here referred, and there is hardly any other species inhabiting Florida to which they could be supposed to belong. The wings
are unfortunately crumpled within their sheaths, and do not luhnit of

an examination of the venation.
Length, 18 mm. gills, 5.5 nun. additional: abdomen.
of head, 3 mm.; of abdomen, 1.5 nun.

I :'.

;

"Bull. 68, X. Y. State
''P.syche,

Musenm,

X, pp. 135,136.

pi. .viv, th^. ri\ni\f.

nun.

:

width
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Body very slender, with long cylindric abdomen. Head depressed,
with eyes very large and laterally very prominent, the sides of the
head sloping behind the eyes to the obtuse and scurfy pubescent hind
angles between which

is

a deep notch on the hind margin.

The three

basal segments of the antenna (which only are preserved) are in rela-

The labium (Plate
long and slender, with the hinge reaching posteriorly
The median lobe is rather obtusely promias far as the mesothorax.
nent; there are three mental set^e each
side, decreasing in length toward the
median line. There are six. strong lateral seta?, and the end hook is rather
short and stout.
The inner margin of
tive length

XLIII,

from the base outward as 1:1.5:3.

tig.l3) is

is rather strongly convex
and terminates in a stout and arcuate end
hook, al)ove which on the end is a row
of four teeth in a straight row, diminishing in size externally, the outer angle being nearly a right angle.
The legs are slender and not very long; each femur shows a faint
subapical brown ring.
Wings reaching the base of the fourth abdom-

the lateral lobe

".—Caudal gill lamella of
NYMPH OP TELAGRION D^CKII, FROM
THE SIDE.

Fig.

inal

segment.

Abdomen

Thorax rather

small.

long, slender, cylindric; segments 2-8 of equal length,

shorter, and the tenth half as long as the eighth.
almost half as long as the abdomen, narrowly oblong,
widest just beyond the middle and abruptly narrowed to submucronate tips, the basal half of both margins of each gill thickened and
spinous, but not jointed where the thinner margin begins.

the ninth a

Gills

little

(fig. 7)

TELEBASIS SALVA

Hagen.

Bred specimens from Mr. F. G. Schaupp collected at Shovel
Mount, Texas.
Length, 11 mm., including gills, 3.3 mm.; abdomen, G mm.; width
of head, 3.5

mm.

Head depressed, much wider than succeeding

parts of the body,
with large laterally prominent eyes, low hind angles, a sharp notch
between them on the hind margin. Antenna?
much shorter than the head is wide. Labium
short, hinge hardly reaching the mesothorax.
Wing- Fig. 8.— Middle gill lamella
Legs moderate, scantily spinulose.
of nymph of telebasis
cases reaching the middle of the fourth abdomSALVA.
inal segment.
Abdominal segments of about
equal length, cylindric; the tenth a little shorter than the others,
especial!}^ on the dorsal side.
Gills (tig. 8) oblanceolate, widest at
three-fourths their length, and suddenl}^ narrowed to an obtusel}'
rounded apex, their margins smooth, marked with a few distant faint
brown spots, and trachefe more or less pigmented.
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Selys.

This species was reared at Sao Paulo, Brazil, September 2(1, 1S1>7.
hy Mr. Adolph Ilenipel. The following description is diawn from a
single cast skin, lacking gills and otherwise somewhat mutilated; the
skin Avas accompanied b}- the teneral male imago that had emerged from
it, and in the same sending were other maturer specimens of the same
species, serving to render certain the identification of it by direct
comparison. No nymphs of the genus being known, it is tliought
worth while to describe those characters that are shown by the present
specimens, more especial]}- because the most important of these are in
the labium, which

is

well preserved.

The nymph measures in total length of body (gills wanting) al)out
13 mm.; abdomen, 7.5 mm.; hind femur, 3 mm.
Body and head of the same form and proportions as in Knalhigma
and

Antenna3 longer than the head, the ratio of length

LsclDiura.

from the base outward being: 1 1.5 2.2 2.2 2 1.7 1.
Labium (Plate XLIII, hg. 11) moderate, mentum regularly widened to
the base of the lateral lobes, just before each of which is a row oblique

of segments

:

:

:

:

:

:

of minute spinules near the lateral margin; one mental seta each side.

Lateral seta?

7,

strong; movable and end hooks l)oth well developed,

the end of the lateral lobe (Plate XLllI,

lig.

12)

between these hooks,

thin and rather evenly denticula? on its revolute margin, the outer

angle well rounded.

Legs slender, scantily armed with minute spinules. Wing cases
reaching posteriori}^ as far as the apex of the third abdominal segment.

HESPERAGRION HETERODOXUM

Selys.

tly was bred for me ])y ^Ir. Frank
Huachuca Mountains near Tombstone. Arizona, in
part of July, 1897.
The altitude
was near 7,500 feet. The situation was a deep reservoir of cold
water, formed by damming a

This exquisite damsel

in the

stream

that

the species

time

''

among

through

a

The imagos

of

flowed

narrow canyon.

(.'.

Willard

the latter

spent most of their
the joint-grass that

grew in the edge of the water."
The nymph measures 15 nnn.;
1.5 mm. additional; hind
femur, 2.5 mm.; width of head.

gills,

1.-IG.

9.— LABUM or NYMI'II OF HESPERAGRION

HETKRoDOXfM.THF. I.ATEHAI. I.oBEOK TUESAME,
mm.; of abdomen, 2 nmi.
MOKi; KNLAK<iEI>.
Body elongate, slender, gradHead wide, with eyes laterally very
ually tapering posteriorly.

2.5

prominent, and the sides broadly rounded behind the eyes to the
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excavate hind

marj>-in.

Antenna longer than the head,

VOL.

six,

XXVU.

possibly

seven, jointed, the last suture being indistinct, the ratio of the seg-,

ments from the base outward being as 1 l.-i 1.8 1.3 1.1 1 .3 ?
The labium (fig. 9) is of moderate size. The mentum is regularly
widened to the base of the lateral lobes. The median lobe is moder:

:

:

:

:

:

prominent, smooth on the edge and with straight sides. Mental
(in one case on one side three) each side.
Lateral lobe with
six setfe, a stout movable hook, three distinct
teeth on the end above the end hook, and the
outer angle angulate with unusual sharpness, its
margins scarcely edenticulate.
Fig. 10.— Middle gill
The legs are rather short. The wing cases reach
lamella of nymph of
Hesperagkiox heteroposteriorly as far as the middle of the fourth
DOXUM.
abdominal segment.
The abdomen is cylindric, with segments of nearly equal length,
slightly diminishing in diameter toward the end, the tenth segment
somewhat emarginate on its superior apical margin. Gills (fig. 10)
oblong-oval, widest just beyond the middle, broadly rounded at the
ends, and with somewhat darker pigmentation along the axis.

atel}^

setse

four

LEPTOBASIS

sp.?

fully grown, collected by ]Mr. August Busch at
in
January, 1S99.
Porto
Rico,
Catana,
Length, 13 mm.; gills, 1 mm. additional; width of head. 3 nmi. of
abdomen, 2 mm.
Slender, pale, short-legged njmiphs, with broad, depressed head,
large, laterally prominent eves, behind which the sides slope abruptly
to the obtuselj^ prominent hind angles, between which on the rear of the head is a
deep and well-rounded excavation. Antenna longer than the head; ratio of segments Fig. U.— Middle gill lamella of
nymph of leptobasis sp.? from
Labium moderate,
1 1.2 1.5 1.1 .6 .4.
Porto Rico.
backward
as
far
the
hinge
reaching
as
its
mesothorax, its median lobe very prominent, with serrulate margins,

Four nymphs, not

;

:

:

:

:

:

the serrulations directed laterally, and, therefore, in opposite directions

on the two concave

sides.

One mental

seta only each side.

Lateral

End of the lateral lobe above the end hook with a series of
setae, 3.
1^5 minute recurved denticles, diminishing in size to the outer angle.
Legs short and rather slender. Wings reaching as far back as the
apex of the fourth abdominal segment.
Abdomen cj'lindric, the segments of about equal length, or the two
hindmost slightly shorter than the others and narrower. Gills (fig. 11)
oblong, obtuse at apex, with a broad longitudinal difluse pigmented
Each gill is divided transversely across
axial tract, and pale margins.

DRAGON-FLY N YMl'llS—yEEDIIAM.

.V7<:ir

7lV)

the iniddlc bv a suture into two piirts, of Avliicli the l)asjil is thirkor
and nioic stronj^ly chitinized and has spiindose edt,n's. On the dorsul
side tiie brown of the skin is dividetl l»y a })ale. narrow, long-itudinal
line, close ])eside which is a pair of blackish dots upon the apex of each
segment.

EXPl.AXATIONS OK
Pl.ATK
Fij,'.

1.

2.
3.

4.

X X X \'

Xyinph

of

Nymph

of Pliijllogomphaa athiopsf

5.

Part of lal)inm of same.

6.

Cast skin of nympli of

1.

2.
3.
4.

1

1

1

Gomphoides sligmatus from Texas.
from the Congo.
Labium of the same.
Nymph of Ophioijoinphns hisoii from Lake Tahoe.
Goiiijilnia iiiijiiitus

Plate
Fig.

IM.ATKS.

Nympli
Labium

of Staurophlebia rdicniuta
of

Nymph of
Nymph of

from Florida.

XXXLX.
from Xit-aragua.

same.
Chrdnlegafikr dorsdlls/, witli labium partly opened.

Paltothemis Unealiprti from California.

Plate XL.
Fig.

L Cast skin
2.

3.
4.

5.

Nymph
Nymph
Nymph
Nymph

of

nymph

Anax

of

Anax

longipesf from Jamaica.

from Java.
of ^Eschna galnpagoensiii from Chatham Island.
of Tranwa enri/alef from Java.
of Pantala Jiavescens from Java;
of

gnttatnsf

Pl.\te XLI.
Fig.

L Nymph
2.

of lilnjothemla jilnjUix.'

4.

Nymph
Nymph

5.

Lateral view of the same.

3.

of

Crovothemh

sn-vlliit/

of Orilwlrum leptuntinf

0.

Xymph

7.

Lateral view of the same.

8.

Nymph

9.

Lateral view of the same.

10.

Nymph

from Java.
from Java.

from Java.

of Trithemls aurorn.^

of Diplacodes irivialia

from Java.

of D-iihemis minuscuhi from Florida.

n. Lateral view
12.

from Java.

Lateral view of the same.

Pl.\te
Fig.

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

nymph

of unidentified Libcllulid

from Java.

Dorsal view of head of same.

Nymph
Nymph
Nymph
Nymph
Nymph

of Libellula satuntta.

XLIL

from California.

of Diithemis relax/ from Texas.

from Arizona.
spJ from Rocky ^Mountains (hot springs).
Hgponeura lugeiis from New IMexico (gill det;u-hed).

of Archilesles grandi.s
of Argia
of
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vol.

xxvii— 03
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Plate XLlll.
Fig.

6.

Labium
Labium
Labium
Labium
Labium
Labium

7.

Lateral lobe of labium of

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

8.

9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

Labium
Labium

nf

nymiih

of

nymph of
nymph of
nymph of
nymph of
nymph of

of
of

of
of

of

nymph
nymph

of GompltuiJes stigntdtus.

Gomphus minutus.
Gomphus confraternus.^
Gomphus sohrinus?
Drogomphus spoliatus.
.Eschna galapagoeiisia.

nymph

of

of Argia fiimipennis.
of
Inner view of lateral lobe of the same.
Labium of nymph of Acanlhagrion cheliferum.
Inner view of lateral lobe of the same.
Labium of Tdugrion iheckii/

Pl.\te
Fig.

1.

2.
3.

Arcltilestc.'f

of Ilyponeura lugens.

The wings
The wings
The wings

of Tritheniis aurora f.
of Trilhemis minuscula.
of BIplacodes trivialh.

XLIV.

gnindis.

vol. xxvii.
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NEW MOLLUSCAN

GENP]RA FROM THE CARBONIFEROUS."
By Geouce H. Girty,

Cuslodlaii of CdrhoiiiJ'croiis Innniehrutr Foi<hUs.

Among- the Carboniferous faunas examined

in

the course of investi-

gations connected with othcial work, 1 have been hnl to recognize a
large numl)er of undescribed species and
cases

it

the studies that brouglit

were

them

laid aside for discussion

some genera, which

make known

did not seem appropi'iate to
into

notice.

in

in

most

connection with

IShuiy of

types

tliesc

with one or another of a number of

subjects the investigation of which

is

projected.

Thei'e remains, how-

germane to
few of the generic types it is here

ever, a collection very miscellaneous in character and not

any of the papers now in view.
proposed to describe and name.

A

title of this paper, the term raolsomewhat broader sense than present jusage
generally saiK'tions, though not inconsistently with that of the last generation by which brachiopoda were grouped with the true mollusca.
The fossils upon which the observations recorded in this paper were
made form part of the collections of the U. S. National Museum.

In order to secure brevity in the

luscan

is

employed

in a

LIMIPECTEN,'' new genus.
one is able directly to ol)serve structural characters
Carboniferous Pectinoids. Usually either the shell is embedded in
hard rock, from which it is hopeless to clear It, or else, and this is the
best that happens, the test has been dissolved away and the structures
A few examples from Young County,
are seen in reverse as casts.
Texas, however, which have recently come under ni}^ observation,
It is rare that

in

though more or less fragmentary, retain their original .shell substance
completely and show characters which indicate that they are distinct
from anv of the genera thus far defined. I will tirst describe this
form, which .seems to belong to a new .species as well as to an unknown
genus, in detail, and then consider the characters by which it is
distinct from related genera.
Genotype. Limipecten texanus.
_

—

a Published

by permission of the Director of the V.
Pecten, two Telecypod genera.

S. Geolofrioal

Survey.

&From Luna and

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol. XXVII— No. 1372.
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LIMIPECTEN TEXANUS, new
Plate

XLV,

figs.

1,2,3; Plate

XLVI,

fig.

voi. xxvii.

species.

4 (?); Plate

XLVII,

figs.

1,2,3.

Shell large; length nearly equal to or slightly in excess of the width.

The largef>t example observed must have been over 65 mm. long
when complete. The hinge line is long, though somewhat shorter
than the greatest width. The obliquity is slight but appears to be
forward as

in

Lima.

The convexity of the

moderate or strong in different
The umbo is large, well defined, and incurved. The
individuals.
wings are broad and the outline- is not strongly withdrawn beneath
them. They are of nearly equal size, the anterior one being possibly
left

valve

is

It is also much more strongly
wing is depressed and slightly
upturned, and therefore bounded by an ill-detined groove, the descent
This wing is flattened
to the anterior wing is abrupt and angular.
and somewhat oblique. The surface is crossed by rather coarse and
radiating ribs, which are more or less regularl}^ unequal in size.

a

trifle

defined,

larger than the posterior.
for

while the

posterior

Frequently three gradations can be distinguished, every fourth rib
being large, those half way between somewhat smaller, while others
The ribs do not
alternating with these two sj^stems are still smaller.
extend onto the wings, though sometimes traces of slender ones

The surface

appear.

is

by delicate concentric lamelliB,
which are much stronger and more

also crossed

rather distant and irregular,

crowded on and near the wings.

They

cross the shell in scalloped

with pointed extensions in the striw between the ribs.
The right valve is much flatter than the left and its surface ornamentation, though of the same general character, is so difi^erent that
one would hardl}^ think of the two belonging together, if found sepaThe posterior wing is flat, and not marked oft' from the rest
rately.
The anterior wing is, on the other hand, sharply defined,
of the shell.
and the outline is strongly retracted Ijcneath so as to make a deep
lines

byssal sinus.

While the umbo of the

left

valve

is

prominent and well

The
marked by somewhat depressed ribs, which are much finer
and more numerous than those of the opposite valve. They are, as a
rule, obsolete over and near the wings, but a few faint and slender
ones can sometimes be seen. The concentric lamellae are in like manner finer and fainter than those of the left valve. They are obscure
over most of the shell, and onlv distinct upon and near the wings.
There is a broad and massive hinge plate marked by structural lines
defined, the right valve practicall}^ lacks this feature altogether.

surface

is

parallel to the straight lower border,

and

just beneath the beaks a large

is very oblique and directed
Both valves seem to have this structure of the same
character and force.
Near the center, under the hinge plate, are

distinct fossetto for the resilium wdiich

backward.
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several small depressions arranged in a row, and some distance apart,
which may mark the position of the pedal muscle.

The

shell is thick

and massive, especially

in the upper and older porconstructed of two layers, an outer one
which is relatively thin and which cai-i-ies all the more delicate surface
ornamentation, and an inner which is much thicker and receives only

tion.

It is conspicuousl}^

the strong plications.

The imier layer

consists of lamin.i? approxi-

mately parallel to tiie surface. Because of the distinct demarcation of
the outer layer 1 suspected that it might have a prismatic structure.
Though in one or two instances iine parallel lines were thought to l)e
o))served running across this layer on broken surfaces, no prismatic
is shown by thin sections.
These indicate, however, that
layer
had a distinct composition of its own, for it is detined by
outer
the
a sharp line from the massive imier portion, and is, fui-thermore,

structure

nearly transparent, while the other transmits light but imperfecth'.

The

fact that in its present condition the outei- layer

structureless inspires and leaves

room

is

transpai'entand

for conjecture as to what

may

have been its original arrangement.
This species, while presenting some resemblance to Avicnlipecten
provldensi.s Cox, is distinct both from it and from everj- other American form known to me. The shape of the Texan species is somewhat
different from that descril)ed by Cox, being broader at the hinge line.
Furthermore, his description, as well as his figure, indicates that the
main ribs are subdivided by longitudinal striae into riblets. Nothing
of this sort occurs in Liinijpecten texanux^ the concentric lamelhv of

which, on the other hand, are not mentioned as occurring

in

Avieu-

I'lpecten provider six.

Cat. No. 27102,

Locality

and

U.S.N.M.
horizon.

—Pennsylvanian

(Cisco),

Graham, Young

County, Texas.

LIMIPECTEN TEXANUS
Plate

var.

GRANDICOSTATUS, new

XLVI, %s.

1, 2,

variety.

:i.

It is necessary also to distinguish a variety of the species

above

numerous ril»s upon
described, which differs in having larger and
ornamentation the
and
Otherwise in all its structure
the left valve.
less

coarse!}^ plicated shell resem])les

Cat. No. 27103,

Locality

and

Limipecten texanus.

U.S.N.M.
Aw/sy??^.— Pennsylvanian

(Cisco),

(Jraham,

Yt)ung

County, Texas.
Before considering the characters which seem to distinguish this
species generically, a better judgement will be formed by taking a
survey of certain other forms probably congeneric with it.
The structure of the hinge plate, so well sho^n hy the Texan form,
seems to be a more important character than minor differences in con-
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and relying o.speciall}" upon it some three other species can
probably be referred to Lhnipecten^ though 1 suspect that a larger
number of those now grouped with Avicidipecten really belong there.
Prominent among the species assigned to Limipecten is Aviculipecteii
occidental h Shumard, the commonest Pennsylvanian Pectinoid of the
Mississippi Valley region.
The structure of the hinge plate in this
species was known and described b}" Meek as long ago as 1866, l)ut he
did not see tit to separate it from AvicuUpecten, though, if the latter
I'eally has the structures universally ascribed to it, I do not see how
these shells can be consistently grouped together.
Meek's remarks
figuration,

upon

this point are as follows:"

In good casts of the area of this species, we have observed unmistakable evidences
of a very shallow,

flattened,

trigonal cartilage

])it.

It is

unlike that of Pecten,

however, being quite broad, distinctly triangular and very oblique, more as we see
It is traversed by the same fine striae that mark other parts of the
in Meleagrina.
area.
One of the most important distinctions between this genus, as generally understood, and all of the modern type of the Pect'midve, is the presence of a distinct,
well-defined cartilage pit in the hinge of the latter. The species under consideration, however, shows that there was, sometimes at least, a slight tendency to form a
similar cartilage depression in the area of Aviculoiiecten, thus furnishing another evidence of the imperceptible gradations by which all groups will i)ropably be found
linked together when we can have an opportunity to compare very large numbers of
the living and extinct types.

My

own

observations upon this species were independently

made

upon some external and internal casts from Saline County, Illinois.
The specimens were sent by A. H. Worthen, and identified bv him as
was possibh" upon fossils from this lot
that the recorded observations of Meek were made. It will be remembered that A. clearelandicus was placed b}^ Meek in the synon^^iiy of
L. occidentalism and the specimens from Illinois appear to be the form
currently identified with Shumard's species. The hinge plate and cartilage pit in these specimens are the same as in Limipecten texan us, and I
feel little doubt that they belong to the same genus. Thin sections of a
shell from Afton, Union County, Iowa, supposed to belong to L. occidentalis show tubular structure ver}- clearly, the tubules being remarkably large and scattered. This section seems to show only a single
layer, which I would take to be the outer one if two were actually
To harmonize this observation with that made upon Limipresent.

Aviculipecteii cleavelandicus.

pecten texanus

it

It

will be necessary to note that in the case of Liinipecten

occidentalis the section

was taken near the ventral margin of a young

or small example, while in the case of Limipecten texanus the section

was taken near the hinge margin of a large old specimen.

It is a

probable hypothesis that the lamellose (nacreous'^) inner layer of Liuiipecte7i texanus would be very thin, or even absent, near the margin of
the shell, so that what appears to be a single homogeneous la^^er in
«Geol. Survey

Illinois,

Report, II, 1866, p. 331.
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whose

struc-

ture in the slides of Z. texanns had been obliterated.
If these ol).servations are correctly correlated, the presence in these shells of an inner
kniellose, pro])ably nacreous layer, and of an outer tubulous layer, is

important in ascertainino- their relationship with other ocuei-a.
Another form in which the hinge structure characteristic of Llmipecten has been o])served seems to be as yet undescri))ed.
It was found
.near Topeka, Kansas, and is allied to L. occidental ix, from which it is
distinguished chiefly by

its

large Hat

No new

ril)s.

facts are

added

by observations made upon this species.
The thii-d and last form, supposed to show the hinge structure of
Z'mi/?(?c?;6;w, is a species identitied by De Koninck with Avlcidlpecten
ca'latiia McCoy.
His figure represents a hinge plate with a liganiental
pit similar to that of Lhiiipectcn^ and his descri})tlon indicates a similar
median structure, although the interpretation is certainly ditt'erent.

All these shells are

more or

tions in outline are frequent,

less

nearly erect; but because imperfec-

and sometimes

ver^' misleading,

it

is

seldom possible to tell contidently wdiether the axis is directed forward
or backward. Both conditions seem to occur; and while in some cases
this character ma}- serve to discriminate species, I doubt if it can be
applied to generic groups. In practice its utility for any rank of
discrimination will of necessit}' be

much

limited.

In

my

tigures

forward inclination, but
The growth lines seem to

LhirijMicten texanus is represented as having a
I

am

not altogether satisfied as to the

fact.

indicate this shape, but the circumstance that the cartilage pit has a

may not be without signiticance.
Aside from the structure of the hinge plate, several features in the
configuration and ornamentation of LvmijX'cten are more oi" less striking.
The inequivalve character of the shell is one of these. The right
valve throughout the forms referred to Limipecten is not only ver}'
much flatter than the left, but has somewhat different and much fainter
The wMugs are not always conspicuously
surface ornamentation.
posterior one is larger than the anterior;
the
unequal.
If anything,
this fact being determined by the distance from the point of the umbo
\\\ the typical species the anterior
to the extremity of the wing.
wing is strongly defined, and the posterior undefined, but while it
seems to be a general truth that the demarcation of the anterior wing
is more a])rupt than that of the posterior, individual specimens can l»e
found, as, for instance, in L. occldentfdts, in which there is little if any
strong backward inclination

In L. fcnniKs the
wings being strongly outlined.
most of the shell, are practically ol)solet<^ on tiie
wangs, though traces of them were noticed in individual specimens.
difference, both

plications, faint over

In Z. occidentalism a strongly radiate species, the ril)s are distinct u^^on
the wings, being stronger upon the anterior wing (in the right valve)
than upon the posterior. The relative size, demai-caf ion, and oi iiaiU(Mi-
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seems to be of no value in discriminatinc^ groups
varying much in different species.
The shells having the structures above described are obviously
closely related to McCoy's Amcidipecten^ and they resemble it in so
many particulars that the possibility is entertained that the only
strong differences which seem to exist may be the result of imperfect
obser^'ation on McCo3''s part.
He distinctly says that Av'icidipeeten
has no median cartilage pit, and though, as 1 have elsewhere shown,*^
two apparently distinct types of cardinal structure are ascribed to
that genus by different authors, all agree in repeating this character.
I do not feel justified, therefore, in referring to Avicullpeden shells
having a large and obvious excavation for the resilium, though the
name Limijyecten is only proposed conditionally on Ai'lcul'ipecten
having the characters which on every hand it is said to have. As
previously remarked, the strong resemblance otherwise shown between
the two genera leads me to believe that Avicidipecten really does
possess a cartilage pit, a belief which finds support in the fact that
De Koninck apparently describes and figures this structure in one of
McCoy's species all along supposed to belong to Avicidipecten. The
fact that Meek o))served this fossette in A. occideiitaUsyf \\ho\xt considering it of sufficient importance to warrant removing the species from
Avicnlljjecten^ is of some interest; but if it should prove that a persistent group of species possesses the cartilage pit, while another is
persistently without it, it may well be doubted whether he would still
have included both types under Avicidipecten.
The presence of a cartilage pit is the most important character that
tation of the wing.s
as a whole,

from Aviculipecten as defined ))y McCoy,
which the new genus much more closely resembles than it does the
description of the hinge plate given by Woodward and copied by
distinguishes Liraijpecten

succeeding writers. It will be observed that McCoy figures the
hinge plate of Avicidipecten as broadly triangular in shape, with its
longest side uppermost. The upper margin of Pecten also is straight,
indicating in both cases, I would judge, that this was the true hinge
In Limipecten.^
line, and that the resilium and cartilage are internal.

many

however, the triangular hinge plate has its base downward, the striadue to growth being rectilinear and parallel to the lower margin,
which seems to indicate that the real hinge line was along the base of
the hinge plate, and that the cardinal structures are external. This is
also shown by the conspicuous gaping of the valves above when they
are closed, their line of contact being the lower margin of the hinge
tions

plate.
It

as

it

appears to

me

that the

name Aviculipecten

is

a

misnomer

so far

indicates that these shells are at all closely connected with the

Aviculidw

(Pteriidse),
«

and

this

is

especially the case

American Geologist, XXXIII, May,

1904.

if

Limipecten
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real affinities of

he j^enerally
accepted, and the position of Limipecten is clearly in the same group.
Meelv has suooest(>d the propriety of discriminatino- Arlciii;p,'rteii
and its allies from the Pcctinidje as a separate family or suhfamily,

and
both

it

certainly seems that such a course

would

to

j^ive trreater

unity to

or<)U])s.

Although Woodward appears to have questioned the \alidity of
distinctness from Pecteiiis now generally recognized.
Lniiipcdi'}^ though presenting one additional and striking i)oint in
connnon with Peeten, is also certainly distinct. Jt has a large hinc-e
plate, with an external, instead of an internal, resilium and cartilage,
and the shell structure is probably- different. T/nnlpccten is, in fact,
in many respects more closely related to Luna than to JW-ten, as it has
Avtriilljyeete'))^ its

the cardinal structure of Liina^ with the general expression of Pecteii.

The strongly

ine([ui valve shell in Lhn'qH'cteiu its broad wings, and its
composite shell structure, if, as is surmised, it has an inner nacreous
as well as an outer tubuli-fibrous layer, prevent the reference of these
shells directly to Lima.
If anything, it seeius to me that AricnJl'pecten and Limipecten belong rather to the Limida» than to the Pectinida', though the}" do in a measure combine tlie characters of both
families.
Meek's suggestion of separating this group as a distinct
family or subfamily seems, therefore, to be a good one, and is also
enforced by the shell structure of LJmlpectei}.
Ill a recent paper
I have proposed the name Acant/iopeeten for the
peculiar and well-known species Avlculljyectra carlxniifirus Stevens.
I am now able to add a few facts regarding this form which go still
^'

further to validate

its

separation from AvieuJlpecten.

attention to the fact that the shell in this species

Basing

ni}"

has called

that

it

seems

appears to have a prismatic
observations apparently upon the same material

to consist of a single la^^er,

structure.

Meek

is thin,

and that

it

from Nebraska which formed the sul)ject of those of Meek, all of these
facts are indicated, though I hesitate regarding the prismatic strucThis is, to be sure, suggested by its appearance
ture of the shell.
under the microscope; but I doubt if this structure was really present.
The shell substance seems to be minutely granulate, instead of prismatic, and possibly is not the original material at all. hul a crystalline
infiltration.
The film preserved is so thin that it is diliicult to determine whether the appearance is due to granules or prisms, but from
their great variety in size

and shape, their very minute dimensions,

and their general appearance,

I

believe that they are grains or crystals

of calcite.

Alono- the hino-e line the shell is rather stronglv elevated into a narrow cardinal ridge, which appears on the inside as a groove. In this
«U.

S.

Geol. Surv., Prof. Paper, No.

1(5,

1904,

i>.
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doiil)tless the lig-amont

line at the beaks,

for the resilium.

and

As

1

vol. xxvii.

was accoinniodated. This gTOovc narrows to a
doubt if there was any excavation at that point

the posterior ear

anterior, the lioaniental

groove

is

is

considerably larger than the
distinct than on the ante-

much more

Mention may also be made of a fact, not l)efore recorded so far
aware, the presence of a row of small, erect spines along the
cardinal line.
As j^et these have been oljserved only upon the anterior
ear, but they may possibly have existed upon the other also.
In the
rior ear.

as I

am

apparent absence of a median pit this form suggests AviculipecteT}., but
there is no hinge plate, and the ligamental furrow, in contrast to the
hinge plate of either Avicul'qjecten or Linupecteii^ narrows toward the
umbones and widens toward the extremities of the wings. The cardinal and superficial characters of this form, and the shell structure,
if it has but one layer, and especially if it is prismatic, as Meek believed,
satisfactorily^ discriminate the genus Acantliopecten

PLEUROPHORELLA, new

genus.

This term is proposed primarily for a new species of pelecypod shell
from the Pennsylvanian rocks of Texas, but to the same group probably belong several species already in the literature.
While the genotype, though possessing many characters in common with King's genus
Allerisma^ has several striking peculiarities, the other allied forms to
a certain extent bridge over these differences.

The

specific description

of Pleuropliorella i)aplUosa., and the discussion following

more

it,

will give

seems proper to
indicate at this place the most important features of the genus, which
are external, those of the interior being unknown. The shape is
transversely elongate, subrectangular; the hinge line long; the valves
probably in contact throughout. The lunule and escutcheon are
sharply defined, the former more or less strongl3^ concave. The shell
is thin, the superior-posterior portion with a few radial costoe, the
remainder marked by concentric plications, which die out more or less
completely at the umbonal ridge. The surface is granulose or papillose, the granules tending to an arrangement in radial lines, and sometimes connected into lira3. The chief difference between these shells
and those grouped under Allerisma which can be at present pointed
out are the more sharpl}?^ defined and more strongly depressed lunule
and the presence of costffi, the development of which results in a trunthe characters of these shells in

detail,

but

it

cation of the posterior outline.

Genotype.

— Pleurojyhorella papillosa.
«

From

Pleurophorus, a Pelecypod genus.

NEW

No.iavi.
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PLEUROPHORELLA PAPILLOSA,
XLV,

Plate

figs. 4, 5, 6;

In general appearance this form

The

Pleurophoru^.

size is

Plate

new

XLVI,

species.

fig. 5.

much resembles species of

somewhat

al)()ve
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the avorao-c.

the (^renus
tlic

transversel}^ elongate, with the width al)out twice the height.

point of the

umbo

is

situated but a short distance posterior to

(lie

shupc
Tlie

front

end of the shell. The upper and lower margins are suljpariillcl. The
hinge line is straight and occupies about two-thirds the entire width.
The lower margin is gently convex, turning upward rather strongly at
the anterior end, the outline of which
height.

The

posterior end

is

is

truncated for about half the

also truncated l)y

an oi)lique

line,

mak-

ing an obtuse angle with the upper and an acute angle with the lower
margin. In perfect specimens the posterior truncation is itself more

or less complex

The

the shell.

or interrupted
posterior outline

b}^

the development of ribs upon

is

not normall}^ strongly oblique,

but in old specimens, through l)eing worn or broken, it merges more
or less with the cardinal oiitline and extends strongly l)a('kward, making the inferior-posterior angle sharply rounded. The convexit}'^ is
considerable, and is the same in both valves.
It is greatest toward the
front, diminishing markedly toward the posterior end.
The antei ior
end is strongly concave, forming what may be termed an introverted
lunule.
The junction of the retreating and advancing portions of the
The introversion of the antei-ior end proshell is acutely angular.
duces a more or less distinct truncation of the outline. Extending
diagonally from the beak to the inferior-posterior angle is a well-marked
ridge or angidation, and a second fainter ridge runs midway between
it and the hinge line. Here again the shell is intlexed, forming a shar])Iy
These areas in the two vahes
defined elongate area upon both valves.
are nearly horizontal, making together an obtuse angle, which opens
^

outward, and, doubtless, accoiumodated a large external ligament.
The surface is marked bv fine concentric stria? and large low plications, the

whole l)eing minutely and elegantly papillose. The conmore prominent ones, become more or

centric markings, especiall}^ the

suddenly and completely obsolete at the umbonal ridge. The shell
The outer,
is thin, but nevertheless seems to consist of two layers.
exfoliates
sometimes
which carries the papillose surface ornamentation,
for
the conInit
smooth
or wears off, leaving the underlying portion
less

centric striic and wrinkles.

One
dentition and pallial and nuiscular markings are unknown.
the
under
socket
dental
single
specimen, it is true, seems to show a
The

beak of the

left valve,

but

I

am

not quite satisfied as to the origin and

function of this depression.

U.S.N.M.
and hoinzon.—VvnnsyXwwnww

Cat. No. 27140,

Locality

County, Texas.

(Cisco),

(iiahaiii.

Young
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Aside from the typical species, whose characters have been detailed
above, there can probably be referred to PleurophweUa several forms
resting- at present with different generic groups.
One, a species possessing

many of the essential characters of rienrophoreUa^ was described

White.
This author neglects to mention the
presence in this species of a depressed lunule and of a strongly marked
ligamcntal area. The surface, furthermore, is marked by granules
as Alletnsmaf gilher'ti

arranged in radial lines and having the appearance of delicate lirje.
While the lunule in this species is depressed, it is not nearly so deeply
concave as in PleurojyJiorclJai^apillosa. Another species, less perfectly
known than AUerisma gilberti but without nmch doubt belonging to
the same generic group, is AUerisma geinitzi Meek.
On account of
the preservation of the tj'pe of this species man}'^ of the parts
Allerisina gilherti are concealed.

shown

in

AUerisiiia refiexum, which appears

from Meek's figures to be very closely related

to Allerisma gilherti^
probably does not belong here, the type specimen being ver}^ imperfect
and Meek's figure possibly misleading. Allerisma costatum of Meek
and Worthen, which is so similar to PleurojyJioreUa fapUlosa that one
species might possibl}^ be mistaken for the other, belongs, it is very
probable, to the same group, and Allerisma lanceolatum Swallow also
is a possible representative of Pleurophorella^ although the description,
which is unaccompanied by figures, permits no more than a surmise

upon this point.
The incongruit}^ of some of the forms referred b}" American authors
to Allerisma has been remarked even by Europeans, and I find that
Wheelton Hind has rejected several American species originally
referred to King-'s genus.

Among

these

is

Allerisma hannilxtlensis

Shumard, long since transferred to Grammysia. By an oversight it
would seem he accepts the original description of Allerisma costatum
Meek and Worthen as a true member of the genus, and rejects the
rei)ublication in 1873 and also a later identification from Ohio.
As
the later descriptions were accompanied by figures, which were lacking to the original one, the rejection of this species probabl}^ represents his best founded opinion.

He

also rejects Allerisma jpleuropistlia

Meek, Allerisma winchelli Meek, and Allerisma ventricosmn Meek.
Allerisma illinoiseiise Worthen is likewise thrown out, and either
Allerisma andrewsi or Allerisrtiamaxvillense of the two without much

—

dou))t Allerisma andrewsi.

Hind's rejection of Allerisma costatum is of importance to me because of the similarit}^ of that species to the type of Pleurophorella\
and in connection with the relationship of Pleuropliorella to Allerisma.
He neither excludes nor includes the other species which at
present seem to be appropriately assigned with Allerisma costatum to
the genus Plenrop>liorellu.
Relieved of these forms and those men-

tioned by Hind, one of which, however, can possibly be retained in

NO. 1372.
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AUerisma, the American crroup of Allorisinata looain.sj somewhat
greater homogeneit3\
Some species can with .safety be retained in
the genus, as, for example, AUerisma termlnale^ Allerisma mhcuveatum

(= Allerisma terminale)^ Allerisma cajMx, Allerimuielomjatum^ Allerisma andrewsi^ Allerisma clavatum, Allerisma maxvilhmsc, and Allerisma siivuatxim. Several forms aside from those withdrawn under
Pleuropli<rrella^ can be almost certainly rejected, e. g., Allerisma
cooperi^ Allerisma granosurn, Allerisma curtum, AlUrisma latnm,
Allerisma pleuropistJia^ Allerisma ventricosum, and Allerisma vyinch<:lH.
The position of the remaining forms seems to me more or less doul)tful.
A few will probably remain with Allerisma^ but the major
portion will probably bring up elsewhere. The figures in many
instances are suggestive of Bphenotus.

The t^'pe species of Pleurophorella is so unlike a tj'pical Allerisma
such as Allerisma subcuneatum {= Allerisma terminale) that the possibility of their belonging to the same genus seems at first very remote.
It was in fact some time before I recognized the affinity which almost
certainly exists between Pleurophcyrella and Alle?'isma.
I am at present not sure that the former should hold the position of more than a
subgenus. Both are transversel}' elongate in form, both have a shell
marked with papilhe and by concentric folds, both have lunule and
escutcheon fairly strongly marked. The lunule in Pleurophorella
jKipillosa is not only sharpl^'^ delined but retreats inward to such an
extent that in a full-grown specimen the anterior end is conca\e l)v as
much as 6 mm. The luiuile is strongly marked and depressed in Pleurophella (/ilherti, but to no such marked degree.
It is a distinct feature of Allerisma suhcuneatum^ but is not very sharply defined and is
not concave. The surface of Pleurophdhi papillosn is finely papillose,
with some tendency toward arrangement in radiating lines. \\\ Allerisma subcuneatum^ and 1 believe in Allerisma generalh', the granules
are coarser, much more scattering, and more linear in arrangement.
One character wdiich seems to be constant in PUurophordla but is never
found in Allerisma so far as I am aware, is the presence of one or more
costa^ on the \ipper posterior portion of the shell, a feature which gives

much

It is to be
individualit}' of expression to the former genus.
regretted that the interior structures of Pleurophorella are up to tiie
present unknown, but those of an external character are sullicieiitly

marked to make me look rather confidently for correspomling ditlVrences upon the inside of the shell. The costatc condition and general
expression of Pleurophorella are very sugge>^tive of ani)ther altogether
different group, and Pleurophorella p<fpillo.^a in particular much resembles Pleurophorus tropidophorus^ or even Pleurophorus occidenfalis
and Pleuroj>horus aiujuhdus ])ut the reseml)lance is only superficial.
P/6^u/'o/>/iry/'«w

has neither the papillose surface nor the iinpn>ssed luiude
if the latter is, as I feel Utile doubt, related

of Pleurophm-ella, while
to

Allerisma the internal structures are

ilisfinctly dillerent.
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Among the species described as Allerisma which probably belong
with PleuropliOi'ella ixqjiUosa, none is nearer than Allerisma costatum.
I have no specimens of that species with which to make direct comparison, but Meek's description shows the following differences,
though the resemblance is so marked that liut few can be pointed out.
The concentric folds m. Pleiiropliorella jjapillona are not so strong or so
regular, and the lunule is apparently more deeply concave, for Meek
only mentions this feature casually in AllerisiiKi. costatum, while it
could not but be the subject of more particular comment if it were
The latter
as deepl}^ indented as in the Texan form.
is dikewise not so elongate transversely nor does the anterior end pro-

anywhere near

ject so strongly.

CLAVULITES", new

genus.

In the Burlingame shale at Howard, Kansas, occurs an interesting
whose resemblance to the Dental iidte is rather striking, and
yet some of whose characters are so peculiar as to warrant its consideration as a genus distinct from any at present referred to the family.

little shell

But a

single species

known.

is

CIdtmUtes is founded upon a small, curved Dentalioid shell resembling the Plagloglyptd section rather than Dentallum in the strict
sense.

The surface

is

marked

b}^ line, flcxuous,

obliquely transverse

but the character of especial importance is
the presence on the concave (dorsal) side of a linear ridge or callosity
over which the line pass with a strong anterior deflection. It is difficult where, as here, ])ut a single species is known to distinguish
between the strictly generic and specific characters, but it is probable
that the annulated surface and the dorsal callosity will remain the dis-

line, as in PhA<jlo(jlijj>ta ;

tinctive generic characters of Clavulltes.

Genotype.

— CiavuUtes hoinardensis.

^

CLAVULITES HOWARDENSIS, new
Plate

XLVII,

species.

figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11.

Shell small, rapidl}" tapering, often strongly curved.

Cross section

Along the dorsal or concave side the shell is thickened into
circular.
welt
or ridge, which varies in prominence in different india linear
always present and always dorsal. The callosity is not
but
is
viduals,
altogether due to a thickening of the shell, however, because

it

can

sometimes be detected upon internal casts.
This structure was doubtless produced b}^ a lobe of the peristome
quite different from anything known in Dentalhnn, and represents
differences in organization sufficiently

marked

to

show

that Claindltes

should bo considered a distinct genus, and possibly the representative
The surface of CiavuUtes hovjardensis is crossed
of a distinct famil}'.
by regular, subequal, flexuous, obliquely transverse lira?. Upon the
«

From

davulus, a

little nail

or tack.

NEW
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markings appciir almost dirootly transbowed, with the convexity toward the smaller
At the sides they assume a strong forward direction, and arc
end.
still further tiexed in passing over the dorsal callosity.
In one or two
specimens 1 have noticed a very slight serial sinuosity, repeated by
each lira, as it passed from the ventral side of the shell, hut I am
ventral side of the

.shell the.sc

verse, or are slightly

not sure that this

is

more than an

individual characteristic.

The

lira3

moreover, faintly crcnulated or serrated, so that the repetition of
these minute projections sometimes lends to this specimen or to that
the appearance of having tine, indistinct longitudinal lines.
The question might pertinently be raisetl whether ClaoulittH is a
true Scaphopod, and whether it is not, like several other reputed
Dentalia, a worm tube or other exuviie.
As the shelly matter of
these specimens has been replaced b}' pyrite, they are unfavorable for
sectioning to determine by means of the microscope their minute
This class of evidence can not, therefore, l)e considered.
structure.
Some of the Scrpulidi^ grow singly, as is well known, and have one or
more longitudinal ribs similar to ClavuUtes^ but the uniformity of
size, shape, and curvature in ClavuUte^^ and the unvaried location of
the callosit}' upon the dorsal side. It strong evidence against any affinity
with the worms. Professor Pilsbry, whose opinion has been consulted
regarding ClavnJites, has suggested as a possil)ility that this genus
ma}' be related to Ilyollthes or to the Coimlariidie. These suggestions are worthy of consideration, but against this relationship may
be urged the facts that Ihjolithes is rarely circular in section and CimClaoulltes presents more characters comparable
ular'ia never curved.
with the recently described genus Eiichostoina than with Conn hi rid
itself.
Both the genera last mentioned are characterized by their
bright, glossy, phosphatic shells, Avhich strongh' resist solution, and
probably, also, replacement. The fact that my specimens of Clavuliare,

tes are pyritized, therefore, may be considered as negative e^•idence in
estimating the possibility of an affinity of that genus with (Mther
Enchmtoiiia or Conularla. Could all three genera be .secured from

the same l)ed, where they had ])een sul)jecte(l to the same conditions,
evidence of this nature would he more conclusive than that furnished

by existing conditions.

From

all

the facts available, however,

it

appears much nn)n> prob-

Dcntalaun than that it should he a.ssociated with any of the other genera discussed.
A singular circumstance which almost invariat)ly atteiuls the preservation of the specimens examined is that the larger end is iMiibedded

able that Claoulltes

is

allied to

in a pyritiferous concretion.

This condition

is

.shown

in

several of

the specimens tigured.
Cat. No. 35184,

U.S.N.M.

Lnndifij andh(J7'lzon.

Kansas.

— 'PQ\\ns\\\-A\\\\\u

(HurHngiUiie shalr), Howard,
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SCHUCHERTELLA," new

vol. xxvii.

nanie.

This term is proposed for shells having the type of structure for
which the name OrthotJtetes: is at present in use. That generic name,
which there is no authority for spelling otherwise than Orthotetes^
was introduced by Fischer-de-Waldheim early in the last century, but
the term was not generally taken up and was but little used, save on
several occasions ))y

its

author,

until

Waagen

revived

it

in 1884.

That author, changing for some reason the spelling to Orthothete^^ subsumed under the name, as is well known, a group of Streptorhynchoid
shells which was without a septum or extended dental plates in the
ventral valve, and in which the socket walls were not produced so as
partially to surround the muscle scars in the dorsal.
A careful study
of Fischer-de-Waldheini\s early descriptions and figures must convince
anyone that the type of structure with which the name Orthotetes
nmst be associated is that for which Waagen introduced the name
Derhya. Thus Derhya becomes a synonym for OrtJiotete^s^ and the
latter name becomes dissociated from the structural type for which it
For the
is now in use and transferred to a different but related one.
shells now left without a generic name b}^ the removal of Orthotetes^ the
term Schuch^rtella is proposed. As here used this name is primarily
employed for a group of shells which attains its climactic development in late Devonian and early Mississippian time. The genotype
selected is Strejotorhynchtis lens White, from the Louisiana limestone, a
form which is abundant and well preserved, and of which excellent
figures, both of external and internal features, have been published
In a report noAV under preparation, on the
b}' Hall and Clarke.*
Guadalupian fauna, this subject is discussed in detail in connection
with a

and

full

quotation of Fischer-de-Waldheim's different descriptions

figures.

As

it is

uncertain

when

this

work

will receive publica-

owing to the difficult}^ of securing necessary
seemed better to introduce the name iSchuGhertella
tion,

place, along with a

condensed discussion of

its

illustrations,

in

it

the present

standing, rather than to

perpetuate for several years an incorrect usage.

Genotype.
«

This

ScJuiehertella lens.

name not only

is an expression of friendly regard but commemorates the
an excellent paleontologist in a group of which he is a master. It is supersay that it is proposed in honor of my friend Mr. Charles Schuchert.

services of

fluous to

^-Geol. Surv. N. Y., Pal., VIII, Pt.

1, pi.

xia, figs. lG-22.
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Tjiiiiiprctoi. te.rtnmi^, p.

Tho type specimen
Fii,^

1.

2.

735

722.

in wliicli both valves are retained in position.

showing the shape and surface characters.
The squamose concentric lines are perhaps a trifle more numerous and closely
arranged than shown by tlie figure.
Right valve. Though iuiperfect, tliis valve shows how <lifferent the surface
characters are from those of the left. By a Ijreakiug away of the ujiper
portion the hinge plate and cartilage-pit of the other valve are brought to
Left valve

view.
;>.

Side view of same showing the unequal convexity of the two valves.
I'lenrdplKirilld jKifillldxa, p. 72!t.

The type specimen, a full-grown individual which lias snffcrcil tn souih extent
from erosion.
Fig. 4. View of the anterior en 1. The degree to which the in tnjverted lunulcextends
into the cavity of the shell is hardly strongly enough shown, while the
sharp angular outline of the lunular area is by no means exaggerated.
Probably owing to erosion or breakage the
5. Side view showing right valve.
posterior-inferior angle in this specimen is more acutely angular than
The diagonal ridge between the main angulation and the hinge
normail.
is quite indistinct in the specimen, and in the figure is represented as too
near the latter; its real position is intermediate.
6. Specimen seen from aljove.
The escutclieon and the intermediate ridges are
shown in this view, and the cavity at the anterior end cause<l by the
depressed lunule.
Pl.vte

Limipeden texanus

A specimen
Fig.

XLVI.

var. grandicodiituK,

j).

723.

retaining l)oth valves in conjunctioi:.

1.

Right valve, showing the fine

2.

Left valve, showing the large loose folds and lamellose c<mcentric lines.

3.

Side view, showing relative convexity of the two valves.

ril)s

characterizing this valve.

Liiiiiju'cfcti tc.iatiii.f i/),

]).

722.

Fragment of the upjier portion of a largt; massive left valve.
View of the liinge plate, showing cartilage i)it. The broken eilge to the left
of the figure is just beyond the edge of the cartilage [)it, which is therefore

Fig. 4.

represented in

its

entire dimensions.
I'lenrophorella papulosa, p. 72! I.

A young specimen, somewhat more jierfect than the tyju', and, like it, retaining
both valves in place.
This specimen shows the manner in which the
Fig. 5. Side view of left valve.
angular concentric ridges which mark the rest of tlu- surface l»ecome suddenly obsolete at the umbonal ridge.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvii— 03
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Plate XLVII.
Limipecien tcxanu,s, p. 722.

A
Fig.

specimen somewhat larger than the type, retaining both valves in conjunction.
The anterior ear is better i^reserved than in tig. 1 of Plate XLV,
1. Left valve.
and the figure shows how abruptly it is depressed below the rest of the shell.
The finer surface ornamentation has been lost by weathering or abrasion.
The difference in surface ornamentation is well shown.
2. Right valve.
The convexity of the left valve has been some3. Side view of both valves.
what exaggerated by fracture, but it is evidently much greater than that

The depression of the anterior ear in this valve (left) and
sharp demarcation from the rest of the shell are clearly represented.

of the right.
its

Clavulitcs hoirardensis, p. 732.

Fig. 4.

to show the surface.
The A'entral
not prove to be practicable to show upon the
concentric ridges the crenulations which, by reason of their linear succession, give well preserved surfaces the appearance of being marked by
delicate, discontinuous longitudinal line.
View of the dorsal side of a specimen iu which the callosity is strongly

Enlargement
side

5.

is

of

an imperfect specimen
It did

represented.

marked.
6, 7, 8.

Ventral, dorsal, and side views of a strongly curved specimen in which

the callosity

is faint.

9,10,11. Dorsal, ventral, and side views of a

which the

callosity

is

again prominent.

more nearly

straight specimen in
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TWO NEW BIIIDS FROM SOMALI

DESCRIPTION OF

Hy Harky

LAND.

C. Oberholseti,

Assistant OrnllJiotix/lst, Dcpdrtmnit of .lijrinilture.

The two birds described below were included with a collection of
])lrds some time since presented to the United Stat(\s National
Museum by Dr. A. Donaldson Smith. Their apparent distinctness
from hitherto recognized forms was recently detected, and the}'^ are
African

accordingl}" herewith brought properl}" to the notice of ornithologists.

MEROPS SUPERCILIOSUS DONALDSONI, "

new

subspecies.

—

Resembling Merops superciliosus sitjoei^ciliosua^ but
CJutrs. sul).y>.
upper parts paler, the contrast between the color of the head and that
of the l)ack less pronounced; brown of head more gold(Mi; green of
remaining upper suface more j^ellowish; lower parts lighter, more
3'ellowish green, usualh' with less wash of ])luish.
/A.sYvv>/'/V>y/.— Type, adult male, No. 1T7H0S, U.S.N.M.; Bar Maihi,
Ganana River, Somali Land, February 19, 1895; Dr. A. Donaldson
Smith. Pileum golden olive brown w4th a wash of greenish, shading imperceptibly into the yellowish green of the remainder of the
upper surface all with a pronounced satiny luster; tail like the back,
though rather duller, the feathers, excepting the middle pair, margined on their outer webs with dusky; wings of the same uniform

—

yellowish green, save for dark brown tips to nearly all llic »|uiils,
fuscotis edgings on the distal portions of the inner vanes, a l)luisji
wash on the innermost secondaries (tertials), and a broad area of ochraceous on the basal part of the interior webs of both primaries and
secondaries; narrow frontal line greenish white; sui)erciliary stripe
pale green, somewhat mixed with whitish and bluish; lores, sub-

ocular region, and broad postocular stripe brownish bhick. slightly
washed with green; chin white, sufi'used with olive )>urt'; broad malar
stripe white, washed anteriorly with olive buti", posteriorly with bluish:

"Named

for the collector

and donor, Dr. A. Donaldson Smith,
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iippor throat roddisli hazel;

rest of
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lower surface light yellowish

green, with a satiny luster, darker and shaded with olive across the

jugulum, slightly

l^luish

on center of abdomen, least yellowish on

crissum; lining of wing ochraceous;

'"iris red.""

The type and another specimen from the same
millimeters as follows:

Sex.

locality

measure

in

NEW BIRDS FROM SOMALI LA ND—OBERTTOLSER.

NO. 1373.

The

Jidult

and

/*.

As

f()nul)Oiir.s

out (he

<

liaractcrs cxliihitcd

by reference to the measiucincnts,
apparentl}' no difference in size between true /*. sriiufonjimtiis

by the male.
tliere is

female of this new

789

will ])e noticed

Kcmitorqtiatiis homopterus.

The

lattei- is

evidenth' a

})alc (h^scrt

probaldy confined chiefly if not wholly to Somali Land. The
tA'pe of Pol Ihtrrd.i' semitorquatus"' came from near old Latakoo. South
Africa, and birds from the region of Mount Kilimanjaro seem to be the
same. While no specimens have been examined from nearci- the tvpe
locality of Ileuo'lin's Ihjpotviorehi^ cdxtanoHotiix^'' which is (Jondokoi-o,
on the White Nile, between 4° and 6° north latitude, it is r(>asoiiabiy
certain that this name belongs as a synonym under Poll/ilrra.r scmirace,

torquatu.s seniitor(/>iatius.
(tFalco mmitorquata (err. typ.) Smith, Rep.
6 Ibis,

1860, p. 407.

Exped. Explor. Cent.

Afr., 1836, p. 44.

TWO NEW FEKN8 OF THE GENUS POLVrODlUM, FROM
JAMAICA.
By William
Aid

The two

ill.

<

'ri//ilo</(iiiilc

R.

Fxitdiiji,

Maxon,
llirisldii nj' J'lmiJs.

new were g-athercd
M. Underwood and the

species of Poly[)odiuiii here described as

in the l^hie

jMountains of Jamaica by Prof. L.

F5oth were fairl}^ well characterized by
writer in the si)ring- of 1903.
Jennian in his synoptical list of the ferns and fern allies of Jamaica,
but were, however, associated wrongly by him, in the one case with an
extralimital species, in the other with South American plants doubtfully the same and, at any rate, under an untena])le name. The wi-iter
is indebted to Professor Underwood for the privilege of examining the
material of the Jenman herbarium now preserved in the collections of
the New York Botanical Garden.

Polypodium rigens

sp.

nov.

Plant l.VSScnL high, with 10-1,5 slender rigid fronds: rhizome about 4

muL thick, elongate, short-creeping or ascending, ihv gray isji incons{)icuous chaff noticeably iridescent under a lens, narrow, long-acuminate:
stipes 2-4.5 cm. long, rigid, for the most part closely set, dark
brownish, thickly covered with long spreading ])right-brown hairs:
laminje 13-23.5 cm. long, 1-2 cm. broad, linear or linear-lanceolate,
tapering from near the middle to ))othapcx and l)ase, erect but usually
arcuate toward the apex, dark-green above, conspicuously ligiitcr
on the under surface, coriaceous, opaque, cut to the black isji rachis
into 1:5-60 pairs of alternate approximate pinnae; pinna' exactly oblong,
regularly rounded at th(> apices, the largest (near the middle of the
lamina) 10 mnu by 3.5 mm., decreasing in size very gradually above
to give rise to a terminal cauda, which is crenate and finally entire,
decreasing rather more a])ruptly below, the lowermost pinna' minute
dilated
(2 nun.), slightly more distant, more or less subopposite and

upon the upper

side; the upp(M- two-thirds of the lamina sorifcrous,
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the sori home iiiidwa}' to the nmrf^iii.s (4—6 pair.s to each pinna) on the
ohseure free simple veins, the sporangia mixed with a few hrightbrown hairs, similar hairs borne rather abundantly on both sides of
the lachis but sparing-l}^ along- the midveins and sterile veins on the
under surface; the sori at length nearly or quite confluent, covering- the
surface of the pinna from base nearly to apex and against the revolute
margins.
Type in the United States National Herbarium, no. 427566; collected from tr(^es on the heavily wooded upper slopes of John Crow

Peak, Jamaica, altitude 1,650-1,800 meters, by William E. ^Slaxon, ;^o.
The type sheet comprises two plants and several
13Ji,6^ April 1(S, 1003.
detached fronds, all of which are perfectly characteristic of the species
as represented b}' the following specimens, all from Jamaica:
Highest slopes of John Crow Peak, altitude 1,650-1,800 meters,

Underwood nos. 806, ^IfSG^^IfSGa; Maxon no, I'BdIf,.
Base of John Crow Peak, altitude 1,500-1,650 meters, Undej'vjood
no. '2387 ;

Maxon

New Haven
1084; Ol'ute

no. 1260.

Gap, altitude 1,650 meters, Underwood

7io.

nos. 973^ 1083,

111.

Morces Gap, altitude 1,500 meters. Underwood nos. 509, 6Jf3; ^V.
Harris no. 7127.
Blue Mountain Peak, W. Harris, no. 7kS7.
Cinchona, altitude 1,500 meters, Underioood no. 2626.
Specimens of this plant were referred by Jenman to Polypodium
rigescens Bory^ described from the island of Bourbon.
From that
species, however, P. rigens differs markedly in several characters
upon which Willdenow laid stress in his original description of the
latter species, and which were further brought out by Hooker and
Greville upon the occasion of their figuring an authentic specimen/
^'

by the hispid-pilose covering of its vascular parts
described and figured as glabrous throughout), by its

It is distinguished
(7*.

rigescens

is

greater size and relatively greater breadth, and by the oblong rather

than ovate-oblong shape of the pinna?. In these differences the Jamaican plants are perfectly constant.
The species is apparently not rare in Jamaica. Jenman's remarks

upon

its habitat and distribution are of interest: "Frequent on the
branches of trees above 5,000 feet altitude; among the most rigid of
all this miscellaneous group of species; uniformly found growing on
the branches of trees of the high ridges to which the distribution is
confined, not on the trunks as most of the other similar species do."

«Bull. Bot. Dept. Jamaica 4:117. 1897.
^

Polyjwdium

<^

Hooker and

rigescens

^ory; "Willdenow, Sp. PL

5:1<S3. 1810.

Greville, Icon. Fil. 2: pi. liW. ISIJl.
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Polypodium aromaticum sp. nov.
Plant ii<;id, 15-20 cm. liioh: rliizomc .stout, .siiherect, con.si(l«'ral)lv
elongate, with abundant dark-hrown lanceolate attenuate ehaiV, and
bearing-

of

numerous

Kliip]i(>glt>i<!«iiii

closely set fronds imbricated nuich after the

huacssaro:

stipes

averaging 3 cm.

manner

long,

dull-

brownish, hispid by scattering short spinescent hairs whicii from their
fragility early impart a tuberculate appearance: lamin;e pinnate,
about 13-17 cm. long, at most 4 cm. broad, erect, coriaceous, opaque,

narrowly oblanceolate, giving

rise rather

abruptly to a terminal causubentire except at the coarselv
serrate base; rachis hispid on both surfaces throughout similarlv to
date segment 2-3 cm. long, which

is

the stipe; pinna? about 35 pairs, distinctl}' alternate, linear, strongly
revolute, 2-2.5 mm. broad, nearly or (piite their width apart, entire,
falcate, fully

adnate to the blackish rachis, dilated at the upper

side,

the apices acute; the lower pinna' gradually reduced, the lowermost

mm. long, extremely brittle; venation free, the dismidveins bearing 8-13 pairs of obscure siujple obli(|ue
veins which approach the margin; sori 0-12 i)airs to the pinna, borne
at half the distance to the margin.
not minute, 5-7
tinctl}' ])lack

Type in the herbarium of the New York Botujiical Garden; collected
on Blue Mountain Peak, Jamaica, at an altitude of lt)50-2225 meters b}'
L. M. Underwood, no. UJf9, February 11-12, 1003.
There is a fragment of the type specimen in the U. S. National Herbarium, no.
42.sl:20.
Other specimens to be referred to this species are: Underwood no. llfOO and Under'wood no. '21^90., both from the sunmiit of
Blue Mountain Peak, and Maxon no. 13It,6a from the highest sloi)es of
John Crow Peak, altitude 1650-1800 meters. There is additionally a
single sheet in the Jenman herbarium.
Jamaican specimens of this species were referred by Jenman" to
PolIIpodium Jirniani Klotzsch,'' founded upon material from Chile and
Guiana. They accord only inditi'erently with Klotzsch's description;
and in any event the earlier Polypod'mui ji ninnn of Kaulfuss,'' a})plied
to a very different [)lant from Australia, precludes use of the name.
There is a specimen in the U. S. National Herbarium, no. 2im>(;5(>,
collected at Songo, Bolivia, November, 1890, by Miguel Bang, no. i»Ol
(distributed as P.plunnda)., which is identical with the Janiiiican ])lants
here described as P. arovuitlcuni; and it has, moreover, after a lapse
of more than ten years the peculiar aromatic odor noted in these.
It may indicate a general distribution of P. (iroin<(t!vuni in South
America; but whether or not it represents the P.jirnutni of Klotzsch
«Bull. Bot. Dept. Jamaica 4: 123.1897.
Poll/podium firmum Klotzsch, Linii;t'a27:
t>

''Kaulfuss,

Wescn dor Farronkr.

100. ISI'7.

."iTS.

1,S47.
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eJaniaicau .specimens

uaiiic I'oJijjKHJiniii. aroniatlcain is

and

is
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founded upon

not intended as a sul)stitute for ]\jiniiu)n,

If the plants described by Klotzsch under the latter name
prove distinct from 1\ aromaticum^ they nmst necessarily receive
a new name.
Polypodiwii arouiaticnm may ))e distinguished easily from 1\ rigens
by its broader laminiv, l)y its fewer pinnse (these linear and acutepointed), l)}^ the al>sence of bristly hairs among the sporangia, and in
recent specimens at least by the remarkable spic}^ odor of the fronds.
The type specimen l)cars about 20 fronds. According to Jenman the
species is "^ infrecjuent on the branches of trees above reach from the
ground at 6,000-7,000 feet altitude in forests."

Kiotzseh.
shall

TINEID MOTHS FROM BRITISH COLUMBIA, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES.
By August IU>ck,
U. S.

Department of

A(jricullixrc.

The present paper

is based mainly on a large collection made in
Columbia during 1903 by Dr. Harrison G. Dyar, assisted by
Messrs. A. N. Caudell and R. P. Currie. It has been found expedient

British

to include descriptions of such other material as

National

is

contained

in

U. S.

Museum from the Northwest, especially the collections received

at various times

from Prof. T. Kincaid,

Seattle,

Washington, and from

Prof. A. B. Cordley, Corvallis, Oregon; also a large collection from

Washington and Idaho recently received from Mr. C. V. Piper, as well
from different sources.
In addition to these, I have examined the collections of Mr. ,h W.
Cockle, Kaslo, British Columbia, and of Prof. O. B. Johnson, Seattle,
Washington, with permission to retain new forms, and also a smaller
collection from Mr. Theodore Bryant, Wellington, British Columbia.
With the exception of the comparativel}' few species collected b}^
Lord Walsingham in northern Califoinia and Oregon in 1S72 and
described by him in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London in ISSO and 1881, very little is known of the Tineina from that
region, and as was to ))e expected many new forms were found, which
I hope ma}^ be recognized from the following descriptions.
I regret that other duties prevent me at present from doing full

as several smaller contributions

have been obliged to postijoue tlu>
stud}' of very many of the more obscure forms contained in Doctor
Dyar's material.
justice to the collections; so that I

Family

YPONOMEUTID.E.

ALLONONYMA, new name. (ORCHEMIA

Fernald.)

As pointed out l)y Lord Walsingham," the name Orcheinia Guenee
can not be employed for the genus represented by d'fana Hiibner and
justly separated from lleiinrophUa Hiibner {Slmisthh Leach) l»y
«Ent. Mo. Mag., XIV, 1903,

Proceedings U.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

S.

p. 258.
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C. H. Fernald." Lord Walsingham did not supply another
term for this genus, which is in consequence at present without a
name; an applicable name may lie dormant, which eventually can be
resurrected, but I fail to find an}'' which can be used in the literature
at my command, and the genus may therefore, provisional!}^ at least,
be known under the name Allononyma.

Prof.

ALLONONYMA DIANA,

var.

BETULIPERDA

Orchemia dlana, var. betuliperda Dyar, Proc. U.
403; List N. A. Lepidoptera No. 5537a, 1902.

S.

Dyar.

Nat. Mus.,

XXV,

1902, p.

One specimen, bred August 4, from alder, Kaslo, British Columbia,
which can not be distinguished from the type series bred from Betula
by Doctor Dyar in Colorado.

HEMEROPHILA

Hubner.

HEMEROPHILA ALPINELLA,

new

species.

Labial palpi whitish ochreous, tip of both joints darker, brown.
Antennae dark brown with silvery
whitish.

Tongue well developed,

Face whitish; head and thorax golden olive brown,
Forewings golden or bronzy olive brown, irregularly sprinkled with white scales; at basal third is a transverse band
of brown without the white sprinkling and at apical third is another
similar brown fascia outwardly angulated in the middle and followed
by a nearly pure white narrow edge, which is strongl}^ emphasized at
the costal margin as a pure white dash. This white transverse anguwhite annulations.

dotted with white.

lated line

The

is

faintly continued across the hindwings.

apical part of the forewings

is

more strongly bronzy

metallic

than the rest of the wing, the extreme apex and apical part of the
costal edge especially so.
Hindwings dark fuscous with strong golden
reflexion, especially in the apical part outside the above-mentioned

narrow white transverse line. Under side of all wings light golden
ochreous with the costal white dash at apical third of the forewings
plainly indicated.
Legs whitish, sprinkled with golden brown; tip
of last tarsal joint on posterior legs black; posterior tibiaj not, as

usual in the family, entirely smooth, but with a few longer

stiff

is

hairs

on upper side of anterior half. Expanse, 14 mm.
r^i>6\— Cat. No. 7808 U. S. National Museum.
Ilahitat.
Bear Lake Mountain, British Columbia, July 21 (Caudell
and Currie), Kaslo, British Columbia (Cockle).
One of the tj-pe specimens of which I made a slide of the wings on
the right side exhibits a rather unusual aberration in the venation,
the hindwing having 7 veins emitted from the cell; besides the usual
8 veins normally found in the hindwing, there is one developed

—

oCan. Ent.,

XXXII,

1900, p. 237.
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between veins 6 and

7, coming out from the cell close below 7; this
every respect as distinct and perfect, tul)ular as the other
The left wings of the same specimen and those of the other
veins.
specimens examined have normal venation.
Only once before have I come across a similar irregularity in the
venation of micros among the more than two thousand wings of which

vein

is

in

I have made a denuded slidemount. That is in one of Chambers's own
specimens of Jiuplacranu.'^ fmcofasciella, in which the left forewing
has 13 distinct tubular veins. These two cases must be regarded as
monstrosities.
The venation in the microlepidoptera is generally
remarkably constant within the species witli a few striking exceptions
as in some species of 3fonojn.'<, which exhi))it considerable variation
within the species, and sometimes in the same specimen.

Another species unsta])le in venation is Semioscojns demkellncriana
which according to ]Meyrick« has veins 2 and 3 in forewing stalked. These veins are sometimes stalked, sometimes connate,
and sometimes separate. In one European specimen in the U. S.
National Museum they are stalked in the one wing and separate in the

Schiffermiiller,

other.

HEMEROPHILA KINCAIDIELLA,

new

species.

Antennffi dark fuscous, without any color annulations.
Labial palpi
dark shining fuscous; base of terminal joint and inner side of both
joints whitish.
Head and thorax mouse-gray, face slighth' lighter.
Fore wings dirty bluish white, with dark bluish brown and black markings and with a metallic violet sheen; base of costa blackish; outside
of this basal dark patch is a nearly immacidate Avhite costal space,
followed a little before the middle of the wing by a In-own costal spot,
sometimes dissolved into two or three smaller spots and downwardly
continued into a broad, outwardly oblique dark brown transverse streak
reaching to the fold. At apical third is a large, dark brown, cloudy
costal spot, connected more or less distinctly with tiie dark transverse
streak.
Just below the tirst dark costal spot in the middle of the cell
is a small, round, prominent black dot, and below this on the fold is a
Another of the same color and form is found at the
similar black dot.
end of the cell. The apical and dorsal part of the wnng is irregularly

sprinkled

with

small

abdomen, yellowish;

brown

spots.

legs, silver}^ white.

Hind wings,

light

fuscous;

Expanse, 17-20 nun.

TyjJe.—OAi. No. 7809, U. S. National Museum.

Habitat.— Se'^tUc, Washington, March (Kincaid). I have
two specimens from Wellington, British Columbia (Bryant).
a

Handbook

British Lepidoptera, 1895, p. 617.

also seen
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CHOREUTIS

vol. x.xvir.

Hubner.

CHOREUTIS INFLATELLA

Clemens.

ChEiiENS, Proc. Ent. Soc. Pliil., II, 1863, p. 5; Tin. N. Am.,
209.— Dyar, List N. A. Lepidoptera, No. 5519, 1902.— Busck, Proc.
Wash. Ent. Soc, V, 1903, p. 210.
Choreutis inflateUa Dyar, Can. Ent., XXXII, 1900, p. 85.
Fernald, Can. Ent.,
XXXII, 1900, p. 242.— Kearfott, Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc, IX, 1902, p. 110.

Brenthia

inflatella

1872, p.

A

large series

from Pullman, Washington, May

CHOREUTIS ONUSTANA

(Piper).

Walker.

Walker, Cat. Brit. Mus., XXX, 1864, p. 996.
N. A. Lepidoptera, No. 5521, 1902.
Choreutis oJiioensis Zeller, Verb. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell., Wien,

Simaithis onustana

Dyar,

XXV,

List

1875,

p. 320.

Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5636, 189L Dyar,
1902, p. 385.— Fernald, Can. Ent, XXXII, 1902,
242.— Kearfott, Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc, IX, 1902, p. 112.

Choreutis onustana,

Can. Ent.,
p.

XXXII,

Kaslo, British Columbia, June (Dyar and Cockle); Bear Lake
Mountain, British Columbia, July (Caudell and Currie); Collins,
Idaho, July (Piper),

CHOREUTIS BALSAMORRHIZELLA,

new

species.

Antennte black, with silvery white annulations. Second joint of
golden brown, with well-developed tuft of brown, black,
and white hairs; the end of the joint is white, with a deep black annulation just before the tip; terminal joint white, sprinkled with brown
and black scales. Face and head covered with blackish scales, the
tips of which are golden brown.
Thorax golden brown, the patagia
with a bluish metallic longitudinal streak. Base of fore wing golden
brown, with a costal and a central longitudinal streak, metallic blue.
Outside of this basal patch, which extends farther out along the costa
than on the dorsal edge, the wing is thickly covered with creamcolored scales, which form a broad obliqe whitish fascia; on the middle
of the outer irregular edge of this fascia is a small, dark-edged spot
The middle portion of the wing is golden
of bright metallic scales.
greenish, sprinkled with whitish and golden scales, and the end of the
wing is again heavily overlaid with cream-colored scales. At the end
of the cell is a large, black edged metallic spot, followed by a short
transverse oblique orange streak, which again is followed by black
and metallic scales. At apical third is an oblique unmottled creamcolored costal streak, preceded by a few metallic scales, and a few such
scales are also found on the tip of the wing just before apex.
Cilia
dark brown.
Hind wings dark gray, the underside with three irregular transverse
white bands, of which the outer is shown through on the upper surface
labial palpi

of the wing.
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Abdomen dark fuscous, each joint tipped with wliite scales.
greenish fuscous, annulatcd with white. P^xpanse, 17-18 mm.

Legs

— Balsainon^hiza sagittata.
—Pullman, Washington, June.

Food j)lant.
Habitat.

Type.—C2it. No. 7810, U. S. National Museum.
Described from a large series bred in June 1)3^ Mr. C. V. Pi])er.
The species is very close to Cluweutis silplucUa (jrotc. and may
ultimately prove to be merely a variety of that species.
In view of
the different food plants and locality and of the slight l>ut apparently
constant differences in ornamentation, I believe it safer to separate it
from that species. In this connection 1 may offer a dissenting opinion
from the recently adopted view that Chalcsela gemmalis Ilulst" is a

synonym

of Choreutis sllphiella Grote.

''

The descriptions

cei-taini}-

and while they ultimatel}^ may be found to applv to
varieties of the same species, the assertion of Mr. W. D. Kearfott,''
who admits that he knows the species merely from description, that
the two are " manifestly " synonyms, is not in agreement with the
opinion of the two recognized authorities, who had the specimens
before them and both declared the Sierra Nevada form an allied l)ut
distinct species.
Until more ample proof is forthcoming it is safer to
admit that we do not know.
Choreutis halsamoiThiseUa may be the
same as the Sierra Nevada species, though Hulst's description does
do not read

alike,

not agree fully with the specimens before me.

More

authentic

material from the different localities, together with a careful exami-

nation of the types,

is

necessary to settle the matter.

CHOREUTIS PIPERELLA, new

species.

Antennas black with silvery white annulations. Labial palpi oehreous speckled with black and white; tuft black and white; terminal
joint, whitish sprinkled with darker scales.
Face and head golden
orange, speckled with black and white. Thorax and basal fourth of
forewings light golden orange; a longitudinal streak on the patagia
and a subcostal and a central longitudinal on the base of the wing
bluish metallic.

The ground

wing is golden green, heavily
There are three conspicuous
velvety black spots with metallic bronzy center, one large one at the
end of the cell, a smaller one before it in the cell and one at torn us.
color of the rest of the

overlaid with cream-colored scales.

Above

these spots are several scattered golden metallic scales.

Cilia

brown.

Hind wings dark fuscous with
submaroinal

line

a single white dash and a whitish

around the wing.
aTrans.

Am.

ftPapilio,

I,

Underside with irregular white

Ent. Soc, XITI, 1886,

p. 148.

1881, p. 40.

<;Journ. N. Y. Ent. Sot., X,

liiOL',

p. 115.
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blotches and bands.

abdomen brown.
Expanse 12-13 mm.
of

Hohitat.
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Underside of body silvery white; upper side
Legs fuscous with silvery white annulations.

—Pullman, Washington, June (Piper).

Tyjpe.—Q2X. No. 7811, U. S. National Museum.
I take pleasure in naming this beautiful species in honor of the collector.
It is nearest to Cho7'eutis silphieUa^ but smaller and easily'
distinguished by the different wing ornamentation.

CHOREUTIS LEUCOBASIS
Choreutis leacohasis Fernald, Can. Ent.,

N. Y. Ent. Soc, IX, 1902,

p.

XXXII,

124.— Dyar,

Fernald.

1900 p. 242.

— Keakfott, Journ.

List N. A. Lep., No. 5529, 1902.

Bred from Anapkalis 'marcjaritacea ^yy Doctor Dyar, Kaslo, British
Columbia (July); also a specimen from Wellington, British Columbia
(Bryant).

GLYPHIPTERYX

Hubner.

GLYPHIPTERYX IMPIGRITELLA

Clemens.

impigriteUa Clemens, Proc. Ent. Soc. Pliila,, II, 1862, p. 9; Tin.
N. Am., 1872, p. 214.— Dyar, Can. Ent., XXXII, 1900, p. 84.— Fernald,
Can. Ent, XXXII, 1900, p. 242.— Dyak, List N. A. Lep., No. 5513, 1902.—

Glyplii-pterxjx

BuscK, Proc. Wash. Ent. Soc, V, 1903,

One specimen from

p. 211.

Kaslo, British Columbia,

EUCALANTICA, new
Antenna

| of

long, porrected,

May

(Cockle).

genus.

forewing, thick, simple. Second joint of labial palpi
somewhat thickened above toward apex, with rough

scales; terminal joint shorter, deflexed, blunt.

Maxilaiy palpi well
Face smooth, head rough.
Forewing broad,
widening toward tornus, pointed; termen oblique; 12 veins; 7 to
termen; 9 and 10 stalked; Ih with subobsolete fork at base. Hind
wings as broad as foi-ewings, ovate, costa straight; 8 veins, all separate; vein 2 from before middle of cell; 3 from much before end of
cell; 4, 5, 6, and 7 equidistant, nearly parallel; posterior tibia smooth.
Type.
Calantica pol'ita Walsingham.
W^hile the t3'pe of this genus has a certain superficial resemblance to
the true genus Calantlca Zeller, it is in reality not very close to this
genus, as supposed b}^ Lord Walsingham, « differing both in the oral
characters and in the very distinct venation.
developed, folded.

—

EUCALANTICA POLITA

Walsingham.

Calantka polita Walsingham, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1881, p. 302.
Ent., XXXII, 1900, p. 38; List N. A. Lep., No. 5493, 1902.

Several specimens from Seattle, Washington,
thentic specimens, determined b}'

National

May

aProc. Zool. Soc,

(Kincaid).

Lord Walsingham are

Museum.
L ndon,

18S1, p. 302.

Dyar, Can.

in the

AuU.

S.
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EUCERATIA Walsingham.
EUCERATIA CASTELLA
Walsingham,

Euceratia castdla.

Can. Ent.,

XXXII,

Proc.

Walsingham.

Zool. Soc. Lond.,

1881, p. 311.

Dyar,

1900, p. 37; List N. A. Lep., No. 5485, 1902.

Sevenil specimens from Pullman, Washington, and from Moscow
Mountains, Idaho, July (Piper).

CEROSTOMA

Latreille.

CEROSTOMA RADIATELLA

Donovan.

Donovan, Nat. Hist. Brit. Ins., Ill, 1794, p. 14.
Walsingham, Proc. Zool. Soc, Lond., 1881, p. 303; Insect
p. 287.— Dyar, List N. A. Lep., No. 5500, 1902.— Busck, Journ,

Plialoena radlaiella

CeroMoma

radiatelln

Life, I, 1889,

N. Y. Ent. Soc, XI, 1903,
Pluteloptera ochrella

p. 50.

Chambers, Journ. Cin.

Soc. Nat. Hist., II, 1880, p. 181.

Two

specimens from Kaslo, British Columbia (Cockle). Doctor
that there are no oaks in that locality.
As oak is the food
plant of radlatella this would suggest a misidentitication, but 1 am not

Dyar says

able to find any differences
species.

The explanation

were not taken

in the

from certain

varieties of the

of the matter probabh"

is

European

that the specimens

immediate vicinity of Kaslo.

They boar no

exact locality label.

TRACHOMA

Wallengren.

TRACHOMA FALCIFERELLA
Cerostoma/atoJereZ^a

Walsingham,

Walsingham.

Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1881, p. 307.

Trachoma falciferella Eiley, Smith, List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5201, 1891. Dyar,
ListN. A. Lep., No. 5491, 1902.— Busck, Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc, XI, 190.3,
p. 57.

Specimens from Pullman, Washington (Piper), and from Kaslo,
British Columbia (DA^ar and Cockle).

HARPIPTERYX

HUbner.

HARPYPTERYX DENTIFERELLA

Walsingham.

Cerosiomrt fZe?i<(/er<?//« Walsingham, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1881, p. 308.
Peridymenobius dentl/ereUa Riley, Smith, List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5205, 1891.—
Dyar, List N. A. Lep., No. 5489, 1902.
Harjyypteryx dentiferella Busck, Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc, XI, 1903, p. 5(5.

Kaslo, British Columbia, August (Dj^ar), and Collins, Idaho, July
These specimens are intermediate between the three forms

(Piper).

named l)y Lord Walsingham (lentifcveUa, canariclht^ and frw'^tnUn,
and they exhibit considera])le variation. From the material which I
have examined it is my opinion that the three names represent merely
extreme varieties of the same species. Until the species is bred, and
this opinion is contirmed, it will, however, be proper to retiiin all three
names.
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PLUTELLA
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Schrank.

PLUTELLA MACULIPENNIS

Curtis.

Cerostoma malculipennis Curtis, Brit. Ent., 1832, pi. ccccxx (expl. p. 2).
Walsingham, Ent. Mo. Mag., XXXIII, 1897, p.

Plutella mnculipennis

Dyar, List N. A. Lep., No. 5503, 1903.—Busck, Proc. Wash. Ent.

173.

So(;.,

V,

1903, p. 194.
Plutella

Chamheks,
cruciferarum Zeller, Stett. Ent. Ztg., IV, 1843, p. 281.
161.—Riley, Smith List Lep. Bor. Am.,

Bull. U. S. Geol. Burv., IV, 1878, p.

No. 5187, 1891.
Cerostoma hrassicella Fitch, Rep. Nox. Ins. N. Y.,

I,

1856, p. 170.

Clemens, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sc. Phila., XII, 1860, p. 6.
Plutella 7noUipedella Clemens, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sc. Phila., XII, 1860, p. 6.
Phitella xylostella Packard, Rep. Inj. Ins. Mass., II, 1872, p. 11.
Cerostoma dubiosella BeutenmItller, Can. Ent., XXI, 1889, p. 27.
Plutella limbq)ennella

Many specimens from Kaslo, British Columbia (Dyar and Cockle),
and from Pullman, Washington (Piper).

PLUTELLA PORRECTELLA

Linnaeus.

Tinea porrectella Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., 1758, p. 540.
Clemens, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sc. Phila., 1860, p. 5; Tin. N. Am.,

Plutella vigUaciella

1872, p. 90.

Chambers, Bull. IT. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 161. Walsingham, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1881, p. 305. Riley, Smith List Lep. Bor.
Am., No. 5188, 1891.— Dyar, List N. A. Lep., 1903, No. 5504.— Busck, Proc.
Wash. Ent. Soc, V, 1903, p. 194.

Plutella porrectella

Received from Wellington, British Columbia (Bryant).

PLUTELLA INTERRUPTA
Walsingham,

Plutella interrupta

Walsingham.

Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1881, p. 304.

Dyar,

List N. A. Lep. No. 5508, 1902.

Kaslo,

British

Columbia,

June

(Cockle).

Wellington,

British

Columbia (Bryant).

PLUTELLA NOTABILIS,

new

species.

Antenna? black with silvery white annulations. Tuft on second
joint of labial palpi black on the outer side, whitish in front; terminal
joint white with black tip.
Face white; head golden straw colored;
thorax white with central black line and black patagia. Fore wings
white, strikingly marked with black, as follows: On the fold from
base to basal third of the wing is a heavy black streak; another longitudinal black streak in the middle of the cell is attenuated toward base
and bends at the end of the cell downward in a sharp angle, reaching
Following this streak is a nearl}^ circular black spot,
the dorsal edge.
and around the apical edge is a series of marginal black spots, four on
Cilia white with a
the costal and seven or eight on the dorsal edge.
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black lino.

Hind

Venation typical.

wiiitrs lio-ht fuscous.
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s|)i'inkle(l

with ruseous.

Ahdo-

Expanse,

nun.
Ifuhitat.

—Mount

Washinjrton,

Rainier,

1(),0()U

feet

alt.,

August

(Pipor).
T[ipe.

A

— Cat. No.

veiy

7S12,

V

.

S.

National

Museum.

strikino- species, unlike iiny described

PLUTELLA POULELLA,

American Phifdla.

new specks.

Antennae light fuscous. Labial palpi dark biown exteriorly,
ochreous white on the inner side; tuft not large.
Face whitish in the
middle, brown along the sides. Top of head with loose, erect scales,
Thorax and forowings light ochreous fuscous; costal edge
whitish.
and apical part with strong, golden reflexions; below the fold the wing
is whitish fuscous, lighter than above.
Along the fold from the l>ase
of the wing is a dark l)rown, irregular streak with two short, pointed
projections into the light colored field below.
The entire wing is
sparseh' sprinkled with dark fuscous scales which form small and
ill-defined dark spots on the outer costal edge and at apex.
Hindwings
whitish fuscous, nearly transparent and with a ])luish tinge. Abdomen
ochreous fuscous. Genital iii light ochreous. Legs ochreous, mottled
with brown on the outer surfaces. Venation tj^pical. Alar expanse,
24 mm.
Habitat.
Kaslo, British Columbia (Cockle).
Type.—Q'dX. No. 7883, U. S. National Museum.
Ver}" similar in ornamentation to P. inaGulij)enmx Curtis, but nearly
twice as large.

—

ZELLERIA

Stainton.

ZELLERIA GRACILARIELLA, new
Both

species.

joints of labial palpi wdiitish, strongly mottled with ])lack on

Antennm light gray wntli narrow black annulations.
Face reddish brown; tuft on head dirty yellow. Thorax and forewings brown, with strong violet reflexions; the fold more ochreous.
Sparsely and irregularly scattered over the wing are dark mental lie
blue scales, which congregate to form a faint and nuich interrupteil
Cilia bluish
longitudinal streak under and parallel with the fold.
einerous.
Hind wings dark, shining l)luish fuscous. Cilia strongly
l)luish.
Abdomen al)Ove and the inner side of the legs silvery fuscous; underside of abdomen and the exposed parts of the legs reddish.
Expanse, 18 mm.
Kaslo, British Columbia.
Habitat.
Foodplant: Rihes lacuxtre (Dyar).
the outer side.

—

Type.—Qfii. No. 7813, U.

S.

National

Museum.
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The

coloration of this species

is

vol. xxvii.

strikingly similar to that of Gruci-

laria elongella Linnteus, var. alnicoleUa

Chambers/'

The

fore wings

of this and the following species have veins 6 and 7 stalked, one branch

going to each side of apex; in those European species of Zelleria^
which I have been able to examine, these two veins are separate
though approximate at base; such is also the case with an American
species^' on Celastrus, which I have determined for Mr. William
Kearfott; but as all the other characters are tj^pical I do not think
Meyrick places this genus and Argythis difference of generic value.
resthia in the Tineidas, but in spite of the tufted head they seem to
me more nearly related to the Yponomeutidse., as placed by Staudinger
and Rebel.'' The old family, x\.rgyredhiidse,^ should probably be
adopted.

ZELLERIA RIBESELLA, new

species.

Labial palpi yellow, strongly mottled with ])lack especially on the

outer and under surface.

Antennae blackish. Face whitish. Tuft
on head light greenish yellow. Thorax and fore wings light greenish
yellow with sparse black scales irregularly scattered over the wing
and congregating more densely into a longitudinal interrupted streak,
under and parallel with the fold and into another longitudinal streak
before apex; basal half of costal edge is also black. The black is
really the ground color of the wing, but it is so closely overlaid with

make the wing decidedly light colored. Cilia
dark fuscous. Hind wings dark fuscous. Abdomen blackish, sprinkled
on the underside with yellow. Legs dark fuscous, sprinkled on the
outer surfaces with ^^ellow.
Alar expanse: 19 mm.
Uahltat.
Kaslo, British Columbia.
the light scales as to

—

Foodplant: R!hes lacush'e.
Type.— Cat No. 7814, U. S. National Museum.
Bred l)y Doctor Dyar at the same time and from the same foodplant
as the foregoing species without differences in larva3 being noted.
This would suggest that this species might be only a variety of the
foregoing and such may ultimately l)e. proven, l)ut in the absence of
actual observation, the very different coloration does not permit such
assumption.
This species has a noteworthy superficial resemblance to Graeilaria
elongella Linnseus, var. shastaella Beutenmiiller.'^

«Seep.
&

770.

Since described as ZcIJeria celasiruseUa Keariott.

1903, p. 150.)

cCat. Lep. Eur.,

dSee

p. 771.

II, 1901, p. 134.

(Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc, XI,
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Hubner.

ARGYRESTHIA GCEDARTELLA

Linnseus.

Large series from Wellinoton, British Columbia, September (Dyar),
and from Cornwall, Idaho, August (Piper).

ARGYRESTHIA PYGMiEELLA

Hubner.

Many specimens from Kaslo, August (Dyar and Cockle), and from
Bear Lake Mountain, British Columbia, July (Caudell and C'urrie);
also specimens fnmi Seattle, Washington, bred by Professor Kincaid
from willow. This is the first record of the breeding of the species in
this country, and it verities the determination of this European species,
the food phmt of which has long been known in Europe.
Family

GELECHIID^E.

ARISTOTELIA Hubner.
ARISTOTELIA ROSEOSUFFUSELLA

Clemens.

Gelechia roseosuffusclla Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., XII, 1860, pp.
162, 434; Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., II, 1863, p. 121; III, 1864^ p. 508; Tin. N.

262.— Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, pp. 69,
Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877, pp. 125, 141; Can. Ent.,
IX, 1877, p. 14; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, pp. 110, 146; Journ. Cinn.
Soc. Nat. Hist, II, 1880, p. 183.— Murtfeldt, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, p. 222;

Am.,
148,

1872, pp. 40, 113, 225,

169, 193; Bull.

U.

S.

Bull. U. S. Dept. Agr., Div. Ent., 1891, pp. 23,

53.— Riley,

Sniith'w List Lep.

Bor. Am., No. 5470, 1891.
Gelechia rosasnffuseUa

Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Jour.

Sci., II, 1875, p. 290.

Gelechia {Ergatis) roseomffusella Zelleu, Verb. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell. Wien,

XXIII,

1872, p.

Gelechia hellela

272.— Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc, X,

Walker,

Cat. Lep. Ins. Brit. Mus.,

XXIX,

1882,

]i.

1864, p. 595.

ISO.

—

Walsingham, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lend., 1897, p. 66.
DiETz, Smith's List N. Jers. Ins., 1900, p. 470.— Busck, Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., XXIII, 1900, p. 226; Dyar's List N. A. Lep., No. 5575, 1902; Proc.

Aristotelia roseosuffuseUa

U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXV,

1903, p. 796; Proc.

Several specimens from Kaslo,

]5ritish

Wash. Ent. Soc, V,

1003, p. 199.

Columbia, July (Dyar).

ARISTOTELIA FUNGIVORELLA

Clemens.

Soc Phila., Ill, 1864, p. 507; N. Am.
261.— Walsh, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., VI, 1866, p. 273.— Packard,
Guide, 1870, p. 350.— Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, pp.
112, 143.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., 1891, No. 5367.

Gelechia fwujivorella Clemens, Proc. Ent.
Tin., 1872, p.

Arktotelia fungirurella Bisck, Dyar's List N. A.

U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XXV,

1903, pp. 798, 933;

Lep., No. 5579, 1903; Proc.

Proc Wash. Ent. Soc, V,

1903,

p. 219.

Several specimens from Kaslo,

British

Columbia. August (Dyar

and Cockle), and from Pullman, Washington, August

(Piper).
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ARISTOTELIA RUBIDELLA
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Clemens.

Gelechia ruhidella Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., XII, 1860, pp. 163, 434;
Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., II, 1863, p. 121; Tin. N. Am., 1872, pp. 40, 115, 225.—

Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 147.— Riley, Smith's List
Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5471, 1891.
Gelechia rubeiisella Chambers, Can. Ent., IV, 1872, p. 193; Bull. IT. S. Geol.
Surv., IV, 1878, pp. 89, 147.— Murtfeldt, Can. Ent., VI, 1874, j). 222; Bull.
U. S. Dept. Agr., Div. Ent., No. 23, 1891, p. 54.
Gelechia 2}udibimdella CnAMB^TiS, Can. Ent., IX, 1877, p. 23.
Gelechia {Ergatis) ruhidella Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc, X, 1882, p. 180.

Walsingham,

Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1897, p. 70.
Smith's List N. Jers., 1900, p. 475. Busck, Dyar's
ListN. A. Lep., No. 5578, 1903; Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXV, 1903, p." 798;
Proc. Wash. Ent. Soc, V, 1903, p. 199.

Eucatoptits ruhidella

Aristotelia ruhidella Dietz,

Many

specimens from Kaslo, British Columbia, Jnl}^ (Dyai'

find

Cockle).

ARISTOTELIA NATALELLA, new

species.

Antennae light ocherous, with dark brown annulations. Labial palpi
more than half as long as the second
joint, pointed.
Face, head, and thorax light yellow; patagia darker.
Fore wings rich saffron j-ellow, lightest at base, gradually deeper saffron toward apex.
At apical third is a hardly perceptible light
ocherous costal s.treak, and similar light, inconspicuous dashes are found
along the costal and dorsal edge on the apical third of the wing.
Around the extreme apical edge is a prominent narrow black line
Hind wings dark fuscous. Legs
Cilia yellowish.
before the cilia.
Venation typical. Expanse,
3''ellow; tarsi slightl} shaded with fuscous.
15-16 mm.
IlaJntat.
Kaslo, British Columbia, Jul}^ (Dyar and Cockle); Seattle,
Washington, July (Kincaid).
Type.— Cat. No. 7854, U. S. National Museum.
Described from a large series; quite close to the following species
and to Aristotelia gilvolineella Clemens, l^ut the color is much deeper
than in any of these species, and A. natalelJa is at once distinguished
from both these species by the total absence of dark discal spots.
light yellow; terminal joint not

—

ARISTOTELIA HARRISONELLA, new

species.

Antennae j^ellowish fuscous, with indistinct darker annulations.
Second joint of labial palpi ocherous, mottled with black; terminal
joint ver}^ light j^ellow, nearly white, with the extreme tip dark. Face
whitish. Head and thorax light yellowish. Fore wings dirty whitish,
overlaid with light ocherous.
On the middle of the fold is a prominent short black streak, and at the end of the cell is a deep black round
spot.
Around the apical edge is a not very conspicuous dark line
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lit^ht

lej^-.s ocherou.s; anterior le^-s shaded
yellowish fuscous. V(Miati()ii t\))ical.

mm.

— Kaslo, British Columbia, duly (Dyaraiid Cockic); Seattle,

Washington (Kincaid).

—

Cat. No. 7855, U. S. National Museum.
Type.
Described from a large series; intermediate between the foregoing
species and Arhtotella duconotella Chandlers, but with more slender
and more pointed fore wings than either. Easily distinguished from
the foregoing species by the dark spots, and from ^1. disconotella by
its

much

lighter color.

GNORIMOSCHEMA

Busck.

GNORIMOSCHEMA GALLiESOLIDAGINIS

Riley.

Mo. Rep. Nox. Inn., I, 1869, p. 173; II, 1S70, pp. 20,
Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5377, 1891.— Chambers, Can. Ent.,
VIII, 1876, p. 19; IX, 1877, p. 14; Cimi. Quart. Journ. Sci., II, 1875, p. 289;

Gelechia ijdlhisolklnghm Riley,
132, 134;

U.S. Geol. Surv., Ill, 1877, pp. 128, 141; IV, 1878, pp. 115, 143.—
Kellicot, Can. Ent, X, 1878, p. 201.— Dietz, Smith's List Ins. N. Jers., 1900,

Bull.

p. 474.

Gnorimoschema gallxsolidaginis Busck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1900, p.
227; Dyar's List N. A. Lep. No. 5620, 1902; Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXV,
1903, p. 824.

A

bred series from Pullman, Washington, August (Piper).

GNORIMOSCHEMA WASHINGTONIELLA,

new

species.

Antennte white, with brown annulations. Labial palpi white, termiFace wdiite. Head and thoraxnal joint mottled with light brown.
Fore wings ocherlight ocherous; thorax with a central white patch.
ous white, finely mottled with black, each scale being slightly tipped
with black; at base is an unmottled fawn-colored spot, followed by a
nearly pure white narrow oblique line, which is again followed by an
obliquely placed large unmottled fawn-colored spot in the middle of
the wing, which nearly reaches the costal edge atlnisal third, and which
gradually shades into the ground color toward the costal edge farther
out; at apical third is a large triangular ill-detined fawn-colored costal

wing is freely suffused with the same color.
daubed with black scales. Hind wings light
fuscous.
Legs whitish, barred on the outside with black; tarsi yellowOral parts and venation typical. Expanse. 10 nmi.
ish.
Hahitat.—VxxWmAn, Washington, August {Pi])er).
Type.—Q?it. No. 7856, U. S. National Museum.
Of the same general pattern as (riiorlinoscJumn </<(/l;nfsf> fttlhi Kellicott, but uuich smaller and more slender; easily recognized by its very
spot,

and the

tip of the

Cilia white, strongly

light coloration.
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GNORIMOSCHEMA RADIATELLA,

new

voi. xxvn.

species.

Antennae curiousl}" marked; uniformly dark shining fuscous above,
Second joint of labial palpi
reddish white, strongly barred with black on the outside; terminal joint
with base and an annulus around the middle black. Face irridescent,
reddish white; top of head flecked with reddish fuscous. Thorax reddish fuscous.
Fore wings with a nearly continuous, narrow black longitudinal central line from base to apex; costal part of the wing above
this line light whitish red, shaded with fuscous; dorsal part below the
central black line darker than costal half, reddish, more profusely overAt base is an ill-defined, small,
laid with dark fuscous and black scales.
unmottled brick-red patch. Cilia and hind- wings light fuscous; abdomen, dark fuscous above, under side ocherous. Legs blackish, mottled with light red and white scales; tarsi black with tip of each joint
reddish white. Expanse, 16 mm.
Pullman, Washington, August (Piper).
TIaMtat.
Type.— Cvii. No. 7857, U. S. National Museum.
Nearest in pattern and general appearance to Gnoriino8cliem,a 2)ednwntiella Chambers, but not reall}^ like any described species of that
genus. It reminds in coloration of certain varieties of Cerostoma radiatella Donovan.
reddish white and black checkered below.

—

GNORIMOSCHEMA SPLENDORIFERELLA,

new

species.

Antenna? dark fuscous, faintly annulated with white. Labial palpi
on the outside;
terminal joint with a blackish annulation at base and another liefore
the tip.
Face light yellow; head darker reddish yellow. Thorax
deep bluish black. Forewings shining, intense purplish red; a narrow
costal margin and the apical part of the wing mottled with white and
bluish black scales; a basal subcostal longitudinal streak, and an illdefined dorsal and a costal spot at the beginning of the cilia yellow.
Cilia white, dotted with black.
Abdomen dark fuscous with the ends
of the joints silvery white.
Legs dark fuscous, barred with white.
Expanse, 16 mm.
Habitat. Pullman, Washington, July (Piper).
Ty2}e.—C?it. No. 7858, U. S. National Museum.
This beautiful species can only be compared with the quite closely
allied Gnorlmoschema saphirinella Chambers, which has the same
intense red color. The present species, however, is larger, and lacks
the l)lack longitudinal streaks found in sapliirinella ; the dark thorax
and the lack of l)rown spots on and near the fold also separate it from
light 3"ellow; second joint slightly mottled with red

—

this species.
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Hubner.

GELECHIA MANDELLA,

new

species.

Antennae purplish black checkered with roseate white. Second
dark purplish brown on the exterior side, whitish
on the interior side; brush well developed; terminal joint purplish
black.
Face white. Head and thorax dark purplish ])iown. Fore
wings dark purplish fuscous sprinkled with black and white scales.
joint of labial palpi

There are two indistinct black
other at the end of the cell.

one shortly before and the
outwardly sharply
angulated white fascia crosses the wing at apical third, and there are a
few white scales before the apex. In some specimens the fasi-ia is
hardly perceptible. The entire edge of the wing, but more especially
the apical part, is suffused with light rose-colored scales. Cilia roseate
Hind wings broader than the fore wings, dark fu.scous.
fuscous.
Abdomen dark fuscous above; roseate silver^'- on the under side.
Legs dark fuscous, sprinkled with roseate and silvery scales except
on the tarsi which are dark. Expanse, 17-18 nun.
Kaslo, British Columbia, August (D3'^ar).
Ilahitat.
Type.—Cat No. 7859, U. S. National Museum.
Nearest to Gelechia rlhesella Chambers, and much like this species
in size, form, and general coloration, with the same roseate tinge on
the fore wings, but without the striking white markings of that species.
discal spots,

A

very

faint, thin,

—

GELECHIA MEDIOFUSCELLA
Gelechia mediofiisccllit CLE^iE'Sfi, Proc. Ent.

Clemens.

.Soc. Phil., 11,

lS6o, pji. 11,

IL'I;

Tin.

N. Am., 1872, pp. 218, 224.— Chambers, P.uU. U. S. (ieol. Surv., IV, 1878,
p. 144.— Bu.scK, Dyar's List N. A. Lep., No. 5764, 1!)02; Proc. U. 8. Nat.
Mus., XXV, 1903, p. 885.
Gelechia ragdla Walker, Cat. Lep. Hot. P.rit. Mus., XXIX, 1864, p. 596.—
Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Phila., X, 1882, p. 178.— Riley, Smith's
Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5506, 1891.
Ckambehs, Can. Ent., TV, 1872, pp. 106, 129, 147, 148.
Gelechia fuscoochrella Chambers, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 143.
List.

Depr-essaria fuscoochrella

Gelechia ILitn} Uturosella Zeller, Verh. k. k. ^ool.-bot. Gesell. Wien,
1873, p.

265.— Chambers,

Specimens from

Seattle,

Bull.

U.

S.

XNIII,

Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 144.

Washington (Kincaid).

GELECHIA MONELLA,

new

species.

Antenna^ dark fuscous checkered with white. Tuft on si'cond joint
of labial palpi large, projecting, approaching the genus ]'j>.s,)/o/>/ii's in
form; basal half deep black, outer half white; terminal joint blackish.
Face and head whitish, mottled with fuscous. Thorax and fore wings
light fuscous irregularly mottled with black, white, and gray scales;
In the center
costal edge somewhat lighter than the rest of the wing.
of the wing is a row of three more or less pronounced longitudinal
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blackish streaks, one beginning at the base of the wino-, the next on
cell, and the third at the end of and outside the
These dark streaks are, however, not very constant, and in some
specimens onl}^ the middle one is at all prominent. Around the apical
edge is a row of ill-defined dark spots, with the intervals bluish white,
and the entire insect has a faint violet or roseate tinge. Fore wings
narrow elongate, pointed, termen ver}^ oblique. Hind wings somewhat broader than the fore wings, light fuscous. Venation typical.
Legs and underside of the body bluish white, strongly overlaid with
dark fuscous. Expanse, 18 mm.
Kaslo, British Columbia, August (Dyar).
Habitat.
Tyj)e.—Q2it. No. T860, U. S. National Museum.
This species resembles in a general way, and especially in the formi
of the palpi, Gelechia anarsiella Chambers, but the coloration of the
palj)i and the more varied wing pattern separates it easily from that
species; in coloration it comes near Geleclila dyariella Busck.

the outer part of the
cell.

—

GELECHIA CEANOTHIELLA, new

species.

Labial palpi dark blackish Ijrown, the termiand the interior side of the second joint sparsel}^ mottled with
yellowish white; underside of brush yellowish. Face 3xllowish. Head,
thorax, and anterior wings dark purplish brown; on the middle of the
fold is a small yellow streak, followed h^ blackish scales; obliquel}'
above this in the cell is a })lackish dot partly surrounded by yellow
At apical
scales and at the end of the cell is another similar spot.
third is a small yellow costal streak and around apical edge is a more
or less complete series of small yellow dots. Cilia dark fuscous. Hind
wings dark fuscous. Abdomen yellowish fuscous above, especially on
Legs yellowish,
basal joints; dark fuscous below, on the underside.
shaded with fuscous. Alar expanse, 19 mm. Foodplant, Ceanothus.
Kaslo, British Columbia (D^-ar).
Ilahltat.
Cat.
No. 7873, U. S. National Museum.
Type.
close
to
Gelechia, trialhamacuhUa Chambers, with the same
Yqvj
ground color and wing pattern; the dark labial palpi, however, are an

Antenna? dark fuscous.

nal joint

—

easy

mark

—

of distinction.

ANACAMPSIS

Curtis.

ANACAMPSIS FRAGARIELLA, new

species.

Basal part of second joint
of labial palpi light brown; apical part whitish; terminal joint nuich
longer than second joint, whitish, with a narrow brown longitudinal
Face fawn colored; head and thorax
line in front from base to tip.

Antennis light ])rown, barred with black.

brown. Fore wings light whitish brown, the color somewhat deeper
toward the tip than at the base; at apical third is a broad, ill-defined.

NO. 1375
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1

darker, inahof,ran3'-brown fascia.
Cilia l)ro\vn, liind wings and cilia
dark fascous. Body and legs 1)rown. Generic characters typical.
Expanse, 16 mm.
Food plant: Strawberry {Fragaria).
Pullman, AVashincrton, July (Piper).
Hahitat.
Cat. No. TSOl, U. 8. National Museum.
Tyjye.
The coloration does not admit the confounding of this species with
any described American species; in this it is very close (though lighter
hrown) to the European ii^Qcien A nacampsis siibsequeUa\\\\h\\QY, t\iQ
larva of which, however, feeds on Prunus spinosus [Heinemann], and
from which it is at once distinguished by the total absence of white at

—

—

the apical third of the fore wing.

ANACAMPSIS NIVEOPULVELLA

Chambers.

Gelechia niveopulvella CnxyiBBRs, Can. Ent., VII, 1875, p. 210; Bull. U. S. Geol.
Surv., IV, 1878, p. 145.
Anacmnpsis niveopulrella Busck, Dyar's List. X. A. Lep., No. 5704, 1902; Proc.
U. S. Nat. Mus., XXV, 1903, p. 847.

Three specimens, bred by Doctor Dyar, at Kaslo, British Columbia,
from willoiv. Food plant not hitherto known. In ni}- Revision of
American Gelechiidaj," I suggested that this species might prove an
extreme variety of xinacarnpsis mnocuella Zeller, corresponding to
similar variations of the European Anacamj^sis popidella Clerck.
Since then 1 have seen several additional specimens, all from the
Northwest, and the constancy of the marking, together with the knowledge of the different food plants, has convinced

me

that the species

is

certainl}^ distinct.

TRICHOTAPHE

Clemens.

TRICHOTAPHE SIMPLICIELLA,

new

species.

Antennre dark fuscous. Labial palpi light ocherous. Face light
ocherous.
Head and thorax fuscous; patagia light ocherous. Fore
in two nearly equal longitudinal parts, the costal part
divided
wings
light ocherous and the dorsal somewhat larger part, dark fuscous; the
dividing line is sharp and nearly straight from base of wing to apex,
but the fuscous part is slightly overlaid with ocherous in the apical
third, except along termen, where the dark color is rather emphasized
before the cilia. At the end of the cell is a very light ocherous round
dot.

Cilia whitish fuscous.

dark fuscous.

tips of the joints.

Hind wings

light fuscous.

tarsi suffused

Expanse, 18 mm.
Hahitat.— V\A\wvA.\\ Washington, August (Pii)er).
Type.—0\t. No. 7863, U. S. National ^Museum.
«Proc. U.

Proc. N.

M.

AMomen

with black exc-ept at the
Oral parts and venation typical of the genus.

Legs yellow,

vol.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

xxvii— 03

XXV,
53

1903, p. 847.
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Nearest Trichotaplie serrativitella Zeller, but larger and not nearly
so dark in the dorsal part of the wing; at once distinguished from that
species by the light discal spot at the end of the cell, and by the
straight

— not serrate— dividing line between the dorsal and

the costal

part.

TRICHOTAPHE LEUCONOTELLA,

new

species.

AntenuEe dark fuscous. Labial i)alpi lacking in the type })efore me,
but will undoubtedly be found to be ocherous, as in the allied species.
Face whitish. Head and thorax dark purplish brown. Fore wings
dark purplish brown, nearly black, shining. At the end of the cell is
a conspicuous canary 3'ellow, somewhat elongated, spot, and at apical
third is a hardly appreciable triangular light-brown costal spot.
Hind-wings dark fuscous. Venation typical.
Cilia dark fuscous.

mm.

Expanse, IT
Ilahitat.

— Pullman, Washington (Piper).

Type.—Q>2ii. No. Y864, U. S. National

Museum.

Ver}^ close to Trichotaphejnncldella Clemens, Ixit hardly as dark,
with the second discal spot pronounced, pure j-ellow, not ocellate

and
and

obscure as \n juncldella.
I have in former years determined this species for several correspondents as "near or equal" T. juncidella Clemens, but have no
doubt now that it is a distinct species.

TRICHOTAPHE TRIMACULELLA

Chambers.

1S74, p. 238; Bull. U.

S.

Geol.

Trichotaphc trimaculella Busck, Dyar's List N. A. Lep., No, 5669, 1902;

Proc.

Gelechia irimaculella

Chambers, Can.

Sarv.,lV, 1878,

U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

Eiit.,

Ill,

p. 147.

XXV,

1903, p. 914.

Specimens from Kaslo, British Columbia (Dyar), and from i*ullman,
Washington, August (Piper).

GLYPHIDOCERA

Walsinghani.

GLYPHIDOCERA SEPTENTRIONELLA, new

species.

Antennje yellowish fuscous; in the male not quite as specialized as
notch l)eing simple,
not roundly excavated. Labial palpi normal for the genus, long,
recurved, compressed, sharp edged; terminal joint pointed; yellowish
Face and head yellowfuscous, sparsely sprinkled with black scales.
Thorax and fore wings yellowish fuscous, evenly sprinkled with
ish.
in the other described species of this genus, the

black scales.
the

cell;

of the

mens

cell,

all

A

very faint blackish round spot on the ])asal part of
somewhat more pronounced on the middle
and a double one at the end of the cell. In flown speci-

a similar one

of these spots are difficult to detect.

wings yellowish fuscous.

Venation

typical.

Cilia yellowish.

Abdomen

Hind

yellowish

NO. 1375.
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genitalia large, ])ut not so

Ghjphidocera •cvquepulmlla^ Chambers.
lowish, sprinkled with fuscous.
Expanse, 18-19 mm.
Kaslo, British Columbia, July (Dyar).
Habitat.
Type.—C^X. No. 7865, U. S. National Museum.
specialized as in

Legs

3-el-

—

Very close to Glyphidocera ivqaejxdvclht Chambers, l)ut fore wiiifs
more slender and more mottled with black. The less specialized
male antenna separates it at once. The identical peculiar venation of
tlie two species as well as the same general habitus shows that this

are

difference in antenna?

is

not of generic value.

Family OECOPHOlilD^E.

DEPRESSARIA Haworth.
DEPRESSARIA UMBRATICOSTELLA
Depressaria umbraticostella

BuscK, Proc. U.
No. 5855, 1902.

S.

Walsingham,

Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1881, p. 318.

XXIV,

Nat. Mus.,

Walsingham,

1902, p.

736.— Dyar,

List N. A. Lep.,

Specimens from Pullman, Washington, March (Piper).

DEPRESSARIA ARGILLACEA

Walsingham.

—

Depressaria argillacea WALSiNtiiiAM, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1881, p. 313. BuscK,
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIV, 1902, p. 738.— Dyau, List N. A. I^p., No.
5860, 1902.

Kaslo, British Columbia (Dyar and Cockle); Revelstoke, British

Columbia (Dyar).

DEPRESSARIA KLAMATHIANA
Depressaria klainallviana

BuscK, Proc. U.
No. 5868, 1902.

S.

Walsingham,
Nat. Mus.,

Walsingham.

Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1S81,

XXIV,

1902, p.

740.— yak,

\).

314.

List N. A. Lep.,

Several specimens from Kaslo, Britisli Columbia (Dyar and Cockle).

DEPRESSARIA ROSACILIELLA,
Depressaria ciHella

Walsingham,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

new

species.

Busck,
Proc. Zool. Soc, Loud., 1881, p. 316.
1902, p. 739.— Dyak, List N. A. Lep., No.

XXIV,

5863, 1902.

Not Depressaria
and Rebel,

cilieUu

Stainton, Cat. Brit. Ins. Tin., 1849,

p. 17.

Stai-dinukr

Cat. Lep. Eur., II, No. 3234, 1901.

Labial palpi red, mottled with black, terminal joint with b:ise and
Antennae reddish fuscous with narrow ))hick aiinulations; face whitish; head and thorax ochcrous, spotted
an an Indus ])efore the tip black.

with red. (Jround color of fore Avings ochcrous; base unmotthvl, rest
of wing heavily suffused with red; three discal spots in one line hlat-k
with white center, a fourtii o])li(iuely above and before tin- lirst of
ttese

black with a few white scales posteriorly.

Black mottling
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along- the costal edge,

edge before the
reddish

cilia.

and

a roAv of short, hlaok lines

cilia; cilia reddisli.

Hind wings

voi..

xxvn.

around apical

light fuscous with

Expanse 24 mm.

—

Cat. No. 7815, U. S. National Museum.
Type.
This is the species collected by Lord Walsingham in Oregon in
1872 and identified by him as the European Depi^esmrla cllieUa Stainton.
One of his original specimens is now before me. With the
additional and fresher material on hand it is very plain that it is distinct from the European species, as I had suspected before; rosacUieUa

more narrow-winged and has a consj^icuous row of black lines
around the apical edge, wanting in cilielJa\ the red color is also more
dull than in the European species, and the discal spots not nearly as
is

white as in that species, the black part predominating. Besides the
specimen from Camp Watsia, Oregon, April, 1872, from Lord Walsingham, I have before me specimens from Kaslo, British Columbia
(Dyar and Cockle), and from Pullman, Washington (Piper).

DEPRESSARIA NUBIFERELLA
Depressaria nubiferella

BuscK, Proc. LT.
No. 5881, 1902.

Two

S.

Walsingham,
Nat. Mus.,

Proc. Zool.

XXIV,

1900, p.

Walsingham.
Soc.

Lond.,

1881, p.

316.

745.— Dyar, ListN. A. Lep.,

specimens from Pullman, Washington, July (Piper).

DEPRESSARIA CANELLA, new

species.

Labial palpi white, mottled with light brown. Antennas uniformly
dark fuscous. Face white. Head light brown. Thorax pure white.
Fore wings white, with black, brown, and fuscous markings; basal
third nearly unmottled, with only a small dark-brown spot at base of
costa and a few fuscous scales forming an inconspicuous streak perpendicular on the dorsal edge near the base. This basal white part
extends farther out on the dorsal than on the costal edge. The rest of
the wing is suffused with darker scales.
The darkest region is found
on the costal half of the middle part of the wing, next to the white
basal area, and from this dark center the wing gradually becomes
lighter toward the apex and dorsal edge.
In the middle of the cell is
a small black spot, and another still smaller is found obliquely above
and before it. They are followed exteriorly b}^ a few scattered brown
scales.
The outer costal edge is spotted with black and brown scales,
and around the apical edge is a series of black scales before the cilia;
cilia gray.
Hind wings light fuscous; cilia whitish. Legs white,
strongl}^ mottled with dark fuscous.
Expanse, 20 mm.
I/ffhifaf.
Pullman, Washington, September (Piper).
Type.— Cat No. 7817, IT. S. National Museum.
This species can not be confounded with any described American
species of Dej/ressaria and is at once recognized by the pure white

—

TINEII)
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tliorax and anterior part of fore wings.
It is nearest the Kmoixaii
and Siberian />,y>yv.v.sy//vV/ (if.<<fr<i'iii<ri<iii<i, (Jlerek, l)ut the dai'k head,
mottled palpi, and sluided apieal part of fore wings easily separates it
from this species.

DEPRESSARIA PALLIDELLA,

new

species.

Antenna' dark fuscous.
Labial pali)i light yellow; second joint
externally mottled with black; terminal joint with a narrow aniudation
near l)ase and one above the middle black. Face light yellow. Head
and thorax 3'ellow slightly sprinkled with black.
Fore wings light
straw yellow, a shade darker at base than toward apex; beyond the
unmottled basal patch is a narrow transverse area mottled with ))lack,
which is perpendicular on the dorsal edge and does not reach the
costal edge.

Extreme base

of costa Idack.

First discal spot small

oblong black; obliquel}^ above and l)efore it is another small black
spot; second discal spot at the end of the cell also black and small,
though somewhat lai'ger than the first. Between and abo\e th(>se
Along the costal and apical edge
spots is a slightly dark-shaded area.
is

a series of short black lines reaching to tornus.

Veins 2 and 3 stalked.
Hind wings light yellowish;
series of short black lines.

cilia

Cilia light yellow.

whitish; along the apical edge

Abdomen

yellowish fuscous.

Legs

is

a

yel-

Expanse 19 mm.

lowish.

Habitat.

— Kaslo, British Columbia (Dyar and Cockle).

7818, U. S. National Museum.
Nearest to Dcpressaria senecionella Busck, but more narrow wingi'd

Type.— C^t. No.

and much lighter

in color.

DEPRESSARIA ALIENELLA, new
Dcprcssaria etiierikila^Y AhsitiGUAM, rroc. Zool. Soc.

species.

ivoiid., ISSl, p.

."tsi.

1\ii.ky,

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5261, 1891.— Bitsck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
XXIV, 1902, p. 746.— Dyar, List N. A. Lep., No. 5884, 1902.
Not DeprcKsaria emeritella Stainton, Staudinger and Eebel, Cat. Le}). Vau:, II,
No. 3283, 1901.

This is the species determined by Lord Walsingham as the European Depresmria emer^iteUa. While revising the American species of
Dejtressaria.,^ 1 expressed in a letter to Lord Walsingham, my suspicion
that some of the American species identified by him as European spe-

and his lordship kindly sent me one of
specimens from Rogue River, Oregon. 1 have now lu'fore
me additional material, and there is no doubt but that the American
form is distinct, though very close to emei'itellii Stainton. It belongs

cies

were

in reality distinct,

his original

to the

same group, with veins 2 and 3 in fore Aving separate, but it is
more dull brown, and at once separated from Merits //a l)y the

smaller,

i

a Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XXIV,

1902, pp. 731-749.
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absence of the angulated, whitish fascia, found in the European
Expanse, 18 mm.
Tyi)e.—^Q,dX. No. 7816, U. S. National Museum.

total

species.

species was taken at Kaslo, British Columbia, by Doctor D3^ar.
In this connection I would say that the American species identified
b}'^ Lord Walsing-ham as the European Depressaria applana Fabricius
is not this species, and should be known under the original American

The

name

clemensella Chambers.

ETHMIA

Hubner.

ETHMIA MONTICOLA
Psecadia monticoki

Walsingham,

Proc. Zool.

Walsingham.
.Soc.

Lond., 1880,

Ethmia monticola Dyar, Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc, X,

p. 87.

1902, p. 203; List N. A. Lep.,

No. 5905, 1902.

One perfect specimen of this species, which I have
known except from description and figure, was collected

not before
at Pullman,

Washington, by Mr. C. V. Piper.

BORKHAUSENIA

Hubner.

BORKHAUSENIA PSEUDOSPRETELLA

Stainton.

Oecophora pseudospretella Stainton, Cat. Brit. Ins. Tin., 1849, p. 14. Walsingham, Ins. Life, I, 1888, p. 149.— Dyar, List N. A. Lep., No. 5926, 1902.
Borkhausenia 2}seudospretella Busck, Proc. Wash. Ent. Soc, V, 1908, p. 218.

Several specimens from Kaslo, British Columbia, August (Cockle);

September (Dyar); Seattle, Washington,
September (Piper); Chchalis, Washington (Kincaid).

Victoria, British Columbia,

BORKHAUSENIA BORKHAUSENII

Zeller.

Isis, 1839, p. 192; Verb. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell.
Wien, XXIII, 1873, p. 290.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5551,
1891.— Dyar, List N. A. Lep., No. 5922, 1902.

Oecophora borkJiausenii Zeller,

Oecophora

horeasella,

Chambers Can.

Ent., V, 1873, p. 189; Cinn. Quart. Journ.

pp. 114, 292; Bull. U. S. Geol. Su'rv., Ill, 1877, pp. 129, 141;
IV, 1878, p. 159.— Dyar, List N. A. Lep., No. 5921, 1902.
Sci., II, 1875,

Borkhausenia

Two

horkJiauseiiii

Busck, Proc. Wash. Ent. Soc, V, 1903,

p. 218.

specimens from Kaslo, British Columl)ia, July (Dyar).

BORKHAUSENIA COLORADELLA

Walsingham.

Oecophora coloradella Walsingham, Ins. Life, I, 1888, p. 148. Riley, Smith's
List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5552, 1891.— Dyar, List N. A. Lep., No. 5923, 1902.

Three specimens from Kaslo, British Columbia, August (Cockle);
from Moscow Mountains, Idaho (Piper).

also
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BORKHAUSENIA DIMIDIELLA

"HM

V/alsingham.

Oecophora dlinidiella W.vl.sin-gh.vm, Ins. Life, i, 1.S.S8, p. 148. Rimcy, Smitli't^ J^ist
Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5554, 1891.— Dyak, List N. A. I^p., No. 5925, 1902.

Kaslo, British CV)himl)i!i, June (Cockle).

One specimen from

ENDROSIS

Hlibner.

ENDROSIS LACTEELLA
Endrosis

Sciiiffermuller, Staudinger and Rebel, Cat. Lep.
List. N. A. Lep., No. 6170, 1902.

lacteclla

1901, p.

Schiffermiiller.

Endrosis kennirottelhi Cle.\iens, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sc, Phila., 1860,

N. A., 1872, p. 119.
Endrosis fenestrella (Seopoli) CiiAMBEits, Cin. (^nart. Jonrn.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 140.

Many

I'-ur.,

II,

163.— Dy.\u,

j).

1()5;

Tin.

Sr., II, 1875, p. 244;

specimens from Kaslo, British Columbia, June (Dyar and
November (Cordley); Pullman, "Washing-

Cockle); Corvallis, Oreg-on,
ton,

June

(Piper),

and

Seattle,

Washington (Johnson).

Family ELACHISTID.E.

WALSHIA

Clemens.

WALSHIA AMORPHELLA

Clemens.

Walshia amorphdla ClemexNs, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila., II, 1864, p. 419; Tin. N. Am.,
1872, p. 241.— Riley, Rep. Ins. Mo., II, 1869, p. 132; Proc. Wash. Ent. Soc, I,
1886, p. 30.— Dyar, List. N. A. Lep., No. 6179, 1902.— Busck, Proc. Wash.
Ent. Soc, Y, 1903, p. 203.
Laverna miscecaloneUa Chasibers, Can. Ent., VII, 1875,
Laverna misceeolorella Chambers, Can. Ent., VII, 1875,
Surv., Ill, 1877, p. 144; IV, 1878, p. 152.

p. 34.
\).

51;

Hull. V. S. (ieol.

Pullman, Washington, July and August
(Piper), and from Kaslo, British Columbia, August (Dyar).

Many specimens from

MOMPHA

Hubner.

MOMPHA GRANDISELLA

Chambers.

Laverna grandisclla Chambers, Cinn. Quart. Jouru. Sci., II, 1875, p. 296; Bull.
U. S. Geol Surv., Ill, 1877, p. 144; IV, 1878, p. 152.— Riley, Smith List.
Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5730, 1891.— Dyar, List. N. A. Lep., No. 6180.
Leucophryne tricristateUa Chambers, Can. Ent., VII, 1875, p. 211; Bull. U. S.
No. 5739,
Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 152.— Riley, Smith List Lep. Bor. Am.,

1891.— Dyar,

List N. A. Lep., No. 6171, 1902.

Kaslo, British Columbia, July (Dyar). Chambers' type of Ixivenm
is
grandisel/a (erroneously lar)eled by himself, Laverna manuahlhi).
Massachusetts,
Cambridge,
in the Museum of Comparative Zoology,
the
where I have also examined iha ty\iQ oi Leucophnjne tricriatatelht ;
year.
same
the
in
published
two are identical. The two names were
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but it appears that the name grandisella has priority, and the species
must be known under that name.
There is no justification for the genus Leucopliryne ; the species

Mompha.

agrees in every character with the genus

MOMPHA DECORELLA
Mompha

decorelhi

Stephens.

Stephens, Dyar's Cat. N. A. Lep., No. 6155, 1902.

What

is undoubtedly this species was bred in large numliers from
on the stems of Epilohiuiii at Kaslo, British Columbia, by
Doctor Dyar.
Another large series of this species is in U. S. National Museum,
bred in the Department of Agriculture from similar galls on Ep'doMwii received from Mr. J. G. Barlow, Cadet, Missouri, and from
Doctor Fletcher, Ottawa, Canada.

galls

SCYTHRIS Hubner.
SCYTHRIS MAGNATELLA, new

species.

Labial palpi dark bronzy fuscous;
Antennjfi dark bronzy fuscous.
extreme base of second joint somewhat lighter. Head, thorax, and
forewings dark bronzy fuscous; forewings sparsely suffused with
white scales, scattered irregularly over the wing, and producing an
irrorated appearance; these white scales are rather more frequent on
the ))ase of the fold and on the apical part of the wing; at the end of
Cilia light bronzy brown.
The
the cell is a small round black spot.
wings are very elongate, narrow and pointed, slightly caudate. Venation typical of the genus; 11 veins; 8 absent; 6 and 7 stalked; 7 to
Hindwings nearly as broad as forewings,
costa; 1 h simple at base.
dark fuscous, cilia light brown; 8 veins; all separate. Abdomen dark
fuscous; male genitalia very large, yellowish; uncus and claspers
equally long.
Legs dark bronzy fuscous, irrorated witli white scales;
Alar expanse, 22 mm. Foodplant,
tuft on posterior tibije yellowish.

EpRohiwn.
Ilahitat.

Type.—

—Kaslo, British Columbia (Dyar).

C?it.

No. 7884, U.

S.

National

Museum.

COSMOPTERYX

Hubner.

COSMOPTERYX VILLELLA,

new

species.

Antennas, dark purplish brown, with the seven last joints silvery
Head and thorax, dark purplish
Labial palpi silver}^ fuscous.

wJiite.

brown, nearly black. Forewings, dark purplish brown, with silvery
and bluish reflections; basal part of fold, golden; at the middle of the
wing below costa is a bluish metallic spot of raised scales; slightly anteriorly on the fold is a similar spot of raised scales and within the
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ut tonius is a third such spot.
Bctwoc!! tiicso three spots ;ind
prochu-ed toward apex al)ove the hist of tlieiii is a hiri^e, irre<,adar,
g-oldon-orange spot, not rcachirij;- cither edge of the wing. Just before
mtii-oiii

apex are a few Iduish, ni(Hallic scales on the dorsal (hI^c. Cilia, dai-k
Hindwinus, dark, shining fuscous. Ahdtniien, Iduish bhu-k.
fuscous.
Legs, dark purplish brown, ])arred with silvery white. Expanse, 10.5

mm.
Jlnhiidt.

— Seattle,

Washington, June (Kincaid).

T^jpe.—OAi. No. 7866, U. S. National

Museum.

Unlike any descril)ed American form, with the usual transverse
golden fascia replaced by the central longitudinal golden spot.
I hope shortly to be able to finish a revision of the American species
of this genus wdiich has long been in manuscript.
In the meanwhile
it will be wadl to call attention to the fact that the species desci'ilx'd In'
BeutenmiiUer from Florida as
floridanella and redescribed from there
by the writer as C. nigrap^incteWt as mentioned before" is the same
species which Lord Walsingham had alread}^ described as Coxuuqdcryx
fernaldella^ as the type of this species in Professor Fernald's collection
proves. This species seems to occur all along the eastern Stjites; I
have taken it in the District of Columbia and have received it from
Dr. William Dietz, collected at Hazleton, Pennsylvania.

C

COPTODISCA Walsingham.
COPTODISCA ARBUTIELLA, new

species.

Antennas dark fuscous. Lal)ial palpi lead colored. Face silvery
Head, thorax, and basal half of forewings dark leaden gray
with a metallic luster. Apical half of forewings brilliant golden with
a large triangular silver}^ costal spot at apical third, edged with black
and a similar silver}' spot slightly anteriorly on the dorstil edge;
white.

extreme apical patch velvety black, precluded
silvery dash, and with a silvery spot edging

I)y
it

a small longitudinal

below.

Cilia whitish

with an apical black pencil, and with a perpendicular black streak in
the costal part.
Hindwings shining dark fuscous. Abdomen dark
fuscous above, silvery white below. Legs dark fuscous. Expanse:
5-5.4:

mm.

Foodplant: jWhutiis menziesi.
IMitat.—Senttle, Washington, May (Kincaid and Meary).
Ti/pe.—Cat. No. 7867, U. S. National Museum.

The species was bred from the same leaves as Marmara arhutitUa,^
Busck, received in May, 1898, from Mr. E. S. Meary, Seattle, Washington.
« Journ. N.

Y. Ent. Soc, X,

1902, p. 98.

&See

p. 772.
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Coptodisea mine, a short serpentine and

blotch mine, on the upper side of the leaf, ending- in an oval clear

mm.), the sides of which the larva cuts out and
which falls to the ground or is fastened with
makes
Between 30 and 40 mines were found in
threads
to
the
twig.
silken
and
numerous
perforations added considerably to
the
a single leaf,
blotch (3.5

b}"

2.5

into a flat case,

the disfiguration of the leaves.

The

species

is

hardly distinguishal)le from Coptotrlche splendori-

somewhat larger and differing slightl}" in
The darker head and the pronounced black pencil in
the white apical cilia are the best marks of recognition, ])ut careful
examination would have to be made in order to separate material not
bred, as is the case with the other species of the genus. They may
eventually all prove to be merely phy tophagic varieties of one species,
though 1 l)elievc I can distinguish ])etween the described species when

ferella Clemens, though

wing

pattern.

fresh-bred material

is

at hand.

Family TINEID^E.

LITHOCOLLETIS Hubner.
LITHOCOLLETIS POPULIELLA
LitJiocolletis jwpuHella

Chambers.

CHAyiBETis, Bull U. S. Geol. Sxirv., IV, 1878, p. 101.

Dyar,

List N. A. Lep., No. 6331, 1902.

A large

series of this species

bred from small tentiform mines on

the underside of the leaves of JPojndus tremuloides by Doctor

Dyar

at

Kaslo, British Columbia.

GRACILARIA Haworth.
GRACILARIA ELONGELLA

Linnaeus.

The extreme variability of this species is well known and has been
embarrassing to several lepidopterists before now. So eminent a specialist as Stainton described as new his GracilaTla inconstans,^^ giving
figures of seven different wing patterns, all of which he ultimatelj^
realized belonged to elongeUa^ and that though he well knew this
species and immediately after treats of its variability.
I have long had in manuscript a revision of the American species of
Gracilarla of all of the described species of which I have authentic
specimens, but 1 have delayed its publication mainly on account of the
uncertainties about this species until such a time when more ample
and bred material would come to hand. I confess that while revising
this genus I had no thought of regarding as the same species any of
the following decidedly different looking insects: the uniformly red'^

«Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond.,

I,

1851, p. 125.

&Idem.,

p. 127.

NO. 1375.
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alnicolella Chaiiiber.s; the blood red

and y(dlow tidiu/nlneUa
wdjxdcheliu Cliuuihers; tlie hisi-xmsfimonc/iBeutenuiiiHer; the brown, yellow, and black niotth-d hi<irldrujdht

Beutenniiiller; the })riek
rella

Beutenniiiller, with its variety

and

.salt-oolored alnivortlla

i'Kj>t(>sfr/'</rHa Beutenniiillei-;

Chambers, and the

dotted shastaella Beutenniiiller.

In faet,

had made an elaborate table where))y to

1 will

the

p('i)i)cr

oreeriish-whiti^ hIacU

candidly admit thai

I

distino-uish these sup[)osed

•species.

1 have before me a laro-e series bred by Doctor Dyar
two weeks of July from similarly rolled leaves on alder at
Kaslo, British Columbia, and it includes specimens which can not be
disting-uished from the extremes of the foregoing series.
There is the
deep reddish brown unicolored form described as (ilnirolella which
Chambers bred from alder in Colorado, and there is the light greenish
form represented by Beutenmiiller's type of .shastaella in U. S. National

Now, however,

during-

Museum,

as well as intervening varieties.

In view of this there can not be much doubt but that
names represent merely varieties of the same species.

GRACILARIA STIGMATELLA

all

of these

Fabricius.

One specimen bred from aspen by Doctor D3'ar at Kaslo, British
Columbia, Jul}^ 26, which can not be distinguished from the common
eastern form described by Chambers as Gracilaria j>^ifU"^'''''^^"There can hardly be any doubt about the identity of this species with
the European stigmatella Fabricius.

GRACILARIA MURTFELDTELLA, new

species.

Labial palpi salfron 3^ellow on the inner side and toward base
lighter.
Maxillary palpi dark saffron j^ellow. Antenna^ straw-yellow
without an}' color annulations. Face saffron yellow with a central

Head light canary-yellow with collar
deep
of
saffron yellow.
Thorax canarj^-j^ellow with patagia darker.
Forewings light canary-j^ellow with base of costa and costal part of
apical half ])rilliant deep saffron yellow; a line of the dark yellow
along the dorsal apical edge before the cilia. Apical cilia safl'ron yelHindwings dark fuscous; cilia yellow; dorsal cilia lighter j^ellow.
Legs dark brown: tarsi
lowish.
Al)domen yellowish fuscous.
streak of light canary -^^ellow.

Expanse 20 mm.
ITahitat.—K\v\i\\ood, Missouri, June (Miss Murtt'eldt):

whitish; hind tibia smooth.

Washington, August.

rulhnaii,

(Piper.)

Ti/jJe.—Cvit. No. 7809, U. S. National Museum.
This is by far the largest and stoutest Gracilaria described from
this country and I am unac(iuainted with any P^uropean species as
In coloration it comes nearest Gracilaria elangella variety
large.
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/' but. it is a much more robust in.sect and
deep red color found in sangulnella.
1 have long possessed the type of this striking species as a uni([ue,
kindly given me by Miss Marj^ Murtfeldt on a visit to her home, and
I take pleasure in naming it in her honor.
I was much pleased to see
another perfect specimen from such a different locality as Washington
in Mr. Piper's collection.

sanguhieJla Bcntenniiillei

has none of

tlie

MARMARA

Clemens.

MARMARA ARBUTIELLA,

new

species.

Antennffi dark shining brown.
Labial palpi blackish browti, terminal joint with tip and an annulation around the middle silvery
Maxillary palpi brown mottled Avith silver. Lower part of
white.
face silvery white. Head dark, blackish brown. Thorax dark brown.
Forewings shining, dark blackish brown with silvery white markings,
consisting of a straight-edged perpendicular silvery white fascia at
basal third another on the middle of the wing slightl}^ oblique and
attenuated centrally; a large triangular silver}^ white costal spot at
apical third and a smaller one opposite on the dorsal edge; a small
white costal spot just before apex. Apical cilia white, dorsal cilia
dark brown. Hindwings dark brown. Abdomen fuscous, annulated
with silvery white.
Underside of body silvery white. Legs black
with broad silvery white annulations. Venation typical. Expanse:
6-7 mm.
Foodplant: Arbutus menziesi.
Ilahitat.
Seattle, Washington, May (Kincaid and Meary).
Ty2)e.—Cn.t. No. 7868, .U. S. National Museum.
This species was bred in May, 1898, from material received at U. S.
Department of Agriculture from Mr. E. 8. Meary, Seattle, Washington, who wrote that the ornamental arbutus trees were made unsightly
by the work of this insect in the two-year-old leaves. This Nvas very
apparent from the appearance of the leaves submitted, which were
crossed and recrossed by the yellow and white mine, so that more than
half of the upper surface was discolored.
The moth Lws its a^^g on
the underside of the leaf and the young larva eats its way through
the leaf at once and makes a very long (10-20 inch) irregular, winding", serpentine mine just under the upper epidermis.
The mine is silver}^ white, and very narrow in its early course, which
;

—

is

presumably made

in the

autumn

of the year; in

its later

(spring)

widens out (2-5 mm.), and appears golden j'ellow when
deserted.
Several mines were found on each of the leaves received.
When full-grown the larva sheds its skin in the end of tlie mine and
escapes through a curved slit in the epidermis. No observations werecourse

it
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arc identical with those of
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mine

tlie

salictd/a Clemens, and thci-e

is no
doubt whatever but that the larva while in the mine is flat, stront^ly
sconiented and looloss, and that it, after castino- its last skin in the
mine, assumes a cj^lindrical form with well-developed le<^s and proleos, and spins its cocoon in some convenient corner, presumal)]y with
the same strange u-lobules for ornamentation as Jf. mllctrlhi.
The species is very close to 21. miicteUa but larger, and distinguished
by the dark head.
From the same leaves which contained the mines of this insect was
bred Cojjtodisca arhatlella Busck (see p. 769).
Bred specimens were received also from Professor Kincaid.

LYONETIA

Hubner.

LYONETIA SPECULELLA
Lyonenita spcculeUa Clemens, Proc. Ent. Soc.
1872, p.
PJnt.

184.— Dyar,

Soc, V, 1903,

LilhocoLletisi

List N.

Am.

Clemens.

I'liihi., I,

Am.,
Wash.

ISOl, p. 134; Tin. N.

Lep., No. 0418, 1902.— Busck, Proc.

p. 209.

nidificanseUa Packar]), Guide, 1869, p. 354.

Dyak,

List N.

Am.

Lep., No. 6417, 1902.

Lyonetia aptcistrigella Chambers, Cinn. (iuart. Jouni.
List.

N.

Am.

Sci., II, 1875, p.

105.— Dyak,

Lep., No. 6414, 1902.

Lyonetia (jradlella Chambers, Cx^n. Ent., VIII, 1876,

p. 34.

Dyah,

List N.

Am.

Lep., No. 6415, 1902.

A large well-preserved series bred at Kaslo, British Columbia, by
Doctor Dyar from Ceaiwtlvus, Prtmus, and Betula,' also captured
specimens from same locality (Cockle).
As already realized from the examination of the types and descripWith the present excellent
tions all the above names are synon3anous.
and abundant bred material (nearly 150 specimens) this contention is
amply verified. The series comprises every variation from specimens
with the pure silvery white ground color to specimens with this color
Similar variation is found in the
thickly overlaid with dark scales.
European species of the genus.

LYONETIA SALICIELLA, new

species.

Labial palpi and face white, with a
Antennae greenish fuscous.
greenish tinge. Tuft on head dark, consisting of black, white, and
fuscous scales.
Eye caps and thorax light golden green. Forewings
golden green with a few irregularly scattered black dots, and with a
silvery-white longitudinal streak in the middle of the wing from l)ase
to apex.
Apical part of the wing and cilia white, with a round l)lack
apical spot and black apical pencil, and with three costal and two
rndersidc of body
dorsal l)lack perpendicular dashes in the cilia,
silvery white.

Legs silvery white, except the

iiind tibia", wliich are
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golden green on the exterior side, and the tarsi, which are silvery
fuscous with tip of each joint white. Alar expanse, 14 mm. Foodplant, Scdir.
ILih'dat.

— Kaslo, British Columbia (Dyar).

T[ipe.—Q,2,i.

Ver}"

No. 7874, U.

distinct

recognized by

its

from

the

S.

National

other

Museum.

described

larger size and the peculiar

LEUCOPTERA

species,

and

at

once

wing ornamentation.

Hubner.

LEUCOPTERA PACHYSTIMELLA,

new

species.

Antennae dark shining fuscous, except the
Central part of the top of the head
tufted.
Face, head, and thorax silvery white.
Forewings silvery
white; at apical third is an outwardly oblique golden costal streak
margined with black on both sides. A little farther out on the wing
is another similar costal streak.
Three costal and two dorsal apical
black streaks in the white cilia converge toward the same point in
the extreme tip of the wing; at tornus is a large conspicuous metallic
spot of raised lead-colored scales, surrounded b}^ black scales and preceded h^ a golden streak. Cilia and hindwing silvery white. Underside of wings dark fuscous.
Abdomen and legs silvery white. Alar
Labial palpi obsolete.

eyecaps, which are silvery white.

expanse, 8
Ilahitat.

mm.

Food

plant, Pachy.stima myrsinites.

— Kaslo, British Columbia (Dyar).

Type.— Qui. No.

7875, U. S. National

Museum.

PHYLLOCNISTIS

Zeller.

PHYLLOCNISTIS POPULIELLA

Chambers.

Chambers, Cinn. Ciuart. Journ. Sci., II, 1875, pp. 106, 303.
BuscK, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1900, p. 252.—Dyar, List N. Am.
Lep., No. 6420, 1902.

Pliyllocnistis populiella

Two

specimens bred from aspen at Kaslo, British Columbia (Dyar).

BRACKENRIDGIA

Busck.

BRACKENRIDGIA ACERIFOLIELLA
Ornix

acerifoliella

Fitch, Eep. Ins. N. Y.,

I,

Fitch.

1854, p. 269.

Incurvaria acerifoliella Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 5; Tin.
N. Am., 1872, p. 90.— Walsingham, Ina. Life, I, 1888, p. 147.— Riley,

Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5116, 1891.— Dyar,

List.

N. A. Lep., No.

6477, 1902.

Tinea iridella Chambers, Can. Ent., Y, 1873, p. 86.
S. Geol. Surv., lY, 1878, p. 151.
Brackenridgia acerifoliella Busck, Proc. Wash. Ent. Soc, V, 1903, p. 192.
Incurvaria iridella Chambers, Bull. U.

Several specimens from Kaslo, British Columbia, July (Dyar and
Cockle).
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INCURVARIA Haworth.
INCURVARIA iENESCENS

Walsingham.

;vnesce7is Walsingham, Ins. Life, I, ISSS, p. 147.— Riley, Smith's Li.st
Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5117, 1891.— Dyau, Li.st N. A. Lep., No. 6478, 1902.—
BuscK, Proc. Wash. Ent. Soc.,V, 1903, p. 192.

Incurvaria

Kaslo, British Columbia (Cockle), and PullmaTi, Wa.^^hington,

May

(Piper).

INCURVARIA PIPERELLA, new

species.

Antennaj blackish, with short white pubescence. Labial and inaxillar}Face, head, and thorax dirty white. Fore wiii*,rs dull
white sprinkled with small black spots; the largest of these is at apical
third just below costal edge; two smaller ones are found anteriorly to
this spot just below the costal edge; one dot is on the middle of the
cell and another at the end of the cell; one is above and between the.se
latter; and the dorsal part of the wing contains several small black
Shortly below apex are three very small black dots in a perdots.
pendicular row.
Cilia white.
Hind wings dark fuscous. Abdomen
dark fuscous. Legs white, sprinkled with fuscous. Under side of the
wings dark fuscous. Expanse, 19-20 mm.
JIahitat.
Pullman, Washington (Piper).
Type.— Cat. No. 7870, U. S. National Museum.
In coloration this species is very similar to (/rei/a ]>unctiferella
Walsingham," and it may easily be confounded with that species. The
fore wings, however, are dull white, not shining as in Walsingham's
species, and have all veins present.
palpi white.

—

MONOPIS

Hubner.

MONOPIS BIFLAVIMACULELLA
Tinea biflavim<(ciUeUa Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat.
N. Am., 1872, i)p. 50, 237. Zellek, Verh.

XXIII,
Dyak,

1873, p.

List.

Clemens.

Sci.

k.

Pliila., 1859, p.

k. zool.-bot.

220.— Walsingham, Trans. Am. Knt. Soc, X,

257; Tin,

Gesell.
1882, p.

Wien,
170.—

N. A. Lep., No. 6495, 1902.

Walker, Cat. Brit. Mus., XXVIII, 18(53, j). 471.
Monojns hiflavimacideUa Busck, Proc. Wash. Ent. Soc, V, 1903, p.
Tinea insignisella

This seems to be the representative species of this

184.

group from

this

It was received in large series from
Columlna (Dyar and Cockle); Seattle, Washington (Kincaid,
Piper, and Johnson).
This species, as well as aur<m(ffus(/11a Chaml)ers, and dors/.^frii/tlhi
Clen>ens,* which are all placed in the genus Tlnt<i in Oyar's List,
should be transferred to jr<»i()j)lx. Species of this gemis an> easily
all collectors.

region.

Kaslo,

British

lecognized by the naked depression in the disk of the fore wings.
«Dyar's List N. A. Lep., No. 0483,
i'ldem, Nos. 6493 and 6502, 1902.

1902.
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Herrich-Schaeffer.

TINEOLA BISELLIELLA Hummel.
Hummel, Ess. Eiit.,
423.— Zeller, Verb. k.

Tinea biseUiella
1867, p.
p.

Ill,

Packard, Am. Nat., I,
Wien, XXIII, 1873,

1829, p. 13.

k. zool.-bot.

Gesell.

223.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5081, 1891.
Fernald, Can. Ent., XIV, 1882, p. 169.— Dyar,

Tineola bisclUeUa

List N. A.

Lep., No. 6487, 1902.

Several examples from Kaslo, British Columbia (Cockle and Dyar),
and from Pullman, Washington (Piper).
These latter are labeled "in specimen of Acridium americaiia.'^''
Presumably a cabinet specimen. 1 have repeatedly been somewhat
troubled b}^ this habit of the insect, which must be classed among
those dangerous to entomological collections.

TINEA AUROPULVELLA

Chambers.

Tinea auropulvdla Chambers,

Can. Ent., V, 1873, p. 90; VII, 1875, p. 125;
VIII, 1876, p. 19; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, 1878, p. 163.— Riley, Smith's
List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5075 (part), 1891.
Dyar, List N. A. Lep., No.
6491 (part), 1902.

Kaslo, British Columbia, July (Dyar).
This species, which has been placed as a synonym of Tinea acapnopennella Clemens since the time of Riley's List, is decidedly distinct

from that species, as the types in the U. S. National Museum prove.
These types I obtained some years ago from Laval University,
Quebec, through the kindness of Rev. C. E. Dionne.

TINEA OREGONELLA

Busck.

Tinea oregonella Busck, Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc, VIII, 1900, p. 246.
List N. A. Lep., No. 6518, 1902.

A

few examples from Pullman, Washington

Dyar,

(Piper).

TINEA LEUCOCAPITELLA, new

species.

Antennse dark purplish brown. Labial palpi with second joint
dark brown and terminal joint yellow. Maxillar}^ palpi blackish.
Face and head light yellow. Thorax and fore wings dark purplish
brown with a small yellow spot on the fold and one at the end of the
cell, the former preceded by black scales, the latter with a round
blackish spot edging it below.
Anterior legs black; the other legs
yellowish, sprinkled with fuscous.
Venation and oral characters
typical.
Expanse, 28 mm,
Pullman, Washington, July (Piper).
Ilahitat.
Type.
Cat. No. 7871, U. S. National Museum.
This striking species has the identical color of wings and head as
Tinea croceoverticella Chambers,^' which, however, has not the same

—

—

«Dyar's

list

N. A. Lep., No. 6500, 1902.

TINEID MOTHS

NO. 1375.

FROM

BRITISTF

COLUMBIA— BUSCK.
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The size at once distinguishes the present species, as
more than twice the alar expanse.
From the description of Tinea niveocapitella Chambers it is evident
that it must be a ncarh^ related species.
I am unacquainted with it
except from the description, and can not determine the present form
as Chambers's species, because the description of the wing markings
wiii*,^

nuirking.

it hiis

does not fully agree wnth m}" specimen and especially as Chambers's
species has only an expanse of 7 lines = 15-16 mm.

TINEA FUSCIPUNCTELLA

Haworth.

—

T'mea fuscipunctella Hawortii, Lep. Brit., 182V», p. 562.
WAi^siNonAjf, Trans.
Am. Ent. Soc, 1882, p. 171.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. oOSil,

1891.— Dyar, List N. A. Lep., No. 6503, 1902.— Busck, Proc. Wash. Ent. Soc,
V, 1903, p. 185.
Tinea nuhUipennella Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, p. 257; Tin. N.

Am.,

1872, p. 58.

Oecophorafrigiddla Packard, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., XI, 1867, p. 61.
Tinea spretella (Stainton) Zeller Verh. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell. Wien, 1873,

p.

222.

Man}" specimens from Kaslo, British Columl)ia (Dyar and Cocke),
and from Pullman, Washington (Piper).
I have examined Packard's types of Oemplwra fTigldella^ now in
There is no
the Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge.
doubt about their identity with this species, as determined by Lord
Walsingham with some hesitation.

TINEA PELLIONELLA
Tinea pdUondla Linn^us, Syst. Nat., 1758, p.

Linnaeus.

536.— Walsingham, Trans. Am.

Ent. Soc, X, 1882, p. 170.— Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am., No. 5105,
1891.—Fernald, Can. Ent., XIV, 1882, p. 169.— Dyar, List. N. A. Lep.,

No. 6520, 1902.

Tmca

jrnsec/to

Chambers, Can. Ent., V,

Several examples.

1873, p. 88.

Kaslo, British Columbia (Dyar).

ADELA

Latreille.

ADELA SEPTENTRIONELLA

Walsingharn.

Adela sepfentrionella Walsingham, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1880,
List. N.. A. Lep., No. 6559, 1902.

Seattle,

p.

79.— Dyar,

Washington, June (Kincaid).

SCARDIA

Treitschke.

SCARDIA BURKERELLA, new

species.

Antennte black, each joint narrowly tipped witii yellow. Lal)ial
palpi yellowish white; exterior side of the second joint and tuft and a
spot at base of the ternu'nal joint black. Maxillary palpi small, simple.
Proc. N. M. vol. xxvii -03
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Head and thorax dirty yellowish white; pata^ia ])lackiHh.
Fore wings showing yellowish white, with golden and bluish reflecAt the base of costa is
tions, and marked with blackish brown.
yellow.

a large oblique irregular blackish

spot extending along the

of the fold, but not reaching the dorsal edge.

the costal edge

is

a large quadrangular dark

On

brown

l)ase

the middle of
spot; another

found at the beginning of the
costal cilia, but only touching the costal edge by a corner; between
and below these two spots is a more or less diffused blackish spot conOn the middle of the dorsal edge
necting the lower corners of these.
is a similar angulated but somewhat difl'used spot, and along the
Outside of
entire edge of the wing are smaller blackish brown dots.
these markings the wing is sparsely mottled with blackish scales.
Hind wings light fuscous. Abdomen yellowish
Cilia golden white.
Legs yellowish white, mottled and barred with dark brown.
fuscous.
Expanse, 28 mm.
smaller quadrangular l)lackish spot

Habitat.

is

— Hoquiam, Washington (Burke).

Type.—Q,^i. No. 7872, U. S. National

Museum.

THP:

LEPIDOPTERA OF THE KOOTENAI DISTRICT OF
BRITISH COLUMBIA.
By Harrison

G. Dyar.

Custodi'i)) of Lepuloptcra.

The Kootonjii district of British Colunihia occupies the southeastern
corner of the province, immediately north of the western part of
jMontana, Idaho, and the eastern end of Washington.
It covers the
headwatei's of the Columbia River, which here makes a great bond
around the Purcell Range to the north, while the Kootenai River,
starting at the same point, makes a similar bend to the south into
Montana and Idaho and returns to join the Columbia to the west.
The country thus inclosed is practically a solid mass of mountains.
Several closel}^ parallel ranges, the Rocky Mountains, Purcell Range,
and Selkirks, traverse it from north to south, so that from an elevation
nothing can be seen in all directions but a mass of mountain peaks.
None of these arc of great height, but average 6,000 to 10,000 feet.
The Jiarrow valleys are filled by long lakes, widenings or branciies of
the Columbia or Kootenai rivers.
The surface of the country is,
therefore, steep and rugged and is well forested with coniferous trees.
This forest has not been impaired to a perceptible extent ])v civilizaThe resulting
tion, though large areas are periodically Inirned over.
waste is graduall}" covered with a growth of small deciduous trees and
bushes.
The small town of Kaslo on Kootenai Lake is in the heart
of this district, and at that point the principal collections of Lepidoptera have been made.
Three months were spent here in collecting
during tlic sununer of 1903. I was assisted by Mr. A. N. Caudell and
Mr. R. P. Currie, as well as by the experience of Mr. J. W. Cockle,
who has been long a resident in Kaslo and has made a local collection
slr.dl fi-e((uently
I
of Lepidoptera at that place for several yeai's.
refer to his collection in the following pages.
to

I

am

especially ind(>l)ted

Hartin, of Kaslo, for the loan of ids excellent

Doctor

duriup' the

microscope

summer.

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol. XXVII— No. 1376.
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The Kootenai

two fauna! regions, conditioned

district contains

rather than dircctl}' by the altitude.

rectly^

timber

line,

or at least exceed

as in the Rockies of Colorado.

it

vol. xxvii.

enough

Still

to

indi-

None of the peaks reach
form a defined alpine zone,

the upper slopes of the mountains,

on account of their steepness, ruggedness, and exposure to the wind
are largely devoid of trees.
of large areas of

snow

This effect

in favored spots,

is

heightened

many

b}^

the presence

of these areas forming-

permanent fields and glaciers. These cool the neighborhood and produce a more arctic climate not conditioned by the absolute altitude.
In such areas grasses and sedges occur with other northerly plants,
and a subarctic insect fauna is found to correspond. This region Avas
but little explored by us on account of the difliculty of access, and I
have no descriptions of the larvfe of its moths. Breeding work was
carried on in Kaslo at an altitude of 1,700 feet.
From there to 7,000
or 8,000 feet the fauna

is practically uniform, differing in the later
appearance of the same species. Toward the upper edge of the coniferous belt, somewhat more northern forms occur, but there is no
markedh' different region except that of the grassy spots on the peaks.
Besides Kaslo, small collections were made at Bear Lake, Sandon,
Lardo, Nelson, West Robson, Nakusp, Rcvelstoke, Glacier, and Field,

showing the general uniformitj^ of the faunal character of the district.
The Kootenai district is, for a western locality, comparatively rich
in Lepidoptera.
The Noctuidse and Geometridte form the bulk of the
species, and these are, rather uncxpcctedl}" for the most part not
inhabitants of the coniferous forest, but feed upon the deciduous
plants.
Therefore we found Kaslo an exceptionally good collecting
ground. The region had been completel}" burned over some years
ago and is now densely grown to deciduous plants. The comparative
absence of commercial activit}" has tended to increase these conditions,
for even in the town itself collecting conditions are established in the
neglected yards of the many deserted houses, one might almost say in
The season of 1903 was not a good one,
the very streets of the town.
for no apparent reason.
Butterflies were unusually scarce, and moths
,

Later they reached about
and those of Mr.
Cockle, approximately 25,000 specimens have been under examination,
in spite of the poorness of the season.
The fauna of our area, while showing its own peculiarities, seems

likewise in the earl}^ part of the season.
their average abundance.

With

ui}"

own

collections

nearest allied to that of the Sierra Nevadas of California.
a

still

closer affinity

would be found

and Washington, but that region

to the Cascade

is little

known

Range

Presumably
of Oregon

at present.

Many

of

the species either occur in California, or are represented by close allies
there.

The fauna of the coast region of British Columbia
more than I had anticipated would be the

ceptibly, in fact,

differs per-

case; while

on the other side of the Kootenais, the main range of the Rockies,

LEPIDOPTERA OF THE KOOTENAI DISTRTCT—T)

NO. 1376.

while not cxplonMl l»y
judoc from a brief stoj)

us,

shows markedly

(liUcrciit

)

I!.
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tVatiii-es,

as I

'A

at Haiilf, Allx'fta.

It has .seemed desirable to publish as complete a list of the species of

Lcpidoptera occurring
present time.

To

Kootenai district as can be doin^ at the
have added what larval notes 1 could secure;

in the

this I

Kit species of larvte are noticed out of

(553

species of adults.

In the following accoimt of the species taken, the dates of capture
If those arc followed by no locality in parentheses, Kaslo
are given.
is

When a place is mentioned without province or
supposed to be in British Columbia. The following special
in the Kootenai district are mentioned:

to be understood.

State,

it is

localities

AlmicortJi^ altitude 2,500 to 5,000 feet.

Lake about 12 miles south of Kaslo.
on the hills above the
being taken.

toAvn,

The

A small

place on Kootenai

collecting there was done

mostly comparatively high altitude species

Bcmff^ Alberta, altitude 4,500 feet. In the main range of the Rockies
on the eastern side of the divide and not in the Kootenai district. It
is mentioned once or twice for comparison.
Bear Lalie Mountain^ altitude 7,000 feet. An unnamed mountain to
the north of Bear Lake, about 20 miles west of Kaslo. This was one
point where high altitude species were obtainable owing to the trail
leading to the "London Hill mine," which is situated near the sununit
of the mountain.

In the main range of the Rockies on the
Field, altitude 1:,050 feet.
western side of the divide but practically within the Kootenai district.
High altitude forms were taken here.
Frye Creel', altitude 1,670 feet. A point on Kootenai Lake on the
eastern side, about 12 miles north of Kaslo.

A station on the main line of the
Glacier, altitude 4,122 feet.
Canadian Pacific Railroad in the Selkirks, nearly at the sununit of the
range and about 100 miles north of Kaslo. A good spot for high
altitude species.

Kado, altitude 1,070 feet. The immediate environment of the town
furnished the bulk of these collections.
Kokanee Mountain, altitude 10,000 feet. A mountain in the SolThe
kirks, southwest of Kaslo, and almost in sight from that place.
summit is covered with a large snow field and glaciers. A few high
forms were taken here on the grassy slopes near the sununit.
Lardo, altitude 1,070 feet. A point at the north end of Kootenai
Lake.
On Arrow Lake, a widening of the
Nal'u^j), altitude 1,350 feet.
Columbia River, before it is joined by the Kootenai River and almost
altitude

due west of Kaslo.
the outlet of Kootenai Laki', southwest of Kaslo, with essentially the same faunistic conditions.

Nelson, altitude 1,070 feet.

At
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Payne
little

In

Mine., altitude 3,()00 feet.
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Selkirks west of Kaslo, a

tlie

west of the .summit of the range.

A station on the main line of the
BrvelstoJie., altitude 1,475 feet.
Canadian Pacific railroad on the Colunil>ia River nearly due Avest of
Glacier.
3,fi0() feet.
Within a few miles of Pa3'ne Mine
same region.
South Fork Creek., altitude indefinite, over 2,500 feet. Specimens
with this label were taken on the trail l)etween Kaslo and Kokanee
Mountain, mostly from horseback and at the higher altitudes of the
trail.
It follows the course of the South Fork of Kaslo Creek to its

Sandon, altitude

in the

source in the glacier.
West Robson., altitude 1,315 feet.

At the Junction

of the Colum-

bia and Kootenai Rivers.

Family

PARNASSIID^.

PARNASSIUS SMINTHEUS

Doubleday and Hewitson.

Two specimens, eluly 28 (Bear Lake Mountain), 29 (Bear Lake
Mountain).
Family PAPILIONID.E.

Five specimens,

PAPILIO

EURYMEDON

Mav

Juno

31,

rutulus and occurring with

it.

Boisduval.

About equally common Avith
1, 15.
Eggs and larvte were found later on

Ceanothns.

PAPILIO RUTULUS

One specimen, May
coming

29.

The

Boisduval.

species Avas not

to floAvers in the garden.

The

uncommon

larviv Avere

found

in spring,

later

feeding

on birch and other plants.

PAPILIO GLAUCUS

Linnaeus.

No specimens; Mr. Cockle has one from the Kootenai District Avhich
he thinks referable to this species.
PAPILIO ZOLICAON

No

Specimens; Mr. Cockle has

it in

Boisduval.

his collection.

Family PIERID^F..

NEOPHASIA MENAPIA

No

The butterfl}^ had not yet begun to 11}^ at the time I
found them conmionly in September on Vancouver
Mr. Cockle has taken the species.

specimens.

left Kaslo.

Island.

Felder.

I
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PONTIA BECKERI

No

spociiiKMis;

Mr. Cockle Ims taken

Edwards.
it.

PONTIA OCCIDENTALIS

Two

Five specumens. July

specimens.

May

2;t,

PONTIA NAPI
One specimen, July

2:5

Linnaeus, var.

June

Six specimens,

May

oO,

Linnaeus, var.

May

July

Scudder.

PALLIDA

Scudder.

Linnaeus.

21t,

;>(»,

Many

T, 8, 19.

common

EURYMUS EURYTHEME
One specimen,

VENOSA

(Frye Creek).

moi'e could have been

in the sti'eets of the town.

SYNCHLOE SARA
Nine specimens.

Edwards.

?,.

PONTIA RAPiE
taken as the species was

CALYCE

var.

(Hear Lake Mountain).

2I>

PONTIA NAPI

V

Reakirt.

specimons. July 21 (Boar Lak(^ Mountain).

PONTIA OCCIDENTALIS,

Two

783

HI.

June

Boisduval.
4, 5, 7.

Boisduval, var.

ERIPHYLE

Edwards.

,Iuly 10.

EURYMUS INTERIOR
Five specimens, June

15,

2ti,

July

Scudder.

'2.

Family NYMPIIALID.E.

ARGYNNIS RHODOPE

Edwards.

Thirteen specimens, July 10 (Ainsworth), 11 (Ainsworth), 21 (Bear
Lake Mountain), 26 (Payne Mine), 29 (Bear Lake Mountain). Some
of the specimens are a little smaller and darker on the upper side
than Edwards's lio-ure of specimens from the Frazer Kiver, but others
tit it

ver}' closely.

collection,

The

species

but not correctly,

was named

10 (Ainsworth).

of silver on the hind wings below.
tinct

Mr. Cockle's

I think.

ARGYNNIS BEHRENSII
One specimen, July

moitticola in

on the submaro-inal lunules.

Edwards.

It is a male,

What

there

is

with only a trace
of

it

is

most

dis-
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ARGYNNIS ELECTA
Four specimens,
Lake Mountain).

Jul.y

voi,.

xxvii.

Edwards.

10 (Ainsworth), 11 (Ainsworth), 21 (Bear

ARGYNNIS EURYNOME

Edwards.

Two specimens, Jul}" 21 (Bear Lake Mountain), 20 (Bear Lake
Mountain).
ARGYNNIS EURYNOME,

CLIO Edwards.

var.

Two specimens, July 21 (Bear Lake Mountain), 29 Bear Lake
Mountain).
BRENTHIS EPITHORE
Thirteen specimens, Ma}^ 31, June

S,

Boisduval.

July 11 (Ainsworth), 21 (Bear

Lake Mountain).

LEMONIAS ANICIA

Doubleday and Hewitson,

Seven speciuK^us. July

IG, 21 (Bear

var.

BEANI

Skinner.

Lake Mountain), 29 (Bear Lake

Mountain).

LEMONIAS PALLA
Three specimens, June

25, 20,

July

Boisduval.

2.

PHYCIODES THAROS

Drury.

Seven specimens, June 15, 26, Juh^ 2, 21 (Bear Lake Mountain), 23
(Frye Creek), August 9 (South Fork Creek).

PHYCIODES PRATENSIS
Four specimens, July

Behr.

11 (Ainsworth), 19, 21 (Bear

Lake Mountain),

26 (Payne Mine).

POLYGONIA SATYRUS

Edwards.

Six specimens, June 11, 25, Juh^ 8 (bred), 15. The earl}^ specimens
were hibernated, the later ones bred from larvro on nettle. Both the
light form satipnis and the dark one inarsyas emerged in about equal
proportions from the pupte. The larva is white all over the dorsal
region and looks like the eastern comma Harris.

POLYGONIA FAUNUS

Edwards.

Two specimens, June 6, 18, both hibernated.
but no search of the willows was made for them.

No

larvae

were seen,

LEPIDOPTERA OF THE KOOTENAI DISTRICT— DYAR.
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POLYGONIA ZEPHYRUS
Twelve

May

785

Edwards.

June S (Ainswortli), 15, July T (l)r(!(l),
The early specimens were hibernated, the
later ones hred from larva?.
The larvse occurred on both currant and
Rhododendron, but there was no difference between them, thoui^h tlie
IG

\

specimen.s,

(l)i'ed), !ind

30,

others seen.

ariation in color

is

considerable.

EUGONIA J-ALBUM
No

Boisduval and Le Conte.

specimens; Mr. Cockle has taken

it.

EUGONIA CALIFORNICA

Boisduval.

Eleven specimens, July 16, 19, 21 (Bea/Lake Mountain), Auj^usc 9
(South Fork Creek), 11. Man}^ others could have been taken, as the
butterrties came in the daytime in some numbers to the sugar left on

The

species was, however,

l)eino-

seen on the (JeanotloiH

the stumps to attract moths at night.

unusually rare, onl}^ a \ovy few larva'

bushes, where the}^ are generally plentiful, according to Mr. Cockle's
observations.

EUVANESSA ANTIOPA
Six specimens, l)red August

2,

species occurred occasionally all

AGLAIS MILBERTI

Two

specimens, June

sionally

all

from larvae fed by Mr. Cockle.
summer, but was not a])undant.

Godart, var.

2, Jul}"

summer, the

larvre

SUBPALLIDA

(^<g^^

masses on

specimens; Mr. Cockle has taken

Linnaeus.

Fabricius.

specimens; Mr. Cockle has found the species very rare at Kaslo.

VANESSA CARDUI
One specimen, July
coiunion
larvie

Seen occa-

nettle.

it.

VANESSA HUNTERA
No

The

Cockerell.

29 (Bear Lake Mountain).

and

VANESSA ATALANTA

No

Linnaeus.

all

29 (Bear

Linnaeus.

Lake Mountain). The species was
made to capture any. The

the season but no effort was

were frequent on

thistles

and several other

VANESSA CARYE

plants.

Hiibner.

specimens taken. Tiie species was less conunon than <<ii'(h(!,
yet not infre(iuent. The larviB occurred on cultivated hollyhock, to
w^hich they were rather injurious.

No
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Boisduval.

Six specimens June 14, 26, July 15, 21 (Bear Lake Mountain), 26
(Payne Mine). Many others seen but not pursued. The amount of
orang-e color at the tip of the wing- is somewhat reduced as compared
with Californian examples. Mr. Cockle found a larva on willow.

Family

AGAPETID^E.

CERCYONIS SYLVESTRIS
Six specimens, Juno

2t),

Edwards,

Edwards.
7.

LYMNADID^.

ANOSIA PLEXIPPUS

Linnaeus.

specimens; Mr. Cockle has this butterfly from Kaslo.

Family

LYCENID^E.

URANOTES MELINUS
No

CHARON

July 10 (Ainsworth), August

Family

No

var.

Hubner.

specimens; but Mr. Cockle has some in his collection.

THECLA CALIFORNICA
Four specimens, July

August

2, 15,

9 (South

THECLA SiEPIUM
Eight specimens, July

May

15, 18, 19.

29, 31,

June

Boisduval.

T, 10.

THECLA SPINETORUM

Two

specimens, June

tion, as this is a

Fork Creek),

Boisduval.

THECLA NELSONH
Nine specimens,

Edwards.

1,

-l;

new record

one of them

Boisduval.
left hi

Mr. Cockle's

collec-

for Kaslo.

INCISALIA IROIDES

Boisduval.

Six specimens, May 29, June 1, 6, 8 (Ainsworth), 9, 11. Mr. Cockle
has specimens in his collection labeled irus and augustus, but I doubt
whether the}^ represent species different from iroldes. The three
species are closel}" allied, but

iruf^

and

augi(><fui<

are not

the west.

INCISCALIA ERYPHON
Eight specimens,

May

31,

June

Boisduval.

8 (Ainsworth).

known from

No.i37fi.
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EPIDEMIA MARIPOSA
Thirteen specinu'iis,
tain),

.luiic 25, 2(3, 29,

23 (Frye Creek),

(Bear Lake

2!t

Reakirt.

Juh'

Jul}'

15,

21

2, 21 (P.ear

Lake Moim

:\I()untain).

EPIDEMIA HELLOIDES
Nine specimens,

787

Boisduval.

(Bear Lake Mountain),

2r>

(Pavnr

Mine), 28 (Bear Lake Mountain).

EPIDEMIA DORCAS

No

Kirby, var.

specimens; Mr. Cockle has some

FLORUS

in his collection

CHALCERIA SNOWI
One specimen, July

CUPIDO SAEPIOLUS

Edwards.

Boisduval.

1, 6, 11, 27.

NOMIADES LYGDAMUS
One specimen,

so laheh'd.

Lake Mountain).

21 (Bear

Eight specimens, June

Edwards.

Lake

fluly 21 (Bear

Doubleday.

jNIountain).

AGRIADES PODARCE

Felder.

An alpine form of
21 (Bear Lake Mountain).
under side of hind wing-s very dark gray witii the white
The female is peculiar]}" marked with spots of
spots contrasted.
bluish scales on the upper side.
Four specimens, July

jjodarce^ the

RUSTICUS ANNA

Edwards.

Six specimens, July 21 (Bear Lake JNIountain), 20 (Payne Mine).

CYANIRIS LADON

Cramer, var.

NIGRESCENS

Fifteen specimens, April 25 (Mr. Cockle),

(Mr. Cockle), 29, 31, June

1, 5,

4, S

(Mr. Cockle), H)

Godart.

(Ainsworth). U.

labelled ainyntula^ but they are

1

(i.

EVERES COMYNTAS
Three specimens, June

May

Fletcher.

more

like

my

jNIr.

Cockle has this

eastern voimintus than

the Calif ornian mnyntula.

Mr. Cockle has

in his collection

specimens

hattoides^ indlssa^ d((<<1(iluK, fiilla, (inthtds^

not before

me and were

not taken by us.

and

identilietl as
voojjti'i;

(ii-iim,,^

but they are
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Family HESPERIID.E.

AMBLYSCIRTES VIALIS
Six specimens.

May

31,

June

ERYNNIS COMMA

No

specimens;

Mr

2,

-i,

T, IH.

Linnaeus, var.

Coclcle has

Edwards.

MANITOBA

it.

ANTHOMASTER AGRICOLA
Fourteen specimens, July

specimens; Mr. Cockle has taken

specimens;

it is in

Mr. Cockle's

29,

June

THANAOS
Two

May

<!,

Pallas.

Scudder.

collection.

THANAOS ICELUS
Four specimens, May

3, 5.

it.

THORYBES PYLADES
No

Boisduval.

28 (Frye Creek), Auf^ust

T, 11, 12,

PAMPHILA PAL/EMON
No

Scudder.

Lintner.

8, 10.

LILIUS, new

species.

June 4. This form resembles luciUus
wing more variegated with brown, which
shows distinctly in a patch at the end of the cell, cut by an erect dark
line on the cross vein.
Otherwise it is very similar. The size is that
of '^iiiartlalis^ but the markings are diffused and not as contrasted as in
specimens,

Lintner, but

is

31,

larger, the

It is the western representative of luciliufi, probal)ly a
geographical race of it, but as much entitled to specific rank as several
other species of the genus. I have specimens from Easton, Washington (Koebele), and Yosemite Valley, California, June 16 and August 5

that species.

(Dyar).
Ty2)e.—Cvit. No. 7333, U. S. National

Museum.

HESPERIA MONTIVAGA

No

specimens; a few were seen,

l)ut

Reakirt.

escaped capture.

Mr. Cockle

has the species.

HESPERIA C^SPITALIS
Six specimens.

May

29,

June

Family

HEMARIS DIFFINIS

Boisduval.

2, 6.

SPHINGID^.

Boisduval, var.

THETIS

Grote and Robinson.

Three specimens, May 30, 31, June 15, at flowers of lilac. Others
were seen, but not captured. The form has distinct red tips on the
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fore -w'mg^r, {7'nhen8 Hy. Edwards).
The. species extends throughout
temperate North America. Larvaj from the Atlantic region ha\e l)cen
described by (Irote, Co(}uillett, Fischer, llolhmd, and Smythe, feeding
on snoAvberry. Mr. Cockle found an egg on this plant at Kaslo, and
Mr. Caudell obtained a young larva.
Elliptical, symmetrical, narrowed in dorsoventral diameter;
E<j(j.
leaf green, minutely shagreened over a fine, obscure, hexagonal reticu-

—

lation, scarcely shining.

Size, 1.3

—Head

b}'^

1.15

by

1

mm.

rounded, cap-like, slightly bilobed, black on the
face, >)ut diluted on the sides almost to luteous; epistoma pale; eyes
l)lack.
Bod}" normal, horn rather long, stout, tapered, black, bearing
Stage

two

I.

Color pale yellow, cervical shield large, black.
i dorsad to ii, v dorsad to iv
on subventral fold; no subprimaries; on the thorax ia and ib, iia and
setiB at

the

tip.

Seta3 furcate, T-shaped^ distinct, black;

iib

from single tubercles; vi of two small separate sette; vii and viii
on the legless segments. Horn minutcl}^ capitately setose.

small, black

Later the color

is

whitish, the segments finely annulate, a faint pale

from

joint 2 to the horn.
Stage II. Head rounded, high, the apex under joint 2, smoky
green, shaded with blackish over the face below, pilose with fine
secondary hairs; width 1 mm. Body normal, the horn moderate,
conical, tapered,- black, setose.
Segments finely annulate and with

sulidorsal line

—

numerous secondar}^ granules, tubercle i showing as a larger granule;
row of large ones on the collar. Green, shaded with smok}' ])lackish
except at the ends, a pale subdorsal line from joint 2 to the horn.
Venter and feet nearly black.
Stage III Head rounded, higher than wide, somewhat conoidal;
green with a vinous brown shade about the eyes extending upward in
a

—

difl'use ))and each side of the clypeus nearly to vertex; secondary
granules whitish; width, 1.8 mm. Bod}^ green, annulate, Avith dense
secondary white granules. Horn long, tapered, black except at the
sides at base where it is luteous; subventral region to spiracles shaded

a

in

vinous brown, tinting the feet except the plates of the anal pair.
line; spiracles faintly ocherous.
Stage IV. Head as before, the dark shade faint and detached from

A narrow white su})dorsal

—

the ocellar patch; width, 2.3

mm.

Green, the dorsum whitish, sides

yellowish; granules white or 3'ellow; dorsal shade bluish green; subdorsal line pale 3^ellow, white at the horn, which
dish and luteous at base.

by

obli([ue

brown

spots.

is

black at

tip, red-

surrounded
Venter purple brown, feet dark luteous,

Spiracles orange,

more or

less

anal flap and footplates green.

Stage

K— Head green with white granules, epistoma wliit(\ antenna'

brown; width, 3.3 nmi.

Body

as in the previous stiige.
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LEPISESIA FLAVOFASCIATA

vol. xxvn.

Walker.

Six specimens, June (>, 7, !*, at flowers of lilac. Mr. Cockle has
The specimens vary in the width of the orange hand
on the hind wing-s from a l)road band to near obsolescence. The collar
may be deep black or only slightly blackish, as indicated by the
several others.

names ulaluniie Strecker and racliel Bruce. Mr. Bruce has
noted the larva on Ep'dolj'nun." Eggs were obtained from captive
females and the little larvae selected this plant from a variety of plants
Until the last stage the larva is green with a red anal
offered them.
horn; in the last stage nearly coal ))lack with a shining button. The
varietal

remarkable and interesting.
elliptical, roundedly flattened above and below;
smooth, shining pale green, finely shagreened. Fine reticulations are
Size, 1.3 by 1.1 by 1 nun.
obsoletely indicated under 87 diameters.
rounded,
Head
slightl}'
bilobcd,
full, pale greenish; width,
Stage 1.
Body
cylindrical,
equal,
anal
feet
with triangular plates,
0.6 mm.
horn moderate, stout. All pale greenish without any marks, the
terminal seta> of the horn onl}^ blackish.
Segments finely annidate;
not shining, opaque. Tubercles and sette rudimentar}', a minute
brown button with a short bulbous seta, consisting of a sphere on a
short pedicle; i dorsad to ii, \ well dorsad to iv, vi not present, a long,
normal seta on the leg l)ase; on thorax ia and ib, iia and iib approxSetre on the head bul))-shaped except
imate, vi of two remote bulbs.
those at the mouth.
No shields.
Stage IT. Head rounded, full, whitish green, ocelli black; width
1.1 mm.
Body green, the segments finely 8-annulate, with secondary
granular dots whitish; horn moderate, tapered, shining green, the
outer part purple; joint !^ dorsally shining; an obscure white subdorsal
line, not touching the horn.
Anal footplates large, green.
Stage III. Head rounded, bilobed, apex in joint 2, whitish green,
opaque, not shining; width 1.8 mm. Bod}^ normal, feet small, segments 8-annulate, horn moderate, tapered. Whitish green, subpruniose, with obscure secondary white dots; subdorsal line white,
rather broad, from joint 2 posteriorly to joint 13 anteriorl}", bent up
toward but not touching the horn. Horn black, greenish at sides
at base, a little purple tinted.
Feet green; spiracles whitish.
Stage IV. Green, scarcely whitish except for the white dots; subdorsal line more contrasted.
Horn with outer third black, middk^
light red, base greenish white with a black dorsal line and obscure
l)lack,ring around the base.
Spiracles j^ellowish white with fine black

change

is

Egg.-— Regularly

—

—

—

—

edge.

Width

of head, 2.6

mm.

—

Stage V. Head rounded, about as high as wide, sutures scarceh'^
depressed, soot}" black; epistoma, labriim, and antenna? greenish white;
"Ent. News, XII, 1901,

p. 19.
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Body normal, horn replaced by an elliptical button,
the speculum l)lack, shinino-, wrinkled and raised to a
suri-ounded by a narrow yellow rinjr and a broad, velvety

width, 3.T nun.

mm.

2.5

lono-,

])0,ss ])eliin(l.

l)lack one.
Body cylindrical, feet moderate, anal plates lar^e. Olivaceous black, dotted with sooty black secondary granules; lej^-plates
])]ack, thoracic ioot o-reenisli white; spiracles contrasted, l)rio-ht ferru-

ofinous ochraceous; claspers of abdominal
and subdorsal velvety-black chqcke rings;

The

feet greenish.
all lines

Slij^ht dorsal

absent.

larva entered earth to pupate.

DEILEPHILA GALLII

Rottemburg.

Two

specimens, June 5, August 18 (Sandon; Mr, Curric).
No
was made to take this cosmopolitan species in series. A larva
on EpUohluiii was prepared ^^\ INIr. Caudell.
effort

SPHINX VANCOUVERENSIS

No

specimens.

It did

not occur to ns either as larva or adult,

though Mr. Cockle has taken
larva on snowbeny.'^'

it

in

former years.

MARUMBA MODESTA
No

Hy. Edwards.

specimens; Mr. Cockle has recorded

have described the

Harris.

it.

SMERINTHUS CERYSH
Five specimens, June 1 (bred by

1

Kirby.

Cockle), 24, 25, July 22.

IVIr.

All

the specimens are gray, like southern Californian ones, yet varying in

markings; some seem

neai'est

obtained from eggs.
H}'.

others

Strccker,

astarte

They connect

opJitJudmicus Boisduval.

these forms.

more

like

Larva* were

Descriptions are already extant by Boisduval,

Edwards, French, and myself.

PAONIAS EXCiECATUS

No

specimens;

it is

in

Mr. Cockle's

PAONIAS MYOPS

No

specimens; Mr. Cockle has

Smith and Abbot.

collection.

Smith and Abbot.

it.

Family SATUKXIID.K.

SAMIA RUBRA
One specimen, June
]>ut

of

a

little

th(>

11.

The form

divergent, approaching

wings

is

Behr.

is

(/l<)r>

nearest to Californian mhni,

rl in

some

respects.

The tone

grayer, especially toward the margin, and the discal
aPsyche, VII, 1894,

p. 177.
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spots are less ])roduced.

Mr. Cockle

vol. xxvii.

acquainted with the larva on

is

The Ceanoth(fS Ijushes were badly
the work of Tineids {Lyonetia sjMCulella

Oeanothu6\ but none occurred to us.

defoliated as the result of
Clemens), which evidently deprived other species of their accustomed
food and perhaps drove away the moths which would have deposited
eggs.

TELEA POLYPHEMUS

Cramer.

One specimen, June

29.
Mr. Cockle has a good series in his colThis species tends toward a local race in the Kootenay disThe moths are distinctly more pink and gray than any others
trict.
that I have, while the peculiar manner of spinning the cocoon with an
attachment to the twig, which has been noted by Grote as occasional,
seems here the usual method, according to Mr. Cockle.^ Eggs and
larva? were found b}- Mr. Caudell, and other eggs obtained from

lection.

"'

female moths by Mr. Cockle.

PSEUDOHAZIS SHASTAENSIS

Behrens.

Three specimens, two bred by Mr. Cockle from hibernating pup^e
Jane 27, and a pair taken with the net by Mr. Caudell in July, the
male of which was destroyed in capturing it. I found a brood of
3"oung larv8B June 11 on willow. They grew slowly and were not
full fed in August when we lost them.
It seems probable from these
data that the species takes two 3"ears to reach maturity, hibernating
first in the Qgg and second in the pupa.
Family

SCEPSIS PACKARDII

SYNTOMIDiE.
Grote, var.

Six specimens, June 25, 27, July
collection.

have the

The

size

2.

COCKLEI, new

variety.

Mr. Cockle has others in his
form or race. They

species exhibits a distinct local

and appearance of

jxickardll.,

but nearly the coloration

oifulvicoUls Hiibner, the fore wings being largely blackish and somewhat translucent centrally, with only a little of the light-brown tint

Expanse, 42 mm. I take
We endeavored to
obtain the life history, but could not find more than one female moth,
and that was unfortunately killed before it came into our hands.
r^^^e.— Cat. No. 6989, U. S. National Museum.
that occupies the whole

wing

in packardli.

pleasure in dedicating this form to Mr. Cockle.

Family

LITHOSIID^.

CRAMBIDIA CASTA

Sanborn.

One specimen, August 22 (Revelstoke), of the normal large form
with white head.
«Proc. Am. Philos. Soc, XLI, 1902,
6 Can. Ent., XXXV, 1903, p. 139.

p. 401.

lei'jixh'TERA of

No.is-fi.

the kootknai DisTjarT—DVAn.

LEXIS BICOLOR

One specimen, Auj^ust

7'J3

Grote.

13, normal.

HYPOPREPIA MINIATA

Kirby.

Twenty-three specimens, July 4, 13, l-t, liS, 31; Aug'ust 1, 3, 5, at
on leaves in the da3'time. Onl}' the species mbiiata occurred.
The absence of fucosa confirms the distinctness of these forms, Avhich
were formerly reg'arded as varieties of one species, Th(> lar\a lives
on lichens on bark of trees or stones. Eggs were readily deposited by
The larva hibernates when about half grown.
captive females.
light or

Egg.

— Shape

two-thirds of a sphere, with

of

flat

])ase,

scarcely

Reticular areas flattened, their joinings not raised, yet very

conoidal.

hexagonal, making the surface polyhedral.

distinct, regularly

Shin-

ing dark lead color; diameter, 0.8 mm.
about in the dish.
Stage I. Head round, bilobed, full, ])rown black; the mouth pale.
Body normal, Arctiiform. Tubercles conic, high; all light orange
brown. The alimentary canal darker anteriorly; tuljercles concolorous; setae coarse, stiff, spinulose. Tubercle i small, pale; ii very
large, thick, black; the others pale, but rather stout, single; on the
thorax ia and ib contiguous, iia also approximate to them, iil) separate.

Laid perfectly

loose, rolling

—

Shield concolorous.

—Head

mouth brown; width, ().;") nun.
Warts
granules, innnaculate.
dark
Body robust, light brown, with tine
no
pale;
Feet
coarse.
and
large
small, colorless; the setge remarkably
hairs,
to
vi
iv
with
two
iii
haired,
Tubercles i and ii single
shields.
barbuled.
On
and
black,
coarse,
single and weak; hairs of i to iii are
thorax ia + ib -f iia, iib small, iii and iv approximate, v not very remote.
Later the larva l)ecomes dull brown, with a pale, waved subdorsal \'\m\
Stage III— Head black; width, 0.65 nun. Body brown, with a light
yellowish subdorsal band, incising the dorsal area intersegmentally on
Stage II.

its

upper

The

bilobed, ])lack;

Hairs black; structure as before.
history was not completed.

side.

life

CLEMENSIA ALBATA
p:ight specimens,

July

4, 15, 29, 31;

Packard.

August 1,

5,

(5.

'J'he lar\ le

were

history was

obtained from eggs laid by a captive female, but the
They fed on lichens.
not completed, as the larvie hibernated.
^'^^^.—Spherical, the base scarcely flattened, smooth, neatly reticuyelhnv, surlate, the reticulations a little elongate vertically; i)ale
life

rounded by long
diameter, 0.8

mm.

I— Hand

from the moth, whi<'h stand nearly erect;
The agg is very large for the sizi^ of the moth.

fine hairs

round, bilobed, shining luteous. dotted with t)l:ick
of
over the vertex, but leaving an elliptical pale i):itch on the suniniil
55
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Body moderate,

each lobe; eye black, mouth brown.

slender centralh', colorless transparent; no shields.

vol. xxvn.

a little

more

Tubercles small,

on rounded wart areas, single, separate, no sul)primaries, iv
and ib of the thorax separate, but more
approximate than iia and iib. Seta? pointed, still'. Feet normal, with
Male glands plainly visi])lo in joint 9, sordid
long- slender claspers.
Later the larva is slightly brown speckled; joints 4, T, and 11
brow^n.
elcA'ated

substigniatal posteriorly, ia

subdorsall}', with distinct diffuse

brown

spots.

—

Stage II. Head whitish below, brown black over the vertex, mouth
large; width, 0.55 mm.
Bodv short and robust, Arctiiform; tubercles
i and ii single, separate, i dorsad, iii with two hairs rather remote,

ivand v

single, iv stigmatal posterior, v subventral, vi

a short hair on the colorless leg plate.
reticulate in

brown, on joints

subdorsal patch,

illy

No distinct

color.

larvffi

7,

and 11 segregated into a distinct

defining a dorsal and subdorsal line of ground

No

lines.

enlarged, concolorous.

The

-1,

true warts, the base of the hair conicall}^

Hairs pale, weak.

were not carried further.

Family

ARCTIID^.

LEPTARCTIA CALIFORNIA

Two

with two hairs,

Colorless, whitish, broadly

Walker.

bred b}^ Mr. Cockle from eggs that he had obtained.
was not common. No effort was made to take specimens,
as they showed no unusual characters.
The larva is rather characteristic by the long bush of hairs arising on the posterior segments.
This
was especially conspicuous in some larvfe collected l)y Mr. A. W.
Hanham at Victoria, but was not at all noticealjle in specimens from
Golden, Colorado. The Kaslo larva' are intermediate, but nearer the

The

larvse,

species

coast form.

ESTIGMENE ACRiEA
No

specimens;

it is

in

ISIA

No

Mr. Cockle's

ISABELLA

Drury.

collection.

Smith and Abbot.

specimens; Mr. Cockle has taken

it.

DIACRISIA VIRGINICA

Fabricius.

Fourteen specimens. May 29, June 1, 3, 4, 7, 11, July 1. More could
have easil}^ been obtained, but the}^ did not differ in any respect from
the species as it occurs throughout North America.

DIACRISIA KASLOA

Dyar.

Thirty-four specimens, May (Mr. Cockle), May 30, June 3, 4, 5, 12,
August 13 (Sandon, Mr. Currie). Nearly allied to the Calif ornian

16,

vagans.^

but distinguished

bj^

the bright red cplor of both sexes.

Some
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of the males are of a duller brown, approacliincr a rare ( aliforniaij
variety, and some .specimens from Hossland (nu/dz/.s) have a brownish

Somewhere between Rossland and Kaslo

tint.

will be found a dividbetween these species, or they will be seen to interj,n-adc.
Larvte were obtained from captixe female moths.
Laid in a mass with a smaller second layer on top. Low con^-r/r/ino-

line

—

oidal,

rather rounded.

Reticulations tine, linear, irrej^ularlv hexatr-

markings occasionally

onal, small; slight

Avithin the cell areas like

water drops, surface not entirely smooth, slightly coarsely shagrecned.
Color,

waxy

Stage

I.

white.

— Head

Size, diameter, 0,9 nun.; height, 0,8 nnn.
broad, rounded, mouth projecting, pale reddish

mouth ])ro\vn. Body normal, Arctiiform, whitish,
the cervical shield 5-liaired, pale; tubercles large blackish, seta? long,

luteous, eye black,

pale.

Tu])ercle

2-haired, the rest single on large elongate plates.

iii

On

thorax ia+ib, iib small separate, vi 2-haii'ed.
Sku/e II.
Head testaceous, shining, smoky on the vertex, eye
black, mouth brown; width, 0.5 nmi.
Body whitish, the food showing
green,
Tu])ercle i small, iv as large as an3% vi small; warts black with
soft long black hairs and some shorter pale ones.
Cervical shield

—

small, leg plates dusky,

— Head

Stage III.
1

mm.

Body

round, bilobed,

greenish, sparsely

leaving a faint, pale, dorsal

line.

full,

translucent orange; width,

brown dotted,
Warts black;

heaviest su])dorsally,
hair black and white,

rather long, sparse.

Stage IV.

— Head orange luteous, ocelli black; width, 1.4 nnn.

olivaceous gray, dotted with black.

Warts black

Hair black and white, irregular, straight.
Feet dark.

laterally.

Body

dorsally, greenish

Dorsal

i)alc line

defined onl}^ by the black dottings.

Stage V.

—Head

brown; width, 2.1

round, bilobed,

mm. Body

Warts sordid

marks.

large, normal.

Hair

orange,

luteous, partly l»lack

stiff,

dotted

gra}', thickly dotted

uneven, pointed

()l)scui'ely with
with black, without

or ringed with

l)lack

l)lack,

and foxy red mixed

with a few longer pale ones. Spiracles white.
Stage YL Head slightlv bilol)ed, black in front, ])roadly red over
the lobes behind, shining; paraclypeus, epistoma. labrum and antemnv
Body dull l)ro\vn l)lack.
sordid white, pinkish tinged; width, 3 nnn.
strigose with a paler tint.
Feet pale reddish. AVarts large, blackish
luteous, the hair foxy red, slightly darker tipped, except some longer
ones which are most noticeflble posteriorly; these are black. Aspm-t

—

of D.

Spiracl(\s white, l)lack
l)ut darker and redder.
red patch before tubercle iii on joint 12. There is a
difference in the color of the dorsal hairs, which niay be due tt) the sex
of the larva, as Stretch states to be the case in D. ragana.

virginlca^

rimmed.

A

Cocoons spun

in the

ground.
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HYPHORAIA PARTHENOS
No

vol. xxvii.

Harris.

One larva found 1)}^ Mr. Caudell. The species is
Mr. Cockle has several in his collc('tion and has })rcd one or
The larva is large, black, with long soft black hairs and

specimens.

rare, ))ut

more.

whitish warts.

PLATYPREPIA VIRGINALIS

No

specimens; Mr. Cockle has taken

APANTESIS ORNATA
One specimen, June
form

is

the

same

Packard, var.

13, at light.

found

as

Boisduval.

it.

ACHAIA

Grote and Robinson.

Mr. Cockle has others. This
and the Pacific coast. A

in California

description of the larva has been published."

AMMALO TENERA

Hiibner.

They agree with Atlantic coast
Thi'ee specimens, June 5, 6, 23.
specimens rather than with the Californian form sciurus, though there
is very little difference between these forms at best.
Eggs were
obtained, but proved infertile.

HALISIDOTA MACULATA
Thirteen specimens,

May

30, 31,

Harris, var.

June

(5,

ALNI

Hy. Edwards.

10, 16, 25.

like typical niacnlata of the Atlantic coast region,

The moths are
and also like the
The

variety alnl, these forms not differing in the adult.
alni.,

like those of the

larva^.

are

mountains of California and Colorado, red dorsal

when young, no dorsal tufts in the last stage. Some of the larvas,
however, had black dorsal tufts in the last stage, thus reseml)ling
the form angullfera Walker of the Pacific coast, but none had black
There was much variation
tufts in the earl}' stages as that form has.
in color, some of the young larvas being highly variegated with red
and yellow.
tufts

Family AGARISTID^E.

ANDROLOMA MAC-CULLOCHH
Two

Kirby.

specimens, July 21 (Bear Lake Mountain).

been described by

The

larva?

have

me.''

ALYPIA LANGTONrt

Couper.

Three specimens, Jul}^ 13, August 13 (Sandon; Mr. Currie), Others
were seen, but the species was rare. Eggs were obtained, but proved
infertile.
The larva has been described by me.''
« Psyche, VI, 1893, p. 379; in error as Uale\.
i'Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis.,

cCan. Ent.,

XXVIi;

XXV,

1903, p. 386.

1895, p. 278.
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Family NOCTUIDJ:.

APATELA DACTYLINA
Eleven specimens, June
are generally darker and

Grote, var.

13, IG, 23, 25,

HESPERIDA
3(»,

July

but Professor Smith's type of hesjxrUla
wh}^ he should have separated

it.

is

eastern dactijlina^

not so, and

Still, he.sjJerida is

representing dactylina in the northwest.

Tiic specimens

2.

more smoothly colored than

The

Smith.

I

scarcely see

a good racial form,

larva

is

essentially the

same, though the hairs are of a decidedly brighter brown, and are
markedly keeled on the dorsal line.

less

—

Egg. Flat, circular, low domed; ribs about 80 at the margin,
smoothly waved, diminishing ])y alternation toward apex, which is
irregularly lumpy; no reticulations.
Dark green, later with little red
dots, sparsely scattered. Diameter, 1.4 mm. height, 0.4 nun. Hatched
;

in eight days.

Stage

I.

—Head

bilobcd,

cordate, w^hite, checkered with a

more

sordid shade, ocelli and coarse setas black, jaws brown.

Hairs single,
the dorsal ones black, long, the lateral ones white and shorter; no subBody cylindrical, all white, tubercles large and coneolorprimaries.
ous; hair of joint 11 all pale; shields undifferentiated.

—

Stage II. Head bilobed, a little higher than wide, white with l)lack
marks; triangular mark in clypeus, median suture at apex, curved
band each side of clypeus and a mark on side; width, 0.8 mm. Body
normal with large round warts, Avhite, with white hairs, joints 5, 7,
and 12 dorsally with a small dusky patch and a few dark hairs. Hairs
soft, long and short mixed.
Stage III. Head sharply bilobed, with stiff white seta^ shiningblack, a dash from vertex of lobe, clypeus and epistoma white; width,
1 uun.
Body uniform, warts round, projecting, all covered by tine
long flutl'y white hairs; a long dorsal black pencil on joints 5, 7, and
Thoracic
12; sides ])roadly powdered with ))lack, iiu-losing wart iii.
appears
in
shade
an
ocherous
I^ater
feet ])l;u'k, abdominal ones pale.
the ])road white dorsal space.
Stage IV. Head high, oval, l)ilobed, clypeal sutures depressed,
Body black, obscured by the dense
shining black; Avidth, 1.8 nun.
showing white. Dorsal hairs dense
ii
and
iii
secondary hairs, warts
brown; subdorsal and lateral
ereamy
segmentary
tuftings,
in banded
ground; erect black penblack
the
showing
hair long, white, sparse,
Feet ])lack, except the claspers of the
cils on joints 5, 7, and 12.
abdominal ones.
StageV. Head shining black; width, 3 nmi. Body black, the warts
obscured, except sul)ventrally by l)road l)ands of dens(\ s(>condary
hair, light brownish red dorsally, white laterally, mixed willi longer
white hairs from the lateral warts; joints :>, T, and 12 wKli high Itlaek

—

—
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Warts white,

moderate.

—

Head rounded, oval, high, shining- ])lack with primary
Stage VI.
white setse; width, 5 mm. Body cylindrical, equal; segments densely
banded with secondary hair, slightly keeled along the dorsal line and
with large, high, erect pencils of black hair on joints 5, 7, and 9.
Dorsal hair orange brown, side hair cream}" white with a few long
Skin black, spiracles white, warts obsolete.
pale ones.
Cocoon of

silk.

APATELA FELINA
Three specimens, June

Grote.

Mr. Cockle has had this species
Smith and D3'ar, but it does not agree
with our type, which was from Calgary, Alberta. It is, however, like
specimens before me named felina, by Prof. John B. Smith. The
Cali
Kaslo specimens agree in color with one labeled "Wash. T.
13, 16, 25.

in his collection as canadensis

;'"'

fornian specimens are lighter.

This error in identification illustrates

the resemblance of the Kootenai fauna to that of distant California,

whence felina was descril)ed, rather than to that of the near eastern
foothills of the Kocky Mountains toward Calgary.
Egg. Low, flattened, with a flat, broad, clear base, center domed,
yellow; about 20 large, coarse, smooth ribs, irregularly joined by
crossbars equally large and smooth, forming a series of large, rounded
pits; surface finely sparsely granular shagreened, which alone appears
Diameter to margin, 2
at the micropyle where the ribbing is absent.
mm.; central dome, 1.3 mm.; height, 0.6 mm. Later there appears
an irregular dark red ring at the edge of the central dome. Hatched

—

in

eight days.

—Head cordate, black, pale

little spot each side
epistoma and antenna?
white, not conspicuous.
Bod}^ white; joints 2, 4-5, 7-9, and 12-13
anteriorly vinous red dorsally.
Thoracic feet black. Warts conical,
single haired, no sul)primaries, i to iii with large black sette, the
rest with smaller ones; iii to v closely grouped around the spiracle;
on thorax ia+ib, iib very small. Skin with minute, rather sparse,

Stage

of the

I.

median suture and

conical granules.

Leg

Stage

TI.

but

i),

shields blackish; cervical shield brown-))lack

with three large and one small
conical, large

diluted in a

at vertex (tuijercle

seta?

and two detached.

Tubercles

pale.

— Head sharply bilobed, shining vinous black, epistoma pale
Body with joints 3, 6, 10, posteriorl3% 11 pale,
dorsum deep blackish vinous, all the warts dark

sordid; width 0.8 nun.

white, the rest of the

Hairs
Intersegmentar}' areas paler.
ii of 11, which is white.
numerous, long, all black dorsaiiy, some white subventrally, long,

except

curling; feet black.

Stage III.

— Head bilobed^ median suture sharply depressed; shining

black, the coarse setie white; width, 1.5 nun.

BodjMiormal, joint 12
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Mostly purple black, dorsal

line narrow, white;
10 posteriorly, 11 largely yellowish white;
wart ii of joint 3, ii of 6 and 10 partly and ii of 11 white, all the other
warts black; some white along the sides. Dorsal hair long, black,

joint 3

erect,

on the

sides,

mixed with

(3,

Avhite

on the pale segments and on joints 2 and 13;
which also overhang the ends. Feet

sides with long, liutty, white hairs,

black.

—

Stage IV. Head sharply bilo])cd, shining l)lack, clypeus brownish,
epistoma white; width, 2.1 mm. Body held in J shape, a little compressed, warts distinct, rounded and also much secondary hair present.
Dorsal black hair-tufts present on joints .5, 7, 8, 9, and 12, those of 8
and 9 small; other hair long, curved, flurt'y, yellowish white. Skin
largely black, the untufted segments with orange-yellow warts; pale
Thoracic feet black. Later the
yellow^ lateral and subventral bands.
long hair becomes yellow.
Stage V. Head high, black, epistoma white; width, 3

—

mm.

Body

ocherous, l)rownish on the warts, a black band dorsally and marks on
the sides, all covered and partly concealed by long, curved, flutfy,
Dorsal l)lack pencils present on joints o, 7 to
yellowish white hairs.

and 12, those of 7 to 10 progressively smaller.
Head l)ilobed, oval, shining black; width, 4 nun. Body
Stage 17.
olivaceous, ochraceous, shaded with ])lack more or less, especially over
the dorsum, or nearly all black, entirely covered and nearly concealed
by the long, tiutly, curved, yellow-white secondary hair. Black pencils present on joints .5, 7, and 12 or on 8 and 9 also, but short, not
10,

—

longer and suV)ordinated to the other hair. In the previous stage the
hair was straighter and only long laterally; now it is long all over and
curved like that of vulpina. Later the hair becomes darker yellow.
Most of the larva? have the body yellow with a dorsal and two side
stripes of black, venter and feet black.

Cocoon spun on wood with pieces bitten
hair and body turn dark l)efore spinning.

APATELA LEPORINA
Six specimens, June 13, July
the

European

species.

The

Linnaeus,
2,

color

van

oft'

to reinforce

MOESTA

it.

The

Dyar.

A very distinct form of
dark gray, fully as dark as
much resembles; but the basal

21, 27.
is

canadensis Smith and Dyar, which it
as in eastern
lino is broken and the transverse posterior line 's dentate
is darker,
head
the
])ut
leporina,
with
type
in
agnnlarva^
The
leporlna.
forms of
American
the
of
None
black.
with
marked
often strongly
Wc sceiu to have three
leporlna agree exactly with the European.
races,

which

I

would

Apalela leporlna Linna'us
variety vxdinna Grote
varietv cretata Smith

varietV moesta

Dyar

list as

follows:
Europe.
Nc.rtl.ern Atlantic coast.

Mouniain.

of p'Jora.lo

l^^'^'^"' 1^'*^'^^'

Chnnb.a.
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and

the center dome-shaped but without astrong-ly
Ribs about Y5 ai'ound the margin, decreasing irregu-

at several points

or even circularly joined

by alternation or confluence, coarsely wavxd
l)y

broad, shallow pittings representing the

obsolete reticulations, cross striaj low, coarse, rounded bars; vertex

Pale green, the center retracted, leaving a broad,
Diameter, 1.6 mm.; height, 0.4 mm. Later there
apj)ears a narrow, dark-red ring about the middle of the side and a
small vertical dot sometimes confluent by one or two bars; still later
this marking retracts to a broad, red ring, scalloped on the outside.
tinely reticulate.

colorless edge.

Hatched

in nine days.
Stage I. Head rounded, bilobed, shining black, mouth parts pale.
Body moderate, equal; feet normal, white with dark brown dorsal
Cervical shield large,
patches on joints 4-5, T-9, and 12-13 anteriorly.
black.
On thorax tubercle ia-f-ib, on abdomen i with two large ec^ual
Warts concolorous with the
hairs, the rest single; no subprimaries.
marks; hair all black. Skin sparsely minutely granular, not conspicuously so.
Stage II. Head round, bilobed, more or less black shaded all over
or the paraclypeal streak heavj^ and black; width, 0.6 mm.
Bod}^
moderate, joint 11 weak; w^hite, light brown dorsally on joints 2, 4-5,
7-9, 12-13 anteriorly except the warts, which are Avhite; hairs black

—

—

and white, long,

soft; feet pale.

—

Stage III. Head white, a black l)and bordering the paraclypeus
with dottings outwardly or largely black, only clypeus above, dot on
vertex and sides of lobes wiiite; wddth 1.2 mm. Body white, a faint

brownish lateral shade; joints 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 and 12 stained with
especiall}^ about wart i, and with black dorsal hairs, the other
hairs almost entirely white, rather long. Few, if any, secondary hairs.
Wart i on the dark segments black, the rest white, moderate, raised;
feet pale. In some the body is all shaded with violaceous, even partly
so on the pale segments, but the warts there are white. Thoracic feet

brown

black.

—

Stage IV. Head shining black, clypeus, mouth, a small spot on
vertex and irregular patches above eye white; hairs whitish; width 1.8

mm. Body moderate, equal, white, largely shaded with brown
on the back and sides between the warts. Cervical shield black, with
white bristly hair, floints 5, 7-9, and 12 brown dorsally, with ])rown
warts and long unpaired dorsal black hair pencils. Other hair long,
white, rather thin, fluffy, straight, both primaryand secondary about
equal.
On joints 3 and 4 wart i is black; other warts white.
Stage V. Head white, with black paraclypeal bands; width 2.8 mm.
Hair white, long, fluflfy, concealing the body; black pencils present on
joints 5, 7, 8, 9, and 12.
Most of the larvaj are white, some 3^ellow,
and then markedly darker, with more black on head and dark color on
to 2.2

—
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Soinc luive

IxhIv.

ii

Stage VI.

tuft

l>l<ic-k

black hairs on joints 3 and

on joint

('>,

IIioiimIi

>ni;ill.
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and

a

few

4.

— Head white, more or less marked with

black; width 4.5
immaculate or shaded with .sordid l>rownisli, with black dorsal marks.
No pencils, all the hair MutlV white oiyellow, soft, curled, abundant, the sccondar}^ predominant; warts

nnn.

Body

o-roenisli white,

small, inconspicuous.

APATELA INNOTATA

Guenee, var.

GRISEOR

Dyar.

A

Sixteen specimens, June 13, 16, 23, 25, 30, July 4, 19,.30.
western
variety of innotata, slight!}^ larger, the white ground color more distinctly strewn with black scales and the black marks )>ordering the
usual lines sharper and

more pronounced,

transverse anterior line, which in innotata
is

especially noticeable in the
is

almost

lost; in cjphe(/r it

often nearly as obvious as the transverse posterior line.

— Flat, moderately arched, no rim, the edge rather steep; about

Egg.

50 ribs, diminishing in the middle of the side and again toward vertex,
irregularly ending about the microp3dar area, which
wav}', moderate, no reticulations.
height 0.4 mm.

Stage

I.

Bluish green.

— Head cordate, translucent, whitish;

is

shagreened;

Diamc^ter

mouth pointed.

1

nun.,

Body

white, the food showing green, tul)ercles not large, elevated, concolorous; hairs long, fine, white, the dorsal ones coarse, all single, no
subprimaries; on thorax ia+ib, iib small.
Stage II. Head round, bilobed, a little elongate, whitish; width
0.5 mm.
Bod}" normal, warts prominent, with one or two long and

—

the latter with enlarged tips; all transparent
food
whitish,
green, the male glands showing white; traces of a white
Hair all pale; no shields.
subdorsal band beneath wart ii in spots.
Stage III. Head deeplv bilobed, flattish )>efore, green; width 1.2
several

short hairs,

—

mm.

Body uniform,

warts i and

ii

whitish.

joint 11

weak, with smaller warts.

Warts round,

All green,

elevated, bearing a long, dark hair

and many small, short, pale ones, with enlarged tips, except subvenWart ii large, iv small, stigtrally. where all the hairs are simple.
matal i)osteriorly the two upper thoracic warts (ia+ib and iia) approximate.
Later there is a faint brownish dorsal spot between tubercles i
on joints 5, 8, 9, and 12.
Stage IV. Head green, mottled with brown spots over the lobe^;
in front; width 1.8 mm.
Body with joint 12 slightly enlarged; wartwith a few long hairs and many short truncate-tipped ones, subventral hair feathered.
At first marked as before. Waits to iii yellow,
the yellow of i and ii confluent and inclosing red-l)rown spots on
Traces of a yellow dorsal
joints 5 to 12. largest on 5, 8, 9, and 12.
;

—

i

line

No secondary hairs dorsally, but se\(>ral tint> ones suhLater the dorsal markings beconu^ yellow spots with red-

between.

ventrallv-
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brown centers, absent on joints and 3, small on tt, covering^ wart ii
on 5, 8, 9, and 12, coverino- i onl}" on joints 6, 7, and 10, just to wart ii
on joint 11 by a branch, absent on 18.
Stage V. No chano-e. Width of head 2.6 mm.
Stage VI. Head g-reen, the upper half thickly covered with angular
'•I

—
—

black spots,
black ringed,

a small light red patch on ^'ertex of each lobe; antenna;
setae white; width 3.S nnn.
Body moderate, equal,

Warts small, reduced, consisting
Secondary hair present on sides and
subventrally, longer below.
Oliv^aceous blackish, black granular on a
dark olivaceous ground. Warts i, ii, and iv black, with pale tubercles,
iii and v light green, vi dusky; slight greenish dilutions subdorsally
below tubercle i on joints 5, 8, 9, and 12. Hair black and white, the
secondary hair mostly white. Spiracles white, black rinnned; no defined markings.
The larvae in this stage closel}^ resemble the bark of birch, on which
they were fed.
joint 12 a little enlarged dorsal ly.

of a

group of few

tubercles.

APATELA MINELLA

Dyar.

One specimen, June 13. No female was obtained, so the life history
remains unknown. I had suspected that this species was the western
form of fragnh Guenee, but I have normally light colored fragilh
from Wellington, British Columbia (G. W. Taylor), on the coast. A
series of specimens is required to form a definite opinion.

APATELA GRISEA

Walker, var.

REVELLATA

Smith.

Twenty specimens, June 13, 16, 18, 19, 30, July 2, 8, 15, 19, 21, 29
(Bear Lake). This form is generally larger and darker than eastern
grisea., as usual Avith western forms, l)ut not specifically distinct, I

Some

think.

of the

larva?, too, are the

Egg.

moths are nearly

— Nearly hemispherical, not

perpendicular, domed.
tions, diminishing above,

P3de,

which

height, 0.45

is

— Head,

normal

grisea.

The

much

flattened,

no rim, the sides

Ribs, about 60, waved, smooth, no reticula-

forming an irregular ring around the micro-

shagreened.

mm.

as pale as

same.

Hatched

Palo bluish green. Diameter, 0.9 mm.;
seven days, without change of color.

in

mouth, ))roadly projecting; eye, black;
joint 12 a little enlarged, white, immaculate; hair, white, spinulose; hairs i to iii, long, fine; iv and v, shorter,
weak.
Hairs all single, no subprimaries, ia + ib on thorax.
No
shields; tubercles, concolorous, all pale and transparent. Dorsal warts,
conically elevated; feet, equal.
Later joints 2, 5-6, 9-10, and 12 have
diffuse violaceous dorsal patches.
Still later purple brown spots
appear, small, rounded, covering tubercle ii onl}^ on joints 2, 1, 5 (the
one on 4 smaller than that on 5), 8, 9, and 12. Warts, white, except
in the dark spots.
Stage

I.

jaw, brown.

bilobed;

Bodj^ uniform,

No.i37fi.
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—

Head with the apex suhangular, Hat hefoiv, whitisli,
jStitfje II.
stained Avith l)rown streaks above the clypeus; mouth, reddish; width,
Body, moderate, Hattish; warts, hiro-o conical, concoh)rous.
mill.
White, an obscure white, subdorsal line editing the dorsal purple
In-own spots on joints 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, and 12, with a slio-ht subdorsal spur
The food shows green. Each wart has one long and sevto joint 11.
(».<;

eral short hairs; in the browai spots

with enlarged

Stage III.

tips.

— Head,

some

Skin, granular; feet,

of the short hairs are

bhuk

all pale.

angularly l)ilobed, washed with brown

all

over

the lobes, especially on the angles; cl3'peus, green; antenna', white;

mm. Bod}-, cylindrical, moderate; warts, prominent, with
Hairs, sparse, the dorsal ones mostly
long and other short hairs.
Idackish.
Green, translucent, a white subdorsal band edging the
patches of purple brown on joints 2, 1—5, 8-J>, and 12, that of joint 2
width, 1

fine

The patch on joint 1 is smaller; that on 12
extends a subdorsal arm onto joint 11. Feet, green.
Stage lY. Head, high, strongly bilobed, green on face, vertex,
and sides, all shaded with dark brown mottled on a pale ground;
diluted with green behind.

—

width, 1.1

mm,

sally, sides

Bod}^ with joints 5 to 7 prominent, 12 enlarged dor-

perpendicular.

Warts, round, prominent, concolorous

with the markings. Green, joint 2 subdorsally, 1-5, T-9, 11 su])dorsally, 12 dark brown betw^een a pair of yellow subdorsal lines, which
widen at 1—5 and 8-12. Warts with several long hairs and a few short
ones.

—

Stage V. Head thickly washed with purple on a white ground and
white behind, only the cl^'peus green, anteniue w bite; width,
Body hunched, sides high, perpendicular, joints 5 and 12 a
2.2 mm.
Green, a purple brown dorsal band, wide on
little enlarged dorsalh'.
joint 2 and green diluted, wide on 5, narrow on 6-7, very wide on 8-12,
oval, including a green spot on 11-12 anteriorly, which cuts into the
yellow edging on joint 10 and surrounds tubercle i on joint 11; joint
18 faintly marked. Warts concolorous with the markings; feet, green.

a

little

by minute black spicules; there are brown
spots at the spiracles and tul)ercle vi; some secondary hair sub\cn-

The

sides appear shaded

trally.

round, llattencd, erect, vertex in joint 2, lobes
purple brown, mottled with dark in front, clypeus green, sides whitish
behind the eyes; width, 3.1 nmi. Body robust, compressed, joints
1-7 highly arched, 12 prominent, dorsally bearing conical warts and
Stage

TY,— Head

i

,

^^^arts rounded, reduced, but the dorstil
ii on a quadrate platform,
ones prominent; few haired, not dominant, a few secondary hairs sub(ireen, a dorsal purple brown
ventrally, especially on the leg bases,

wide on joint 2, over tubercle i on joint 8, triangularly widened
to ii on 5, to i only on «)-7, elliptically widened on S-l-j. inclosing a
green space on 10-il anteriorly, reaching the anal plate; yellow etlged.
stripe
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Brown

spots around the spiracles and above tubercle
mealy dots on the sides; feet, green.
The larvte Avere fed on birch.

vi.

A few whit-

ish

APATELA MANSUETA
One specimen, July
this pretty species

men, now
its

21.

Smith.

I g-reatly regret that the life history of

Mr, Cockle captured a female specibut unfortunately killed it before noting

was missed.

in his collection,

identity.

APATELA DISTANS

Grote, var.

DOLOROSA

Dyar.

Three specimens, June 16, 10, 25. 1 have another from Rossland,
June 3, 1899 (W. K. Johnson), The specimens are darker than eastern distmis, both in the tone of the gray ground and the amount of
black shadings. The larvte seem to vary more in color than eastern
but this may be because I have a larger series of the western
form. The red subventral shade, so conspicuous in eastern distans,
is lacking in all my specimens.
Iarv5i3,

—Flat,

low domed, laid singly or in groups partly
60 around the margin, diminishing by
alternation toward the vertex, distinct, linely waved, almost beaded;
£"(/(/.

circular,

Ribs, about

overlapping.

diameter, 1.1

Stage

I.

mm.;

height, 0.3

mm.

— Head shining black, mouth brown.

Body

whitish, joints 2

weak, white, 12 and 13 brown. Warts
large, ))lackish; i many haired, ii to v single, vi absent; leg shields
faintly infuscated l)earing a hair; on thorax tubercles ia and ib joined
at base, iib small, separate, no subprimaries.
Feet pale.
Hairs
blackish, spinulose, cervical shield infuscated.
Later onl}^ joints 5,
8, 9, and 12 are vinous red, the other segments fading to white; the
red brown marks are sharply edged and there are slight angular ones
on the white segments.
Stage II.
Head bilobed, angular, shining black; width 0.6 mm.
to 10 clear vinous dorsalh^, 11

—

Body

dorsum serrate b}^ the projecting tubercles; sordid
white on the sides and on joints 10, 11, and 13. Dorsal warts broadly
dark vinous, joints 5, 8-9, and 12 marked with the same color. Hairs
black, rather bristly.
Later a continued dark dorsal stripe and subventral mottlings; area a})out tubercle iii of joints 3—t, 6-7, 10-11
robust, the

The larva tapers behind; joint 12 is prominent dorsall}'.
Stage HI. Head bilobed, apices sharp, median suture depressed;
shining black; width O.S mm.
Body robust, joints .5 and 12 a little
elevated; warts large, black, hair thick and l)ristly, black with a few
pale ones intermixed. The body is mostly dark, lighter between the
white.

—

Feet all dark.
warts on joints 6, 7, and 11.
Stage lY. Head rounded quadrate, flattened ])efore, shining black;
width 1.5 mm. Body black except subdorsally on joints 6-7 and 10-11
where it is diluted yellowish.
Warts round, black, elevated; hair

—
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about the diUitioiis and
Hair of joints 5 and 12
rather denser than elsewhere.
In sonic specimens all the central hair
on joints
to 11 is ocheroiis; another had the hair all l)rown, tipped
with black.
Stage V. Head black; width 2.1 mm. Body and warts black, the
dorsal space rather widel\- bare.
Hairs at the ends parti 3' or wholly
black, the central ones dull foxy red, A^ariablc.
The pale sul)dorsal
])atches are gone.
Hair i-athcr soft, of irregulai- length, some of the
end ones longer.
Stage VI. Head })ilot)ed, rounded, shining black, epistoma and
bases of antennjB white; width 8 mm.
Body equal, joint 12 scarcely
enlarged; yelyet}' black throughout.
Warts large, round, shining
grayish by whitish rings about the hairs, i*yery large, remote, leaving
Hairs from tubercles and ii on joints 4,
a rather Avide dor.^^al space.
5, and 12 light foxy red, the rest bluish ]:)lack, stiff, l)ristly, but mixed
with softer spinulose ones. Other specimens haye red brown hair the
whole length, mixed with some blackish and a faint reddish shade
along the subyentral fold intersegmentall}'. All haye wart i partly
white, joint 12 subprominent dorsalh'. In some the hair is all black,
w^hile one had it white with red hair on joints 5 and 12.
ln'istl}',

siibvcntrall}^;

none secondary.

it

Avhitc

Feet dark.

—

—

i

APATELA PERDITA
Three specimens, June
Mr. Cockle had not taken

The

Grote.

is a yery distinct one.
though I hav^e seyeral from
Rossland taken in Jiuie, 1899, by Mr. W. K. Johnson.
Shape of half of a sphere, base broadlj' flat; about 50 wayed
J^gg.
ribs diminishing along the middle and again near the yertex, ])roadly
triangular in section, ii-regularly wayed; surface else minutel}'^ graiuilar shagreened.
Whitish, later all reticulate in dark red. Diameter,

13, 16.

it till

species

this season,

—

1.3

mm.;

Stage

I.

height, O.Y imu.

— Head

round

bilol^ed,

mouth

large, antenna^ short, ])lack

shading to brownish below; epistoma and antenna? white.
Body cylindrical, normal, whitish, a yinous shade from within except
on joints 10 and 11. Warts moderate, blackish, i many haired with
Thorax with
large and small hairs, the rest single, no subprimaries.
o\'er yertex,

+ ib,

Ceryical shield
haired on joints 3 and -1.
Later only joints 5, 7-9 and 12 are yinous rivl. the
other segments greenish white.
Head sharply l)ilol)cd, shining black, mouth and antenna'
Stage IL
Body robust, with large warts close
sordid white: width. 0.5 nun.
Daik vinous brown,
together; joint 12 a little enlarged, 11 weak.
Hair l)lack, tht> lateral ones
joints 6 and !( pale, 11 decidedly pale.
ia

iib small, yi single

small, blackish.

—

paler.

All the warts dark; feet black.
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— Head rounded quadrate,

whitish;
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Stage III.
widtli, 0.T5

mm.

Body with

.shining- black,

mouth

joint 5 prominent, 12 enlarged dor.sally.

AVhitish, largely overlaid with purple black, joints 6, 10 and 11 are

with dark color infiltrated between; other warts
Hairs stitf, black, only a few white except on the pale segments.
Hairs of tubercle i on joint 12 subpencillcd, erect. Thoracic
feet black ringed, abdominal ones pale.
Stage IV. Head shining black; width 1 mm. Bod}^ cylindrical,
warts moderate, joint 12 slightly enlarged. Black, marked with white,
which is cut into streaks and spots on joints 3, 0, 10, 11, and 13; a
Warts black; hair black except some white
white subventral stripe.
pale, the warts pale

black.

—

ones which are mostly shorter, from the pale parts.

No

secondary

hairs.

—

Stage V. Head shining, black; width, 1.4 nun. Body all black,
covered by the bristly black hairs, no open. dorsal space. On
joints 3, 4, 6, 10, and 11 there are also intermixed fine soft wavy white
Subventral hairs largely
hairs, some of the bristles here also white.
white and longer. Joints 5 and 12 rather prominent.
Stage VI Width of head, 2.3 mm. All black, joint 12 prominent.
Hairs of joints 5 and 12 dorsally deep ))lack, of 4 and 6 mixed with
feathered white, the rest mostly white but mixed with black, bristly,
irregular, rather dense; some long pale hairs subventrally; spiracles
densel}^

—

white.

—

Stage VII Width of head, 3.5 mm. Black, the segmental incisures
3—4 and 4-5 exposed in the warning attitude; joints 5 and 12 promiNo change from the previous stage; warts black; hair l)ristly,
nent.
rather dense, black on joints 5 and 12, elsewhere black mixed with
ocherous white, distinctly ocherous on joints 4 and 0, weaker on joint
Some long hairs at the ends. Some of the hairs are softer but
11.
hardly spinulose, most noticeable on the prominent segments. Warts
i

of joints 6 to 11

more or

less white.

APATELA EMACULATA

Smith.

One specimen,

This is very close to dlstans
Jul}' 29 (Bear Lake).
and ma}' prove to be the same. It is, however, a
smoother gray, without the contrasts of light and dark shades, the
transverse posterior line is less distinctly dentate, and there are other
Therefore I keep them separate until more material
slight differences.
is at hand.
My specimen agrees closely with Smith's type from
var.

dolorosa,

Easton, Washington (Koebele).

APATELA IMPLETA
Thirteen specimens, June

form was described

as

western race of impleta.

Walker, var.

ILLITA

2, 13, 16, 18, 19, 23, 25,

a distinct species, but

The specimens

is

Smith.

July

19.

This

better placed as a

are generally darker than the

N0.137C.

of the kootf.xm n/sr/ucT—inAJL

LEj'/f)Oj"rj:/:A

eastern form, Smitirs mule type Ix-forc

others are not so dark, some

Ix'ino-

me

lu'injr

mueh

pructieally as
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darker; but

liu-lit

as

normal

nearly indistini^uisJiahU' thcrerrom. The larva, too, is close
It is this larva to which i referred in the descripto the eastern one.
f'//ijjlf/f((aud

—

/if f('/co,j, a {
impleta) as " Californian examples."
74/</-— i^hape of half of a sphere, not hrosidly flattened; dom(>(l, laid

tion of stiigcx" oi

singly or in groups, partly overlapping.

About 80 vertical ribs,
diminishing toward the vertex, moderate, sharp, rather high and
narrow, waved, joined by narrow low cross-stria'.
The ribs run
becoming confused. Yellowish white, later with
red dots rather thickly scattered.
Diameter, 1.2 mm,; height,

practically to vertex,
little

0.6

mm.

Stage

I.

— Head

cordate, black above, shading to whitish about the

mouth, jaws l)rown.
Body whitish, dorsum broadly dark \inous,
except joint 11 and the anal feet. Hair long, black, curved; wart
large, man}' haired, the I'cst single with no subprimarics; iv and v with
On thorax tubercles ia+ib; joint 11 weak, its wart i
smaller hairs.
many haired, l)ut smiill. Later the larva is white, cer-ical shield
i

transverse, black; joints 4 posteriorly
spots.

joint 12

Warts
is

all

—

5, 8, 9,

12 with large dorsal

black, except those on joint 11.

infiltrated

by

The dark patch on

pale.

—

Head cordate, pale, the apices of the lobes black; width,
Stage 11.
mm. Joints 3, 6-Y, 10 posteriorly 11 greenish, the other segments

—

0.5

and

all

the warts dark, vinous blackish.

subventrally, straight and

stifi*.

Feet pale.

Hairs black dorsally. pale
The sides below wart iii

are entirely pale.

— Head

Stage TIT.

rounded, ([uadrate, shining black, paraclypeus

whitish, labrum and antemue narrowl}' pale; width,

o.!t

nun.

Body

purplish black over dorsum, sides of joint 11 pale and showing a white,
subdorsal band; su])ventral region and feet pale; thorac-ic feet blackish.
Hairs black dorsall}', whitish sul)ventrally, rather dense, spinulose,

heavy dorsal tuftings, and

joint 5 with

of tubercle

i

(i

with short pale hairs; hairs
Hair of joint 11

of joint 12 penciled, short, plumose.

short and mostly pale.

—

Body
Stage IV. Head bilobed. shining Idack; width, 1.5 mm.
on
anal
and
subventrally
whitish
sides,
the
dorsally,
on
dotted
black
Warts
wart
ii.
covei-ing
II
baron
joint
yellow
subdorsal
feet; a pale
Black and white fanround, black, distinct; no secondary hair.
erect
ti, a pair of
joint
on
one
white
joint
smaller
on
shaped tuft
5, a
White hairs over the head and
su})d()rsal pencils on joint 12 black.
Thoracic feet black, abdominal ones pale.
T"~Head bilobed, shining black, a white mark

subventrally.

Stage

clypeus, epistoma and labrum whitish; width, 2.5 nun.
aProc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXI,

1898, p. 153.

in

para-

Body black
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dor.sall}^, whitish siibventrally find on feet, lateral wai'ts pale.
A yellow bar on wart ii of joint 11, a pale yellow stripe along wart v.
Hairs whitish, mostly thin but tufted in dorsal fans, black on joint 5,
white on (> and 5 laterally and slighth^ on 4; a l)lack subdorsal pencil
on 12 and small white tuft below it. Joint 12 somewhat enlarged.
Later the subdorsal stripe and subventral ])and are more or less dark
red.
One had the tufts on joint 5 brown, those of i and 6 pinkish

ocherous.

Stage VI.

— Head

black, paraclypeus, epistoma, edges of labrum

mm.

Subdorsal stripe on joints 10 and 11 at tubercle
and subventral band at tubercle v deep red shaded. Body l)lack
Fan tufts on
dorsally, dotted and streaked with white on the sides.
3, 4, and (> creamy white, that on 5 larger and pale brown; divaricate
pencils of joint 12 black with white ones below.
Other hair mostly
white; width 3.2
ii

All as before.

white.

Stage Vll.

— Width of head, 4 mm.

No change from

the last stage.

Stripes, deep crimson; bod}' black with white markings, tufts of warts
i and
cream

ii

of joint 5 black or cream color, of

color, of

i

iii on joints 5, -4, and
on joint 12 black with cream color below. Other

hairs pale.

Cocoon of

silk

between leaves.

MEROLONCHE LUPINI

Grote.

No specimens. One in Mr. Cockle's collection is labeled splnea
Grote and seems intermediate between that and lapinl, for the ordinary spots are distinct, and so, too, is the median shade, which is black
and angulated in the middle.

PANTHEA PORTLANDIA
No

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection

PANTHEA GIGANTEA
No

specimens.

13, 1902, is a

One from Mr.

No
bele).

is

before me.

French.

Cockle's collection, collected August

female and expands only 45

RAPHIA PRATER
form

Grote.

mm.
Grote.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, June 2, 1!»()2. The
is similar to that which I have from Easton, Washington (Koe-

Like

Gluj)h!.sla spetentrkmalh., discussed

feeds on the aspen and cottonwood, and

later,

this species

range is coextensive with
its food plants.
As with the GlupMsia., Rapliia runs to a variet}^ of
local forms, exactly paralleling the forms of Ghrpltlsla and conditioned
b}^ the same differences in environment.
Prof. J. B. Smith has lately
conceived the idea of treating all these forms as distinct species, exactly
as the late Henry Edwards did with Glupldsia twenty j^ears ago. But
its

NO.
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such a course does not properly indicate the relationships of the forms.
cc^ora^em^/i' Putnam-Cramer, paUula Hy. Edwards, and rlndcrelJa Smith will be rofei-rcd as varieties oi frater Grote.
The foi'in
from Kaslo and Easton, Wa.shino-ton, alluded to above, is very similar
to iyT^iQ,s\f7'ater, but is a little darker shaded on the basal and inner
portions of the forewing.

The names

HADENELLA TONSA

Grote.

One specimen, August S, and three from Mr. Cockle's colloction,
July 31, 1901, August 20, ll>03, and September (j, 1902. 'V\\q, specimens agree with the type of siihjuncta Smith before me. In Bulletin
52, U. S. National Museum, I referred sHlijiincta as a synonym to
mhiuscula Morrison; but I learn from Doctor Smith that this is an
error, and that suhjuncta is realy synonymous with tonsa Grote.

PLATYPERIGEA ANOTHA
One specimen, August
pale and

somewhat

Dyar.

Mr, Cockle has another,

22 (Revelstoke).

faded.

PLATYPERIGEA PR^ACUTA
No

One from Mr.

specimens.

closely resembles

anterior line

is

Smith.

Cockle's collection, August 19, 1001,

the type before me, except that the transverse

heavier, the spots

more

distinct,

and the dark shade

at

anal angle less distinct.

CARADRINA MERALIS

Morrison.

Twenty-three specimens, August 1, 6, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17. The speciall dark gra}", with the ordinary spots black-filled and conThey
trasting, hind wings more or less gray shaded, even in the males.
differ from the meralis in the National Museum collection (Rhode
Island, Colorado), in being rather darker, with the ordinary lines and
The form seems scared}" specifically
terminal shade better defined.
distinct from exthnia Walker.

mens are

CARADRINA EXTIMIA

Walker.

and one from Mr.
darker than that of crtimia
from Colorado, but otherwise exactly like it. 1 have already given
Seven specimens, July

lo,

Cockle's collection, July 10.

2-1,

The

August
larva

15, 17,

is

the life history,'*

CARADRINA MIRANDA
One specimen, June

Grote.

and one from Mr. Cockle's
11.
The specimens are large and grayish powdery,
cally distinct from tniranda., I think.
24,

«Proc. U.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

S.

Nat Mns.,

xxvii-03

XXV,
56

1!)(I2,

y. :575.

collection.
l)ut

not

June

si)ecifi-
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CARADRINA NITENS

vol. xxvii.

Dyar.

Four specimtMis, June 25, July -i, and one from Mr. Cockle's
June 7. This is a larg-er and blacker form than mhranda.

collec-

tion,

PERIGEA VETERATA

No

specimens,

l)ut

one from Mr. Cockle's collection.

OLIGIA FESTIVOIDES

One specimen, Jime

25, 27, 30,

August

Guenee.

13.

HADENA CURVATA
One hundred and

Smith.

Grote.

Jime 25, July 12, 11, 10,
This has been referred as a

sevent3^-two specimens,
5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 17.

synonym

However, Imioof hinotata Walker, by Mr. Grote himself.
was described from Vancouver Island and my specimens from
there (Wellington, Rev. G. W. Taylor; Victoria, Mr. A. W. Hanham)
differ in the greater size of the pale patch beyond the reniform, in
which tlie transverse posterior line is nearly lost. Walker seems to be
tata

when he says ""reniGrote says of Walker's type: ""It is
Currubbed, very dark, with the pale brown reniform contrasting.""
Mendocino
County,
California,
and
descril)ed
from
Grote
vata was
*
*
*
always
saj^s in reference to this marking: "ochery brown
posterior
line
transverse
opposite
this
[reniapproximate
stains the
*""
*
*
this
applies
more
nearly
think
to
the
form
I
form] spot.
and
distinctl}'
the
pale
patch
is
small
traversed
by
before me, in which
this
same
form
from
the
posterior
line.
1
have
Sierra
the transverse
Nevada Mountains of California (Coll. J. B. Smith) and Placer County,
The latter specimens were named adnixa^ liut
California (Koebele).
wrongly so, 1 judge, as that species is described as paler and more
variegated than curvata^ and comes from Nevada and other arid regions.
Eggs from captive females were difficult to obtain and proved
sterile; but full grown larvae occurred to us on the wild cnvvdiwi {Rihes
sang uineu 111).
Egg. Slightly spheroidal, nearly spherical, without basal flattening;
smooth dark yellow, the surface flattened in small hexagonal areas
without raised reticulations or any trace of ribs, minutely shagreened;
referring to such a character in his description

formi magna ochraceocinerea."

—

diameter, O.s

mm.

—

Larva. Head erect, vertex in joint 2; green, faintly white dotted
on the lobes, antennte and mouth pale; width 2,6 mm. Body cylindrical, normal, joint 13 a little attenuated behind, 12 very slightly
humped. Green streaked, dotted with yellow, shields concolorous,
uncornifled; dorsal line white, distinct from joint 2 anteriorly to 13
posteriori}^,

widened a

little

on the posterior slope of joints 12-13;
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SI

1

.subdorsal line yellow, broken, dotted,

waved upward a little on the
centers of the segments, especially so on joint l!>; sul)stioniatal line
yellow, narrowly linear, just touching tiie lower edges of the spiracles
throughout, distinct and whitish on the anal foot.
Feet green. The
dorsal and subdorsal lines are distinct on joint

rimmed.

substigmatal line
narrowly, especially on joint 12.
l»lack

Th(>

is

HADENA DIVESTA
No
ni.v

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's
palUatrlcula ij(YoU\ to which species

No

coll(>ctioii

red

above

was

lii])e|('d

Cln/fo-

resemblance.

1)ears a slight

Hiibner.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, July 21,

HADENA IMPULSA
No

with

Grote.

it

HADENA REMISSA

l',H)l.

Guenee.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, July

HADENA BARNESn

white.

S])iracl('s

'2.

edged

Smith, var.

SORA

8.

1902.

Smith.

Nine specimens, June 30, July 8, 19, 25, August
from Mr. Cockle's collection July 18, 1901, August

5,

15,

and two

22, 1901.

The

specimens agree excellenth' with Smith's description of sovti. I do not
see in the form an3'thing but a dark variety of harnesii from Colorado
and Wyoming, t3"pes of which are before me.

HADENA VERSUTA

Smith.

Seventeen specimens, July 2, 19, 21, 25, 27, 30, August 1, 12, 16,
and one from Mr. Cockle's collection July 25, 1902. Another specimen in Mr. Cockle's collection is \?i\)e\Q& Iladena ducta^ and is, indeed,
so much like it as to suggest that rerxata is but a western form of that
Still another specimen is marked JLuleiHi Jona Stn^ckei-. l)ut
species.
evidentl}^ incorrectly when compared with authentic specimens of that
species.
Eggs were obtained from captive females.
Spherical, the base broadly llatttMied and
Egg. Laid singly.
strongly adherent. Ribs about 48, straight, narrow, paiallcl. luiining nearly to the summit before decreasing in iHunl)er, cr(>stcd by
vertical I'eticulations, btit without any in the hollows, the cells rounded
Vertex reticulate, microplye
(juadrangular, Avaving the ribs a little.
mm.
slightly raised.
Pale, slightly greenish yellow: diameter

—

1

Later washed with red over most of the vertex.
Stage I. Head rounded bilobed, shining pale luteous with brown
Hody moderate, joint
spots at the tubercles, eye black, mouth brown.
TuIkmcIcs large.
shortened.
12 enlarged, feet of joints T and S nuicli

—
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Shields concolorous with the black tuber-

round, black, low elevated.
cles; feet pale, whitish; skin

Stage

II.

—Head round,

vol. xxvii.

minutely sparsely dark granular.

shining pale green; width, O.T

mm.

Body

and 8 short, joint 12 slightly
Translucent pale green, no marks, no shields, very faintly
enlarged.
Tubercles minute, setae
indicated dorsal and subdorsal pale lines.
slender, rather elongate, feet of joints 7

moderate, rather

stiff,

black.

—

Stage III. Head shining green, ocelli black; width, 1.05 mm.
Body rather slender, feet of joints 7 and 8 shortened, joint 12 enlarged
dorsally.
Soft green, dark dorsally, pale subventrally; dorsal and
subdorsal lines narrow white, the stigmatal line broader, white, edged

with dark green above.

Feet green; no shields; tubercles white with a

black hair dots.

Stage lY.

—Head rounded, the apex in joint

tinted; width 1.6

mm.

Body

2,

shining green, luteous

cylindrical, joint 12 not enlarged, the

Translucent green, dotted with white, the incisures folded
Dorsal line narrow, sulidorsal more distinct, broken, dotted
white, edged by a space from which the white dots are absent.
Stigmatal line broad, white on its dorsal edge, diffuse and fading below,
covering the spiracle except on joints 2 and 12. Feet green; tubercles
feet equal.

yellowish.

white with black hair dots; setc« minute.
Stage V. Head greenish luteous, shining, faintly brown tinted
above and vacuolated by the greenish ground; width 2.2 mm. Dorsum
pale brown to the spiracles by thick brown and whitish dots on the
green ground color; dorsal line obscure, white, dark edged, a dark spot
on tubercle i; subdorsal line linel}' dotted, faintly dark edged; stig-

—

matal line narrow, white, passing below the spiracle on joints 2 and 12;
Feet jjide; spiracles white

su])ventral region green with white dots.

with black edge; thoracic feet a little smoky; tubercles white with
dark hair dots, obscure; setae short and fine.
Stage YI. Head rounded, wider than high, shining greenish luteous,
reticulate in pale brown, the ground showing as rounded dots; width
3.1 mm.
Body moderate, joint 12 slightly enlarged, feet equal, no
shields.
Mottled with brown and dotted with whitish on a pale green
ground to the spiracles, subventral region green with white dots, the
dorsum appearing greenish brown, the venter green. Dorsal line
whitish, dark edged, the edges macular in the incisures, tubercles
i and ii with brown spots above; stigmatal line narrow, white, vacuolar,
passing below the spiracle on joints 2 and 12; feet green like the sub-

—

ventral region; tubercles small, whitish; set^e small.

HADENA FINITIMA
Four specimens, June 8, 13,
Museum, I referred

National

hasilinea Fabricius

Guenee, var.
23,

July

8.

CERVIANA

Smith.

In Bulletin 52 of the U. S.

cerviaiui as a variety of the

European
me by

on the strength of a specimen labeled for
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B. Siuitli.

Plot". J.

But Professor Smith

iiuiintuins the distinctness

of these species," though he admits cerviaiHi to

representative of the enstGrn ^fi/iitu/ia, and

One specimen August

11, nuicli

also one lioni

5.

Grote.

and one from Mr. Cockle's

HADENA LATERITIA

Walker, var.

(i,

16, 18.

COGITATA

Four hundred and thirtj-two specimens. June
29 (Bear Lake), 30, August

5,

(5,

collection.

Hubner.

Sixteen specimens, July 25, 27, 30, August

HADENA DUBITANS

Mr.

Hubner.

HADENA VULTUOSA
27,

it.

Grote.

worn and faded;

specimens, July 19, August

One specimen, July

the northwestern

11>(»1.

HADENA REMISSA
Two

l)e

according"ly so refer

I

HADENA LONGULA
Cockle's collection September 18,

813

21,

Smith.

July

14, 2-t, 27,

iVIany of the specimens

7, 12, 16, 17.

are light, nearly like Smith's type of cogitata, but they run darker
also, the

This
light.

is

darkest fully matching the ordinary dahltaihs of the East.

not a racial distinction, as eastern specimens are vsometimes

The name

cogltida can

b(»

used to designate the variation.

HADENA MAIDA
Nine specimens, July 25,

27,

August

Dyar.

1, 6. 12, 17.

HADENA DEVASTATRIX

Brace.

Eight hundred and tifty-two specimens, July 21, 27, August 3, 4,
Although this species and ^/(//^/^frt/j.s' were very
conmion, it was impossible to obtain the life history of either, though
The captive females refused to deposit
efforts were made to do so.
6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16.

eggs.

HADENA ARCTICA Boisduval.
Sixty-tive specimens, July 4, 19, 27, 30, 31, August 6,
This species, like the preceding, refused to de])osit eggs.

HADENA PLUVIOSA

7.

!•!.

17.

is.

\A;alker.

Three specimens. July 21, Augu.stl I. September lo(Hanll'. .Mherla).
Apparently distinct from arctica Boisduval, but very closi^ to it.
«Can. Ent.,

XXXV,

1903, p. 134.
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HADENA RELECINA
No

vol. xxvii.

Morrison.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, September 19.

POLIA EPICHYSIS

Two specimens, August 16,
September
t/u'0<7o?'i

1,

1902.

I

IS,

Grote.

and one from Mr. Cockle's

now regard

this as a

collection,

distinct species

from

Grote.

FOLIA SANSAR

Strecker.

One specimen, August 6, which 1 refer here with some hesitation.
Strecker described the markings as brown, while mine are black. My
specimen is like j>ul'veruletita Smith, but less powdery, a smooth bluish
gray.

HYPPA XYLINOIDES

Guen6e.

Six specimens, June 13, 25, July 17, August 5, 7. The moths are a
darker and gra3'er than eastern specimens, with rather less of the

little

brownish shading, while the larvae are a little lighter than eastern
more yellowish; but I think there is no specitic difference. The
male antenna? have the pectinations as in eastern specimens.
Laid singly.
Ji^ggs.
Shape of three-fourths of a sphere; a little
spheroidal; about 25 low, romided ri])S project a little a))ove the level
at the top, crossed by distinct hexagonal reticulations, clear, transparent.
Vertex reticulate, micropyle with pyriform cells; pale
larvte,

—

whitish; diameter, 0.8

— Head

mm.

full, shining black.
Body equal,
normal, joint 12 a little enlarged, joints 5 and 6 also circularl}^ enlarged,
feet of joints 7 and S small.
Cervical shield brown, bod}" white, alimentary canal reddish before. Tubercles small, black; sette moderate
brownish; no marks. Later green from the food, striated with reddish

Stage

I.

round, bilobed,

subdorsally and subventrall}".

Stage II.

— Head rounded

bilobed, shining luteous, broadl}-

black over back of lobes; width, 0.6

mm.

joint 5, distinctly so at 12, feet of joints 7

Body enlarged

smoky

a

little at

and 8 rather small.

Sordid

green, a narrow white dorsal and subdorsal

line,

the subdorsal one

looped up at joint 12; a broad lateral brown shade; substigmatal band
broad, faintly whitish; a slight brown shading subventrally. Tubercle
dots black; setie short, pale.
Feet pale, the thoracic ones smoky.
Stage III. Head sordid luteous, shining, dotted with smoky on the

—

mm.
e3''e; width, 0.85
enlarged dorsall}" and widened;

tubercles and with reticulations above the

Body contracted

at joints 10-11, 12

Yellowish brown, a red brown narrow dorsal latand subdorsal lines white, narrow. Sides dark brown,
especially below; stigmatal band whitish, broad, brown filled, obscure

feet about equal.
tice; dorsal
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except on joint

'1

and

12-i;5,

where

it

forms
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a ]»rio-ht white s[)ot.

Suit-

venter brown inarhUxl; feet paU\

Stage IV.

— Head

flattish before,

shining pah; hiteous, heavily

retie-

dark brown with a stripe before the eye lighter edged bekjw;
1.8 mm.
Body narrow from joint 5 to tlie liead, joint 1'2 much

ulate in
widtli,

Pale ocIku-ous dorsally, a rectangular lattice oF dai-k brown,
darker in the incisures; dorsal and subdorsal lines tine, whitish, dotted.
Sides dark l)rown, dotted and reticulate; su])stigmatal line obsolete
except on joints 2-4 and 12-18, where it is white. Feet pale; tnlx'rcles
enlarged.

i

and

ii

Stiigc

white, a
V.

little

elevated.

— Head shining, as

before, clypeus dai'k

(Mlged,

tlu^

side

and white edged below; width, l.S mm. Thorax small,
joints 5 and 6 a little humped, 12 angularly enlarged both dorsally and
Dorsum light yellow, checkered in l)rown and marked by
laterally.
lattice work; dorsal line dotted, white; tubercles i and ii white.
Sides darker, olivaceous shaded, dotted; a dark brown stigmatal line
below which on joints 2-3 and 12-13 is bright white, mottled with
brown. Feet equal, pale. Subventer more white dotted than the
stripe broad

sides.

Stage YI.

—Head

rounded, the apex in joint 2; shining l)i-own,
still darker shade; a lighter line ])ehind the

faintly reticulate with a
ocelli

with pale rings about them; width, 3.3

12 enlarged, joints 2 and 3 a

little

mm.

Body

tapered; feet equal.

robust, joint

Light yellow

brown dorsally, with faint darker lattice darkened to form intersegmental dorsal spots. Tubercle i dark, ii whitish; sides darker, especially intersegmentally, tubercle iii dark; a dark edge to the broad,
sordid whitish substigmatal band, reddish reticulate all over; subThoracic feet pinkish, abdominal
ventral region smokil}^ darkened.
ones like the subventral area, anal feet Itrown without, with a white
line.

Tubercles minute,

seta' pale, spiracles reddish.

HYPPA INDISTINCTA

Smith.

Three specimens, July 19, 21 (Bear Lake Mountain). 1 am in some
doubt of the determination. Smith described liuUdincta from one
male from Mount Hood, Oregon, which ai)peared to him to be and
probably was aberrant in markings. He has identitied as this species
a female in the National Museum from Easton, Washington (Koebele).
The length of the pectinations of the male antemia* was not stated.
Later I identitied some specimens from Alaska (llarriman expedition)
with the European rectilinea Esper. Recently Smith described l>r>i,tneicrlsta from Calgary, Alberta, without any refereiu-e to or comparison with reetllhiea or hidistincta, but with the statement that the
male antennal pectinations are longer than in the t^astern .ri/lliionhs.
In all that has l)een pu])lished there is nothing tangible to diU'erentiate

indldlncta Smith,

nctllinai

Pyar

(not

Esper),

and

hr>in»r!r,'!sfa
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Smith, and I provisionally regard them as representing one species.
in my specimens, identified as rectilinea^ there is but
one male, and that without antcnnte; neither have I an}' male in the
Kaslo catch, nor has Mr. Cockle one in his collection. Till the contrary is shown it is fair to assume that all have long pectinations, and
Unfortunately,

them from the European rectil'mea Esper, in
which the pectinations are much shorter than in xylhioides. In all, the
this will ditferentiate

patagia are solidly blackish

brown without the

central lighter bar of

ieyJinoldes.

The

larvte are

very dark in color, though marked with the same

pattern as xyllnoldes.

—

Egg. Shape of two-thirds of a sphere, the base flattened. Ribs
about 40, diminishing by confluence, confused into coarse quadrangular reticulations on the summit, the micropylar rosette of cells raised.
The ribs have sharp angular summits, the cross strije are fine, yet
distinct, forming cells twice as wide as long.
Pale yellow; diameter,
Laid singly.
0.8 mm.
Stage I. Head and cervical shield brown black; thoracic feet, the
Small round tubercles and leg shields also ])lack.
Body whitish, later
with a brown stripe between tubercles iii and iv. Seta? short, dark.
Stage II. Head luteous, brown dotted at the vertex; width, 0.7 mm.
Body moderate, joint 12 enlarged, whitish green, dorsal and subdorsal
lines white, a broad lateral brown stripe.
Tubercles black, moderate;
no shields; feet pale.
Stage III. Head 1.3 mm. Like stage iv of xylmoides., but the
dorsal ground pale ocherous greenish, while the lattice marking
appears rather as oblique streaks dorsally posteriorly to subdorsally
anteriorly, the anterior bars of the lattice being weak.
Dorsal and
subdorsal lines white dotted, stigmatal l)and pale the whole length, Imt
white only at the ends. Lateral region nearly solidly dark.
Stage IV. Head shining dull sordid, the brown marks hardly

—

—

—

—

legible;

light side stripe;

a

width,

1.9

mm.

Joint 12 angidarl}'

enlarged; dorsum ])rownish white, ])rown strigose with oblique shades

from the posterior dorsal part of the segments, ol)scure, gathering
more solidly forward and downward to cut the pale subdorsal line,
which is finel}' dotted. Dorsal line white dotted, dark edged. Sides
more heavily strigose, especiall}' })elow; a waved brown line above
the pale stigmatal space, shading to white on joints 2-3 and 12-13.

All Ijelow the lateral region white dotted, the lower lateral and sub-

ground purplish brown. Feet with dark plates.
Head, 2.2 mm. Very black, nearly all the marks obscured
by dull black, all white dotted. Dorsal and suljdorsal lines, narrow
rows of white dots, the yellowish ground showing in oblique strigose
patches in the dorsal space. The stigmatal line shows yellowish at
ventral

Stage Y.

—

the ends, dotted; also the color

Stage VI.

— Head, 2.0 mm.

is

As

black to the feet; claspers pale.
in the

previous stage.
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EUPLEXIA LUCIPARA

transcribe

my

Linnaeus.

Juno

p:ioht speciiiuMis.

was oUserved,

10, IG, ii5, ;J0, July 14, l!».
Tho life liistory
lune pre\ iously described the stages," so will not

Init 1

notes.

HELOTROPHA RENIFORMIS
One specimen
August

817

Auo'ust

l.s,

Grote.

and one from Mr.

Cockl(>'s collection

'24r.

HOMOHADENA BADISTRIGA

Grote, var.

FIFIA

Dyar.

One specimen July
25, 1902.

30, and one from Mr. Cockle's collection July
from the eastern form in being darker gray.

It differs

HOMOHADENA COCKLEI
No

Dyar.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection August 13, 1902

(Ainsworth).

ONCOCNEMIS CHLANDLERI
No specimens; one

Grote.

August

in ]Mr. Cockle's collection

19, 1902,

much

rubbed.

RHYNCHAGROTIS GILVIPENNIS
Three specimens,

Jul}' 27, 30,

August

Grote.

6.

RHYNCHAGROTIS RUFIPECTUS

Morrison.

Five hundred and nineteen specimens, fluly 14, 19, 22, 25, 27. 30,
August 4, 5, «), 12, 13, 15, 17. This large series shows consideral)le variation, but it does not affect the general appearance of this
distinct species.
Hampson refers this species to the genus Tr'tphirnti.
31.

RHYNCHAGROTIS ANCHOCELIOIDES
One specimen,
3'et

than the a\<M-age oi j>hici(l((^

It is larger

fFuIy 14.

verv doul)tfully distinct ther(>from,

T

think.

RHYNCHAGROTIS PLACIDA
One hundred and

Guene'e.

Grote.

thirty-three specimens, July

2. 4, 14.

i.'>,

ii»,

24,

and two from Mr.
Extremely
Cockle's collection, July 26, 1902, and August 22, lt>01.
sp(>ciSome
variable, from light ocherous brown to l)lackish gray.
are
like
others
mens closely match inlnlmallx (irote from Maine,
iIkmu,
between
plaeida Grotv from Colorado, but 1 can draw no line
and I think these names represent forms of one species. Mr. Ct)ckle's
25, 27, 30, 31,

August

.

4,

5,

(>,

7,

11.

"Can. Knt., XXI,

13,

1(),

17,

ISSi), p. V.\7.
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1902 specimen is a curious aberration of the ininimalis form, all the
lost and replaced T\y broad, heav}", black sul)basal and snbterminal bands. Another suffused and nearl}^ illiterate specimen in Mr.
Cockle's collection has been named inelegmis Smith, but a careful observation shows the or])icnlar to be closed and the determination to have
been hasty.

marks

RHYNCHAGROTIS TRIGONA
Sixty-three specimens, Jul}^

2, 19, 25, 27, 30, 31,

Extremely variable, from

T, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18.

brown.

Smith.

August

3, 4, 5, 6,

light ochero.us to dark

but distinguished therefrom by
all run darker than
Smith's Arizona type before me; only one is as light as it.
It is nearly allied to placida^

the narrow constricted reniform.

The specimens

RHYNCHAGROTIS VARIATA

Two hundred

and four specimens, June

its

name,

as

it

The markings, however,

stone gra3^

16, 21, 23,

July

4, 14, 15,

This species
varies in color from dark vinous red to

17, 19, 21, 22, 24, 25, 29, 30, 31,

well deserves

August 4,

Grote.

5, 6, 13, 16, 17.

are fairly constant.

No

larvae

were obtained, though repeated unsuccessful attempts were made

to

induce the females to deposit eggs.

RHYNCHAGROTIS SCOPEOPS
Five specimens, August

5, 6,

and one

in

Mr. Cockle's

RHYNCHAGROTIS COSTATA
Seventy specimens, July
light ocherous clay color.

and confum. Smith

collection.

Grote.

August 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 13, 15,
from dark purple brown to
This species has been named costata Grote
25, 30, 31,

Very

16, 17, 21 (Revelstoke).

Dyar.

variable,

Mr. Cockle's

but after attempting to
convinced that it can not be
done.
Costata has the collar broadly tipped with black and confma
not so, according to Prof. J. B. Smith's published articles, and these
two forms are present in my material, but the}" insensibly intergrade.
The dark specimens have the black tip to the collar, the pale ones lack
it, while intermediate ones have a purple brown tip, which can be
separate

two

in

species in

my

collection,

series, I

am

The slight differences in the male
shown by Smith, are apparently not of specific value.

interpreted either way.
as

genitalia,

'^^

ADELPHAGROTIS INDETERMINATA
Three hundr'ed and
3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

fifty-nine specimens,

12, 13, 15, 16,

couver Island).

IT. 8.

August 1,
September 1 (Vanrecognizable species, most

July

27, 30, 31,

17, 21 (Revelstoke),

A very constant and easily

"Bull. 38,

Walker.

National Museum,

pi. xi, figs. 7

and

9.
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inappropriately
.so

iiaiiuHl.

Hampson

many others of the AgTotids,
we made no attempt to obtain

Lik(>

late in the season tliat

I
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II.

it

appeared

tlic

larvie.

refers the species to the o-enns luirois.

ADELPHAGROTIS PRASINA
One hundred and twenty -eight
August

Fabncius.

specimens, -July

2, S, 14, IH, 21, 25,

22 (Revelstoke).
Laid in a high pile, several layers thick in the center; neatly
E(j(/.
two-thirds spherical, base flat; ribs about 5(>, thin, narrow and very

27, 30, 31,

1, 3, 6, 7, 13, 17, 18,

—

number till near the summit, and then very
They are joined by neat, distinct cross stria', formAbove them are two rows of cells, one rounded

regular, not diminishing in

inconspicuously.

ing square cells.
quadrangular, the upper ones neatly trapezoidal; the micropylar crown
radiately, finely but slightlj^ raised, not shov/ing a distinct cell structure; greenish white, later w ith apical, vacuolar reddish spot, no ring;
diameter, 0.7

Stage

I.

mm.

— Head bilobed, shining black, epistoma reddish.

shield trapezoidal, shining black;

Cervical

body moderate, semilooping;

feet of

than the others; all whitish, immaculate; thoracic
Joint 12 slightly
feet faintly infuscated; abdominal ones white.
enlarged; tubercles very small and inconspicuous, black; settv rather

joints 7 to 8 shorter

long, dark, pointed; skin shining.

Stage II.

— Head

translucent pale luteous, slightly spotted by the

tubercles; width, 0.65

mm.

Body

rather slender, joint 12 slightly

enlarged, the feet of joints 7 and 8 small; soft translucent green, the

food darker; dorsal, subdorsal, and broad substigmatal lines a shade
paler; tubercles small, black; feet pale; no shields.

Stage III.

— Head

round, slightly bilobed, the apex

ous, shining; the tubercle spots black; Avidth,

0.1>

in joint 2. lute-

nun.

Body mod-

and 12 slightly enlarged, feet of joint 7 small; green.
a little grayish, the segmental incisures folded, whitish. Dorsal line
a series of Avhite intersegmental dashes, subdorsal line dotted, no lateral line, but a dark olivaceous shade above the stigmatal band, which
erate, joints 5, 6,

is

broad, greenish white, and centrally greenish filled. Tubercles
Joint 2 is pale
setaj line, moderate; no shields.

round black; feet pale;
in front.

— Head pale luteous;

the tubercle spots ])lack; width, 1.2
mm. Body moderate, joint 12 little enlarged; soft green, dorsal and
subdorsal lines white, broken, edged by dark-brown dottings, forming

Stage IV.

traces of a lattice marking.

stigmatal line, Avhicli

is

Heavy dark marking above

partly green-fille<l.

Tubercles

the white

in <lusky spots;

feet pale.

— Head pale brown

with dark reticulations, a broad shaded
band on the lobe before, tul)ercles black; width, 1.7 nnn. Body mod-

Stage

V.

erate, joint 12 enlarged dorsally

and

laterally; pale olivaceous,

brown-
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ish tinted, dorsal line broken into dashes, subdorsal into dots, white;
black oblique shades, dotted, forming' obscure, cuneiform, subdorsal
patches; irregular shades in lateral space edging the substigmatal line

above; this line scarcely white, a

little lighter than the sub ventral color,
lower edge, not continuous. Tubercle
black; cervical shiekl black marbled, w^itli dorsal and subdorsal pale

a slight black marbling at
i

its

lines.

—

Stage TT(head, 2.7 mm.) and Stage VII (head, 3 mm.). Head
rounded, bilobed, pale brown, with dark recticulations and shaded
brown band, shining. Body pale olivaceous, shaded with black; dorsal line bright white, linear, broken in the incisures: subdorsal of small
all heavily black marbled to the substigmatal line, which
white above, olivaceous and black filled, the subventral region less
heavily black. Feet green; a'transverse white line on joint 12, black
before; no dorsal line on joint 13.
Cervical shield more brownish,
lined; cuneiform marks obsolete, lost in the general shading".

specks only,
is

The

larva? hibernated

without being fully grown, though probably

in the last stage.

ADELPHAGROTIS APPOSITA

Grote.

Fifty-eight specimens, July 19, 20, 25, 30, 31,

August

3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

and one from Mr. Cockle's collection July 18.
Rather variable. The dark forms have the markings picked out l)y
rows of fine white scales, the ordinary lines nearly lost. Eggs were
secured from two captive females, but they proved sterile.
Eggs.
Laid loose, rolling about. Nearly spheroidal, a slight flattening at the vertex and base. Ribs distinct, sharp, with rounded hollows between, about 36 on a side, diminishing above by confluence.
Reticulations fine, obscure, forming square cells.
The ribs become
small at the vertex and are joined by stri;e nearly equal to them, but
run practically to the micropylar rosette, which is scarcely raised:
11, 12, 15, 16,

17,

—

pale yellow^; diameter, 0.7

mm.

PLATAGROTIS PRESSA
Eleven specimens, Jul}^

15,

August

Grote.

Placed by

5, 6, 7.

Hampson

in

the genus Aplectokles Butler.

ABAGROTIS ERRATICA

Smith.

Eight hundred and twenty -one specimens, July 2-1, 27, 30, August
It varies from dark stone gray to pale clay
color.
Specimens of the light form have been named ornatus bj' Prof.
J. B. Smith.
Mr. Cockle has a cotype of this variation in his
1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 15, 17, 18.

collection.

PACHNOBIA SALICARUM

No

Walker.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection.

NO. 1376.
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SETAGROTIS VERNILIS
Twenty-eight

s[)eciinens,

July

Grote.

August

2, 27, 8(1,
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3, 5,

«;,

11, 12, 13,

Unit'oini aiul of a darker, ))lucr gray than specinicn.s from tlic
Sierra Nevada of California or from Vancouver Ishmd. There is no
tendeiu'v to the pinkish or oeherous tints.
Tlie orhicuhir is <)hli(|ue,
17, 18.

elongate, sometimes very

nmeh

so,

and conHueut with the lower angle

of the reniform.

SETAGROTIS VOCALIS

Grote.

Five specimens, July 10, 24, August 5, 9. Smith erected the genus
on two species, ^>A//^//)v>//.s' and c<>ngri(a^ defined hy haxing
the antennae with tufts of hairs instead of ciliate or simple. The
character is a weak one, but such as it is is exhibited equally l)y vocalw
Grote, placed in Xoctua by Smith. The s])gc[gh j^l^tni^ro/is and conyi'ua
are only variations of one form and both synon3niious with vocalis.
The Kaslo specimens, while too few to properly exhibit the species,
show a good range of variation, the black tip to the collar and basal
dash of fore Avings being present or absent. The tone of the wings is
very dark gray, darker than any other specimens before me. This is
the general tendenc}^ in the Kaslo moths, but it may be due in part to
the freshness of the specimens and may not be so noticeable after they
have been in the collection a few years.
Set((<j rot !s

AGROTIS YPSILON
Five specimens, August

Rottemburg.

1, 5, 6, 7.

PERIDROMA OCCULTA

Linnaeus.

Seven hundred and forty-seven specimens, July 21, 25, August 1, 3,
Eggs were
7, 15, 16, 18, 20 (West Robson), 21 (Revelstoke).
obtained from captive moths and the larva? all hibernated. A few
were, however, forced to the last stage, so I am able to give the full
life history.
Six stages, the normal number, are here described,
though most of the larva? interpolated a stage between the third and
fourth and between the fourth and tifth, caused by the tendency they
have to remain small till the winter is passed.
Eggn. Laid in a high pile several layers deep centrally. Two-thirds
spherical, spheroidally flattened, base flat; ribs about 2(>, diminishing
above, narrow, not markedly raised, joined by cross-stria' about as
distinct as themselves which form cells twice as wide as high, rounded,
the cell areas concave and indenting the ribs. Vertex finely reticulate
l^ilc yellow:
about the niicropylar rosette, which is slightly raised,
6,

—

diameter, 0.7

—

mm.

Head bilobed, ])ale brown, black .spots on the tubercles
Stage I.
and small mottlings on the lobes above. Bodv normal, joint 12 slightly
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enlarged, feet of joints 7 and 8 smaller than the others; shield, tubercles, and leg plates very weakl}" infuscated.
Tubercles rather large;
setse black, pointed.

Stage II.

— Head shining browni.sh

luteous; width, O.O

mm.

Body

rather elongate, thorax slightly tapered, joint 12 scarcely enlarged.

Green, shaded with vinous brown to the middle of the subventral area.
Dorsal, subdorsal, and broken lateral lines whitish; substigmatal line
broad, pure white.
Tubercles minute, dark, seta? small.
Stage III.
line

— Head

dorsum

bilobed, pale brownish, tubercles and vertical

width, 0.8

blackish;

mm.

Body

rather flattened,

moderate,

and subdorsal lines w^hite, dark edged, lateral
area dark, v^inous tinted, a shadow in place of the lateral line; substigmatal band broad, pure white; subventral area like the dorsum,
but retracted. Feet very pale; those of joints 7 and 8 small; no
luteous, dorsal

shields; tubercles black, setae minute.
~

Stage IV.

— Head

distinct vertical

bilobed, rounded, pale In-own, reticulations and
l.-t mm.
Body moderate,
Dorsum broadl}^ carneous pinkish,

band dark brown; width,

joint 12 enlarged, without shields.

dorsal and subdorsal lines whitish, broken intersegmentally, the subdorsal narrower and su})obsolete, darker edged; scattered dark specks
in the dorsal space; a distinct, black,

joint 12

cuneiform subdorsal mark on

forms a transverse bar.

Lateral space black, inclosing the
subdorsal line, scarcel}^ pale dotted; substigmatal line white, pale

carneous

subventer pinkish, black irrorate; feet pale,
l^lack, not contrasted; setie pale, moderate.
Stage V. Head light pinkish in ground; heavily reticidate in brown
black and with broad vertical bands; width, 2.5 mm. Dorsum lilaceous with dift'use oblique shades of black linings defining the concolorous dorsal line and forming black cuneiform patches on joints 11
and 12, that on 12 large and forming a single patch. Subdorsal line
nearly concolorous with ground, segmental h^ lightened in orange; sides
wholl}^ black penciled; substigmatal band lilaceous with a rather
broad, pale yellow, bright upper edge and salmon pink below, reaching
from joint 2 to the anal foot. Substigmatal band l)elow black penciled, its lower edge free of black.
Subventral region of the same
color, powdery black marked; abdominal feet concolorous, thoracic
ones brown.
Stage VI Head shining violaceous, heavily reticulate in black with
broad curved vertical bands each side of the clypeus and erect streaks
from and behind the eye; clypeus l)lack shaded; antenna? long, the l)asal
joint whitish, second black at base, third reddish; width, 3.3 mm.
Body moderately robust, equal, no enlargements, joint 13 roundedly
smaller.
Dorsum velvety black, very slightly vacuolated with lilaceous, dorsal line obsolete; a white speck at tubercle i.
Cervical shield
with a distinct dorsal reddish violaceous line and broken subdorsal one,
filled centrally;

black dotted.

—

—

Tubercles
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else black.

flap
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A bright white and
Subdorsal line lilaceoiis

lines.

lilaceous speckled transverse bar on joint 12.

and white dotted, broken into sliohtly oblique seo-nientarv ))ars. shaded.
Sides liohter than dorsum, black penciled on a whitish lilaceous
oround, solidly l)lack Ixdow. A narrow, crinkled, pale yellow stitrmatal line representino- the upper edo-e of the substio-matal band, the
space ])elow like the lateral area, black on lilaceous. Thoracic feet
reddish, abdominal ones heavily black marked, the anal pair yellow
lined before.

Tubercles small, obscure;

PERIDROMA ASTRICTA

seta3

Morrison, var.

moderate, pale,

SUBJUGATA

straij^ht.

Dyar.

Sixty-one specimens, July 19, 25, 27, 29 (Bear Lake), 30, 31, August
This is obviously a local foi-m of the eastern
astricta^ yet it comes remarkably near to nigra Smith in a[)pearancc.
3, 5, 6, 11, 13, 16, 17.

always some of the violaceous ground color of astricta,
which, in nigra is transformed into an ochraceous powdering.
Laid in a high pile three or four layers deep centrally. TwoEggs.
It retains

^

—

more or less flattened, somewhat irregular.
Ribs about 40 around the margin, diminishing by confluence, running
almost to the raised micropylar rosette. Cross-stria": flne, slight,
forming cells about twice as wide as high. Light yellow, later with a
dark red ring and spot; diameter 1 mm.
Head rounded l)ilobed, brown, clypeal sutures and tuberStage L
Body normal, whitish, joints 5-6 and 12
cular spots blackish.
enlarged; cervical shield bisected, blackish at the edges and tubercles.
Tubercles round, black, distinct; thoracic feet blackish ringed; leg
liater green from the food, a
shields dusky; seta? black, pointed.
whitish stigmata! stripe edged with dark above and a little brown also
thirds spherical, the base

—

sulxlorsally

Stage II.

and subventralh'.

—Head bilobed, shining greenish brown with obscure spots

on the tubercles; width 0.6 mm. Body moderate, joint 12 scarcely
enlarged; greenish, shaded in brown, dorsal line oi)a(iue dull white,
divided in the incisures and a little constricted centi-ally on the segments; subdorsal line narrow; lateral line a row of dull white spots.
Below it a heavy dark vinous shade. Su])stigmatal band pun> white:
subventral region greenish, like the dorsum. Tubercles small, round,
black; feet pale; cervical shield concolorous, but deflned by a dark line.
Stage III— Head brown, slightly reticulated; width o.S nun. Body
moderate, joint 12 enlarged; light fleshy brown dorsally with dorsal
and subdorsal white lines, slightly dark l)rown edged, forming traces
Sides dark
of a lattice marking with lighter areas about tubercle i.
brown; lateral line obsolete; substigmatal band ])ure white; snl)venFeet bi-ownish; no
tral region i)ale brown, fading to the venter.
shields; tubercles small, round, black; setiv minute.

Stage

/F.— Head

rounded bilobed, shining

light

brown with darker
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reticulations and nearly straight vertical bands; width, 1.1 mm. Body
moderate, without shields, joint 12 well enlarged. Dorsum of joints
3 to 13 violaceous pink, the white dorsal and subdorsal lines black
edged and with faint oblique black shades forming cuneiform dashes

on joints 11 and 12, especially on 12. Joints 2, 13, and the sides
heavily mottled in black; substigmatal ])and pure white, narrowly
pinkish tilled. Feet pale with smoky shades; tubercles black, indis-

Anal

tinct; setse obscure.

Stage Y.

— Head shining

flap dihited paler.

whitish luteous with distinct reticulations

and broad vertical bands of smoky brown; width 2.2 nun. Joints 2,
13 and anal feet mouse brown with three white lines. Body moderate,
joint 12 well enlarged.

Dorsum carneous

violaceous with black cunei-

form subdorsal marks on joints 3 to 12, largest on joint 12, squarely
Dorsal and subdorsal lines white, yellow tinted, ])lack
cut behind.
edged intersegmentally; tubercles i and ii white. Sides above viomottled, below solidly black.
Substigmatal
band yellow, white at the borders, violaceous carneous tilled. Feet
laceous, heavily black

pale carneous.

Stage YI.

— Head rounded, shining pinkish brown, clypeus unspotted,

vertical bands each side of

it

curved, broad, black, the sides reticulate

and with a slight narrow band from

ocelli; width, 3.4: nun.
Body
moderate, joint 12 scarcely enlarged; cervical shield and ana] plate
large, bright red brown, contrasted, the cervical shield darker shaded

before and with three faint yellowish lines, anal plate with subdorsal

Body dark lilaceous brown, nearl}- uniformly black penciled,
forming a series of oblique subcuneiform sul)dorsal bars, faint on the
thorax, ending at joint 12 with a transverse white line.
A stigmatal
black line, broken segmentarily.
Dorsal line narrow, white, obsolete
centrally on the segments, faintly dark edged; subdorsal line broader,
yellow, distinct, interrupted intersegmentall}^ and tending to follow
the oblique subdorsal black bars, faint on the thorax, ending on
joint 12.
Substigmatal band with 3'ellow and white upper edge, dark
pink filled below; subventral space dull lilaceous. Feet pale, thoracic
ones brown. Tubercles and seta? obscure.
line.

PERIDROMA NIGRA
Thirteen specimens, Jidv 3U, August

5,

Smith.
t;,

PERIDROMA MARGARITOSA

7,

11, 12, 15, 17.

Haworth.

Fifteen specimens, June
11, 17.

The

pest the 5^ear

He

2, 4, 11, 13, 16, 25, 30, July 8, August 7,
was rare, but Mr. Cockle sa^^s it was a perfect
previous, and thousands of Qgg masses could be seen.

species

attributes the scarcit}^ of the species in 1903 to the destruction of

the hatching larva? by early rains.

Eggs were

ol^tained

and a brood

of the larvae raised, exhibiting- the usual well-known characters.
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NOCTUA BAJA

7,
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Linnaeus.

Six hundred and fourteen specimens, .July 27, 8(1, Au<;ust 2,
This is unquestionabh' the European species.
13, i<), 17, 18.

.").

>,

It

was long so recognized till in 180G Mr. P. T. C. Snellen named the
American form siii!th!l^ on the supposition that it had spinose fore
But an examination of Eurotibia' while the European one had not.
pean specimens shows them to have several distinct spines towaid the
I therefore restore
tip of the member, well hidden in the vestiture.
the old name. The specimens ])efore me vary from red brown to gray.

NOCTUA PLEBEIA

Smith.

Twenty-eight specimens, July 19, 27, August 1, 0, 7, 11,
is not ver}'^ variable, and seems to be a distinct species.

10.

The

form

NOCTUA ROSARIA
Ninety-two specimens,
27, 29, 31 (bred),

August

May

Grote.

June 7. 11, 23, 30, July 19, 21. 26,
4 (bred), 7, 11, 13. I have attempted
two series corresponding to romrld and
29,

1 (bred),

to arrange these specimens in

I can not see that Professor
between
the male genitalia" beyond
difference
any
demonstrates
Smith
and natural variation.
drawing
of
difference
for
in
accounted
what i.'
variation
to account for
enough
see
1
specimens
several
examining
On
*•
Smith notes.
which
Professor
esurlalts
of
harpes"
narrower
nuich
the
about
ribs
flattened;
25, raised,
spherical,
base
Two-thirds
]u/(j.
tine, not
cross-stria^
concave;
spaces
the
summit,
broad
at
moderately

e^drndis, but they insensibly intergrade.

—

i-aised,

micropyle reticulate; pale yellow; diameter,

—

(».9

mm.

bilobed, black, clypeus high, width. U.3 nnn.
St(i(/c I.
joint 12 enlarged, feet of joints 7 and 8
normal,
robust,
Body short,
unmarked, reddish from the alimentary
whitish,
Translucent
short.
canal,

Head broad,

cervical shield and thoracic feet blackish.

Tubercles small,

])lackish. with long, pale, granular bulbous-tipped setfe, iv below the
center of the spiracle; no leg shields; spiracles black rimmed.

— Head

round, shining ti-ansparent colorless, sordid on
Body normal, feet of joints 7 and 8 .small;
vertex; width, 0.5
along tubercules iii, defining a
especially
shaded,
whitish smoky
Shields
of
a wavy subdorsal one.
traces
and
line
dorsal
sti-aight white
Stage

11.

mm.

concolorous, tubercles rather large, blackish, seta' short.
Stage //Z— Head rounded, shining sordid luteous, tubercles dark,
a smoky violaceous, broad, curved band each side of clypeus and
suture; width, 0.8 nnn.

Body normal,

equal, feet of joints 7 and 8

Dorsum violaceous
enlarged dorsally.
short, 12
venter again pair.
brown,
darker
sides
luteous,
shield
cervical
slightly

"Jour. N. Y. Ent. Soc, VI, 1898,

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

pi. vii, ligs. 7, 8.

xxvii — — — 57

03

an^

9.

brown,
n<.rsal
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narrow, pure white, dark brown edo-ed, segmennarrowly liroken.
Substigmatal band white, filled with the
ground color except at the edges. Tubercules small, round, black;
,su])dor,sal lines

tarily

setffi

short; feet

Stage IV.

all

pale sordid; shields not cornitied.

— Head

rounded, })road, sliglitly hilobed, shining j)ale
width, 1.3 mm.
Bod}^ robust, normal,
joint 12 hardly enlarged, feet equal.
Dorsal line white, narrow,
pulverulent, dark l)rown edged; subdorsal space reddish flesh color,
mottled, containing white tubercles i and ii with black hair dots.
Lateral space dark brown, mottled, just inclosing above the narrow,
broken, white subdorsal line. SuVjstigmatal band broad, flesh color,
with light white narrow edges; subventral space flesh color, mottled
in brown and white.
Feet all pale.
StageV. Head rounded, shining, pale, a heav3Mjrown-black l)and
each side of clj^peus, vacuolated above; a band in clypeus; sides heavily
luteous,

scarcely mottled;

—

reticulate; width, 2

mm. Body robust,
Dorsum broadh"

13 truncate obliqueh'.

even, joint 12 not enlarged,

brown, espewhere a heavy shade borders the subobsolete white
dorsal line.
Sides below tubercle ii deep velvet}^ l)rown with a string
of white powdering for the subdorsal line and'a narrow lateral dilution.
Substigmatal band l)road, white on the edges, dark red-brown filled.
Thoracic feet smokv, abdominal ones pale; tubercles white with black
hair dots and short setfe; shields uncornitied, concolorous.
Stage VI. Head rounded, the apex slightly in joint 2, shining, pale
ground overlaid with dark brown reticulations, vertical ])and very
broad, l)lack, whitish edged posteriori}' width, 2. 6 mm.
Bod}' normal,
feet equal, joint 12 slightly enlarged.
Dorsum ocherous brown,
dotted, reticulate, centered bv a dark brown shade cut l)y white linear
dashes, the remains of the dorsal line.
Tubercles i and ii whitish with
black hair dots.
Sides dark velvety brown, reticulate, darkest subdorsally and stigmatally, cut very obscurel}' by the remains of the
subdorsal line.
Substigmatal band with white edges, filled with dark
brown, like that of the subventral region, reticulate, whitish dotted; a
subventral dilution. Thoracic feet brown, abdominal ones pale; spiracles yellowish white, l)lack ringed; no shields.
Eggs, June 12; larvffi pupated, July 18; first moth, July 31.
pale, dotted in

cially centrally,

—

;

NOCTUA CYNICA

Smith, var.

One hundred and seventeen

PERUMBROSA

Dyar.

specimens, July 21, 25, 27, August 5,
Eastern riihifera Grote and cynica Smith, but
darker in color. Whether there are two species mixed, diflfering onl}^
in genitalia, as Smith claims to be the case with the Eastern forms, I
do not know, as all those examined agreed with the figure of cynica.
Some of the specimens run close to the obscure form of I'osaria. We
did not obtain the larva on account of the lateness of appearance of
the moths.
6, 7, 11.

This

is

like the
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NOCTUA OBLATA
June

Sixtv-six specimens,
17.

The

liirva>

of

reachint^-

species

first ])rood,

tlie

maturity, so I

Stao'c vi remains to
K(l(/.

^o,

little

ll»,

24. Auj^ust 4, 5. 7, 11,

l)e

1

1:^, IP,,

could not obtain

and those of the second hibernated before

am

able to present only a partial life history.

described.

— Laid in a large patch.

tened, a

July

Morrison.

iipparently double brooded.

is

827

obli(|uely

Two-thirds spherical, base well ilatRibs about 25, large, coarse,

irregular.

deeply cut, crowned h\ the vertical reticulations, the cross-stria' distinct and forming rectangular cells over twice as wide as high. Vertex

qnadrangularly reticulate around the elevated microp^dar rosette.
Waxy white, no change till hatching; diameter. (>.!* nun.
Stage I. Head bilol^ed, brownish luteous.
Body normal, joint 12
a little enlarged, feet of joints 7 and S snudl; whitish, cei-vical shield
sordid with black spots. Tubercles round, black, distinct; feet pale;

—

shields l)lackish.

—

Stage II. Head bilobed, shining light brown with a few dark dots;
width 0.5 mm. Bod}'- with joints 5-6 and 12 slightly enlarged, sordid
pale in ground, heavily shaded with dark brown of the color of dead
Dorsal and subdorsal lines white, broken, less distinct at the
leaves.
ends.
Below spiracles sharply paler, no defined lines. Feet sordid;
tubercles rather large, black; shields concolorous.

Stage III.

—Head

bilobed, the apex in joint

2,

shining luteous,

marked in brown, faint reticulations
on the lobes; width 0.85 mm. Body moderate, a little smaller before,
Pale brown washed with darker,
joint 12 enlarged, feet nearly equal.
forming dorsal oldique streaks from dorsal postei'ior to su])dorsal
tubercles and front irregularly

Dorsal line pale, subdorsal
anterior and covering nearly all the sides.
white dotted, stigmatal broad, pale, its narrow edges nearly white;
Tubercles round, black; no shields; seta» fine,
su])ventral area pale.
obscure; feet pale.

Stage lY.

— Head

as before, luteous ])elow, l)rown

tubercles dark; width. 1.1 nun.

Dorsum

on the vertex,

pale ))rown. dark marbled,

with a deep brown broken lattice. Doi'sal and subdorsal lines dotted
Sides \-cry dark, hardl}- a trace of lines, the subwhite, dark edged.
stigmatal white edged, its filling like the subventral area, pale brownish.
Feet pale; tubercles black; shields absent. An interpolated stage
occurred in several of the larvte between this and the next, with widtii
of head of 1.4 mm.
Stage Y. Head rounded bilobed, shining pale brown with dark
Body pale carneous
l)rown bands and reticulations; width, 2.1 mm.
points in a Vblack
with
but
brown, cervical shield concolorous,

—

shaped row, a dorsal white line and subdorsal spot anteriorly. Dorsal
dark lattice faint and broken, showing intersegmen tally as geminate
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shades edging a broken white dorsal line; a narrow trans^ crse Ijar on
Sides dark, enveloping the pale subdorsal line; subventral

joint 12.

region light brown like the dorsum, the edges of the substigmatal
^^ellowish, the tilling rather reddish brown.
Thoracic

band showing
feet

brown

The

dorsal line shows white anteriorly.

Stage VI.

Ijlackish; tubercles

and spiracles black, not conspicuous.

— (Not observed.)
NOCTUA C-NIGRUM

Linnaeus.

Thirtv-four specimens, July 21, August 1, 3, 5, 7, 11, 16, 17, 18.
did not attempt to breed this well-known species.

We

NOCTUA FENNICA
One specimen, August

7.

NOCTUA PLECTA
One specimen, June

Tauscher.

Linnaeus.

2o.

NOCTUA UNICOLOR
Two

specimens, June

Jvdy

o<),

Walker.

s.

NOCTUA SIERR/E

Harvey.

Three hundred and eighty-nine specimens, June 23, 25, July 8, 14,
This is prob19, 25, 29 (Bear Lake), 31," August 1, 2, 5, 7, 11, 17.
ably not more than a local race of Jiarusplca Grote.

It is

darker and

more silky grayish. It may not be distinct
from inoplnatns Smith, which name it bears in Mr. Cockle's collection.
Smith's types came from different faunal regions. The
/'nophiafxs''''
from Corfield, Vancouver, are probably normal .sierra, and I would
prefer to reserve the name ino])matus for the smaller form inhal>iting
the high prairies, typified by the AVinnipeg, Manitoba, specimens.
Eggs were o))tained from captive females, but the larvie hil)ernated,
the hind wings are a little

^''

and only the most active ones were forced to stage v in September, so
that the last stage remains to be described.
Egg- Three-fourths spherical, rather high, the sides straightened,
base flattened narrowly, vertex smooth.
About 85 ribs, diminishing

—

but with linear crests and line distinct
formingrectangularcells Avider than high. Vertical reticulations elongate radially.
Pale greenish white, no change before
hatching; diameter, 0.9 nun.
Stage I. Head rounded bilobed, blackish brown. Bod}' moderate,
normal, joint 12 enlarged, feet of joints 7 and 8^ small. Whitish colto 11 at the vertex, low, broad,

cross-stria?,

—

orless, tubercles large,

smoky

feet similar, the tips clear;

black, cervical shield and bases of the

no leg plates.

skin sparsely dark granular.

Seta3 long,

brown, pointed;
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Stage TL Head shining- brown, darkly shadod al)()vo and in olvpeal
sutures; width, 0.5 nun.
Cervical shield (larl< l>rown; hody moderate,
equal, dark green dorsally, pale subventrally; dorsal line white,
divided into two round
lateral a trace; stigmatal

spots

hand

to each

segment;

sulxlorsjil

dotted

faint, indicating the l)()undai-\- h(>tween

the dorsal and ventral shades of grecMi.

Tubercles large, round, Idack;

feet pale.
St(i<je III.

— Head dark

pale; width, 0.8

mm.

shining brown, slightly reticulated, mouth
Body moderate, dorsum dark brown, suhven-

Dorsal line white, segnientai'ily sul»l)imaculate;
narrow, white, dividing tlie dorsal and
Tubercles v and vi black blotched. Thoracic fe(»t and

ter pale vinous tinted.

subdorsal dotted, stigmatal
ventral colors.

Tubercles obscure: seta' pale.
Stage IV. Head rounded, shining brown with black reticulations
and bands; width, 1.2 nuu. Bodv with joint 12 slightly enlarged,

leg plates black.

—

dark brown, shaded solidly along the sides. Doi'sum and subventer
pinkish brown; dorsal and subdorsal lines dotted only, mixed with
other white dots.
Upper edge of the stigmatal band white, the rest

A cuneiform brown subdorsal patch on
Tubercles small, l)lack, partly white ringed; thoracic feet
brown, abdominal ones pale.
Stage Y. Head rather high, roinided, the apex in joint 2, shining
light pinkish brown with broad black l)and from base of clypeus to
apex of lobe, joined by tine black reticulations, a pat*h before ocelli
and narrow band behind; width 2,2 nun. Body moderate, normal,
joint 12 scarcely enlarged.
Olivaceous gray, finely black peppered
and penciled on an olivaceous lilaceous ground. Dorsal line a faint
pale streak, widened into a pale yellow spot posteriorly on the segments; subdorsal line a row of small yellow dots, with one at tul)ercle
ii and anteriorly on the segment just a])ove it; dorsal space eveidy peppered, a little darker intersegmentally on the dorsal line;' the subdorsal
like the subventral area.

joint 12.

—

cuneiform black spot on joint 12 forms a narrow velvety bar, conSubdorsal line continuous on joints
stricted central!}', but not divided.
12 and 13, pale yellow; on the anterior qxV^o of the cervical shield
carneous tinged. Sides evenly peppered, violaceous washed below;
substigmatal line moderate, even, its upper edge foi-ming a narrow
pale yellow line, waved, black-edged above, its lower edg(^ fainter but
similar, lilled with brownish dots like the subventral area, a little more
reddish than that, and t)oth on a violaceous ground. Thoracic feet
light brown, abdominal ])alc; venter whitish: tubercles oi)scure: seta'
moderate.
Stai^e YI.

— (Not observed.)
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PRONOCTUA PYROPHILOIDES
One specimen,

vol.

xxvn.

Harvey.

and one from Mr. Cockle's collection, referform pympldloides. A large pinkisli wellmarked form occurs in Colorado {typmt Smith) and a smaller pinkish
lightly marked form in southern Utah {2>eaJ)odya'Tiy\xY).
Jul}^ 25,

able to the Californian

CHORIZAGROTIS AUXILLARIS
One specimen, September

S (Glacier).

CHORIZAGROTIS AGRESTIS

Two

Grote.

Grote.

specimens, Aug-ust 9 (Kokanee Mountain, Mr.

10 (Kokanee Mountain, on

W.

R. Allen),

This, with the preceding,

Glacier).

tlie

which are doubtlessl}- only forms of one species, would seem to be
wanderers from another faunal region. The species is very conunon
throughout the plains and in the foothills of the Rocky Mountains to
the south, and it is to be noted that they were only taken in the
Kootenai district at high altitudes, or trapped on snow, probably Avhile
migrating.

RHIZAGROTIS FLAVICOLLIS

Smith.

Five specimens, July 18, August 1, 3, !, 5. This species has the
appearance of a Parafjrotli< of the flavidens group, but the antenna? of
the male are bristled and ciliate only, not serrate.
Smith detines
Rhizagrotis from Paragrotis in that the former has the male antennae
" simple or ciliate only,'^ the lattei- "pectinate or serrate and bristled."
y^hWo. jJa iueollii^ does not conform exactly with either, it is probablj'^
best referred to Rldzagi'otls^ from the absence of the serrations.

FELTIA SUBGOTHICA
One specimen, August

Haworth

(

JACULIFERA

13.

FELTIA HERILIS

One hundred and
3, 6, IT, 18,

Grote.

sixt^^-three specimens,

20 (West Robson).

this excellent series I

am

Guene'e).

Juh^

l-t,

convinced that this

is

19, 25, 30,

August

After seeing
a distinct species, not a

Tliey vary but

little.

variety, as given in Bulletin No. 52, U. S. National

Museum.

The

nomenclature there adopted may be amended so as to recognize three
species.^'
In Bulletin No. 38, U. S. Mational Musemn there is an error
in the synoptic table on page 111.
It should be herUis which has the
short branches to male antenna?, not trlcosa {jaculifera of the table) as
there given.

The

life

history was observed.

«See also Grote, Can. Ent., XXXV,
Mus., IV, 1903, pp. 343-346.

Brit.

190.S, p. 258,

and Hampson,

Cat. Lep. Phal.
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FELTIA VANCOUVERENSIS
Seventy-tivo specimeiLs,

Lake Mountain).
the markings.

— Laid

831

Grote.

May

3L, June 5, 13, Ifi, 25, July 2, 28 (Bear
variable in color and the distinctnes.s of
freely laid ])y captive females.

Somewhat

Eg-g.s

were

adherent, pressed under o})jects in the jar.
Nearly spherical, the basal half spheroidally tlattened. Ribs about 4(>,
low, not short, diminishing toward vertex.
Reticulations all over sui-face, forming crests to the ri))s and cross-stria^ between, moderate, not
sharp; all granular shagreened; area alwut the micropyle reticular, the
micropyle itself a raised cone with circle of pyriform cells. Pale
yellow, later with a broken red ring and spot; diameter 0.9 nun.
Stage I.- Head rounded bilobed, wider than high, clvpeus hiirh;
E(/(/.

singly,

—

and antennas whitish. Body colorless whitish, ti-reen
from the food, shields and tubercles blackish. Cervical shield moderate with two detached sette; tubercles not large, sette pale with bulbous
black, epistoraa

tips, iv

above the center of spiracle. Thoracic feet blackish.
Head rounded bilobed, shining black; width, o.-i

Stage II.

Body

—

robust, cylindrical, joint 12 not preceptibly enlarged.

mm.

Sordid

greenish white with faint marks of brown, washed longitudinallj'.
Cervical shield and plates shining black; feet of joints 7 and 8 small.

Tubercles round, black;

setie short, distinct.

—Head

Stage III.
width 0.6 nmi.

Thoracic feet dusk}-.

rounded quadrate, shining black, sutures pale;
Body sordid brown, the green showing a little, dorsal,

subdorsal, and lateral lines tine, wdiitish, obscure; sul)stigmatal line

broad,

pale; sub venter

more

greenish.

Cervical shield large, semi-

circular; tubercles moderate; anal plate and leg shields shining black.

Feet of joints 1 and 8 still small.
Stage lY. Head rounded, broad, brown below, the vertex black,
Body dark
black dots on face and a patch on eye; width O.S nnn.
sordid l)rown, the ordinary lines showing a shade paler, dark edged.
Tubercles rather large, l)rown black; shields smok}-^; seta? short,
pale, slightly enlarged at the tips.
Stage V. Head round, solidlj- brown black over lobes, clvpeus and
area about eyes pale, sordid; width 1.2 mm. Body moderate, uniform,
Dark sordid brown, a pale su))dorsal
joint 12 scared}^ enlarged.
band, contracted at the incisures indicates a broad pale dorsal area,

—

—

Sides dark,
nearly tilled with dark brown; dorsal line pale, obsolete.
the stigmatal region paler, lateral line obsol(>te. Tubeivles rather
large, round, black; cervical shield large, shining bi(.\\ n ])la(k: scta>
short.

Stage VI.

— Head

as before, width, 1.7

mm.

doint

1-2

scarcely en-

The pale dorsal space is now distinct with central diamonillarged.
shaped marks. Sides dark, lateral line indicated. No other distinct
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Cervical shield large, dark with pale bisecting-

iiiarkinos.

spiracle and tubercle iv together

YIL

show

vol. xxvii.

line.

The

as a black spot.

— Head 2.8 mm.

Cervical shield shining black with pale
Dorsal space pale with faint diamondshaped marks. Sides nearlj^ black, lighter streaked above and on subTubercles large, black, shining.
Head brown, reticuventral fold.
late in l)lack with the usual vertical bands.

Stage

dorsal and subdorsal lines.

FELTIA VOLUBILIS
One specimen, June

10.

This seems to

Grote.

me

only an extreme form

of cancoaveren-slx.

FELTIA ^NEIPENNIS

Grote.

Three specimens, June 16, 23, Jul}- 2, which I refer with some
doubt to this species. They are not of the faded brown which is
On the other
usual, but the colors are darker and more contrasted.
hand the}^ are smoother than vancouverensis and less contrastingly
marked.
Egg. Spheroidal, the base narrowly flat. Ribs about 10, diminishing by alternation at upper third, crowned and separated by the vertical reticulations, which with the cross-stria? form nearly square cells,
The ribs bend at the edge of vertex and
rather faint, not raised.
become smaller, but run right, to the micropyler elevation with its
Pale yellow; diameter, 0.8 mm.
circle of pyriform cells.

—

Stage

Body

I.

— Head round, bilobed, shining black; cervical shield black.

robust, short, joint 12 not enlarged, feet of joints 7 and 8 short.

Tubercles round, black, normal, elevated, seta? long, pale at tips, with
enlarged glandular ends. Body sordid whitish, unmarked.
Stage IT. Head bilobed, the lobes blackish, sutures and clypeus

—

pale; width, 0.15

mm.

Cervical shield semicircular, black, as also

the anal plate, tubercles, and thoracic feet.

Bodj' robust, short, joint

12 not enlarged, pale green, no marks; abdominal feet pale. The
larva is sluggish and fat, a little narrowed at the ends.
Head full, sordid whitish, the apices of the lobes smoky;
Stage II

—

tubercles dark; width, 0.6 nnn.
pale,

Body

short, robust, a little flattened,

shaded with ])rown, leaving dorsal subdorsal,

stigmatal l)ands of the ground color,

smoky,

trilineate in pale.

lateral,

brown edged.

and Ijroad

Cervical shield

Tubercles rather large, blackish,

slight]}'

elevated; seta? pale, minutely bulbous tipped; feet of joints T and 8
still

short.

—

Head rounded, the apex in joint 2, pale brown, a large,
dark brown mark on the face of each lobe; width, 1.1 mm. Body
Sordid
robust, quadrangularly flattened, joint 12 gently enlarged.
brown; dorsum broadly pale to tubercle ii, with faint indications of
lattice marking.
Sides dark, inclosing very narrow, scarcely' percepStage IV.
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whitish subdorsal and

tiblo,

paler,

hit(M-al

lines.

hut sordid, not greatly coiitrastiMh

shining; cervical shield black, a dorsal

one; leg plates
Sfa</c

V.

Tulx-rcles

))ale line

nvvn sharply
large,

Itlaek.

and ditiuso subdorsal

seta' tine.

j^ale;

— Head half retracted
mm.

width, 1.8

Sul)V('ntr:il
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in joint 2,

Body moderate,

dark brown, clvpeus pale;

joint 12 slightly enlarged; dorsal

space In-oadly pale, with dorsal gennnate darker lines, scarcely anv
indication of the lattice, l»rown dotted.
Sides dark, with obsolete
subdoi-sal and lateral pale lines; subventral area pale, feet still paler.
Cervical shield large, shining black, with faint paler dorsal and sub-

Tubercles round, black; setse short, pale.
Stage VI. Head rounded, the apex well within joint 2, light l)rown,
with dark reticulations and vertical bands; width, 2.5 mm. Cervical
shield shining brown, diluted in spots and with three pale lines; width.
dorsal lines.

—

2.5

mm.

Body

Dorsum broadly

equal, joint 12 scarcel}^ enlarged.

pale flesh color, dotted; dorsal line pale with diffuse dark edging, sides

dark dotted, snb\-enter and venter pale; feet also pale.
Tubercles
large, black, round, radially grooved; seta; moderate, dusky.

POROSAGROTIS CATENULA
Eight hundred and
4,

<),

7, 13, 15, 17.

Grote.

specimens, Jul}^ 10, 25, 27, Bl. August
run much darker than the form from Colo-

sixtj'-six

They

rado and southern California, but a few are almost as light, and J
think a racial name not necessary. The color is stone gray in the
majorit}'.
The transverse-posterior line is continuous, iinely and
strongly scalloped, with white points on the veins.

The

thus all aAvay from vetusta Walker {^mursemda Grote and
and I do not think it a form of that species.

POROSAGROTIS THANATOLOGIA, new

variation

is

llol)inson),

species.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection is a female without
The specimen is labeled Pdragrotis reuda Strecker, but
does not agree at all with Hampson's figure or Strecker s description.

No

abdomen.

Moreover, the spines on the fore tibia^ are so stout that the species
seems refera>)le to Poro^agroth rather than to Puntgrotin {Eu.voa of
Hampson and Smith).
Head, collar, and thorax uniformly dark mouse gray. Fore wings
elongated, much as in Chorlmgrotix^ light gray basally and terminally,
Basal half line gemithe whole median space blackish, discolorous.
nate, ])lack, broken; a black basal dash, dislocated and widened beyond
basal line, reaches nearly to transverse-anterior line.

Lines geminate,

costal spot
crenulate, not strongly detined, the pale
post(>rior
transverse
Trausver.se anterior nearly straight,
for each.
tilling

forming a

arched over reniform. Orbicular circular, reniform
upright, well concave without, pale and narrowly black ringed, the

moderately
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orbicular dusky
forni

])lack

filled,

outlined,

vol. xxvii.

the reniforin with concentric dusk}" line; clavi-

dark

Subterminal

tilled.

line

pale,

dentate

moderately, with black cuneiform dashes preceding it, especially at
interspaces 2-4 and 5-7; a dusky subapical shade.
Terminal space
blackish like the median space; fringe ])rownish.

Hind wings brownish

with whit(^ fringe. Expanse, 40 mm.
Cat. No. 7882, U. S. National Museum.
Typ<'.

—

PARAGROTIS MAIMES

Smith.

One specimen, September 1> (Field). The species much resembles
Rhisagrotis jJdvicollis Smith, but differs in the color of the thorax and
in the generic character of having the male antenna; shortly serrate.

My single

specimen from Field agrees with one kindly sent me by Mr.
Head of Pine Creek,-"' near Calgary, Alberta.
It should be noted that Mr. Dod's collection about Calgary may cover
two faunal regions. Calgary itself is in the prairie, and shows such a
fauna as would be expected, wdiile the locality " Head of Pine Creek"
must be in the foothills of the Rock}" Mountains, judging by the species
sent out with this label.
F. H. Wolley Dod, from "

PARAGROTIS BROCHA

Morrison.

Thirty-seven specimens, July 30, August

3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 15,

16, 17.

PARAGROTIS PUNCTIGERA

Walker.

Eight hundred and eighty-eight specimens, July 19, 21, 25, 27,
5, 0, 7, 12, 13, 17, and three from Mr. Cockle's collection,
July 25, 1901, July 25, 1902, August 1, 1902. The mass of the specimens fall between j;a,s^c>r(2Z«« Grote and Jin!s Smith. These are the
extreme forms. The series, when once sorted out, looks homogeneous
and uniform, though varying greatly in the amount of yellow powdering on the lines and spots. The black line on the collar comes out

August

more or

less distinctly,

rating species.

think loya Smith
that

now

destrojang the value of this character in sepain both sexes.
I

The hind wings are dark brown
is

a variation of this type and perhaps some others

stand as good species.

are undersized and with ver}"

Mr. Cockle's specimens before me

little

of the characteristic powdering,

and, without this series, I should never think of referring them to

They come extremely near to the brown form of fociniis
mentioned below. A well-marked specimen in Mr. Cockle's collection
has been named compressijjennis Smith, but it does not appear to me to
agree with the type of that form which is before me. A brownish
specimen, also in Mr, Cockle's collection, has been named friahilis
Grote \^facinus Smith, was meant, probably], but it does not agree with
Hampson's tigure and description of that form, which is otherwise

punctigera.
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Eggs were obtained from captive females, but with
and they did not prosper. Many remain unhiitched, and
what hirva' appeared Avere weak and did not proeeed far.''
7tf/v- -"Spheroidal, symmetrical, ])ase not more llattened than vertex;
to me."

difliculty,

sculpturing obsolete.

Under a

lens the ribs are faint Iv shadowed,
under ST diameters' niagnilication they
rounded reticulations showing over the, sur-

thick, diminishing above; but

are evanescent, only faint,

Micropylar rosette rather distinct. Pale ocherous; dianietcn-,
Laid in groups, strongly adherent.
Sf(((/r I.
Head rounded, brown, eye ])lack. liody wliitisli colorless, shields and tubercles concolorous, ol)sciu'e; setie moderate, pah-.
Feet of joints 7 and 8 a little shortened.
face.

O.S nun.

—

Stage IT.
blackish.

—

Head round, black; width, 0.5 nun. Cervical shield
Bod}- moderate, equal, brown, the incisures lighter; dorsal,

subdorsal, and lateral lines and a broad stigmatal one whitish; dorsal

space reddish brown, the lines dark edged, the edging at tuliercle ii
giving a slight eti'ect of subdorsal patches. Sides dark tilled between
the lines.

Substigmatal line distinct, whitish, and succeeded
Tubercles and seta' dai'k, obscure.

l)y a

dark

subventral area.

PARAGROTIS TRIFASCIATA

Smith.

One specimen, which I believe represents this species, described
from a single female specimen from Mount Hood, Oregon. My speci-

men

is

a male, but agrees well with the description and a colored tigure

in the National

Museum made

b}^

Professor Smith, except for being

darker in tone.

PARAGROTIS PEREXCELLENS

No

Grote.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, August 14. T.»til.
rldmydana Grote, is evidently a straggler from

erroneously labeled

the coast region, where the species

is

common.

PARAGROTIS FOCINUS
One hundred and

six specimens,

July

15>,

Smith.
24,

i^o,

August

a,

(i,

11.

of a uniformly

and two from Mr. Cockle's collection, July 1.
biownish tone, which 1 refer here as extreme forms. A few of those
Another specimen from Mr. Cockle's colin my series are like them.
lection has been wwrneA fiistujjvra Crote, but does not agree with.
specimen ])efore me determined by Grote in 1870.
10,

"Cat. Lep. Plial. Brit. Mus., IV, 1903, p. 249.
&As thiH is in press (April 9, 1904) the eggs have begun

t«>

liak-h.
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PARAGROTIS TERRENUS

vol. xxvii.

Smith.

Six specimens, August 5, 6, IS, separated from the fulda. series,
agree with the t3'pe of terre^vus. The liind wings are dark, and the differences between this and rnessoria are not clear to me.
specimen
in Mr. Cockle's collection has been named neotelis Smith, l)ut lacks the
purplish tint of that form and is obviously Avrongly identified.

A

PARAGROTIS FULDA

Smith.

August 6, l!2, 13 (Sandon, Mr. Currie), 16,'
Those with the markings most obsolete agree
with the type of fulda Smith; the majority are marked distinctly like
Thirtj^-five specimens,

17, 21 (Revelstoke).

I should refer this series to rnessoria,
except that the hind wings are generally whitish where in messoria
they are overspread with brown. A specimen in Mr. Cockle's collection is identified as tessellata Harris and another as halin!f!s Grote, but
neither identification is correct when compared with the specimens in
the U. S. National Museum.

rnessoria {^^ter7'itorlaI!s Smith).

PARAGROTIS RUBEFACTALIS
Three specimens, July

Grote.

August- 17, and one from Mr. Cockle's
alike, and the females are dou])tfully referred here.
The male agrees with specimens that I have from
Pullman, Washington, under this name.
collection.

They

14, 27,

are not very

much

PARAGROTIS INCALLIDA
Twent^'-seven specimens, Jul}-

August

3, 4, 6, 7, 11,

2,

Smith.

29 (Bear Lake Mountain), 30,
Mr. Currie), 15, 10, 17. Dis-

12, 13 (Sandon,

running to a smooth, oliscure form, wnth the maculaBefore I was acquainted with the character of the
Kootenai fauna I had named such an obscure specimen, which Mr.
Cockle sent me, as vuljjlna Smith, thinking it proba})ly conspecific with
this apparently neighboring species {indjmia was described from Calgary, Alberta).
However, it really belongs with incaUlda, described
from the mountains of California. I do not see tliat Jutidenta Smith
or (pdn<iuelinea Smith are more than varieties of incaUlda. If this is
correct, the species must be known as quiiiqiielinea, as that name has
priority by a page.
tinctly varia))le,
tion nearly lost.

PARAGROTIS ALTICOLA
One specimen, August
blackish brown,
alticola is not

varietal form.

18.

Smith.

It is darkl}^ colored, the fore

somewhat bronzy.

The

wings

characteristic appearance of

shown, but I nevertheless refer the specimen here as a
It is not in perfect condition.
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Grote.

Nospcciiiiens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, less reddish in color
my Culifoniian specimens.

than

PARAGROTIS DECOLOR

Morrison.'*

Three hundred and sixty-three specimens, July
Au^nist

a, 5,

«),

A

11, 12.

Cockle's collection has l)een lal)eled

perhaps

b}''

Ch(>rl-i(i</rotis

an accidental transposition of

specimens; two

in

Mr. Cockle's

26, 27,

specimen in Mr.
ivconcinna Harvey,

labels.

PARAGROTIS ALBIPENNIS

No

24, 25,

A

very variable species.

Grote.

September

collection,

PARAGROTIS OCHROGASTER

4.

Guene'e.

Seven hundred and eighteen specimens, July 4, !!», 24, 25, 27,
Very variable and run1, 3, 5, 7, 12, It), 17, 21 (Revelstoke).

August

ning into three rather definite forms, a light cUw yellow one (var.
Ulata Walker), a uniform dark brown one (var. turris Grote) and a
diversified, strongly marked one, which ma}' ])e taken as the stem
form.
Several of the extreme forms were taken in copula, so there is
no doubt of the specific identity of all. A large, brown, strongly
marked female in Mr. Cockle's collection has been named gagates
Grote, l)ut it does not agree with the form so named in the National
collection.

PARAGROTIS IDAHOENSIS
Five specimens,

fJuly 14, 25,

August

the costa and spots pale gray, as in

my

Grote.

3, 5, 11.

One specimen has
The others

figure of the type.

have this color replaced by a lightened shade of the reddish ground
touched with gray.

color, a little

PARAGROTIS OBELISCOIDES
Thirty-three specimens, August

(>,

11, 12, 15,

PARAGROTIS REDIMICULA
One specimen. August

Guenee.
Iti,

17.

Morrison.

13.

PARAGROTIS COLATA

Grote.

One specimen, August 13 (Sandon, Mr. Currie). It agrees with one
that I have under this name from the Yellowstone Park, Wyoming.
"Hampaon changes entirely the synonymy of this speoie-s, which is No. 1707 in
He refers all four of the Walker names to other
Bulletin 52, U. S. National ^Museum.
species and refers the variety also elsewhere, leavinj; only (liriihn- ^Morrison^cfn/f/fcs'/m
Grote as names for this form.
nationa of Walker's types.

This

is

in contra<liction to Smitii's jirevious (leteruii-
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PARAGROTIS DIVERGENS

vol. xxvii.

Walker.

One hundred and twenty-nine

.specimen.s, July 21, 27, 31, August
eggs were obtained from a captive female, but were
I have described the mature larva elsewhere."
lost on hatching.
Nearly spherical, base scarcely flattened. Ribs about 44
JE<j<j.
around the margin, diminishing angularly by confluence, narrow,
almost linear, low, the surface flat between them, joined by weak,
narrow cross striae forming square cells. Vertex obsoletely quadrangularly reticulate, smaller at the micropylar rosette, which is not
5, 7, IB, 17.

Two

—

Waxy

raised.

white; diameter, 0.7

mm.

PARAGROTIS PINDAR

Smith.

Five specimens, August 11, 13, 21 (Revelstoke), and one from Mr.
The tone is a little grayer
Cockle's collection September 6, 1902.
than in Smith's type from Utah, making the costal edging less contrasted.
The markings, however, are the same.

PARAGROTIS PLAGIGERA

No

specimens.

One

in

Mr. Cockle's

Morrison.

collection

is

so named, and 1

here with some hesitation. It is brightly marked w^ith ashen
whitish; the orbicular is large and \qy\ oblique, and altogether it is

leave

it

rather unlike what I have as j^higlgera.

no certain conclusion can be arrived

ANYTUS EVELINA
No

18, 1901,

Iladena.

series,

however,

French.

A

female in Mr. Cockle's collection was taken Seplists as an
I transfer it to Anytus, following Sir G. F. Hampson.

specimens.

tember

Without a

at.

This species has stood hitherto in our

ANYTUS SCULPTUS

Grote, var.

PROFUNDUS

Smith.

Two specimens, September 7 (Revelstoke), Sandon (G. C. Robbins),
and one from Mr. Cockle's collection September 19. The specimen
agrees with Smith's type oi profundus^ from Brandon, Manitoba. The
form is a dark W^estern variation of sculptvs, which is usually light,
though I have one from Holderness, New Hampshire, nearly as dark
The name obscurus Smith does not deserve even
as the Western ones.
a varietal rank, the male type before me being only a slighth" rubbed
and indistinctly jnarked specimen of the variet}" pn^finidu.s. The
specimens which I associate as female profundus are grayer than the
males, with the hind wings darkly shaded.
«Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash., IV, 1898, p. 318.
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MAMESTRA
Eii>iity-.six

speciuieiis,

Sandon

June

DISCAI.IS

2'A, IM),

July

8^9

I!.

Grote.
1^, 30,

August

3, 5, 6, 7,

were obtained from .several
The larva? did well at tirst, but soon showed a tencaptive females.
dency to hib(>rnate. Manv were actually hibernating at Kaslo on
August 12, and only a few were with difficulty forced to the fifth
The last stage ther(if()re remains to be described,
stage.
Two-thirds spherical, evenly rounded, base broad; laid in a
E(/(j.
large mass.
Ribs about 40, low, broad, diminishing to vertex, crested
by the sharp vertical reticulations which are, like the cross stria^,
distinct, forming regular parallclogramic cells bending doAvn in the
hollows.
Greenish white, not changing color; diameter, 1.1 mm.
11, 13,

C.

((t.

Ro])l)ins).

Ej'-<i:s

—

St(i(je I.

— Head

bilobed, round, pale brownisli, wltli

spots at the tubercles.

Body moderate, normal,

smokv

l)lack

joint 12 enlarged, the

and 8 smaller than the rest, but not greatl}^ so.
Whitish, Avithout marks, cervical shield ver}' weak, partly smoky.

feet of joints 7

Tubercles large, brownish black, angularly edged, only the primarv
ones present, iv stigmatal posterior, ia to iib of thorax separate, iib the
largest, all normal.
Leg shields faintly dusk}-.

—

Stage II. Head bilobed, shining pale brown with round black spots
on the tubercles; width, 0.8 mm. Body moderate, joints 5 to 7 looped
up a little. 12 eidarged; whitish green, the folds whiter; dorsal and
subdorsal lines faint Avhite, straight; lateral space solidly brown

lilled;

stigmatal band just over tubercle iv, very broad; a soft white shading

over subventral area.
7 and 8 small.
its

Feet pale; tubercles round, black; feet of joints

Cervical shield concolorous, but Avithout green

tint,

tubercles black; abdominal feet dusky without.

Stage III.

— Head

shining reddish l)roAvn, reticulate Avith darkei' on

the vertex; diameter, 1.1 nun.

Bod}- equal, joint 12 a

little

circularly

Sordid olivaceous green, checkered by very pale subdorsal
patches intersegmentally; dorsal and subdoi'sal lines broken, narrow,
enlarged.

Sides

the dorsul bimacular, the subdorsal dotted, bright Avhite.

all

vinous broAvn, olivaceous mottled. Substigmatal band with ^\hite
TulxM-cIes round, black,
edges, green tilled; subventcr and feet pale.
distinct;

no shields;

Stage TV.

setie

moderate, pale; feet of joint

vertical bands; Avidth,

the usual

7

rather small.

— Head brown with dark brown reticulations;

scarcely enlarged, feet equal.

1.7

mm.

joined into

Bodv normal,

joint

12

BroA\ n gray, l)lack dotted icticulate on

a brownish ground, especially in a tlorsal hand of diamoiid->h:q)ed

marks and

laterally.

Dor.sal line white, out into

two segmental streaks,

the posterior one Avith a small macular enlargement; subdorsal line a
roAV of fine dots, the space abo\a^ it and betAveen the dorsil marks
lighter.

lutcous

Sub.stigmatal l)and Avith white dotted edges, nearly (Mitii-ely
Subventral area luteous, Avhite and black dotted; venter

tilled.
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Feet pale, with dark tubercular spots; no shields; tubercles

greenish.

obscure; setfe fine brownish.

Many larvae hibernated at this point. An interpolated stage also
occurred with width of head of 2.1 mm.
Stage V. Head rounded, bilobed, the apex in joint 2; shining red
brown, with dark brown reticulations and vertical bands, the bands
irregularl}^ bent inward above clypeus; width, 2.5 mm.
Body mod-

—

erate, joint 12 slightly enlarged.

brown,

dorsal line which

ments and

a.

line

is

Dead

A

finely penciled in black.

leaf

brown, the ground pinkish

broad, diffuse lining surrounds the

composed of two white dots posteriorly on the

seg-

tracing elsewhere, and throws out a faint spur at

ii.
The subdorsal space shows the ground color. Sides with
obscure oblique lines and outlinings of the substigmatal band in black.
Lines else obsolete, the substigmatal with scarcely any pale ground and
only a trace of white at its edges. Thoracic feet shining ))rown; shields
and abdominal feet concolorous with-bod}^; tubercles and setse obscure.

tubercle

Stage VI.

— (Not observed.)

MAMESTRA PURPURISSATA

Grote, var.

CRYDINA

Dyar.

Twenty-one specimens, June (Mr. Cockle), June 30, July 2, 8, 14,
This is a racial form, approaching
18, 19, 27, 30, August 1, 5, 0, 13.
characters.
Smith
in
some
Eggs were obtained from capjunclinacuJa
middle
of
July,
and the resulting larvtv were
l)efore
the
tive females
However,
some were forced to
inclined to hibernate on August 15.
the last stage.

Egg.

— Laid in a large

patch; spheroidal, the top roughened

l)y

the

Ribs about 36 at the margin, diminishing to 11 at the microSurface smooth, irregularl}^
pyle, large, coarse, low and rounded.
]Micropylar
shagreened, traces of long cross strite between the ribs.
rosette of pja'iform cells contrasted with the otherwise smooth surface;
pale yellow, later with a dark-brown ring and spot; diameter, 1.1 mm.

ribs.

Stage

I.

— Head

rounded,

thickly with darker

l)ilobed, rather high, pale

brown and

a pale streak above.

brown, spotted

Body

slender,

moderate; joint 12 slightly enlarged, the feet of joints 7 and 8 very
small.
No cervical shield, but distinct blackish leg shields. Tubercles round, black; not black on the shield, which has dusky spots behind.
Body white, with faint ocherous l)rown stripes, subdorsal (between
tubercles i and ii), lateral, lower lateral (tubercle iii); substigmatal

band broadl}^ white pigmented; subventer
long, black; thoracic feet smok,y

—

;

less whitish;

setie

rather

anal feet. Avith white stripe outwardly.

Stage II. Head rounded, the apex in joint 2, smok}' luteous, with
dark spots on the tubercles; width. 0.0 nun. Body with a green dilution in the dorsal space each side of the pale dorsal line, the rest of the
ground dark vinous brown. Subdorsal line whitish, lateral fainter;
Feet lijile, with
substigmatal broad and bright white, venter paler.
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snioky plates, those of joints 7 and 8 small; tubcivles niimito,

no

])lack;

shields.

StcKje

7/7.— Head

dotted; width. 1

Brown,

mm.

oblique, Jnlobed, shinintr brown, faintly darker
Body rather slender, joint 12 a little enlar(,n'<l.

and lateral lines tine, white, tog-ether with
dark edged, the edging <jf the dorsal line
submaeular intersegmentally. Substigmatal band moderately broad,
bright white, with a few brown dottings centrall}-. Feet pale; no
dorsal, subdorsal,

the white tubercles

i

and

ii

shields.

Stage IV.

— Head oblique, the apex

brown, with

diirk

reticulations and the usual vertical bands, pale below; width, 1.4

mm.

Body moderate, normal,

a

in joint 2, pale

little flattened;

joint 12 enlarged.

Pinkish

brown, shaded with dark and whitish dotted. Dorsal lattice faint;
dark intersegmentary spots dorsally; dorsal, subdorsal, and lateral
lines white, dotted, dark edged.
Tubercles white; substigmatal ])and
broad, pure white, partl}^ luteous brownish filled.
Subventer like dorsum; feet pale; setai pale, moderate; cervical shield of a more luteous
shade.

An

interpolated stage occurred with width of head 1.6

Stage V.

—Head

as before; width, 2.2

mm.

mm.

Bod}- moderate; joint

12 slightly enlarged. Dorsum creamj^ brown, dorsal and subdorsal
lines white dotted, a faint dark-brown lattice and edging to the dorsal
line.
Sides darker, brown reticulate, white dotted.
Substigmatal

band resolved into white spots, filled b}' the ground color; subventer
like dorsum; venter pale.
Tubercles white, not large; seta? small.
Cervical shield

more

sordid.

—

Stage YI. Head rounded, the apex in joint 2, shining ])rown,
faintly darker reticulated and Avith traces of the bands above, forming
Body moderate, joint 12 scarcely
a dark shade; width, 3.2 mm.
enlarged, all gravish ))rown, the markings obsolete, marl)led and dotted
in blackish.
Dorsum faintly broadly pale carneous, the black shaded

edgings of the dorsal line showing faintly intersegmentally. Substigmatal band ])righter and obscurely white, the other marks scarcely
traceable.
Tubercles whitish with black hair dots; feet pale; spiracles
black edged; cervical shield concolorous, but rather more blackish in
shade.

MAMESTRA SEGREGATA

Smith.

specimens; two in i\Ir. Cockle's collection, May 14. This species
olniouslv variable and a good series is needed. Neither of ]Mr.
Cockle's specimens are like the type before me, though I think they
are the same species without doul)t; gussata Smith seems to be only a

No

is

variety of

it.

Proc. N.

M.

vol. xxvii
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MAMESTRA DETRACTA

vol. xxvii.

Walker.

Forty-four .specimens, June 13, 17,^0, 23, 25, Jul}' 2, 8, 19. The
is dark us in neoterica Smith, the size large as in t3q3ical detracta
"Walker.
We have here a local form, differing- so slightly as not to be
color

worthy of a separate name, yet constant.

The Atlantic region detracta

and contrasted; the Western
prairie foi-m neoterlca is small with the colors smoother and less
diversified, while the Kootenai form is again large but smooth and
dark like the priaric one. Eggs were obtained earl}^ but the larvae
grew very slowl}" and none pupated, all hibernating at >arious stages
of growth.
All the stages were observed.
Egg. Nearly spherical, the apex a little pointed, base scarcely
flattened; whitish with streaked red ring and spot,
liibs moderate
with reticulation lines running along the vertices which, with the
cross stria% form quadrangular cells; ribs about 40 at the edge; micropyle conically elevated, bearing a circle of pyriform cells surrounded
large, the colors rather diversified

is

—

by

reticulations; diameter, 1

Stage
0.4

mm.

equal.

I.

— Head
Bodv

mm.

bilobod, bright

AVhitish

slate color,

Stage II.

—Head

Body

sutures; width,

enlarged, feet nearly

Skin rather denseh' dark spinulose;

moderate.

rounded, bilobed,

paraclypeus, eyes black; width, 0.6
black.

little

the hemispherical shield with the leg

plates and small tubercles black.
setse fine, pale,

brown with darker

robust, normal, joint 12 a

i:)ale

mm.

brown, a smoky shade on
Cervical

shield

shining

robust, joint 12 anteriorly enlarged, feet nearly equal.

Soft pale brown, vinous shaded, without lines.

Tubercles round,

blackish; anal plate large blackish but no leg plates; thoracic feet
pale; seta? short, pale.

Stage III.

— Head shining pale brown,

traces of reticulations; width 0.75

mm.

a

smoky upright shade and
Bod}'^ robust, pinkish red;

dorsal and sulxlorsal lines narrow, white, the dorsal macular on the

posterior edges of the segments; traces of a white substigmatal Ijand

intersegmentally.

Cervical shield large, black, rather broadly trilin-

eate in white; anal plate similar; leg shields and tubercles
black, the latter round,

moderate.

brown

Setaa obscure dusky; joint 12

slightly enlarged.

—

Stage IV. Head bilobed, shining pale brown with heavy reticuand broad, vertical bands of dark brown; width, 1.2 mm. Cer-

lations

with three white lines. Bod}^ robust, joints 2-4
Dead leaf brown, red-brown reticulate on a
pale luteous ground; dorsal and subdorsal lines narrow, whitish, the
dorsal distinct on joints 12 posteriorly to 13, and cutting the black anal
plate.
No substigmatal or subventral bands, the venter sordid, pale.
Tubercles small, round, black; feet pale; setas obscure.
vical shield l)lack

smaller, 12 enlarged.
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This stage Uisted 41 days.
StaqeY. Iload sliiiiint;". licaxily hlai-k reticulate on a jjiown urcjund,
Body rohust, joint 12
rounded, the apex in joint 2; width, l.t! mm.
l)rown.
narrower
befoi'e.
Soft
red
tinely uniformly
enlaro'cd. a little
Dorsal
line
narrow,
suhmaculatc
])aler.
white,
dotted retieidate in

—

except at the ends; subdorsal similar, obsolescent anteriorly, a faint

darker brown edging- to

showing

th(>

dorsal line.

Su})stig-matal

band obsolete,

as a slightly lighter shading over the subventral fold.

CerThoracic feet brown; leg

vical shield shining- black, slightly elevated.

shields quadrat(% black.

YJ.

Sta<i<'

— Head shining black,

on the sides;
width,

2.fi

clypeus and labrum

nun.

Body

luteous dotted abo\e and more so
paler, violaceous;

apex

in joint 2;

robust, short, joint 12 scarcely' enlarged,

flat-

tened ventrally. Cervical shield large, shining black with threebroad
Anal plate similar but only the dorsal line disdistinct white lines.

Thoracic feet brown. Body dead leaf brown, reddish brown,
broadly mottled on a pale carneous ground, which contrasts under a
Dorsal lines carneous white, broken dotted, subdorsal similar
lens.
but nearly contiiuious, subconfluent with the pale ground above; below
it a nearly solid l)rown space; then the sides more mottled with the
pale ground color which is more whitish subventrally, but all other
tinct.

Tubercles brown, corrugated, rather
brown shields. Tubercle iv
shining
with
Feet

trace of the lower lines
large, not elevated.

is lost.

above the center of the spiracle on joints

U

and

MAMESTRA SENATORIA

1(>.

Smith.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, August 20, agrees
very nicely with this Arizonian species. The distribution is un-

No

expected.

MAMESTRA LIQUIDA

Grote.

Three specimens, June 3, 30. Two males brightly t-olored, one
female with the colors subdued and ditl'used, but the same species,
I think.
E(i(j.--\y<o-i\\\x^'A

spherical, spheroidally flattened, base

Hat, the

Ribs about 35, diminishing above,
ribs forming lumps at the vertex.
capped and s(^paratcd by the vertical reticulations with which the
anguequally distinct cross strije form nearly square cells, clear, the
reticulate
Vertex
bubbles.
lar joinings suggesting as mass of soap
rows of'^cells with a small circle of pyriform ones at the microfor

two

pyle.

Slightly yellowish white; diameter, 0.0 nun.

MAMESTRA RADIX

Walker.

In spite of so few .specimens being
23, 25.
Two of the
larvie were raised.
the
of
broods
taken, five separate
two
'i^^ masses
laid
readily
q^^^\
and
females
were
captured specimens

Three specimens, June
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were found in the field on separate occasions and matured into
same larva, while Mr. Cockle bred it again from a third collected
cluster under his number 20.
J^gg.

— Laid

in a

high

pile, three

60, diminishing irregularly

Reticulations

or four la3^ers deep, irregularly

Ribs about

Flatly spheroidal, the l)ase well flattened.

plastered on.

all

tlie

eg-g

by confluence or

alternation toward vertex.

over alike, the vertical ones onh^ on the summits of

the ribs, not in the bases of the hollows, with the cross lines forming

rounded hexagonal

cells.

reticulations, getting

diameter, 0.0

Above

the ends of the ribs are elongate

yqvj small

at

the micropyle.

Pale yellow;

mm.

—

Stage I. Head rounded bilobed, pale brown, blackish mottled and
with black posterior rim and ocelli. Body normal, uniform, joint 12
enlarged, the feet of joints 7 and 8 short, semilooping: whitish, the
food green; tubercles round black, leg plates distinct and black; cerThoracic feet pale; skin minutely
vical shield blackish at the edges.
sparsely black spinulose; sets© rather long, black, pointed.

—

Head bilobed,
mouth brown; width,

Stage II.
spots,

luteous, freckled with large

pale
0.6

mm.

Bod}^ normal, joint 12 a

enlarged, the feet of joints 7 and 8 very short.

gray
little

Pale green, the food
Tubercles small,

dark; pale dorsal and subdorsal lines indicated.
black; shields concolorous, cervical shield a

little

shining; feet pale,

the abdominal ones with black dots.

—

Head pale luteous,
mm. Bod}^ moderate,

Stage III.
width, 0.0

blackish spotted in irregular bands;
joint 12

humped

dorsally a

little,

Green, dark olivaceous dorsally, pale subDorsal and subdorsal lines whitish, dark edged; a shadow
ventralh'.
of a lateral line; substigmatal white, broad, dark edged above; feet
pale; tubercles whitish with black hair dots; seta> small.
Stage IV. Head rounded, shining, heavily reticulate with smoky
brown on a pale luteous ground; vertical bands broad; width, 1.2
mm. Body moderate, joint 12 enlarged a little; green, white dotted,
the dorsum with segmentaiy smoky black diamond-shaped marks, cut
by a white broken dorsal line. Subdorsal line fainter, lateral still
Substigmatal
fainter, smoky edged, the .sides shaded nearly to black.
reddish
subventer
white,
slightly
centered;
only slightly
band broad,
tubercles
concolorous.
dotted.
Feet
pale;
obscure,
black
Stage V. Head pale brown, shining, ver}" heavily reticulate with
dark blackish, forming a vertical band on the lobe and one above eye;
Body normal, equal; joint 12 slightly enlarged.
width, 1.8 mm.
Greenish gray, dotted reticulate in black, edging narrow broken
white dorsal, subdorsal and lateral lines, and forming oblique dorsal
shades from the incisure forward and downward to the subdorsal line.
Sides heavily shaded; substigmatal Ixind broad, white, luteous and
reddish filled; subventer pale, sparsely black dotted; no oblique line
on thorax; feet pale; a bar on joint 12 at tubercle ii.
feet of joint 7 smaller.

—

—

NO.
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VL— TTead pale whitish luteous, crinkly reticulate with smoky
brown, joinino- in curved vertical band each side of clypous and suture,
and a narrow one from the eye; width, 2.5 mm. Body l)rown, light
brown with white dots and black strigose mottlings. Dorsal and subdorsal linos white dotted; black oblique lines from dorsal posterior to
su])doi-sal lino, whon^ tlioy form a l)rokon boi-dor, met ))y lines from
Stage

dorsal anterior to the bla(;k-marked tubercle

i, forminj^^ a broken laton joint 12; sides black streaked; substij^-matal
band broadly palo, of tiio oTound color, or pinkish, and shading to the

tice; a

transverse

l)ar

subvcntor, only slightlv strigosc, showing by its white-dotted edges.
Feet pale; spiracles white; tubercles black marked, obsolete.

MAMESTRA NEVAD^E

Grote.

Six specimens, July 1, -I, 19, 21, August 11. The specimens agree
with some from Wisconsin which Prof essor Smith has picked out from
the U. S. National Museum series as representing his <((n<((1(iii<is.
I

nevadx (xrote, described from the
is more probable, canadenHh is a
synonvm of nevadsp. Mr. F. H. Wolley Dod has sent me specimens
from Calgary, Alberta, labelled nerads', which seem conspecitic \\ith
think, however, that I really have

Sierra Nevada of California, or, as

the Kaslo ones.

—

Laid in a high pile, four layers deep in part, irregularh^
J^(/(/.
heaped up. Flatly spheroidal, base well Hattoncd. often irregularly
Ribs about 50 at the margin, diminishing variously toward the
so.
vertex, fine, close, the reticulations at the summits with the cross
striic forming cells higher than wide, slightly hollowed, the ribs looking
beaded under a low power, reall}^ waved by the cell areas; vertex
Pale
reticulate about the micropylar rosette, which is not raised.
pearly bluish green; diameter, 0.7

mm.;

height,

O.-l-

nmi.

—

Stage 1.
Head pale brown with large black spots on the tubercles
and small })rown freckles over vertex; body moderately slender, semilooping, the feet of joints 7 and 8 small, joint 12 slightly enlarged.
Shield pale brown, blackish on the edges and tubercles; tubercles
very large, angularly rounded, black, normal; seta> black. ])ointed; leg
plates ])lack; skin sparsely dark spicular.
Stage IT. Head luteous, with brown tubercular spots; width, 0.55

—

mm.

Body

rowed

at joint 11, joint 12 enlarged a

rather slender, contracted somewhat subventrally, narTranslucent green; dorsal,
little.

subdorsal, lateral, and broad substigmatal lines a little more whitish
Feet pale; tul)ercles round, black; cervical
than the ground color.
shield a little

smoky.

—Head

bilobed, shining brownish luteous, dark spots on
Body
the tubercles and small freckles over vertex; width, I nun.
moderate, narrowed at joints 10 and 11, 12 enlarged dorsally, feet of

Stage III.

joints T

and 8 small.

Dark green

dorsally; dorsal, subdoi-sal, and
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dark green edg-ed; space between lateral and
dark green. Substigmatal l)and broad, white;
subventer green, shaded with dark; feet paler. Tubercles all black,
faint lateral linos white,

substigmatal lines

all

round, not large, pale ringed minutely.
Stage IV. Head pale brown, freckled over the vertex and most of
the surface, except the clypeus, with fine strigse; tubercles in black

—

apex of paraclypeus; width, 1.8 mm.
Green, strongly shaded with
blackish green, edging the broken white dorsal, subdorsal, and lateral
lines and forming traces of a dorsal lattice; solid on the sides about the
broad, white substigmatal band. Subventer likewise dark, but the
feetyjale. Tubercles white, with black hair dots; setas fine; no shields;
spots; a pair of little dots at

Body moderate,

joint

12 enlarged.

the lines reach the ends; thoracic feet
.

An

smoky

ringed.

interpolated stage occurred with width of head 1.7

—
—

mm.

Stage V. Like the next stage; width of head, 2.2 mm.
Stage VI. Head rounded, the apex in joint 2, luteous, heavily circularly mottled w^ith dull brow n, with the usual vertical bands; width,
2. 8 mm.
Body moderate, joint 12 gently enlarged, feet equal. Ground
color creamy brown, heavily mottled in black and nearly obscured.
Dorsal and subdorsal lines white, dotted, the subdorsal the heaviest.
Oblique black shades in the dorsal space; tubercle ii large, white.
Sides like the dorsum, but pale by the absence of the oblique shades,
Substigmatal band white dotted, filled by the
sparsely white dotted.
ground color; subventer like the sides. Thoracic feet red brown, the
abdominal ones pale, whitish. Tubercles and setse obscure.
;

MAMESTRA SUBJUNCTA

13, 10, 25, July 2, August
Through some error Mr. Cockle has

Nine specimens, June
16 (bred).

Grote and Robinson.

11 (bred), 15 (bred),
this species

named

canadensis in his collection.

—

Egg. Laid in a large patch, in part in two layers. Flatly spheroidal,
almost disk-like; 50 vertical ribs, low, slight, close together, their

summits bearing the longitudinal reticulations, the cross-stria' of which
form quadrangular cells. Reticulations equally distinct, alike, neat,
narrow, sharply raised. Summit broadly elongate-hexagonally reticulate, the micropyle with a circle of pyriform cells.
Pure white, later
faintly purplish gray; diameter, 0.7 mm.
Stage 1. Head round, bilol)ed, shining translucent pale brownish
luteous, faintly blackish freckled, eye black, month l)rown.
Body
slender, normal, semilooping, joint 12 enlarged, the feet of joint 7 and
8 very short.
Whitish, shields concolorous, tubercles moderate, black;
alimentary canal reddish in anterior half of body. When fed the
larvae are green; setae long, black.
Stage II. Head rounded, translucent pale luteous, ocelli l)lack;
width, 0.5 mm.
Bod}" moderate, semilooping, feet of joints 7 and 8

—

—
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Pale ^reen, shaded with olivaceous

narrow dorsal, subdorsal, and lateral pale straif^ht
Stigniatal band whitish, illy defined below from the pale sub-

blackish, leaving
lines.

venter.

Tn])ercles small, black; feet pale.

— Head round, the apex

Stage III.
black; width,

1

mm.

Body normal

slightly in joint 2; green, ocelli
joint 12 slightly enlarged, feet

nearly e([ual, those of joint 7 only a little reduced. Green, dorsal and
subdorsal lines narrow, white, blackish green edged, this color mottling the ground a little.
Substigmatal band ])road, white above,

shading to the subventral color bclow% edged above with blackish
green, leaving a lateral defined line of the ground color. Subventral
region slightly dark-marbled; hair dots black in a pale rim; feet pale.

Other

larvaj were faintly brown shaded.
Stage IV. Head rounded, the apex in joint 2; whitish luteous,
reticulate with smoky In-own over the lol)es; width, 1.5 nun.
Body
sordid green, dotted and reticulate with olivaceous green, edging the
lines and forming an obscure lattice in the dorsal space.
Dorsal, sub-

—

dorsal and lateral lines white, narrow, broken; stigmatal band l)road,

white, covering the spiracle except on joints 2 and 12, dark-edged
above, greenish-filled below; a few wdiite dots scattered over the surface.

Feet all pale; spiracles black-rimmed; joint 12 slightly enlarged;

feet nearly equal.

—

Stage V.
Head whitish luteous, the reticulations forming a })and
on the lobe and a small one from the eye; width, 2.1 nun. Body normal, joint 12 scarcely enlarged; pale brown without green tint; dorsal,
subdorsal, and lateral lines broken and lost in the ground color, dotted
reticulate with white and dark brown, forming irregular narrow
oblique dark lines on the segments posteriorly forward and downward, obscurely joining a dark band stigmatally, forming a transverse
sulxlorsal bar on joint 12.
Stigmatal band lost in the ground color, a
red line tilling it above, whiter than the subventral area, which is dotFeet pale;
ted like the dorsum, but with more white and less brown.
tu])ercles small, white, obscure.

Stage TY.— Head rounded, the apex in joint 2, pale brown, shining,
dark brown reticulate, with broad indistinct vertical bands and a l)and
from the eye; width, 3 mm. Body normal, joint 12 very little
enlarged.
Pale l)rown, tessellated with blackish, dotted and reticuThe l)lackisii color forms subdorsal bars and dorsal spots, smoky
late.
and ditfusc, transverse and s((uarish on joint 12; a broad lateral line
indicated in pale.
Substigmatal band pale, reddish mottled and all

dark reticulate like the body; subventer dotted and reticulutc
and venter pale; tubercles whitish, ol)scure.

Feet
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Boisduval.

Four specimeMS, June 7, 13, 23, July 14, and one from Mr. Cockle's colJune 14. Mr. Cockle has the species labeled ncimdee., but it does
not ag-ree with Grote's description of that form. Prof. J. B. Smith
is the authority for the name, but not improbably some confusion in
the labels has occurred. The specimens agree closely with Eastern
grandis, and, though a trifle smaller, there is scarcely enough differlection

ence to define even a local race.

— Laid

I^g(f.

little;

in a large patch.

Flatly spheroidal, l)ase flattened but

30 vertical ribs, diminishing by alternation, broad, rounded,

crested

by the longitudinal

reticulations, but

weakly

likewise weak, shagreened wrinkly overall.

so, the cross strise

Pale j^ellow. later with a

purple ring and spot; diameter, 0.6 mm.
Stage I. Head strongly bilobed, shining sordid luteous, ejQ black.
Body semilooping, feet of joints 7 and 8 short, cjdindrical; joint 12
enlarged.
Transparent whitish, alimentar}' canal red; tubercles large,

—

Cervical shield faintly luteous with black spots

setse short, black,

stiff'.

at the tubercles,

two detached

setse;

leg shields smoky.

normal, large, black, no subprimaries;
ia

and

ia to

iil)

Tubercles
on thorax separate,

ib small.

—

Stage 11. Head bilobed, whitish, smoky shaded, sliining, eye black;
width, 0.6 mm.
Body equal, normal, feet of joints 7 and S small,
joint 12 not enlarged.

Whitish, green from the food, with olixaceous

shading, leaving pale dorsal, subdorsal and lateral lines, the space

below the
paler.

lateral line darker.

No

Below tracheal

line to venter sharply

shields; feet pale; tubercles moderate, ])hK'k, in pale rings;

setai fine, short.

—

Stage III. Head bilol)ed, held flath", shining pale brown, thickly
mottled with blackish over the apices of the lobes; width, 1.1 nun.

Body normal, depressed anteriorly, joint 12 a little enlarged dorsally.
Dorsum blackish green, subventer light green; dorsal, subdorsal and
lateral lines narrow, white, dark edged; space between lateral and stigmatal lines black; substigmatal band broad, white, greenish filled. No
shields, the lines continuous; feet pale, the pair on joint 7 small, those
Tubercles minute, black;
of 8 nearly equal to the ones on 9 and 10.

moderate, l)rown.
Head round, low bilobed, broad, shining translucent
white, brown reticulate, showing faintl}' l)rown vertical bands on the
Body normal, joint
lobes and upward from the e3^e; width, 1.7 mm.
12 enlarged a little, feet equal.
Dorsum dark slaty olivaceous, black
crinkled lines thickly on an ochraceous ground, edging the faint narrow pale dorsal and subdorsal lines. A dark vinous band between the
sette

Stage IV.

—

obsolete lateral white line and the substigmatal one.

white, pale vinous

filled;

The

latter broad,

subventral space white, translucent, waxy,
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Feet pale; tubercles whitish with black

lightly blackish reticulate.

hair dots; seta? moderate, dusky.

Stage V.

— Head

shiniii<»-

reticulations; width,

ulate in dark

brown

palo l^rown with dark

mm.

brown

band.s

and

Body smoky

olivaceous dorsally, reticand speckled with white, shading to vinous hiterii.8

Dorsal and subdorsal lines obsolete, linear, pulverulent, white;
blackish patches at the tubercles.
Stigmatal line linear, white, being
the upper edge of the substigmatal band, its lower edge lost in tlie
waxy white subventral area. A little vinous centers the subventer
with some white and black specks. Feet pale; tubercles and setae
minute.
ally.

tStar/e

VL — Head

sordid luteous, reticulate in brown, vertical bands

and one from eye moderately

distinct, the round, shining

retracted in joint 2; width, 3.6

mm.

Body

apex slightly

robust, equal, joint 12

Dull sordid purplish, shading to whitish
Feet pale, no distinct marks. The dorsum is
dotted in white and strigose reticulate in black on a lilaceous ground;
traces of the white dorsal line and the upper and lower edges of the
substigmatal band show by an alignment of dots only. Cervical shield
Tubercles minute, setae fine, obscure; spiracles
slightly sooty shaded.
white, black rimmed.
scarcely enlarged, feet equal.

below the

spiracles.

MAMESTRA INVALIDA
Three specimens,
June 21:.

Jul}^ 2, 25,

collection

A

August

— Laid in

and one from Mr. Cockle's

captive female deposited eggs.

passed but five stages according to
JEgg.

11,

Smith.

my

The

larvae

notes.

a large patch, not touching.

Two-thirds spherical,

the base roundedly flattened; ribs about 10, finely angularly waved,

decreasing irregularly toward vertex; no vertical reticulations in the
hollows;

cross striae fine,

from the ends of the
a circle of pyriform

nearly obsolete; vertex weakly reticulate

ribs to the slightly raised micropyle,
cells.

which

l)ears

Pale yellow, later washed with reddish

all

over the upper part; diameter, 0.85 mm.
Stage I. Head rounded bilobed, pale brown with slight brown
Body moderate, norma'.,
spots on the tubercles; antenme rather short.
Whitish, the tu})ercles
joint 12 a little enlarged, shields uncornitied.
moderate, brown, normal. Feet of joints Tand S small; skin minutely
dotted spicular, subcutaneous layer rounded vacuolar; seta> black,

—

pointed.

Stage //.—Head round, bilobed, greenish, thickly brown dotted
Body
except a streak on lobe above and clypeus; width, 0.8 nun.
moderate, green, olivaceous shaded, leaving dorsal, subdorsal, hitoi-al,
and broad stigmatal lines pale. Shields concolorous; tubercles small,
round, black. Feet pale, those of joints 7 and 8 smaller; joint 12 a
little

enlaroed.
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Stage III. Head green, the paraclypeal tubercles blackish; width,
mm, Bod}^ dark olivaceous green; dorsal and subdorsal lines narrow, dark edged, lateral wavy, obscure, stigmatal broad, pale; sub-

1.1

venter oliv'aceous; feet pale; tubercles and seta3 obscure.
Stage IV. (Green form)— Head green, faintly darker reticulate;
width, 1.9 to 2.1 mm. Body uniform, rather slender; joint 12 enlarged

low hump which appears brighter l)y its markings.
Green, dorsal, subdorsal, and broad stigmatal lines white, dark-green
edged, throwing a series of broken green obliques from sulidorsal
anterior to dorsal posterior, forming a bar on joint 12.
Sides dark
marbled, sub venter less so; stigmatal line straight, touching- spiracle
Feet green; tubercles white obscure.
except on joints 2 and 12.
(Brown form) Head pale brown, heavily recticulate in dark brown,
forming an erect stripe on face edging clypeus and median suture.
Body brown, reticulate in dark brown, marked as in the other form,
but the ol)lique and bounding shades heavier, the light lines nearly
completely light brown filled. Tubercles white, but no other white
dorsall}^ in a

—

dots.

No

shields; feet equal.

Stage V.

— Head

brown, reticulate in darker and with

distinct

mm.

Large, robust, equal; joint 12 a little
enlarged.
Light ocherous brown, with subdorsal blackish shaded
oblique bands, squarely terminated on joint 12, fainter on the thorax.
Dorsal line rather broad, pale; subdorsal indicated by dark edging
lines; sides black recticulate, light, not shaded; substigmatal band
vertical bands; width, 3.3

yellowish, with a narrow dark edge above; sub venter
ticulate.

Setse

small,

brown; feet

pale; cervical

shield

brown

rec-

darkened,

triliueate.

MAMESTRA

TRIFOLII

Rottemburg.

One specimen, much worn, taken August

1 l)y

MAMESTRA OREGONICA
No

Mr. Cockle.

Grote.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, July 12, 1902.

inclined to regard this

form

as distinct

MAMESTRA

from

ASSIMILIS

I

am

trifolii.

Morrison.

Seven specimens, July 6, 8, 25, 30, August 5. The specimens have
more diversified wings than the Atlantic region form, which is
a smooth black.
This is probably a local race, which I leave to be
named by some enterprising student. The larva is remarkably pretty.
The Kaslo ones were black, but this color is not constant, as I took
one on brake {Pteriti) at Shawnigan Lake, on Vancouver Island, in
which the ground color was green. The larvae had but five stages.
Egg. Spheroidal with flattened base; ribs fine, about 10 around the
margin, dimiuishiug by confluence above. Reticulations distinct, both

gra^^er,

—
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and transverse, the latter forming cross-striso with ncarlv
no vertical lines in the hollows. Vertex reticulate Ix'tween the ends of the ribs and the micropylar rosette. Palo yellow;
vertical

s<iiiare cells;

diameter, 0.8

Stage

I,

mm.

— Head

feet of joints 7

with

and

round, l)ilobcd, pale whitish luteous; tubercles
Body moderate, joint Vl slightly enlarged,

mouth brown.

blackish;

and 8 smaller.

ii

l^lack tubercles,

Wliitish, cervical shield pale l)r()wn
the other tubercles very large, black, round, i

nearly in line, ia and

spar.seh"

Stage

il)

of thorax small.

Leg

plates black; skin

dark spicular.

IL

— Head

smoky blackish spots on the
Body moderate, joint 12 slightly enlarged;
others more robust.
Shield greenish luteous,

shining luteous with

tubercles; width, 0.6 ram.

some look

ver}- slender,

nearly concolorous; body light green, the ordinary lines of the ground
color broad, about equal to the intervening spaces, which are olivace-

may be described as addorsal, upper and lower
Feet pale; those of joints 7 and 8 short. Tu])ercles minute,
blackish, with the seta? inconspicuous.
Later the ordinary lines show

ous dark green, and
lateral.

pale,

the dorsal obscure, the subdorsal yellowish white, the lateral

obscure, the substigmatal line like the subdorsal.

The

colors fade

very markedly during the stage.
Stage Til. Head green, dotted with brown over the upper part;
width, 1.1 mm.
Body moderate; joint 12 scarcely enlarged, darkly
and contrastingly colored. Black above, dorsal and lateral lines obsolete, dotted; subdorsal and substigmatal alike, broad, greenish white.
Subventral region and feet pale greenish, black mottled.
Shields
concolorous; tubercles black, minute.
Stage IV. Head with the apex in joint 2, the luedian sutures
depressed, shining luteous, with a few brown spots above; width, 2
mm. Body uniform, velvety olivaceous black; broad, equal, subdorsal
and sul)stigmatal ban'ds of pale y^ellow, even, reaching the ends, no

—

—

shield, the substigmatal onh' narrowly black below; sul)ventral region
and feet pale greenish, but retracted. Traces of a narrow dorsal line;
tubercles and setaj obscure.
Some of the larvw had heads 1.5, 1.6 nun., etc., while one had a
2.4 mm. head, probabh' representing the missing stage v that wa> not
observed in the larva speciall}' under observation. The ct)lors were

the same.

Stage

FZ— Head

slightly bilobed, the vertex in joint

2,

light red,

Body

velvety black; l)road sulnlorsal
and substigmatal bands light yellow, narrowly white at the edges.
finely mottled; width,

H nun.

subventral region and feet outwardly light reil; anal flap
brown-black. Thoracic feet pale luteous; venfer pale whitish; tubercles

Lower

obsolete; sette tine, black; spiracles white.
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MAMESTRA INGRAVIS
2.

One .specimen, July
The species varies

25,

vol. xxvii.

Smith.

and one from Mr. Cockle \s collection, May
width and distinctness of the submarginal

in the

pale lilac shading-.

MAMESTRA ADJUNCTA
Two
J^gg.

specimens, Jmie 25, July 10.
a large irregular patch.

— Laid in

Boisduval.

Two-thirds spherical, the

base flattened; ribs about 56 around the margin, diminishing by confluence, pitted-waved; cross-striae nearly obsolete; vertex above the ribs
reticulate;

micropyle raised.

Pale yellow; diameter, 0.6

MAMESTRA TACOMA

mm.

Strecker.

Two specimen June 3, July 22. This species Avas determined for
Mr. Cockle by Professor Smith and seems to be correctly so, as the
specimens agree with Strecker's description. The form was pre,

unknown

viously

— Laid

to me.

mass, adherent.
Spheroidal, the l)ase well
rounded, the top roughened l)y the ends of the liljs; ribs aljout 25,
broad, narrow at the tip, decreasing toward the vertex which is reticulate; cross-striae distinct, about as high as the ribs, forming nearly
quadrangular cells. Pale yellow, later with brownish dotted ring and
^'gg.

in a large

spot; width, 0.8 nun, height, O.O

Stage

I.

— Head

rounded,

streaked, the sutures darker.

mm.

bilobed,

Body

long,

pale

l)rown,

slightly

slender, cylindrical, normal, joint

12 a little enlarged, semilooping, the feet of joints 7 and 8 smaller.
Translucent yellowish, the food green; tubercles small, neatly black;
Cervical shield reduced,
shields of the abdominal feet blackish.
luteous; no marks.
Stage IT. Head luteous, faintly brownish reticulate and with curved
lines each side of the clypeus; eye black, mouth brown; width, 0.6

—

mm.

Body normal, uniform,

and 8

short.

joint 12 enlarged, the feet of joints 7
Pale green, striped with olivaceous blackish; a broad
dorsal line, two narrower lateral ones and broad subventral one, leaving a subdorsal, lateral and broad stigmatal pale green lines. Feet
pale; tubercle dots black in pale areas; setse short, dark; no shields.
Stage ITl. Head shining pale green, vertex a little smok}", eyes
Body pale green with broad, straight stripes of
black; width, 1 mm.
velvety green, subdorsal, lateral, suprastigmatal, subventral, the subShields concolorous, lined, but
dorsal broad and darker at its edges.
the green is more olivaceous on them. Tubercles pale; hair dots and

—

sets© black; small.

Stage IV.

dusky

— Head shining green, the vertex more whitish and

reticulate, ocelli black; width, 1.7

mm.

Markings

faintl}^

as before,

N0.137C.
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but the subventral band is dotted and obsolete, the substioinatal space
forming a ])road greenish white Imnd. Suprastioinatal l)an(l paler
than the subdorsal and lateral; subdorsal broadl}^ geminate, blackishgreen dotted tilled.
Stage V. Head, 2.1 mm. Lateral and suprastigmatal dark bands
more vacuolated dotted and obscurely geminate by their edges.
Otherwise no change; spiracles white.
Stage VL Head erect, bilobed, the apex in joint 2; green, a little
jxllowish over the lobes and faintly darker green reticulate; width,

—

—

3.1

mm.

Body

yellow green,
defined onlj^

all

faintl}'

by

its

much as before but still paler. Soft velvety
dotted and reticulate in dai-ker.
Subdorsal band
edges, giving a smoky dorsal geminate line, the

space between subdorsal and lateral forming dark ]>ands, giving a pale
subdorsal line blackish-green edged; an obscure white stigniatal line.

Skin folds yellowish; tubercles small, dark; iv below the center of the
spiracle.
The larva is almost unmarked, especially as the colors pale
with growth.
This is a tree-feeding Noctuid, as is very evident from the coloraThe food plant is probably the thimbleberry {Bubus nutkanus).
tion.

MAMESTRA STRICTA

Walker.

Seven specimens, August 20 (West Eobson), 25 (Victoria), 31
(Shawnigan Lake), September 1 (Shawuigan Lake), 2 (Wellington), 5
(Shawnigan Lake).

MAMESTRA OLIVACEA

Morrison, var.

PETITA

Smith.

Eight hundred and forty-three specimens, June 25, July 21, 22, 25,
August 5, 0, 7, 12, 15, 21 (Revelstoke). As some difference of
opinion has arisen concerning the proper placing of the forms allied

27, 31,

In Bulletin No. 52 of the
U. S. National Museum, I referred minis Grote as a variety of oUvacea
with davena Smith, luc'ma Smith, altua Smith, nuegavciia Smith, and
'petita '^xmXh as synon3ans; rectllhiea Smith as a second variety with
circumcincta Smith and ohnigra Smith as synonyms. To this conclusion Professor Smith expresses dissent,'' and states his adherence to
the views expressed in a previous paper.'^ After studying the 1,5(K>
specimens from Kaslo, the material in the National ]\Iuseum and Proto (illvacea^ I will here discuss the matter.

am disposed to admit two distinct species,
though they run very closel}'. I have separated the Kaslo catch into
two series, which typify olivacea and coviis and, tiiough there may be
Ollravta
doubt alH)ut a few specimens, I can broadly separate them.
is smaller, without tendency to green, and th(^ discolorous spot at anal
fessor Smith's slides, I

« Jour.

N. Y. Ent. Soc, XI, 1903,

''Traiiy.

Am.

Ent.

f>oi-.,

p. 14.

XXVII, IWl,

p.

l.':!0.
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angle is diffuse; comis is larger, with a certain tendency to green, the
spot at anal angle of primaries smaller, concrete, cspecialh^ marked in
the females. The male genitalia offer no sharp contrast.
I will now
refer to the
1.

stricta.

of stricta
I

names proposed by Professor Smith.

circumcincta Smith.
I

was

is

This

is

form of
The Kootenai form

obvious!}^ on\y a very dark

in error in referring it to olivacea.

not dark, judging from the single specimen I obtained as
place, though it might pass for emnaharhia Grote.

was leaving the

Professor Smith's form
2.

rectilinea Smith.

is from the Sierra Nevada of
The female types before me

California.

are from Sierra

Nevada, California. The}^ are normal females of coiaU.
3. luclna Smith, altua Smith, inegarena Smith.
These are admitted
b}" the author to be but races of olivacea.
They should not have been
listed as species.
Altua and megarena are from the same faunai region
and should be made synonymous.
4. davena Smith.
I have the male type.
I can not match it exactly
in the same sex from the Kaslo catch, though the faunai region is the
same. It is a somewhat aberrant specimen.
.V male comis from
Wellington, Vancouver Island, is nearly its exact mate and a female
from Kaslo represents the same form. Smith's slide of the male
genitalia shows some differences.
The piece is narrower at the end,
less spinose.
The single specimen, however, is not convincing and I

am

inclined to view^

it

as varietal.

The female ty^Q before me is onh' comis Grote.
6. jpetita Smith.
This was described from one male and three
females.
I believe the male w^as comis.^ the females olivacea.
The
latter I can match from Wellington and the males accompanying them
resemble altua and do not show the peculiar character attributed to
6.

ohiigra Smith.

the genital structures in Smith's figure.
is

only, I think, a distorted specimen.

strangely has been misplaced from

This slide

The

is

before

me and

spine that stands

up

so

normal position by pressure,
while its apparent slenderness is due to its being seen edgeways. If
replaced, I think nothing different from the usual comis form would
be seen.
Besides these, Smith has described vau-media and incurva., which
he refers in this neighborhood. They are not before me, but I have
little doubt that vau-media is olivacea and will replace the name
altaa.^ while incurva is compared with anguina and therefore is probits

ably not refei'able to this group.

Allowing now every possible latitude for geographical forms,
names thus:

place the

OLIVACEA

Morrison

Atlantic region.

obscurior Smith.

race lucina Smith

Western

race altua Smith (=? vau-media Smith)

Rocky Mountains.

prairies.

megarena Smith.
race petita Smith

Pacific coast

and mountains.

I
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and mountains adjoining.

ohnigra Smith.
recti llnca

Smith.

male pet ita Smith.
davena Smith.

This urrano-onient loiive.s the name ;;(??'/A/ Smitli for tho Kootenai
form, about which th(>rc .seems some confusion. Terhaps a sei)aratc
name is not needed, as the form runs so near typical olivacea. The
ivAmGj^'t't'h however, may properly he restricted to tlie female^ types,

male is a synonym of another species and was characterized
from a distorted structure, and this name wall apply to the northas the

western race of oUracca if a separate name is desired.
Three-fourths spherical, the base flat, the apex rouy-hened by
F<j(j.
the ends of the ribs; ribs about 30, diminishinjj- toward the vertex,
neatly waved, with obsolete cro!^s-stria>; vertex confused, the micropyle
slightly raised.
Pale yellow Avith dull red vertical ring- and spot;

—

diameter, 0.75

mm.

— Head slightly bilobed, shining- black.

Stage I.
Body normal, joint
12 not enlarged, feet of joints 7 and 8 small; whitish, the large cervical
shield, feet, tubercles and plates black.
Tubercles rather large, brownblack; cervical shield shining; setas long, bulbous-tipped; skin finely

dark granular.
Stage II. Head round, dull black; width, 0.5 mm. Body moderate,
a little flattened, joint 12 slightly enlarged dorsally.
Dark ])rown,
dorsal and subdorsal lines pale, broken, darker edged, traces of a

—

lateral line; substigmatal line broad, all pale, sordid.

Tubercles round,

black, elevated; seta^ hing, glandular tipped, dark at base, curving

backward and forward; thoracic feet black.
Stage III. Head dark brown, the sutures black,

—

width, 0.85

mm.

Body

clj^peus pale

brown;

robust, a little squarely flattened, joint 12

Dark, the skin granular; sul)dorsal region pale ocherous, indicating a segmentary widening of the
dark dorsal l)and, edged l)elow by a straight black band. Sides nearly
uniformly dark, the subventral region lighter l)clow the fold. Tul)ercles small, black; setae coarse, stiff, the tii)s truncate and bhuk;
slightly angularly prominent, folded.

shields concolorous.

—

Stage IV. Head small, rcmndcd, didi dark l)rown, a ])lack \'-mark
over the cl3'peus and paler streak on vertex; width, l.M mm. Body
robust, flattened, resembling a piece of dirty Avood, stiff, sluggisli.
granular, the setic stiff with enlarged tips and alternating in direction.
Dorsal space Avood- brown with a black dorsal diamond-shaped markSubdorsal line broad, Aviiitish, Avith central dark line and bhicking.
ish upper border, l)eIow black Avith a lateral Avaved pale line and a

broad parallel dilution bidow

it.

Substigmatal band
black;

l)r.)ad.

sul)venter

Avhitish.

l)rown dotted; spiracles small,

broAvn.

Feet, pale; tubercles, black, slightly elevated.

wavi'd.
ol»scure
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All as before, but brig-hter after

Sette white, stiff,
the moult, thoug-h soon becoming as dull as before.
Head pale brown, dull, subpruniose, with black
thick, subcapitate.

and bands.
had but five stages. The}^ are concealed ground feeders,
any low plant, mostly by night. The paUern of coloration and

reticulations

The

larvfe

eating-

habits as well are identical with those of Maniestra laudabiUsGnQn^Q.^''

MAMESTRA COMIS

Grote.

Six hundred and sixty-five specimens, June 16, 25, July 19, 27, 31,
August 3, 5, 6, 7, 12, 16, 17. The larva greatly resembles that of
oUvacea Morrison. I did not notice any difi'erences while they were
alive,

but the inflated comis are pinker than the ollvacea similaily pre-

pared, while the relative distinctness of the markings

we have

giving the impression that

different,

is

somewhat

to do with distinct

species.

Egg.

— Two-thirds

more or

spherical, base not strongly flattened,

irregularly compressed; vertex roughened l)y the ends of the

less

ribs; ribs

about 10, diminishing by alternation, angularl}' undulate,

the sides pitted

])y

the hollows, the reticulations indistinct.

where the surface
elevated, with a circle of pyriform
end

in

0.75

mm.

Stage

a circle

I.

— Whitish,

large tubercles black.

is

radially grooved;

cells.

The

ribs

micropj^le

Pale yellow; diameter,

the head large; cervical shield, anal plate, and

Feet of

Setse long, curved, bulbous tipped.

joints 7 and 8 very short; the body

is

robust,

joint

12 scarcely

enlarged.

Stage 11.

— Head

equal, a little
sal,

shining black; width, 0.5 mm. Body moderate,
flattened, sordid green, shaded with brown, leaving dor-

subdorsal, lateral, and broad substigmatal pale lines.

Tubercles

small, black, a little elevated; setse coarse, black, subcapitate.

— Head, 0.85 mm.
IV. — Head, 1.3 mm.

Stage III.
Stage

stage of ollvacea

may

As in the next
The description

stage.

of the corresponding-

be repeated for this.

—

Stage Y. Head, 2.1 mm. As in the previous stage, but brighter
The dorsal shaded diamond-shaped markings are
after the moult.
distinct.
The description of ollvacea will appl}- with the exceptions

noted above.

MAMESTRA ILLAUDABILIS

Grote.

Nine specimens, June 25, July 2, 20, 21 (Bear Lake), 20, 31, August
This has been referred as a local variation of the Eastern laudahllu Guenee, but I am disposed to consider it a true species. It is
constantly smaller than laudahlUs and more darkly colored. The

3, 6.

"See Can. Ent.,

XXXV,

1903, p. 273.
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small size would not be expected in a Western race of an Eastern
species, since these are always lar«i;('r.

more Hattened tlian the upper half;
diminishing by alternation toward vertex,

7tf/v.— Sphoroidal, the l)asal half

about

-i-o

vertical

ril^s,

ano-ulai-ly undulate, the sides pitted

crest,

'/Mj^y.w^f

circle

by the hollows, the vertex with
The ril)s end in a

but the reticulations not distinct.

where the surface

radially grooved; micropylc elevated,
Pale yellow; diameter, 0.9 mm.

is

circle of p3'riform cells.

—

\\\X\\

Head slightl}^ bilobcd, roiuid, convex l)efore, clypeus
I.
brown-black, clypeus paler; width, 0.3 mm. Body robust,
joint 12 slightly enlarged, the feet of joints 7 and 8 short.
Whitish,
food reddish anteriorly; cervical shield large, black.
Tubercles
Stage

liigh;

small, blackish; seta3 long, pale, swollen-tipped, curved.
cal shield has pale spaces

around the tubercles.

The

cervi-

Skin minutely dusky,

granular.

—
Stage TIL — Head

Stage 11. Not observed; the description of Mamcstra laudahilU^
corresponding stage will probably suffice.

in the

dark sordid brown with long pale seta?; width,
sordid brown with narrow faint whitish
subdorsal and lateral lines. Tubercles round, black; set» long, fine
pale, curved, with enlarged tips.
Skin minutely dark granular.
Stage IV. Head dull black, paraclypcus, mouth, .small brown
spots on faces of lobes and in vertical suture pale brown; width,
U.O

mm.

Body moderate,

—

1

mm.

Body

rolmst,

rather squarely flattened, joint 12 slightly

enlarged, folded; feet equal.

Skin densely pale, papillose granular;

ground color dark brown, lines obsolete; subdorsal region lighter,
edged below by a velvety black band which is widened on the .segments, broken on thorax. Sides irregularl}' marked. Set* thick,
the tips widened.
Shields concolorous; tubercle ii conspicuous by a
cluster of light granules; a light subdorsal patch on joint 12 anteriorly.
Stage V. Head rounded, the apex in joint 2 heavil}' reticulated in
dark brown on a pale ground, almost black; width, 1.8 mm. Bod}'

—

robust, quadrately flattened, no shields; densely papillose granular.

Black mixed with brown; tubercle ii .surrounded by a ring of pale
Subdorsal region
papillae, especiall}^ prominent on joints 12 and 13.
Sul)dor.sal
line pale with
of joint 12 and anal flap wa.shed with pale.
obsolete.
Seta^
lines
deep black edge below; sub ventral fold lighter;
concolorous
Papilhe
tips.
thick, pale or dark, widened toward the
with the markings.
The hivvM pupated in the earth at the end of this stage, l>ut no
moths emerged.

MAMESTRA SUTRINA
No

Grote.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection July 12, 1002.
"Can. Ent.,

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXXV,

xxvii— 03

1903, p. 273.
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MAMESTRA MUTILATA
Two

vol. xxvii.

Smith.

specimens, August 13 (Sandon, Mr. Curric); September 8
The two specimens are not closely similar. The male is

(Glacier).

mutilata Smith, the female ramter'U Smith, but I can not regard them
as separate.

MAMESTRA LOREA

Guenee.

Thirty-eight specimens, June 13, 16, IT, 23, 24, 25, 30, July 2, 8,
An early species. Eggs were obtained in season, but I could

22.

not carry the larvre beyond stage iv, they showed such a persistent
tendency to hibernate. They were fed on dead leaves.
Two-thirds spherical, base round, not flat, easily detached
JSgg.
and rolling. Ribs about 40, rather sharply narrow and straight,
diminishing at summit where they become low and less distinct.
Reticulations scarcel}'^ indicated, cross-striie obsolete; vertex broadly
smooth, obsoletely reticulate; micropyle slightl}' raised with crown of
small pyriform cells.
Pale yellow, later dark red all over the vertex;

—

diameter, 0.7

mm.

—

Stage I. Head rounded, pale brown, eye black. Body robust,
normal, joint 12 slightly enlarged. Cervical shield pale luteous; body
whitish,

linel}^

dusk3',spicular granular.

setse long, pale,

with enlarged

Tubercles small, brownish;

tips.

—

Stage IT. Head ])ilobed, erect, pale brown, the vertex darker;
width 0.45 mm. Body robust, joint 12 scarcely enlarged; whitish
sordid, dark from the alimentary canal, the incisures folded.
Dorsal
and subdorsal lines barel}^ indicated; tubercles round, black; setae
moderate, capitate; feet pale, those of joint 7 a little smaller.
Stage III. Head round, dull dark brown, darker shaded centrally;
width 0.7 mm. Body robust, flattened, equal; ocherous subdorsall}^,
a series of wide dorsal diamond-shaped marks, lighter centrally and
cut by a very obscure, pale dorsal line.
Sides mottled in brown black
like the dorsum.
Shields concolorous; tubercles small, l)lack; seta
stifl", pale, subcapitate, alternating forward and backward; feet pale,
the pair on joint 7 smaller.
Stage IV. Head round, pale brown, with obscure darker reticulations and bauds; width 1 mm.
Body robust, flattened, equal, sluggish.
Color as before.
The concluding stages remain to be described.

—

—

MAMESTRA LARISSA
One specimen, June 13, and two from Mr.

Smith.

Cockle's collection

June 2

which he has kindly allowed me to keep. Mr. Cockle
says the species was not rare in 1902, but it certainly was so in 1903.
It is ver}^ close to jjenslHs Grote in appearance.
and

25, 1902,
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MAMESTRA PENSILIS
One

i;-i,

Grote.

and forty-thrce specimens, July

livindrod

5, 6, 7,

The species
manner in which

15, 17.
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25, 27, 7\.u«,nist

?>^

4,

very near vlcina (Jrotc. 1 do not
Prof. J. B. Smith has separated these
is

with the
I Avould refer the
in the U. S. National Museum collection.
New York, Texas, Colorado, and Arizona specimens to vici/ia, the
Vancouver Island and California ones to 2Je?isili's.
Eg-gs were obtained, but not very early, and the larva? refused to
proceed be3^ond stage ii before hibernating. They were fed on dead

'AOYQxt

forms

leaves.

—Laid

in the jar, which was
Two-thirds spherical, conoidally narrowed
above, base flattened, somewhat irregular. Ribs about 48, not diminishing till the edge of the large vertex, where is a mass of irregular
crumpled ridges. Sides of ribs waved, crossed by faint striie, which
meet at an angle in the depressions, these being without flat bottom.
Micropylar rosette raised. Pale yellow, with a red ring and spot;
E(/g.

in a

mass under a piece of paper

o-hied to the glass ))y

diameter, 0.6

Stage

I.

them.

mm.

— Head rounded, wide, with

the cervical shield, plates, and

Body

white, densely dark granular; tubercles
Body robust,
large, angular; setre with clear bulbous tips, rather long.
joint 12 enlarged, the feet of joints 7 and 8 smaller.

tubercles

brown

black.

Stage //.—Head rounded, shining black, mouth ])r()wn; width 0.4
Cervical shield, anal plate, leg plates, and round tubercles black.
Body robust, equal, sordid, dark brown, with very faint whitish dorsal,

mm.

Seti^
subdorsal, and broad substigmatal lines with illy defined edges.
coarse, })lack, with enlarged tips, alternating forward and backward;

feet of joints 7

and 8 a

The concluding

little

smaller.

stages remain to be described.

ADMETOVIS OXYMORUS

Grote.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, June 28,
(Sandon). Jt is a male and has brown hind wings.

No

BARATHRA CURIALIS
One

specimen, June 10.

l!>02

Smith.

It has less yellow

shading than a bred

specimen from Randolph, Vermont, before me, but is the same species,
Eggs were obtained from this single specimen, but proved
I judge.
sterile.

Flattened spheroidal, ])as(^ moderately
£:gg,—Jjnid in a small patch.
moderate, diminishing rapidly
narrow,
rather
flattened; ribs about 48,
the summit, the vertex in a
on
ending
by alternation near vertex,
with
a circle of py riform cells;
micropyle
area;
broad, circular, radiate
A\ axy
cells.
((uadrangular
nearly
forming
cross-striie very obscure,
yellow; diameter, 0.0

mm.;

height, 0.5

mm.
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DARGIDA PROCINCTA
Twenty-five specimens,

August
£"(/(/.

(>,

7, 13,

May

September 8

31,

June

vol. xxvii.

Grote.

13, 21, 23, 25, 27,

July 14,

(Glacier).

—Two-thirds spherical, the base

flat;

ribs about

-lO,

irregularly at vertex, coarsel}' projected at apex, covered

diminishing

by

reticula-

hollows and on the apices of the ribs
forming rounded hexagonal cells which indent the sides of the ribs.
An irregular!}^ sculptured area about the raised micropyle, which has
tions, the longitudinal lines in the

a circle of pyriform
/Stage I.

—Head

cells.

Pale yellow; diameter, 0.6 mm.
brown-black, shining.

Body

l)ilobed, cl3'peus high,

stout, joint 12 slightly enlarged, feet of joints 7 and 8 short; cervical

shield large, brownish.

All sordid gray, whitish, with skin

granular; alimentary canal reddish.
setse

black with swollen

tips,

normal,

ia

to

iil)

dark
smoky;

finel}"

Tul^ercles rather large,

of thorax separate, no

subprimaries, iv above the center of the spiracle on the posterior seg-

ments; four stout sharp seta^ at anus, two above and two below.
Head rounded, bilobed, shining sordid luteous, thickly
/Stage 11.
dotted reticulate with blackish, except on median suture and line on
each lobe; width, 0.55 nun. Body moderate, tapered behind, joint 12
not enlarged; feet practically equal, the thoracic ones small. Blackish
olivaceous green; dorsal, subdorsal, and lateral narrow pale lines,
substigmatal line broader and white. Feet sordid, shields concolorous;
tubercles and sette obsolete.
With growth, pale green, the lines

—

obscure.

Stage 111.

— Head

gray spots; width
scarcely enlarged.

1

rounded, green, thickly marked with angular
Bod}^ normal, smaller behind, joint 12

mm.

Velvet}^ dark olivaceous with

lines; dorsal line isolated,

narrow pale-green

subdorsal and three lateral lines closely

approximated, the middle one difi^use; substigmatal l)and broader,
greenish white. Feet pale; spiracles white; no shield, the lines reaching the ends; tubercles and set^ invisible.
Stage IV. Head rounded, the apex in joint 2, greenish luteous,
thickly brown dotted, lost in a sordid vertical shade; width 1.9 mm.
Dorsum olivaceous velvety black; sides lighter, obscurely traversed by
four still lighter lines, the upper and lower of these the brightest; a
dark area above the stigmatal ])and which is olivaceous, 3"ellow
dotted, difi'use below; subventer dark olivaceous, venter lighter; feet

—

dotted.

Stage Y.

—Head

heavily reticulated in leaden blackish and over-

spread with leaden; width 2.0

Ground

mm.

Body

varies

from

light to dark.

color velvety olivaceous l)lack; subdorsal and lateral bands-

and darker filled; substigmatal band about the same, a shade lighter Subventer pulverulently
Feet pale, the thoracic ones smoky;
black above, greenish below.
lighter, straight, rather broad, light-edged
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spiracles white; venter green; no shields.

The

li*rht

forms show only

the dorsal space and suprastij,nnatal ])and daik, the rest

T7.— Head

Sta(/e

from Californian

3.5

mm.

larvjv."

1

It is essentially like

^<)

stage

v.

Grote.

May

(Mr. Cockle),

XYLOMIGES RUBRICA

No

80,

June

4, 6.

Harvey.

specimens; one from Mr, Clockh^'s collection, Ma}'^

XYLOMIGES HIEMALIS

Two

all o-reenisii.

have descril)ed this stage previously

XYLOMIGES PERLUBENS
Four specimens, April

861

8.

Grote.

specnnens, April 23 (Mr. Cockle), 26 (Mr. Cockle), and one
collection April 17.

from Mr. Cockle's

XYLOMIGES SIMPLEX

Two

specimens.

May

Walker.

3<>.

XYLOMIGES DOLOSA
No

specimens; one

in

Mr. Cockh^'s

Grote.

collection.

SCOTOGRAMMA DENSA

Smith

No specimens. I refer with hesitation to this species, a single
female from Mr. Cockle's collection, taken July 81. It is of a dark
gray, produced b}^ white powdering on a bluish black ground and
patches of ocherous yellowish, most distinct in a line at base of fringe.
It has a very different look to the types of dcnsa and is doubtless
worthy of a new name; but from the single specimen I do not care to
characterize

it.

SCOTOGRAMMA UNIFORMIS
Two

Smith.

specimens, July 29 (Bear Lake Mountain) and one in Mr.
August 8, 1902 (McGuigan). ^\v. Cockle's speci-

Cockle's collection,

men

is

female,

a

more

distinctly

approaches infuscata Smith, which
tinct

from

marked than the males, and
is

probal)ly not specitically dis-

this.

SCOTOGRAMMA
Five specimens, June

2(;,

July

SEDILIS

21, 2l»(I^*"^i" Lid^e Mountain),

A female agrees well

Mr. Currie).
Smith; the rest, a male and three females
13 (Sandon,

Smith.

August

with the type of

i<edills

from what
so do not
the
latter,
of
type
the
not
have
I
I have SiSj^erplexa Smith.
make this synonymy at present. A speciuKMi in Mr. Cockle's collecare not different

«Proc. Ent. Soo. Wash., IV, 1899,

p. 322.
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named

is

inconciniia Smith, but

vol.

xxvn.

does not agree with the type

it

made this same erroneous determination for the U. S. National Museum, and I suppose that he has conceived a wrong idea of his own species, not having the type before him.

before me.

Professor Smith has

ANARTA MELANOPA

Thunberg.

Eight specimens, July 29 (Bear Lake Mountain).

The hind wings

are largely black at base, reducing the size of the white space, while
I judge the form is not so extreme as laerta
but probably connects it with melanopa. Kelloggi Hy.
Edwards seems to be the same as or very close to the Kaslo specimens.

the forewings are dark.

Smith,

ANARTA LAPPONICA

Thunberg.

One specimen, August 10 (Kokanee Mountain).

ANARTA ZETTERSTEDTI

Staudinger.

One specimen, August

10 (Kokanee Mountain).
It has the foremarkings nearly lost; hind wings with the white
space much reduced and powdered with black.

wings

ver}" dark, the

TAPINOSTOLA ORIENTALIS

No

Grote.

specimen; one in Mr. Cockle's collection.

HELIOPHILA OXYGALE

Grote.

One hundred and seventv-two specimens, June 25, July 14, 21, 30, 31,
The form occurring at Kaslo is marked like
5, 6, 7, 11, 12.

August

oxygale from California, but runs smaller, about the size of mlnoi^ata

Most

some few run to
satisfied, from a
couple of slides made of the male genitalia, that there is easily enough
variation to account for the slight differences between Smith's figures
of oxygale and minorata^"' and therefore the name minorata expresses
only a varietal form of oxygale, not a racial one. The species is the
western form of the eastern luteo])allens Smith, and both are only
geographical expressions of the European pallens Linnaeus, scarcely
worthy of more than racial distinction. Eggs were obtained, but
Smith.

of the specimens are lightly marked,

heavy dark shadings

the

larvfB

persisted

(var. tninorata Smith).

in

I

am

hibernating and could not be carried to

maturity.

Egg.

— Elliptical, higher than wide, rounded barrel shaped;

smooth,

shining, pale yellow, with no trace of ribs; reticulations linear, irregularly quadrangular, the vertical lines

raised, smaller,

mostly straight, faint, scarcely
to the micropylar rosette.

and rounded on the vertex

Diameter, 0.6 mm.; height, 0.7

mm.

« Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XXV,

pi. v, figs.

4

and

5.
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Stage

Z— Head

slightly bilobed, rounded,

Body moderate,

brown.

8G3

feet of joints 7

brown; cervical shield
and 8 a little smaller, joint 12

scarcely enlarcred.
White, the skin dark, spicular; tul)ercles
brown; mix pointed; feet and leg plates smoky; cliin gland

small,
clear,

conical.

Stage

7Z—Head bilobed,

width, 0.5

mm.

oblique, brown,

Body with

joints .5-6

smoky

sliadod,

eye black;

and 12 slightly enlarged,

feet

Pale whitish with faint brown shadings, not defined;
tubercles minute, dusky; seta> pale.
nearly equal.

Stage III.
width, 0.8

—Head

mm.

brown, dark dotted by the tubercles;
rather slender and tapering a little to the ends,

])ilobed,

Body

subequal.
Translucent 3^ellowish sordid green from the food; dorsal,
subdorsal, lateral, and broad substiginatal lines whitish, sharply edged,
but obscure, a slight brown shading between them; tubercles small,
black.

—

Stage lY. Head pale luteous, darkl}^ reticulate, tubercles l)lack, a
black shade before vertex of lobe within; width, 1.2 mm.
Body
moderate, equal, of a translucent reddish brown; dorsal line narrow,
whitish, a broad smoky area around tu))ercle i; subdorsal and lateral
lines whitish, not edged, the space

between lateral and substigmatal
on the edges, brown centrally. Substigmatal
band whitish, not contrasted; subventer faintl}^ brown tinged. Tul)ercles small, black, contrasted; cervical shield shining, concolorous with
the markings before, but luteous behind; feet pale.
lines smok}' blackish

At

this point the larvte

became persistent

in their efl'orts to hil)crnatc,

but a stage was obtained with head of 1.4 mm. on September 18, and
another of 1.7 mm. on October 7, ])ut they did not differ in markings
and are not improbably interpolated. The last stages remain to be
observed.

HELIOPHILA ROSEOLA
One hundred and
27, 31,

August

thirty-four specimens,

4, 5, 6.

It varies in the

the fore wings, but this

is

Smith.

June

30,

depth of

never wholl\^ lacking.

posterior line sometimes appears as a

row of

July

tlie

2. S, 19, 24.

reddish tint of

The

transverse-

five dots, l)ut

U\o

is

the

may be wholly wanting. The species ai)proaclies
Some of the darkest forms apparently come out as

usual number, and they

calgarlana Smith.

that species in Smith's synoptic table on account of the presence of a
faint darker shade under the median vein; but on eomparison with the
types of calgarlana the roseola arc all far less brightly marked and
It is closely allied to and perhaps
can not l)e confused with it.
only a race oifarcta Grote, which lacks the red tint. The larva is like
It fed on
farcta, with the markings brighter antl more contrasted.

grass.
.£)/£/.— Laid

crowded

in the

groove of

a leaf,

gummed

into a mass.
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Nearly spherical, the base a

little flattened;

perfectly smooth, shining

yellowish white without sculpture; diameter, 0.6

Stage
black.

— Head

vol. xxvii.

mm.

brownish luteous, ocelli
Bod}' short, robust, joint VI and the central segments slightly
I.

enlarged.

Cervical shield large, pale luteous.

clear granular;
colorless.

slightly bilobed, round,

tubercles minute,

Feet of joint 7 very

slightl}'

Body

whitish, densely
moderate, pointed,
shorter than the others. Later

brown;

sette

the food appears green.

mm.

—

Head pale luteous, vertex narrowly blackish; width
Body thickened at joints 5-6, joint 12 enlarged. Yellowish,

Stage II.
0.55

green from the food, especially in joints 5 and 6. Dorsal, subdorsal,
traces of lateral and broad stigmatal bands faint, white.
Cervical
shield a little blackish, but not cornified.
Tubercles and set^ obscure.
Stage III. Head pale luteous with traces of brown vertical lines;
a dark shade behind vertex; width, 1.05 mm.
Bod}' moderate, joints
5-6 and 12 a trace enlarged. Olive green, lines white, straight; dorsal,
trace of upper subdorsal, lower subdorsal, lateral, a line between
lateral and substigmatal, brown shaded; trace of suprastigmatal; substigmatal broad, yellowish tinted, folded.
Feet brownish marked; no
shields; tubercles and setse obscure.
Stage IV. Head rounded, full, whitish with rather open brown
reticulations and vertical bands; width, 1.5 mm.
Body moderate,
equal, feet nearl}^ equal.
Straw-yellow; dorsal, upper and lower subdorsal and lateral lines whitish, even, brownish edged, obscure; space
below lateral line gray brown, divided b}" a dilution. Substigmatal
line white, straw-yellow filled.
Feet pale with dusky tubercles;

—

—

tubercles small, black; setge short, obscure.

—

Head round, whitish luteous, reticulations open, faint
Stage V.
Body equal;
with faint vertical bands, shining; width, 2.3 mm.
straw-j^ellow; dorsal, upper and lower subdorsal and lateral lines
straight, whitish, distinct, edged b}^ light brown; three lines alternating with them narrow and waved; lateral space dark brown, filled
with a narrow central pale line; a white line at the top of the black
spiracles; substigmatal band broadly straw-yellow filled, its lower
Tubercles small black.
edge also white; sub venter dull}' marbled.
Feet dark shaded; set^ minute; no shields.
Stage VI. Head large, rounded, shining pale luteous with smokybrown reticulations and vertical bands; width, 8.2 nmi. Body modLight straw yellow; dorerate, equal, no shields, uniformly colored.
sal space blackish reticular, defining a white dorsal line and addorsal

—

dilution; a black, distinct, even subdorsal band, lightened centrally

by

a double straw-brown line; suprastigmatal space heavily and distinctly
black reticulate on a whitish ground, forming a black band like the

subdorsal one, diluted centrally.

straw-brown

filled.

Substigmatal

band white edged,

Feet nearly white, those of joints 7 to 10, with
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curved black bars outwardly, the others entirely pale, tho anal pair
with gray reticulations. Tubercles small,
showing blackish; setae
i

fine,

obscure.

HELIOPHILA COMMOIDES

Two

specimens, July

Guenee.

2.

HELIOPHILA HETERODOXA

Smith.

Five specimens, May 29, June i, 4, 11. The ])asal streak on fore
wings may be faint {heterodo.ni Smith) or distinct {luegadia Smith).
There is obviously no specific difference between these forms. The
species is close to insueta Guenee and apparently only a geogi-aphical
expression of it; yet, being lighter and slighter than its eastern ally,
it violates the usual rule for western races, and I would not, therefore,
unite these forms specificall3\
Eggs were obtained from captive females in good season; the larvaa
were fed on grass.
Laid crowded into crevices of the leaf and glued together.
E(jg.
Two-thirds spherical, the base well flattened, smooth, no trace of ribs;
surface neatly reticulate in linear, mostly quadrangular lines, slightly

—

Pale yellow; diameter, 0.7 mm.
rounded, testaceous, the edges, sutures, and mouth
Body robust, normal, joint 12 a little
brown; width, 0.4 mm.
enlarged, feet all present, the anterior abdominal ones a little smaller.
Whitish, unmarked; cervical shield small, brown. Tubercles minute,
black, iv above the spira(;ular line; foot plates and anal plate dusky;
Later the food appears dark green in spots;
setffi moderate, long.
elongate vertically.

Stage

I.

— Head

brown subdorsal and lateral lines.
Head round, shining whitish, broadly shaded with
brown; ocelli }>lack; width, 0.5 mm. Body enlarged at joints l-G,
faint

Stage II.

—

Whitish, green shaded; dorsal,
Substigmatal
line broad, white, the space between it and hiteral line filled in with
brown shading; a subventral brown shaded band. Tubercles small,
black; setse short, pale; feet, smoky shaded; no shields.
Stage IIL—Uend very pale lirown with dark reticulations on the
slender behind, 12 a

little

subdorsal, and lateral

enlarged.

lines white, straight, obscure.

Body moderate, largest before,
enlarged dorsally. Very pale fleshy

back part; eyes black; width, 0.8 nnn.
tapering behind, joint 12 slightly

whitish; dorsal, su))dorsal, and lateral lines whitish, narrow, straight,
obscurely dark-edged; substigmatal band broad, white, edgtnl above

and below by a broad dark-brown band, the upper one the most
Feet nearly equal all pah- tubercles
tinct mark on the body.

disan^l

setai obsolete.

about spherical, free, ()bli(|ue. shining
pale luteous, faintly reticulate, most strongly so on the vertices and
Stage

IV.— Head

round,

full,
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sides of the lobes, ocelli black; width, 1.2

ing a

mm.

Bod}- slender, taper-

joint 12 slightly enlarged dorsally.

little,

Smooth translucent

green, the color mostly from the food; dorsal, upper and lower subdorsal and lateral lines white, about as broad as the spaces; stigmatal

Between

band white.

it

and the

dark purplish brown;
Folded bases of the feet

lateral line, all

subventer irregularly shaded in brown.

whitish; feet colorless; tubercles miiuite, l)lack; setfe short, pale.
Stage V. Head round, slightly bilobed, full, large, shining waxj^

—

white, faintly reticulate in brown; width, 1.8

mm.

Body moderate,

Pale brown, mottled with dark brown; dorsal line
narrow, white, subdorsal broad, eroded geminate above; lateral straight,
a trace of a line below it; lower lateral straight; between this and the
equal; feet equal.

stigmatal line a broad dark-brown area obscurely geminate

by a

dilu-

Stigmatal band white, below the spiracles on joints 2 and 12;
subventer slightly brown mottled. Feet whitish; tubercles dark, but

tion.

obscure; no shields.

—

Stage VI. Head luteous white, reticulate with brown and with verbands beside the clypeus and a narrow one from eye; width, 2.5 mm.
Body finely and neatly striped. Ground color pale creamy; dorsal
line white, broadly dark brown edged, powdery without with a partly
detached line along tubercle i. Subdorsal line white, powdery, dark

tical

brown edged above; lateral
space brown filled, with a

line white, straight like the others; lateral

central dilution, almost forming a

line.

and stigmatal purple-brown filled, with a similar
Substigmatal band white, geminate by a
linear dilution, whitish.
broad waved filling. Subventral area luteous, white dotted. Feet
pale; tubercles i and ii with small black spots, the other tubercles conSpace between

lateral

The body

colorous; spiracles black; shields concolorous.

is

uniform,

joint 12 not enlarged; feet equal; seta3 short, obscure.

Stage VII.

— Head

luteous, reticulations

brown; width, 3.5 mm.

Body
brown

and vertical bands dark

equal, tapered a little

at

the ends;

white dotted,
reticulate.
Dorsal line white, dark
edged; subdorsal and lateral similar, the subdorsal broadly dark above.

luteous,

Space between
luteous

filled;

lateral line and spiracles dark; substigmatal band white;
subventer white dotted; feet pale.

ZOSTEROPODA HIRTIPES
Forty-two specimens, .June

August
Egg.

IG,

19,

23,

Grote.

25,

July

8,

21,

27,

30,

11.

— Low

ellipsoidal, the

base flattened; ribs about 36, broad,

low, indistinct, covered by reticulations, the apical ones on the ribs

forming a regular zigzag; no lines in the hollows and the cross-striee
obsolete on the sides but distinct toward vertex, where there is a coarse,
rounded, hexagonal reticulation, irregular and confused; micropylar
circle of pyriform cells slightly raised.
Pale yellow, with a reddish
ring and spot; diameter, 0.8 mm.
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—

Stage T. Head rounded, slightly bilobcd, cl3'peus hij^li. wliitish;
Body
three vertical rows of l)rown spots on each lol)e; width, 0.3 mm.
moderate, normal, joint 12 slightly enlarged, feet of joiiits 7 and 8
small, whitish; the tul)er('les small, brown, shields concolrous witli the
bod}^; no marks; feet pale; setse rather long, sharp, normal, ia to iib

separate.

Stage IT.

— Head long, rounded before, the apex

in joint 2; whitish,

from the e3^e, one parallel to suture and edging clypeus
roundedly, and a row of dots approximate to the latter, ocelli black;
Body slender, joints 5 to 7 thicker and looped up a
width, 0.55 mm.
little, joint 12 scarcely enlarged, 10 and 11 narrower, feet of 7 and 8
smaller; whitish, green from the food; dorsal, subdorsal, faint lateral,
broad substigmatal lines whitish; sides shaded in brown l)etween the
subdorsal and stigmatal lines. Tubercles small, dark; feet pale.
Stage III. Head elongate, narrowed to the mouth, held flatly, white,
with rows of purple-brown dots edging the suture on face and on
angle of lobes; clypeus dark edged, jaws dark, vertex of lobes smoky

a

brown

line

—

behind; width, 0.8 mm. Body slender, elongate, slightly flattened,
feet of joint 7 very small, those of joint 8 larger; whitish, shaded with
ocherous; dorsal line white, dull olive edged, tubercle i in a large, olive
spot; ii in a smaller one; subdorsal line white, straight, traces of a
Substigmatal line white,
lateral line, the sides dark brown filled.

showing on subventral fold, partly concealed subventrally and brownFeet pale, with spots on the tubercles.
ish filled.
Head held flatly, white with vertical dotted lines, two
Stage
on the lobe parallel to suture, one on side of head, marbled and a

/K—

from the eye, brown black; width, 1.1 mm. Body large for
a
the head, largest at joints 5 and 6, tapering each way, joint 12 again
dorsum
on
lines
Fleshy whitish, tubercles small, l)lack
little enlarged.
sides
whitish, obscure, hardly traceable, defined by grayish cloudings;
streak

;

darker, with two whitish lateral lines; stigmatal band white, bisected

by luteous gray; feet
Stage
1.5

mm.

pale.

round, oblique, white, marked as before; width,
slender and flattened, anal feet extended backward,

F!— Head
Body

Fleshy brown, dorsal space yellowish brown, marbled bel\ibercles
tween the narrow, obscure dorsal and subdorsal lines.
bandmgs;
longitudinal
small, black; sides dark, shaded in broad, ditt'use
area
subventral
filling;
substigmatal band white, geminate by a brown
small.
sette
marbled in brown; feet pale with black tubercles;
Head held flat, the apex in joint 2, straw yellow, luteous
Stage
width, 2.1
brown reticulate, the vertical bands no longer separate;
toward
slightly
narrowed
the sides projecting,

clasping.

FZ—

mm.

Body

flattened,

dotted with black withthe ends, feet equal, no shields; straw brown,
about the obsok^te
segregated
are
out distinct lines. The black dots
on joints
especially
tubercles,
the
dorsal and subdorsal lines and over
in
shaded
Sides
produced.
is
shade
11 and 12 where a contrasted
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dark brown, obscure!}' triplicate, including the obsolete lateral line;
all red-brown marbled, its edges clearer 3'ellowish
white; subventer dark brown dotted on the upper half, reddish below
and on \ enter. Feet pale with black tubercles; dorsal tubercles white;
substigmatal band

seta3 fine, rather short.

HIMELLA INFIDELIS
Four specimens, July

2,

19, 21

Dyar.

(Bear Lake) and one from Mr.

Cockle's collection, July 12, 1902.

GRAPHIPHORA CURTICA

Smith.

Thirteen specimens, August 16, 17, 18, all very dark in color but
apparently conspeciiic with eitrtica^ described from the Sierra Nevada
of California. I have others from Pullman, Washington (C. V. Piper).

GRAPHIPHORA COMMUNIS

Dyar.

Three thousand four hundred and twenty-live specimens, June 13,
16, 19, 25, July 2, 24, 25, 27, 30, August 4,^ 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16,
This is the species described by Smith as Taeniocampa fur17, 18.
Grote,"
but it is not Grote's furfurata, which has scaly vestifurata
ture. I therefore proposed the name communis for this form. Smith's

"New York"

locality

The

is

erroneous, as

is

single female before me, on which he

differs

from communis

in the straighter,

also the locality "Illinois."

made the latter reference,
more uniform and oblique

transverse anterior line, both this line and the transverse posterior distinctly pale lilled.

and

I

would

I

think

it is

at least a different race

from communis

call it smithii.

Ti/jM\— Cut. No. 7334, U. S. National Museum.
first brood of communis is grayer and smoother than the second
which is more yellowish brown and contrasted.
Spheroidal, the base flattened, upper half more rounded;
-Egg.
ribs moderate, diminishing in pairs; reticulations also moderate, cresting the ribs and forming cross-striw; apex reticulate, micropyle with
circle of pyriform cells. Pale yellow; diameter, 0.7 mm.
Laid singly,
adherent.

The

—

/Stage

I.

tubercles.

— Head

bilobed, pale luteous, with

Body moderate, normal,

8 larger, the others normal.

dusky spots on the

feet of joint 7 very small, of

Whitish, smooth, green from the food;

tubercles moderate, dusk}'; setw long, pale with small bulbous tibs;

tubercle iv above the center of the spiracle.

Stage //.—Head rounded, pale sordid luteous, thickly fleckled with
dark over the lobes and in vertex; width, 0.55 mm. Body short,
robust, narrower behind, joint 12 enlarged, the feet of 7 smaller than
«Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., XII, 1889, pp. 477.
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Fleshy, brownish; darker shaded on the sides, faintly
Cervical shield and tubercles
brownish, hair dots black; sotic moderate, dark.
the others.

indicating a greenish subdorsal line.

///.—Head

whitish, a smoky shade at vertex, thickly
dotted with black over lobes and in median suture; width, 0.8 mm.
Bod}^ short, I'obust, dark brown shaded, with narrow yellowish broken
StcKje

])alc

dorsal and subdorsal lines.

Cervical shield lutcous, edged and spotted

with blackish. Upper edge of stigmatal band indicated, below it
paler. Tubercles moderat(>, l>lack; sctiv rather long, glandular tipped;
feet nearly equal, with darker shields.

—

Stage IV. Head pale brown, thickly spotted with round black dots
median suture and over lobes; width, 1.2 nnu. Bod}' ro])ust, thoi-ax

in

Pale brown, mottled and
speckled with blackish; dorsal line narrow, whitish, smoky edged.
Obli(jue whitish shades from posteriorly near dorsal line to sulxlorsal

tapering to the head, joint 12 enlarged.

anteriorly on the segments, dark margined before, detine ol)sture

diamond-shaped dorsal patches, olivaceous shaded.

Tubercles round,

black; set.e short, pale; cervical shield pale, irregularh' black pow-

dered, leaving pale dorsal and subdorsal lines.

—

Stage V. Head with the apex in joint 2, sordid luteous with thick,
round black spots except on the face and a band on the lobe; width,

Body

1.8 nun.

robust,

somewhat

flattened, joint 12 slightly eidarged.

Blackish gray, thickly black streaked and white dotted on a i)ale
brown ground; shield concolorous. 0])lique light subdorsal lines posterior and dorsal, forward

on

and downward on joints 5 to 12, ])ar-shaped
Substigmatal band paler, reddish

joint 12, darker shaded behind.

reticulate,

shading to the subventer,

all

white dotted.

Traces of a

pale dorsal line.

Most
1.4

mm.

of the larvaj had but five stages, though one was noted with a

head, which would indicate six stages in that specimen.

GRAPHIPHORA UNIFORMIS
Eight specimens, July

11),

August

12.

GRAPHIPHORA ALIA
No

Guene'e.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, April IS.

STRETCHIA NORMALIS

No

Smith.

Grote.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, April

STRETCHIA PLUSIIFORMIS

Hy. Edwards.

one in Mr. Cockle's collection, September
described the larva from Coloradan specimens.

No specimens;

«Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,

XXV,

28.

li)02, p. 377.

27.

1

have
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STRETCHIA VARIABILIS

No

Smith.

specimens- one in Mr. Cockle's collection, April 28, 1902.

PERIGRAPHA ACHSHA
No

vol. xxvii.

Dyar.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, April 24.

CLEOCERIS RECTIFASCIA
Five specimens, July 31, August

1,

Smith.

The

11, 13, 16.

One

described from the mountains of California.

species

was

of the specimens

has the light tint in the reniform pale 3'ellow instead of the usual

brownish red.

PLEROMA OBLIQUATA
No

Smith.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, April 26.

PLEROMA BONUSCULA
No

.

Smith.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection taken August 24, I
It differs from the type in the blackish shadings being-

refer here.

reduced, while the double

row

of black spots separated by the frag-

ments of the white subterminal
produced, suggesting- dashes.
series

line is prominent, the spots slightl}^

The specimen

might show a form worthy of a

XYLINA FAGINA

No

A

Harvey.

from the coast region.
Grote and Robinson.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, September 20.

EUHARVEYA CARBONARIA

Harvey.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, April 23=

LITHOLOMIA NAP^A
Four specimens, Maj^

30,

June

Morrison.

2.

CALOCAMPA CINERITIA
No

rubbed.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection apparently repre-

XYLINA CAPAX

No

little

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, April 24.

sents a stray specimen

No

a

Morrison.

XYLINA OREGONENSIS

No

is

distinctive name.

Grote.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, Ma}^ 14, 1901.
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CUCULLIA OBSCURIOR
One specimen,

specimens, July

8,

August 20

Guene'e.

(Nelson).

GORTYNA MEDIALIS
No specimens; one

in

Mr. Cockle's

Smith.

collection.

PYRRHIA EXPRIMENS

No

Smi.h.

Au(^u.st 4.

CUCULLIA POSTERA

Two

871

Walker.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, July 20, 1901.

XANTHIA FLAVAGO

Two

Fabricius.

specimens, August 15, 17.

TRIGONOPHORA PERICULOSA

Guenee.

Two hundred and
4, 5, 6, 15, 17.

sixty specimens, July 14, 21, 22, 27, August 3,
Variable within the usual specific range. The form

v-hrunneum occurred in small proportion. Eggs were obtained, l)ut
only a few larvaj reached the last stage before winter.
Egg. Nearly spheroidal, the top slightly conoidal, roughened by
the ends of the ribs, base flattened moderately; ribs about 32 around
the margin, diminishing above by alternation to 10 about the vertex,
where they end in a low ring formed by a prominent cross-stria;
within this a series of low radiate bars to the micropylar rosette which

—

is

elevated; cross-striic low, rounded, j'et distinct, the cell areas gently

concave, twice as wide as high or more.

Surface subgranular shagreened; pale yellow later with a brown ring and spot; diameter 1

mm.

Laid singl3\

—

Stage I. Head round, bilobed, pale In-own with smoky black spots
on the tubercles, mouth red brown. Body moderately elongated,
semilooping, feet of joints 7 and 8 small, joint 12 enlarged. Cervical
shield pale brown; leg shields not infuscated, white; the tubercles
large, black; setw black,

stiff,

pointed.

—

Stage 11. Head bilobed, oblique, pale lutcous with distinct black
Body rather slender, flatspots on the tubercles; width, 0.8 mm.
Clear transtened, joint 12 enlarged laterally, feet of 7 and 8 small.
lucent green without shields; a broad, waved, obscurely geminate
subdorsal line dividing the dorsal space into diamond-shaped green
marks; a broad suprastigmatal more blackish band; subventral region

Tubercles round, black, distinct; setw black, pointed.
Stage III.— Head bilobed, oblique, green, brownish on the vertex,

more

whitish.

the tubercles black; width, 1.1

mm.

Body

soft clear green, the seg-
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joint 13 the most enlarged, feet of joints 7 and
White dorsal intersegmental spots, double on the posterior edges of the segments, single and fainter on the anterior edges;
olivaceous blackish broad open shadings, inclosing traces of the white
subdorsal line and extending on the dorsum and sides, forming a broad,
straight band over tubercle iii to the substigmatal band, which is broad,

ments submoniliforni,
8 smaller.

pale green, and shading to the subventer.
setjB small;

no

Tubercles round, black;

shields.

—

Stage IV. Head as before shining with pale brown reticulations
and black spots on the tubercles; width, 1..5 mm. Bod}^ olivaceous
green, marked as before in brown linings. The broad substigmatal
band and subventer are distinctly whitish.
Head rounded bilobed, pale brown with dark l)rown
St(((je V.
reticulations and brown vertical bands; width, 2.1 mm. Body moderate,
Light
joint 12 gently enlarged, the incisures somewhat marked.
olivaceous green, dotted and streaked in dark red brown, forming
edges to the dorsal line, tubercles i and ii and long oblique streaks to
Dorsal line resolved into two
the dark edge of the substigmatal line.
rounded spots to each segment and an anterior faint streak; tubercles
i and ii whitish; substigmatal band rather narrow, white, the subventer
sparingly brown marked. Feet brown marked; spiracles black;
tubercle iv above the middle on the posterior segments.
Head pale greenish luteous, reticulations and bands
Stage VI.
Body
light brown; tubercles i and ii black marked; width, 2.8 mm.
soft light olivaceous yellowish, robust, the segments enlarged, all
It is flecked with patches of light brown, edging the
nearly equal.
dorsal line, tubercles 1 and ii, forming oblique side lines and edging
the substigmatal band above. Dorsal line forming two dots posteriorly
and ii white; spiracles
on the segments, rounded, white; tubercles
black edged; substigmatal line obsolete, light, nearly without markings; subventer red marked instead of brown; thoracic feet brownish;

—

—

i

tubercles distinct, white, setse moderate.

One

larva spun a slight cocoon of white silk October 28.

EUCIRRCEDIA PAMPINA
Four specimens, August

18.

SCOLIOPTERYX LIBATRIX
Six specimens.

May

Guenee.

29, 30,

June

13, 25.

Linnaeus.

The

characteristic larva

was found on willow.

PSEUDORTHOSIA VARIABILIS
Eighty-six specimens, August

Grote.

6, 11, 13, 16, 17.
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Esper.

Sixteen specimens, July 7 (bred), 30, 31 (l)re(l), Ano-ust 4, (>, 7, 13,
Of these eioht have the spot in the reniforni like Kuropciiii jxil,acea; the others lack it (var. discolor Walker).
The lar\a was foiuKl
18.

on birch and aspen.
Sta<je

VL — Head

brown; width, 3.5

bilobed, free,

mm.

shinino- palo yellow, ocelli parti

Body moderate,

joint 12 scarcely enlarocd.

Translucent frosted whitish, food showing green. Dorsal line white,
narrow, straight; subdorsal less rigid and narrower, two stigniatal
lines, one a])ovc and one below the si)iracle, linear, waved like the sul)-

Feet pale, no shields, tubercles small, white,

dorsal.

center of the spiracle posteriorly.

The

skin

is

iv

above the

perfectly transparent,

the whitish frosted look being subcutaneous and caused largely by the
branches of the trachea?, both those running to the skin and to the
stomach being separately visible. Spiracles white, brown ringed.

ORTHOSIA PURPUREA

Grote.

Three specimens, September S (Ijred), lu
Mr. Cockle's collection, September 18, 19, 20.
hollyhock and plantain.

(bred),

and four from

Larvte were found on

—

Stage V. Joint 12 slightly enlarg-ed; green, dorsal, subdorsal, and
broad substigmatal bands white, the subdorsal waved; bod}- all white
dotted; tubercles small, white; spiracles white, black ringed.

Stage

VL — Head

mottled reticulate
faces of lobes.

rounded, apex in joint 2, erect, very pale brown,
darker gray, forming faint broad bands on the

in

Bod\^ cylindrical, normal, joint 12 scarcel}' enlarged.
])v a whitish subdorsal

Cervical shield black with a few pale dots, cut
line,

weakl}^

cornitied.

Body

brown, minutely dotted with
joints 5 to 12, diamond-

light

whitish; a series of subdorsal black

marks on

shaped and throwing' an arm from the lateral angles anteriorl;/, lighter
centrally, cut by the narrow', broken, powcUny' white dorsal line.
Tubercles i and ii small, white. Traces of a pale subdorsal line, black
edged; sul)stigmatal line broad, filled bv mottlings of the brown
ground till only its edges show white, dotted like all the ground and
Tubercles iii to vi white, not as
especially the subventral region.
Feet all j)ale.
contrasted as tubercles i and ii.

ORTHOSIA BICOLORAGO

Guenee, var.

FERRUGINOIDES

Guenee.

m

Eight specimens, August 12, 17,
collection August 21 and September

ORTHOSIA EUROA
One specimen, August 22
collection

August

18,

and two from Mr. Cockle's

1}».

Grote and Robinson.

(Kcvelstoke) and one from Mr. Cockle's

20.

Proc. N. :M. vol. xxvii-03
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IPIMORPHA PLEONECTUSA

vol. xxvii.

Grote.

Six specimens, Jul}" 3 (bred), August 7, 12, 18.
Both the dark
normal form and the light clay-colored one (var. iffjuil/nea Smith)
Larvae were found separatel}^ in neat houses of leaves with
occurred.
a round hole at the lower end, on aspen.
Stage VI. Head rounded, disk like, yellowish white, white on the
face, which is edged by a semicircular heavy black band; jaws and
sutures of mouth black; width, about 3 mm.
Body normal, flattened
ventrally, joint 12 not enlarged.
Translucent, green from food and
blood, a broad, dorsal pale white band on joints 3 to 13, narrowed
before; cervical shield all green, not cornitied; a similar ])ut narrower
and broken subdorsal line; a narrow substigmatal white line, resembling
the tracheal line. Thoracic feet black tipped; abdominal ones normal.
Tubercles small, pale, white with dark hair dots, iv at the lower corner

—

of the spiracle; spiracles white, black edged; skin shagreened.

HELIOTHIS PHLOGOPHAGUS

No
larva

Grote and Robinson.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection.

HELIOTHIS SCUTOSUS

No

I

have described the

from Coloradan specimens."
Fabricius.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection.

MELICLEPTRIA HONESTA

Grote.

No specimens; Smith's type of Melicleptria hasloa is, however, before
me and seems inseparable from Jwnesta Grote.
MELICLEPTRIA SEPTENTRIONALIS

No specimens;

Hy. Edwards.

one from Mr. Cockle's collection, June 7 (Ainsworth).

HELIACA NEXILIS

Morrison.

Three specimens, July 21 (Bear Lake Mountain), 29 (Bear Lake
Mountain).

PLUSIA AEREOIDES

No

Grote.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, August 19, 1902.

PLUSIA METALLICA

Two

specimens, August

6, 11.

AUTOGRAPHA MAPPA
Two

Grote.

Grote and Robinson.

specimens, August 13 (Sandon, Mr. Currie).
«Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXV,

1902, p. 374.

I
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AUTOGRAPHA FLAGELLUM
No

.specimens; one in

Mr. Cockle's

Walker.

collection. Aiio'ust 12.

AUTOGRAPHA PSEUDOGAMMA
One specimen,

875

Grote.

Jul}'^ 25.

AUTOGRAPHA CALIFORNICA
Twenty-three specimens, June
(bred), 4, 24, 31,

August

2, 3, 4,

Speyer.

11, 13, KJ, July 1 (bred), 3
p:jrg,s wore
24 (Vancouver).

1, 6, 7,
.5,

},

obtained from captive females and the larvie throve well, completing
in five stages.
I have elsewhere described the stages," and will therefore not repeat the descriptions.

AUTOGRAPHA BRASSICiE

Riley.

Three specimens, June (Mr. Cockle), August 25
was taken of this well-known larva.

No descrip-

(bred).

tion

AUTOGRAPHA RECTANGULA
Six specimens, July

2(3,

August

3, 4, 6, 7.

AUTOGRAPHA U-AUREUM
Four specimens, August

Kirby.

18, 20 (Nelson),

Guenee.

and one given

me by

Cockle.

AUTOGRAPHA VACCINII
One specimen, August

Hy. Edwards.

4.

AUTOGRAPHA SELECTA
Two

specimens, August

6, 15.

AUTOGRAPHA EPIGAEA
No

Walker.

Grote.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, August

AUTOGRAPHA AMPLA
Two

2(>.

1902.

Walker.

specimens, July 15, August 13 (Saudon, Mr. Curiio).

AUTOGRAPHA DIASEMA
One specimen, September

8 (Glacier, dead in an electric light).

SYNGRAPHA IGNEA
One specimen, September

Boisduval.

Grote.

8 (Glacier, dead in an electric light).

«Ent. Amer., VI, 1890,

p. 14.

INIr.
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MARASMALUS
No

vol.

xxvn.

INFICITA Walker.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection.

ANNAPHILA DANISTICA
No

Grote.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection.

EUSTROTIA ALBIDULA

Guenee.

Eighteen specimens, July 11 (Fletcher's Ranch), August 23 (Mission
This species did not occur at Kaslo at all. At both places
where I took it there are cultivated fields.
Junction).

THERASEA ANGUSTIPENNIS

Grote.

One specimen, August 10 (Kokanee Mountain, on

TARACHE MAJOR
No

snow).

Smith.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, August

TARACHE ARELI

Two

1,

1902.

Strecker.

specimens, June 23, July 23. Eggs were obtained from one of
larvffi hatched, but I could not find their food

the sj)ecimens and the
plant.

—A

higher than wide, slightly conoidal, base rounded
about 40 at the side, diminishing by alternation to 10
at the edge of the microp3dar area, straight, sharply elevated from a
flat surface; cross-stria3 obsolete, except at the ends of the ribs, vertex
irregularly quadrangularly reticulate with a cluster of small cells at
Bright bluish green; diameter, 0.75 mm.
the micropyle.
Stage I. Head large and thick, rounded, black. Body slender, the
segments moniliform, feet of joints 7 and 8 absent, the other feet large.
Cervical shield and thoracic feet black; tubercles large, blackish,
normal, no subprimaries; leg plates blackish. Luteous ochraceous,
darkened by fine skin granules, the segments broadh^, difl^usely marked
with dark vinous. Sette black with small bulbous clear tips; joint 12
E(j<j.

little

flattened; ribs

—

slightly enlarged.

HYAMIA SEXPUNCATATA
One specimen, June
14.

I

have described

S,

Grote.

and one from Mr. Cockle's collection, June
on dogbane from New Hampshire

this larva

specimens.**
«Journ. N. Y. Ent. 8oc., IV, 1896,

p. 145.
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MYCTEROPHORA LONGIPALPATA
Nino specimens,

»July 15, IS, 19,

for Mr. Cockle by Prof.

-I.

877

Hulst.

27.
Tiie species was identified
by comparison with Ilnlst's type.

2-1,

B. Smith,

Geometrid, is propcrl}' referable lo the
is probably also a Noctuid <i-(Mins. juduinj^
from llulst's description of tlie venation. Kg-gs were obtained from
captive females, but the little larvfe soon exhilnted the inevitable tendenc.y to hil)ornat(% and only the first three stages were ol)tain(Ml. They
fed on green lichens growing- on damp wood.
Egg. Ellipsoidal, base slightl}" flattened, top graniilarly roughened;
ribs about -10, low, narrow, neatly waved, diminishing 1)y confluence
to 12 at the edge of the micropylar area; cross stride distinct, rounded,
the cell areas not much wider than high; the ribs run practically to the

Tiie creniis, described

Noctnida\

as

a

Prosojxtrld (Irote

—

micropyle.
0.0

Pale yellow, later with the top

reddish;

all

diameter,

mm.

Stage
tinged.

/.—Head round, bilobed, thick, held flatly; brown, smoky
Body slender, elongate, joint 12 slightly enlarged, semilooping,

Whitish, the alimentary
the feet of joints 7 and 8 entirely absent.
angular, normal; setoe
brown,
Tubercles rather large,
canal reddish.
Cervical
tips.
bulbous
small
very long, curved, wdiite, smooth, with
shield, leg-plates

Stage

and anal plate blackish.

JZ—Head bilobed, pale whitish, sutures dark brown,

a verti-

O.-io
cal line in clypeus and obscure dottings on the tubercles; width.
and
joints
on
feet
no
7
elongate,
mm. Body cylindrical, moderately
longitudinal
with
whitish,
Pale
8, those of 9 and 10 approximate.
crimson lines, shadedly joined centrally on the segments, subdorsal,
broken.
lateral, supra- and substigmatal and subventral, irregularly
dark.
mimite,
tubercles
Feet pale; setffi long, curved, dusky;

Stage

//Z— Head

broad, rounded, dull brown gray; width, 0.0

mm.

Body slender, elongate, feet of joints 7 and 8 absent. As before, l)ut
Nearly uniform dull dark gray brown intersegthe color changed.
yellowish
mentally; on the segments with tine longitudinal streaks of
rather
white, addorsal, subdorsal, lateral, stigmatal. and subventral.
soft,
Hair
feet.
the
between
pale
Venter
irregular and not rigid.
hair
dots
concolorous;
raised,
slightly
Tubercles
pale" long, curved.

dark.

The subsequent

stages were not obtained.

EUCLIDIA CUSPIDEA

No

specimens; one in ^Mr. Cockle's collection.

MELIPOTIS PALLESCENS

No

Hubner.

specimens; one

in

Mr. Cockle's

Grote and Robinson.

collection,

faded specimen, originally darkly colored, but

June
1

24,

is

a

worn and

tlnnk referable here.
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MELIPOTIS JUCUNDA

No

Hiibner.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, JUI3' 12, 1902.

CIRRHOBOLINA MEXICANA
No

specimens; one

in

Mr. Cockle's

Three specimens;

May

80,

June

in

1901.

Grote.

Mr. Cockle's

Behr.

collection.

SYNEDA OCHRACEA

Behr.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, July 10 (Ainsworth).

SYNEDA HUDSONICA
Thirt3^-eight specimens;
18,

August 12,

6, 26.

SYNEDA SOCIA
No specimens; one

Behr.

collection,

SYNEDA ALLENI

No

vol. xxvii.

29,

July

band of fore

May

Grote and Robinson.

29, fhine

The specimens vary
wings from uniformly pale

2, 13.

brown shading on the

-1,

6,

8 (Ainsworth),

in the color of the

9,"

11,

middle

gra}' to a bright chestnut

.is the form se]>0!<it(( Hy.
Edwards, which is not a distinct species as hitherto listed. I endeavored
many times to o})tain eggs of this species, but alwa3^s without success.

central part.

This

CATOCALA BRISEIS

Edwards.

Six specimens, August 12, 13, 16, 17, IS. They agree exactly with
Eastern hriseis, although I had expected them to be the Californian
hermia Hy. Edwards. Two of them are of the form (jroteana Baile3^

CATOCALA AUGUSTA

Hy. Edwards.

Two specimens, August 12, 15. The specimens agree with others
which Mr. Beutenmiiller has so named for me.
CATOCALA RELICTA

No

Walker.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, which he has kindly

transmitted to

Behrens, but

me

It was supposed to represent elda
then I do not regard this as distinct from relicta.

for examination.

if so,

TOXOCAMPA VICTORIA

Grote.

Fort3^-two specimens, June 25, JUI3" 12, 14, 15, 25, 26, August 1.
w^ere readily obtained from cajjtive females, but I could not feed

Eggs

I judge that the3' do not have a particular food

the 3^oung larvae.
plant, as the eggs

hibernate in stage

i.

were

laid loose

and rolling about; perhaps they

LEPIDOPrKRA OF THE KOOTEXA I DISTRICT— DYAll.

No.iSTC.

^'7/f7-— l^erfectly spherical, rolling-

about

in the dish like shot,

slightly adluM-cnt as laid, hut nolciiouMJi to stick to a leaf.
vertical ribs, diininishino- toward the cuds, sharp, cnvstcd
tical reticulations. l)ut

Cross

rather remote.

— Head

2«;

bv the ver-

rounded

tine, parallel, forinino-

Soi-did

})al(^

rectangular cells
green; diameter, (i.l> mm.

oval, whitish, u

I)ilob('d,

curved

n!in-(»w

mottled brown l)and on the face of each lol)e, mouth hiown.
long, slender, vibrant looping, sordid whitish without marks.
of joints 7 and S very short; shields {-oncolorous;

brown,

very

About

low and with broadly concave spaces between,
stria>

four times as wid(^ as long.
St(i</e I.

879

IJod}'

Feet

tubercles small,

moderate, pointed.

scta>

HOMOPTERA CALYCANTHATA

Smith and Abbot.

Seven specimens. May 13 (Mr. Cockle), June 1, 2, ItJ, 19, 23. The
moths occurred in two forms, witli and without ocherous shadiiu«-.
Eggs were obtained from both and the resulting larvie proved indistinguishable.

—Two-thirds

spherical, the base flattened, rounded under.
narrow, moderate, w^aved, with faint obsolete cross
strife; apex broadly recticular, the cells as broad as tw^o ribs, quadrangular, then smaller cells, the micropyle with a circle of pyi'iform
cells.
Bluish green; diameter, 1 mm.
Einj.

About 10

Stage

I.

ribs,

— Head rounded bilobed, held obliquely, pale brown.

Body

slender, rapidl}" vibrant looping, feet of joints 7 and S very short.

Whitish translucent, green

in

the alimentar}^ canal before eating,

apparently from the green ^gg^ which does not turn red. Tubercles
moderate, black; shields concolorous, the elliptical leg plates of joints
9, 10,

and 13 smokv.

Stage II.

—Head

elongate, the vertex full, oldique; gray whitish,

shining, heavih' black reticulate, forming a band on vertex of lobes

from occiput

to

above

ch^peus;

width,

0.0

mm.

Body

slender,

elongate, feet of joints 7 and 8 very short and not used; slaty gray,

greenish diluted dorsally, bi'ownish laterally; geminate dorsal, subdorsal, lateral

and broad substigmatal gray

shield concolorous,
seta?

moderate,

leg shields olivaceous.

l)lack; joint 12 a little

lines,

obscure.

Cervical

Tubercles small, bhu-k.

enlarged dorsally; thoracis- feet

pale.

—

Stage TIL Head round, full, clypeus depressed, blackish, dotted
with white in six lines on vertex and a confused area over sides, a
whitish grav bar each side of clypeus, clypeus gray with three erect
black marks; width,

1

nun.

Body

slender, anal feet long, divergent,

and S very short; joint 12 slightly hunqied dorsally.
Blackish, diluted in sordid green on joints 5 to 7; wavy addorsal,
straight subdorsal and lateral lines wdiitish; stigniatnl and subventral
Feet pale, the abdominal ones gray
lines similar, equally narrow.
thos(> of joints 7
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without, the anal pair

])lacki.sh like

black; seta? black, line, rather long-.
joints 5-6

is

the body.

The

vol. xxvii.

Tubercles moderate,

greenish, thickened part at

held arched.

— Head

Inlobed, oblique, lobes full above clypeus, sutures
depressed; black, dotted in white, leaving- a bar on lobe above; width,

Stage IV.

1.7

mm.

Body

slender, tapering- behind, joints 5

and 6 enlarged, an

elevation on joint 5 posteriorly and a higher one on joint

the conical tubercle

ii;

feet of joints 1

and

lt3,

bearing

S not used, short.

Black,

green diluted on joints 5 and 6. Dorsal, subdorsal, lateral stigmatal
narrow wavy broken white lines; thoracic feet pale; tubercles small,
with seta3 black.
Stage V. Head round, bilobed, erect, free, violaceous white, densely
reticulate in black, cl3qDeus streaked vertically, antenna? pink; width,
2.6 mm.
Body slender, looped up at joints 5-6, tubercles ii on joint

—

12 forming a pair of cones; anal feet long, spreading; feet of joints 7
and S short and pale. Incisures of joints -1-5 and 5-6 conspicuously
green, else bark gray; dorsal line geminate, waved, white; subdorsal
narrow white, black edged above; lateral and stigmatal lines narrow,
white, similar.
Thoracic feet luteous, ringed in black; abdominal
ones gray-lined with luteous plates except the anal pair. Tubercles
white with black hair dots, i and ii of joint 5 conspicuous; a bright
dilution on the side of joint 8.
Stage VI. Head round, prominent, higher and wider than joint 2,
oblique, clypeal sutures depressed, reddish-brown bark color, freckled
with little white spots which are aggregated in large groups leaving
a line of the ground color from clypeus over tubercles i and ii; antennse white, striped with pink without; labrum whitish with reddish
marks; width, 3.7 mm. Body rather slender, joint 5 enlarged dorsally
and humped a little, joint 12 more sharply but less enlarged with high
cones bearing setse ii; feet of joints 7 and 8 shorter than the others
but alike in color. Bark brown, tubercle ii of joint 5 white in a black
Dorsal line white, geminate,
spot, the cones ii of joint 12 dark red.
waved, filled with white reticulations; subdorsal, lateral, substigmatal
and subventral lines single, w^aved, dotted on a greenish ground, the
greenish showing as a dilution about the hump on joint 5; a large
misty white shade over joint 8; sides of joint 12 and all of 13 a little
lightened.
No shields; tubercles white marked; feet pale, the abdom-

—

inal ones dull red within

wnth white tubercles, the anal pair black

lined; seta? fine, pale.

The

larvie fed

on birch.

Thev entered

EPIZEUXIS iEMULA

No

Ruber.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, August

nearest this species, but
in too

the ground to pupate.

difi'ers in

several characters.

It

poor condition to be made the type of a new name.

is,

2,

1902,

is

howev^er,
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ZANCLOGNATHA OCHREIPENNIS
No

specimens; one

Mr. Cockle's

in

881

Grote.

collection.

BLEPTINA CARADRINALIS

Guenee.

June 1:5, Kt, 10, 20, ?>o, July i% 4, Aucrust 5, 7.
from captive females l)iit the larva' liihcrnalcd l>cmatuiily.
rh(>y fed on dead dry l«>avcs.

Fifty-six specimens,
Eo-tjs

were

ol)taine(l

fore reachini^"
E<j<j.

— Conoidal with tlattened base, perfectly smooth, scarcely

shagreened,

Stage

I.

sliinino- ])ale

— Head rounded, hilobed,

orless; width, 0.25

l)lack,

cvcmi

mm.

yellow; diam(>ter..0.r)

mouth brown, antennte

col-

mm.

Cervical shield bisected, with anal plate black.
Feet of joints 7 and 8 short, the body normal, joint 12 a little enlai-<:ed.
Colorless, translucent, tubercles large, black, angular:
tips, clear,

Stage

IT.

si^ta'

with swollen

the shaft subspinulose, dusky.

— Head rounded, bilobed,

whitish with a vertical l)lackish

streak above the black ocelli; width,

O.-t

Body

nnn.

short, ro])ust,

brown, shaded on the sides with vinous, incisures paler. Cervical
shield blackish, broadly bisected; an obscure dark dorsal line; tubercles concolorous, seta^ short, thick, capitate, the tips pale and contrasted.

Stage IIT.

—Head sordid,

above eyes; width, 0.75

dull, a ])lack

mm.

V-mark ov(n-clypeus and dash

Bod}- robust, flattened, joint 12 enlar<;-ed.

Body sorCervical shield quadrate, blackish with a central dilution.
smoky g'rav, marked ])y the white points of the capitate seta'; a

did

darker dorsal

line; sides irregnlarly diluted in pale in the incisures

Hair dots black.
Stage TV. Head as before; width,

and

folds.

—

1.1

mm.

Body

the same, very

dark, the dorsal line blackish- with obli(iue subdorsal bars from anteSet» with white heads.
rior addorsal to posterior lateral, indistinct.

Stage Y.

— Head rounded, dull dark brown, a
mm.

lio-ht

band each

side of

Body

robust, flattened, l)lackish l)rown,
pale stigmatal line of
thickly dotted with lighter, darker laterally.
Seta^ short, thick,
the color of the dots, broken, diffuse, obscure.
swollen capitate, pale, contrasted on fh(^ dark ground; iv at the center

clypeus; width, 1.8

A

of the spiracle, v and vi nearly in line on

The

last stage, apparently,

remains

th(>

subventral fold.

to Ix^ described.

PALTHIS ANGULALIS

Hiibner.

Two specimens, June 10, 15. An egg was obtained from one of the
captured specimens, but the larva which hatched from it was accidentally lost.

^<7^.— Rounded hemispherical, translucent whitish; about 4i> low
hexagonal
ribs not sharper than the hollows, covered by an uniform
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reticulation of .sliohtlv raised lines, one junction at the sunnnit of a
the next in the base of a hollow.
Apex confusedly reticulate.

rib,

Some

irregular red spottings; diameter, 0.8 mm.
Stage I. Head rounded, bilobed, brown-black on vertex, pale
below, shining. Body moderate, joint 12 a little enlarged, feet normal,

—

translucent broAvn, the small tubercles and shields blackish
brown, including the cervical shield, leg plates, and anal plate. 8et^
moderate, pointed, dark; thoracic feet black.
e(|ual;

HYPENA HUMULI

Harris.

Sixteen specimens. May 30, 31, June 2, 11 (bred), 12 (bred), 13,
August 3, Sandon (G. C. Robbins) and one from Mr. Cockle's collection.
Eggs were obtained and the larvfe fed on nettle.

Egg.

— Flattened like one-third of

a sphere, the base rounded, very

flattened ellipsoidal; about 32 ribs, sharp, linear, high, fluted-waved,

diminishing toward the micropyle which

is marked by a cluster of
but scarcely raised, arcuated downward in the deep grooves, forming rectangular cells about twice as
wide as high. Color whitish, translucent, beaded by the ribs which
look wide under a low power; later with irregular brown specks;

elliptical cells; crdss-strijE distinct

diameter, 0.5
.

Stage

I.

mm.;

height, 0.3

mm.

—Head large, rounded, bilobed, colorless, eye black, mouth

brown; body slender, submoniliform, semilooping, feet on
10 and 13.
Colorless, transparent, unmarked, tubercles

joints 9,
invisible,

sette pale.

Stage IL-

— Head high, narrowed to mouth, bilobed, free, transparent

colorless, black

Body

spots on the tubercles, eye black,

slender, semilooping, no feet

on joint

mouth brown.

7; transparent,

food green,

shields concolorous; tubercles small, black.

Stage III.

No

feet

— Head pale

on joint

7,

whitish with black tubercles; width 0.6 nnn.

the anal pair extended backward.

Body transparent

green, tubercles black, a distinct white subdorsal line.

— Head

green with black tubercles; width, 1.3 mm.
no feet on joint 7, those of joint 8 small;
transparent green with distinct white subdorsal stripe; tubercles
moderate^ concolorous, with black hair dots; setffi black, stiff'.
Stage V. Head green with many grayish black flecks over vertex;
width, 1.9 mm.
Body semilooping, no feet on joint 7, those of 8 to
10 equal. Dorsum olivaceous green, subventer and venter clearer
green; dorsal vessel dark, whitish edged; subdorsal line bright white,
narrow. Tubercles pale, sordid, hair dots black. Hair rather long,
Stage IV.

Body

slender, elongate,

—

dark; feet

all

green; spiracles l)lack ringed.

Apparently flnished
stagfe iv was missed.

in five stages,

though

it

seems possible that

N0.137G.
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HYPENA CALIFORNICA
Three specimens, flune
October 20, 1902.

1, 3, 10,
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Behr.

and one from

y,\v.

Cockle's collec-

tion,

Family NYCTF.OLID/K.

NYCTEOLA REVAYANA

Scopoli.

Four specimens of tliis cosmopolitan species. Ano-ust 3, 4, 7, 10.
The larvic were common on the l)alsani poplar, Avel)hino- up the young
leaves in their well-known, characteristic manner.

Fa-mily

PERICOPID.E.

GNOPH^LA LATIPENNIS

Boisduval.

form found in Washington and the
markings reduced.
yellow
mountains of California with the

One specimen, August

of the

7,

Family

NOTODONTID.E.

MELALOPHA APICALIS
No

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection.

MELALOPHA BRUCEI
No

Walker.

specimens; Mr. Cockle has taken

Hy. Edwards.
it.

HYPERiESCHRA PACIFICA

Behr.

This form differs
rather distinctly from the Atlantic region stray ula Grotc in the gray
patch over cell and the straightcr subterminal line.

No

specimens; one

in

Mr. Cockle's

collection.

ODONTOSIA ELEGANS

No specimens; "Sir. Cockle has taken
on aspen from Coloradan specimens."

Strecker.

1

it.

NOTODONTA SIMPLARIA
No

specimens; a single large female

in

have described the larva

Graef.

^Nlr.

Cockle's collection

seems referable to this species.

PHEOSIA DIMIDIATA

Herrich-Schaeffer.

One specimen, August 11. llie moth was rare and the larva* were
and is not like
not seen. The form agrees with Californian specimens
the Pacitic coast ioYXw portlandlM Hy. Edwards.
"»

^

.

aProc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXV,

1902, p. 393.
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NADATA GIBBOSA
One specimen, June

Smith and Abbot.

The form

2.

vol. xxvii.

is

normal, like specimens from

the Atlantic coast, not like the peculiar red or pale yellow forms that

occur
is

in certain places.

The yellow marking-

in the cell of fore

wing

well contrasted.

SCHIZURA IPOMCE/E

Doubleday.

One specimen, July 4. Of the normal form without an}" black
The species occurs throughout North Amei'ica, except posThe well-known larva was not seen at Kaslo.
sibly in the Southwest.
shadino-s.

SCHIZURA CONCINNA

No

specimens; Mr. Cockle has taken

SCHJ.I'URA

No

Smith and Abbot.

UNICORNIS

specimens; Mr. Cockle has taken

it.

Smith and Abbot.
it.

SCHIZURA PERANGULATA

No

Hy. Edwards.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, without date.

With-

out a series I can not say positively that this is a local race, but such
is probabl}^ the case.
The specimen is nearest to one which I have

from others from Colorado. It
all the markings
obliterate, except a heavy black shade at base and along basal twoThe basal dash is present and the reddish
thirds of inner margin.
shade on inner margin faintly so. Hind wings pure white, scarcely
from Ogden, Utah,

as distinguished

has the fore wings a bright, nearly uniform gray,

soiled at anal angle.

HARPYIA SCOLOPENDRINA

No

Boisduval.

specimen; Mr. Cockle has some referable to a form of this

species.

GLUPHISIA SEPTENTRIONALIS

One specimen, July

25,

^A/•alker.

and one from Mr. Cockle's

collection, Jul}^

They are of the form qitm2, 1901.
from
Portland, Oregon. The
which
was
described
quelinea Dyar,
aspen
and
cotton
wood. These trees
larva was not seen; it feeds on
to the sun-baked
from
cold
of
Maine
the
woods
occur everywhere
Mr. Cockle has taken others.

arroyos of Arizona, and Gluphisia accompanies them. Naturally the
adult varies much in appearance from the dark forms of the northern
woods to the pale, almost white ones of the southern deserts. The

North American forms have been variously called septentrionalis,

clan-

dest'ina^ trilineata^ ridenda^ quhujaellnea, wrightil^ cdhofascia., rnpta^

Sind formosa, all

described as good species.

They have been gradually

LEPIDOPTERA OF THE K00r]<:NAl Dl^TRlVT—DYAl:.

NO. 1376.

uiiik'd, till

but two so-called species arc now

listed,

I

I

would therefore unite

tdl

the

there

tliink

really )»ut one, with a series of local races, each adapted to

locaUt3\

y85

it.s

is

special

names under stqjtentrwnalU

Walker.

GLUPHISIA LINTNERI

Two

specimens,

May

Grote, var.

(Mr. Cockle),

beaten from balsam poplar

SEVERA

May

80.

Mr. Curric.
This form has g-one under the
l)y

A

Hy. Edwards.

The

were

larva*

later

description has l)een

specific name sevetxi Hy.
Edwards, but I am convinced, after sceino- a small series, including
several from Rossland, that the form varies enough to cover all the
descriptions lintneri, severa, dcmhyi^ avimacula^ and slossonii and
that we have but one species, not two.
The western race {Kcvera) is
larger, broader winged and more shaggy looking, as well as generally
darker in color. I would arrange the forms thus:

published."

—

Smaller, narrower winged, lighter gray

Median space not darker than the
Yellow discal mark absent
Yellow discal mark present
Median space largely black

lintneri Grote.

rest of wing.
var. lintneri Grote.

var. avimacula
var. slossonii

Larger, broader winged, darker gray

Hudson.

Packard.

Hy. Edwards.

race scvera

^ledian space not darker than the rest of wing.

Yellow discal mark absent
Yellow discal mark present
Median space largely black shaded

var. danhyi

Neumogen.

var. normalis

var. sevcra

Dyar.

Hy. Edwards.

The name Qim'inalls above is new. This is the usual form
West, but no one has happened to name it.
Tyj)e.—C?it. No. 6990, U. S. National Museum.
Family

in the

THYATIRIDyE.

HABROSYNE SCRIPTA

Gosse.

Fifteen specimens; July 14, 15, 19, 24, 25, 27, 80, August 2, 5, 0, 7.
These specimens agree exactly in markings with eastern scrqda^ but
the general color

is

in all a little darker,

more grayish,

less yellowish.

not enough diti'crence for a varietal name, 1 think, though
Grote named the Pacific Coast form cfmtthe character is constant.

There

is

have a specimen from Vancouver Island from Mr. Taylor
and it agrees exactly with .scrlptn from New York, not di tiering even
Therefore I would make cJnifin the tint, as the Kaslo specimens do.
Larva^ were obtained from
fcldil Grote a synonym of Mcrlptd Gosse.
thind)leberry.
on
eggs laid hy a captive female. They fed
about 1(5 narrow
j5}7.</.— Elliptical, rounded, one diameter less;
stria\ forming
cross
by
neat
joined
raised ribs, confused at the ends,
and .somewhat
end
larger
micropyler
cells over twice as wide as long;
f(hin^

])ut I

« Packard,

Monog. Notodont.,

1895, p. 96.
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Pale yellow, turning- red; size, 0.9 b}^ 0.6 by 0.5 mm.
flat side on the surface of the leaf.
Body moderate, feet
Stage I. Head rounded, bilobed, black.
Colorless, the
equal, joint 12 slightly enlarged, segments annulate.
flattened.

Laid singly on the

—

shields

concolorous; tubercles small, brown, v higher than

subpriraarics; on joints 11

and 12 tubercle

ii

is

dorsad to

i,

iv,

no

though

not so on joints 5 to 10; sette pointed, pale.
Stage II. Head bilobed, white, with rows of gray spots radiating
from the clypeus and in l)lotches on the sides; width, 0.7 mm. Body
with joints 3 and -1 slightly squarely enlarged, anal feet elevated, joint

—

Whitish over joints 3 and 4, dorsum and sides infiltrated
with luteous gray; subdorsal region, dorsum of joints 2, 3, and 12 and
subventral region darker gray. Feet pale, the anal pair dark.
Tubercles small, dark; setre moderate.
Stage III. Head -bilobed, full, flat ))efore, clypeus small; whitish,
thickly dotted with black except streaks on faces of lobes and ocelli;
width, 1.2 mm. Joint 3 posteriorly enlarged, also joint 12 dorsally;
anal feet elevated.
Gray-black, washed with white dorsally on joints
3 and 4, from there along the sides and in oblique streaks to a geminate
white dorsal line. Tubercles small, dark, their bases a little elevated.
12 enlarged.

—

,

Seta3 pale, small; feet pale, the anal pair dark.

Stage IV.

— As before, the dots on the head brown;

Body brown,

velvet}",

spots subventrally.

washed with white
Feet verj" pale,

width, 2.2

mm.

as before, a series of white

white except the anal pair.

During the stage the colors became well contrasted and pretty, velvety
brown and yellowish-white.
Stage V. The colors change entirelj^ to brown like Pt<eudotkyati7'a.

—

Head

large, bilobed, squarish, clypeus small;

white, thickly dotted

with l)rown except in pale streaks in front of lobes, pai'aclypeus smoky
brown, cl3^peus dull olivaceous; width, 3 mm. Body moderate, joints
3 and 1 a little enlarged dorsally, joint 12 enlarged; dark brown,
blackish shaded, reticulate; dorsal line narrow, black with dark oblique
shades over two segments to the spiracles, a lighter area along the
stigmata, illy defined but conspicuous; feet pale.

PSEUDOTHYATIRA CYMATOPHOROIDES

Guenee.

Twenty-five specimens; June 13, 18, 19, 25, 27, 30, July 2, 15, 17,
They agree with specimens from the Atlantic
21, 26, August 1, 0.
coast and Pacific region.
The larvae were bred on thimbleberry from
eggs laid in long strings on the tips of the leaves. The life history
has been previously described b}" me.'^'
«Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist.,

XXVI,

1895, p. 400; in error as Ilahrosyne scripta.
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PSEUDOTHYATIRA EXPULTRIX
Six spooiinons; June !), July

mens from

2, 14, 19, 25.

887

Grote.

They agree with .speci-

the Atlantic States and Pacific coast.

Eg-jrs were obtained
from a captive female, laid in long strings on the tips of the leaves. 1
provisionally regard this form as a distinct species from ci/mafophoroUles Guenee.
There arc no intergrades in the moths. The larvie
of ex}ndtrlx showed no white lateral spots, while those of cyiiidfojilioroides did in most cases.
In a group where the larva? are so much
alike as they are here, this diti'erence ma}^ be of some value.
Some
ditferences were observed between the eggs, but they may l)e of an
individual character rather than specific.
Both sets of larvie had five
stages and were indistinguishable except as noted above.
I need not,

therefore, transcribe

my

notes.

EUTHYATIRA PUDENS
No

Guenee.

specimens; Mr. Cockle has one so named.
The food i)lant,
but none of the characteristic larva> were

Corvuf<^ occurs at Kaslo,

seen on

it.

Family LIPARID.E.

NOTOLOPHUS ANTIQUA

Linnaeus.

No specimens; Mr. Cockle has the species, but whether of the coast
form hadla Hy. Edwards or not, 1 can not say, not having seen the
larva.

OLENE PLAGIATA
No

Walker.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, Julv

Family

1<S,

1902.

LASIOCAMPID.F.

MALACOSOMA PLUVIALIS

Dyai.

Fifty-eight specimens, July 13, 14, 15, 10, 17, IS, 25, 30, August 3

The moths and larva^ agree with specimens
from the Pacific coast. The larvie are a little less orange colored,
some specimens having the orange marks consideral)ly reduced, the
blue marks distinct, suggesting //y/y///,v Stretch of Coloi'ado. but they
do not diverge sufficiently from pluvlalis for even racial distinction.
The species has recently been called synonymous with atlifomica
(Sandon, Mr. Currie).

Califorulrn is
Packard; but there is, of course, no warrant for that.
a very near relative oi j[)luvUdl>< and single specimens of the adult are
not distinguishable, but the larva difi'ers in the great reduction of all
FurthcM-markings, both blue and orange, so that it looks black.
it is an oak feeder, while jdin'/(d/.^ is addicted to other plants.
This precludes considering the forms otherwise than as distinct species.
its

more
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A

number

of ne.sts of the

larvi\3

on several deciduous
a birch twig in August.
in spring

were found

trees,

A fresh

EPICNAPTERA AMERICANA
One example, June
specimens.

There

2,

is

almost

t3^pical

vol. xxvii.

at different times eariy

egg mass was noted on

Harris.

cvmerlccma like ^Vtlantic coast

a little obsolescence of the white markings,

indicating the first step toward the va,Y\Qty ferruglnea Packard.
larvae

The
were beaten from Ceanothus and were of the normal appearance.
Family

PLATYPTERYGID^.

DREPANA ARCUATA
No
lect,

from

Walker,

var.

SICULIFER

Packard.

specimens; Mr. Cockle has a few in his collection. As I recolthey are similar to those occurring on the coast which I have

Washington (Kincaid), Wellington (Taylor), and PortOregon (Dyar). In Bulletin No. 52 of the U. S. National
Museum, I listed slculifer as a distinct species, but I would no longer
maintain that. The race is larger only. Both spring and summer
forms occur, differing as do the eastern forms arcuata Walker and
genicula Grote.
A few larvas occurred on alder with the appearance
Seattle,

land,

and habits of the eastern

race.

FALCARIA BILINEATA

Packard.

No specimens; but Mr. Cockle has six in his collection. They
probably do not differ from a specimen that I have from AV'ellington
(Taylor).
It is the same as the Atlantic coast form, l)eing scarcely
larger even.
Mr. Cockle has both the forms hilineata Packard and
lev'is Hudson.
His dates are: Spring form hilineata, June 17, July
Y; summer form levls^ July 31.
A few larva^ occurred on birch with the appearance and habits of
the Atlantic coast form.
Family

GEOMETRID.^.

NYCTOBIA NIGROANGULATA

Strecker.

One specimen, June

2, in bad condition, and one from Mr. Cockle's
have the species also from Seattle, Wasliington
(T. Kincaid), Wellington (T. Bryant) and Rossland (W. R. Johnson).
The Rossland specimen was seriously misidentitied for me by tlie late
Doctor Hulst, who called it Ilydrlomene cal'tforniata Packai'd var., so

collection, April 3.

I

form for several years. It is, I think, only a
western race of Jhnltata Walker or furc!fascia Walker, being larger
and darker; ])ut I do not wish to enter into the question of the specific
distinctness of these eastern species with my present material and
without knowing any larvie. Therefore I provisionally let nlgroanguthat I lost sight of the

Jafa stand.
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Packard,

var.
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MAGNOLIATOIDATA, new

variety.

Nino specimens, Ma}^ 31, June 8 (Ainsworth), 10, Jul^^ 'II (I5car
Lake, Mr. Cockle), and one from Mr. Cockle's collection, Juno 9,
labeled Enchorm oncidata Hulst, but erroneously.
It differs from the
eastern numUuiata in the much darker colors, the pale lines more contrasted, the pinkish tint of the hind wings and the evident submarginal
line.
A specimen of this form is mentioned by Doctor Packard as from
Colorado'^' and said to differ from eastern specimens.
It is, I think,
a good geographical race.
Type.—C^t. No. 7103, U. S. National Museum.

TEPHROCLYSTIS RAVOCOSTALIATA

Two

specimens, June

1,

and one

in

Packard.'

Mr. Cockle's

collection, Ma}' 4,

1001.

TEPHROCLYSTIS LAQUiEARIA

Herrich-Schaeffer.

No

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, June 1, 1902, resemEuropean laquxarla. The transverse-antcM'ior
shade is more blackish than brown and the costal shading just ))efore
bles rather nearly the

the discal dot

is

blackish and pronounced, while the pale band beyond

the dotted-cuneiform transverse-posterior line forms a rather distinct

white blotch on the costa not noticeable in the European form.

TEPHROCLYSTIS ABSINTHIATA

No

Clerck.

May 27, 1902, resembut the basal two-thirds of the wing is

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection,

bles the

European

ahsinthiata.,

paler than the terminal portion, not unicolorously ])rownish as in the

European species. The costal black dashes are well inarked and one
The form stands midway
of them is bent, joining the discal spot.
l^etween ahsinthiata Clerck and expallidata Guenee. The latter has
the ground color entirely pale.

TEPHROCLYSTIS SATYRATA
June

collection,

May

25, July
and six from Mr. Cockle's
The specimens
27, 1902, June 11 and July 7, 1901.

Sixteen specimens,
1, 27,

30, 31,

June

3, 7, 11, 13, 20, 22,

25, 1901 (Golden, Colorado),

May 13,

«Mon. Geom., 1876, p. 182.
^The following determinations
National

Hiibner.

Museum

collection

is

in Tcphrochjstia are

made

at a disadvantage.

unequally poor in this genus, and there

Tiie

exist.s

no

Hulst's descriptions are made without
any conii)arisons or statement of salient characters and are nearly worthless in the
Under these cin-uni stances it became
case of these closely allied and diflkult forms.
necessary to examine the Hulst collection, now in the charge of Dr. John B. Smith
table for the determination of the species.

at

Xew

to

make

Brunswick,

New

Jersey.

I

made

repeated applications to him, but he failed

the collection accessible to me.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvii-03

Gl
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are a
tint.

little larg-er

Some
This

color.

of

my

vol. xxvii.

than the European form and without an}- brown
specimens from Norway are of exactly the same

may be

T.

perfusca Hulst.

It is obviously the

same

as

the Alaskan specimens named perfuaca for me by Doctor Hulst, but
Hulst's t^-pe from Utah before me is so poor that I can not tell what
Eggs obtained from a captive female proved sterile.
it is like.

— Elliptical, well flattened,

rounded, truncation and depression
rounded; uniformly reticulate with waved reticulations,
broad, rounded, forming- cells with five lobes but not neatly, not very
distinctly, and tending to run in the long diameter.
Yellowish white,

Egg.

distinct, all

shining; size, 0.6 by 0.5

by

0.4

mm.

TEPHROCLYSTIS LARICATA

Freyer.

No specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection conies near the European Jarlada. The markings are more pronounced and contrasted,
the outer pale band being broader and less obscured by its centering
line.
The discal dots on both wings are well marked.
TEPHROCLYSTIS MULTISTRIGATA
One specimen, April

1^2

Hulst.

(Mr. Cockle), and one in Mr. Cockle's col-

May 7, agree in general with a specimen from Calgary, Alberta,
communicated to me b}^ Mr. George W. Tajdor. The agreement is

lection,

not absolute, but I will not venture to separate them on the present
slender material.

TEPHROCLYSTIS NIPHADOPHILATA, new

species.

Twenty specimens, June 7, August 10 (Kokanee Mountain, on snow),
September 8 (Glacier), 9 (Field), and two from Mr. Cockle's collection,
August 22, 1901. Dark gray, the wings rather pointed; a light band
followed by black on basal segments of abdomen. Lines not contrasted, both well angled subcostally, the veins marked with black
dashes, especially the median vein and those before the transverse posterior band.
Subterminal line faint, pale, not forming a dot above
tornus.
Discal spot black.
Hind wings gray, subpellucid, with gray
lines on the inner margin and two faint outer pale lines across the wing.
Expanse, 21: mm.
Type.—Q,2X. No. 7823, U. S. National

Museum.

TEPHROCLYSTIS COOTENAIATA, new

species.

One specimen, June
1901.

16, and one in Mr. Cockle's collection, Jul}' 17,
dark band on second segment of abdomen not conWings nearly uniform gra}^ the lines nearly obsolete, pale;

Gra}^, the

trasted.

discal spots large, black.

Type.

—

(]at.

Hind wing

indistinct!}' lined,

Expanse, 26 mm.
No. 7825, U. S. National Museum.

faint, discal dot.

with small,
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species.

One specimen, July

15, and one in Mr. Cockle's collection, July 28,
Light gray, the dark band on .second segment of abdomen distinct, not deep black.
Lines moderately distinct, blackish on a gra}ground, crenulate on the veins, emphasized on costa. Discal spot
black. Subterminal line white, crenulate, forming a spot above tormis.
Hind wing rather distinctly lined, the dark submaculatc? mesial line
following a smok}' black discal spot.
Expanse, 28 mm.
Cat. No. 7824, U. S. National Musimuu.
Type.
Eggs were obtained from ni}- specimen and hatched, but the food
plant was not discovered.
Elliptical, narrowed toward the antemicropylar end, ends
J^(/(Jrounded, one diameter less, no flat areas. Reticulations rounded, lowraised from a smooth surface, neat, rather narrow, hexagonally reticulate, waved, not strongly stellate.
Shining yellowish white. Size,
0.6 by 0.5 by 0.4 mm.
11)01.

—

—

—

Stage I. Head slightly bilobed, pale luteous, eye black. Body
moderate, not elongate, segments about 6 annulate. White, inuuaciilate, shields

and feet a shade darker.

Tubercles moderate,

l)lackish,

hair dots elevated; set* rather long, with enlarged tips.

TEPHROCLYSTIS COLUMBIATA, new

species.

One specimen, May 31, and one in Mr. Cockle's collection, INIay
Wings pointed; band on abdomen black, distinct, following a
whitish space.
Wings gray, tinged with russet outwardly mesial ly;
-J,

1!M)2.

lines black, the transverse-posterior finel}' creiudated, the points within,

scarcely excurved over cell; discal spot narrow, l)lack.
line white, crenulated,

Subterminal

black edged within, forming a spot above tor-

nus; marginal ])lack line forming cuneiform spots between the veins.

Hind wings
wing, the
Type.

whitish, Avith four dark gray lines nearly crossing the

first

—Cat.

and third not distinct. Expanse, 1!)
No. 7821, U. S. National Museum.

TEPHROCYSTIS BIFASCIATA,

new

mm.

species.

25, and one from Mr. Cockle's collection, June
Gray; abdominal band obsolete. Eore wing with narrow scales,
gray, indefinitely marked; a broad, nearly white band at outer third
just beyond the large, black discal spot; transverse posterior line

One specimen, June

13.

whitish, geminate, both strongl}^ angled subcostally, contrasted with
the pale-gray ground color which is without distinct black lines.

Slight black dashes subapically before and following the tnuisverse
posterior line.
Subterminal line pale, linear, subobsolete. Hind wing
pale, the outer

two of the dark

lines nearly crossing wing, the basal

two abbreviated at the margin; discal dot faint. Expanse, 20 mm.
S. National Museum.
Type.^Oxi. No. 7820,

W
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TEPHROCLYSTIS SUBFOVEATA, new
Three specimens, June

1, 5.

Wings

vol. xxvii.

species.

elongate, rounded.

Hind wing

of male with a large area on upper side over cell clothed with smooth
appressed scales, which in certain lights are shining silky while the

wing is dull. Obscure gray; costal edge dotted in black.
Lines obsolete, the transverse-posterior faintly paler gray; terminal
Hind wing with the lines blackish,
area darker; discal spot black.
Terminal black dashes
dotted, those below the cell crossing the wing.
Abdominal blackish line present, following a basal
on both wings.
rest of the

Expanse, 18

light ashen space.

J^(/(/.

mm.

7822, U. S. National

Type.— Cut. No.

—Elliptical,

Museum.

the depressed end broadened, narrowing to the

Smooth, except for slight reticutruncate end; flattenings rounded.
lations composed of rather broad, slightly raised lines with parallel
edges, irregularly hexagonal, a little elongate in the long diameter, and
gently waved.

by

0.5

Pale yellow, irridescent under 85 diameters.

Size 0.6

by 0.4 mm.

—

Head squarish bilobed, pale testaceous, smoky shaded, eye
mouth brown. Body moderate, flattened, translucent testaceus,
Tubercles concolorous, obscure; feet and setas
faintly smoky shaded.
jStage I.

black,

pale, normal.

Stage

Body

///.—Head
waxy

slender,

bilobed,

w^hitish;

eye black; width 0.6
smoky black dorsal

whitish, with narrow

mm.
line.

Segments finely annulate; set?e short, capitate, alternately forward and
backward. Feet all brownish tipped; no marks.
Stage IV. Head bilobed, whitish, the lobes thicklv brown dotted,
arranged obscurely in two vertical bands; width 1 mm. Body rather

—

slender, not

much

lar shagreened.

tubercles

i

and

elongate, whitish or pale green, not shining, granu-

A broad dorsal
ii;

smoky brown band widened between
cuneiform brown marks.

a subdorsal series of

Tubercles concolorous, sette short, dark, alternately directed forward
and backward. Thoracic feet brownish ringed.
The larvte fed on flowers of Oemwt/ms. I missed the second stage.

EUCYMATOGE GRANDIS

Hulst.

Three specimens, July 25, August 4, and three from Mr. Cockle's
Most of the specicollection, July 21 (Bear Lake), October 16, 1902.
brown and are
bright
with
mens have the discal spot strongly tinged
(Octospecimens
Cockle's
thereby readily recognizable. One of Mr.
nearly
to the
the
spot
from
ber 16) has a brown shade running outward
Island,
of
Vancouver
from
margin, resembling a very distinct form
Taylor
which I have a specimen from Mr. George W.
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Fabricius.

No

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection closely resembles
J'niaruita.
The mesial dark l)an(l is more excurvedovor
the cell and the outer mesial pale band of hind winos is likewise more

the

European

The specimen is a true Eucymatoge, havinj^ two accessory cells
on the fore winys; vein 12 separate from vein 11, and two ])airs of
spurs on the hind tibia>.
bent.

EUCYMATOGE INTESTINATA
No

Guenee.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection taken June

VENUSIA CAMBRICA

Two

1.

Curtis.

specimens, Jul}^ 21 (Bear Lake Mountain). 25, and one fi-om

Mr. Cockle's

collection

July

1.

VENUSIA DUODECEMLINEATA
One specimen, June

11 (Mr. Currie), and one

Packard.

from Mr. Cockle's

col-

lection April 28, 1901.

EUCHCECA ALBOVITTATA

Guenee.

Six specimens, August 9 (South Fork Creek), 11 (South Fork Creek);
taken from horseback, on the trail to Kokanee Mountain, at altitudes higher than Kaslo.
all

EUCHCECA CRETACEATA

Packard.

Fourteen specimens, Juh' 22, 21> (Bear Lake Mountain), 31, August
9 (South Fork Creek), 10 (Kokanee Mountain), 13 (Sandon, Mr.
A high-altitude species, occurring
Currie), Sandon (G. C. Robbins).
also at Kaslo, but less commonly.
5,

EUCHCECA ALBIFERA

Walker.

Seven specimens, June 11 (Fletcher's Kanch), and one from Mr.
Cockle's collection June 11, taken at the .same place. This seems to
be the eastern aJhifei-a^ as it lacks the blackish tip to the foi-e wing

which Vancouver Island specimens have
Still,

the lines are pale

(var. Inninneifasdata Packard).

brown rather than ocherous,

describes the eastern form.

It is therefore

as Doctor Packard
probable that we have

here a local race which could l)e distinguished l)y name, but as I have
no eastern specimens before me, I can not judge of the actual amount
of difference.

EPIRRITA DILUTATA

One specimen, September

8 (Glacier).

Schiffermuller.
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CORYPHISTA MEADII

Packard, var.

BADIARIA

Five specimens, June 13, July 21, 25,
occurred, meadil being" the usual one.

Henry Edwards.

August

31,

The

vol. xxvii.

1.

Both forms

true hadiarki looks very

W.

Taylor has pointed out to me that there
it is onlj^ a varietal form.
A t3^pical
hadiarla was bred from a larva on barberry.
My description of the
larva of hadiarla" should be applied to ineadii^ as we took no true
hadiaria in Colorado, though one specimen is very near it. The two
larvffi are, however, indistinguishable.
I observed all the stages in
the Kaslo specimens.
distinct,

and Mr. G.

are no intergrades, yet I think

HYDRIA UNDULATA

Linnaeus.

One specimen,

Jul}" 21 (Bear Lake Mountain, CurrJe and Caudell).
on
Observations
this larva should be made.
I have described the
eastern form,^ but in the West Primus serot'ma^ the food plant, does
not occur, nor have the peculiar nests of the larvje ever been noted, so

far as 1 can discover.

EUSTROMA DESTINATA

Moeschler.

Sixteen specimens, August 11 (South Fork Creek, Mr. Cockle), 20
(Field).
(West Robson), September 7 (Glacier), 8 (Glacier),
None
taken at Kaslo, though Mr. Cockle has some in his collection.

EUSTROMA POPULATA
Two
bins).

Linnaeus.

specimens, July 21 (Bear Lake Mountain), Sandon (G. C. RobThey are of the variety pachirdata Lintner, agreeing exactly

with a specimen from Yosemite, California (J. B. Lembert), and less
but still very nearly, with Lintner's type before me. There
are a number of differences between this form and the European ^«9jOclosely,

and I suspect that packardata will be found to
I have specimens of the true j^opulata from
Oregon (H. Alilers), and Wellington (T. Br^-ant).
latterly sent me a true pqpnlata from his collection,
ulata.,

cies.

be a distinct speClatsop County,
Mr. Cockle has
taken August 10

(South Fork Creek).

EUSTROMA CERVINIFASCIA

Walker.

One specimen, August 13 (Sandon, Mr. Currie) and two from Mr.
August 10 (South Fork Creek) and August 13, 1902,
all three females.
The specimens are alike and agree well with the

Cockle's collection

original colored figure of Walker's type which Doctor Packard used for

the figure in his monograph.

They

differ

«Life Histories of North American Geometrida?,

Hdem,

VIII, Psyche, IX, 1900,

p. 9.

markedly from popidata ?ind

XXXV,

Psyche, IX, 1902,

p. 396.

No.ii'.Td.
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pachirdata in the g;roiind color being gray Avith the broad median area
bright chestnut brown. I feel sure the species is a perfectly distinct
one and not a variety of populata."'

EUSTROMA NUBILATA
Sixty-five specimens,

May

31,

June

Packard.

1, 4, 10, 11, 15, 20, 23, 24, 30,

(Bear Lake ]Mountain), 23, 2I> (Bear Lake ^Mountain),
29, 30, August 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 (South Fork Creek), 10 (Kokaiice Mountain), 11 (South Fork Creek), 15, 21 (ReveIstoke),22 (Revelstoke),Saiidon (G. C. Robbins). Probabl}^ double brooded, theliroods overlap[)iiitr.

July

15, 18, 21

The moths

are rather variable, especially in the width of the pale trans-

verse-anterior band of the f orewings.

One specimen is distinctly aber-

band being wide and pale,while the outward projection of the
dark median space is represented onl}^ b}' two short teeth and there is a
pale shade about the discal dot. The larva; were obtained from eggs
laid by a captive female and l)red on Ej'iJohiuin.
The description will
appear in my Life Histories of North American Geometrida', LIU,
rant, the

in Ps3'che.

NEOLEXIA XYLINA

Hulst.

Twentj^-three specimens, July 2T, 29, 31, August 3, 4, 5, 6, 13, 15,
September 8 (Glacier), 9 (Field).
constant and characteristic

A

18,

species.

The larva was not found.

RHEUMAPTERA HASTATA

Linnaeus.

Twenty -seven specimens; May

29, June 2, 8 (Ainsworth), 18 (Kaslo
21
(Bear
Lake Mountain), Jul}' (near
Mr.
Caudell),
Julj'
Creek,
McGuigan), 29 (Bear Lake Mountain), August 9 (South Fork Creek),
Many more could have been taken, as the
11 (South Fork Creek).
species was very common at high altitudes.

RHEUMAPTERA SOCIATA

Borkhausen.

Seven specimens; June 18 (Kaslo Creek, Mr. Caudell),

22, 23;

July

August 1 (South Fork Creek) and one
from Mr. Cockle's collection, June 11. Agrees well with European
specimens. I have the species also from Oregon (Koebele), Seattle,
Washington (T. Kincaid), Vancouver (R. V. Harvey) and AVellington
21 (Bear Lake, Mr. Cockle), 25,

(T. BrA-ant).

RHEUMAPTERA LUCTUATA

Schiffermiiller.

Three specimens, August 7, 9 (South Fork Creek), II (South Fork
Creek, Mr. Cockle), all with black hind wings (var. ohductufa Moschler).
I am clearly of the opinion that there are too many varietal names
recognized of this species. \\\\\<^i g\xos h)dial'ata^ ohductata^ and con«See Bulletin No.

52,

U.

S.

National

Museum,

1903, p. 277.
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cordata.

I

would make concordata synonymous with
In Staudinger and Rebel's
luctuata.

obdxictata

kodiaJcata with

called lugubrata Staudinger, the

vol. xxvii.

and

catalog'ue the

name

luctuata being used
This depends upon the
interpretation of Denis and Schiffermiiller's work, Staudinger and
Rebel regarding the name luguhrata of Schiff'ermiiller as a nomen nudum
and recognizing the next use of it by Hiibner (1786), which was in a
species

is

for a different form {hastulata Hiibner).

different sense.

Hulst,

Museum, regarded
I

am

not prepared to say, as

me; but

in

any case

52 of the U. S. National

Bulletin No.

in

Schiffermiiller's
I

name

Which

as valid.

is

correct

have not Schiffermiiller's work before

hicjxdjTata

can not stand, as Moschler's name

obductata has ten years priority.

RHEUMAPTERA GEORGII

Hulst.

No

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection without date. The
flies in August and September and probably had not begun to
appear at the time I left Kaslo. I took it in September at Victoria.
species

MESOLEUCA RUFICILIATA

Guenee.

Ten specimens, May 31, June 4, Y, 8 (Ainsworth), 19, July 15,
August 9 (South Fork Creek). The dates indicate two broods. Eggs
were obtained from a captive female but proved infertile.
Egg.

— Elliptical, rather thick, flattened

above and below in a small

area, depression distinct, truncation distinct but rounded.

pitted shagreened, the cell areas showing

by

Very

slightlj^ raised

finely

broad,

indistinct reticulations, evenly pitted all over, one cell area containing

about 12

pits.

Pale green;

size, 0.8

by

0.6

by

MESOLEUCA GRATULATA

0.5

mm.

Walker.

Three specimens, May 29, and one from Mr. Cockle's collection,
April 15, 1901. I have described the larva in Life Histories of
North American Geometridae, XLIV."

MESOLEUCA CiESIATA

Schiffermiiller.

Twenty-eight specimens, June 13, August 6, 21 (Revelstoke), September 8 (Glacier), 9 (Field), 10 (Banff, Alberta). The dates indicate
two broods. This is a high altitude species, only three specimens being
taken at Kaslo.

MESOLEUCA LACUSTRATA

Guenee.

Two specimens, June 10 (Mr. Cockle), 11 (Fletcher's ranch). Eggs
were obtained from a captive female and hatched, but no suitable food
plant could be found, the larvae refusing everything offered them.
aPsyche, X, 1904, p. 191.
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^/r/.— Elliptical, flattenod, doprcssion and truncation woli niai-kcd,
rounded, normal; reticudations stellato-wavcd, irregular, of various
sizes, moderately raised, distinct, hut the cell areas very shallow.
Sui-face finely punctate shag-reened all over.

reddish; size, O.S

Stage

I.

l)^'

— Plead

O.O l)y 0.4

rounded,

])ilol)ed,

rows of purplish spots on each

Pale yellow, turning

mm.
pale brown, shining, with two

lobe, seta' rather long.

Fxxly modci-atc,
rather slowly looping, pale whitish with longitudinal l)rown bands
about as wide as the spaces, dorsal, subdorsal and lateral approximate,

subventral and ventral.

Feet pale; tubercles small, brown;

setre

short, dark, glandular tipped.

MESOLEUCA TRUNCATA
6,

Hufnagel.

Thirty-four specimens, June 14, 23, July IT, 29 (Bear Lake), August
7, 9 (South Fork Creek), 18, 21 (lievelstoke), 22 (Revelstoke),

Sandon (G. C. llob])ins). The series shows the
of variation, but none of the extreme forms are present.

8 (Glacier), 9 (Field).

usual

amount

species much resembles Mesoleiica hersiliata Guenee.
One specimen was bred by Mr. Cockle, but I \\?i\Q not his notes on the larva.

The

MESOLEUCA HERSILIATA

Guenee.

Fifteen specimens, mostl}' bred from larva> on currant, June 16, 18,
July 4, 14, 21 (Bear Lake), 29 (Bear Lake Mountain) and one

21, 29,

from Mr. Cockle's collection. The variation is marked. Mo.st of the
specimens are dark, though a few are ver}- light, as light as any that
1 have from Placer County, California (Koebele), Victoria (Hanliam).
I suspect that a light specimen of this formed Hulst's type of etliela
and Mr. G. W. Taylor has recently sent me a specimen so marked.
If so, that name ma}^ be used for the western race of hersiliata which
certainly diifers markedly in appearance from eastern specimens.
The
light red bands (which induced Walker's synonymic name ffa vn/z/fer a)
arc never present, being replaced b}^ rust}^ brown or cream color; the
transverse anterior band is narrower, usually more dentate and directed
obliquely outward from costa to inner margin instead of inward.

my

British Columbian and nearl}' all the Californian specimens

All

show

these characters, but the Coloradan ones are intermediate, some showing the narrow oblique ])ands, others the erect broader ones, but they

agree with the Pacific coast specimens in color.
Larva. Head rounded, slightly bilobed, roughly shagreened, pale
Bodv
luteous green, the setic small and white: width, 1.5 nun.
moderately slender, the skin densely clothed with mimite secondary

—

spines and roughened by the slightly elevated, small.

\\

iiiic

(lU)ercles;

green, the dorsal vessel darker, a distinct Avhite sulxlor.sul line from
joint 2 to 13 and trace of a lateral one; a similar but broken medio-
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ventral

line.

vol.

Ventral tubercles white like the dorsal ones;

xxvn.
set^e

coarse, white, not long; all feet green, the abdominal ones normal on

and 13.
Cocoon a net of

joints 10

^^ellowish silk among- the leaves.

Pupa green with

a white dorsal stripe.
Food plant, currant {Rihes sanguineuvi).

MESOLEUCA ALBOLINEATA

Packard.

Five specimens, June 3, (], 11, Jul}^ 21 (Bear Lake, Mr. Cockle),
August 6, and one from Mr. Cockle's collection, July 18, 1902. Eggs
from a captive female proved infertile.
Egg. Elliptical, rounded, one diameter less, scarcely any depression, truncation rounded; densely finely reticulate, the reticulations
elongate in the long diameter, hexagonal, normally alternating, rather
low, broad, and rounded, the surface all over slightly shagreened.
Pale 3^ellow; size, 0.8 by 0.6 by 0.5 mm.

—

MESOLEUCA VASALIATA
Seven specimens. May 31, June 2, .5, 0,
on thimbleberry. I will describe them
American Geometridw, LVIII.

MESOLEUCA SIMULATA

Hubner,

Guenee.

7, 8.

The larvw were bred

in Life Histories of

var.

OTISI, new

North

variety.

Eleven specimens, all females, September 8 (Glacier),
(Field).
The specimens are stone gra}^ throughout without an}" of the brown
tint seen in examples from the Alps of Europe, but all the lines and
markings are exactly alike.
The species has not been .hitherto
recorded in America. The American form is named for my son, Otis
The form
P. Dyar, who assisted me in collecting the specimens.
resembles Hydriomene contractata Packard, as Mr. G. W. Ta3dor
pointed out to me, but it lacks the distinct thoracic tuft of that form
and is without its warm brown tint.
Type.—Qmt. No. 710.5, U. S. National Museum.

HYDRIOMENE SORDIDATA

Fabricius.

Two hundred and tiftj-nine specimens, July 15, 21, 21, 26, 27, 31,
August 11 (South Fork Creek), 12, 13, 17, September 9 (Field), Sandon (G. C. Robbins). Very variable in the markings, but constant
examples being shades of brown, greenish gray, and
All the specimens are
rather large. The larva was not obtained.
Living females were
repeatedly confined in jars, but all refused to deposit eggs.

in color, all

black, none of the light forms appearing.

LEPIDOPTERA OF THE KOOTENAT DISTRICT—DYAR.
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HYDRIOMENE AUTUMNALIS
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Stromeyer.

One specimen, July
(Ain.sworth).

2 and one from Mr. Co<-kle's collection, .lulv lo
The specimens arc distinctly smaller than sordidata

Fabricius.

HYDRIOMENE T.ENIATA

Stephens.

Five specimens, July 20 (Bear Lake), Auj^ust !» (South Fork Creek),
Fork Creek), much worn, hut apparently agreeino- with
Walker's hisalkda^ which stands as a s3'nonym of tiriiiiit<i. in our list.
I have one specimen of European txniata and I should hardly think it
conspecific with my Kaslo specimens.
Hence this synonymy appears
doubtful to me, but I can make no positive statement with the present
11 (South

scanty material.

HYDRIOMENE EXCURVATA

Grote.

Three hundred and

fifteen specimens, June 2(5, July 2,4, 11, li), 24,
August 3, 4, 5, 6, 11 (South Fork Creek), 12, 13, 15, 17. This
was the commonest species of Geometridic in Kaslo. It is the (Watodalia gueneata of Packard's monograph.
The larv{\i hibernate at

30, 31,

various stages and produce a single brood of moths.

them

in

HYDRIOMENE MULTIFERATA
Six specimens,

by me

I

have described

Life Histories of North American Geometridw,

May

31,

in Life Histories of

XLVIT."

Walker.

June 4, 7, 8. The larva has been described
North American Goonietrida', XLVl.''

HYDRIOMENE MAGNOLIATA

Guenee.

Thirty-five specimens, May 31. June 1, 3, 7, 10, 11, 1<), 18 (Kaslo
Creek, Mr. Caudell), 23, 25, July 13. 14, 15, 3 8, 29 (Bear Lake), 30,
The dates indicate
31, August 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11 (South Fork Creek).
two broods. The larva has been descril)ed bv me in Life Histories
of North American Geometridtc, XLV,'' where 1 show that the
species is referable to Ili/drioiiitnt- instead of Cconoccdjie and that
Hulst's iKTnotata

is

a sjnionym.

TRIPHOSA PROGRESSATA

No

specimens; one

in ]\Ir.

Walker.

Cockle's collection. October 20.

have probably taken the species myself

if

I

I

had remained later

should
in

the

season.

GYPSOCHROA DESIGNATA
No

specimens; one in

« Psyche,

X,

1904, p. 194.

]\Ir.

Hufnagel.

Cockle's collection. ,Iune

^Idem, X,

1904, p. 193.

4.

«Ideui, X, 1904, p. 191.
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TRICHOCHLAMYS LACTEATA
No

vol. xxvii.

Packard.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, Auo^ust 8 (South Fork
little smaller and more shaded with brown than specimens

Creek), a

from Wellington, Oregon, and California.

PETROPHORA ABRASARIA
Twenty-two specimens, June

Herrich-Schaeffer.

23, 25, 26, 30,

July

2, 10,

11 (Ains-

August 4, 9 (South Fork Creek),
11 (South Fork Creek), and one from Mr. Cockle's collection, July 10
(Ains worth). Eggs were obtained from captive females, but the larvas
could not be carried beyond the second stage on account of their
worth), 18, 19, 21 (Bear Lake), 23,

propensity to hibernate.
Egg. Elliptical, compressed, one end very strongly depressed,
wedge-shaped from side view, ends rounded, the large one scarcely

—

Cell areas depressed, flat-bottomed, the reticulations low,

flattened.

raised, corrugated, or wrinkled transversely, pentagonal to hexagonal.

Pale yellow;

size, 0.8

by 0.6 by

0.5

mm.

—Head

rounded, brown black, scarcely bilobed, darker on
Body short and stout, the segments wrinkly
the sides; width, 0.3 mm.
Yellowish white, with lines of fine
annulate, feet normal, moderate.
blackish dots along the sides, indefinite yet distinct subdorsal, lateral
Stage

I.

and subventral rows. Cervical shield, anal leg shields and thoracic
Tubercles minute; set?e short, bladder-shaped; skin
feet smoky.
minutely granular, the dots of the illy-defined dark bands underlying
the granules.

Stage II.
0.55

mm.

— Head

rounded, dark brown, darker on the sides; width,

Bod}^ moderate, somewhat flattened, dorsum pale brown,

with dorsal and sul)dorsal darker lines. Sides dark brown; subventral
region broadh' pale, like the dorsum; venter also pale, with faint
Tubercles and setfe obscure
darker lines, subventral and medioventra.
no shields.

PETROPHORA CONVALLARIA

Guenee.

Twenty specimens, Jmie

8, 9, 16, 19, 22, Jul}- 4, 30, September 5
Sandon (G. C. Bobbins). After carefully studying Guenee's
description with Mr. G. W. Taylor, I am satisfied that we have corHulst's neinweUa from Alaska is scarcely
rectly identified this species.
more than a color variety of this, and both will be found to unite with
I shall describe the larva in Life
the European munitata Hiibner.
Histories of North American Geometridw, LXI.

(Victoria),

PETROPHORA DEFENSARIA

Guenee.

Four specimens, June 1, August 21 (Revelstoke), 25 (Victoria), 26
and one from Mr. Cockle's collection, August 14, 1901.

(Victoria),

This

is

very closely allied to iiiunitata (^—convaUana—neiiiorellci).) but

LEPIDOPTERA OF THE KOOTENAI DISTRICT— DYA R.

NO. 1376.

iH)i

The larva was not obtained. Mr. Taylor has pointed
out to me, and the experience of other resident collectors in British
Columbia corroborates him, that in 1902 and previously dcfcnmiia
distinct, I think.

was the common species, Avhilc conixdlarla was rare, while in YMYi the
conditions were reversed. This is in agreement with my captures and

me

appears to

to further indicate the distinctness of the

PETROPHORA FERRUGATA
Two

two

species.

Clerck.

specimens, June 24 (Mr. Cockle), August 22 (Revelstoke), and
]Mr. Cockle's collection, July 31, 1901, August 23, 1902, the

two from
latter a

female apparently agreeing with Hulst's

COSYMBIA LUMENARIA

horealls.

Hiibner.

Seven specimens, June 1(), 18, 25, July 2. They are mostly large,
and of a dark, even stone gray, the lines ncarl}^ lost. My Eastern
specimens, and others from Corvallis, Oregon, and Wellington, while
variable, are all
ings.

One

much

lighter,

some nearly white, with

of the Kaslo specimens, however,

dispelling the idea of a local race.

is

distinct

mark-

nearh^ normal, thus

Eggs were obtained from

a captive

female, but I was unable to find the food plant.

—

Egg. Elliptical, strongh^ flattened, compressed, one end smaller
and depressed, both rounded; reticulations uniform, rounded and
broad, elongate hexagonal, low rounded bars, the areas between nearly
flat, granular shagreened.
Pale yellow; &ize, 0.9 by 0.5 b}'- 0.3 mm.
Stage I. Head rounded, full, pale brown, slight!}' darker mottled
over the sides, a dark band on the median suture, edged with lighter.
Body moderate, not elongate, feet normal; pale brown, a broad dark-

—

brown

dorsal band, a similar less distinct ventral one, diluted on the

posterior rims of the segments.

annulate;

tubercles minute,

enlarged at

Feet' pale;

brown;

seta^

tip.

XYSTROTA HEPATICARIA
No

segments irregularly
fine, minutely

moderate,
Guenee.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, June

1

(Ains-

worth).

LEPTOMERIS QUINQUELINEARIA

Packard.

Nineteen specimens, June 15, 18, 23, 24, )>b, July 1, 2, 4, 0, IT, 21
(Bear Lake, IVIr. Cockle) and one from ^Ir. Cockle's collection, June
The larvie will l)e described by me in Life Histories of North
17.

American Geometridie, LXII.

LEPTOMERIS SIDERARIA

Guenee.

and one from Mr. Cockle's collection.
Ilulst in Kols^ but, as the females
Doctor
This species was placed by
reference.
1 change the generic
tibiie,
hind
the
have four spurs on

Four specimens, June

24, 29
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The

eastern inductata

go with

this species.

vol. xxvii.

Guenee is likewise wrongly placed and should
Eggs were obtained and the larvae carried to

stage iv, but here they hibernated and could not be induced to develop

By October 10 they had all died.
Egg. Elliptical, compressed but rounded, no depression, tapering
Laid on the large
to the micropylar end, which is small, truncate.
blunt end like butterfly eggs. Vertically ribbed, about nine ribs on
the broad side, low, rounded, finely waved 3^et distinct; cross stritB
slight, not waved, forming rectangular cells; upper end coarsely
rounded reticulate; all minutely granular shagreened. Pale yellow,
spotted with pale pink; size, 1 b}" 0.6 by 0.5 mm.
Stage I. Head round, slightly bilobed, pale brown, ocelli black.
Body very slender, elongate, the segments numerously finely annulate.
Pale whitish with subdorsal and subventral parallel, rather broad darkbrown stripes, the subdorsal pair rather remote anteriorl}^, diluted by
the luteous cervical shield, approximate behind but separated by a
linear pale streak to the anal plate; subventral band more smoky and
pale.
Foot of joint 13 brown lined; tubercles small; set^ short with
enlarged ends.
Stage II. Head bilobed, free, pale wdiitish with a baud of spots
over the lobes, eyes and antennge black marked; width, 0.5 mm. Body
the last stage.

—

—

—

long, slender, curled in twisted S-shape, finely annulate.

broadly brown with a central geminate dorsal

Dorsum

subventer pale
green broadh' on the fold below a l)road pale olivaceous band. Feet
pale; tubercles small, round, pale with black hair dots and short black
truncate

line;

setse.

—

Stage III. Head round, whitish, dotted with brown over the vertex except in a central streak on the lobe; width, 0.7 mm.
Body
slender, finely annulate, brown dorsally, a whitish dorsal line darker
edged, a darker edge above thel)road, greenish-white stigmatal stripe.

Subventer very dark; a ventral white stripe. Cervical shield pale
like the head; abdominal feet whitish without, dark brown before.
Stage IV. Head rounded, slightly bilobed, white below, yellowish
on the vertex, thickly dotted with pile brown except a streak on each
lobe; width, 1mm.
Body slender, uniform, cylindrical, finelj^ annulate.
Pale brown dorsally, subventral fold pale yellow, venter dark
brown, the colors shaded. A narrow addorsal blackish dotted line, a
series of dark-brown spots, two to each segment, joined b}' an obscure
dark subdorsal shade, a lighter medioventral line. Abdominal feet
light without; tubercles small; seta? short, thick, brown; no shields.
The larvffi ate alder and Polygonum.

—

EOIS

ROTUNDOPENNATA

Seven specimens, June
June 17 and

collection,

Packard.

and three from Mr. Cockles
The specimens agree well w^ith

9, 16, 25, 29,

20, 1902.

Packard's description of two males from Brunswick, Maine, except

NO.

LEPIDOPTERA OF THE KOOTENAI DlSTIlICT-DYAn.

187.;.

y()3

that I can detect no "pale ocherous, slightly scalloped line at the base
of the fringe " and there are small blackish .spots at the ends of the
veins not mentioned by Packard.
The lines vary nuich in distinct1 shall describe the larvte in Life Histories of

ness.

Geometrida?,

EUCROSTIS VIRIDIPENNATA

No

North American

LXV.
Hulst.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection.

larva in Life Histories of

SYNCHLORA RUBRIFRONTARIA
One specimen, July

4,

1

iiave described the

North American Geometridte, XXVIII."
Packard.

and one from Mr. Cockle's

collection,

June

26, 1902, essentially like eastern specimens.

APLODES RUBRIFRONTARIA
Sixteen specimens, June

Packard, var.

DARWINIATA, new

variety.

July 4, 19, August 3,
two broods. T am dou})tful about the
standing of this form.
It looks different from eastern ruhr ifrout aria,
being larger, but I can not find any differential character that seems
Doctor Packard says:* '"lam unable to detect any differconstant.
ences between the Pacific coast and Atlantic coast individuals in
the markings or colors." Yet his description of the larva states it to
5,

6,

7.

The dates

9, 16, 20, 23, 25, 30,

indicate

be green, whereas the Kaslo ones are brown. I incline to the opinion
that there are two species; certainl}- there seems enough difference to
warrant racial distinction. Besides the larger size vasiy be mentioned
a tendency to have red points in the fringe at the ends of the veins
and the occasional presence of red-brown discal dots on all wings.
The white dorsal spots on the abdomen are narrowly circled with red,
not overspread with that color even in the females. Mr. Cockk^ had
the species named Anaplode-s jjistacearia Packard in hi.> collection, l)ut
this is erroneous, as the male has a hair pencil on the hind tibiiv and
dorsal a])doniinal spots.

I shall describe the larvic in Life Histories

of North American Geometrida% LVII.

Type.—Q3it. No. TlOl, U. S. National Museum.

ORTHOFIDONIA SEMICLARATA

Walker.

Six specimens. May 29, 81, June 1, 11 (Hetcher's ranch). A few
eggs were obtained from a captive female, but the little larva failed
to feed.

Egg.

— Elliptical,

distinctly flattened above and below, the ffatten-

ings not quite reaching the edge which

is

rounded; ends rounded,

truncate, depression of antemicropylar end not marked.
« Psyche,

IX, 1901,

p. 287.

&Mon.

Ueoni.,

p. ."WH.

r.ot

Perfectly
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xxvn.

smooth
ings.

(87 diameters), the cell areas just indicated b}" obscure flattenPale yellow, later more or less spotted with red which brings

out the obsolete reticulations better; size 0.6 by 0.4 by 0.3 mm.
Stage I. Head bilobed, clypeus high, shining honey ^^ellow, eye
Body slender, rather short but looping rapidly,
black, mouth brown.

—

all

No

honey yellow, unmarked.

shields; tubercles invisible; setse

short, capitate, dusky.

ORTHOFIDONIA EXORNATA
Five specimens.

May

Walker.

(Mr. Cockle), Ma}^ 29, June

DEILINIA BEHRENSARIA

5,

Hulst.

Eleven specimens, May 31, June 2, 13, 16, 19, Jul}^ 14, 19, August 4.
Apparently double brooded. The specimens varj^ in color from gray
(var. cervifiicolor) to ocherous gray, but none are as light as Californian specimens.
I have described the larva in Life Histories of
North American Geometridre, L.
'^

DEILINIA QUADRARIA

Grote.

Three specimens, June 6, 15, and one from Mr. Cockle's collection
June 22, 1901. I have described the larva from Colorado in Life
Histories of North American Geometridaj, XXXIV. ^
Eggs were
obtained from a captive female and the larvae reared on Ceanothus to
the fourth stage, when the}' were lost.

DEILINIA PULVERARIA
Forty-six specimens.
3, 4, 5, 9, 16.

The

May

species

(Mr. Cockle),

is

May

rather constant.

larva in Life Histories of North

29, 30, 31,

I

June

1, 2,

have described the

American Geometridse, XLIX. ^

DEILINIA FUMOSA

Two

Hulst.

Hulst.

specimens, one Sandon (G. C. Robbins), the other bred from a
from Ceanothus by Mr. Cockle, emerged August 23.

larva beaten

— Head

rounded bilobed, clypeus high; green, dotted with
mm. Body normal, moderate, smooth; green, finely white streaked and dotted.
Addorsal line
white, faint, subdorsal more distinct, both faint on the concolorous
cervical shield, absent on the anal plate; lateral line about like the
subdorsal; substigmatal yellow, narrow, diffusing a yellow shade on
the green about it, especially at the stigmata which are orange, brown
rimmed. Tubercles I'ound, small, neatly black; feet green; triangular
Larva.

white, tubercles and seta^ dark; width, 2.4

.

plate of anal feet slightly black dotted.
« Psyche,

X,

190-1, p. 197.

&

Idem, IX, 1902,

p. 383.

o

Idem, X, 1904,

p. 196.

LKI'IDOPTEIIA OF

NO. 1370.

TIIF.

KooTKX.

I

DlsTliK

/

DEILINIA RECTIFASCIA
Forty-eight

.speciiUL'ii.s,

May

9, 10, 13, 10, 20, 21, 22, 28,

4,

fS,

I

/.'.

'.M

)5

Hulst.

Mav

(Mi-. Cockle),

July

T—D Y.

.'50,

Junci

'A,

15 17, 25, 26, and one

4, 5, 6,

from Mr.
The color

Cockle's collection labeled Di'llliua fivnihutrhi (jucnee.
varies from nearly white to pale ocherous, with reddish shades at the
outm- halves of both wings. I have described the life history in Life
Histories of North American (xcometrida', LII," where
some remarks on the generic })()sition of the sp(>cies.

DEILINIA LITARIA

and one specimen from Mr. Cockle's

labelled

DeU Inia falc(itari(iYiickxiv<\.

have made

Hulst.

Thirty-three specimens, A})ril 15 (Mr. Cockle),
25,

I

Very

May

collection,

30, June 1, 0,
June 3, liJOl,

variable, especially in the

females, which are markedly smaller than the males.

One female
specimen, nearly without markings, seems to be almost the exact
counterpart of Packard's yf^/vv^/mrAW/'/a, described from a single female
from

California.

think the

I

name

lltar/a will ultimately fall l)efore

an older one, \)QYh'A]}^ fet'i'ug ! imsai'la Packard, or f(i>inln((i'la ( Juenee, or
falcatarla Packard; but as there are man}' species of Dell hi ia attached
to CecDwtJiKu in the West, all variable
listed

from Kaslo), and

and closeh' allied (six are here
group is not before me in

as the falcataria

large series, 1 will let the

name stand for the present. I have described
American Geometridte, LL''

the larva in Life Histories of North

DEILINIA ERYTHREMARIA

Guenee, var.

PACIFICARIA

Packard.

Fourteen specimens, May 30, flune 3, !), 13, Id, 20, July 4, 21 (F.ear
Lake, jVIr. Cockle), August 7. This is the western form of njthi'eI have described
inavid^ slightl}' larger and more distinctly marked.
XL^'H1.'
(xeometrida*,
North
American
larvie
Life
Histories
of
the
in
i

DEILINIA VARIOLARIA

Guenee.

Two

specimens, June 24, July 25, and one from Mr. Cockle's collec17.
They are not in good condition, but appear referable
Mr. G. AV. Taylor has sent me a specimen agreeing
to this species.
with the Kaslo ones as Cymatopliora xnlxiJharia Hulst from New Jers(>y.
However, in this case 1 prefer Mr. Cockle's determination, as I think

tion,

June

I see a

fovea on the hind wings below, which makes the species a

DeUln'ia.
«Psyi-lu-.

X,

li>04, p. L'OO.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

''Mem, X. 1004,

xxvii— 03

i>.

1>2

lilO.

'Idem, X, 1904,

p. 195,
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SCIAGRAPHIA GRANITATA

vol. xxvii.

Guenee.

Fifteen .specimens, May 29, June 2, 3, 5, 10, 16, 24, 25, 29, July 10
(Ainsworth), 29 (Bear Lake Mountain), and three from Mr. Cockle's

Two

of these bear labels ''^p^m.ctolinemia Packard" and
Packard," ])ut I think these determinations erroneous.
The larva will be described by me in Life Histories of North AmeriIt feeds on spruce and mimics the needles of
can Geometridaj, LVI.
the second year's growth in color.
collection.

'"''niiblculata

SCIAGRAPHIA DENTICULATA

Grote.

No specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection agrees rather nearl}-,
though not exactly, with one from Montana so named for me by the
late Doctor Hulst.
SCIAGRAPHIA NEPTATA

Guenee.

Twenty specimens; May 3], June 3, 16, 23, Jul}" T, IS (bred), 21,
August 3, 4, 18, September 8 (Glacier, dead in a lamp). Rather
variable in color, the lines more or less sinuous, the yellow shading in
31,

the transverse posterior line sometimes obsolete.

It is very nearly
Packard. Both feed on the poplar. I shall describe
the larva of neptata in Life Histories of North American Geometridse,
LXIIl; irrorata was described in No. XXX."

allied to irrorata

SCIAGRAPHIA CONTINUATA

No specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection
apparently refera])le here.
MACARIA MINORATA
Five specimens;
collection

August

May
5,

29,

1902.

Packard, var.

Walker.
is

small and worn, but

INCOLORATA, new

variety.

June 11, 25, 26, antl one from Mr. Cockle's
The form differs from the eastern minorata

in its slightly larger size, nearly obsolete

emargination of the outer

margin of fore wing, and obscure gray coloration, all the contrasts of
the black and reddish marks being lost and the head and collar being
gray with only a trace of the orange marking. It will not unlikely
be found to represent a distinct species, but I prefer to list it for the
present as a western race of minorata.
Type.—C^i. No. 7879, U. S. National

Museum.

CYMATOPHORA LATIFERRUGATA
No

Walker.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection so named. In BulleNo. 52, United States National Museum, Doctor Hulst makes this
species synonymous with ^y'^^'^^w/^^'^V^Hubner. although in 1895 he "felt

tin

« Psyche, IX, 1902, p. 310.
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The synonymy

uncertain about this."«

is certainly erroneous, for
not in the least like latlft-rnKjata.
1 have
no direct information at present about Walker's type, but Packarcrs

Hiibner's excellent figure

is

type of Iriinnearla is before me, and I assume them to be the same,
since Walker's description does not disaoree.
The Kaslo specimen
though somewhat worn, agrees well with Packard's type.

CYMATOPHORA INQUINARIA

Hulst.

Twenty-three specimens; July 8, 12, IS, 19, '!?>, 24, 25, 26 (Payne
3, 5, 0, 7, and two from Mr. Cockle's collection.

Mine), 30, 81, August

very nmch like Si/mM\' other specimens are from Placer County, Cal. (Koebele), and the Mariposa Big
Tree Grove, California (Dyar).
Distinctly variable,

pherta julia Hulst.

A^et characteristic.

The

It looks

larva was not obtained.

CYMATOPHORA BIACTATA
One specimen, Sandon

Walker.

(G. C. Robbins) and one

from Mr. Cockle's

collection.

CYMATOPHORA MATILDA,
Twent}' specimens, June

o,

U, lO, 13,

new

species.

17, 20, 21, 24, Jul}' 14, 27,

and one from Mr. Cockle's collection labeled Eolii anticaria Walker;
but the species has vein 5 of the hind wings absent and is therefore
not even an iLois.
Male antennaj with short, clavate, hairy pectinations decreasing to
the tip, of female simple.
Yellowish white, fi-ont witli a narrow line
of dark scales at its summit, vertex and collar faintly yellowish, wings
with minute dark atoms forming a line on the base of the costal edge.
Two faint, dark, nearly straight lines on fore wing, one on hind wing,
the outer line placed unusuall}' near the margin on both wings, l)cing
Inner line of fore wing may be absent and both
at the outer fourth.
Below
are always faint.
In some a faint discal dot on hind wing.
unmarked or with discal dot on both wings. Fore wing scpiare at the
apex but not falcate, hind wing rounded. Expanse, 24-27 nun.
TyjM'.—C'At. No. 7880, U. S. National Museum.
Concerning 3>i.^ mdicai'Ui
I have a specimen from Colorado.
Walker { — >iuhaJhiria Packard), Packard states that the antenna' are
pectinated, which shows tiiat it is not an /v>/.s', bnt probably referable
to Xydrota. It is certainly not my species even if it shoidd prt)ve to be
a Cymatophcyra^ for mine does not agree in markings with Pat-kard's
figure and description.

SYMPHERTA TRIPUNCTARIA
One specimen, Jnly

Packard.

23 (Fryc Creek) and one

collection without label.
"Ent. News, VI,

p. 106.

from Mr. Co.klc's
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ENEMERA JUTURNARIA

vol. xxvii.

Guenee.

Thirty-two specimens, June (Mr. Cockle), June 23, 30, July 4, 13,
15, 17, 18, 19, 23, 25, 'i^ (Payne Mine), August 1, 11, Sandon
Many more could have been obtained as the moth
(G. C. Robbins).
The species is single brooded
is easily started up in the daytime.
with hibernation in the iig^ state. I have described the egg " and larva.
14,

'^

CARIPETA /EQUALIARIA

Grote.

No specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, July 7, 19(11. The
specimen differs from xqualiaria that 1 have from Victoria; Easton,
Washington; Portland, Oregon; California and Williams, Arizona, in
being darker, the pinkish tint obscured by brown, the marginal pale
dashes absent, and tiii^ marginal orange rays on the hind wings reduced.
Beneath it does not differ from normal specimens. This probably represents a distinct local race, but without more material I can not feel
certain.

CARIPETA DIVISATA
One specimen,

Jul}' 11

Walker.

(Ainsworth, Currie and Caudell).

It differs

some respects from eastern specimens, but without a series I cannot judge whether these differences are constant enough to detine a

in

local race.

PHENGOMMATiEA EDWARDSIATA
No

Hulst.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockh^'s collection, August 23, 1902.

ENYPIA PERANGULATA

Hulst.

Sixty-one specimens, fhdv 29, 3(», August 1, 2, 0, 7, 8, 10 (on snow,
Kokanee Mountain), 13 (Sandon, Mr. Currie), 1(3, 17, 18, 20 (Nelson),
20 (West Robson), 21 (Revelstoke), 22 (Revelstoke), and one from Mr.
Cockle's collection August 9, 1901, as well as Sandon specimens collected by Mr. G. C. Robbins.
Very constant and darker than the
Pacific coast form venata Grote, of which it ma}' nevertheless })e a
local race.
It appears smaller and narrower winged than vcuatn., and

remarkably variable. I hold it, therefore, provisionally as
The range is down the Rocky Mountains. I have
specimens from Taos Mountain, New Mexico, and Silverton, Colorado.
Eggs from females taken at Nelson, where the species was commonest
hatched but were not raised, as I was leaving the district and could
the latter

is

a distinct species.

not attend to them.

Egg.

— Elliptical, thick

tened, ends
aProc. U.

S.

and regular, sides strongly concavely flatrounded and nearly alike, scarcely any truncation or
Nat. Mus.,

XXV,

1903, p. 392

&Ent. News., V, 1895,

p. 63.
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smooth.

(lepi'cssioii;

shilling,

l^ilc yellowish <;i"(MMiish, sc:ir(;cly iiny color,
hurk brown; size, l.;{ by 1 by 0.7 luiii.
Laid siii«r|v,
covcrod with <^r!iy scales from the moth, so that tln'v

tui'iiiiio-

iidhcnMit, all

appear

900

woolly

like

balls.

—

Head large, round, slitrhtly bilol)ed. ])ale red brown.
Stage I.
Body moderate, ratlu'r short, slate j^'ray, cervical shield and spots at
tubercles i and ii pale luteous, subventral fold, feet and anal plates
pale.

PHILEDIA PUNCTOMACULARIA

No

specimens, but ^Ir. Cockle has taken

it.

Hulst.

The

species

flies

late

I
in sunniier, and none had emerged by August 18, when 1 left Kaslo.
took it later on Vancouver Island. In Bulletin No. 52, U. S. National

Museum

(p.

320), I note the spruce defoliating geometi-id. i-e))orted

by Dr. A. D. Hopkins, as being this species. This is probably an error,
since Mr. Theodore Bryant informs me that he has bred jjuncto/nacular'm from larvie on the common ]>rake {Pterlx).

NEPYTIA UMBROSARIA

Packard.

Two specimens, one from Mr. Cockle, one August 20 (Nelson) and
one from Mr. Cockle's collection, August 12, 1901. Very rare, i)erhaps a little out of its range. I have it from Portland and Mount
Angel, Oregon, and kSanta Cruz Mountains, California.
ALCIS SULPHURARIA

Packard.

Thirty-one specimens, June 23, 20, 30, July 3, 4, 19, 23, 24, 2.5, 27,
August 11, 12. Very variable, the markings tending to reduction or nearly complete obsolescence (var. xmu-oUmtrUt Hulst).
Eggs were obtained from captive females, l)ut they hil)ernated without
29, 30, 31,

hatching.
^]/r/.— Elliptical, well flattened, but without flat areas, rounded; ends
Kibbed, about
alike, without marked truncation or depression.

much

10 on the

flat

side in the center, diminishing to both ends irregularly;
at each obsolete cell, the resulting ele-

waved and cut nearly through
vations crested each

l)y

two

por(>s not in line

with the

ril);

crests of

pores white. Obsolete cross strije show as low, rounded
Surface minutely granular shagreened.
pally on the flanks of the ribs.
Orange ochraceous; latei' all
:Micropylar end without ribs centrally.

bars, princi-

red; size,

1

by

0.(i

by 0.4 mm.

PARAPHIA SUBATOMARIA Wood.

No

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's colkntion, July

17,

I'.'ol.
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SPODOLEPIS SUBSTRIARIA
Four spocimens, Miiy lo (Mr. Cockle),
worn; also one from Mr. Cockle's

Hulst.

Juii(^>i,

;>,

the later ones

much

collection, April 28.

GABRIOLA DYARI

No

vol. xxvii.

Taylor.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection.

SELIDOSEMA HUMARIUM

Guenee, var.

EMASCULATUM,

new

variety.

Five specimens, June 80, July ir>, IS, and one from Mr. Cockle's
collection, much darker than the others. In markings this form agrees
It is, however, much slighter in l)uild
closel}" with eastern hurn<ir!um.
and the secondary sexual characters of the male are less developed.
The hindtibiie are swollen, but not nearly as strongly as in kumariurn.
There is a groove on the inner side, ))ut I do not detect a hair pencil
in

it.

Ty2:)e.

— Cat.

No.

TS.Sl,

U.

S.

National iVIuseum.

CLEORA PAMPINARIA

Guenee.

Five specimens, June 7, 1(», 18, and one from Mr. Cockle's collection,
I have the species from A\'(dlington, and Seattle, VV^ash1, 19()1.

June

ington.

CLEORA UMBROSARIA
No

Hubner.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection. The specimen
Museum bearing Dr. Packard's origi-

agrees with two in the National

nal labels ^''Boarniia rndicatar/a.^ conip.Walkei''s type"

and ^'Bodrnua

umhromria Hbn,, B. gnopJiosaria Gn.," the specimens originally comThey are males and show
ing from the Meske and Rile}^ collections.
a hair pencil on the hind

lowing

til)ia%

so I transfer

Ilulst's separation of CJi'ora

MELANOLOPHIA CANADARIA

and

Guenee,

iii)ihr<>>«()'la

to CJeora^iol-

Se[!d<»<e>n<i.

var.

SUBGENERICATA, new

variety.

May 29, 30, June 3, 4, and one from Mr. Cockle's
The si^ecimens are generally larger and darker than the
Eastern form and differ decidedly in the reduction of the secondary
Five specimens.

collection.

sexual characters.

I shall

young needles

in

Life Histories of

They feed on

spruce, mimicking

descril)e the

North American Geometridte, LX.

larvie

in color.
Ir^ the male moths the lateral a])dominaI
very small, in some hardly 2)erceptil)le, and the hind til)ia' are
less swollen than in Eastern specimens and are more slender, though
bearing a distinct hair pencil. I have the form also from Mount
Angel, Oregon (F. Epper), Push, Oregon (H. Ahlers), Seattle,

the

tufts are

LEPWOPTERA OE THE KOOTENAI DISTRICT— DYAR.

NO. 1376.

Wasliinuton
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and Rosslaiul (\\ R. Jolmson). 'I'lic Rossl/r/.v .sy>.'' l)y Doctor Ilulst, apparently on
the supposition that the male had a t'ov(>a on the f«»re winjr.s below
but I am unabh> to set^ it.
(T. Kiiicaid),

land spi'cinuMi was

7//yv.^Cat.

.

named"

iNo. 71(ir>,

,

r. S. National Museimi.

iETHALOPTERA INTEXTATA
Twent3'-iive specimens, April 18 (Mr.

May

81,

June

2, 9,

Walker.

Cockle),

and two from Mr. Cockle's

ECTROPIS CREPUSCULARIA

(Mr. Cockle),

'irt

collection,

May

15.

Schiffermuller.

Three specimens, June
In collecting-, this species was confounded
with M.elanolopli'ni (<nia(hiri(i^ so that the usual efforts to obtain eggs
1

were not made

.

in this case,

imich to

my

|)i'esent regret.

LYCIA COGNATARIA

One specimen, August

1.

Guenee.

have described

J

tlie

lar\a

in

Life

Histories of North American (ieometridie, XL.'^'

ERANNIS VANCOUVERENSIS

Hulst.

No

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, October 14.
I
also from Pullman. Washington (C. V. Piper).
Hulst calls
this form K. dcfollana variety vanamverenxix; but I see no more
reason f(n' regarding it as a variet}' of the European defoliarid than

have

of

it

the Eastern

forms of

fiH(irl<i

The

Harris.

fact

that

is

all

the American

but slightly divergent geographical (>x})ressions
Yet,
of the P^uropean one and will doubtless be tinally so listed.
the
forms,
I
will
of
series
of
all
a l;>rger
pending the examination
as
specific.
the
Northwestei-n
form
temporarily regard
Eraniiifi are

DYSCIA ORCIFERATA

No

specimens; one

in

Mr. Cockle's

collection.

SICYA MACULARIA
Five specimens, July

14, 25, 81,

Walker.
<>,

1J>(I1.

Harris.

September

THERINA LUGUBROSA
No

July

1»

(Field).

Hulst.

specimens; on? from Mr. Cockle's collection labeled
However, it agrees well with Hulst's type of

ar!a Hulst.

T.

somni-

/it(/uh/'om

From xoinnlaria the form differs in being
Rossland.
densely strewn with the gray striga\ which are contluent
T. sonnuarla has been shown to feed
and dominate the coloration.
on the oak in the larval state, a plant which does not grow at Kaslo.
before

me from

much more

Therefore,

I

judge that lugulyrom

is

"Psych.', X.

really a distinct species.
1!»0:;,

]..

7S.
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METROCAMPA PRiEGRANDARIA
Twenty -four specimens, June 28, July 2,
The peculiar larvae with an additional pair of

4,

vol. xxvii.

Guenee.
T,

14, 15, 19, 21, 25.

on the fifth adominal
segment and with subyentral fringe were fed on birch, the ])ark of
which they closely mimicked. 1 have described them in Life Histories of North American Geometridse, XLIII."

ENNOMOS MAGNARIUS
One specimen,

me by Mr.

sent

feet

Guenee.

Cockle and one from his collection.

PLAGODIS APPROXIMARIA

Dyar.

No

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, June 3 (Ainsworth).
I have the species also from Rossland and Portland, Oregon.

HYPERITIS TRIANGULIFERATA
Thirty-two specimens.

May

29, 30, 31,

June

Packard.
2,

3,

1, 5, 7, 8

(Ains-

worth), 10, 12, 13, 16, 18, 23, July 4, 24.
Some have the brown mark
above anal angle (var. natataria Hulst), others lack it entirely and
there are

all

costal spot

The basal
The form notatarla is not specificThe larvse occurred on currant. I

intergrades in the obsolescence of the marking.

is

likewise evanescent.

by Hulst.
them in Life Histories of North American Geometridje,
Prof. G. H. French has previously described them.^

ally distinct as listed
shall describe

LIV.

HYPERITIS AMICARIA

Herrich-Schaeffer.

Seven specimens, May 31, June 1, 8 (Ainsworth), 9, 11, 25. The
were raised on wild cherry. I shall describe them in Life
Histories of North American Geometrida% LV, and give some notes
on the form of imago occurring at Kaslo.

larvae

ANIA LIMBARIA

One specimen
July

me by Mr.

sent

Haworth.

Cockle and one from his collection,

24.

GONODONTIS DUARIA
No

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection.

EUCHLiENA PECTINARIA
One specimen, June
'E.

sirenaria Strecker.

25,

I

Schiffermiiller.

and one from Mr. Cockle's collection labeled

It does, indeed,

tion of sirenaria., but the

and

Guenee.

form

is

agree with Strecker's descrip-

that usually identified

Vit^

j)ectinaria.,

do not see that Strecker has done more than make a synonym.
"Psyche, X, 1904,

p. 190.

HIan. Ent., XVIII, 1886,

p. 10.5.
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My

specimon was a

carried to stago v

tVniiil(>

and deposited eggs which hatched and were

when they were

have desci'ihed the larva
tridte,

913

in

all lost ])y a fungoid disease.
I
Life Histories of North Aniericaii (ieoiiie-

XXXII.
EUCHLiENA ASTYLUSARIA

Walker.

Nine specimens, June i), 19, 24, 25, 27, July 2. They agree with
Coloradan examples. As compared with eastern specimens they are
more yellowish, the striga? fewer and less defined, the dark shade
bey^ond the transverse posterior line lighter and either partially or
wholly wanting. This may be Hulst's )iiai)uhriat<i^ which I do not
know. I will describe the larva; in Life Histories of North American Geometrida% LIX.

EUTRAPELA ALCIPHERARIA

Walker.

One specimen. May

The specimen was a female, but the eggs
30.
have the larvte from Mr. Theodore Bryant, Wellington, who points out to me that the two broods of the species are
different, the spring brood being large and heavily marked, the summer brood small and lightly marked. I have descri])ed the larva' in
Life Histories of North American (reometrida', III.''
were

infertile.

L

METANEMA TEXTRINARIA
Two

specimens, flune S (Ainsworth),

Grote and Robinson.
11,

and one from Mr. Cockle's

collection.

AZELINA ANCETARIA

Hiibner, var.

OCCIDENTALIS

Hulst.

'

Twenty-six specimens, Jul}^ 15, 26, 29, 30, August 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 21
This is, 1 think, Hulst's Marmarea occidentallx. Only
two of my specimens are males. In describing occidenttiJh, Doctor
Hulst calls it a "Darwinian species" that is to say, in this case, a
geographical race and he erects the new genus for it on the slight
In the Kaslo si:)ecimens this is cerdifference in the male antenna^.
Neither is it greater in specimens from
tainly extremeh' slight.
The Kaslo specimens are all
California and Arizona before me.
decidedly larger than eastern ancetaria^ agreeing with Doctor Hulst's
(Revelstoke).

—

—

specific diagnosis of occidental U.
I

have not the true occldentidix,

I

So while there is a possil>iIity that
am
do not think this is the case.
I

of the opinion that when a character is admittedly not of specific value
it can not be used to define a genus, even if it be "structural."
Therefore 1 place Hulst's genus Marumvea as a synonym of AzrJiiui
and his species occidental Ik as a variety of ancetaria. The life history

was

started, but I failed to complete
"Psyche, TX, 1902,

p. :544.

it.

''Mein, VIII,

ISiiJt,

j..

;»».">
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— Elliptical, smoothly and ovenly rouiulcd,

vol. xxvii.

no perceptible

tening nor truncation; surface smooth, shagreened.

olivaceous, under a lens minutel}- black speckled; size, 0.9 by

0.65

mm.

Stage

—

Head rounded,
Body moderately

I.

pressed.

l)ilobed,

flat-

Shinino- sordid
<>.T

by

pale brown, erect, sutures de-

elongate, normal, whitish,

marked

w^ith

irregular green rings from the alimentar}^ canal ])efore eating; a very

narrow, ])rown subdorsal

faint,

Segments annuhite; cervical
around the

line.

shield small, black; tul)ercles })lack, a slight l)lackening

hair dots only; setw

stifl'.

minutely flared at the

tip.

—

Face l)elow and epistoma l^roadly bluish white, edged
Staye If.
above with a straight black shade; vertex yellowish, with brown black
spots in alternating ol)li(}U(^ rows; width, 0.75 mm.
Hody moderately
slender, normal, dark gray,

many

fine irn^gular

l)r()wn lines

greenish gray ground; venter darker than dorsum, which

The

larva?

on a

irregu-

Feet concolorous; tu))ercles round, black;

larly diluted greenish.
seta» pointed,

is

dark.

began to

hib(M"nat(^ at this

point and finally died.

SABULODES CATENULATA
One specimen, June

1^5,

Grote.

and one from Mr. Cockle's

collection,

August

1, lOOi^.

BREPHOS INFANS
No

Moschler.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, June 24 (Ains-

worth).

Family NOLID^E.

CELAMA MINNA
One specimen, May
California and

It ditters

31.

Vancouver

mark on
little

Ceanothus.

Larva.

if

such exist.

it is

darker shade.

is much reduced, while the
an obviously geminate row of dots, tilled
Larva^ of this, as 1 suppose, occurred on

They are

is

not yet l)red.

— Head bilobed, pale

yellow, densely checkered with l)rown,

Body

flat-

formed with tubercles

i-f-ii

leaving the paraclypeal ])ieces yellow; epistoma white.
tened, no feet

notpossi))le

In the specimen the sub-

the transverse-anterior line

transverse-posterior line

by a

somewhat from minna from

Island, but without a series

to define the racial characters,
costal

Butler.

on

joint 7; warts normal,

and iv+v. Cervical shield small, l)isected. Body checkered yellow
and brown, joints 5, 7, and 1 1 broadly l)rown dorsally a narrow brown
dorsal line, straight; subdorsal, lateral, and sul)ventral waved broad
brown l)ands, broken in the incisures, dark and subconfluent on the
dark segments, avoiding the warts. Warts ocherous, ringed with
;
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brown.
pale.

ILiir bi'istiv,
\\':u(

widened on

iv

+v

joints

is

;>--1

tipjXHl,

l»l;u'k

somo

liohtcr llian the

and

12

Family

A

specimens.

sinol(>

l;itcr:illv.

in

Feet

hand

Tlie dorsal

is

dark specimens.

eolorino-.

bark on a stem

bits of

in

the well

PSYCHID^.

PSYCHE FRAGMENTELLA
No

ones

and shows distinctly

Very variable in the intensity of
Cocoon boat-shapeil, made of
known manner.

teristic case l)ut

loiio-

otlici's.

915

Henry Edwards.

immature larva was found

in

its

charac-

failed to mature.

it

Family COCHLIDIID.T:.

TORTRICIDIA TESTACEA

Packard.

Three specimens, June 13. They aj^'ree with specimens from Manand Colorado, and are probably referable to thc^ form t-ri/pfif
Dyar. A single larva was found on birch, but it was parasitized, and
died before the characteristic markings had appeared. This is the
westernmost record (except in the extreme Southwest) for any CochliThe rarity of the species jirevented as comdian in North America.
itol)a

plete observations as are desirable.

Family (^OSSID^E.

COSSUS POPULI

No
male

Walker.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, July 27, 1902, is a
It reseml)les loidnsus
good condition, expanding CO nun.

in

Lintner, but the collai' is graycM- and the
pronounced, more broken and strigos{\

lin(\s

on

tlu^

wings are

less,

Family SESIID.E.

ALBUNA PYRAMIDALIS

Walker.

Ten specimens, June 11, 18, 23, July 11 (Ainsworth), 21 (Bear Lake
Mountain), 28 (Bear l^ake Mountain), taken at flowers. Five are
normal pyrainhhiJis^ three of the variety nihcxcens^ and two of the
variety coJovitd nxix.
The extremes suggest ditlerent species, and it is
not surprising that

the\'

were described

as such.

SESIA TIPULIFORMIS

No

specimens;

ojie in

Mr. Cockle's

Linnaeus.

collection,

June

27.
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PYRALID^E.

Family

SYMPHYSA ERIPALIS
One specimen, Auoust

vol. xxvii.

Grote.

20 (Nelson), in very poor condition, seems

referable here.

DESMIA FUNERALIS

No

Hiibner.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection.

EVERGESTIS FUNALIS

No specimens; one from Mr.
later

Grote.

Cockle's collection.

took the species

I

on Vancouver Island.

NOMOPHILA NOCTUELLA

Schiffermiiller.

Twenty-four specimens, May 31, June 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, July
August 1, 14 (Revelstoke, Mr. Currie), 21 (Revelstoke).

19, 28,

24, 25,

LOXOSTEGE COMMIXTALIS
Four specimens, June

Walker.

and one from Mr. Cockle's collection.

4,

PHLYCTiENIA FERRUGALIS
One much-worn specimen, July

Hiibner.

28 (Bear Lake),

may

])e

of this

and another equally bad from Mr. Cockle's collection. My
specimen is of the usual size, but Mr. Cockle's is larger, like the form
from the Pacific coast {profiinddVix Packard).
species,

PHLYCT^NIA TERREALIS
No

specimens; one

in iVlr.

Cockle's collection.

PHLYCTiENIA TERTIALIS

No

specimens; one

in

Mr.

Treitschke.

Two

specimens, August

7,

August

CV^ckle's collection,

September
23, 1902.

22, 1902.

Guenee.

PHLYCTiENIA TILLIALIS, new
Cockle's coller'tion,

June

June

T.

species.

9 (Field),

and one from Mr.

Light, whitish, straw yellow,

irregularly shaded with reddish brown, especially toward costa and

Reniform and orbicular large, nearl}' solid!}' brownfused to a concolorous costal stripe that reaches two-thirds
Transverse-anterior line nearly obsolete, linear, bent out
to the apex.
on median vein; transverse-posterior punctiform, moderately arcuate,
outer margin.

black

filled,

not distinct.

A

row

of small, terminal black dots.

whitish checkered without.

Hind wings subpellucid

Fringe brown,
whitish, faintly

testaceous tinged, a small fuscous, obscure discal spot and faint
of a dusky outer line, indefinite.

Ty^e.— Cat. No.

Expanse, 24

7829, U. 8. National

mm.

Museum.

shadow
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PHLYCTiENIA ITYSALIS

No

.specimerLs; oiu'

from Mr. Cockle's

1, 10,

U,

iO,

U17

Walker.

rollcctioii,

PYRAUSTA FUMOFERALIS
Twelve specimens, June

[STRICT— DYAIi.

'!?>,

July

1.

Hulst.

:i-l,

2'.».

July

Is,

2»;

(Payne

Mine), and one from Mr. Cockle's collection.

PYRAUSTA UNIFASCIALIS
One specimen, July

Packard.

29 (Bear Lake Mountain), and one from Mr.

Cockle's collection, June 11.

PYRAUSTA BOREALIS
Seven specimens,
collection,

June

May

2i>,

28, 1902.

3L,

June

2,

The specimens

Packard.

and one from Mr. C'ockle's
are rather small and much

shaded with black, the hind wings especially being- nearly solidly black
from the inner line to the base. The eight specimens are alike, but
another from Mr. Cockle's collection, without label, is of the usual
larger and paler form.

PYRAUSTA OCHOSALIS
No

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, June 20, 1902.

PYRAUSTA NICALIS
No

Dyar.

Grote.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection.

PYRAUSTA INCONCINNALIS
No
from

Lederer.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, which ditfei-s a little
ni}" Colorado and Arizona examples in having a trace of a line on

the hind wings.

PYRAUSTA FUNEBRIS
Four specimens,
3,

fliuie

1 1.

Stromeyer.

and one from Mr. Cockle's

collection,

July

1902.

PYRAUSTA

No

.(EGLEALIS Walker.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, rluly 81, 19(H.

CORNIFRONS SIMALIS
No

specimens; one from

Mi-. Cockle's collection,

NOCTUELIS THALIALIS
Ten specimens, June 11,
Mr. Cockle's collection.

Grote.

23, 2o,

Walker.

July 11 (Ainsworth), and one from
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SCOPARIA CENTURIELLA

vol. xxvii.

Schiffermuller.

Twenty-six specimens, June 18, 20, 22, 23, 25, July 2, 13, 14, 16, 19,
Lake Mountain), August 6, 7, 8, 11, 13 (Sandon, Mr.
Currie), 17, Sandon (G. C. Robbins), and one from Mr. Cockle's
23, 29 (Bear

collection.

SCOPARIA NOMINATELLA

Hulst.

Twelve specimens, July 11), 24, August 1, 3, 0, 7, 17, September 1
(Shawnigan Lake, Vancouver Island), and two from Mr. Cockle's collection, August 17, 1902, and August 17, 1903.

SCOPARIA FERNALDALIS
One hundred and eighty-seven specimens,
30,

August

collection,

4, 5,

August

30. 1902.

One hundred and
5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 17,

Zeller.

seventy-six specimens, July

August

July 20, 1901.

One specimen,

.luly 10 (Ainswoi'th)

July 7 and August

3,

Dyar.

and two from Mr. Cockle's

Hulst.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection,

PYRALIS FARINALIS
Ten specimens, June

col-

1902.

PYRALIS ELECTALIS

No

8, 15, 24, 27,

29 (Shawnigan Lake) and one from Mr. Cockle's

SCOPARIA TRICOLORALIS
lection,

.June 24, July 7, 15, 25,

12, 30 (Shawnigan Lake) and two from Mr. Cockle's

SCOPARIA RECTILINEA

collection,

Dyar.

Ki, 17, 24, 27,

.Jul}' 2.

Linnseus.

July 23, 30, August

CRAMBUS HAMELLUS

7, 13.

Thunberg.

Sixt3^-three specimens, August 1<», 17, 21 (Nakusp), 21 (Revelstoke),
September 2 (Wellington). The ground color of the wings varies from
the usual dark brown to gray or yellowish gray, showing that the Californian cyi>r!daU>< Hulst, which differs only in the ground color, is not
specifically distinct iwnw hmiiellK-s.

CRAMBUS PASCUELLUS

Linnaeus.

Seven specimens, ,Iune 13, 18, July 2, 7 (Lardo),
from Mr. Cockle's collection, August 3, 1902.

CRAMBUS UNISTRIATELLUS
One specimen, July
20, 1901.

17,

15, 17,

and one

Packard.

and one from Mr. Cockle's

collection,

July
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CRAMBUS HORTUELLUS
Thirty-.soven
ill

color

from

.speciineii.^^,

June

lielit {fojH/ria.s

yi9

Hiibner.

Tlic .specimens vary
dark {mchef/ellxs Kearfott), the

11, 15, 16, 23.

Zeller) to

majority beine- intermediate.

CRAMBUS MYELLUS

Hiibner.

Eighteen specimens, July IG, 18, 24, 25, 30, Aujrust 3,
19, and one from Mr. Cockle's collection, July 21, 11)02.

CRAMBUS VULGIVAGELLUS

4,' 5, 0, 7,

13,

Clemens.

Three specimens, August 22 (Kevelstoke), 28
from Mr. Cockle's collection, September 1. 1902.

CRAMBUS PLUMBIFIMBRIELLUS,

(Victoria),

new

and one

species.

Sixteen specimens, June 14, 16, 19, 20, 29, July 3, 7 (Lardo), 23
(Frye Creek), August 4, 7, and one from Mr. Cockle's collection, July
Sordid whitish, palpi sprinkled with gray; fore wings whitish,
3, 1902.
tinged with ocherous, especiall}' along terminal space and outer half
of costa; all the inter.spaces tilled with scattered gra3'-brown scales.
These scales are grouped to occasionally indicate a median line, bent
outward across cell, but faint and usually wanting. Outer line near
the margin, roundly bent below apex, then straight and parallel to

margin; a row of seven terminal black dots; fringe shining lead color.
Hind wings sordid white, a faint dark line close to the margin, a little
more remote at the anal angle. Expanse, 20 mm.
Ti/jje.— Cat No. 7827, U. S. National jNluseum.

CRAMBUS OREGONICUS

Grote.

Nine specimens, -July 15, 21 (Bear Lake Mountain), 2S (Bear Lake
Mountain). August :!. 21 (Kevelstoke). September 2 (Wellington).

CRAMBUS MURELLUS,

new

species.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, without date, and
two from Pullman, Washington (C. V. Piper). Fore wing light gray,
dusted with darker; an illy defined i)ale carneous shade over lower
half of wing, spreading from the median fold, fading before the tor-

No

nus.

Scared}' any

lilies;

sul)terminal

faint,

tinely

linear,

dark,

minutely dentate and slightly excurved opposite the cell, not very near
Terminal black dots very small; fringe not at all metalthe margin.
dark gray, the fringe pale, almost white. Expanse,
wings
Hind
lic.
22 to 24

mm.

Ti/jje.—Odt No. 7826, U. S. National Mu.seum.
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CRAMBUS BONIFATELLUS
Thirty-four 8pecinien.s, fluno

1,

(Bear Lake), 24, 25, 31, August

vol. xxvii.

Hulst.

8 (Ain.s worth), 13, 15, 'Jul}' 15, 19, 21
7,

21 (Revelstoke), 22 (Revelstoke),

and two from Mr. Cockle's collection, Ma}'

2t>, IDOl, June 11.
This
obscurely marked species varies considerably, the white speck used as
a diHerential character by Doctor Fernald being inconstant.
There

appears in.man}^ specimens a dark outer
the

line,

curved outward beyond

cell.

CRAMBUS TRISECTUS

Walker.

Five specimens, August 21 (Revelstoke), September 2 (Wellington),

and one from Mr. Cockle\s

collection,

August

MYELOIS CORNIELLA

17, 1901.

Ragonot.

Sixteen specimens, July 15, 24, 31, August 1, 5, 7, 17, 1\ (Reveland two from Mr. Cockle's collection, ,Iuiie

stoke), 22 (Revelstoke),

24 and July

8,

1901.

The

])lack scales of fore Aving

form

indetiniteh'

a line from the costal inception of the outer lino to the inner margin

This is shown distinctly in Ragonot's figure, but
specimens and often not determinate.

at middle of wing.
it is

faint in

my

DIORYCTRIA ABIETELLA

One specimen, June

20,

Schiffermiiller.

and one from Mr. Cockle's

collection,

July

2, 1901.

DASYPYGA ALTERNOSQUAMELLA

Ragonot.

One specimen, August

(i, of
this very pretty and distinctly marked
have another from Williams, Arizona (Schwarz and
Barber), and two from Seattle, Washington (O. B. Johnson).

species.

1

AMBESA WALSINGHAMI
No

Ragonot.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, Aug-ust
is not represented in the National Museum collection.

4.

This

species

NEPHOPTERYX SUBTINCTELLA
Two
June

specimens, Jime 16, 25, and two from Mr. Cockle's collection,

24, 1901,

and June

7,

1903.

NEPHOPTERYX OVALIS
No

Ragonot.

Packard.

specimen; one from Mr, Cockle's collection, June 28, 1902,

is

rather larger and lighter coloi-ed, but essentially similar to eastern

specimens.
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MEROPTERA PRAVELLA
One

.specimen,

June

27, 1902, and July

7,

and two from

18,

Grote.

Cockle's colloctioii.

]SIr.

May

1!)()2.

SALEBRIA L^VIGATELLA

No

921

specimens; one fioni

]\ir.

Hulst.

Cockle's collection,

LAODAMIA FUSCA

May

29, 1901.

Haworth.

Three specimens, July 29 (Bear Lake Mountain), August 4. 31
(Shawnig-an Lake), and one from ]\Ir. Cockle's collection, July 7, 1902.

ETIELLA ZINCKENELLA

No

Treitschke.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection. July

ZOPHODIA PACKARDELLA
One specimen, April

1902.

Ragonot.

30 (Mr. Cockle), and two frt)m Mr. Cockle's

collection, April 28, 1901,

and

May

20, 1902.

EUZOPHERA OCHRIFRONTELLA

Two

8,

Zeller.

specimens, July 23, 30.

ECCOPISA SERRATILINEELLA

Ragonot.

Four specimens, August 17, September 4 (Shawnigan Lake), and one
from Mr. Cockle's collection, June 24. 19<)2.

HULSTIA UNDULATELLA
Twenty
1,

3, 4,

July

8,

Clemens.

eight specimens, April 27 (Mr. Cockle),

June

27, 28,

July

10 (Ainsworth), 15, and one from Mr. Cockle's collection,
1902.

EPHESTIA AMARELLA, new

species.

Three specimens, June 13, 23, 24. Fore wings with 9 veins, hind
wings with 7; tongue long; ocelli absent, palpi erect, hind wings with
veins 3 and 4 connate.
By these characters it falls between Enri/thntia
and Unadilhi^ according to Hulsfs tables, but is really an Kph<stt<(.
Light gra}-; a carneous reddish shade along inner third of wing,
most distinct on submedian fold in median space. Inner line obsolete,
but indicated by a broad, light blackish outer edge, which forms a
Discal spot of two superimposed dots.
straight, slightly ol)li(pie band.
line obsolete, indicated by its rather narrow, blackish inner
Hind wings
shade, inwaved opposite cell and on submedian fold.
Expanse, 18 nmi.
whitish, fuscous along costa.

Outer

Type.—C^it. No. 7828, U. S. National Museum,
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvii— 03

63
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HOMCEOSOMA MUCIDELLUM
One specimen, June

24,

vol. xxvii.

Ragonot.

and one from Mr. Cockle's

collection,

June

20, 1902.

EPHESTIODES GILVESCENTELLA
Four specimens, June
June

Cockle's colle(;tion,

18,

July

1,

August

Ragonot.

18,

aud one from Mr.

new

species.

27.

EPHESTIODES BENJAMINELLA,
Five specimens, June 22, July

19, 24, 25,

August

3,

two from Mr.

Cockle's collection, July 19, 190l, August 17, and five from Pullman,
Washington (C. V. Piper), July 11, 12, 1898, and August 2, 1899.
Dark fuscous with a red tint. Lines more or less obscured, pale,

edged with blackish toward median space; discal dots black, indistinct.
Hind wings fuscous. Anal tuft of male sordid ocherous. Expanse,
13-14 mm.
The form differs from gilvescenteUa Ragonot and n'ujreUa Hulst by
the fuscous hind wings.
It seems nearest allied to crytJireUa Ragonot,
which 1 have not seen, but is not so red, that being described as "dark
vinous red, dusted with black on costa and veins."
Tij/^e.— Cat. No. 7830, U. S. National Museum.
Respectf ull}' dedicated to Dr. Marcus Benjamin, the efficient editor
of these Proceedings.

Family

PTEROPHORID^.

PLATYPTILIA COSMODACTYLA

Hiibner.

Three specimens, July 11, 12, 19 and one from Mr. Cockle's collecJune 21, 1902. The larvai were found in the red bracts of the
high bush honeysuckle {Lonicera involucraUi)^ eating holes in the young
fruit through the bracts and destroying the fruit.
A larva in the
penultimate stage had the following characters.
I have described
the mature larva from a Coloradan specimen."
tion,

Larva.

—Head

bilobed, shining black.

Cervical shield

quadrate,

black; thoracic feet and anal plate black; tubercles brown, angularly
i and ii
with a pale hair and very short black one separate,
dorsad to ii; tubercle iii also with multiple hairs; two secondary
hairs, very short, black, below tubercle i; tubercle iiia present; iv
v
with a secondary hair closely adjoining; vi single. Skin with sparse,
dark, secondary granules.
Dorsum broadly whitish with dorsal red-

plated,
i

+

dish line; sides dull reddish, stigmatal region whitish.

larva has numerous secondary hairs.
aProc. U.

S.

National

Museum,

XX V,

18Q2, p. 399.

The mature
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PLATYPTILIA TESSERADACTYLA

Two

Linnaeus.

July 20 (Bear Lake Mountain), August

!:>pccimens,

923

1

1

(Kokunoc

Mountain).

PLATYPTILIA CARDUIDACTYLA
Five specimens, June

from Mr. Cockle's

July 21 (Bear Lake), Aut^u.st

5, 23,

collection,

Riley.

June

5,

and one

24.

OXYPTILUS NINGORIS

Walsingham.

Seven specimens, June 25, 27, 2!), Aug-ust 3. The young larva- were
found webbing- the heads and deforming the leaves of a wooly herbaceous plant with milky juice, Hieracluin, alhijionun. The larvtv were
very small but made a great showing as the whole head of the plant
is webbed and distorted, the leaves crumpled and the flower shoot does
not grow up as it normally would.
Larva.

Body

—Head

small, bilobed, pale hone}^ yellow,

robust, tapering a

little at

at the ends as usual in the Pterophorida*.

and

mouth pointed.

the ends, feet normal, slender, dilated

Primar}' hairs simple,

approximated, the tubercles black; iii
single, iv and v closely approximated, vi single, the tubercles l)rownish
ringed.
Numerous small secondaiy hairs all over, white, short,
broadly clavate tipped. Olivaceous green, the food dark; skin densely
covered with minute black, fiat gramdes; spii-acles lilack ringed.
Later there is a deep brown spot on tul)ercle i+ii.
Pupa. Attached by the anal extremity, free; pale yellow, the tuberThe youngcles like those of the larva, the dorsal ones colored red.
larva is without the capitate secondary hairs.
coarse, white,

i

ii

closelj"

—

OXYPTILUS TENUIDACTYLUS

Fitch.

Two specimens, June 28 (bred). The larvie occured on the thiml)leberry {Rulua wdhmus) with the normal structure and coloration.
I have described them from New York specimens on blai-kherry."
PTEROPHORUS ANGUSTUS

Walsingham.

Thirty-three specimens, June 1», 10, 11, 18, 20, 21, 28, 24, 25,
30, July 11 (Aiusworth), 24, 25, and one from Mr. Cockle's collection
June 10, 1902. The moths were easily started up from low grass and

weeds, but especially from the plant Anaphalis //tan/tira/accd, which I
suppose is their food plant. Larva? were found connnonly in the
flower heads of this plant, but unfortunately were not bred. The
following is a description of them:
Larva. Head shining br()wn-l)!ack. hilolicd, the cIn ih'u-- n-adiing

—

vertex,

rounded

at

top:
«

mouth

poiiitt'(l.

Psyche, VIII, 1898,

Body

p. 249.

rottii>t.

tl;ill»Mn«l.
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Densely" covered with brownforming a double patch dorsally, bisected by a
pale dorsal line; ground color whitish, forming a subdorsal band; segmental incisures shagreened. Tubercles i and ii separate, i dorsally
Later the larva is
placed, with secondary hairs; iv and v separate.
whitish, with the flat black granules; dorsal, subdorsal, and stigmatal
purplish bands, the dorsal band geminately segmentarily bimaculate
feet normal, small.

tupered behind,

black, Hat g'ranules,

in blackish.

,

PTEROPHORUS HELIANTHI

Walsingham.

No specimens; one from Mr. Cockle^s collection, Au^'ust 10 (South
Fork Creek), may be referable to this species, although it lacks the
subapical brown dash shown in Lord Walsingham \s figure.
The two
discal dots are present, and the brown powdering around the fissure.

PTEROPHORUS BRUCEI

Fernald.

Two specimens, August 12, September 4 (Shawnigan Lake, Vancouver Island), in poor condition, but seeming to agree with specimens from Colorado so named for me by Dr. C. H. Fernald.
STENOPTILIA COLORADENSIS

Fernald.

One specimen, June 2.5, agrees well with Doctor Fernald's type
before me, except that it is smaller.
Family

ORNEODID^E.

ORNEODES HEXADACTYLA

Linnaeus.

One specimen, July 13 (bred), and one from Mr. Cockle's collection,
April 24. The moth emerged in a jar containing leaf miners on snowberry, but I

am

not certain that

I

have correctly observed the larva.

Family TORTRICID.E.

OLETHREUTES CAPREANA

Hiibner.

One specimen, July

t), and one from Mr. Cockle's collection.
Mr.
D. Kearfott, in kindly going over my Tortricid material from
Kaslo, named this form frigidana Packai'd.
His determination may
be perfectly correct, but, if 9,0^ frigidana can not be a distinct s.pecies

W.

from the European capreana.

OLETHREUTES CAMPESTRANA
Sixty-three specimens, June
25, 26, 27, 30,

July

August

The

3, 4.

Zeller.

7, 10, 11, 13, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24,

10 (Ainsworth), 11 (Ainsworth), 19, 25,
larva? of this common little species occurred on the
2, 3, 4, 8,

thimbleberry {Rvhn^ iiixtkanm).
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L<ti'ni.

in

— Head

mouth a

rounded, squarish, held obliquely, smooth and even

clypeus highly trianoidar;

front,

925

little paler,

deep black,

slig-htly

basal joint of antenntu pale.

.Mhininjr,

Cervical shield

large, dull l)lack, vinous tinted.
Body slender, very active, unifornd}'
dark vinous brown throughout; anal plate l)lack; tubercles small,
slightly raised, appearing paler than the body by reflection of light,

really concolorous.

Seta> moderate, brownish, longer

iv+v; on thorax ia+ib and

on the anal end,

iia+iil).

OLETHREUTES CORUSCANA

Clemens.

Thirty-seven specimens, June 11, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 2(1, 22, 23, 24,
July 1, 2, 4, 10 (Ainsworth), 13, 15, and one from Mr.
Cockle's collection, June IS, 1J)()2.
The specimens are larger than
25, 29, 30,

eastern coruscana, the hind wings paler.

approach conHteUatana

OLETHREUTES DUPLEX
Five specimens, June
tiori,

June

27, 1901.

Some examples

dosel}'

Zeller.

10, 12, 16,

The green

Walsingham.

and one from Mr. Cockle's collecwere found on aspen, but spun

larvae

before a description had been prepared.

EUCOSMA CIRCULANA

Hiibner.

No

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection. The specimen is
have from Manitou, Colorado, and Huaeimca Mountains, Arizona, and the transverse obscure silvery bands are straight.
The costal fold is closely applied and difficult to see. I can not posilarge, like those 1

tively observe

some of the

it

in the

Kalso specimen, though

EUCOSMA CASTANEANA
Nineteen specimens, June 26, 27, July
collection,

it

is

fairly obvious in

others.

June

24.

Walsingham.

10,

and one from Mr. Cockle's
flying about the goose-

The moths were common,

berry bushes on which their larva' fed.

EUCOSMA JUNCTICILIANA

Walsingham.

No specimens; one from Mi-. Cockle's collection resembles eastern
specimens so nearly that I do not venture to separate it.

EUCOSMA AGRICOLANA

Two

specimens. June

11. 17.

Walsingham.

and one from Mr. Cockle's

EUCOSMA ATOMOSANA

collection.

Walsingham.

No specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, considerably worn,
seems probably referable to this species on comparison with W'alsingham's figure.
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EUCOSMA TRANSMISSANA
One specimen, July
Cockle's collection,

28 (Bear

xxto.

Walker.

Lake Mountain) and

May 13, June 11,

vol.

three from Mr.

are apparently ver}^ near to ininx-

Walker, if not really that species. The}^ may retain the
pending the receipt of more complete collections.

misHaixi

identification

EUCOSMA DORSISIGNATANA
Two

specimens, sent

])v

Clemens.

Mr. Cockle, taken prol)ably sometime

in

August.

EUCOSMA PULSATILLANA

Dyar.

Three specimens, July 24, 25, 2l» and one from Mr. Cockle's collecThe larvae were found w(d)])ing and killing the leaves
tion, July 31.
of clematis.

EUCOSMA SIMILANA
No specimens; two from Mr.

Hiibner.

C'ockle's colUvtion,

EUCOSMA CRENANA

October

1,

1902.

Hubner.

Forty-four specimens, March

2t) (Mr. Cockle), June 1, 29, July 1,
August 4, 5, (>, 11, 12, 13, IT, and six from Mr.
Cockle's collection, March 29, April 4, June 6, Sej^tember 21, October 20. This seems inseparable from the European species. Mr.
Kearfott has recently descril^ed it as Proteopteryx eoluinhia"' with two
varieties, but 1 do not think the new name necessary.
It is extremely
variable, but my European scries of six specimens match nicely the
forms columhla Kearfott and alhidorsana Kearfott. It should certainl}^
not be placed in Proteopteryx^ which has no costal fold in the male.''
Meyrick^ gives the larva on willow. A mmiber of my specimens
were bred from this plant, but so mixed with other species that I

2, 5, 0, 8, 24, 25, 31,

can not give a description of the larva with certainty.

THIODIA APACHEANA
Eight specimens, June

June

11.

(Koebele),

23, 24,

Walsingham.

and one from Mr. Cockle's collection,

They agree well with one from Los Angeles, California
identified by Lord Walsingham in 188T.
They are a little

larger and the markings seem brighter, w^hich

being fresher.
concluded that

we were

In going over this species
it

is probabh" due to their
with Mr. Kearfott we

was Eucosma alhangulana Walsingham; but in

hasty, as the male has no costal fold.

this

It resembles the figure

of that species, however.
«Can. Ent.,
''As this

is

XXXVI,

1904, ^. 112.

in press I see that Professor Fernald corrects

nosis of Proteopteryx to include the costal fold.

cHandb.

Brit. Lep., 1895, p. 493.

Can. Ent.,

Lord Walsingham' s diag-

XXXVI,

1904, p. 120.

NO.
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THIODIA PSEUDOTSUGANA
'rwonly
tain).

August

spi'ciiuciis,

uiul tliivc

17.
1<»

Kearfott.

June 2A^ .Inly 1*, Aiinust 4. 1(> (Kokiinrc Mounfrom Mr. Co('kU''s collfction. Ain'il li». I'.t02,

(Kitchener

torpid on snow.

927

The

(irlacier).

Several of the specinicns were I'ound

larvie weri^ b(niten Fi'oin a spiiicc tree at

Powder

Creek.
Lorra.

— Head

dark brown, eye

t)iloh('(l.

l)lack,

eh)ngate, reddish hiteous. sutures and jaws

antenna' white at base, bhick

at

tip.

Cer-

vieal sliiekl hu'ge, bhick, shadino- ])ah'r before, rather })roadly bisected.

Later head red brown, cpistonia and bases of antenine white. CerBody oi-ccn withvical shield o-reen, except the ])lack posterior rim.
out marks.

THIODIA ARCTOSTAPHYLANA
Seven specimens,

all

raised

from

larva'

Kearfott.

on bearberry

{.lrcfn.-<tt/j^/ii//<)t<

They emcrg-ed late in August. The larvae are sordid whitish"
with red brown heads and spin uj) the ends of tlie shoots of the plant,
uva-urd).

found the same larva' two years
I
out the terminal bud.
back
of Golden, Colorado, where the
previously high on the foothills
emerged
in August.
also
bearberry grows. These moths
eating-

—

Larva. Head rounded, apex in joint 2, shining })rown, clypeus
Cervical shield rather large, shining luteous, transparent,
high.
shading to black l)ehind. Anal plate brown-black; some small shields
on joint 13 anteriorly, a single dorsal and a subdorsal. Body robust,
tapering at the ends, not very active; translucent greenish yellow,
food opaquely green; tubercles small but distinct, blackish luteous,
ia+ib, iia+ii)), iv+v, i dorsad to ii. Feet normal, short, the thoracic
ones black.

THIODIA ELONGANA

Walsingham,

Ten specimens, June S
June 30, 1902.

collection,

var.

TRANSVERSA

Walsingham.

(Ainswoi-th). and one tiom

Three are

<l(»i(j(iu(i,

Mr. Cockle's
seven of the form

regard these as distinct species. They were
swamp near Loon Lake abox e Ainsworth, but alighting among dead brush were \-ery ditlicult to cajjture.

transversa.

I can not

flying connnonly in a dried-out

THIODIA ARTEMISIANA

Walsingham.

var.

INFIMBRIANA, new

variety.

Three specimens, June 23, August !> (South Fork Creek), and two
from :VIr. Cockle's collection, August 4 and August 17. 1!«02. The
specimens are a little smaller than the typical foi'm. the dark bands on
the bands,
the wino- rather less obliiiue and the fringe light gray like
not discolorously bright brown.
Tj/jx'.—Cxxt. No. 7651>, V. S. National Museum.
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EPINOTIA BIANGULANA Walsingham.

One specimen,

Octoljer 13 (Mr. Cockle) and one from Mr. Cockle's
3<>.
These nearly aoree with Lord Walsingham's

collection,

September

figure and

may remain under

the name, at least temporarily.

EPINOTIA LINDANA
Five specimens, August

Fernald.

and two from Mr. Cockle\s collection,
Mr. Cockle's specimens have the
dark costal part of the fore wings red brown, while mine are dark
brown. His specimens are proliably discolored. The larvaj occurred
on dogwood {Co7'nus), spinning up the leaves and killing them.
Larva. Head retracted in joint 2, shining brown, l)lotched with
black, epistoma and bases of antenna? pale.
Cervical shield large,

September

September

2,

8, 11,

C,

1902.

—

Abdomen

black.

slender, colorless whitish, tubercles slight!}^ shining.

EPINOTIA MEDIOPLAGATA Walsingham.
Seven specimens, June 20, 21, 25, July 2, 21 (Bear Lake Mountain),
and one from Mr. Cockle's collection, July 3, 1902. Mi-. Kearfott
and myself, after comparing carefully Lord Walsingham's figure and
description, have concluded that we have correctly identitied this form.

ANCYLIS MEDIOFASCIANA

No

specimens; two from Mr. Cockle's collection, flune 11 and 27.

EUDEMIS VACCINIANA
One specimen, July

One specimen,

Packard.

23.

ANCYLIS BIARCUANA
June

the label lost, and one

Stephens.

from Mr. Cockle's

Four specimens, May
collection,

May

9,

29, 31,

June

3,

Clemens.

and one from Mr. Cockle's

1902.

ENARMONIA NIGRICANA

Stephens.

specimens; three from Mr. Cockle's collection.

May

1901, of which I have retained one for the National
species

well

collection,

11.

ANCYLIS PACIFICANA

No

Clemens.

28,

June 10,
The

Museum.

was omitted from Bulletin No. 52 by Doctor Fernald, but

known

to occur in Canada."

«Bull. U.

S.

Dept. Agr., Div. Ent., No. 33,

new

series. 1902, p. 96.

is

NO. 1376.
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Kearfott.

Twenty-live specimens, June 15, 16, LT, Jiih 1, 2, 4, s. lit, 28. '25,
and one Fi-oni Mr. Cockle's eolieetion, July 8, r.>02.
K,\trenielv
near the European cruelaiKi Linnanis and in all probability not sp«>cifically distinct therefrom.
The European larva feeds on willow. Many
of my specimens were l)red from this plant.
The following is a
2(1,

description of the larvae, l)ut there is a chance that it is not correct, as
the cultures from the willow buds yielded a mixture of species and the
description may have ])een taken from a Kuamna crevana.

—

Larva. Head bilobed, pale translucent brown, irregularly smoky
shaded over the lobes, apex retracted, clypeus high, eye and a dash
behind black, mouth ])rown.
Body moderately slender, not very
active, translucent pale greenish yellow, the food showing opacjuely
green, not filling the body.
Cervical shield shining translucent pale
luteous, a little smoky l)lot<'he(l almut the edges.
Tut)ercles concolorFeet normal, pale, no plates;
ous, minute, a little shining; setse pale.
several short stiff spines at the end of the anal flap. Tubercles ia+ib,
iia+iih, iv+v.

ENARMONIA GALLiESALICANA
One specimen, June

25,

determined by Mr.

W.

HEMIMENE PLUMBANA
Fourteen specimens, June

4,

Riley.

D. Kearfott.

Scopoli.

July 2S (Hear Lake Mountain). 29

(Bear Lake Mountain).

HEMIMENE ALPINANA

Treitschke.

Four specimens, June 12, 20, 25, and one from Mr. Cockle's
June 24.
ACLERIS VARIANA Fernald.
Nine specimens. June

11,

August

3,

Septembei-

!t

collection

(Field). 10 (BanH'.

Alberta), and seven from Mr. Cockle's collection. July

S. I!t(i2.

October

10, 19, 20, 1902.

ACLERIS SCABRANA

Curtis.

specimen. June 1. which Mr. Kearfott named fnniqnana Ko])inhave these sj^ecies separated.
son; but does not correspond with it. as

One

1

ACLERIS FERRUGINIGUTTANA

One specimen, August
one from Mr.

Fernald.

30 (Shawnigan Lake. N'ancouvcr Island), and

Cockle's collection. April 15. 1902.

ACLERIS EFFRACTANA

Froelich.

Much darker than the European
specimens, July 0, August 4.
One spi-cimcn
tlicrefroni.
distiiut
specifically
possibly
and
species

Two

was bred from a

jar of

mixed

pujia".
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ACLERIS HASTIANA
Four

AuguKt

Linn^us,

SIGNATANA

var.

vol. xxvii.

Heyden.

from Mr. Cockle's collection,
two specimens which I refer to the
variet}' .sujnatdna were bred from larvae webltinu- the heads of Azalea.
The head was luteous, body greenish, grayish dorsally l)ut transparent;
male glands 3'ellowish. One variety of the moth was small with a
yellow stripe.
I have one captured specimen of it and one from
Another variety had a
Mr. Cockle's collection, October 1(», 1902.
white costal shade, the specimen being from Mr. Cockle's collection,
.specimens,

showing' nnich variation.

»>,

8, ;iiul live

TIk^

April 20.

ACLERIS SCHALLERIANA

One specimen, July
6, 11,

Septeml)er

2ll,

Linnaeus.

and four from Mr. Cockle's

collection, fTune

18.

ACLERIS BRITTANIA

Kearfott.

Sixteen specimens, July -1, 5, 8, 21, 21, August 3, 6, 31 (Shawnigan
Lake), September 5 (Shaw^nigan Lake), and one from Mr. Cockle's colThe larvae were bred on thimbleberry and
lection, August 3, 1901.

On the former plant they often bit off the leaves partly, living
dead and dried portion.
Larva. Head squarish, full in front, shining brown black, diluted
about the mouth. Cervical shield luteous, l)lackisb blotched at the
Body moderate, shining transparent greenish, the male
borders.
glands faintl}" whitish. Tubercles concolorous, obscure; setae 'small.
Thoracic feet black.
rose.

in the

—

ARCHIPS ROSACEANA

Harris.

Thirteen specimens, June 25, July 19, 21, 25, 31, August 6, 7, 12,
2(3 (Victoria), September 5 (Victoria), and one from Mr. Cockle's
A specimen was bred from a larva on aspen.
collection, Jul}" 1, 1901.
13,

ARCHIPS VIRESCANA
Eighteen specimens, June
1, 3, 4,

5,

11, 13, 11

Clemens.

August
from Mr.

16, ,Iuly 2, 7, 8, 15, 18, 19, 23, 25,

(Revelstoke, Mr.

Currie), and one

Cockle's collection, July 20, 1901.

ARCHIPS ARGYROSPILA
Five specimens, July

19, 25,

August

Walker.

12, 15

(in

train near Field,

Mr. Currie).

ARCHIPS PERSICANA

Seventeen specimens, June 15, K), 23, 25, July 2, 15, 21, 23, 24, 25,'
5, 6, 11, and one from Mr. Cockle's collection July 3, 1902.
larva was found on Ceanothus and produced this species.

August

A

Fitch.
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—

Larva. Head green, opaquely luteou.s over the lohos, iuitcnniv
white at base, black at tip, epistoma white, ocelli bhuk, a sliorl Itluck
band on side of head behind. Body transhicent green, a taint vdalong tidjercles i and ii. Cervical shield green, faintlv
Thoracic feet blackish; tubercles motlerate, whitish,
raised, conspicuous with ])lack hair dots; anal plate luteous; tubercles
Dorsal vessel dark green; segments coai'sely aiuuilate.
iv
V.

lowlsli

line

luteous tinged.

+

PLATYNOTA SENTANA

Clemens.

Thirteen specimens, June

Iti, IT, 28, 2<s, July 3, -1, 11, 15, iJl, 25,
and
two
from
Mr. Cockle's collection June 21. Tlie
5, 6, 7,
larva' were bred on clematis mixed with Kuroxiua j>iil>«tfiH<ni<i and
also on birch wdiere they had killed the leaves.

August

Larva.

— Head vinous black, diluted with

brown

streaks, or biown.

Cervical shield large, black, shading to luteous on the front border.

Body green or purplish, the subdorsal fat l)ody faintly whitish.
Tubercles small, white, hair dots black; seta^ stitt', pale; thoracic feet
largely black; male glands large, dull vinous.

TORTRIX DORSALANA
One specimen, June
14-,

30,

Dyar.

and one from Mr.

C-ockle's collection.

July

1901.

TORTRIX ARGENTANA
One specimen, June

15.

and one from Mr. Cockle's

TORTRIX OSSEANA

No

Clemens.
collection.

Scopoli.

specimens; one from Mr, Cockle's collection, August 10 (Camp

Mansfield).

TORTRIX ALBICOMANA
Three specimens, fhuie

21»,

July

4.

Clemens.

August

TORTRIX BERGMANNIANA
Four specimens, June
collection, fluly

25.

2i*.

July

15. is.

Linnseus.

and one from Mr. Cockle's

1.

EULIA MINISTRANA

One specimen, June
June

3.

11.

Linnaeus.

and one from Mr. Cockle's

11.

EULIA GLOVERANA
Four specimens. July

2,

15.

27.

Walsingham.

August

3;

determined by Mr.

Kearfott.

PHALONIA DUBITANA

No

ct)llection,

Hubner.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection.

May

30.
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PHALONIA DEUTSCHIANA
No

from Mr. Cockle's
Kuropean
with
specimens.

specimen.s; one

essentially

vol. xxvii.

Zetterstedt.

collection, July 12, agreeing

COMMOPHILA FUSCODORSANA

Kearfott.

No specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, June 7, formed Mr.
Kearfotfs type and has been retained in the National Museum.
CARPOSINA CRESCENTELLA

Walsingham.

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, May 12, 1902, is
my Eastern specimens, ))ut not separable specitically therefrom, at least with the present small material.

No

larger than

Family

YPONOMEUTIDJ^..

ALLONONYMA DIANA
One specimen, August

4,

Hiibner, var.

BETULIPERDA

bred from a cocoon on alder.

HEMEROPHILA ALPINELLA
Four specimens, July
Cockle's collection, July

21 (Bear
1>,

Dyar.

Busck.

Lake Mountain), and one from Mr.

1901.

CHOREUTIS ONUSTANA

Walker.

Four specimens, June 11, 18, 28, July 21 (Bear Lake Mountain),
and one from Mr. Cockle's collection, July 8, 1902.

CHOREUTIS LEUCOBASIS

Fernald.

Five specimens, Ma}^ 29, July 12, lo, 14. The larva occurred on
Anaphalis tiutrgaratacea in a soft web on the top of a leaf, solitar3\
Larva.
high;

— Head

long, elliptical,

mouth

pointed, lobes full, clypeus

mouth brown. Body
segments coarsely annulate,
Pale green; a broad dorsal yellowish, illy

held flatly; pale luteous, ocelli black,

cylindrical, tapering at the ends, slender,

feet normal, slender.

defined shade; tubercles small, black, distinct; seta^ pale, rather long,
iv

and v closely approximated, v smaller and a

colorous shields; feet

little

ventrad; no dis-

all pale.

Cocoon fusiform, white.

GLYPHIPTERYX IMPIGRITELLA
No

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection,

Clemens.

May

29.
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CEROSTOMA RADIATELLA
No

specimens: two

in

Mr. Cockle's
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Donovan.

March

collection,

I'T

and

Ai)ril

10, 1902.

TRACHOMA FALCIFERELLA

Walsingham.

One specimen, August T, and two from
August 2S and October 20, 1902.

.Mr. Cockle's

HARPHYPTERYX DENTIFERELLA
One specimen, August

c<jllection,

Walsingham.

7.

PLUTELLA MACULIPENNIS
Fifteen specimens, June 1, 3, li, 18,
one from Mr. Cockle's collection, Ma}^
cabbage and other cruciferous plants.

Curtis.

14, 20, ,luly 4, 11, 15, 24,

The

28.

PLUTELLA POULELLA

larvie occurred

and
on

Busck.

No specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection, July 12, formed
Mr. Busck's type and has been retained in the National Museum.

PLUTELLA INTERRUPTA

No

Walsingham.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, June

ZELLERIA GRACILARIELLA

24.

Busck.

Nine specimens, May 31, July 19, 22, 23, 25, 20, 29.
occurred on Rthes Jacustre^ gregariously in a large loose

The

larva?

among

wi'l)

the leaves.

—

Larva. Slender, head luteous, heavih' spotted with bhuk, IxkIv
with a subdorsal smoky l)lack shade. The cocoon is fusiform, white,
in a cloud of delicate white silk with drops of Huid in it.

ZELLERIA RIBESIELLA

Two specimens, July 22, 25.
gave the preceding species and

Brinl
it is

Busck.

from the same

ARGYRESTHIA PYGM^EELLA
Nine specimens, July

lo,

UK

lot of larva' that

probably a variety of

IS. 24,

August

ARGYRESTHIA GOEDARTELLA

that.

Hiibner.
3,

2S (Victoria).

Linnaeus.

(WelForty-thiee specimens, July 10, 31, August 5, September
were
all
collected
alder,
on
Wellington
si)ecimens
The
lington).
;'.

which

is

evidently the food plant of the species.
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CECOPHORID^..

DEPRESSARIA ARGILLACEA

Walsingham.

Four specimens, June 5, August 6, 21 (Revelstoke), 22 (Revelstoke),
and one from Mr. Cockle's collection, April 24.

DEPRESSARIA KLAMATHIANA

Walsingham.

Two
tion,

specimens, Auj^ust i, 11, and three from Mr. Cockle's collecApril 1, April 30, 1902, and September 18.

DEPRESSARIA ROSACILIELLA
One specimen, Juno

Busck.

and one from Mr. Cockle's

5,

collection,

May

4, 1901.

DEPRESSARIA ALIENELLA
One specimen, August

Busck.

6.

DEPRESSARIA PALLIDELLA
One specimen, August
August

H,

Busck.

and one from Mr. Cockle's collection,

15, 1901.

BORKHAUSENIA PSEUDOSPRETELLA

Stainton.

Four specimens, August 8, 13 (Sandon, Mr. Currie), September 5
and two from Mr. Cockle's collection. June 24, August 12.

(Victoria),

BORKHAUSENIA DIMIDIELLA
No

Walsingham.

specimens; one in Mr. Cockle's collection, June

BORKHAUSENIA BORKHAUSENII

Two

specimens, June

2!>,

Zeller.

fJuly 25.

BORKHAUSENIA COLORADELLA
No

6.

Walsingham.

specimens; three in Mr. Cockle's collection, flune 24, Jul}^ 12,

and July

1,

1901.

ENDROSIS LACTEELLA

Schiffermuller.

Seven specimens, June 5, 6, 24, 25, Juh^ 9, 11 (Ainsworth), and two
from Mr. Cockle's collection, June B and June 18, 1901. Most of the
specimens were taken in the house.

Family

GELECHIID^.

ARISTOTELIA NOTATELLA
Fifteen specimens, June 22, 23, 29, July

from Mr. Cockle's

collection,

July

3,

1902.

1,

Busck.
15,

August

3,

and one

LEPlDOi'TKliA OF TIIE

KOOTKXM

Dls'll! I<

ARISTOTELIA HARRISONELLA
Sovonteeii sjR'ciiueiis,

from Mr. Corkh^'s

,Iuiio 1, o, 8, 1(>, 11,

collc'ction,

June

;,

11,

;^>,

ARISTOTELIA FUNGIVORELLA
Fifteen spefiniens, July 25, August
occurred on willow, in a soft loose web,
leaf from the upper side.

4-,

5,

ti,

<J35

Busck.

1<;, 2<t,

July

T—DYAn.

22.

'I'A.

'i:^

and four

1!>(I2.

Clemens.
7,

eatin^- tlie

11,

lo.

'i'hc

huva

paicncliyma of the

—

Larva. Head rounded, greenish, Avhitish dotted, and washed with
brown above. Body slender, whitish g-reen, opatpie, reticular dotted

brown, forming- laterally a broad, heavy band; subventi-al fold
Thoracic feet black, tubercles minute, setie moderate, iv and v
closely approximated, in line.
in

lighter.

ARISTOTELIA RUBIDELLA
Nine specimens, June

28, 27, 30,

Cockle's collection, July

July

Clemens.
23, 25,

1,5,

and one from Mr.

1

ANACAMPSIS NIVEOPULVELLA

Chambers.

Two

specimens, June 24, Jidy 12. One specimen was bred from a
on willow; the other from a leaf roller and stitcher on aspen.
The larva makes a neat roll of the leaf, the ends closed and covered
leaf roller

with little stitches on the outside. It eats the inner part.
Larva. Head slightly bilobed, black, diluted to brown in a blotch
on the face; chpeus highly triangular, reaching vertex, shining.

—

Cervical shield shining black, a brown triangular dilution posteriorly

and a crooked mark in the center of each half; divided by a pale dorsal
Bod}' tortriciform, transhu-ent
line; anterior rim of joint 2 whitish.
sordid grayish white; tubercles round, black,
anal ])late large,

brown

ia-f-ib,

iia+iib, iv

+ v;

black; seta^ rather long, dusky; thoracic feet

black,

GLYPHIDOCERA SEPTENTRIONELLA
Seven specimens, July

4, 15,

111,

21, 24.

GELECHIA MANDELLA
Seven specimens, July

7,

August

5,

5,

(5,

Busck.

13 (Sandon, .Mr. Currie), 15.

GELECHIA MONELLA
Eleven specimens, August

Busck.

7, 12,

Busck.

15. !>,

GELECHIA ABACTELLA

17.

\.>^.

Busck.

Fifty-one specimens, July 11», 24, 30, August 3, 4. 5. (>, 7. 12. 10,
Mr. Busck is not certain that all the specimens belong to this
17, 18.
species, as he has not critically examined each; but they appear to do
so,

being of the same size and color.
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GELECHIA CEANOTHIELLA
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Busck.

Eleven specimen.^, June 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, July 21, August 4. The
occurred on the Ceanothits mnguineus.
Larva. Head elongate, oblique, .scarcel}' bilobed, .shining vinous

larvfe

—

Cervical .shield large, black; thoracic feet also black.

black.

joints 2 to 4

All of

dark vinous except two bright white incisures, 2-3 and

3-4, which are folded, white all around.

Joints 5 to 13 lined in bluish
white and dull vinous, the stripes about equal in width, the pale lines
dorsal, su})dorsal, lateral, stigmatal.
Feet pale; anal plate vinous
black.
Tubercles small, black; setae moderate, dusky.

Family

ELACHISTID^.

MOMPHA GRANDISELLA
One specimen, June

21.

MOMPHA DECORELLA
Twenty-eight specimens, July

Stephens.

The

gall

contains from two to twenty larvte.

Three specimens, July

Bred from

The elongate white cocoons are

The

2U, 22.

larva?

emergence.

Busck.

occurred on Epilohluin.^

small, folding over half of the leaf to the midrib in the

Later they form con-

central part of its length, attached with web.

siderable

15.

fusiform, or nearly

gall attached to the lids of the apertures of

SCYTHRIS MAGNATELLA
when

is

main stem, usually near the summit, and

spherical, situated in the

solitar\%

August

11, 24, 25, 27,

large galls in the stems oi EpUolj'iuin.

spun within the

Chambers.

web among

the leaves, and the pupa

web. Three stages were seen.
Stage IV {'i). Head cordate, black, held

is

formed

in a delicate

flossy

—

blackish, bisected

by a pale

flatly.

Cervical shield

Bod}- slender, tortriciform

line.

;

dorsum

edged subdorsally, sides vinous
venter .sordid green. The dorsal mark is a dorsal and subband attached together; stigmatal band pale yellow, su))ventral

broadl}' dull 3'ellow shaded, sharply
tinted,
dor.sal

region vinous tinted; tubercles small, blackish.
Stage V. Head dull black, a white spot in cl3"peus, on epistoma
and a large one each side of cl^q^eus. Cervical shield large, black,

—

Body washed with
yellow dorsally, subdorsal line whitish, lateral region vinous shaded,
subventral band white, distinct.
Feet, leg shields and rather large
bisected by pale; anterior rim of joint 2 pale.

tubercles black.

Stage VI.
black.

— Head

with the whole face white, the sides and vertex

Cervical shield diluted

and bisecting

line whitish.

brown before; anterior rim

Lines

dorsal yellow sufl'usion, the sides vinous black,

black dots.

of joint 2

all yellow, the subdorsal lost in the

Tubercles pale with

NO.

137C..
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Family TINKIDJ'].

GRACILARIA ELONGELLA

Linnaeus.

Thirteen .spociiiiens. .June U. July ;;, 4, :>, 7. 14, 15,
iiiid one
from Mr. Cockle's eollection. May 21>. The larvse oecurred on alder.
They formed linear mines on the mider sides of the leuve.s (mkIIhh- in a
bladder-shaped enlarovment. The bladder is eontraeted. .sewn up in
a line, the leaf rumpled from midrib to maruin.
Later thr whole
It'.,

leaf

is

rolled.

—

Larra. Head liilohed, narrowed l)eliind. luteous. eye l)lack. jaws
brown. Body cylindrical, rather short and r()))ust, whitish transhu'ciit,
3^ellowish or ureenish from the food, no marks, sliohtly frosted shagreened. Tubercles invisible, setic tine, pale, shields c-onocolorous;
tubercles iv and v closely ap[)r()ximated on the subventral ridge in
line, vi present, vii a liair on (he leg ba.se.

GRACILARIA STIGMATELLA

Fabricius.

One specimen,

Jul}' 25 and one from Mr. Cockle's
The larva occurred in a blister mine on the upper
The linear part of the mine is short.
leaf at the tip.
9.

collection.

May

side of an aspen

l)road, from the
upper epidermis onh' separated,
The
white, adhering again in spots when the green color reappears.
larva emerged, .spun up the leaf on the upper side and fed at the ends

midril) outward, the blister large, the

of the spinning.

LITHOCOLLETIS POPULIELLA

Chambers.

Nine specimens, Julv 29, August 16. The larva' occurred in blotch
mines on aspen and were very numerous at a })oint two miles up Kaslo
Creek where the aspens were comj)letely disc«)lored by their mines,
ever}' leaf containing several of them.

LYONETIA SPECULELLA
One hundred and
29 (Bear Lake).

forty si)ecimens.

The

lar\a'

tlie

oO. 31,

June

V.K

were enoi-mously abundant on

early in the season, infesting

were destroyed and

May

Clemens.

all

"I'l.

23, 26,

('<iiintthH>i

the leaves to such an extent that they

bushes defoliated.

The

larv;c

hung from the

seenunl as if
abundantly that tiie
rows.
They
in
covered with spider's webs on which the larvie hung
on
occasionally
found
occurred to a less extent on other i)lants, being
tortuous
long,
forms
a
wild cherry, ap})le, birch, and alder. The larva
linear mine, starting from a vein and ending suddenly in a blotch.
The frass is in a line at tirst but is ejected fi-om the blotch by hob's.
The larva has the feet all present. Cocoons lianuuock-sliaped. slung

twigs

on

th(;

]>y

long threads

.so

back of the slightly curved
Proc. X.

M.

vol.

liuslies

XX vii— 03

leaf.
<'A
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LYONETIA SALICIELLA
One specimen, Juh^

8.

vol. xxvii.

Busck.

bred from a mine on willow much like that

of the preceding species.

LEUCOPTERA PACHYSTIMELLA

Busck.

Five specimens, June 9, 29, July 11, August -1, and one from Mr.
They were bred from upper-surface
Cockle's collection, July 10.
of the evergreen plant Pachystima
leaves
year's
last
the
in
mines

The linear mine follows the margin of the leaf, finally
forming a blotch which fills the whole leaf. The frass is crowded in
The larva emerges by a hole in the upper surface.
a pack at the end.
without feet. The cocoon is spun beneath silken
yellow,
bright
It is

myrsinltes.

bands on the under side of another

leaf.

PHYLLOCNISTIS POPULIELLA

Chambers.

specimens, .Tune 12, 16, bred from mines on aspen. The mine
is on the back of the leaf, finally covering it entirely, but not killing
The lower epidermis only is separated, the frass in a long brown
it.

Two

line;

no blotch.

The cocoon occupies an enlargement

a corner of the leaf and is slightly contracted.
occurred on the upper side.

BRACKENRIDGIA ACERIFOLIELLA
Four specimens, ,huie
June 6.

6,

mine

in

Rarely the mines

Fitch.

and one from Mr. Cockle's

INCURVARIA ^NESCENS
One specimen, June

of the

collection,

Walsingham.

4.

MONOPIS BIFLAVIMACULELLA

Clemens.

Thirteen specimens, July 16, 18, August 9 (South Fork Creek), and
collection, July 7, 1901, and July 27, 1902.

two from Mr. Cockle's

TINEOLA BISSELLIELLA Hummel.

No

specimens; one from Mr. Cockle's collection.

TINEA PELLIONELLA

May

27, 1902.

Linnaeus.

Six specimens, June 17. 30, July 12, 29 (Bear Lake Mountain),
August 10 (Kokanee Mountain).

TINEA AUROPULVELLA
One specimen, July 23 (Frye

Creek).

Chambers.

NOTES ON COLLECTIONS OF FISHES FROM OATir ISLAND
AND LAYSAN ISLAND. HAWAII, WITH DESCKll^IONS
OF FOUR NEW SPECIES.

J^v

David Starr Jordan and rIoHX Otterretx Snyder,
Of Stwiford

l'»in')-sitii,

Ciillfoniin.

In the autumn of 190o a collection of Hshes was received by the
They were
S. Bureau of Fisheries from the market at Honolulu.

U.

selected and preserved

})y

Mr. E. L. Berndt, inspector of

tisheries

of Honolulu, and acting assistant to the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries.

At about

the same time a series of lishes was sent to Stanford

versity from Laysan Island, about

These were collected by ^Ir.
guano industry of Laysan.

An
new

S()()

Max Schlemmer,

account of these collections

is

I'ni-

miles to the westwai'd of Oahu.

given

superintendent of the

in this

paper.

Plates of the

species will be published in the tinal report on the Hawaiian

fishes.

We

have also included three species obtained

at

Hilo by ^Ir. Henry

W. Henshaw.
new to the fauna of the Hawaiian Islands:
Oahu.
Galeocerdo tigrtnns 'SiuXU^Y and Henle, Oahu.
Brachymmophk henshawi Jordan and Snyder. Oahu.
Arioiinna lurida Jordan and Snyder. 0;ihu.

The following

species are

Alopiax!

((Tmelin).

vnljx'.s

Thalanfioma aneltense (Giinther), Oaiui.
Lactoria schlemmeri Jordan and Snyder, Laj'san.
Antennarnus laysanius Jordan and Snyder. Laysan.

Familv
I.

A

ALOPHD.E.

ALOPIAS VULPES

iGmelin).

large specimen from the market of Honolulu.
Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol. XXVII— No. 1377.
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Family
2.

CARCHARIID^.

GALEOCERDO TIGRINUS

Galeocerdo raynerl

vol. xxvii.

Macdoxald and Barron,

Miiller

and Henle.

Proc. Zool. Soc, 1868, p. 368, pi.

XXXII, not Galeus niactdatus Ranzani of the Atlantic.

One large specimen, answering well to the description and figure
given by ]Macdonald and Barron, except that the coloration is brighter,
the black spots along the base of the dorsal being bright, and the
A stuffed specishort, black, vertical bands below them conspicuous.
men from Nagasaki, called Galeocerdo ttgrittus by Jordan and Fowler"
although faded, shows the same color markings.
It seems certain that the original Galeocerdo tlgrinus of Midler and
Henle, from Pondicherry, i,^ the same species, and that the species
with spots, instead of vertical bars l)elow the dorsal, Galeocerdo maculatm (Ranzani), is probably confined to the Atlantic.

OPHICHTHYID.E.
MICRODONOPHIS FOWLERI Jordan and Evermann.
BRACHYSOMOPHIS HENSHAWI Jordan and Snyder,
Family

3.
4.

Head measured
depth 2.5 in head;

Body

to gill opening, 7.5 in length,
ej^e 1.5 in

'd.'S

new

species.

in length to vent;

snout; snout 10 in head.

cylindrical, the head greatly depressed, swollen laterally in

the region of the occiput, narrowing anteriorly to the pointed snout;

a conspicuous transverse depression in the post-orbital region; interorbital space concave, its width equal to length of snout; a slight
supra-orbital crest, ending in a prominent wart-like protuberance
behind eye. Nostrils wdth minute tubes, the anterior located midway
between tip of snoitt and eye, the posterior on lip between eye and

Mouth large, length of cleft contained 2.8 in head;
lower jaw projecting beyond the upper; outer edge of lips with a row
Teeth of upper jaw in two rows, the outer
of rather coarse papilla\
ones small and close set, the inner ones larger; vomer with a single
row of five or six widely-spaced canines, the anterior of which is about
equal in length to diameter of eve, the others growing successively
smaller; tip of jaw^ with three minute teeth separated from the lateral
rows by a wide space; lower jaw with a single row of widely-spaced
Teeth all sharply pointed; many of them in both
fang-like teeth.
jaws depressible. No tongue. Gill openings below middle of body,

anterior nostril.

their length equal to width of space between them or to distance
between tip of snout and posterior border of eye.
One-fourth of base of pectoral above gill opening; length of pectofalequal to distance between tip of snout and center of pupil. Dor«Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXVI,

1903, p. 612.

FISHES FROM HA
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oill oixMiino-,

u distance contained two times in
and pnpil; heiu-ht of tin a .-hort distance
})ehind its origin a))out ecpial to diameter of pupil, slightly higher in
region above vent; origin of an.d just behind vent: height of tin
equal to that of dorsal; both dorsal and anal become low on posterior
part of tail, the n)eml)ranes growing thick, passing into slight ridges

open

.space ])etween oill

and

A

finally di.sappeai'ing

row of

i

no-

near

ti})

of

tail.

mucous tubes passing

large

ovei- lie;id in

the depression

behind eye; six conspicuous tubes on to^) of head, four being on the
interorbital region, two on the snout; four tubes on uppei- lij); anterior
ends of lateral line connected by a curved row of tubes passing over
occiput; about 125 tubes in lateral line, the posterior ones verv small.
Color gray, with a yellowish tint; a few brownish-black sp(»ts about
as large as pupil thinly scattered above the

latei-al liiu>. tlie nuicous
pores on anterior part of body edged with bj:ick; dorsal browni-hblack, with a broad marginal band of white, posterior part of tin

without dark color; analiuunaculate.
One specimen, 485 millimeters long.
Type.
No. 51o99, U. S. National ^luseum.

—

Honolulu.

Collector,

Mr. E. L, Berndt.

Named

Henry W. Henshaw,

for

the well-known natuiali>t.

whom we

resident at Hilo, Hawaii, to

now

are indebted for several rare

specimens.

The

large flapanese eel descrit)ed by Schlegel as

phijreufi., has the lips fringed

instead of

pliis

< fj^,l,',siir'i:<

and should be referred to

Myxtrloplils.

It

may

stand

as

jior-

Brnc/njsaiiia-

Brarh>fs(tiiit>j>his

porphyr'exs.

Family

MURAENA

5.

MUKAENH^.E.

KAILU.(E Jordan and Evermann.

One specimen from Honolulu and one from

ENCHELYNASSA BLEEKERI

6.

?

Gymnothorax

vinolentiia

Johdan ami Kvkkmann,

Laysaii l>land.
Kaup.
Hull.

l'.

."s.

Fish C'oiimii.^sion,

1903, p. 165; Honolulu.

A

very large example,

12-1:

with the scantih'-described
7)othor(i,i'

vinolen

f H-s

is

the num))er of teeth

specimen.

centimeters long, apparently identical

J^Jitflieh/tKixsa

doubtless the
is

The genus

young

Jdi'i'kci'i

(iym-

of Kau}).

of the .same species, although

considerably different from that .shown
K)ic}i<Jyii(ixx<i is

size of the posterior nostril,

which

in

well distinguished

form suggests

!»y

in

our

the large

the nostril of a

horse.

The head measured
snout 5.5 in

mouth

1.75 in

to gill o[)ening

head; eye 3
head.

in

is

contained

7.1

Origin of dorsal on

in

the K-ngtli;
l..">:

deft of

a vertical jjassing

nndway

snout; interorbital space,
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between angle of mouth and gill-opening; height of tin about equal
to length of snout, the membrane xevy thick and fleshy; anal arising
immediatel}' behind vent, its height equal to one-half the length of
snout; both dorsal and anal continuous with the ver\' short caudal.
Depth 9 in the length.
Tail slightly longer than head and body.
Anterior nostril located at a point one-third the distance between tip
of snout and border of eve, the edge with a low, thickened rim and a
posterior cirrus with tentacles; posterior nostrils situated on dorsal
side of snout half way between anterior nostrils and eye, the openingTeeth lanceolate
oval, surrounded by a broad, thin membrane.
canines, tlie lateral notches not evident on some of the smaller ones;
those of upper jaw in two rows, the inner ones larger, their length
about equal to two-thirds the diameter of eye; a row of four or five
long teeth on vomer, followed by a short row of small teeth; anterior
vomerine teeth and those of inner series of jaw depressible; teeth of
lower jaw in two series, the inner row having four or five large,
depressible ones.

Width

of gill-opening equal to or slightly

more

than half the length of snout.

Color in alcohol wine-brown, with a few small, darker spots scattered
We have a third specimen from Samoa.
over the body.
7.
8.

9.

GYMNOTHORAX THALASSOPTERUS Jenkins; Honolulu.
GYMNOTHORAX STEINDACHNERI Jordan and Evermann;
GYMNOTHORAX LAYSANUS Steindachner; Honolulu.
Family
10.

AULOSTOMID.E.

AULOSTOMUS VALENTINI
Family
II.

Honolulu.

iBleekeri; Honolulu; Laysan.

CARANGin.K.

ALECTIS CILIARIS

(Bloch); Honolulu.

Family SERRANID.F].
12.
13.

PIKEA AURORA Jordan and Evermann; Honolulu.
ANTHIAS FUSCIPINNIS Jenkins; Honolulu.
Family APOGONID.F].

ARIOMMA

Jordan and Snyder,

(Type, Arioiiimd hirida Jordan and Snyder,

new

new genus

species).

Body not greatly compressed; caudal peduncle slender, cylindrical;
head large; eyes large, with thin, adipose lids; mouth small, the maxillary short, broad, rounded posteriorly; jaws with teeth, none on
vomer and palatines. Pseudobranchiae present. Preopercle smooth.
Head and body with scales, about 55 in lateral series. Soft dorsal and
anal elong-ate.

FISHES FROM HA WAII—JORDA X AND SXYDFR.
14.

ARIOMMA LURIDA

Jordan and Snyder, new species.

This species is represented hy two spcciincns aWout
very bad state of preservation, the scales huvinu- all
tins broken.

a

Head, 2.'.> in leno-th nieasurod to
caudal peduncle, 7 in head; eye,

bas(> of

:'.;

dorsal spines,

iiim. lonu. in

caudal; depth. 4:

snout,

l.'i:

!;•(»

'A.H:

and the

Immmi lost

dc[)tli

of

interorbital space. 4;

pectoral,

-id;

scales

in

lateral

or more.

series, 55

Width

rays, 17; anal,

1(>;

943

of

body equal

to a little

more than

half the depth, the caudal

peduncle C3dindrical and markedly slender. Interorbital space sli^htlv
convex. Lower jaw projecting a little beyond the upper; leno-th of
maxillary ecfual to width of int(>rorbital s])ace; jaws with a sinirle row
of slender, miiuite teeth, those on lower jaw curved backward; no
teeth on vomer or palatines; pseudo branchiae large; gill rakers on first
arch, 9

+ 19,

those near angle long and slender, the othei-s gi-owing

successive!}' shorter

toward either end of arch.

Preopercle entire.

£3-6 extremely large, with thin, transparent, adipose lids, the posterior extending to
as wide.

edge of pupil, the anterior not jnore than one-Hfth

Nostrils located near tip of snout.

Body with

probably between 55 and 05 in a lateral series;
on the head, including uppei- part of snout and
cheeks, scale pits being })resent on occiput and below eye.
Lateral
line apparentU' present, its anterior part located below base of doisal
a distance equal to diameter of pupil.
Origin of dorsal above base of pectoral; soft dorsal and anal extendscales,

scales pro})ably present

ing an equal distance posteriori}', the length of the caudal ])eduncle

measured to bases of upper and lower rays equal to length of max 11lar}'.
Ventrals inserted on a vertical through second or third doi-sal

Whether

spine.

the anterior rays of anal an; spinous

oi-

articulate

could not be determined.

No

distinctive color

a lurid

markings are

visible, the geiKual shade l»eing

brown.

Tijjfe.

— No.

51400,

Stanford University.
E. L. Berndt.

I'.

S.

National

Museum.

Co-type. No. >441,

Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.

Collector.

Mr.

Family LABRID.L.
15.

One specimen

THALASSOMA ANEITENSE
poorh'- preserved,

measuring

(Giintherl.

length. fr«)m

i:'.'Jnun. in

Honolulu.

Head

H. 7 in

length to base of caudal: depth

eye 5.3; interorbital space 4; scales in
between spinous dorsal and origin of anal
anal spines 2; rays 11.

;'..4;

lateral

U

;

snout

series

il.s in

I'ti;

in

iiead;

series

dorsal spines S; rays IH;
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Teeth in both jaws growing- gradually shorter from before backward; no enhirged teeth or canines. Head smooth; scales smaller on
Lateral line extending
breast and bell}' than on sides and back.
along fourth row of scales to below l)ase of eleventh articulated ray,
where it bends downward across three rows of scales and passes along
middle of, caudal peduncle. First dorsal spine equal in length to about
two-thirds diameter of orbit, the others successively longer, the last
being 1.(3 times diameter of orbit; articulated rays higher, about twice
diameter of orbit. Anal spines rather strong, the Hrst equal in
height to third dorsal spine; the second equal to last dorsal spine.
Dorsal and anal rays a})Out equal in height. Pectoral 1.4 in head.
in head.
Caudal probably truncate. Ventral
Color in spirits, pale brownish, the head dusky above; two dusky
bars' passing l)ackward from eye, the lower of which extends toward
angle of opercle; a, broad .semicircular bar extending from chin
toward eye and bending downward toward lower edge of opercle; a
smaller semicircular l)ar below the latter; scales with small white
spots; distal half of pectoral Idackish, the color fading out toward the
lower edge; dorsal with a dark spot about the size of pupil on
membrane of second and third spines.
'2

CH.ETODONTID^E.

Family
i6.

CHiETODON MILIARIS

Quoy and Gaimard; Honolulu.

I'/.

CH.(ETODON FREMBLII

Bennett; Honolulu; Laysan.

i8.

CH/ETODON QUADRIMACULATUS

19.

MICROCANTHUS STRIGATUS
Family

Cuvier and Valenciennes; Honolulu.

TEUTHIDID.F.

20.

TEUTHIS GUTTATUS

21.

ZEBRASOMA FLAVESCENS

{AcanlJiiiriis rirg<itu><

22.

(

Bloch and Schneider); Honolulu.
(Bennett); Honolulu.

Vaili.ant and SArvA(;E, young.)

ZEBRASOMA VELIFERUM

{Acanthun(-i

liijpxelojih

mx

Bleekek.

Family

(Block); Honolulu.

)

MONACANTHID.E.

23.

CANTHERINES SAND WICHIENSIS

24.

STEPHANOLEPIS SPILOSOMUS
Family
25.

Gray; Honolulu.

Quoy and Gaimard)

;

Honolulu.

(Lay and Bennett); Laysan.

TETRAODONTID^.

TETRAODON LACRYMATUS

(Telraoddu httifrons Jenkins.)

(

Quoy and Gaimard; Laysan.

FISIfES

NO. 1377.

FROM

IIA W. Il—jriUI).

Fiiniily

Two

1

<

)4

.')

OSTRACIID.E.

26.

OSTRACION CAMURUM

27.

LACTORIA GALEODON
from stoiuach of

spe('iiiuMi>

\X A XI) SNYDEH.

Jenkins; Honolulu.
Jenkins; Hilo.

('"/i//>/i;r//(/

li'ippni'iis, .sciit

t)\'

Mr.

Henshaw.
28.

LACTORIA SCHLEMMERI

This species

is

Jordan and Snyder, new species.

closeh' related to L. dHiplinna Block and Schneider,

of Japan and the East Indies.

Compared with Japanese examples

it

and in yreater iiunil»(T.
there being two on the dorso-lateral ridge, one of which is opposite
the large median spine, the other l)etween the former and the orbital
spine; also in having the carapace deeper in the region of the ventrolateral ridge and broader near the anal tin, and the plates posterior to
The only Hawaiian form with which it might
the pectoral less granular.
become confused is L. galeodon Jenkins. In this species the ventral
differs in having- the spines better developed,

portion of the carapace is not translucent, the orbital s])ines are longer
and project in a more horizontal direction, and there are no spines on
the dorso-lateral crest posterior to the orbit.

Head measured

to gill opening 3.7 in length to base of caudal: dejjtli

snout 4.6: eye 2.7 in head: D. 9: A. l».
Anterior profile of head very steep, inten"u[)tc(l l>y a constriction
one-third of di.stance between tip of snout and middle of interorltital
space; interorbital space V-shaped when viewed from before, the
depression extending almost to a level with upper edge of pupil;
carapace with live ridges, the dor.sal ridge scarcely evident, with a large
2.3:

spine located

midway

Ix^tween tip of snout and base

t)f

caudal

tin;

dorso-lateral crest with three spines, the anterior projecting upward
and forward from the orl)it: the posterior located slightly behind middle

midway between anterior edge of orbit and ]H)stcrior
end of carapace: the median, which is small and Aveak, located somewhat nearer to the orhital than the posterior spine; venti-o-lateral ritlge
with four spines, the tir.>;t very small, the second larger, located below
dorsal spine, the posterior one projecting l)ackward the distance
between it and the one of the opposite side e(iual to distance between
Ventral surface of carapace convex,
center of pupil and dorsal »pine.
Plates
a slight median depression extending from breast to anal tin.

of dorsal spine,

o-ranular. except ten or twelve in the region posterior to jx'ctoral
each with a central granule usually largei' than the others.

tin,

Dorsal tin located midway between dorsal spine and end ^4 carapace;
base of anal tin occupying most of th(> spa«'e between vent and end «>f
carapace; pectoral just l)ehind vertical through posterior edge oi orbit.
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Dorsal portion of body dusky, with small dark spots scattered over
snout and back; ventral half of carapace translucent, with zigzagdusk}" bars along the region of crest, the color following the vertical
sutures between the plates; throat and l)reast with scattered dusky
spots somewhat smaller than pupil.

Type No,

One specimen.

Laysan
Mr. Max Schlemmer.

University.
erer,

S-t-tO.

Family
29.

Ichthyological Collections, Stanford

Length, 105

Island.

mm.

Named

for

its

discov-

SCORPAENID^.

SCORPAENOPSIS CATOCALA

Jordan and Evermann; Honolulu;

Jlilo.

The specimen from Honolulu has the dark markings unusually intense.
The dark spot between the tifth and seventh spines is deep black and
well defined, while in other examples

The ventral
30.

also

markedly dark.

is

DENDROCHIRUS CHLOREUS
Family

31.

it

Jenkins; Honolulu.

CEPHALACANTHID.E.

CEPHALACANTHUS ORIENTALIS
Family
32.

indistinct or even absent.

Length of specimen, 150 mm.

(

Cuvier and Valenciennes

1;

Honolulu.

ECHENEIDIU.E.

REMORA REMORA

(Linnaeus); Honolulu.

Family FIERASFERID.E.
33.

From

FIERASFER UMBRATILIS

Jordan and Evermann.

the cavity of a Holothurian, at Hilo.

Received from Mr.

Henshaw.
F^amily
34.

BROTULID.E.

BROTULA MULTICIRRATA

{Brolul(t toirnxcitdi

Fowler).

Family
35.

Vaillant and Sauvage; Honolulu.

PLEURONECTID.E.

PLATOPHRYS MANCUS

[Rhombus paniherinus Ruppell).
{P(iftt<er marchionessarum Valenciennes).

Honolulu.

(

Broussonet).

FISHES FROM HA WAIT— JORDAN AND SNYDER.
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36.
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ANTENNARIID.E.

ANTENNARIUS LAYSANIUS

Jordan and Snyder, new species.

This species is distinguished by the following set of chaiactcrs:
Third dorsal spine movable only at tip, being elosely bound down to
the occiput and back; first spine long and slender, extending ti) middle
of third; soft dorsal not nearly reaching caudal: color light with black
spots.

Mouth

large, the width e(iual to lengtii of maxillary. 4.5 times diam-

eter of eye.

First spine long and slender, reaching niiddic of third

when depressed,

the tip with a small knob bearing filaments one of
which is lanceolate, seven-eighths the length of spine, the others short
and thread-like. Second spine inserted above anterior Qi\gv of orbit,

reaching base of third when depressed, connected posteriorly with
head by a thin membrane, the free edge of which is convex, the tip of
Third spine ecpial in length to maxillary,
spine with a movable joint.
inmiovably and closely attached throughout its length to the occiput
and back, the tip with a small, movable joint. Soft dorsal not connected
with third spine b}^ a membrane or crest, separated from the caudal
by a space equal in length to 2.5 times diameter of eye. the last rays
when depressed not reaching base of caudal; rays 12, the longest
(posterior) equal in length to distance between base of first dorsal
spine and tipof second when depressed; posterior margin of fin rounded;
anal when depressed reaching base of caudal, rays 7, about equal in
length to those of dorsal. Caudal rounded. Gill opening at base of
pectoral.

Skin hispid with minute, simple, and bilobcd lobcd prickles; skin of
upper half of e}'e with prickles; minute, filamentous, dermal ai^jcndages scattered about over the sides and back, especially proniiiiciit
below dorsal spines and fin; none on ventral surface.
Color in spirits yellowish white, densely clouded with white du>ky:
a small ocellus midway between base of pectoral and origin of soft
dorsal, many small black spots scattered about on breast aiul belly, an
oblong black spot half as large as eye on posterior half of soft ilorsal.
a row of black spots along edge of dorsal fin, a large one on basi' of
anal and two near border of fin: caudal with a few spots as laige as
pupil; dorsal, caudal, and anal narrowly {H\o;vd with white: pectorals
white below, dusky above; chin dusky, with iin indistinct light ocellu-:
tongue with small black spots; filaments of dorsal dusky.
Xype.—l^o. 8439, Ichthyological Collections, Stanford Tniver-ity.
Laysan Island. Length, UT nun.
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ANTENNARIUS SANDVICENSIS

37.

vol.

xxvn.

(Bennett).

{Autennarius horridus Bleeker).

One specimen from Honolulu corresponding closely to tig. C, plate
100 in Giinther's Fische der Siidsee. It is there regarded as a ^'ariety
of Antenna}'! us coynmenotii.
Our specimen certainly corresponds to
Bleeker's Jtorridus unA probably to Bennett's mndvicensu.

Eye very
maxillary.

small,

its

diameter contained three times in length of
its length equal to that of maxillar}*,

First spine hair-like,

reaching beyond base of third spine

when

depressed, the tip with a

when
membrane extending

cluster of short filaments; second spine reaching base of third

depressed, surrounded

from near

l)y

thickened tissue, the

tip of spine to base of third,

elevated, connected with occiput

rounded
63^6 ;

])y a

spine

large

amount of

when depressed

very thin; third spine easily

by a thick membrane, the spine

tissue, its

width

ec^ual

not reaching soft dorsal.

sur-

to diameter of

Dorsal of the

same height throughout, just reaching l)ase of caudal when depressed;
rays 12.
Anal reaching beyond ])ase of caudal, its edge rounded;
length of space between base of anal and caudal one-half that between
base of dorsal and caudal.
Caudal rounded, its length 2^ in length
Anal opening at base of pectoral.
of bod}'.
Skin with very fine prickles, a few small cutaneous flaps on head,
chin, and back.

Color in spirits light gray, thickly mottled and spotted with dark
gray: a few white-edged blackish spots on body and fins, located as
follows: at base of third dorsal spine, at origin of dorsal between

eighth and ninth dorsal rays, on side l)etween origin of dorsal and
base of pectoral, on side posterior to pectoral, on anal fin, on upper

and on lower edge of caudal.
Lenoth, 78 mm.
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TWO OKTHOPTERA HITHERTO

By Andiikw Nelson
Of

C'aidfxi..

the Depnrtini'nt vf Afjricnlture.

Schaeffer. of Brooklyn. New \ ork.
Thiouirh the kindness of Mr. C.
eolie.-of studying a sn,all h„t interestinj;I have had an oiTortunity
'""'nmle
'•.* ;""
Southern States,
tion of Orthoptora from the

The greater port.on ot the eolleet
others during the past year.
and by agreetnent the results of th,
was n,ade at Brownsville. Texas,
appear m
examination of that nu.terial is to
Scienee.
and
Arts
of
Institute
the Brooklvn

•'j,';.^"™;;'?

'"';;";,:'*

,:,'„.
tau

V:.:.'"''
interestn.g additions to ou
oussion at present ot several n.ost

die. o, ,n
however. .,ot heing from Browns,
tron.
tnne
hrst
the
for
reeorded
here
no part of that report an<l are
the United States:

The

follow

n.'

two

speeies.

HAPLOPLUS EVADNE
»,y„;,,„.,,™A...WEST>v.„,u, Cat.

One mature female
taken

at

(.fig.

1)

Westwood.

s:..
I'ha..,,.. IS.59. ,.

,.1.

vvn,, Hb.

and one large nymph ^'1-

Morula.
Loggerhead Key. Dry Tortugas.

no date nor referenee

I

0,

mal-

?|';';;; ';-,;;:;™
he lah. 1 >.....^

to the oolleetor.

,- •,
s;.»t„^ ot
of a,
-mv
>
oeeurrenee m the I n, te.l btates
This is the first reeord of the
what
of
'
larva
male
--;;
wi g d Phasmid, though a young
on the ha>n>,.l.
in my re.ent paper
mentioned
was
speeies
this
he of
nyu.ph exhihits eha, >-;;;;;';';;;;;;''
he [-ni e/states... The large
;^
n.ale
between those of the sn.all
^P"-"""\'""X7l^Z
>a,m
tin
to
belong
iuferen,-e that they all
mature female. Henee mv
y.mug ,"„/„.
as] u..w believ I an,. he
this,
f T ..m crreet in
I

3-

Z^ ^^

,

n b.

•r:

v; h

i

wi,
:.eru,ediary seguu-n, snbe.p.al

I,

the n.etano.un,
n,

-

andXle-'sbearsmalMobedikeexpansionsonthepostermrand
As the in>eet "W-'^^^''^"';^ ^^>
me te fe^mra and on all the tibi..
1

retexpansionsbecomeoblit,..atedontheanten,.

The young are

than thcjuiuii.
also less acutob' spined

^r^uTsTNat.

Mus.,

XXV[.

1903, p. 884.
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diary segment of the adult female as well as the nymphs is scarcely
longer than the metanotum. The long-winged male insect as figured
by Westwood seems also to have the interme-

diary segment subequal with the metanotum.

The adult female, which has never been
is shining brown above, yellowi.sh
below, the margins of the pronotum and elytra
described,

and the center of the dorsal surface of the
intermediary segment longitudinally marked
with chalky white, probably a variable character.
The head (fig. 2) has the usual horn-like
tubercles, the right one fully twice as large as
the one on the left.
Behind these main tubercles

is

a pair of smaller ones, likewise dis-

similar in size.

The pronotum

divided mesially

b}'

a deep

is

transversely

sulcus and the

is divided longitudinally by a
narrow sulcus and bears a pair of stout blacktipped sharp spine-like tubercles.
The me-

anterior lobe

sonotura bears ten irregularl}- placed, blacktipped spines or sharp tubercles.

The

eh^tra

are about as long as the metanotum, the wings

about the same length, though

the}' project a

millimeter beyond the tip of the elytra, being-

The abdominal segments

placed farther back.

are about three times as leng as broad and are
apically furnished with a slight crescent-shaped

transverse blunt carina.

The

tip of the ab-

domen and the antenna^ are gone but are
drawn in dotted lines from the large nymph
The legs are slight!}' lighter
as a model.
colored above than the body, below concolor-

ous with the ventral portion of the body,
unarmed except that the posterior and inter-

mediate femora are armed l)elow on the outer
two-thirds with a few large black-tipped spines,
the tip of the tibiae l)elow also furnished with
an elevated longitudinal ridge.
Length. HO-fmrn. pronotum, 4.75 mm. raesonotum, 19.5 mm. metanotum, 6 mm. intermediar}' segment, 6.5 mm.; anterior femora,
19 mm.; intermediate femora, 15.5 mm.; pos;

;

;

Fig. 1.— Haploplus

evadne,

female (enlarged).

mm. width of head, 3.5 mm.; pronotum,
mm. first abdominal segment, 3 mm.

terior femora, 21

mesonotum,

2.5

;

3.5

mm.;

!

N0.137S.

The
below.

TWO ORTirOPTERA

nymph

large female

Head armed

as in

though the spines or
unarmed, though the
small

lIITIIEnTn IXIlKn )RI)F.D—< wrDELJ..
is

th«'

in

coloi-.

liuliirr

adult as are also the pro- and nicsonutuni.

tul)er('les
foi-e

dark optuiue brown

<>r,l

are here quite small.

Anterior legs

of the small male specimen have a

tibia'

com pressed expansion near each endabove, ashavealsoall the tibia'

in that

specimen.

In the larg(> female

nymph

these expansion.- are

mantained only on the middle pair where there

is.

also a small longitudinal ex})ansion neai- the base

l>elo\\

posterior femora furnished above with a pair of

both nymjjhs,

in
.

Middh' and

])arallel lobes

near the

apex and armed Ixdow with spines as in the
adult, except smaller.
The measurements
are as follows:

Length, 00 nmi.; antenn;e. 'lA mm.: ])ronotum. 8 mm.; mesouotum. 14 mm.: metar.otum. -t.o mm.; mtermediary segment, 4.;)
ev.u.xk.km.aiwedi.
mm. oviscapt. bevond the tip of the abdomen, 5. .5 mm.; posterior femora. \?> mm.: intermediate femora.
;

mm.; anterior femora, 12 mm.: width
mm.; middle of mesonotum, 2. mm.:
7.")

abdominal segment,

The

i*..")

l<»

of h(>ad. H nun.: ])ronotum, H
of nn'tanotum.

'.

mm.:

of first

mm.

right hind leg of this specimen has been bi-oken

oti

and regenei"-

ated, beino' therefore smaller then the other, the femora nieasuringf

but 9 mm. in length.
This species was described from Santo Domingo, West Indies, and is
an unusually interesting addition to our fauna by reason of it-^ being
the only winged I'epresentative of the family occurring witiiin our
borders.
The long-winged males are objects of note and suggest
tropical forms.
The asymmetrical horn-like tubercles of the head
Why one <)f these
.seem to be a constant character of the geinis.
tubercles, usually the one on the right, should 1)<> longer or larger than
its

fellow

is,

so far as I know, unexplained.

HELIASTUS SUMICHRASTI
IMimtu.'t

s>imichni.'<li

Sacssukk. rro.lr.

(>f<lii...

Saussure.

1SS4,

)..

-Jl.S:

A.M. IVmlr.

Oe.Hi...

1888, p. 90.

A pair of this
Schaetier.

No

Mexican
date

is

sj)ecies

given.

was taken atCialveston. Texas, by Mr.

It exhil)its

certain characters .somewhat

At first
Ibuner.
who
Laurence
I thought it represented a new species, but Prof.
of
the
treating
is writing that i)artof the Biologia Centrali-Americana
thinks
is
it
region,
of
that
Acridiida^ and is well informed on the fauna
these
from
is
made
description
following
The
a variety of sniiiichroxt!.
specimens (tig. 3), which may be designated by the varietal name .^uh7'osea^ varying fnmi the typical form in the less roseate under w ings. the

at variance with those of typical specimens taken in Mexico.
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red not extending upward into the middle

VOL.
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and the generalh^ lighter

field,

color.

Head and thorax

in typical si(in!ehrastl except the anterior
even less noticeably notched than in that form,
being practically entire. Antennss long, compressed toward the apex.
Elytra long and slender, surpassing the tips of the femora by about

l)order of the latter

the length of

tlie

light testaceous,

cations of

two

as

i,s

thorax,

somewhat

membranous

in

the apical fourth;

color

infuscated, the infuscation forming indi-

one at the
humeral angle and one about the middle
of the el3'tra; on the membranous tip the

ver}' illy-defined transverse liands or clouds,

infuscation is in the form of somewhat
rounded spots.
Wings comparativel}^
longer and more pointed than in sumichrasf!. pale yellowish at the extreme
base followed in the anal field by an area
of bright but somewhat washed-out-appearing red color; beyond this red disk,
which scarcel}' extends above into the middle area, is a narrow fuscous band, interrupted in the middle field and with scarcely
any humeral ta?nia; bevond this fuscous
band the wing is hyaline. Posterior femora longer and more slender than in typFK.. :'..— HELIASTUS SXMICHRASTr, VAK.
ical specimens and the outer face somesrBROSEA, MALE (ENLAEGEP).
what less flattened and not banded with
fuscous, but internally there are three black bands, a very narrow one
near the base, a broad one with the outer edge at the middle of the
femur, and another very narrow one at the middle of the apical twoBesides this the inner geniculation is piceous, and there is a
thirds.
broad pallid annulation at the tip of the femora. Hind tibia? pale
yellowish on the basal third followed hy a very narrow black ring,
the rest of the tibijc red with the base on the inner side piceous and

the spines tipped with black.

Length, antenna^, male, 12 mm., female,
4.5

mm.; elytra, male, 21 mm.,
femora, male, 12 mm., female, 15 mm.

mm., female,

terior

-

5

Tyi)e.—Q,2X. No. 77Y4,

U.S.N.M., male.

l\

pronotum, male,

female, 20

mm.;

pos-

A NEW FERN, GONIOPHLEBIUM PRINGLEI, FROM
.AIEXICO.

William

B}^

Aid

The writer has had much pleasure
lent species to its discoverer,

of

K.

Maxox.

in Criiptof/amic Botaui/, l>ii'mon of I'lanU.

iu dedicating the

following excel-

Mr. C. G. PHngle, whose

collections

Mexican plants have so long been widely and favorably known.

Goniophlebium pringlei

sp. nov.

riate

XLVIII.

Rhizome creeping, verv

firm, liexuose, slender, about i nmi. thick,
appressed dirty-white lanceolate acuminate
brownish-centered chaff, and with rather sparse very dark brown lanose
rootlets: frond glabrous throughout, about 5 dm. long: stipe 1 dm.
long, stramineous, firm, terete, polished, very slender (only 1 mm.
thick): lamina ovate, 4 dm. long, about 2 dm. broad below the middle,

densely clothed

svith

thin membranaceo-chartaceous, very translucent, comprising 11 pairs

of subopposite entire

narrowh' lanceolate

tapering

acute-pointed

pinna^ which decrease gradually above, giving rise to a terminal cau-

date division nearly ec{ual in size to the largest pinna'; lowermost
pinna? 9 cm. long by 2.3 cm. broad. sul)cordate and free below, fully

adnate and dilated above into a foliai' wing .5 nun. deep from sinus to
rachis and connecting with the second pair of pinia' which with the
third pair are the longest (about 10 cm.): succeeding pinna' gradually
shorter, similarly dilated both above and below to form a continuous
slightly broadening soriferous wing, the sinuses obtuse, rounded:
venation manifest; sori, orbicular, large, about l.'i })airs to the pinna,
nearer the midril) than the margin; each sorus t)orne on tlie single
included veinlet of the broad initial areole which extends half the
distance to the margin; ultimate venation irregularly anastomose, very

rarely with an included veinlet.

Type, No.

KKlTO-l, in the

trees, near Jalapa, State of

C. G. Pringle, no. 11855,

United States National

Vera Cruz, Mexico,

November

3(\

1S><>3.

lleil)ariuin:

altitude

Known

1,2()<>

on

meters,

oidy from (he

type collection containing about 25 specimens taken for distrihution.
Proceedings U.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

S.

National Museum, Vol. XXVII— No. 1379.

xxvii— 03
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The

sheet in the Prino-le herbarium at

diii'ers

only in

its slig-htly

vol. xxvii.

the University of

Vermont

greater breadth, the second and third pinna3

measuring about 12 cm. long.

The
which

species
it

is

belongs.

quite distinct from

The most

known members

of the

noticeable single character

group

is its

to

delicate

transparency, the texture resembling closely that of certain thalloid
marine alg.v which l)ecome extremel}' transparent upon drying. The
stipe

is

slight in thickness

and relativeh' very short; the raised rachis

except in the terminal cauda, of a pronounced old gold color, as are
also the large sori; the midveins and initial venation of the pinna^ and
is,

of the terminal cauda are blackish and raised.

Pinna of Goniophlebiu-m pringlei (NAxrRAL

The accompanying-

text figure

is

a natural size illustration of one of

the fifth pair of pinnae of the type frond.

by placing the pinna

directly

size).

upon

It is

from a print obtained

sensitized paper and allowing the

sunlight to strike through the transparent tissue, and shows perfectly
the venation and the position of the orbicular sori.

Two

additional sheets in the United States National

fer in having the second pair of pinnae like the

first,

Herbarium
that

is,

dif-

free and

cordate-clasping at the base below the midvein and fully adnate above,
the adnate upper portion of the first pair overlapping the clasping

base of the second, there being only a very slight connecting foliar
wing along the rachis. In one of these (No. 460766), moreover, this
condition occurs in the case of the third pair of pinnw also, and the
foliar wing becomes well developed only between the third and fourth
pairs of pinnae and between succeeding pinna\

In

all

four sheets

examined the superabundance of leafy tissue, which must have given
a remarkable fluted appearance to the living fronds, is very noticeable.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE

From

XLVIII.

a photograpli of the type specimen, no. 460764 in the United State? National

Herbarium.

About one third natural

size.

U. S.

NATIONAL MUSEUM

PROCEEDINGS. VOL. XXVII

GONIOPHLEBIUM PRINGLEI MaXON
page 954.
For explanation of plate see

PL. XLVIII

THE

pp:Rsnr:\i()N

cheek

By WiKT

:\iETE()RnE.

Tasstx,

Assistant Curator, THrisioii of M'nicrahxpi.

The meteorite here deseril)ed Wiis found on the furni of Mr. ^^^ W.
Young, on Persimmon Creek, in the southern part of Cherokee
County, North Carolina, in the spring of IsO?,. ]Mr. Young disposed
of the same to Mr. Thorn Smith, chemist of the Isal)ella Copper
Company, Isabella, Tennessee, from -whom it was obtained for the
U. S. National Musemii. The date of the fall is unknown. Imt the
appearance of the mass is such as to indicate that it had lain in the
soil

for a long period of time.

of the main mass, as shown in Plate XLIX, was 9
pounds 6 ounces. From this a fragment weighing 1 pound 13 ounces
had previoush" been broken, making the entire known weight 11
pounds 3 ounces, or 5.014 kilograms.
The meteorite is roughly triangular in cross section, witli its surface
deeply indented and much oxidized, so that the customary pittings are
The one large shallow pit still remaining is shown
largeh' obliterated.
in the lower left of Plate XLIX.

The weight

GENERAL STRUCTURE.
Exteriorh' the mass shows no characteristics of more than ordinary
However, it required ])ut an inspection of a cut and polThis
ished surface to show that the iron was of an unusual type.
interest.

sawn surface shows the mass

to be

made up

of a

more or

less contiiui-

ous matrix of iron containing troilite, schreil)ersite, and carl)on (Plate
The troilite areas vary in their maxinuun diametei-s from 1 mm.
L).
Certain of these areas contain granular carbon in such
to li cm.
quantities that the bronze yellow of the containing troilite appears
only as specks through the car))on. In these graphitic areas is found
This silicate also occurs
fairly abundantly an olivine (see figure).

very sparingly

in

the

nickel-iron

Schreibersite occurs sparingly, n\ a
Proceedings U.

S.

in

miimte granuhu- aggregates.

manner

similar to the troilite.

National Museum, Vol. XXVII— No. 1380.
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The

largest of the .schreiber.site areas

diameters, and, like the troilite,

it

is

3

by

6

mm.

along

VOL. XXVII.

its

greatest

contains carbon, but unlike

it, it

This phosphide occurs also in yerj thin
does not carry
the
and between them and the troilite.
bounding
iron
masses,
plates
in
small
grains
or plates in the iron constitoccasionally
occurs
It
dendritic
or moss-like aggregates.
then
arranged
in
uent, and is
plates
linealh'
arranged and resemalso
occurs
in
thin
Scliroibersite
bling ttenite.
Etching the iron constituent develops a baud of bright white iron
next to the troilite and schreibersite areas and bounding them. This
alloy may be '"kamacite." but it was not possible to separate any of it
to determine its composition.
On each side of and bounding the white
thin
plate
standing
in relief, which in certain instances
iron is a ver}olivine.

.-»

'

T
PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF OLIVINE
is

known

to be schreibersite

iron constituent

is

made up

and

IN GRAPHITIC TROILITE AREA.

in others ta?nite.

The mass

of the

of a darker colored alloy, or eutectic.

this eutectic is seen tine lines of a tin-white color,

which are

In

in part

and which penetrate the mass in zig-zag shapes. Examined
under a glass the dark iron appears to be homogeneous, and to be
made up of minute octrahedrons arranged in line lamellae. It should
be here stated that the eutectic or dark iron does not contain any
chlorides, and the very small amount of chlorides present was noted as
occurring as lawrencite between the troilite and the boundary "white
tsenite,

iron" alloy.

The Persimmon Creek iron may be classed as a granular
numerous troilite and some silicate areas.

octahedrite containing

NO. 1380.

PERSIMMON CREEK METEORITE— TASSIX.
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CHEMICAL INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSES.

A fairly representative area of the mass was taken for .separation
and analysis. This was placed in a lar<^-o I^rlenmeyrr ilask fitted with
a two-way stopper, one hole of which carried a thistle tuhe reachirif
to the bottom of the ilask. and the other carried a tuV)e made from
a 25 c. c. pipette, which led into an annnoniacal solntion of cadininm
chloride contained in two smaller flasks.
Tlic pipette tul>e was bent
at such an angle that any vapors formed would condense and l)e
returned to the larger flask. The apparatus was then connected with
a pump and a gentle current of air drawn through, care being taken
that the air passed through a water solution of copper sulphate and
then through water before entering the apparatus, in order that no
hydrogen sulphide ])e introduced from outside.
Dilute hydrochloric acid (IHCl 25H2O) was now added.
The
flask gentl}' heated, and the evolved gas caught in the cadmium chloride solution.
The action at a gentle heat at approximateh' 75 Centigrade, was allowed to continue for several weeks, fresh acid being
added from time to time. When all action had ceased the solution was
raised to boiling and the temperature continued for thirty minutes in
order to expel the last traces of hydrogen sulphide from the solution.
All the combined sulphur was now precipitated in the smaller flasks
as cadmium sulphide.
This was filtered on a counterpoised filter,
washed with water containing a little ammonia, dried, weighed, the
sulphur content calculated and found to be 22.5 per cent.
The large flask contained the acid soluble and in.>^oluble portions.
These were filtered through counterpoised filters, washed with hot
water, and the residue dried and weighed.
:

THE INSOLUBLE RESIDUE.
The residue

(in

which would be the carbon,

schreibersite. ti^nite,

any) was, after weighcohenite, magnetite, chromite,
ing, examined under a glass and then treated as follows: The carbon
silicates, etc., if

was

first floated off

with water, collected on a

filter,

dried,

and burned

The carbon-free residue was gone over with a magnet,
in oxvgen.
thus leaving only the olivine. The magnetic portion was examined
under a glass and found to consist entirely of schreibersite and a
It was collected in a O-ounce flask and
to the following method: The
according
the schreibersite separated
flask and its contents were placed in a dish of i-old water and 50 cc. of
The flask was then removed
nitric acid, specific gravity 1.2l>. added.

nickel-iron alloy (tsenite?).

from the bath and shaken
being taken to prevent any

till

its

contents were sensibly warm, care
The flask was then placed

local heating.

till no more gas was given oil.
and the precipitate washed with hot water, and.

again in the bath and allowed to stand
It

was then

filtered
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with alcohol, this last washing being allowed to run into another
beaker and thrown awa}*. The filtrate contains all the nickel-iron alloy
and perhaps about 1 per cent of the schreibersite, while at least 98
per cent of the phosphide is left on the paper. A complete solution
of the nickel iron is effected in one to three minutes.
linall}',

SCHREIBERSITE.

The mineral thus separated had a specific gravity of 7. IT; a tinwhite color; and under the glass was seen to be in pea-like nodules
and in needles (rhabdite). An anah'sis gave the following:
Iron

69.

Nickel-cobalt

17.

26

Phosphorus

1 2.

50

Total

33

99. 09

•.

NICKEL-IRON ALLOY.

The

solution obtained

from treating the magnetic residue

as

above

stated gave, on analysis, the following results:
Iron
Nickel-cobalt

14.

50

Phosphorus

1.00

Total

100. 50

the

Calculating

schreibersite, this

Meunier'^ for
Fcj (Ni,

85.00

phosphorus present as derived from dissolved
will approximate the formula FcgNi, as given by

Other analyses give: Fe,

tsenite.

(Ni, Co),* FejgNig,^

Co)2,'^ etc.

From these

results

it is

uncertain composition.

evident that the so-called t^uite

Indeed,

it is

is

of a very

not to be expected that the results

should be imiform, since the alloy obtained is necessarily dependent
upon the nature of the solvent used in its separation.

OLIVINE.
This mineral occurs in small granules of a yellowish-green color,

and that analyzed had been slightly attacked even by the very dilute
acid (1

HC1:25 HjO) used

in the separation.

An

analysis gave:

Silica

39. 10

Magnesia

48.

20

Ferrous oxid

12.

30

99.

60

Total
Specific gravity, 3.39.
«

Meunier, Meteorites,

p. 49, 1884.

^'Tassin, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

(f

XXV,

p. 73.

Columbian Publication
Weinschenk, Ann. Mus. Wien.

(^Nichols, Field

64, Geol. Series,

I, p.

315.
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CARBON.
Before burnin^^- the carbon it was examined under the niirroseope
elit'tonite, without tindino- either of these minerals.

for diamond and

thp: acid

The

soluble ToHTIoX.

solution w^as evaporated to di yness, taken up with

stronj,' nitric

acid, aoain

evaporated to dehydrate any silica present, rcnlissolved,
tiltered, the filtrate again evaporated and taken up Avitii a few drops
of nitrie acid and hot water.
This solution was now made up to 1,000
cc. with cold water and proportional parts analyzed.

The separation of the iron and nicked was effected l»y the succinate
method, experience having- shown that if the conditions here noted are
observed it is quicker than the acetate method, and a complete separation is g-enerally effected on the first precipitation and always (^)n the
second, Avhile with the acetate method at least three precipitations are
necessary and often more. The procedure is as follows:
Add iimmonia slowly and with stirring to th*^ dilute nitric acid solution till the color is a red brown.
Should the solution become turbid,
add a drop of acid to clear it. Then add a 3(i per cent solution of
sodium acetate, to which a drop or two of acetic acid has been added,
till the color is deep red (an excess of sodium acetate does no harm).
Then precipitate at the temperature of the "water l)ath with sodiiuu or
ammonium succinate, using 'dl grams of the succinate for every gram
of iron present;

tered cold.

more than

When

this dissolves the precipitate unless

the precipitate has settled,

water, and then with Avarm water, carrying

The filtrate is then concentrated and
mined as the operator pleases.

An

2()

filter,

til-

wash with cold

per cent of anunonia.

the nickel cobalt contents deter-

analysis of the solution gave:
Iron
Nickel

94.
:^.

360
723

Cobalt

250

Copper

290

]\Ianganet-e

010

Phosphorus

270
809

Silica

Aluniinu

Trace.

riatiiuiin

Trace.

^[agiiesiuiii

Trace.

The phosphorus contents may have been derived from dissolved
schreibersite, or from an unknown phosphide, or from phosphorus in
solid solution analogous to the conditions prevailing in certain manufactured irons, though nietallographic methods have failed to develop
anything that would warrant the last two assumptions. The silica
and magnesia were derived from the olivine. The platinum, alumina,

and magnesia contents were too small to
have been admitted during the analvsis.

weigii, aiul the

first

two may
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SCHMIDTIXA. A GENUS OF JAPANESE SCULPINS.
By David Starr Jordan and Edwin
Of Stanford

Chai'in Starks,

Vniveri^iiy.

In a recent paper on the Cottidaj or Sculpins of Japan,'' by the
present writers, a

new genus,

Sc/unidtia, was defined for a species of

from near Misaki, Japan. As the name
Schmidt ia is already used in zooloo-y, we would substitute for it, as
the name of the genus of Cottidie^ the name Schmidt ina^ the species
being Schmidtina miscikia.
sculpin,

Schmidtia

misck/'a,

«Proc. U.

Proceedings U.

S.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXVII,

1904, p. 237.

National Museum, Vol. XXVII— No. 1381.
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of the
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Arizona, from the Trias of, a new Batrachian and a new Reptile, by Frederick A. Lucas
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446, 459
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species
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.
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'
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carinata
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from Jamaica, by William

var. p

densa

218

var.

fruticosa

217

oppressa

218

(3

var.

738, 739

217

217

punctata
repens
var. a emarginata

739

784

diffusa

fungosa

814
814

faunus
marsyas

217

princeps

814

comma

corallioides

polymorpha

814

homopteriis,

217

-

146

Polia epichy.sis

217

nitida

357
.

212, 216

var. a repens

599

592, 596, .599

alatus

731

arethusa

.596,

592, 599

Polemius

731

papulosa,

,591

741, 742, 744

742

Maxon

741

napi, var. pallida

783

venosa

783

R.

Pontia beckeri

783

var. 7 csespitosa

218

var. y mucosa
var. S fungosa

217

var. S spongiosa

217

vesicularis

218

vitrea

218

Populus tremuloides

770

874

Porcellana creplinii
Porcellana sp

88

Plusia aereoides
metallica
Plutella

218

874
752,753

crueif eraruni

interrupta

limbipennella
maculipennis

752
752, 933

752
752, 753, 933

var.

occidentalis

783

var. calyce
rapse

Porcellio

783
783
88

19,20,21
Isevis

scaber
Porocottus
quadrifilis

28, 677

28
234, 283, 285, 288, 334

285
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Porocottus tcntacnlatus
Porosagrotis
catonula

28G, 33-1

muraniula
thanatologia,

new

species

..

vetusta
Portuiiicepon

:«iM,

792

«33

Pscudomiopteryx

r«c

S3;}

bogoten.'iis

r.66

833

iiifuscahi

5<J6

I'l,

Portiinioii

17

spinifrons
PseudoiiHiiiopteruH

21

PotamocottTis

'JW

puiictulatus

2G4

Pottsiclla

215

erecta

212, 215

Primates
Primospina

462
95

mystinus

95

Prionistius

233, 252, 254, 333

jordani

252, 253, 254

Prioiiotus

831

Probopyrus

volitfin.M

Pscudorthosia variabilis
Pseudolanais
Pscudothyatira
cymatophoroides
expultrix

872

paradoxus

70

zebra

461

Pteriidiu

403

Pteris

Progne subis
Promops glaucinus
pyrophiloides
typica

Prosoparia
Proteopteryx

Columbia

Primus

Pterointe
Pterois

.'

Pseudacanthops
Pseudarmadillo carinulatus
Pseudione

877

geniserra

lunulata

926

muricata

773

volitans

142

M

142

141

761

Pterophorida'

571

Pterophorus angustus

23

crenulata

54

species

fiuviatilis

species
55, 78,

141

440.447
922
923
924

brucei

924

helianthi

15, 17, 26

borrei

145, 174

Ill 142.174

766

64

:,

>leptus

6

galacanthre
giard i

135

longieauda
Pteromys volans

afflnis

new

93

926

I'teri

499
93,141 .145,174

bleekeri

894

146

14C
726

830

474, 523

329
2;i.5,3>8

8.50,909

830

ilicifolia

328 329,335

quadriaurita

830

serotina

2351,328,335

carinatus

339, 340

Prouoctua pebodyse"

915
2:52,

Psychrolutinaj
Pterichthys

461

furcata,

915

Psjxhidse
Psychrolutes

Proeyon lotor

new

4:{4,457

Psyche fragmentella

Procyonidse

curtata,

505

Psittacus

G8

87

887

505

55,

66

IG

H«6,887

.

guajava

88

paliemoneticola
Processa canaliculata

5, 12,

Psidium

87

new species
floridensis, new species

spinosus
Psecadla monticola

141

67,

bithynis,

141,112

543

15, 17, 24, 55,

alphei

566
141,143

Pseudomopina'
Pseudopterus

252,333

maeellus

»w

Pseudoliazis shastaensis

.H33

TJ,

Pseudoclinus

(<3;j

Pteropodus

112 124

maliger

112
Itl

I'teropterus

80

radiata

111

'2Z

444

79

Pteropus a;gyptiaca
lyerygistes noctula

83

Ptochiomera clavigera

78

Pulex.

4^3, 455, 456,461

363
367,

hyndmanni

54

369,370,371,376,377. 378, 382.

new species
tuberculata, new species

85

384,

paucisecta,

Pseudoblennius

. .

27, 84

235, 296, 301 303, 307, 308, 309, 334
,

38(;,

391, 420. 424, 425, 435

new species ....
anomalns, new species.

378, 382, 3831,43.5,458

allinis,

378,3S1,3.S4 ,435.459

attinis

312

arizoneiisis

440

anahaze

309

liter

436

309, 311, 335

cottoides

japonicus

312, 313, 314, 315

avium

marmoratus

309, 313, 314, 335

bohlsii

percoides

308,

309,312,313,314,315,334

totomins,

new

species

. . .

309,

new

species.

443, 467

378, 3JI0.381 4a5. 468

467

boleti
brasiliensis,

new

bruneri

species... 378, ST".' 458. 469
440
1,

eanis

438

309,

charlottensis

441

312, ;«5

eoloradensis

141

312,315,335
zoiiostigiiia,

467

aiiritus
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Pulex columbw

441

cuspidatus

435, 460

divisus

441

dugesii

378, 379, 435, 459

echidna;
elongatus

435, 457

454

erinacei

Pulex vulgaris

wiekhami

408

erminca

436, 458

globiceps

438

goniocephalus

439

grossiventris

451, 453, 462, 468

sibirica

445, 453, 462

vison

448

glacialis

468

nivalis

450

gillettei

454, 462,468

longicaudus

442, 443

gigas

26

Putorius

438

gallinse

448
373, 377, 432, 435

Puntius maculatus

442, 468

felis

438, 462

Pulicidse

439

fasciatus

436

vulpes

408, 445, 448, 462

vulgaris

451,453

Pycnoscelus

557

obscurus
surinamensis

557
558

Pyralidse

916

hexactenus

468

Pyralis electalis

918

hirsutus

443

farinalis

918

hirundinis

443

Pyrausta seglealis

917

hominis
howardii

436

borealis

917

448

f

376, 434

iimof eral is

917

hysense

436, 462

funebris

ignotus

416, 443

inconcinnalis

917

inseqiialis

439, 458

nicalis

917

ochosalis

917

unifascialis

917

var. simplex

439

irritans

366, 368, 369, 370,

371, 378, 379, 380, 381 384, 436, 457, 462, 463
,

var. dugesii

435

jaculans
keeni
kerguelensis

436, 458

lamellifer

aquatica

longispinus

416, 437, 441, 460

471, 474, 496, 498, 504, 507, 510

496

chrysolepis

437
439, 458

871

516

437, 457

437, 458

514

Quercus
agrifolia

leporis

new species
new species

Pyrola rotundifolia
Pyrrhia exprimens

444

lemmus

917

,

474,498

densifora
Rain-coat Rockfish

474, 496, 498, 507, 510, 519,525

142

Raphia

808

Cinderella

809

coloradensis

809

f rater

808

444

pallula

809

444

351

445

Raphigaster dimidiatus
Red Poison Fish
Red Rock Fish
ReduviidiE

multispinosus

445

Rehn, James A.

muris
musculi

467

lutzii,

lynx,

378, 380, 437, 462, 468

madagascariensis
melis
metallescens
minimus cutem penetrans
minutissimus nigricans

montanus

octactenus
pallidus

378, 383, 437, 462

437, 460

433
.432

366, 370

rufus

sayers

369, 437, 458, 462

445, 453

434

442

American

Studies in Old World
Forticulids or Earwigs, and Blattids

468

penetrans
pullulorum

100
364

Mantids or Sooth-

452, 453, 467

pencilliger

G., Studies in

160

or Cockroaches

sciurorum

446

segnis

467

serraticeps

438

simplex
simulans

458
436

Remora

striatus

436

Report on the Fresh-Water Bryozoa of the
United States, by Charles B. Davenport.
Reptile, A new, and a new Batrachian
from the Trias of Arizona, by Frederic
A. Lucas
Review, A, of the Cottidif or Sculpins
Found in the Waters of Japan, by David Starr Jordan and Edwin Chapin

sturni

talp»
terrestris

tuberculaticeps
typhlus

447
432, 449, 454

468
438, 461

451

ursi

468

vagabunda

468

vespertilionis

468

539

Remarks on the Probable Use of the AntennulEe in Albunea and Lepidopa. A
New Genus and Two New Species of
Crustaceans of the Family Albuneidse
from the Pacific Ocean, by James E.
Benedict

Starks

rcniora

621

946
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Review

of the Japanese Fishes of the
Family of Agonidie, by David Starr
Jordan and Edwin Chapiii Starks
Review of the Scorpanoid Fishes of Japan,
A, by David Starr Jordan and Kdwin
Chapin Starks
Review of the Wrens of the Genus Troglodytes, by Harry C. Oberholser
Revision, A, of the American Great
Horned Owls, by Harry C. Oberhol-

Kocinclaaflinis,

91

19"

29

new

species

674
29, 33

33
28,

234, 269, 333

species.. 269,270,333

Rheumaptera concordata

895, 896

georgii

896

hastata
hastulata

895
896

kodiakata

895, 896

Inctuata

895, 896

35

675, 676

typhlops

6

Rock Fishes
Rock Pool Goby
Rokubu

95
309
136

Rosieola

95

pinniger
Rousettus segyptiacus

Rubns

29
29

29, 31,

orientalis

474, 489, 507, 521

new

674

oculata

491,507,519,523,526,530

fujiyamnc,

deshayesiana
dumerili

angustata

474, 489,

new genus

29
059

maculata
modesta

36.')

Rheopresbe,

33

belliceps

latieauda

Baker

crocea

species

australis

liawaiiensis,

177

californiea

2<.»,33

(iVJ

new

angustata,

Revision of American Siphonaptera or
Fleas, togetlier with a complete List
and Bibliograpliy of the Group, l)y Carl
F.

species

aliLskensis
fiT'i

ser

Rhamnus

new

95
445, 461

cugeifolius

516

nutkanus

853, 923, 924

474,519

vitifolius

241

551

Ruscarius
Rustieus anna
Sabulodes catenulata
Sachiko
Saduria entomon
Salda pallipes

552

Saldidae

364

laminata

552

Salebria Isevigatella

921

refiexa

552

Salix laevigata

474

551, 552

Sambucus racemosi

356

551, 552

Samiagloveri
rubra

791

var. obduetata... 895,896

lugubrata

896

sociata

895

Rhicnoda
desidiosa,

new

species

rugosa
spinulosa
Rhinolophus hipposideros

455, 456, 457, 461

830

Rhizagrotis

Rhombus pantherinus

gil vipennis

Sarcopsyllidffi

Sarritor

818

rufipectus

8lV

817,818

penetrans

-133

375

Rhvnchopsvlla

"91

Scalops

450

"~
new

burkerella,

777

species

792

''53,

754, 933
810, 898

Richardson, Harriet, Contributions to the
Natural History of
the Isopoda
Contributions to the
Natural History of
the Isopoda, sec-

Schizura concinna
ipomiva;
perangulata
unicornis
Schmidtia,

new genus
misakia new
.

1

'*-'*4

884
884
884
23:1,237, 332, 961

237, 332, 961

species

Schmidtina, a Genus of Japane.se Sculpins, by David Starr Jordan and Edwin
961

Chapin Starks
Schmidtina,
657

.

421, 460

argentatus
Scardia

j)ackardi, var. c<x'klei

474, 517

pinetorum, new species.

597, 599

'92

sanguineum

Riparia riparia

597, 599

792

Ribes glutinosum

ond part

f renatus

leptorhynchus

packardii

spe-

geinis

373, 433
570, 597, 599

Scepsis fulvicollis

354

new

367-374, 43;J-161, 462-463

434

cies

lacustre

434

. .

686, 700, 719

pulex

Rhyothemis phyllis
Rhyparochromus compaetus, new

374. 434

Saturniida;

370, 371

Rhynchoprion

Ricuzenius,

penetrans. .

817

817,818

791

370. 373, 374, 375, 433

817

inelegans
niinimalis
placida

364

grossiventris

474, 496

diversiloba
Rhynchagrotis anchocelioides

661

gallinacea

946

Rhus

322

Sarcopsylla

830,834

flavicoUis

787

914

new genus
misakia, new

232, 242, 333

Schreibersite

242, 243, 333

Schuchertella,

447, 457

961

961

sjiecies
9,55,

95«,

t»57.

958, 969

new name

7**

lens

7**
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Schwarz, E. A., and Herbert S. Barber,
List of Hemiptera-Heteroptera of Las
Vegas Hot Springs, New Mexico, Collected by, by Philip R. Uhler
Sciagraphia continuata
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Scutuloidea

14

Scythris

768

349

magnatella,
Sea Sculpin

906

Sebastes

new

species

768, 936

301
94, 120, 127

denticulata

906

albofasciatus

126

granitata

906

crassispinis

124

irrorata

906

128

neptata
nubiculata
punctolinearia

906

daetylopterus
elegans
glaucus
hilgendorfi
imperialis
inermis
joyneri

906
906
459

Sciuridse

440, 447, 459

Sciurop terns rnssieus
volans
Sciunis aberti

403, 448, 459
445, 459
448, 459

carolinensis

118

97
128

128
105, 110

105

macrochir
matsubarse

106

94

f remonti

441, 444, 460

nivosus

114

hudsonicus

408, 448, 460

oblongus
pachycephalus

117

446, 460

vulgaris

Scleroerangon procax
Scoliopteryx libatrix
Scoparia centuriella

64

116

schlegelii

110

872

sinensis

124

918

trivittatus

fernaldalis

918

nomiuatella

918

ventricosus
vulpes

rectilinea

918

tricoloralis

918

Scorpana

new

species

131,133,174
131, 134, 174

nebiilosus

leonina
miles

miostoma
monodactyla
neglecta
onaria
porcus
Scorpaenichthys
cirrhosus

nivosus
oblongus

112,116,117,173

151

pachycephalus

1

133

rubrivinctus

136

vulpes

136

SebastinEe
Sebastiscus,

Scorpseninse

91, 92

136

the,

91

92, 136, 174

Scorpsenopsis

catocala

173

112, 114, 173

115
112, 113, 173

92

new genus

92, 124, 128, 174

albofasciatus

marmoratus

136

13, 117, 120,

130

trivittatus

vexillaris

of

112
112, 114, 173

131

946

by David Starr Jordon and Edwin
Chapin Starks

114

nigrocinctus

131, 133, 134, 135, 174

A Review

113

112,116,173

142
131, 133, 174

Scorpsenodes

107
113, 118, 173

136

Scorpaenid»

diabolus
Seorpsenoid Fishes of Japan,

92,112,120,123,127,173

aleutianus
elegans
maliger
mitsukurii

136

cirrhosa
izensis,

113

Sebastichthys

92, 124, 127, 131, 136, 174

fimbriata

114
103, 104

Sebastodes

126, 174
124, 126, 127, 142, 174

92, 95, 112, 122, 124, 140, 173

aleutianus
alutus
atrovirens

106, 108

108

112

chrysomelas

118

946

ciliatus

99

cirrhosus

136, 138, 174

elegans

118

kagoshimana

136, 137, 174

entomelas
flammeus, new species.

Scorpoena dactyloptera

128

104

131

flavidus

861

fuscescens

inconcinna-

scrofa

Scotogramma densa

862

glaucus

infuscata

861

giintheri,

perplexa

861

sedilis

861

hakodatis
hopkinsi
inermis

uniformis
Scotophilus cubensis
noctula
Sculpins
Sculpins, Japanese, Genus Schmidtina, by

861
337
961

David Starr Jordan and Edwin Chapin
Starks
Sculpins or Cottidse Found in the Waters
of Japan, A Review of, by David Starr
Jordan and Edwin Chapin Starks

961

231

97, 103, 110, 173
96, 97, 101, 173

new species

itinus,

new

96, 102, 173

110, 112

110
96, 102, 103, 105,

iracundus,new species.

443

100
97, 108, 173, 175

species

97, 107, 109,

173
173

96, 99, 173

joyneri

97, 105.

matsubarae
mitsukurii
mystinus
nigromaculatus
nivosus

97, 106, 173

173
116

99
110

114
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Sebastodcs oblongns

Paga

lie,

ovalis

101

pauf'ispinis

Do

proriger

10(1

schlegelii

lera from Japan
Snyderina

UO, 112

scythropiis

97, 109,

steindachneri
taczanowskii

90, 100, 173

tokionis,

Snyder, John Otterbein and Diivid Stjirr
Jordan, On tlie Sj>ocivs <>( White Chim-

new

173

96, 98, 101, 112, 173

species

96, 104,

173

trivittatus

114

ventricosus

103

vulpes
Sebastolobus

113
92, 94,

macrochir

173

92

112

vulgaris

128

melanops

95

Selidosema

hnmariiim
variety

Spalax

Spanionyx

6

antarctica

4.58

451,4.58
5«i9

9

26

.5<;9

bicornis

.569

Sparus fuseescens
Species,

A New,

110, 112

a more

of Argulus, with

Complete Account

28

Serpula

83

Spalacidfc

910

24, 27

468

448, 449, 4.52, 454

460

910

3. 4, 5, 6, 9, 11, 13, 15,

anartica

4.54, 4(iO,

South American Epicaridea

910

747

Serolis

ieO
449,

bidens

Semioscopis steinkollncriana
Serolidse

737

Soricidw

var.emaseulatum,

new

474,.532

Sonchus oleraceus
471, 474, 532
Soothsayers or American Mantids, Studies
in, by James A. G. Reliii
.561

rosaceus
Sebastopolus dactyloptenis

W, 112

164,165,175

Solanuni douglassii
Somali Land, Description of Two New
Birds from, by Harry ('. Oberholser

Sorex alpinus
uraneus

95,

165, 166

ynmanokaiiii

112

Sebastosomus

KM, 175

Soi

Sebastomus

94, 173

223
9:1,

guiilheri

of

Two

Spe-

already described, by
Charles Branch Wilson
New, with Descriptions of, Tincies

627

Moths from British Columby August Busck

Serpulidse

733

eid

Serranidse

942

bia,

Sesia tipuliformis

915

Sesiidse

915

guttatus

447

Setagrotis

821

macrourus
musicus

447

congrua

821

planifrons

821

vernilis

821

voealis

821

albescens
guntheri

onustana
Siphagonus
barbatus

ll'l

138

retrolsevis,

911
'45

rugicauda
•sieboldii

748

thermophilum

588
587, 588

segaliensis

vision

of,

Sitomys keeni
Smerinthus astarte
cerysii

ophthalmicus
Snyder and Jordan, Isopoda collected in
Japan by
Snyder, John Otterbein, and David Starr
Jordan, Notes on Collections of Fishes
from Oahu Island and Laysan Island,
Hawaii, with Descriptions of Four New

'91
'91
"91

24

659

species

47

24

660
24,28

.

2.5

3,.5,

9,13, 14,24,28,30,38,47,6.59
6,

raymondi

731

Sphingidte

788

Sphinx vancouverensis
Sphodromantis bimaculafu.

791
.571

.571

bioculata...

Sphyrapns

...

.5.9.11,27,28

28

malleohis

64

Spiroutocaris

arcuata

.55,

58,

65

55,65

biunquis

55, 59

hrevirostris

5.5,65

6.5.59,65

fabricii

f^

gnimardii
t«>l.b.Ti
y-^"-*

24

13,24,26

l)ispinosa
!•'

25

6.59

Spharomides

365
-144

24

24,

24,28

.

Sphenotus

A Retogether with a

Complete List and Bibliography of the Group, by
Carl K. Baker

Species

Spha?romidie

372

American, or Fleas,

5,

vastator

587

Slphonaptera

440

dugesi
fossarum
oregonensis
pentodon, new species

new

451

4A5

destructor

138

Soi

745
4.50,

13-lineatus

138,174

Shiro Kasago
Sieya macularia
Sima?this

.

Spha>roma

92, 138, 140, 174

Setarches

Shlma

Spermophilus

gibbu

.5.5.

.59
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Spirontocaris groinlandica

55, 58

65

liljeborgii

macrophthalmn

55,

stejnegeri

65

Sthenarops chloris
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